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Take the digital turn through a changing media world
The mass media landscape is in a constant state of change,
and one of the most important changes has been the recent
turn to digital technology. The ninth edition of Media & Culture
includes the following features to enhance your understanding
of how we arrived at this point and where the digital turn
might take us:

New part openers and accompanying infographics
that showcase revealing statistics about how we use
digital media — and the broader context tying together print, audio, and visual media.
▼

New Past-Present-Future boxes
in each industry chapter that offer
a quick, thought-provoking look at
each medium’s evolution — and
where it may be headed next.

◀ VideoCentral media integration that merges
and converges print and the Web, with video
clips and discussion questions in each chapter,
and access included with every new copy of the
book. Turn to the inside back cover for your
login information.
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Praise for
Media &
Culture

The text consistently
reminds us of the strands
that weave their way
through the material—
regularly pointing out how
all of the information is
intimately connected.

Media & Culture is
a solid, thorough,
and interesting text.
I will be a stronger
mass communication
instructor for having
read this text.
MYLEEA D. HILL,
ARKANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY

Media & Culture is the
best survey text of the
current crop. The writing
is well constructed and
does not talk down to
the students.
STEVE MILLER,
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

MARCIA LADENDORFF,
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA

It is simply the
best intro to mass
communication book
available.
MATTHEW CECIL,
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE
UNIVERSITY

I think the Campbell text is outstanding. It is a long-overdue
media text that is grounded
in pressing questions about
American culture and its
connection to the techniques
and institutions of commercial
communication. It is, indeed,
an important book. At the
undergraduate level, that’s
saying something.
STEVE M. BARKIN,
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

Media & Culture respects
students’ opinions, while
challenging them to take
more responsibility and to
be accountable for their
media choices. This text
is essential for professors
who are truly committed
to teaching students how
to understand the media.
DREW JACOBS,
CAMDEN COUNTY COLLEGE

I will switch to Campbell
because it is a tour de force
of coverage and interpretation,
it is the best survey text in
the ﬁeld hands down, and
it challenges students.
Campbell’s text is the most
thorough and complete in
the ﬁeld. . . . No other text is
even close.

The critical perspective
has enlightened the
perspective of all of us
who study media, and
Campbell has the power
to infect students with
his love of the subject.
ROGER DESMOND,
UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD

RUSSELL BARCLAY,
QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY

The feature boxes
are excellent and are
indispensable to any
classroom.
MARVIN WILLIAMS,
KINGSBOROUGH
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

I love Media & Culture! I have
used it since the ﬁrst edition.
Media & Culture integrates the
history of a particular medium
or media concept with the
culture, economics, and
the technological advances
of the time. But more than that,
the authors are explicit in their
philosophy that media and
culture cannot be separated.
DEBORAH LARSON,
MISSOURI STATE UNIVERSITY
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Preface
The media are in a constant state of change, but in recent years, a larger shift has become
visible. E-books are outselling print books on Amazon; digital album sales have shot up as CD
sales decline; and social networking sites like Facebook and Twitter reach hundreds of millions
of users worldwide. As mass media converge, the newest devices multitask as e-readers, music
players, Web browsers, TV and movie screens, gaming systems, and phones. In other words,
the mass media world has really made the turn into digital technology.
Today’s students are experiencing the digital turn firsthand. Many now watch television
shows on their own schedule rather than when they are broadcast on TV, stream hit singles
rather than purchase full albums, and use their videogame consoles to watch movies and
socialize with friends. But while students are familiar with the newest products and latest
formats, they may not understand how the media evolved to this point; how technology
converges text, audio, and visual media; what all these developments mean; and how they have
transformed our lives. This is why we believe the critical and cultural perspectives at the core
of Media and Culture’s approach are more important than ever. Media and Culture pulls back the
curtain to show students how the media really work—from the historical roots and economics
of each media industry to the implications of today’s consolidated media ownership to the
details of their turn into the digital world. And by learning to look at the media—whether
analog past, digital present, or converged future—through a critical lens, students will better
understand the complex relationship between the mass media and our shared culture.
The ninth edition of Media and Culture confronts the digital realities of how we consume
media now. To tie these developments together, new part openers offer an overview of the
issues raised by converging media, accompanied by infographics with eye-catching statistics
about how media consumption has changed in recent years, reflecting the power of technologies like DVRs, streaming radio, e-readers and digital companies like Amazon, Apple, and
Google. New Past-Present-Future boxes offer perspective on where the media industries
began, how they’ve evolved to where they are today, and where they might be headed next.
And a brand-new Chapter 3, “Digital Gaming and the Media Playground,” addresses gaming’s
newfound role as a mass medium.
Increased video game coverage is just one example of how Media and Culture addresses
the way mass media are converging and changing: Consoles can play not just video games but
movies, music, and streaming video; streaming music continues to impact the record industry’s profits; magazines and books have evolved for e-readers. Media and Culture tells all of
these stories and more. Convergence happens even within Media and Culture itself; the ninth
edition combines print and digital media into a single accessible package: We have expanded
the book beyond the printed page with videos offering vivid insider perspectives on the mass
media industries. These fully integrated videos from VideoCentral: Mass Communication,
featured in the text and accompanied by discussion questions, offer additional material that
expands on the print portion of the text.
Of course, Media and Culture retains its well-loved and teachable organization that gives
students a clear understanding of the historical and cultural contexts for each media industry.
Our signature approach to studying the media has struck a chord with hundreds of instructors
and thousands of students across the United States and North America. We continue to be
enthusiastic about—and humbled by—the chance to work with the amazing community of
teachers that has developed around Media and Culture. We hope the text enables students to
become more knowledgeable media consumers and engaged, media-literate citizens with a
critical stake in shaping our dynamic world.

v

The Ninth Edition
The ninth edition of Media and Culture takes the digital turn, keeping pace with the technological,
economic, and social effects of today’s rapidly changing media landscape.
 Part openers show how convergence shapes our media experience. Each of the
book’s five parts opens with a new overview offering broad, cross-medium context for
the chapters that follow and draws connections to other sections of the book. Each part
opener also includes an eye-catching infographic full of facts and figures related to how
we consume media, in their various forms, right now.
 New Chapter 3 recognizes and explains video games as a mass medium. This
comprehensive new chapter, “Digital Gaming and the Media Playground,” explores the
gaming industry’s journey from diversion to full-fledged mass medium—a transition that
would not have been possible without convergence and the digital turn. In addition to
covering the history, economics, and technology behind the industry, Chapter 3 also
examines how gaming consoles function as an epicenter of media convergence.
New Past-Present-Future boxes explore where the media have been, how they
have converged, and where they’re headed. Media and Culture goes beyond simply
telling students about the latest media technologies. The ninth edition analyzes the social
and economic impact of these developments—from how the publishing industry is adapting to e-books and digital readers to how filmmakers are harnessing the power of social
media to promote their movies.
 Print and media converge with fully integrated VideoCentral clips. The new
VideoCentral feature merges and converges Media and Culture with the Web. Video clips,
added to every chapter, get students to think critically about the text and the media by
giving them an insider’s look at the media industries through the eyes of leading professionals, including Noam Chomsky, Amy Goodman, and Junot Díaz, addressing topics
like net neutrality, the future of print media, media ownership, and more. These clips
are showcased throughout the book and easily accessible online, where accompanying
questions make them perfect for media response papers and class discussions. For more
ideas on how using VideoCentral can enhance your course, see the Instructor’s Resource
Manual. For a complete list of available clips and access information, see the inside back
cover or bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture.

The Best and Broadest Introduction to the Mass Media
 A critical approach to media literacy. Media and Culture introduces students to five
stages of the critical thinking and writing process—description, analysis, interpretation,
evaluation, and engagement. The text uses these stages as a lens for examining the historical
context and current processes that shape mass media as part of our culture. This framework
informs the writing throughout, including the Media Literacy and the Critical Process boxes
in each chapter.
 A cultural perspective. The text consistently focuses on the vital relationship between
mass media and our shared culture—how cultural trends influence the mass media and
how specific historical developments, technical innovations, and key decision makers in
the history of the media have affected the ways our democracy and society have evolved.
 Comprehensive coverage. The text gives students the nuts-and-bolts content they need
to understand each media industry’s history, organizational structure, economic models,
and market statistics.
 An exploration of media economics and democracy. To become more engaged
in our society and more discerning as consumers, students must pay attention to the
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complex relationship between democracy and capitalism. To that end, Media and Culture
spotlights the significance and impact of multinational media systems throughout the
text, including the media ownership snapshots in each of the industry chapters. It also
invites students to explore the implications of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 and
other deregulation resolutions. Additionally, each chapter ends with a discussion of the
effects of various mass media on the nature of democratic life.
 Compelling storytelling. Most mass media make use of storytelling to tap into our
shared beliefs and values, and so does Media and Culture. Each chapter presents the
events and issues surrounding media culture as intriguing and informative narratives,
rather than as a series of unconnected facts and feats, and maps the uneasy and parallel
changes in consumer culture and democratic society.
 The most accessible book available. Learning tools in every chapter help students find
and remember the information they need to know. Bulleted lists at the beginning of every
chapter give students a road map to key concepts; annotated timelines offer powerful visual
guides that highlight key events and refer to more coverage in the chapter, Media Literacy
and the Critical Process boxes model the five-step process, and the Chapter Reviews help
students study and review.

Student Resources
For more information on student resources or to learn about package options, please visit the
online catalog at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture/catalog.

New! Bedford x-Book for Media & Culture
Make it easy to get on the same page with your class. Add your own pages, documents, links,
and assignments; and drag and drop the contents to match the way you teach your course.
Give your students video, audio, and activities—content that can’t be delivered on the printed
page. And get your class talking—in the book itself. With the x-Book, students can read, watch,
reflect, and share in the pages, providing a new kind of social learning experience, and
instructors can see and respond to student work. What do you want your x-Book to be?

Your e-book. Your way
A variety of other e-book formats are available for use on computers, tablets, and e-readers.
For more information see bedfordstmartins.com/ebooks.

Expanded! MassCommClass at yourmasscommclass.com
MassCommClass is designed to support students in all aspects of the introduction to mass
communication course. It’s fully loaded with videos from VideoCentral: Mass Communication,
the Online Image Library, the Media Career Guide, and multiple study aids. Even better, new
functionality makes it easy to upload and annotate video, embed YouTube clips, and create
video assignments for individual students, groups, or the whole class. Adopt MassCommClass
and get all the premium content and tools in one fully customizable course space; then
assign, rearrange, and mix our resources with yours. MassCommClass requires an
activation code.

Book Companion Site at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture
Free study aids on the book’s Web site help students gauge their understanding of the text
material through concise chapter summaries with study questions, visual activities that
combine images and critical-thinking analysis, and pre- and post-chapter quizzes to help
students assess their strengths and weaknesses and focus their studying. Students can also
keep current on media news with streaming headlines from a variety of news sources and can
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use the Media Portal to find the best media-related Web sites. In addition, students can access
other online resources such as VideoCentral: Mass Communication. For more information, see
bedfordstmartins.com/ebooks.

Media Career Guide: Preparing for Jobs in the 21st Century, Ninth Edition
Sherri Hope Culver, Temple University; James Seguin, Robert Morris College;
ISBN: 978-1-4576-4163-3
Practical, student-friendly, and revised with recent trends in the job market (like the role
of social media in a job search), this guide includes a comprehensive directory of media jobs,
practical tips, and career guidance for students who are considering a major in the media
industries. Media Career Guide can also be packaged for free with the print book.

Instructor Resources
For more information or to order or download the instructor resources, please visit the online
catalog at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture/catalog.

Instructor’s Resource Manual
Bettina Fabos, University of Northern Iowa; Christopher R. Martin, University of Northern Iowa;
and Marilda Oviedo, University of Iowa
This downloadable manual improves on what has always been the best and most comprehensive instructor teaching tool available for introduction to mass communication courses.
This extensive resource provides a range of teaching approaches, tips for facilitating in-class
discussions, writing assignments, outlines, lecture topics, lecture spin-offs, critical-process
exercises, classroom media resources, and an annotated list of more than two hundred video
resources.

Test Bank
Christopher R. Martin, University of Northern Iowa; Bettina Fabos, University of Northern Iowa;
and Marilda Oviedo, University of Iowa
Available both in print and as software formatted for Windows and Macintosh, the Test
Bank includes multiple choice, true/false, matching, fill-in-the-blank, and short and long essay
questions for every chapter in Media and Culture.

PowerPoint Slides
PowerPoint presentations to help guide your lecture are available for downloading for each
chapter in Media and Culture.

The Online Image Library for Media and Culture
This free instructor resource provides access to hundreds of dynamic images from the pages
of Media and Culture. These images can be easily incorporated into lectures or used to spark
in-class discussion.

VideoCentral: Mass Communication DVD
The instructor DVD for VideoCentral: Mass Communication gives you another convenient way
to access the collection of over forty short video clips from leading media professionals. The
DVD is available upon adoption of VideoCentral: Mass Communication; please contact your
local sales representative.

About the Media: Video Clips DVD to Accompany Media and Culture
This free instructor resource includes over fifty media-related clips, keyed to every chapter
in Media and Culture. Designed to be used as a discussion starter in the classroom or to
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illustrate examples from the textbook, this DVD provides the widest array of clips available
for introduction to mass communication courses in a single resource. Selections include
historical footage of the radio, television, and advertising industries; film from the Media
Education Foundation; and other private and public domain materials. The DVD is available
upon adoption of Media and Culture; please contact your local sales representative.

Questions for Classroom Response Systems
Questions for every chapter in Media and Culture help integrate the latest classroom response
systems (such as i>clicker) into your lecture to get instant feedback on students’ understanding
of course concepts as well as their opinions and perspectives.

Content for Course Management Systems
Instructors can access content specifically designed for Media and Culture like quizzing
and activities for course management systems such as WebCT and Blackboard. Visit
bedfordstmartins.com/coursepacks for more information.

The Bedford/St. Martin’s Video Resource Library
Qualified instructors are eligible to receive videos from the resource library upon adoption of
the text. The resource library includes full-length films; documentaries from Michael Moore,
Bill Moyers, and Ken Burns; and news-show episodes from Frontline and Now. Please contact
your local publisher’s representative for more information.
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row shows the connections
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and broad social trends.
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media industry rows show
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deregulates the mass media, and media fragmentation emerges—people seek their own
niche media through cable channels, talk radio,
and magazines.

• 1971

• 1965

To Kill a Mockingbird
published

1980

1970s: Social issues take the forefront
in broadcast television,
with TV shows broaching
topics such as race, class,
politics, and prejudice.
The popularization of the
VCR, the expansion of
cable, the invention of the
microprocessor, and the
new musical forms of hip-hop and punk rock
set the stage for major media trends in the
1980s and 1990s.

War in Iraq

Obama elected

• 1987

Borders established
as first superstore

In Cold Blood
published

2000

1990s: The digital era is in full swing. The Internet becomes a mass
medium, computers become home appliances,
and e-mail—born
in the 1970s—revolutionizes the way people
and businesses communicate around the world. CDs and DVDs
deliver music, movies, and video games. Corporate media dominate through consolidation
and the Telecommunications Act of 1996,
which discards most ownership limits.

• 1995

Beloved
published

Apple pioneer
Steve Jobs dies

• 1930

First U.S.-based
Spanish paper,
El DiarioLa Prensa
• 1903

Ladies’ Home
Journal circulation
hits 1 million

First flat
disk and
gramophone
by Berliner

Time magazine
launched
• 1922

Titanic lives
saved by
onboard wireless
operators
• 1910

• 1889

• 1923

Phonographs
enter homes

First
commercial
radio advertisements

• 1972

Village Voice—
first underground
paper

• 1936

Reader’s Digest launched

• 1912

Marconi
experiments
on wireless
telegraph

• 1955

Syndicated
columns flourish

• 1922

• 1894

First telegraph line
set by Samuel Morse

• 2003

First Harry
Potter book
published

• 1953

Life
magazine
launched

• 1933–1944
Congress
FDR’s Fireside Chats
issues
radio
licenses • 1930s
Golden age of radio

• 1960s

RCA debuts
transistor radio

• 1950s

Audiotape
developed in
Germany

Electricity and
microphones
introduced

Look and Life
shut down

• 1952

• 1940s

• 1920s

• 1971–1972

TV Guide
launched

• 1927

Rock
and roll
emerges

• 1955

Carl Perkins
writes “Blue
Suede Shoes”

• 1980

First Watergate article
in the Washington Post

• 1982

First online
paper—the
Columbus
Dispatch

• 1989

USA Today
launched

People magazine
launched

• 1967

Salon.com
founded

• 1990s

Telecommunications
Act of 1996
consolidates
ownership

• 1983

Hip-hop emerges

AARP
Bulletin and
Magazine
top circulation

• 1996

Talk radio
becomes most
popular format

• 1970s

Beatles
release Sgt.
Pepper

Cassettes introduced
as new format

• 2003

1997 •
DVDs
introduced

CDs introduced as
new format

2002 •
Satellite
radio
begins

• 2000

• 2003

MP3 format
compresses
digital files

iTunes
online
music
store

• 2001

File sharing

MOVIES

1889 •
Celluloid, a
transparent
film, developed
by Hannibal
Goodwin

• 1895

Film screenings
in Paris by
Lumière
brothers

• Late 1880s

TELEVISION AND CABLE

Cathode ray tube
invented

• 1880s

Penny arcades

INTERNET AND DIGITAL GAMING

• 1907

Nickelodeons—
storefront
theaters
• 1910s
Movie studio system develops

• 1927

1947 •
HUAC convicts 10
men from film industry of alleged communist sympathies

Sound comes
to movies

• 1927

First TV
transmission
by Farnsworth

• 1935

First public
demonstration
of television

• 1948

• 1950s
Supreme Court
Visual gimmicks such
forces studios to
as 3-D begin to attract
divest their
viewers
theaters in the
Paramount Decision

• 1940s

• 1941
Community FCC sets TV
antenna
standards
television
systems

• 1940s

Digital
technology
developed

• 1945

Modern
pinball
machines

• 1950

• 1954
Audience ratings Color TV system
developed by
approved by the
Nielsen Market
FCC
Research Co.

• 1948

Cathode ray
tube amusement
device patented

• 1966

• 1977

Studio mergers begin
with Gulf & Western
buying Paramount

• 1960

Telstar satellite
relays telephone
and TV signals

• 1960s

ARPAnet research
begun for the
Internet

• 1990s

Video transforms the
industry with
VHS-format
videocassettes

1967 •
Congress creates
the Corporation
for Public
Broadcasting

1975 • • 1975–1976
Consumer
HBO uplinks
to satellite,
VCRs begin to
sell to public
becoming the
first premium
channel
• 1970s

E-mail
developed

• 1971

Microprocessor
developed
• 1975
Pong
released

• 1980

• 1983

CNN premieres
• 1981

MTV
launches

1980s • • 1980s
Hypertext
Fiber-optic
cable used
enables users
to link Web
to transmit
information
pages together

• 1995

The rise of
independent
films as a source
of new talent
• 1987

M*A*S*H*
finale becomes
highest-rated
program in
modern TV

• 1985

Super
Mario Bros.
released

• 1994

Fox network
launches
The Simpsons

Telecommunications
Act of 1996
consolidates
ownership

Digital production
and distribution gain
strength

2002 •
TV
standard
changed
to digital

1999 •
Blogger software released

1995 •
Amazon.com launches
online shopping

Amazon.com sells more
e-books than print books

2001 •
Instant messenger services flourish
2002 •
Xbox LIVE debuts

The New York Times
begins charging for
unlimited access to
online articles

Wired sells 24,000 downloads
of its iPad app on the first day
• 2009

Magazine ad pages drop 26%
• 2010

Sirius and
XM satellite radio
companies
merge

2007 •
HD radio
introduced

• 2011

• 2010

2008 •
U.S. News
becomes
a monthly
magazine

Pandora
brings back
portable radio
listening with
an iPad app

• 2007

• 2010
Radiohead sells iTunes celebrates its 10
its album In
billionth download
Rainbows on
• 2011
the Internet with
Spotify debuts in
a “pay what you
the U.S.
wish” approach

• 2006

• 2000

DVDs
largely
replace VHS
cassettes

• 1996

DBS, direct
broadcast
satellite,
offers service

1992 •
Web browsers make the
Internet navigable

• 1997

Megaplex
cinemas
emerge

Borders declares bankruptcy and closes stores
• 2011

• 2008

2004 •
Podcasting
debuts

2015

• 2011

Amazon
introduces
the Kindle
e-book
reader

• 2007
2006 •
Knight Rider sold
Tribune Co. sold
• 2008
2007 •
News Corp. buys the Wall
Newspapers
Street Journal
start rapid
decline

2001 •
Dominance of
newspaper
chains

• 1995

NPR first airs

• 1960s

Demise of many
big-city dailies

• 1974

• 1970

FM radio
format gains
popularity

• 1995

First
newspaper
sold by
homeless

• 2007

The
Da Vinci
Code
published

Book clubs
• 1914

Postal Act increases
magazine circulation

2010

2010s: Devices like smartphones and
touchscreen
tablets become
more prevalent,
making it simpler
to consume a wide variety of
media at any time and in any
place. In this emerging era of
media convergence, it will be
fascinating to see what the
future of media holds.

2000s: Media fragmentation deepens and political polarization divides the
U.S. Cable and the Internet
become important news
sources but no longer require
that we share common
cultural ground, as did older
forms of radio, TV, and the movies. E-commerce
booms. Movies, TV shows, music, books, magazines, and newspapers converge on the Internet. The rise of smartphones and touchscreen
devices makes it easier than ever to consume a
variety of media at any time and in any place.

• 1997

Amazon.com
launched

• 1926

The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn published

• 1879

1877 •
First
Edison’s wax
cylinder
experiments
with sound by
phonograph
de Martinville

1930

1920–1936: Networks take hold of radio
broadcasting, uniting the
U.S. with nationwide programming and advocating
an ad-based system. But
as the Roaring Twenties
turn into the Great Depression of the 1930s, many
Americans grow distrustful of big business. Citizens’ groups push to
reserve part of the airwaves as nonprofit, but
commercial broadcasters convince Congress
that their interests best represent the public
interest.

• 1906

Linotype and offset
lithography

The age of yellow
journalism

Engravings
and
illustrations
are added
to magazines

• 1850s

MUSIC

1920

• 1880s–1890s

Increasing
circulation

• 1850s

National magazines.
The Saturday
Evening Post is
launched

1900

1880–1920: The Industrial Revolution gains full
steam, and the majority of the
U.S. population shifts from rural
to urban areas. As urban centers grow, muckraking journalists focus on social issues and
big business. Media formats
explode: Nickelodeons bring
film to cities, recorded music
is popularized, and radio becomes a full-fledged
mass medium. The U.S. becomes an international
power, advertising fuels the booming consumer
economy, and public relations spurs the U.S. into
World War I.

• 1844

Read the timeline vertically to
contextualize a given time
period in terms of history,
culture, and the media spectrum. Read it horizontally to
understand the developments
within individual industries.
Because media forms have
exploded over time, the
timeline becomes denser as it
moves toward the present.

World War I
begins

HISTORICAL
CONTEXT

• 2009

Movie theaters
continue to
add IMAX
screens to their
megaplexes

2008 •
TV shows widely available
online and on demand
2006 •
2009 •
TV programs are
Switch to DTV
available on iTunes
2004 •
2008 •
World of Broadband in 60% of
Warcraft
American homes
debuts
• 2006
Google buys
YouTube.com

James Cameron uses
specially created 3-D
cameras (developed with
Sony) to present a whole
new world in Avatar
• 2010

Hulu
Plus
debuts

• 2012

Netflix
subscribers
surpass Comcast,
the largest cable
company

• 2010

Apple launches the iPad, which
sells 15 million units in its first
year • 2011
Wireless devices popularize cloud computing

Media Ownership: Who Owns What in the Mass Media?
Media ownership affects
the media you consume and
how you receive that media.
While the media used to be
owned by numerous different
companies, today six large
conglomerates—Sony,
Disney, Comcast/NBC
Universal, News Corp.,
Time Warner, and CBS—
dominate. However, in the
wake of the digital turn,
several more companies
have emerged as leaders in
digital media. These ﬁve
digital companies—Apple,
Amazon, Google, Microsoft,
and Facebook—began in
software or as Web sites, but
their reach has expanded to
compete with traditional
media companies in many
areas as they have begun
producing, distributing, and
consuming content. This
visualization breaks down
the media holdings of these
digital companies to help you
understand their growing
inﬂuence.
As you examine this
information, think about how
much of your daily media
consumption is owned by
these top digital companies
(as well as more traditional
conglomerates like Sony or
Disney). Which companies
have the most inﬂuence on
your entertainment and news
consumption? What about on
the technology you use every
day? What does it mean that
so few companies own so
much of the media? Are
there areas where the newer
digital companies have a
weaker hold?

Top Digital Companies and
Their 2011 Revenue

How much do media companies make, really?

The company Steve Jobs built sells
computers, iPods, iPads, iPhones—

Search Engine Market Share

Top Music Retailers by
Market Share

Apple
$108 billion

iTunes (Apple):

2.

Amazon/Amazon MP3:

3.

Walmart:

29%

Yahoo!

Estimated Market Share of
Online Ad Revenue

13.3%

19%

and the music, movies, and
e-books you consume on them.

Bing
(Microsoft)

11%

14.6%

Microsoft
$69.9 billion

$613,900,000,000
$85,000,000,000
$79,610,000,000

Other
4.1%

1.

Google

Source: “iTunes Continues to Dominate Music Retailing,” NPD
Group, September 19, 2012, https://www.npd.com/wps/portal/
npd/us/news/press-releases/itunes-continues-to-dominate-music
-retailing-but-nearly-60-percent-of-itunes-music-buyers-also-use
-pandora/.

68%

1. Google:

15.4%

2. Facebook:

14.4%

3. Yahoo!:

9.3%

70

66%

60
50

Source: “Research Firm Says Google Will Surpass Facebook in Display
Ad Revenue,” Washington Post, September 20, 2012,
http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/technology/research-firm
-says-google-will-surpass-facebook-in-display-ad-revenue/2012/09/20
/c71abb96-032b-11e2-9132-f2750cd65f97_story.html.

Thanks to their widely used
Windows operating system and

Percentage of Online
Adults Using . . .

their Xbox gaming console,

$79,000,000,000
$78,600,000,000

40

Facebook
66%

30

20%

20

16%

Microsoft is still a major force

12%
10

in the digital world.

5%

0
Facebook LinkedIn

Amazon
$48.1 billion

printed and recorded media in

Most Popular News Sites by
Unique Monthly Visitors

Top Book Retailers by
Market Share

traditional and digital forms—and
dominates the e-reader market.

1.

29%

Amazon:

Google
$37.9 billion

2.

Barnes & Noble:

Still the most-used search engine,

3.

Other online stores:

20%
10%

4.

Independent brick- 6%
and-mortar store:

Sony 2.4%
Vudu (Walmart)

2. CNN
3. MSNBC

Other
9.5%

4. Huffington Post
5. ABC News

Microsoft
7.6%

Netflix

6. Fox News

44%

Source: “Amazon Picks Up Market Share,” Publishers Weekly,
July 27, 2012; http://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/

Facebook
$3.7 billion

1. Yahoo! News

Top Online Movie Distributors
Market Share

4.2%

service and the Android phone.

Facebook doesn’t yet have as broad

industry-news/financial-reporting/article/53336-amazon-picks
-up-market-share.html.

Apple
32.3%

a multimedia reach as Amazon or

Top-Selling Video Game Consoles
in 2011 (USA)
1. Xbox 360 (Microsoft):

Apple, but it is easily the biggest
and most powerful social
networking site, which provides a
platform for games, music,
news feeds, and plenty of crowdsourced content.

Tumblr

Source: “Pew Internet: Social Networking (full detail),”

now commands a high share of

Google has branched out into

Pinterest

http://pewinternet.org/Commentary/2012/March/Pew-Internet
-Social-Networking-full-detail.aspx.

What began as an online bookstore

other media with its Google Play

Twitter

Source: “Report: Netflix Beats Apple as No. 1 Online Movie Supplier,”
paidcontent, June 1, 2012, http://paidcontent.org/2012/06/01/report
-netflix-Beats-apple-as-no-1-online-movie-supplier/.

7.69 million

2. Wii (Nintendo):

4.88 million

3. PlayStation 3 (Sony):

4.49 million

4. 3DS (Nintendo):

4.11 million

5. DS (Nintendo):

3.62 million

Source: “USA Yearly Chart,” VGChartz, http://www.vgchartz.com/yearly/2011/USA/.

7. New York Times
8. BBC
9. CBS News Network
10. Google News
Source: State of the News Media 2012, Pew Research Center’s Project for
Excellence in Journalism, http://stateofthemedia.org/2012/
digital-news-gains-audience-but-loses-more-ground-in-chase-for
-revenue/digital-by-the-numbers/.

$61,000,000,000
$34,000,000,000
$29,000,000,000
$17,000,000,000
$14,100,000,000
$13,900,000,000
$10,800,000,000
$8,340,000,000
$1,510,000,000
$315,000,000
$40,000,000
$35,000,000
$1,500,000
$142,544
$50,054

$79.6 billion Libya’s Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) in
2012 (projected)

$79 billion
Facebook’s reported value in
2012
$78.6 billion
Sony’s 2012 revenue

$50.18 billion Google’s 2012 revenue

$42.3 billion
Disney’s 2012 revenue

$34 billion News Corp.’s 2012 revenue

$29 billion Time Warner’s 2011 revenue

$28,200,000,000
$18,700,000,000

$85 billion Amount of
2008 U.S. government
loan to insurance giant AIG

$61 billion
Net worth of Bill Gates in 2012

$50,175,000,000
$42,300,000,000

$613.9 billion
Department of
Defense proposed
budget for 2013

$28.2 billion President’s ﬁscal year budget for the
U.S. Department of Justice in 2011
$18.7 billion NASA proposed budget for 2011
$17 billion Total U.S. retail sales in the video game
industry in 2011
$14.1 billion Net worth of Mark Zuckerberg (CEO of Facebook)
in 2011

$13.9 billion Viacom’s 2012 revenue
$10.8 billion Total U.S. movie box-ofﬁce receipts in 2012
$8.34 billion Environmental Protection Agency proposed budget for 2013
$1.51 billion Worldwide gross for The Avengers

$315 million Amount AOL paid for the Hufﬁngton Post in 2011
$40 million Estimated cost of the 2012 London Olympics opening ceremony
$35 million Amount News Corp. sold MySpace for in 2011
$1.5 million Amount People magazine paid for the exclusive photos from Kim Kardashian’s wedding
$142,544 Average four-year tuition and room and board at a private university

$50,054 Median U.S. household income in 2011
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On November 6, 2012, shortly after 11 P.M., Fox
News projected that Barack Obama had won
Ohio, as he did in 2008, and would be reelected
president of the United States. But Karl Rove, a
Fox News analyst and the chief campaign fundraiser for the Republican Party, began questioning the news anchors, arguing it was too early
to call the election for President Obama. Rove
persuaded one anchor to walk down the hall, on
live television, and confront the statisticians in
the “decision room” about their projection. What
followed was an uncomfortable yet dramatic
period, with Fox News managers sticking by
their projection while Rove and Republican
candidate Mitt Romney’s campaign protested. It
turned out that the statisticians were right.
This news drama during the 2012 election highlighted a number of media issues that swirled
around the campaign. Rove’s prominence and
inﬂuence at Fox News showcased the outsized
role campaign contributors seemed to play in
the election. While the campaigns raised more
than $1 billion each, the parties themselves and
outside partisan groups raised an additional
CHAPTER 1 ○ MASS COMMUNICATION3
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$4 billion, making it the most expensive
federal election ever.1 With unlimited
funds raised by corporations, rich individuals, and unknown groups (thanks
to the Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission ruling by the Supreme
Court—see Chapter 16), partisan pundits
and concerned citizens alike fretted about
rich donors dictating election outcomes.
Much of this money was spent, of course,
on political TV ads. By mid-October 2012,
the Las Vegas TV market had already aired
73,000 political ads—10,000 per week—
a new record with three weeks still to go.2
The Richmond (VA) TV market stood to
rake in as much as $18 million.3 Many local
retailers in swing states could not afford
TV advertising during the political blitz—or
got bumped off the air by political advertisers, as TV stations jacked up prices and
even cut local news time to squeeze in
more ads.4 One often suggested solution:
“Require . . . television to provide free air
time to qualiﬁed candidates.”5
But while Republicans outspent Democrats in nine of ten swing states where
most of the TV ad money was concentrated, North Carolina was the only swing
state that went to Romney.6 Exit-poll
data provides some reasons for President
Obama’s win: He won 55 percent of women voters, 93 percent of African American
voters, 71 percent of Hispanic voters, 73
percent of Asian voters, and, perhaps most
telling, 60 percent of eighteen- to twentynine-year olds—the social media generation.7 In 2012 the president “had 32
million likes compared with 12 million for
Romney” on Facebook; and on Twitter, he
had 23 million followers “and out-tweeted
Mitt Romney by a margin of eight to one.” 8
Given the rise of social media and the
new clout of young voters, it’s worth
asking whether TV will continue to play
such an outsized role in future federal
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elections—especially since much ad
spending did not produce the desired
results. With the ability to mute ads or
bypass them with DVRs, and with young
people less interested in television, will
such outrageous spending continue?
In the end, how well did TV media—where
most people get their political information—help us understand the complex
issues of our time? In a democracy, we depend on news media to provide information
about these issues. As citizens, therefore,
we should expect that TV stations use a
portion of their massive political advertising revenue to investigate the main issues
of the day and serve as a counterpoint to
the one-sided and mostly negative ads—
and not lay off reporters or cut their newsblock time to run more ads. Despite the
limitations of our news media, their job of
presenting the world to us and documenting what’s going on is enormously important. But we also must point a critical lens
back at the media and describe, analyze,
and interpret the stories and ads to arrive
at informed judgments. This textbook offers a map to help us become more media
literate, critiquing the media—not as detached cynics, but as informed audiences
with a stake in the outcome.

“The two main principles
of marketing—not spending more than the sale is
worth; focusing the most
resources on the most
susceptible buyers—are
thrown out in presidential
elections.”
MICHAEL WOLFF, USA TODAY, 2012

SO WHAT EXACTLY ARE THE ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE MEDIA?
In the wake of the 2012 presidential election, the economic and unemployment crises, the
Occupy Wall Street movement, the ongoing war in Afghanistan, and the political uprisings in
several Arab nations, how do we demand the highest standards from our media to describe and
analyze such complex events and issues? At their best, in all their various forms, from mainstream newspapers and radio talk shows to blogs, the media try to help us understand the
events that affect us. But, at their worst, the media’s appetite for telling and selling stories leads
them not only to document tragedy but also to misrepresent or exploit it. Many viewers and
social critics disapprove of how media, particularly TV and cable, seem to hurtle from one
event to another, often dwelling on trivial, celebrity-driven content.
In this book, we examine the history and business of mass media, and discuss the media as
a central force in shaping our culture and our democracy. We start by examining key concepts
and introducing the critical process for investigating media industries and issues. In later chapters, we probe the history and structure of media’s major institutions. In the process, we will develop an informed and critical view of the influence these institutions have had on national and
global life. The goal is to become media literate—to become critical consumers of mass media
institutions and engaged participants who accept part of the responsibility for the shape and
direction of media culture. In this chapter, we will:
 7ZZh[iia[o_Z[Wi_dYbkZ_d]Yecckd_YWj_ed"Ykbjkh["cWiic[Z_W"WdZcWiiYecckd_YWj_ed
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and digital eras
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As you read through this chapter, think about your early experiences with the media. Identify
a favorite media product from your childhood—a song, book, TV show, or movie. Why was it so
important to you? How much of an impact did your early taste in media have on your identity?
How has your taste shifted over time to today? What does this change indicate about your identity now? For more questions to help you think about the role of media in your life, see “Questioning the Media” in the Chapter Review.

Past-Present-Future:
The “Mass” Media Audience
In the sixties, seventies, and eighties—the height of the TV
D[jmeha;hWºf[efb[mWjY^[ZcWdoe\j^[iWc[fhe]hWci"
like the Beverly Hillbillies, All in the Family, the Cosby Show, or
the evening network news. But today, things have changed—
especially for younger people. While almost all U.S. college
students use Facebook every day, they are rarely posting or
reading about the same experiences.
In a world where we can so easily customize our media
use, the notion of truly “mass” media may no longer exist.
Today’s media marketplace is a fragmented world with
more options than ever. Prime-time network TV has lost

half its viewers in the last decade to the Internet and to
hundreds of alternative channels. Traditional newspaper
readership, too, continues to decline as young readers
embrace social media, blogs, and their smartphones.
The former mass audience is morphing into individual
users who engage with ever-narrowing politics, hobbies, and
entertainment. As a result, media outlets that hope to survive must appeal not to mass audiences but to niche groups—
whether these are conservatives, progressives, sports fans,
history buﬀs, or reality TV addicts. But what does it mean for
us as individuals with civic obligations to a larger society if
we are tailoring media use and consumption so that we only
engage with Facebook friends who share similar lifestyles,
only visit media sites that aﬃrm our personal interests, or
only follow political blogs that echo our own views?
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Culture and the Evolution
of Mass Communication

CULTURAL VALUES AND
IDEALS are transmitted
through the media. Many
cosmetics advertisements
show beautiful people using
a company’s products; this
implies that anyone who buys
the products can obtain such
ideal beauty. What other
societal ideas are portrayed
through the media?

One way to understand the impact of the media on our lives is to explore the cultural context
in which the media operate. Often, culture is narrowly associated with art, the unique forms of
creative expression that give pleasure and set standards about what is true, good, and beautiful.
Culture, however, can be viewed more broadly as the ways in which people live and represent
themselves at particular historical times. This idea of culture encompasses fashion, sports, literature, architecture, education, religion, and science, as well as mass media. Although we can
study discrete cultural products, such as novels or songs from various historical periods, culture
itself is always changing. It includes a society’s art, beliefs, customs, games, technologies, traditions, and institutions. It also encompasses a society’s modes of communication: the creation
and use of symbol systems that convey information and meaning (e.g., languages, Morse code,
motion pictures, and one-zero binary computer codes).
Culture is made up of both the products that a society fashions and, perhaps more important, the processes that forge those products and reﬂect a culture’s diverse values. Thus
culture may be deﬁned as the symbols of expression that individuals, groups, and societies
use to make sense of daily life and to articulate their values. According to this deﬁnition,
when we listen to music, read a book, watch television, or scan the Internet, we usually
are not asking “Is this art?” but are instead trying to identify or connect with something or
someone. In other words, we are assigning meaning to the song, book, TV program, or Web
site. Culture, therefore, is a process that delivers the values of a society through products or
other meaning-making forms. The American ideal of “rugged individualism,” for instance,
has been depicted for decades through a tradition of westerns and
detective stories on television, in movies and books, and even in
political ads.
Culture links individuals to their society by providing both shared
and contested values, and the mass media help circulate those values. The mass media are the cultural industries—the channels of
communication—that produce and distribute songs, novels, TV shows,
newspapers, movies, video games, Internet services, and other cultural
products to large numbers of people. The historical development of
media and communication can be traced through several overlapping
phases or eras in which newer forms of technology disrupted and modiﬁed older forms—a process that many academics, critics, and media
professionals began calling convergence with the arrival of the Internet.
These eras, which all still operate to some degree, are oral, written,
print, electronic, and digital. The ﬁrst two eras refer to the communication of tribal or feudal communities and agricultural economies. The last
three phases feature the development of mass communication: the
process of designing cultural messages and stories and delivering them
to large and diverse audiences through media channels as old and distinctive as the printed book and as new and converged as the Internet.
Hastened by the growth of industry and modern technology, mass communication accompanied the shift of rural populations to urban settings
and the rise of a consumer culture.
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Oral and Written Eras in Communication
In most early societies, information and knowledge first circulated slowly through oral traditions passed on by poets, teachers, and tribal storytellers. As alphabets and the written word
emerged, however, a manuscript, or written, culture began to develop and eventually overshadem[ZehWbYecckd_YWj_ed$:eYkc[dj[ZWdZjhWdiYh_X[ZXof^_beief^[hi"cedai"WdZij[de]raphers, the manuscript culture served the ruling classes. Working people were generally illiterate, and the economic and educational gap between rulers and the ruled was vast. These eras
of oral and written communication developed slowly over many centuries. Although exact time
frames are disputed, historians generally consider these eras as part of Western civilization’s
premodern period, spanning the epoch from roughly 1000 B.C.E. to the mid-fifteenth century.
;Whboj[di_ediX[jm[[dehWbWdZmh_jj[dYecckd_YWj_edfbWo[ZekjWced]WdY_[dj=h[[af^_losophers and writers. Socrates (470–399 B.C.E.), for instance, made his arguments through public
conversations and debates. Known as the Socratic method, this dialogue style of communication
and inquiry is still used in college classrooms and university law schools. Many philosophers who
believed in the superiority of the oral tradition feared that the written word would threaten public
discussion by oﬀering fewer opportunities for the give-and-take of conversation. In fact, Socrates’
most famous student, Plato (427–347 B.C.E.), sought to banish poets, whom he saw as purveyors
of ideas less rigorous than those generated in oral, face-to-face, question-and-answer discussions.
These debates foreshadowed similar discussions in our time regarding the dangers of television
WdZj^[?dj[hd[j$:eWif[Yjie\Yedj[cfehWhoYkbjkh["ikY^Wih[Wb_joJLi^emi"Jm_jj[h"WdZ
social networking sites, cheapen public discussion and discourage face-to-face communication?

EARLY BOOKS
Before the invention of
the printing press, books
were copied by hand in a
labor-intensive process. This
beautifully illuminated page
is from an Italian Bible made
in the early 1300s.

The Print Revolution
While paper and block printing developed in China around 100 C.E. and 1045,
respectively, what we recognize as modern printing did not emerge until the
c_ZZb[e\j^[\_\j[[dj^Y[djkho$7jj^Wjj_c[_d=[hcWdo"@e^Wdd[i=kj[dX[h]¾i
invention of movable metallic type and the printing press ushered in the modern
fh_dj[hW$Fh_dj_d]fh[ii[iWdZfkXb_YWj_edij^[difh[WZhWf_ZboWYheii;khef[
_dj^[bWj['*&&iWdZ[Whbo'+&&i$;Whboed"cWdoXeeaim[h[bWh]["[bWXehWj["
and expensive. It took months to illustrate and publish these volumes, and they
were usually purchased by wealthy aristocrats, royal families, church leaders,
fhec_d[djc[hY^Wdji"WdZfem[h\kbfeb_j_Y_Wdi$=hWZkWbbo"^em[l[h"fh_dj[hih[duced the size and cost of books, making them available and affordable to more
people. Books eventually became the first mass-marketed products in history.
The printing press combined three elements necessary for mass-market
innovation. First, machine duplication replaced the tedious system in which
scribes hand-copied texts. Second, duplication could occur rapidly, so large
quantities of the same book could be reproduced easily. Third, the faster production of multiple copies brought down the cost of each unit, which made
books more aﬀordable to less aﬄuent people.
Since mass-produced printed materials could spread information and
ideas faster and farther than ever before, writers could use print to disseminate views counter to traditional civic doctrine and religious authority—views
that paved the way for major social and cultural changes, such as the Protestant Reformation and the rise of modern nationalism. People started to resist
traditional clerical authority and also to think of themselves not merely as
members of families, isolated communities, or tribes, but as part of a country whose interests were broader than local or regional concerns. While oral
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“We are in great
haste to construct
a magnetic
telegraph from
Maine to Texas;
but Maine and
Texas, it may be,
have nothing
important to
communicate. . . .
We are eager to
tunnel under the
Atlantic and bring
the old world some
weeks nearer
to the new; but
perchance the
ﬁrst news that will
leak through into
the broad ﬂapping
American ear will
be that Princess
Adelaide has the
whooping cough.”
HENRY DAVID
THOREAU, WALDEN,
1854

and written societies had favored decentralized local governments, the print era supported the
ascent of more centralized nation-states.
;l[djkWbbo"j^[cWY^_d[fheZkYj_ede\cWiigkWdj_j_[ij^Wj^WZh[ikbj[Z_dWbem[h[ZYeij
per unit for books became an essential factor in the mass production of other goods, which led
to the Industrial Revolution, modern capitalism, and the consumer culture in the twentieth
century. With the revolution in industry came the rise of the middle class and an elite business
class of owners and managers who acquired the kind of inﬂuence formerly held only by the
nobility or the clergy. Print media became key tools that commercial and political leaders used
to distribute information and maintain social order.
As with the Internet today, however, it was diﬃcult for a single business or political leader,
certainly in a democratic society, to gain exclusive control over printing technology (although
j^[a_d]ehgk[[dZ_ZYedjhebfh_dj_d]fh[iib_Y[di[i_d;d]bWdZkdj_bj^[[Whbod_d[j[[dj^Y[dtury, and even today governments in many countries control presses, access to paper, advertising, and distribution channels). Instead, the mass publication of pamphlets, magazines, and
books in the United States helped democratize knowledge, and literacy rates rose among the
working and middle classes. Industrialization required a more educated workforce, but printed
literature and textbooks also encouraged compulsory education, thus promoting literacy and
extending learning beyond the world of wealthy upper-class citizens.
@kijWij^[fh_dj_d]fh[ii\eij[h[ZdWj_edWb_ic"_jWbiedekh_i^[Zj^[_Z[Wbe\_dZ_l_ZkWb_ic$
People came to rely less on their local community and their commercial, religious, and political
leaders for guidance. By challenging tribal life, the printing press “fostered the modern idea of individuality,” disrupting “the medieval sense of community and integration.”9 In urban and industrial
environments, many individuals became cut oﬀ from the traditions of rural and small-town life,
which had encouraged community cooperation in premodern times. By the mid-nineteenth century, the ideal of individualism aﬃrmed the rise of commerce and increased resistance to government interference in the aﬀairs of self-reliant entrepreneurs. The democratic impulse of individualism became a fundamental value in American society in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

The Electronic Era
?d;khef[WdZj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[i"j^[_cfWYje\_dZkijho¾ih_i[mWi[dehceki0<WYjeh_[ih[fbWY[Z
\WhciWij^[cW_dY[dj[hie\mehaWdZfheZkYj_ed$:kh_d]j^['..&i"hek]^bo.&f[hY[dje\
Americans lived on farms and in small towns; by the 1920s and 1930s, most had moved to urban
areas, where new industries and economic opportunities beckoned. The city had overtaken the
country as the focus of national life.
The gradual transformation from an industrial, print-based society to one grounded in the
?d\ehcWj_ed7][X[]Wdm_j^j^[Z[l[befc[dje\j^[j[b[]hWf^_dj^['.*&i$<[Wjkh_d]Zej#ZWi^
electronic signals, the telegraph made four key contributions to communication. First, it separated
communication from transportation, making media messages instantaneous—unencumbered by
stagecoaches, ships, or the pony express.10 Second, the telegraph, in combination with the rise of
mass-marketed newspapers, transformed “information into a commodity, a ‘thing’ that could be
bought or sold irrespective of its uses or meaning.”11 By the time of the Civil War, news had become
a valuable product. Third, the telegraph made it easier for military, business, and political leaders
to coordinate commercial and military operations, especially after the installation of the transatlanj_YYWXb[_dj^[bWj['.,&i$<ekhj^"j^[j[b[]hWf^b[Zje\kjkh[j[Y^debe]_YWbZ[l[befc[dji"ikY^Wi
wireless telegraphy (later named radio), the fax machine, and the cell phone, which ironically reikbj[Z_dj^[j[b[]hWf^¾iZ[c_i[0?d(&&,"M[ij[hdKd_edj[b[]hWf^eêY[ii[djj^[_hÆdWbc[iiW][i$
The rise of ﬁlm at the turn of the twentieth century and the development of radio in the
1920s were early signals, but the electronic phase of the Information Age really boomed in the
'/+&iWdZ'/,&im_j^j^[Whh_lWbe\j[b[l_i_edWdZ_jiZhWcWj_Y_cfWYjedZW_bob_\[$J^[d"m_j^
j^[Yec_d]e\[l[hceh[Yecckd_YWj_ed]WZ][jhoºf[hiedWbYecfkj[hi"YWXb[JL":L:i":LHi"
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Z_h[YjXheWZYWijiWj[bb_j[i"Y[bbf^ed[i"icWhjf^ed[i"F:7i"WdZ[#cW_bºj^[?d\ehcWj_ed7][
passed into its digital phase where old and new media began to converge, thus dramatically
changing our relationship to media and culture.

The Digital Era
In digital communication, images, texts, and sounds are converted (encoded) into electronic
signals (represented as varied combinations of binary numbers—ones and zeros) that are then
reassembled (decoded) as a precise reproduction of, say, a TV picture, a magazine article, a
song, or a telephone voice. On the Internet, various images, texts, and sounds are all digitally
reproduced and transmitted globally.
New technologies, particularly cable television and the Internet, developed so quickly that
traditional leaders in communication lost some of their control over information. For example,
starting with the 1992 presidential campaign, the network news shows (ABC, CBS, and NBC)
began to lose their audiences, ﬁrst to MTV and CNN, and later to MSNBC, Fox News, Comedy
Central, and partisan radio talk shows. By the 2004 national elections, Internet bloggers—
people who post commentary on cultural, personal, and political-opinion-based Web sites—had
become key players in news.
Moreover, e-mail—a digital reinvention of oral culture—has assumed some of the functions
of the postal service and is outpacing attempts to control communications beyond national
borders. A professor sitting at her desk in Cedar Falls, Iowa, sends e-mail or Skype messages
routinely to research scientists in Budapest. Yet as recently as 1990, letters—or “snail mail”—
between the United States and former communist states might have been censored or taken
months to reach their destinations. Moreover, many repressive and totalitarian regimes have
had trouble controlling messages sent out over the borderless Internet.
Further reinventing oral culture has been the emergence of social media, such as Twitter
and in particular Facebook, which now has nearly one billion users worldwide. Social media
allow people from all over the world to have ongoing online conversations, share stories
and interests, and generate their own media content. This turn to digital media forms has
fundamentally overturned traditional media business models, the ways we engage with and
consume media products, and the ways we organize our daily lives around various media
choices.

The Linear Model of Mass Communication
The digital era also brought about a shift in the models that media researchers have used over
the years to explain how media messages and meanings are constructed and communicated in
everyday life. In one of the older and more enduring explanations about how media operate,
mass communication has been conceptualized as a linear process of producing and delivering messages to large audiences. Senders (authors, producers, and organizations) transmit
messages (programs, texts, images, sounds, and ads) through a mass media channel (newspapers, books, magazines, radio, television, or the Internet) to large groups of receivers (readers,
viewers, and consumers). In the process, gatekeepers (news editors, executive producers,
and other media managers) function as message filters. Media gatekeepers make decisions
about what messages actually get produced for particular receivers. The process also allows for
feedback, in which citizens and consumers, if they choose, return messages to senders or gatekeepers through letters-to-the-editor, phone calls, e-mail, Web postings, or talk shows.
But the problem with the linear model is that in reality media messages, especially in the
digital era, do not usually move smoothly from a sender at point A to a receiver at point Z.
Words and images are more likely to spill into one another, crisscrossing in the daily media deluge of ads, TV shows, news reports, social media, smartphone apps, and—of course—everyday
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conversation. Media messages and stories are encoded and sent in written and visual forms, but
senders often have very little control over how their intended messages are decoded or whether
the messages are ignored or misread by readers and viewers.

A Cultural Model for Understanding Mass Communication
A more contemporary approach to understanding media is through a cultural model. This
concept recognizes that individuals bring diverse meanings to messages, given factors and
differences such as gender, age, educational level, ethnicity, and occupation. In this model of
mass communication, audiences actively affirm, interpret, refashion, or reject the messages and
ijeh_[ij^Wj\bemj^hek]^lWh_ekic[Z_WY^Wdd[bi$<eh[nWcfb["m^[dYedjhel[hi_Wbi_d][hBWZo
=W]Wh[b[Wi[Z^[hd_d[#c_dkj[cki_Yl_Z[e\ehj^[ied]»J[b[f^ed[¼_d(&'&"\WdiWdZYh_j_Yi
^WZl[hoZ_\\[h[dj_dj[hfh[jWj_edie\j^[l_Z[e$Iec[iWmBWZo=W]WWiWYkjj_d]#[Z][Whj_ij
pushing boundaries and celebrating alternative lifestyles—and the rightful heir to Madonna.
Others, however, saw the video as tasteless and cruel, making fun of transsexuals and exploiting
women—not to mention celebrating the poisoning of an old boyfriend.
While the linear model may demonstrate how a message gets from a sender to a receiver,
the cultural model suggests the complexity of this process and the lack of control that “senders”
(such as media executives, movie makers, writers, news editors, ad agencies, etc.) often have
over how audiences receive messages and interpret their intended meanings. Sometimes,
producers of media messages seem to be the active creators of communication while audiences
Wh[c[h[bofWii_l[h[Y[fjWYb[i$8kjWij^[BWZo=W]W[nWcfb[_bbkijhWj[i"Yedikc[hiWbiei^Wf[
media messages to ﬁt or support their own values and viewpoints. This phenomenon is known
as selective exposure: People typically seek messages and produce meanings that correspond
to their own cultural beliefs, values, and interests. For example, studies have shown that people
with political leanings toward the left or the right tend to seek out blogs or news outlets that
reinforce their preexisting views.
The rise of the Internet and social media has also complicated the traditional roles in both
the linear and cultural models of communication. While there are still senders and receivers, the
borderless, decentralized, and democratic nature of the Internet means that anyone can become
a sender of media messages—whether it’s by uploading a video mash-up to YouTube or by writing
a blog post. The Internet has also largely eliminated the gatekeeper role. Although some governments try to control Internet servers and some Web sites have restrictions on what can and cannot
be posted, for the most part, the Internet allows senders to transmit content without ﬁrst needing
approval from, or editing by, a gatekeeper. For example, some authors who are unable to ﬁnd a
traditional book publisher for their work turn to self-publishing on the Internet. And musicians
who don’t have deals with major record labels can promote, circulate, and sell their music online.

The Development of Media
and Their Role in Our Society
The mass media constitute a wide variety of industries and merchandise, from moving documentary news programs about famines in Africa to shady infomercials about how to retrieve
millions of dollars in unclaimed money online. The word media _i"W\j[hWbb"WBWj_dfbkhWb\ehc
of the singular noun medium, meaning an intervening substance through which something is
conveyed or transmitted. Television, newspapers, music, movies, magazines, books, billboards,
radio, broadcast satellites, and the Internet are all part of the media; and they are all quite
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capable of either producing worthy products or pandering to society’s worst desires, prejuZ_Y[i"WdZij[h[ejof[i$B[j¾iX[]_dXobeea_d]Wj^emcWiic[Z_WZ[l[bef"WdZj^[dWj^emj^[o
work and are interpreted in our society.

The Evolution of Media: From Emergence to Convergence
The development of most mass media is initiated not only by the diligence of inventors, such
WiJ^ecWi;Z_iedi[[9^Wfj[hi*WdZ-"XkjWbieXoieY_Wb"YkbjkhWb"feb_j_YWb"WdZ[Yedec_Y
circumstances. For instance, both telegraph and radio evolved as newly industrialized nations sought to expand their military and economic control and to transmit information more
rapidly. The Internet is a contemporary response to new concerns: transporting messages
and sharing information more rapidly for an increasingly mobile and interconnected global
population.
Media innovations typically go through four stages. First is the emergence, or novelty, stage,
in which inventors and technicians try to solve a particular problem, such as making pictures
move, transmitting messages from ship to shore, or sending mail electronically. Second is the
entrepreneurial stage, in which inventors and investors determine a practical and marketable
use for the new device. For example, early radio relayed messages to and from places where
telegraph wires could not go, such as military ships at sea. Part of the Internet also had its roots
in the ideas of military leaders, who wanted a communication system that was decentralized
and distributed widely enough to survive nuclear war or natural disasters.
The third phase in a medium’s development involves a breakthrough to the mass medium
stage. At this point, businesses ﬁgure out how to market the new device or medium as a consumer product. Although the government and the U.S. Navy played a central role in radio’s
early years, it was commercial entrepreneurs who pioneered radio broadcasting and ﬁgured out
how to reach millions of people. In the same way, Pentagon and government researchers helped
develop early prototypes for the Internet, but commercial interests extended the Internet’s
global reach and business potential.
Finally, the fourth and newest phase in a medium’s evolution is the convergence stage.
This is the stage in which older media are reconﬁgured in various forms on newer media.
However, this does not mean that these older forms cease to exist. For example, you can still
get the New York Times in print, but it’s also now accessible on laptops and smartphones via
j^[?dj[hd[j$:kh_d]j^_iijW]["m[i[[j^[c[h]_d]e\cWdoZ_è[h[djc[Z_W\ehciedjeedb_d[
platforms, but we also see the fragmenting of large audiences into smaller niche markets.
With new technologies allowing access to more media options than ever, mass audiences are
morphing into audience subsets that chase particular lifestyles, politics, hobbies, and forms of
entertainment.

Media Convergence
:[l[befc[dji_dj^[[b[Yjhed_YWdZZ_]_jWb[hWi[dWXb[ZWdZki^[h[Z_dj^_ibWj[ijijW][_dj^[
development of media—convergence—a term that media critics and analysts use when describing all the changes that have occurred over the past decade, and are still occurring, in media
content and within media companies. However, the term actually has two different meanings—
one referring to technology and one to business—and has a great impact on how media companies are charting a course for the future.

The Dual Roles of Media Convergence
The first definition of media convergence involves the technological merging of content across
different media channels—the magazine articles, radio programs, songs, TV shows, video
games, and movies now available on the Internet through laptops, tablets, and smartphones.
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MEDIA CONVERGENCE
In the 1950s, television
sets—like radios in the
1930s and 1940s—were
often encased in decorative
wood and sold as stylish
furniture that occupied
a central place in many
American homes. Today,
using our computers, we can
listen to a radio talk show,
watch a movie, or download
a favorite song—usually
on the go—as older media
forms now converge online.

Such technical convergence is not entirely new. For example, in the late 1920s, the Radio
Corporation of America (RCA) purchased the Victor Talking Machine Company and introduced
machines that could play both radio and recorded music. In the 1950s, this collaboration helped
radio survive the emergence of television. Radio lost much of its content to TV and could not
aﬀord to hire live bands, so it became more dependent on deejays to play records produced
by the music industry. However, contemporary media convergence is much broader than the
simple merging of older and newer forms. In fact, the eras of communication are themselves
reinvented in this “age of convergence.” Oral communication, for example, ﬁnds itself reconﬁgured, in part, in e-mail and social media. And print communication is re-formed in the thousands of newspapers now available online. Also, keep in mind the wonderful ironies of media
convergence: The ﬁrst major digital retailer, Amazon.com, made its name by selling the world’s
oldest mass medium—the book—on the world’s newest mass medium—the Internet.
A second deﬁnition of media convergence—sometimes called cross platform by media
marketers—describes a business model that involves consolidating various media holdings, such
as cable connections, phone services, television transmissions, and Internet access, under one
corporate umbrella. The goal is not necessarily to oﬀer consumers more choice in their media
options, but to better manage resources and maximize proﬁts. For example, a company that
owns TV stations, radio outlets, and newspapers in multiple markets—as well as in the same
cities—can deploy a reporter or producer to create three or four versions of the same story for
various media outlets. So rather than having each radio station, TV station, newspaper, and
online news site generate diverse and independent stories about an issue, a media corporation
employing the convergence model can use fewer employees to generate multiple versions of the
same story.

Media Businesses in a Converged World
The ramifications of media convergence are best revealed in the business strategies of digital
W][YecfWd_[ib_a[7cWped"<WY[Xeea"7ffb["WdZ[if[Y_Wbbo=ee]b[ºj^[ceijikYY[ii\kb
YecfWdoe\j^[Z_]_jWb[hWie\Whi[[9^Wfj[h($=ee]b[_ij^[?dj[hd[j¾icW_deh]Wd_p[hWdZ
aggregator because it finds both “new” and “old” media content—like blogs and newspapers—
WdZZ[b_l[hij^WjYedj[djjelWijdkcX[hie\edb_d[Yedikc[hi$=ee]b[Ze[idejfheZkY[
any of the content, and most consumers who find a news story or magazine article through a
=ee]b[i[WhY^fWodej^_d]jej^[eh_]_dWbc[Z_WYedj[djfhel_Z[hdehje=ee]b[$?dij[WZ"Wij^[
»c_ZZb[cWd¼ehZ_ijh_Xkjeh"=ee]b[cWa[iceije\_jiced[oXoi[bb_d]WZij^WjWYYecfWdo
i[WhY^h[ikbji$8kjdejWbbWZiWh[Yh[Wj[Z[gkWb1Wimh_j[hWdZ`ekhdWb_icYh_j_Y@Wc[i<Wbbemi
fe_djiekj"=ee]b[Ze[idejd[Y[iiWh_boi[bbWZiedj^[d[mii_j[i_jW]]h[]Wj[i0
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Virtually all of Google’s (enormous) revenue comes from a tiny handful of its activities: mainly the
searches people conduct when they’re looking for something to buy. That money subsidizes all the
other services the company offers—the classic “let me Google that” informational query (as opposed
to the shopping query), Google Earth, driving directions, online storage for Gmail and Google Docs,
the . . . YouTube video-hosting service. Structurally this is very much like the old newspaper bargain,
in which the ad-crammed classified section, the weekly grocery-store pullout, and other commercial
features underwrote state-house coverage and the bureau in Kabul.12
?d\WYj"<Wbbemimh_j[ij^Wj=ee]b["m^_Y^^WiY[hjW_dboZed[_jifWhj_dYedjh_Xkj_d]jej^[
decline of newspapers, still has a large stake in seeing newspapers succeed online. Over the last
\[mo[Whi"=ee]b[^WikdZ[hjWa[dWdkcX[he\[nf[h_c[djije^[bfebZ[hd[mic[Z_WcWa[
j^[jhWdi_j_ed_djej^[Yedl[h][ZmehbZ$=ee]b[[n[Ykj_l[iX[b_[l[j^Wji_dY[j^[oWh[d¾j_dj^[
content business, they are dependent on news organizations to produce the quality information
WdZ`ekhdWb_icj^Wj^[Wbj^oZ[ceYhWY_[id[[ZºWdZj^Wj=ee]b[YWdZ[b_l[h$
Today’s converged media world has broken down the old deﬁnitions of distinct media
forms like newspapers and television—both now available online and across multiple platforms.
7dZ_j\WlehifbWo[hib_a[=ee]b["m^ei[Xki_d[iiceZ[bmehai_dWmehbZm^[h[Ykijec[hi
expect to get their media in multiple places—and often for free. But the next challenge ahead in
the new, converged world is to resolve who will pay for quality content and how that system will
emerge. In the upcoming industry chapters, we take a closer look at how media convergence is
aﬀecting each industry in terms of both content production and business strategies.

Media Convergence and Cultural Change
The Internet and social media have led to significant changes in the ways we consume and engage
m_j^c[Z_WYkbjkh[$?dfh[#?dj[hd[jZWoiiWo"XWYa_dj^[bWj['/.&i"ceijf[efb[mekbZmWjY^
popular TV shows like the Cosby Show, A Different World, Cheers, or Roseanne at the time they
originally aired. Such scheduling provided common media experiences at specific times within
our culture. While we still watch TV shows, we are increasingly likely to do so at our own conved_[dY[j^hek]^M[Xi_j[ib_a[>kbkWdZD[j\b_neh:LH%Ed#:[cWdZefj_edi$M[Wh[Wbie_dYh[Wiingly making our media choices on the basis of Facebook, YouTube, or Twitter recommendations
from friends. Or we upload our own media—from photos of last night’s party to homemade videos
of our lives, pets, and hobbies—to share with friends instead of watching “mainstream” programming. While these options allow us to connect with friends or family and give us more choices,
they also break down shared media experiences in favor of our individual interests and pursuits.
The ability to access many diﬀerent forms of media in one place is also changing the ways
we engage with and consume media. In the past, we read newspapers in print, watched TV
on our televisions, and played video games on a console. Today, we are able to do all of those
things on a computer, tablet, or smartphone, making it easy—and very tempting—to multitask.
Media multitasking has led to growing media consumption, particularly for younger people. A
recent Kaiser Family Foundation study found that today’s youth—now doing two or more things
at once—packed ten hours and forty-ﬁve minutes worth of media content into the seven and a
half hours they spent daily consuming media.13 But while we might be consuming more media,
are we really engaging with it? And are we really engaging with our friends when we communicate with them by texting or posting on Facebook? Some critics and educators feel that media
multitasking means that we are more distracted, that we engage less with each type of media
we consume, and that we often pay closer attention to the media we are using than to people
immediately in our presence.
However, media multitasking could have other eﬀects. In the past, we would wait until
the end of a TV program, if not until the next day, to discuss it with our friends. Now, with the
proliferation of social media, and in particular Twitter, we can discuss that program with our
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“We tell ourselves
stories in order to
live.”
JOAN DIDION, THE
WHITE ALBUM

friends—and with strangers—as we watch the show. Many TV shows now gauge their popularity
with audiences by how many people are “live-tweeting” it, and by how many related trending
topics they have on Twitter. In fact, commenting on a TV show on social media grew by 194
percent between April 2011 and April 2012.14 This type of participation could indicate that audiences are in fact engaging more with the media they consume, even though they are multitasking. Some media critics even posit that having more choice actually makes us more engaged
media consumers, because we have to actively choose the media we want to consume from the
growing list of options.

Stories: The Foundation of Media

“Stories matter,
and matter deeply,
because they are
the best way to
save our lives.”
FRANK MCCONNELL,
STORYTELLING AND
MYTHMAKING, 1979

The stories that circulate in the media can shape a society’s perceptions and attitudes. Throughout the twentieth century and during the recent wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, for instance,
courageous professional journalists covered armed conflicts, telling stories that helped the
fkXb_YYecfh[^[dZj^[cW]d_jkZ[WdZjhW][Zoe\ikY^[l[dji$?dj^['/+&iWdZ'/,&i"d[jmeha
television news stories on the Civil Rights movement led to crucial legislation that transformed
the way many white people viewed the grievances and aspirations of African Americans. In the
bWj['/,&ije[Whbo'/-&i"j^[f[hi_ij[djc[Z_WYel[hW][e\j^[L_[jdWcMWhkbj_cWj[bob[ZjeW
loss of public support for the war. In the late 1990s, news and tabloid magazine stories about
j^[Fh[i_Z[dj9b_djed¹Ced_YWB[m_diaoW\\W_hifWha[Z^[Wj[ZZ[XWj[iel[hfh_lWj[YeZ[ie\
behavior and public abuses of authority. In each of these instances, the stories told through a
variety of media outlets played a key role in changing individual awareness, cultural attitudes,
and public perception.
While we continue to look to the media for narratives today, the kinds of stories we seek
WdZj[bbWh[Y^Wd]_d]_dj^[Z_]_jWb[hW$:kh_d]>ebbomeeZ¾i=ebZ[d7][_dj^['/)&iWdZ
1940s, as many as ninety million people each week went to the movies on Saturday to take in
a professionally produced double feature and a newsreel about the week’s main events. In the
'/.&i"Zkh_d]JL¾iD[jmeha;hW"ceije\kiiWjZemdWjd_]^jjemWjY^j^[feb_i^[Z[l[d_d]
news or the scripted sitcoms and dramas written by paid writers and performed by seasoned
actors. But in the digital age, where reality TV and social media now seem to dominate storytelling, many of the performances are enacted by “ordinary” people. Audiences are fascinated
by the stories of ﬁnding love, relationships gone bad, and backstabbing friends on such shows
as Jersey Shore, Keeping Up with the Kardashians, and the Real Housewives series. Other reality shows like Pawn Stars, The Deadliest Catch, and My Big Fat Gypsy Wedding give us glimpses
into the lives and careers of everyday people, while amateurs entertain us in singing, dancing,
and cooking shows like The Voice, Dancing with the Stars, and Top Chef. While these shows are
all professionally produced, the performers are almost all ordinary people (or celebrities and
professionals performing alongside amateurs), which is part of the appeal of reality TV—we are
better able to relate to the characters, or compare our lives against theirs, because they seem
just like us.
Online, many of us are entertaining each other with videos of our pets, Facebook posts
about our achievements or relationship issues, photos of a good meal, or tweets about a funny
thing that happened at work. This cultural blending of old and new ways of telling stories—told
both by professionals and amateurs—is just another form of convergence that has disrupted
and altered the media landscape in the digital era. More than ever, ordinary citizens are able to
participate in, and have an eﬀect on, the stories being told in the media. For example, in 2011
and 2012, professional news reports and amateur tweets and blog posts about the Occupy Wall
Street protests across the United States and the world led to important debates over income disparity, capitalism and power, government, and modern democracy. In fact, without the videos,
tweets, and blog posts from ordinary people, the Occupy Wall Street movement might not have
gotten the news media coverage that it did.
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32%
On a TV

25%
On a
computer
20%
On a
mobile
device

FIGURE 1.1
DAILY MEDIA
CONSUMPTION BY
PLATFORM, 2010 (8- TO
18-YEAR-OLDS)
Source: “Generation M2: Media in
the Lives of 8- to 18-year-olds,”
a Kaiser Family Foundation Study,
p. 10, accessed May 24, 2010,
http://www.kff.org/
entmedia/upload/8010.pdf.

The cultural concerns of classical philosophers are still
with us. In the early 1900s, for example, newly arrived imc_]hWdjijej^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[im^eifea[b_jjb[;d]b_i^]hWl_5% On a console
videogame player
tated toward cultural events (such as boxing, vaudeville, and
the emerging medium of silent ﬁlm) whose enjoyment did
6% On a radio
dejZ[f[dZieb[boedkdZ[hijWdZ_d];d]b_i^$9edi[gk[djbo"
these popular events occasionally became a ﬂash point for
6% Print
iec[]hekfi"_dYbkZ_d]j^[:Wk]^j[hie\j^[7c[h_YWdH[lelution, local politicians, religious leaders, and police vice
4% Movie theater
squads, who not only resented the commercial success of
3% CDs
immigrant culture but also feared that these “low” cultural
forms would undermine what they saw as traditional American values and interests.
In the United States in the 1950s, the emergence of television and rock and roll generated
i[l[hWbfe_djie\Yedj[dj_ed$<eh_dijWdY["j^[f^[dec[dWbfefkbWh_joe\;bl_iFh[ib[oi[jj^[
stage for many of today’s debates over hip-hop lyrics and television’s inﬂuence, especially on
oekd]f[efb[$?d'/+,WdZ'/+-"Fh[ib[ocWZ[j^h[[Wff[WhWdY[iedj^[Ed Sullivan Show. The
public outcry against Presley’s “lascivious” hip movements was so great that by the third show
the camera operators were instructed to shoot the singer only from the waist up. In some communities, objections to Presley were motivated by class bias and racism. Many white adults
believed that this “poor white trash” singer from Mississippi was spreading rhythm and blues, a
“dangerous” form of black popular culture.
Today, with the reach of print, electronic, and digital communications and the amount of
time people spend consuming them (see Figure 1.1), mass media play an even more controversial role in society. Many people are critical of the quality of much contemporary culture and
are concerned about the overwhelming amount of information now available. Many see popular
media culture as unacceptably commercial and sensationalistic. Too many talk shows exploit
personal problems for commercial gain, reality shows often glamorize outlandish behavior
and sometimes dangerous stunts, and television research continues to document a connection
between aggression in children and violent entertainment programs or video games. Children,
who watch nearly forty thousand TV commercials each year, are particularly vulnerable to
cWha[j[hii[bb_d]`kda\eeZ"jeoi"WdZ»Yeeb¼Ybej^_d]$;l[dj^[Yecfkj[h"edY[^[hWbZ[ZWiWd
educational salvation, has created confusion. Today, when kids announce that they are “on the
computer,” many parents wonder whether they are writing a term paper, playing a video game,
chatting on Facebook, or peering at pornography.
Yet how much the media shape society—and how much they simply respond to existing
cultural issues—is still unknown. Although some media depictions may worsen social problems,
research has seldom demonstrated that the media directly cause our society’s major aﬄictions.
For instance, when a middle-school student shoots a fellow student over designer clothing,
should society blame the ad that glamorized clothes and the network that carried the ad? Or are
parents, teachers, and religious leaders failing to instill strong moral values? Or are economic
and social issues involving gun legislation, consumerism, and income disparity at work as well?
;l[d_\j^[Ybej^_d]cWdk\WYjkh[hX[Whih[ifedi_X_b_joWiWYehfehWj[Y_j_p[d"Z_Zj^[WZWbed[
bring about the tragedy, or is the ad symptomatic of a larger problem?
With American mass media industries earning more than $200 billion annually, the ecodec_YWdZieY_[jWbijWa[iWh[^_]^$BWh][fehj_edie\c[Z_Wh[iekhY[idem]ejemWhZijkZo_d]
audiences, capturing their attention through stories, and taking their consumer dollars. To
increase their revenues, media outlets try to inﬂuence everything from how people shop to how
j^[olej[$B_a[j^[W_hm[Xh[Wj^["j^[Yecc[hY_WbboXWi[ZYkbjkh[j^WjcWiic[Z_W^[bfYh[Wj[
surrounds us. Its impact, like the air, is often taken for granted. But to monitor that culture’s
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“air quality”—to become media literate—we must attend more thoughtfully to diverse media
ijeh_[ij^WjWh[jeee\j[djWa[d\eh]hWdj[Z$<eh\khj^[hZ_iYkii_ed"i[[»;nWc_d_d];j^_Yi0
9el[h_d]MWh¼edfW][i'.¹'/$

Surveying the
Cultural Landscape
Some cultural phenomena gain wide popular appeal, and others do not. Some appeal to certain
age groups or social classes. Some, such as rock and roll, jazz, and classical music, are popular
worldwide; other cultural forms, such as Tejano, salsa, and Cajun music, are popular primarily
in certain regions or ethnic communities. Certain aspects of culture are considered elite in one
place (e.g., opera in the United States) and popular in another (e.g., opera in Italy). Though categories may change over time and from one society to another, two metaphors offer contrasting
views about the way culture operates in our daily lives: culture as a hierarchy, represented by a
skyscraper model, and culture as a process, represented by a map model.

Culture as a Skyscraper
Throughout twentieth-century America, critics and audiences perceived culture as a hierarchy with supposedly superior products at the top and inferior ones at the bottom. This can be
imagined, in some respects, as a modern skyscraper. In this model, the top floors of the building house high culture, such as ballet, the symphony, art museums, and classic literature. The
bottom floors—and even the basement—house popular or low culture, including such icons
as soap operas, rock music, radio shock jocks, and video games (see Figure 1.2). High culture,
identified with “good taste,” higher education, and supported by wealthy patrons and corporate donors, is associated with “fine art,” which is available primarily in libraries, theaters, and
museums. In contrast, low or popular culture is aligned with the “questionable” tastes of the
masses, who enjoy the commercial “junk” circulated by the mass media, such as reality TV,
celebrity gossip Web sites, and violent action films. Whether or not we agree with this cultural
skyscraper model, the high-low hierarchy often determines or limits the ways in which we view
and discuss culture today.'. Using this model, critics have developed at least five areas of concern about so-called low culture.

An Inability to Appreciate Fine Art
Some critics claim that popular culture, in the form of contemporary movies, television, and
music, distracts students from serious literature and philosophy, thus stunting their imagination and undermining their ability to recognize great art.19 This critical view pits popular culture
against high art, discounting a person’s ability to value Bach and the Beatles or Shakespeare
and The Simpsons concurrently. The assumption is that because popular forms of culture are
made for profit, they cannot be experienced as valuable artistic experiences in the same way
as more elite art forms such as classical ballet, Italian opera, modern sculpture, or Renaissance
painting—even though many of what we regard as elite art forms today were once supported
and even commissioned by wealthy patrons.

A Tendency to Exploit High Culture
Another concern is that popular culture exploits classic works of literature and art. A good
[nWcfb[cWoX[CWhoMebbijed[YhW\jI^[bb[o¾iZWha=ej^_Ydel[bFrankenstein"mh_jj[d_d'.'.
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EXAMINING
ETHICS
Covering War

B

y early 2012, as the
United States withdrew its
military forces from Iraq and
the Afghanistan war continued into its
eleventh year, journalistic coverage of
Middle East war efforts had declined
dramatically. This was partly due to
news organizations’ losing interest in
an event when it drags on for a long
time and becomes “old news.” The
news media are often biased in favor
of “current events.” But war reporting
also declined because of the ﬁnancial
crisis—twenty thousand reporters
lost their jobs or took buyouts between 2009 and 2011 as papers
cut staff to save money. In fact, many
news organizations stopped sending
reporters to cover the wars, depending instead on wire service reporters,
foreign correspondents from other
countries, or major news organizations

IMAGES OF WAR
The photos and images that news
outlets choose to show greatly
inﬂuence their audience members’
opinions. In each of the photos below,
what message about war is being
portrayed? How much freedom do
you think news outlets should have
in showing potentially controversial
scenes from war?

like the New York Times or CNN for
their coverage. Despite the decreasing coverage, the news media confront
ethical challenges about the best way
to cover the wars, including reporting
on the deaths of soldiers, documenting drug abuse or the high suicide rate
among Iraq and Afghanistan war veterans, dealing with First Amendment
issues, and knowing what is appropriate for their audiences to view, read,
or hear.
When President Obama took office
in 2009, he suspended the previous
Bush administration ban on media
coverage of soldiers’ coffins returning to U.S. soil from the Iraq and
Afghanistan wars. First Amendment
advocates praised Obama’s decision,
although after a flurry of news coverage of these arrivals in April 2009,
media outlets quickly grew less interested as the wars dragged on. Later,
though, the Obama administration
upset some of the same First Amendment supporters when it withheld
more prisoner and detainee abuse
photos from earlier in the wars, citing
concerns for the safety of current U.S.
troops and fears of further inflaming
anti-American opinion. Both issues—
one opening up news access and one

closing it down—suggest the difficult
and often tense relationship between
presidential administrations and the
news media.
In May 2011, these issues surfaced
again when U.S. Navy SEALs killed
Osama bin Laden, long credited with
perpetrating the 9/11 tragedy. As
details of the SEAL operation began
to emerge, the Obama administration weighed the appropriateness of
releasing photos of bin Laden’s body
and video of his burial at sea. While
some news organizations and First
Amendment advocates demanded
the release of the photos, the Obama
administration ultimately decided
against it, saying that they did not
want to spur any further terrorist actions against the United States and its
allies.
Back in 2006, then-President George
W. Bush criticized the news media
for not showing enough “good news”
about U.S. efforts to bring democracy
to Iraq. Bush’s remarks raised ethical
questions about the complex relationship between the government and
the news media during times of war:
How much freedom should the news
media have to cover a war? How much
control, if any, should the military have

How much freedom should the news
media have to cover war?
over reporting a war? Are there topics
that should not be covered?
These kinds of questions have also
created ethical quagmires for local
TV stations that cover war and its
effects on communities where soldiers
have been called to duty and then
injured or killed. In one extreme case,
the nation’s largest TV station owner—
Sinclair Broadcast Group—would not
air the ABC News program Nightline in
2004 because it devoted an episode
to reading the names of all U.S. soldiers killed in the Iraq war up to that
time. Here is an excerpt from a
New York Times account of that event:
Sinclair Broadcast Group, one of
the largest owners of local television stations, will preempt tonight’s
edition of the ABC News program
“Nightline,” saying the program’s
plan to have Ted Koppel [who then
anchored the program] read aloud
the names of every member of the
armed forces killed in action in
Iraq was motivated by an antiwar
agenda and threatened to undermine American efforts there.
The decision means viewers in
eight cities, including St. Louis
and Columbus, Ohio, will not see
“Nightline.” ABC News disputed
that the program carried a political
message, calling it “an expression
of respect which simply seeks to
honor those who have laid down
their lives for their country.”
But Mark Hyman, the vice president of corporate relations for

Sinclair, who is also a conservative
commentator on the company’s
newscasts, said tonight’s edition of
“Nightline” is biased journalism. “Mr.
Koppel’s reading of the fallen will
have no proportionality,” he said in
a telephone interview, pointing out
that the program will ignore other
aspects of the war effort.
Mr. Koppel and the producers of
“Nightline” said earlier this week
that they had no political motivation behind the decision to devote
an entire show, expanded to 40
minutes, to reading the names
and displaying the photos of those
killed. They said they only intended
to honor the dead and document
what Mr. Koppel called “the human
cost” of the war.1
Given such a case, how might a local
TV news director today—under pressure from the station’s manager or
owner—formulate guidelines to help
negotiate such ethical territory? While
most TV news divisions have ethical
codes to guide journalists’ behavior
in certain situations, could ordinary
citizens help shape ethical discussions
and decisions? Following is a general
plan for dealing with an array of ethical
dilemmas that media practitioners
face and for finding ways in which
nonjournalists might participate in this
decision-making process.
Arriving at ethical decisions is a
particular kind of criticism involving
several steps. These include (1) laying out the case; (2) pinpointing the
key issues; (3) identifying the parties

involved, their intents, and their potentially competing values; (4) studying ethical models and theories; (5)
presenting strategies and options; and
(6) formulating a decision or policy.2
As a test case, let’s look at how local
TV news directors might establish
ethical guidelines for war-related
events. By following the six steps
above, our goal is to make some ethical decisions and to lay the groundwork for policies that address TV
images or photographs—for example,
those of protesters, supporters, memorials, or funerals—used in war coverage. (See Chapter 13 for details on
confronting ethical problems.)

Examining Ethics Activity
As a class or in smaller groups, design
policies that address one or more
of the issues raised above. Start by
researching the topic; find as much
information as possible. For example,
you can research guidelines that local
stations already use by contacting local news directors and TV journalists.
Do they have guidelines? If so, are
they adequate? Are there certain
types of images they will not show?
If the Obama administration had
released photographic evidence of
bin Laden’s death, should a local station show it? Finally, if time allows,
send the policies to various TV news
directors and/or station managers;
ask for their evaluations and whether
they would consider implementing the
policies.
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FIGURE 1.2

Finnegans Wake

Hamlet

CULTURE AS A
SKYSCRAPER
Culture is diverse and
difﬁcult to categorize. Yet
throughout the twentieth
century, we tended to think
of culture not as a social
process but as a set of
products sorted into high,
low, or middle positions on a
cultural skyscraper. Look at
this highly arbitrary arrangement and see if you agree or
disagree. Write in some of
your own examples.

ballet

Beethoven symphony

High
Culture

Verdi’s Aïda
Emily Dickinson poem
Miles Davis
New York Times

National Gallery of Art

Citizen Kane
Meet the Press

Why do we categorize or
classify culture in this way?
Who controls this process?
Is control of making cultural
categories important?
Why or why not?

Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein
Mad Men
National Public Radio
Harry Potter
The Colbert Report
Star Wars
Modern Family
Rolling Stones
The Avengers
Super Bowl
Nintendo Wii
Lil’ Wayne
Fifty Shades
of Grey
Dancing with
the Stars

The Office (British version)
CNN
The Office (U.S. version)
Lady Gaga
Adele
The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo
Glee
Twilight

The Voice
Wheel of Fortune

TMZ.com

Jersey Shore
Grand Theft Auto
ultimate fighting
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paparazzi coverage
of Lindsay Lohan

The Real Housewives
of New Jersey

Low
Culture

and ultimately transformed into multiple popular forms. Today, the tale is best remembered by
virtue of two movies: a 1931 film version starring Boris Karloff as the towering and tragic monster, and the 1974 Mel Brooks comedy Young Frankenstein. In addition to the movies, television
turned the tale into The Munsters"Wc_Z#'/,&ii_jkWj_edYec[Zo$J^[cedij[hmWi[l[dh[ikhrected as sugar-coated Frankenberry cereal. In the recycled forms of the original story, Shelley’s
powerful themes about abusing science and judging people on the basis of appearances are
often lost or trivialized in favor of a simplistic horror story, a comedy spoof, or a form of junk
food.

EXPLOITING HIGH
CULTURE
Mary Shelley, the author of
Frankenstein, might not recognize our popular culture’s
mutations of her Gothic
classic. First published in
1818, the novel has inspired
numerous interpretations,
everything from the scary—
Boris Karloff in the classic
1931 movie—to the silly—
the Munster family in the
1960s TV sitcom and the
lovable creature in the 1974
movie Young Frankenstein.
Can you think of another
example of a story that has
developed and changed over
time and through various
media transformations?

A Throw-Away Ethic
Unlike an Italian opera or a Shakespearean tragedy, many elements of popular culture have a
short life span. The average newspaper circulates for about twelve hours, then lands in a recycle
bin or lines a litter box; a new Top 40 song on the radio lasts about one month; and most new
Web sites or blogs are rarely visited and doomed to oblivion. Although endurance does not
necessarily denote quality, many critics think that so-called better or “higher” forms of culture
have more staying power. In this argument, lower or popular forms of culture are unstable and
\b[[j_d]1j^[o\ebbemhWj^[hj^Wdb[WZfkXb_YjWij[$?dj^[JL_dZkijho_dj^['/,&iWdZ'/-&i"\eh
[nWcfb["d[jmeha[n[Ykj_l[i[cfbeo[Zj^[»b[WijeX`[Yj_edWXb[fhe]hWcc_d]¼ehBEFijhWjegy that critics said pandered to mediocrity with bland, disposable programs that a “regular”
viewer would not find objectionable, challenging, or disturbing.

A Diminished Audience for High Culture
Some observers also warn that popular culture has inundated the cultural environment, driving out higher forms of culture and cheapening public life.20 This concern is supported by
data showing that TV sets are in use in the average American home for nearly eight hours a
day, exposing adults and children each year to thousands of hours of trivial TV commercials,
violent crime dramas, and superficial reality programs. According to one story critics tell, the
prevalence of so many popular media products prevents the public from experiencing genuine
Whj$<ehjoehceh[hWZ_eijWj_ediWh[WlW_bWXb[_dbWh][Y_j_[i1YWXb[WdZ%ehiWj[bb_j[ioij[cim_j^
hundreds of channels are in place in 70 percent of all U.S. households; and Internet services
WdZ:L:fbWo[hiWh[_dceh[j^Wd/&f[hY[dje\K$I$^ec[i$?dj^_iiY[dWh_e"j^[Y^WdY[ie\
audiences finding more refined forms of culture arguably become very small, although critics
fail to note the choices that are also available on a variety of radio stations, cable channels, and
Web sites. (For an alternate view, see “Case Study: The Sleeper Curve” on pages 22–23.)
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CASE
STUDY
The Sleeper Curve

I

n the 1973 science ﬁction comedy
movie Sleeper, the ﬁlm’s director,
Woody Allen, plays a character who
reawakens two hundred years after being cryogenically frozen (after a routine
ulcer operation had gone bad). The
scientists who “unfreeze” Allen discuss
how back in the 1970s people actually believed that “deep fat fried foods,”
“steaks,” “cream pies,” and “hot fudge”
were unhealthy. But apparently in 2173
those food items will be good for us.
In his 2005 book, Everything Bad Is
Good for You, Steven Johnson makes a
controversial argument about TV and
culture based on the movie. He calls
his idea the “Sleeper Curve” and claims
that “today’s popular culture is actually
making us smarter.”1 Johnson’s ideas
run counter to those of many critics
who worry about popular culture and
its potentially disastrous effects,
particularly on young people. An
influential argument in this strain of
thinking appeared nearly thirty years
ago in Neil Postman’s 1985 book,
Amusing Ourselves to Death. Postman

argued that we were moving from the
“Age of Typology” to the “Age of Television,” from the “Age of Exposition” to
the “Age of Show Business.”2 Postman worried that an image-centered
culture had overtaken words and a
print-oriented culture, resulting in “all
public discourse increasingly tak[ing]
the form of entertainment.” He pointed
to the impact of advertising and how
“American businessmen discovered,
long before the rest of us, that the
quality and usefulness of their goods
are subordinate to the artifice of their
display.”3 For Postman, image making
has become central to choosing our
government leaders, including the way
politicians are branded and packaged
as commodity goods in political ads.
Postman argued that the TV ad has
become the “chief instrument” for
presenting political ideas, with these
results: “that short simple messages
are preferable to long and complex
ones; that drama is to be preferred
over exposition; that being sold solutions is better than being confronted
with questions about problems.”4
Across the converged cultural landscape, we are somewhere between the

DALLAS (1978–1991)

Age of Television and the Age of the Internet. So Johnson’s argument offers
an opportunity to assess where our visual culture has taken us. According to
Johnson, “For decades, we’ve worked
under the assumption that mass culture follows a path declining steadily
toward lowest-common-denominator
standards, presumably because the
‘masses’ want dumb, simple pleasures
and big media companies try to give
the masses what they want. But,
the exact opposite is happening: the
culture is getting more cognitively
demanding, not less.”5 While Johnson
shares many of Postman’s 1985
concerns, he disagrees with the point
from Amusing Ourselves to Death that
image-saturated media are only about
“simple” messages and “trivial” culture.
Instead, Johnson discusses the complexity of video and computer games
and many of TV’s dramatic prime-time
series, especially when compared with
less demanding TV programming from
the 1970s and early 1980s.
As evidence, Johnson compares
the plot complications of Fox’s CIA/
secret agent thriller 24 with Dallas,
the prime-time soap opera that was
America’s most popular TV show in the
early 1980s. “To make sense of an episode of 24,” Johnson maintains, “you
have to integrate far more information
than you would have a few decades
ago watching a comparable show.
Beneath the violence and the ethnic
stereotypes, another trend appears:
To keep up with entertainment like 24,
you have to pay attention, make inferences, track shifting social relationships.” Johnson argues that today’s

audience would be “bored” watching a
show like Dallas, in part “because the
show contains far less information in
each scene, despite the fact that its
soap-opera structure made it one of
the most complicated narratives on
television in its prime. With Dallas, the
modern viewer doesn’t have to think
to make sense of what’s going on, and
not having to think is boring.”
In addition to 24, a number of contemporary programs offer complex
narratives, including Mad Men, Breaking Bad, True Blood, Dexter, Game of
Thrones, The Good Wife, Revolution,
The Newsroom, and Girls. Johnson
says that in contrast to older popular
programs like Dallas or Dynasty, the
best TV storytelling today layers “each
scene with a thick network of affiliations. You have to focus to follow the
plot, and in focusing you’re exercising the parts of your brain that map
social networks, that fill in missing
information, that connect multiple narrative threads.” Johnson argues that
younger audiences today—brought
up in the Age of the Internet and in an
era of complicated interactive visual
games—bring high expectations to
other kinds of popular culture as well,
including television. “The mind,” Johnson writes, “likes to be challenged;
there’s real pleasure to be found in

BREAKING BAD (2008–)

solving puzzles, detecting patterns
or unpacking a complex narrative
system.”
In countering the cultural fears expressed by critics like Postman and
by many parents trying to make sense
of the intricate media world that their
children encounter each day, Johnson
sees a hopeful sign: “I believe that the
Sleeper Curve is the single most important new force altering the mental
development of young people today,
and I believe it is largely a force for
good: enhancing our cognitive faculties, not dumbing them down. And yet
you almost never hear this story in
popular accounts of today’s media.”
Steven Johnson’s theory is one of
many about media impact on the
way we live and learn. Do you accept
Johnson’s Sleeper Curve argument
that certain TV programs—along with
challenging interactive video and
computer games—are intellectually
demanding and are actually making
us smarter? Why or why not?

Are you more persuaded by Postman’s
1985 account—that the word has
been displaced by an image-centered
culture and, consequently, that popular culture has been dumbed down by
its oversimplification and visual triviality? As you consider Postman, think
about the Internet: Is it word based or
image based? What kinds of opportunities for learning does it offer?
In thinking about both the 1985 and
2005 arguments by Postman and
Johnson, consider as well generational
differences. Do you enjoy TV shows
and video games that your parents
or grandparents don’t understand?
What types of stories and games do
they enjoy? What did earlier generations value in storytelling, and what is
similar and dissimilar about storytelling today? Interview someone who
is close to you—but from an earlier
generation—about media and story
preferences. Then discuss or write
about both the common ground and
the cultural differences that you discovered.

“The Web has created a forum for annotation and commentary that allows more complicated shows to prosper, thanks to the fan sites where each episode of shows like Lost or Alias is dissected with an intensity usually reserved for Talmud scholars.”
– Steven Johnson, 2005
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THE POPULAR HUNGER
GAMES book series,
which has also become a
blockbuster ﬁlm franchise,
mixes elements that have,
in the past, been considered
“low” culture (young-adult
stories, science ﬁction) with
the “high” culture of literature
and satire. It also doubles
as a cautionary story about
media used to transform and
suppress its audience: In the
books and ﬁlms, the media,
controlled by a totalitarian
government, broadcast a
brutal ﬁght to the death
between child “tributes,”
fascinating the population
while attempting to quash
any hope of revolution.

Dulling Our Cultural Taste Buds
Another cautionary story, frequently recounted by academics, politicians, and TV pundits, tells
how popular culture, especially its more visual forms (such as TV advertising and YouTube
videos), undermines democratic ideals and reasoned argument. According to this view, popular
media may inhibit not only rational thought but also social progress by transforming audiences
into cultural dupes lured by the promise of products. A few multinational conglomerates that
make large profits from media products may be distracting citizens from examining economic
disparity and implementing change. Seductive advertising images showcasing the buffed and
airbrushed bodies of professional models, for example, frequently contradict the actual lives of
people who cannot hope to achieve a particular “look” or may not have the money to obtain the
high-end cosmetic or clothing products offered. In this environment, art and commerce have
become blurred, restricting the audience’s ability to make cultural and economic distinctions.
Sometimes called the “Big Mac” theory, this view suggests that people are so addicted to massproduced media menus that they lose their discriminating taste for finer fare and, much worse,
their ability to see and challenge social inequities.

Culture as a Map
The second way to view culture is as a map. Here, culture is an ongoing and complicated
fheY[iiºhWj^[hj^WdW^_]^%beml[hj_YWb^_[hWhY^oºj^WjWbbemikijeX[jj[hWYYekdj\ehekh
diverse and individual tastes. In the map model, we judge forms of culture as good or bad based
on a combination of personal taste and the aesthetic judgments a society makes at particular
historical times. Because such tastes and evaluations are “all over the map,” a cultural map suggests that we can pursue many connections from one cultural place to another and can appreciate a range of cultural experiences without simply ranking them from high to low.
Our attraction to and choice of cultural phenomena—such as the stories we read in books
or watch at the movies—represent how we make our lives meaningful. Culture oﬀers plenty of
places to go that are conventional, familiar, and comforting. Yet at the same time, our culture’s
narrative storehouse contains other stories that tend toward the innovative, unfamiliar, and
challenging. Most forms of culture, however, demonstrate multiple tendencies. We may use
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FIGURE 1.3
CULTURE AS A MAP
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online social networks because they are both comforting (an easy way to keep up with friends)
and innovative (new tools or apps that engage us). We watch televised sporting events for their
familiarity and conventional organization, and because the unknown outcome can be unpredictable or challenging. The map oﬀered here (see Figure 1.3) is based on a familiar subway grid.
;WY^ijWj_edh[fh[i[djij[dZ[dY_[ieh[b[c[djih[bWj[Zjem^oWf[hiedcWoX[WjjhWYj[ZjeZ_\ferent cultural products. Also, more popular culture forms congregate in more congested areas
of the map, while less popular cultural forms are outliers. Such a large, multidirectional map
may be a more ﬂexible, multidimensional, and inclusive way of imagining how culture works.

In this map model, culture
is not ranked as high or low.
Instead, the model shows
culture as spreading out in
several directions across
a variety of dimensions.
For example, some cultural
forms can be familiar, innovative, and challenging like the
Harry Potter books and movies. This model accounts for
the complexity of individual
tastes and experiences. The
map model also suggests
that culture is a process
by which we produce
meaning—i.e., make our lives
meaningful—as well as a
complex collection of media
products and texts. The map
shown is just one interpretation of culture. What cultural
products would you include
in your own model? What
dimensions would you link to
and why?

The Comfort of Familiar Stories
The appeal of culture is often its familiar stories, pulling audiences toward the security of repetition and common landmarks on the cultural map. Consider, for instance, early television’s
Lassiei[h_[i"WXekjj^[WZl[djkh[ie\WYebb_[dWc[ZBWii_[WdZ^[hemd[h"oekd]J_cco$E\
the more than five hundred episodes, many have a familiar and repetitive plot line: Timmy, who
arguably possessed the poorest sense of direction and suffered more concussions than any TV
character in history, gets lost or knocked unconscious. After finding Timmy and licking his face,
BWii_[]e[i\eh^[bfWdZiWl[ij^[ZWo$7ZkbjYh_j_Yic_]^jceYaj^_ic[beZhWcWj_Y\ehckbW"Xkj
many children find comfort in the predictability of the story. This quality is also evident when
night after night children ask their parents to read them the same book, such as Margaret Wise
Brown’s Good Night, Moon or Maurice Sendak’s Where the Wild Things Are, or watch the same
:L:"ikY^WiSnow White or The Princess Bride.

Innovation and the Attraction of “What’s New”
B_a[Y^_bZh[d"WZkbjiWbiei[[aYec\ehj"e\j[dh[jkhd_d]jeWdebZ8[Wjb[ieh=kdiD¾Hei[iied]"
WM_bb_Wc8kjb[hO[Wjieh;c_bo:_Ya_diedfe[c"ehWJLh[hkde\Seinfeld or Andy Griffith. But
we also like cultural adventure. We may turn from a familiar film on cable’s American Movie
Classics to discover a new movie from Iran or India on the Independent Film Channel. We seek
new stories and new places to go—those aspects of culture that demonstrate originality and
Yecfb[n_jo$<eh_dijWdY["@Wc[i@eoY[¾iFinnegans Wake (1939) created language anew and chalb[d][Zh[WZ[hi"Wij^[del[b¾ife[j_Y\_hiji[dj[dY[_bbkijhWj[i0»h_l[hhkd"fWij;l[WdZ7ZWc¾i"
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from swerve of shore to bend of bay, brings us by a commodius vicus of recirculation
XWYaje>emj^9Wijb[WdZ;dl_hedi$¼7h[lebkj_edWhomeha"YhWcc[Zm_j^^_ijeh_YWb
names and topical references to events, myths, songs, jokes, and daily conversation,
@eoY[¾idel[bh[cW_diWY^Wbb[d][jekdZ[hijWdZWdZZ[YeZ[$>_imehaZ[cedijhWj[Z
that part of what culture provides is the impulse to explore new places, to strike out in
new directions, searching for something different that may contribute to growth and
change.

A Wide Range of Messages
We know that people have complex cultural tastes, needs, and interests based on
different backgrounds and dispositions. It is not surprising, then, that our cultural
treasures, from blues music and opera to comic books and classical literature, contain
WlWh_[joe\c[iiW][i$@kijWiI^Wa[if[Wh[¾ifbWoiºfefkbWh[dj[hjW_dc[dji_d^_iZWoº
were packed with both obscure and popular references, TV episodes of The Simpsons
have included allusions to the Beatles, Kafka, Teletubbies, Tennessee Williams, talk
shows, Aerosmith, Star Trek, The X-Files, Freud, Psycho, and Citizen Kane. In other
words, as part of an ongoing process, cultural products and their meanings are “all
over the map,” spreading out in diverse directions.

Challenging the Nostalgia for a Better Past
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE
AND ZOMBIES is a famous
“mash-up”—a new creative
work made by mixing
together disparate cultural
pieces. In this case, the
classic novel by Jane Austen
is re-imagined as taking
place among zombies and
ninjas, mixing elements of
English literature and horror
and action ﬁlms. Usually
intended as satire, such
mash-ups allow us to enjoy
an array of cultural elements
in a single work and are a
direct contradiction to the
cultural hierarchy model.

Some critics of popular culture assert—often without presenting supportive evidence—that
society was better off before the latest developments in mass media. These critics resist the
idea of re-imagining an established cultural hierarchy as a multidirectional map. The nostalgia
for some imagined “better past” has often operated as a device for condemning new cultural
phenomena. This impulse to criticize something that is new is often driven by fear of change
or of cultural differences. Back in the nineteenth century, in fact, a number of intellectuals and
politicians worried that rising literacy rates among the working class might create havoc: How
would the aristocracy and intellectuals maintain their authority and status if everyone could
read? A recent example includes the fear that some politicians, religious leaders, and citizens
have expressed about the legalization of same-sex marriage, claiming that it would violate older
religious tenets or the sanctity of past traditions.
Throughout history, a call to return to familiar terrain, to “the good old days,” has been a
frequent response to new, “threatening” forms of popular culture or to any ideas that are diﬀerent from what we already believe. Yet over the years many of these forms, including the waltz,
silent movies, ragtime, and jazz, have themselves become cultural “classics.” How can we tell
now what the future has in store for such cultural expressions as rock and roll, soap operas,
fashion photography, dance music, hip-hop, tabloid newspapers, graphic novels, reality TV, and
social media?

Cultural Values of the Modern Period
To understand how the mass media have come to occupy their current cultural position, we
need to trace significant changes in cultural values from the modern period until today. In
general, U.S. historians and literary scholars think of the modern period as beginning with the
Industrial Revolution of the nineteenth century and extending until about the mid-twentieth
century. Although there are many ways to define what it means to be “modern,” we will focus
on four major features or values that resonate best with changes across media and culture: efficiency, individualism, rationalism, and progress.
Modernization involved captains of industry using new technology to create eﬃcient
manufacturing centers, produce inexpensive products to make everyday life better, and make
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commerce more proﬁtable. Printing presses and assembly lines made major contributions
in this transformation, and then modern advertising spread the word about new gadgets to
American consumers. In terms of culture, the modern mantra has been “form follows function.” For example, the growing populations of big cities placed a premium on space, creating
a new form of building that fulﬁlled that functional demand by building upwards. Modern
skyscrapers made of glass, steel, and concrete replaced the supposedly wasteful decorative
WdZehdWj[ijob[ie\fh[ceZ[hd=ej^_YYWj^[ZhWbi$J^_id[mlWbk[mWi[Y^e[Z_d`ekhdWb_ic"
where a front-page style rejected decorative and ornate adjectives and adverbs for “just the
facts.” To be lean and eﬃcient, modern news de-emphasized complex analysis and historical
context and elevated the new and the now.
Cultural responses to and critiques of modern eﬃciency often manifested themselves in
the mass media. For example, Aldous Huxley, in Brave New World (1932), created a ﬁctional
world in which he cautioned readers that the eﬃciencies of modern science and technology
posed a threat to individual dignity. Charlie Chaplin’s ﬁlm Modern Times'/),"i[j_dW\kjkh_itic manufacturing plant, also told the story of the dehumanizing impact of modernization and
machinery. Writers and artists, in their criticisms of the modern world, have often pointed to
technology’s ability to alienate people from one another, capitalism’s tendency to foster greed,
and government’s inclination to create bureaucracies whose ineﬃciency oppresses rather than
helps people.
While the values of the premodern period (before the Industrial Revolution) were guided
by a strong belief in a natural or divine order, modernization elevated individual self-expression
to a more central position. Modern print media allowed ordinary readers to engage with new
ideas beyond what their religious leaders and local politicians communicated to them. Modern
individualism and the Industrial Revolution also triggered new forms of hierarchy in which
certain individuals and groups achieved higher standing in the social order. For example, those
who managed commercial enterprises gained more control over the economic ladder, while
an intellectual class of modern experts acquired increasing power over the nation’s economic,
political, and cultural agendas.
To be modern also meant valuing the ability of logical and scientiﬁc minds to solve problems by working in organized groups and expert teams. Progressive thinkers maintained that
the printing press, the telegraph, and the railroad, in combination with a scientiﬁc attitude,
would foster a new type of informed society. At the core of this society, the printed mass
media—particularly newspapers—would educate the citizenry, helping to build and maintain an
organized social framework.21
7b[WZ_d]Y^Wcf_ed\ehWd_d\ehc[ZhWj_edWbieY_[jomWiMWbj[hB_ffcWdd"m^emhej[j^[
inﬂuential book Public Opinion in 1922. He distrusted both the media and the public’s ability to
navigate a world that was “altogether too big, too complex, and too ﬂeeting for direct acquaintance,” and to reach the rational decisions needed in a democracy. Instead, he advocated a
“machinery of knowledge” that might be established through “intelligence bureaus” staﬀed by
[nf[hji$M^_b[ikY^WYedY[fjc_]^jbeeab_a[j^[ceZ[hd»j^_dajWda"¼B_ffcWddiWmj^[i[Wi
independent of politics, unlike think tanks today, such as the Brookings Institution or Heritage
Foundation, which have strong partisan ties.22
MWbj[hB_ffcWdd¾i_Z[Wim[h[_dÇk[dj_Wbj^hek]^ekjj^[jm[dj_[j^Y[djkhoWdZm[h[WfheZuct of the Progressive Era—a period of political and social reform that lasted roughly from the
'./&ijej^['/(&i$EdXej^beYWbWdZdWj_edWbb[l[bi"Fhe]h[ii_l[;hWh[\ehc[hiY^Wcf_ed[Ziecial movements that led to constitutional amendments for both women’s suﬀrage and Prohibition,
political reforms that led to the secret ballot during elections, and economic reforms that ushered
in the federal income tax to try to foster a more equitable society. Muckrakers—journalists who
exposed corruption, waste, and scandal in business and politics—represented media’s signiﬁcant
contribution to this era (see Chapter 9).
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Inﬂuenced by the Progressive movement, the notion of being modern in the twentieth
century meant throwing oﬀ the chains of the past, breaking with tradition, and embracing
progress. For example, twentieth-century journalists, in their quest for modern eﬃciency,
focused on “the now” and the reporting of timely events. Newly standardized forms of frontpage journalism that championed “just the facts” and events that “just happened yesterday”
Z_Z^[bfh[fehj[hi[êY_[djboc[[jj_]^jZ[WZb_d[i$8kjh[Wb_p_d]ed[e\MWbj[hB_ffcWdd¾i\[Whi"
modern newspapers often failed to take a historical perspective or to analyze suﬃciently the
ideas and interests underlying these events.

Shifting Values in Postmodern Culture
For many people, the changes occurring in the postmodern period—from roughly the midtwentieth century to today—are identified by a confusing array of examples: music videos,
remote controls, Nike ads, shopping malls, fax machines, e-mail, video games, blogs, USA
Today, YouTube, iPads, hip-hop, and reality TV (see Table 1.1). Some critics argue that postmodern culture represents a way of seeing—a new condition, or even a malady, of the human spirit.
Although there are many ways to define the postmodern, this textbook focuses on four major
features or values that resonate best with changes across media and culture: populism, diversity, nostalgia, and paradox.
As a political idea, populism tries to appeal to ordinary people by highlighting or even creating an argument or conﬂict between “the people” and “the elite.” In virtually every campaign,
populist politicians often tell stories and run ads that criticize big corporations and political favoritism. Meant to resonate with middle-class values and regional ties, such narratives generally
pit Southern or Midwestern small-town “family values” against the supposedly coarser, even
Yehhkfj"khXWdb_\[ijob[iWiieY_Wj[Zm_j^X_]Y_j_[ib_a[MWi^_d]jedehBei7d][b[i$
In postmodern culture, populism has manifested itself in many ways. For example, artists
WdZf[h\ehc[hi"b_a[9^kYa8[hho_d»HebbEl[h8[[j^el[d¼'/+,ehGk[[d_d»8e^[c_Wd
Rhapsody” (1975), intentionally blurred the border between high and low culture. In the visual
Whji"\ebbem_d]7dZoMWh^eb¾i'/,&ifefWhjijob["WZl[hj_i[hi^Wl[Xehhem[Z\hecXej^Æd[Whj
and street art, while artists appropriated styles from commerce and popular art. Film stars, like

TABLE 1.1
TRENDS ACROSS
HISTORICAL PERIODS

Modern Industrial
Revolution (1800s–1950s)

Postmodern

(pre-1800s)

Work hierarchies

peasants/merchants/
rulers

factory workers/managers/
national CEOs

temp workers/global CEOs

Major work sites

field/farm

factory/office

office/home/”virtual” or mobile office

Communication reach

local

national

global

Communication
transmission

oral/manuscript

print/electronic

electronic/digital

Communication
channels

storytellers/elders/
town criers

books/newspapers/
magazines/radio

television/cable/Internet/multimedia

Communication at home

quill pen

typewriter/office computer

personal computer/laptop/smartphone/social networks

Key social values

belief in natural
or divine order

individualism/rationalism/
efficiency/antitradition

antihierarchy/skepticism (about science, business, government, etc.)/diversity/multiculturalism/irony & paradox

Journalism

oral & print-based/partisan/
controlled by political
parties

print-based/”objective”/
efficient/timely/controlled
by publishing families

TV & Internet–based/opinionated/
conversational/controlled by global
entertainment conglomerates

Trend

Premodern
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(1950s–present)

7d][b_dW@eb_[WdZ8[d7ë[Ya"e\j[dY^Wcf_edeffh[ii[Z]hekfim^_b[Wff[Wh_d]_dcel_[i
that make the actors wealthy global icons of consumer culture.
Other forms of postmodern style blur modern distinctions not only between art and
commerce but also between fact and ﬁction. For example, television vocabulary now includes
infotainment (Entertainment Tonight, Access Hollywood) and infomercials (such as fading celebrities selling anti-wrinkle cream). On cable, MTV’s reality programs—such as Real World and Jersey
Shore—blur boundaries between the staged and the real, mixing serious themes with comedic
interludes and romantic entanglements; Comedy Central’s fake news programs, The Daily Show
with Jon Stewart and The Colbert Report, combine real, insightful news stories with biting satires
of traditional broadcast and cable news programs.
Closely associated with populism, another value (or vice) of the postmodern period
emphasizes diversity and fragmentation, including the wild juxtaposition of old and new
YkbjkhWbijob[i$?dWikXkhXWdi^eff_d]cWbb"\eh_dijWdY["=Wfijeh[iXehZ[hW\eeZYekhjm_j^
Vietnamese, Italian, and Mexican options, while techno-digitized instrumental versions of
'/,&ifhej[ijcki_YfbWo_dj^[XWYa]hekdZjeWYYecfWdoi^eff[hi$FWhje\j^_iijob_ij_Y
diversity involves borrowing and transforming earlier ideas from the modern period. In
music, hip-hop deejays and performers sample old R&B, soul, and rock classics, both reinventing old songs and creating something new. Critics of postmodern style contend that such
borrowing devalues originality, emphasizing surface over depth and recycled ideas over new
ones. Throughout the twentieth century, for example, ﬁlms were adapted from books and
short stories. More recently, ﬁlms often derive from old popular TV series: Mission Impossible,
Charlie’s Angels, and The A-Team, to name just a few. Video games like the Resident Evil franchise and Tomb Raider have been made into Hollywood blockbusters. In fact, in 2012 more
than twenty-ﬁve video games, including BioShock and the Warcraft series, were in various
stages of ﬁlm production.
Another tendency of postmodern culture involves rejecting rational thought as “the
answer” to every social problem, reveling instead in nostalgia for the premodern values of small
communities, traditional religion, and even mystical experience. Rather than seeing science
purely as enlightened thinking or rational deduction that relies on evidence, some artists,
critics, and politicians criticize modern values for laying the groundwork for dehumanizing
technological advances and bureaucratic problems. For example, in the renewed debates over
evolution, one cultural narrative that plays out often pits scientiﬁc evidence against religious
belief and literal interpretations of the Bible. And in popular culture, many TV programs—such
as The X-Files, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Charmed, Angel, Lost, and Fringe—emerged to oﬀer
mystical and supernatural responses to the “evils” of our daily world and the limits of science
and the purely rational.
In the 2012 presidential campaign, this nostalgia for the past was frequently deployed as a
narrative device, with the Republican candidates depicting themselves as protectors of tradition and small-town values, and juxtaposing themselves against President Obama’s messages of
change and progressive reform. In fact, after winning the Nevada Republican primary in 2012,
former Massachusetts governor Mitt Romney framed the story this way: “President Obama
says he wants to fundamentally transform America. We [Romney and his supporters] want
to restore to America the founding principles that made the country great.” By portraying
change—and present conditions—as sinister forces that could only be overcome by returning to
some point in the past when we were somehow “better,” Romney laid out what he saw as the
central narrative conﬂicts of the 2012 presidential campaign: tradition versus change, and past
versus present.
BWijbo"j^[\ekhj^Wif[Yje\ekhfeijceZ[hdj_c[_ij^[m_bb_d]d[iijeWYY[fjparadox. While modern culture emphasized breaking with the past in the name of progress,
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FILMS OFTEN REFLECT
THE KEY SOCIAL VALUES
of an era—as represented by
the modern and postmodern
movies pictured. Charlie
Chaplin’s Modern Times
(1936, above left) satirized
modern industry and the
dehumanizing impact of
a futuristic factory on its
overwhelmed workers.
Similarly, Ridley Scott’s Blade
Runner (1982, above right),
set in futuristic Los Angeles
in 2019, questioned the
impact on humanity when
technology overwhelms the
natural world. As author
William Romanowski said
of Blade Runner in Pop
Culture Wars, “It managed to
quite vividly capture some
postmodern themes that
were not recognized at the
time. . . . We are constantly
trying to balance the promise
of technology with the
threats of technology.”

postmodern culture stresses integrating—or converging—retro beliefs and contemporary
culture. So at the same time that we seem nostalgic for the past, we embrace new technologies with a vengeance. For example, fundamentalist religious movements that promote
seemingly outdated traditions (e.g., rejecting women’s rights to own property or seek
higher education) still embrace the Internet and modern technology as recruiting tools or
as channels for spreading messages. Culturally conservative politicians, who seem most
comfortable with the values of the 1950s nuclear family, welcome talk shows, Twitter, Facebook, and Internet and social media ad campaigns as venues to advance their messages
and causes.
Although new technologies can isolate people or encourage them to chase their personal
agendas (e.g., a student perusing his individual interests online), as modernists warned, new
technologies can also draw people together to advance causes or to solve community problems
or to discuss politics on radio talk shows, on Facebook, or on smartphones. For example, in
2011 and 2012 Twitter made the world aware of protesters in many Arab nations, including
;]ofjWdZB_XoW"m^[d]el[hdc[djij^[h[jh_[Zjeikffh[iic[Z_WWYY[ii$Ekhb_l[ijeZWoWh[
full of such incongruities.

Critiquing Media
and Culture
“A cynic is a man
who, when he
smells ﬂowers,
looks around for a
cofﬁn.”
H. L. MENCKEN,
AMERICAN WRITER
AND JOURNALIST

In contemporary life, cultural boundaries are being tested; the arbitrary lines between information and entertainment have become blurred. Consumers now read newspapers on their computers. Media corporations do business across vast geographic boundaries. We are witnessing
media convergence, in which televisions, computers, and smartphones easily access new and
old forms of mass communication. For a fee, everything from magazines to movies is channeled
into homes through the Internet and cable or satellite TV.
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Considering the diversity of mass media, to paint them all with the same broad brush
would be inaccurate and unfair. Yet that is often what we seem to do, which may in fact reﬂect the distrust many of us have of prominent social institutions, from local governments to
daily newspapers. Of course, when one recent president leads us into a long war based on
faulty intelligence that mainstream news failed to uncover, or one of the world’s leading media
companies—with former editors in top government jobs—engages in phone hacking and privacy
invasion, our distrust of both government and media may be understandable. It’s ultimately
more useful, however, to replace a cynical perception of the media with an attitude of genuine
criticism. To deal with these shifts in how we experience media and culture and their impact,
we need to develop a profound understanding of the media focused on what they oﬀer or produce and what they downplay or ignore.

Media Literacy and the Critical Process
:[l[bef_d]media literacy—that is, attaining an understanding of mass media and how they
construct meaning—requires following a critical process that takes us through the steps of
Z[iYh_fj_ed"WdWboi_i"_dj[hfh[jWj_ed"[lWbkWj_ed"WdZ[d]W][c[dji[[»C[Z_WB_j[hWYoWdZ
the Critical Process” on pp. 32–33). We will be aided in our critical process by keeping an open
mind, trying to understand the specific cultural forms we are critiquing, and acknowledging the
complexity of contemporary culture.
@kijWiYecckd_YWj_edYWddejWbmWoiX[h[ZkY[Zjej^[b_d[Whi[dZ[h#c[iiW][#h[Y[_l[h
model, many forms of media and culture are not easily represented by the high-low model. We
should, perhaps, strip culture of such adjectives as high, low, popular, and mass. These modiﬁers may artiﬁcially force media forms and products into predetermined categories. Rather
than focusing on these worn-out labels, we might instead look at a wide range of issues generated by culture, from the role of storytelling in the mass media to the global inﬂuences of
media industries on the consumer marketplace. We should also be moving toward a critical
perspective that takes into account the intricacies of the cultural landscape. A fair critique of
any cultural form, regardless of its social or artistic reputation, requires a working knowledge of
j^[fWhj_YkbWhXeea"fhe]hWc"ehcki_YkdZ[hiYhkj_do$<eh[nWcfb["jekdZ[hijWdZM$;$8$
:k8e_i¾i[iiWoi"Yh_j_Yi_cc[hi[j^[ci[bl[i_d^_imehaWdZ_dj^[^_ijeh_YWbYedj[nj_dm^_Y^
he wrote. Similarly, if we want to develop a meaningful critique of TV’s Dexter (where the
fhejW]ed_ij_iWi[h_Wba_bb[hehHki^B_cXWk]^¾ihWZ_efhe]hWcehW]eii_fcW]Wp_d[¾i obsesi_edm_j^@kij_d8_[X[h"_j_i[ii[dj_WbjekdZ[hijWdZj^[Yedj[cfehWhoYedj[nj_dm^_Y^j^[i[
cultural phenomena are produced.
To begin this process of critical assessment, we must imagine culture as more complicated and richer than the high-low model allows. We must also assume a critical stance that
enables us to get outside our own preferences. We may like or dislike hip-hop, R&B, pop, or
country, but if we want to criticize these musical genres intelligently, we should understand
what the various types of music have to say and why their messages appeal to particular audiences that may be diﬀerent from us. The same approach applies to other cultural forms. If
we critique a newspaper article, we must account for the language that is chosen and what
it means; if we analyze a ﬁlm or TV program, we need to slow down the images in order to
understand how they make sense and meaning.

Benefits of a Critical Perspective
:[l[bef_d]Wd_d\ehc[ZYh_j_YWbf[hif[Yj_l[WdZX[Yec_d]c[Z_Wb_j[hWj[WbbemkijefWhticipate in a debate about media culture as a force for both democracy and consumerism.
On the one hand, the media can be a catalyst for democracy and social progress. Consider
j^[heb[e\j[b[l_i_ed_difejb_]^j_d]hWY_icWdZ_d`kij_Y[_dj^['/,&i1j^[ki[e\l_Z[e
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Media Literacy and
the Critical Process

1

DESCRIPTION. If we decide to
focus on how well the news media serve democracy, we might critique
the fairness of several programs or individual stories from, say, 60 Minutes or
the New York Times. We start by describing the programs or articles, accounting
for their reporting strategies, and noting
those featured as interview subjects. We
might further identify central characters,
conﬂicts, topics, and themes. From the
notes taken at this stage, we can begin
comparing what we have found to other
stories on similar topics. We can also
document what we think is missing from
these news narratives—the questions,
viewpoints, and persons that were not
included—and other ways to tell the story.

2

ANALYSIS. In the second stage
of the critical process, we isolate
patterns that call for closer attention. At
this point, we decide how to focus the critique. Because 60 Minutes has produced
thousands of hours of programs in its
nearly forty-ﬁve-year history, our critique
might spotlight just a few key patterns.
For example, many of the program’s
reports are organized like detective stories, reporters are almost always visually
represented at a medium distance, and
interview subjects are generally shot in
tight close-ups. In studying the New York
Times, in contrast, we might limit our analysis to social or political events in certain

It is easy to form a cynical view about the stream of TV
advertising, reality programs, video games, celebrities, gossip blogs, tweets, and news tabloids that ﬂoods the cultural
landscape. But cynicism is no substitute for criticism. To
become literate about media involves striking a balance
between taking a critical position (developing knowledgeable interpretations and judgments) and becoming tolerant
of diverse forms of expression (appreciating the distinctive
variety of cultural products and processes).
A cynical view usually involves some form of intolerance and
either too little or too much information. For example, after
enduring the glut of news coverage and political advertising
devoted to the 2008 and 2012 presidential elections, we
might easily become cynical about our political system.
However, information in the form of “factual” news bits and
knowledge about a complex social process such as a national election are not the same thing. The critical process
stresses the subtle distinctions between amassing information and becoming media literate.
countries that get covered more often than
events in other areas of the world. Or we
could focus on recurring topics chosen for
front-page treatment, or the number of
quotes from male and female experts.

3

INTERPRETATION. In the interpretive stage, we try to determine
the meanings of the patterns we have analyzed. The most diﬃcult stage in criticism,
interpretation demands an answer to the
“So what?” question. For instance, the
greater visual space granted to 60 Minutes

reporters—compared with the close-up
shots used for interview subjects—might
mean that the reporters appear to be in
control. They are given more visual space
in which to operate, whereas interview
subjects have little room to maneuver
within the visual frame. As a result, the
subjects often look guilty and the reporters look heroic—or, at least, in charge.
B_a[m_i["_\m[beeaW]W_dWjj^[New York
Times, its attention to particular countries
could mean that the paper tends to cover

j [Y^debe]ojeh[l[Wbeffh[ii_l[YedZ_j_edi_d9^_dWWdZ;Wij[hd;khef[ehjeZeYkc[dj
crimes by urban police departments; how the TV coverage of both business and governc[dj¾iibemh[ifedi[jej^[=kb\e_bif_bb_d(&'&_cfWYj[Zf[efb[¾ikdZ[hijWdZ_d]e\j^[
event; and how blogs and Twitter can serve to debunk bogus claims or protest fraudulent
elections. The media have also helped to renew interest in diverse cultures around the
mehbZWdZej^[h[c[h]_d]Z[ceYhWY_[ii[[»=beXWbL_bbW][08[Zek_di"9Wc[bi"JhWdi_ijehi"
and Coke” on page 34).
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Developing a media-literate critical perspective involves
mastering ﬁve overlapping stages that build on one another:
q Description: paying close attention, taking notes, and
researching the subject under study
q Analysis: discovering and focusing on signiﬁcant patterns
that emerge from the description stage
q Interpretation: asking and answering “What does
that mean?” and “So what?” questions about one’s
ﬁndings
q Evaluation: arriving at a judgment about whether
something is good, bad, or mediocre, which involves
subordinating one’s personal taste to the critical “bigger
picture” resulting from the ﬁrst three stages
q Engagement: taking some action that connects our critical perspective with our role as citizens to question our
media institutions, adding our own voice to the process of
shaping the cultural environment
Let’s look at each of these stages in greater detail.
nations in which the United States has
more vital political or economic interests,
even though the Times might claim to be
neutral and evenhanded in its reporting of
news from around the world.

4

EVALUATION. The fourth stage
of the critical process focuses on
making an informed judgment. Building
on description, analysis, and interpretation, we are better able to evaluate the
fairness of a group of 60 Minutes or New
York Times reports. At this stage, we can
grasp the strengths and weaknesses of

the news media under study and make
critical judgments measured against our
own frames of reference—what we like
and dislike, as well as what seems good
or bad or missing, in the stories and
coverage we analyzed.
This fourth stage diﬀerentiates the
reviewer (or previewer) from the critic.
Most newspaper reviews, for example,
are limited by daily time or space constraints. Although these reviews may
give us key information about particular
programs, they often begin and end
with personal judgments—“This is a

quality show” or “That was a piece
of trash”—that should be saved for
the ﬁnal stage in the critical process.
Regrettably, many reviews do not reﬂect
such a process; they do not move much
beyond the writer’s own frame of reference or personal taste.

5

ENGAGEMENT. To be fully
media literate, we must actively
work to create a media world that
helps serve democracy. So we propose
a ﬁfth stage in the critical process—
engagement. In our 60 Minutes and New
York Times examples, engagement might
involve something as simple as writing
a formal or e-mail letter to these media
outlets to oﬀer a critical take on the
news narratives we are studying.
But engagement can also mean participating in Web discussions, contacting
various media producers or governmental
bodies like the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) with critiques and
ideas, organizing or participating in public
media literacy forums, or learning to construct diﬀerent types of media narratives
ourselves—whether print, audio, video, or
online—to participate directly in the creation of mainstream or alternative media.
Producing actual work for media outlets
might involve doing news stories for a local newspaper (and its Web site), producing a radio program on a controversial or
signiﬁcant community issue, or constructing a Web site that critiques various news
media. The key to this stage is to challenge
our civic imaginations, to refuse to sit back
and cynically complain about the media
without taking some action that lends our
own voices and critiques to the process.

On the other hand, competing against these democratic tendencies is a powerful commercial culture that reinforces a world economic order controlled by relatively few multinational
corporations. For instance, when Poland threw oﬀ the shackles of the Soviet Union in the late
'/.&i"ed[e\j^[Æhijj^_d]i_jid[mb[WZ[hi^_fZ_ZmWiXkoWdZZkXj^[7c[h_YWdieWfef[hWi
Santa Barbara and Dynasty. For some, these shows were a relief from sober Soviet political
propaganda, but others worried that Poles might inherit another kind of indoctrination—one
starring American consumer culture and dominated by large international media companies.
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GLOBAL
VILLAGE
Bedouins, Camels, Transistors, and Coke

U

pon receiving the Philadelphia
Liberty Medal in 1994, President Václav Havel of the Czech
Republic described postmodernism as
the fundamental condition of global culture, “when it seems that something is on
the way out and something else is painfully being born.” He described this “new
world order” as a “multicultural era” or
state in which consistent value systems
break into mixed and blended cultures:
For me, a symbol of that state is
a Bedouin mounted on a camel
and clad in traditional robes under
which he is wearing jeans, with a
transistor radio in his hands and
an ad for Coca-Cola on the camel’s
back. . . . New meaning is gradually
born from the . . . intersection of
many different elements.1

Many critics, including Havel, think that
there is a crucial tie between global
politics and postmodern culture. They
contend that the people who overthrew
governments in the former Yugoslavia
and the Soviet Union were the same
people who valued American popular

culture—especially movies, pop music,
and television—for its free expression
and democratic possibilities.
Back in the 1990s, as modern communist states were undermined by the
growth and influence of transnational
corporations, citizens in these nations
capitalized on the developing global
market, using portable video, digital
cameras and phones, and audio technology to smuggle out recordings of
repression perpetrated by totalitarian
regimes. Thus it was difficult for political leaders to hide repressive acts from
the rest of the world. In Newsweek,
former CBS news anchor Dan Rather
wrote about the role of television in the
1989 student uprising in China:
Television brought Beijing’s battle for
democracy to Main Street. It made
students who live on the other side
of the planet just as human, just as
vulnerable as the boy on the next
block. The miracle of television is that
the triumph and tragedy of Tiananmen Square would not have been any
more vivid had it been Times Square.2

This trend continues today through
the newer manifestations of our
digital world like Facebook, Twitter,
and YouTube. As protestors sent
out messages and images on smartphones and laptops during the Arab
Spring uprisings in 2011 and 2012,
they spread stories that could not be
contained by totalitarian governments.
At the same time, we need to examine
the impact on other nations of the influx
of U.S. popular culture (movies, TV
shows, music, etc.), our second biggest export (after military and airplane
equipment). Has access to an American consumer lifestyle fundamentally
altered Havel’s Bedouin on the camel?
What happens when Westernized popular culture encroaches on the mores of
Islamic countries, where the spread of
American music, movies, and television is viewed as a danger to tradition?
These questions still need answers. A
global village, which through technology
shares culture and communication, can
also alter traditional customs forever.
To try to grasp this phenomenon, we
might imagine how we would feel if the
culture from a country far away gradually eroded our own established habits.
This, in fact, is happening all over the
world as U.S. culture has become
the world’s global currency. Although
newer forms of communication such as
tweeting and texting have in some ways
increased citizen participation in global
life, in what ways have they threatened
the values of older cultures?
Our current postmodern period is doublecoded: It is an agent both for the
renewed possibilities of democracy
and, even in tough economic times, for
the worldwide spread of consumerism
and American popular culture.

This example illustrates that contemporary culture cannot easily be characterized as one
thing or another. Binary terms such as liberal and conservative or high and low have less meaning in an environment where so many boundaries have been blurred, so many media forms
have converged, and so many diverse cultures coexist. Modern distinctions between print
and electronic culture have begun to break down largely because of the increasing number of
individuals who have come of age in what is both a print and an electronic culture.23;_j^[h%eh
ceZ[bie\Ykbjkh["ikY^Wij^[^_]^%bemWffheWY^"Wh[]_l_d]mWojeceh[_dYbki_l[_Z[Wi"b_a[
the map model for culture discussed earlier.
What are the social implications of the new, blended, and merging cultural phenomena?
How do we deal with the fact that public debate and news about everyday life now seem as
likely to come from The View"@edIj[mWhj"Ij[f^[d9ebX[hj"ehXbe]][hiWi\hecj^[Wall Street
Journal, NBC Nightly News, or Time?24 Clearly, such changes challenge us to reassess and rebuild
the standards by which we judge our culture. The search for answers lies in recognizing the
links between cultural expression and daily life. The search also involves monitoring how
well the mass media serve democracy, not just by providing us with consumer culture but by
encouraging us to help political, social, and economic practices work better. A healthy democracy requires the active involvement of everyone. Part of this involvement means watching over
the role and impact of the mass media, a job that belongs to every one of us—not just the paid
media critics and watchdog organizations.
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CHAPTER
REVIEW
COMMON THREADS
In telling the story of mass media, several plotlines and major themes recur and help provide the “big picture”—the
larger context for understanding the links between forms of mass media and popular culture. Under each thread
that follows, we pose a set of questions that we will investigate together to help you explore media and culture:

q Developmental stages of mass media. How did the
media evolve, from their origins in ancient oral traditions to their incarnation on the Internet today? What
discoveries, inventions, and social circumstances
drove the development of different media? What roles
do new technologies play in changing contemporary
media and culture?

q The role that media play in a democracy. How are
policy decisions and government actions affected
by the news media and other mass media? How do
individuals find room in the media terrain to express
alternative (nonmainstream) points of view? How do
grassroots movements create media to influence and
express political ideas?

q The commercial nature of mass media. What role do
media ownership and government regulation play in
the presentation of commercial media products and
serious journalism? How do the desire for profit and
other business demands affect and change the media
landscape? What role should government oversight
play? What role do we play as ordinary viewers, readers, students, critics, and citizens?

q Mass media, cultural expression, and storytelling.
What are the advantages and pitfalls of the media’s
appetite for telling and selling stories? As we reach
the point where almost all media exist on the Internet
in some form, how have our culture and our daily lives
been affected?

q The converged nature of media. How has convergence changed the experience of media from the
print to the digital era? What are the significant
differences between reading a printed newspaper
and reading the news online? What changes have to
be made in the media business to help older forms of
media, like newspapers, in the transition to an online
world?

q Critical analysis of the mass media. How can we use
the critical process to understand, critique, and influence the media? How important is it to be media literate in today’s world? At the end of each chapter, we will
examine the historical contexts and current processes
that shape media products. By becoming more critical
consumers and engaged citizens, we will be in a better
position to influence the relationships among mass media, democratic participation, and the complex cultural
landscape that we all inhabit.

KEY TERMS
The definitions for the terms listed below can be found in the glossary at the end of the book. The page numbers
listed with the terms indicate where the term is highlighted in the chapter.
communication, 6
culture, 6
mass media, 6
mass communication, 6
digital communication, 9
bloggers, 9
senders, 9
messages, 9
mass media channel, 9
receivers, 9
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gatekeepers, 9
feedback, 9
selective exposure, 10
convergence, 11
cross platform, 12
narrative, 15
high culture, 17
low culture, 17
modern period, 26

Progressive Era, 27
postmodern period, 28
media literacy, 31
critical process, 31
description, 32
analysis, 32
interpretation, 32
evaluation, 33
engagement, 33

For review quizzes, chapter summaries, links
to media-related Web sites, and more, go to
bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
Culture and the Evolution of Mass Communication

Surveying the Cultural Landscape

1. Define culture, mass communication, and mass media,
and explain their interrelationships.

6. Describe the skyscraper model of culture. What are
its strengths and limitations?

2. What are the key technological breakthroughs that
accompanied the transition to the print and electronic
eras? Why were these changes significant?

7. Describe the map model of culture. What are its
strengths and limitations?

3. Explain the linear model of mass communication and its
limitations.

The Development of Media and Their Role in Our Society
4. Describe the development of a mass medium from
emergence to convergence.
5. In looking at the history of popular culture, explain why
newer and emerging forms of media seem to threaten
status quo values.

8. What are the chief differences between modern and
postmodern values?

Critiquing Media and Culture
9. What are the five steps in the critical process? Which
of these is the most difficult and why?
10. What is the difference between cynicism and
criticism?
11. Why is the critical process important?

QUESTIONING THE MEDIA
1. Drawing on your experience, list the kinds of media
stories you like and dislike. You might think mostly of
movies and TV shows, but remember that news, sports,
political ads, and product ads are also usually structured as stories. Conversations on Facebook can also
be considered narratives. What kinds of stories do you
like and dislike on Facebook, and why?
2. Cite some examples in which the media have been accused of unfairness. Draw on comments from parents,
teachers, religious leaders, friends, news media, and so
on. Discuss whether these criticisms have been justified.
3. Pick an example of a popular media product that you
think is harmful to children. How would you make your

concerns known? Should the product be removed
from circulation? Why or why not? If you think the
product should be banned, how would you do it?
4. Make a critical case either defending or condemning
Comedy Central’s South Park, a TV or radio talk show,
a hip-hop group, a soap opera, or TV news coverage
of the war in Afghanistan. Use the five-step critical
process to develop your position.
5. Although in some ways postmodern forms of communication, such as e-mail, MTV, smartphones, and
Twitter, have helped citizens participate in global life,
in what ways might these forms harm more traditional
or native cultures?

ADDITIONAL VIDEOS
Visit the VideoCentral: Mass Communication section at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture
for additional exclusive videos related to Chapter 1, including:
q 5)&.&%*""/%%&.0$3"$:
This video traces the history of the media’s role in
democracy from newspapers and television to the
Internet.
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PART 1

Digital Media and
Convergence
T

hink about the main media technologies in your life ten or ﬁfteen
years ago. How did you watch TV shows, listen to music, or read
books? How did you communicate with friends?
Now consider this: Apple began selling music through iTunes in 2003;
Facebook was born in 2004, but was only opened to everyone in 2006; smartphones debuted in 2007; Hulu and Netﬂix launched their streaming video services
in 2008; the iPad was introduced in 2010; and Apple’s Siri ﬁrst spoke to us in
2011. In just a little over ten years, we have moved from a world where each type
of media was consumed separately and in its own distinct format to a world where
we can experience every form of mass media content—books, music, newspapers,
television, video games—on almost any Internet-connected device.
It used to be that things didn’t move so quickly in the world of mass communication. After the world got wired with the invention of the telegraph in the 1840s and
the telephone in the 1880s, the two next great electronic mass media were radio,
popularized in the 1920s, and television, popularized in the 1950s. And until recently, print media like books, newspapers, and magazines remained much as they
were when they were ﬁrst invented.
The history of mass media has moved from the emergence of media to the convergence of media. While electronic media have been around for a long time, it is the
development of the Web and the emergence of the Internet as a mass medium in
the early 1990s that allowed an array of media—text, photos, audio, and video—to
converge in one space and be easily shared. But while media have been converging since the early 1990s, in the past ten years we have experienced a great
digital turn. Ever-growing download speeds and the development of more portable
devices, from laptops to smartphones to tablets, have fundamentally changed the
ways in which we access and consume media.
The digital turn has made us more fragmented than ever before, but ironically also
more connected. We might not be able to count on our friends all having watched
the same television show the night before, but Facebook and Twitter have made
it easier for us to connect with friends—and strangers—and tell them what we
watched, read, and listened to.

How are smartphones being used?
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SEND
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DOWNLOAD
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PLAY
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PLAY
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37%

15%

13%

WATCH
A VIDEO

POST
PHOTOS/VIDEOS

ONLINE
BANKING

ACCESS
TWITTER

VIDEO
CALL/CHAT

Mark
Zuckerberg
launches
Facebook

Apple and Android smartphones
hit the market
Facebook opens
to all, and
Twitter is born

Social gaming explodes when
World of Warcraft is released
online as massively multiplayer
online role-playing game

Amazon
launches
the Kindle
Apple’s
AppStore
opens

YouTube
starts
broadcasting

The iTunes Store
begins selling
music

2003

Netﬂix offers unlimited
digital streaming to
subscribers

Social gaming
explodes with
FarmVille’s release
on Facebook

Apple
launches
the iPad

2006 2007 2008 2009
2004 2005
2010

1

Do you own a smartphone or tablet? If
so, consider how much
time you spend using it,
and what you use it for.

Siri, Apple’s voice
recognition
assistant, is born
on the iPhone 4S

2011

2

Smartphones and tablets allow us
to consume almost all forms of
media in one place, anywhere there’s an
lnternet or data connection. What are
some possible drawbacks to this?

See Notes for list of sources.
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*OUIFNPVOUBJOTPG/PSUI$BSPMJOB GPVS
springtime hikers reported missing in the
evening were back to safety by midnight. In a
rugged park near the San Francisco Bay, two
other hikers, lost after dark, were promptly
GPVOECZB$BMJGPSOJB)JHIXBZ1BUSPMIFMJDPQUFS
In both cases, the hikers could have suffered
from hypothermia, lack of food and water, and
the scare of their lives. The key to their speedy
rescue was a device from their more urban
lives—their mobile phones, which had Global
1PTJUJPOJOH4ZTUFN (14 UFDIOPMPHZ5IFMPTU
hikers simply had to call an emergency number,
and rescuers found the lost callers using the
latitude and longitude coordinates transmitted
from the phone’s built-in GPS signal.
Around the world, hikers with mobile phones are
no longer lost—at least as long as their batteries
last, and if they can ﬁnd a signal. In the wilderness
PG"MCVRVFSRVF /FX.FYJDP UIFSBUFPGTFBSDI
and rescue missions in the area has dropped
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by more than half over the past decade
as people use GPS to ﬁnd their own way
out. In Tasmania, Australia, local authorities retired their team of trained search
and rescue dogs after mobile phones
with GPS reduced the need for search
missions for missing bushwalkers.
“Everybody carries a mobile phone now,
and the service is pretty good in most
areas—if you are lost you can often
climb to the top of a hill and get service,”
said the founder of Search and Rescue
Dogs of Tasmania.1
Back in the cities and suburbs, mobile
phones with GPS are less like survival tools and more like life trackers.
0OTFSWJDFTMJLF'BDFCPPL 5XJUUFS 
and Instagram, you can share, with
precise coordinates, where you are,
where you’ve been, and where your
photos were taken. In fact, some of
these services automatically geo-tag
the location of photos and posts. As
it turns out, sharing your every move
on social media becomes much more
valuable when you have GPS—to you,
to your friends, and to advertisers.
Several companies, such as Foursquare, Yelp, and Poynt, encourage
users to check in at local business
locations, earn points and savings,
and share their reviews, recommendations, and locations with friends. Poynt
combines GPS location data with users’
search terms to more precisely target
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consumers with location-based advertising. “We know where your customer
is and what they are looking for so that
you can tailor your advertising message
accordingly,” Poynt notes. But what is a
boon for advertisers and customers—
more speciﬁc, and therefore more
useful, ads—needs to be balanced
against concerns of too much consumer surveillance. Even though consumers are volunteering their location by
allowing their social media posts to be
geo-tagged or by using location-based
services, some are balking at the idea
of advertisers and their mobile phone
companies collecting and even saving
this information.
Wireless mobile technologies change
our relationship with the Internet. It
used to be that we would sit down, log
on, and go “on” the Internet. Now, the
Internet goes with us, and knows, at
every moment, where we are.

“We may be on the go, but
now we aren’t disconnected
from the mass media—we
take it with us.”

4(%).4%2.%4 UIFWBTUOFUXPSLPGUFMFQIPOFBOEDBCMF
MJOFT XJSFMFTTDPOOFDUJPOT BOETBUFMMJUFTZTUFNTEFTJHOFEUPMJOL
BOEDBSSZEJHJUBMJOGPSNBUJPOXPSMEXJEF XBTJOJUJBMMZEFTDSJCFE
BTBOJOGPSNBUJPOTVQFSIJHIXBZ5IJTEFTDSJQUJPOJNQMJFEUIBUUIF
HPBMPGUIF*OUFSOFUXBTUPCVJMEBOFXNFEJBOFUXPSL BOFX
TVQFSIJHIXBZ UPSFQMBDFUSBEJUJPOBMNFEJB FH CPPLT OFXTQB
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s 3FWJFXUIFCJSUIPGUIF*OUFSOFUBOEUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGUIF
8FC
s 1SPWJEFBOPWFSWJFXPGUIFLFZGFBUVSFTPGUIF*OUFSOFU JO
DMVEJOHJOTUBOUNFTTBHJOH TFBSDIFOHJOFT BOETPDJBMNFEJB
s %JTDVTTUIFDPOWFSHFODFPGUIF*OUFSOFUXJUINPCJMFNFEJB TVDIBTTNBSUQIPOFTBOE
UBCMFUT BOEIPXUIF*OUFSOFUIBTDIBOHFEPVSSFMBUJPOTIJQXJUINFEJB
s &YBNJOFUIFFDPOPNJDTPGUIF*OUFSOFU JODMVEJOHUIFTUSVDUVSFPGUIFhPQFOXFCvWTUIF
hDMPTFEXFC vPXOFSTIJQJTTVFT BOEUIFGPVSMFBEJOH*OUFSOFUDPNQBOJFT
s *OWFTUJHBUFUIFDSJUJDBMJTTVFTPGUIF*OUFSOFUTVDIBTUBSHFUFEBEWFSUJTJOH GSFFTQFFDI TFDV
SJUZ OFUOFVUSBMJUZ BOEBDDFTT
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Je[dWXb[c_b_jWhof[hiedd[bWdZh[i[WhY^[hi_dlebl[Z_dj^[Z[l[befc[dje\7HF7d[jje
better communicate with one another from separate locations, an essential innovation during
the development stage of the Internet was e-mail. It was invented in 1971 by computer engineer
HWoJecb_died"m^eZ[l[bef[Zie\jmWh[jei[dZ[b[Yjhed_YcW_bc[iiW][ijeWdoYecfkj[hed
7HF7d[j$>[Z[Y_Z[Zjeki[j^[6iocXebjei_]d_\oj^[beYWj_ede\j^[Yecfkj[hki[h"j^ki
[ijWXb_i^_d]j^[»be]_ddWc[6^eijYecfkj[h¼Yedl[dj_ed\eh[#cW_bWZZh[ii[i$
At this point in the development stage, the Internet was primarily a tool for universities,
government research labs, and corporations involved in computer software and other high-tech
products to exchange e-mail and to post information. As the use of the Internet continued to
proliferate, the entrepreneurial stage quickly came about.

“A ﬁber the size of a
human hair can deliver every issue ever
printed of the Wall
Street Journal in
less than a second.”
NICHOLAS
NEGROPONTE, BEING
DIGITAL, 1995

The Net Widens
From the early 1970s until the late 1980s, a number of factors (both technological and historical) brought the Net to the entrepreneurial stage, in which the Net became a marketable
medium. The first signal of the Net’s marketability came in 1971 with the introduction of
microprocessors, miniature circuits that process and store electronic signals. This innovation
facilitated the integration of thousands of transistors and related circuitry into thin strands of
silicon along which binary codes traveled. Using microprocessors, manufacturers were eventually able to introduce the first personal computers (PCs), which were smaller, cheaper, and more
powerful than the bulky computer systems of the 1960s. With personal computers now readily
available, a second opportunity for marketing the Net came in 1986, when the National Science
<ekdZWj_edZ[l[bef[ZW^_]^#if[[ZYecckd_YWj_edid[jmehaDI<D;JZ[i_]d[Zjeb_dakd_versity research computer centers around the country and also encourage private investment in
the Net. This innovation led to a dramatic increase in Internet use and further opened the door
to the widespread commercial possibilities of the Internet.
In the mid-1980s, fiber-optic cable became the standard for transmitting communication
data speedily. Featuring thin glass bundles of ﬁber capable of transmitting thousands of messages
simultaneously (via laser light), ﬁber-optic cables began replacing the older, bulkier copper
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millions of home users in 1985 to its proprietary Web system through dial-up access, and quickly
became the United States’ top Internet service provider (ISP). AOL’s success was so great
that by 2001, the Internet startup bought the world’s largest media company, Time Warner—a
deal that shocked the industry and signaled the Internet’s economic significance as a vehicle for
media content. As broadband connections, which can quickly download multimedia content,
became more available (about 66 percent of all American households had such connections by
(&'("ki[hicel[ZWmWo\hecj^[ibem[hj[b[f^ed[Z_Wb#kf?IFi[hl_Y[7EB¾icW_di[hl_Y[je
high-speed service from cable, telephone, or satellite companies.4 By 2007, both AT&T (offering
:IBWdZYWXb[XheWZXWdZWdZ9ecYWijYWXb[XheWZXWdZikhfWii[Z7EB_ddkcX[hie\Ykijec[hi$JeZWo"ej^[hcW`eh?IFi_dYbkZ[L[h_ped"J_c[MWhd[h9WXb["9[djkhoB_da"9^Whj[h"WdZ
9en$J^[i[Wh[WYYecfWd_[ZXo^kdZh[Zie\beYWbi[hl_Y[i"cWdoe\\[h[ZXoh[]_edWbj[b[f^ed[
and cable companies that compete to provide consumers with access to the Internet.

People Embrace Digital Communication
In digital communication, an image, text, or sound is
converted into electronic signals represented as a series of
binary numbers—ones and zeros—which are then reassembled as a precise reproduction of an image, text, or sound.
:_]_jWbi_]dWbief[hWj[Wif_[Y[i"ehX_ji\hecBInary digiTS), of information representing two values, such as yes/
no, on/off, or 0/1. For example, a typical compact disc track
uses a binary code system in which zeros are microscopic
pits in the surface of the disc and ones are represented on
the unpitted surface. Used in various combinations, these
digital codes can duplicate, store, and play back the most
complex kinds of media content.
In the early days of e-mail, the news media constantly
marveled at the immediacy of this new form of communiYWj_ed$:[iYh_X_d]WcWd\hecBed]?ibWdZ[#cW_b_d]WYebleague on the Galapagos Islands, the New York Times wrote
_d'//*j^Wj^_i»cW]_YWbd[mcW_bXen_i_di_Z[^_if[hiedWb
computer at his home, and his correspondence with the
Galapagos now travels at the speed of electricity over the
]beXWbYecfkj[hd[jmehaademdWij^[?dj[hd[j$¼5 Other
news media accounts worried about the brevity of e-mail interchanges, the loss of the art of letter writing, and the need
\eh»d[j_gk[jj["¼j^[cWdd[hie\YoX[hifWY[$7d[#cW_bi[dj
XoFh[i_Z[dj9b_djed_d'//*»9ECFEI;:;DJ?H;BOE<
97F?J7BB;JJ;HI¼mWih[fehj[ZWiW»YWhZ_dWbXh[WY^e\
d[j_gk[jj[$¼6
;#cW_bmWied[e\j^[[Whb_[iji[hl_Y[ie\j^[?dj[hd[j"
and people typically used the e-mail services connected to
j^[_h?IFiX[\eh[cW`ehM[XYehfehWj_ediikY^Wi=ee]b["
OW^ee"WdZC_Yheie\j>ejcW_bX[]Wdjeeè[h\h[[M[X#
based e-mail accounts to draw users to their sites; each now
has millions of users. Today, all of the top e-mail services
also include advertisements in their users’ e-mail messages,
ed[e\j^[Yeijie\j^[»\h[[¼[#cW_bWYYekdji$=ee]b[¾i
Gmail goes one step further by scanning messages to dynamically match a relevant ad to the text each time an
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e-mail message is opened. Such targeted advertising has become a hallmark feature of the Internet.
As with e-mail, instant messaging"eh?C"eè[h[ZXej^W\WiY_dWj_d]
and troubling new part of media culture in the late 1990s. Teenagers were
Wced]j^[Æhijje]hWl_jWj[je?CWdZY^Wjheeci"Z[l[befckbj_jWia_d]
ia_bbiiej^[oYekbZ?Cckbj_fb[\h_[dZii_ckbjWd[ekibo"WdZZ_iYel[hj^Wj
sometimes it was easier talking with friends online than face to face. In the
[WhboZWoie\?C"j^[h[m[h[YedY[hdiel[hj^[ikffei[ZbWYae\ikXijWdY[
_d?CYedl[hiWj_edimWij[b[f^ed[Z_Wbe]k[WdoZ_è[h[dj5"WdZ\hec
j[[dijWba_d]jekdi[[dijhWd][him^ec_]^jX[Wia_d]j^[c»M^WjWh[
oekm[Wh_d]5¼78kjWiXki_d[ii[i\ekdZmWoije_dj[]hWj[?C_djej^[eêY[
Ykbjkh["WdZWi?CX[YWc[Wi_dj[]hWj[ZWi[#cW_b_djeekh[l[hoZWob_l[i"
these worries subsided.
?Ch[cW_dij^[[Wi_[ijmWojeYecckd_YWj[el[hj^[?dj[hd[j_dh[Wb
time and has become increasingly popular as a smartphone and tablet app,
m_j^\h[[?Ci[hl_Y[iikffbWdj_d]Yeijboj[njc[iiW][i$CW`eh?Ci[hl_Y[iº
cWdom_j^le_Y[WdZl_Z[eY^WjYWfWX_b_j_[iº_dYbkZ[7EB?dijWdjC[ii[d][h7?C"C_Yheie\j¾iC[ii[d][h"OW^ee¾iC[ii[d][h"7ffb[¾i_9^Wj"
Iaof[emd[ZXo[8Wo"=cW_b¾i9^Wj"WdZ<WY[Xeea9^Wj$?Cki[hiÆbbekj
detailed proﬁles when signing up for the service, providing advertisers
with multiple ways to target them as they chat with their friends.

Search Engines Organize the Web
As the number of Web sites on the Internet quickly expanded, companies
seized the opportunity to provide ways to navigate this vast amount of information by providing
Z_h[Yjeh_[iWdZi[WhY^[d]_d[i$Ed[e\j^[ceh[fefkbWhi[WhY^[d]_d[i"OW^ee"X[]WdWiWZ_h[Yjeho$?d'//*"IjWd\ehZKd_l[hi_jo]hWZkWj[ijkZ[dji@[hhoOWd]WdZ:Wl_Z<_beYh[Wj[ZWM[X
fW][º»@[hhoWdZ:Wl_Z¾i=k_Z[jej^[MehbZM_Z[M[X¼ºjeeh]Wd_p[j^[_h\Wleh_j[M[Xi_j[i"
first into categories, then into more and more subcategories as the Web grew. At that point, the
entire World Wide Web was almost manageable, with only about twenty-two thousand Web
sites. (By 2008, Google announced it had indexed more than one trillion Web pages, up from
ed[X_bb_ed_d(&&&$J^[]k_Z[cWZ[Wbeje\i[di[jeej^[hf[efb["WdZieed[dek]^OWd]WdZ
<_beh[dWc[Z_jj^[ceh[c[cehWXb[»OW^ee¼
;l[djkWbbo"j^ek]^"^Wl_d][cfbeo[[iYWjWbe]_dZ_l_ZkWbM[Xi_j[iX[YWc[_cfhWYj_YWb$
Search engines oﬀer a more automated route to ﬁnding content by allowing users to enter key
words or queries to locate related Web pages. Search engines are built on mathematic algorithms, and the earliest ones directed them to search the entire Web and look for the number
of times a key word showed up on a page. Soon search results were corrupted by Web sites that
tried to trick search engines in order to get ranked higher on the results list. One common trick
was to embed a popular search term in the page, often typed over and over again in the tiniest
font possible and in the same color as the site’s background. Although users didn’t see the word,
the search engines did, and they ranked the page higher.
Google, released in 1998, became a major success because it introduced a new algorithm
j^WjcWj^[cWj_YWbbohWda[ZWfW][¾i»fefkbWh_jo¼edj^[XWi_ie\^emcWdoej^[hfW][ib_da[Z
to it. Users immediately recognized Google’s algorithm as an improvement, and it became the
favorite search engine almost overnight. Google also moved to maintain its search dominance
with its Google Voice Search and Google Goggles apps, which allow smartphone users to conduct searches by voicing search terms or by taking a photo. By 2012, Google’s market share acYekdj[Z\eh,,$+f[hY[dje\i[WhY^[i_dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[i"m^_b[C_Yheie\j¾i8_d]YbW_c[ZWXekj
'+$*f[hY[djWdZOW^ee¾ii^Wh[mWi')$+f[hY[dj$8

INSTANT MESSAGING
8JUIFBSMZ*.TFSWJDFTMJLF
"0-*OTUBOU.FTTFOHFS
IUUQFOXJLJQFEJBPSHXJLJ
"0-@*OTUBOU@.FTTFOHFS
<"*.> VTFSTDPVMECPVODF
from chat room to chat
room, sporting screen
names that were often
comical or ambiguous.
Today, instant messaging
is one of the principal
modes of communication in
professional settings.

“When search
ﬁrst started, if
you searched for
something and you
found it, it was a
miracle. Now, if you
don’t get exactly
what you want
in the ﬁrst three
results, something
is wrong.”
UDI MANBER, GOOGLE
ENGINEER, 2007
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NFEJBXJUIUIFNBOZUPNBOZNPEFMPGTPDJBMNFEJB

4XODRNE3NBH@K-DCH@
*OMFTTUIBOBEFDBEF BOVNCFSPGEJGGFSFOUUZQFTPGTPDJBMNFEJBIBWFFWPMWFE XJUINVMUJQMF
fbWj\ehci\ehj^[Yh[Wj_ede\ki[h#][d[hWj[ZYedj[dj$;khef[Wdh[i[WhY^[hi7dZh[WiC$AWfbWd
WdZC_Y^W[b>W[db[_d_Z[dj_\oi_nYWj[]eh_[ie\ieY_Wbc[Z_Wedj^[?dj[hd[j0Xbe]i"YebbWXehWj_l[
QSPKFDUT DPOUFOUDPNNVOJUJFT TPDJBMOFUXPSLJOHTJUFT WJSUVBMHBNFXPSMET BOEWJSUVBMTPDJBM
XPSMET

"KNFR
O[WhiX[\eh[j^[h[m[h[ijWjkikfZWj[ieh<WY[Xeea"CMPHTFOBCMFEQFPQMFUPFBTJMZQPTUUIFJS
_Z[WijeWM[Xi_j[$FefkbWh_p[Zm_j^j^[h[b[Wi[e\8be]][hdememd[ZXo=ee]b[_d'///"
CMPHTDPOUBJOBSUJDMFTPSQPTUTJODISPOPMPHJDBM KPVSOBMMJLFGPSN PGUFOXJUISFBEFSDPNNFOUT
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BOEMJOLTUPPUIFSTJUFT#MPHTDBOCFQFSTPOBMPSDPSQP
SBUFNVMUJNFEJBTJUFT TPNFUJNFTXJUIQIPUPT HSBQIJDT 
QPEDBTUT BOEWJEFP#Z UIFSFXFSFBUMFBTU
NJMMJPOCMPHT UIFNPTUDPNNPOUPQJDTCFJOHQFSTPOBM
BDDPVOUT NPWJFT57 TQPSUT BOEQPMJUJDT4PNFCMPHT
IBWFEFWFMPQFEJOUPQPQVMBSOFXTBOEDVMUVSFTJUFT 
TVDIBTUIF)VGGJOHUPO1PTU 5FDI$SVODI .BTIBCMF
(BXLFS &OHBEHFU )PU"JS 5IJOL1SPHSFTT BOE51.
.VDLSBLFS
#MPHTIBWFCFDPNFQBSUPGUIFJOGPSNBUJPOBOE
PQJOJPODVMUVSFPGUIF8FC HJWJOHSFHVMBSQFPQMFBOE
DJUJ[FOSFQPSUFSTBGPSVNGPSUIFJSJEFBTBOEWJFXT BOE
QSPWJEJOHBQMBDFGPSFWFOQSPGFTTJPOBMKPVSOBMJTUTUP
JOGPSNBMMZTIBSFJEFBTCFGPSFBNPSFGPSNBMOFXTTUPSZ
][jifkXb_i^[Z$Iec[e\j^[b[WZ_d]fbWj\ehci\ehXbe]]_d]_dYbkZ[8be]][h"MehZFh[ii"JkcXbh"
8FFCMZ BOE8JY#VUCZ UIFNPTUQPQVMBSGPSNPGCMPHHJOHXBTNJDSPCMPHHJOH XJUI
BCPVUNJMMJPOBDUJWFVTFSTPO5XJUUFS TFOEJOHPVUNJMMJPOUXFFUT BTIPSUNFTTBHFXJUI
BDIBSBDUFSMJNJU QFSEBZ5XJUUFSVTFSTPGUFOGPMMPXUIFGFFETPGGSJFOET CVTJOFTTFT QPMJUJ
DJBOT PSDFMFCSJUJFTMJLF-BEZ(BHB UIFNPTUGPMMPXFE5XJUUFSFSJO

#NKK@ANQ@SHUD0QNIDBSR
"OPUIFS*OUFSOFUEFWFMPQNFOUJOWPMWFTDPMMBCPSBUJWFQSPKFDUTJOXIJDIVTFSTCVJMETPNFUIJOH
UPHFUIFS PGUFOVTJOHXJLJm^_Y^c[Wdi»gk_Ya¼_d>WmW__Wdj[Y^debe]o$8JLJ8FCTJUFTFO
BCMFBOZPOFUPFEJUBOEDPOUSJCVUFUPUIFN5IFSFBSFTFWFSBMMBSHFXJLJT TVDIBT8JLJUSBWFM B
]beXWbjhWl[b]k_Z["M_a_CWf_WYecX_d_d]=ee]b[CWfim_j^m_a_Yecc[dji"WdZM_a_B[Wai
BOPSHBOJ[BUJPOQVCMJTIJOHTFOTJUJWFEPDVNFOUTMFBLFECZBOPOZNPVTXIJTUMFCMPXFST 8JLJ
-FBLTHBJOFEOPUPSJFUZGPSJUTSFMFBTFPGUIPVTBOETPG6OJUFE4UBUFTEJQMPNBUJDDBCMFTBOEPUIFS
i[di_j_l[ZeYkc[djiX[]_dd_d]_d(&'&i[[f$+'*_d9^Wfj[h'*$8kjj^[ceijdejWXb[m_a__i
8JLJQFEJB BOPOMJOFFODZDMPQFEJBMBVODIFEJOUIBUJTDPOTUBOUMZVQEBUFEBOESFWJTFECZ
JOUFSFTUFEWPMVOUFFST"MMQSFWJPVTQBHFWFSTJPOTPG8JLJQFEJBBSFTUPSFE BMMPXJOHVTFSTUPTFF
^em[WY^_dZ_l_ZkWbjef_YZ[l[befi$J^[;d]b_i^l[hi_ede\M_a_f[Z_W_ij^[bWh][ij"YedjW_d_d]
BCPVUGPVSNJMMJPOBSUJDMFT CVU8JLJQFEJBTBSFBMTPCFJOHEFWFMPQFEJOPUIFSMBOHVBHFT
#VTJOFTTFTBOEPUIFSPSHBOJ[BUJPOTIBWFEFWFMPQFETPDJBMNFEJBQMBUGPSNTGPSTQFDJlDDPM
bWXehWj_l[fhe`[Yji$Jeebib_a[8Wi[YWcfWdZFeZ_efhel_Z[ieY_Wbc[Z_W_dj[h\WY[i\eheh]Wd_p
JOHQSPKFDUBOEFWFOUQMBOOJOHTDIFEVMFT NFTTBHFT UPEPMJTUT BOEXPSLmPXT,JDLTUBSUFSJT
WfefkbWh\kdZ#hW_i_d]jeeb\ehYh[Wj_l[fhe`[Yjib_a[Xeeai"h[YehZ_d]i"WdZÆbci$?dde9[dj_l[
JTBDSPXETPVSDJOHDPNNVOJUZUIBUPäFSTBXBSEQBZNFOUTGPSQFPQMFXIPDBOTPMWFCVTJOFTT
BOETDJFOUJlDQSPCMFNT"OEDIBOHFPSHIBTCFDPNFBOFäFDUJWFQFUJUJPOQSPKFDUUPQVTIGPS
ieY_WbY^Wd][$<eh[nWcfb["_d(&'(W^_]^iY^eebijkZ[dj\hecC_Y^_]WdX[]WdWYWcfW_]dj^Wj
]W_d[Zceh[j^Wd+&&"&&&i_]dWjkh[ijef[hikWZ[j^[CF77jeY^Wd][j^[hWj_d]e\j^[cel_[
#VMMZ\hecHjeF=¹')ieoekd][hf[efb[YekbZi[[_j$
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DMSDQS@HMLDMS2DBDMSKX SGD
RHSDK@TMBGDC4VHSSDQDCHSHNMR 
F@SGDQHMFSGDLNRSQDKDU@MS
@MCHMSDQDRSHMF4VHSSDQEDDCR
HMNMDOK@BDENQD@BGNESGD
RHSD`RMHMDSDDMRDBSHNMR

#NMSDMS#NLLTMHSHDR
9edj[djYecckd_j_[iWh[j^[X[ij[nWcfb[ie\j^[cWdo#je#cWdo[j^_Ye\ieY_Wbc[Z_W$
$POUFOUDPNNVOJUJFTFYJTUGPSUIFTIBSJOHPGBMMUZQFTPGDPOUFOUGSPNUFYU GBOGJDUJPOOFU UP
f^ejei<b_YahWdZF^ejeXkYa[jWdZl_Z[eiOekJkX["L_c[e$OekJkX["Yh[Wj[Z_d(&&+WdZ
CPVHIUCZ(PPHMFJO JTUIFNPTUXFMMLOPXODPOUFOUDPNNVOJUZ XJUIIVOESFEPGNJM
b_edie\ki[hiWhekdZj^[mehbZkfbeWZ_d]WdZmWjY^_d]WcWj[khWdZfhe\[ii_edWbl_Z[ei$Oek
5VCFHBWFSJTFUPUIFWJSBMWJEFPBWJEFPUIBUCFDPNFTJNNFEJBUFMZQPQVMBSCZNJMMJPOTTIBSJOH
JUUISPVHITPDJBMNFEJBQMBUGPSNT5IFNPTUQPQVMBSWJEFPPGBMMUJNFBGJGUZTJYTFDPOEIPNF
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IPVSTPGWJEFPBSFVQMPBEFEUPUIFTJUFFWFSZNJOVUF BOEJUT
XPSMEXJEFVTFSTHFOFSBUFGPVSCJMMJPOWJFXTQFSEBZ
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F[h^Wfij^[ceijl_i_Xb[[nWcfb[ie\ieY_Wbc[Z_WWh[TPDJBM
OFUXPSLJOHTJUFTb_a[CoIfWY["<WY[Xeea"B_l[@ekhdWb">_+"
#FCP 0SLVU -JOLFE*O BOE(PPHMF 0OUIFTFTJUFT VTFST
DBODSFBUFDPOUFOU TIBSFJEFBT BOEJOUFSBDUXJUIGSJFOET
CoIfWY["\ekdZ[Z_d(&&)"mWij^[ÆhijX_]ieY_Wb
c[Z_Wi_j[$?dWZZ_j_edjef[hiedWbfheÆb[i"CoIfWY[mWi
LOPXOGPSJUTNVTJDMJTUJOHT XJUINJMMJPOTPGBSUJTUTTFUUJOH
VQQSPlMFTUPQSPNPUFUIFJSNVTJD MBVODIOFXBMCVNT BOE
BMMPXVTFSTUPCVZTPOHT*UTQPQVMBSJUZXJUIUFFOTNBEFJUB
NBKPSTJUFGPSPOMJOFBEWFSUJTJOH5IBUQPQVMBSJUZBUUSBDUFE
j^[Wjj[dj_ede\c[Z_WYed]bec[hWj[D[mi9ehf$"m^_Y^
Xek]^jCoIfWY[_d(&&+$8kjm_j^Yecf[j_j_ed\hec<WY[Xeea"Xo(&&/_dj[h[ij_dCoIfWY[
mWimWd_d]"WdZD[mi9ehf$iebZ_j_d(&''$
'BDFCPPLJTOPXUIFNPTUQPQVMBSTPDJBMNFEJBTJUFPOUIF*OUFSOFU4UBSUFEBU)BSWBSEJO
BTBOPOMJOFTVCTUJUVUFUPUIFQSJOUFEGBDFCPPLTUIFTDIPPMDSFBUFEGPSJODPNJOHlSTUZFBS
TUVEFOUT 'BDFCPPLXBTJOTUBOUMZBIJU5IFTJUFFOBCMFTVTFSTUPDPOTUSVDUQFSTPOBMQSPlMFT 
VQMPBEQIPUPT TIBSFNVTJDMJTUT QMBZHBNFT BOEQPTUNFTTBHFTUPDPOOFDUXJUIPMEGSJFOET
BOENFFUOFXPOFT0SJHJOBMMZ BDDFTTXBTSFTUSJDUFEUPDPMMFHFTUVEFOUT CVUJOUIFTJUF
FYQBOEFEUPJODMVEFBOZPOF4PPOBGUFS 'BDFCPPLHSFXBUBOBTUPOJTIJOHSBUF BOECZJU
IBENPSFUIBOPOFCJMMJPOBDUJWFVTFSTBOEXBTBWBJMBCMFJONPSFUIBOTFWFOUZMBOHVBHFT
*O (PPHMFJOUSPEVDFE(PPHMF BTPDJBMOFUXPSLJOHJOUFSGBDFEFTJHOFEUPDPNQFUF
m_j^<WY[Xeea$=ee]b[![dWXb[iki[hijeZ[l[befZ_ij_dYj»Y_hYb[i"¼XoZhW]]_d]WdZZheff_d]
GSJFOETJOUPTFQBSBUFHSPVQT SBUIFSUIBOIBWJOHPOFMPOHMJTUPGGSJFOET *OSFTQPOTF 'BDFCPPL
DSFBUFEOFXTFUUJOHTUPFOBCMFVTFSTUPDPOUSPMXIPTFFTUIFJSQPTUT

6HQST@K'@LD7NQKCR@MC6HQST@K3NBH@K7NQKCR
L_hjkWb]Wc[mehbZiWdZl_hjkWbieY_WbmehbZi_dl_j[ki[hijeheb[#fbWo_dh_Y^)#:[dl_hedc[dji"
JOSFBMUJNF XJUIQMBZFSTUISPVHIPVUUIFXPSME*OWJSUVBMHBNFXPSMET BMTPLOPXOBTNBT
i_l[bockbj_fbWo[hedb_d[heb[#fbWo_d]]Wc[i"ehCCEHF=iikY^Wi8PSMEPG8BSDSBGUBOE4UBS
8BST5IF0ME3FQVCMJD QMBZFSTDBODVTUPNJ[FUIFJSPOMJOFJEFOUJUZ PSBWBUBS BOEXPSLXJUI
ej^[hij^hek]^j^[]Wc[¾iY^Wbb[d][i$9ecckd_jo\ehkci\ehc[cX[hi[nj[dZZ_iYkii_edWdZ
TIBSFEQMBZPVUTJEFPGUIFHBNF7JSUVBMTPDJBMXPSMET MJLF4FDPOE-JGF FOBCMFQMBZFSTUPUBLF
UIFJSBWBUBSTUISPVHITJNVMBUFEFOWJSPONFOUTBOEFWFONBLFUSBOTBDUJPOTXJUIWJSUVBMNPOFZ
I[[9^Wfj[h)\ehWYbei[hbeeaWjl_hjkWb]Wc[mehbZiWdZl_hjkWbieY_WbmehbZi$

3NBH@K-DCH@@MC$DLNBQ@BX
*OKVTUBEFDBEF TPDJBMNFEJBIBWFDIBOHFEUIFXBZXFDPOTVNFBOESFMBUFUPNFEJBBOEUIF
XBZXFDPNNVOJDBUFXJUIPUIFST4PDJBMNFEJBUPPMTIBWFQVUVOQSFDFEFOUFEQPXFSJOPVS
IBOETUPQSPEVDFBOEEJTUSJCVUFPVSPXONFEJB8FDBOTIBSFPVSUIPVHIUTBOEPQJOJPOT XSJUF
PSVQEBUFBOFODZDMPQFEJDFOUSZ TUBSUBQFUJUJPOPSGVOESBJTJOHDBNQBJHO QPTUBWJEFP BOE
DSFBUFBOEFYQMPSFWJSUVBMXPSMET#VUTPDJBMNFEJBIBWFBMTPQSPWFOUPCFBOFGGFDUJWFUPPMGPS
EFNPDSBDZ BOEGPSVOEFSNJOJOHSFQSFTTJWFSFHJNFTUIBUUISJWFPOTFSWJOHVQQSPQBHBOEBBOE
IJEJOHUIFJSBUSPDJUJFTGSPNWJFX
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The wave of protests in more than a dozen Arab nations in North Africa and
j^[C_ZZb[;Wijj^WjX[]Wd_dbWj[(&'&h[ikbj[Z_d\ekhhkb[hi¾X[_d]\ehY[Z
from power by mid-2012. The Arab Spring began in Tunisia, with a twentyi_n#o[Wh#ebZijh[[jl[dZehdWc[ZCe^Wc[Z8ekWp_p_"m^e^WZ^_i
vegetable cart conﬁscated by police. Humiliated when he tried to get
it back, he set himself on ﬁre. While there had been protests before
in Tunisia, the stories were never communicated widely. This
time, protesters posted videos on Facebook, and satellite news
networks spread the story with reports based on those videos.
The protests spread across Tunisia, and by January 2011, Tunisia’s
dictator of nearly twenty-four years ﬂed the country.
?d;]ofj"Wi_c_bWhY_hYkcijWdY[eYYkhh[Zm^[djm[djo#[_]^j#
year-old Khaled Said was pulled from a café and beaten to death
by police. Said’s fate might have made no impact but for the fact
that his brother used his mobile phone to snap a photo of Said’s disﬁgured face and released it to the Internet. The success of protesters
_dJkd_i_Wifkhh[Z;]ofj_Wdijeeh]Wd_p[j^[_hemdfhej[iji"ki_d]j^[
X[Wj_d]e\IW_ZWiWhWbbo_d]fe_dj$:kh_d]j^[fhe#Z[ceYhWYo]Wj^[h_d]i
WjJW^h_hIgkWh[_d9W_he"fhej[ij[hiki[ZieY_Wbc[Z_Wb_a[<WY[Xeea"Jm_jj[h"
WdZOekJkX[jeijWo_djekY^$=beXWbd[mieh]Wd_pWj_edijhWYa[Zj^[fhej[ij[hi¾
feeds to stay abreast of what was happening, especially because the state news media ignored
j^[fhej[ijiWdZYWhh_[Zfhe#CkXWhWafhefW]WdZW$;l[dj^ek]^;]ofj_Wdb[WZ[h>eid_CkXWhWa
jh_[Zjei^kjZemdj^[?dj[hd[j_d;]ofj"mehZe\j^[fhej[ijiifh[WZgk_Yabo"WdZ^[mWiekj
m_j^_d[_]^j[[dZWoiW\j[hj^[Z[cedijhWj_ediijWhj[Z$?dO[c[dWdZB_XoW"ej^[hZ_YjWjehim[h[
ousted. And although Syria’s repressive government was still in power after months of protests
in 2012, citizens continued to use social media to provide the only evidence of the government’s
killing thousands of peaceful protestors.
;l[d_dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[i"ieY_Wbc[Z_W^Wl[^[bf[ZYWbbWjj[dj_edje_iik[ij^Wjc_]^jdej
have received any media attention otherwise. In 2011 and 2012, protesters in the Occupy Wall
Ijh[[jcel[c[dj_dD[mOehaWdZWj^kdZh[Zie\i_j[iWYheiij^[YekdjhojeeajeJm_jj[h"
JkcXbh"OekJkX["WdZ<WY[Xeeajefe_djekjj^[_d[gkWb_j_[ie\j^[[YedecoWdZj^[_dYec[
disparity between the wealthiest 1 percent and the rest of the population—the 99 percent.
The ﬂexible and decentralized nature of the Internet and social media is in large part
m^WjcWa[ij^[cikY^fem[h\kbjeebi\ehikXl[hj_d]Yedjheb$?d9^_dW"j^[9ecckd_ijFWhjo
^Wij_]^jboYedjhebb[ZcWiiYecckd_YWj_ed\ehZ[YWZ[i$7iceh[WdZceh[9^_d[i[Y_j_p[di
take to the Internet, an estimated thirty thousand government censors monitor or even
XbeYaM[XfW][i"Xbe]i"Y^Wjheeci"WdZ[#cW_bi$IeY_Wbc[Z_Wi_j[ib_a[Jm_jj[h"OekJkX["
8_d]"<b_Yah"MehZFh[ii"WdZ8be]][h^Wl[\h[gk[djboX[[dXbeYa[Z"WdZ=ee]b[cel[Z_ji
9^_d[i[i[WhY^[d]_d[=ee]b[$Ydje>ed]Aed]W\j[hj^[9^_d[i[]el[hdc[djh[f[Wj[Zbo
Y[dieh[Z_j$7dZ\ehj^ei[m^ef[hi_ij_dfhWYj_Y_d]»ikXl[hi_l[¼\h[[if[[Y^"j^[h[YWdX[
i[l[h[f[dWbj_[i0FWh_i#XWi[ZH[fehj[him_j^ekj8ehZ[himmm$hi\$eh]h[fehjij^Wjj^_hjo
9^_d[i[`ekhdWb_ijiWdZi_njo#[_]^jd[j_p[dim[h[_dfh_ied_d(&'(\ehmh_j_d]Whj_Yb[iWdZ
Xbe]ij^WjYh_j_Y_p[Zj^[]el[hdc[dj$Ij_bb"9^_d[i[Z_ii[dj[hiXhWl[bofbWoYWj#WdZ#ceki[
m_j^9^_d[i[Y[diehi"ki_d]\h[[i[hl_Y[ib_a[>ki^cW_b"Jeh"<h[[]Wj["WdZKbjhWikh\j^[bWjj[hjmefheZkY[ZXo9^_d[i[_cc_]hWdji_dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[ijeXh[Waj^hek]^j^[9^_d[i[
government’s blockade. Today, for every social media site that gets blocked, a new one pops
kf"cWa_d]_jl[hoZ_êYkbj\ehj^[9^_d[i[]el[hdc[djje^Wl[j^[iWc[a_dZe\Yedjheb
over mass communication that they did just a decade ago. (For more on using the Internet
\ehfeb_j_YWbWdZieY_WbijWj[c[dji"i[[»;nWc_d_d];j^_Yi0J^[½7dedoceki¾>WYa[hie\j^[
?dj[hd[j¼edfW][i+,¹+-$

NEW PROTEST LANGUAGE
It has become more and
more commonplace to
see protest signs with
information about Facebook
groups, Twitter hashtags,
URLs, and other social media
references.
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EXAMINING
ETHICS
The “Anonymous” Hackers of the Internet

A

nonymous, the loosely organized hacktivist collective that
would become known for its
politically and socially motivated Internet vigilantism, ﬁrst attracted major
public attention in 2008.

If you haven’t seen Anonymous,
you have probably seen the chosen
“face” of Anonymous—a Guy Fawkes
mask, portraying the most renowned
member of the 1605 anarchist plot to
assassinate King James I of England.
The mask has been a part of Guy
Fawkes Day commemorations in
England for centuries, but was made
even more popular by the 2006 ﬁlm
V for Vendetta, based on the graphic
novel series of the same name. Today,
the mask has become a widespread
international symbol for groups
protesting ﬁnancial institutions and
politicians.

The issue was a video featuring
BGFSWFOU5PN$SVJTFsNFBOUGPS
internal promotional use within the
$IVSDIPG4DJFOUPMPHZsUIBUIBE
been leaked to the Web site Gawker.
When the church tried to suppress
the video footage on grounds of
copyright, Anonymous went to work.
They launched a DDoS, or Distributed
%FOJBMPG4FSWJDF BUUBDL GMPPEJOH
a server or network with external
requests so that it becomes overloaded and slows down or crashes) on
the church’s Web sites, bombarded
the church headquarters with prank
phone calls and faxes, and “doxed” the
church by publishing sensitive internal
documents.
United by their libertarian distrust
of government, their commitment

to a free and open Internet, their
opposition to child pornography,
and their distaste for corporate
conglomerates, Anonymous has
targeted organizations as diverse
BTUIF*OEJBOHPWFSONFOU UPQSPtest the country’s plan to block Web
sites like The Pirate Bay and Vimeo)
and the agricultural conglomerate
.POTBOUP UPQSPUFTUUIFDPNQBOZnT
malicious patent lawsuits and the
company’s dominant control of the
food industry). As Anonymous wrote
JOBNFTTBHFUP.POTBOUP
You have continually introduced
harmful, even deadly products into
our food supply without warning,
without care, all for your own
profit. . . . Rest assured, we will
continue to dox your employees and
executives, continue to knock down
your Web sites, continue to fry your
mail servers, continue to be in your
systems . . .1
While Anonymous agrees on an
agenda and coordinates the campaign, the individual hackers all act
independently of the group, without
expecting recognition. A reporter
from the Baltimore Sun aptly characterized Anonymous as “a group,
in the sense that a flock of birds is
a group. How do you know they’re
a group? Because they’re traveling
in the same direction. At any given
moment, more birds could join,

leave, peel off in another direction
entirely.”2
In some cases, it’s easy to find
moral high ground in the activities of hacktivists. For example,
Anonymous reportedly hacked the
computer network of Tunisian tyrant
Zine el-Abidine Ben Ali; his downfall in 2011 was the first victory
of the Arab Spring movement. In
2011, Anonymous also hacked the
Web site of the Westboro Baptist
$IVSDI LOPXOGPSTQSFBEJOHJUTFYtremist anti-gay rhetoric, picketing
funerals of soldiers, and desecrating American flags. And in The Girl
with the Dragon Tattoo book and
film series, it is hard not to cheer on
the master hacker character
Lisbeth Salandar as she exacts
justice on criminals and rapists. In
a world of large, impersonal governments and organizations, hackers level the playing field for the
ordinary people, responding quickly
in ways much more powerful than

traditional forms of protest, like
writing a letter or publicly demonstrating in front of headquarters
or embassies. In fact, hacktivism
could be seen as an update on
the long tradition of peaceful
protests.
Yet, hackers can run afoul of ethics.
Because the members of Anonymous
are indeed anonymous, there aren’t
any checks or balances on those
who “dox” a corporate site, revealing
thousands of credit card or Social
Security numbers and making regular
citizens vulnerable to identity theft
and fraud, as some hackers have
done. Prosecutions in 2012 took
down at least six international members of Anonymous when one hacker,
known online as Sabu, turned out
UPCFBHPWFSONFOUJOGPSNBOU0OF
PGUIFIBDLFSTBSSFTUFEJO$IJDBHP
was charged with stealing credit
card data and using it to make more
than $700,000 in charges.3 Just a
few “bad apples” can undermine the

self-managed integrity of groups like
Anonymous.
The very existence of Anonymous
is a sign that many of our battles
now are in the digital domain. We
fight for equal access and free
speech on the Internet. We are in
a perpetual struggle with corporations and other institutions over
the privacy of our digital information. And, although our government
prosecutes hackers for computer
crimes, governments themselves
are increasingly using hacking to
fight each other. For example, the
United States has used computer
viruses to attack the nuclear program of Iran. Yet this new kind of
warfare carries risks for the United
States as well. As the New York
Times, which broke the story of
cyberattacks against Iran, noted,
“no country’s infrastructure is more
dependent on computer systems,
and thus more vulnerable to attack,
than that of the United States.” 4
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Convergence and
Mobile Media
The innovation of digital communication—central to the development of the first computers in
the 1940s—enables all media content to be created in the same basic way, which makes media
convergence, the technological merging of content in different mass media, possible.
In recent years, the Internet has really become the hub for convergence, a place where
music, television shows, radio stations, newspapers, magazines, books, games, and movies
are created, distributed, and presented. Although convergence initially happened on desktop
computers, it was the popularity of notebook computers, and then the introduction of smartphones and tablets, that have hastened the pace of media convergence and have made the idea
of accessing any media content, anywhere, a reality.

Media Converges on Our PCs and TVs
First there was the telephone, invented in the 1870s. Then came radio in the 1920s, TV in the
'/+&i"WdZ[l[djkWbboj^[f[hiedWbYecfkj[h_dj^['/-&i$;WY^Z[l_Y[^WZ_jiemdkd_gk[WdZ
distinct function. Aside from a few exceptions, like the clock-radio (a popular hybrid device
popular since the 1950s), that was how electronic devices worked.
The rise of the personal computer industry in the mid-1970s ﬁrst opened the possibility
for unprecedented technological convergence. A New York Times Whj_Yb[edj^[d[m»^ec[
Yecfkj[hi¼_d'/-.dej[Zj^Wj»j^[bed]#fh[Z_Yj[ZYedl[h][dY[e\ikY^Yedikc[h[b[Yjhed_Y
products as television sets, videotape recorders, video games, stereo sound systems and the
coming video-disk machines into a computer-based home information-entertainment center is
][jj_d]Ybei[h$¼16>em[l[h"F9#XWi[ZYedl[h][dY[Z_Zd¾jh[WbbocWj[h_Wb_p[kdj_bW\[mZ[YWZ[i
later when broadband Internet connections improved the multimedia capabilities of computers.
By the early 2000s, computers connected to the Internet allowed an array of digital media
to converge in one space and be easily shared. A user can now access television shows (Hulu
and Xﬁnity), movies (Netﬂix), music (iTunes and Spotify), books (Amazon, Google), games,
d[mifWf[hi"cW]Wp_d[i"WdZbejie\ej^[hM[XYedj[djedWYecfkj[h$7dZm_j^Iaof["_9^Wj"
WdZej^[hb_l[le_Y[WdZl_Z[eie\jmWh["F9iYWdh[fbWY[j[b[f^ed[i$Ej^[hZ[l_Y[i"b_a[_FeZi"
quickly capitalized on the Internet’s ability to distribute such content, and adapted to play and
exhibit multiple media content forms.
C[Z_W_iWbieYedl[h]_d]edekhj[b[l_i_edi[ji"Wij^[[b[Yjhed_Yi_dZkijhocWdk\WYjkh[i
?dj[hd[j#h[WZoJLi$L_Z[e]Wc[Yedieb[ib_a[j^[NXen"M__"WdZFI)"WdZi[j#jefXen[ib_a[
7ffb[JL"=ee]b[JL"Heak"WdZ8en[[Wbieeè[hWZZ_j_edWb[dj[hjW_dc[djYedj[djWYY[iil_W
their Internet connections. In the early years of the Web, it seemed that people would choose
only one gateway to the Internet and media content, usually a computer or television. However,
wireless networks and the recent technological developments in various media devices mean
that consumers now regularly use more than one avenue to access all types of media content.

Mobile Devices Propel Convergence
CeX_b[j[b[f^ed[i^Wl[X[[dWhekdZ\ehZ[YWZ[ib_a[j^[]_Wdj»Xh_Ya¼ceX_b[f^ed[ie\j^[
1970s and 1980s), but the mobile phones of the twenty-first century are substantially different creatures—smartphones that go beyond voice calls. They can be used for texting, listening
to music, watching movies, connecting to the Internet, playing games, and using hundreds of
j^ekiWdZie\Wffb_YWj_edi"eh»Wffi¼Wij^[oX[YWc[gk_Yaboademd$
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The Blackberry was the ﬁrst popular Internet-capable smartphone in the United States,
introduced in 2002. Users’ ability to check their e-mail messages at any time created addictive
[#cW_bX[^Wl_ehWdZ[Whd[Zj^[f^ed[ij^[_h»9hWYaX[hho¼d_YadWc[$9edl[h][dY[edceX_b[
f^ed[ijeeaWdej^[hX_]b[Wf_d(&&-m_j^7ffb[¾i_djheZkYj_ede\j^[_F^ed["m^_Y^YecX_d[ZgkWb_j_[ie\_ji_FeZZ_]_jWbcki_YfbWo[hWdZj[b[f^ed[WdZ?dj[hd[ji[hl_Y["WbbWYY[ii[Z
through a sleek touchscreen. The next year, Apple opened its App Store, featuring free and lowYeijie\jmWh[Wffb_YWj_edi\ehj^[_F^ed[WdZj^[_FeZJekY^WdZ"bWj[h"j^[_FWZYh[Wj[ZXo
j^_hZ#fWhjoZ[l[bef[hi"lWijbo_dYh[Wi_d]j^[kj_b_joe\j^[_F^ed[$8o(&'(j^[h[m[h[ceh[j^Wd
750,000 apps available to do thousands of things on Apple devices—from playing interactive
]Wc[ijeÆdZ_d]beYWj_edim_j^W=FIehki_d]j^[_F^ed[b_a[WYWhf[dj[h¾ib[l[b$
In 2008, the ﬁrst smartphone to run on Google’s competing Android platform was released.
8o(&'("7dZhe_Zf^ed[iiebZXoYecfWd_[iikY^WiIWcikd]">J9"B="WdZCejehebW"WdZ
ikffehj[ZXoj^[=ee]b[FbWoWffcWha[jWdZj^[7cWped7ffijeh[^[bZceh[j^Wd+'f[hY[dj
e\j^[icWhjf^ed[cWha[ji^Wh[_dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[i"m^_b[7ffb[¾i_F^ed[^WZW)'f[hY[dj
i^Wh[18bWYaX[hhoWdZC_Yheie\jicWhjf^ed[iYedij_jkj[Zj^[h[cW_dZ[he\j^[cWha[j$17 The
precipitous drop of the Blackberry’s market standing in just ten years (the company was late
to add touchscreens and apps to its phones) illustrates the tumultuous competition in mobile
devices. It also illustrates how apps and the ability to consume all types of media content on
the go have surpassed voice call quality to become the most important feature to consumers
purchasing a phone today.
?d(&'&"7ffb[_djheZkY[Zj^[_FWZ"WjWXb[jYecfkj[hj^Wj\kdYj_edib_a[WbWh][h_FeZ
Touch, making it more suitable for reading magazines, newspapers, and books; watching video;
and using visual applications. The tablets became Apple’s fastest-growing product
line, selling at a rate of twenty-ﬁve million a year. Apple added cameras, faster graph_Yi"WdZWj^_dd[hZ[i_]djeikXi[gk[dj][d[hWj_edie\j^[_FWZ"Wiej^[hYecfWd_[i
like Samsung rolled out competing tablets. Interestingly, two of the biggest rivals
jej^[_FWZWh[j^[A_dZb[<_h[WdZj^[DeeaJWXb[j"bem#YeijjWXb[jiZ[l[bef[ZXo
Amazon and Barnes & Noble, respectively. Both companies found success with their
e-readers, but as more users expect their digital devices to perform multiple functions, they recognized that they would need to add a touchscreen, apps, and access
to other content like music and movies to their devices in order to stay relevant in
users’ increasingly interconnected and converged lives.

The Impact of Media Convergence and Mobile Media
9edl[h][dY[e\c[Z_WYedj[djWdZj[Y^debe]o^Wi\eh[l[hY^Wd][Zekhh[bWj_edi^_f
with media. Today, media consumption is mobile and flexible; we don’t have to miss
out on media content just because we weren’t home in time to catch a show, didn’t
find the book at the bookstore, or forgot to buy the newspaper yesterday. Increasingly, we demand access to our media when we want it, where we want it, and in
multiple formats. In order to satisfy those demands and to stay relevant in today’s
converged world, traditional media companies have had to dramatically change their
approach to media content and their business models.

Our Changing Relationship with the Media
The merging of all media onto one device such as a tablet or smartphone blurs the distinctions
of what used to be separate media. For example, USA TodayWd[mifWf[hWdZ98ID[mi
(network television news) used to deliver the news in completely different formats, but today
look quite similar in their web forms, with listings of headlines, rankings of most popular
stories, local weather forecasts, photo galleries, and video. On an Amazon Kindle, on which

GOOGLE’S ANDROID
PHONES are proving
to be stiff competition
for Apple’s ubiquitous
iPhone. Americans are
now buying more Android
phones than iPhones,
which could diminish the
iPhone’s dominance in the
smartphone market.
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SOCIAL VIEWING
Superbowl XLVI broke two
Twitter records for the
number of tweets per second
514 XIFO.BEPOOBnT
halftime performance
generated 10,245 TPS and
the game-ending play, seen
here, generated 12,233
TPS.

one can read books, newspapers, and magazines, new forms
like the Kindle Single challenge old categories. Are the fictional
Kindle Singles novellas, or more like the stories found in literary
magazines? And what about the investigative reports released
as Kindle Singles: Should they be considered long-form journalism, or are they closer to a nonfiction book? Is listening to an
^ekhbed]WhY^_l[Z[f_ieZ[e\FkXb_YHWZ_e?dj[hdWj_edWb¾iThis
American LifeedWd_FeZceh[b_a[[nf[h_[dY_d]WhWZ_efhegram, or an audio book? (It turns out you can listen to that show
on the radio, as a downloadable podcast, as a Web stream, on
ceX_b[Wffi"ehedW9:$
Not only are the formats morphing, but we can now experience the media in more than one manner, simultaneously.
Fans of television shows like The Voice, Glee, and Top Chef and
viewers of live events like a presidential State of the Union address often multitask, reading live blogs during broadcasts or sharing their own commentary
with friends on Facebook. Twitter encourages the same kind of multitasking with their search
m_Z][j0»:_ifbWoii[WhY^h[ikbji_dh[Wbj_c[?Z[Wb\ehb_l[[l[dji"XheWZYWij_d]i"Yed\[h[dY[i"
JLi^emi"eh[l[d`kija[[f_d]kfm_j^j^[d[mi$¼18 For those who miss the initial broadcasts,
converged media oﬀer a second life for media content through deep archive access and repurposed content on other platforms. For example, cable shows like Game of Thrones and Mad Men
^Wl[\ekdZWkZ_[dY[iX[oedZj^[_h_d_j_WbXheWZYWijij^hek]^j^[_h:L:Yebb[Yj_ediWdZedb_d[
video services like Amazon Instant Video and Apple’s iTunes. In fact, some fans even prefer to
watch these more complex shows this way, enjoying the ability to rewind an episode in order
to catch a missed detail, as well as the ability to watch several episodes back-to-back. Similarly,
Arrested Development, critically acclaimed but canceled by Fox in 2006, garnered new fans
through the streaming episodes on Hulu and Netﬂix. As a result of this renewed interest, it was
revived with new episodes produced for Netﬂix in 2013.

Our Changing Relationship with the Internet

APPS, like the one developed
for Twitter, offer smartphone
users direct, instant access
to their preferred Web sites.

CeX_b[Z[l_Y[iWdZieY_Wbc[Z_W^Wl[Wbj[h[Zekhh[bWj_edi^_fm_j^j^[?dj[hd[j$Jmejh[dZiWh[
dej[mehj^o0'7ffb[demcWa[iceh[j^Wd\_l[j_c[iWickY^ced[oi[bb_d]_F^ed[i"_FWZi"
WdZ_FeZiWdZWYY[iieh_[iWij^[oZei[bb_d]Yecfkj[hi"WdZ(j^[dkcX[he\<WY[Xeea¾ikiers (one billion in 2012) keeps increasing. The significance of these two trends is that through
our Apple devices and Facebook, we now inhabit a different kind of Internet—what some call a
closed Internet, or a walled garden.19
In the world in which the small screens of smartphones
are becoming the preferred medium for linking to the Internet,
we typically don’t get the full, open Internet, one represented
by the vast searches brought to us by Google. Instead we get
a more managed Internet, brought to us by apps or platforms
that carry out speciﬁc functions via the Internet. Are you
beea_d]\ehWd[WhXoh[ijWkhWdj5:ed¾ji[WhY^edj^[?dj[hd[jº
use this app especially designed for that purpose. And the
distributors of these apps act as gatekeepers. Apple has more
than 750,000 apps in its App Store, and Apple approves every
one of them. The competing Android Appstores on Google
FbWoWdZ7cWped^Wl[Wi_c_bWhdkcX[he\Wffi"Xkj=ee]b[
and Amazon exercise less control over approval of apps than
Apple does.
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Facebook oﬀers a similar walled garden experience. Facebook began as a highly managed
environment, only allowing those with .edu e-mail addresses. Although all are now invited to
join Facebook, the interface and the user experience on the site is still highly managed by FaceXeea9;ECWhaPkYa[hX[h]WdZ^_iijWè$<eh[nWcfb["_\oekYb_YaedWb_dajeWd[miWhj_Yb[
that your friend has shared using a social reader app on Facebook, you will be prompted to add
the same app—giving it permission to post your activity to your Wall—before you can access the
article. In addition, Facebook has severely restricted what content can be accessed through the
open Internet. Facebook has installed measures to stop search engines from indexing users’
photos, Wall posts, videos, and other data. The eﬀect of both Apple’s devices and the Facebook
_dj[h\WY[_iWYb[Wd"ehZ[hbo"[Wio#je#ki[[dl_hedc[dj"Xkjed[_dm^_Y^m[Wh[»j[j^[h[Z¼jej^[
Apple App Store, or to Facebook.20
The open Internet—best represented by Google (but not its Google+ social networking
service, which is more conﬁning like Facebook) and a Web browser—promised to put the entire
World Wide Web at your ﬁngertips. On the one hand, the appeal of the Internet is its openness, its free-for-all nature. But of course, the trade-oﬀ is that the open Internet can be chaotic
and unruly, and apps and other walled garden services have streamlined the cacophony of the
Internet considerably for us.

The Changing Economics of Media and the Internet
The digital turn in the mass media has profoundly changed the economics of the Internet. Since
the advent of Napster in 1999, which brought (illegal) file sharing to the music industry, each
media industry has struggled to rethink how to distribute its content for the digital age. The
content itself is still important—people still want quality news, television, movies, music, and
games—but they want it in digital formats, and for mobile devices.
7ffb[¾ih[ifedi[jeDWfij[h[ijWXb_i^[Zj^[d[mc[Z_W[Yedec_Yi$J^[bWj[7ffb[9;E
Steve Jobs struck a deal with the music industry. Apple would provide a new market for music
edj^[_Jkd[iijeh["i[bb_d]Z_]_jWbcki_Yj^WjYkijec[hiYekbZfbWoedj^[_h_FeZiWdZbWj[hed
j^[_h_F^ed[iWdZ_FWZi$?dh[jkhd"7ffb[]ejW)&f[hY[djYkje\j^[h[l[dk[\ehWbbcki_YiWb[i
ed_Jkd[i"i_cfbo\ehX[_d]j^[»f_f[i¼j^WjZ[b_l[h[Zj^[cki_Y$7icki_Yijeh[im[djekje\
Xki_d[iiWbbWYheii7c[h_YW"7ffb[iebZX_bb_edie\ied]iWdZ^kdZh[Zie\c_bb_edie\_FeZi"Wbb
without requiring a large chain of retail stores.
Amazon.com started as a more traditional online retailer, taking orders online and
delivering merchandise from its warehouses. As books took the turn into the digital era,
Amazon created its own device, the Kindle, and followed Apple’s model. Amazon started
selling e-books, taking its cut for delivering the content. Along the way, Amazon and Apple
(and Google through its Android apps) have become leading media companies. They don’t
make the content (although Amazon is now publishing books, too), but they are among the
top digital distributors of books, newspapers, magazines, music, television, movies, and
games.

The Next Era: The Semantic Web
CWdo?dj[hd[jl_i_edWh_[ijWbaWXekjj^[d[nj][d[hWj_ede\j^[?dj[hd[jWij^[Semantic Web,
a term that gained prominence after hypertext inventor Tim Berners-Lee and two coauthors
published an influential article in a 2001 issue of Scientific American.21?\»i[cWdj_Yi¼_ij^[
study of meanings, then the Semantic Web is about creating a more meaningful—or more
organized—Web. To do that, the future promises a layered, connected database of information
that software agents will sift through and process automatically for us. Whereas the search
engines of today generate relevant Web pages for us to read, the software of the Semantic Web
will make our lives even easier as it places the basic information of the Web into meaningful
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categories—family, friends, calendars, mutual interests, location—and makes significant connections for us. In the words of Tim Berners-Lee and his colleagues,
»J^[I[cWdj_YM[X_idejWi[fWhWj[M[XXkjWd[nj[di_ede\j^[Ykhh[djed["_d
which information is given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and
f[efb[jemeha_dYeef[hWj_ed$¼22
The best example of the Semantic Web is Apple’s voice recognition assisjWdjI_h_"\_hiji^_ff[Zm_j^_ji_F^ed[*I_d(&''$I_h_ki[iYedl[hiWj_edWble_Y[
recognition to answer questions, find locations, and interact with various
_F^ed[\kdYj_edWb_j_[iikY^Wij^[YWb[dZWh"h[c_dZ[hi"j^[m[Wj^[hWff"j^[
music player, the Web browser, and the maps function. Some of its searches
get directed to Wolfram Alpha, a computational search engine that provides
direct answers to questions, rather than the traditional list of links for search
results. Other Siri searches draw upon the databases of external services, such
WiO[bf\ehh[ijWkhWdjbeYWj_ediWdZh[l_[miWdZIjkX>kX\ehj_Ya[j_d\ehcWtion. Another popular feature of Siri is the ability of the female voice to answer seemingly random queries, a clever demonstration of the Semantic Web
kdZ[hijWdZ_d]e\Yedj[nj$?dW(&'(_F^ed[Yecc[hY_Wb"WYjeh@e^dCWbael_Y^
Wiai^_i_F^ed["»@ea[5¼I_h_h[ifedZi"»Jme_F^ed[imWba_djeWXWh$?\eh][j
j^[h[ij$¼J^[jhWl[bkj_b_joe\C_Yheie\j¾i8_d]i[WhY^[d]_d["m^_Y^i[WhY^[i
a number of airlines and then estimates when prices will rise or fall, also hints
at the possibilities of the Semantic Web.
SIRI
*O.BSDI BDMBTT
action lawsuit was ﬁled
against Apple alleging that
the iPhone 4S commercials
misrepresented the extent
of Siri’s functionalities,
citing long wait times and
botched requests as proof of
the advertisements’ deceit.
While Apple maintains
that Siri is in “beta” and
the service will continue to
improve, the lawsuit raises
important questions about
the limitations of a meaningbased Web and the challenges
facing those who develop it.

“One of the more
remarkable
features of the
computer network
on which much
of the world has
come to rely is
that nobody owns
it. That does not
mean, however, that
no one controls it.”
AMY HARMON,
NEW YORK TIMES, 1998

The Economics and
Issues of the Internet
One of the unique things about the Internet is that no one owns it. But that hasn’t stopped some
corporations from trying to control it. Since the Telecommunications Act of 1996, which
overhauled the nation’s communications regulations, most regional and long-distance phone
companies and cable operators have competed against one another to provide connections to the
Internet. However, there is more to controlling the Internet than being the service provider for it.
9ecfWd_[i^Wl[h[Wb_p[Zj^[fej[dj_Wbe\Zec_dWj_d]j^[?dj[hd[jXki_d[iij^hek]^i[WhY^[d]_d[i"
software, social networking, and providing access to content, all in order to sell the essential devices that display the content, and/or to amass users who become an audience for advertising.
Ownership and control of the Internet is connected to three Internet issues that command
much public attention: the security of personal and private information, the appropriateness
of online materials, and the accessibility and the openness of the Internet. Important questions
have been raised: Should personal or sensitive government information be private, or should
the Internet be an enormous public record? Should the Internet be a completely open forum, or
should certain types of communications be limited or prohibited? Should all people have equal
access to the Internet, or should it be available only to those who can aﬀord it? With each of
these issues there have been heated debates, but no easy resolutions.

Ownership: Controlling the Internet
8oj^[[dZe\j^['//&i"\ekhYecfWd_[iºOW^ee"C_Yheie\j"7EB"WdZ=ee]b[º^WZ
emerged as the leading forces on the Internet, each with a different business angle. AOL
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WHAT
GOOGLE
OWNS
Wjj[cfj[ZjeZec_dWj[j^[?dj[hd[jWij^[jef?IF"Yedd[Yj_d]c_bb_edie\^ec[ki[hije
_jifhefh_[jWhoM[Xioij[cj^hek]^Z_Wb#kfWYY[ii$OW^ee¾ic[j^eZ^WiX[[djecWa[
itself an all-purpose entry point—or portalºjej^[?dj[hd[j$9ecfkj[hie\jmWh[X[^[cej^
C_Yheie\j¾iWffheWY^X[]WdXo_dj[]hWj_d]_jiM_dZemiie\jmWh[m_j^_ji?dj[hd[j;nfbeh[h
M[XXhemi[h"ZhWm_d]ki[hije_jiCID$Yeci_j[WdZej^[hC_Yheie\jWffb_YWj_edi$<_dWbbo"
Google made its play to seize the Internet with a more elegant, robust search engine to
help users find Web sites.
Since the end of the 1990s, the Internet’s digital turn toward convergence has changed the
Internet and the fortunes of its original leading companies. While AOL’s early success led to the
^k][7EB¹J_c[MWhd[hYehfehWj[c[h][he\(&&'"_jij[Y^debe]_YWbi^ehjYec_d]i_dXheWZXWdZ
Yedjh_Xkj[Zje_jiZ[lWbkWj_edWdZ[l[djkWbif_d#eè\hecJ_c[MWhd[h_d(&&/$OW^eed[l[h
ikYY[ii\kbbo[nfWdZ[Z_jieè[h_d]iX[oedZi[WhY^"WdZmWi[Yb_fi[ZXo=ee]b[$C_Yheie\j"ij_bb
an enormously wealthy software and video game company, struggled to develop an Internet
strategy, and ﬁnally found limited success with the Bing search engine (which also powered
OW^ee¾ii[WhY^[i$?d(&'("C_Yheie\jWbieXek]^jWijWa[_d8Whd[iDeXb[¾i:_]_jWb:_l_i_ed"
maker of the successful Nook tablet, which may improve the company’s prospects in the converged digital environment.
In today’s converged world in which mobile access to digital content prevails, Google still
remains powerful. Along with Google, Facebook, Amazon, and Apple are the leading companies
of digital media’s rapidly changing world. As the business magazine Fast Company explains,
»7cWped"7ffb["<WY[Xeea"WdZ=ee]b[Zed¾jh[Ye]d_p[WdoXehZ[hi1j^[o\[[bdegkWbciWXekj
marching beyond the walls of tech into retailing, advertising, publishing, movies, TV, communications, and even ﬁnance. Across the economy, these four companies are increasingly setting
j^[W][dZW$¼23

Google
Google, established in 1998, had instant success with its algorithmic search engine, and now
controls more than 65 percent of the search market and generates billions of dollars of revenue
yearly through the pay-per-click advertisements that accompany key-word searches. Google
also has branched out into a number of other Internet offerings, including shopping (Froogle),
cWff_d]=ee]b[CWfi"[#cW_b=cW_b"Xbe]]_d]8be]][h"Xhemi_d]9^hec["Xeeai=ee]b[
8eeaI[WhY^"WdZl_Z[eOekJkX[$=ee]b[^WiWbieY^Wbb[d][ZC_Yheie\j¾iE\\_Y[fhe]hWci
m_j^=ee]b[7ffi"WYbekZ#XWi[ZXkdZb[e\mehZfheY[ii_d]"ifh[WZi^[[j"YWb[dZWh"?C"WdZ
[#cW_bie\jmWh[$=ee]b[_idemYecf[j_d]W]W_dij7ffb[¾i_Jkd[im_j^=ee]b[FbWo"Wdedb_d[
media store with sharing capabilities through Google’s social networking tool Google+ (Google’s
challenge to Facebook).
As the Internet goes wireless, Google has acquired other companies in its aim to replicate its online success in the wireless world. Beginning in 2005, Google bought the Android
operating system (now the leading mobile phone platform, and also a tablet computer plat\ehc"ceX_b[f^ed[WZfbWY[c[djYecfWdo7ZCeX"WdZceX_b[f^ed[ie\jmWh[Z[l[bef[h
CejehebWCeX_b_jo$I[[»M^Wj=ee]b[Emdi¼edj^_ifW][$F^ed[iWdZjWXb[jij^Wjhkded
7dZhe_ZWbie^Wl[WYY[iijeYedj[djed=ee]b[FbWo$=ee]b[Yedj_dk[ije[nf[h_c[djm_j^
new devices and plans to release augmented-reality glasses in the future, which would layer
virtual information over one’s real view of the world through the glasses. Google’s biggest
Y^Wbb[d][_ij^[»Ybei[ZM[X¼0YecfWd_[ib_a[<WY[XeeaWdZ7ffb[j^Wjij[[hki[hijeedb_d[
experiences that are walled oﬀ from search engines and threaten Google’s reign as the
Internet’s biggest advertising conglomerate. The competition heated up in 2012 when Apple
Zheff[Z=ee]b[CWfiWij^[Z[\WkbjcWfWff\eh_F^ed[iWdZ_FWZi_d\Wlehe\_ji7ffb[cWf
application, cutting Google out of ad revenue and data collection of Apple device location
searches.24
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here is a now-famous story involving the release of the iPhone in
5IFMBUF"QQMF$&04UFWF
Jobs was carrying the prototype in his
pocket about one month prior to its release, and discovered that his keys, also
in his pocket, were scratching the plastic
screen. Known as a stickler for design
perfection, Jobs reportedly gathered
his fellow executives in a room and told
UIFN BOHSJMZ o*XBOUBHMBTTTDSFFO BOE
I want it perfect in six weeks.”1 This demand would have implications for a facUPSZDPNQMFYJO$IJOB DBMMFE'PYDPOO 
where iPhones are assembled. When
the order trickled down to a Foxconn
foreman, he woke up 8,000 workers
in the middle of the night, gave them a
biscuit and a cup of tea, and then started
them on twelve-hour shifts ﬁtting glass
screens into the iPhone frames. Within
four days, Foxconn workers were churning out ten thousand iPhones daily.
0OJUTTMFFLQBDLBHJOH "QQMFQSPVEMZ
proclaims that its products are
o%FTJHOFECZ"QQMFJO$BMJGPSOJB pB
slogan that evokes beaches, sunshine,
and Silicon Valley—where the best
and brightest in American engineering ingenuity reside. The products also
say, usually in a less visible location,
o"TTFNCMFEJO$IJOB pXIJDITVHHFTUT
little, except that the components of the
iPhone, iPad, iPod, or Apple computer

were put together in a factory in the
world’s most populous country.
It wasn’t until 2012 that most Apple
DVTUPNFSTMFBSOFEUIBU$IJOBnT'PYconn was the company where their
devices are assembled. Investigative
reports by the New York Times revealed
a company with ongoing problems with
labor conditions and worker safety, including fatal explosions and a spate of
worker suicides.2 'PYDPOOSFTQPOEFE
in part by erecting nets around its
buildings to prevent fatal jumps.)
'PYDPOO BMTPLOPXOBT)PO)BJ1SFDJTJPO*OEVTUSZ$P -UE XJUIIFBERVBSUFSTJO5BJXBO JT$IJOBnTMBSHFTUBOE
most prominent private employer with
1.2 million employees—more than any
American company except Walmart.
Foxconn assembles an incredible 40
percent of the world’s electronics, and
earns more revenue than ten of its
competitors combined.3 And Foxconn
is not just Apple’s favorite place to outsource production; nearly every global
electronics company is connected to the
NBOVGBDUVSJOHHJBOU"NB[PO ,JOEMF 
.JDSPTPGU 9CPY 4POZ 1MBZ4UBUJPO 
%FMM )FXMFUU1BDLBSE *#. .PUPSPMB 
and Toshiba all feed their products to
the vast Foxconn factory network.
Behind this manufacturing might is a
network of factories now legendary for
its enormity. Foxconn’s largest factory
compound is in Shenzhen. Dubbed
o'BDUPSZ$JUZ pJUFNQMPZTSPVHIMZ
300,000 people—all squeezed into
one square mile, many of whom live in
UIFEPSNJUPSJFT EPSNTTMFFQTFWFOUPB
room) on the Foxconn campus.4 Workers, many of whom come from rural arFBTJO$IJOB PGUFOTUBSUBTIJGUBUA.M.
and work until late at night, performing
monotonous, routinized work—for
example, filing the aluminum shavings

from iPad casings six thousand times
a day. Thousands of these full-time
workers are under the age of eighteen.
$POEJUJPOTBU'PYDPOONJHIU JOTPNF
ways, be better than the conditions in
the poverty-stricken small villages from
which most of its workers come. But
the low pay, long hours, dangerous work
conditions, and suicide nets are likely
not what the young workers had hoped
for when they left their families behind.
In light of the news reports about the
problems at Foxconn, Apple joined
UIF'BJS-BCPS"TTPDJBUJPO '-" BO
international nonprofit that monitors
labor conditions. The FLA inspected
factories and surveyed more than
35,000 Foxconn workers. Their 2012
study verified a range of serious issues.
Workers regularly labored more than
sixty hours per week, with some employees working more than seven days
JOBSPX0UIFSXPSLFSTXFSFOnUDPNQFOTBUFEGPSPWFSUJNF.PSFUIBO
percent of the workers reported they
had witnessed or experienced an accident, and 64 percent of the employees
surveyed said that the compensation
does not meet their basic needs. In
addition, the FLA found the labor union
at Foxconn an unsatisfactory channel
for addressing worker concerns, as
representatives from the management
dominated the union’s membership.5
Apple now boasts on its Web site that
it is the first technology company to be
admitted to the Fair Labor Association.
But Apple might not have taken that step
had it not been for the New York Times
investigative reports and the intense
public scrutiny that followed. What is the
role of consumers in ensuring that Apple
and other companies are ethical and
transparent in the treatment of the workers who make our electronic devices?
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QVUFSVTFSTJTDPPLJFT PSJOGPSNBUJPOQSPlMFTUIBUBSFBVUPNBUJDBMMZDPMMFDUFEBOEUSBOTGFSSFE
CFUXFFODPNQVUFSTFSWFSTXIFOFWFSVTFSTBDDFTT8FCTJUFT5IFMFHJUJNBUFQVSQPTFPGBDPPLJF
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Media Literacy and
the Critical Process

1

DESCRIPTION. Here’s what

we ﬁnd in the ﬁrst thirty results
from Google: numerous sites for obesity
research organizations (e.g., Obesity
IeY_[jo"C[Z_Y_d[D[j"M[XC:WdZ
many government-funded sites like the
9:9WdZD?>$>[h[¾im^Wjm[ÆdZ_dj^[
top-rated results from Bing: numerous
sponsored sites (e.g., the Scooter Store,
Gastric Banding) and the same obesity
research organizations.

2

ANALYSIS. A closer look at

these results reveals a subtle but
interesting pattern: All the sites listed in
the top ten results (of both search engine
result lists, and with the important exception of Wikipedia) oﬀer loads of advice
to help an individual lose weight (e.g.,
change eating habits, exercise, undergo
ikh][ho"jWa[Zhk]i$J^[i[»fhe\[ii_edWb#
beea_d]¼i_j[iWbb\hWc[eX[i_joWiWZ_iease, a genetic disorder, or the result of
personal inactivity. In other words, they
put the blame squarely on the individual.
But where is all the other research that
links high obesity rates to social factors
(e.g., constant streams of advertising for
junk food, government subsidies of the
giant corn syrup food sweetener industry, deceptive labeling practices)? These
society-level views are not apparent in
our Web searches.

Search Engines and Their Commercial Bias
How valuable are search engines for doing research?
Are they the best resources for academic information?
To test this premise, we’re going to do a search for the topic
“obesity,” which is prevalent in the news and a highly controversial topic.

3

INTERPRETATION. What does

it mean that our searches are so
X_Wi[Z59edi_Z[hj^_ii[h_[ie\Yedd[Ytions: Obesity research organizations
manufacture drugs and promote surgery
jh[Wjc[djije»Ykh[¼eX[i[_dZ_l_ZkWbi$
They seem to oﬀer legitimate informaj_edWXekjj^[»eX[i_joZ_i[Wi["¼Xkj
they are backed by big business, which
is interested in selling more junk food
(not taking social responsibility) and
then promoting drugs to treat people’s
obesity problems. These wealthy sites
can pay for placement through Search
;d]_d[Efj_c_p[hÆhcim^_Y^mehah[lentlessly to outsmart Google’s page rank
algorithm) and by promoting themselves
through various marketing channels to
ensure their popularity (Google ranks
pages by popularity). With the exception
of Wikipedia, which is so interlinked it
usually ranks high in search engines,
search results today are skewed toward
X_]Xki_d[ii$Ced[oif[Wai$

4

EVALUATION.9ecc[hY_Wb

search engines have evolved
to be much like the commercial mass
media: They tend to reﬂect the corporate

perspective that ﬁnances them. This
does not bode well for the researcher,
who is interested in many angles of a
i_d]b[_iik[$9edjhel[hio_iWjj^[^[Whj
of every important research question.

5

ENGAGEMENT. What to do?
Start by including the word
controversy next to the search term, as
_d»eX[i_joWdZYedjhel[hio$¼Ehb[Whd
about where alternative information
sources exist on the Web. A search for
»eX[i_jo¼edj^[_dZ[f[dZ[djc[Z_W
fkXb_YWj_edi7bj[hD[j"C[Z_W9^Wdd[b"
9ecced:h[Wci"WdZIWbed"\eh[nample, and nonproﬁt digital archives like
_X_Xb_eWdZ?D<EC?D;"m_bbeè[hYekdjless other perspectives to the obesity
epidemic. Let’s also not dismiss Wikipedia, a collaboratively built nonproﬁt
encyclopedia that often lays out the controversies within a given research topic
and can be a helpful launching pad for
scholarly research. Good research does
not mean clicking on the ﬁrst link on a
search engine list; it involves knowing
that every topic has political, economic,
and ideological biases, and looking for
valuable and diverse perspectives.

is to verify that a user has been cleared for access to a particular Web site, such as a library
database that is open only to university faculty and students. However, cookies can also be used
jeYh[Wj[cWha[j_d]fheÆb[ie\M[Xki[hijejWh][jj^[c\ehWZl[hj_i_d]$CWdoM[Xi_j[ih[gk_h[
the user to accept cookies in order to gain access to the site.
;l[dceh[kd[j^_YWbWdZ_djhki_l[_ispyware, information-gathering software that is often
secretly bundled with free downloaded software. Spyware can be used to send pop-up ads to
users’ computer screens, to enable unauthorized parties to collect personal or account information of users, or even to plant a malicious click-fraud program on a computer, which generates
phony clicks on Web ads that force an advertiser to pay for each click.
?d'//."j^[<J9Z[l[bef[Z\W_h_d\ehcWj_edfhWYj_Y[fh_dY_fb[i\ehedb_d[fh_lWYoje
address the unauthorized collection of personal data. These principles require Web sites to
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(1) disclose their data-collection practices, (2) give consumers the
option to choose whether their data may be collected and to provide information on how that data is collected, (3) permit individuals access to their records to ensure data accuracy, and (4) secure
personal data from unauthorized use. Unfortunately, the FTC has
no power to enforce these principles, and most Web sites either do
not self-enforce them or deceptively appear to enforce them when
they in fact don’t.28 As a result, consumer and privacy advocates
are calling for stronger regulations, such as requiring Web sites to
adopt opt-in or opt-out policies. Opt-in policies, favored by consumer and privacy advocates, require Web sites to obtain explicit
permission from consumers before the sites can collect browsing
history data. Opt-out policies, favored by data-mining corporations,
allow for the automatic collection of browsing history data unless
the consumer requests to “opt out” of the practice. In 2012, the
Federal Trade Commission approved a report recommending that
Congress adopt “Do Not Track” legislation to limit tracking of user
information on Web sites and mobile devices, and enable users to
easily opt out of data collection. Some Web browsers, such as Internet Explorer 9, are oﬀering “Do Not Track” options, while other
Web tools, like Ghostery.com, detect Web tags, bugs, and other
trackers, generating a list of all of the sites following your moves.

Security: The Challenge to Keep Personal Information Private
When you watch television, listen to the radio, read a book, or go to a film, you do not need to
provide personal information to others. However, when you use the Internet, whether you are signing up for an e-mail account, shopping online, or even just surfing the Web, you give away personal
information—voluntarily or not. As a result, government surveillance, online fraud, and unethical
data-gathering methods have become common, making the Internet a potentially treacherous place.

Government Surveillance
Since the inception of the Internet, government agencies worldwide have obtained communication logs, Web browser histories, and the online records of individual users who thought their
online activities were private. In the United States, for example, the USA PATRIOT Act (which
became law about a month after the September 11 attacks in 2001 and was renewed in 2006)
grants sweeping powers to law-enforcement agencies to intercept individuals’ online communications, including e-mail messages and browsing records. The act was intended to allow the
government to more easily uncover and track potential terrorists and terrorist organizations,
but many now argue that it is too vaguely worded, allowing the government to unconstitutionally probe the personal records of citizens without probable cause and for reasons other than
preventing terrorism. Moreover, searches of the Internet permit law-enforcement agencies to
gather huge amounts of data, including the communications of people who are not the targets
of an investigation. For example, a traditional telephone wiretap would intercept only communication on a single telephone line. Internet surveillance involves tracking all of the communications over an ISP, which raises concerns about the privacy of thousands of other users.

Online Fraud
In addition to being an avenue for surveillance, the Internet is increasingly a conduit for online
robbery and identity theft, the illegal obtaining of personal credit and identity information
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_dehZ[hje\hWkZkb[djboif[dZej^[hf[efb[¾iced[o$9ecfkj[h^WYa[hi^Wl[j^[WX_b_joje
_d\_bjhWj[?dj[hd[jZWjWXWi[i\hecXWdaije^eif_jWbije[l[dj^[F[djW]edjeeXjW_df[hiedWb
information and to steal credit card numbers from online retailers. Identity theft victimizes
hundreds of thousands of people a year, and clearing one’s name can take a very long time and
YeijWbeje\ced[o$7Xekj)$*X_bb_ed_dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[i_ibeijjeedb_d[\hWkZWhj_iji[l[ho
year. One particularly costly form of Internet identity theft is known as phishing. This scam
_dlebl[if^edo[#cW_bc[iiW][ij^WjWff[WhjeX[\hece\\_Y_WbM[Xi_j[iºikY^Wi[8Wo"FWoFWb"
or the user’s university or bank—asking customers to update their credit card numbers, account
passwords, and other personal information.

Appropriateness: What Should Be Online?
The question of what constitutes appropriate content has been part of the story of most mass
media, from debates over the morality of lurid pulp fiction books in the nineteenth century to
arguments over the appropriateness of racist, sexist, and homophobic content in films and music. Although it is not the only material to come under intense scrutiny, most of the debate about
appropriate media content, despite the medium, has centered on sexually explicit imagery.
As has always been the case, eliminating some forms of sexual content from books, ﬁlms,
television, and other media remains a top priority for many politicians and public interest
groups. So it should not be surprising that public objection to indecent and obscene Internet
Yedj[dj^Wib[ZjelWh_ekib[]_ibWj_l[[èehjijejWc[j^[M[X$7bj^ek]^j^[9ecckd_YWj_edi
:[Y[dYo7Yje\'//,WdZj^[9^_bZEdb_d[Fhej[Yj_ed7Yje\'//.m[h[Xej^`kZ][ZkdYedij_jkj_edWb"j^[9^_bZh[d¾i?dj[hd[jFhej[Yj_ed7Yje\(&&&mWifWii[ZWdZkf^[bZ_d(&&)$J^_iWYj
requires schools and libraries that receive federal funding for Internet access to use software
that ﬁlters out any visual content deemed obscene, pornographic, or harmful to minors, unb[iiZ_iWXb[ZWjj^[h[gk[ije\WZkbjki[hi$H[]WhZb[iie\d[mbWmi"fehde]hWf^oYedj_dk[ije
ﬂourish on commercial sites, individuals’ blogs, and social networking pages. As the American
B_XhWho7iieY_Wj_eddej[i"j^[h[_i»deÆbj[h_d]j[Y^debe]oj^Wjm_bbXbeYaekjWbb_bb[]WbYedj[dj"
XkjWbbemWYY[iijeYedij_jkj_edWbbofhej[Yj[ZcWj[h_Wbi$¼29
7bj^ek]^j^[»XWYaWbb[oie\i[n¼edj^[?dj[hd[j^Wl[YWki[ZYedi_Z[hWXb[fkXb_YYedY[hd"
Internet sites that carry potentially dangerous information (e.g., bomb building instructions,
hate speech) have also incited calls for Internet censorship, particularly after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, and several tragic school shooting incidents. Nevertheless, many
others—fearing that government regulation of speech would inhibit freedom of expression in a
democratic society—want the Web to be completely unregulated.

Access: The Fight to Prevent a Digital Divide
A key economic issue related to the Internet is whether the cost of purchasing a personal
Yecfkj[hWdZfWo_d]\eh?dj[hd[ji[hl_Y[im_bbkdZ[hc_d[[gkWbWYY[ii$9e_d[Zje[Y^ej^[
term economic divide (the disparity of wealth between the rich and poor), the term digital
divideh[\[hijej^[]hem_d]YedjhWijX[jm[[dj^[»_d\ehcWj_ed^Wl[i"¼j^ei[m^eYWdW\\ehZje
fkhY^Wi[Yecfkj[hiWdZfWo\eh?dj[hd[ji[hl_Y[i"WdZj^[»_d\ehcWj_ed^Wl[#deji"¼j^ei[m^e
may not be able to afford a computer or pay for Internet services.
Although about 80 percent of U.S. households are connected to the Internet, there are big
gaps in access, particularly in terms of age and education. For example, a 2012 study found that
only 41 percent of Americans over the age of sixty-ﬁve go online, compared with 74 percent
of Americans ages ﬁfty to sixty-four, 87 percent of Americans ages thirty to forty-nine, and
/*f[hY[dje\7c[h_YWdiW][i[_]^j[[djejm[djo#d_d[$;ZkYWj_ed^WiWd[l[dceh[fhedekdY[Z
eﬀect: Only 43 percent of those who did not graduate from high school have Internet access,
compared with 71 percent of high school graduates and 94 percent of college graduates.30

“Given that
the Internet
has become an
indispensable
tool for realizing
a range of human
rights, combating
inequality, and
accelerating
development and
human progress,
ensuring universal
access to the
Internet should be
a priority.”
UNITED NATIONS
REPORT, 2011
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Another digital divide has developed in the United States as Americans have switched over
from slow dial-up connections to high-speed broadband service. By 2012, 68 percent of all
Internet users in the United States had broadband connections, but given that prices are tiered
so that the higher the speed of service the more it costs, those in lower-income households were
ckY^b[iib_a[boje^Wl[^_]^#if[[Zi[hl_Y[$7F[m?dj[hd[j7c[h_YWdB_\[Fhe`[YjijkZo\ekdZ
that one in ﬁve American adults does not use the Internet. Non-users were predominantly
senior citizens, Spanish-language speakers, those with less than a high school education, and
j^ei[b_l_d]_d^eki[^ebZi[Whd_d]b[iij^Wd)&"&&&f[ho[Wh$J^[fh_cWhoh[Wied]_l[dXo
non-users for why they don’t go online is they don’t think the Internet is relevant to them.31
The rising use of smartphones is helping to narrow the digital divide, particularly along
racial lines. In the United States, African American families generally have lagged behind whites
in home access to the Internet, which requires a computer and broadband access. However, the
F[m?dj[hd[j7c[h_YWdB_\[Fhe`[Yjh[fehj[Zj^Wj7\h_YWd7c[h_YWdiWh[j^[ceijWYj_l[ki[hi
e\ceX_b[?dj[hd[jZ[l_Y[i$J^ki"j^[h[fehjYedYbkZ[Z"»j^[Z_]_jWbZ_l_Z[X[jm[[d7\h_YWd
7c[h_YWdiWdZm^_j[7c[h_YWdiZ_c_d_i^[im^[dceX_b[ki[_ijWa[d_djeWYYekdj$¼32
Globally, though, the have-nots face an even greater obstacle crossing the digital divide. Although
the Web claims to be worldwide, the most economically powerful countries like the United States,
Sweden, Japan, South Korea, Australia, and the United Kingdom account for most of its international
ÇWleh$?ddWj_ediikY^Wi@ehZWd"IWkZ_7hWX_W"Ioh_W"WdZCoWdcWh8khcW"j^[]el[hdc[djif[hc_j
limited or no access to the Web. In other countries, an inadequate telecommunications infrastructure
hampers access to the Internet. And in underdeveloped countries, phone lines and computers are
almost nonexistent. For example, in Sierra Leone, a nation of about six million in West Africa with
poor public utilities and intermittent electrical service, only about ten thousand people—about 0.16
percent of the population—are Internet users.33 However, as mobile phones become more popular in
the developing world, they could provide one remedy to the global digital divide.

NICHOLAS NEGROPONTE,
GPVOEFSPGUIF.FEJB-BC
BU.*5 CFHBOBQSPKFDU
to provide $100 laptops
to children in developing
DPVOUSJFT TIPXO 5IFTF
laptops, the ﬁrst supply
of which was funded by
Negroponte, need to survive
in rural environments
where challenges include
battling adverse weather
DPOEJUJPOT EVTUBOEIJHI
heat) and providing reliable
power, Internet access, and
maintenance.
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X[[djWa[del[hXoYecc[hY_Wb_dj[h[iji$:[if_j[Yecc[hY_WbXkoekji"^em[l[h"j^[f_ed[[h_d]
spirit of the Internet’s independent early days endures; the Internet continues to be a participatory medium where anyone can be involved. Two of the most prominent areas in which alternative voices continue to flourish relate to open-source software and digital archiving.

Open-Source Software
C_Yheie\j^Wibed]X[[dj^[Zec_dWdjie\jmWh[YehfehWj_ede\j^[Z_]_jWbW]["Xkj_dZ[f[dZ[dj
software creators persist in developing alternatives. One of the best examples of this is the
continued development of open-source software. In the early days of computer code writing, amateur programmers developed software on the principle that it was a collective effort.
Fhe]hWcc[hief[dboi^Wh[Zfhe]hWciekhY[YeZ[iWdZj^[_h_Z[Wijekf]hWZ[WdZ_cfhel[
fhe]hWci$8[]_dd_d]_dj^['/-&i"C_Yheie\jfkjWd[dZjeckY^e\j^_iWYj_l_joXojhWdi\ehc_d]
software development into a business in which programs were developed privately and users
were required to pay for both the software and its periodic upgrades.
However, programmers are still developing noncommercial, open-source software, if on a
more limited scale. One open-source operating system, Linux, was established in 1991 by Linus
Torvalds, a twenty-one-year-old student at the University of Helsinki in Finland. Since the establishment of Linux, professional computer programmers and hobbyists alike around the world
^Wl[fWhj_Y_fWj[Z_d_cfhel_d]_j"Yh[Wj_d]Wief^_ij_YWj[Zie\jmWh[ioij[cj^Wj[l[dC_Yheie\j
has acknowledged is a credible alternative to expensive commercial programs. Linux can operWj[WYheiiZ_ifWhWj[fbWj\ehci"WdZYecfWd_[iikY^Wi?8C":[bb"WdZIkdC_Yheioij[ci"Wi
well as other corporations and governmental organizations, have developed applications and
systems that run on it. Still, the greatest impact of Linux is not evident on the desktop screens of
everyday computer users but in the operation of behind-the-scenes computer servers.

Digital Archiving
Librarians have worked tirelessly to build nonprofit digital archives that exist outside of any
commercial system in order to preserve libraries’ tradition of open access to information. One
of the biggest and most impressive digital preservation initiatives is the Internet Archive, established in 1996. The Internet Archive aims to ensure that researchers, historians, scholars, and
all citizens have universal access to human knowledge—that is, everything that’s digital: text,
moving images, audio, software, and more than eighty-five billion archived Web pages reaching
back to the earliest days of the Internet. The archive is growing at staggering rates as the general
fkXb_YWdZfWhjd[hiikY^Wij^[Ic_j^ied_WdWdZj^[B_XhWhoe\9ed]h[iikfbeWZYkbjkhWbWhj_facts. For example, the Internet Archive stores sixty-five thousand live music concerts, including
f[h\ehcWdY[iXo@WYa@e^died"j^[=hWj[\kb:[WZ"WdZj^[IcWi^_d]Fkcfa_di$
J^[WhY^_l[^WiWbiefWhjd[h[Zm_j^j^[Ef[d9edj[dj7bb_WdY[jeZ_]_j_p[[l[hoXeea_d
the public domain (generally, those published before 1922). This book-scanning eﬀort is the
dedfheÆjWbj[hdWj_l[je=ee]b[¾i»=ee]b[8eeaI[WhY^¼fhe]hWc"m^_Y^"X[]_dd_d]_d(&&*"^Wi
iYWdd[ZXeeai\hecj^[D[mOehaFkXb_YB_XhWhoWim[bbWij^[b_XhWh_[ie\>WhlWhZ"IjWd\ehZ"
WdZj^[Kd_l[hi_joe\C_Y^_]WdZ[if_j[cWdoXeeai¾Yefoh_]^jijWjki$=ee]b[fWoijeiYWd[WY^
Xeeam^_Y^YWdYeijkfje)&_dbWXehWdZj^[d_dYbkZ[iXeeaYedj[dji_d_jii[WhY^h[ikbji"
signiﬁcantly adding to the usefulness and value of its search engine. Since Google forbids other
commercial search engines from accessing the scanned material, the deal has the library comckd_joYedY[hd[Z$»IYWdd_d]j^[]h[Wjb_XhWh_[i_iWmedZ[h\kb_Z[W"¼iWoi8h[mij[hAW^b["^[WZ
e\j^[?dj[hd[j7hY^_l["»Xkj_\edboed[YehfehWj_edYedjhebiWYY[iijej^_iZ_]_jWbYebb[Yj_ed"
m[¾bb^Wl[^WdZ[ZjeeckY^YedjhebjeWfh_lWj[[dj_jo$¼35 KdZ[hj^[j[hcie\j^[Ef[d9edj[dj
Alliance, all search engines, including Google, will have access to the Alliance’s ever-growing
h[fei_jehoe\iYWdd[ZXeeai$C[Z_WWYj_l_ij:Wl_Z8ebb_[h^Wib_a[d[Zef[dWYY[ii_d_j_Wj_l[ije
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Wd_d\ehcWj_ed»Yeccedi"¼kdZ[hiYeh_d]j^[_Z[Wj^Wjj^[fkXb_YYebb[Yj_l[boemdiehi^ekbZ
own) certain public resources, like airwaves, the Internet, and public spaces (such as parks).
»B_XhWh_[iWh[ed[e\j^[\[m"_\dejj^[a[o"fkXb_Y_dij_jkj_ediZ[\[dZ_d]fefkbWhWYY[iiWdZ
i^Wh_d]e\_d\ehcWj_edWiWh_]^je\WbbY_j_p[di"dej`kijj^ei[m^eYWdWèehZWYY[ii"¼8ebb_[hiWoi$36

The Internet
and Democracy

“You. Yes, you.
You control the
Information Age.
Welcome to your
world.”

Throughout the twentieth century, Americans closely examined emerging mass media for their
potential contributions to democracy. As radio became more affordable in the 1920s and 1930s,
we hailed the medium for its ability to reach and entertain even the poorest Americans caught
_dj^[=h[Wj:[fh[ii_ed$M^[dj[b[l_i_edZ[l[bef[Z_dj^['/+&iWdZ'/,&i"_jWbie^[bZfhecise as a medium that could reach everyone, including those who were illiterate or cut off from
fh_dj[Z_d\ehcWj_ed$:[if_j[Yedj_dk_d]YedY[hdiel[hj^[Z_]_jWbZ_l_Z["cWdo^Wl[fhW_i[Z
the Internet for its democratic possibilities. Some advocates even tout the Internet as the most
democratic social network ever conceived.
The biggest threat to the Internet’s democratic potential may well be its increasing commercialization. Similar to what happened with radio and television, the growth of commercial
»Y^Wdd[bi¼edj^[?dj[hd[j^Wi\WhekjfWY[Zj^[[c[h][dY[e\l_WXb[dedfheÆjY^Wdd[bi"Wi
fewer and fewer corporations have gained more and more control. The passage of the 1996
Telecommunications Act cleared the way for cable TV systems, computer ﬁrms, and telephone
companies to merge their interests and become even larger commercial powers. Although there
was a great deal of buzz about lucrative Internet startups in the 1990s and 2000s, it has been
bWh][YehfehWj_ediikY^WiC_Yheie\j"7ffb["7cWped"WdZ=ee]b[j^Wj^Wl[m[Wj^[h[Zj^[bem
points of the dot-com economy and maintained a controlling hand.
About three-quarters of households in the United States are now linked to the Internet, thus
greatly increasing its democratic possibilities but also tempting commercial interests to gain
even greater control over it and intensifying problems for agencies trying to regulate it. If the
histories of other media are any predictor, it seems realistic to expect that the Internet’s potential for widespread use by all could be partially preempted by narrower commercial interests.
7ic[Z_W[Yedec_ij:ek]bWi=ec[homWhdi"»J[Y^debe]oWbed[Ze[idejWYecckd_YWj_ed
h[lebkj_edcWa[$;Yedec_Yijhkcfij[Y^debe]o[l[hoj_c[$¼37
>em[l[h"Z[\[dZ[hie\j^[:_]_jWb7][Wh]k[j^Wj_d[nf[di_l[Z_]_jWbfheZkYj_edWdZieY_Wb
media distribution allow greater participation than any other traditional medium. In response
to these new media forms, older media are using Internet technology to increase their access
to and feedback from varied audiences. Skeptics raise doubts about the participatory nature of
discussions on the Internet. For instance, they warn that Internet users may be communicating with those people whose beliefs and values are similar to their own—in other words, just
their Facebook friends and Google+ circles. Although it is important to be able to communicate
across vast distances with people who have similar viewpoints, these kinds of discussions may
not serve to extend the diversity and tolerance that are central to democratic ideals. There is
also the threat that we may not be interacting with anyone at all. In the wide world of the Web,
we are in a shared environment of billions of people. In the emerging ecosystem of apps, we live
in an eﬃcient but gated community, walled oﬀ from the rest of the Internet. However, we are
still in the early years of the Internet. The democratic possibilities of the Internet’s future are
still endless.

TIME MAGAZINE’S
“PERSON OF THE YEAR”
COVER, 2006, FEATURING A MIRROR THAT
WAS SUPPOSED TO
MAKE EVERY READER
FEEL SPECIAL
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CHAPTER
REVIEW
COMMON THREADS

One of the Common Threads discussed in Chapter 1 is about the commercial nature of the mass media. The Internet
is no exception, as advertisers have capitalized on its ability to be customized. How might this affect other media
industries?
.PTUQFPQMFMPWFUIFTJNQMJDJUZPGUIFDMBTTJD(PPHMF
search page. The iGoogle home page builds on that by
PGGFSJOHUIFBCJMJUZUPo$SFBUFZPVSPXOIPNFQBHFJOVOEFS
30 seconds.” Enter your city, and the page’s design theme
will dynamically change images to reflect day and night.
Enter your zip code, and you get your hometown weather
information or local movie schedules. Tailor the page to
bring up your favorite RSS feeds, and stay on top of the
information that interests you the most.
This is just one form of mass customization—something no other mass medium has been able to provide.
8IFOJTUIFMBTUUJNFBUFMFWJTJPO SBEJP OFXTQBQFS PS
movie spoke directly to you?) This is one of the Web’s greatest strengths—it can connect us to the world in a personally
meaningful way. But a casualty of the Internet may be our
shared common culture. A generation ago, students and
coworkers across the country gathered on Friday mornings
UPEJTDVTTXIBUIBQQFOFEPO/#$nToNVTUTFFp57TIPXT
like Cosby, Seinfeld, Friends, and Will & Grace. Today it’s

more likely that they watched vastly different media the
night before. And if they did share something—say, a funny
YouTube video—it’s likely they all laughed alone, as they
watched it individually, although they may have later shared
it with their friends on a social media site.
We have become a society divided by the media, often
TQMJUJOUPPVSCBTJDFOUJUZ UIFJOEJWJEVBM0OFXPVMEUIJOL
that advertisers dislike this, since it is easier to reach a
mass audience by showing commercials during The Voice.
But mass customization gives advertisers the kind of
personal information they once only dreamed about: your
e-mail address, hometown, zip code, birthday, and a record
of your interests—what Web pages you visit and what
you buy online. If you have a Facebook profile or a Gmail
account, they may know even more about you—what you
did last night or what you are doing right now. What will
advertisers want to sell to you with all this information?
With the mass-customized Internet, you may have already
told them.

KEY TERMS
The definitions for the terms listed below can be found in the glossary at the end of the book. The page numbers
listed with the terms indicate where the term is highlighted in the chapter.
Internet, 46
ARPAnet, 46
e-mail, 48
microprocessors, 48
fiber-optic cable, 48
World Wide Web, 49
)5.- IZQFSUFYUNBSLVQMBOHVBHF 
49
browsers, 49
*OUFSOFUTFSWJDFQSPWJEFS *41 

broadband, 50
digital communication, 50
instant messaging, 51
search engines, 51
social media, 52
blogs, 52
wiki Web sites, 53
content communities, 53
social networking sites, 54
Telecommunications Act of 1996, 62
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portal, 63
data mining, 66
e-commerce, 66
cookies, 66
spyware, 67
opt-in or opt-out policies, 68
phishing, 69
digital divide, 69
net neutrality, 71
open-source software, 72

For review quizzes, chapter summaries, links
to media-related Web sites, and more, go to
bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
The Development of the Internet and the Web
 8IFOEJEUIF*OUFSOFUSFBDIUIFOPWFMUZ EFWFMPQNFOU 
entrepreneurial, and mass medium stages?
2. How did the Internet originate? What role did the government play?
3. How does the World Wide Web work? What is the significance of it in the development of the Internet?
4. Why did Google become such a force in Web searching?

The Web Goes Social
 8IBUJTUIFEJGGFSFODFCFUXFFOBo3FBE0OMZpDVMUVSF
BOEBo3FBE8SJUFpDVMUVSFPGUIF*OUFSOFU
6. What are the six main types of social media?
7. What are the democratic possibilities of social media?
How can social media aid political repression?

Convergence and Mobile Media

10. How has convergence changed our relationship with
media, and with the Internet?
11. What elements of today’s digital world are part of the
Semantic Web?

The Economics and Issues of the Internet
12. Which of the four major digital companies are most
aligned with the “open Internet,” and which are most
aligned with the “closed Internet”?
13. What is the role of data mining in the digital economy?
What are the ethical concerns?
14. What is the digital divide, and what is being done to
close the gap?
15. Why is net neutrality such an important debate?
16. What are the major alternative voices on the
Internet?

The Internet and Democracy

8. What were the conditions that enabled media
convergence?

17. How can the Internet make democracy work better?

9. What are the significant milestones for mobile devices
as playing a part in media convergence?

18. What are the key challenges to making the Internet
itself more democratic?

QUESTIONING THE MEDIA
1. What possibilities for the Internet’s future are you most
excited about? Why? What possibilities are most troubling? Why?
2. What are the advantages of media convergence that
enable all types of media content to be accessed on a
single device?
3. Google’s corporate motto is “Don’t be evil.” Which of
UIFGPVSNBKPSEJHJUBMDPSQPSBUJPOT (PPHMF "QQMF 

Amazon, and Facebook) seems to have the greatest tendency for evil? Which seems to do the most
good? Why?
4. As we move from a print-oriented Industrial Age to
a digitally based Information Age, how do you think
individuals, communities, and nations have been
affected positively? How have they been affected
negatively?

ADDITIONAL VIDEOS
Visit the VideoCentral: Mass Communication section at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture
for additional exclusive videos related to Chapter 2, including:
q 64&3(&/&3"5&%$0/5&/5
Editors, producers, and advertisers discuss the varieties of user-generated content and how it can contribute to the democratization of media.

q */5&3/&5.&%*"&/53&13&/&634/&84:
Jim Spencer, the founder of Newsy.com, describes
his news service that delivers multiple sources on
individual stories straight to laptops and other
mobile devices.
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104
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111
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In October 2011, producers released the trailer
ﬁlm for the latest blockbuster sequel coming to
screens around the world. As the trailer revealed,
the next installation of the series featured new
special effects and more pitched battles between
the Alliance and the Horde on the planet Azeroth.
Critics wrote positive advance reviews, and with
young target audiences and a big distribution
push planned for Asia, it had the makings of
another Hollywood blockbuster.
Except that the sequel wasn’t a ﬁlm—it was
an expansion of World of Warcraft (WoW), the
most successful massively multiplayer online
role-playing game (MMORPG), with more than
ten million players worldwide. The fantastical
setting of Azeroth was ﬁrst introduced in the
strategy game Warcraft: Orcs and Humans,
released on CD-ROM in 1994 by Blizzard
Entertainment. But it wasn’t until 2004 with
the release of World of Warcraft that the playing
environment became completely immersive and
online, enabling millions of players from around
the world to participate.
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DIGITAL GAMING AND THE MEDIA
PLAYGROUND

Since then, World of Warcraft and its
culture have spread beyond the gaming community to become a part of the
mainstream. Not only did WoW spawn
a parody episode of South Park (“Make
Love, Not Warcraft”), there is a Sam
Raimi–directed ﬁlm in the works. And
the famous “Leeroy Jenkins” video that
captures the breakdown in communication among a group of WoW players on
a dangerous dungeon raid has garnered
more than thirty-one million views on
YouTube.
The beginner’s guide for World of Warcraft reads something like the narrative
of an epic novel, describing the “two
large, opposing factions. On one side is
the noble Alliance, which comprises the
valiant humans, the stalwart dwarves,
the ingenious gnomes, the spiritual
night elves, the mystical draenei, and
the bestial worgen[ ; ] . . . on the other
side is the mighty Horde, made up of the
battle-hardened orcs, the cunning trolls,
the hulking tauren, the cursed Forsaken,
the extravagant blood elves, and the
devious goblins. Your character’s race
will determine whose side you are on, so
choose carefully.”1
Since the original game, there have been
four expansions: The Burning Crusade
(2007), the Wrath of the Lich King
(2008), Cataclysm (2010), and Mists of
Pandaria (2012). Each expansion opens
up new continents on Azeroth for exploration, introduces new characters, and
adds new play features. For example,
the Cataclysm expansion brought more
than thirty-ﬁve hundred new quests,
enabling players to have an enormous
range of playing possibilities and ways to
unfold the experience of the narrative.
Mists of Pandaria, the latest expansion,
is set in “lush forests and cloud-ringed
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mountains” and is “home to a complex
ecosystem of indigenous races and
exotic creatures.”2 The Pandarians
(who look like pandas and live in a land
that appears to be a fantasy version of
ancient China) have been at peace for
ten thousand years, now disrupted by
the arrival of the Alliance and the Horde.
Pandarians are a “playable” race, and
gamers can ally their Pandarian avatar
with either the Alliance or the Horde.
Mists of Pandaria feels like a movie in
many ways, with its cinematic music,
sound effects, expansive vistas, and
grand stories. But there are also ninety
levels of play in which players use the
unique powers of their characters to
complete quests, creating their own
“narratives.” Playing World of Warcraft
is a social experience as well, as players
chat and form “guilds” with others for
the more difﬁcult quests. World of Warcraft costs $14.99 per month to play.
What players get is not only the experience of the game’s rich narratives—just
like watching a movie—but also the
ability to create their own narratives by
themselves and with fellow players.

“In the outside world, I am
a simple geologist. But in
here, I am Falcorn, defender
of the Alliance. I’ve braved
the Fargodeep Mine, and
defeated the Blood Fish at
Jerod’s Landing.”
RANDY MARSH, SOUTH PARK,
“MAKE LOVE, NOT WARCRAFT,” 2006

ELECTRONIC GAMES OFFER PLAY, ENTERTAINMENT, AND SOCIAL INTERACTION. Like the Internet, they combine text, audio, and moving images. But they go even further
than the Internet by enabling players to interact with aspects of the medium in the context of the
game—from deciding when an onscreen character jumps or punches to controlling the direction
of the “story” in World of Warcraft. This interactive quality creates an experience so compelling
that vibrant communities of fans have cropped up around the globe. And the games have
powerfully shaped the everyday lives of millions of people. Indeed, for players around the world,
digital gaming has become a social medium as compelling and distracting as other social media.
The U.S. Supreme Court has even granted digital gaming First Amendment freedom of speech
rights, ensuring its place as a mass medium.
In this chapter, we take a look at the evolving mass medium of digital gaming and:
• Examine the early history of electronic gaming, including its roots in penny arcades
• Trace the evolution of electronic gaming from arcades and bars into living rooms and
our hands
• Discuss gaming as a social medium that forms communities of play
• Analyze the economics of gaming, including the industry’s major players and various revenue streams
• Raise questions about the role of digital gaming in our democratic society

“Print has been
around for 570
years, cinema for
120, television
for 80. Yet in just
four decades,
the video-game
industry has
beaten them all,
becoming the most
proﬁtable—and,
arguably, the
most dynamic
and innovative—
entertainment
medium on the
planet.”
JAMIE RUSSELL,
SUNDAY TIMES
(LONDON), 2012

DISNEY EPIC MICKEY 2: THE POWER
OF TWO, the sequel to 2010’s platform
video game Epic Mickey, debuted at the
Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3) in June
2012. Recent video game sequels, such
as Disney’s Epic Mickey 2, Mass Effect 3,
and Halo 4 in 2012, highlight the ways in
which game developers have adopted the
storytelling approach of traditional media
like television, comic books, and ﬁlm, where
a narrative can develop over the course of
several installments. Meanwhile, gamers now
anticipate the next installment of their favorite
video game as passionately as ﬁlmgoers
anticipate the sequels to their favorite movies.

Past-Present-Future:
Digital Gaming
Playing games is part of being human. As we discuss later
in this chapter, the business of playing games is a more
modern pursuit, designed to take advantage of our leisure
time. The rise of amusement parks in the late 1800s, with
rides and carnival games, brought people together to enjoy
created experiences. Later, mechanical and electronic
games brought those experiences into year-round use at
bars, arcades, and homes.
Today’s gaming environment has gone digital—on a
console, on a computer, on a mobile device—and as a result
become more popular than ever. Mirroring our lives in
which work can be done everywhere (at home or out, on

our computers, or on our mobile devices), games are
everywhere, too, oﬀering a few minutes of downtime with
a casual game like Fruit Ninja or complete release with an
immersive experience like Dark Souls. The ubiquity and
wide price range of digital games mean that the “gamer”
demographic has also broadened to include males and
females, of every age and race, in every location.
Our current experience with video games hints at
their future. On one hand, games will become more and
more realistic and immersive, reading our body movement
(as the Wii or the Kinect do now), our facial expressions,
and our thoughts, and inserting us into even more highly
developed fantasy worlds. (Think of the movie Avatar.) On
the other hand, games will become even more enmeshed
with everyday life, as motivating forces in our workplaces,
schools, media, and social lives.
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DIGITAL GAMING AND THE MEDIA
PLAYGROUND

“The ﬂipper
bat was quite a
breakthrough
because it gave the
player a true means
of exercising and
developing skill.
You could aim at
targets now, rather
than in the old days
when you popped
the ball up and
just shook . . . and
hoped that it went
in the right hole or
hit the right thing.”
EDDIE ADLUM, PUBLISHER OF REPLAY
MAGAZINE, 2001

THE ODYSSEY2, a later
model of the Odyssey
console, was released in
1978 and featured a full
keyboard that could be used
for educational games.

the slot machine, fed the coﬀers of the gambling underworld. As a result, pinball was banned in
most American cities, including New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles.6 However, pinball gained
mainstream acceptance and popularity after World War II with the addition of the ﬂipper
bumper, which enables players to careen the ball back up the play table. This innovation transformed pinball into a challenging game of skill, touch, and timing—all of which would become
vital abilities for video game players years later.

The First Video Games
Dejbed]W\j[hj^[]hemj^e\f_dXWbb"j^[\_hijl_Z[e]Wc[fWj[djmWi_iik[Zed:[Y[cX[h'*"
'/*."jeJ^ecWiJ$=ebZic_j^WdZ;ijb[HWoCWdd\ehm^Wjj^[oZ[iYh_X[ZWiW»9Wj^eZ[HWo
JkX[7cki[c[dj:[l_Y[$¼J^[_dl[dj_edmekbZdejcWa[ckY^e\WifbWi^_dj^[^_ijehoe\
digital gaming, but it did feature the key component of the first video games: the cathode ray
jkX[9HJ$
9HJ#fem[h[ZiYh[[difhel_Z[Zj^[_cW][i\ehWdWbe]j[b[l_i_edWdZ\eh[WhboYecfkj[hi¾
displays, where the ﬁrst video games appeared a few years later. Computer science students
developed these games as novelties in the 1950s and 1960s. But because computers consisted
e\cWii_l[cW_d\hWc[iWjj^[j_c["j^[]Wc[iYekbZd¾jX[[Wi_boZ_ijh_Xkj[Z$
However, more and more people owned televisions, and this development provided a
platform for video games. The ﬁrst home television game, called Odyssey, was developed by
=[hcWd_cc_]hWdjWdZj[b[l_i_ed[d]_d[[hHWbf^8W[h$H[b[Wi[ZXoCW]dWlen_d'/-(WdZ
sold for a whopping $100, Odyssey used player controllers that moved dots of light around
the screen in a twelve-game inventory of simple aiming and sports games. From 1972 until
Odyssey¾ih[fbWY[c[djXoWi_cfb[hceZ[bj^[Odyssey 100) in 1975, Magnavox sold roughly
330,000 consoles.7
In the next decade, a ripped-oﬀ version of one of the Odyssey games brought the delights of
video gaming into modern arcades. These establishments gather multiple coin-operated games
together and can be thought of as a later version of the penny arcade.
The same year that Magnavox released Odyssey, a young American
computer engineer named Nolan Bushnell formed a video game developc[djYecfWdo"YWbb[Z7jWh_"m_j^W\h_[dZ$J^[[dj[hfh_i[¾iÆhijYh[Wj_ed
was Pong, a simple two-dimensional tennis-style game with two vertical
paddles that bounced a white dot back and forth. The game kept score on
the screen. Unlike Odyssey, Pong made blip noises when the ball hit the
paddles or bounced oﬀ the sides of the court. Pong quickly became the
ﬁrst video game to become popular in arcades.
In 1975, Atari began successfully marketing a home version of Pong
through an exclusive deal with Sears. The arrangement established the
home video game market. Just two years later, Bushnell started the
9^kYa;$9^[[i[f_ppW#WhYWZ[h[ijWkhWdjY^W_dWdZiebZ7jWh_jeMWhd[h
Communications for an astounding $28 million. Although Atari folded
in 1984, plenty of companies—including Nintendo, Sony, and Microsoft—
followed its early lead, transforming the video game business into a
full-ﬂedged industry.

Arcades and Classic Games
By the late 1970s and early 1980s, games like Asteroids, Pac-Man, and
Donkey Kong filled arcades and bars, competing directly with traditional
f_dXWbbcWY^_d[i$?dWmWo"WhYWZ[ii_]dWb[Z[b[Yjhed_Y]Wc_d]¾ifej[dj_Wb
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as a social medium, because many games allowed players to
compete with or against each other, standing side by side. To
be sure, arcade gaming has been superseded by the console
and computer. But the industry still attracts fun-seekers to
Xki_d[ii[ib_a[:Wl[WdZ8kij[h¾i"W]Wc_d]%h[ijWkhWdjY^W_d
operating in more than fifty locations, as well as to amusement
parks, malls, and casinos.
JefbWoj^[YbWii_YWhYWZ[]Wc[i"WdZcWdoe\jeZWo¾i
popular console games, players use controllers like joysticks
and buttons to interact with graphical elements on a video
iYh[[d$M_j^W\[mdejWXb[[nY[fj_edifkppb[]Wc[ib_a[Tetris,
for instance), these types of video games require players to
identify with a position on the screen. In Pong, this position is
represented by an electronic paddle; in Space Invaders"_j¾iWd
earthbound shooting position. After Pac-Man, the avatar (a
graphic interactive “character” situated within the world of the
game) became the most common ﬁgure of player control and
position identiﬁcation. In the United States, the most popular video games today assume a
“ﬁrst-person” perspective in which the player “sees” the virtual environment through the eyes
of an avatar. In South Korea and other Asian countries, many real-time strategy games take
an elevated “three-quarters” perspective, which aﬀords a grander and more strategic vantage
point on the ﬁeld of play.

Consoles and Advancing Graphics
Today, many electronic games are played on home consoles, devices specifically used to play
video games. These systems have become increasingly more powerful since the appearance of
the early Atari consoles in the 1970s. One way of charting the evolution of consoles is to track
the number of bits (binary digits) that they can process at one time. The bit rating of a console
is a measure of its power at rendering computer graphics. The higher the bit rating, the more
detailed and sophisticated the graphics. The Atari 2600, released in 1977, used an 8-bit procesieh"WiZ_Zj^[m_bZbofefkbWhD_dj[dZe;dj[hjW_dc[djIoij[c"\_hijh[b[Wi[Z_d@WfWd_d'/.)$
Sega Genesis, the first 16-bit console, appeared in 1989. In
1992, 32-bit computers appeared on the market; the following year, 64 bits became the new standard. The 128-bit era
ZWmd[Zm_j^j^[cWha[j_d]e\I[]W:h[WcYWij_d'///$M_j^
the current generation of consoles, 256-bit processors are
the standard.
But more detailed graphics have not always replaced
simpler games. Nintendo, for example, oﬀers many of its
older, classic games for download onto its newest consoles
even as updated versions are released, for the nostalgic
gamers as well as new fans. Perhaps the best example of
enduring games is the Super Mario Bros. series. Created by
Nintendo mainstay Shigeru Miyamoto in 1983, the original
Mario Bros. game began in arcades. The 1985 sequel Super
Mario Bros."Z[l[bef[Z\ehj^[.#X_jD_dj[dZe;dj[hjW_dment System, became the best-selling video game of all
time. It held this title until as recently as 2009, when it
mWikdi[Wj[ZXoD_dj[dZe¾iWii Sports. Graphical elements

POPULAR ARCADE
GAMES in the 1970s and
1980s were simple twodimensional games with
straightforward goals like
driving a racecar, destroying
asteroids, or gobbling up
little dots. Today, most video
games have more complex
storylines based in fully
ﬂeshed-out worlds.

THE ATARI 2600 was
followed by the Atari 400,
Atari 800, and Atari 5200,
but none matched the earlier
success of the 2600 model.
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THE ORIGINAL MARIO
BROS. GAME made its arcade
debut in 1983, but it was the
1985 home console sequel
Super Mario Bros. that made
the series a household name.
Super Mario titles have been
developed for the original
Nintendo, Super Nintendo,
Nintendo 64, Game Cube,
Game Boy, Wii, and 3Ds, for
which New Super Mario Bros. 2
was released in 2012.

“In Mario, the squat
Italian plumber
who bops around
the Mushroom
Kingdom in a quest
to rescue Princess
Toadstool, [Shigeru]
Miyamoto created a
folk hero—gaming’s
ﬁrst—with as great
a reach as Mickey
Mouse’s.”
NICK PAUMGARTEN,
NEW YORKER,
DECEMBER 2010

from the Mario Bros. games, like the “1UP” mushroom that gives
fbWo[hiWd[njhWb_\["h[cW_d_dijWdjboh[Ye]d_pWXb[je]Wc[hie\
many ages. Some even appear on nostalgic T-shirts, as toys and
cartoons, and in updated versions of newer games.
Through decades of ups and downs in the electronic gaming
industry (Atari folded in 1984, and Sega no longer makes video
consoles), three major home console makers emerged: Nintendo,
Microsoft, and Sony. Nintendo has been making consoles since
the 1980s; Microsoft and Sony came later, but both companies
were already major media conglomerates and thus well positioned to support and promote their interests in the video game
market. Veteran electronics manufacturer Sony has the third
most popular console, with its PlayStation series, introduced in
1994. Its current console, the PlayStation 3 (PS3), boasts more
than ninety million users on its online PlayStation Network. Sony
introduced PlayStation Move, its handheld remote motion sensing
Yedjhebb[h"_d(&'&$C_Yheie\j¾iÆhij\ehWo_djel_Z[e]Wc[Yedieb[imWij^[NXen"h[b[Wi[Z_d(&&'WdZb_da[Zjej^[NXenB?L;
edb_d[i[hl_Y[_d(&&($NXenB?L;b[ji_ji\ehjoc_bb_edikXiYh_X[hi
play online and enables users to download new content directly
jej^[NXen),&$?d(&''"j^_imWij^[mehbZ¾ii[YedZceijfefkbWhYedieb["WdZ_jiiWb[i]h[m
faster than any competitor with the introduction of the Kinect motion sensing controller in
2010.8 The Kinect reads the body motion of users without requiring them to hold a controller,
and has voice recognition as well.
Nintendo released its most recent console, the Wii, in 2006. The device supports traditional
video games like New Super Mario Bros. However, it was the ﬁrst of the three major consoles to
add a wireless motion-sensing controller, which took the often-sedentary nature out of gameplay. Games like Wii Sports require the user to mimic the full-body motion of bowling or playing
tennis, while Wii Fit uses a wireless balance board for interactive yoga, strength, aerobic, and
balance games. Although the Wii has lagged behind Xbox and PlayStation in establishing an
online community, its controller enabled a host of games that appealed to broader audiences,
and it became the best-selling of the three major console systems. In 2012, Nintendo introduced
the Wii U, which features the GamePad, a controller with an embedded touchscreen, on which
games can be played without a television set (making it like a handheld video player).
The three major consoles share some game content, but not every popular game works on
all three platforms, a selling point which might cause users to prefer one system over another.
For example, Call of Duty: Black Ops 2Xo7Yj_l_i_ed8b_ppWhZ"Epic Mickey 2Xo:_id[o?dj[hWYtive Studios), and Just Dance 4 (by Ubisoft) come in versions for all three consoles (and personal
computers running Microsoft Windows, too). But the console makers also create games just for
their own platform: Halo 4 for the Xbox 360, Tokyo Jungle for the PlayStation 3, and The Last
Story for the Wii.

Gaming on Home Computers
Very early home computer games, like the early console games, often mimicked (and sometimes ripped off ) popular arcade games like Frogger, Centipede, Pac-Man, and Space Invaders. Computer-based gaming also featured certain genres not often seen on consoles, like the
Z_]_j_pWj_ede\YWhZWdZXeWhZ]Wc[i$J^[[WhboZWoie\j^[f[hiedWbYecfkj[hiWmj^[Yh[Wj_ed
of electronic versions of games like Solitaire, Hearts, Spades, and Chess, all simple games still
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popular today. But for a time in the late 1980s and much
of the 1990s, personal computers held some clear advantages over console gaming. The versatility of keyboards,
compared with the relatively simple early console controlb[hi"Wbbem[Z\ehWcX_j_ekifkppb[#iebl_d]]Wc[ib_a[Myst.
Moreover, faster processing speeds gave some computer
]Wc[ih_Y^[h"ceh[Z[jW_b[Zj^h[[#Z_c[di_edWb)#:
graphics. Many of the most popular early first-person
shooter games like Doom and Quake were developed for
home computers rather than consoles.
As consoles caught up with greater processing speeds
and disc-based games in the late 1990s, elaborate personal computer games attracted less attention. But more
recently, PC gaming has experienced a resurgence, due
to the advent of free-to-play games (like Spelunky and
Neptune’s Pride), subscription games (such as World of
Warcraft and Diablo 3), and social media games (such as
FarmVille)—all trends aided by the Internet. With powerful processors for handling rich graphics, and more stable
Internet connectivity for downloading games or playing
games via social media sites and other gaming sites, personal computers can adeptly handle a
wide range of activities.

DOOM, an early ﬁrst-person
shooter that inﬂuenced
later hits like Halo, was
ﬁrst developed for home
computers. The ﬁrst game
was released in 1993. It has
spawned several sequels and
a 2005 feature ﬁlm.

The Internet
Transforms Gaming
M_j^j^[_djheZkYj_ede\j^[I[]W:h[WcYWij_d'///"j^[\_hijYedieb[je\[Wjkh[WXk_bj#_d
ceZ[c"]Wc_d][c[h][ZWiWdedb_d["ckbj_fbWo[hieY_WbWYj_l_jo$J^[:h[WcYWijZ_Zd¾jbWij"
but online connections are now a normal part of console video games, with Internet-connected
players opposing one another in combat, working together against a common enemy, or teaming up to achieve a common goal (like sustain a medieval community). Some of the biggest
titles have been first-person shooter games like Counter-Strike, an online spin-off of the popular
Half-LifeYedieb[]Wc[$;WY^fbWo[hl_[mij^[]Wc[\hecj^[\_hij#f[hiedf[hif[Yj_l[XkjWbie
plays in a team as terrorists or counterterrorists.
The ability to play online has added a new dimension to other, less combat-oriented
games, too. For example, football and music enthusiasts playing already-popular console
games like Madden NFL and Rock Band can now engage with others in live online multiplayer
play. And young and old alike can compete against teams in other locations in Internet-based
bowling tournaments using the Wii.
The Internet enabled the spread of video games to converged devices, like tablets and
mobile phones, making games more portable, and creating whole new segments in the gaming
industry. The connectivity of the Internet also opened the door to social gaming, virtual worlds,
and massively multiplayer online games.

“Wii sounds
like ‘we,’ which
emphasizes that
the console is
for everyone.
Wii can easily be
remembered by
people around the
world, no matter
what language
they speak. No
confusion.”
NINTENDO WII WEB
SITE, 2006
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“I play this game
six nights a week
from 8 P.M. to
midnight. When I
say that to people,
sometimes they
look at me a little
funny. But then I
point out that most
people watch TV
at least that much,
and television is
a totally mindless
experience. Instead
of watching Lord
of the Rings as
a three-hour
experience, I am
now participating in
the epic adventure.”
JASON PINSKY, GAMER,
ON PLAYING WORLD OF
WARCRAFT, 2006

THE COMPANY ZYNGA
has made massive social
gaming hits out of CityVille,
FarmVille, and Words with
Friends, but has still struggled
with how to increase proﬁts
from its popular lineup.
The company may expand
its casino-style games if
real-money online betting is
legalized in the United States.

MMORPGs, Virtual Worlds, and Social Gaming
It is one of the longest acronyms in the world of gaming: massively multiplayer online
role-playing games (MMORPGs). These games are set in virtual worlds that require users to
fbWoj^hek]^WdWlWjWhe\j^[_hemdZ[i_]d$J^[»cWii_l[bockbj_fbWo[h¼Wif[Yje\CCEHF=i
indicates that electronic games—once designed for solo or small-group play—have expanded to
reach large groups, similar to traditional mass media.
The fantasy adventure game World of Warcraft_ij^[ceijfefkbWhCCEHF="XeWij_d]
more than ten million players around the globe. Users can select from twelve diﬀerent “races”
of avatars, including dwarves, gnomes, night elves, orcs, trolls, goblins, and humans. To
succeed in the game, many players join with other players to form guilds or tribes, working
together toward in-game goals that can be achieved only by teams. Second Life"W)#:ieY_Wb
simulation set in real time, also features social interaction. Players build human avatars,
selecting from an array of physical characteristics and clothing. Then they use real money to
buy virtual land and to trade in virtual goods and services.
Simulations like Second LifeWdZCCEHF=ib_a[World of Warcraft are aimed at teenagers
and adults. One of the most overlooked areas (at least by adults) in online gaming is the chilZh[d¾icWha[j$Club Penguin"WceZ[hWj[Zl_hjkWbmehbZfkhY^Wi[ZXo:_id[o"[dWXb[ia_Zije
fbWo]Wc[iWdZY^WjWiYebeh\kbf[d]k_di$:_id[obWj[hZ[l[bef[ZWZZ_j_edWbClub Penguin games
\eh^WdZ^[bZfbWo[hi$JeocWa[h=WdpZ[l[bef[Zj^[edb_d[Webkinz game to revive its stuﬀed
Wd_cWbiWb[i$;WY^M[Xa_dpijkè[ZWd_cWbYec[im_j^WYeZ[j^Wjb[jifbWo[hiWYY[iij^[edb_d[
]Wc[WdZYWh[\ehj^[l_hjkWbl[hi_ede\j^[_hfbki^f[ji$?d(&&/"WiM[Xa_dpiWb[iZ[Yb_d[Z"
=WdpijWhj[ZWebkinz Jr. to market bigger, more expensive plush animals to preschoolers.
Woozworld oﬀers a virtual shopping world and chat for the tween market, ages nine to fourteen.
All of these virtual worlds oﬀer younger players their own age-appropriate environment to
[nf[h_c[djm_j^l_hjkWbieY_Wb_p_d]"Xkjj^[o^Wl[WbieWjjhWYj[ZYh_j_Y_ic\ehj^[_hc[iiW][ie\
consumerism. In many of these games, children can buy items with virtual currency, or acquire
“bling” more quickly through a premium membership. The games also market merchandise to
their young players, such as stuﬀed animals, movies, and clothing.
Online fantasy sports games also reach a mass audience with a major social component. Players—real-life friends, virtual acquaintances, or a mix of both—assemble teams and
use actual sports results to determine scores in their online games. But rather than experiencing the visceral thrills of, say, Madden NFL 13, fantasy football participants take a more
detached, managerial perspective on the game—a departure from the classic video game
[nf[h_[dY[$<WdjWioifehji¾cWdW][h_WbWd]b[cWa[i_j[l[dceh[\kdjemWjY^WbceijWdo
televised game because players focus more on
making strategic investments in individual performances scattered across the various professional
teams than they do in rooting for local teams. In
the process, players become statistically savvy
aﬁcionados of the game overall, rather than rabid
fans of a particular team. In 2012, about thirty-four
million people played fantasy sports in the United
States and Canada; the Fantasy Sports Trade AsieY_Wj_edYkhh[djbo[ij_cWj[iWcWha[ji_p[_dj^[
neighborhood of $2 billion.9
The increasingly social nature of video games
has made them a natural ﬁt for social networking
sites. Game apps for Facebook have drawn millions of fans. Zynga is the maker of several of the
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most popular games on Facebook, including CityVille, FarmVille, and Words with Friends. Zynga
Poker, a top social media game in 2012, has more than thirty-four million monthly users, making
_jm^WjPod]WYbW_ci_ij^[mehbZ¾ibWh][ijfea[h]Wc[$

Convergence: From Consoles to Mobile Gaming
:_]_jWb]Wc[icWZ[j^[_h_d_j_WbWff[WhWdY[iedYecfkj[hiWdZYedieb[i"WdZm[h[l[hockY^
wedded to those platforms. Today, though, games can be consumed the same way so much
music, books, television shows, and films are consumed: just about anywhere, and in a number
of different ways. And video game consoles are increasingly part of the same technological convergence that gives devices like smartphones and tablets multiple functions.

Consoles Become Entertainment Centers
Video game consoles, once used exclusively for games, now work as part computer, part
YWXb[Xen$J^[o¾l[X[Yec[fem[h\kb[dj[hjW_dc[djY[dj[hi"m_j^ckbj_fb[\ehcie\c[Z_W
Yedl[h]_d]_dWi_d]b[Z[l_Y[$<eh[nWcfb["j^[NXen),&WdZFI)YWd\kdYj_edWi:L:fbWoers and digital video recorders (with hard drives of up to 250 gigabytes) and offer access to
Twitter, Facebook, blogs, and video chat. The PS3 can also play Blu-ray discs, and all three
console systems offer connections to stream programming from sources like Netflix and
>kbkFbki$C_Yheie\j¾iNXen"m^_Y^e\\[hij^[]h[Wj[iji[b[Yj_ede\l_Z[eY^Wdd[bi_dYbkZ_d]
;IFD">8E=e"OekJkX["Io<o"WdZ7cWped?dijWdjL_Z[eWdZ^WiA_d[Yj¾ile_Y[h[Ye]d_tion system for viewers to communicate with the box, has been the most successful in becoming a converged device for home entertainment. In 2012, for the first time, “subscribers
jeNXen¾iB?L;edb_d[i[hl_Y[_dj^[K$I$if[djceh[j_c[Yedikc_d]l_Z[eWdZcki_Yj^Wd
multiplayer games,” ForbescW]Wp_d[h[fehj[Z"Z[YbWh_d]j^Wj»C_Yheie\jNXen_im_dd_d]
the living room war.”10

Portable Players and Mobile Gaming
Simple handheld players made games portable long before the advent of Internet-connected
jekY^iYh[[dceX_b[Z[l_Y[i$D_dj[dZe¾i=Wc[8eo"Wjme#Yebeh^WdZ^[bZYedieb[_djheZkY[Z
_d'/./"mWied[[WhboikYY[iiWdZfefkbWh_p[Zj^[]Wc[Tetris, which came preloaded on it.
The early handhelds gave way to later generations of devices offering more advanced graphics
WdZm_h[b[iiYWfWX_b_j_[i$J^[i[_dYbkZ[j^[jef#i[bb_d]D_dj[dZe:I"h[b[Wi[Z_d(&&*"WdZ
PlayStation Portable (PSP), released in 2005 and succeeded by the PlayStation Vita in 2012.
Both brands are Wi-Fi capable, so players can interface with other users to play games or
browse the Internet.
M^_b[fehjWXb[fbWo[hih[cW_d_cc[di[bofefkbWhj^[D_dj[dZe:IiebZceh[j^Wd'+'
million units through 2012), they face competition from the widespread use of smartphones and
touchscreen tablets like iPads. These devices are not designed principally for gaming, but their
capabilities have given casual gamers who may not have been interested in owning a handheld
console another option. Manufacturers of these converged devices are catching on to their
gaming potential: After years of relatively little interest in video games, Apple introduced Game
Center in 2010. This social gaming network enabled users to invite friends or ﬁnd others for mulj_fbWo[h]Wc_d]"jhWYaj^[_hiYeh[i"WdZl_[m^_]^iYeh[iedWb[WZ[hXeWhZºm^_Y^j^[:IWdZ
PSP do as well. With more than 108 million iPhones and 67 million iPads sold worldwide by 2012
(and millions more iPod Touch devices in circulation), plus more than 103,000 games (like Cut
the Rope and Asphalt 7: HeatWlW_bWXb[_d_ji7ffIjeh["7ffb[¾iZ[l_Y[i"]Wc[i"WdZZ_ijh_Xkj_ed
system are transforming the portable video game business.11 Handheld video games have made
j^[c[Z_kcceh[WYY[ii_Xb[WdZm_Z[ifh[WZ$;l[df[efb[m^emekbZd¾j_Z[dj_\oj^[ci[bl[i

“The Xbox has
never been a game
system. The Xbox
is Microsoft’s
idea lab. It’s
the one market
where Microsoft
is indisputably
considered both
serious and cool.”
TIM CARMODY, WIRED,
MARCH 2012
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HANDHELD GAMING
used to require a speciﬁc
piece of hardware, like the
classic Game Boy. But as
technology has grown more
sophisticated, handheld
games can be played on
smaller, more versatile
devices like smartphones and
PDAs, and some handheld
gaming systems can do more
than just games.

“Now, smartphones
and tablets are
quickly approaching
the resolution and
computing power
of today’s consoles,
and that’s opened
up a whole new
market for games.
There are about
223 million gameconsole owners
in the world right
now—but there
are 500 million
smartphone owners
walking around, and
that’s expected to
reach 1.5 billion by
2015.”
JEFF BEER, CANADIAN
BUSINESS, APRIL 2012

as gamers may kill time between classes or waiting in line by
playing Angry Birds on their phones.
Google Play (formerly the Android Market) rivals
7ffb[¾i7ffIjeh[_d_jidkcX[he\WffiWdZfhel_Z[iW
substantial platform for gaming on Android mobile phones
and tablet devices like the Kindle, Nook, and Galaxy.
Microsoft is also looking to improve its new generations
of Windows Phones to better interface with its Xbox 360
entertainment system.
This convergence is changing the way people look at
video games and their systems. The games themselves are no
longer conﬁned to arcades or home television sets, while the
latter have gained power as entertainment tools, reaching a
m_Z[hWdZceh[Z_l[hi[WkZ_[dY[$CWdof^ed[iWdZF:7i
operate as de facto handheld consoles, and many home consoles serve as comprehensive entertainment centers. Thus,
gaming has become an everyday form of entertainment,
rather than the niche pursuit of hard-core enthusiasts.
With its increased proﬁle and ﬂexibility across platforms, the gaming industry has
achieved a mass medium status on a par with ﬁlm or television. This rise in status has come
with stiﬀer and more complex competition, not just within the gaming industry but across
c[Z_W$HWj^[hj^WdIedoYecf[j_d]m_j^D_dj[dZe"ehJLd[jmehaiYecf[j_d]Wced]
themselves for viewers, or new movies facing oﬀ at the box oﬃce, media must now compete
W]W_dijej^[hc[Z_W\ehWdWkZ_[dY[¾iWjj[dj_ed$

The Media
Playground
Je\kbbo[nfbeh[j^[bWh][hc[Z_WfbWo]hekdZ"m[d[[ZjebeeaX[oedZ[b[Yjhed_Y]Wc_d]¾ij[Y^d_cal aspects and consider the human faces of gaming. The attractions of this interactive playground
lWb_ZWj[[b[Yjhed_Y]Wc_d]¾iijWjkiWied[e\jeZWo¾iceijfem[h\kbieY_Wbc[Z_W$;b[Yjhed_Y]Wc[i
occupy an enormous range of styles, from casual games like Tetris, Angry Birds, Bejeweled, and
Fruit Ninja, etc.—what one writer called “stupid games”—that are typically “a repetitive, storyless
fkppb[j^WjYekbZX[f_Ya[Zkf"m_j^debeiie\fej[dYo"WjWdocec[dj"_dWdoi_jkWj_ed"¼jej^[
full-blown, Hollywood-like immersive adventures and stories of games like The Elder Scrolls V:
Skyrim.12 No matter what the style, digital games are compelling entertainment and mass media
because they pose challenges (mental and physical), allow us to engage in situations both realistic
WdZ\WdjWij_YWb"WdZWbbemkijeieY_Wb_p[m_j^ej^[hiWim[fbWom_j^\h_[dZiWdZ\ehcYecckd_ties inside and outside of games. (See “Case Study: Thoughts on Video Game Narrative” on
page 89 for more on the narrative power of video games.)

Video Game Genres
;b[Yjhed_Y]Wc[i_d^WX_jiecWdofbWo_d]fbWj\ehciWdZZ[l_Y[i"WdZYel[hiecWdo][dh[i"_j_i
dej[WiojeYWj[]eh_p[j^[c$J^[]Wc[_dZkijho"Wih[fh[i[dj[ZXoj^[;b[Yjhed_YIe\jmWh[
7iieY_Wj_ed"eh]Wd_p[i]Wc[iXogameplay—the way in which the rules structure how players
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CASE
STUDY
Thoughts on Video Game Narrative
by Isaac Butler

I

n the beginning, things were
simple. Bowser has kidnapped
the Princess. You go to a variety
of castles until you ﬁnd the one she’s
in, jumping on, over or under things all
the way. In the beginning, narrative
existed to justify the mashing of B and
A, the cursing and gnashing of teeth,
the subscribing to magazines ﬁlled
with tricks and tips.
Googling around one day, I found a web
site dedicated to writing a novelization
of the video game Heavy Rain. It’s a
crowdsourced project in which various
denizens of the website try to write
the prose narrative equivalent of what
happens as you play through Quantic
Dream’s neo-Gothic serial killer thriller.

This novelization quest is loveably
quixotic and difficult not to condescend
to. Heavy Rain is a work of interactive
fiction that is unadaptable. It is one
of the few video games to fully take
advantage of its medium as a vehicle
for telling stories. We can see its roots
in everything from old Sierra games
and Space Ace to recent titles like
Bioshock and Fallout 3 and (especially)
Uncharted. But the particular ways that
it creates story are worth exploring.
In Heavy Rain, you play a chorus of
characters all affected by The Origami
Killer, a murderer who kidnaps young
boys and allows them to drown in
rainwater before lovingly burying them.
As a PI investigating the crimes, an FBI
profiler brought in to solve the latest

disappearance, a (sexy female) reporter
working on the story and a father trying
to save his son, you gradually put the
pieces together and use your characters (who are often unaware of each
other’s existence) to solve the killings.
Or not. Throughout each chapter, the
various characters are presented with a
number of options for dialogue, interior
thoughts and actions and none of them
are guaranteed success. I am unsure
how many endings Heavy Rain has, as
all four of your characters can die over
the course of the game. You can solve
the murders or not. You can
rescue your son, or not.
You can start a love
affair between two
of your characters
or not. You can
turn one of your
characters into a
drug addict or not.
You can even solve
the murders and
rescue your son and
the killer can still get
away with it.
Here’s the kicker: These are simply
endings to the story. They aren’t “Game
Over,” they’re just options. You’re always
free to reboot a chapter and try a different path.
If you read Heavy Rain or saw it as
a film, you’d probably laugh at it. Yet
playing it is a profound emotional
experience. You may even find yourself

worried about the child you are trying
to save, or upset about what happens
to the characters. When you are given
the choice to kill an innocent man to
get a clue to save your son, you may
hesitate wondering what it says about
you, not the character Ethan Marks
but you sitting there in the chair and
whether you’re okay living as the person
who choice [sic] to make one character
kill another.
The insertion of choice is the insertion of you the player into the world
of the game. That is Heavy Rain’s
real genius. Heavy Rain is
not the only game to do
this. The games from
Bethesda Softworks
(Fallout 3, Fallout:
New Vegas, Elder
Scrolls, etc.) and
BioWare (Mass
Effect, Dragon
Age, etc.) create
games based on
choice as well. But
in those games, choice
and narrative are serving the game. This is why the
choices are frequently binary. Paragon
or Renegade. Blow up Megaton or
don’t. In Heavy Rain, the choices serve
a narrative experience.
Source: Excerpted from Isaac Butler, “Thoughts
on Narrative II: Video Games in the Sweet Spot,”
Parabasis, March 30, 2011, http://parabasis
.typepad.com/blog/2011/03/thoughts-onnarrative-ii-video-games-in-the-sweet-spot.html.
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FIGURE 3.1
TOP VIDEO GAME GENRES
BY UNITS SOLD, 2011
Source: Entertainment Software
Association, “Essential Facts
about the Computer and Video
Game Industry,” 2012
Note: Percentages were rounded
up to the next decimal point.
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interact with the game, rather than by any sort of visual or narrative style. There are many
hybrid forms, but the major gameplay genres are discussed in the following sections. (See
Figure 3.1 for a breakdown of top video game genres.)

Action and Shooter Games
KikWbbo[cf^Wi_p_d]YecXWj#jof[i_jkWj_edi"action games ask players to test their reflexes,
and to punch, slash, shoot, or throw as strategically and accurately as possible so as to strategically make their way through a series of levels. Some action games feature hand-to-hand
combat (e.g., Street Fighter, Marvel vs. Capcom); others feature more sophisticated weaponry
and obstacles, such as bladed spears against groups of enemy combatants (e.g., Hidden
Blade; Bushido Blade). Shooter games offer a selection of guns and missiles for obliterating
opponents.
Most shooter games have a ﬁrst-person shooter (FPS) perspective, which allows players
to feel like they are actually holding the weapon and to feel physically immersed in the
drama. (See Table 3.1 for more on major video game conventions.) Doom, for example,
released in 1993, was one of the ﬁrst major FPS breakthroughs, requiring players to shoot
j^[_hmWoj^hek]^Wc_b_jWhoXWi[edCWhi¾ceed"a_bb_d]j^[Z[cedi\hec>[bbki_d]Wf_ijeb"
and moving up to a chainsaw, shotgun, chaingun, rocket launcher, plasma riﬂe, and ﬁnally the
coveted “BFG 9000,” all the while negotiating pits of toxic slime and locating the “exit door”
that leads to the next level. Halo"C_Yheie\j¾i_cfh[ii_l[bWkdY^j_jb[\ehj^[NXen),&_d(&&'"
has become the top FSP game of all time. In the Halo series (the fourth sequel was released
in 2012), players assume the identity of “Master Chief,” a super soldier living in the twentysixth century and ﬁghting aliens, with the ultimate goal of uncovering secrets about the secret
ring–shaped world, Halo. The weapons allotted to “Master Chief ” all require the player to
think strategically about how and when to launch them. Plasma weapons need time to cool
if ﬁred too quickly; guns need both ammunition and time to reload; fragmentation grenades
bounce and detonate immediately; plasma grenades attach to the target before exploding.
Players have to negotiate all of these (and many more) variables as they move through various
futuristic landscapes in order to unlock the secrets of Halo.
Maze games like Pac-ManWbieÆj_djej^[»WYj_ed¼][dh["_dlebl_d]cWp[dWl_]Wj_edjeWle_Z
or chase adversaries. Finally, platform games gained notoriety through the very successful Super
Mario Bros. series. Using quick reﬂexes and strategic time management, players move Mario and
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Visual
Representation

Convention

Description

Examples

Avatars

Onscreen ﬁgures of
player identiﬁcation

Pac-Man, Mario from the
Mario Bros. series, Sonic
the Hedgehog, Link from
Legend of Zelda

Bosses

Powerful enemy characters that represent the
ﬁnal challenge in a stage
or the entire game

Ganon from the Zelda
series, Hitler in Castle
Wolfenstein, Dr. Eggman
from Sonic the
Hedgehog, Mother
Brain from Metroid

Vertical and Side
Scrolling

As opposed to a ﬁxed
screen, scrolling that
follows the action as it
moves up, down, or sideways in what is called
a “tracking shot” in the
cinema

Platform games like Jump
Bug, Donkey Kong, and
Super Mario Bros.; also
integrated into the design
of Angry Birds

Isometric Perspective (also called
Three-Quarters
Perspective)

An elevated and
angled perspective that
enhances the sense of
three-dimensionality by
allowing players to see
the tops and sides of
objects

Zaxxon, StarCraft, Civilization, and Populous

First-Person
Perspective

Presents the gameplay
through the eyes of your
avatar

First-person shooter
(FPS) games like Quake,
Doom, Halo, and Call of
Duty

Third-Person
Perspective (or
Over-the-Shoulders
Perspective)

Enables you to view
your heroic avatar in
action from an external
viewpoint

Tomb Raider, Assassin’s
Creed, and the default
viewpoint in World of
Warcraft

TABLE 3.1
MAJOR VIDEO GAME
CONVENTIONS
This table breaks down six
common elements of video
game layout. Many of these
elements have been in place
since the earliest games and
continue to be used today.
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Luigi between various platform levels of the Mushroom Kingdom in order to rescue Princess
Toadstool (later called Princess Peach) from Bowser.

Adventure Games
“Any game that
does move at your
own pace, like
adventure games
do, you don’t have
to worry about
dying or dealing
with enemies
and bosses and
monsters; you have
a more ponderous,
thoughtful
experience.”
TIM SCHAFER, FOUNDER
OF DOUBLE FINE PRODUCTIONS, APRIL 2012

:[l[bef[Z_dj^['/-&i"adventure games involve a type of gameplay that is in many ways the
opposite of action games. Typically nonconfrontational in nature, adventure games such as
Myst require players to interact with individual characters and the sometimes hostile environc[dj_dehZ[hjeiebl[fkppb[i$?dj^[YWi[e\Myst (released in 1991), the player is “the Stranger”
m^ejhWl[bijeZ_\\[h[djmehbZiWdZ\_dZiYbk[ijeiebl[lWh_ekifkppb[i"j^Wj"_\iebl[ZYehh[Yjbo"
lead to the “deserted” island of Myst. The genre peaked in popularity in 1993 and has spawned
derivative genres such as action-adventure (e.g., Zelda, Metroid ) and survival horror games (e.g.,
Resident Evil ), which are inspired by horror fiction.

Role-playing Games
Role-playing games (RPGs) are typically set in a fantasy or sci-fi world in which each player
j^[h[YWdX[ckbj_fb[fbWo[hi_dW]Wc[Y^eei[ijefbWoWiWY^WhWYj[hj^Wjif[Y_Wb_p[i_dW
particular skill set (such as magic spells or “finesse”). Players embark on a predetermined
WZl[djkh[WdZ_dj[hWYjm_j^j^[]Wc[¾iej^[h_d^WX_jWdjiWdZ[WY^ej^[h"cWa_d]Y^e_Y[i
throughout the game that bring about various diverse outcomes. Neverwinter Nights (2002), for
example, challenges its players to collaboratively collect four “Waterdhavian creatures” needed
jeijefj^[»MW_b_d]:[Wj^fbW]k["¼Z[\[Wjj^[Ykbjj^Wj_iifh[WZ_d]j^[fbW]k["WdZ\_dWbbo
thwart an attack on the city of Neverwinter. The game is derived from Dungeons & Dragons, one
of the most popular face-to-face, paper-and-pencil role-playing games. More complex roleplaying games, like the Final Fantasy series, involve branching plots and changing character
Z[ij_d_[i$CCEHF=iWh[eXl_ekiboWikX][dh[e\j^_i]Wc[YWj[]eho$Ej^[hikX][dh[i"ikY^
as the action-role player games, are some of the most successful video games on the market.
A good example is the Diablo series, which combines combat and role-playing in a horror and
ZWha\WdjWioi[jj_d]$M^[d8b_ppWhZh[b[Wi[Zj^[j^_hZ_dijWbbc[dj"Diablo III, in May 2012, it sold
3.5 million copies in twenty-four hours, becoming the fastest-selling PC game of all time.13

Strategy and Simulation Games
Strategy video games often involve military battles (real or imaginary), and focus on gameplay that requires careful thinking and skillful planning in order to achieve victory. Unlike FPS
games, the perspective in strategy games is omniscient, with the player surveying the entire
“world” or playing field and making strategic decisions—such as building bases, researching
technologies, managing resources, and waging battles—that will make or break this world. No
doubt the most popular real-time strategy game (RTS_i8b_ppWhZ¾iStarCraft, which is played
competitively throughout South Korea and televised to large audiences. Taking place during
the twenty-sixth century in a distant part of the Milky Way galaxy, StarCraft involves three races
(one human) that are at war with each other. To develop better strategic advantages, players
ZemdbeWZWdZc[ceh_p[cWfi"ijkZokfedc_dkj[]Wc[Z[jW_biikY^WihWY[Y^WhWYj[h_ij_Yi"
and participate in StarCraft–centered advice boards.
Like strategy games, simulation games involve managing resources and planning worlds,
but these worlds are typically based in reality. A good example is Sim City, which asks players
jeXk_bZWY_jo]_l[dh[Wb#mehbZYedijhW_dji"ikY^WibWdZ#ki[ped_d]Yecc[hY_Wb"_dZkijh_Wb"
residential); tax rates (to tax or not to tax); and transportation (buses, cars, trams). A player
may also face unanticipated natural disasters such as ﬂoods or tornadoes. Another example is
The Oregon Trail, an educational simulation game that aims at reproducing the circumstances
and drastic choices faced by white settlers traveling the 2,000-mile journey from Independence,
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Kansas, to the Willamette Valley in Oregon. Throughout the game, players make choices to help
their ox-driven wagon parties survive numerous potential horrors, including measles, dysentery, typhoid, cholera, snake bites, drowning, physical injuries, ﬂoods, mountains, heat, and
cold, all the while maintaining provisions and predicting weather conditions. First developed by
educators in 1971, The Oregon Trail has been played by millions of students.

Casual Games
This category of gaming, which encompasses everything from Minesweeper to Angry Birds to
Words with Friends, includes games that have very simple rules and are usually quick to play.
Casual games have a historical starting point—1989—when the game Tetris came bundled
with every new Game Boy (Nintendo). Tetris requires players to continuously (frantically,
for some) rotate colored blocks and fit them into snug spaces before the screen fills up with
badly stacked blocks. There is no story to Tetris, and no real challenge other than mastering
the rather numbing pattern of rotating and stacking, a process that keeps getting faster the
^_]^[hj^[b[l[bWY^_[l[Z$<ehcWdof[efb["j^[Y[Wi[b[iifkppb[X[YWc[b_a[WZhk]0c_bb_edi
of people have purchased and played Tetris since its release. Today, Tetris has given way to
Angry Birds and other such games that have exploded in popularity due in large part to the
rise in mobile devices.

Sports, Music, and Dance Games
“There is apparently a video game for every sport except for competitive mushroom picking,”
commented a Milwaukee Journal editorial in 1981.14JeZWo"j^[h[h[WbboZe[ii[[cjeX[W)#:
]Wc[\eh[l[hoifehj$=Wc_d]Yedieb[i\_hij\[Wjkh[Z)#:]hWf^_Yi_dj^[[Whbojec_Z#'//&i
m_j^j^[Whh_lWbe\I[]WIWjkhdWdZIedo¾iFbWoIjWj_ed_d'//*$JeZWo¾i]Wc[j[Y^debe]o"m_j^
infrared motion detectors, accelerometers (a device that measures proper acceleration), and
tuning fork gyroscopes (a device that determines rotational motion), allows players to control
j^[_hWlWjWhj^hek]^f^oi_YWbcel[c[dji"cWa_d]j^[)#:ifehji]Wc[i[nf[h_[dY[[l[dceh[
realistic. Players in a soccer game, for example, might feel as though they are in the thick of
j^_d]i"a_Ya_d]"Zh_XXb_d]"i^eej_d]"WdZ[l[d][jj_d]WmWom_j^W\ekb_\h[\[h[[iWh[d¾jmWjY^ing. In sports games, players either engage in competitive gameplay (player vs. player) or
cooperative gameplay (two or more teammates work together against the artificial intelligence,
or A.I., opponents within the game).
One of the most consistently best-selling sports games is Madden NFL, which is based on
\Wc[ZD<B\eejXWbbfbWo[hWdZj^[dYeWY^@e^dCWZZ[d$7ced]j^[]Wc[¾ih[Wb_ij_Y\[Wjkh[i
are character collisions with varying speeds and trajectories that diﬀer based on player control,
sophisticated playbooks and player statistics, and voice commentary that allows players to hear
the game as if it were a real TV broadcast. With XBox Kinect functionality, players can even
select and alter screen actions with the power of their own voice (they are Madden, screaming
from the sidelines).
Other experiential games tie into music and dance categories. Rock Band, developed
Xo>Whced_nIoij[ciWdZfkXb_i^[ZXoCJL=Wc[iWdZ;b[Yjhed_Y7hji"Wbbemikfje\ekh
players to simulate the popular rock band performances of ﬁfty-eight songs—from the Pixies
WdZEA=eje8bWYaIWXXWj^WdZj^[Hebb_d]Ijed[iºWim[bbWiceh[j^Wd\ekhj[[d^kdZh[Z
WZZ_j_edWbZemdbeWZWXb[ied]i\eh'$//Wf_[Y[$;WY^_dijhkc[djfWhjb[WZ]k_jWh"XWii"
Zhkci"WdZleYWbYWdX[fbWo[ZWjed[e\\ekhZ_êYkbjob[l[bi;Wio"C[Z_kc">WhZ"WdZ
;nf[hj"WdZ_\WfbWo[hZe[id¾ja[[fkf"j^[o»\W_b¼ekje\j^[ied]WdZj^[_h_dijhkc[dj_i
muted. The gameplay is derivative of Guitar Hero (vertical scrolling, colored music notes,
and karaoke-like vocals), but the experience of Rock Band—with four players, a variety of
venues from clubs to concert halls, and screaming fans (who are also prone to boo)—is far

“I remember
carefully managing
my bank roll,
stocking up with
supplies, spare
wagon parts,
clothes, victuals.
I charted my
course, past
Fort Kearney, on
towards Laramie,
then making the
choice at South
Pass: the long route
to Fort Bridger,
or brave the ford
and head right to
Soda Springs?
I recall well the
warning the game
gave as winter
approached; I felt
myself shivering in
my chair, checking
my stock of food
and ammunition
nervously.”
PHILIP A. LOBO, OPEN
LETTERS MONTHLY,
FEBRUARY 2010

“These games are
not for everyone,
it’s true, but it’s for
more of everyone
than anything else
I know.”
JOHN DOERR, ON
CASUAL GAMES, 2011
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ceh[»h[Wb$¼:WdY[#eh_[dj[Zl_Z[e]Wc[iikY^WiDance
Dance Revolution and Just Dance use motion-detecting
technology and challenge players to match their rhythm
and dance moves to ﬁgures on the screen.

Communities of Play: Inside the Game

ROCKBAND became a
popular experiential game;
it has also provided a new
revenue stream for the
music industry, which can
offer licensed downloads of
current and classic songs for
use with the game.

“The real world
just doesn’t offer
up as easily the
carefully designed
pleasures, the
thrilling challenges,
and the powerful
social bonding
afforded by virtual
environments.”
JANE MCGONIGAL,
REALITY IS BROKEN,
2011

Virtual communities often crop up around online video
games and fantasy sports leagues. Indeed, players may get
to know each other through games without ever meeting in
person. They can interact in two basic types of groups. PUGs
(short for “Pick-Up Groups”) are temporary teams usually
assembled by match-making programs integrated into the
game. The members of a PUG may range from elite players
to noobs (clueless beginners) and may be geographically
and generationally diverse. PUGs are notorious for harboring
ninjas and trolls—two universally despised player types (not
to be confused with ninja or troll avatars). Ninjas are players who snatch loot out of turn and
then leave the group; trolls are players who delight in intentionally spoiling the gaming experience for others.
Because of the frustration of dealing with noobs, ninjas, and trolls, most experienced play[hi`e_deh]Wd_p[Z]hekfiYWbb[Zguilds or clans. These groups can be small and easy-going or
large and demanding. Guild members can usually avoid PUGs and team up with guildmates
to complete diﬃcult challenges requiring coordinated group activity. As the terms ninja, troll,
and noob suggest, online communication is often encoded in gamespeak, a language ﬁlled with
jargon, abbreviations, and acronyms relevant to gameplay. The typical codes of text messaging
EC="BEB"HE<B"WdZie\ehj^\ehcj^[X[ZheYae\j^_ibWd]kW][ioij[c$
FbWo[hiYecckd_YWj[_djme\ehcie\_d#]Wc[Y^Wjºle_Y[WdZj[nj$NXenB?L;"\eh[nWcfb["
ki[ij^h[[jof[ie\le_Y[Y^Wjj^WjWbbemfbWo[hijeieY_Wb_p[WdZijhWj[]_p["_d]hekfiehed[#
on-one, even as they are playing the game. Other in-game chat systems are text-based, with chat
channels for trading in-game goods or coordinating missions within a guild. These methods of
communicating with fellow players who may or may not know each other outside the game
create a sense of community around gameplay. Some players have formed lasting friendships
or romantic relationships through their video game habit. Avid gamers have even held in-game
ceremonies, like weddings or funerals—sometimes for game-only characters, sometimes for reallife events.

Communities of Play: Outside the Game
Communities also form outside games, through Web sites and even face-to-face gatherings
dedicated to electronic gaming in its many forms. This is similar to when online and in-person
groups form to discuss other mass media like movies, TV shows, and books. These communities
extend beyond gameplay, enhancing the social experience gained through the games.

Collective Intelligence
Mass media productions are almost always collaborative efforts, as is evident in the credits for
movies, television shows, and music recordings. The same goes for digital games. But what is
unusual about game developers and the game industry is their interest in listening to gamers
and their communities to gather new ideas and constructive criticism, and to gauge popularity. Gamers, too, collaborate with each other to share shortcuts and “cheats” to solving
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tasks and quests, and to create their own modifications to games. This sharing of knowledge
and ideas is an excellent example of collective intelligence. French professor Pierre Lévy
coined the term collective intelligence in 1997 to describe the Internet, “this new dimension of
communication,” and its ability to “enable us to share our knowledge and acknowledge it to
others.”15 In the world of gaming, where users are active participants (more than in any other
medium), the collective intelligence of players informs the entire game environment.
For example, collective intelligence (and action) is necessary to work through levels of
many games. In World of Warcraft, collective intelligence is highly recommended. Accord_d]jej^[X[]_dd[h¾i]k_Z["»_\oekmWdjjejWa[edj^[]h[Wj[ijY^Wbb[d][iWorld of Warcraft
has to oﬀer, you will need allies to ﬁght by your side against the tides of darkness.”16 Players
\ehc]k_bZiWdZki[j^[_hfbWo[nf[h_[dY[WdZY^WhWYj[hi¾ia_bbijeYecfb[j[gk[ijiWdZcel[
to higher levels. Gamers also share ideas through chats and wikis, and those looking for tips
and cheats provided by fellow players need only Google what they want. The largest of the
sites devoted to sharing collective intelligence is the World of Warcraft m_a_^jjf0%%memm_a_
.com). Similar user-generated sites are dedicated to a range of digital games including Age of
Conan, Assassin’s Creed, Grand Theft Auto, Halo, Mario, Metal Gear, Pokémon, Sonic the
Hedgehog, and Spore.
The most advanced form of collective intelligence in gaming is modding, slang for
“modifying game software or hardware.” In many mass communication industries, modifying
hardware or content would land someone in a copyright lawsuit. In gaming, modding is often
encouraged, as it is yet another way players become more deeply invested in a game, and
can improve the game for others. For example, Counter-Strike, a popular ﬁrst-person shooter
game, is a mod of the game Half-Life. Half-Life is a critically acclaimed science-ﬁction ﬁrstperson shooter game (a physicist ﬁghting aliens) released by Valve Corporation in 1998 for
PCs, and later PlayStation. The developers of Half-Life encouraged mods by including software development tools with it. By 1999, Counter-Strike, in which counterterrorists ﬁght
terrorists, emerged as the most popular of many mods, and Valve formed a partnership with
j^[]Wc[¾iZ[l[bef[hi$Counter-Strike was released to retailers as a PC game in 2000 and an
Xbox game in 2004, eventually selling more copies than Half-Life. Today, many other games,
such as The Elder Scrolls, have active modding communities.

Game Sites
Game sites and blogs are among the most popular external communities for gamers. IGN.com
(owned by News Corp.), GameSpot.com (owned by CBS), GameTrailers.com (MTV
D[jmehai%L_WYec"WdZAejWak=Wma[hC[Z_WWh[\ekhe\j^[b[WZ_d]M[Xi_j[i\eh]Wc_d]$
Gamespot.com and IGN.com are apt examples of giant industry sites, each with sixteen to
nineteen million unique visitors per month. The ownership of these sites is a sign of the desirability of this audience—mostly male, ages eighteen to thirty-four—to major media corporations.
IGN.com covers all the major gaming platforms and provides reviews, news, videos, cheats, and
forums, as well as the regular Webcast of a news show about games called The Daily Fix. GameSpot has similar elements, and a culture section that features interviews with game designers
and other creative artists. In 2011, GameSpot launched Fuse, a social networking service for
gamers that is designed to be “your personal gaming dashboard.”17
Penny-arcade.com is perhaps the best-known of the independent community-building
sites. Founded by Jerry Holkins and Mike Krahulik, the site started out as a Webcomic focused
on video game culture. It has since expanded to include forums and a Webcast called PATV that
ZeYkc[djiX[^_dZ#j^[#iY[d[imehaWjF[ddo7hYWZ[$F[ddo7hYWZ[eh]Wd_p[iWb_l[\[ij_lWb\eh
]Wc[hiYWbb[Zj^[F[ddo7hYWZ[;nfeF7N"WY[b[XhWj_ede\]Wc[hYkbjkh["WdZWY^_bZh[d¾i
Y^Wh_joYWbb[Z9^_bZ¾iFbWo$
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Conventions
In addition to online gaming communities, there are conventions and expos
where video game enthusiasts can come together in person to test out new
games and other new products, play old games in competition, and meet
l_Z[e]Wc[Z[l[bef[hi$Ed[e\j^[ceiji_]d_\_YWdj_ij^[;b[Yjhed_Y;dj[hjW_dc[dj;nfe;)"m^_Y^ZhWmiceh[j^Wd*+"&&&_dZkijhofhe\[ii_edWbi"
_dl[ijehi"Z[l[bef[hi"WdZh[jW_b[hije_jiWddkWbc[[j_d]$;)_ij^[fbWY[
where the biggest new game titles and products are unveiled, and is covered
by hundreds of journalists, televised on Spike TV, and streamed to mobile
Z[l_Y[iWdZNXenYedieb[i$7jj^[(&'(;)"D_dj[dZe_djheZkY[Z_jiM__K
controller, Microsoft sponsored a performance by Usher to promote Dance
Central 3\ehj^[NXen"WdZ]Wc[fkXb_i^[hKX_ie\jXhek]^j<beH_ZWjef[hform at its presentation for Just Dance 4.
J^[F[ddo7hYWZ[;nfeF7NYedl[dj_ed_iWYedl[dj_edYh[Wj[ZXo
gamers for gamers, held each year in Seattle. One of its main attractions
is the Omegathon, a three-day elimination game tournament, in which
twenty randomly selected attendees compete in games across several
][dh[i"Ykbc_dWj_d]_dj^[Y^Wcf_edi^_fcWjY^Wjj^[Yedl[dj_ed¾i
Ybei_d]$?d(&'&"WF7N;WijYedl[dj_edZ[Xkj[Z_d8eijed"WdZj^[
original event in Seattle was renamed PAX Prime. Both events draw in
excess of 70,000 attendees.
Ej^[hYedl[dj_edi_dYbkZ[8b_ppYedef[hWj[ZXo8b_ppWhZ;dj[h#
tainment to feature developments to their games, including their top
franchises—World of Warcraft, Diablo, and StarCraft) and the Tokyo Game
I^em"j^[mehbZ¾ibWh][ij]Wc_d]Yedl[dj_edm_j^ceh[j^Wd(&&"&&&
attendees annually.

USHER performs at the
Electronic Entertainment
Expo in 2012. Other
musicians who have played
E3 in recent years include
David Guetta, deadmau5,
and Eminem, showing
increased convergence of
the video game and music
industries.

Trends and Issues
in Digital Gaming
The ever-growing relationship between video games and other media like books, movies, and
television leaves no doubt that digital gaming has a permanent place in our culture. Like other
media, games are also a venue for advertising. A virtual billboard in a video game is likely
ceh[j^Wd`kijWZ_]_jWbfhef1Wi_dj[b[l_i_edWdZj^[cel_[i"_j¾iWfW_ZfbWY[c[dj$7dZb_a[
other media, games are a subject of social concern, too. Violent and misogynistic content has
from time to time spurred calls for more regulation of electronic games. But, as games permeate more of culture and increasingly come in nonstandard formats and genres, they may also
become harder to define, and therefore, regulate.

Electronic Gaming and Media Culture
Beyond the immediate industry, electronic games have had a pronounced effect on media
culture. For example, fantasy league sports have spawned a number of draft specials on
;IFDWim[bbWiWh[]kbWhfeZYWij"<WdjWio<eYki"ed;IFDHWZ_e$Ed<N"\WdjWio\eejXWbb
has even inspired an adult comedy called The League.
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Like television shows, books, and comics before
them, electronic games have also inspired movies, such
as Super Mario Bros. (1993), Lara Croft: Tomb Raider
(2001), and the Resident Evil series (2001–present, including a ﬁfth installment in 2012). A movie inspired by video
games, Tron (1982), spurred an entire franchise of books,
comic books, and arcade and console video games in the
1980s; and it was revived a generation later with an Xbox
B?L;]Wc[_d(&&."Wcel_[i[gk[bTron: Legacy) in
(&'&"WdZW:_id[oj[b[l_i_edi[h_[i$<ehcWdo>ebbomeeZ
blockbusters today, a video game spin-oﬀ is a must-have
item. Box oﬃce hits like Avatar (2009), Up (2009), Shrek:
Forever After (2010), Transformers: Dark of the Moon
(2011), and Brave (2012) all have companion video games
for consoles and portable players.
Books and electronic games have also had a long history of inﬂuencing each other. Japanese manga and animé (comic books and animation) have
also inspired video games, such as Akira, Astro Boy, and Naruto. Batman: Arkham Asylum, a
top video game title introduced in 2009, is based closely on the Batman comic book stories,
while The Witcher, an action role-playing game for PCs, is based on Polish fantasy writer
7dZhp[`IWfaemia_¾iThe Witcher saga. Perhaps the most unusual link between books and
electronic games is the Marvel vs. Capcom series. In this series, characters from Marvel comic
books (e.g., Captain America, Hulk, Spider-Man, Wolverine) battle characters from Capcom
games like Street Fighter and Resident Evil [$]$"7akcW"9^kd#B_"Hok"7bX[hjM[ia[h$

Electronic Gaming and Advertising
Commercialism is as prevalent in video games as it is in most entertainment media. Advergames"b_a[j[b[l_i_ed¾i_d\ec[hY_Wbiehd[mifWf[hWdZcW]Wp_d[i¾WZl[hjeh_Wbi"Wh[l_Z[e
games created for purely promotional purposes. The first notable advergame debuted in 1992,
when Chester Cheetah, the official mascot for Cheetos snacks, starred in two video games for
the Sega Genesis and Super Nintendo systems—Chester Cheetah: Too Cool to Fool and Chester
Cheetah: Wild Wild Quest. In late 2006, Burger King sold three advergame titles for Xbox and
Xbox 360 consoles for $3.99 each with value-meal purchases. One title, Sneak King, required
the player to have the Burger King mascot deliver food to other characters before they faint
from hunger. More recent is the innovative interactive Web commercial, “Magnum Pleasure Hunt,” for gourmet Magnum chocolate ice cream bars. In this platform game, the user
cWd_fkbWj[ij^[YedijWdjbo`e]]_d]"XWh[\eej»CW]dkc=_hb¼kfWdZel[hj^[]Wc[¾i?dj[hd[j#
based environments (such as Bing travel pages, YouTube videos, and luxury hotel Web sites).
A player earns points by strategically timing her jumps so that she connects with—or conikc[iºj^[]Wc[¾icWdoY^eYebWj[XedXedi"WdZj^[CW]dkc¾iif[Y_WbjoY^eYebWj[XWh_i
j^[\_dWbh[mWhZ\ehCW]dkc=_hb¾iWdZj^[fbWo[h¾i^WhZmeha$In-game advertisements
are more subtle, and integrate advertisements as billboards, logos, or storefronts in the game
(e.g., a Farmers Insurance airship ﬂoating by in FarmVilleeh:el[ieWfifWiWff[Wh_d]_dThe
Sims Social ), or making the product a component of the game (e.g., in the game Splinter Cell:
Chaos Theory"WbWh][]bem_d]X_bbXeWhZ\eh7N;Z[eZehWdjX[Yec[iWdeXijWYb[\ehj^[fbWo[h
to overcome).18
Some in-game advertisements are static, which means the ads are permanently placed
in the game. Others in-game ads are dynamic, which means the game ads are digitally networked and can be altered remotely, so agencies can tailor them according to release time,

AS MARVEL STUDIOS has
stepped up production of
superhero movies like 2011’s
Thor, more accompanying
video game tie-ins have
followed, often featuring voice
work from the movie’s cast.
Chris Hemsworth and Tom
Hiddleston lent their voices to
the game Thor: God of Thunder.

“Prose is an art form,
movies and acting
in general are art
forms, so is music,
painting, graphics,
sculpture, and so on.
Some might even
consider classic
games like chess to
be an art form. Video
games use elements
of all of these to
create something
new. Why wouldn’t
video games be an
art form?”
SAM LAKE, WRITER
OF THE MAX PAYNE
SERIES, 2004

“Video games can
never be art.”
ROGER EBERT, FILM
CRITIC, 2010
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“Of course they
are [art]. It’s just
another medium.
It’s just interactive.”
AMY HENNIG, CREATIVE DIRECTOR FOR
UNCHARTED 2: AMONG
THIEVES, 2012

geographical location, or user preferences. A movie ad, for example, can have multiple
YedÆ]khWj_edijeh[Ç[Yjj^[cel_[¾ih[b[Wi[ZWj[WdZiYh[[d_d]cWha[ji$7Zl[hj_i[hiYWdWbie
record data on users who come in contact with a dynamic ad, such as how long they look at
it, from what angle, and how often, and can thus determine how to alter their ad campaigns
in the future. The Xbox Kinect has taken dynamic advertising one step further with its newest
consoles, enabling players to engage with the in-game ads using motion and voice control to
learn more about a product.
=ee]b[¾i]Wc[WZl[hj_i_d]ijhWj[]o"bWkdY^[Z_d(&&."_ijefbWY[_dYh[Wi_d]dkcX[hie\WZi
in well-known social game titles like Frogger and Dance Dance Revolution—an indication of the
tremendous potential growth in social gaming. Social game advertising is expected to increase
80 percent by 2014, and all in-game advertising is projected to reach $1 billion in global revenue
by that same year.19

Addiction and Other Concerns
“Video games are
bad for you? That’s
what they said
about rock and roll.”
SHIGERO MIYAMOTO,
CREATOR OF THE
SUPER MARIO BROS.
SERIES (UNDATED)

Though many people view gaming as a simple leisure activity, the electronic gaming industry
has sparked controversy. Parents, politicians, the medical establishment, and media scholars
^Wl[[nfh[ii[ZYedY[hdWXekjj^[WZZ_Yj_l[gkWb_joe\l_Z[e]Wc[i"[if[Y_WbboCCEHF=i"WdZ
have raised alarm about violent and misogynistic game content—standard fare for many of the
most heavily played games.

Addiction
No serious—and honest—gamer can deny the addictive qualities of electronic gaming. In fact,
an infamous South Park[f_ieZ[\hec(&&,»CWa[Bel["DejMWhYhW\j¼iWj_h_p[Zj^[_iik[e\
obsessive, addictive behavior of video game playing. In a 2011 study of more than three thousand third through eighth graders from Singapore, one in ten were considered pathological
]Wc[hi"c[Wd_d]j^Wjj^[_h]Wc_d]WZZ_Yj_edmWi`[efWhZ_p_d]ckbj_fb[Wh[Wie\j^[_hb_l[i"
including school, social and family relations, and psychological well-being. Indeed, the more
the children were addicted, the more prone they were to depression, social phobias, and
_dYh[Wi[ZWdn_[jo"m^_Y^b[Zjefeeh[h]hWZ[i_diY^eeb$I_d]Wfeh[¾i^_]^f[hY[djW][e\fWj^elogical youth gamers is in line with studies from other countries, including the United States,
which found 8.5 percent of gamers to be addicted. In China, the number is 10.3 percent, and
in Germany 11.9 percent.20
Gender may play a factor in game addiction: A study conducted by Stanford University
Medical School in 2008 found that males are two to three times more likely than females to
become addicted to video games.21 These ﬁndings are not entirely surprising, given that many
electronic games are not addictive by accident, but rather by design. Just as habit formation
is a primary goal of virtually every commercial form of electronic media, from newspapers to
television to radio, cultivating compulsiveness is the aim of most game designs. From recogd_p_d]^_]^iYeh[ijelWh_ekiZ_êYkbjoi[jj_d]i[dYekhW]_d]fbWo[hijejho[Wio"c[Z_kc"WdZ
hard versions) to levels that gradually increase in diﬃculty, designers provide constant in-game
incentives for obsessive play.
This is especially true of multiplayer online games—like Halo, Call of Duty, or World of
Warcraft—that make money from long-term engagement by selling expansion packs or charging
monthly subscription fees. These games have elaborate achievement systems with hard-to-resist
rewards that include military ranks like “General” or fanciful titles like “King Slayer,” as well as
special armor, weapons, and mounts (creatures your avatar can ride, including, bears, wolves,
or even dragons), all aimed at turning casual players into habitual ones.
This strategy of promoting habit formation may not diﬀer from the cultivation of other
c[Z_WeXi[ii_edib_a[mWjY^_d]j[b[l_i[Zifehj_d][l[dji$;l[die"h[Wb#b_\[ijeh_[i"ikY^Wi
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that of the South Korean couple whose three-month-old daughter died of malnutrition while
the negligent parents spent ten-hour overnight sessions in an Internet café raising a virtual
daughter, bring up serious questions about video games and addiction.22 South Korea, one of
j^[mehbZ¾iceij?dj[hd[j#Yedd[Yj[ZYekdjh_[i"_iWbh[WZoifedieh_d][èehjijeXWjjb[?dj[hd[j
WZZ_Yj_ed$I[[»=beXWbL_bbW][0Iekj^Aeh[W¾i=Wc_d]EXi[ii_ed¼edfW]['&&$
Meanwhile, industry executives and others cite the positive impact of digital games,
such as the mental stimulation and educational benefits of games like SimCity, the health
benefits of Wii Fit, and the socially rewarding benefits of playing games together as a family
or with friends.

Violence and Misogyny
J^[;b[Yjhed_YIe\jmWh[7iieY_Wj_ed"j^[cW_djhWZ[WiieY_Wj_ede\j^[]Wc_d]_dZkijho"b_a[ije
point out that nearly half of game players are women, and that nearly three-quarters of games
sold are rated in the family and teen-friendly categories, and that the average age of a game
player is thirty. While these statements are true, they also mask a troubling aspect about some
e\]Wc[Ykbjkh[¾iceijfefkbWh]Wc[i0_jil_eb[djWdZi[n_ij_cW][ho$
Most games involving combat, guns, and other weapons are intentionally violent, with
representations of violence becoming all the more graphic as game visuals reach cinematic
hyperrealism. The most violent video games, rated “M” for “Mature,” often belong to the
ﬁrst-person shooter, dark fantasy, or survival horror genres (or a combination of all three),
and cast players in a variety of sinister roles—serial killers, mortal combat soldiers, chain-gunwielding assassins, nut-jobs going “postal,” father-hating sons, mutated guys out for revenge,
not-quite-executed death-row inmates, and underworld criminals (to name a few)—who earn
points by killing and maiming their foes (sometimes monsters, but often “ordinary people”)
in the most horrendous means possible. In this genre of games, violence is a celebration, as is
clear from one Top 10 list featuring the most “delightfully violent games of all time.”23
That some games can be violent and misogynistic is not a point of dispute. But the possible
eﬀects of such games have been debated for years, and video games have been charged as be_d]W\WYjeh_dl_eb[dj[f_ieZ[i"ikY^Wij^[9ebkcX_d[>_]^IY^eebi^eej_d]i_d'///$;Whb_[h
research linked playing violent video games to aggressive thoughts or hostility, but those
[è[YjiZed¾jd[Y[iiWh_bojhWdi\[hje»h[WbmehbZ¼[dl_hedc[dji$?dij[WZ"ceh[h[Y[djijkZ_[i
suggest that the greater concern should be the personality traits of certain types of players
rather than violent video games. For example, a study in the Review of General Psychology
noted that individuals with a combination of “high
neuroticism (e.g., easily upset, angry, depressed,
emotional, etc.), low agreeableness (e.g., little
YedY[hd\ehej^[hi"_dZ_è[h[djjeej^[hi¾\[[b_d]i"
cold, etc.) and low conscientiousness (e.g., break
hkb[i"Zed¾ja[[ffhec_i[i"WYjm_j^ekjj^_da_d]"
etc.)” are more susceptible to negative outcomes
measured in studies of violent video games.24 For
the vast majority of players, the study concluded,
violent video games have no adverse eﬀects.
There is less research on misogyny (hatred of
women) in video games. One of the most extreme
game narratives is from Grand Theft Auto 3, in
which male characters can pick up female prostitutes, pay money for sex, get an increase in player
“health,” then beat up or kill the hooker to get their
money back. Although women are close to half of

GAMES IN THE GRAND
THEFT AUTO series typically
receive a rating of Mature,
indicating they should not
be sold to players under
17. However, the ratings
do not distinguish between
overall game violence and
misogynistic attitudes.
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GLOBAL
VILLAGE
South Korea’s Gaming Obsession

I

n 1997–98, a deep economic crisis
hit the formerly booming economies
of East Asia. Banks and corporations failed, exports fell, and unemployment soared. South Korea’s new
president responded to the crisis with
a unique recovery plan for his country:
make South Korea the world’s leader in
Internet connectivity. By 2004, South
Korea had achieved this goal and then
some, with more than 70 percent of
the nation connected to the ﬁber-optic
broadband network. Today, that number is 95 percent.1 Perhaps the most
interesting phenomena arising from
this degree of broadband penetration
is the advent of Internet cafés known
as PC bangs—literally “PC rooms”—in
South Korea.
By 2004, more than thirty thousand
PC bangs dotted the country, and they
became the main hangout for teenagers and young adults. “In America
they have lots of fields and grass and
outdoor space. They have lots of room
to play soccer and baseball and other
sports,” explained one PC bang operator. “We don’t have that here. Here,
there are very few places for young
people to go and very little for them to
do, so they found PC games, and it’s
their way to spend time together and
relax.”2 Some PC bangs, like Intercool
in Seoul’s Shinlim district, cover two
floors, one for smoking and the other
for nonsmoking patrons. In a country
where most young adults live with
their parents until they are married,
PC bangs have become a necessary
outlet for socializing.
By far the biggest draw of PC
bangs, with their rows of late-model

computers and ultra-fast Internet
connections, are online video games
like StarCraft and Lineage. Because
of long-standing resentment against
Japan for its years as an imperial
ruler over Korea, Koreans shunned
Japanese-made video game consoles
such as Sony PlayStations and those
made by Nintendo and Sega, and
instead preferred to play video games
on PCs, a pastime that now feeds the
popularity of the broadband network.
The PC game StarCraft is so popular
in South Korea that two-hour battles
among the nation’s best StarCraft

players are featured on prime-time
television, and an entire sports
channel (OnGameNet) is devoted to
StarCraft competitions and interviews with the biggest StarCraft
celebrities. One player, Lim Yo-hwan
(also known by his StarCraft identity,
“BoxeR”), began playing in PC bangs
as a boy because he couldn’t afford
his own computer.3 Lim became the
first professional Korean gamer to
be signed to a salaried corporate
sponsorship contract: South Korea’s
largest cell phone company hired him
to captain its now legendary gaming

team, SK Telecom T1, which went
on to win four hundred televised
matches.
Today, e-gaming is a legitimate career
in South Korea, where league champions can earn as much as $500,000 a
year.4 Gamers who reach the competitive circuit are followed like “characters” in any televised drama, can draw
millions of members to their fan clubs,
and can become such huge celebrities that they need disguises to walk
outside of their houses. “When you
look at gaming around the world,
Korea is the leader in many ways. It
just occupies a different place in the
culture there than anywhere else,”
said Rich Wickham, the global head
of Microsoft’s PC game business.5

With more than half of Korea’s fifty
million people playing video games,
and a culture that celebrates gaming
as a sport, it’s no surprise that some
Koreans spend large amounts of time
in front of their PCs.6 Generally,
Koreans view gaming as a good
stress-reliever, especially given the
enormous pressure put on Korean
youth to succeed academically.
A typical Korean student plays about
twenty-three hours a week.7 But
studies have also confirmed that 4
percent of adolescent players in
Korea are seriously addicted to
gaming. Dramatic stories of addicted
users playing fifty to eighty-five hours
nonstop, getting fired from their jobs,
failing school, and even dying in the
midst of a gaming binge because

they’re neglecting grave medical
symptoms, point to the dark underbelly of Korean gaming culture.8
The Korean government has responded
with numerous approaches to combat
addiction, including public awareness
campaigns, offers of free software
to limit the time people spend on the
Web, government-sponsored counseling clinics and treatment programs
for gaming addicts, and Internet “rest
camps.” Most recently, the government
has gone for industry regulation: They
have banned all teenagers under age
sixteen from access to highly addictive
(MMORPG and first-person shooter)
games between midnight and 6 A.M.
(a ban that some have found can be
bypassed with an alternative ID).
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Media Literacy and
the Critical Process

1

DESCRIPTION. Red Dead Re-

demption features John Madsen,
a white outlaw turned federal agent,
m^e`ekhd[oijej^[»kdY_l_b_p[Z¼M[ij
to capture or kill his old gang members.
Within this, gamers encounter breathtaking vistas and ghost towns with saloons,
prostitutes, and gunslingers; large herds
e\YWjjb[1WdZiY[d[ie\j^[C[n_YWdH[bellion. Shootouts are common in towns
and on the plains, and gamers earn
points for killing animals and people.
The New York Times review notes that
“Red Dead Redemption is perhaps most
distinguished by the brilliant voice acting
and pungent, pitch-perfect writing we
^Wl[Yec[je[nf[Yj\hecHeYaijWh$¼

2

ANALYSIS. RDR may have
“pitch-perfect writing,” but a
certain tune emerges. For example,
African Americans and Native Americans
are absent from the storyline (although
they clearly were present in the West of
1911). The roles of women are limited:
they are portrayed as untrustworthy and
chronically nagging wives, prostitutes,
or nuns—and they can be blithely killed
in front of sheriﬀs and husbands without
ramiﬁcations. One special mission is to
hogtie a nun or prostitute and drop her
onto tracks in front of an oncoming train.
One gamer in his popular how-to demo
on YouTube calls this mission “the coolest
WY^_[l[c[dj?¾l[[l[hi[[d_dW]Wc[$¼2

First-Person Shooter Games: Misogyny
as Entertainment?
The video game market reached $20.2 billion in 2010, with
historical ﬁrst-person shooter games as a signiﬁcant genre.
Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3 (set in a ﬁctional WWIII)
made $775 million in its ﬁrst ﬁve days. And with eight million units sold in 2010–11, Rockstar Games’ critically acclaimed Red Dead Redemption (RDR, set in the Wild West) was
applauded for its realism and called a “tour de force” by the
New York Times.1 But as these games proliferate through
our culture, what are we learning as we are launched back in
time and into the worlds of these games?

3

INTERPRETATION. RDR may

give us a technologically rich
immersion into the Wild West of 1911,
but it relies on clichés to do so (e.g.,
macho white gunslinger as leading man,
weak or contemptible women, vigibWdj[`kij_Y[$?\j^[cWY^e%c_ie]od_ij_Y
narrative possibilities and value system
of RDRi[[c\Wc_b_Wh"_j¾iX[YWki[j^[
]Wc[_iXWi[ZedHeYaijWh¾iej^[hl_Z[e
game hit, Grand Theft Auto (GTA), which
lets players have sex with and then
graphically kill hookers. GTA was heavily
Yh_j_Y_p[Z\ehYh[Wj_d]Wd»N#HWj[Z
wonderland,” and was dubbed “Grand
Theft Misogyny.”3?dZ[[Z"HeYaijWh
simply took the GTA engine and interface
and overlaid new scenes, narratives,
and characters, moving from the urban
streets of “Liberty City” to the American
frontier towns.4

4

EVALUATION. The problem

with Red Dead Redemption is its
limited view of history, lack of imagination, and reliance on misogyny as entertainment. Since its gameplay is so similar
to GTA, the speciﬁcs of time and place
Wh[X[i_Z[j^[fe_djºWbbj^Wj¾ib[\j_i
killing and hating women. Video games
are fun, but what eﬀect do they have on
c[d¾iWjj_jkZ[ijemWhZmec[d5

5

ENGAGEMENT. Talk to friends
about games like GTA, RDR, and
HeYaijWh¾ibWj[ij"L.A. Noire (set in 1940s
Los Angeles, it also contains scenes with
nudity and graphic violence against
women). Comment on blog sites about
the ways some games can provide a mask
\ehc_ie]odo$7dZmh_j[jeHeYaijWh_ji[b\
(www.rockstargames.com), demanding
less demeaning narratives regarding
women and ethnic minorities.

j^[Z_]_jWb]Wc[WkZ_[dY[_dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[i"_j¾ib_a[boj^WjcWdoWh[d¾j[d]W][ZXoj^_iijeho$
The source of the problem may be the male insularity of the game development industry—for
reasons unclear, few women are on the career path to be involved in game development. According to the National Center for Women & Information Technology, “Women hold 56% of
all professional occupations in the U.S. workforce, but only 25% of IT occupations.” And even
as the digital game industry gets bigger, the impact of women gets smaller. “In 2009, just 18%
of undergraduate Computing and Information Sciences degrees were awarded to women; in
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DIGITAL GAMING AND THE MEDIA
PLAYGROUND

“Can we create
technology that
is as natural as
talking to a friend?
This is where we
want to go, and it’s
happening in front
of our eyes.”
KEITH HEROLD, A
SENIOR PROGRAM
MANAGER LEAD WITH
MICROSOFT TELLME,
2011

The Business of
Digital Gaming
Today, about 72 percent of households play computer or video games. The entire U.S. video
game market, including portable and console hardware and accessories, adds up to about $25
billion annually, while global sales have reached $74 billion. Thanks largely to the introduction
e\j^[M__WdZceX_b[]Wc[i"jeZWo¾iWkZ_[dY[\eh]Wc[i[nj[dZiX[oedZj^[oekd]#cWb[]Wc[h
stereotype. Though the obsessive gamers who frequent GameSpot and IGN are largely youthful and male, the population of casual gamers has grown much more diverse. According to the
l_Z[eWdZYecfkj[h]Wc[_dZkijho¾icW_djhWZ[]hekf"j^[;dj[hjW_dc[djIe\jmWh[7iieY_Wtion, the average game player is thirty years old and has been playing games for twelve years.
Women constitute 47 percent of game players. Gamers play across a range of platforms: Almost
50 percent of U.S. households have a video console, 33 percent play games on smartphones,
and 25 percent play on a dedicated handheld player. Gamers are social, too: 62 percent of them
play games with others, either in-person or online.28 These numbers speak to the economic
^[Wbj^e\j^[[b[Yjhed_Y]Wc_d]_dZkijho"m^_Y^^Wifhel[Zh[Y[ii_ed#fhee\ie\Wh$:_]_jWb]Wcing companies can make money selling not just consoles and games but also online subscriptions, companion books, and movie rights.

The Ownership and Organization of Digital Gaming
For years, the two major components of the gaming industry have been the console makers
and game publishers. The biggest blockbuster games are still produced and distributed by the
leading game publishing companies, and many are designed to be played on the leading game
consoles connected to big television sets. At the same time, the emergence of game platforms
on mobile devices and on social networks has expanded the game market and brought new
game publishers into the field.

Console Makers
The video game console business is dominated by three major players—Nintendo, Sony, and
Microsoft. Nintendo and Sony, both based in Japan, have had decades of experience with games
(Nintendo) and electronics (Sony). Microsoft is the first and only U.S.-based company producing
video game hardware, and only made its foray into gaming beginning in 2000.
Nintendo got its start manufacturing Japanese playing cards in 1889. After seventy-seven
years, the playing card business was becoming less proﬁtable, and Nintendo began venturing into
jeofheZkYj_ed$8o'/-*"j^[jeoXki_d[ii[lebl[Z_djej^[YecfWdoj^WjZ_ijh_Xkj[ZCW]dWlen¾i
Odyssey home video console. Nintendo would release its own video game console three years
later. In the early 1980s, Nintendo had two major marketing successes. First, the company
developed and released the very successful platform game Donkey Kong (1981), where players help
»@kcfcWd¼h[iYk[»BWZo¼\hecj^[]_WdjWf[":eda[oAed]$:[l[bef[Z\ehckbj_fb[Yedieb[i"
j^[l_Z[e]Wc[mWij^[@WfWd[i[YecfWdo¾iXh[Waj^hek]^_djej^[K$I$Yedieb[cWha[j$I[YedZ"
D_dj[dZeZ[l[bef[Zj^[D_dj[dZe;dj[hjW_dc[djIoij[cD;IYedieb["m^_Y^h[WY^[ZK$I$
markets in 1985 bundled with the Super Mario Bros. platform game. With this package, Nintendo
set the standard for video game consoles, Mario and Luigi became household names, and Super
Mario Bros. became the most successful video series for the next twenty-ﬁve years.
Sony, also headquartered in Japan, emerged after World War II as a manufacturer of tape
recorders and radios (the name “Sony” is rooted in the Latin word sonus, meaning “sound”).
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WHAT
MICROSOFT
OWNS
Since then, Sony has been a major player in the consumer electronics industry, producing
j[b[l_i_edi"L9Hi"Yecfkj[hi"YWc[hWi"WdZ"X[]_dd_d]_dj^[c_Z#'//&i"l_Z[e]Wc[Yedsoles. Their venture into video games came about because of a deal gone bad with Nintendo.
Iedo^WZX[[dfWhjd[h_d]m_j^D_dj[dZejeYh[Wj[WdWZZ#edZ[l_Y[jeD_dj[dZe¾iD;Ij^Wj
mekbZYedjhebcki_Y9:i^[dY[j^[dWc[j^[ofhefei[Z0»fbWoijWj_ed¼$M^[dj^[fWhjd[hship fell through, Sony went into direct competition with Nintendo, launching the impressive
FbWoIjWj_edYedieb[_d'//*j^WjZekXb[Zj^[c_YhefheY[iiehi_p[_djheZkY[ZXoI[]W\hec
',X_jije)(X_jiWdZfbWo[ZXej^\kbb#cej_edWdZ)#:l_Z[e$:[iYh_X[Z_dj^[New York Times
Wij^[»9:#XWi[Zl_Z[e]Wc[cWY^_d["¼FbWoIjWj_edmWiWbieYWfWXb[e\fbWo_d]cki_Y9:iºW
nice retort to Nintendo.29
Continuing the console battle, Nintendo released Nintendo 64 in 1996, a doubly powerful
,*#X_jc_YhefheY[iiehYecfb[j[m_j^[l[dceh[h[Wb_ij_Y_cW][iWdZ[l[dYb[Wh[h)#:cej_ed
]hWf^_Yi$J^_ibWkdY^Yh[Wj[ZWXko[h¾i\h[dpoº\ehj^[D_dj[dZe,*Wim[bbWij^[Super Mario
64 game cartridge that launched with the console—dubbed by critics “the best video game
ever.”30 Meanwhile, other console makers such as Sega, Atari, and SNK were trying to compete,
iec[j_c[icWa_d]_dYh[Z_Xb[j[Y^debe]_YWbb[Wfi"b_a[I[]W¾i'(.#X_j:h[WcYWij"m^_Y^YWc[
equipped with a built-in modem. Ultimately, these advancements were copied, and then overshadowed, by Nintendo and Sony products.
The main rivalry between Nintendo and Sony more or less resolved by 1997, with Nintendo
YbW_c_d]j^[Y^_bZh[dkfjeW][\ekhj[[dcWha[jWdZIedo¾iFbWoIjWj_edX[Yec_d]j^[Yedieb[
of choice for serious young adult gamers. By 1997, the newly broadened audience had created
an impressive market for the video game industry worth $5.5 billion.31 PlayStation 2, released
in 2000, heightened this trend. As a masterpiece in console engineering, and in alliance with
j^_hZ#fWhjo]Wc[fkXb_i^[him^em[h[Y^khd_d]ekjj^[mehbZ¾iceij_ddelWj_l[j_jb[i[$]$"Call
of Duty, Final Fantasy), PlayStation 2 would become the most successful console of all time.
And yet into this new world of serious gaming—so securely dominated by Sony PlayStation—
came the computer software goliath, Microsoft. “The machine, called Xbox,” wrote New York
Timesj[Y^debe]omh_j[h@e^dCWhaeè_d(&&&"»_iXej^Wj[Y^d_YWbjekhZ[\ehY[Xoj^[mehbZ¾i
largest software publisher and a shot ﬁred across the bow of the giant Sony Corporation, which
now dominates the $20 billion video game industry.”32 The Xbox, which represented a $500
million commitment from Microsoft, had many ﬁrsts: the ﬁrst console to feature a built-in hard
Z_iaZh_l[1j^[ÆhijjeX[Yedd[Yj[ZjeWdedb_d[i[hl_Y[NXenB?L;1WdZj^[Æhijje^Wl[:ebXo
:_]_jWbiekdZ"\ehWY_d[cWj_YiekdZ[nf[h_[dY[$M^_b[NXenYekbZdejeè[hj^[Whi[dWbe\
games that PlayStation gamers had access to, the console did launch with one particular game,
Halo$=Wc[Yh_j_YiWdZfbWo[hi_cc[Z_Wj[boh[Ye]d_p[Zj^_iiY_#ÆÆhij#f[hied#i^eej[h]Wc[º
demWckbj_#X_bb_edZebbWh\hWdY^_i[ºWiC_Yheie\j¾i»a_bb[hWff$¼33 (See “What Microsoft Owns,”
at right.)
JeZWo"Iedo¾iFbWoIjWj_ed)(&&+"C_Yheie\jNXen),&(&&+"WdZD_dj[dZeM__(&&,
are the leading consoles, providing the most creative, interactive, hyperrealistic, and stimulating entertainments.

Consider how Microsoft
connects to your life;
turn the page for the
bigger picture.
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Game Publishers

SERVER AND DEVELOPER
TOOLS

As the video game industry moves away from consoles and toward browsers, smartphones,
and tablets, game publishers have had to adapt to new technological innovations and predict
future media trends, all while still offering good gameplay and stories. In some cases, the
game-console makers are also the game publishers (sometimes making the game proprietary,
c[Wd_d]_jedbofbWoiedj^WjYecfWdo¾iioij[c$<eh[nWcfb["C_Yheie\j\WcekibofkXb_i^[Z
its Halo game series to drive sales of the Xbox. Similarly, Sony publishes the Uncharted game
series just for PlayStation, and Nintendo publishes The Legend of Zelda series solely for its
gaming platforms.
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WHAT DOES
THIS MEAN?
Between its dominance
in the PC and the
video game markets,
Microsoft plays a big
part in your gaming life.
qRevenue and Profit:
In 2011, Microsoft’s
annual revenue was about
$70 billion, with a profit of
$23 billion.1
qResearch and
Development: Microsoft
spends an average of $9
billion a year in research
and development (about
13 percent of its annual
revenue).2 Approximately
35,000 of its 90,000
full-time employees are
in product research and
development.3
qGaming Domination:
Microsoft has sold 67
million Xbox 360 video
game consoles and has
more than 40 million Xbox
LIVE members.4 In 2012,
Microsoft topped the
charts in both hardware
and software games
sales—selling 1.7 million
Xbox 360 consoles and
26.8 million Xbox 360
games.5
qXbox and Entertainment:
Video consumption on
the Xbox has grown by
140 percent each year
since 2008, making the
console the crown jewel of
Microsoft’s entertainment
strategy.6
qOnline Gaming: More than
20 million people log on
to Xbox LIVE every day.
Xbox LIVE users have
contributed more than four
billion hours of multiplayer
gaming over the past eight
years of the service’s
existence.7
qTop Web Destinations:
By 2012, MSN.com was
the seventh most popular
destination on the Internet,
and Microsoft.com was
the tenth most popular.
Jointly, the combined
monthly audience for these
Microsoft-owned Web
sites is approximately 140
million.8

More often, game publishers are independent companies, distributing games that play
across multiple platforms. Sometimes the publishers are also the developers of the game—the
people who write the actual code for the game. But publishers may also be just the distributors
for the game developers (similar to how ﬁlm studios may distribute the work of independent
ÆbccWa[hi$Jmeb[WZ_d]_dZ[f[dZ[dj]Wc[fkXb_i^_d]YecfWd_[i"7Yj_l_i_ed8b_ppWhZWdZ
;b[Yjhed_Y7hji"^Wl[X[[dfWhj_YkbWhbo]eeZWjWZWfjWj_edWdZ_ddelWj_ed"fheZkY_d]j^[ceij
imaginative and ambitious titles, and selling the most games across multiple platforms. Zynga and
Hel_eWh[jmeej^[hcW`ehfbWo[hi"h[if[Yj_l[boZec_dWj_d]_dieY_Wb]Wc_d]WdZceX_b[]Wc_d]$
7Yj_l_i_ed8b_ppWhZmWiYh[Wj[Zj^hek]^j^[c[h]_d]e\7Yj_l_i_edWdZL_l[dZ_¾i8b_ppWhZ
division in 2008. One half of the company—Activision—got its start in the 1970s as the ﬁrst independent game developer and distributor, initially providing games for the Atari platform (before
Activision, console makers like Atari created only proprietary games for their own systems). Activision was unique in that it rewarded its developers with royalty payments and name credits on
]Wc[XenYel[hi"iec[j^_d]j^Wj^WZd¾jo[jX[[dYedi_Z[h[ZXoej^[h]Wc[fkXb_i^_d]YecfWnies, who kept their developers anonymous. As a result, top game designers and programmers
migrated to Activision, and Activision began to produce a number of top-selling games, including
the X-men series (2000– ); Call of Duty series (2003– ); and Guitar Hero (2006–2011).
C[Wdm^_b["8b_ppWhZ;dj[hjW_dc[dj"[ijWXb_i^[Z_d'//'WiWd_dZ[f[dZ[dj]Wc[fkXb_i^[h"
has three famous franchises in game publishing: Diablo (1996– ), StarCraft (1998– ), and World of
Warcraft(&&'¹$:[Z_YWj[Z"Wij^[oiWo_dj^[_hc_ii_edijWj[c[dj"je»Yh[Wj_d]j^[ceij[f_Y
entertainment experiences . . . ever,”34 and known for their obsession with game quality, artistic
WY^_[l[c[dj"WdZYecc_jc[djjej^[_h\Wdi"8b_ppWhZ^WiZec_dWj[Z_dh[Wb#j_c[ijhWj[]o
games, and remains one of the most critically acclaimed game publishers in the world. As one
YecfWdo"7Yj_l_i_ed8b_ppWhZ^WiX[Yec[WfkXb_i^_d]]_Wdj_dj^[_dZkijho$
;b[Yjhed_Y7hji;7]ej_jidWc[Xoh[Ye]d_p_d]j^Wjj^[l_Z[e]Wc[_iWdWhj\ehcWdZj^Wj
ie\jmWh[Z[l[bef[hiWh[_dZ[[ZWhj_iji1j^[dWc[»;b[Yjhed_Y7hji¼_iWbieWjh_Xkj[jej^[Kd_j[Z
Artists ﬁlm studio, established in 1919 by three actors and one director—Charlie Chaplin, Mary
F_Ya\ehZ":ek]bWi<W_hXWdai"WdZ:$M$=h_êj^ºm^eXhea[WmWo\hecj^[ijkZ_e#Zec_dWj[Z
Æbc_dZkijho$Ef[hWj_d]kdZ[hj^[iWc[fh_dY_fb[j^Wj7Yj_l_i_edf_ed[[h[Zºe\h[Ye]d_p_d]
]Wc[Z[l[bef[hiedj^[fWYaW][WdZfWo_d]j^[c^_]^heoWbjo\[[iº;7mWiWXb[jei[Ykh[W
stable of top talent and begin producing a promising lineup of titles: Archon, Pinball Construction Set, M.U.L.E., Seven Cities of Gold, The Bard’s Tale, Starﬂight, and Wasteland.
J^[YecfWdo¾iX_]Xh[Waj^hek]^"j^ek]^"mWii_]d_d]WYedjhWYjm_j^Ikf[h8emb¹m_dd_d]
coach and television football commentator John Madden in 1984. The game, John Madden Football, was released in 1988, with annual versions coming out every year since 1990. This became
j^[ceZkief[hWdZ_\eh;70Yh[Wj[WfefkbWh]Wc[ehceh[jof_YWbbo"Xkoj^[YecfWdoj^Wj
produces the popular game) and then create annual updates until the game stops selling. The
Maddeni[h_[i^WiX[Yec[WX_bb_ed#ZebbWh[dj[hfh_i["WdZ;7^Wii_dY[Z[l[bef[ZWh[fkjWj_ed
\ehif[Y_Wb_p_d]_difehji]Wc[im_j^ikY^i[h_[iWiFIFA (soccer) and NASCARhWY_d]$;7Wbie
struck gold with Battleﬁeld, Crysis, Rock Band, Mass Eﬀect, and Dragon Age: Origins.
Kdb_a[7Yj_l_i_ed8b_ppWhZ";7^Wigk_Yabocel[ZjemWhZceX_b[WdZieY_Wb]Wc_d]
fbWj\ehci$;b[Yjhed_Y7hjiWYgk_h[ZFef=Wc[i"j^[YecfWdoj^WjfheZkY[iXej^Bejeweled
and Plants vs. Zombies, as well as other social media gaming startups, and has more than 107
iPhone game apps and 22 Android game apps for direct download. The company has also
iek]^jjeYecf[j[Z_h[Yjbom_j^7Yj_l_i_ed8b_ppWhZ¾iWorld of Warcraft series by developing
j^hek]^_ji9WdWZ_WdikXi_Z_Who"8_eMWh[j^[bWl_i^d[mCCEHF=]Wc["Star Wars: The Old
Republic (2012), the most expensive game made to date, with a price tag approaching $200
million.35
J^[d[m[ijcW`eh]Wc[fkXb_i^[h"Pod]W"mWi[ijWXb_i^[Z_d(&&-WdZif[Y_Wb_p[i_dYWikWb
games: CityVille, FarmVille, Draw Something, Zynga Poker, and Hidden Chronicles. All of these

The Structure of Digital Game Publishing
AAA game titles (games that represent the current standard for technical excellence) can cost as
ckY^WiWXbeYaXkij[h\_bcjecWa[WdZfhecej[$<eh[nWcfb["7Yj_l_i_ed8b_ppWhZ¾iCCEHF="
Star Wars: The Old Republic (2012), took six years of production, with hundreds of programmers,
writers, and artists working on the game, as well as an untold number of contract workers.
Using recorded voice dialogue, rather than text, Star Wars: The Old Republic has more voice
WYj_d]j^WdWdofh[l_eki]Wc["edb_d[ehe\\$Je][jj^[]Wc[h[WZo\eh_ji]beXWbbWkdY^";7
assembled 1.6 million players to test an early version of the game.38:[l[befc[dj"b_Y[di_d]"WdZ
marketing constitute the major expenditures in game publishing (see Figure 3.2).
Publisher Profit
1.5%

Distribution
1%

Retail Mark-up
20%

Development: Art/Design
25%

© Kim Warp/The New Yorker Collection/www.CartoonBank.com.

became tremendously popular social media games
through their wide use on Facebook, where they
collectively generate over 250 million monthly
active users.36Pod]W¾ihWf_Z]hemj^_iWijekdZ_d]
given that in just four years the company was valued
Wj-X_bb_ed"WickY^Wi;b[Yjhed_Y7hji$Pod]W¾i
next step is developing games for mobile devices to
decrease its reliance on Facebook.
The most well-known developer and publisher
e\]Wc[i\ehceX_b[Z[l_Y[i_iHel_e"\ekdZ[Z_d
<_dbWdZ_d(&&)$?d(&'&"Hel_e¾iAngry Birds became
an international phenomenon as millions of players
downloaded the game on touchscreen devices for
the chance to slingshot-launch birds at pigs hiding in
_dYh[Wi_d]boYecfb[nijhkYjkh[i$8o(&'(WiHel_e
released Angry Birds Space), the downloads of all of
j^[YecfWdo¾iAngry Birds titles reached a billion.37
B_a[Pod]W"Hel_e_ibeea_d]jeZ_l[hi_\o"WdZXhek]^j
Angry Birds to Facebook in 2012.
Other top game publishers around the world
_dYbkZ[IgkWh[;d_nDeus Ex, Final Fantasy), Ubisoft (Assassin’s Creed, Rayman), Sega (Sonic the
Hedgehog, Super Monkey Ball), THQ (Saints Row, Red Faction), and Namco Bandia (Dark Souls,
TEKKEN).

ANGRY BIRDS, Rovio’s
popular mobile video game,
had over 250 million downloads across all mobile
platforms by 2011. With a
mention on NBC’s 30 Rock, a
tie-in with Twentieth Century
Fox’s animated ﬁlm Rio,
and a New Yorker cartoon,
these fearsome birds have
permeated our media culture.

FIGURE 3.2
WHERE THE MONEY GOES
ON A $60 VIDEO GAME
Source: Altered Gamer, March 30,
2012, http://www.alteredgamer
.com/free-pcgaming/21118-whyare-video-games-so-expensive.

Marketing
12%
Manufacturing Cost
5%

Development: Engineering/
Programming
20%

Copyright Licensing
4%

Console Manufacturer Fee
11.5%
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DIGITAL GAMING AND THE MEDIA
PLAYGROUND

Development
“We’ve listened
to our players, to
what they want
from social gaming.
They want a place
where they can play
together, they want
a place that curates
and delivers the
best new social
games for them,
where they’ll always
have a friend to
play with.”
JOHN SCHAPPERT,
ZYNGA COO, 2012

The largest part of the development budget—the money spent designing, coding, scoring, and
j[ij_d]W]Wc[º]e[ijefWo_d]jWb[dj"Z_]_jWbWhj_iji"WdZ]Wc[j[ij[hi$;WY^d[m][d[hWj_ede\
gaming platforms doubles the number of people involved in designing, programming, and
c_n_d]Z_]_j_p[Z_cW][iWdZiekdZi$

Licensing
Independent gamemakers must also deal with two types of licensing. First, they have to pay
royalties to console manufacturers (Microsoft, Sony, or Nintendo) for the right to distribute a
game using their system. These royalties vary from $3 to $10 per unit sold. (Of course, if a
console manufacturer such as Nintendo makes its own games exclusively for the Wii, then it
Ze[id¾j^Wl[jefWoWYedieb[heoWbjoje_ji[b\$J^[ej^[h\ehce\b_Y[di_d]_dlebl[iintellectual
properties—stories, characters, personalities, and music that require licensing agreements.
?d(&&+"\eh_dijWdY["@e^dCWZZ[dh[fehj[Zboi_]d[ZW'+&c_bb_edZ[Wbm_j^;7Ifehjij^Wj
allowed the company to use his name and likeness for the next ten years.39

Marketing
“Like summer
blockbusters, these
games usually
involved quests
and wars and
bombastic special
effects that made
them appealing
to teenage boys.
A Triple-A game
could have a
production budget
of $25 million,
with hundreds of
developers working
on it for years at
a time and a $50
million marketing
campaign to ensure
its ubiquity upon
release.”
SAM ANDERSON,
NEW YORK TIMES,
APRIL 2012

“I’m not putting my
name on it if it’s not
real.”
JOHN MADDEN, ON
JOHN MADDEN
FOOTBALL, 1984

The marketing costs of launching an electronic game often equal or exceed the development
Yeiji$J^[ikYY[ii\kbbWkdY^e\W]Wc[_dlebl[iedb_d[fhecej_edi"XWdd[hWZi"cW]Wp_d[fh_dj
ads, in-store displays, and the most expensive of all: television advertising. In many ways, the
cWha[j_d]Xb_jpWiieY_Wj[Zm_j^_djheZkY_d]WcW`ehd[m\hWdY^_i[j_jb["_dYbkZ_d]Y_d[cWj_Y
television trailers, resembles the promotional campaign surrounding the debut of a blockbuster
cel_[$?d(&''"\eh[nWcfb["fkXb_i^[hi\ehj^[jmeX_]][ijh[b[Wi[ie\j^[o[Whº7Yj_l_i_ed¾iCall
of Duty: Modern Warfare 3WdZ;7¾iBattlefield 3—each spent more than $100 million on marketing, including an extravagant two-day Call of Duty XP fan event in Los Angeles and an enormous
X_bbXeWhZ_dD[mOeha¾iJ_c[iIgkWh[\ehBattlefield 3. Just as avid fans line up for the midnight
release of a new Spider-Man or Hunger Games movie, devoted gamers mob participating retail
outlets during the countdown to the midnight launch of a hotly anticipated new game.

Selling Digital Games
Just as digital distribution has altered the relationship between other mass media and their audiences, it has also transformed the selling of electronic games. Although the selling of $60 AAA
console games at retail stores is an enduring model, many games are now free (with opportunities for hooked players to pay for additional play features), and digital stores are making access
to games almost immediate.

Pay Models
J^[h[Wh[j^h[[cW_dfWoceZ[bi_dj^[[b[Yjhed_Y]Wc[_dZkijho0j^[Xen[Z]Wc[%h[jW_bceZ[b"
subscription model, and free-to-play.
The boxed game/retail model is the most traditional, and dates back to the days of cartridges
on Atari, Sega, and Nintendo console systems from the 1970s to the 1990s. By the 1990s, games
X[]WdjeX[h[b[Wi[Zed9:#HECi"WdZbWj[h:L:i"jeX[jj[h^WdZb[j^[h_Y^[h]Wc[Æb[i$CWdo
Xen[Z]Wc[iWh[demiebZm_j^eè[hie\WZZ_j_edWbZemdbeWZWXb[Yedj[dj"ademdWi:B9_d
gaming circles. For blockbuster console games, retail sales of boxed games still reign as the
venue for a game premiere. As of 2012, the biggest game launch ever—in fact, the biggest launch
of any media product ever—was the November 8, 2011, release of Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3.
More than 1.5 million people lined up at midnight release events at thousands of retail stores
worldwide, and the title generated more than $775 million globally in just ﬁve days.40
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Some of the most popular games are also sold via subscription
models in which gamers pay a monthly fee to play. Notable subscription
games include World of Warcraft and Star Wars: The Old Republic. Subscriptions can generate enormous revenue for game publishers. World
of Warcraft[Whdiceh[j^Wd'X_bb_edWo[Wh\eh7Yj_l_i_ed8b_ppWhZ$41
Players ﬁrst buy the game (either boxed or as a download, at $19.99,
with expansions costing $39.99) and then pay a subscription from
'($//je'*$//Wcedj^$;7¾iStar Wars: The Old Republic has a similar
subscription cost.
Free-to-play (sometimes called freemium) is the latest pay model,
and is common with casual and online games like FarmVille. Freeto-play games are oﬀered online or downloadable for free to gain or
retain a large audience. These games make money by selling extras
like power boosters (to aid in gameplay) or in-game subscriptions
for upgraded play. In addition to free casual games (like Angry Birds
Seasons, Bubble Mania, and Temple Run"fefkbWhCCEHF=]Wc[ib_a[
IedoEdb_d[;dj[hjW_dc[dj¾iEverQuest and DC Universe Online also of\[h\h[[#je#fbWol[hi_edi$;l[dWorld of Warcraft"j^[bWh][ijCCEHF="
began oﬀering free-to-play up to twenty levels of the game in 2011 to
lure in new players.

Video Game Stores
Apart from buying boxed game titles at stores like Walmart, Best Buy,
and Target, there is really only one major video game store chain
devoted entirely to new and used video games: GameStop. The chain,
m^_Y^ijWhj[Z_d:WbbWi"J[nWi"_d'/.*Wi8WXXW][i"jeZWoef[hWj[iceh[
than sixty-six hundred company stores in the United States and in seventeen other countries,
_dYbkZ_d]9WdWZW"7kijhWb_W"7kijh_W":[dcWha"<_dbWdZ"<hWdY["WdZj^[K$A$42
GameStop stores usually appear in shopping and strip malls, and beyond video titles, they
Wbieif[Y_Wb_p[_d]Wc_d]cW]Wp_d[i_dYbkZ_d]j^[_hemdfhefh_[jWhoj_jb["Game Informer),
strategy guides, and video game accessories. For almost a decade (1996–2004), GameStop was
emd[ZXo8Whd[iDeXb[1j^[d_jifkdeèWdZc[h][Zm_j^j^[_hedboh[WbYecf[j_jeh";8
Games, in 2005.
Today, the “traditional” brick-and-mortar chain GameStop is trying to negotiate the shifting
]hekdZe\j^[Z_]_jWbjkhd$Iec[e\=Wc[Ijef¾iZ_]_jWbikhl_lWbijhWj[]_[i_dYbkZ[i[bb_d]Ykijecers video game access codes to digital game downloads in the stores, selling Android tablets
and refurbished iPads, and investing in other digital gaming companies. Another strategy, also
used by retail outlets such as Best Buy, is oﬀering in-store exclusives. For example, those who
preordered the Batman title Arkham City from GameStop got special access to the 1990s-era
animated series Batman skin for their character. However, those who preordered from Best Buy
YekbZ][jj^[[nYbki_l[eè[he\fbWo_d]j^[]Wc[WiHeX_d$
While GameStop gets plenty of attention at the release events of high-proﬁle games, close to
+&f[hY[dje\j^[YecfWdo¾ifheÆjiWh[\heci[bb_d]fh[#emd[Zj_jb[i$43 (Video game publishers
Zed¾jb_a[h[iWb[e\]Wc[i"i_dY[j^[oZed¾jfheÆj\hec_j$O[j"[l[d_dj^[ki[Z]Wc[cWha[j"
=Wc[Ijef^Wiij_èYecf[j_j_ed\hec8[ij8ko"JWh][j"MWbcWhj"WdZ7cWped$

MAJOR GAME
FRANCHISES like Call of
Duty, from Activision, receive
launches that rival the
biggest ﬁlm events (like The
Avengers or Transformers
movies) or book publications
(like Harry Potter or The
Hunger Games). In fact, the
most popular games can
match the grosses of the
year’s biggest movies in a
matter of days, thanks to
sky-high demand as well as
higher prices.

Digital Distribution
M_j^j^[WZl[djWdZ]hem_d]fefkbWh_joe\Z_]_jWb]Wc[Z_ijh_Xkj_ed"]Wc[fbWo[hiZed¾jd[[Zje
go to a department store or retail game shop to buy video games. All three major consoles are
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h[gk[ij_dl_jWj_edijemeham_j^ej^[hi$7dkcX[he\jef]Wc[iWj7ffb[¾i7ffIjeh[º_dYbkZ_d]
Temple Run, Tiny Wings, and Jetpack Joyride—are great success stories, started by small independent
developers. But the cautionary tale is that it takes incredible persistence against great odds to make
WikYY[ii\kb]Wc[$Hel_ecWZ[Æ\jo#ed[\W_b[ZWff]Wc[i_di_no[WhiWdZd[Whbo\ebZ[ZX[\eh[
Angry Birds became a worldwide success in 2009.

Digital Gaming, Free Speech,
and Democracy
J^ek]^.&f[hY[dje\h[jW_bekjb[jilebkdjWh_boY^ei[jeeXi[hl[j^[;IH8]k_Z[b_d[iWdZdej
sell M- and AO-rated games to minors, the ratings did not have force of law. That changed in
2005, when California enacted a law to make renting or selling an M-rated game to a minor
an offense enforced by fines. The law was immediately challenged by the industry and struck
down by a lower court as unconstitutional. California petitioned the Supreme Court to hear
the case. In a landmark decision handed down in 2011, the Supreme Court granted electronic
games speech protections afforded by the First Amendment. According to the opinion written
by Justice Antonin Scalia, video games communicate ideas worthy of such protection:
Like the protected books, plays, and movies that preceded them, video games communicate ideas—
and even social messages—through many familiar literary devices (such as characters, dialogue,
plot, and music) and through features distinctive to the medium (such as the player’s interaction
with the virtual world).48
Scalia even mentions Mortal Kombat in Footnote 4 of the decision:
Reading Dante is unquestionably more cultured and intellectually edifying than playing Mortal
Kombat. But these cultural and intellectual differences are not constitutional ones. Crudely violent
video games, tawdry TV shows, and cheap novels and magazines are no less forms of speech than
J^[:_l_d[9ec[Zo. . . . Even if we can see in them “nothing of any possible value to society . . . they
are as much entitled to the protection of free speech as the best of literature.”

“It’s not unheard
of for an unknown,
upstart game
creator to ﬁnd a
successful round
of funding through
[Kickstarter], but
it is monumentally
easier if you’re a
developer that has
either nostalgia,
name recognition,
or a solid reputation
that gamers (and
potential backers)
can bank on. It’s
just like in standup comedy or
music—it’s easy to
be successful at
crowd-funding if
you’re Louis C.K.,
Radiohead, Tim
Schafer, or Paul
Trowe. It’s going
to be much more
difﬁcult if you’re
the local garage
band.”
SCOTT NEUMYER,
POPULAR MECHANICS,
MAY 2012

With the Supreme Court decision, electronic games achieved the same First Amendment
protection aﬀorded to other mass media. However, as in the music, television, and ﬁlm industries, First Amendment protections will not make the rating system for the gaming industry go
away. Parents continue to have legitimate concerns about the games their children play. Game
publishers and retailers understand it is still in their best interest to respect those concerns even
though the ratings cannot be enforced by law.
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CHAPTER
REVIEW
COMMON THREADS
Chapter 1 of this book contains one of our favorite quotes. It’s from writer Joan Didion, in her book The White Album.
She wrote: “We tell ourselves stories in order to live.” Telling stories is one of the constants of cultural expression
across the mass media. But, with digital games, is it still a story—or, better yet, what is it that is being communicated—
if we are crafting our own individual narrative as we play through a game?
Books, television, movies, newspapers, magazines, and
even musical recordings tell us stories about the human
experience. Digital games, especially ones where we play
as a character or an avatar, offer perhaps the most immersive storytelling experiences of any medium.
Gamers have already shifted away from traditional
media stories to those of video games. The Entertainment
Software Association reported in 2012 that gamers who
played more video games than they had three years earlier
were spending less time going to the movies (50 percent
of respondents), watching TV (47 percent), and watching
movies at home (47 percent).49 Clearly, video games are
in competition with movies and television for consumers’
attention. But, as we move from the kind of storytelling as
audience members of TV and movies to the storytelling as
players of games, what happens to the story? Is it still a
mass mediated story, or something else?
Jon Spaihts, screenwriter of the science fiction film
Prometheus (2012), identified an essential difference
between the stories and storytelling in games and films.
“The central character of a game is most often a cipher—an
avatar into which the player projects himself or herself. The
story has to have a looseness to accommodate the player’s
choices,” Spaihts said. Conversely, “A filmmaker is trying
to make you look at something a certain way—almost to
force an experience on you,” he added.50 Thus, the question

of who is doing the storytelling—a producer/director or the
game player—is a significant one.
Such was the case in the furor over Mass Effect 3 in
2012. After players spent from 120 to 150 hours advancing through the trilogy in which they could make hundreds
of choices in the sequence of events, the final act took that
power away from them with a tightly scripted finish. The
players complained loudly, and the cofounder of BioWare,
the game’s developer, issued an apology: “Mass Effect 3
concludes a trilogy with so much player control and ownership of the story that it was hard for us to predict the range
of emotions players would feel when they finished playing through it. The journey you undertake in Mass Effect
provokes an intense range of highly personal emotions in
the player; even so, the passionate reaction of some of our
most loyal players to the current endings in Mass Effect
3 is something that has genuinely surprised us.” BioWare
said that they would create a new ending with “a number of
game content initiatives that will help answer the questions, providing more clarity for those seeking further
closure to their journey.”51
Certainly the audience of a movie will have a range of
interpretations of the movie’s story. But what of the stories
we are telling ourselves as players of games like Mass
Effect? Is such personally immersive storytelling better,
worse, or just different? And who is doing the storytelling?

KEY TERMS
The definitions for the terms listed below can be found in the glossary at the end of the book. The page numbers
listed with the terms indicate where the term is highlighted in the chapter.
penny arcade, 81
pinball machine, 81
arcades, 82
avatar, 83
consoles, 83
massively multiplayer online roleplaying games (MMORPGs), 86
online fantasy sports, 86
gameplay, 88
action games, 90

first-person shooter (FPS), 90
adventure games, 92
role-playing games (RPGs), 92
strategy games, 92
simulation games, 92
casual games, 93
PUGs, 94
noobs, 94
ninjas, 94
trolls, 94
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guilds or clans, 94
collective intelligence, 95
modding, 95
advergames, 97
in-game advertisements, 97
Entertainment Software Rating Board
(ESRB), 103
cartridge, 105
development, 108
intellectual properties, 108

For review quizzes, chapter summaries, links
to media-related Web sites, and more, go to
bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
The Development of Digital Gaming

Trends and Issues in Digital Gaming

1. What sparked the creation of mechanical games in the
nineteenth and then the twentieth centuries?

11. How have digital games influenced media culture,
and vice versa?

2. What technology enabled the evolution of the first
video games?

12. In what ways has advertising become incorporated
into electronic games?

3. How are classic arcade games and the culture of the
arcade similar to today’s popular console games and
gaming culture?

13. To what extent are video game addiction, and violent
and misogynistic representations, a problem for the
gaming industry?

4. What are the three major consoles, and what distinguishes them from each other?

14. How are digital games regulated?

5. What advantages did personal computers have over
video game consoles in the late 1980s and much of the
1990s?

The Business of Digital Gaming

The Internet Transforms Gaming

15. What will video games be like in the future?
16. What are the roles of two major components of
the gaming industry—console makers and game
publishers?

6. How are MMORPGs, virtual worlds, and online fantasy
sports built around online social interaction?

17. How do game publishers develop, license, and market new titles?

7. How has digital convergence changed the function of
gaming consoles?

18. What are the three major pay models for selling
video games today?

The Media Playground
8. What are the main genres within digital gaming?

19. How can small, independent game developers get
their start in the industry?

9. What are the two basic kinds of virtual communities?

Digital Gaming, Free Speech, and Democracy

10. How do collective intelligence, gaming Web sites, and
game conventions enhance the social experience of
gaming, and make games different from other mass
media?

20. Why did the U.S. Supreme Court rule that games
count as speech?
21. Why does the game industry still rate digital games,
even if they aren’t required by law to do so?

QUESTIONING THE MEDIA
1. Do you have any strong memories from playing early
video games? To what extent did these games define
your childhood?
2. What role does digital gaming play in your life today?
Are you more inclined to play casual games or more
involved games, and why?
3. Do you have a story about game addiction, either from
yourself or someone you know? Explain.

4. Have you ever been appalled at the level of violence,
misogyny, or racism in a video game you played (or
watched being played)? Discuss the game narrative
and what made it problematic.
5. Most electronic games produced have a white, male,
heterosexual point of view. Why is that? If you were a
game developer, what kinds of game narratives would
you like to see developed?

ADDITIONAL VIDEOS
Visit the VideoCentral: Mass Communication section at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture
for additional exclusive videos related to Chapter 3.
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PART 2

Sounds and Images
T

he dominant media of the twentieth century were all about sounds
and images: music, radio, television, and ﬁlm. Each of these media
industries was built around a handful of powerful groups—record
labels, radio networks, television networks, and ﬁlm studios—that
set the terms for creating and distributing this popular media content.
The main story of these media industries was one of ever-improving
technology. For example, television moved from black and white to color,
from analog broadcast transmissions to digital cable.
Music, radio, TV, and movies are still signiﬁcant media in our lives. But convergence
and the digital turn have changed the story of our sound and image media. Starting
with the music industry and the introduction of Napster in 1999, one by one these
media industries have had to cope with revolutionary changes. More than a decade
later, the traditional media corporations have much less power in dictating what we
listen to and watch. The narrative of ever-improving technology has been upended
and replaced with wholly different technology.
We now live in a world in which any and all media can be consumed via the Internet
on laptops, tablets, smartphones, and video game consoles. As a result, we have
seen the demise of record stores and video stores, local radio deejays, and the big
network TV hit. Traditional media corporations are playing catch-up, devising new
online services to bring their offerings to us and still make money. (Hulu, NBC.com,
and iHeartRadio are good examples.) Meanwhile, start-up technology and content
companies and anyone with a video camera and a YouTube account are competing with the major media corporations on the same Internet playing ﬁeld. Pandora,
iTunes, Vevo, YouTube, Amazon.com, and Netﬂix have all become signiﬁcant distributors of sounds and images.
Moreover, as we consume all types of media content on a single device or through a
single service, the traditionally separate “identities” of music, radio, television, and
ﬁlm have become blurred. For example, people might download a radio podcast and
the latest pop single onto their iPods, or stream an album on a subscription service
like Spotify and then switch to listening to its radio function. Similarly, more and
more people are choosing to watch their video content on Netﬂix or Hulu—where
TV programs and movies exist side by side.
The major media of the twentieth century are mostly still with us, but the twentyﬁrst century story of what form that content will take, how we will experience it,
and even what we might call the activity (we may need new words for watching
a bunch of TV episodes in a row online, or creating a customized Internet radio
channel) are still up for grabs.

How We Watch TV, Movies, and Video Today
Watching Traditional TV vs. Watching DVR (2008-2012)
330

What Are Netﬂix and Hulu Users
Watching?
Movies

Minutes Per Day

320
310
300
290

12

280

286

16
287

19

21

289

287

24

53% 11% 36%
9% 73% 18%

…And How Are They Watching?

260

Hulu
Computer

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

(Q1)

(Q1)

(Q1)

(Q1)

(Q1)

DVR

Live TV

Connecting
computer to TV
Video game console
Smartphone

Popularity of Streaming Services
(time spent per month, hours:minutes per person)

iPad
Roku box

10:01

Both

278

270
250

Hulu

TV

YouTube = 2:52

Hulu = 2:26

Internet-enabled TV

42% 89%
14% 20%
50%
3%
3%
5%
6%

8%
2%
1%
6%
2%

How We Listen to Music and Radio Today
Digital listening is on the rise. Digital channels now account for an estimated 32% of record company revenues globally.

Pandora’s Active Users
from 2009 to 2012

16,763,000
Number of registered users:

80 million
Number of hours
streamed in 2011:

3.9 billion

50
40
30
20
10 7
0

47
29
16

2012

Number of unique
monthly visitors:

2011

Music videos on computer
Downloaded song without paying
DVD players, games console, TV)
Streamed music on computer
76% in car
Music videos on smartphone
on mobile phone
20% on mobile devices Streamed
Downloaded on mobile phone
Paid downloaded on computer
39% on PCs

2010

79% living room (HiFi,

INTERNET RADIO–PANDORA’S SUCCESS STORY

2009

…AND HOW ARE THEY LISTENING?

MILLION

WHERE ARE MUSIC
LISTENERS LISTENING?

1

Do you regularly stream music, movie, or TV content through Netﬂix, Hulu, Pandora, or some
other service? If so, consider how much time you spend streaming, and compare it to how
much time you spend consuming the same media in their “traditional” settings (e.g., at a movie
theater, using a music player).

2

Streaming means we never really “own” the digital ﬁles we listen to and watch, but rather lease
or rent them from one service or another. What are some possible drawbacks to this?

See Notes for list of sources.
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AMANDA PALMER
funded her bold album
online via Kickstarter.

For years, the recording industry has been panicking about ﬁle swappers who illegally download songs and thereby decrease recorded
music sales. So it struck many in the industry
as unusual when the Grammy Award–winning
British alternative rock group Radiohead decided to sell its 2007 album In Rainbows online
for whatever price fans wished to pay, including
nothing at all.
Radiohead was able to try this business model
because its contract with the record corporation
EMI had expired after its previous album, 2003’s
Hail to the Thief. Knowing it had millions of fans
around the world, the group turned down multimillion-dollar offers to sign a new contract with
major labels, and instead decided to experiment
by offering its seventh studio album online with a
“pay what you wish” approach. “It’s not supposed
to be a model for anything else. It was simply a response to a situation,” Thom Yorke, the lead singer
of Radiohead, said. “We’re out of contract. We have
our own studio. We have this new server. What the
hell else would we do?”1
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Radiohead didn’t disclose the sales revenue or numbers of the downloads, but
one source claimed at least 1.2 million
copies of the album were downloaded in
the ﬁrst two days.2 In an interview with an
Australian newspaper, Yorke mentioned
that about 50 percent of the downloaders took the album for free.3 But a study
conservatively estimated that Radiohead
made an average of $2.26 on each album
download. If that’s the case, Radiohead
may have made more money per recording than the traditional royalties the group
might have earned with a release by a
major label.4 Radiohead continued to sell
its recordings independently through its
own Web site, but without a “name-yourprice” option.
Although Radiohead’s Thom Yorke said
the online album release experiment was
not supposed to be a model for anyone
else, it ended up being just that. Hip-hop
artist Saul Williams released digital
downloads of The Inevitable Rise and
Liberation of Niggy Tardust (saulwilliams
.com) for $5, with a “free” option to the
ﬁrst hundred thousand customers. In
March 2008, Nine Inch Nails released
Ghosts I–IV, a four-album recording
with thirty-six songs, at ghosts.nin.com.
Ghost I, the package of the ﬁrst nine
songs, was available as a free download,
with the rest available for purchase.
An alternate avenue for music artists
to promote their music is posting their
music videos to sites like YouTube,
Dailymotion, and Vevo, which are a way
to get less expensive (free) and much
wider music video distribution. In 2006,
the band OK Go gained enormous attention by posting its treadmill dancing
video for its song “Here It Goes Again” on
YouTube. The video went viral and made
OK Go a proﬁtable act for EMI. Yet EMI
later prohibited OK Go’s videos from being embedded on any site but YouTube,
since only YouTube paid royalties to
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EMI for views on its site. Immediately,
views of the group’s videos dropped by
90 percent, and OK Go lost one of its
best methods of promotion. In March
2010, OK Go parted ways with EMI and
released an imaginative Rube Goldberg
machine video for “This Too Shall Pass”
that, absent EMI’s constraints on distribution, became another viral music
video. Without a major label, the band
creatively ﬁnanced the video with support from State Farm Insurance, whose
logo appears a few times in the video.
Recently, some musical artists have chosen to go straight to their fans to “crowdsource” ﬁnancial support for their next
project. Boston singer Amanda Palmer,
who left Roadrunner Records (a Warner
Music Group label) a few years earlier, appealed to her fans on a Kickstarter page
in 2012 to get funding for her new studio
album. Contributions of $1 or more would
get a digital download of the album.
For a pledge of $25 or more, individuals would receive a limited edition CD, a
twenty-four-page art booklet, a digital
download, and a thank-you card. In two
days she raised $379,000.5 In a month,
she raised almost $1.2 million from nearly
twenty-ﬁve thousand backers. “Since
I’m now without a giant label to front the
gazillions of dollars that it always takes to
manufacture and promote a record this
big, I’m coming to you to gather funds,”
Palmer wrote on her Kickstarter page.6

“I think Kickstarter and
other crowdfunding platforms like this are the BEST
way to put out music right
now—no label, no rules, no
fuss, no muss.”
AMANDA PALMER

THE MEDIUM OF SOUND RECORDING has had an immense impact on our culture. The
music that helps shape our identities and comforts us during the transition from childhood to
adulthood resonates throughout our lives, and it often stirs debate among parents and teenagers,
teachers and students, and politicians and performers, many times leading to social change.
Throughout its history, popular music has been banned by parents, school officials, and even
governments under the guise of protecting young people from corrupting influences. As far
back as the late 1700s, authorities in Europe, thinking that it was immoral for young people to
dance close together, outlawed waltz music as “savagery.” Between the 1920s and the 1940s,
jazz music was criticized for its unbridled and sometimes free-form sound and the unrestrained
dance crazes (such as the Charleston and the jitterbug) it inspired. Rock and roll from the 1950s
onward and hip-hop from the 1980s to today have also added their own chapters to the age-old
musical battle between generations.
In this chapter, we will place the impact of popular music in context and:

“If people knew
what this stuff
was about, we’d
probably all get
arrested.”
BOB DYLAN, 1966,
TALKING ABOUT ROCK
AND ROLL

 Investigate the origins of recording’s technological “hardware,” from Thomas Edison’s early
phonograph to Emile Berliner’s invention of the flat disk record and the development of
audiotape, compact discs, and MP3s
 Study radio’s early threat to sound recording and the subsequent alliance between the two
media when television arrived in the 1950s
 Explore the impact of the Internet on music, including the effects of online piracy and how
the industry is adapting to the new era of convergence with new models for distributing
and promoting music
 Examine the content and culture of the music industry, focusing on the predominant role
of rock music and its extraordinary impact on mass media forms and a diverse array of
cultures, both American and international
 ;nfbeh[j^[[Yedec_YWdZZ[ceYhWj_Y_iik[i\WY_d]j^[h[YehZ_d]_dZkijho
As you consider these topics, think about your own relationship with popular music and
sound recordings. Who was your first favorite group or singer? How old were you, and what was
important to you about this music? How has the way you listen to music changed in the past five
years? For more questions to help you think through the role of music in our lives, see “Questioning the Media” in the Chapter Review.

Past-Present-Future:
Sound Recording
For about half a century starting in the 1950s, the economics of the sound recording industry were pretty simple.
Retailers, the record label, the artists, and the songwriters
would each get their share of revenue (and radio stations
got free content).
Then, in 1999, the music industry was completely
caught oﬀ guard by the introduction of Napster, the music
ﬁle-sharing service. After years of panicked lawsuits over
ﬁle sharing, Apple convinced the industry to go where the
customers had already moved in 2003, and iTunes was

born. Today, fans listen to music in any number of ways—
downloads, music videos, and online streaming services.
The sound recording industry was the ﬁrst of the mass
media industries to see its business upended by digital
culture. Now it is slowly ﬁguring out how to monetize and
make its business proﬁtable again. Digital downloads have
surpassed CDs as the main source of income, and the proliferation of other distribution models—ringtones, subscription
services, video sites, and even radio (the recording industry
would now like to charge radio for playing songs)—means that
the music industry will never be as uncomplicated again. Music fans will largely decide how they like to consume music,
and the industry will have to follow and ﬁgure out how to set
pricing for new avenues like streaming services.
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SOUND RECORDING AND POPULAR MUSIC

By the early 1900s, record-playing phonographs were widely available for home use. In
1906, the Victor Talking Machine Company placed the hardware, or “guts,” of the record player
inside a piece of furniture. These early record players, known as Victrolas, were mechanical
and had to be primed with a crank handle. The introduction of electric record players, ﬁrst
available in 1925, gradually replaced Victrolas as more homes were wired for electricity; this
led to the gramophone becoming an essential appliance in most American homes.
The appeal of recorded music was limited at ﬁrst because of sound quality. While the
original wax records were replaced by shellac discs, shellac records were also very fragile and
didn’t improve the sound quality much. By the 1930s, in part because of the advent of radio and
in part because of the Great Depression, record and phonograph sales declined dramatically.
However, in the early 1940s shellac was needed for World War II munitions production, so the
record industry turned to manufacturing polyvinyl plastic records instead. The vinyl recordings
turned out to be more durable than shellac records and less noisy, paving the way for a renewed
consumer desire to buy recorded music.
In 1948, CBS Records introduced the 33⅓-rpm (revolutions-per-minute) long-playing record
(LP), with about twenty minutes of music on each side of the record, creating a market for
multisong albums and classical music. This was an improvement over the three to four minutes
of music contained on the existing 78-rpm records. The next year, RCA developed a competing
45-rpm record that featured a quarter-size hole (best for jukeboxes) and invigorated the sales of
songs heard on jukeboxes throughout the country. Unfortunately, the two new record standards
were not technically compatible, meaning they could not be played on each other’s machines. A
ﬁve-year marketing battle ensued, similar to the Macintosh vs. Windows battle over computeroperating-system standards in the 1980s and 1990s or the mid-2000s battle between Blu-ray
and HD DVD. In 1953, CBS and RCA compromised. The LP became the standard for long-playing
albums, the 45 became the standard for singles, and record players were designed to accommodate 45s, LPs, and, for a while, 78s.

From Phonographs to CDs: Analog Goes Digital
The invention of the phonograph and the record were the key sound recording advancements
until the advent of magnetic audiotape and tape players in the 1940s. Magnetic tape sound
recording was first developed as early as 1929 and further refined in the 1930s, but it didn’t
catch on initially because the first machines were bulky reel-to-reel devices, the amount of tape
required to make a recording was unwieldy, and the tape itself broke or damaged easily. However, owing largely to improvements by German engineers who developed plastic magnetic tape
during World War II, audiotape eventually found its place.
Audiotape’s lightweight magnetized strands ﬁnally made possible sound editing and
multiple-track mixing, in which instrumentals or vocals could be recorded at one location and
later mixed onto a master recording in another studio. This led to a vast improvement of studio
recordings and subsequent increases in sales, although the recordings continued to be sold primarily in vinyl format rather than on reel-to-reel tape. By the mid-1960s, engineers had placed
miniaturized reel-to-reel audiotape inside small plastic cassettes and had developed portable
cassette players, permitting listeners to bring recorded music anywhere and creating a market
for prerecorded cassettes. Audiotape also permitted “home dubbing”: Consumers could copy
their favorite records onto tape or record songs from the radio. This practice denied sales to
the recording industry, resulting in a drop in record sales, the doubling of blank audiotape sales
during a period in the 1970s, and the later rise of the Sony Walkman, a portable cassette player
that foreshadowed the release of the iPod two decades later.
Some thought the portability, superior sound, and recording capabilities of audiotape
would mean the demise of records. Although records had retained essentially the same format
since the advent of vinyl, the popularity of records continued, in part due to the improved
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CPUIJOEVTUSJFTHSFBUMZCFOFlUFEGSPNSBEJPTOFXhIJUTPOHTvGPSNBU5IFBMMJBODFCFUXFFO
UIFSFDPSEJOHJOEVTUSZBOESBEJPXBTBJEFEFOPSNPVTMZCZSPDLBOESPMMNVTJD XIJDIXBTKVTU
FNFSHJOHJOUIFT3PDLDSFBUFEBOFOEVSJOHDPOTVNFSZPVUINBSLFUGPSTPVOESFDPSEJOHT
BOEQSPWJEFENVDIOFFEFEOFXDPOUFOUGPSSBEJPQSFDJTFMZXIFOUFMFWJTJPONBEFJUTFFNMJLF
BOPCTPMFUFNFEJVN
"GUFSUIFEJHJUBMUVSO UIBUNVUVBMMZCFOFlDJBMBSSBOHFNFOUCFUXFFOUIFSFDPSEJOHBOESBEJP
JOEVTUSJFTCFHBOUPGSBZ8IJMF*OUFSOFUTUSFBNJOHSBEJPTUBUJPOTXFSFCFJOHSFRVJSFEUPQBZ
SPZBMUJFTUPNVTJDDPNQBOJFTXIFOUIFZQMBZFEUIFJSTPOHT SBEJPTUBUJPOTTUJMMHPUUPQMBZNVTJD
SPZBMUZGSFFPWFSUIFBJS*O $MFBS$IBOOFM UIFMBSHFTUSBEJPTUBUJPODIBJOJOUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT
BOEPOFPGUIFMBSHFTUNVTJDTUSFBNJOHDPNQBOJFT XJUINPSFUIBOBUIPVTBOEMJWFTUBUJPOTPO
J)FBSU3BEJPDPN XBTUIFlSTUDPNQBOZUPTUSJLFBOFXEFBMXJUIUIFSFDPSEJOHJOEVTUSZ$MFBS
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8JUIUIFBHSFFNFOU #JH.BDIJOF-BCFM(SPVQHBJOFEBOFXTPVSDFPGSPZBMUZJODPNF BOE$MFBS
$IBOOFMDSBGUFEBNPSFTUBCMFGVUVSFGPSJUTHSPXJOHEJHJUBMTUSFBNJOHPQFSBUJPOT
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NVOJUJFTUPHFUIFSMJLFOPPUIFSNFEJVN CFDBNFBIVCGPSTIBSJOHNVTJD*OGBDU UIFSFBTPO
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NFOUPGBOFXEJHJUBMlMFGPSNBU
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MP3s and File Sharing
The MP3 file format, developed in 1992, enables digital recordings to be compressed into
smaller, more manageable files. With the increasing popularity of the Internet in the mid-1990s,
computer users began swapping MP3 music files online because they could be uploaded or
downloaded in a fraction of the time it took to exchange noncompressed music and because
they use up less memory.
By 1999, the year Napster’s infamous free ﬁle-sharing service brought the MP3 format to
popular attention, music ﬁles were widely available on the Internet—some for sale, some legally
available for free downloading, and many traded in violation of copyright laws. Despite the
higher quality of industry-manufactured CDs, music fans enjoyed the convenience of downloading and burning MP3 ﬁles to CD. Some listeners skipped CDs altogether, storing their music on
hard drives and essentially using their computers as stereo systems. Losing countless music
sales to illegal downloading, the music industry fought the proliferation of the MP3 format with
an array of lawsuits (aimed at ﬁle-sharing companies and at individual downloaders), but the
popularity of MP3s continued to increase.
In 2001, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in favor of the music industry and against Napster,
declaring free music ﬁle-swapping illegal and in violation of music copyrights held by recording
labels and artists. It was relatively easy for the music industry to shut down Napster (which later
relaunched as a legal service), because it required users to log into a centralized system. However, the music industry’s elimination of illegal ﬁle-sharing was not complete, as decentralized
peer-to-peer (P2P) systems, such as Grokster, LimeWire, Morpheus, Kazaa, eDonkey, eMule, and
BitTorrent, once again enabled online free music ﬁle-sharing.
The recording industry fought back with thousands of lawsuits, many of them successful. In
2005, P2P service Grokster shut down after it was ﬁned $50 million by U.S. federal courts and,
in upholding the lower court rulings, the Supreme Court reaﬃrmed that the music industry
could pursue legal action against any P2P service that encouraged its users to illegally share
music or other media. By 2010, eDonkey, Morpheus, and LimeWire had been shut down, while
Kazaa settled a lawsuit with the music industry and became a legal service. By 2011, several major Internet service providers, including AT&T, Cablevision, Comcast, Time Warner Cable, and
Verizon, agreed to help the music industry identify customers who may be illegally downloading music and try to prevent them from doing so by sending them “copyright alert” warning
letters, redirecting them to Web pages about digital piracy, and ultimately slowing download
speeds, or closing their broadband accounts.
As it cracked down on digital theft, the music industry also realized that it would have to
somehow adapt its business to the digital format and embraced services like iTunes (launched by
Apple in 2003, to accompany the iPod), which has become the model for legal online distribution.
In 2008, iTunes became the top music retailer in the United
States, surpassing Walmart, and by 2012 iTunes had sold
more than sixteen billion songs. Even with the success of
Apple’s iTunes and other online music stores, illegal music
ﬁle-sharing still accounts for four out of ﬁve music downloads in the United States.11

“Today’s Internet
landscape—
with millions
of consumers
downloading songs
from the iTunes
Music Store,
watching videos
on YouTube or Hulu
and networking on
social media sites
like Facebook—can
be traced back to
the day in early
June of 1999
when [eighteenyear-old inventor
Shawn] Fanning
made Napster
available for wider
distribution.”
SAN FRANCISCO
CHRONICLE, 2009

APPLE’S iPOD, the leading
portable music and video
player, began a revolution
in digital music.

Music in the Stream, Music in the Cloud
If the history of recorded music tells us anything, it’s that
over time tastes change and formats change. While artists
take care of the musical possibilities, technology companies are developing formats for the future. One such format is “music in the cloud,” which eliminates the physical ownership of music entirely. This format first became
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As sheet music grew in popularity, jazz developed in New Orleans. An improvisational
and mostly instrumental musical form, jazz absorbed and integrated a diverse body of musical styles, including African rhythms, blues, and gospel. Jazz inﬂuenced many bandleaders throughout the 1930s and 1940s. Groups led by Louis Armstrong, Count Basie, Tommy
Dorsey, Duke Ellington, Benny Goodman, and Glenn Miller were among the most popular of
the “swing” jazz bands, whose rhythmic music also dominated radio, recording, and dance
halls in their day.
The ﬁrst pop vocalists of the twentieth century were products of the vaudeville circuit,
which radio, movies, and the Depression would bring to an end in the 1930s. In the 1920s,
Eddie Cantor, Belle Baker, Sophie Tucker, and Al Jolson were all extremely
popular. By the 1930s, Rudy Vallée and Bing Crosby had established themselves
as the ﬁrst “crooners,” or singers of pop standards. Bing Crosby also popularized Irving Berlin’s “White Christmas,” one of the most covered songs in recording history. (A song recorded or performed by another artist is known as cover
music.) Meanwhile, the Andrews Sisters’ boogie-woogie style helped them sell
more than sixty million records in the late 1930s and 1940s. In one of the ﬁrst
mutually beneﬁcial alliances between sound recording and radio, many early
pop vocalists had their own network of regional radio programs, which vastly
increased their exposure.
Frank Sinatra arrived in the 1940s, and his romantic ballads foreshadowed
the teen love songs of rock and roll’s early years. Nicknamed “The Voice” early in
his career, Sinatra, like Crosby, parlayed his music and radio exposure into movie
stardom. (Both singers made more than ﬁfty ﬁlms apiece.) Helped by radio, pop
vocalists like Sinatra were among the ﬁrst vocalists to become popular with a
large national teen audience. Their record sales helped stabilize the industry, and
in the early 1940s Sinatra’s concerts caused the kind of audience riots that would
later characterize rock-and-roll performances.

“Frank Sinatra
was categorized
in 1943 as ‘the
gloriﬁcation of
ignorance and
musical illiteracy.’”
DICK CLARK, THE FIRST
25 YEARS OF ROCK &
ROLL

Rock and Roll Is Here to Stay
The cultural storm called rock and roll hit in the mid-1950s. As with the term
jazz, rock and roll was a blues slang term for “sex,” lending it instant controversy.
Early rock and roll was considered the first “integrationist music,” merging
the black sounds of rhythm and blues, gospel, and Robert Johnson’s screeching
blues guitar with the white influences of country, folk, and pop vocals.12 From
a cultural perspective, only a few musical forms have ever sprung from such a
diverse set of influences, and no new style of music has ever had such a widespread impact on
so many different cultures as rock and roll. From an economic perspective, rock and roll was
the first musical form to simultaneously transform the structure of sound recording and radio.
Rock’s development set the stage for how music is produced, distributed, and performed today. Many social, cultural, economic, and political factors leading up to the 1950s contributed
to the growth of rock and roll, including black migration, the growth of youth culture, and the
beginnings of racial integration.
The migration of southern blacks to northern cities in search of better jobs during the ﬁrst
half of the twentieth century had helped spread diﬀerent popular music styles. In particular,
blues music, the foundation of rock and roll, came to the North. Inﬂuenced by African American spirituals, ballads, and work songs from the rural South, blues music was exempliﬁed in
the work of Robert Johnson, Ma Rainey, Son House, Bessie Smith, Charley Patton, and others.
The introduction in the 1930s of the electric guitar—a major contribution to rock music—gave
southern blues its urban style, popularized in the work of Muddy Waters, Howlin’ Wolf, Sonny
Boy Williamson, B.B. King, and Buddy Guy.13

ROBERT JOHNSON (1911–
1938), who ranks among
the most inﬂuential and
innovative American
guitarists, played the
Mississippi delta blues
and was a major inﬂuence
on early rock and rollers,
especially the Rolling Stones
and Eric Clapton. His intense
slide-guitar and ﬁngerstyle playing also inspired
generations of blues artists,
including Muddy Waters,
Howlin’ Wolf, Bonnie Raitt,
and Stevie Ray Vaughan.
To get a sense of his style,
visit The Robert Johnson
Notebooks, http://xroads
.virginia.edu/~MUSIC/
rjhome.html.
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BESSIE SMITH (1895–
1937) is considered the
best female blues singer
of the 1920s and 1930s.
Mentored by the famous Ma
Rainey, Smith had many hits,
including “Down Hearted
Blues” and “Gulf Coast
Blues.” She also appeared
in the 1929 ﬁlm St. Louis
Blues.

During this time, blues-based urban black music began to be marketed under the
name rhythm and blues, or R&B. Featuring “huge rhythm units smashing away behind
screaming blues singers,” R&B appealed to young listeners fascinated by the explicit (and
forbidden) sexual lyrics in songs like “Annie Had a Baby,” “Sexy Ways,” and “Wild Wild
Young Men.”14 Although it was banned on some stations, by 1953 R&B continued to gain
airtime. In those days, black and white musical forms were segregated: Trade magazines
tracked R&B record sales on “race” charts, which were kept separate from white record
sales tracked on “pop” charts.
Another reason for the growth of rock and roll can be found in the repressive and
uneasy atmosphere of the 1950s. To cope with the threat of the atomic bomb, the Cold War,
and communist witch-hunts, young people sought escape from the menacing world created
by adults. Teens have always sought out music that has a beat—music they can dance to.
In Europe in the late 1700s, they popularized the waltz; and in America during the 1890s,
they danced the cakewalk to music that inspired marches and ragtime. The trend continued
during the 1920s with the Charleston, in the 1930s and 1940s with the jazz swing bands and
the jitterbug, in the 1970s with disco, and in the 1980s and 1990s with hip-hop. Each of these
twentieth-century musical forms began as dance and party music before its growing popularity
eventually energized both record sales and radio formats.
Perhaps the most signiﬁcant factor in the growth of rock and roll was the beginning of the
integration of white and black cultures. In addition to increased exposure of black literature,
art, and music, several key historical events in the 1950s broke down the borders between
black and white cultures. In 1948, President Truman had signed an executive order integrating
the armed forces, bringing young men from very diﬀerent ethnic and economic backgrounds
together at the time of the Korean War. Even more signiﬁcant was the Supreme Court’s Brown v.
Board of Education decision in 1954. With this ruling, “separate but equal” laws, which had kept
white and black schools, hotels, restaurants, rest rooms, and drinking fountains segregated for
decades, were declared unconstitutional. A cultural reﬂection of the times, rock and roll would
burst forth from the midst of these social and political tensions.

Rock Muddies the Waters
“The songs of
Muddy Waters
impelled me to
deliver the downhome blues in the
language they
came from, Negro
dialect. When I
played hillbilly
songs, I stressed
my diction so that
it was harder and
whiter. All in all it
was my intention to
hold both the black
and white clientele.”
CHUCK BERRY, THE
AUTOBIOGRAPHY, 1987

In the 1950s, legal integration accompanied a cultural shift, and the music industry’s race and pop
charts blurred. White deejay Alan Freed had been playing black music for his young audiences in
Cleveland and New York since the early 1950s, and such white performers as Johnnie Ray and Bill
Haley had crossed over to the race charts to score R&B hits. Meanwhile, black artists like Chuck
Berry were performing country songs, and for a time Ray Charles even played in an otherwise
all-white country band. Although continuing the work of breaking down racial borders was one
of rock and roll’s most important contributions, it also blurred other long-standing distinctions
between high and low culture, masculinity and femininity, the country and the city, the North
and the South, and the sacred and the secular.

High and Low Culture
In 1956, Chuck Berry’s “Roll Over Beethoven” merged rock and roll, considered low culture by
many, with high culture, thus forever blurring the traditional boundary between these cultural
forms with lyrics like: “You know my temperature’s risin’ / the jukebox is blowin’ a fuse . . . /
Roll over Beethoven / and tell Tchaikovsky the news.” Although such early rock-and-roll lyrics
seem tame by today’s standards, at the time they sounded like sacrilege. Rock and rollers also
challenged music decorum and the rules governing how musicians should behave or misbehave: Berry’s “duck walk” across the stage, Elvis Presley’s pegged pants and gyrating hips, and
Bo Diddley’s use of the guitar as a phallic symbol were an affront to the norms of well-behaved,
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culturally elite audiences. Such antics would be imitated endlessly throughout
rock’s history.
The blurring of cultures works both ways. Since the advent of rock and roll,
musicians performing in traditionally high culture genres such as classical have
even adopted some of rock and roll’s ideas in an eﬀort to boost sales and popularity. Some virtuosos like violinist Joshua Bell and cellist Matt Haimovitz (who
does his own version of Jimi Hendrix’s famous improvisation of the national anthem) have performed in jeans and in untraditional venues like bars and subway
stations to reinterpret the presentation of classical music.

Masculinity and Femininity
Rock and roll was also the first popular music genre to overtly confuse issues of
sexual identity and orientation. Although early rock and roll largely attracted
males as performers, the most fascinating feature of Elvis Presley, according to
the Rolling Stones’ Mick Jagger, was his androgynous appearance.15 During this
early period, though, the most sexually outrageous rock-and-roll performer was
Little Richard (Penniman).
Wearing a pompadour hairdo and assaulting his Steinway piano, Little
Richard was considered rock and roll’s ﬁrst drag queen, blurring the boundary
between masculinity and femininity. Little Richard has said that given the reality of American
racism, he blurred gender and sexuality lines because he feared the consequences of becoming a sex symbol for white girls: “I decided that my image should be crazy and way out so that
adults would think I was harmless. I’d appear in one show dressed as the Queen of England and
in the next as the pope.”16 Little Richard’s playful blurring of gender identity and sexual orientation paved the way for performers like David Bowie, Elton John, Boy George, Annie Lennox,
Prince, Grace Jones, Marilyn Manson, Lady Gaga, and Adam Lambert.

The Country and the City
Rock and roll also blurred geographic borders between country and city, between the black
urban rhythms of Memphis and the white country & western music of Nashville. Early white
rockers such as Buddy Holly and Carl Perkins combined country or hillbilly music, southern
gospel, and Mississippi delta blues to create a sound called rockabilly. Conversely, rhythm
and blues spilled into rock and roll. The urban R&B inﬂuences on early rock came from Fats
Domino (“Blueberry Hill”), Willie Mae “Big Mama” Thornton (“Hound Dog”), and Big Joe
Turner (“Shake, Rattle, and Roll”). Many of these songs, ﬁrst popular on R&B labels, crossed
over to the pop charts during the mid- to late 1950s (although many were performed by more
widely known white artists). Chuck Berry borrowed from white country & western music (an
old country song called “Ida Red”) and combined it with R&B to write “Maybellene.” His ﬁrst
hit, the song was No. 1 on the R&B chart in July 1955 and crossed over to the pop charts the
next month.
Although rock lyrics in the 1950s may not have been especially provocative or overtly
political, soaring record sales and the crossover appeal of the music itself represented an enormous threat to long-standing racial and class boundaries. In 1956, the secretary of the North
Alabama White Citizens Council bluntly spelled out the racism and white fear concerning the
new blending of urban/black and rural/white culture: “Rock and roll is a means of pulling
the white man down to the level of the Negro. It is part of a plot to undermine the morals of the
youth of our nation.”17 These days, distinctions between traditionally rural music and urban
music continue to blur, with older hybrids such as country rock (think of the Eagles) and newer
forms like “alternative country,” performed by artists like Ryan Adams, Steve Earle, Wilco, and
Kings of Leon.

ROCK-AND-ROLL PIONEER
A major inﬂuence on early
rock and roll, Chuck Berry,
born in 1926, scored major
hits between 1955 and
1958, writing “Maybellene,”
“Roll Over Beethoven,”
“School Day,” “Sweet Little
Sixteen,” and “Johnny B.
Goode.” At the time, he
was criticized by some
black artists for sounding
white and by conservative
critics for his popularity
among white teenagers.
Today, young guitar players
routinely imitate his style.
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The North and the South
Not only did rock and roll muddy the urban and rural terrain, it also combined northern
and southern influences. In fact, with so much blues, R&B, and rock and roll rising from
the South in the 1950s, this region regained some of its cultural flavor, which (along with
a sizable portion of the population) had migrated to the North after the Civil War and
during the early twentieth century. Meanwhile, musicians and audiences in the North had
absorbed blues music as their own, eliminating the understanding of blues as specifically
a southern style. Like the many white teens today who are fascinated by hip-hop, Carl
Perkins, Elvis Presley, and Buddy Holly—all from the rural South—were fascinated with and
influenced by the black urban styles they had heard on the radio or seen in nightclubs.
These artists in turn brought southern culture to northern listeners.
But the key to record sales and the spread of rock and roll, according to famed record
producer Sam Phillips of Sun Records, was to ﬁnd a white man who sounded black. Phillips found that man in Elvis Presley. Commenting on Presley’s cultural importance, one
critic wrote: “White rockabillies like Elvis took poor white southern mannerisms of speech
and behavior deeper into mainstream culture than they had ever been taken.”18

The Sacred and the Secular
KATY PERRY
Many of today’s biggest pop
music stars show off not just
catchy radio-ready singles,
but eye-grabbing fashion,
memorable music videos,
and multimillion-dollar live
shows. Perry’s 3-D concert
movie, Part of Me, was
released in theaters in 2012.

“[Elvis Presley’s]
kind of music
is deplorable, a
rancid smelling
aphrodisiac.”

Although many mainstream adults in the 1950s complained that rock and roll’s sexuality and
questioning of moral norms constituted an offense against God, in fact many early rock figures
had close ties to religion. Jerry Lee Lewis attended a Bible institute in Texas (although he was
eventually thrown out); Ray Charles converted an old gospel tune he had first heard in church
as a youth into “I Got a Woman,” one of his signature songs; and many other artists transformed
gospel songs into rock and roll.
Still, many people did not appreciate the blurring of boundaries between the sacred and
the secular. In the late 1950s, public outrage over rock and roll was so great that even Little
Richard and Jerry Lee Lewis, both sons of southern preachers, became convinced that they
were playing the “devil’s music.” By 1959, Little Richard had left rock and roll to become a
minister. Lewis had to be coerced into recording “Great Balls of Fire,” a song by Otis Blackwell
that turned an apocalyptic biblical phrase into a highly charged sexual teen love song that was
banned by many radio stations, but nevertheless climbed to No. 2 on the pop charts in 1957.
Throughout the rock-and-roll era to today, the boundaries between sacred and secular music
and religious and secular concerns continue to blur, with some churches using rock and roll to
appeal to youth, and some Christian-themed rock groups recording music as seemingly incongruous as heavy metal.

FRANK SINATRA, 1956

“There have been
many accolades
uttered about
[Presley’s] talent
and performances through the
years, all of which
I agree with
wholeheartedly.”
FRANK SINATRA, 1977

Battles in Rock and Roll
The blurring of racial lines and the breakdown of other conventional boundaries meant that
performers and producers were forced to play a tricky game to get rock and roll accepted by
the masses. Two prominent white disc jockeys used different methods. Cleveland deejay Alan
Freed, credited with popularizing the term rock and roll, played original R&B recordings from
the race charts and black versions of early rock and roll on his program. In contrast, Philadelphia deejay Dick Clark believed that making black music acceptable to white audiences required
cover versions by white artists. By the mid-1950s, rock and roll was gaining acceptance with the
masses, but rock-and-roll artists and promoters still faced further obstacles: Black artists found
that their music was often undermined by white cover versions; the payola scandals portrayed
rock and roll as a corrupt industry; and fears of rock and roll as a contributing factor in juvenile
delinquency resulted in censorship.
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White Cover Music Undermines Black Artists
By the mid-1960s, black and white artists routinely recorded and performed one another’s
original tunes. For example, established black R&B artist Otis Redding covered the Rolling
Stones’ “Satisfaction” and Jimi Hendrix covered Bob Dylan’s “All along the Watchtower,” while
just about every white rock-and-roll band established its career by covering R&B classics. Most
notably, the Beatles covered “Twist and Shout” and “Money” and the Rolling Stones—whose
name came from a Muddy Waters song—covered numerous Robert Johnson songs and other
blues staples.
Although today we take such rerecordings for granted, in the 1950s the covering of black
artists’ songs by white musicians was almost always an attempt to capitalize on popular songs
from the R&B “race” charts and transform them into hits on the white pop charts. Often, white
producers would not only give co-writing credit to white performers for the tunes they only
covered, but they would also buy the rights to potential hits from black songwriters who seldom
saw a penny in royalties or received songwriting credit.
During this period, black R&B artists, working for small record labels, saw many of their
popular songs covered by white artists working for major labels. These cover records, boosted
by better marketing and ties to white deejays, usually outsold the original black versions. For
instance, the 1954 R&B song “Sh-Boom,” by the Chords on Atlantic’s Cat label, was immediately
covered by a white group, the Crew Cuts, for the major Mercury label. Record sales declined for
the Chords, although jukebox and R&B radio play remained strong for their original version. By
1955, R&B hits regularly crossed over to the pop charts, but inevitably the cover music versions
were more successful. Pat Boone’s cover of Fats Domino’s “Ain’t That a Shame” went to No.
1 and stayed on the Top 40’s pop chart for twenty weeks, whereas Domino’s original made it
only to No. 10. During this time, Pat Boone ranked as the king of cover music, with thirty-eight
Top 40 songs between 1955 and 1962. His records were second in sales only to Elvis Presley’s.
Slowly, however, the cover situation changed. After watching Boone outsell his song “TuttiFrutti” in 1956, Little Richard wrote “Long Tall Sally,” which included lyrics written and delivered
in such a way that he believed Boone would not be able to adequately replicate them. “Long
Tall Sally” went to No. 6 for Little Richard and charted for twelve weeks; Boone’s version got to
No. 8 and stayed there for nine weeks.

ELVIS PRESLEY AND HIS
LEGACY
Elvis Presley remains the
most popular solo artist of all
time. From 1956 to 1962,
he recorded seventeen
No. 1 hits, from “Heartbreak
Hotel” to “Good Luck Charm.”
According to Little Richard,
Presley’s main legacy was
that he opened doors for
many young performers and
made black music popular
in mainstream America.
Presley’s inﬂuence continues
to be felt today in the music
of artists like Bruno Mars.
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Overt racism lingered in the music business well into the 1960s. A turning point, however,
came in 1962, the last year that Pat Boone, then age twenty-eight, ever had a Top 40 rock-androll hit. That year, Ray Charles covered “I Can’t Stop Loving You,” a 1958 country song by the
Grand Ole Opry’s Don Gibson. This marked the ﬁrst time that a black artist, covering a white artist’s song, had notched a No. 1 pop hit. With Charles’s cover, the rock-and-roll merger between
gospel and R&B, on one hand, and white country and pop, on the other, was complete. In fact,
the relative acceptance of black crossover music provided a more favorable cultural context for
the political activism that spurred important Civil Rights legislation in the mid-1960s.

Payola Scandals Tarnish Rock and Roll
The payola scandals of the 1950s were another cloud over rock-and-roll music and its artists. In
the music industry, payola is the practice of record promoters paying deejays or radio programmers to play particular songs. As recorded rock and roll became central to commercial radio’s
success in the 1950s and the demand for airplay grew enormous, independent promoters hired by
record labels used payola to pressure deejays into playing songs by the artists they represented.
Although payola was considered a form of bribery, no laws prohibited its practice. However, following closely on the heels of television’s quiz-show scandals (see Chapter 6), congressional hearings on radio payola began in December 1959. The hearings were partly a response to
generally fraudulent business practices, but they were also an opportunity to blame deejays and
radio for rock and roll’s negative impact on teens by portraying it as a corrupt industry.
The payola scandals threatened, ended, or damaged the careers of a number of rock-androll deejays and undermined rock and roll’s credibility for a number of years. In 1959, shortly
before the hearings, Chicago deejay Phil Lind decided to clear the air. He broadcast secretly
taped discussions in which a representative of a small independent record label acknowledged
that it had paid $22,000 to ensure that a record would get airplay. Lind received calls threatening his life and had to have police protection. At the hearings in 1960, Alan Freed admitted to
participating in payola, although he said he did not believe there was anything illegal about such
deals, and his career soon ended. Dick Clark, then an inﬂuential deejay and the host of TV’s
American Bandstand, would not admit to participating in payola. But the hearings committee
chastised Clark and alleged that some of his complicated business deals were ethically questionable, a censure that hung over him for years. Congress eventually added a law concerning payola
to the Federal Communications Act, prescribing a $10,000 ﬁne and/or a year in jail for each violation (see Chapter 5).

Fears of Corruption Lead to Censorship
Since rock and roll’s inception, one of the uphill battles it faced was the perception that it was
a cause of juvenile delinquency, which was statistically on the rise in the 1950s. Looking for an
easy culprit rather than considering contributing factors such as neglect, the rising consumer
culture, or the growing youth population, many assigned blame to rock and roll. The view that
rock and roll corrupted youth was widely accepted by social authorities, and rock-and-roll music was often censored, eventually even by the industry itself.
By late 1959, many key ﬁgures in rock and roll had been tamed. Jerry Lee Lewis was exiled
from the industry, labeled southern “white trash” for marrying his thirteen-year-old third cousin;
Elvis Presley, having already been censored on television, was drafted into the army; Chuck
Berry was run out of Mississippi and eventually jailed for gun possession and transporting a
minor across state lines; and Little Richard felt forced to tone down his image and left rock and
roll to sing gospel music. A tragic accident led to the ﬁnal taming of rock and roll’s ﬁrst frontline.
In February 1959, Buddy Holly (“Peggy Sue”), Ritchie Valens (“La Bamba”), and the Big Bopper
(“Chantilly Lace”) all died in an Iowa plane crash—a tragedy mourned in Don McLean’s 1971 hit
“American Pie” as “the day the music died.”
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Although rock and roll did not die in the late 1950s, the U.S. recording industry decided
that it needed a makeover. To protect the enormous proﬁts the new music had been generating,
record companies began to discipline some of rock and roll’s rebellious impulses. In the early
1960s, the industry introduced a new generation of clean-cut white singers, like Frankie Avalon,
Connie Francis, Ricky Nelson, Lesley Gore, and Fabian. Rock and roll’s explosive violations of
racial, class, and other boundaries were transformed into simpler generation gap problems, and
the music developed a milder reputation.

A Changing Industry:
Reformations in Popular Music
As the 1960s began, rock and roll was tamer and “safer,” as reflected in the surf and road music
of the Beach Boys and Jan & Dean, but it was also beginning to branch out. For instance, the
success of all-female groups, such as the Shangri-Las (“Leader of the Pack”) and the Angels (“My
Boyfriend’s Back”), challenged the male-dominated world of early rock and roll. In addition,
rock-and-roll music and other popular styles went through cultural reformations that significantly
changed the industry, including the international appeal of the “British invasion”; the development of soul and Motown; the political impact of folk-rock; the experimentalism of psychedelic
music; the rejection of music’s mainstream by punk, grunge, and alternative rock movements;
and the reassertion of black urban style in hip-hop.

“Hard rock was
rock’s blues base
electriﬁed and
upped in volume . . .
heavy metal
wanted to be the
rock music equivalent of a horror
movie—loud,
exaggerated, rude,
out for thrills only.”
KEN TUCKER,
ROCK OF AGES, 1986

The British Are Coming!
Rock recordings today remain among America’s largest economic exports, bringing in billions
of dollars a year from abroad. In cultural terms, the global trade of rock and roll is even more
evident in the exchanges and melding of rhythms, beats, vocal styles, and musical instruments.
The origin of rock’s global impact can be traced to England in the late 1950s, when the young
Rolling Stones listened to the blues of Robert Johnson and Muddy Waters, and the young Beatles
tried to imitate Chuck Berry and Little Richard.
Until 1964, rock-and-roll recordings had traveled on a one-way ticket to Europe. Even
though American artists regularly reached the top of the charts overseas, no British performers
had yet appeared on any Top 10 pop lists in the States. This changed almost overnight. In 1964,
the Beatles invaded America with their mop haircuts and pop reinterpretations of American
blues and rock and roll. Within the next few years, more British bands as diverse as the Kinks,
the Rolling Stones, the Zombies, the Animals, Herman’s Hermits, the Who, the Yardbirds,
Them, and the Troggs had hit the American Top 40 charts.
With the British invasion, “rock and roll” unoﬃcially became “rock,” sending popular music
and the industry in two directions. On the one hand, the Rolling Stones would inﬂuence generations of musicians emphasizing gritty, chord-driven, high-volume rock, including bands in the
glam rock, hard rock, punk, heavy metal, and grunge genres. On the other hand, the Beatles
would inﬂuence countless artists interested in a more accessible, melodic, and softer sound, in
genres such as pop-rock, power-pop, new wave, and alternative rock. In the end, the British invasion veriﬁed what Chuck Berry and Little Richard had already demonstrated—that rock-and-roll
performers could write and produce popular songs as well as Tin Pan Alley had. The success of
British groups helped change an industry arrangement in which most pop music was produced
by songwriting teams hired by major labels and matched with selected performers. Even more
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BRITISH ROCK GROUPS
Ed Sullivan, who booked the
Beatles several times on his
TV variety show in 1964,
helped promote their early
success. Sullivan, though,
reacted differently to the
Rolling Stones, who were
perceived as the “bad boys”
of rock and roll in contrast
to the “good” Beatles. The
Stones performed blackinﬂuenced music without
“whitening” the sound and
exuded a palpable aura
of sexuality, particularly
frontman Mick Jagger.
Although the Stones
appeared on his program as
early as 1964 and returned
on several occasions,
Sullivan remained wary and
forced them to change the
lyrics of “Let’s Spend the
Night Together” to “Let’s
Spend Some Time Together”
for a 1967 broadcast.

important, the British invasion showed the recording industry how older American musical
forms, especially blues and R&B, could be repackaged as rock and exported around the world.

Motor City Music: Detroit Gives America Soul
Ironically, the British invasion, which drew much of its inspiration from black influences, drew
many white listeners away from a new generation of black performers. Gradually, however,
throughout the 1960s, black singers like James Brown, Aretha Franklin, Otis Redding, Ike and Tina
Turner, and Wilson Pickett found large and diverse audiences. Transforming the rhythms and melodies of older R&B, pop, and early rock and roll into what became labeled as soul, they countered
the British invaders with powerful vocal performances. Mixing gospel and blues with emotion and
lyrics drawn from the American black experience, soul contrasted sharply with the emphasis on
loud, fast instrumentals and lighter lyrical concerns that characterized much of rock music.19
The most prominent independent label that nourished soul and black popular music was
Motown, started in 1959 by former Detroit autoworker and songwriter Berry Gordy with a $700 investment and named after Detroit’s “Motor City” nickname. Beginning with Smokey Robinson and
the Miracles’ “Shop Around,” which hit No. 2 in 1960, Motown enjoyed a long string of hit records
that rivaled the pop success of British bands throughout the decade. Motown’s many successful
artists included the Temptations (“My Girl”), Mary Wells (“My Guy”), the Four Tops (“I Can’t Help
Myself”), Martha and the Vandellas (“Heat Wave”), Marvin Gaye (“I Heard It through the Grapevine”), and, in the early 1970s, the Jackson 5 (“ABC”). But the label’s most successful group was the
Supremes, featuring Diana Ross, who scored twelve No. 1 singles between 1964 and 1969 (“Where
Did Our Love Go,” “Stop! In the Name of Love”). The Motown groups had a more stylized, softer
sound than the grittier southern soul (later known as funk) of Brown and Pickett.

Folk and Psychedelic Music Reflect the Times
Popular music has always been a product of its time, so the social upheavals of the Civil Rights
movement, the women’s movement, the environmental movement, and the Vietnam War
naturally brought social concerns into the music of the 1960s and early 1970s. Even Motown
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THE SUPREMES
One of the most successful
groups in rock-and–roll
history, the Supremes
started out as the Primettes
in Detroit in 1959. They
signed with Motown’s
Tamla label in 1960 and
changed their name in 1961.
Between 1964 and 1969
they recorded twelve No. 1
hits, including “Where Did
Our Love Go,” “Baby Love,”
“Come See about Me,” “Stop!
In the Name of Love,” “I Hear
a Symphony,” “You Can’t
Hurry Love,” and “Someday
We’ll Be Together.” Lead
singer Diana Ross (center)
left the group in 1969 for a
solo career. The group was
inducted into the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame in 1988.

acts sounded edgy, with hits like Edwin Starr’s “War” (1970) and Marvin Gaye’s “What’s Goin’
On” (1971). By the late 1960s, the Beatles had transformed themselves from a relatively lightweight pop band to one that spoke for the social and political concerns of their generation, and
many other groups followed the same trajectory. (To explore how the times and personal taste
influence music choices, see “Media Literacy and the Critical Process: Music Preferences across
Generations” on page 138.)

Folk Inspires Protest
The musical genre that most clearly responded to the political happenings of the time was folk
music, which had long been the sound of social activism. In its broadest sense, folk music in
any culture refers to songs performed by untrained musicians and passed down mainly through
oral traditions, from the banjo and fiddle tunes of Appalachia to the accordion-led zydeco of
Louisiana and the folk-blues of the legendary Lead Belly (Huddie Ledbetter). During the 1930s,
folk was defined by the music of Woody Guthrie (“This Land Is Your Land”), who not only
brought folk to the city but also was extremely active in social reforms. Groups such as the
Weavers, featuring labor activist and songwriter Pete Seeger, carried on Guthrie’s legacy and
inspired a new generation of singer-songwriters, including Joan Baez; Arlo Guthrie; Peter, Paul,
and Mary; Phil Ochs; and—perhaps the most influential—Bob Dylan. Dylan’s career as a folk artist began with acoustic performances in New York’s Greenwich Village in 1961, and his notoriety
was spurred by his measured nonchalance and unique nasal voice. Significantly influenced
by the blues, Dylan identified folk as “finger pointin’” music that addressed current social
circumstances. At a key moment in popular music’s history, Dylan walked onstage at the 1965
Newport Folk Festival fronting a full, electric rock band. He was booed and cursed by traditional
“folkies,” who saw amplified music as a sellout to the commercial recording industry. However,
Dylan’s move to rock was aimed at reaching a broader and younger constituency, and in doing
so he inspired the formation of folk-rock artists like the Byrds, who had a No. 1 hit with a cover
of Dylan’s “Mr. Tambourine Man,” and led millions to protest during the turbulent 1960s.
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Media Literacy and
the Critical Process

1

DESCRIPTION. Arrange to

interview four to eight friends
or relatives of diﬀerent ages about their
musical tastes and inﬂuences. Devise
questions about what music they listen
to and have listened to at diﬀerent stages
of their lives. What music do they buy
or collect? What’s the ﬁrst album (or
single) they acquired? What’s the latest
album? What stories or vivid memories
do they relate to particular songs or artists? Collect demographic and consumer
information: age, gender, occupation,
educational background, place of birth,
and current place of residence.

2

ANALYSIS. Chart and organize

your results. Do you recognize
any patterns emerging from the data or
stories? What kinds of music did your interview subjects listen to when they were
younger? What kinds of music do they
listen to now? What formed/inﬂuenced
their musical interests? If their musical
interests changed, what happened? (If
they stopped listening to music, note
that and ﬁnd out why.) Do they have any
associations between music and their
everyday lives? Are these music associations and lifetime interactions with songs
and artists important to them?

Music Preferences across Generations
We make judgments about music all the time. Older
generations don’t like some of the music younger people
prefer, and young people often dismiss some of the music
of previous generations. Even among our peers, we have
different tastes in music and often reject certain kinds of
music that have become too popular or that don’t conform
to our own preferences. The following exercise aims to understand musical tastes beyond our own individual choices.
Always include yourself in this project.

3

INTERPRETATION. Based on

what you have discovered and
the patterns you have charted, determine what the patterns mean. Does age,
gender, geographic location, or education matter in musical tastes? Over time,
are the changes in musical tastes and
buying habits signiﬁcant? Why or why
not? What kind of music is most important to your subjects? Finally, and most
important, why do you think their music
preferences developed as they did?

4

EVALUATION. Determine how

your interview subjects came
to like particular kinds of music. What
constitutes “good” and “bad” music for
them? Did their ideas change over time?
How? Are they open- or closed-minded
about music? How do they form judgments about music? What criteria did

your interview subjects oﬀer for making
judgments about music? Do you think
their criteria are a valid way to judge
music?

5

ENGAGEMENT. To expand
on your ﬁndings and see how
they match up with industry practices,
contact music professionals. Track down
record label representatives from a small
indie label and a large mainstream label,
and ask them whom they are trying to
target with their music. How do they ﬁnd
out about the musical tastes of their consumers? Share your ﬁndings with them,
and discuss whether these match their
practices. Speculate whether the music
industry is serving the needs and tastes
of you and your interview subjects. If
not, what might be done to change the
current system?

Rock Turns Psychedelic
“Through their
raw, nihilistic
singles and violent
performances,
the [Sex Pistols]
revolutionized the
idea of what rock
and roll could be.”
STEPHEN THOMAS
ERLEWINE,
ALL-MUSIC GUIDE,
1996

Alcohol and drugs have long been associated with the private lives of blues, jazz, country, and
rock musicians. These links, however, became much more public in the late 1960s and early
1970s, when authorities busted members of the Rolling Stones and the Beatles. With the increasing role of drugs in youth culture and the availability of LSD (not illegal until the mid-1960s),
more and more rock musicians experimented with and sang about drugs in what were frequently
labeled rock’s psychedelic years. Many groups and performers of the psychedelic era (named
for the mind-altering effects of LSD and other drugs) like the Jefferson Airplane, Big Brother and
the Holding Company (featuring Janis Joplin), the Jimi Hendrix Experience, the Doors, and the
Grateful Dead (as well as established artists like the Beatles and the Stones) believed that artistic
expression could be enhanced by mind-altering drugs. The 1960s drug explorations coincided
with the free-speech movement, in which many artists and followers saw experimenting with
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drugs as a form of personal expression and a response to the failure of traditional
institutions to deal with social and political problems such as racism and America’s
involvement in the Vietnam War. But after a surge of optimism that culminated
in the historic Woodstock concert in August 1969, the psychedelic movement was
quickly overshadowed. In 1969, a similar concert at the Altamont racetrack in California started in chaos and ended in tragedy when one of the Hell’s Angels hired
as a bodyguard for the show murdered a concertgoer. Around the same time, the
shocking multiple murders committed by the Charles Manson “family” cast a negative light on hippies, drug use, and psychedelic culture. Then, in quick succession,
a number of the psychedelic movement’s greatest stars died from drug overdoses,
including Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, and Jim Morrison of the Doors.

Punk, Grunge, and Alternative
Respond to Mainstream Rock
By the 1970s, rock music was increasingly viewed as just another part of mainstream consumer culture. With major music acts earning huge profits, rock soon
became another product line for manufacturers and retailers to promote, package,
and sell—primarily to middle-class white male teens. According to critic Ken Tucker,
this situation gave rise to “faceless rock—crisply recorded, eminently catchy,”
featuring anonymous hits by bands with “no established individual personalities
outside their own large but essentially discrete audiences” of young white males.20
Some rock musicians like Bruce Springsteen and Elton John; glam artists like David
Bowie, Lou Reed, and Iggy Pop; and soul artists like Curtis Mayfield and Marvin
Gaye continued to explore the social possibilities of rock or at least keep its legacy
of outrageousness alive. But they had, for the most part, been replaced by “faceless” supergroups like REO Speedwagon, Styx, Boston, and Kansas. By the late
1970s, rock could only seem to define itself by saying what it wasn’t; “Disco Sucks”
became a standard rock slogan against the popular dance music of the era.

Punk Revives Rock’s Rebelliousness
After a few years, punk rock rose in the late 1970s to challenge the orthodoxy and commercialism of the record business. By this time, the glory days of rock’s competitive independent
labels had ended, and rock music was controlled by just a half-dozen major companies. By
avoiding rock’s consumer popularity, punk attempted to return to the basics of rock and
roll: simple chord structures, catchy melodies, and politically or socially challenging lyrics.
The premise was “do it yourself ”: Any teenager with a few weeks of guitar practice could
learn the sound and make music that was both more democratic and more provocative than
commercial rock.
The punk movement took root in the small dive bar CBGB in New York City around bands
such as the Ramones, Blondie, and the Talking Heads. (The roots of punk essentially lay in four
pre-punk groups from the late 1960s and early 1970s—the Velvet Underground, the Stooges,
the New York Dolls, and the MC5—none of whom experienced commercial success in their
day.) Punk quickly spread to England, where a soaring unemployment rate and growing class
inequality ensured the success of socially critical rock. Groups like the Sex Pistols, the Clash, the
Buzzcocks, and Siouxsie and the Banshees sprang up and even scored Top 40 hits on the U.K.
charts.
Punk was not a commercial success in the United States, where (not surprisingly) it was
shunned by radio. However, punk’s contributions continue to be felt. Punk broke down the
“boy’s club” mentality of rock, launching unapologetic and unadorned frontwomen like Patti

BOB DYLAN
Born Robert Allen Zimmerman
in Minnesota, Bob Dylan took
his stage name from Welsh
poet Dylan Thomas. He led a
folk music movement in the
early 1960s with engaging,
socially provocative lyrics.
He also was an astute media
critic, as is evident in the
seminal documentary Dont
Look Back (1967).
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Smith, Joan Jett, Debbie Harry, and Chrissie Hynde; and it introduced all-women bands (writing and performing their own
music) like the Go-Go’s into the mainstream. It also reopened
the door to rock experimentation at a time when the industry
had turned music into a purely commercial enterprise. The
inﬂuence of experimental, or post-punk, music is still felt today
in alternative bands such as the Yeah Yeah Yeahs, Wild Flag,
and Dirty Projectors.

Grunge and Alternative Reinterpret Rock

WILD FLAG
All-female bands like Wild
Flag continue to take on the
boy’s-club mentality of rock
and roll. The band formed in
2010, featuring members
of the 1990s alternative/
punk trio Sleater-Kinney
and developing a style that
combines the energy of
punk with some elements of
classic rock.

Taking the spirit of punk and updating it, the grunge scene
represented a significant development in rock in the 1990s.
Getting its name from its often messy guitar sound and the
anti-fashion torn jeans and flannel shirt appearance of its
musicians and fans, grunge’s lineage can be traced back to
1980s bands like Sonic Youth, the Minutemen, and Hüsker
Dü. In 1992, after years of limited commercial success, the
younger cousin of punk finally broke into the American mainstream with the success of
Nirvana’s “Smells Like Teen Spirit” on the album Nevermind. Led by enigmatic singer Kurt
Cobain—who committed suicide in 1994—Nirvana produced songs that one critic described
as “stunning, concise bursts of melody and rage that occasionally spilled over into haunting,
folk-styled acoustic ballad.”21 Nirvana opened up the floodgates to bands such as Green Day,
Pearl Jam, Soundgarden, the Breeders, Hole, Nine Inch Nails, and many others.
In some critical circles, both punk and grunge are considered subcategories or fringe
movements of alternative rock. This vague label describes many types of experimental rock
music that oﬀered a departure from the theatrics and staged extravaganzas of 1970s glam
rock, which showcased such performers as David Bowie and Kiss. Appealing chieﬂy to college
students and twentysomethings, alternative rock has traditionally opposed the sounds of Top
40 and commercial FM radio. In the 1980s and 1990s, U2 and R.E.M. emerged as successful
groups often associated with alternative rock. A key dilemma for successful alternative performers, however, is that their popularity results in commercial success, ironically a situation
that their music often criticizes. While alternative rock music has more variety than ever, it is
also not producing new mega-groups like Nirvana, Pearl Jam, and Green Day. Still, alternative
groups like Arctic Monkeys, Vampire Weekend, and MGMT have launched successful recording careers the old-school way, but with a twist: starting out on independent labels, playing
small concerts, and growing popular quickly with alternative music audiences through the
immediate buzz of the Internet.

Hip-Hop Redraws Musical Lines
“We’re like reporters. We give them
[our listeners] the
truth. People where
we come from hear
so many lies the
truth stands out
like a sore thumb.”
EAZY-E, N.W.A, 1989

With the growing segregation of radio formats and the dominance of mainstream rock by
white male performers, the place of black artists in the rock world diminished from the late
1970s onward. By the 1980s, few popular black successors to Chuck Berry or Jimi Hendrix had
emerged in rock, though Michael Jackson and Prince were extremely popular exceptions. These
trends, combined with the rise of “safe” dance disco by white bands (the Bee Gees), black artists
(Donna Summer), and integrated groups (the Village People), created a space for a new sound
to emerge: hip-hop, a term for the urban culture that includes rapping, cutting (or sampling) by
deejays, breakdancing, street clothing, poetry slams, and graffiti art.
Similar to punk’s opposition to commercial rock, hip-hop music stood in direct opposition to the polished, professional, and often less political world of soul. Its combination of
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social politics, swagger, and confrontational lyrics carried forward longstanding traditions in blues, R&B, soul, and rock and roll. Like punk and
early rock and roll, hip-hop was driven by a democratic, nonprofessional
spirit and was cheap to produce, requiring only a few mikes, speakers,
amps, turntables, and vinyl records. Deejays, like the pioneering Jamaica
émigré Clive Campbell (a.k.a. DJ Kool Herc), emerged ﬁrst in New York,
scratching and re-cueing old reggae, disco, soul, and rock albums. These
deejays, or MCs (masters of ceremony), used humor, boasts, and “trash
talking” to entertain and keep the peace at parties.
The music industry initially saw hip-hop as a novelty, despite the enormous success of the Sugarhill Gang’s “Rapper’s Delight” in 1979 (which sampled the bass beat of a disco hit from the same year, Chic’s “Good Times”).
Then, in 1982, Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five released “The
Message” and forever infused hip-hop with a political take on ghetto life, a
tradition continued by artists like Public Enemy and Ice-T. By 1985, hip-hop
exploded as a popular genre with the commercial successes of groups like
Run-DMC, the Fat Boys, and LL Cool J. That year, Run-DMC’s album Raising Hell became a major crossover hit, the ﬁrst No. 1 hip-hop album on the
popular charts (thanks in part to a collaboration with Aerosmith on a rap
version of the group’s 1976 hit “Walk This Way”). But because most major labels and many black
radio stations rejected the rawness of hip-hop, the music spawned hundreds of new independent labels. Although initially dominated by male performers, hip-hop was open to women, and
some—Salt-N-Pepa and Queen Latifah among them—quickly became major players. Soon, white
groups like the Beastie Boys, Limp Bizkit, and Kid Rock were combining hip-hop and punk rock
in a commercially successful way, while Eminem found enormous success emulating black rap
artists.
On the one hand, the conversational style of rap makes it a forum in which performers
can debate issues of gender, class, sexuality, violence, and drugs. On the other hand, hip-hop,
like punk, has often drawn criticism for lyrics that degrade women, espouse homophobia,
and applaud violence. Although hip-hop encompasses many diﬀerent styles, including various Latin and Asian oﬀshoots, its most controversial subgenre is probably gangster rap,
which, in seeking to tell the truth about gang violence in American culture, has been accused of creating violence. Gangster rap drew national attention in 1996 with the shooting
death of Tupac Shakur, who lived the violent life he rapped about on albums like Thug Life.
Then, in 1997, Notorious B.I.G. (Christopher Wallace, a.k.a. Biggie Smalls), whose followers
were prominent suspects in Shakur’s death, was shot to death in Hollywood. The result was
a change in the hip-hop industry. Most prominently, Sean “Diddy”
Combs led Bad Boy Entertainment (former home of Notorious B.I.G.)
away from gangster rap to a more danceable hip-hop that combined
singing and rapping with musical elements of rock and soul. Today,
hip-hop’s stars include artists such as 50 Cent, who emulates the
gangster genre, and artists like will.i.am, Lupe Fiasco, Talib Kweli,
and M.I.A. who bring an old-school social consciousness to their
performances.

NIRVANA’S lead singer,
Kurt Cobain, during his brief
career in the early 1990s.
The release of Nirvana’s
Nevermind in September
1991 bumped Michael
Jackson’s Dangerous from
the top of the charts and
signaled a new direction in
popular music. Other grunge
bands soon followed Nirvana
onto the charts, including
Pearl Jam, Alice in Chains,
Stone Temple Pilots, and
Soundgarden.

KANYE WESTAND JAY-Z,
two of the biggest names in
the music industry, released
a collaborative album, Watch
The Throne, in 2011.

The Reemergence of Pop
After waves of punk, grunge, alternative, and hip-hop, the decline
of Top 40 radio, and the demise of MTV’s Total Request Live
countdown show, it seemed like pop music and the era of big pop
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stars was waning. But pop music has endured and even
flourished in recent years, with American Idol spawning a
few genuine pop stars like Kelly Clarkson and Carrie Underwood. More recently, the television show Glee has given a
second life to older hits like Journey’s “Don’t Stop Believin’”
and Madonna’s “Like a Prayer” on the pop charts. But
perhaps the biggest purveyor of pop is iTunes, which is also
the biggest single seller of recorded music. The era of digital
downloads has again made the single (as opposed to the album)
the dominant unit of music, with digital single download sales
more than ten times as popular as digital album download sales.
The dominance of singles has aided the reemergence of pop,
since songs with catchy hooks generate the most digital sales.
By 2012, iTunes oﬀered more than twenty-eight million songs,
and the top artists were leading pop acts such as Katy Perry, Flo
Rida, Carly Rae Jepsen, P!nk, Fun, Rihanna, Maroon 5, Usher,
and Nicki Minaj.

iTUNES has shifted the
music business toward
a singles-based model.
While artists still release
full albums and some, like
Adele’s 21, sell very well,
it’s also possible to produce
a massive iTunes hit, like
Carly Rae Jepsen’s “Call me
Maybe,” before an album
is even available (Jepsen’s
full album sold modestly
upon its later release).
Even an established artist
like Katy Perry initially saw
singles from Teenage Dream
outshine album sales; a
parade of huge singles
eventually drove the album
back up the charts.

The Business of
Sound Recording
For many in the recording industry, the relationship between music’s business and artistic
elements is an uneasy one. The lyrics of hip-hop or alternative rock, for example, often question the commercial value of popular music. Both genres are built on the assumption that musical integrity requires a complete separation between business and art. But, in fact, the line
between commercial success and artistic expression is hazier than simply arguing that the
business side is driven by commercialism and the artistic side is free of commercial concerns.
The truth, in most cases, is that the business needs artists who are provocative, original,
and appealing to the public; and the artists need the expertise of the industry’s marketers,
promoters, and producers to hone their sound and reach the public. And both sides stand
to make a lot of money from the relationship. But such factors as the enormity of the major
labels, and the complexities of making, selling, and profiting from music in an industry still
adapting to the digital turn, affect the economies of sound recording (see “Tracking Technology: The Song Machine: The Hitmakers behind Rihanna,” on page 143).

Music Labels Influence the Industry
After several years of steady growth, revenues for the recording industry experienced significant
losses beginning in 2000 as file–sharing began to undercut CD sales. By 2011, U.S. music sales
were $7 billion, up for the first time since 2004, but down from a peak of $14.5 billion in 1999. The
U.S. market accounts for about one-third of global sales, followed by Japan, the United Kingdom,
France, Germany, and Canada. Despite the losses, the U.S. and global music business still constitutes a powerful oligopoly: a business situation in which a few firms control most of an industry’s
production and distribution resources. This global reach gives these firms enormous influence over
what types of music gain worldwide distribution and popular acceptance.
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TRACKING
TECHNOLOGY
The Song Machine: The Hitmakers behind Rihanna
by John Seabrook

O

n a mild Monday afternoon
in mid-January, Ester Dean,
a songwriter and vocalist,
arrived at Roc the Mic Studios in
Manhattan for the ﬁrst of ﬁve days of
songwriting sessions. Her engineer,
Aubry Delaine, whom she calls Big
Juice, accompanied her. Tor Hermansen and Mikkel Eriksen, the team of
Norwegian writer-producers professionally known as Stargate, were waiting there for Dean.
Most of the songs played on Top Forty
radio are collaborations between
producers like Stargate and “top line”
writers like Ester Dean. The producers compose the chord progressions,
program the beats, and arrange the
“synths,” or computer-made instrumental sounds; the top-liners come up
with primary melodies, lyrics, and the
all-important hooks, the ear-friendly
musical phrases that lock you into the
song. “It’s not enough to have one hook
anymore,” Jay Brown, the president of
Roc Nation, and Dean’s manager, told
me recently. “You’ve got to have a hook
in the intro, a hook in the pre-chorus,
a hook in the chorus, and a hook in the
bridge.” The reason, he explained, is
that “people on average give a song
seven seconds on the radio before
they change the channel, and you got
to hook them.”
Today’s Top Forty is almost always
machine-made: lush sonic landscapes
of beats, loops, and synths in which
all the sounds have square edges
and shiny surfaces, the voices are
Auto-Tuned for pitch, and there are
no mistakes. The music sounds sort
of like this: thump thooka whompa
whomp pish pish pish thumpaty

wompah pah pah pah. The people who
create the songs are often in different
places. The artists, who spend much
of the year touring, don’t have time
to come into the studio; they generally record new material in between
shows, in mobile recording studios
and hotel rooms, working with demos
that producers and top-line writers
make for them to use as a kind of vocal
stencil pattern.
As was the case in the pre-rock era,
when Phil Spector–produced girl
groups led the hit parade, many of the
leading artists of the post-rock era are
women. Rarely a month goes by without a new song from Lady Gaga, Katy
Perry, Beyoncé, Kelly Clarkson, Ke$ha,
Rihanna, Nicki Minaj, or Pink near the
top of the charts. But the artist who
best embodies the music and the style
of the new Top Forty is Rihanna, the
Barbados-born pop singer. At twentyfour, she is the queen of urban pop,
and the consummate artist of the
digital age, in which quantity is more
important than quality and personality trumps song craft. She releases an
album a year, often recording a new
one while she is on an eighty-city world
tour promoting the last one. To keep
her supplied with material, her label,
Def Jam, and her manager, Jay Brown,
periodically convene “writer camps”—
weeklong conclaves, generally held
in Los Angeles, where dozens of top
producers and writers from around the
world are brought in to brainstorm on
songs. After an album comes out, she
may release remixes, like her recent
ill-advised collaborations with Chris
Brown, to give singles a boost. She has
sold more digital singles than any other
artist—a hundred and twenty million.

Rihanna is often described as a
“manufactured” pop star, because she
doesn’t write her songs, but neither
did Sinatra or Elvis. She embodies a
song in the way an actor inhabits a
role—and no one expects the actor to
write the script. In the rock era, when
the album was the standard unit of
recorded music, listeners had ten or
eleven songs to get to know the artist,
but in the singles-oriented business of
today the artist has only three or four
minutes to put her personality across.
The song must drip with attitude and
swagger, or “swag,” and nobody delivers that better than Rihanna, even if a
good deal of the swag originates with
Ester Dean.
Source: Excerpted from John Seabrook,
“The Song Machine : The Hitmakers behind
Rihanna,” The New Yorker, March 26, 2012,
http://www.newyorker.com/reporting
/2012/03/26/120326fa_fact_seabrook
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Fewer Major Labels Control More Music
From the 1950s through the 1980s, the music industry,
though powerful, consisted of a large number of competSony Music
ing major labels, along with numerous independent labels.
19.1%
Entertainment
29.3%
Over time, the major labels began swallowing up the
independents and then buying one another. By 1998, only
six major labels remained—Universal, Warner, Sony, BMG,
12.1%
EMI, and Polygram. That year, Universal acquired PolyIndependents
Universal
Music Group
gram, and in 2003 BMG and Sony merged. (BMG left the
39.5%
partnership in 2008.) In 2012, Universal gained regulatory
approval to purchase EMI’s recorded music division. Now,
only three major music corporations will remain: Universal Music Group, Sony Music Entertainment, and Warner
Music Group. Together, these companies control nearly 90
FIGURE 4.2
percent of the recording industry market in the United States (see Figure 4.2). Although their
U.S. MARKET SHARE
revenue has eroded over the past decade, the major music corporations still wield great power,
OF THE MAJOR LABELS
as they can control when and how their artists’ music will be licensed to play on new distribuIN THE RECORDING
INDUSTRY, 2011
tion services.
Warner Music Group

Source: Nielsen
SoundScan, 2012

Note: Figure combines UMG’s and
EMI’s pre-merger market shares.

INDIE LABELS are able
to take chances on artists
like Bon Iver, who became
a break-out success on the
Jagjaguwar label in 2008.
Bon Iver has remained on an
indie even after the band’s
founder, Justin Verbon, has
worked with major-label
stars like Kanye West.

The Indies Spot the Trends
The rise of rock and roll in the 1950s and early 1960s showcased a rich diversity of independent
labels—including Sun, Stax, Chess, and Motown—all vying for a share of the new music. That
tradition lives on today. In contrast to the three global players, some five thousand large and
small independent production houses—or indies—record less commercially viable music, or
music they hope will become commercially viable. Often struggling enterprises, indies require
only a handful of people to operate them. Producing between 11 and 15 percent of America’s
music, indies often depend on wholesale distributors to promote and sell their music, or enter
into deals with majors to gain wider distribution for their artists. The Internet has also become a
low-cost distribution outlet for independent labels, which sell recordings and merchandise and
list tour schedules online. (See “Alternative Voices” on page 149.)
Indies play a major role as the music industry’s
risk-takers, since major labels are reluctant to invest
in commercially unproven artists. The majors frequently rely on indies to discover and initiate distinctive musical trends that ﬁrst appear on a local level.
For instance, indies such as Sugarhill, Tommy Boy,
and Uptown emerged in the 1980s to produce regional
hip-hop. In the early 2000s, bands of the “indie-rock”
movement, such as Yo La Tengo and Arcade Fire, found
their home on indie labels Matador and Merge. Once indies become successful, the ﬁnancial inducement to sell
out to a major label is enormous. Seattle indie Sub Pop
(Nirvana’s initial recording label) sold 49 percent of its
stock to Time Warner for $20 million in 1994. However,
the punk label Epitaph rejected takeover oﬀers as high
as $50 million in the 1990s and remains independent.
All the major labels look for and swallow up independent labels that have successfully developed artists with
national or global appeal.
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WHAT
APPLE
OWNS
Making, Selling, and Profiting from Music
Like most mass media, the music business is divided into several areas, each working in a different capacity. In the music industry, those areas are making the music (signing, developing,
and recording the artist), selling the music (selling, distributing, advertising, and promoting the
music), and sharing the profits. All of these areas are essential to the industry but have always
shared in the conflict between business concerns and artistic concerns.

Making the Music
Labels are driven by A&R (artist & repertoire) agents, the talent scouts of the music business,
who discover, develop, and sometimes manage artists. A&R executives scan online music sites
and listen to demonstration tapes, or demos, from new artists and decide whom to sign and
which songs to record. A&R executives naturally look for artists who they think will sell, and
they are often forced to avoid artists with limited commercial possibilities or to tailor artists to
make them viable for the recording studio.
A typical recording session is a complex process that involves the artist, the producer, the
session engineer, and audio technicians. In charge of the overall recording process, the producer
handles most nontechnical elements of the session, including reserving studio space, hiring
session musicians (if necessary), and making ﬁnal decisions about the sound of the recording.
The session engineer oversees the technical aspects of the recording session, everything from
choosing recording equipment to managing the audio technicians. Most popular records are
recorded part by part. Using separate microphones, the vocalists, guitarists, drummers, and
other musical sections are digitally recorded onto separate audio tracks, which are edited and
remixed during postproduction and ultimately mixed down to a two-track stereo master copy
for reproduction to CD or online digital distribution.

Consider how Apple
connects to your life;
turn the page for the
bigger picture.
ELECTRONICS
q iPod
q iPod Classic
q iPod Nano
q iPod Shuffle
q iPod Touch
q iPhone
q iPad
q Apple TV
q iMac
q MacBook Air
q MacBook Pro
q Mac Mini
q Mac Pro
q Magic Mouse
q Time Capsule
q Magic Track Pad
q Airport Express
q Airport Extreme
RETAIL SERVICES
q iTunes
q App Store
q iBooks
q iMusic
q Apple Retail Stores
OPERATING SYSTEMS
q iOS
q OS X

Selling the Music
Selling and distributing music is a tricky part of the business. For years, the primary sales
outlets for music were direct-retail record stores (independents or chains such as Sam Goody)
and general retail outlets like Walmart, Best Buy, and Target. Such direct retailers could specialize in music, carefully monitoring new releases and keeping large, varied inventories. But
as digital sales climbed, CD sales fell, hurting direct retail sales considerably. In 2006, Tower
Records declared bankruptcy, closed its retail locations, and became an online-only retailer.
Sam Goody stores were shuttered in 2008, and Virgin closed its last U.S. megastore in 2009.
Meanwhile, other independent record stores either went out of business or experienced great
losses, and general retail outlets began to offer considerably less variety, stocking only topselling CDs.
At the same time, digital sales have grown to capture 50 percent of the U.S. market and 32
percent of the global market.22 Apple’s iTunes now sells songs at prices ranging from $0.69 to
$1.49. It has become the leading music retailer, selling 38.2 percent of all music purchased in
the United States. (See “What Apple Owns” at right.) Anderson Merchandisers, the behind-thescenes wholesaler that stocks and manages music inventories at Walmart and Best Buy, is the
second biggest music seller, at about 18 percent of the market, followed by Amazon (which also
sells digital downloads) in third place, with 8 percent of the market. Alliance Entertainment, a
wholesaler that manages and ships recorded music for several hundred online stores, is fourth,
with a 6 percent market share.23
In addition to the top music retailers who sell digital downloads and physical CDs, subscription music streaming services like Rhapsody, Spotify, MOG, and Rdio are a small but growing
market that can also generate revenue for music labels and their artists. But some leading

SOFTWARE
q Aperture (photograph
manipulation software)
q Apple Remote (desktop
management software)
q FaceTime for Mac (video
calling interface)
q Final Cut Pro X (digital
video editing software)
q iMovie
q iPhoto
q iWork
q iWeb
q iDVD
q Keynote
q Pages
q Numbers
q GarageBand
q Logic Studio
q Safari
CLOUD SERVICES
q iCloud
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WHAT DOES
THIS MEAN?
In only one decade,
Apple has redefined the
music industry (through
the iPod and iTunes), as
well as how we consume
all media (through the
iPhone and the iPad).
qRevenue: Apple’s 2011
revenue of $142 billion
(compared to Microsoft’s
$70 billion) is equal to
the GDP of New Zealand.
Apple could buy RIM,
Nokia, Twitter, Adobe, and
T-Mobile tomorrow, and still
have extra cash.1
qSalary Disparity: In
2011, Apple CEO Tim
Cook earned more than
$570 million. Apple Store
employees earn about
$25,000 a year.2 The
230,000 employees who
work for China’s massive
factory plant in Foxconn
City, where the iPhone is
assembled, earn about
$1.50 an hour.3
qMusic Hub: iTunes has been
the No. 1 music retailer in
the United States since
2008. By 2012, iTunes had
sold more than 16 billion
songs. Apple has sold 300
million iPods since 2001.4
q“Post-PC” Revolution: In
2011, Apple sold 172
million “post-PC” devices.5
Apple controls 34 percent
of the smartphone market
in the United States, 80
percent of the MP3 player
market, and 70 percent of
the tablet market.6
qApps: By March 2012,
Apple had sold more than
25 billion apps.7
qRetail Behemoth: Apple
operates 327 retail stores.
In 2011, these stores took
in more money per square
foot than any other United
States retailer.8

artists—including Adele, the Black Keys, and Coldplay—have held back their new releases from
such services due to concerns that streaming eats into their digital download and CD sales.
“Part of the reason is that a song has to be played between 100 and 150 times on a streaming
service in order to generate the same licensing revenue as a single download sale,” the Los Angeles Times reported.24 Yet, a later analysis by the same newspaper suggested there isn’t a clear
relationship between streaming activity and digital download sales.25
As noted earlier, some established rock acts like Nine Inch Nails and Amanda Palmer are
taking the “alternative” approach to their business model, shunning major labels and using the
Internet to directly reach their fans. By selling music online at their own Web sites or CDs at
live concerts, music acts generally do better, cutting out the retailer and keeping more of the
revenue themselves.
Legitimate online music sales are now a growing success, and in 2011 the music industry
recorded its ﬁrst year of growth since 2004. Although online piracy—unauthorized online ﬁle
sharing—is still a problem, with about one-quarter of Internet users worldwide accessing unauthorized music content each month, the international recording industry group IPFI reported in
2012 that “we are undoubtedly making important progress” toward “developing a sustainable
legitimate digital music sector.” There are now about ﬁve hundred legal online music services
worldwide.26

Dividing the Profits
The upheaval in the music industry in recent years has shaken up the once predictable sale
of music through CDs. Now there are multiple digital venues for selling music.27 But for the
sake of example, we will first look at the various costs and profits from a typical CD that
retails at $17.98. The wholesale price for that CD is about $12.50, leaving the remainder as
retail profit. Discount retailers like Walmart and Best Buy sell closer to the wholesale price
to lure customers to buy other things (even if they make less profit on the CD itself ). The
wholesale price represents the actual cost of producing and promoting the recording, plus
the recording label’s profits. The record company reaps the highest revenue (close to $9.74
on a typical CD) but, along with the artist, bears the bulk of the expenses: manufacturing costs, packaging and CD design, advertising and promotion, and artists’ royalties (see
Figure 4.3 on page 147). The physical product of the CD itself costs less than a quarter to
manufacture.
New artists usually negotiate a royalty rate of between 8 and 12 percent on the retail
price of a CD, while more established performers might negotiate for 15 percent or higher.
An artist who has negotiated a typical 11 percent royalty rate would earn about $1.93 per
CD whose suggested retail price is $17.98. So a CD that “goes gold”—that is, sells 500,000
units—would net the artist around $965,000. But out of this amount, artists must repay the
record company the money they have been advanced (from $100,000 to $500,000). And
after band members, managers, and attorneys are paid with the remaining money, it’s quite
possible that an artist will end up with almost nothing—even after a certiﬁed gold CD. (See
“Case Study: In the Jungle, the Unjust Jungle, a Small Victory” on page 148.) The ﬁnancial
risk is much lower for the songwriter/publisher, who makes a standard mechanical royalty
rate of about 9.1 cents per song, or $0.91 for a ten-song CD, without having to bear any production or promotional costs.
The proﬁts are divided somewhat diﬀerently in digital download sales. A $1.29 iTunes
download generates about $0.40 for iTunes (iTunes gets 30 percent of every song sale) and a
standard $0.09 mechanical royalty for the song publisher and writer, leaving about $0.60 for
the record company. Artists at a typical royalty rate of about 15 percent would get $0.20 from
the song download. With no CD printing and packaging costs, record companies can retain
more of the revenue on download sales.
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CASE
STUDY
In the Jungle, the Unjust Jungle, a Small Victory
by Sharon Lafraniere

A

s Solomon Linda ﬁrst recorded
it in 1939, it was a tender
melody, almost childish in its
simplicity—three chords, a couple of
words and some baritones chanting in
the background.
But the saga of the song now known
worldwide as “The Lion Sleeps Tonight”
is anything but a lullaby. It is fraught
with racism and exploitation and, in
the end, 40-plus years after his death,
brings a measure of justice. Were he
still alive, Solomon Linda might turn it
into one heck of a ballad. Born in 1909
in the Zulu heartland of South Africa,
Mr. Linda never learned to read or
write, but in song he was supremely
eloquent. After moving to Johannesburg in his midtwenties, he quickly
conquered the weekend music scene
at the township beer halls and squalid
hostels that housed much of the city’s
black labor force.
He sang soprano over a four-part
harmony, a vocal style that was soon
widely imitated. By 1939, a talent
scout had ushered Mr. Linda’s group,
the Original Evening Birds, into a
recording studio where they produced
a startling hit called “Mbube,” Zulu for
“The Lion.” Elizabeth Nsele, Mr. Linda’s
youngest surviving daughter, said it
had been inspired by her father’s childhood as a herder protecting cattle in
the untamed hinterlands.
From there, it took flight worldwide. In
the early fifties, Pete Seeger recorded
it with his group, the Weavers. His version differed from the original mainly
in his misinterpretation of the word
“mbube” (pronounced “EEM-boo-beh”).
Mr. Seeger sang it as “wimoweh,” and
turned it into a folk music staple.

There followed a jazz version, a nightclub version, another folk version by the
Kingston Trio, a pop version, and finally,
in 1961, a reworking of the song by an
American songwriter, George Weiss.
Mr. Weiss took the last 20 improvised
seconds of Mr. Linda’s recording and
transformed it into the melody. He added lyrics beginning, “In the jungle, the
mighty jungle.” A teen group called the
Tokens sang it with a doo-wop beat—
and it topped charts worldwide. Some
150 artists eventually recorded the
song. It was translated into languages
from Dutch to Japanese. It had a role in
more than 13 movies. By all rights,
Mr. Linda should have been a rich man.
Instead, he lived in Soweto with barely
a stick of furniture, sleeping on a dirt
floor carpeted with cow dung. Mr.
Linda received 10 shillings—about 87
cents today—when he signed over the
copyright of “Mbube” in 1952 to Gallo
Studios, the company that produced
his record. When Mr. Linda died in
1962, at 53, with the modern equivalent of $22 in his bank account, his
widow had no money for a gravestone.
How much he should have collected
is in dispute. Over the years, he and
his family have received royalties for
“Wimoweh” from the Richmond Organization, the publishing house that holds
the rights to that song, though not as
much as they should have, Mr. Seeger
said. But where Mr. Linda’s family really
lost out, his lawyers claim, was in “The
Lion Sleeps Tonight,” a megahit. From
1991 to 2000, the years when “The
Lion King” began enthralling audiences
in movie theaters and on Broadway, Mr.
Linda’s survivors received a total of perhaps $17,000 in royalties, according to
Hanro Friedrich, the family’s lawyer.

The Lindas filed suit in 2004,
demanding $1.5 million in damages,
but their case was no slam-dunk. Not
only had Mr. Linda signed away his
copyright to Gallo in 1952, . . . but
his wife, who was also illiterate,
signed them away again in 1982,
followed by his daughters several
years later. In their lawsuit, the Lindas invoked an obscure 1911 law
under which the song’s copyright
reverted to Mr. Linda’s estate 25
years after his death. On a separate
front, they criticized the Walt Disney
Company, whose 1994 hit movie
“The Lion King” featured a meerkat and warthog singing “The Lion
Sleeps Tonight.” Disney argued that
it had paid Abilene Music for permission to use the song, without knowing its origins.
In February 2006, Abilene agreed
to pay Mr. Linda’s family royalties
from 1987 onward, ending the suit.
No amount has been disclosed, but
the family’s lawyers say their clients
should be quite comfortable.
Source: Excerpted from Sharon Lafraniere, “In the
Jungle, the Unjust Jungle, a Small Victory,” New
York Times, March 22, 2006, p. A1.

THE BLACK KEYS Though
fewer rock bands have
found enormous success
following the digital turn, the
bluesy duo have built a large
mainstream following. Even
a band as big as The Black
Keys, though, can sometimes
make more money licensing
their songs to ads than from
record sales. Their songs have
appeared in ads for Nissan,
Victoria’s Secret, and Hewlett
Packard, among others.

Association agreed that music publishers would be paid 15 percent of advertising revenues generated by music videos licensed for use on YouTube and Vevo.

Alternative Voices

JUSTIN BIEBER began
posting videos of himself
singing on YouTube when
he was only twelve. By
the time he was ﬁfteen,
his YouTube channel had
over a million views and he
caught the attention of a
music executive. Signed to a
major label (Island Records)
in 2008, Bieber is now a
certiﬁed teen sensation,
with multiple hit songs and
legions of teenage female
fans who have caused at
least three stampedes at
various appearances.

A vast network of independent (indie) labels, distributors, stores, publications,
and Internet sites devoted to music outside of the major label system has
existed since the early days of rock and roll. Although not as lucrative as the
major label music industry, the indie industry nonetheless continues to thrive,
providing music fans access to all styles of music, including some of the
world’s most respected artists.
Independent labels have become even more viable by using the Internet
as a low-cost distribution and promotional outlet for CD and merchandise
sales, as well as for fan discussion groups, regular e-mail updates of tour
schedules, promotion of new releases, and music downloads. Consequently,
bands that in previous years would have signed to a major label have found
another path to success in the independent music industry, with labels
like Rounder (Alison Krauss, Sondre Lerche), Matador (Yo La Tengo, Sonic
Youth, Pavement), Saddle Creek (Bright Eyes, the Mynabirds, Land of Talk),
and Epitaph (Bad Religion, Alkaline Trio, Frank Turner). Unlike an artist on
a major label needing to sell 500,000 copies or more in order to recoup expenses and make a proﬁt, indie artists “can turn a proﬁt after selling roughly
25,000 copies of an album.”28 Some musical artists also self-publish CDs and
sell them at concerts or use popular online services like CD Baby, the largest
online distributer of independent music, where artists can earn $6 to $12
per CD. One of the challenges of being an independent, unsigned artist is
ﬁguring out how to sell one’s music on iTunes, Amazon, and other digital
music services. TuneCore, founded in 2006, is one of many companies that
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have emerged to fulﬁll that service. For $50, the company will distribute recordings to online
music services, and then collect royalties for the artist (charging an additional 10 percent for
recovered royalty fees).
In addition to signing with indies, unsigned artists and bands now build online communities around their personal Web sites—a key self-promotional tool—listing shows, news,
tours, photos, and downloadable songs. Social networking sites are another place for fans
and music artists to connect. MySpace was one of the ﬁrst dominant sites, but Facebook
eventually eclipsed it as the go-to site for music lovers. In addition, social music media sites
like the Hype Machine, SoundCloud, and iLike; music streaming sites like blip.fm, Rhapsody,
Grooveshark, and 8tracks; Internet radio stations like Pandora and Slacker; and video sites
like YouTube and Vevo are becoming increasingly popular places for fans to sample and discover new music. The “Free Single of the Week” at iTunes gives an artist a huge promotional
platform each week. One such artist was Adam Young, who records under the name Owl City.
In 2009, Apple posted his single “Fireﬂies” as one of its free weekly tunes. Within a month, it
was picked up by alternative radio, and by the end of the year it was the top radio song in the
country. A year after Young had been making his music alone in his parent’s basement in Minnesota, Owl City’s album had sold 700,000 copies and 3 million song downloads. “If I weren’t
doing this, I’d be working in a warehouse,” Young said. “So I’m pretty happy with everything
that’s happened so far.”29

Sound Recording, Free Expression,
and Democracy

“People seem to
need their peers
to validate their
musical tastes,
making the
Internet a perfect
medium for the
intersection of
MP3s and mob
psychology.”
INTERNATIONAL
HERALD TRIBUNE,
2008

From sound recording’s earliest stages as a mass medium, when the music industry began
stamping out flat records, to the breakthrough of MP3s and Internet-based music services,
fans have been sharing music and pushing culture in unpredictable directions. Sound recordings allowed for the formation of rock and roll, a genre drawing from such a diverse range of
musical styles that its impact on culture is unprecedented: Low culture challenged high-brow
propriety; black culture spilled into white; southern culture infused the North; masculine and
feminine stereotypes broke down; rural and urban styles came together; and artists mixed the
sacred and the profane. Attempts to tame music were met by new affronts, including the British
invasion, the growth of soul, and the political force of folk and psychedelic music. The gradual
mainstreaming of rock led to the establishment of other culture-shaking genres, including punk,
grunge, alternative, and hip-hop.
The battle over rock’s controversial aspects speaks to the heart of democratic expression.
Nevertheless, rock and other popular recordings—like other art forms—also have a history of
reproducing old stereotypes: limiting women’s access as performers, fostering racist or homophobic attitudes, and celebrating violence and misogyny.
Popular musical forms that test cultural boundaries face a dilemma: how to uphold a legacy
of free expression while resisting giant companies bent on consolidating independents and
maximizing proﬁts. Since the 1950s, forms of rock music have been breaking boundaries, then
becoming commercial, then reemerging as rebellious, and then repeating the pattern. The congressional payola hearings of 1959 and the Senate hearings of the mid-1980s triggered by Tipper
Gore’s Parents Music Resource Center (which led to music advisory labels) are a few of the many
attempts to rein in popular music, whereas the infamous antics of performers from Elvis Presley
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onward, the blunt lyrics of artists from rock and roll and rap, and the independent paths of the
many garage bands and cult bands of the early rock-and-roll era through the present are among
those actions that pushed popular music’s boundaries.
Still, this dynamic between popular music’s clever innovations and capitalism’s voracious
appetite is crucial to sound recording’s constant innovation and mass appeal. The major labels
need resourceful independents to develop new talent. So, ironically, successful commerce
requires periodic infusions of the diverse sounds that come from ethnic communities, backyard
garages, dance parties, and neighborhood clubs. At the same time, nearly all musicians need
the major labels if they want wide distribution or national popularity. Such an interdependent
pattern is common in contemporary media economics.
No matter how it is produced and distributed, popular music endures because it speaks to
both individual and universal themes, from a teenager’s ﬁrst romantic adventure to a nation’s
outrage over social injustice. Music often reﬂects the personal or political anxieties of a society.
It also breaks down artiﬁcial or hurtful barriers better than many government programs do.
Despite its tribulations, music at its best continues to champion a democratic spirit. Writer and
free-speech advocate Nat Hentoﬀ addressed this issue in the 1970s when he wrote, “Popular music always speaks, among other things, of dreams—which change with the times.”30 The recording industry continues to capitalize on and spread those dreams globally, but in each generation
musicians and their fans keep imagining new ones.
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CHAPTER
REVIEW
COMMON THREADS
One of the Common Threads discussed in Chapter 1 is about the developmental stages of the mass media. But as
new audio and sound recording technologies evolve, do they drive the kind of music we hear?
In the recent history of the music industry, it would seem as
(1967), the Beatles’ Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band
if technology has been the driving force behind the kind of
(1967), David Bowie’s The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust
music we hear. Case in point: The advent of the MP3 file as
(1972), Public Enemy’s It Takes a Nation of Millions to Hold
a new format in 1999 has led to a new emphasis on single
Us Back (1988), and Radiohead’s OK Computer (1997).
songs as the primary unit of music sales. The Recording
Has the movement away from albums changed possibilities
Industry Association of America reports that there were more for musical artists? That is, if an artist is to be commercially
than 1.3 billion downloads of digital singles in 2011. In that
successful, is there more pressure just to generate hit
year, digital singles outsold physical CD albums more than
singles instead of larger bodies of work that constitute the
5 to 1, digital albums 12 to 1, and vinyl LP/EPs 237 to 1. In
album? Have the styles of artists like Ke$ha, Nicki Minaj,
the past decade, we have come to live in a music business
One Republic, and Lil Wayne been shaped by the predomidominated by digital singles.
nance of the single?
What have we gained by this transition? Thankfully,
Still, there is a clear case against technological
there are fewer CD jewel boxes (which always shattered
determinism—the idea that technological innovations
with the greatest of ease). And there is no requirement to
determine the direction of the culture. Back in the 1950s,
buy the lackluster “filler” songs that often come with the
the vinyl album caught on despite there having been no
price of an album, when all we want are the two or three
album format prior to it and despite the popularity of the
hit songs. But what have we lost culturally in the transition
45-rpm single format, which competed with it at the same
away from albums?
time. When the MP3 single format emerged in the late
First, there is no album art for digital singles (although
1990s, the music industry had just rolled out two formats
department stores now sell frames to turn vintage 12-inch
of advanced album discs that were technological improvealbum covers into art). And second, we have lost the conments on the CD. Neither caught on. Of course, music
cept of an album as a thematic collection of music, and a
fans may have been lured by the ease of acquiring music
medium that provides a much broader canvas to a talented
digitally via the Internet, and by the price—usually free (but
musical artist. Consider this: How would the Beatles’ The
illegal).
White Album have been created in a business dominated
So, if it isn’t technological determinism, why doesn’t a
by singles? A look at Rolling Stone magazine’s 500 Greatstrong digital album market coexist with the digital singles
est Albums and Time magazine’s All-Time 100 Albums
today? Can you think of any albums of the past few years
indicates the apex of album creativity in earlier decades,
that merit being listed with the greatest albums of all time?
with selections such as Jimi Hendrix’s Are You Experienced

KEY TERMS
The definitions for the terms listed below can be found in the glossary at the end of the book.
The page numbers listed with the terms indicate where the term is highlighted in the chapter.
audiotape, 124
stereo, 125
analog recording, 125
digital recording, 125
compact discs (CDs), 125
MP3, 127
pop music, 128
jazz, 129
cover music, 129
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rock and roll, 129
blues, 129
rhythm and blues (R&B), 130
rockabilly, 131
soul, 136
folk music, 137
folk-rock, 137
punk rock, 139
grunge, 140

alternative rock, 140
hip-hop, 140
gangster rap, 141
oligopoly, 142
indies, 144
A&R (artist & repertoire) agents, 145
online piracy, 146

For review quizzes, chapter summaries,
links to media-related Web sites, and more,
go to bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
The Development of Sound Recording
1. The technological configuration of a particular medium
sometimes elevates it to mass market status. Why did
Emile Berliner’s flat disk replace the wax cylinder, and
why did this reconfiguration of records matter in the
history of the mass media? Can you think of other mass
media examples in which the size and shape of the
technology have made a difference?
2. How did sound recording survive the advent of radio?
3. How did the music industry attempt to curb illegal
downloading and file-sharing?

U.S. Popular Music and the Formation of Rock
4. How did rock and roll significantly influence two mass
media industries?
5. Although many rock-and-roll lyrics from the 1950s are
tame by today’s standards, this new musical development represented a threat to many parents and adults
at that time. Why?
6. What moral and cultural boundaries were blurred by
rock and roll in the 1950s?
7. Why did cover music figure so prominently in the development of rock and roll and the record industry in the
1950s?

A Changing Industry: Reformations in Popular Music
8. Explain the British invasion. What was its impact on
the recording industry?
9. What were the major influences of folk music on the
recording industry?
10. Why did hip-hop and punk rock emerge as significant
musical forms in the late 1970s and 1980s? What
do their developments have in common, and how are
they different?
11. Why does pop music continue to remain powerful today?

The Business of Sound Recording
12. What companies control the bulk of worldwide music
production and distribution?
13. Why are independent labels so important to the
music industry?
14. Who are the major parties who receive profits when a
digital download, music stream, or physical CD is
sold?
15. How is a mechanical royalty different from a performance royalty?

Sound Recording, Free Expression, and Democracy
16. Why is it ironic that so many forms of alternative
music become commercially successful?

QUESTIONING THE MEDIA
1. If you ran a noncommercial campus radio station, what
kind of music would you play and why?
2. Think about the role of the 1960s drug culture in rock’s
history. How are drugs and alcohol treated in contemporary and alternative forms of rock and hip-hop
today?

4. Do you think the Internet as a technology helps or hurts
musical artists? Why do so many contemporary musical
performers differ in their opinions about the Internet?
5. How has the Internet changed your musical tastes?
Has it exposed you to more global music? Do you listen
to a wider range of music because of the Internet?

3. Is it healthy for, or detrimental to, the music business
that so much of the recording industry is controlled by
just a few large international companies? Explain.

ADDITIONAL VIDEOS
Visit the VideoCentral: Mass Communication section at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture
for additional exclusive videos related to Chapter 4.
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A few years ago, a young woman named Kristin*
took an entry-level position running the audio
board for the on-air radio personalities at an AM
radio station. She loved radio, and hoped that
this job would jump-start her career in the industry. “When I went to college to get my bachelor’s
degree, that’s what I wanted to do,” she said.
Kristin got her break when she was asked to
ﬁll in at the microphone while one of the radio
personalities went on maternity leave. Soon, she
won a regular shift while just a college student.
And because the station was owned by Atlantabased Cumulus Media, one of the largest radio
groups in the country with 350 stations in 68
markets, there were opportunities for Kristin to
grow within the company. She was transferred
to host a show on a popular contemporary hits
FM station in a larger market, playing the latest
songs. “I was so excited to be living my dream,”
Kristin said, so much so that she didn’t mind that
she was earning only minimum wage.

*Name has been changed for conﬁdentiality reasons.
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That dream soon revealed its darker
side—the realities of today’s homogenized radio industry. Kristin’s station
was one of three FM stations owned
by Cumulus in that market. Kristin was
asked to do voice-tracking, a costsaving measure in which a radio deejay
prerecords voice breaks that are then
inserted into an automated shift. To the
listeners, it may have seemed like they
were getting three different deejays on
Cumulus’s contemporary hits station,
rock station, and country station. After
all, they were hearing three different
names, with three slightly different
personalities. In reality, Kristin was the
midday deejay on the contemporary
hits radio station; she was the evening
deejay on the rock format station; and
she was also the weekend voice of
the company’s country format station.
Some days, due to scheduling, Kristin’s
three on-air personalities could be heard
at the exact same time. But she would
only be paid for the one hour it took her
to lay down a voice track for each fourto-ﬁve hour shift.
Kristin and her fellow voice-tracked
deejays felt disconnected from their
listeners. “You can see that the phones
ring all day long,” as listeners call in
requests, she said. “Even if you voice
track, you say, ‘Call in with your request,
or leave a message.’” But because the
songs are scheduled days in advance
in the automated system, if a request
happens to be played, it’s only by coincidence.
After four years, Kristin ﬁnished her B.A.
in communication, left the radio station,
and went to grad school. “I wouldn’t be
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able to pay my college loans with the
money I was making,” she said.
But even with the low wages, for Kristin, the biggest disappointment was
that the kind of commercial radio she
grew up listening to was being phased
out by the time she went to work in the
business.
The consolidation of stations into massive radio groups like Cumulus and Clear
Channel in the 1990s and 2000s resulted in budget-cutting demands from
the corporate ofﬁces and, ultimately,
stations with less connection to their
local audience. And even with growing
complaints from listeners and community groups about the decline in minority
ownership, the lack of musical diversity on the airwaves, and the neardisappearance of local radio news, little
has changed. It is simply more proﬁtable
for radio conglomerates to use prerecorded or syndicated programming,
even if it means losing sight of their
duty to serve the public’s interests and
stiﬂing their deejays’ individuality and
passion for the medium. Kristin’s contemporary hits station had ﬁve full-time
on-air deejays when she started. Today,
it has just one.

“When you take away the
interaction with people and
the live aspect, you lose
the magic.”
KRISTIN, FORMER RADIO
DEEJAY

EVEN WITH THE ARRIVAL OF TV IN THE 1950s and the “corporatization” of broadcasting in the 1990s, the historical and contemporary roles played by radio have been immense.
From the early days of network radio, which gave us “a national identity” and “a chance to
share in a common experience,”1 to the more customized, demographically segmented medium
today, radio’s influence continues to reverberate throughout our society. Though television
displaced radio as our most common media experience, radio specialized and adapted. The
daily music and persistent talk that resonate from radios all over the world continue to play a
key role in contemporary culture.
In this chapter, we examine the scientific, cultural, political, and economic factors surrounding radio’s development and perseverance. We will:
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critical formation of RCA as a national radio monopoly
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convergence with sound recording, and the influence of various formats
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industry, and the convergence of radio with the Internet
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As you read through this chapter, think about your own relationship with radio. What are
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old were you when you started listening? Why did you listen? What types of radio stations are in
your area today? If you could own and manage a commercial radio station, what format would
you choose, and why? For more questions to help you think through the role of radio in our
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Past-Present-Future:
Radio
As radio undergoes a transformation in the face of the
digital turn, it’s worth remembering how radio was first
imagined in its development. The earliest radio technology
was developed to improve on a task previously done by
lighthouses and flags: ship-to-shore communication. Thus,
the first concept of radio was point-to-point—no one had yet
thought of broadcasting.
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broadly caught on, and it was the ﬁrst time the nation was
brought together with shared electronic media programc_d]$8kjm^[dj[b[l_i_edX[YWc[j^[d[m[b[Yjhed_Y
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programming: news, sports, and lots of music formats.
Today, there are about ﬁfteen thousand radio stations, but
ironically many of them sound alike, in part because many
of them are owned by the same companies and carry the
same syndicated national programming. If you listen to

a contemporary hits radio station throughout the counjho"oek¾bbb_a[bo^[Whj^[iWc[iodZ_YWj[ZHoWdI[WYh[ij
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program in the evening.
The future is already here in radio, as Internet radio
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Online, listeners can make even more customized channels based on artists or songs they like. Internet radio sites
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has a seemingly inﬁnite number of “stations” that one can
choose and create, does the term “station” even apply? Are
Bei7d][b[ihWZ_eb_ij[d[hi^Wl_d]Wi^Wh[Z[nf[h_[dY[ed
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it displaced from number one? Is having a more customized radio station better than having a radio station that
originates in the local culture of a city? Or is the question
moot, since many local stations have already lost their
distinct local voice?
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POPULAR RADIO
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FIGURE 5.1
THE ELECTROMAGNETIC
SPECTRUM
Source: NASA, http://imagine.gsfc
.nasa.gov/docs/science/know_l1/
emspectrum.html.

j[b[f^ed[WdZj^[j[b[]hWf^m[h[b_c_j[ZXoj^[_hm_h[i"ieCWhYed_i[jWXekjjho_d]jecWa[
m_h[b[iij[Y^debe]ofhWYj_YWb$<_hij"^[WjjWY^[Z>[hjp¾iifWha#]WfjhWdic_jj[hjeWCehi[j[b[]hWf^a[o"m^_Y^YekbZi[dZekjZej#ZWi^i_]dWbi$J^[[b[Yjh_YWb_cfkbi[ijhWl[b[Z_djeWCehi[
inker, the machine that telegraph operators used to record the dots and dashes onto narrow
ijh_fie\fWf[h$I[YedZ"CWhYed_Z_iYel[h[Zj^Wj]hekdZ_d]ºYedd[Yj_d]j^[jhWdic_jj[hWdZ
receiver to the earth—greatly increased the distance over which he could send signals.
?d'./,"CWhYed_jhWl[b[Zje;d]bWdZ"m^[h[^[h[Y[_l[ZWfWj[djedwireless telegraphy,
W\ehce\le_Y[b[iife_dj#je#fe_djYecckd_YWj_ed$?dBedZed"_d'./-"^[\ehc[Zj^[CWhYed_
M_h[b[iiJ[b[]hWf^9ecfWdo"bWj[hademdWi8h_j_i^CWhYed_"WdZX[]Wd_dijWbb_d]m_h[b[ii
j[Y^debe]oed8h_j_i^dWlWbWdZfh_lWj[Yecc[hY_Wbi^_fi$?d'.//"^[ef[d[ZWXhWdY^_dj^[
Kd_j[ZIjWj[i"[ijWXb_i^_d]WYecfWdod_YadWc[Z7c[h_YWdCWhYed_$J^WjiWc[o[Wh"^[i[dj
j^[Æhijm_h[b[iiCehi[YeZ[i_]dWbWYheiij^[;d]b_i^9^Wdd[bje<hWdY["WdZ_d'/&'^[h[bWo[Z
j^[Æhijm_h[b[iii_]dWbWYheiij^[7jbWdj_YEY[Wd$7bj^ek]^CWhYed_mWiWikYY[ii\kb_ddelWtor and entrepreneur, he saw wireless telegraphy only as point-to-point communication, much
b_a[j^[j[b[]hWf^WdZj^[j[b[f^ed["dejWiWed[#je#cWdocWiic[Z_kc$>[WbieYedÆd[Z
^_iWffb_YWj_edijeCehi[YeZ[c[iiW][i\ehc_b_jWhoWdZYecc[hY_Wbi^_fi"b[Wl_d]ej^[hije
explore the wireless transmission of voice and music.
>_ijehoe\j[dY_j[iCWhYed_Wij^[»\Wj^[he\hWZ_e"¼XkjWdej^[h_dl[djehkdademdje^_c
mWicWa_d]fWhWbb[bZ_iYel[h_[iWXekjm_h[b[iij[b[]hWf^o_dHkii_W$7b[nWdZ[hFefel"Wfhe\[iiehe\f^oi_Yi_dIj$F[j[hiXkh]"mWiWbie[nf[h_c[dj_d]m_j^i[dZ_d]m_h[b[iic[iiW][iel[h
Z_ijWdY[i$FefelWddekdY[Zjej^[Hkii_WdF^oi_Y_ijIeY_[joe\Ij$F[j[hiXkh]edCWo-"'./+"
that he had transmitted and received signals over a distance of six hundred yards.(O[jFefel
mWiWdWYWZ[c_Y"dejWd[djh[fh[d[kh"WdZW\j[hCWhYed_WYYecfb_i^[ZWi_c_bWh\[Wjj^WjiWc[
ikcc[h"CWhYed_mWij^[ÆhijjeWffbo\ehWdZh[Y[_l[WfWj[dj$>em[l[h"CWo-_iY[b[XhWj[ZWi
»HWZ_e:Wo¼_dHkii_W$
?j_i_cfehjWdjjedej[j^Wjj^[mehae\FefelWdZCWhYed_mWifh[Y[Z[ZXoj^Wje\D_aebW
J[ibW"WI[hX_Wd#9heWj_Wd_dl[djehm^e_cc_]hWj[ZjeD[mOeha_d'..*$J[ibW"m^eWbie
conceived the high-capacity alternating current systems that made worldwide electriﬁcation
feii_Xb["_dl[dj[ZWm_h[b[iiioij[c_d'./($7o[WhbWj[h"J[ibWikYY[ii\kbboZ[cedijhWj[Z^_i
Z[l_Y[_dIj$Bek_i"m_j^^_ijhWdic_jj[hb_]^j_d]kfWh[Y[_l[hjkX[j^_hjo\[[jWmWo$3>em[l[h"
J[ibW¾imehamWiel[hi^WZem[ZXoCWhYed_¾i1CWhYed_ki[ZckY^e\J[ibW¾imeha_d^_iemd
developments, and for years Tesla was not associated with the invention of radio. Tesla never
received great ﬁnancial beneﬁts from his breakthroughs, but in 1943 (a few months after he
Z_[Zf[dd_b[ii_dD[mOehaj^[K$I$Ikfh[c[9ekhjel[hjkhd[ZCWhYed_¾im_h[b[iifWj[djWdZ
deemed Tesla the inventor of radio.4
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Wireless Telephony: De Forest and Fessenden
?d'.//"_dl[djehB[[:[<eh[ijm^e"_dZ[\_WdY[e\ej^[h_dl[djehi"b_a[ZjeYWbb^_ci[b\j^[
»\Wj^[he\hWZ_e¼mhej[j^[\_hijF^$:$Z_ii[hjWj_ededm_h[b[iij[Y^debe]o"Xk_bZ_d]edej^[hi¾
_ddelWj_edi$?d'/&'":[<eh[ijY^Wbb[d][ZCWhYed_"m^emWiYel[h_d]D[mOeha¾i?dj[hdWj_edWb
OWY^jHWY[i\ehj^[7iieY_Wj[ZFh[ii"Xoi_]d_d]kfjeh[fehjj^[hWY[i\ehWh_lWbd[mii[hl_Y[$
The competing transmitters jammed each other’s signals so badly, however, that officials ended
up relaying information on the races in the traditional way—with flags and hand signals. The
event exemplified a problem that would persist throughout radio’s early development: noise
and interference from competition for the finite supply of radio frequencies.
?d'/&(":[<eh[iji[jkfj^[M_h[b[iiJ[b[f^ed[9ecfWdojeYecf[j[^[WZ#edm_j^
7c[h_YWdCWhYed_"Xoj^[dj^[b[WZ[h_dm_h[b[iiYecckd_YWj_ed$7cW`ehZ_è[h[dY[X[jm[[d
CWhYed_WdZ:[<eh[ijmWij^[bWjj[h¾i_dj[h[ij_dm_h[b[iile_Y[WdZcki_YjhWdic_ii_edi"bWj[h
known as wireless telephony and, eventually, radio. Although sometimes an unscrupulous
Yecf[j_jeh_dl[djehH[]_dWbZ<[ii[dZ[dmedWbWmik_jW]W_dij:[<eh[ij\ehki_d]ed[e\^_i
fWj[djim_j^ekjf[hc_ii_ed":[<eh[ijm[djedjefWj[djceh[j^Wdj^h[[^kdZh[Z_dl[dj_edi$
:[<eh[ij¾iX_]][ijXh[Waj^hek]^mWij^[Z[l[befc[dje\j^[7kZ_ed"ehjh_eZ["lWYkkc
jkX["m^_Y^Z[j[Yj[ZhWZ_ei_]dWbiWdZj^[dWcfb_Æ[Zj^[c$:[<eh[ij¾i_cfhel[c[dji]h[Wjbo
increased listeners’ ability to hear dots and dashes and, later, speech and music on a receiver
i[j$>_iceZ_ÆYWj_edim[h[[ii[dj_Wbjej^[Z[l[befc[dje\le_Y[jhWdic_ii_ed"bed]#Z_ijWdY[
radio, and television. In fact, the Audion vacuum tube, which powered radios until the arrival of
jhWdi_ijehiWdZieb_Z#ijWj[Y_hYk_ji_dj^['/+&i"_iYedi_Z[h[ZXocWdo^_ijeh_WdijeX[j^[X[]_dd_d]e\ceZ[hd[b[Yjhed_Yi$8kjW]W_d"X_jj[hYecf[j_j_edjW_dji:[<eh[ij¾ib[]WYo1Wbj^ek]^:[
Forest won a twenty-year court battle for the rights to the Audion patent, most engineers at the
j_c[W]h[[Zj^Wj;Zm_d7hcijhed]m^ebWj[hZ[l[bef[Z<ChWZ_emWij^[jhk[_dl[djehWdZ
Z_iW]h[[Zm_j^j^[K$I$Ikfh[c[9ekhj¾i'/)*Z[Y_i_ededj^[YWi[j^Wj\Wleh[Z:[<eh[ij$+

NIKOLA TESLA
A double-exposed photograph combines the image
of inventor Nikola Tesla
reading a book in his
Colorado Springs, Colorado,
laboratory in 1899 with
the image of his Tesla coil
discharging several million
volts.

“I discovered an
Invisible Empire of
the Air, intangible,
yet solid as
granite.”
LEE DE FOREST,
INVENTOR
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POPULAR RADIO

The credit for the ﬁrst voice broadcast belongs to Canadian engineer Reginald FessenZ[d"\ehc[hboWY^_[\Y^[c_ij\ehJ^ecWi;Z_ied$<[ii[dZ[dm[djjemeha\ehj^[K$I$DWlo
WdZ[l[djkWbbo\eh=[d[hWb;b[Yjh_Y=;"m^[h[^[fbWo[ZWY[djhWbheb[_d_cfhel_d]m_h[b[iii_]dWbi$8ej^j^[dWloWdZ=;m[h[_dj[h[ij[Z_dj^[fej[dj_Wb\ehle_Y[jhWdic_ii_edi$Ed
9^h_ijcWi;l[_d'/&,"W\j[h=;Xk_bj<[ii[dZ[dWfem[h\kbjhWdic_jj[h"^[]Wl[^_iÆhijfkXb_Y
Z[cedijhWj_ed"i[dZ_d]Wle_Y[j^hek]^j^[W_hmWl[i\hec^_iijWj_edWj8hWdjHeYa"CWiiWY^ksetts. A radio historian describes what happened:
That night, ship operators and amateurs around Brant Rock heard the results: “someone speaking!
. . . a woman’s voice rose in song. . . . Next someone was heard reading a poem.” Fessenden himself
played “O Holy Night” on his violin. Though the fidelity was not all that it might be, listeners were
captivated by the voices and notes they heard. No more would sounds be restricted to mere dots and
dashes of the Morse code.,

NEWS OF THE TITANIC
Despite the headline in the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
actually 1,523 people died
and only 705 were rescued
when the Titanic hit an
iceberg on April 14, 1912
(the ship technically sank at
2:20 A.M. on April 15). The
crew of the Titanic used the
Marconi wireless equipment
on board to send distress
signals to other ships. Of
the eight ships nearby, the
Carpathia was the ﬁrst to
respond with lifeboats.

I^_fef[hWjehim[h[Wijed_i^[Zje^[Whle_Y[ihWj^[hj^Wdj^[\Wc_b_WhCehi[YeZ[$Iec[
ef[hWjehiWYjkWbboj^ek]^jj^[om[h[^Wl_d]Wikf[hdWjkhWb[dYekdj[h$J^_i[l[dji^em[Zj^Wj
the wireless medium was moving from a point-to-point communication tool (wireless operajehjem_h[b[iief[hWjehjemWhZWed[#je#cWdoYecckd_YWj_edjeeb$Broadcasting, once an
agricultural term that referred to the process of casting seeds over a large area, would come to
c[Wdj^[jhWdic_ii_ede\hWZ_emWl[iWdZ"bWj[h"JLi_]dWbijeWXheWZfkXb_YWkZ_[dY[$Fh_eh
to radio broadcasting, wireless was considered a form of narrowcasting, or person-to-person
communication, like the telegraph and telephone.
?d'/'&":[<eh[ijjhWdic_jj[ZWf[h\ehcWdY[e\ToscaXoj^[C[jhefeb_jWdEf[hWje\h_[dZi
_dj^[D[mOehaWh[Wm_j^m_h[b[iih[Y[_l[hi$7jj^_ife_dj_dj_c["hWZ_efWii[Z\hecj^[del[bjo
stage to the entrepreneurial stage, where various practical uses would be tested before radio
would launch as a mass medium.

Regulating a New Medium
The two most important international issues affecting radio in the 1900s were ship radio
h[gk_h[c[djiWdZi_]dWb_dj[h\[h[dY[$9ed]h[iifWii[Zj^[M_h[b[iiI^_f7Yj_d'/'&"m^_Y^
h[gk_h[Zj^WjWbbcW`ehK$I$i[W]e_d]i^_fiYWhho_d]ceh[j^Wd\_\jofWii[d][hiWdZjhWl[b_d]
more than two hundred miles off the coast be equipped with wireless equipment with a onehundred-mile range. The importance of this act was underscored by the Titanic disaster two
o[WhibWj[h$7XhWdZ#d[m8h_j_i^bknkhoij[Wc[h"j^[TitaniciWda_d'/'($7bj^ek]^ceh[j^Wd
fifteen hundred people died in the tragedy, wireless reports played a critical role in pinpointing
the Titanic’s location, enabling rescue ships to save over seven
hundred lives.

Radio Waves as a Natural Resource
In the wake of the Titanic tragedy, Congress passed the Radio Act
of 1912, which addressed the problem of amateur radio operajehi_dYh[Wi_d]boYhWcc_d]j^[W_hmWl[i$8[YWki[hWZ_emWl[i
crossed state and national borders, legislators determined that
broadcasting constituted a “natural resource”—a kind of interstate
commerce. This meant that radio waves could not be owned; they
were the collective property of all Americans, just like national
parks. Therefore, transmitting on radio waves would require
licensing in the same way that driving a car requires a license.
A short policy guide, the ﬁrst Radio Act required all wireless
ijWj_edijeeXjW_dhWZ_eb_Y[di[i\hecj^[9ecc[hY[:[fWhjc[dj$
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This act, which governed radio until 1927, also formally adopted the SOS Morse-code distress
signal that other countries had been using for several years. Further, the “natural resource”
mandate led to the idea that radio, and eventually television, should provide a beneﬁt to
society—in the form of education and public service. The eventual establishment of public radio
stations was one consequence of this idea, and the Fairness Doctrine was another.

The Impact of World War I
By 1915, more than twenty American companies sold wireless point-to-point communication
systems, primarily for use in ship-to-shore communication. Having established a reputation for
efficiency and honesty, American Marconi (a subsidiary of British Marconi) was the biggest and
best of these companies. But in 1914, with World War I beginning in Europe and with America
warily watching the conflict, the U.S. Navy questioned the wisdom of allowing a foreigncontrolled company to wield so much power. American corporations, especially GE and AT&T,
capitalized on the navy’s xenophobia and succeeded in undercutting Marconi’s influence.
As wireless telegraphy played an increasingly large role in military operations, the navy
sought tight controls on information. When the United States entered the war in 1917, the navy
closed down all amateur radio operations and took control of key radio transmitters to ensure
military security. As the war was nearing its end in 1919, British Marconi placed an order with
GE for twenty-four potent new alternators, which were strong enough to power a transoceanic
system of radio stations that could connect the world. But the U.S. Navy—inﬂuenced by Franklin
Roosevelt, at that time the navy’s assistant secretary—grew concerned and moved to ensure that
such powerful new radio technology would not fall under foreign control.
Roosevelt was guided in turn by President Woodrow Wilson’s goal of developing the United
States as an international power, a position greatly enhanced by American military successes
during the war. Wilson and the navy saw an opportunity to slow Britain’s inﬂuence over communication and to promote a U.S. plan for the control of the emerging wireless operations.
Thus corporate heads and government leaders conspired to make sure radio communication
would serve American interests.

The Formation of RCA
Some members of Congress and the corporate community opposed federal legislation that
would grant the government or the navy a radio monopoly. Consequently, GE developed a
compromise plan that would create a private sector monopoly—that is, a private company that
would have the government’s approval to dominate the radio industry. First, GE broke off
negotiations to sell key radio technologies to European-owned companies like British Marconi,
thereby limiting those companies’ global reach. Second, GE took the lead in founding a new
company, Radio Corporation of America (RCA), which soon acquired American Marconi
and radio patents of other U.S. companies. Upon its founding in 1919, RCA had pooled the
necessary technology and patents to monopolize the wireless industry and expand American
communication technology throughout the world.7
Under RCA’s patents pool arrangement, wireless patents from the navy, AT&T, GE, the
former American Marconi, and other companies were combined to ensure U.S. control over
the manufacture of radio transmitters and receivers. Initially, AT&T, then the governmentsanctioned monopoly provider of telephone services, manufactured most transmitters, while
GE (and later Westinghouse) made radio receivers. RCA administered the pool, collecting patent
royalties and distributing them to pool members. To protect these proﬁts, the government did
not permit RCA to manufacture equipment or to operate radio stations under its own name for
several years. Instead, RCA’s initial function was to ensure that radio parts were standardized
by manufacturers and to control frequency interference by amateur radio operators, which
increasingly became a problem after the war.
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POPULAR RADIO

7]el[hdc[djh[ijh_Yj_edWjj^[j_c[cWdZWj[Zj^Wjdeceh[j^Wd(&f[hY[dje\H97ºWdZ
[l[djkWbboWdoK$I$XheWZYWij_d]\WY_b_joºYekbZX[emd[ZXo\eh[_]d[hi$J^_ih[ijh_Yj_ed"bWj[h
hW_i[Zje(+f[hY[dj"X[YWc[bWm_d'/(-WdZWffb_[ZjeWbbK$I$XheWZYWij_d]ijeYaiWdZ\WY_b_j_[i$?j_iX[YWki[e\j^_ihkb[j^Wj_d'/.+Hkf[hjCkhZeY^"j^[^[WZe\7kijhWb_W¾i]_WdjD[mi
9ehf$"X[YWc[WK$I$Y_j_p[die^[YekbZXkoWdkcX[he\JLijWj_ediWdZ\ehcj^[<enj[b[l_sion network.
H97¾iceiji_]d_ÆYWdj_cfWYjmWij^Wj_j]Wl[j^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[iWbceijjejWbYedjhebel[h
j^[[c[h]_d]cWiic[Z_kce\XheWZYWij_d]$7jj^[j_c["j^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[imWij^[edboYekdjho
that placed broadcasting under the care of commercial, rather than military or government,
_dj[h[iji$8ofeeb_d]ceh[j^Wdjmej^ekiWdZfWj[djiWdZi^Wh_d]h[i[WhY^Z[l[befc[dji"H97
[dikh[Zj^[]beXWbZec_dWdY[e\j^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[i_dcWiiYecckd_YWj_ed"Wfei_j_ed_jcW_djW_d[Z_d[b[Yjhed_Y^WhZmWh[_djej^['/,&iWdZcW_djW_di_dfhe]hWcYedj[djjeZWo$

The Evolution
of Radio

“I believe the
quickest way to
kill broadcasting
would be to use
it for direct
advertising.”
HERBERT HOOVER,
SECRETARY OF
COMMERCE, 1924

M^[dM[ij_d]^eki[[d]_d[[h<hWda9edhWZi[jkfWYhkZ[hWZ_eijkZ_eWXel[^_iF_jjiXkh]^
]WhW][_d'/',"fbWY_d]Wc_Yhef^ed[_d\hedje\Wf^ede]hWf^jeXheWZYWijcki_YWdZd[mi
je^_i\h_[dZim^ec9edhWZikffb_[Zm_j^h[Y[_l[hijme[l[d_d]iWm[[aed[nf[h_c[djWb
ijWj_ed.NA"^[kde\\_Y_WbboX[YWc[ed[e\j^[c[Z_kc¾i\_hijZ_iY`eYa[oi$?d'/(&"WM[ij_d]house executive, intrigued by Conrad’s curious hobby, realized the potential of radio as a mass
c[Z_kc$M[ij_d]^eki[j^[d[ijWXb_i^[ZijWj_edA:A7"m^_Y^_i][d[hWbboh[]WhZ[ZWij^[\_hij
Yecc[hY_WbXheWZYWijijWj_ed$A:A7_iceijdej[Z\ehW_h_d]dWj_edWbh[jkhdi\hecj^[9en¹
>WhZ_d]fh[i_Z[dj_Wb[b[Yj_ededDel[cX[h("'/(&"Wd[l[djceij^_ijeh_WdiYedi_Z[hj^[\_hij
professional broadcast.
Other amateur broadcasters could also lay claim to being ﬁrst. One of the earliest stations,
ef[hWj[ZXo9^Whb[i»:eY¼>[hhebZ_dIWd@ei["9Wb_\ehd_W"X[]Wd_d'/&/WdZbWj[hX[YWc[A98I$
7ZZ_j_edWb[nf[h_c[djWbijWj_ediº_dfbWY[ib_a[D[mOeha1:[jhe_j1C[Z\ehZ"CWiiWY^ki[jji1WdZ
F_[hh["Iekj^:WaejWºXheWZYWijle_Y[WdZcki_Yfh_ehjej^[[ijWXb_i^c[dje\A:A7$8kjA:A7¾i
success, with the ﬁnancial backing of Westinghouse, signaled the start of broadcast radio.
?d'/('"j^[K$I$9ecc[hY[:[fWhjc[djeêY_Wbbob_Y[di[ZÆl[hWZ_eijWj_edi\ehef[hWj_ed1
Xo[Whbo'/()"ceh[j^Wdi_n^kdZh[ZYecc[hY_WbWdZdedYecc[hY_WbijWj_edim[h[ef[hWj_d]$
Iec[ijWj_edim[h[emd[ZXo7JJ"=;"WdZM[ij_d]^eki["XkjcWdom[h[hkdXoWcWj[khieh
m[h[_dZ[f[dZ[djboemd[ZXokd_l[hi_j_[iehXki_d[ii[i$8oj^[[dZe\'/()"WicWdoWi++&"&&&
hWZ_eh[Y[_l[hi"ceijcWdk\WYjkh[ZXo=;WdZM[ij_d]^eki["^WZX[[diebZ\ehWXekj++[WY^
WXekj-&'_djeZWo¾iZebbWhi$@kijWij^[»]kji¼e\j^[f^ede]hWf^^WZX[[dfkj_di_Z[Wf_[Y[e\
furniture to create a consumer product, the vacuum tubes, electrical posts, and bulky batteries
that made up the radio receiver were placed inside stylish furniture and marketed to households.
8o'/(+"+$+c_bb_edhWZ_ei[jim[h[_dki[WYheii7c[h_YW"WdZhWZ_emWieêY_WbboWcWiic[Z_kc$

The RCA Partnership Unravels
?d'/(("_dWcW`ehfem[h]hWX"7JJ"m^_Y^Wbh[WZo^WZW]el[hdc[dj#iWdYj_ed[Zcedefebo_d
the telephone business, decided to break its RCA agreements in an attempt to monopolize radio
Wim[bb$?Z[dj_\o_d]j^[d[mc[Z_kcWij^[»m_h[b[iij[b[f^ed["¼7JJWh]k[Zj^WjXheWZYWijing was merely an extension of its control over the telephone. Ultimately, the corporate giant
complained that RCA had gained too much monopoly power. In violation of its early agreements
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m_j^H97"7JJX[]WdcWa_d]WdZi[bb_d]_jiemdhWZ_e
receivers.
?dj^[iWc[o[Wh"7JJijWhj[ZM;7<demMD89_d
D[mOeha"j^[ÆhijhWZ_eijWj_edjeh[]kbWhboi[bbYecc[hY_Wbj_c[jeWZl[hj_i[hi$7JJYbW_c[Zj^WjkdZ[hj^[H97
agreements it had the exclusive right to sell ads, which
7JJYWbb[Ztoll broadcasting$Ceijf[efb[_dhWZ_eWjj^[
time recoiled at the idea of using the medium for crass
advertising, viewing it instead as a public information
service. In fact, stations that had earlier tried to sell ads
h[Y[_l[Z»Y[Wi[WdZZ[i_ij¼b[jj[hi\hecj^[:[fWhjc[dj
e\9ecc[hY[$8kjXo7k]kij'/(("7JJ^WZded[j^[b[ii
iebZ_jiÆhijWZjeWD[mOehah[Wb[ijWj[Z[l[bef[h\eh
+&$J^[_Z[We\fhecej_d]j^[d[mc[Z_kcWiWfkXb_Y
i[hl_Y["Wbed]j^[b_d[ie\jeZWo¾idedYecc[hY_WbDWj_edWb
FkXb_YHWZ_eDFH"[dZ[Zm^[d[n[Ykj_l[ih[Wb_p[Zj^Wj
hWZ_eWZieè[h[ZWdej^[heffehjkd_jo\ehfheÆjibed]W\j[h
radio-set sales had saturated the consumer market.
J^[_d_j_WbijhWj[]oX[^_dZ7JJ¾ijebbXheWZYWij_d]
_Z[WmWiWd[èehjjeYedgk[hhWZ_e$8o_jiW]h[[c[djim_j^
H97"7JJh[jW_d[Zj^[h_]^jije_dj[hYedd[Yjj^[i_]dWbiX[jm[[djmeehceh[hWZ_eijWj_edi
l_Wj[b[f^ed[m_h[i$?d'/()"m^[d7JJW_h[ZWfhe]hWci_ckbjWd[ekiboed_jiÇW]i^_fM;7<
ijWj_edWdZedMD79_d8eijed"j^[f^ed[YecfWdoYh[Wj[Zj^[Æhijnetwork: a cost-saving
ef[hWj_edj^Wjb_daiWjj^Wjj_c["j^hek]^if[Y_Wbf^ed[b_d[i1jeZWo"j^hek]^iWj[bb_j[h[bWoiW
]hekfe\XheWZYWijijWj_edij^Wji^Wh[fhe]hWcc_d]fheZkY[ZWjWY[djhWbbeYWj_ed$8oj^[[dZ
e\'/(*"7JJ^WZ_dj[hYedd[Yj[Zjm[djo#jmeijWj_edijeW_hWjWbaXoFh[i_Z[dj9Wbl_d9eeb_Z][$
Iec[e\j^[i[ijWj_edim[h[emd[ZXo7JJ"Xkjceiji_cfboYedi[dj[ZjeX[Yec[7JJ»W\ﬁliates,” agreeing to air the phone company’s programs. These network stations informally became known as the telephone groupWdZbWj[hWij^[8heWZYWij_d]9ehfehWj_ede\7c[h_YW897$
?dh[ifedi["=;"M[ij_d]^eki["WdZH97_dj[hYedd[Yj[ZWicWbb[hi[je\Yecf[j_d]ijWtions, known as the radio group$?d_j_Wbbo"j^[_hd[jmehab_da[ZM=O_dIY^[d[YjWZo"D[mOeha
j^[d=;¾idWj_edWb^[WZgkWhj[hi"WdZM@P_dCWd^WjjWd$J^[hWZ_e]hekf^WZjeki[_d\[h_eh
M[ij[hdKd_edj[b[]hWf^b_d[im^[d7JJZ[d_[Zj^[cWYY[iijej[b[f^ed[m_h[i$8oj^_ij_c["
7JJ^WZiebZ_jiijeYa_dH97WdZh[\ki[Zjeb[Wi[_jib_d[ijeYecf[j_d]hWZ_ed[jmehai$J^[
telephone monopoly was now enmeshed in a battle to defeat RCA for control of radio.
This clash, among other problems, eventually led to a government investigation and an
WhX_jhWj_edi[jjb[c[dj_d'/(+$?dj^[W]h[[c[dj"j^[@kij_Y[:[fWhjc[dj"_hh_jWj[ZXo7JJ¾i
fem[h]hWX"h[Z[Æd[ZfWj[djW]h[[c[dji$7JJh[Y[_l[ZWcedefeboedfhel_Z_d]j^[m_h[i"
known as long lines"je_dj[hYedd[YjijWj_edidWj_edm_Z[$?d[nY^Wd]["7JJiebZ_ji897d[jmehajeH97\eh'c_bb_edWdZW]h[[Zdejjeh[[dj[hXheWZYWij_d]\eh[_]^jo[WhiWXWd_i^c[dj
j^WjWYjkWbbo[nj[dZ[Z_djej^['//&i$

WESTINGHOUSE
ENGINEER FRANK
CONRAD
Broadcasting from his
garage, Conrad turned his
hobby into Pittsburgh’s
KDKA, one of the ﬁrst radio
stations. Although this early
station is widely celebrated
in history books as the ﬁrst
broadcasting outlet, one
can’t underestimate the
inﬂuence Westinghouse had
in promoting this “historical
ﬁrst.” Westinghouse clearly
saw the celebration of
Conrad’s garage studio as a
way to market the company
and its radio equipment.
The resulting legacy of
Conrad’s garage studio
has thus overshadowed
other individuals who also
experimented with
radio broadcasting.

Sarnoff and NBC: Building the “Blue”
and “Red” Networks
7\j[hB[[:[<eh[ij":Wl_ZIWhde\\mWiWced]j^[\_hijje[dl_i_edm_h[b[iij[b[]hWf^oWiWceZ[hdcWiic[Z_kc$<hecj^[j_c[^[i[hl[ZWiCWhYed_¾if[hiedWbc[ii[d][hWjW][\_\j[[d"
IWhde\\hei[hWf_ZboWj7c[h_YWdCWhYed_$>[X[YWc[Wm_h[b[iief[hWjeh"^[bf_d]jeh[bWo
information about the Titanicikhl_lehi_d'/'($Fhecej[ZjeWi[h_[ie\cWdW][c[djfei_j_edi"
IWhde\\mWiYbei[bo_dlebl[Z_dH97¾iYh[Wj_ed_d'/'/"m^[dceijhWZ_e[n[Ykj_l[iiWmm_h[b[ii
c[h[boWife_dj#je#fe_djYecckd_YWj_ed$8kjm_j^IWhde\\WiH97¾i\_hijYecc[hY_WbcWdW][h"
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DAVID SARNOFF
As a young man, Sarnoff
taught himself Morse
code and learned as much
as possible in Marconi’s
experimental shop in New
York. He was then given a job
as wireless operator for the
station on Nantucket Island.
He went on to create NBC
and network radio. Sarnoff’s
calculated ambition in the
radio industry can easily
be compared to Bill Gates’s
drive to control the computer
software and Internet
industries.

hWZ_e¾ifej[dj_WbWiWcWiic[Z_kcmWigk_Yaboh[Wb_p[Z$?d'/('"WjW][j^_hjo"IWhde\\X[YWc[
RCA’s general manager.
7\j[hH97Xek]^j7JJ¾ij[b[f^ed[]hekfd[jmeha897"IWhdeèYh[Wj[ZWd[mikXi_Z_Who
_dI[fj[cX[h'/(,YWbb[Zj^[DWj_edWb8heWZYWij_d]9ecfWdoD89$?jiemd[hi^_fmWii^Wh[Z
XoH97+&f[hY[dj"=[d[hWb;b[Yjh_Y)&f[hY[dj"WdZM[ij_d]^eki[(&f[hY[dj$J^_ibeei[
d[jmehae\ijWj_edimekbZX[^eea[Zje][j^[hXo7JJbed]b_d[i$I^ehjboj^[h[W\j[h"j^[eh_]_dWbj[b[f^ed[]hekfX[YWc[ademdWij^[D89#H[Zd[jmeha"WdZj^[hWZ_e]hekfj^[d[jmeha
fh[l_ekibo[ijWXb_i^[ZXoH97"=;"WdZM[ij_d]^eki[X[YWc[j^[D89#8bk[d[jmeha$
7bj^ek]^D89emd[ZWdkcX[he\ijWj_ediXoj^[bWj['/(&i"cWdo_dZ[f[dZ[djijWj_edi
WbieX[]WdWêb_Wj_d]m_j^j^[D89d[jmehaijeh[Y[_l[fhe]hWcc_d]$D89Wêb_Wj[i"j^ek]^
_dZ[f[dZ[djboemd[Z"i_]d[ZYedjhWYjijeX[fWhje\j^[d[jmehaWdZfW_ZD89jeYWhho_jifhe]hWci$?d[nY^Wd]["D89h[i[hl[Zj_c[ibeji"m^_Y^_jiebZjedWj_edWbWZl[hj_i[hi$D89Y[djhWbized costs and programming by bringing the best musical, dramatic, and comedic talent to one
fbWY["m^[h[fhe]hWciYekbZX[fheZkY[ZWdZj^[dZ_ijh_Xkj[ZWbbel[hj^[Yekdjho$8o'/))"
D89#H[Z^WZjm[djo#[_]^jWêb_Wj[iWdZD89#8bk[^WZjm[djo#\ekh$
D[jmehahWZ_ecWoWYjkWbbo^Wl[^[bf[ZceZ[hd_p[7c[h_YWXoZ[#[cf^Wi_p_d]j^[beYWb
and the regional in favor of national programs broadcast to nearly everyone. For example, when
9^Whb[iB_dZX[h]^h[jkhd[Z\hecj^[ÆhijiebejhWdiWjbWdj_YÇ_]^j_d'/(-"Wd[ij_cWj[Zjm[djo#Æl[
to thirty million people listened to his welcome-home party on the six million radio sets then in
use. At the time, it was the largest shared audience experience in the history of any mass medium.
:Wl_ZIWhdeè¾ib[WZ[hi^_fWjH97mWiYWff[ZXojmeej^[hd[]ej_Wj_edij^Wjieb_Z_Æ[Z^_i
stature as the driving force behind radio’s development as a modern medium: cutting a deal
m_j^=[d[hWbCejehi\ehj^[cWdk\WYjkh[e\YWhhWZ_eikdZ[hj^[XhWdZdWc[CejehebW_d
'/(/"WdZc[h]_d]H97m_j^j^[L_YjehJWba_d]CWY^_d[9ecfWdo$7\j[hmWhZ"kdj_bj^[
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c_Z#'/,&i"j^[YecfWdomWiademdWiH97L_Yjeh"WZefj_d]Wi_jiYehfehWj[iocXebj^[\Wceki
terrier sitting alertly next to a Victrola radio-phonograph. The merger gave RCA control over
Victor’s records and recording equipment, making the radio company a major player in the
iekdZh[YehZ_d]_dZkijho$?d'/)&":Wl_ZIWhdeèX[YWc[fh[i_Z[dje\H97"WdZ^[hWd_j\ehj^[
next forty years.

Government Scrutiny Ends RCA-NBC Monopoly
7i[WhboWi'/()"j^[<[Z[hWbJhWZ[9ecc_ii_ed^WZY^Wh][ZH97m_j^l_ebWj_edie\Wdj_jhkij
bWmiXkjWbbem[Zj^[cedefebojeYedj_dk[$8oj^[bWj['/(&i"j^[]el[hdc[dj"YedY[hd[Z
WXekjD89¾i]hem_d]Yedjhebel[hhWZ_eYedj[dj"_dj[di_\_[Z_jiiYhkj_do$J^[d"_d'/)&"\[Z[hWb
cWhi^WbiY^Wh][ZH97%D89m_j^WdkcX[he\l_ebWj_edi"_dYbkZ_d][n[hY_i_d]jeeckY^Yedjheb
over manufacturing and programming. Although the government had originally sanctioned a
closely supervised monopoly for wireless communication, after the collapse of the stock market
_d'/(/"j^[fkXb_YX[YWc[_dYh[Wi_d]boZ_ijhkij\kbe\X_]Xki_d[ii$
H97WYj[Zgk_Yabo$Je[b_c_dWj[_jicedefeb_p_d]fWhjd[hi^_fi"IWhdeè ¾iYecfWdofhefei[ZXko_d]ekj=;¾iWdZM[ij_d]^eki[¾ih[cW_d_d]i^Wh[i_dH97¾icWdk\WYjkh_d]Xki_d[ii$
DemH97mekbZYecf[j[Z_h[YjboW]W_dij=;"M[ij_d]^eki["WdZej^[hhWZ_ecWdk\WYjkh[hi"
[dYekhW]_d]ceh[Yecf[j_j_ed_dj^[hWZ_ecWdk\WYjkh_d]_dZkijho$?d'/)("ZWoiX[\eh[j^[
antitrust case against RCA was to go to trial, the government accepted RCA’s proposal for break_d]kf_jicedefebo$?hed_YWbbo"_dj^[c_Z#'/.&i"=;Xek]^jH97"Wi^[bbe\_ji\ehc[hi[b\WdZ
no longer competitive with foreign electronics ﬁrms.8=;mWiY^_[Ço_dj[h[ij[Z_dH97¾iXhWdZ#
dWc[ijWjkiWdZ_jiij_bb#bkYhWj_l[ikXi_Z_Who"D89$

CBS and Paley: Challenging NBC
;l[dm_j^H97¾i^[WZijWhjWdZ_ji\Wleh[ZijWjki"j^[jmeD89d[jmehai\WY[ZYecf[j_jehi_d
j^[bWj['/(&i$J^[Yecf[j_jehi"^em[l[h"Wbb\ekdZ_jjek]^]e_d]$Ed[]hekf"Kd_j[Z?dZ[f[dZ[dj8heWZYWij[hiK?8"[l[db_d[Zkfjm[bl[fheif[Yj_l[W\\_b_Wj[iWdZe\\[h[Zj^[c+&&W
m[[a\ehWYY[iijej[d^ekhie\ijWj_edj_c[_d[nY^Wd][\ehgkWb_jofhe]hWci$K?8mWiYWi^#
feeh"^em[l[h"WdZ7JJmekbZdejh[djj^[d[mYecfWdo_jib_d[ijeb_daj^[W\\_b_Wj[i$
;dj[hj^[9ebkcX_WF^ede]hWf^9ecfWdo"m^_Y^mWibeea_d]\ehWmWojefh[[cfjH97¾i
merger with the Victor Company, then the record company’s major competitor. With backing
\hec9ebkcX_W"K?8bWkdY^[Zj^[d[m9ebkcX_WF^ede]hWf^8heWZYWij_d]Ioij[c9F8I"
WmeXXboi_nj[[d#Wêb_Wj[d[jmeha"_d'/(-$8kjW\j[hbei_d]
'&&"&&&_dj^[Æhijcedj^"j^[h[YehZYecfWdofkbb[Zekj$
BWj[h"9F8IZheff[Zj^[mehZPhonograph from its title, creating
j^[9ebkcX_W8heWZYWij_d]Ioij[c98I$
?d'/(."M_bb_WcFWb[o"j^[jm[djo#i[l[d#o[Wh#ebZiede\IWc
FWb[o"emd[he\WF^_bWZ[bf^_WY_]WhYecfWdo"Xek]^jWYedjhebb_d]_dj[h[ij_d98Ijeifediehj^[_hY_]WhXhWdZ"BWFWb_dW$Ed[
e\FWb[o¾iÆhijcel[imWije^_h[j^[fkXb_Yh[bWj_edif_ed[[h
;ZmWhZ8[hdWoijefeb_i^j^[d[md[jmeha¾i_cW][$8[hdWoi
played a signiﬁcant role in the development of the public relations
_dZkijho1i[[9^Wfj[h'($FWb[oWdZ8[hdWoiceZ_Æ[ZWYedY[fj
called option time"_dm^_Y^98IfW_ZWêb_Wj[ijWj_edi+&f[h
hour for an option on a portion of their time. The network provided programs to the aﬃliates and sold ad space or sponsorships
jelWh_ekifheZkYjYecfWd_[i$?dj^[eho"98IYekbZdemYedjheb
kfjejm[djo#\ekh^ekhiWZWoe\_jiWêb_Wj[i¾hWZ_ej_c[$Iec[
aﬃliates received thousands of dollars per week merely to serve

“I have in
mind a plan of
development which
would make radio a
‘household utility’
in the same sense
as the piano or
phonograph. The
idea is to bring
music into the
house by wireless.”
DAVID SARNOFF,
AGE 24, 1915 MEMO

CBS HELPED ESTABLISH
ITSELF as a premier radio
network by attracting top
talent like comedic duo
George Burns and Gracie
Allen from NBC. They ﬁrst
brought their “Dumb Dora”
and straight man act from
stage to radio in 1929, and
then continued on various
radio programs in the 1930s
and 1940s, with the most
well known being The Burns
and Allen Show. CBS also
reaped the beneﬁts when
Burns and Allen moved
their eponymous show to
television in 1950.
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“Overnight, it
seemed, everyone
had gone into
broadcasting:
newspapers, banks,
public utilities,
department stores,
universities and
colleges, cities and
towns, pharmacies,
creameries, and
hospitals.”

WiYedZk_ji\eh98Ifhe]hWciWdZWZi$8[YWki[D89mWiij_bbY^Wh]_d]iec[e\_jiWêb_Wj[iWi
ckY^Wi/,Wm[[ajeYWhho_jid[jmehafhe]hWci"j^[98Ieè[hmWi[njh[c[boWff[Wb_d]$
8o'/))"FWb[o¾i[èehji^WZd[jj[Z98Iceh[j^Wdd_d[joWêb_Wj[i"cWdoe\j^[cZ[\[Yj_d]
\hecD89$FWb[oWbieYedY[djhWj[ZedZ[l[bef_d]d[mifhe]hWciWdZ[dj[hjW_dc[dji^emi"
fWhj_YkbWhboieWfef[hWiWdZYec[Zo#lWh_[joi[h_[i$?dj^[fheY[ii"98IikYY[ii\kbbohW_Z[Z
D89"dej`kij\ehWêb_Wj[iXkj\ehjefjWb[djWim[bb$J^hek]^ekjj^['/)&iWdZ'/*&i"FWb[o
bkh[ZWdkcX[he\hWZ_eijWhi\hecD89"_dYbkZ_d]@WYa8[ddo"<hWdaI_dWjhW"=[eh][8khdi"
=hWY_[7bb[d"WdZ=hekY^eCWhn$:kh_d]MehbZMWh??";ZmWhZH$Ckhhem¾ifem[h\kbÆhij^WdZ
d[mih[fehji\hecXecX#h_ZZb[ZBedZed[ijWXb_i^[Z98IWij^[fh[c_[hhWZ_ed[mid[jmeha"
a reputation it carried forward to television. In 1949, near the end of big-time network radio,
98IÆdWbboikhfWii[ZD89Wij^[^_]^[ij#hWj[Zd[jmeha$7bj^ek]^M_bb_WcFWb[o^WZ_dj[dZ[Z
jehkd98Iedbo\ehi_ncedj^ije^[bf][j_jeèj^[]hekdZ"^[kbj_cWj[bohWd_j\ehceh[j^Wd
ﬁfty years.

TOM LEWIS,
RADIO HISTORIAN

Bringing Order to Chaos with the Radio Act of 1927
?dj^['/(&i"WihWZ_ecel[Z\hecdWhhemYWij_d]jeXheWZYWij_d]"j^[XWjjb[\ehceh[\h[gk[dYo
ifWY[WdZb[iiY^Wdd[b_dj[h\[h[dY[_dj[di_\_[Z$CWdk\WYjkh[hi"[d]_d[[hi"ijWj_edef[hWjehi"
d[jmeha[n[Ykj_l[i"WdZj^[b_ij[d_d]fkXb_YZ[cWdZ[ZWYj_ed$CWdomWdj[Zceh[im[[f_d]
h[]kbWj_edj^Wdj^[i_cfb[b_Y[di_d]\kdYj_ed]hWdj[ZkdZ[hj^[HWZ_e7Yje\'/'("m^_Y^]Wl[
j^[9ecc[hY[:[fWhjc[djb_jjb[fem[hjeZ[doWb_Y[di[ehjekdYbe]j^[W_hmWl[i$
8[]_dd_d]_d'/(*"9ecc[hY[I[Yh[jWho>[hX[hj>eel[hehZ[h[ZhWZ_eijWj_edijei^Wh[
time by setting aside certain frequencies for entertainment and news and others for farm and
m[Wj^[hh[fehji$JeY^Wbb[d][>eel[h"WijWj_ed_d9^_YW]e`Wcc[Zj^[W_hmWl[i"_dj[dj_edWbbo
cel_d]_jii_]dWbedjeWdkdWkj^eh_p[Z\h[gk[dYo$?d'/(,"j^[YekhjiZ[Y_Z[Zj^WjXWi[Zedj^[
[n_ij_d]HWZ_e7Yj">eel[h^WZj^[fem[hedboje]hWdjb_Y[di[i"dejjeh[ijh_YjijWj_edi\hec
operating. Within the year, two hundred new stations clogged the airwaves, creating a chaotic
f[h_eZ_dm^_Y^d[WhboWbbhWZ_ei^WZfeehh[Y[fj_ed$8o[Whbo'/(-"iWb[ie\hWZ_ei[ji^WZZ[clined sharply.
To restore order to the airwaves, Congress passed the Radio Act of 1927, which stated
an extremely important principle—licensees did not own their channels but could only license
them as long as they operated to serve the “public interest, convenience, or necessity.” To
el[hi[[b_Y[di[iWdZd[]ej_Wj[Y^Wdd[bfheXb[ci"j^['/(-WYjYh[Wj[Zj^[Federal Radio
Commission (FRC), whose members were appointed by the president. Although the FRC was
intended as a temporary committee, it grew into a powerful regulatory agency. With passage of the Communications Act of 1934, the FRC became the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC). Its jurisdiction covered not only radio but also the telephone and the tele]hWf^WdZbWj[hj[b[l_i_ed"YWXb["WdZj^[?dj[hd[j$Ceh[i_]d_ÆYWdjbo"Xoj^_ij_c[9ed]h[ii
and the president had sided with the already-powerful radio networks and acceded to a system
of advertising-supported commercial broadcasting as best serving “public interest, convenience, or necessity,” overriding the concerns of educational, labor, and citizen broadcasting
advocates.9I[[JWXb[+$'$
?d'/*'"WdWYj_l_ij<99m[djW\j[hj^[d[jmehai$:[YbWh_d]j^WjD89WdZ98IYekbZde
longer force aﬃliates to carry programs they did not want, the government outlawed the
fhWYj_Y[e\efj_edj_c[j^WjFWb[o^WZki[ZjeXk_bZ98I_djeWcW`ehd[jmeha$J^[<99Wbie
Z[cWdZ[Zj^WjH97i[bbed[e\_jijmeD89d[jmehai$H97WdZD89YbW_c[Zj^Wjj^[hkb_d]i
mekbZXWdahkfjj^[c$J^[Ikfh[c[9ekhji_Z[Zm_j^j^[<99"^em[l[h"WdZH97[l[djkWbbo
iebZD89#8bk[jeW]hekfe\Xki_d[iic[d\eh.c_bb_ed_dj^[c_Z#'/*&i$?jX[YWc[j^[7c[h_YWd
8heWZYWij_d]9ecfWdo789$J^[i[]el[hdc[djYhWYaZemdiXhek]^jbed]#el[hZk[h[\ehc
to the radio industry, but they had not come soon enough to prevent considerable damage to
noncommercial radio.
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Act

Provisions

Effects

Wireless Ship
Act of 1910

Required U.S. seagoing ships carrying more than fifty
passengers and traveling more than two hundred miles off
the coast to be equipped with wireless equipment with a
one-hundred-mile range.

Saved lives at sea, including more
than seven hundred rescued by ships
responding to the Titanic’s distress signals
two years later.

Radio Act of 1912

Required radio operators to obtain a license, gave the Commerce
Department the power to deny a license, and began a
uniform system of assigning call letters to identify stations.

The federal government began to assert control
over radio. Penalties were established for
stations that interfere with other stations’ signals.

Radio Act of 1927

Established the Federal Radio Commission (FRC) as a
temporary agency to oversee licenses and negotiate channel
assignments.

First expressed the now-fundamental
principle that licensees did not own their
channels but could only license them as long
as they operated to serve the “public interest,
convenience, or necessity.”

Communications
Act of 1934

Established the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
to replace the FRC. The FCC regulated radio, the telephone,
the telegraph, and later television, cable, and the Internet.

Congress tacitly agreed to a system of
advertising-supported commercial
broadcasting despite concerns of the public.

Telecommunications
Act of 1996

Eliminated most radio and television station ownership rules,
some dating back more than fifty years.

Enormous national and regional station
groups formed, dramatically changing the sound
and localism of radio in the United States.

TABLE 5.1
MAJOR ACTS IN THE
HISTORY OF U.S. RADIO

The Golden Age of Radio
CWdofhe]hWciedj[b[l_i_edjeZWom[h[_d_j_Wbbo\ehckbWj[Z\ehhWZ_e$J^[\_hijm[Wj^[h\eh[YWijiWdZ\Whch[fehjiedhWZ_eX[]Wd_dj^['/(&i$H[]kbWhboiY^[Zkb[ZhWZ_ed[miWdWboi_i
ijWhj[Z_d'/(-"m_j^>$L$AWbj[dXehd"Wh[fehj[h\ehj^[Brooklyn Eagle, providing commentary
ed7JJ¾iM;7<$J^[\_hijh[]kbWhd[jmehad[miWdWboi_iX[]Wded98I_d'/)&"\[Wjkh_d]Bemell Thomas, who would remain on radio for forty-four years.

Early Radio Programming
;Whboed"edboW^WdZ\kbe\ijWj_edief[hWj[Z_dceijbWh][hWZ_ecWha[ji"WdZfefkbWhijWj_edi
m[h[W\\_b_Wj[Zm_j^98I"D89#H[Z"ehD89#8bk[$CWdobWh][ijWj_edi[cfbeo[Zj^[_hemd_d#
^eki[ehY^[ijhWiWdZW_h[Zb_l[cki_YZW_bo$B_ij[d[hi^WZ\Wleh_j[[l[d_d]fhe]hWci"kikWbbo
fifteen minutes long, to which they would tune in each night. Families gathered around the
radio to hear such shows as Amos ’n’ Andy, The Shadow, The Lone Ranger, The Green Hornet, and
Fibber McGee and Molly"ehed[e\Fh[i_Z[dj<hWdab_dHeei[l[bj¾i\_h[i_Z[Y^Wji$
Among the most popular early programs on radio, the variety show was the forerunner to
popular TV shows like the Ed Sullivan Show. The variety show, developed from stage acts and
vaudeville, began with the Eveready Hour_d'/()edM;7<$9edi_Z[h[Z[nf[h_c[djWb"j^[fhe]hWcfh[i[dj[ZYbWii_YWbcki_Y"c_dijh[bi^emi"Yec[Zoia[jY^[i"WdZZhWcWj_Yh[WZ_d]i$IjWhi
\heclWkZ[l_bb["cki_YWbYec[Zo"WdZD[mOehaj^[Wj[hWdZef[hWmekbZeYYWi_edWbbocWa[
guest appearances.
8oj^['/)&i"ijkZ_e#WkZ_[dY[gk_pi^emiºProfessor Quiz and the Old Time Spelling Bee—had
emerged. Other quiz formats, used on Information Please and Quiz Kids, featured guest panel_iji$J^[gk_p\ehcWjim[h[bWj[hYef_[ZXoj[b[l_i_ed"fWhj_YkbWhbo_dj^['/+&i$Truth or Consequences, based on a nineteenth-century parlor game, ﬁrst aired on radio in 1940 and featured
guests performing goofy stunts. It ran for seventeen years on radio and another twenty-seven
edj[b[l_i_ed"_dÇk[dY_d]JLijkdji^emib_a[98I¾iBeat the Clock_dj^['/+&iWdZD89¾iFear
Factor_dj^[[Whbo(&&&i$
:hWcWj_Yfhe]hWci"ceijbohWZ_efbWoij^Wjm[h[XheWZYWijb_l[\hecj^[Wj[hi"Z[l[bef[Z
Wi[WhboWi'/(($>_ijeh_WdicWhaj^[Wff[WhWdY[e\Clara, Lu, and EmedM=D_d'/)'Wij^[Æhij

“There are three
things which I shall
never forget about
America—the
Rocky Mountains,
Niagara Falls, and
Amos ‘n’ Andy.”
GEORGE BERNARD
SHAW, IRISH
PLAYWRIGHT
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FIRESIDE CHATS
This giant bank of radio
network microphones
makes us wonder today
how President Franklin D.
Roosevelt managed to
project such an intimate and
reassuring tone in his famous
ﬁreside chats. Conceived
originally to promote FDR’s
New Deal policies amid
the Great Depression,
these chats were delivered
between 1933 and 1944
and touched on topics of
national interest. Roosevelt
was the ﬁrst president to
effectively use broadcasting
to communicate with
citizens; he also gave
nearly a thousand press
conferences during his
twelve-plus years as
president, revealing a strong
commitment to use media
and news to speak early
and often with the American
people.

ieWfef[hW$Ed[o[WhbWj[h"9eb]Wj[#FWbceb_l[Xek]^jj^[fhe]hWc"fkj_jedD89"WdZX[]Wd
i[bb_d]j^[ieWffheZkYjij^Wj]Wl[j^_iZhWcWj_Y][dh[_jiZ_ij_dYj_l[d_YadWc[$;Whbo»ieWfi¼
m[h[Æ\j[[dc_dkj[i_db[d]j^WdZhWdÆl[ehi_nZWoiWm[[a$8o'/*&"i_njoZ_è[h[djieWf
operas occupied nearly eighty hours of network radio time each week.
CeijhWZ_efhe]hWci^WZWi_d]b[ifediehj^WjYh[Wj[ZWdZfheZkY[Z[WY^i^em$J^[
networks distributed these programs live around the country, charging the sponsors advertising
\[[i$CWdoi^emiºj^[Palmolive Hour, General Motors Family Party, the Lucky Strike Orchestra,
and the Eveready Hour among them—were named after the sole sponsor’s product.

Radio Programming as a Cultural Mirror
The situation comedy, a major staple of TV programming today, began on radio in the mid'/(&i$8oj^[[Whbo'/)&i"j^[ceijfefkbWhYec[ZomWiAmos ’n’ Andy, which started on
9^_YW]ehWZ_e_d'/(+X[\eh[cel_d]jeD89#8bk[_d'/(/$Amos ’n’ Andy was based on the
conventions of the nineteenth-century minstrel show and featured black characters stereotyped as shiftless and stupid. Created as a blackface stage act by two white comedians, Charles
9ehh[bbWdZ<h[[cWd=eiZ[d"j^[fhe]hWcmWiYh_j_Y_p[ZWihWY_ij$8kjD89WdZj^[fhe]hWc¾i
producers claimed that Amos ’n’ Andy was as popular among black audiences as among white
listeners.10
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EARLY RADIO’S EFFECT
AS A MASS MEDIUM
On Halloween eve in
1938, Orson Welles’s radio
dramatization of War of the
Worlds (far left) created
a panic up and down the
East Coast, especially in
Grover’s Mill, New Jersey—
the setting for the ﬁctional
Martian invasion that many
listeners assumed was
real. A seventy-six-year-old
Grover’s Mill resident (left)
guards a warehouse against
alien invaders.

Amos ’n’ Andy also launched the idea of the serial show: a program that featured continuing story lines from one day to the next. The format was soon copied by soap operas and
ej^[hhWZ_eZhWcWi$J^[i^emW_h[Zi_nd_]^jiWm[[a\hec-0&&je-0'+P.M.:kh_d]j^[
i^em¾iÆhijo[Whedj^[d[jmeha"hWZ_e#i[jiWb[ihei[d[Whbo(+f[hY[djdWj_edWbbo$Jea[[f
people coming to restaurants and movie theaters, owners broadcast Amos ’n’ Andy in lobbies,
h[ijheeci"WdZ[djhomWoi$;WhbohWZ_eh[i[WhY^[ij_cWj[Zj^Wjj^[fhe]hWcW_h[Z_dceh[
j^Wd^Wb\e\WbbhWZ_e^ec[i_dj^[dWj_edZkh_d]j^['/)&¹)'i[Wied"cWa_d]_jj^[ceij
fefkbWhhWZ_ei[h_[i_d^_ijeho$?d'/+'"_jcWZ[WXh_[\jhWdi_j_edjej[b[l_i_ed9ehh[bbWdZ
=eiZ[diebZj^[h_]^jije98I\eh'c_bb_ed"X[Yec_d]j^[ÆhijJLi[h_[ije^Wl[Wd[dj_h[bo
XbWYaYWij$8kjWc_ZWijh[d]j^[d_d]9_l_bH_]^jicel[c[djWdZW\ehcWbfhej[ijXoj^[
D779Fm^_Y^Wh]k[Zj^Wj»[l[hoY^WhWYj[h_i[_j^[hWYbemdehWYheea¼"98IYWdY[b[Zj^[
fhe]hWc_d'/+)$11

The Authority of Radio
J^[ceij\Wcekii_d]b[hWZ_eXheWZYWije\Wbbj_c[mWiWdWZWfjWj_ede\>$=$M[bbi¾iWar of
the Worlds on the radio series Mercury Theater of the Air. Orson Welles produced, hosted, and
acted in this popular series, which adapted science fiction, mystery, and historical adventure
ZhWcWi\ehhWZ_e$Ed>Wbbem[[d[l[_d'/)."j^[jm[djo#j^h[[#o[Wh#ebZM[bb[iW_h[Zj^['./.
CWhj_Wd_dlWi_eddel[b_dj^[ijob[e\WhWZ_ed[mifhe]hWc$<ehf[efb[m^ec_ii[Zj^[ef[ding disclaimer, the program sounded like a real news report, with eyewitness accounts of battles
X[jm[[dCWhj_Wd_dlWZ[hiWdZj^[K$I$7hco$
J^[fhe]hWcYh[Wj[ZWfWd_Yj^WjbWij[Zi[l[hWb^ekhi$?dD[m@[hi[o"iec[f[efb[mWba[Z
j^hek]^j^[ijh[[jim_j^m[jjem[biWhekdZj^[_h^[WZi\ehfhej[Yj_ed\hecZ[WZboCWhj_Wd^[Wj
hWoi$?dD[mOeha"oekd]c[dh[fehj[Zjej^[_hDWj_edWb=kWhZ^[WZgkWhj[hijefh[fWh[\eh
battle. Across the nation, calls jammed police switchboards. Afterward, Orson Welles, once the
radio voice of The Shadow"ki[Zj^[dejeh_[joe\j^_iXheWZYWijjebWkdY^WÆbcYWh[[h$C[Wdwhile, the FCC called for stricter warnings both before and during programs that imitated the
style of radio news.
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Radio Reinvents
Itself
Older media forms do not generally disappear when confronted by newer forms. Instead, they adapt. Although radio
j^h[Wj[d[ZiekdZh[YehZ_d]_dj^['/(&i"j^[h[YehZ_d]_ddustry adjusted to the economic and social challenges posed
by radio’s arrival. Remarkably, the arrival of television in the
'/+&icWha[Zj^[edboj_c[_dc[Z_W^_ijeho_dm^_Y^Wd[m
medium stole virtually every national programming and advertising strategy from an older medium. Television snatched
radio’s advertisers, program genres, major celebrities, and
large evening audiences. The TV set even physically displaced
j^[hWZ_eWij^[b_l_d]heecY[dj[hf_[Y[WYheii7c[h_YW$D[lertheless, radio adapted and continued to reach an audience.
The story of radio’s evolution and survival is especially
important today, as newspapers and magazines appear
online and as publishers produce e-books for new generations of readers. In contemporary culture, we have grown
accustomed to such media convergence, but to best understand this blurring of the boundaries between media forms,
_j_iki[\kbjebeeaWjj^['/+&iWdZj^[mWoi_dm^_Y^hWZ_e
responded to the advent of television.

Transistors Make Radio Portable

ADVERTISEMENTS for
pocket transistor radios,
which became popular in the
1950s, emphasized their
portability.

“Armstrong was a
lone experimenter,
Sarnoff a company
man.”
ERIK BARNOUW,
MEDIA HISTORIAN

A key development in radio’s adaptation to television occurred
m_j^j^[_dl[dj_ede\j^[jhWdi_ijehXo8[bbBWXehWjeh_[i_d
'/*-$Transistors were small electrical devices that, like vackkcjkX[i"YekbZh[Y[_l[WdZWcfb_\ohWZ_ei_]dWbi$>em[l[h"
they used less power and produced less heat than vacuum
jkX[i"WdZj^[om[h[ceh[ZkhWXb[WdZb[ii[nf[di_l[$8[ije\
all, they were tiny. Transistors, which also revolutionized hearing aids, constituted the first step in
replacing bulky and delicate tubes, leading eventually to today’s integrated circuits.
J[nWi?dijhkc[djicWha[j[Zj^[ÆhijjhWdi_ijehhWZ_e_d'/+)\ehWXekj*&$Ki_d][l[d
icWbb[hjhWdi_ijehi"Iedo_djheZkY[Zj^[feYa[jhWZ_e_d'/+-$8kj_jmWid¾jkdj_bj^['/,&ij^Wj
transistor radios became cheaper than conventional tube and battery radios. For a while, the
term transistor became a synonym for a small, portable radio.
The development of transistors let radio go where television could not—to the beach, to the
eêY["_djeX[ZheeciWdZXWj^heeci"WdZ_djed[WhboWbbd[mYWhi$8[\eh[j^[jhWdi_ijeh"YWh
hWZ_eim[h[Wbknkho_j[c$8oj^['/,&i"ceijhWZ_eb_ij[d_d]jeeafbWY[ekji_Z[j^[^ec[$

The FM Revolution and Edwin Armstrong
8oj^[j_c[j^[XheWZYWij_dZkijhobWkdY^[ZYecc[hY_Wbj[b[l_i_ed_dj^['/+&i"cWdof[efb["
_dYbkZ_d]:Wl_ZIWhde\\e\H97"m[h[fh[Z_Yj_d]hWZ_e¾iZ[c_i[$Je\kdZj[b[l_i_ed¾iZ[l[befc[djWdZjefhej[Yj^_ihWZ_e^ebZ_d]i"IWhde\\^WZ[l[dZ[bWo[ZWZhWcWj_YXh[Waj^hek]^_d
XheWZYWijiekdZ"m^Wj^[^_ci[b\YWbb[ZW»h[lebkj_ed¼º<ChWZ_e$
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;Zm_d7hcijhed]"m^eÆhijZ_iYel[h[Z
AM
WdZZ[l[bef[Z<ChWZ_e_dj^['/(&iWdZ
early 1930s, is often considered the most
fheb_ÆYWdZ_dÇk[dj_Wb_dl[djeh_dhWZ_e
^_ijeho$>[ki[Z:[<eh[ij¾ilWYkkcjkX[
to invent an amplifying system that enabled
radio receivers to pick up distant signals,
rendering the enormous alternators used
FM
for generating power in early radio transc_jj[hieXieb[j[$?d'/(("^[iebZW»ikf[h¼
l[hi_ede\^_iY_hYk_jjeH97\eh(&&"&&&
and sixty thousand shares of RCA stock,
which made him a millionaire as well as
RCA’s largest private stockholder.
Armstrong also worked on the major
problem of radio reception—electrical
_dj[h\[h[dY[$8[jm[[d'/)&WdZ'/))"j^[
inventor ﬁled ﬁve patents on FM"eh\h[gk[dYoceZkbWj_ed$Eè[h_d]ijWj_Y#\h[[hWZ_eh[Y[fj_ed"
<Cikffb_[Z]h[Wj[hÆZ[b_joWdZYbWh_joj^Wd7C"cWa_d]<C_Z[Wb\ehcki_Y$AM, or amplitude
modulation (modulationh[\[hijej^[lWh_Wj_ed_dmWl[\ehci"ijh[ii[Zj^[lebkc["eh^[_]^j"e\
hWZ_emWl[i1<CWYY[djkWj[Zj^[f_jY^"ehZ_ijWdY["X[jm[[dhWZ_emWl[ii[[<_]kh[+$($
7bj^ek]^:Wl_ZIWhdeè"j^[fh[i_Z[dje\H97"j^ek]^jj^Wjj[b[l_i_edmekbZh[fbWY[hWZ_e"
^[^[bf[Z7hcijhed]i[jkfj^[Æhij[nf[h_c[djWb<CijWj_edWjefj^[;cf_h[IjWj[8k_bZ_d]
_dD[mOeha9_jo$;l[djkWbbo"j^ek]^"IWhdeèj^mWhj[Z<C¾iZ[l[befc[djm^_Y^^[mWiWXb[
jeZeX[YWki[H97^WZWdefj_eded7hcijhed]¾id[mfWj[dji$?dij[WZ"_d'/)+IWhdeèj^h[m
RCA’s considerable weight behind the development of television. With the FCC allocating and
reassigning scarce frequency spaces, RCA wanted to ensure that channels went to television
X[\eh[j^[om[djje<C$8kjceije\Wbb"IWhdeèmWdj[Zjefhej[YjH97¾i[n_ij_d]7C[cf_h[$
=_l[dj^[^_]^Yeijie\Yedl[hj_d]je<CWdZj^[h[l[dk[d[[Z[Z\ehJL[nf[h_c[dji"IWhdeè
decided to close down Armstrong’s station.
7hcijhed]\eh][ZW^[WZm_j^ekjH97$>[\ekdZ[ZWd[m<CijWj_edWdZWZl_i[Zej^[h
[d]_d[[hi"m^eijWhj[Zceh[j^Wdjm[djo[nf[h_c[djWbijWj_ediX[jm[[d'/)+WdZj^[[Whbo
'/*&i$?d'/*'"j^[<99Wffhel[Zb_c_j[ZifWY[WbbeYWj_edi\ehYecc[hY_Wb<Cb_Y[di[i$:kh_d]
j^[d[nj\[mo[Whi"<C]h[m_dÆjiWdZijWhji$8[jm[[d'/*,WdZ[Whbo'/*/"j^[dkcX[he\
Yecc[hY_Wb<CijWj_edi[nfWdZ[Z\hec*.je-&&$8kjj^[dj^[<99cel[Z<C¾i\h[gk[dYo
ifWY[jeWd[mXWdZedj^[[b[YjhecW]d[j_Yif[Yjhkc"h[dZ[h_d]iec[*&&"&&&fh[mWh<C
h[Y[_l[hi[jiki[b[ii$<C¾i\kjkh[X[YWc[kdY[hjW_d"WdZXo'/+*j^[dkcX[he\<CijWj_edi
^WZ\Wbb[dje+,&$
Ed@WdkWho)'"'/+*";Zm_d7hcijhed]"m[Who\heco[Whie\b[]Wbia_hc_i^[iel[hfWj[dji
m_j^H97"B[[:[<eh[ij"WdZej^[hi"mhej[Wdej[Wfebe]_p_d]je^_im_\["h[cel[Zj^[W_h
YedZ_j_ed[h\hec^_ij^_hj[[dj^#ijehoD[mOehaWfWhjc[djm_dZem"WdZ`kcf[Zje^_iZ[Wj^$7
cedj^bWj[h":Wl_ZIWhdeèWddekdY[Zh[YehZfheÆjie\.+&c_bb_ed\ehH97"m_j^JLiWb[iWYYekdj_d]\eh+*f[hY[dje\j^[YecfWdo¾i[Whd_d]i$?dj^[[Whbo'/,&i"j^[<99ef[d[Zkfceh[
if[YjhkcifWY[\ehj^[ikf[h_ehiekdZe\<C"_d\ki_d]d[mb_\[_djehWZ_e$
7bj^ek]^7CijWj_edi^WZ]h[Wj[hh[WY^"j^[oYekbZdejcWjY^j^[Yh_ifÆZ[b_joe\<C"
m^_Y^cWZ[<Cfh[\[hWXb[\ehcki_Y$?dj^[[Whbo'/-&i"WXekj-&f[hY[dje\b_ij[d[hijkd[Z
Wbceij[nYbki_l[boje7ChWZ_e$8oj^['/.&i"^em[l[h"<C^WZikhfWii[Z7C_dfheÆjWX_b_jo$
8oj^[(&&&i"ceh[j^Wd-+f[hY[dje\Wbbb_ij[d[hifh[\[hh[Z<C"WdZWXekj,"+&&Yecc[hY_Wb
WdZceh[j^Wd)"*&&[ZkYWj_edWb<CijWj_edim[h[_def[hWj_ed$J^[[nfWdi_ede\<Ch[fh[i[dj[Zed[e\j^[Y^_[\mWoihWZ_eikhl_l[Zj[b[l_i_edWdZIWhdeè ¾i]beecofh[Z_Yj_edi$

FIGURE 5.2
AM AND FM WAVES
Source: Adapted from David
Cheshire, The Video Manual,
1982.
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POPULAR RADIO

The Rise of Format and Top 40 Radio
B_l[WdZh[YehZ[Zcki_Y^WZbed]X[[dhWZ_e¾ii_d]b[X_]][ijijWfb["WYYekdj_d]\eh*.f[hY[dj
of all programming in 1938. Although live music on radio was generally considered superior to
recorded music, early disc jockeys made a significant contribution to the latter. They demonstrated that music alone could drive radio. In fact, when television snatched radio’s program
ideas and national sponsors, radio’s dependence on recorded music became a necessity and
^[bf[Zj^[c[Z_kcikhl_l[j^['/+&i$
7i[WhboWi'/*/"ijWj_edemd[hJeZZIjehp_dEcW^W"D[XhWiaW"[nf[h_c[dj[Zm_j^
formula-driven radio, or format radio. Under this system, management rather than deejays
Yedjhebb[Zfhe]hWcc_d][WY^^ekh$M^[dIjehpWdZ^_ifhe]hWccWdW][hdej_Y[Zj^WjXWh
patrons and waitresses repeatedly played certain favorite songs from the forty records available in a jukebox, they began researching record sales to identify the most popular tunes. From
eXi[hl_d]`ka[XenYkbjkh["Ijehp^_jedj^[_Z[We\rotation: playing the top songs many times
Zkh_d]j^[ZWo$8oj^[c_Z#'/+&i"j^[cWdW][c[dj#Yedjheb_Z[WYecX_d[Zm_j^j^[heYa#WdZ#
roll explosion, and the Top 40 format was born. Although the term Top 40 derived from the
number of records stored in a jukebox, this format came to refer to the forty most popular hits
in a given week as measured by record sales.
As format radio grew, program managers combined rapid deejay chatter with the besti[bb_d]ied]ie\j^[ZWoWdZeYYWi_edWbebZ_[iºfefkbWhied]i\hecW\[mcedj^i[Whb_[h$8o
j^[[Whbo'/,&i"jeWle_Z»Z[WZW_h"¼cWdW][hiWia[ZZ[[`WoijejWbael[hj^[X[]_dd_d]WdZj^[
end of a song so that listeners would feel less compelled to switch stations. Ads, news, weather
forecasts, and station identiﬁcations were all designed to ﬁt a consistent station environment.
B_ij[d[hi"jkd_d]_dWjWdocec[dj"mekbZh[Ye]d_p[j^[ijWj_edXo_jiZ_ij_dYj_l[iekdZ$
In format radio, management carefully coordinates, or programs, each hour, dictating what
j^[Z[[`Wom_bbZeWjlWh_eki_dj[hlWbij^hek]^ekj[WY^^ekhe\j^[ZWoi[[<_]kh[+$)$CWdW][ment creates a program log—once called a hot clock
_dhWZ_e`Wh]edºj^WjZ[[`Woickij\ebbem$8oj^[
********************************* MusicMaster *********************************
c_Z#'/,&i"ed[ijkZo^WZZ[j[hc_d[Zj^Wj_dWjof_93.5 The Mix
12N-1PM
cal hour on Top 40, listeners could expect to hear
Lunch Time Rewind
LIVE
0:00
01890
DON HENLEY
:26/5:59/FADE
about twenty ads; numerous weather, time, and
SUNSET GRILL
contest announcements; multiple recitations of the
5:59
00617
ROBERT PALMER
:24/3:45/FADE
ADDICTED TO LOVE
station’s call letters; about three minutes of news;
9:44
00852
JOHN LENNON
:14/2:49/FADE
IMAGINE
and approximately twelve songs.
12:33
00405
MADONNA
:17/:32/4:00/FADE
PAPA DON’T PREACH
HWZ_ecWdW][hi\khj^[hi[Yj_ed[Zeèfhe]hWc16:33
02252
EDDIE MONEY
15/3:28/COLD
ming into day parts, which typically consisted of
BABY HOLD ON
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------j_c[XbeYaiYel[h_d],je'&A.M., 10 A.M. to 3 P.M.,
STOP SET
20:01
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------)je-
P.M."WdZ-P.M.jec_Zd_]^j$;WY^ZWofWhj"eh
22:01
02225
DOOBIE BROTHERS
11/3:24/FADE
TAKE ME IN YOUR ARMS
block, was programmed through ratings research
25:25
02396
STEVIE WONDER
07/3:18/FADE
ISN’T SHE LOVELY
according to who was listening. For instance, a Top
28:43
01679
A-HA
08/3:42/FADE
40 station would feature its top deejays in the mornTAKE ON ME
32:25
00110
THE GUESS WHO
:21/3:39/FADE
ing and afternoon periods when audiences, many
THESE EYES
riding in cars, were largest. From 10 A.M. to 3 P.M.,
research determined that women at home and
secretaries at work usually controlled the dial, so program managers, capitalizing on the gender
FIGURE 5.3
stereotypes of the day, played more romantic ballads and less hard rock. Teenagers tended to
RADIO PROGRAM
be heavy evening listeners, so program managers often discarded news breaks at this time,
LOG FOR AN ADULT
since research showed that teens turned the dial when news came on.
CONTEMPORARY
(AC) STATION
Critics of format radio argued that only the top songs received play and that lesser-known
Source: KCVM, Cedar Falls, IA,
songs deserving air time received meager attention. Although a few popular star deejays
2010.
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continued to play a role in programming, many others quit when managers introduced formats.
Emd[hiWffheWY^[Zfhe]hWcc_d]WiWiY_[dY["XkjZ[[`WoiYedi_Z[h[Z_jWdWhj\ehc$Fhe]hWc
cWdW][hiWh]k[Zj^WjZ[[`Woi^WZZ_è[h[djjWij[i\hecj^ei[e\j^[Wl[hW][b_ij[d[hWdZj^[h[fore could not be fully trusted to know popular audience tastes. The owners’ position, which
generated more revenue, triumphed.

Resisting the Top 40
J^[[nfWdi_ede\<C_dj^[c_Z#'/,&iYh[Wj[Zheec\eh[nf[h_c[dj_d]"fWhj_YkbWhbom_j^YbWii_YWbcki_Y"`Wpp"Xbk[i"WdZded¹Jef*&heYaied]i$Progressive rock emerged as an alternative
jeYedl[dj_edWb\ehcWji$CWdodedYecc[hY_WbijWj_ediXheWZYWij\hecYebb[][YWcfki[i"m^[h[
student deejays and managers rejected the commercialism associated with Top 40 tunes and
X[]WdfbWo_d]b[ii[h#ademdWbj[hdWj_l[cki_YWdZbed][hWbXkcYkjiikY^Wi8eX:obWd¾i»:[iebWj_edHem¼WdZj^[:eehi¾»J^[;dZ¼$Kdj_bj^Wjj_c["ceijheYaedhWZ_e^WZX[[dYedi_]d[Z
Wbceij[nYbki_l[bojeJef*&7C\ehcWji"m_j^ied]b[d]j^Wl[hW]_d]WXekjj^h[[c_dkj[i$
;nf[h_c[djWb<CijWj_edi"Xej^Yecc[hY_WbWdZdedYecc[hY_Wb"eè[h[ZWYkbjkhWbifWY[
for hard-edged political folk music and for rock music that commented on the Civil Rights movec[djWdZfhej[ij[Z7c[h_YW¾i_dlebl[c[dj_dj^[L_[jdWcMWh$8oj^['/-&i"^em[l[h"fhe]h[isive rock had been copied, tamed, and absorbed by mainstream radio under the format labeled
album-oriented rock (AOR)$8o'/-("7EH#Zh_l[dWbXkciWb[iWYYekdj[Z\ehceh[j^Wd.+
f[hY[dje\j^[h[jW_bh[YehZXki_d[ii$8oj^['/.&i"WiÆhij#][d[hWj_edheYaWdZhebb[hiW][ZWdZ
X[YWc[ceh[Wëk[dj"7EHijWj_ediX[YWc[b[iifeb_j_YWbWdZfbWo[Zceijbom^_j["feij#8[Wjb[i
cki_Y\[Wjkh_d]ikY^]hekfiWiF_da<beoZ"B[ZP[ff[b_d"9h[Wc"WdZGk[[d$JeZWo"7EH^Wi
been subsumed under the more general classic rock format.

The Sounds of
Commercial Radio
Contemporary radio sounds very different from its predecessor. In contrast to the few stations
per market in the 1930s, most large markets today include more than forty stations that vie for
b_ij[d[hbeoWbjo$M_j^j^[[nY[fj_ede\dWj_edWbd[jmeha¹ifedieh[Zd[mii[]c[djiWdZdWj_edally syndicated programs, most programming is locally produced and heavily dependent on
j^[cki_Y_dZkijho\ehYedj[dj$7bj^ek]^W\[mhWZ_ef[hiedWb_j_[i"ikY^Wi=b[dd8[Ya"HoWd
I[WYh[ij"Hki^B_cXWk]^"Jec@eod[h"JWl_iIc_b[o"WdZ@_cHec["Wh[dWj_edWbbofhec_nent, local deejays and their music are the stars at most radio stations.
>em[l[h"b_ij[d[hijeZWoWh[kdb_a[hWZ_e¾iÆhijWkZ_[dY[i_di[l[hWbmWoi$<_hij"
b_ij[d[hi_dj^['/)&ijkd[Z_djej^[_h\Wleh_j[i^emiWji[jj_c[i$B_ij[d[hijeZWo
do not say, “Gee, my favorite song is coming on at 8 P.M., so I’d better be home
to listen.” Instead, radio has become a secondary, or background, medium that
follows the rhythms of daily life. Radio programmers today worry about channel
cruising—listeners’ tendency to search the dial until they ﬁnd a song they like.
I[YedZ"_dj^['/)&i"f[Wab_ij[d_d]j_c[eYYkhh[ZZkh_d]j^[[l[d_d]
hours—dubbed prime time in the TV era—when people were home from work and
iY^eeb$Dem"j^[^[Wl_[ijhWZ_eb_ij[d_d]eYYkhiZkh_d]drive time"X[jm[[d,WdZ
9 A.M.WdZ*WdZ-P.M., when people are commuting to and from work or school.
J^_hZ"ijWj_edijeZWoWh[ceh[if[Y_Wb_p[Z$B_ij[d[hiWh[beoWbje\Wleh_j[ijWj_edi"cki_Y\ehcWji"WdZ[l[dhWZ_ef[hiedWb_j_[i"hWj^[hj^Wdjeif[Y_ÆYi^emi$F[efb[

RYAN SEACREST may
be best known for his job
hosting TV’s American Idol,
but he began his career in
radio when he hosted a local
radio show while attending
the University of Georgia.
In the style of his own
idols—Dick Clark and Casey
Kasem—Seacrest now hosts
two nationally syndicated
radio shows, On Air with
Ryan Seacrest and American
Top 40, in addition to his
television projects.
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Country 13.3%

News/Talk/Information 12.1%

Other
28.3%

Adult Contemporary (AC) 9.4%

FIGURE 5.4
THE MOST POPULAR
RADIO FORMATS IN THE
UNITED STATES AMONG
PERSONS AGE TWELVE
AND OLDER
Source: Arbitron, Radio Today,
2011 Edition.
Note: Based on listener shares for
primary AM and FM stations, plus
HD stations and Internet streams
of radio stations.

TABLE 5.2
TALK RADIO WEEKLY
AUDIENCE (IN MILLIONS)
Source: Talkers magazine, “The
Top Talk Radio Audiences,” Winter,
2012.
Note: * = Information
unavailable; N/A = Talk host not
nationally broadcast.

generally listen to only four or ﬁve stations
that target them. Almost ﬁfteen thousand raZ_eijWj_edidemef[hWj[_dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[i"
customizing their sounds to reach niche
audiences through format specialization and
alternative programming.

Format Specialization

IjWj_edijeZWoki[WlWh_[joe\\ehcWjiXWi[Z
on managed program logs and day parts. All
told, more than forty different radio formats,
Pop Contemporary Hit Radio
plus variations, serve diverse groups of listen(CHR) 7.6%
[hii[[<_]kh[+$*$Jefb[Wi[WZl[hj_i[hi"
Classic Rock 4.9%
who want to know exactly who is listening,
Classic Hits 4.9%
formats usually target audiences according to
Rhythmic CHR 3.5%
their age, income, gender, or race/ethnicity.
Urban AC 4.0%
Radio’s specialization enables advertisers to
Hot AC 3.9%
Urban Contemporary 3.2%
reach smaller target audiences at costs that
All Sports 3.4%
are much lower than those for television.
Targeting listeners has become extremely
competitive, however, because forty or ﬁfty stations may be available in a large radio market.
7Xekj'&f[hY[dje\WbbijWj_ediWYheiij^[Yekdjhoim_jY^\ehcWji[WY^o[Wh_dWd[èehjjeÆdZ
W\ehckbWj^Wj][d[hWj[iceh[WZl[hj_i_d]ced[o$Iec[ijWj_edi"fWhj_YkbWhboj^ei[_dbWh][
cities, even rent blocks of time to various local ethnic or civic groups; this enables the groups to
dictate their own formats and sell ads.

News, Talk, and Information Radio
The nation’s fastest-growing format throughout much of the 1990s was the news/talk/information \ehcWji[[»9Wi[IjkZo0>eij0J^[Eh_]_die\JWbaHWZ_e¼edfW]['--$?d'/.-"edbo'-&
radio stations operated formats dominated by either news programs or talk shows, which tend
to appeal to adults over age thirty-five (except for sports talk programs, which draw mostly male
ifehji\Wdie\WbbW][i$8o(&'("ceh[j^Wd'"/(&ijWj_ediYWhh_[Zj^[\ehcWjºj^[ceijijWj_edi
e\Wdo\ehcWj$?j_ij^[ceijZec_dWdj\ehcWjed7ChWZ_eWdZj^[i[YedZceijfefkbWh\ehcWj
XodkcX[he\b_ij[d[hi_dj^[dWj_edi[[<_]kh[+$*WdZJWXb[+$($7d[mi%jWba%_d\ehcWj_ed
format, though more expensive to produce than a music format, appeals to advertisers looking
jejWh][jmeha_d]#WdZc_ZZb[#YbWiiWZkbjYedikc[hi$D[l[hj^[b[ii"ceijhWZ_eijWj_ediYedj_dk[
to be driven by a variety of less expensive music formats.
Talk Show Host

2003

2006

2012

Rush Limbaugh (Conservative)

14.5

13.5

15

Sean Hannity (Conservative)

11.75

12.5

14

Michael Savage (Conservative)

7

8.25

9

Glenn Beck (Conservative)

*

3

8.5

Mark Levin (Conservative)

N/A

1

8.5

Dave Ramsey (Financial Advice)

*

2.75

8.5

Laura Ingraham (Conservative)

1.25

5

6

Neal Boortz (Conservative)

*

*

6
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CASE
STUDY
Host: The Origins of Talk Radio
by David Foster Wallace

T

he origins of contemporary
political talk radio can be traced
to three phenomena of the
1980s. The ﬁrst of these involved
AM music stations getting absolutely
murdered by FM, which could broadcast
music in stereo and allowed for much
better ﬁdelity on high and low notes.
The human voice, on the other hand, is
midrange and doesn’t require high ﬁdelity. The eighties’ proliferation of talk formats on the AM band also provided new
careers for some music deejays—e.g.,
Don Imus, Morton Downey Jr.—whose
chatty personas didn’t ﬁt well with FM’s
all-about-the-music ethos.
The second big factor was the repeal,
late in Ronald Reagan’s second term,
of what was known as the Fairness
Doctrine. This was a 1949 FCC rule
designed to minimize any possible
restrictions on free speech caused by
limited access to broadcasting outlets.
The idea was that, as one of the conditions for receiving an FCC broadcast
license, a station had to “devote

GLENN BECK, the conservative host of The Glenn
Beck Program, a nationally syndicated talk radio
show that also promulgates the MMLB idea.

reasonable attention to the coverage
of controversial issues of public
importance,” and consequently had
to provide “reasonable, although not
necessarily equal” opportunities for
opposing sides to express their views.
Because of the Fairness Doctrine,
talk stations had to hire and program
symmetrically: if you had a three-hour
program whose host’s politics were on
one side of the ideological spectrum,
you had to have another long-form program whose host more or less spoke
for the other side. Weirdly enough, up
through the mid-eighties it was usually
the U.S. right that benefited most
from the Doctrine. Pioneer talk syndicator Ed McLaughlin, who managed
San Francisco’s KGO in the 1960s,
recalls that “I had more liberals on the
air than I had conservatives or even
moderates for that matter, and I had a
hell of a time finding the other voice.”
The Fairness Doctrine’s repeal was
part of the sweeping deregulations
of the Reagan era, which aimed to
liberate all sorts of industries from
government interference and allow
them to compete freely in the marketplace. The old, Rooseveltian logic
of the Doctrine had been that since
the airwaves belonged to everyone, a
license to profit from those airwaves
conferred on the broadcast industry
some special obligation to serve the
public interest. Commercial radio
broadcasting was not, in other words,
originally conceived as just another
for-profit industry; it was supposed to
meet a higher standard of social responsibility. After 1987, though, just
another industry is pretty much what
radio became, and its only real responsibility now is to attract and retain

listeners in order to generate revenue.
In other words, the sort of distinction
explicitly drawn by FCC Chairman
Newton Minow in the 1960s—namely,
that between “the public interest” and
“merely what interests the public”—no
longer exists.
More or less on the heels of the Fairness Doctrine’s repeal came the West
Coast and then national syndication
of The Rush Limbaugh Show through
Mr. McLaughlin’s EFM Media. Limbaugh is the third great progenitor
of today’s political talk radio partly
because he’s a host of extraordinary,
once-in-a-generation talent and
charisma—bright, loquacious, witty,
complexly authoritative—whose
show’s blend of news, entertainment,
and partisan analysis became the
model for legions of imitators. But he
was also the first great promulgator of
the Mainstream Media’s Liberal Bias
(MMLB) idea. This turned out to be a
brilliantly effective rhetorical move,
since the MMLB concept functioned
simultaneously as a standard around
which Rush’s audience could rally, as
an articulation of the need for rightwing (i.e., unbiased) media, and as a
mechanism by which any criticism
or refutation of conservative ideas
could be dismissed (either as biased
or as the product of indoctrination by
biased media). Boiled way down, the
MMLB thesis is able both to exploit
and to perpetuate many conservatives’
dissatisfaction with extant media
sources—and it’s this dissatisfaction
that cements political talk radio’s large
and loyal audience.
Source: Excerpted from David Foster Wallace,
“Host: The Origins of Talk Radio,” Atlantic, April
2005, 66–68.
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Music Formats

WENDY WILLIAMS
refers to herself as the
“Queen of All Media,” but
before her daytime TV talk
show, she got her start
with a nearly two-decade
career in radio. She began
as a substitute deejay on an
urban contemporary station
in New York before gaining
notoriety with her celebrity
interviews and gossip.

The adult contemporary (AC) format, also known as middlee\#j^[#heWZehCEH"_iWced]hWZ_e¾iebZ[ijWdZceijfefkbWh
formats, reaching about 9.4 percent of all listeners, most of them
over age forty, with an eclectic mix of news, talk, oldies, and soft
rock music—what Broadcasting magazine describes as “not too
soft, not too loud, not too fast, not too slow, not too hard, not
too lush, not too old, not too new.” Variations on the AC format
include urban AC, hot AC, rhythmic AC, modern AC, and smooth
79$Dem[dYecfWii_d][l[hoj^_d]\hechWfjefeffkdaied]i"
Top 40 radio—also called contemporary hit radio (CHR)—still
appeals to many teens and young adults. A renewed focus on
producing pop singles in the sound recording industry has
boosted listenership of this format lately.
Country is the most popular format in the nation (except
during morning drive time, when news/talk/information is
dkcX[hed[$CWdoijWj_ediWh[_dj_docWha[jim^[h[Yekdjho_ijhWZ_j_edWbboj^[Z[\Wkbj\ehcWj
for communities with only one radio station. Country music has old roots in radio, starting in
'/(+m_j^j^[_dÇk[dj_WbGrand Ole Opryfhe]hWcedMIC_dDWi^l_bb[$7bj^ek]^Jef*&Zhel[
Yekdjhocki_Yekje\cWdohWZ_ecWha[ji_dj^['/+&i"j^[]hemj^e\<C_dj^['/,&iXhek]^j_j
back, as station managers looked for market niches not served by rock music.
CWdo\ehcWjiWff[WbjefWhj_YkbWh[j^d_YehhWY_Wb]hekfi$?d'/*-"M:?7_dC[cf^_imWi
j^[ÆhijijWj_edjefhe]hWc[nYbki_l[bo\ehXbWYab_ij[d[hi$DemYWbb[Zurban contemporary,
this format targets a wide variety of African American listeners, primarily in large cities. Urban
Yedj[cfehWho"m^_Y^jof_YWbbofbWoifefkbWhZWdY["hWf"H8"WdZ^_f#^efcki_Y\[Wjkh_d]
f[h\ehc[hib_a[H_^WddWWdZBkZWYh_i"WbieikXZ_l_Z[iXoW]["\[Wjkh_d]WdKhXWd79YWj[]eho
m_j^f[h\ehc[hib_a[CWnm[bb"7b_Y_WA[oi"WdZCWho@$8b_][$
IfWd_i^#bWd]kW][hWZ_e"ed[e\hWZ_e¾i\Wij[ij#]hem_d]\ehcWji"_iYedY[djhWj[Zceijbo
_dbWh][>_ifWd_YcWha[jiikY^WiC_Wc_"D[mOeha"9^_YW]e"BWiL[]Wi"9Wb_\ehd_W"7h_pedW"

EDDIE “PIOLÍN” SOTELO
is a popular Los Angeles
radio personality on
Univision-owned KSCA
(101.9 FM), which has a
regional Mexican format and
is the highest-rated station
in the market. Sotelo is a
major supporter of immigrant
rights and helped to organize
a huge rally in 2006. His
nickname, “Piolín,” means
“Tweety Bird” in Spanish.
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D[mC[n_Ye"WdZJ[nWim^[h[A9EH"j^[ÆhijWbb#IfWd_i^#bWd]kW][ijWj_ed"eh_]_dWj[Z_dIWd
7djed_e_d'/*-$8[i_Z[ijWbai^emiWdZd[mii[]c[dji_dIfWd_i^"j^_i\ehcWj\[Wjkh[iW
lWh_[joe\IfWd_i^"9Wh_XX[Wd"WdZBWj_d7c[h_YWdcki_YWbijob[i"_dYbkZ_d]YWbofie"ÇWc[dYe"
mariachi, merengue, reggae, samba, salsa, and Tejano.
?dWZZ_j_ed"jeZWoj^[h[Wh[ej^[h\ehcWjij^WjWh[if_d#eèi\hec7EH$9bWii_YheYai[hl[i
kfheYa\Wleh_j[i\hecj^[c_Z#'/,&ij^hek]^j^['/.&ijej^[XWXo#Xeec][d[hWj_edWdZej^[h
listeners who have outgrown Top 40. The oldies format originally served adults who grew up
ed'/+&iWdZ[Whbo'/,&iheYaWdZhebb$7ij^WjWkZ_[dY[^WiW][Z"ebZ_[i\ehcWjidemjWh][j
oekd][hWkZ_[dY[im_j^j^[YbWii_Y^_ji\ehcWj\[Wjkh_d]ied]i\hecj^['/-&i"'/.&i"WdZ'//&i$
J^[Wbj[hdWj_l[cki_Y\ehcWjh[YWfjkh[iiec[e\j^[[nf[h_c[djWbWffheWY^e\j^[<CijWj_edi
e\j^['/,&i"Wbj^ek]^m_j^ckY^ceh[Yedjhebb[ZfbWob_iji"WdZ^Wi^[bf[Zje_djheZkY[Whj_iji
ikY^Wij^[:[WZM[Wj^[hWdZ9W][j^[;b[f^Wdj$
Research indicates that most people identify closely with the music they listened to as adolescents and young adults. This tendency partially explains why classic hits and classic rock staj_ediYecX_d[Z^Wl[ikhfWii[Z9>HijWj_edijeZWo$?jWbie^[bfije[nfbW_dj^[h[Y[djdeijWb]_W
for music from the 1980s and early 1990s.

“We have a huge
responsibility to
keep the airwaves
open for what
I think is the
majority—
representing the
voices that are
locked out of the
mainstream media.”
AMY GOODMAN,
CO-HOST OF RADIO’S
DEMOCRACY NOW!
2001

Nonprofit Radio and NPR
7bj^ek]^Yecc[hY_WbhWZ_efWhj_YkbWhboj^ei[ijWj_ediemd[ZXo^k][hWZ_eYed]bec[hWj[i
Zec_dWj[ij^[hWZ_eif[Yjhkc"dedfhe\_jhWZ_ecW_djW_diWle_Y[$8kjj^[heWZjel_WX_b_jo
\ehdedfhe\_jhWZ_e_dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[i^WidejX[[d[Wio$?dj^['/)&i"j^[MW]d[h#>Wj\_[bZ
7c[dZc[djjej^['/)*9ecckd_YWj_edi7Yj_dj[dZ[Zjei[jWi_Z[(+f[hY[dje\hWZ_e\ehW
m_Z[lWh_[joe\dedfhe\_jijWj_edi$M^[dj^[Wc[dZc[djmWiZ[\[Wj[Z_d'/)+"j^[\kjkh[e\
[ZkYWj_edWbWdZdedYecc[hY_WbhWZ_ebeea[ZXb[Wa$CWdodedfhe\_ji^WZiebZekjje\eh#fhe\_j
emd[hiZkh_d]j^[=h[Wj:[fh[ii_ede\j^['/)&i$J^[ijWj_edij^Wjh[cW_d[Zm[h[e\j[dXWdished from the air during the evening hours or assigned weak signals by federal regulators who
\Wleh[ZYecc[hY_Wbemd[hiWdZj^[_hbeXXo_d]W][dji$Ij_bb"dedfhe\_jfkXb_YhWZ_eikhl_l[Z$
JeZWo"ceh[j^Wdj^h[[j^ekiWdZdedfhe\_jijWj_edief[hWj["ceije\j^[cedj^[<CXWdZ$

The Early Years of Nonprofit Radio
Two government rulings, both in 1948, aided nonprofit radio. First, the government began authorizing noncommercial licenses to stations not affiliated with a labor, religious, education, or civic
]hekf$J^[\_hijb_Y[di[m[djjeB[m_iA_cXWbb>_bb"WhWZ_eh[fehj[hWdZ
pacifist during World War II who started the Pacifica Foundation to
hkd[nf[h_c[djWbfkXb_YijWj_edi$FWY_\_YWijWj_edi"b_a[>_bb"^Wl[e\j[d
Y^Wbb[d][Zj^[ijWjkigke_dhWZ_eWim[bbWi_d]el[hdc[dj$CeijdejWXbo"_dj^['/+&ij^[oW_h[Zj^[fe[jho"fhei["WdZcki_Ye\f[h\ehc[hi
considered radical, left-wing, or communist who were blacklisted by
j[b[l_i_edWdZi[bZecWYademb[Z][ZXo7CijWj_edi$El[hj^[o[Whi"
FWY_\_YW^WiWbieX[[d\_d[ZWdZh[fh_cWdZ[ZXoj^[<99WdZ9ed]h[ii
for airing programs that critics considered inappropriate for public
W_hmWl[i$JeZWo"FWY_\_YW^Wiceh[j^Wdd_d[joW\\_b_Wj[ijWj_edi$
I[YedZ"j^[<99Wffhel[Z'&#mWjj<CijWj_edi$Fh_ehjej^_ij_c["
hWZ_eijWj_edi^WZje^Wl[Wjb[Wij(+&mWjjije][jb_Y[di[Z$7'&#mWjj
station with a broadcast range of only about seven miles took very little
capital to operate, so more people could participate, and they became
training sites for students interested in broadcasting. Although the FCC
ijeff[Zb_Y[di_d]d[m'&#mWjjijWj_edi_d'/-."WXekjed[^kdZh[Z
longtime 10-watters are still in operation.

PUBLIC RADIO STATIONS
in rural areas, like WMMT,
which services eastern
Kentucky, southwestern
Virginia, and southern West
Virginia, connect people
in far-ﬂung and remote
areas by broadcasting local
programming that speaks
to their listeners’ needs
and tastes. Rural stations
like this one rely heavily on
federal funding and thus are
more likely to go under if
budgets are cut.
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POPULAR RADIO

Media Literacy and
the Critical Process

1

DESCRIPTION.B_ij[djeW

typical morning or late afternoon
hour of a popular local commercial
talk-news radio station and a typical
^ekhe\oekhbeYWbDFHijWj_ed\hecj^[
same time period over a two- to threeZWof[h_eZ$A[[fWbe]e\m^Wjjef_Yi
are covered and what news stories are
reported. For the commercial station,
log what commercials are carried and
how much time in an hour is devoted to
ads. For the noncommercial station, note
how much time is devoted to recognizing
the station’s sources of funding support
and who the supporters are.

2

ANALYSIS.Beea\ehfWjterns. What kinds of stories
are covered? What kinds of topics are
discussed? Create a chart to categorize
the stories. To cover events and issues,
do the stations use actual reporters at
j^[iY[d[5>emckY^j_c[_i]_l[dje
reporting compared to time devoted to
ef_d_ed5>emcWdoiekhY[iWh[Y_j[Z
in each story? What kinds of interview
sources are used? Are they expert
sources or regular person-on-the-street
_dj[hl_[mi5>emcWdoiekhY[iWh[c[d
and how many are women?

Comparing Commercial and Noncommercial Radio
After the arrival and growth of commercial TV, the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) was created in
1967 as the funding agent for public broadcasting—an
alternative to commercial TV and radio for educational and
cultural programming that could not be easily sustained by
commercial broadcasters in search of large general audiences. As a result, NPR (National Public Radio) developed to
provide national programming to public stations to supplement local programming efforts. Today, NPR afﬁliates get
just 2 percent of their funding from the federal government.
Most money for public radio comes instead from corporate
sponsorships, individual grants, and private donations.

3

INTERPRETATION. What do

these patterns mean? Is there a
balance between reporting and opinion?
:eoekZ[j[YjWdoX_Wi"WdZ_\ie"^emZ_Z
you determine this? Are the stations serving as watchdogs to ensure that democracy’s best interests are being served? What
[è[Yj"_\Wdo"Zeoekj^_daj^[WZl[hj_iers/supporters have on the programming? What arguments might you make
about commercial and noncommercial
radio based on your ﬁndings?

4

EVALUATION. Which station seems to be doing a better
job serving its local audience? Why?
:eoekXkoj^['/)&iWh]kc[djj^Wj

noncommercial stations serve narrow,
special interests while commercial stations serve capitalism and the public
interest? Why or why not? From which
station did you learn the most, and
which station did you ﬁnd most enterjW_d_d]5;nfbW_d$M^WjZ_Zoekb_a[WdZ
dislike about each station?

5

ENGAGEMENT. Join your

college radio station. Talk to
the station manager about the goals
for a typical hour of programming and
what audience they are trying to reach.
Finally, pitch program or topic ideas that
would improve your college station’s
programming.

Creation of the First Noncommercial Networks
:kh_d]j^['/,&i"dedfhe\_jXheWZYWij_d]\ekdZW9ed]h[iiiocfWj^[j_YjeWdebZ_Z[W0ki_d]hWdio and television as educational tools. As a result, National Public Radio (NPR) and the Public
Broadcasting Service (PBS) were created as the first noncommercial networks. Under the provisions of the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting
(CPB)"DFHWdZF8Im[h[cWdZWj[Zjefhel_Z[Wbj[hdWj_l[ijeYecc[hY_WbXheWZYWij_d]$Dem"
DFH¾ifefkbWhd[miWdZ_dj[hl_[mfhe]hWci"Morning Edition and All Things Considered, are
thriving, and they contribute to the network’s audience of thirty-two million listeners per week.
Over the years, however, public radio has faced waning government support and the
threat of losing its federal funding. In 1994, a conservative majority in Congress cut ﬁnancial
ikffehjWdZj^h[Wj[d[ZjeiYhWfj^[9F8"j^[\kdZ_d]Wkj^eh_jo\ehfkXb_YXheWZYWij_d]$7dZ
W]W_d_d(&''"j^[>eki[lej[Zje[dZÆdWdY_d]\ehj^[9F8"Xkjj^[I[dWj[lej[ZW]W_dijj^[
measure. Consequently, stations have become more reliant on private donations and corporate
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TQPOTPSTIJQ XIJDIDPVMEDBVTFTPNFQVCMJDCSPBEDBTUFSTUPTUFFSDMFBSPGDPOUSPWFSTJBMTVC
`[Yji"[if[Y_Wbboj^ei[j^WjYh_j_YWbbo[nWc_d[YehfehWj_edi$I[[»C[Z_WB_j[hWYoWdZj^[9h_j_YWb
FheY[ii09ecfWh_d]9ecc[hY_WbWdZDedYecc[hY_WbHWZ_e¼edfW]['.&$
B_a[Yecc[hY_WbijWj_edi"dedfheÆjhWZ_e^WiWZefj[Zj^[\ehcWjijob[$>em[l[h"j^[Zec_
OBOUTUZMFJOQVCMJDSBEJPJTBMPPTFWBSJFUZGPSNBUXIFSFCZBTUBUJPONBZBDUVBMMZTXJUDIGSPN
`Wpp"YbWii_YWbcki_Y"WdZWbj[hdWj_l[heYajed[miWdZjWbaZkh_d]Z_è[h[djfWhjie\j^[ZWo$
DedYecc[hY_WbhWZ_eh[cW_dij^[fbWY[\ehXej^jhWZ_j_edWdZ[nf[h_c[djWj_ed"Wim[bbWi\eh
fhe]hWcij^WjZedejZhWm[dek]^b_ij[d[hi\ehYecc[hY_WbikYY[ii$I[[»=beXWbL_bbW][0HWZ_e
Ce]WZ_i^k¼edfW]['.(\ehceh[edfkXb_YhWZ_e_dj[hdWj_edWbbo$
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POPULAR RADIO

GLOBAL
VILLAGE
Radio Mogadishu

F

or two decades, Somalia
has been without a properly
functioning government. The
nation of about nine million people on
the eastern coast of Africa has been
embroiled in a civil war since 1991
in which competing clans and militias
have fought in see-saw battles for
control of the country. During this
time, more than a half-million Somalis
have died from famine and war. Once
a great economic and cultural center,
Somalia’s biggest contribution to
global culture in recent years has been
modern-day seagoing
pirates.
A more moderate transitional
government
has tried to
take leadership of the
war-weary
nation, but
radical Islamist
militias, including
one with ties to Al
Qaeda called Al-Shabaab,
have been its biggest adversaries.
Al-Shabaab has terrorized African
Union peacekeepers and humanitarian aid workers with assassinations
and suicide bombings, and it has used
amputations, stonings, and beatings
to enforce its harsh rules against
civilians.
Journalists in Somalia have not been
immune from the terror. More than
twenty-five journalists have been
killed there since 2005, earning
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Somalia the title “Africa’s deadliest country for the media” from the
international organization Reporters
Without Borders.1 The media workers
under attack include radio workers,
who were threatened by militias in
April 2010 to stop playing foreign
programs from the BBC and Voice of
America, and then to stop playing all
music (which was deemed un-Islamic)
or face “serious consequences.”2
Although most radio stations in
Somalia’s capital, Mogadishu, have
succumbed to the threats, they have
found creative (and ironic) ways
to jab back at the militants,
like playing sound effects
instead of music to
introduce programs. A
newscast, for example,
might be introduced
by recorded gunshots,
animal noises, or car
sounds.
One station, Radio
Mogadishu, is still bravely
broadcasting music and
independent newscasts. The
station is supported by the transitional government as a critical tool
in bringing democracy back to the
country, but radio work in the name
of democracy has never been more
dangerous than it is in Somalia today.
“Radio Mogadishu’s 100 or so employees are marked men and women,
because the insurgents associate
them with the government,” the New
York Times reported.3 Many of the
journalists, sound engineers, and
deejays eat and sleep at the station
for fear of being killed; some have not

left the radio station compound to
visit their families for months, even
though they live in the same city. Their
fears are well-founded: One veteran
reporter who still lived at home was
gunned down by hooded assassins as
he returned to his house one night in
May 2010.
Radio Mogadishu (in English, Somali,
and Arabic on the Web at http://radio
muqdisho.net/) speaks to the enduring
power of independent radio around
the globe and its particular connection to Somali citizens, for whom it
is a cultural lifeline. The BBC reports
that Somali citizens love pop music
(like that of popular Somali artists
Abdi Shire Jama [Joogle] and K’Naan,
who record abroad), and they resent
being told that they cannot listen to
it on the radio. Somali bus drivers
reportedly sneak music radio for their
passengers, turning the music on and
off depending on whether they are in
a safe, government-controlled district
or a dangerous, militia-controlled area.
The news portion of radio broadcasts
is also important, especially in a
country where only about 1 percent of
the population has Internet access. “In
a fractured state like Somalia, radio
remains the most influential medium,”
the BBC noted.4
For radio stations in the United
States, the most momentous decision is deciding what kind of music to
play—maybe CHR, country, or hot AC.
For Radio Mogadishu, simply deciding
to play music and broadcast independent news is a far more serious, and
life-threatening, matter.

^Wl[bWh][boX[[dc_ii_d]_dYehfehWj[hWZ_e$7dZfehjWXb[b_ij[d_d]Z[l_Y[ib_a[j^[_FeZWdZ
hWZ_eWffi\ehj^[_FWZWdZicWhjf^ed[i^Wha[dXWYajej^[YecfWYjfehjWX_b_joj^Wj\_hijYWc[
m_j^j^[fefkbWh_pWj_ede\jhWdi_ijehhWZ_ei_dj^['/+&i$

Internet Radio
Internet radio emerged in the 1990s with the popularity of the Web. Internet radio stations
Yec[_djmejof[i$J^[\_hij_dlebl[iWd[n_ij_d]7C"<C"iWj[bb_j["eh>:ijWj_ed»ijh[Wc_d]¼
a simulcast version of its on-air signal over the Web. According to the Arbitron radio rating
i[hl_Y["ceh[j^Wd."(&&hWZ_eijWj_ediijh[Wcj^[_hfhe]hWcc_d]el[hj^[M[XjeZWo$'( Clear
9^Wdd[b¾i_>[WhjHWZ_e_ied[e\j^[cW`ehijh[Wc_d]i_j[i\ehXheWZYWijWdZYkijecZ_]_jWbijWtions. The second kind of online radio station is one that has been created exclusively for the
?dj[hd[j$FWdZehW"=heel[i^Wha"OW^eeCki_Y"7EBHWZ_e"WdZBWij$\cWh[iec[e\j^[b[WZ_d]
?dj[hd[jhWZ_eijWj_edi[hl_Y[i$?d\WYj"i[hl_Y[ib_a[FWdZehWWbbemki[hije^Wl[ceh[Yedjheb
el[hj^[_hb_ij[d_d][nf[h_[dY[WdZj^[i[b[Yj_edij^WjWh[fbWo[Z$B_ij[d[hiYWdYh[Wj[_dZ_l_ZkWb_p[ZijWj_ediXWi[ZedWif[Y_\_YWhj_ijehied]j^Wjj^[oh[gk[ij$FWdZehWWbie[dWXb[iki[hi
to share their musical choices on Facebook. Internet radio is clearly in sync with younger radio
b_ij[d[hi07cW`eh_joe\oekd][hYedikc[hi"W][ijm[bl[jej^_hjo#\ekh"i[b[Yjj^[?dj[hd[j+(
f[hY[djel[hhWZ_e)(f[hY[djWij^[c[Z_kcjem^_Y^j^[ojkhd\_hijjeb[WhdWXekjcki_Y$13
8[]_dd_d]_d(&&("W9efoh_]^jHeoWbjo8eWhZ[ijWXb_i^[ZXoj^[B_XhWhoe\9ed]h[iiX[]Wd
to assess royalty fees for streaming copyrighted songs over the Internet based on a percentage
of each station’s revenue. Webcasters have complained that royalty rates set by the board are
too high and threaten their ﬁnancial viability, particularly compared to satellite radio, which
pays a lower royalty rate, and broadcasters, who pay no royalty rates at all. For decades, radio
broadcasters have paid mechanical royalties to songwriters and music publishers, but no royalj_[ijej^[f[h\ehc_d]Whj_ijiehh[YehZYecfWd_[i$8heWZYWij[hi^Wl[Wh]k[Zj^Wjj^[fhecetional value of getting songs played is suﬃcient compensation.
?d(&&/"9ed]h[iifWii[Zj^[M[XYWij[hI[jjb[c[dj7Yj"m^_Y^mWiYedi_Z[h[ZWb_\[b_d[\eh
Internet radio. The act enabled Internet stations to negotiate royalty fees directly with the music
_dZkijho"WjhWj[ifh[ikcWXboceh[h[WiedWXb[j^Wdm^Wjj^[9efoh_]^jHeoWbjo8eWhZ^WZfhefei[Z$
?d(&'("9b[Wh9^Wdd[bX[YWc[j^[ÆhijYecfWdojeijh_a[WZ[WbZ_h[Yjbom_j^j^[h[YehZ_d]_dZkijho$
9b[Wh9^Wdd[bfb[Z][ZjefWoheoWbj_[ije8_]CWY^_d[BWX[b=hekfºed[e\j^[Yekdjho¾ibWh][ij_dZ[f[dZ[djbWX[biº\ehXheWZYWij_d]j^[ied]ie\JWobehIm_\jWdZ_jiej^[hWhj_iji"_d[nY^Wd][\ehWb_c_j
edheoWbj_[i_jckijfWo\ehijh[Wc_d]j^ei[Whj_iji¾cki_Yed_ji_>[WhjHWZ_e$Yeci_j[$J^[Y^W_hcWd
WdZ9;Ee\j^[H[YehZ_d]?dZkijho7iieY_Wj_ede\7c[h_YWiW_Z^[mWifb[Wi[Zje^[Wh»9b[Wh9^Wdnel is stating that artists and record companies deserve to be paid and that promotion isn’t enough.”14
Clear Channel’s deal with the music industry opened up new dialogue about equalizing
the royalty rates paid by broadcast radio, satellite radio, and Internet radio. Tim Westergren,
\ekdZ[he\FWdZehW"Wh]k[ZX[\eh[9ed]h[ii_d(&'(
that the rates were most unfair to companies like his.
?dj^[fh[l_ekio[Wh"M[ij[h]h[diW_Z"FWdZehWfW_Z
+&f[hY[dje\_jih[l[dk[jef[h\ehcWdY[heoWbj_[i"
m^[h[WiiWj[bb_j[hWZ_ei[hl_Y[I_h_kiNCfW_Z-$+
percent of its revenues to performance royalties, and
XheWZYWijhWZ_efW_Zdej^_d]$>[dej[Zj^WjWYWh
[gk_ff[Zm_j^Wd7C%<ChWZ_e"iWj[bb_j[hWZ_e"WdZ
streaming Internet radio could deliver the same song
to a listener through all three technologies, but the
lWh_ekihWZ_ei[hl_Y[imekbZfWocWha[ZboZ_è[hent levels of performance royalties to the artist and
recording company.'+

ONE OF THE MOST
POPULAR Internet radio
sites, Grooveshark allows
you to search for streaming
songs, browse other users’
playlists, or view friends’
recent listening. Users
can also listen to genre
customized radio stations or
create their own.
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XPVMEVTFBCVJMUJOSBEJP',J^[D78Wh]k[ij^Wjj^[hWZ_eY^_fmekbZX[ceij_cfehjWdj\eh
[dWXb_d]b_ij[d[hijeWYY[iiXheWZYWijhWZ_e_dj_c[ie\[c[h][dY_[iWdZZ_iWij[hi$8kjj^[Y^_f
XPVMEBMTPCFDPNNFSDJBMMZCFOFlDJBMGPSSBEJPCSPBEDBTUFST QVUUJOHUIFNPOUIFTBNFEJHJUBM
Z[l_Y[iWij^[_hded#XheWZYWijhWZ_eYecf[j_jehib_a[FWdZehW$
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,NB@K@MC.@SHNM@K!CUDQSHRHMF
7Xekj.f[hY[dje\WbbK$I$if[dZ_d]edc[Z_WWZl[hj_i_d]]e[ijehWZ_eijWj_edi$B_a[d[mi
QBQFST SBEJPHFOFSBUFTJUTMBSHFTUQSPGJUTCZTFMMJOHMPDBMBOESFHJPOBMBET5IJSUZTFDPOESBEJP
ifejWZihWd][\hec'"+&&_dbWh][cWha[jije`kijW\[mZebbWhi_dj^[icWbb[ijcWha[ji$JeZWo"
]heiiWZl[hj_i_d]h[Y[_fji\ehhWZ_eWh[ceh[j^Wd'-$*X_bb_edWXekj.&f[hY[dje\j^[h[l[dk[i
\hecbeYWbWZiWb[i"m_j^j^[h[cW_dZ[h_ddWj_edWbifej"d[jmeha"WdZZ_]_jWbhWZ_eiWb[i"kf
\hecWXekj',X_bb_ed_d(&&/$"MUIPVHIJOEVTUSZSFWFOVFIBTESPQQFEGSPNBQFBLPG
('$-X_bb_ed_d(&&,"j^[dkcX[he\ijWj_edia[[fi]hem_d]"demjejWb_d]WXekj'+"&&&ijWj_edi
Wbceij*".&&7CijWj_edi"WXekj,"+&&<CYecc[hY_WbijWj_edi"WdZWXekj)"-&&<C[ZkYW
j_edWbijWj_edi$6OMJLFUFMFWJTJPO XIFSFOFBSMZQFSDFOUPGBTUBUJPOTFYQFOTFTHPFTUPCVZ
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syndicated programs, local radio stations get much of their content free from the recording
_dZkijho$J^[h[\eh["edboWXekj(&f[hY[dje\Wjof_YWbhWZ_eijWj_ed¾iXkZ][j]e[ijeYel[hfhe]hWcc_d]Yeiji$8kj"Widej[Z[Whb_[h"j^Wj\h[[cki_YYedj[dj_i_dZekXjWij^[cki_Y_dZkijhoº
which already charges performance royalties for Internet radio stations—moves toward charging
radio broadcast performance royalty fees for playing music on the air.
When radio stations want to purchase programming, they often turn to national network
hWZ_e"m^_Y^][d[hWj[iceh[j^Wd'X_bb_ed_dWZiWb[iWddkWbboXoeè[h_d]Zep[die\if[Y_Wb_p[Zi[hl_Y[i$<eh[nWcfb[":_Wb=beXWb\ehc[hboM[ijmeeZEd["j^[dWj_ed¾ibWh][ijhWZ_e
d[jmehai[hl_Y["cWdW][ZXo98IHWZ_e"iodZ_YWj[iceh[j^Wd(&&fhe]hWci"_dYbkZ_d]h[]kbWh
d[mi\[Wjkh[i[$]$"98IHWZ_eD[mi"D89HWZ_eD[mi"[dj[hjW_dc[djfhe]hWci[$]$"Country
Countdown USA, the Billy Bush Show"jWbai^emi[$]$"j^[Dennis Miller Show, Ed Schultz"WdZ
complete twenty-four-hour formats (e.g., hot AC, hot country, mainstream country, and classic
heYa$Ceh[j^Wdi_njoYecfWd_[ieè[hdWj_edWbfhe]hWcWdZ\ehcWji[hl_Y[i"jof_YWbbofheviding local stations with programming in exchange for time slots for national ads. The most
ikYY[ii\kbhWZ_ed[jmehafhe]hWciWh[j^[i^emiXheWZYWijXoWêb_Wj[i_dj^[Jef(&cWha[ji"
m^_Y^eè[hWZl[hj_i[hi^Wb\e\j^[Yekdjho¾ihWZ_eWkZ_[dY[$

Manipulating Playlists with Payola
Radio’s impact on music industry profits—radio airplay can help to popularize recordings—has
required ongoing government oversight to expose illegal playlist manipulation. Payola, the
practice by which record promoters pay deejays to play particular records, was rampant during
j^['/+&iWih[YehZYecfWd_[iiek]^jje]kWhWdj[[h[YehZiWb[ii[[9^Wfj[h*$?dh[ifedi["
management took control of programming, arguing that if individual deejays had less impact on
which records would be played, the deejays would be less susceptible to bribery.
:[if_j[Yed]h[ii_edWb^[Wh_d]iWdZd[mh[]kbWj_edi"fWoebWf[hi_ij[Z$H[YehZfhecej[hi
i^em[h[Zj^[_h\WlehiedW\[m_dÇk[dj_Wb"^_]^#fheÆb[Z[[`Woi"m^ei[XWYa_d]YekbZcWa[eh
break a record nationally, or on key program managers in charge of Top 40 formats in large
urban markets. Although a 1984 congressional hearing determined that there was “no credible
[l_Z[dY[¼e\fWoebW"D89D[miXhea[Wijeho_d'/.,WXekj_dZ[f[dZ[djfhecej[him^e^WZ
alleged ties to organized crime. A subsequent investigation led major recording companies to
Xh[Waceije\j^[_hj_[im_j^_dZ[f[dZ[djfhecej[hi$Fhec_d[djh[YehZbWX[bi^WZX[[dfWo_d]
ikY^fhecej[hikfje.&c_bb_edf[ho[Whje^[bfh[YehZiX[Yec[^_ji$
H[Y[djbo"j^[h[^WiX[[d_dYh[Wi[Z[d\ehY[c[dje\fWoebWbWmi$?d(&&+"jmecW`eh
bWX[biºIedo#8C=WdZMWhd[hCki_YºfW_Z'&c_bb_edWdZ+c_bb_ed"h[if[Yj_l[bo"jei[jjb[
fWoebWYWi[i_dD[mOehaIjWj["m^[h[bWX[b[n[Ykj_l[im[h[Z_iYel[h[ZXh_X_d]hWZ_eijWj_ed
fhe]hWcc[hijefbWofWhj_YkbWhied]i$7o[WhbWj[h_dD[mOehaIjWj["Kd_l[hiWbCki_Y=hekf
fW_Z'(c_bb_edjei[jjb[fWoebWY^Wh][i"m^_Y^_dYbkZ[ZWbb[]Wj_edie\Xh_X_d]hWZ_efhe]hWc
Z_h[Yjehim_j^XWi[XWbbj_Ya[ji"^ej[bheeci"WdZbWfjefYecfkj[hi$7dZ_d(&&-"\ekhe\j^[
bWh][ijXheWZYWij_d]YecfWd_[iº98IHWZ_e"9b[Wh9^Wdd[b"9_jWZ[b"WdZ;dj[hYecºW]h[[Z
jefWo'($+c_bb_edjei[jjb[Wd<99fWoebW_dl[ij_]Wj_ed$J^[YecfWd_[iWbieW]h[[ZjeWd
unprecedented “independent music content commitment,” which required them to provide
8,400 half-hour blocks of airtime to play music from independent record labels over three
years.

Radio Ownership: From Diversity to Consolidation
The Telecommunications Act of 1996 substantially changed the rules concerning ownership
of the public airwaves because the FCC eliminated most ownership restrictions on radio. As
Wh[ikbj"("'&&ijWj_ediWdZ'+X_bb_edY^Wd][Z^WdZij^Wjo[WhWbed[$<hec'//+je(&&+"j^[
dkcX[he\hWZ_eijWj_edemd[hiZ[Yb_d[ZXoed[#j^_hZ"\hec,",&&jeWXekj*"*&&$(&
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POPULAR RADIO

Rank

Company

TOP TEN RADIO
COMPANIES (BY NUMBER
OF STATIONS), 2011

1

Clear Channel (Top Property: WLTW-FM, New York)

866

2

Cumulus (KNBR-AM, San Francisco)

572

Sources: The 10-K annual reports
for each radio company.

3

CBS Radio (KROQ-FM, Los Angeles)

127

4

Entercom (WEEI-AM, Boston)

100

5

Salem Communications (KLTY, Dallas-Ft. Worth)

95

6

Cox (WSB-AM, Atlanta)

86

7

Univision (KLVE-FM, Los Angeles)

69

8

Radio One (WKYS-FM, Washington, D.C.)

53

9

Beasley Broadcast Group (WPOW, Miami)

44

10

Lotus Communications (KOMP, Las Vegas)

27

TABLE 5.3

CLEAR CHANNEL
COMMUNICATIONS
has been a target for
protestors who object to the
company’s media dominance,
allowed by FCC deregulation.
Despite the protests, Clear
Channel has shed some
stations in recent years
because of an economic
downturn, not increased
regulation.

Number of Stations

Once upon a time, the FCC tried to encourage diversity in broadcast ownership. From the
'/+&ij^hek]^j^['/.&i"Wc[Z_WYecfWdoYekbZdejemdceh[j^Wdi[l[d7C"i[l[d<C"WdZ
i[l[dJLijWj_edidWj_edWbbo"WdZedboed[hWZ_eijWj_edf[hcWha[j$@kijfh_ehjej^['//,WYj"
the ownership rules were relaxed to allow any single person or company to own up to twenty
7C"jm[djo<C"WdZjm[bl[JLijWj_edidWj_edm_Z["Xkjedbojme_dj^[iWc[cWha[j$
J^['//,WYjWbbemi_dZ_l_ZkWbiWdZYecfWd_[ijeWYgk_h[WicWdohWZ_eijWj_ediWij^[o
want, with relaxed restrictions on the number of stations a single broadcaster may own in the
same city: The larger the market or area, the more stations a company may own within that
market. For example, in areas where forty-ﬁve or more stations are available to listeners, a
XheWZYWij[hcWoemdkfje[_]^jijWj_edi"Xkjdejceh[j^WdÆl[e\ed[jof[7Ceh<C$?d
areas with fourteen or fewer stations, a broadcaster may own up to ﬁve stations (three of any
ed[jof[$?dl[hoicWbbcWha[jim_j^W^WdZ\kbe\ijWj_edi"WXheWZYWijYecfWdocWodejemd
more than half the stations.
With few exceptions, for the past two decades the FCC has embraced the consolidation
iY^[c[ifki^[ZXoj^[fem[h\kbDWj_edWb7iieY_Wj_ede\8heWZYWij[hiD78beXXo_iji_dMWi^_d]jed":$9$"kdZ[hm^_Y^\[m[hWdZ\[m[hemd[hiYedjhebceh[WdZceh[e\j^[W_hmWl[i$
J^[Yedi[gk[dY[ie\j^['//,J[b[Yecckd_YWj_edi7YjWdZej^[hZ[h[]kbWj_ed^Wl[X[[d
signiﬁcant. Consider the cases of Clear Channel Communications and Cumulus, the two largest
hWZ_eY^W_demd[hi_dj[hcie\dkcX[he\ijWj_ediemd[Zi[[JWXb[+$)WXel[$9b[Wh9^Wdd[b9ecckd_YWj_edimWi\ehc[Z_d'/-(m_j^ed[IWd
Antonio station. In 1998, it swallowed up Jacor Communications, the ﬁfth-largest radio chain, and became the
dWj_ed¾ii[YedZ#bWh][ij]hekf"m_j^*+*ijWj_edi_d'&'
cities. In 1999, Clear Channel gobbled up another grow_d]Yed]bec[hWj["7C<C\ehc[hbo9^WdY[bbehC[Z_W
9ehfehWj_ed$:k[jej^[h[Y[ii_ed"9b[Wh9^Wdd[bi^[Z
iec[e\j^['"(&+ijWj_edi_jemd[ZWj_jif[Wa_d(&&+$
JeZWo"_jemdi.,,hWZ_eijWj_ediWdZWXekjed[c_bb_ed
X_bbXeWhZWdZekjZeehZ_ifbWoi_dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[iWdZ
around the world, and an interest in about 140 stations
internationally. Clear Channel also distributes many of
the leading syndicated programs, including The Rush
Limbaugh Show, The Jim Rome Show, On Air with Ryan
Seacrest, Delilah, and The Bob & Tom Show. Clear
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Channel is also an Internet radio source, with i>eartRWZ_e$I[[»M^Wj9b[Wh9^Wdd[bEmdi¼
Wjh_]^j$9kckbkiX[YWc[j^[i[YedZ#bWh][ijhWZ_eYed]bec[hWj["m_j^+-(ijWj_edi_d'(&cWha[ji"m^[d_jc[h][Zm_j^9_jWZ[b_d(&''_dW($+X_bb_edZ[Wb$
7dej^[hcW`ehhWZ_e]hekf"98IHWZ_e"\ehc[hbo?dÆd_jo8heWZYWij_d]"mWiYh[Wj[Zm^[d
c[Z_W]_WdjL_WYecifb_j_djejmeYecfWd_[i_dbWj[(&&+$98IHWZ_e_ij^[j^_hZb[WZ_d]hWZ_e
Yed]bec[hWj["m_j^'(-ijWj_edi$?j_iWbieed[e\j^[b[WZ_d]ekjZeehWZl[hj_i_d]YecfWd_[i_d
j^[dWj_ed"Yecf[j_d]m_j^9b[Wh9^Wdd[b$98Iijh[WciWbbe\_jiijWj_ediedj^[?dj[hd[jj^hek]^
_jiHWZ_e$Yeci_j[$?jWbieemdiBWij$\c"WfefkbWhcki_Yijh[Wc_d]i_j[$
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WHAT DOES
THIS MEAN?
Clear Channel’s radio
stations and outdoor
advertising combine to
reach the ears and eyes
of mobile consumers.
q Revenue: Clear Channel’s
2011 revenue was $6.16
billion. Fully 50 percent
comes from broadcasting.
The rest comes from
outdoor advertising and
national media sales.1
q Major Markets: Clear
Channel stations serve
150 markets and reach
about 237 million listeners
each month.
q Ownership: Clear Channel
is jointly owned by two
private equity firms: Thomas
H. Lee Partners, and Bain
Capital, which was the firm
Mitt Romney ran as CEO.
q Outdoor Advertising:
Clear Channel has outdoor
advertising operations in
the top fifty U.S. markets,
including the giant video
billboards in Times Square
and on the Las Vegas strip.
q Audience: Through its
Premiere Networks, Clear
Channel reaches more
than 190 million listeners a
week. Premiere Networks is
the number-one syndicator
of audio content in the
United States.2
q Internet Radio: Through
its Internet enterprise,
iHeartRadio.com, Clear
Channel now delivers custom
channels of more than 1,000
digital stations, effectively
competing with Pandora.
q Beyond Radio: Clear
Channel was rebranded
as “Clear Channel Media
and Entertainment” in
2012—a sign of its vast
media offerings. Through
its subsidiary Katz Media
Group, Clear Channel now
operates the leading media
representation company in
the United States, providing
“digital platforms” to its
clients on more than 4,000
radio stations and 500
television stations.3
q Global Reach: Clear
Channel operates in more
than forty countries around
the world.

LOW-POWER FM RADIO
To help communities or
organizations set up LPFM
stations, some nonproﬁt
groups like the Prometheus
Radio Project provide support
in obtaining government
licenses as well as actually
constructing stations. For
construction endeavors
known as “barn raisings,”
the Prometheus project will
send volunteers “to raise
the antenna mast, build the
studio, and ﬂip on the station
switch.” Shown above is the
barn raising for station WRFU
104.5 FM in Urbana, Illinois.
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the pirate broadcasters closed down, citing their illegality and their potential to create
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and small rural towns.
The major complaint of pirate radio station operators was that the FCC had long ago ceased
b_Y[di_d]bem#fem[hYecckd_johWZ_eijWj_edi$?d(&&&"j^[<99"h[ifedZ_d]jej[die\j^eksands of inquiries about the development of a new local radio broadcasting service, approved
a new noncommercial low-power FM (LPFM) class of 10- and 100-watt stations in order to
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labor groups, and museums.
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“This is about the haves—the broadcast industry—trying to prevent many have-nots—small
community and educational organizations—from having just a little piece of the pie. Just a
little piece of the airwaves which belong to all of the people.”('8o(&'("WXekj.))BF<CijWj_edim[h[XheWZYWij_d]$J^[fWiiW][e\j^[BeYWb9ecckd_joHWZ_e7Yj_d(&''m_bbYh[Wj[
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educate community organizations about low-power radio and has sponsored at least a dozen
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Radio and the Democracy
of the Airwaves
As radio was the first national electronic mass medium, its influence in the formation of American culture cannot be overestimated. Radio has given us soap operas, situation comedies, and
broadcast news; it helped popularize rock and roll, car culture, and the politics of talk radio.
Yet, for all of its national influence, broadcast radio is still a supremely local medium. For decades, listeners have tuned in to hear the familiar voices of their community’s deejays and talkshow hosts and hear the regional flavor of popular music over airwaves that the public owns.
The early debates over radio gave us one of the most important and enduring ideas in communication policy: a requirement to operate in the “public interest, convenience, or necessity.”
8kjj^[XheWZYWij_d]_dZkijho^Wibed]X[[dWjeZZim_j^j^_ifeb_Yo"Wh]k_d]j^WjhWZ_eYehporations invest heavily in technology and should be able to have more control over the radio
\h[gk[dY_[iedm^_Y^j^[oef[hWj["WdZceh[el[hemdWicWdoijWj_ediWij^[omWdj$:[h[]klation in the past few decades has moved closer to that corporate vision, as nearly every radio
market in the nation is dominated by a few owners, and those owners are required to renew
their broadcasting licenses only every eight years.
This trend in ownership has moved radio away from its localism, as radio groups often
manage hundreds of stations from afar. Given broadcasters’ reluctance to publicly raise questions about their own economic arrangements, public debate regarding radio as a natural
resource has remained minuscule. As citizens look to the future, a big question remains to be
answered: With a few large broadcast companies now permitted to dominate radio ownership
nationwide, how much is consolidation of power restricting the number and kinds of voices permitted to speak over public airwaves? To ensure that mass media industries continue to serve
democracy and local communities, the public needs to play a role in developing the answer to
this question.
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CHAPTER
REVIEW
COMMON THREADS
One of the Common Threads discussed in Chapter 1 is about the development of the mass media. Like other mass
media, radio evolved in three stages. But it also influenced an important dichotomy in mass media technology: wired
versus wireless.
In radio’s novelty stage, several inventors transcended the
wires of the telegraph and telephone to solve the problem
of wireless communication. In the entrepreneurial stage,
inventors tested ship-to-shore radio, while others developed person-to-person toll radio transmissions and other
schemes to make money from wireless communication.
Finally, when radio stations began broadcasting to the
general public (who bought radio receivers for their homes),
radio became a mass medium.
As the first electronic mass medium, radio set the pattern for an ongoing battle between wired and wireless technologies. For example, television brought images to wireless broadcasting. Then, cable television’s wires brought
television signals to places where receiving antennas didn’t
work. Satellite television (wireless from outer space) followed as an innovation to bring TV where cable didn’t exist.

Now, broadcast, cable, and satellite all compete against one
another.
Similarly, think of how cell phones have eliminated millions of traditional phone, or land, lines. The Internet, like
the telephone, also began with wires, but Wi-Fi and home
wireless systems are eliminating those wires, too. And radio?
Most listeners get traditional local (wireless) radio broadcast
signals, but now listeners may use a wired Internet connection to stream Internet radio or download Webcasts and
podcasts.
Both wired and wireless technology have advantages
and disadvantages. Do we want the stability but the
tethers of a wired connection? Or do we want the freedom and occasional instability (“Can you hear me now?”)
of wireless media? Can radio’s development help us
understand wired versus wireless battles in other media?

KEY TERMS
The definitions for the terms listed below can be found in the glossary at the end of the book.
The page numbers listed with the terms indicate where the term is highlighted in the chapter.
telegraph, 158
Morse code, 158
electromagnetic waves, 159
radio waves, 159
wireless telegraphy, 160
wireless telephony, 161
broadcasting, 162
narrowcasting, 162
Radio Act of 1912, 162
Radio Corporation of
America (RCA), 163
network, 165
option time, 167
Radio Act of 1927, 168
Federal Radio Commission (FRC), 168
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Communications Act of 1934, 168
Federal Communications Commission
(FCC), 168
transistors, 172
FM, 173
AM, 173
format radio, 174
rotation, 174
Top 40 format, 174
progressive rock, 175
album-oriented rock (AOR), 175
drive time, 175
news/talk/information, 176
adult contemporary (AC), 178
contemporary hit radio (CHR), 178

country, 178
urban contemporary, 178
Pacifica Foundation, 179
National Public Radio (NPR), 180
Public Broadcasting Service (PBS), 180
Public Broadcasting Act of 1967, 180
Corporation for Public
Broadcasting (CPB), 180
satellite radio, 181
HD radio, 181
Internet radio, 183
podcasting, 184
payola, 185
Telecommunications Act of 1996, 185
low-power FM (LPFM), 188

For review quizzes, chapter summaries, links
to media-related Web sites, and more, go to
bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
Early Technology and the Development of Radio
1. Why was the development of the telegraph important in
media history? What were some of the disadvantages
of telegraph technology?

14. How did music on radio change in the 1950s?

2. How is the concept of wireless different from that
of radio?

The Sounds of Commercial Radio

3. What was Guglielmo Marconi’s role in the development
of the wireless?
4. What were Lee De Forest’s contributions to radio?
5. Why were there so many patent disputes in the development of radio?

15. What is format radio, and why was it important to the
survival of radio?
16. Why are there so many radio formats today?
17. Why did Top 40 radio diminish as a format in the
1980s and 1990s?
18. What is the state of nonprofit radio today?

6. Why was the RCA monopoly formed?

19. Why are performance royalties a topic of debate between broadcast radio, satellite radio, Internet radio,
and the recording industry?

7. How did broadcasting, unlike print media, come to be
federally regulated?

20. Why do radio broadcasters want FM radio chips
required in mobile phones?

The Evolution of Radio

The Economics of Broadcast Radio

8. What was AT&T’s role in the early days of radio?
9. How did the radio networks develop? What were the
contributions of David Sarnoff and William Paley to
network radio?
10. Why did the government-sanctioned RCA monopoly end?
11. What is the significance of the Radio Act of 1927 and
the Federal Communications Act of 1934?

Radio Reinvents Itself
12. How did radio adapt to the arrival of television?
13. What was Edwin Armstrong’s role in the advancement
of radio technology? Why did RCA hamper Armstrong’s
work?

21. What are the current ownership rules governing
American radio?
22. What has been the main effect of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 on radio station ownership?
23. Why did the FCC create a new class of low-power FM
stations?

Radio and the Democracy of the Airwaves
24. Throughout the history of radio, why did the government encourage monopoly or oligopoly ownership of
radio broadcasting?
25. What is the relevance of localism to debates about
ownership in radio?

QUESTIONING THE MEDIA
1. Count the number and types of radio stations in your
area today. What formats do they use? Do a little research, and find out who are the owners of the stations
in your market. How much diversity is there among the
highest-rated stations?

3. If you ran a noncommercial radio station in your area,
what services would you provide that are not being
met by commercial format radio?

2. If you could own and manage a commercial radio station, what format would you choose, and why?

5. If you were a broadcast radio executive, what arguments would you make in favor of broadcast radio
over Internet radio?

4. How might radio be used to improve social and political
discussions in the United States?

ADDITIONAL VIDEOS
Visit the VideoCentral: Mass Communication section at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture
for additional exclusive videos related to Chapter 5.
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Television may be our ﬁnal link to true “mass”
communication—a medium that in the 1960s
through the 1980s could attract nearly 30 to
40 million viewers to a single episode of a popular prime-time drama like Bonanza (1959–73)
or a “must-see” comedy like the Cosby Show
(1984–92). Today, the only program that
attracts that kind of audience happens once
a year—the Super Bowl. Back in its full-blown
mass media stage, television was available only
on traditional TV sets, and we mostly watched
only the original broadcast networks—ABC,
CBS, and NBC.
Things are different today as television has
entered the fourth stage in the life cycle of a mass
medium—convergence. Today, audiences watch
TV on everything from big ﬂat-screen digital sets
to tiny smartphones and tablet screens. Back
in the day, the networks either made or bought
almost all TV shows, usually bankrolled by Hollywood ﬁlm studios. Now everyone from broadcast
networks to cable channels to Internet services
like Netﬂix and Hulu are producing original shows.
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TELEVISION AND CABLE

The ﬁrst major crack in the networks’
mass audience dominance came when
cable TV developed in the 1970s. At ﬁrst,
cable channels like HBO and TNT survived
by redistributing old movies and network
TV programs. But then when HBO (and
its parent company, Time Warner, a major
owner of cable companies) began producing popular award-winning original series
like The Sopranos, the networks’ hold
on viewers started to erode. Originally,
premium cable services like HBO (True
Blood) and Showtime (Weeds) led the way,
but now basic cable channels like USA
Network (Burn Notice), TNT (The Closer),
Syfy (Battlestar Galactica), and FX (Justiﬁed) all have produced popular original
programming. Cable shows routinely win
more Emmys each year than broadcast
networks (AMC’s Mad Men won the Emmy
for Best Drama from 2008 to 2011).
What cable really did was introduce a better business model—earning money from
monthly subscription fees and advertising.
The old network model relied solely on advertising revenue. The networks, worried
about both the loss of viewers and of ad
dollars to its upstart competitor, decided
they wanted a piece of that action. Some
networks started buying cable channels
(NBC, for example, has purchased stakes
in Bravo, E!, SyFy, USA Network, and the
Weather Channel). The networks and local
TV stations also championed something
called retransmission consent—fees that
cable providers like Comcast and Time
Warner pay to local TV stations and the
major networks each month for the right to
carry their channels. Typically, cable companies in large-market cities pay their local
broadcasters and the national networks
about ﬁfty to seventy-ﬁve cents per month
for each cable subscriber. Those fees are
then passed along to cable subscribers.
In recent years, retransmission fees have
caused some friction between broadcast-
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ers and cable companies. For example, in
2010, when negotiations for higher fees
between WABC (the New York City ABC
afﬁliate) and Cablevision broke down, the
station was dropped from Cablevision’s
lineup for twenty hours. In the same year,
the evolving relationship between broadcasters and cable TV took a dramatic turn
when General Electric, which started and
owned NBC (and Universal Studios), sold
majority control of its ﬂagship network
(and the ﬁlm company) to Comcast, the
nation’s largest cable provider. Comcast
now produces or owns a signiﬁcant amount
of programming for use on both its broadcast and cable channels, and exercises
better control over retransmission fees.
While the major tensions between cable
and broadcasters appear to have quieted
down, a new battle is brewing as the Internet and smaller screens are quickly becoming the future of television. On the surface,
there seems to be a mutually beneﬁcial relationship among streaming online services
and broadcasters and cable providers—
Hulu, after all, is jointly owned by Disney
(ABC), News Corp. (Fox), and Comcast
(NBC). Internet streaming services help
cable and broadcast networks increase
their audiences through time-shifting, as
viewers watch favorite TV shows days,
even weeks, after they originally aired. But
these services are no longer content to
distribute network reruns and older cable
shows—Hulu (Battleground), Netﬂix (Lilyhammer), and YouTube (Black Box TV) have
begun developing original programming.
As the newest TV battle shakes up the
television landscape, one thing remains
unchanged: high-quality stories that resonate with viewers. But in the fragmented
marketplace, in which the “mass” audience has shrunk and morphed into niche
viewers, there may be plenty of room for
small, quirky shows that attract younger
fans who grew up on the Internet.

BROADCAST NETWORKS TODAY may resent cable developing original programming,
but in the beginning network television actually stole most of its programming and business ideas
from radio. Old radio scripts began reappearing in TV form, snatching radio’s sponsors, program
ideas, and even its prime-time evening audience. In 1949, for instance, The Lone Ranger rode over
to television from radio, where the program had originated in 1933. Amos ’n’ Andy, a fixture on
network radio since 1928, became the first TV series to have an entirely black cast in 1951. Since
replacing radio in the 1950s as our most popular mass medium, television has sparked repeated
arguments about its social and cultural impact. Television has been accused of having a negative
impact on children and young people, and has also faced criticism for enabling and sustaining a
sharply partisan political system. But there is another side to this story. In times of crisis, our
fragmented and pluralistic society has embraced television as common ground. It was TV that
exposed us to Civil Rights violations in the South, and to the shared pain and healing rituals after
the Kennedy and King assassinations in the 1960s. On September 11, 2001—in shock and horror—we
turned on television sets to learn that nearly three thousand people had been killed in that day’s
terrorist attacks. And in 2011, we viewed the Arab Spring and Occupy Wall Street protests—on our
TVs and online. For better or worse, television has become a central touchstone in our daily lives.
In this chapter, we examine television and cable’s cultural, social, and economic impact. We will:
 H[l_[mj[b[l_i_ed¾i[Whboj[Y^debe]_YWbZ[l[befc[dj
 :_iYkiiJL¾iXeec_dj^['/+&iWdZj^[_cfWYje\j^[gk_p#i^emiYWdZWbi
 ;nWc_d[YWXb[¾ij[Y^debe]_YWbZ[l[befc[djWdZXWi_Yi[hl_Y[i
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 ?dl[ij_]Wj[j[b[l_i_edWdZYWXb[¾i_cfWYjedZ[ceYhWYoWdZYkbjkh[
As you read through this chapter, think about your own experiences with television programs and the impact they have on you. What was your favorite show as a child? Were there
shows you weren’t allowed to watch when you were young? If so, why? What attracts you to
oekh\Wleh_j[fhe]hWcidem5<ehceh[gk[ij_edije^[bfoekj^_daj^hek]^j^[heb[e\j[b[l_i_ed
and cable in our lives, see “Questioning the Media” in the Chapter Review.

Past-Present-Future:
Television
:kh_d]j^[d[jmeha[hW"j^[»8_]J^h[[¼789"98I"WdZD89
often put on bland, noncontroversial programming, known
WiBEFeh»b[WijeX`[Yj_edWXb[fhe]hWcc_d]¼"m^_Y^c[Wdj
westerns in the 1950s and 1960s, and sitcoms in the 1970s
and 1980s. The idea was to avoid offending people in order to
attract big prime-time audiences, and therefore advertisers.
However, mass audiences began to shrink as cable
and then the Internet siphoned oﬀ viewers. Cable began
“narrowcasting” to smaller but loyal audiences, with edgier
programs like The Sopranos on HBO, South Park on Comedy
Central, and It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia on FX, whose
depictions of violence, use of coarse language, and choice
e\ikX`[YjcWjj[hmekbZ^Wl[eè[dZ[ZcWdo_dj^[ebZ
prime-time TV audiences. Shorter seasons on cable—ten to
thirteen episodes versus twenty-two to twenty-four on the

XheWZYWijd[jmehaiºe\j[dc[WdjWd_cfhel[c[dj_dgkWbity of the stories as well as lower costs. Today, a typical network drama costs about $4 million per episode to produce
while a cable drama averages about $3 million per episode.1
TV’s future will be about serving smaller rather than
larger audiences. As sites like YouTube develop original programming and as niche cable services like the Weather Channel produce reality TV series about storms, no audience seems
jeeicWbbWdZdeikX`[YjcWjj[hjeedWhhem\ehjeZWo¾iJL
world. For example, in 2012, Spike TV promoted Rat Bastards,
Wfhe]hWcj^Wj\ebbemiWfWYae\_dZkijh_ekic[d_dBek_i_WdW
who hunt nutria, an invasive and elusive species of swamp
rat. An overwhelming number of programming choices like
this now exist for big and small TV screens alike. How might
this converged TV landscape change how we watch, and pay,
for TV? With hundreds of shows available, will we adopt “à la
carte” viewing habits, where we download or stream only the
i^emij^Wj_dj[h[ijki"hWj^[hj^WdfWo\ehYWXb[eh:8IfWYaages with hundreds of channels we don’t watch?
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TELEVISION AND CABLE

the commercial development of
television. At the end of television’s
development stage, Farnsworth conZkYj[Zj^[ÆhijfkXb_YZ[cedijhWj_ed
of television at the Franklin Institute
_dF^_bWZ[bf^_W_d'/)*ºÆl[o[Whi
before RCA’s famous public demonstration at the 1939 World’s Fair.

Setting Technical Standards

PHILO FARNSWORTH, one
of the inventors of television,
experiments with an early
version of an electronic
TV set.

Figuring out how to push TV as a
business and elevate it to a mass
medium meant creating a coherent
set of technical standards for product manufacturers. In the late 1930s,
j^[DWj_edWbJ[b[l_i_edIoij[ci
9ecc_jj[[DJI9"W]hekfh[fh[i[dj_d]cW`eh[b[Yjhed_Yi\_hci"X[]Wdekjb_d_d]_dZkijho#m_Z[
manufacturing practices and compromising on technical standards. As a result, in 1941 the Fed[hWb9ecckd_YWj_edi9ecc_ii_ed<99WZefj[ZWdanalogijWdZWhZXWi[ZedhWZ_emWl[i
for all U.S. TV sets. About thirty countries, including Japan, Canada, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, and
ceijBWj_d7c[h_YWddWj_edi"WbieWZefj[Zj^_iioij[c$Ceije\;khef[WdZ7i_W"^em[l[h"
WZefj[ZWib_]^jboikf[h_ehj[Y^d_YWbioij[ci^ehjboj^[h[W\j[h$
The United States continued to use analog signals until 2009, when they were replaced
by digitali_]dWbi$J^[i[jhWdibWj[JL_cW][iWdZiekdZi_djeX_dWhoYeZ[ied[iWdZp[hei
b_a[Yecfkj[hiki[WdZWbbem\eh_dYh[Wi[ZY^Wdd[bYWfWY_joWdZ_cfhel[Z_cW][gkWb_jo
WdZiekdZ$>:JL"ehhigh-definition television, digital signals oﬀer the highest resolution and
sharpest image. Receiving a “hi-def ” picture depends on two things: the programmer must use
W^_]^#Z[Æd_j_edi_]dWb"WdZYedikc[hickij^Wl[>:JL[gk_fc[djjeh[Y[_l[WdZl_[m_j$J^[
switch to digital signals has also opened up new avenues for receiving and viewing television on
laptops, smartphones, and tablets.

Assigning Frequencies and Freezing TV Licenses

“There’s nothing
on it worthwhile,
and we’re not going
to watch it in this
household, and
I don’t want it in
your intellectual
diet.”
KENT FARNSWORTH,
RECALLING THE
ATTITUDE OF HIS
FATHER (PHILO)
TOWARD TV WHEN
KENT WAS GROWING UP

In the early days of television, the number of TV stations a city or market could support was
b_c_j[ZX[YWki[W_hmWl[if[Yjhkc\h[gk[dY_[i_dj[h\[h[Zm_j^ed[Wdej^[h$IeWcWha[jYekbZ
have a channel 2 and a channel 4 but not a channel 3. Cable systems “fixed” this problem by
i[dZ_d]Y^Wdd[bij^hek]^YWXb[m_h[ij^WjZed¾j_dj[h\[h[m_j^ed[Wdej^[h$JeZWo"W\h[gk[dYo
that once carried one analog TV signal can now carry eight or nine compressed digital channels.
?dj^['/*&i"j^[<99X[]WdWii_]d_d]Y^Wdd[bi_dif[Y_ÆY][e]hWf^_YWh[WijecWa[ikh[j^[h[
mWide_dj[h\[h[dY[$7iWh[ikbj"\eho[WhiD[m@[hi[o^WZdeJLijWj_ediX[YWki[j^ei[i_]dWbi
mekbZ^Wl[_dj[h\[h[Zm_j^j^[D[mOehaijWj_edi$8kjXo'/*.j^[<99^WZ_iik[Zd[Whboed[
^kdZh[ZJLb_Y[di[i"WdZj^[h[mWi]hem_d]YedY[hdWXekjj^[Æd_j[dkcX[he\Y^Wdd[biWdZj^[
\h[gk[dYo#_dj[h\[h[dY[fheXb[ci$J^[<99Z[YbWh[ZW\h[[p[edd[mb_Y[di[i\hec'/*.je'/+($
:kh_d]j^_ij_c["Y_j_[iikY^WiD[mOeha"9^_YW]e"WdZBei7d][b[i^WZi[l[hWbJLijWj_edi"
m^_b[ej^[hWh[Wiº_dYbkZ_d]B_jjb[HeYa"7haWdiWi"WdZFehjbWdZ"Eh[]edº^WZded[$?dded#JL
cities, movie audiences increased. But cities with TV stations saw a 20 to 40 percent drop in
movie attendance during this period; more than sixty movie theaters closed in the Chicago area
alone. Taxi receipts and nightclub attendance also fell in TV cities, as did library book circulation. Radio listening also declined; for example, Bob Hope’s network radio show lost half its
national audience between 1949 and 1951. By 1951, the sales of television sets had surpassed the
sales of radio receivers.
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7\j[hWi[YedZDJI9Yed\[h[dY[_d'/+(iehj[Zekjj^[j[Y^d_YWbfheXb[ci"j^[<99[dZ[Z
j^[b_Y[di_d]\h[[p["WdZWbceijj^_hj[[d^kdZh[ZYecckd_j_[ih[Y[_l[ZJLY^Wdd[bWbbeYWj_edi$
By the mid-1950s, there were more than four hundred television stations in operation—a 400
f[hY[djikh][i_dY[j^[fh[\h[[p[[hWºWdZj[b[l_i_edX[YWc[WcWiic[Z_kc$JeZWo"WXekj
seventeen hundred TV stations are in operation.

The Introduction of Color Television
In 1952, the FCC tentatively approved an experimental CBS color system. However, because
black-and-white TV sets could not receive its signal, the system was incompatible with the sets
most Americans owned. In 1954, RCA’s color system, which sent TV images in color but allowed
older sets to receive the color images as black-and-white, usurped CBS’s system to become the
YebehijWdZWhZ$7bj^ek]^D89X[]WdXheWZYWij_d]W\[mi^emi_dYebeh_dj^[c_Z#'/+&i"_j
wasn’t until 1966, when the consumer market for color sets had taken off, that the Big Three
d[jmehai98I"D89"WdZ789XheWZYWijj^[_h[dj_h[[l[d_d]b_d[kfi_dYebeh$

Controlling Content—TV Grows Up
By the early 1960s, television had become a dominant mass medium and cultural force, with
more than 90 percent of U.S. households owning at least one set. Television’s new standing came as its programs moved away from the influence of radio and established a separate
_Z[dj_jo$Jme_cfehjWdjYedjh_Xkjehijej^_i_Z[dj_jom[h[WcW`ehY^Wd][_dj^[ifediehi^_f
ijhkYjkh[e\j[b[l_i_edfhe]hWcc_d]WdZ"ceh[i_]d_\_YWdj"WcW`ehiYWdZWb$

Program Format Changes Inhibit Sponsorship
B_a[hWZ_e_dj^['/)&iWdZ'/*&i"[WhboJLfhe]hWcim[h[e\j[dZ[l[bef[Z"fheZkY[Z"WdZ
supported by a single sponsor. Many of the top-rated programs in the 1950s even included the
sponsor’s name in the title: Buick Circus Hour, Camel News Caravan, and Colgate Comedy Hour.
Having a single sponsor for a show meant that the advertiser could easily influence the program’s content. In the early 1950s, the broadcast networks became increasingly unhappy with
j^[bWYae\Yh[Wj_l[Yedjheb_dj^_iWhhWd][c[dj$BkYa_bo"j^[]hem_d]fefkbWh_jo"WdZ]hem_d]
cost, of television offered opportunities to alter this financial setup. In 1952, for example, a
single one-hour TV show cost a sponsor about $35,000, a figure that rose to $90,000 by the end
of the decade.
:Wl_ZIWhdeè"j^[d^[WZe\H97%D89"WdZ
M_bb_WcFWb[o"^[WZe\98I"iWmWdeffehjkd_jo
to diminish the sponsors’ role. In 1953, Sarnoﬀ
Wffe_dj[ZIobl[ij[h»FWj¼M[Wl[h\Wj^[he\WYjh[ii
I_]ekhd[oM[Wl[hWij^[fh[i_Z[dje\D89$Fh[l_ously an advertising executive, Weaver undermined
his former profession by increasing program length
\hecÆ\j[[dc_dkj[ij^[dj^[ijWdZWhZ\ehhWZ_e
fhe]hWcijej^_hjoc_dkj[iehbed][h"ikXijWdj_Wbbo
raising program costs for advertisers and discouraging some from sponsoring programs.
In addition, the introduction of two new types
e\fhe]hWciºj^[cW]Wp_d[\ehcWjWdZj^[JL
spectacular—greatly helped the networks gain control over content. The magazine program featured
multiple segments—news, talk, comedy, and music—
similar to the content variety found in a general

THE TODAY SHOW, the ﬁrst
magazine-style show, has
been on the air since 1952.
A groundbreaking concept
that forever changed
television, morning news
shows are now common.
They include Good Morning
America (ABC), The Early
Show (CBS), Fox & Friends
(Fox), and American Morning
(CNN).
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_dj[h[ijehd[micW]Wp_d[e\j^[ZWo"ikY^WiLife or Time$?d@WdkWho'/+("D89_djheZkY[Zj^[
Todayi^emWiWj^h[[#^ekhcehd_d]jWba#d[mifhe]hWc$J^[d"_dI[fj[cX[h'/+*"D89fh[miered the ninety-minute Tonight Show. Because both shows ran daily rather than weekly, studio
fheZkYj_edYeijim[h[fhe^_X_j_l[\ehWi_d]b[ifedieh$9edi[gk[djbo"D89eè[h[ZifejWZim_j^_d
the shows: Advertisers paid the network for thirty- or sixty-second time slots. The network, not
the sponsor, now produced and owned the programs or bought them from independent producers.
J^[j[b[l_i_edif[YjWYkbWh_ijeZWoh[Ye]d_p[ZXoWceh[ceZ[ijj[hc"j^[television
special$7jD89"M[Wl[hXek]^jj^[h_]^jijeif[Y_Wbfhe]hWci"b_a[j^[8heWZmWofheZkYj_ed
of Peter Pan, and sold spot ads to multiple sponsors. The 1955 TV version of Peter Pan was a
fWhj_YkbWhikYY[ii"m_j^i_njo#Æl[c_bb_edl_[m[hi$Ceh[jof_YWbif[Y_Wbi\[Wjkh[Zcki_Y#lWh_[jo
i^emi^eij[ZXo\Wcekii_d][hiikY^Wi@kZo=WhbWdZ"<hWdaI_dWjhW"WdZDWjA_d]9eb[$

The Rise and Fall of Quiz Shows

TWENTY-ONE
In 1957, the most popular
contestant on the quiz show
Twenty-One was college
professor Charles Van
Doren (left). Congressional
hearings on rigged quiz
shows revealed that Van
Doren had been given some
answers. Host Jack Barry,
pictured here above the
sponsor’s logo, nearly had
his career ruined, but made a
comeback in the late 1960s
with the syndicated game
show The Joker’s Wild.

In 1955, CBS aired the $64,000 Question"h[l_l_d]hWZ_e¾igk_p#i^em][dh[hWZ_e¾il[hi_edmWij^[
more modest $64 Question. Sponsored by Revlon, the program ran in prime time j^[^ekhi
between 8 and 11 P.M., when networks traditionally draw their largest audiences and charge their
^_]^[ijWZl[hj_i_d]hWj[iWdZX[YWc[j^[ceijfefkbWhJLi^em_d7c[h_YWZkh_d]_ji\_hij
year. Revlon followed the show’s success with the $64,000 Challenge in 1956; by the end of 1958,
jm[djo#jmegk_pi^emiW_h[Zedd[jmehaj[b[l_i_ed$H[lbed¾iYeic[j_YiWb[iiaoheYa[j[Z\hec
'$(c_bb_edX[\eh[_jiifediehi^_fe\j^[gk_pi^emijed[Whbo'&c_bb_edXo'/+/$
9ecfWh[Zm_j^ZhWcWiWdZi_jYeci"gk_pi^emim[h[WdZWh[Y^[WfjefheZkY["m_j^
inexpensive sets and mostly nonactors as guests. The problem was that most of these shows
were rigged. To heighten the drama, key contestants were rehearsed and given the answers.
The most notorious rigging occurred on Twenty-One"Wgk_pi^ememd[ZXo=[h_jebm^ei[
fheÆjiYb_cX[ZXo*c_bb_eded[o[WhW\j[h_jX[]Wdjeifediehj^[fhe]hWc_d'/+,$7oekd]
9ebkcX_WKd_l[hi_jo;d]b_i^fhe\[iieh\hecW\Wcekib_j[hWho\Wc_bo"9^Whb[iLWd:eh[dmed
'(/"&&&_d'/+-Zkh_d]^_iÆ\j[[d#m[[ahkdedj^[fhe]hWc1^_i\Wc[[l[dbWdZ[Z^_cW`eXed
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D89¾iTodayi^em$8kj_d'/+."W\j[hWi[h_[ie\Yedj[ijWdjiWYYki[Zj^[gk_pi^emDotto of being
Æn[Z"j^[d[jmehaigk_YaboZheff[Zjm[djogk_pi^emi$<ebbem_d]\khj^[hhkcehi"WTV Guide
ijeho"WD[mOeha]hWdZ`khofheX["WdZW'/+/Yed]h[ii_edWb_dl[ij_]Wj_edZkh_d]m^_Y^LWd
:eh[dWZc_jj[ZjeY^[Wj_d]"X_]#ced[ofh_c[#j_c[gk_pi^emi[dZ[Z$

Quiz-Show Scandal Hurts the Promise of TV
J^[_cfWYje\j^[gk_p#i^emiYWdZWbimWi[dehceki$<_hij"j^[ifediehi¾fh[iikh[edJL[n[Ykj_l[ijeh_]j^[fhe]hWciWdZj^[ikXi[gk[dj\hWkZfkjWd[dZjeWdoheb[j^WjcW`ehifediehi
had in creating TV content. Second, and more important, the fraud undermined Americans’
expectation of the democratic promise of television—to bring inexpensive information and
entertainment into every household. Many people had trusted their own eyes—what they saw
on TV—more than the words they heard on radio or read in print. But the scandals provided the
first dramatic indication that TV images could be manipulated. In fact, our contemporary lovehate relationship with electronic culture and new gadgets began during this time.
J^[j^_hZ"WdZceij_cfehjWdj"_cfWYje\j^[gk_p#i^emiYWdZWbimWij^Wjj^[ocW]d_Æ[Z
the division between “high” and “low” culture attitudes toward television. The fact that Charles
LWd:eh[d^WZYec[\hecW\Wc_boe\?loB[W]k[_dj[bb[YjkWbiWdZY^[Wj[Z\eh\Wc[WdZced[o
drove a wedge between intellectuals—who were already skeptical of television—and the popubWhd[mc[Z_kc$J^_imWiX[ij[nfh[ii[Z_d'/,'Xo<99Yecc_ii_ed[hD[mjedC_dem"m^e
labeled game shows, westerns, cartoons, and other popular genres as part of television’s “vast
wasteland.” Critics have used the wasteland metaphor ever since to admonish the TV industry
for failing to live up to its potential.
7\j[hj^[iYWdZWb"gk_pi^emim[h[a[fjekje\d[jmehafh_c[j_c[\eh\ehjoo[Whi$<_dWbbo"
_d'///"789]WcXb[Zj^Wjj^[dWj_edmWih[WZoedY[W]W_d\ehWgk_pi^em_dfh_c[j_c[$J^[
network, at least for a couple of years, had great success with Who Wants to Be a Millionaire, the
De$'fhe]hWc_d'///¹(&&&$

“I was fascinated
by the seduction
of [Charles] Van
Doren, by the
Faustian bargain
that lured entirely
good and honest
people into careers
of deception.”
ROBERT REDFORD,
DIRECTOR, QUIZ
SHOW, 1995

The Development
of Cable
Most historians mark the period from the late 1950s, when the networks gained control over
TV’s content, to the end of the 1970s as the network era$;nY[fj\eh8h_j_i^WdZ7c[h_YWd
Wdj^ebe]oZhWcWiedF8I"j^_imWiWj_c[m^[dj^[8_]J^h[[XheWZYWijd[jmehaiº98I"D89"
and ABC—dictated virtually every trend in programming and collectively accounted for more
than 95 percent of all prime-time TV viewing. In 2012, however, this figure was less than
40 percent. Why the drastic drop? Because cable television systems—along with VCRs and
:L:fbWo[hiº^WZYkj_djej^[XheWZYWijd[jmehai¾WkZ_[dY[$

CATV—Community Antenna Television
The first small cable systems—called CATV, or community antenna television—originated
_dEh[]ed"F[ddioblWd_W"WdZD[mOeha9_jo"m^[h[cekdjW_diehjWbbXk_bZ_d]iXbeYa[ZJL
signals. These systems served roughly 10 percent of the country and, because of early technical
WdZh[]kbWjehob_c_ji"YedjW_d[Zedbojm[bl[Y^Wdd[bi$;l[dWjj^_i[WhboijW]["j^ek]^"JLiWb[i
f[hiedd[b"XheWZYWij[hi"WdZ[b[Yjhed_Yi\_hcih[Ye]d_p[ZjmeX_]WZlWdjW][ie\YWXb[$<_hij"Xo
routing and reamplifying each channel in a separate wire, cable eliminated over-the-air interference. Second, running signals through coaxial cable increased channel capacity.
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In the beginning, small communities with CATV often received twice as many channels as
were available over the air in much larger cities. That technological advantage, combined with
cable’s ability to deliver clear reception, would soon propel the new cable industry into competition with conventional broadcast television. But unlike radio, which freed mass communication from unwieldy wires, early cable technology relied on wires.

The Wires and Satellites behind Cable Television

FIGURE 6.1
A BASIC CABLE
TELEVISION SYSTEM
Source: Clear Creek
Telephone & TeleVision,
www.ccmtc.com.

The idea of using space satellites to receive and transmit communication signals is right out of
iY_[dY[\_Yj_ed0?d'/*+"7hj^kh9$9bWha[m^eijkZ_[Zf^oi_YiWdZcWj^[cWj_YiWdZmekbZbWj[h
mh_j[Zep[die\iY_#\_Xeeai"_dYbkZ_d]2001: A Space OdysseyfkXb_i^[Zj^[eh_]_dWbj^[eh_[i
\ehW]beXWbYecckd_YWj_ediioij[cXWi[Zedj^h[[iWj[bb_j[i[gkWbboifWY[Z\heced[Wdej^[h"
rotating with the earth’s orbit. In the mid-1950s, these theories became reality, as the Soviet
Union and then the United States successfully sent satellites into orbit around the earth.
?d'/,&"7JJbWkdY^[ZJ[bijWh"j^[ÆhijYecckd_YWj_ediWj[bb_j[YWfWXb[e\h[Y[_l_d]"
amplifying, and returning signals. Telstar was able to process and relay telephone and occasional
j[b[l_i_edi_]dWbiX[jm[[dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[iWdZ;khef[$8oj^[c_Z#'/,&i"iY_[dj_ijiÆ]kh[Zekj
how to lock communication satellites into geosynchronous orbit. Hovering 22,300 miles above
the earth, satellites travel at nearly 7,000 mph and circle the earth at the same speed at which
the earth revolves on its axis. For cable television, the breakthrough was the launch of domestic
communications satellites: Canada’s Anik in 1972 and the United States’ Westar in 1974.
9WXb[JLi_]dWbiWh[fheY[ii[ZWjWYecfkj[h_p[Zd[hl[Y[dj[h"ehheadend, which operates
lWh_ekibWh][iWj[bb_j[Z_i^[ij^Wjh[Y[_l[WdZZ_ijh_Xkj[bed]#Z_ijWdY[i_]dWbi\hec"iWo"9DD_d
7jbWdjWeh;IFD_d9edd[Yj_Ykj$?dWZZ_j_ed"j^[^[WZ[dZ¾ih[Y[_l_d][gk_fc[djYWdf_Yakf
WdWh[W¾ibeYWbi_]dWbiehWd[WhXoY_jo¾iF8IijWj_ed$J^[^[WZ[dZh[bWoi[WY^Y^Wdd[b"beYWb
network aﬃliate, or public TV signal along its own separate line. Headend computers relay the
channels in the same way that telephone calls and electric power reach individual households:
through trunk and feeder cables attached to existing utility poles. Cable companies rent space on
these poles from phone and electric companies. Signals are then transmitted to drop or tap lines
j^Wjhkd\hecj^[kj_b_jofeb[i_djeikXiYh_X[hi¾^ec[ii[[<_]kh[,$'$
Advances in satellite technology in the 1970s dramatically changed the fortunes of cable by
creating a reliable system for the distribution of programming to cable companies across the
dWj_ed$J^[ÆhijYWXb[d[jmehajeki[iWj[bb_j[i\ehh[]kbWhjhWdic_ii_ede\JLfhe]hWcc_d]mWi
>ec[8enEêY[>8E"m^_Y^X[]WdZ[b_l[h_d]fhe]hWcc_d]ikY^WikdYkj"Yecc[hY_Wb#\h[[
cel_[iWdZ[nYbki_l[b_l[Yel[hW][e\cW`ehXen_d]cWjY^[i\ehWcedj^bo\[[_d'/-+$J^[i[Yond cable network began in 1976, when media owner Ted Turner distributed his small Atlanta
broadcast TV station, WTBS, to cable systems across the country.

Cable Threatens Broadcasting
While only 14 percent of all U.S. homes received cable in
1977, by 1985 that percentage had climbed to 46. By the
summer of 1997, basic cable channels had captured a
larger prime-time audience than the broadcast networks
had. The cable industry’s rapid rise to prominence was
partly due to the shortcomings of broadcast television.
Beyond improving signal reception in most communities,
the cable era introduced narrowcasting—the providing
e\if[Y_Wb_p[Zfhe]hWcc_d]\ehZ_l[hi[WdZ\hW]c[dj[Z
groups. Attracting both advertisers and audiences, cable
programs provide access to certain target audiences that
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YWddejX[]kWhWdj[[Z_dXheWZYWij_d]$<eh[nWcfb["W]eb\#[gk_fc[djcWdk\WYjkh[hYWdXko
WZiedj^[=eb\9^Wdd[bWdZh[WY^edbo]eb\[dj^ki_Wiji$I[[»9Wi[IjkZo0;IFD0IfehjiWdZ
Ijeh_[i¼edfW][(&*\ehceh[eddWhhemYWij_d]$
7iYWXb[Y^Wdd[bi^Wl[X[Yec[ceh[WdZceh[b_a[if[Y_Wb_p[ZcW]Wp_d[iehhWZ_e
formats, they have siphoned oﬀ network viewers, and the networks’ role as the chief programmer of our shared culture has eroded. For example, back in 1980 the Big Three evening news
fhe]hWci^WZWYecX_d[ZWkZ_[dY[e\ceh[j^WdÆ\joc_bb_ededWjof_YWbm[[aZWo[l[d_d]$
In 2012, though, that audience had shrunk to about twenty million.1 In addition, through its
greater channel capacity, cable has provided more access. In many communities, various
public, government, and educational channels have made it possible for anyone to air a point of
view or produce a TV program. When it has lived up to its potential, cable has oﬀered the public
greater opportunities to participate more fully in the democratic promise of television.

Cable Services
Cable consumers usually choose programming from a two-tiered structure: basic cable services
b_a[9DDWdZfh[c_kcYWXb[i[hl_Y[ib_a[>8E$J^[i[i[hl_Y[iWh[j^[fheZkYj_edWhce\j^[
cable industry, supplying programming to the nation’s six-thousand-plus cable operations,
which function as program distributors to cable households.

Basic Cable Services
A typical basic cable system today includes a hundred-plus channel lineup composed of local
XheWZYWiji_]dWbi"WYY[iiY^Wdd[bi\ehbeYWb]el[hdc[dj"[ZkYWj_ed"WdZ][d[hWbfkXb_Yki["
h[]_edWbF8IijWj_edi"WdZWlWh_[joe\YWXb[Y^Wdd[bi"ikY^Wi;IFD"9DD"CJL"KI7"8hWle"
D_Ya[beZ[ed":_id[o"9ec[Zo9[djhWb"8;J"J[b[ckdZe"j^[M[Wj^[h9^Wdd[b"superstations

“New viewers are
not coming to
network television.
How do you build
for the future?
If I was a young
executive, I don’t
know if I would
come into the
network business.
I’d probably rather
program Comedy
Central.”
LESLIE MOONVES,
PRESIDENT OF CBS
TELEVISION, 1998

“FAKE NEWS” SHOWS like
The Daily Show and The
Colbert Report are available
on the basic cable channel
Comedy Central. While their
nightly audiences are not
as large as those of other
basic cable news shows like
The O’Reilly Factor, critics
argue that the satiric shows
have become a major source
for news for the eighteento thirty-four-year-old age
group because of their satire
and sharp-witted lampoon
of politics and news media.
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CASE
STUDY
ESPN: Sports and Stories

A

common way many of us satisfy our cultural and personal
need for storytelling is through
sports: We form loyalties to local and
national teams. We follow the exploits
of favorite players. We boo our team’s
rivals. We suffer with our team when
the players have a bad game or an awful season. We celebrate the victories.
The appeal of following sports is
similar to the appeal of our favorite
books, TV shows, and movies—we
are interested in characters, in plot
development, in conflict and drama.
Sporting events have all of this. It’s no
coincidence, then, that the Super Bowl
is annually the most watched single TV
show around the world.

One of the best sports stories on
television over the past thirty years,
though, may not be a single sporting
event but the tale of an upstart cable
network based in Bristol, Connecticut.
ESPN (Entertainment Sports Programming Network) began in 1979 and has
now surpassed all the major broadcast
networks as the “brand” that frames
and presents sports on TV. In fact,
cable operators around the country
regard ESPN as the top service when
it comes to helping them “gain and retain customers.”1 One of ESPN’s main
attractions is its “live” aspect and its
ability to draw large TV and cable
audiences—many of them young
men—to events in real time. In a
third-screen world full of mobile devices,
this is a big plus for ESPN and something
that advertisers especially like.
Today, the ESPN flagship channel
reaches more than 100 million U.S.
homes. And ESPN, Inc., now provides a
sports smorgasbord—a menu of media

offerings that includes ESPN2 (sporting
events, news, and original programs),
ESPN Classic (historic sporting events),
ESPN Deportes (Spanish-language
sports network), ESPN HD (a highdefinition channel), ESPN Radio, ESPN
The Magazine, ESPNEWS (twentyfour-hour sports news channel), ESPN
Outdoors, and ESPNU (college games).
ESPN also creates original programming
for TV and radio and operates ESPN
.com, which is among the most popular
sites on the Internet. Like CNN and MTV,
ESPN makes its various channels available in more than two hundred countries.
Each year, ESPN’s channels air more
than five thousand live and original
hours of sports programming, covering
more than sixty-five different sports.
In 2002, ESPN even outbid NBC for
six years of NBA games—offering
$2.4 billion, which at the time was just
over a year’s worth of ESPN revenues.
But the major triumph of ESPN over
the broadcast networks was probably
wrestling the Monday Night Football
contract from its sports partner, ABC
(both ESPN and ABC are
owned by Disney). For eight
years, starting in 2006,
ESPN agreed to pay the
NFL $1.1 billion a year for
the broadcasting rights to
MNF, the most highly rated
sports series in prime-time
TV history. In 2006, ABC
turned over control of its
sports programming division, ABC Sports, to ESPN,
which now carries games on
ABC under the ESPN logo.
The story of ESPN’s “birth”
also has its share of drama.

The creator of ESPN was Bill Rasmussen, an out-of-work sports announcer
who had been fired in 1978 by the
New England Whalers (now the Carolina Hurricanes), a professional hockey
team. Rasmussen wanted to bring
sports programs to cable TV, which
was just emerging from the shadow of
broadcast television. But few backers
thought this would be a good idea.
Eventually, Rasmussen managed to
land a contract with the NCAA to
cover college games. He also lured
Anheuser-Busch to become cable’s
first million-dollar advertiser. Getty
Oil then agreed to put up $10 million
to finance this sports adventure, and
ESPN took off.
Today, ESPN is 80 percent owned
by the Disney Company, while the
Hearst Corporation holds the other
20 percent interest. The sports giant
earned around $7 billion in worldwide
revenue in 2010 and ESPN’s cable
ad sales and higher subscription fees
were major reasons why Disney’s net
income rose 21 percent to more than
$40 billion in 2011.

_dZ[f[dZ[djJLijWj_edikfb_da[ZjeWiWj[bb_j[ikY^WiM=D_d9^_YW]e"WdZej^[hi"Z[f[dZing on the cable system’s capacity and regional interests. Typically, local cable companies pay
[WY^e\j^[i[iWj[bb_j[#Z[b_l[h[Zi[hl_Y[iX[jm[[dW\[mY[djif[hcedj^f[hikXiYh_X[h\eh
bem#Yeij"bem#Z[cWdZY^Wdd[bib_a[9#IfWdWdZWickY^Wi)$+&f[hcedj^f[hikXiYh_X[h
\eh^_]^#Yeij"^_]^#Z[cWdZY^Wdd[bib_a[;IFD$J^Wj\[[_ifWii[ZWbed]jeYedikc[hiWifWhj
of their basic monthly cable rate, which averaged more than $70 per month in 2011. In addition,
cable system capacities continue to increase as a result of high-bandwidth fiber-optic cable and
digital cable, allowing for expanded offerings such as additional premium, pay-per-view, videoon-demand, and audio music channels.

“If Mark Twain
were back today,
he’d be on Comedy
Central.”
BILL MOYERS, TALKING
TO JON STEWART ON
THE DAILY SHOW

Premium Cable Services
Besides basic programming, cable offers a wide range of special channels, known as premium
channels, which lure customers with the promise of no advertising, recent and classic Hollywood
movies, and original movies or series like HBO’s True Blood or Boardwalk Empire and Showtime’s
Dexter or Homeland$J^[i[Y^Wdd[biWh[WcW`ehiekhY[e\h[l[dk[\ehYWXb[YecfWd_[i0J^[
cost to them is $4 to $6 per month per subscriber to carry a premium channel, but the cable
YecfWdoYWdY^Wh][Ykijec[hi'&ehceh[f[hcedj^WdZh[WfWd_Y[fhe\_j$Fh[c_kci[hl_Y[i
Wbie_dYbkZ[fWo#f[h#l_[mFFLfhe]hWci1l_Z[e#ed#Z[cWdZLE:1WdZ_dj[hWYj_l[i[hl_Y[ij^Wj
enable consumers to use their televisions to bank, shop, play games, and access the Internet.
Beginning in 1985, cable companies began introducing new viewing options for their customers. Pay-per-view (PPV)Y^Wdd[biYWc[Æhij"eè[h_d]h[Y[djboh[b[Wi[Zcel_[iehif[Y_Wb
one-time sporting events to subscribers who paid a designated charge to their cable company,
allowing them to view the program. In the early 2000s, cable companies introduced video-ondemand (VOD). This service enables customers to choose among hundreds of titles and watch
their selection whenever they want in the same way as a video, pausing and fast-forwarding
when desired. Along with online downloading and streaming services, and digital video record[hi:LHi"LE:i[hl_Y[ijeZWoWh[[dZ_d]j^[[hWe\j^[beYWbl_Z[eijeh[$

DBS: Cable without Wires
By 1999, cable penetration had hit 70 percent. But direct broadcast satellite (DBS) services
presented a big challenge to cable—especially in regions with rugged terrain and isolated homes,
where the installation of cable wiring hasn’t always been possible or profitable. Instead of using
m_h[i":8IjhWdic_ji_jii_]dWbZ_h[YjbojeicWbb
satellite dishes near or on customers’ homes. As a
result, cable penetration dropped to 44 percent by
2012. In addition, new over-the-air digital signals
and better online options meant that many customers began moving away from subscribing to either
YWXb[eh:8Ii[hl_Y[ii[[<_]kh[,$($
Satellite service began in the mid-1970s
when satellite dishes were set up to receive cable
programming. Small-town and rural residents
bypassed FCC restrictions by buying receiving
dishes and downlinking, for free, the same channels that cable companies were supplying to wired
Yecckd_j_[i$Dejikhfh_i_d]bo"iWj[bb_j[fhe]hWcc[hiÆb[ZWÇkhhoe\b[]WbY^Wbb[d][iW]W_dijj^ei[
who were receiving their signals for free. Rural
communities countered that they had the rights to

HBO series don’t always
attract massive audiences
by broadcast standards:
Girls, for example, a comedy
about twentysomething
women in New York city,
averages about a million
views per episode. But they
attract positive buzz, Emmy
nominations, and paychannel subscribers.
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TELEVISION AND CABLE

LILYHAMMER, starring
Steven Van Zandt as a
New York mobster relocated
to Norway after joining the
witness protection program,
is the ﬁrst original television
series from online provider
Netﬂix. All 8 episodes of
the series were available
for instant streaming the
day it premiered, a decision
that merged Netﬂix’s online
streaming model with
network-quality television.

?dbWj[(&'&">kbkijWhj[Z>kbkFbki"WfW_Z
subscription service. For $8 a month, viewers
can stream full seasons of current and older
programs and some movies and documentaries
on their computer, TV, or mobile device. Hulu
Fbki^WZceh[j^Wd(c_bb_edikXiYh_X[hiXo[Whbo
(&'($D[jÇ_n"m^_Y^ijWhj[Zijh[Wc_d]l_Z[eiXWYa
_d(&&."^Wicel[Z\khj^[hWmWo\hecW:L:#
through-mail model and become more focused on
Wb[ii[nf[di_l[defeijWbYeijiedb_d[ijh[Wc_d]
ceZ[b$Ceh[j^Wd,,f[hY[dje\D[jÇ_n¾iikXscribers are now streaming movies and TV shows
online.3 With 26 million subscribers by 2012, it’s
become bigger than Comcast, the largest cable
company, with its 23 million subscribers.4D[jÇ_n
_iWbied[]ej_Wj_d]m_j^cW`ehÆbcWdZJLijkZ_ei
for the rights to stream current episodes of prime-time television shows—and seemed willing to
pay between $70,000 and $100,000 per episode.5
In addition, cable TV giants like Comcast, Time Warner, and HBO are making programs
WlW_bWXb[jeZemdbeWZehijh[Wcj^hek]^i_j[ib_a[JL;l[hom^[h["NÆd_joJL"WdZ>8E=E$
These programs are only open to subscribers who can download cable TV shows using a
fWiimehZWdZki[hdWc[$?d(&'("D[jÇ_n"beea_d]je_dYh[Wi[_jiikXiYh_X[hXWi["ijWhj[ZjWbai
m_j^iec[e\j^[bWh][ijK$I$YWXb[ef[hWjehiWXekjWZZ_d]D[jÇ_nWifWhje\j^[_hYWXb[fWYaW][i$>em[l[h"YWXb[WdZ:8IYecfWd_[iWh["j^ki\Wh"h[i_ij_d]D[jÇ_n¾ifhefei_j_ed"WdZWh[
hebb_d]ekjj^[_hemdl_Z[e#ijh[Wc_d]i[hl_Y[i_dij[WZ$9ecYWij_djheZkY[ZNÆd_joIjh[Wcf_n
_d<[XhkWho(&'("[nfWdZ_d]j^[NÆd_joeè[h_d]ije_dYbkZ[[l[dceh[cel_[i\hecjef
Hollywood studios and past seasons of TV shows. The goal, according to Comcast executive
Marcien Jenckes, is “to be the single stop for video needs for consumers.”6 In addition,
:_h[YJLWdZ8beYaXkij[h^Wl[fWhjd[h[ZºWi^Wl[L[h_pedWdZH[ZXenºjeYh[Wj[ijh[Wc_d]
services of their own.
In most cases, these third-screen sites operate as catch-up services rather than as replacements for broadcast or cable TV, allowing viewers and fans to “catch-up” on movies and
fhe]hWcij^WjfbWo[Z[Whb_[h_dj^[Wj[hiehedj[b[l_i_edi[[<_]kh[,$)$Demm_j^Z[l_Y[ib_a[
the Roku box and gaming consoles that can stream programming directly to our television sets,
and newer television sets that are Internet ready, the TV has become one of the latest converged
devices.

AVERAGE DAILY MINUTES—ALL HOMES

FIGURE 6.3

BROADCAST
+ INTERNET

CROSS-PLATFORM
VIEWING
Source: Nielsen, The Cross
Platform Report Q3 2011,
http://www.nielsen.com/content
/dam/corporate/us/en/reports
-downloads/2012-Reports
/Nielsen-Cross-Platform-Report
-Q3-2011.pdf.
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5.0

Fourth Screens: Smartphones
and Mobile Video
7(&'&D_[bi[dikhl[o\ekdZj^Wj_dWed[#cedj^
period, an average viewer spent three and a half
hours using a computer and television at the same
j_c[$D_[bi[dWbie[ij_cWj[Zj^Wj,&f[hY[dje\
viewers are online at least once a month while they
are watching television.7 Such multitasking has further accelerated with new fourth-screen technolo]_[ib_a[icWhjf^ed[i"_FeZi"_FWZi"WdZceX_b[JL
Z[l_Y[i$J^[i[Z[l_Y[iWh[\ehY_d]cW`ehY^Wd][i
in consumer viewing habits and media content
creation. For example, between January 2010 and
January 2011, online viewers “streamed 28 percent
more video, and spent 45 percent more time watching.”89WXb[WdZ:8Ief[hWjehiWh[YWf_jWb_p_d]ed
j^_ijh[dZ09WXb[l_i_ed"J_c[MWhd[h"WdZ:?I>
D[jmehah[b[Wi[Z_FWZWffi_d(&''"Wbbem_d]j^[_hikXiYh_X[hijemWjY^b_l[JLedj^[_h_FWZiWj
no additional charge, in the hopes of deterring their customers from cutting their subscriptions.
>em[l[h"iec[YWXb[fhe]hWcc[hib_a[:_iYel[hoWdZL_WYecWh[fki^_d]XWYa"Wh]k_d]j^Wj
j^[_h[n_ij_d]YedjhWYjim_j^YWXb[WdZ:8Ief[hWjehiZed¾jYel[hj^_hZeh\ekhj^iYh[[di$
The multifunctionality and portability of third- and fourth-screen devices means that
Yedikc[hicWodebed][hd[[Zj[b[l_i_edi[jiº`kijWibWdZb_d[j[b[f^ed[i^Wl[\Wbb[dekje\
favor as more people rely solely on their mobile phones. If where we watch TV programming
changes, does TV programming also need to change to keep up? Reality shows like Jersey Shore
and dramas like Game of Thrones—with extended casts and multiple plot lines—are considered best suited for the digital age, enabling viewers to talk to one another on various social
networks about favorite characters and plots at the same time as they watch these programs
on traditional—or nontraditional—TV.

Major Programming
Trends
Television programming began by borrowing genres from radio such as variety shows, sitcoms,
soap operas, and newscasts. Starting in 1955, the Big Three networks gradually moved their
[dj[hjW_dc[djZ_l_i_edijeBei7d][b[iX[YWki[e\_jifhen_c_joje>ebbomeeZfheZkYj_edijkZ_ei$D[jmehad[mief[hWj_edi"^em[l[h"h[cW_d[Z_dD[mOeha$;l[hi_dY["Bei7d][b[iWdZ
D[mOehaYWc[jeh[fh[i[djj^[jmecW`ehXhWdY^[ie\JLfhe]hWcc_d]0entertainment and
information. Although there is considerable blurring between these categories today, the two
were once more distinct. In the sections that follow, we focus on these long-standing program
Z[l[befc[djiWdZ[nfbeh[d[m[hjh[dZii[[<_]kh[,$*$

TV Entertainment: Our Comic Culture
J^[d[jmehaiX[]Wdjecel[j^[_h[dj[hjW_dc[djZ_l_i_edijeBei7d][b[ifWhjboX[YWki[e\
the success of the pioneering comedy series I Love Lucy'/+'¹+-$Lucy’s owners and costars,

MEDIA ON THE GO
Downloading or streaming
TV episodes to smartphones
and other mobile devices
lets us take our favorite
shows with us wherever
we go. By expanding where
and when we consume such
programming, these devices
will encourage new ways to
view and engage with the
media. How have your own
viewing habits changed over
the last few years?

“Teenagers today
barely understand
the idea of
watching TV on
someone else’s
schedule. When
you tell them we
didn’t leave home
because our show
was coming on at
9 P.M., to them it
sounds like our
great-grandparents
talking to us
about horses and
buggies.”
JEFFREY COLE,
DIRECTOR, CENTER
FOR THE DIGITAL
FUTURE, 2009
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FIGURE 6.4
A LOOK AT THE TOP
GENRES OVER THE PAST
DECADE
Source: Nielsen, “Ten Years of
Primetime: The Rise of Reality
and Sports Programming,”
September 21, 2011, http://
blog.nielsen.com/nielsenwire
/media_entertainment/10-years
-of-primetime-the-rise-of-reality
-and-sports-programming/.
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BkY_bb[8WbbWdZ:[i_7hdWp"X[]Wd\_bc_d]j^[jef#hWj[Zi_jYec_d9Wb_\ehd_Wd[Whj^[_h^ec[$?d
1951, LucyX[YWc[j^[\_hijJLfhe]hWcjeX[\_bc[ZX[\eh[Wb_l[>ebbomeeZWkZ_[dY[$Fh_ehje
j^[ZWoie\l_Z[ejWf[_dl[dj[Z_d'/+,"j^[edbomWojefh[i[hl[Wb_l[XheWZYWij"ej^[hj^Wd
\_bc_d]_jb_a[Wcel_["mWij^hek]^Wj[Y^d_gk[YWbb[Zkinescope. In this process, a film camera
h[YehZ[ZWb_l[JLi^eme\\WijkZ_eced_jeh$J^[gkWb_joe\j^[a_d[iYef[mWifeeh"WdZceij
series that were saved in this way have
not survived. I Love Lucy, Alfred Hitchcock Presents, and Dragnet are among a
handful of series from the 1950s that have
endured because they were originally
shot and preserved on film, like movies.
In capturing I Love Lucy on film for future
generations, the program’s producers understood the enduring appeal of
comedy, which is a central programming
strategy both for broadcast networks and
cable. TV comedy is usually delivered in
three formats: sketch comedy, situation
Yec[Zoi_jYec"WdZZec[ij_YYec[Zo$
Sketch comedy, or short comedy
skits, was a key element in early TV variety shows, which also included singers,
dancers, acrobats, animal acts, stand-up
Yec_Yi"WdZl[djh_begk_iji$J^[i^emi
“resurrected the essentials of stage variety
entertainment” and played to noisy studio
audiences.9 Vaudeville and stage perform[him[h[JL¾iÆhijijWhie\ia[jY^Yec[Zo$
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J^[o_dYbkZ[ZC_bjed8[hb["JL¾iÆhijcW`ehY[b[Xh_jo"_dTexaco Star Theater'/*.¹,-1WdZI_Z
Caesar, Imogene Coca, and Carl Reiner in Your Show of Shows '/+&¹+*"\ehm^_Y^fbWomh_]^jD[_b
I_ced"ÆbccWa[hiC[b8heeaiWdZMeeZo7bb[d"WdZmh_j[hBWhho=[bXWhjM*A*S*HWbbi[hl[Z\eh
Wj_c[Wimh_j[hi$JeZWo"D89¾iSaturday Night Live'/-+#YWhh_[iedj^[ia[jY^Yec[ZojhWZ_j_ed$
However, the hourlong variety series in which these skits appeared were more expensive to
produce than half-hour sitcoms. Also, these skits on the weekly variety shows used up new rouj_d[il[hogk_Yabo$J^[l[djh_begk_ij;Z]Wh8[h][d\Wj^[he\WYjh[ii9WdZ_Y[8[h][dedY[Yecmented that “no comedian should be on TV once a week; he shouldn’t be on more than once a
month.”10M_j^eh_]_dWbia_jiWdZd[mi[jiX[_d]h[gk_h[Z[WY^m[[a"fheZkYj_edYeijicekdj[Z
and the vaudeville-inﬂuenced variety series faded. Since the early 1980s, network variety shows
have appeared only as yearly specials.
The situation comedy, or sitcom, features a recurring cast; each episode establishes a narrative situation, complicates it, develops increasing confusion among its characters, and then
usually resolves the complications.11 I Love Lucy, The Beverly Hillbillies, Seinfeld, 30 Rock,
The New Girl, and FX’s It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia are all examples of this genre.
?dceiji_jYeci"Y^WhWYj[hZ[l[befc[dj_iZemdfbWo[Z_d\Wlehe\pWdofbeji$9^WhWYj[hiWh[
usually static and predictable, and they generally do not develop much during the course of a series.
Such characters “are never troubled in profound ways.” Stress, more often the result of external
confusion rather than emotional anxiety, “is always funny.”12 Much like viewers of soap operas, sitYec\Wdi\[[b`kijWb_jjb[X_jicWhj[hj^Wdj^[Y^WhWYj[hi"m^ei[b_l[ii[[cmWYaoWdZekje\Yedjheb$
In a domestic comedy, characters and settings are usually more important than complicated predicaments. Although an episode might oﬀer a goofy situation as a subplot, more
typically the main narrative features a personal problem or family crisis that characters have to
resolve. Greater emphasis is placed on character development than on reestablishing the order
that has been disrupted by confusion. For example, an episode from domestic comedy All in the
Family'/-'¹.)i^emiWhY^Yedi[hlWj_l[7hY^_[WdZ^_ikbjhWb_X[hWbied#_d#bWm"C_a["WYY_Z[dtally locked in the basement. The physical predicament becomes a subplot as the main “action”
shifts to the characters themselves, who reﬂect on their generational and political diﬀerences.
Contrast this with an episode of the sitcom Happy Days'/-*¹.*"m^[h[j^[fbej\eYki[ied
how the characters are going to free themselves after they are accidentally locked in a vault over
j^[m[[a[dZ$:ec[ij_YYec[Z_[ijWa[fbWY[fh_cWh_boWj^ec[Modern Family "Wjj^[mehafbWY[Parks and Recreation"ehWjXej^>8E¾i Curb Your Enthusiasm$
Today, domestic comedies may also mix dramatic and comedic elements. This blurring of
serious and comic themes marks a contemporary hybrid, sometimes labeled dramedy, which
includes such series as The Wonder Years '/..¹/)"Ally McBeal
'//-¹(&&(">8E¾iSex and the City '///¹(&&*"I^emj_c[¾i
The Big C (&'&¹')"WdZ<en¾ifefkbWhcki_YWb#ZhWc[Zo Glee
(&&/¹$

DOMESTIC COMEDIES
focus on character
relationships, but they often
also reﬂect social and cultural
issues of the time in which
the show is set. For example,
ABC’s Modern Family features
three generations of a family
that includes members of
different ages, ethnicities,
sexual orientations, and
marital statuses.

TV Entertainment: Our Dramatic Culture
Because the production of TV entertainment was centered in
D[mOeha9_jo_d_ji[WhboZWoi"cWdoe\_ji_Z[Wi"i[ji"j[Y^d_Y_Wdi"WYjehi"WdZZ_h[YjehiYWc[\hecD[mOehaj^[Wj[h$
Oekd]ijW][WYjehiº_dYbkZ_d]7dd[8WdYhe\j"Eii_[:Wl_i"
@Wc[i:[Wd"=hWY[A[bbo"FWkbD[mcWd"I_Zd[oFe_j_[h"
Robert Redford, and Joanne Woodward—often worked in
television if they could not find stage work. The TV dramas
that grew from these early influences fit roughly into two
categories: the anthology drama and the episodic series.
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Anthology Drama and the Miniseries

“Aristotle once said
that a play should
have a beginning,
a middle, and an
end. But what did
he know? Today, a
play must have a
ﬁrst half, a second
half, and a station
break.”
ALFRED HITCHCOCK,
DIRECTOR

In the early 1950s, television—like cable in the early 1980s—served a more elite and wealthier
audience. Anthology dramas brought live dramatic theater to that television audience. Influenced by stage plays, anthologies offered new, artistically significant teleplaysiYh_fjimh_jj[d
\ehj[b[l_i_ed"YWiji"Z_h[Yjehi"mh_j[hi"WdZi[ji\heced[m[[ajej^[d[nj$?dj^['/+(¹+)
season alone, there were eighteen anthology dramas, including Studio One'/*.¹+."Alfred
Hitchcock Presents '/++¹,+"j^[Twilight Zone'/+/¹,*"WdZKraft Television Theater'/*-¹+."
m^_Y^mWiYh[Wj[Zje_djheZkY[AhW\j¾i9^[[pM^_p$
The anthology’s brief run as a dramatic staple on television ended for both economic and
political reasons. First, advertisers disliked anthologies because they often presented stories
containing complex human problems that were not easily resolved. The commercials that
interrupted the drama, however, told upbeat stories in which problems were easily solved by
purchasing a product; by contrast, anthologies made the simplicity of the commercial pitch
ring false. A second reason for the demise of anthology dramas was a change in audience. The
people who could aﬀord TV sets in the early 1950s could also aﬀord tickets to a play. For these
viewers, the anthology drama was a welcome addition given their cultural tastes. By 1956,
however, working- and middle-class families were increasingly able to aﬀord television, and the
prices of sets dropped. Anthology dramas were not as popular in this newly expanded market.
Third, anthology dramas were expensive to produce—double the cost of most other TV
][dh[i_dj^['/+&i$;WY^m[[ac[WdjWYecfb[j[bod[mijehob_d["Wim[bbWid[mmh_j[hi"YWiji"
WdZ[nf[di_l[i[ji$CWdoWdj^ebe]oZhWcWiWbiejeeaceh[j^WdWm[[ajefheZkY[WdZ^WZje
Wbj[hdWj[X_m[[abom_j^ej^[hfhe]hWci$IfediehiWdZd[jmehaiYWc[jeh[Wb_p[j^Wj_jmekbZ
be less expensive and easier to build audience allegiance with an ongoing program featuring the
same cast and set.
Finally, anthologies that dealt seriously with the changing social landscape were sometimes
labeled “politically controversial.” This was especially true during the attempts by Senator Joseph
McCarthy and his followers to rid media industries and government agencies of left-leaning
feb_j_YWb_dÇk[dY[ii[[9^Wfj[h',edXbWYab_ij_d]$8oj^[[Whbo'/,&i"j^_iZhWcWj_Y\ehc^WZ
virtually disappeared from network television, although its legacy continues on public television
with the imported British program Masterpiece Theatre'/-'¹"demademdWi[_j^[hMasterpiece
Classic or Masterpiece Mystery!—the longest-running prime-time drama series on U.S. television.
In fact, these British shows carry on the legacy of the U.S. TV miniseriesºWi[h_Wb_p[ZJL
show that ran over a two-day to two-week period, usually on consecutive evenings. A cross
between an extended anthology drama and a network serial, the most famous U.S. miniseries
were probably the twelve-hour Rich Man, Poor Man'/-,"XWi[Zedj^['/-&?hm_dI^Wmdel[b"
and Roots'/--"XWi[Zed7b[n>Wb[o¾idel[b_p[Zl[hi_ede\^_i\Wc_bo¾iibWl[^_ijeho$J^[
ÆdWb[f_ieZ[e\Roots, which ran on eight consecutive nights, drew an audience of more than
100 million viewers. Contemporary British series like Downton Abbey(&'&¹"Inspector Lewis
(&&+¹"WdZSherlock(&''¹bWijj^h[[je[_]^j[f_ieZ[iel[hW\[mm[[ai"cWa_d]_jceh[
like a miniseries than a traditional network drama, even though they have multiple seasons.
J^[c_d_i[h_[i^WiWbie[nf[h_[dY[ZWh[Y[djh[ikh][dY[_dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[im_j^gkWb_joWdZ
popular miniseries on cable like John Adams>8E"American Horror Story<N"WdZHatfields
and McCoys>_ijeho9^Wdd[b.

Episodic Series
Abandoning anthologies, producers and writers increasingly developed episodic series, first
used on radio in 1929. In this format, main characters continue from week to week, sets and
locales remain the same, and technical crews stay with the program. The episodic series comes
in two general types: chapter shows and serial programs.
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Chapter shows are self-contained
stories with a recurring set of main characters who confront a problem, face a series
e\YedÇ_Yji"WdZÆdZWh[iebkj_ed$J^_i
structure can be used in a wide range of sitcoms like The Big Bang Theory(&&-¹WdZ
dramatic genres, including adult westerns
like Gunsmoke'/++¹-+1feb_Y[%Z[j[Yj_l[
shows like CSI: Crime Scene Investigation
(&&&¹1WdZ\WdjWio%iY_[dY[ÆYj_edb_a[
Star Trek '/,,¹,/$9kbjkhWbbo"j[b[l_i_ed
dramas often function as a window into the
hopes and fears of the American psyche.
<eh[nWcfb["_dj^['/-&ifeb_Y[%Z[j[Yj_l[
dramas became a staple, mirroring anxieties about the urban unrest of the time,
precipitated by the decline of manufactur_d]WdZj^[beiie\\WYjeho`eXi$7c[h_YWdi¾fefkbWh[dj[hjW_dc[djh[Ç[Yj[Zj^[_Z[We\^[he_Y
police and tenacious detectives protecting a nation from menacing forces that were undermining the economy and the cities. Such shows as Ironside'/,-¹-+"Hawaii Five-O'/,.¹.&"The
Mod Squad'/,.¹-)"WdZThe Rockford Files '/-*¹.&WbbhWda[ZWced]j^[dWj_ed¾ijef#hWj[Z
programs during that time.
In contrast to chapter shows, serial programs are open-ended episodic shows; that is,
most story lines continue from episode to episode. Cheaper to produce than chapter shows,
[cfbeo_d]`kijW\[m_dZeehi[ji"WdZhkdd_d]Æl[ZWoiWm[[a"ZWoj_c[soap operas are among
j^[bed][ij#hkdd_d]i[h_Wbfhe]hWci_dj^[^_ijehoe\j[b[l_i_ed$7Ygk_h_d]j^[_hdWc[\hecieWf
fheZkYjWZij^Wjifedieh[Zj^[i[fhe]hWci_dj^[ZWoie\Æ\j[[d#c_dkj[hWZ_eZhWcWi"ieWfi
feature cliﬀ-hanging story lines and intimate close-up shots that tend to create strong audience
Wbb[]_WdY[$IeWfiWbiefheXWXboZej^[X[ij`eXe\Wdo][dh[Wj_c_jWj_d]j^[WYjkWbef[d#[dZ[Z
h^oj^cie\ZW_bob_\[$FefkbWhZWoj_c[d[jmehaieWfi_dYbkZ[As the World Turns'/+,¹(&'&
and General Hospital'/,)¹$
Another type of drama is the hybrid, which developed in the early 1980s with the appearance of Hill Street Blues'/.'¹.-$E\j[dc_n_d]Yec_Yi_jkWj_ediWdZ]h_cfbeji"j^_ickbj_fb[#
cast show looked like an open-ended soap opera. On occasion, as in real life, crimes were not
solved and recurring characters died. As a hybrid form, Hill Street Blues combined elements of
both chapter and serial television by featuring some self-contained plots that were resolved in a
single episode as well as other plot lines that continued from week to week. This blend has been
used by many successful dramatic hybrids, including The X-Files'//)¹(&&("Buffy the Vampire
Slayer'//-¹(&&)"Lost(&&*¹(&'&"JDJ¾iThe Closer(&&+¹(&'("KI7¾iBurn Notice(&&-¹"
and AMC’s Mad Men(&&-¹$

DOWNTON ABBEY,
a British period drama
series, has amassed a
large international fan base
since premiering in the
United Kingdom in 2010.
Part of PBS’ Masterpiece
Classic anthology, each
Downton Abbey season
depicts a distinct period
in English history and in
the personal lives of the
aristocratic Crawley family
and their live-in servants. In
the second season, the Earl
of Grantham, and head of
the Crawley family estate,
creates a makeshift hospital
in his home to treat soldiers
wounded in World War I, an
act of charity that initially
disrupts day-to-day life
at the family’s sprawling
country house.

TV Information: Our Daily News Culture
Since the 1960s, broadcast news, especially on local TV stations, has consistently topped print
`ekhdWb_ic_ddWj_edWbh[i[WhY^febbij^WjWiam^_Y^d[mic[Z_kc_iceijjhkijmehj^o$Ceij
studies suggest this has to do with television’s intimacy as a medium—its ability to create loyalty
with viewers who connect personally with the news anchors we “invite” into our living rooms
[WY^[l[d_d]$Fh_djh[fehj[hiWdZ[Z_jehi"XoYecfWh_ied"i[[cWdedocekiWdZZ[jWY^[Z$?d
this section, we focus on the traditional network evening news, its history, and the changes in
TV news ushered in by twenty-four-hour cable news channels.
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Network News

WALTER CRONKITE
In 1968, after popular CBS
news anchor Walter Cronkite
visited Vietnam, CBS
produced the documentary
Report from Vietnam by
Walter Cronkite. At the end
of the program, Cronkite
offered this terse observation: “It is increasingly clear
to this reporter that the only
rational way out then will be
to negotiate, not as victors
but as an honorable people
who lived up to their pledge
to defend democracy, and
did the best they could.”
Most political observers said
that Cronkite’s opposition to
the war inﬂuenced President
Johnson’s decision not to
seek reelection.

Eh_]_dWbbo\[Wjkh_d]WfWd[be\h[fehj[hi_dj[hhe]Wj_d]feb_j_YWb\_]kh[i"D89¾im[[aboMeet
the Press'/*-¹_ij^[ebZ[iji^emedj[b[l_i_ed$:W_bo[l[d_d]d[miYWiji"j^ek]^"X[]Wd
edD89_d<[XhkWho'/*.m_j^j^[Camel Newsreel Theater, sponsored by the cigarette
company. Originally a ten-minute Fox Movietone newsreel that was also shown in theaters,
it was converted to a live, fifteen-minute broadcast and renamed Camel News Caravan in
1949. In 1956, the Huntley Brinkley ReportZ[Xkj[Zm_j^9^[j>kdjb[o_dD[mOehaWdZ
:Wl_Z8h_dab[o_dMWi^_d]jed":$9$J^_iYeWdY^eh[ZD89fhe]hWcX[YWc[j^[ceijfefklar TV evening news show at the time and served as the dual-anchor model for hundreds
of local news broadcasts. After Huntley retired in 1970, the program was renamed NBC
Nightly News. A series of anchors and coanchors followed before Tom Brokaw settled in as
sole anchor in September 1983. He passed the chair to Brian Williams following the 2004
presidential election.
Over at CBS, their flagship evening news program, The CBS-TV Newsm_j^:ek]bWi
;ZmWhZi"fh[c_[h[Z_dCWo'/*.$?d'/+,"j^[fhe]hWcX[YWc[j^[\_hijd[mii^emjeX[
videotaped for rebroadcast on affiliate stationsijWj_edij^WjYedjhWYjm_j^Wd[jmeha
jeYWhho_jifhe]hWci_d9[djhWbWdZM[ij[hdj_c[ped[i$MWbj[h9heda_j[ikYY[[Z[Z
;ZmWhZi_d'/,("ijWhj_d]Wd_d[j[[d#o[WhhkdWiWdY^ehe\j^[h[dWc[ZCBS Evening News.
?d'/,)"9heda_j[WdY^eh[Zj^[\_hijj^_hjo#c_dkj[d[jmehad[miYWijedm^_Y^Fh[i_Z[dj
John Kennedy appeared in a live interview—twelve weeks before his assassination. In 1968,
Cronkite went to Vietnam to cover the war there firsthand. He concluded, on air, that
the American public had been misled and that U.S. participation in the war had been a
mistake. Some critics believe his opposition helped convince mainstream Americans to
oppose the war.
H[j_h_d]_d'/.'"9heda_j[]Wl[mWoje:WdHWj^[h"m^e
anchored the network’s evening news for twenty-four years. In
(&&,"98I^_h[ZAWj_[9ekh_Yjei[hl[Wij^[ÆhijmecWdiebe
anchor on a network evening news program. But with stagnant
hWj_d]i"i^[mWih[fbWY[Z_d(&''XoIYejjF[bb[o$
After premiering an unsuccessful daily program in 1948,
ABC launched a daily news show in 1953, anchored by John
:Wboºj^[^[WZe\789D[miWdZj^[^eije\98I¾i[l[d_d]
game show What’s My Line?7\j[h:Wbob[\j_d'/,&"@e^d9Wc[hedImWop["F[j[h@[dd_d]i">WhhoH[Wied[h"WdZ>emWhZA$
Smith all took a turn in the anchor’s chair. In 1976, ABC hired
8WhXWhWMWbj[hiWmWo\hecD89¾iToday show, gave her a
'c_bb_edWddkWbYedjhWYj"WdZcWZ[^[hj^[ÆhijmecWdje
coanchor a network newscast.
In 1978, ABC World News Tonight premiered, featuring
\ekhWdY^ehi0<hWdaH[odebZi_dMWi^_d]jed":$9$"@[dd_d]i_d
BedZed"MWbj[hi_dD[mOeha"WdZCWnHeX_died_d9^_YW]e$
HeX_diedmWij^[ÆhijXbWYah[fehj[hjeYeWdY^ehWd[jmeha
news program. In 1983, Jennings became the sole anchor of the
broadcast. After Jennings’s death in 2005, his spot was shared
XoYeWdY^ehi;b_pWX[j^LWh]WiWdZ8eXMeeZhkèm^emWi
i[l[h[bo_d`kh[ZYel[h_d]j^[?hWgmWh_d(&&,kdj_b9^Whb[i
Gibson—from ABC’s Good Morning America—took over in 2006.
=_Xiedh[j_h[Z_d(&&/WdZmWih[fbWY[ZXo:_Wd[IWmo[h"m^e
formerly worked for CBS’s 60 Minutes and ABC’s Good Morning
America.
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Cable News Changes the Game
J^[\_hij(*%-YWXb[JLd[miY^Wdd[b"9WXb[D[miD[jmeha9DD"fh[c_[h[Z_d'/.&WdZmWi
j^[XhW_dY^_bZe\J[ZJkhd[h"m^e^WZWbh[WZoh[lebkj_ed_p[ZYWXb[m_j^^_i7jbWdjW#XWi[Z
ikf[hijWj_edMJ8IJkhd[h8heWZYWijI[hl_Y[$?jmWid¾jkdj_bJkhd[hbWkdY^[Zj^[>[WZb_d[
D[miY^Wdd[bdemYWbb[Z>BD_d'/.("WdZjkhd[ZWfhe\_jm_j^Xej^_jWdZ9DD
_d'/.+"j^Wjj^[jhWZ_j_edWbd[jmehaiX[]WdjejWa[dej_Y[e\YWXb[d[mi$J^[ikYY[iie\9DD
revealed a need and a lucrative market for twenty-four-hour news. Spawning a host of competijehi_dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[iWdZmehbZm_Z["9DDdemXWjjb[i\ehl_[m[him_j^ej^[hjm[djo#\ekh#
^ekhd[mifhel_Z[hi"_dYbkZ_d]j^[<enD[mi9^Wdd[b"CID89"9D89";kheD[mi"8h_jW_d¾iIao
Broadcasting, and millions of Web and blog sites, like Politico, the Huffington Post, the Drudge
Report, and Salon.
9WXb[d[mi^Wii_]d_ÆYWdjboY^Wd][Zj^[JLd[mi]Wc[Xoeè[h_d]l_[m[hi_d\ehcWj_ed
WdZijeh_[i_dW(*%-beef$L_[m[hidebed][hmW_jkdj_b+0)&eh,0)&P.M. to watch the national
network news stories. Instead, cable channels oﬀer viewers news updates and breaking stories at any time, plus constant online news updates. Cable news also challenges the network
fhe]hWc\ehckbWi$:W_boef_d_edfhe]hWciikY^WiCID89¾iRachel Maddow Show and Fox
D[mi¾Sean Hannity Show often celebrate argument, opinion, and speculation over tradij_edWbh[fehj_d]XWi[Zedl[h_Æ[Z\WYji$J^[i[fhe]hWci[c[h][Zfh_cWh_boX[YWki[e\j^[_h
low cost compared with that of traditional network news. After all, it is cheaper to anchor a
fhe]hWcWhekdZed[»ijWh¼WdY^ehWdZW\[m]k[ijij^WdjeZ_ifWjY^[nf[di_l[[gk_fc[dj
WdZÆ[bZh[fehj[hijeYel[hijeh_[iehÆdWdY[mehbZm_Z[d[miXkh[Wki$8kjWjj^[iWc[j_c["
satirical “fake news” programs like The Daily Show with Jon Stewart and The Colbert Report
present a challenge to traditional news outlets by discussing the news in larger contexts,
iec[j^_d]j^[jhWZ_j_edWbZW_boXheWZYWijicWodejZe$I[[9^Wfj[h'*\ehceh[ed»\Wa[
d[mi¼fhe]hWci$

Reality TV and Other Enduring Trends
Up to this point, we have focused on long-standing TV program trends, but many other genres
^Wl[fbWo[ZcW`ehheb[i_dJL¾i^_ijeho"Xej^_di_Z[WdZekji_Z[fh_c[j_c[$JWbai^emib_a[
the Tonight Show'/+*¹^Wl[\[ZekhYkh_ei_joWXekjY[b[Xh_j_[iWdZfeb_j_Y_Wdi"WdZe\\[h[Z
satire on politics and business. Game shows like Jeopardy!m^_Y^^WiX[[dWhekdZ_diec[
l[hi_edi_dY['/,* have provided families with
easy-to-digest current events and historical trivia.
Variety programs like the Ed Sullivan Show'/*.¹-'
took center stage in Americans’ cultural lives by
introducing new comics, opera divas, and popubWhcki_YWbf^[dec[dWb_a[;bl_iFh[ib[oWdZj^[
8[Wjb[i$D[micW]Wp_d[ib_a[60 Minutes'/,.¹
i^[Zb_]^jedcW`eh[l[dji\hecj^[MWj[h]Wj[
iYWdZWb_dj^['/-&ijej^[h[[b[Yj_ede\Fh[i_Z[dj
Obama in 2012. And all kinds of sporting events—
from boxing and wrestling to the Olympics and the
Super Bowl—have allowed us to follow our favorite
teams and athletes.
Reality-based programs are the newest
significant trend; they include everything from
American Idol and The Deadliest Catch to Top Chef
and Teen Mom. One reason for their popularity is
that these shows introduce us to characters and

DISCOVERY CHANNEL
launched in 1985 and is
one of the most widely
distributed cable networks
today. Its dedication to
top-quality nonﬁctional
and reality programming—
typically on themes of
popular science, nature,
history, and geography—has
won the channel several
Emmy nominations and wins.
One of its most popular
programs, The Deadliest
Catch (2005– ), focuses on
several crab ﬁshing crews.
The drama comes from
the nail-biting action on
the ﬁshing vessels, but the
interpersonal relationships—
and rivalries—among cast
members also provide juicy
story lines.
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Media Literacy and
the Critical Process

1

DESCRIPTION.F_YaWYkhh[dj
reality program and a current
sitcom or drama. Choose programs that
either started in the last year or two or
that have been on television for roughly
j^[iWc[f[h_eZe\j_c[$DemZ[l[befW
“viewing sheet” that allows you to take
notes as you watch the two programs over
a three- to four-week period. Keep track
of main characters, plot lines, settings,
conﬂicts, and resolutions. Also track
the main problems that are posed in the
programs and how they are worked out in
each episode. Find out and compare the
basic production costs of each program.

2

TV and the State of Storytelling
The rise of the reality program over the past decade
has more to do with the cheaper costs of this genre than
with the wild popularity of these programs. In fact, in the
history of television and viewer numbers, traditional sitcoms and dramas—and even prime-time news programs
like 60 Minutes and 20/20—have been far more popular than successful reality programs like American Idol.
But when national broadcast TV executives cut costs by
reducing writing and production staffs and hiring “regular
people” instead of trained actors, does the craft of storytelling suffer at the expense of commercial savings? Can
good stories be told in a reality program? In this exercise,
let’s compare the storytelling competence of a reality program with that of a more traditional comedy or dramatic
genre.

ANALYSIS.Beea\ehfWjj[hdi

and diﬀerences in the ways stories
are told in the two programs. At a general
b[l[b"m^WjWh[j^[YedÇ_YjiWXekj[$]$"
men versus women, managers versus
employees, tradition versus change, individuals versus institutions, honesty versus
Z_i^ed[ijo"Wkj^[dj_Y_jol[hikiWhj_ÆY_Wb_jo5>emYecfb_YWj[Zehi_cfb[Wh[j^[
tensions in the two programs, and how
are problems resolved? Are there some
conﬂicts that should not be permitted—
like pitting white against black contestants? Are there noticeable diﬀerences
between “the look” of each program?

“I may have
destroyed world
culture, but MTV
wouldn’t exist
today if it wasn’t
for me.”
ADVERTISING ART
DIRECTOR GEORGE
LOIS, WHO COINED
THE PHRASE “I WANT
MY MTV,” 2003

3

INTERPRETATION. What do

some of the patterns mean? What
seems to be the point of each program?
What do they say about relationships,
values, masculinity or femininity, power,
social class, and so on?

4

EVALUATION. What are the
strengths and weaknesses of each
program? Which program would you
`kZ][WiX[jj[hWjj[bb_d]WYecf[bb_d]
story that you want to watch each week?
How could each program improve its
storytelling?

5

ENGAGEMENT.;_j^[hj^hek]^
online forums or via personal
YedjWYji"ÆdZej^[hl_[m[hie\j^[i[
fhe]hWci$7iaj^[c\ebbem#kfgk[itions about what they like or don’t like
about such shows, about what they
might change, about what the programs’
creators might do diﬀerently. Then
h[fehjoekhÆdZ_d]ijej^[fhe]hWci¾
producers through a letter, a phone call,
or an e-mail. Try to elicit responses from
the producers about the status of their
programs. How did they respond to your
ÆdZ_d]i5

people who seem more like us and less like celebrities. Additionally, these programs have
helped the networks and cable providers deal with the high cost of programming. Featuring nonactors, cheap sets, and no extensive scripts, reality shows are much less expensive
jefheZkY[j^Wdi_jYeciWdZZhWcWi$M^_b[h[Wb_jo#XWi[Zfhe]hWci^Wl[fbWo[ZWcW`eh
role in network prime time since the late 1990s, the genre was actually inspired by cable’s
The Real World'//(¹"j^[bed][ij#hkdd_d]fhe]hWcedCJL$9^Wd]_d]beYWj_ediWdZ
casts from season to season, The Real World follows a group of strangers who live and work
together for a few months and records their interpersonal entanglements and up-and-down
relationships. The Real World has significantly influenced the structure of today’s reality TV
programs, including Survivor, Project Runway, Jersey Shore, and Dancing with the Stars$I[[
»C[Z_WB_j[hWYoWdZj^[9h_j_YWbFheY[ii0JLWdZj^[IjWj[e\Ijehoj[bb_d]¼edj^_ifW][$
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Another growing trend is Spanish-language television like Univision and Telemundo. For
j^[(&''¹'(JLi[Wied"j^[fefkbWhd[jmehaKd_l_i_edh[WY^[ZWXekj)$,c_bb_edl_[m[hi_d
fh_c[j_c[[WY^ZWoYecfWh[Zm_j^'$-c_bb_ed\ehj^[9Meh''$,c_bb_ed\eh98I"j^[jef#hWj[Z
d[jmeha$J^[Æhij\eh[_]d#bWd]kW][K$I$d[jmehaX[]Wd_d'/,'m^[dj^[emd[hie\j^[dWj_ed¾i
ÆhijIfWd_i^#bWd]kW][JLijWj_ed_dIWd7djed_eWYgk_h[ZWJLijWj_ed_dBei7d][b[i"i[jj_d]
kfm^WjmWij^[dYWbb[Zj^[IfWd_i^?dj[hdWj_edWbD[jmeha$?jeêY_WbboX[YWc[Kd_l_i_ed_d
'/.,WdZ^WiXk_bjWkZ_[dY[i_dcW`ehkhXWdWh[Wim_j^bWh][>_ifWd_YfefkbWj_edij^hek]^_ji
popular talk-variety programs and telenovelas IfWd_i^#bWd]kW][ieWfef[hWi"ceijbofheZkY[Z
_dC[n_Ye"m^_Y^W_h[WY^m[[aZWo[l[d_d]$JeZWo"Kd_l_i_ed9ecckd_YWj_ediemdiWdZef[hWj[iceh[j^Wdi_njoJLijWj_edi_dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[i$?jiKd_l_i_edD[jmeha"YWhh_[ZXoi[l[dteen hundred cable aﬃliates, reaches almost all U.S. Hispanic households.

Public Television Struggles to Find Its Place
7dej^[ha[ofhe]hWcc[h_dJL^_ijeho^WiX[[dfkXb_Yj[b[l_i_ed$KdZ[hFh[i_Z[djBodZed
@e^died"WdZ_dh[ifedi[jeWh[fehj\hecj^[9Whd[]_[9ecc_ii_eded;ZkYWj_edWbJ[b[l_i_ed"
9ed]h[iifWii[Zj^[FkXb_Y8heWZYWij_d]7Yje\'/,-"[ijWXb_i^_d]j^[9ehfehWj_ed\ehFkXb_Y
8heWZYWij_d]9F8WdZbWj[h"_d'/,/"j^[FkXb_Y8heWZYWij_d]I[hl_Y[F8I$?dfWhj"9ed]h[ii
intended public television to target viewers who were “less attractive” to commercial networks
and advertisers. Besides providing programs for viewers over age fifty, public television has
figured prominently in programming for audiences under age twelve with children’s series like
Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood'/,.¹(&&'"Sesame Street'/,/¹"WdZBarney & Friends'//'¹$
With the exception of CBS’s long-running Captain Kangaroo'/++¹.*"j^[cW`ehd[jmehai^Wl[
largely abdicated the responsibility of developing educational series aimed at children under
age twelve. When Congress passed a law in 1996 ordering the networks to offer three hours of
children’s educational programming per week, the networks sidestepped this mandate by taking advantage of the law’s vagueness on what constituted “educational” to claim that many of
j^[_hhekj_d[i_jYeci"YWhjeedi"WdZZhWcWj_Yi^emiiWj_i\_[Zj^[b[]_ibWj_ed¾ih[gk_h[c[dji$
The original Carnegie Commission report also recommended that
9ed]h[iiYh[Wj[WÆdWdY_WbfbWdjefhel_Z[bed]#j[hcikffehj\ehfkXlic television, in part to protect it from political interference. However,
9ed]h[iiZ_ZdejZej^_i"dehZ_Z_jh[gk_h[m[Wbj^oYecc[hY_WbXheWZYWij[hijeikXi_Z_p[fkXb_Yj[b[l_i_edWicWdoej^[hYekdjh_[iZe$7i\[Z[hWb
\kdZ_d]b[l[biZheff[Z_dj^['/.&i"F8IZ[f[dZ[Zceh[WdZceh[ed
corporate underwriting. By the early 2000s, corporate sponsors funded
more than 25 percent of all public television, although corporate sponsorship declined in 2009 as the economy suﬀered. In 2010, Congress gave an
[njhW(+c_bb_edjeF8Ije^[bfZkh_d]j^[[Yedec_YZemdjkhd$13 However,
only about 15 percent of funding for public broadcasting has come from
the federal government, with the bulk of support being provided by viewers, listeners, and corporations.
:[if_j[ikffehj\hecj^[EXWcWWZc_d_ijhWj_ed"_d(&''j^[
H[fkXb_YWd#Yedjhebb[Z>eki[lej[ZjeWnWbb\kdZ_d]e\j^[9F8_d(&')$J^[
I[dWj[a_bb[Zj^_i[èehj"WdZ[l[djkWbboj^[9F8Z_Zh[Y[_l[*)&c_bb_ed_d
federal funding for 2012. Anticipating decreased government support, public broadcasting hoped to increase its corporate contributions by inserting
fhecej_edWbc[iiW][i[l[hoÆ\j[[dc_dkj[i_d_jifhe]hWci"ijWhj_d]_d\Wbb
2011.14 Some critics and public TV executives worried that such corporate
messages would oﬀend loyal viewers accustomed to uninterrupted programming, and compromise public television’s mission to air programs that
might be considered controversial or commercially less viable.

PUBLIC TELEVISION
The most inﬂuential children’s
show in TV history, Sesame
Street (below, 1969– ) has
been teaching children their
letters and numbers for
more than forty years. The
program has also helped
break down ethnic, racial, and
class barriers by introducing
TV audiences to a rich and
diverse cast of puppets and
people.
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jeieWfef[hWi_d[nf[di_l[jefheZkY[WdZfefkbWh
m_j^WZl[hj_i[hi$=_l[dj^Wjj^[d[jmehaiYekbZ
fheZkY[j^[_hemdJLd[micW]Wp_d[iWdZi[b[Yj
which programs to license, however, they retained a
great deal of power over the content of prime-time
television.
With the growth of cable and home video in the
1990s, the FCC gradually phased out the ban limiting
network production because the TV market grew
more competitive. Beginning in 1995, the networks
m[h[W]W_dWbbem[ZjeiodZ_YWj[WdZfheÆj\hec
rerun programs, but only those they produced. The
[b_c_dWj_ede\Æd#iodWdZej^[hhkb[ief[d[Zj^[
Zeeh\ehc[]WZ[WbiikY^Wi:_id[o¾iWYgk_i_j_ede\
789_d'//+j^Wj^Wl[YedijhW_d[Z_dZ[f[dZ[djfheducers from creating new shows and competing in
prime time. Many independent companies and TV
critics have complained that the corporations that
dememdj^[d[jmehaiº:_id[o"98I"D[mi9ehf$"
WdZ9ecYWij%=;º^Wl[[n[hj[ZjeeckY^fem[hWdZ
control over broadcast television content.

Balancing Cable’s Growth
against Broadcasters’ Interests
By the early 1970s, cable’s rapid growth, capacity
for more channels, and better reception led the FCC
to seriously examine industry issues. In 1972, the
commission updated or enacted two regulations
with long-term effects on cable’s expansion:
must-carry rules and access-channel mandates.

Must-Carry Rules
First established by the FCC in 1965 and reaffirmed in 1972, the must-carry rulesh[gk_h[ZWbb
cable operators to assign channels to and carry all local TV broadcasts on their systems. This rule
[dikh[Zj^WjbeYWbd[jmehaW\\_b_Wj[i"_dZ[f[dZ[djijWj_edij^ei[dejYWhho_d]d[jmehafhe]hWci"WdZfkXb_Yj[b[l_i_edY^Wdd[bimekbZX[d[\_j\hecYWXb[¾iYb[Wh[hh[Y[fj_ed$>em[l[h"je
protect regional TV stations and their local advertising, the guidelines limited the number of distant commercial TV signals that a cable system could import to two or three independent stations
per market. The guidelines also prohibited cable companies from bringing in network-affiliated
stations from another city when a local station already carried that network’s programming.

Access-Channel Mandates
In 1972, the FCC also mandated access channels in the nation’s top one hundred TV markets,
h[gk_h_d]YWXb[ioij[cijefhel_Z[WdZ\kdZWj_[he\dedXheWZYWijY^Wdd[biZ[Z_YWj[ZjebeYWb
[ZkYWj_ed"]el[hdc[dj"WdZj^[fkXb_Y$J^[<99h[gk_h[ZbWh][#cWha[jYWXb[ef[hWjehijeWii_]d
i[fWhWj[Y^Wdd[bi\eh[WY^WYY[iii[hl_Y["m^_b[YWXb[ef[hWjehi_dicWbb[hcWha[jiWdZm_j^
\[m[hY^Wdd[biYekbZh[gk_h[[ZkYWj_ed"]el[hdc[dj"WdZj^[fkXb_Yjei^Wh[ed[Y^Wdd[b$?d
addition to free public-access channels, the FCC called for leased channels$9_j_p[diYekbZXko
time on these channels and produce their own programs or present controversial views.

BEWITCHED (1964–72),
an immediate hit, was in the
Nielsen Top 12 for its ﬁrst
ﬁve seasons. Now almost
ﬁfty years after the ﬁrst
episode, the show can still
be seen in syndication on TV
and online (making money
through syndication rights
and advertising). Produced
by the independent Screen
Gems studio (then part of
Columbia Pictures and now
owned by Sony Pictures
Television), Bewitched is
the type of successful show
the ﬁn-syn rules targeted
to keep out of the networks’
hands (although ABC
eventually bought rerun
rights to the show in 1968
for $9 million).
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Cable’s Role: Electronic Publisher or Common Carrier?
Because the Communications Act of 1934 had not anticipated cable, the industry’s regulatory status was unclear at first. In the 1970s, cable operators argued that they should be
considered electronic publishers and be able to choose which channels and content to
carry. Cable companies wanted the same “publishing” freedoms and legal protections that
XheWZYWijWdZfh_djc[Z_W[d`eo[Z_di[b[Yj_d]Yedj[dj$@kijWibeYWbXheWZYWij[hiYekbZ
choose to carry local news or Jeopardy! at 6 P.M., cable companies wanted to choose what
channels to carry.
At the time, the FCC argued the opposite: Cable systems were common carriers—services
j^WjZedej][j_dlebl[Z_dYedj[dj$B_a[j[b[f^ed[ef[hWjehi"m^eZedejgk[ij_edj^[jef_Yi
e\f[hiedWbYedl[hiWj_edi»>_"?¾cj^[f^ed[YecfWdo"WdZm^WjWh[oek]e_d]jeX[jWba_d]
WXekjjeZWo5¼"YWXb[YecfWd_[i"j^[<99Wh]k[Z"i^ekbZeè[hWjb[WijfWhje\j^[_hi[hl_Y[ied
WÆhij#Yec["Æhij#i[hl[ZXWi_ijem^e[l[hYekbZfWoj^[hWj[$
In 1979, the debate over this issue ended in the landmark Midwest Video case, when the U.S.
Ikfh[c[9ekhjkf^[bZj^[h_]^jie\YWXb[YecfWd_[ijeZ[j[hc_d[Y^Wdd[bYedj[djWdZZ[Æd[Z
the industry as a form of “electronic publishing.”18 Although the FCC could no longer mandate
Y^Wdd[bi¾Yedj[dj"j^[9ekhjiW_Zj^WjYecckd_j_[iYekbZ»h[gk[ij¼WYY[iiY^Wdd[biWifWhje\
YedjhWYjd[]ej_Wj_edi_dj^[\hWdY^_i_d]fheY[ii$7YY[iiY^Wdd[biWh[debed][hWh[gk_h[c[dj"
but most cable companies continue to oﬀer them in some form to remain on good terms with
their communities.
Intriguingly, must-carry rules seem to contradict the Midwest Videohkb_d]i_dY[j^[oh[gk_h[
YWXb[ef[hWjehijeYWhhoY[hjW_dbeYWbYedj[dj$8kjj^_i_iWgk_hao[nY[fj_edjej^[Midwest Video
ruling—mostly due to politics and economics. Must-carry rules have endured because of the
beXXo_d]fem[he\j^[DWj_edWb7iieY_Wj_ede\8heWZYWij[hiD78WdZj^[cW`ehJLd[jmehai$
Over the years, these groups have successfully argued that cable companies should carry most
beYWbel[h#j^[#W_hXheWZYWijijWj_ediedj^[_hioij[ciiebeYWbXheWZYWij[hiYWdijWoÆdWdY_Wbbo
viable as cable systems expand their menus of channels and services.

Franchising Frenzy
“Cable companies
have monopoly
power, and this
shows in the prices
they charge.”
CONSUMERS UNION,
2003

After the Midwest Video decision, the future of cable programming was secure and competition
jeeXjW_d\hWdY^_i[ijeikffbobeYWbYWXb[i[hl_Y[X[YWc[_dj[di[$;ii[dj_Wbbo"WYWXb[\hWdY^_i[
is a mini-monopoly awarded by a local community to the most attractive bidder, usually for a
fifteen-year period. Although a few large cities permitted two companies to build different parts
of their cable systems, most communities granted franchises to only one company so that there
wouldn’t be more than one operator trampling over private property to string wire from utility
poles or to bury cables underground. Most of the nation’s cable systems were built between the
late 1970s and the early 1990s.
:kh_d]j^[\hWdY^_i_d]fheY[ii"WY_joehijWj[mekbZekjb_d[_jiYWXb[ioij[cd[[ZiWdZ
h[gk[ijX_Zi\heclWh_ekiYWXb[YecfWd_[i$Fej[dj_WbYWXb[YecfWd_[im[h[fhe^_X_j[Z\hec
Wbieemd_d]XheWZYWijijWj_ediehd[mifWf[hi_dj^[Yecckd_jo$?d_jiX_Z"WYecfWdomekbZ
make a list of promises to the city about construction schedules, system design, subscription
hWj[i"Y^Wdd[bYWfWY_jo"jof[ie\fhe]hWcc_d]"ÆdWdY_WbXWYa_d]"Z[WZb_d[i"WdZWfranchise
fee: the money the cable company would pay the city annually for the right to operate the local
YWXb[ioij[c$Bejie\m^[[b_d]WdZZ[Wb_d]jhWdif_h[Z_dj^[i[d[]ej_Wj_edi"Wbed]m_j^eYYWi_edWbYehhkfj_ed"Wi\[mbWmi[n_ij[Zjeh[]kbWj[\hWdY^_i[d[]ej_Wj_edi[$]$"fWo_d]eèbeYWb
Y_joeêY_Wbim^elej[Zedm^_Y^YecfWdo]ejj^[\hWdY^_i[$E\j[d"XWjjb[iel[hXhea[dfhecises, unreasonable contracts, or escalating rates ended up in court.
Today, a federal cable policy act from 1984 dictates the franchise fees for most U.S. municipalities. This act helps cities and municipalities use such fees to establish and fund access
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channels for local government, educational, and community programming as part of their
b_Y[di[W]h[[c[dj$<eh[nWcfb["=hejed"CWiiWY^ki[jjifefkbWj_edWhekdZj[dj^ekiWdZ"
has a cable contract with Charter Communications. According to the terms of the contract with
=hejed"9^Whj[hh[jkhd[Z*$(+f[hY[dje\_jih[l[dk[jej^[jemd+f[hY[dj_ij^[cWn_ckcW
Y_joYWdY^Wh][WYWXb[ef[hWjeh$J^_iced[o"m^_Y^^WiWcekdj[ZjeWXekj'&&"&&&Wo[Wh"
helped underwrite the city’s cable access programs and other community services.

The Telecommunications Act of 1996
Between 1984 and 1996, lawmakers went back and forth on cable rates and rules, creating a
number of cable acts. One Congress would try to end must-carry rules or abandon rate regulation, and then a later one would restore the rules. Congress finally rewrote the nation’s communications laws in the Telecommunications Act of 1996, bringing cable fully under the federal
rules that had long governed the telephone, radio, and TV industries. In its most significant
move, Congress used the Telecommunications Act to knock down regulatory barriers, allowing
regional phone companies, long-distance carriers, and cable companies to enter one another’s
markets. The act allows cable companies to offer telephone services, and it permits phone companies to offer Internet services and buy or construct cable systems in communities with fewer
than fifty thousand residents. For the first time, owners could operate TV or radio stations in
the same market where they owned a cable system. Congress hoped that the new rules would
spur competition and lower both phone and cable rates, but this has not usually happened.
Instead, cable and phone companies have merged operations in many markets, keeping prices
at a premium and competition to a minimum.
The 1996 act has had a mixed impact on cable customers. Cable companies argued that it
would lead to more competition and innovations in programming, services, and technology.
But in fact, there is not extensive competition in cable. About 90 percent of communities in
the United States still have only one local cable company. In these areas, cable rates have risen
faster, and in communities with multiple cable providers the competition makes a diﬀerence—
monthly rates are an average of 10 percent lower, according to one FCC study.19J^[h_i[e\:8I
YecfWd_[ib_a[:?I>_dj^[bWij\[mo[Whi^WiWbiecWZ[YWXb[fh_Y[iceh[Yecf[j_j_l[$
Still, the cable industry has delivered on some of its technology promises, investing nearly
$150 billion in technological infrastructure between 1996 and 2009—mostly installing highif[[ZÆX[h#efj_Ym_h[ijeYWhhoJLWdZf^ed[i[hl_Y[i$J^_i^Wi[dWXb[ZYWXb[YecfWd_[ije
oﬀer what they call the “triple play”—or bundling digital cable television, broadband Internet,
and telephone service. By early 2012, U.S. cable companies had signed more than fortysix million households to digital programming packages, while another forty-seven million
^eki[^ebZi^WZ^_]^if[[ZYWXb[?dj[hd[ji[hl_Y[WdZjm[djo#Æl[c_bb_ed^eki[^ebZih[Y[_l[Z
their telephone service from cable companies.20

“If this [telecommunications] bill is
a blueprint, it’s
written in washable
ink. Congress
is putting out a
picture of how
things will evolve.
But technology is
transforming the
industry in ways
that we don’t yet
understand.”
MARK ROTENBERG,
ELECTRONIC PRIVACY
INFORMATION CENTER,
1996

The Economics and Ownership
of Television and Cable
It is not much of a stretch to define TV programming as a system that mostly delivers viewers to merchandise displayed in blocks of ads. And with more than $60 billion at stake in
advertising revenues each year, networks and cable services work hard to attract the audiences and subscribers that bring in the advertising dollars. But although broadcast
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The average costs for a
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during prime-time programs
on Monday and Thursday
nights in 2011 is shown.
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Source: Brian Steinberg, “American Idol, NFL Duke It out for Priciest TV Spot,” AdAge, October 24,
2011, http://adage.com/article/
media/chart-american-idol-nﬂduke-priciest-tv-spot/230547/.
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FOX
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American Idol Results
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no
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WdZYWXb[WZl[hj_i_d]Z[Yb_d[Zib_]^jboZkh_d]j^[(&&.¹&/\_dWdY_WbYh_i_i"ed[h[Y[dj
study reported that more than 80 percent of consumers say that TV advertising—of all
ad formats—has the most impact or influence on their buying decisions. A distant secedZ"j^_hZ"WdZ\ekhj^_dj^[ijkZom[h[cW]Wp_d[i+&f[hY[dj"edb_d[*-f[hY[dj"WdZ
d[mifWf[hi**f[hY[dj$ 21I[[<_]kh[,$+\ehYeiji\ehWj^_hjo#i[YedZYecc[hY_WbZkh_d]
fh_c[#j_c[fhe]hWci$JekdZ[hijWdZj^[JL[YedecojeZWo"m[d[[Zje[nWc_d[j^[fheduction, distribution, and syndication of programming; the rating systems that set advertising rates; and the ownership structure that controls programming and delivers content
to our homes.

Production
The key to the TV industry’s success is offering programs that viewers will habitually watch each
week—whether at scheduled times or via catch-up viewing. The networks, producers, and film
studios spend fortunes creating programs that they hope will keep us coming back.
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FheZkYj_edYeiji][d[hWbbo\Wbb_djejmeYWj[]eh_[i0X[bem#j^[#b_d[WdZWXel[#j^[#b_d[$
Below-the-line costs, which account for roughly 40 percent of a new program’s producj_edXkZ][j"_dYbkZ[j^[j[Y^d_YWb"eh»^WhZmWh["¼i_Z[e\fheZkYj_ed0[gk_fc[dj"if[Y_Wb
eﬀects, cameras and crews, sets and designers, carpenters, electricians, art directors,
wardrobe, lighting, and transportation. Above-the-line, or “software,” costs include the
creative talent: actors, writers, producers, editors, and directors. These costs account for
about 60 percent of a program’s budget, except in the case of successful long-running series
b_a[Friends or CSI"_dm^_Y^iWbWhoZ[cWdZiXoWYjehiYWdZh_l[kfWXel[#j^[#b_d[Yeijije
more than 90 percent.
Most prime-time programs today are developed by independent production companies
j^WjWh[emd[ZehXWYa[ZXoWcW`ehÆbcijkZ_eikY^WiIedoeh:_id[o$?dWZZ_j_edjefhel_Z_d]
WdZh[dj_d]fheZkYj_ed\WY_b_j_[i"j^[i[ÆbcijkZ_eii[hl[WiWXWda"eè[h_d][dek]^YWf_jWbje
carry producers through one or more seasons. In television, programs are funded through deficit financing. This means that the production company leases the show to a network or cable
Y^Wdd[b\ehWb_Y[di[\[[j^Wj_iWYjkWbbobem[hj^Wdj^[Yeije\fheZkYj_ed$J^[YecfWdo^ef[i
jeh[Yekfj^_ibeiibWj[h_dbkYhWj_l[h[hkdiodZ_YWj_ed$Jof_YWbbo"Wd[jmehab[Wi[iWd[f_ieZ[
e\Wed[#^ekhZhWcW\ehWXekj'$+c_bb_ed\ehjmeW_h_d]i$;WY^[f_ieZ["^em[l[h"c_]^jYeij
the program’s producers about $2.5 million to make, meaning they lose about $1 million per
[f_ieZ[$7\j[hjmeo[Whie\fheZkYj_edkikWbbo\ehjo#\ekh[f_ieZ[i"WdWl[hW][d[jmehai^em
Xk_bZikfWbWh][Z[ÆY_j$
Because of smaller audiences and fewer episodes per season, costs for original programs on cable channels are lower than those for network broadcasts.22 On average, in
(&'(¹')YWXb[Y^Wdd[bifWoWXekj'c_bb_edf[h[f_ieZ[_db_Y[di_d]\[[ijefheZkYj_ed
companies. Some cable shows, like AMC’s Breaking Bad, cost about $3 million per episode;
Xkji_dY[YWXb[i[WiediWh[i^ehj[hkikWbbo[_]^jjejm[bl[[f_ieZ[if[hi[Wied"YecfWh[Z
jejm[djo#jmeehie\ehXheWZYWijd[jmehai"YWXb[Y^Wdd[biXk_bZkficWbb[hZ[ÆY_ji$7dZ
unlike networks, cable channels have two revenue streams to pay for original programs—
cedj^boikXiYh_fj_ed\[[iWdZWZl[hj_i_d]$>em[l[h"X[YWki[d[jmehaWkZ_[dY[iWh[kikWbbockY^bWh][h"WZh[l[dk[_i^_]^[h\ehd[jmehai$9WXb[Y^Wdd[biWbiea[[fYeijiZemd
by airing three to four new programs a year at most, compared to the ten to twenty that the
broadcast networks air.
Ij_bb"Xej^d[jmehaiWdZYWXb[Y^Wdd[biXk_bZkfZ[ÆY_ji$J^_i_im^[h[ÆbcijkZ_eib_a[
:_id[o"Iedo"WdZJm[dj_[j^9[djkho<en^Wl[
X[[dfbWo_d]WYhkY_Wbheb[0J^[oÆdWdY[j^[
Z[ÆY_jWdZ^ef[jefheÆjedbkYhWj_l[Z[Wbi
when the show—like CSI, Friends, Bones, or
The Office—goes into domestic and international syndication.
To save money and control content, many
networks and cable stations create programs
that are less expensive than sitcoms and
ZhWcWi$J^[i[_dYbkZ[JLd[micW]Wp_d[i
WdZh[Wb_jofhe]hWci$<eh[nWcfb["D89¾i
Datelineh[gk_h[iedboWXekj^Wb\j^[ekjbWo
X[jm[[d-&&"&&&WdZ/&&"&&&f[h[f_ieZ[Z[cWdZ[ZXoWd[m^ekh#bed]ZhWcW$
?dWZZ_j_ed"XofheZkY_d]fhe`[Yji_d#^eki["
networks and cable channels avoid paying
license fees to independent producers and
movie studio production companies.

OFF-NETWORK
SYNDICATION programs
often include reruns of
popular network sitcoms like
How I Met Your Mother, which
airs on local stations as well
as two different major cable
channels, FX and Lifetime.
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Distribution

“Content is not
just king . . . it is
the emperor of all
things electronic.”
RUPERT MURDOCH,
QUOTED IN THE NEW
YORK TIMES, 2010

Fhe]hWciWh[fW_Z\eh_dWlWh_[joe\mWoi$9WXb[i[hl_Y[fhel_Z[hi[$]$"J_c[MWhd[h9WXb[
eh9WXb[l_i_edh[boceijboedYkijec[hikXiYh_fj_edijefWo\ehZ_ijh_Xkj_d]j^[_hY^Wdd[bi"
but they also have to pay the broadcast networks retransmission fees to carry network
channels and programming. While broadcast networks do earn carriage fees from cable and
:8Ifhel_Z[hi"j^[ofWoaffiliate stations license fees to carry their programs. In return, the
networks sell the bulk of advertising time to recoup their fees and their investments in these
programs. In this arrangement, local stations receive national programs that attract large local
audiences and are allotted some local ad time to sell during the programs to generate their
own revenue.
A common misconception is that TV networks own their aﬃliated stations. This is not usuWbbojhk[$7bj^ek]^d[jmehaiemdijWj_edi_dcW`ehcWha[jib_a[D[mOeha"Bei7d][b[i"WdZ
Chicago, throughout most of the country networks sign short-term contracts to rent time on
local stations. Years ago, the FCC placed restrictions on network-owned-and-operated stations
YWbb[ZO & Os$8kjj^[im[[f_d]J[b[Yecckd_YWj_edi7Yje\'//,WXeb_i^[Zceijemd[hi^_f
restrictions. Today, one owner is permitted to reach up to 39 percent of the nation’s 120 millionplus TV households.
Although a local aﬃliate typically carries a network’s entire line-up, a station may substitute a network’s program. According to clearance rules, established in the 1940s by the Justice
:[fWhjc[djWdZj^[<99"WbbbeYWbWêb_Wj[iWh[kbj_cWj[boh[ifedi_Xb[\ehj^[Yedj[dje\j^[_h
channels and must clear, or approve, all network programming. Over the years, some of the
Y_hYkcijWdY[i_dm^_Y^beYWbWêb_Wj[i^Wl[h[`[Yj[Zj^[d[jmeha¾ifhe]hWcc_d]^Wl[X[[dYedjhel[hi_Wb$<eh[nWcfb["_d'/+,DWjA_d]9eb[i_d][hDWjWb_[9eb[¾i\Wj^[hmWied[e\j^[Æhij
African American performers to host a network variety program. As a result of pressure applied
Xoi[l[hWbm^_j[iekj^[hdeh]Wd_pWj_edi"j^ek]^"j^[fhe]hWc^WZjhekXb[WjjhWYj_d]WdWj_edWb
ifedieh$M^[diec[Wêb_Wj[i"Xej^iekj^[hdWdZdehj^[hd"h[\ki[ZjeYWhhoj^[fhe]hWc"D89
canceled it in 1957. More recently, aﬃliates may occasionally substitute other programming for
network programs they think may oﬀend their local audiences, especially if the programs contain excessive violence or explicit sexual content.

Syndication Keeps Shows Going and Going . . .
Syndication—leasing TV stations or cable networks the exclusive right to air TV shows—is a
Yh_j_YWbYecfed[dje\j^[Z_ijh_Xkj_edfheY[ii$;WY^o[Wh"[n[Ykj_l[i\hecj^ekiWdZie\beYWb
JLijWj_ediWdZYWXb[\_hci]Wj^[hWjj^[DWj_edWb7iieY_Wj_ede\J[b[l_i_edFhe]hWc;n[Ykj_l[i
D7JF;Yedl[dj_edjeXkoehXWhj[h\ehfhe]hWcij^WjWh[kf\ehiodZ_YWj_ed$?dieZe_d]"j^[o
WYgk_h[j^[[nYbki_l[beYWbcWha[jh_]^ji"kikWbbo\ehjme#ehj^h[[#o[Whf[h_eZi"je]Wc[i^emi"
talk shows, and evergreens—popular old network reruns such as I Love Lucy.
Syndication plays a large role in programming for both broadcast and cable networks.
For local network-aﬃliated stations, syndicated programs are often used during fringe time—
fhe]hWcc_d]_cc[Z_Wj[boX[\eh[j^[[l[d_d]¾ifh_c[#j_c[iY^[Zkb[early fringeWdZ\ebbem_d]j^[beYWb[l[d_d]d[miehWd[jmehabWj[#d_]^jjWbai^emlate fringe$9WXb[Y^Wdd[biWbie
iodZ_YWj[d[jmehai^emiXkjWh[ceh[Ç[n_Xb[m_j^j_c[ibeji1\eh[nWcfb["JDJcWohkdebZ[h
network syndicated episodes of Law & Order or Bones during its prime-time schedule, along
with original cable programs like The Closer or Burn Notice.

Types of Syndication
In off-network syndicationYeccedboYWbb[Zh[hkdi"ebZ[hfhe]hWcij^Wjdebed][h
run during network prime time are made available for reruns to local stations, cable
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operators, online services, and foreign markets. This type
of syndication occurs when a program builds up a supfboe\[f_ieZ[ikikWbbo\ekhi[Wiedi¾mehj^j^WjWh[j^[d
b[Wi[Zje^kdZh[Zie\JLijWj_ediWdZYWXb[eh:8Ifhel_Zers in the United States and overseas. A show can be put
into rerun syndication even if new episodes are airing on
network television. Rerun, or off-network, syndication is
the key to erasing the losses generated by deficit financing.
With a successful program, the profits can be enormous.
For instance, the early rerun cycle of Friends earned nearly
$4 million an episode from syndication in 250-plus markets, plus cable, totaling over $1 billion. Because the show’s
success meant the original production costs were already
covered, the syndication market became almost pure profit
for the producers and their backers. This is why deficit
\_dWdY_d][dZkh[i07bj^ek]^_dl[ijehihWh[bo^_jj^[`WYafej"
when they do, the revenues more than cover a lot of losses
and failed programs.
First-run syndication_iWdofhe]hWcif[Y_ÆYWbbofheZkY[Z\ehiWb[_djeiodZ_YWj_edcWha[ji$Gk_pfhe]hWciikY^Wi
Wheel of Fortune and daytime talk or advice shows like the Ellen
DeGeneres Show or Dr. PhilWh[cWZ[\ehÆhij#hkdiodZ_YWj_ed$
The producers of these programs usually sell them directly to
local markets around the country and the world.

Barter vs. Cash Deals
Most financing of television syndication is either a cash deal or a barter deal. In a cash deal,
the distributor offers a series for syndication to the highest bidder. Because of exclusive
YedjhWYjkWbWhhWd][c[dji"fhe]hWciW_hededboed[XheWZYWijekjb[jf[hY_jo_dWcW`ehJL
market or, in the case of cable, on one cable channel’s service across the country. Whoever
X_Zij^[ceij][jijeiodZ_YWj[j^[fhe]hWcm^_Y^YWdhWd][\hecW\[mj^ekiWdZZebbWhi\eh
Wm[[a¾imehj^e\[f_ieZ[i_dWicWbbcWha[jje(+&"&&&Wm[[a_dWbWh][cWha[j$?dWlWh_Wtion of a cash deal called cash-plus, distributors retain some time to sell national commercial
ifeji_dikYY[ii\kbiodZ_YWj[Zi^emim^[dj^[i^em_iZ_ijh_Xkj[Z"_jWbh[WZoYedjW_dij^[
dWj_edWbWZi$M^_b[j^_ic[Wdij^[beYWbijWj_ed^Wib[iiWZj_c[jei[bb"_jWbiekikWbbofWoi
less for the syndicated show.
Although syndicators prefer cash deals, barter deals are usually arranged for new, untested,
or older but less popular programs. In a straight barter deal, no money changes hands. Instead,
a syndicator oﬀers a program to a local TV station in exchange for a split of the advertising rev[dk[$<eh[nWcfb["_dW-%+XWhj[hZ[Wb"Zkh_d][WY^W_h_d]j^[i^em¾ifheZkY[hiWdZiodZ_YWjeh
h[jW_di[l[dc_dkj[ie\WZj_c[\ehdWj_edWbifejiWdZb[Wl[ijWj_edim_j^Æl[c_dkj[ie\WZ
j_c[\ehbeYWbifeji$7ifhe]hWciX[Yec[ceh[fheÆjWXb["iodZ_YWjehih[fWYaW][WdZb[Wi[j^[
shows as cash-plus deals.

FIRST-RUN SYNDICATION
programs often include
talk shows like the Ellen
DeGeneres Show, which
debuted in 2003 and is now
one of the highest-rated
daytime series.

Measuring Television Viewing
Fh_cWh_bo"JLi^emib_l[ehZ_[XWi[Zed^emiWj_i\_[ZWZl[hj_i[hiWh[m_j^j^[gkWdj_joWdZ
gkWb_joe\j^[l_[m_d]WkZ_[dY[$I_dY['/+&"j^[cW`eheh]Wd_pWj_edj^WjjhWYaiWdZhWj[i
fh_c[#j_c[l_[m_d]^WiX[[dj^[7$9$D_[bi[dCWha[jH[i[WhY^9ecfWdo"m^_Y^[ij_cWj[i
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m^Wjl_[m[hiWh[mWjY^_d]_dj^[dWj_ed¾icW`ehcWha[ji$HWj_d]ii[hl_Y[ib_a[D_[bi[d
provide advertisers, broadcast networks, local stations, and cable channels with considerable detail about viewers—from race and gender to age, occupation, and educational
background.

The Impact of Ratings and Shares on Programming

NICHE MARKETS
As TV’s audience gets
fragmented among
broadcast, cable, DVRs, and
the Internet, some shows
have focused on targeting
smaller niche audiences
instead of the broad
public. IFC’s Portlandia, for
example, has a relatively
small but devoted fan base
that supports the show’s
culturally speciﬁc satire.

In TV measurement, a rating is a statistical estimate expressed as the percentage of households
that are tuned to a program in the market being sampled. Another audience measure is the
share, a statistical estimate of the percentage of homes that are tuned to a specific program
compared with those using their sets at the time of the sample. For instance, let’s say on a typiYWbd_]^jj^Wj+"&&&c[j[h[Z^ec[iWh[iWcfb[ZXoD_[bi[d_d('&bWh][K$I$Y_j_[i"WdZ*"&&&
of those households have their TV sets turned on. Of those 4,000, about 1,000 are tuned to The
Voice on D89$J^[hWj_d] for that show is 20 percent—that is, 1,000 households watching
The Voice out of 5,000 TV sets monitored. The share is 25 percent—1,000 homes watching The
Voice out of a total of 4,000 sets turned on.
The importance of ratings and shares to the survival of TV programs cannot be overestimated. In practice, television is an industry in which networks, producers, and distributors target, guarantee, and “sell” viewers in blocks to advertisers. Audience measurement
tells advertisers not only how many people are watching but, more important, what kinds
e\f[efb[Wh[mWjY^_d]$Fh_c[#j_c[WZl[hj_i[hiedj^[XheWZYWijd[jmehai^Wl[cW_dbo
been interested in reaching relatively aﬄuent eighteen- to forty-nine-year-old viewers, who
account for most consumer spending. If a show is attracting those viewers, advertisers will
compete to buy time during that program. Typically, as many as nine out of ten new shows
_djheZkY[Z[WY^\Wbbedj^[d[jmehai[_j^[hZedejWjjW_dj^[h[gk_h[ZhWj_d]ieh\W_bje
reach the “right” viewers. The result is cancellation. Cable, in contrast, targets smaller audiences, so programs that would not attract a large audience might survive on cable because
most of cable’s revenues come from subscription fees and not advertising. For example, on
cable, AMC’s Breaking Bad and FX’s It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia are considered reasonably successful. However, neither show attracts an audience of over two million; in comparison, Fox network’s American IdolZhWmiWdWkZ_[dY[e\X[jm[[dÆ\j[[dWdZjm[djo#Æl[
million.

Assessing Today’s Converged and Multi-Screen Markets
:kh_d]j^[^[_]^je\j^[d[jmeha[hW"Wfh_c[#
time series with a rating of 17 or 18 and a share
of between 28 and 30 was generally a success.
By the late 2000s, though, with increasing comf[j_j_ed\hecYWXb[":L:i"WdZj^[?dj[hd[j"j^[
threshold for success had dropped to a rating of 3
or 4 and a share of under 10. In fact, with all the
screen options and targeted audiences, it is almost
impossible for a TV program today to crack the
^_]^[ij#hWj[Zi[h_[ib_iji[[JWXb[,$'edfW][((-$
Unfortunately, many popular programs have been
canceled over the years because advertisers considered their audiences too young, too old, or too
feeh$JeWYYekdj\ehj^[h_i[e\:LHi"D_[bi[ddem
offers three versions of its ratings: “live . . . ; live
plus 24 hours, counting how many people who own
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Program

Network

Date

Rating

1M*A*S*H (final episode)

CBS

2/28/83

60.2

TABLE 6.1

2Dallas (“Who Shot J.R.?” episode)

CBS

11/21/80

53.3

3The Fugitive (final episode)

ABC

8/29/67

45.9

4Cheers (final episode)

NBC

5/20/93

45.5

THE TOP 10 HIGHESTRATED TV SERIES;
INDIVIDUAL PROGRAMS
(SINCE 1960)

5Ed Sullivan Show (Beatles’ first U.S. TV appearance)

CBS

2/9/64

45.3

6Beverly Hillbillies

CBS

1/8/64

44.0

7Ed Sullivan Show (Beatles’ second U.S. TV appearance)

CBS

2/16/64

43.8

8Beverly Hillbillies

CBS

1/15/64

42.8

9Beverly Hillbillies

CBS

2/26/64

42.4

10Beverly Hillbillies

CBS

3/25/64

42.2

Note: The Seinfeld ﬁnale,
which aired in May 1998,
drew a rating of 41-plus and a
total viewership of 76 million;
in contrast, the ﬁnal episode
of Friends in May 2004 had a
25 rating and drew about 52
million viewers. (The M*A*S*H
ﬁnale in 1983 had more than
100 million viewers.)
Source: The World Almanac and
Book of Facts 1997 (Mahwah,
N.J.: World Almanac Books,
1996), 296; Corbett Steinberg,
TV Facts (New York: Facts on File
Publications, 1985); A.C. Nielsen
Media Research.

:LHifbWo[ZXWYai^emim_j^_dWZWoe\h[YehZ_d]j^[c1WdZb_l[fbkii[l[dZWoi$¼23:kh_d]
j^[(&''¹'(JLi[Wied"cWdoi^emiº_dYbkZ_d]789¾iFringe and CW’s Vampire Diaries—actually
Zh[mbWh][hWkZ_[dY[i`kij\hec:LHfbWoXWYaj^Wdj^hek]^j^[_heh_]_dWb\_hij#j_c[i^em_d]ed
the networks.24
?d_ji[èehjijea[[fkfm_j^j^[JL¾icel[jeicWbb[hiYh[[di"D_[bi[d_iWbieki_d]if[Y_Wb
software to track TV viewing on computers and mobile devices. Today, with the fragmentation
of media audiences, the increase in third- and fourth-screen technologies, and the decline in traditional TV set viewing, targeting smaller niche markets and consumers has become advertisers’
main game.
The biggest revenue game changer in the small-screen world will probably be Google’s
OekJkX["m^_Y^_d(&''WdZ(&'([dj[h[Z_djeW`e_djl[djkh[m_j^d[WhboW^kdZh[ZYedtent producers to create niche online channels. YouTube advances up to $5 million to each
content producer, and it keeps the ad money it collects until the advance is paid oﬀ; revenue
after that is split between YouTube and the content producer. Some familiar names have
i_]d[Zed_dYbkZ_d]CWZeddW"I^Wgk_bb[E¾D[Wb"WdZ7coFe[^b[h\hecD89¾iParks & Recreation$7ced]j^[fefkbWhY^Wdd[biWbh[WZobWkdY^[ZWh[j^[cki_Yl_Z[ei_j["De_i[o"m^_Y^
^WZjm[djo#i[l[dc_bb_edl_i_ji_d_jiÆhijjmecedj^i"WdZ:h_l["WY^Wdd[b\ehWkje\Wdi"
m^_Y^^WZi[l[dc_bb_edl_[mi_d_jiÆhij\ekhcedj^i$I[[»JhWYa_d]J[Y^debe]o0Ijh[Wc_d]:h[Wci0OekJkX[JkhdiFhe¼edfW][((.\ehceh[edOekJkX[¾i\ehWo_djeeh_]_dWb
fhe]hWcc_d]$
The way advertising works online differs substantially from network TV, where adverj_i[hifWoWickY^Wi*&&"&&&jeXkoed[j^_hjo#i[YedZWZZkh_d]D89¾iThe Voice or
ABC’s Modern Family$Edb_d[WZl[hj_i[hifWoWhWj[YWbb[ZW9FC»Yeijf[hc_bb[¼1 mille
_iBWj_d\eh»ed[j^ekiWdZ¼"c[Wd_d]j^[hWj[f[hed[j^ekiWdZimpressions—which is a
single ad shown to a person visiting an online site. So if a product company or ad agency
fkhY^Wi[ied[j^ekiWdZedb_d[_cfh[ii_ediWjW'9FChWj["j^Wjc[Wdij^[YecfWdoeh
W][dYomekbZif[dZ'&je^Wl[_jiWZl[hj_i[c[djZ_ifbWo[Zj[dj^ekiWdZj_c[i$FefkbWhedb_d[i_j[im^[h[WZl[hj_i[hiWh[h[WY^_d]jWh][j[ZWkZ_[dY[iYekbZi[jW9FChWj[
X[jm[[d'&WdZ'&&"m^_b[b[iifefkbWhi_j[ic_]^jYeccWdZedboW'&#je(&#Y[dj9FC
rate from ad agencies and product companies. For some of its new YouTube TV channels,
WdWboijifh[Z_Yj[Zj^Wj=ee]b[c_]^jX[WXb[jeY^Wh][WickY^Wi(&9FC\ehWh[bWj_l[bo
popular site.
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holders automatically whenever
any part of their content went up on
YouTube. Today, YouTube has eight
hundred million unique users a month,
and generates more than three billion
views a day. Forty-eight hours of new
video are uploaded to the site every
minute.

point, had mostly indie titles. But
while Kamangar and Kyncl were expanding YouTube’s movie titles, they
were also exploring a more radical
idea. What if YouTube could get
professional writers, directors, and
producers to create original content
for the site?

But the average ’Tuber spends only
fifteen minutes a day on the site—a
paltry showing when compared with
the four or five hours the average
American spends in front of the TV
each day. The standard block of
programming on TV lasts twentytwo minutes; on YouTube, it’s three
minutes. If YouTube could get
people to stay on the site longer,
it could sell more advertising, and
raise the rates it charges advertisers for each thousand views. Advertisers spend some $60 billion a year
on television; they spend only about
$3 billion on online video. Clearly,
YouTube would benefit from premium content, the kind of stuff you
could watch on Netflix and Hulu.

Early in 2011, Kyncl began meeting content creators in a variety of
media—film, TV, music, print—and
inviting them to participate in it by
creating new YouTube channels.
He offered several million dollars
in funding, in the form of advances
against future ad revenues, to be
used as development money. Once
the advances are earned back,
YouTube will share ad revenues with
the creators. YouTube will have an
exclusive right to the content for a
year, but the creators will retain ownership. YouTube will be responsible
for selling ads but will not invest in
promoting or marketing the channels
in the way that traditional television
channels do.

The senior vice-president of YouTube, Salar Kamangar, hired Robert Kyncl to help chart YouTube’s
future. In his first months on the job,
Kyncl concentrated on beefing up
YouTube’s streaming-movie-rental
business—the company’s first foray
into paid content—which, at that

In all, Kyncl received more than a
thousand proposals for new YouTube channels. Madonna and her
longtime manager, Guy Oseary, are
developing a dance channel called
Dance On. Amy Poehler is creating
a channel called Smart Girls at the
Party. Shaquille O’Neal is behind the

Comedy Shaq Network, and there is a
skateboard channel, RIDE, from Tony
Hawk. The Onion, Slate, and the Wall
Street Journal are also creating
channels, as are Hearst and Meredith.
Even Disney, which had not made
its films available to YouTube until
November, agreed to partner with the
company.
Anthony Zuiker, who created the
crime show C.S.I. for CBS, got a deal,
along with his colleagues, to develop
a channel called BlackBoxTV, a “Night
Gallery”–like chiller theatre. When
asked what attracted him to the
opportunity, Zuiker said, “This world
of online video is the future, and for
an artist you want to be first in, to
be a pioneer. And that time is now.
We’ve had amateur content on the
Web, and we’ve had network shows
rebroadcast on the Web, but now we
are combining those two into a bigger
game.”
But is there any danger to the brand,
in moving so decisively from the
user-generated anarchy of the old
YouTube to YouTV? In its attempt
to increase watch time and attract
more viewers, YouTube risks alienating its core constituency—everyday
people.
Source: http://www.newyorker.com/reporting
/2012/01/16/120116fa_fact_seabrook.
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The Major Programming Corporations
After deregulation began in the 1980s, many players in TV and cable consolidated to broaden
j^[_he\\[h_d]i"[nfWdZj^[_hcWha[ji^Wh["WdZbem[h[nf[di[i$<eh[nWcfb[":_id[odememdi
Xej^789WdZ;IFDWdZYWdifh[WZj^[Yeijie\ifehjifhe]hWcc_d]el[hj^[_hd[jmehaiWdZ
j^[_hlWh_eki;IFDYWXb[Y^Wdd[bi$J^_iXki_d[iiijhWj[]o^WifheZkY[ZWdoligopoly in which
`kijW^WdZ\kbe\c[Z_WYehfehWj_edidemYedjhebifhe]hWcc_d]$

The Major Broadcast Networks
:[if_j[j^[_hZ[Yb_d_d]h[WY^WdZj^[h_i[e\YWXb["j^[jhWZ_j_edWbd[jmehai^Wl[h[cW_d[Z
WjjhWYj_l[Xki_d[ii_dl[ijc[dji$?d'/.+"=[d[hWb;b[Yjh_Y"m^_Y^edY[^[bf[ZijWhjH97%D89"
Xek]^jXWYaD89$?d'//+":_id[oXek]^j789\eh'/X_bb_ed1_d'///"L_WYecWYgk_h[Z98I\eh
)-X_bb_edL_WYecWdZ98Iifb_j_d(&&+"XkjL_WYec¾i9;Eh[cW_di98I¾icW_dijeYa^ebZ[h$
7dZ_d@WdkWho(&''"j^[<99WdZj^[:[fWhjc[dje\@kij_Y[Wffhel[Z9ecYWij¾ifkhY^Wi[e\
D89Kd_l[hiWb\hec=;ºWZ[WblWbk[ZWj)&X_bb_ed$
JeYecXWjWkZ_[dY[[hei_ed_dj^['//&i"j^[cW`ehd[jmehaiX[]WdWYgk_h_d]ehZ[l[befing cable channels to recapture viewers. Thus, what appears to be competition between TV and
YWXb[_iiec[j_c[iWd_bbki_ed$D89"\eh[nWcfb["ef[hWj[iCID89"9D89"WdZ8hWle$789emdi
;IFDWbed]m_j^fehj_edie\B_\[j_c["7;">_ijeho"WdZj^[;Y^Wdd[b$>em[l[h"j^[d[jmehai
Yedj_dk[jeWjjhWYjbWh][hWkZ_[dY[ij^Wdj^[_hYWXb[ehedb_d[Yecf[j_jehi$<ehj^[(&''¹(&'(
i[Wied"98Ib[Zj^[XheWZYWijd[jmehai_dhWj_d]i"\ebbem[ZXo<en"789"D89"Kd_l_i_ed"
and the CW. CBS averaged 11.6 million viewers while CW drew about 1.7 million viewers each
evening, although Fox reached more of the viewers most cherished by advertisers—eighteen- to
\ehjo#d_d[#o[Wh#ebZi$<ehceh[ed<en"i[[»M^WjD[mi9ehf$Emdi¼edfW][()'$

Major Cable and DBS Companies
In the late 1990s, cable became a coveted investment, not so much for its ability to carry television programming as for its access to households connected with high-bandwidth wires. Today,
there are about 7,100 U.S. cable systems, down from 11,200 in 1994. Since the 1990s, thousands
of cable systems have been bought by large multiple-system operators (MSOs), corporations
like Comcast and Time Warner Cable that own many cable systems. The industry now calls its
cW`ehfbWo[himultichannel video programming distributors (MVPDs)1j^_i_dYbkZ[i:8I

Rank

MVPD

Subscribers

1

Comcast Corporation

22,294,000

Top 10 Multichannel Video
Programming Distributors
(MVPD), 2012

2

DirecTV

19,966,000

3

DISH Network Corporation

14,071,000

Source: National Cable & Telecommunications Association, “Top 25
Multichannel Video Programming
Distributors as of March 2012,”
http://www.ncta.com/Stats
/TopMSOs.aspx.

4

Time Warner Cable, Inc.

12,653,000

5

Cox Communications, Inc.

4,756,000

6

Verizon Communications, Inc.

4,473,000

7

Charter Communications, Inc.

4,269,000

8

AT&T, Inc.

3,991,000

9

Cablevision Systems Corporation

3,257,000

10

Bright House Networks LLC

2,079,000

TABLE 6.2
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WHAT NEWS
CORP. OWNS
fhel_Z[hib_a[:_h[YJLWdZ:?I>D[jmeha$8o(&'("j^[Jef'&YecfWd_[iYedjhebb[ZWXekj
-&f[hY[dje\YWXb[WdZ:8I^eki[^ebZii[[JWXb[,$(edfW][()&$
?dYWXb["j^[_dZkijhoX[^[cej^_i9ecYWij"[if[Y_WbboW\j[h_jijWa[el[he\D89WdZcel[
into network broadcasting. Back in 2001, AT&T had merged its cable and broadband industry in
a $72 billion deal with Comcast, then the third-largest MSO. The new Comcast instantly became
j^[YWXb[_dZkijhob[WZ[h"WdZ_jdemi[hl[iceh[j^Wdjm[djo#Æl[c_bb_ed^eki[^ebZi$9ecYWij¾iYWXb[fhef[hj_[iWbie_dYbkZ[_dj[h[iji_dL[hiki";"WdZj^[=eb\9^Wdd[b$Ej^[hcW`eh
YWXb[CIEi_dYbkZ[J_c[MWhd[h9WXb[\ehc[hbofWhje\J_c[MWhd[h"9en9ecckd_YWj_edi"
Charter Communications, and Cablevision Systems.
?dj^[:8IcWha[j":_h[YJLWdZ:?I>D[jmehaYedjhebl_hjkWbboWbbe\j^[:8Ii[hl_Y[_dj^[
Yedj_d[djWbKd_j[ZIjWj[i$?d(&&."D[mi9ehf$iebZ:_h[YJLjeYWXb[i[hl_Y[fhel_Z[hB_X[hjo
C[Z_W"m^_Y^Wbieemdij^[;dYeh[WdZIjWhpcel_[Y^Wdd[bi$J^[_dZ[f[dZ[djboemd[Z:?I>
D[jmehamWi\ekdZ[ZWi;Y^eIjWh9ecckd_YWj_edi_d'/.&$:8I¾icWha[ji^Wh[^Wi]hemd
\hec'*f[hY[dj_d(&&&jed[Whbo*&f[hY[dj_d(&''$J[b[l_i_edi[hl_Y[iYecX_d[Zm_j^[n_ij_d]le_Y[WdZ?dj[hd[ji[hl_Y[ieè[h[ZXoj[b[f^ed[]_WdjiL[h_ped<_EIWdZ7JJK#l[hi[
Wh[WbieZ[l[bef_d]_djel_WXb[Yecf[j_j_ed\ehYWXb[WdZ:8IYecfWd_[i$

The Effects of Consolidation
There are some concerns that the trend toward cable, broadcasting, and telephone companies merging will limit expression of political viewpoints, programming options, and technical
_ddelWj_ed"WdZb[WZjefh_Y[#\_n_d]$J^[i[YedY[hdihW_i[Wd_cfehjWdjgk[ij_ed0In an economic
climate in which fewer owners control the circulation of communication, what happens to new ideas
or controversial views that may not always be profitable to circulate?
The response from the industries is that, given the tremendous capital investment it takes
to run television, cable, and other media enterprises, it is necessary to form business conglomerates in order to buy up struggling companies and keep them aﬂoat. This argument suggests
j^Wjm_j^ekjjeZWo¾iCLF:#jof[i[hl_Y[i"cWdoicWbb[hl[djkh[i_dfhe]hWcc_d]mekbZdejX[
feii_Xb[$>em[l[h"j^[h[_i[l_Z[dY[j^WjbWh][CLF:iYWdm_[bZj^[_hcedefebofem[hkd\W_hbo$
Business disputes have caused disruptions as networks and cable providers have dropped
one another from their services, leaving customers in the dark. For example, in October 2010
D[mi9ehf$fkbb[Zi_nY^Wdd[bi_dYbkZ_d]j^[<end[jmeha\hecel[hj^h[[c_bb_ed9WXb[l_i_ed
customers for two weeks. This unusually long and bitter standoﬀ meant Cablevision subscribers
missed two World Series games, various professional football matches, and popular programs
like Family Guy. This shows what can happen when a few large corporations engage in relatively
minor arguments over prices and programs: Consumers are often left with little recourse or
Y^e_Y[_dcWha[jim_j^c_d_cWbehdeYecf[j_j_edWdZfhe]hWcc_d]\hec`kijW^WdZ\kbe\
large media companies.

Alternative Voices
After suffering through years of rising rates and limited expansion of services, some small U.S.
cities have decided to challenge the private monopolies of cable giants by building competing,
publicly owned cable systems. So far, the municipally owned cable systems number in the hunZh[ZiWdZYWdX[\ekdZ_dfbWY[ib_a[=bWi]em"A[djkYao1Akjpjemd"F[ddioblWd_W19[ZWh<Wbbi"
?emW1WdZFhele"KjW^$?dceijYWi[i"j^[o¾h[ef[hWj[ZXoj^[Yecckd_jo#emd[Z"dedfhe\_j
electric utilities. There are more than two thousand such municipal utilities across the United
States, serving about 14 percent of the population and creating the potential for more municipal
utilities to expand into communications services. As nonprofit entities, the municipal operations are less expensive for cable subscribers, too.
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WHAT DOES
THIS MEAN?
News Corp.’s
holdings in television
and newspapers
significantly influence
the daily news cycle.
qRevenue: $33.4 billion
in 2011: News Corp. is
the second-largest media
company in the U.S.1
qChairman: Rupert Murdoch,
chairman and CEO of News
Corp., began his rise as a
media mogul after inheriting
two Australian newspapers
from his father in 1952.
qTV History: Defying the
odds, in 1986 Murdoch
launched Fox, the first new
and successful U.S. TV
network since the 1940s.
In 2011, Fox was first
among broadcast networks
in the coveted adults
eighteen to forty-nine age
bracket.2
qAdvertising: In 2011, a
thirty-second ad during
Fox’s American Idol cost
$467,000.3
qSocial Media: News Corp.
sold MySpace in 2011 for
$35 million after paying
$580 million for it in 2005.4
qNewspapers: News Corp.
owns two of the Top 10
papers in the U.S. (the Wall
Street Journal and the New
York Post). But in 2011,
a scandal involving News
of the World reporters
hacking private e-mails and
voicemails led News Corp.
to shutter the 168-year-old
London tabloid.
qSpin-off: In 2012, News
Corp. announced it would
split the company’s
publishing division (worth
$3 billion) from its more
profitable entertainment
division (worth an estimated
$50 billion).

NEWS CORP.’S FOX
NETWORK is home to hit
shows like The New Girl,
Glee, American Idol, Family
Guy, and The Simpsons.

J^[ÆhijjemdjejWa[edWdWj_edWbYecc[hY_WbYWXb[fhel_Z[h9ecYWijdemhkdij^[
YWXb[i[hl_Y[j^[h[mWi=bWi]em"A[djkYao"m^_Y^Xk_bjWYecf[j_d]ckd_Y_fWbYWXb[ioij[c
in 1989. The town of fourteen thousand now has seven thousand municipal cable customers.
M_bb_Wc@$HWo"j^[jemd¾i;b[Yjh_YFbWdj8eWhZikf[h_dj[dZ[djWdZj^[l_i_edWhoX[^_dZj^[
municipal communications service, argues that this is not a new idea:
Cities have long been turning a limited number of formerly private businesses into public-works
projects. This happens only when the people making up a local government believe that the service
has become so essential to the citizens that it is better if it is operated by the government. In colonial
America, it was all about drinking water. . . . In the twentieth century, the issue was electric power
and natural gas service. Now, we are facing the same transformation in broadband networks.25
Ceh[j^WdWgkWhj[he\j^[Yekdjho¾ijmej^ekiWdZckd_Y_fWbkj_b_j_[ieè[hXheWZXWdZi[hvices, including cable, high-speed Internet, and telephone. How will commercial cable operators fend oﬀ this unprecedented competition? According to Ray: “If cable operators are afraid of
cities competing with them, there is a defense that is impregnable—they can charge reasonable
rates, oﬀer consummate customer service, improve their product, and conduct their business
as if they were a guest that owes their existence to the benevolence of the city that has invited
them in.”26

Television, Cable,
and Democracy
In the 1950s, television’s appearance significantly changed the media landscape—particularly
j^[hWZ_eWdZcW]Wp_d[_dZkijh_[i"Xej^e\m^_Y^^WZjeYkbj_lWj[if[Y_Wb_p[ZWkZ_[dY[iWdZ
markets to survive. In its heyday, television carried the egalitarian promise that it could bypass
jhWZ_j_edWbfh_djb_j[hWYoWdZh[WY^Wbbi[]c[djie\ieY_[jo$J^_ifhec_i[mWih[[d[h]_p[Z_dj^[
1970s when cable-access channels gave local communities the chance to create their own TV
programming. In such a heterogeneous and diverse nation, the concept of a visual, affordable
cWiic[Z_kc"]_l_d]Y_j_p[di[dj[hjW_dc[djWdZ_d\ehcWj_edj^Wjj^[oYekbZWbbjWbaWXekjj^[
next day, held great appeal. However, since its creation, commercial television has tended to
i[hl[j^[_dj[h[ijie\fhe\_jceh[e\j[dj^Wdj^ei[e\Z[ceYhWYo$:[if_j[j^_i"j[b[l_i_edh[cW_di
the main storytelling medium of our time.
J^[Z[l[befc[dje\YWXb["L9HiWdZ:L:fbWo[hi":LHi"j^[?dj[hd[j"WdZicWhjf^ed[
services has fragmented television’s audience by appealing to viewers’ individual and special
d[[Zi$J^[i[Y^Wd][iWdZi[hl_Y[i"Xofhel_Z_d]ceh[if[Y_Wb_p[ZWdZ_dZ_l_ZkWbY^e_Y[i"Wbie
Wbj[hj[b[l_i_ed¾i\ehc[hheb[WiWdWj_edWbkd_\o_d]YkbjkhWb\ehY["fej[dj_WbboZ[#[cf^Wi_p_d]
j^[_Z[Wj^Wjm[Wh[WbbY_j_p[dim^eWh[fWhje\WbWh][hdWj_edWdZmehbZ$Ceh[el[h"cWdo
cable channels survive mostly by recycling old television shows and movies. Although cable
_iYh[Wj_d]ceh[WdZceh[eh_]_dWbgkWb_jofhe]hWcc_d]"_j^Wid¾j\kbboX[Yec[WdWbj[hdWj_l[
to traditional broadcasting. In fact, given that the television networks and many leading cable
channels are now owned by the same media conglomerates, cable has evolved into something
of an extension of the networks. And even though cable audiences are growing and network
viewership is contracting, the division between the two is blurring. For years now, new generations that grow up on cable and the Internet rarely make a distinction between a broadcast
d[jmehaWdZWYWXb[i[hl_Y[$?dWZZ_j_ed"_FeZi"_FWZi"icWhjf^ed[i"WdZ?dj[hd[ji[hl_Y[ij^Wj

TV AND DEMOCRACY
The ﬁrst televised
presidential debates took
place in 1960, pitting
Massachusetts senator
John F. Kennedy against
Vice President Richard
Nixon. Don Hewitt, who later
created the long-running TV
newsmagazine 60 Minutes,
directed the ﬁrst debate
and has argued that the TV
makeup that Nixon turned
down would have helped
create a better appearance
alongside that of his tanned
opponent. In fact, one study
at the time reported that a
majority of radio listeners
thought Nixon won the ﬁrst
debate while the majority
of TV viewers believed
Kennedy won.

now oﬀer or create our favorite “TV” programs are breaking down the distinctions between
mobile devices and TV screens. Today, the promise that cable once oﬀered as a place for alternative programming and noncommercial voices is now usurped by the Internet, where all kinds
of TV experiments are under way.
The bottom line is that television, despite the audience fragmentation, still provides a gathering place for friends and family at the same time that it provides access anywhere to a favorite
i^em$B_a[Wbbc[Z_W\ehciX[\eh[_j"j[b[l_i_ed_iWZWfj_d]jeY^Wd]_d]j[Y^debe]oWdZi^_\jing economics. As the technology becomes more portable and personal, TV-related industries
continue to search for less expensive ways to produce stories and more channels on which to
deliver them. But what will remain common ground on this shifting terrain is that television
continues as our nation’s chief storyteller, whether those stories come in the form of news bulletins, sporting events, cable dramas, or network sitcoms.

“Those who
complain about a
lack of community
among television
viewers might
pay attention to
the vitality and
interaction of TV
sports watchers
wherever they
assemble.”
BARBRA MORRIS,
UNIVERSITY OF
MICHIGAN, 1997
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CHAPTER
REVIEW
COMMON THREADS
One of the Common Threads discussed in Chapter 1 is about mass media, cultural expression, and storytelling.
As television and cable change their shape and size, do they remain the dominant way our culture tells stories?
By the end of the 1950s, television had become an
“electronic hearth” where families gathered in living rooms
to share cultural experiences. By 2012, though, the television experience had splintered. Now we watch programming on our laptops, smartphones, and iPads, making it
increasingly an individual rather than a communal experience. Still, television remains the mass medium that can
reach most of us at a single moment in time, whether it’s
during a popular sitcom or a presidential debate.
In this shift, what has been lost and what has been
gained? As an electronic hearth, television has offered
coverage of special moments—inaugurations, assassinations, moonwalks, space disasters, Super Bowls, Roots,
the Olympics, 9/11, hurricanes, presidential campaigns,
Arab uprisings—that brought large heterogeneous groups
together for the common experience of sharing information, celebrating triumphs, mourning loss, and electing

presidents. Accessible now in multiple digitized versions,
the TV image has become portable—just as radio became
portable in the 1950s. Today, we can watch TV in cars, in
the park, even in class (often when we’re not supposed to).
The bottom line is that today television in all its configurations is both electronic hearth and digital encounter.
It still provides a gathering place for friends and family, but
now we can also watch a favorite show almost whenever or
wherever we want. Like all media forms before it, television
is adapting to changing technology and shifting economics. As technology becomes more portable and personal,
the TV, cable, and DBS industries search for less expensive
ways to produce and deliver television. Still, television
remains the main place—whether it’s the big LED screen
or the handheld smartphone—where we go for stories. In
what ways do you think this will change or remain the case
in the future? Where do you prefer to get your stories?

KEY TERMS
The definitions for the terms listed below can be found in the glossary at the end of the book.
The page numbers listed with the terms indicate where the term is highlighted in the chapter.
analog, 198
digital, 198
prime time, 200
network era, 201
CATV, 201
narrowcasting, 202
basic cable, 203
superstations, 203
premium channels, 205
pay-per-view (PPV), 205
video-on-demand (VOD), 205
direct broadcast satellite
(DBS), 205
time shifting, 207
third screens, 207
fourth screens, 209
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kinescope, 210
sketch comedy, 210
situation comedy, 211
domestic comedy, 211
anthology dramas, 212
episodic series, 212
chapter shows, 213
serial programs, 213
affiliate stations, 214
Prime Time Access Rule (PTAR), 218
fin-syn, 218
must-carry rules, 219
access channels, 219
leased channels, 219
electronic publishers, 220
common carriers, 220

Telecommunications Act of 1996, 221
deficit financing, 223
retransmission fees, 224
O & Os, 224
syndication, 224
evergreens, 224
fringe time, 224
off-network syndication, 224
first-run syndication, 225
rating, 226
share, 226
multiple-system operators (MSOs),
230
multichannel video programming
distributors (MVPDs), 230

For review quizzes, chapter summaries, links
to media-related Web sites, and more, go to
bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
The Origins and Development of Television
12. What are the challenges faced by public broadcasting
today?

1. What were the major technical standards established
for television in the 1940s? What happened to analog
television?

Regulatory Challenges to Television and Cable

2. Why did the FCC freeze the allocation of TV licenses
between 1948 and 1952?

13. What rules and regulations did the government impose to restrict the networks’ power?

3. How did the sponsorship of network programs change
during the 1950s?

14. How did cable pose a challenge to broadcasting, and
how did the FCC respond to cable’s early development?

The Development of Cable
4. What is CATV, and what were its advantages over
broadcast television?
5. How did satellite distribution change the cable industry?
6. What is DBS? How well does it compete with the cable
industry?

Technology and Convergence Change Viewing Habits
7. How have computers and mobile devices challenged
the TV and cable industries?
8. What has happened to the audience in the digital era of
third and fourth screens?

Major Programming Trends
9. What are the differences among sketch, situation, and
domestic comedies on television?
10. Why did the anthology drama fade as a network programming staple?
11. How did news develop at the networks in the late
1940s and 1950s?

15. Why are cable companies treated more like electronic
publishers than common carriers?
16. How did the Telecommunications Act of 1996 change
the economic shape and future of the television and
cable industries?

The Economics and Ownership of Television and Cable
17. Why has it become more difficult for independent
producers to create programs for television?
18. What are the differences between off-network and
first-run syndication?
19. What are ratings and shares in TV audience
measurement?
20. What are the main reasons some municipalities are
building their own cable systems?

Television, Cable, and Democracy
21. Why has television’s role as a national cultural center
changed over the years? What are programmers doing to retain some of their influence?

QUESTIONING THE MEDIA
1. How much television do you watch today? How has
technology influenced your current viewing habits?
2. If you were a television or cable executive, what
changes would you try to make in today’s programs?
How would you try to adapt to third- and fourth-screen
technologies?
3. Do you think the must-carry rules violate a cable company’s First Amendment rights? Why or why not?

4. If you ran a public television station, what programming would you provide that isn’t currently being
supplied by commercial television? How would you
finance such programming?
5. How do you think new technologies will further
change TV viewing habits?
6. How could television be used to improve our social
and political life?

ADDITIONAL VIDEOS
Visit the VideoCentral: Mass Communication section at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture
for additional exclusive videos related to Chapter 6, including:
q $)"/(&4*/13*.&5*.&
Television industry experts discuss shifts in programming,
including the fading influence of the prime-time block.

q 8*3&%038*3&-&445&-&7*4*0/%&-*7&3:50%":
This video explores the switch to digital TV signals in
2009 and how it is changing television delivery.
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Movies and
the Impact
of Images
240
Early Technology
and the Evolution
of Movies
244
The Rise of the
Hollywood Studio
System
247
The Studio System’s
Golden Age
257
The Transformation
of the Studio System
260
The Economics of the
Movie Business
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In every generation, a ﬁlm is made that changes
the movie industry. In 1941, that ﬁlm was
Orson Welles’s Citizen Kane. Welles produced,
directed, wrote, and starred in the movie at age
twenty-ﬁve, playing a newspaper magnate from
a young man to old age. While the movie was not
a commercial success initially (powerful newspaper publisher William Randolph Hearst, whose
life was the inspiration for the movie, tried to
suppress it), it was critically praised for its acting, story, and directing. Citizen Kane’s dramatic
camera angles, striking ﬁlm noir–style lighting, nonlinear storytelling, montages, and long
deep-focus shots were considered technically
innovative for the era. Over time, Citizen Kane
became revered as a masterpiece, and in 1997
the American Film Institute named it the Greatest American Movie of All Time. “Citizen Kane is
more than a great movie; it is a gathering of all
the lessons of the emerging era of sound,” ﬁlm
critic Roger Ebert wrote.1
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A generation later, the space epic Star
Wars (1977) changed the culture of the
movie industry. Star Wars, produced,
written, and directed by George Lucas,
departed from the personal ﬁlmmaking of the early 1970s and spawned
a blockbuster mentality that formed a
new primary audience for Hollywood—
teenagers. It had all of the now-typical
blockbuster characteristics like massive
promotion and lucrative merchandising
tie-ins. Repeat attendance and positive buzz among young people made
the ﬁrst Star Wars the most successful
movie of its generation.
Star Wars has impacted not only the
cultural side of moviemaking but also
the technical form. In the ﬁrst Star
Wars trilogy, produced in the 1970s
and 1980s, Lucas developed technologies that are now commonplace in
moviemaking—digital animation, special
effects, and computer-based ﬁlm editing. With the second trilogy, Lucas again
broke new ground in the ﬁlm industry.
Several scenes of Star Wars: Episode I—
The Phantom Menace (1999) were shot
on digital video, easing integration with
digital special effects. The Phantom
Menace also used digital exhibition,
becoming the ﬁrst full-length motion
picture from a major studio to use digital
projectors, which have steadily been
replacing standard ﬁlm projectors.
For the current generation, no ﬁlm has
shaken up the ﬁlm industry like Avatar
(2009). Like Star Wars before it, Avatar
was a groundbreaking blockbuster.
Made for an estimated $250–$300
million, it became the all-time domestic
box ofﬁce champion, pulling in about
$760 million, and more than $2.7 billion
worldwide. Avatar integrated 3-D movie
technology seamlessly, allowing viewers
to immerse themselves in the computer-
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generated world of the ethereal planet
Pandora, home of the eleven-foot-tall
blue beings called the Na’vi. Director
James Cameron worked with Sony to
develop new 3-D cameras (a major technical innovation), which were an essential element of the ﬁlmmaking process
and story, rather than a gimmicky
add-on. Esteemed ﬁlm critic Roger
Ebert likened the movie to a blockbuster
he saw a generation earlier: “Watching
Avatar, I felt sort of the same as when
I saw Star Wars in 1977. That was another movie I walked into with uncertain
expectations. . . . Avatar is not simply a
sensational entertainment, although it is
that. It’s a technical breakthrough.”2
Though Avatar was released in both
conventional 2-D and 3-D versions, it
was the 3-D version that not only most
impressed viewers but also changed
the business of Hollywood. Theaters
discovered they could charge a premium
for the 3-D screenings and still draw
record crowds. The success of Avatar
paved the way for more 3-D movies like
Transformers: Dark of the Moon, Harry
Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2,
and The Hobbit. But 3-D, which can add
20 to 30 percent to the budget of a
ﬁlm, isn’t a guarantee of success. In
fact, savvy ﬁlmgoers are rejecting 3-D
ﬁlms where the format seems like an
unnecessary gimmick.

“In one way or another all
the big studios have been
trying to make another
Star Wars ever since.”
ROGER EBERT

DATING BACK TO THE LATE 1800s, films have had a substantial social and cultural
impact on society. Blockbuster movies such as Star Wars, E.T., Titanic, Lord of the Rings, Shrek,
Avatar, and The Avengers represent what Hollywood has become—America’s storyteller. Movies
tell communal stories that evoke and symbolize our most enduring values and our secret
desires (from The Wizard of Oz to The Godfather and the Batman series).
Films have also helped moviegoers sort through experiences that either affirmed or deviated from their own values. Some movies—for instance, Last Tango in Paris (1972), Scarface (1983),
Brokeback Mountain (2005), Fahrenheit 9/11 (2004), and The Dictator (2012)—have allowed audiences to survey “the boundary between the permitted and the forbidden” and to experience, in a
controlled way, “the possibility of stepping across this boundary.”3 Such films—criticized by some
for appearing to glorify crime and violence, verge on pornography, trample on sacred beliefs, or
promote unpatriotic viewpoints— have even, on occasion, been banned from public viewing.
Finally, movies have acted to bring people together. Movies distract us from our daily
struggles: They evoke and symbolize universal themes of human experience (the experience of
childhood, coming of age, family relations, growing older, and coping with death); they can help
us understand and respond to major historical events and tragedies (for instance, the Holocaust
and 9/11); and they encourage us to rethink contemporary ideas as the world evolves, particularly in terms of how we think about race, class, spirituality, gender, and sexuality.
In this chapter, we examine the rich legacy and current standing of movies. We will:

“The movie is not
only a supreme
expression of
mechanism, but
paradoxically it
offers as product
the most magical
of consumer
commodities,
namely dreams.”
MARSHALL MCLUHAN,
UNDERSTANDING
MEDIA, 1964

 9edi_Z[h\_bc¾i[Whboj[Y^debe]oWdZj^[[lebkj_ede\\_bcWiWcWiic[Z_kc
 BeeaWjj^[Whh_lWbe\i_b[dj\[Wjkh[\_bci"j^[[c[h][dY[e\>ebbomeeZ"WdZj^[Z[l[befment of the studio system with regard to production, distribution, and exhibition
 ;nfbeh[j^[Yec_d]e\iekdZWdZj^[fem[he\cel_[ijehoj[bb_d]
 7dWbop[cW`eh\_bc][dh[i"Z_h[Yjehi"WdZWbj[hdWj_l[ije>ebbomeeZ¾iijob["_dYbkZ_d]_dZ[pendent films, foreign films, and documentaries
 Ikhl[oj^[cel_[Xki_d[iijeZWoº_jicW`ehfbWo[hi"[Yedec_YYbekj"j[Y^debe]_YWbWZlWdY[i"
and implications for democracy
 ;nWc_d[^emYedl[h][dY[^WiY^Wd][Zj^[mWoj^[_dZkijhoZ_ijh_Xkj[icel_[iWdZj^[
ways we experience them
As you consider these topics, think about your own relationship with movies. What is the
first movie you remember watching? What are your movie-watching experiences like today?
How have certain movies made you think differently about an issue, yourself, or others? For
more questions to help you think through the role of movies in our lives, see “Questioning the
C[Z_W¼_dj^[9^Wfj[hH[l_[m$

Past-Present-Future:
Movies
In film technology’s nascent years, just seeing a few minutes
of film screened on a white wall was an event, the fascination of moving images being sufficiently entertaining. Soon,
nickelodeons brought movies to the masses, and they have
remained shared cultural experiences ever since, continuing on to today’s digital screens and giant IMAX theaters.
There have been points in the history of ﬁlm in which
Hollywood was concerned that television, then videotapes
and DVDs, would end the movie industry. For example, the
video industry took oﬀ in the 1970s only after the motion
picture industry lost a court battle. But people still ﬂocked

to theaters. Similar concerns about the movie industry’s
demise are popping up today. Movie theater owners fear
that the ease of watching movies at home and on mobile
devices will mean fewer people going to the theaters.
Because of this fear, they have insisted on maintaining a
longer “window” between a theatrical release and video on
demand release. Are these concerns valid? Would a shorter
waiting period between theatrical releases and streaming
undermine the theater box oﬃce? Should movies open
in all venues—streaming, downloads, and theaters—at the
same time? If they did, would theaters still survive? As the
ﬁlm industry confronts its future, it might take solace in
the fact that throughout its history, disruptions in media
technology never stopped people from desiring the shared
cultural experience that movies oﬀer.
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MOVIES

Meanwhile, other inventors were also working on capturing moving images and projecting
j^[c$?d'..*"=[eh][;WijcWd\ekdZ[he\;WijcWdAeZWaZ[l[bef[Zj^[ÆhijhebbÆbcºW^k][
improvement over the heavy metal and glass plates used to make individual photos. The ﬁrst
hebbÆbc^WZWfWf[hXWYa_d]j^Wj^WZjeX[ijh_ff[ZeèZkh_d]j^[ÆbcZ[l[bef_d]ijW][$Bek_i
7_c7k]kij_dB[Fh_dY["W<h[dY^cWdb_l_d]_d;d]bWdZ"_dl[dj[Zj^[Æhijcej_edf_Yjkh[
YWc[hWki_d]hebbÆbc$B[Fh_dY["m^eZ_iWff[Wh[Zcoij[h_ekiboedWjhW_dh_Z[jeFWh_i_d'./&"
is credited with ﬁlming the ﬁrst motion picture, Roundhay Garden Scene, in 1888. About two
seconds’ worth of the ﬁlm survives today.
?d'../"WD[m@[hi[oc_d_ij[h">Wdd_XWb=eeZm_d"_cfhel[Z;WijcWd¾ihebbÆbcXoki_d]
thin strips of transparent, pliable material called celluloid that could hold a coating of chemicals sensitive to light. Goodwin’s breakthrough solved a major problem: It enabled a strip of
ﬁlm to move through a camera and be photographed in rapid succession, producing a series
of pictures. Because celluloid was transparent (except for the images made on it during ﬁlm_d]"_jmWi_Z[Wb\ehfhe`[Yj_ed"Wib_]^jYekbZ[Wi_boi^_d[j^hek]^_j$=[eh][;WijcWd"m^eWbie
announced the development of celluloid ﬁlm, legally battled Goodwin for years over the patent
h_]^ji$J^[Yekhji[l[djkWbboWmWhZ[Z=eeZm_dj^[_dl[dj_ed"Xkj;WijcWd¾iYecfWdoij_bb
became the major manufacturer of ﬁlm stock for motion pictures by buying Goodwin’s patents.

Edison and the Lumières Create Motion Pictures
7im_j^j^[Z[l[befc[dje\iekdZh[YehZ_d]"J^ecWi;Z_iedjWa[iY[dj[hijW][_dceij
WYYekdjie\j^[_dl[dj_ede\cej_edf_Yjkh[i$?dj^[bWj['.&&i";Z_ied_d_j_WbbofbWdd[Zje
merge phonograph technology and moving images to create talking pictures (which would not
^Wff[d_d\[Wjkh[\_bcikdj_b'/(-$8[YWki[j^[h[mWideXh[Waj^hek]^"^em[l[h";Z_iedbeij
_dj[h[ij$>[Z_h[Yj[ZWdWii_ijWdj"M_bb_WcA[dd[Zo:_Yaied"jeYecX_d[;Z_ied¾i_dYWdZ[iY[dj
b_]^jXkbX"=eeZm_d¾iY[bbkbe_Z"WdZB[Fh_dY[¾iYWc[hWjeYh[Wj[Wdej^[h[Whbocel_[YWc[hW"
the kinetograph, and a single-person viewing system, the kinetoscope. This small projection
system housed fifty feet of film that revolved on spools (similar to a library microfilm reader).

KINETOSCOPES allowed
individuals to view motion
pictures through a window in
a cabinet that held the ﬁlm.
The ﬁrst kinetoscope parlor
opened in 1894 and was
such a hit that many others
quickly followed.
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Viewers looked through a hole and saw images moving on a tiny plate. In 1894, the first kinetoscope parlor, featuring two rows of coin-operated machines, opened on Broadway in New York.
C[Wdm^_b["_d<hWdY["Xhej^[hiBek_iWdZ7k]kij[Bkc_h[Z[l[bef[Zj^[cinematograph,
a combined camera, ﬁlm development, and projection system. The projection system was particularly important, as it allowed more than one person at a time to see the moving images on a
bWh][iYh[[d$?dWFWh_iYW\ed:[Y[cX[h(."'./+"j^[Bkc_h[ifhe`[Yj[Zj[di^ehjcel_[i\eh
viewers who paid one franc each, on such subjects as a man falling oﬀ a horse and a child trying
to grab a ﬁsh from a bowl. Within three weeks, twenty-ﬁve hundred people were coming each
d_]^jjei[[^em"WYYehZ_d]jeed[FWh_ifWf[h"Æbc»f[hf[jkWj[ij^[_cW][e\cel[c[dj$¼
M_j^_ddelWjehiWhekdZj^[mehbZdemZWXXb_d]_dcel_d]f_Yjkh[i";Z_ied¾ibWXh[d[m[Z
_ji_dj[h[ij_dÆbc$;Z_iedfWj[dj[Zi[l[hWb_dl[dj_ediWdZcWdk\WYjkh[ZWd[mbWh][#iYh[[d
system called the vitascope, which enabled ﬁlmstrips of longer lengths to be projected without
interruption and hinted at the potential of movies as a future mass medium. Staged at a music
^Wbb_dD[mOeha_d7fh_b'./,";Z_ied¾iÆhijfkXb_Yi^em_d]e\j^[l_jWiYef[\[Wjkh[Zi^eji\hec
a boxing match and waves rolling onto a beach. The New York Times described the exhibition as
“wonderfully real and singularly exhilarating.” Some members of the audience were so taken
with the realism of the ﬁlm images that they stepped back from the screen’s crashing waves to
avoid getting their feet wet.
;Whbocel_[Z[cedijhWj_ediikY^Wij^[i[cWha[Zj^[X[]_dd_d]e\j^[Æbc_dZkijho¾i[djh[preneurial stage. At this point, movies consisted of movement recorded by a single continuous
YWc[hWi^ej$;WhboÆbccWa[hi^WZdejo[jÆ]kh[Zekj^emjecel[j^[YWc[hWWhekdZeh^em
to edit ﬁlm shots together. Nonetheless, various innovators were beginning to see the commercial possibilities of ﬁlm. By 1900, short movies had become a part of the entertainment industry,
being utilized in amusement arcades, traveling carnivals, wax museums, and vaudeville theater.

The Introduction of Narrative
The shift to the mass medium stage for movies occurred with the introduction of narrative
films: movies that tell stories. Audiences quickly tired of static films of waves breaking on
beaches or vaudeville acts recorded by immobile cameras. To become a mass medium, the
early silent films had to offer what books achieved: the suspension of disbelief. They had to
create narrative worlds that engaged an audience’s imagination.
Some of the earliest narrative ﬁlms were produced and directed by French magician and
_dl[djeh=[eh][iCb_i"m^eef[d[Zj^[ÆhijfkXb_Ycel_[j^[Wj[h_d<hWdY[_d'./,$Cb_icWo
have been the ﬁrst director to realize that a movie was not simply a means of recording reality. He understood that a movie could be artiﬁcially planned and controlled like a staged play.
Cb_iX[]WdfheZkY_d]i^ehj\WdjWioWdZ\W_hojWb[Æbciº_dYbkZ_d]The Vanishing Lady (1896),
Cinderella (1899), and A Trip to the Moon (1902)—by increasingly using editing and existing camera
tricks and techniques, such as slow motion and cartoon animation, that became key ingredients in future narrative ﬁlmmaking.
J^[Æhij7c[h_YWdÆbccWa[hjeWZWfjCb_i¾i_ddelWj_edi
jedWhhWj_l[ÆbcmWi;Zm_dI$Fehj[h$7YWc[hWcWdm^e^WZ
ijkZ_[ZCb_i¾imeha_dWd;Z_iedbWX"Fehj[hcWij[h[Zj^[
technique of editing diverse shots together to tell a coherent
ijeho$Fehj[hi^ejdWhhWj_l[iY[d[iekje\ehZ[h\eh_dijWdY["
some in a studio and some outdoors) and reassembled,
or edited, them to make a story. In 1902, he made what is
regarded as America’s ﬁrst narrative ﬁlm, The Life of an American
Fireman. It also contained the ﬁrst close-up shot in U.S. narrative ﬁlm history—a ringing ﬁre alarm. Until then, moviemakers
thought close-ups cheated the audience of the opportunity to

GEORGES MÉLIÈS trained
as a stage magician before
becoming interested in
ﬁlm—a talent he brought to
his movies. Méliès is widely
known as one of the ﬁrst
ﬁlmmakers to employ “tricks,”
or special effects, such as
time-lapse photography,
the stop trick, and multiple
exposures. His impressive
body of work includes the
famous A Trip to the Moon
(1902), The Impossible
Voyage (1904), and The
Merry Frolics of Satan
(1906, pictured).
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i[[Wd[dj_h[iY[d[$Fehj[h¾iceij_cfehjWdjÆbc"The Great Train Robbery (1903), introduced
the western genre as well as chase scenes. In this popular eleven-minute movie that inspired
cWdoYefoYWjcel_[i"Fehj[hZ[cedijhWj[Zj^[Whje\Æbcikif[di[XoWbj[hdWj_d]i^ejie\j^[
robbers with those of a posse in hot pursuit.

The Arrival of Nickelodeons
Another major development in the evolution of film as a mass medium was the arrival of
nickelodeons—a form of movie theater whose name combines the admission price with the
Greek word for “theater.” According to media historian Douglas Gomery, these small and
uncomfortable makeshift theaters were often converted storefronts redecorated to mimic
vaudeville theaters: “In front, large, hand-painted posters announced the movies for the day.
Inside, the screening of news, documentary, comedy, fantasy, and dramatic shorts lasted about
one hour.”5 Usually, a piano player added live music, and sometimes theater operators used
sound effects to simulate gunshots or loud crashes. Because they showed silent films that traniY[dZ[ZbWd]kW][XWhh_[hi"d_Ya[beZ[edi\bekh_i^[ZZkh_d]j^[]h[Wj;khef[Wd_cc_]hWj_edWj
the turn of the twentieth century. These theaters filled a need for many newly arrived people
ijhk]]b_d]jeb[Whd;d]b_i^WdZi[[a_d]Wd_d[nf[di_l[[iYWf[\hecj^[^WhZb_\[e\j^[Y_jo$
Often managed by immigrants, nickelodeons required a minimal investment: just a secondhand
projector and a large white sheet. Between 1907 and 1909, the number of nickelodeons grew
from five thousand to ten thousand. The craze peaked by 1910, when entrepreneurs began to
seek more affluent spectators, attracting them with larger and more lavish movie theaters.

The Rise of the Hollywood
Studio System

“The American
cinema is a
classical art, but
why not then
admire in it what
is most admirable,
i.e., not only the
talent of this or
that ﬁlmmaker, but
the genius of the
system.”
ANDRÉ BAZIN, FILM
THEORIST, 1957

By the 1910s, movies had become a major industry. Among the first to try his hand at domidWj_d]j^[cel_[Xki_d[iiWdZh[Wf_d]_jifhe\_ji"J^ecWi;Z_ied\ehc[Zj^[Cej_edF_Yjkh[
FWj[dji9ecfWdo"ademdWij^[Trust, in 1908. A cartel of major U.S. and French film producers, the company pooled patents in an effort to control film’s major technology, acquired most
cW`eh\_bcZ_ijh_Xkjehi^_fi"WdZi_]d[ZWd[nYbki_l[Z[Wbm_j^=[eh][;WijcWd"m^eW]h[[Zje
supply movie film only to Trust-approved companies.
However, some independent producers refused to bow to the Trust’s terms. There was too
much demand for ﬁlms, too much money to be made, and too many ways to avoid the Trust’s
scrutiny. Some producers began to relocate from the centers of ﬁlm production in New York
WdZD[m@[hi[oje9kXWWdZ<beh_ZW$Kbj_cWj[bo"j^ek]^">ebbomeeZX[YWc[j^[ÆbcYWf_jWbe\
j^[mehbZ$Iekj^[hd9Wb_\ehd_Weè[h[ZY^[WfbWXeh"Z_l[hi[iY[d[ho\ehekjZeehi^eej_d]"WdZW
mild climate suitable for year-round production. Geographically far from the Trust’s headquarters in New Jersey, independent producers in Hollywood could also easily slip over the border
into Mexico to escape legal prosecution brought by the Trust for patent violations.
Wanting to free their movie operations from the Trust’s tyrannical grasp, two Hungarian
_cc_]hWdjiº7Zebf^Pkaeh"m^emekbZ[l[djkWbbohkdFWhWcekdjF_Yjkh[i"WdZM_bb_Wc<en"
m^emekbZ\ekdZj^[<en<_bc9ehfehWj_edm^_Y^bWj[hX[YWc[Jm[dj_[j^9[djkho<enº
fbWo[ZWheb[_dj^[YebbWfi[e\;Z_ied¾iJhkij$Pkaeh¾i[WhboYecfWd_[iÆ]kh[ZekjmWoije
bypass the Trust, and a suit by Fox, a nickelodeon operator turned ﬁlm distributor, resulted in
the Trust’s breakup for restraint of trade violations in 1917.
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Ironically, entrepreneurs like Zukor
developed other tactics for controlling the
industry. The strategies, many of which are
still used today, were more ambitious than
just monopolizing patents and technology.
They aimed at dominating the movie business
at all three essential levels—production, everything involved in making a movie from securing a script and actors to raising money and
ﬁlming; distribution, getting the ﬁlms into theaters; and exhibition, playing ﬁlms in theaters.
This control—or vertical integration—of
all levels of the movie business gave certain
studios great power and eventually spawned
a ﬁlm industry that turned into an oligopoly,
a situation in which a few ﬁrms control the
bulk of the business.

Production
In the early days of film, producers and
distributors had not yet recognized that fans would not only seek particular film stories—like
dramas, westerns, and romances—but also particular film actors. Initially, film companies were
reluctant to identify their anonymous actors for fear that their popularity would raise the typiYWb+je'+m[[aboiWbWho$;l[djkWbbo"j^ek]^"j^[_dZkijhokdZ[hijeeZ^em_cfehjWdjj^[
actors’ identities were to a film’s success.
H[ifedZ_d]jeZ_iY[hd_d]WkZ_[dY[iWdZYecf[j_d]W]W_dij;Z_ied¾iJhkij"7Zebf^Pkaeh
^_h[ZWdkcX[he\fefkbWhWYjehiWdZ\ehc[Zj^[<WcekiFbWo[hi9ecfWdo_d'/'($>_i_Z[W
was to control movie production not through patents but through exclusive contracts with
WYjehi$Ed[<WcekiFbWo[hif[h\ehc[hmWiCWhoF_Ya\ehZ$AdemdWi»7c[h_YW¾iIm[[j^[Whj¼
\eh^[hfehjhWoWbe\ifkdaoWdZ_ddeY[dj^[he_d[i"F_Ya\ehZmWi»kdife_b[Z¼XoWj^[Wj[hXWYaground and better suited to the more subtle and intimate new medium. She became so popular
that audiences waited in line to see her movies, and producers were forced to pay her increasingly larger salaries.
7dWijkj[Xki_d[iimecWd"CWhoF_Ya\ehZmWij^[a[oÆ]kh[_d[b[lWj_d]j^[ÆdWdY_WbijWjki
WdZfhe\[ii_edWbheb[e\ÆbcWYjehi$?d'/'&"F_Ya\ehZcWZ[WXekj'&&Wm[[a"XkjXo'/'*i^[
earned $1,000 a week, and by 1917 she received a weekly salary of $15,000. Having appeared in
d[Whbojme^kdZh[ZÆbci"F_Ya\ehZmWiie_dÇk[dj_Wbj^Wj_d'/'/i^[Xhea[\hecPkaehje\ehc
her own company, United Artists. Joining her were actor Douglas Fairbanks (her future husXWdZ"Yec[Z_Wd#Z_h[Yjeh9^Whb_[9^Wfb_d"WdZZ_h[Yjeh:$M$=h_êj^$
Although United Artists represented a brief triumph of autonomy for a few powerful actors,
by the 1920s the studio systemÆhcboYedjhebb[ZYh[Wj_l[jWb[dj_dj^[_dZkijho$F_ed[[h[Z
by director Thomas Ince and his company, Triangle, the studio system constituted a sort
of assembly-line process for moviemaking: actors, directors, editors, writers, and others
all worked under exclusive contracts for the major studios. Those who weren’t under contract probably weren’t working at all. Ince also developed the notion of the studio head; he
appointed producers to handle hiring, logistics, and ﬁnances so that he could more easily
supervise many pictures at one time. The system was so eﬃcient that each major studio was
fheZkY_d]W\[Wjkh[Æbc[l[hom[[a$Feeb_d]jWb[dj"hWj^[hj^WdfWj[dji"mWiWceh[_d][d_eki
approach for movie studios aiming to dominate ﬁlm production.

MARY PICKFORD
With legions of fans, Mary
Pickford became the ﬁrst
woman ever to make a salary
of $1 million in a year and
gained the freedom to take
artistic risks with her roles.
She launched United Artists,
a ﬁlm distributing company,
with Douglas Fairbanks,
Charlie Chaplin, and D. W.
Grifﬁth. No woman since has
been as powerful a player in
the movie industry. Here she
is seen with Buddy Rogers in
My Best Girl.

“No, I really cannot
afford to work for
only $10,000 a
week.”
MARY PICKFORD TO
ADOLPH ZUKOR, 1915
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“It’s still a business
where the hits
make up for all the
losses along the
way. Star Wars
accentuated that.
Everyone wants
to reproduce that
success, even just
once. This tells you
about the strength
of this kind of
franchise.”
JILL KRUTICK,
ANALYST, SMITH
BARNEY, 1997

Distribution
An early effort to control movie distribution occurred around 1904, when movie companies
provided vaudeville theaters with films and projectors on a film exchange system. In exchange
for their short films, shown between live acts, movie producers received a small percentage
of the vaudeville ticket-gate receipts. Gradually, as the number of production companies and
the popularity of narrative films grew, demand for a distribution system serving national and
_dj[hdWj_edWbcWha[ji_dYh[Wi[ZWim[bb$Ed[mWo;Z_ied¾iJhkijiek]^jjeYedjhebZ_ijh_Xkj_ed
was by withholding equipment from companies not willing to pay the Trust’s patent-use fees.
However, as with the production of ﬁlm, independent ﬁlm companies looked for other
distribution strategies outside of the Trust. Again, Adolph Zukor led the ﬁght, developing block
booking distribution. Under this system, to gain access to popular ﬁlms with big stars like Mary
F_Ya\ehZ"[n^_X_jehi^WZjeW]h[[jeh[djd[mehcWh]_dWbÆbcim_j^deijWhi$PkaehmekbZfh[iikh[j^[Wj[hef[hWjehi_djejWa_d]W^kdZh[Zcel_[iWjWj_c[je][jj^[\[mF_Ya\ehZj_jb[ij^[o
wanted. Such contracts enabled the new studios to test-market new stars without taking much
ﬁnancial risk. Although this practice was eventually outlawed as monopolistic, rising ﬁlm studios
used the tactic eﬀectively to guarantee the success of their ﬁlms in a competitive marketplace.
7dej^[hZ_ijh_Xkj_edijhWj[]o_dlebl[Zj^[cWha[j_d]e\7c[h_YWdÆbci_d;khef[$M^[dMehbZ
MWh?Z_ihkfj[Zj^[edY[#fem[h\kb;khef[WdÆbcfheZkYj_ed_dZkijho"edboK$I$ijkZ_eim[h[WXb[
jec[[jj^[Z[cWdZ\ehÆbci_d;khef[$J^[mWhcWha[ZWjkhd_d]fe_djWdZcWZ[j^[Kd_j[Z
States the leader in the commercial movie business worldwide. After the war, no other nation’s ﬁlm
industry could compete economically with Hollywood. By the mid-1920s, foreign revenue from U.S.
ﬁlms totaled $100 million. Today, Hollywood continues to dominate the world market.

Exhibition
;Z_ied¾iJhkijWjj[cfj[Zjecedefeb_p[[n^_X_j_edXoYedjhebb_d]j^[\beme\\_bcijej^[Wj[h
owners. If theaters wanted to ensure they had films to show their patrons, they had to purchase
a license from the Trust and pay whatever price it asked. Otherwise, they were locked out of the
JhkijWdZ^WZjejhoje\_dZ[dek]^\_bci\hec_dZ[f[dZ[djfheZkY[hijei^em$;l[djkWbbo"j^[
flow of films from independents in Hollywood and foreign films enabled theater owners to resist
the Trust’s scheme.

MOVIE PALACES
This movie theater in 1920s
New York City had a live
band to provide music and
sound effects for the movie.

After the collapse of the Trust, emerging studios
in Hollywood had their own ideas on how to control
exhibition. When industrious theater owners began
forming ﬁlm cooperatives to compete with blockbooking tactics, producers like Zukor conspired to
dominate exhibition by buying up theaters. By 1921,
Zukor’s Paramount owned three hundred theaters,
solidifying its ability to show the movies it produced. In 1925, a business merger between Paramount and Publix (then the country’s largest theater
chain with more than ﬁve hundred screens) gave
Zukor enormous inﬂuence over movie exhibition.
Zukor and the heads of several major studios
understood that they did not have to own all the theaters to ensure that their movies were shown. Instead,
the major studios (which would eventually include
MGM, RKO, Warner Brothers, Twentieth Century Fox,
and Paramount) only needed to own the ﬁrst-run
theaters (about 15 percent of the nation’s theaters),
which premiered new ﬁlms in major downtown areas
in front of the largest audiences, and which generated 85 to 95 percent of all ﬁlm revenue.
The studios quickly realized that to earn revenue from these ﬁrst-run theaters they would
have to draw the middle and upper-middle classes to the movies. To do so, they built movie
palaces, full-time single-screen movie theaters that provided a more hospitable moviegoing
environment. In 1914, the three-thousand-seat Strand Theatre, the ﬁrst movie palace, opened
in New York. With elaborate architecture, movie palaces lured spectators with an elegant décor
usually reserved for high-society opera, ballet, symphony, and live theater.
Another major innovation in exhibition was the development of mid-city movie theaters.
These movie theaters were built in convenient locations near urban mass transit stations to
attract the business of the urban and suburban middle class (the ﬁrst wave of middle-class people
moved from urban centers to city outskirts in the 1920s). This idea continues today, as multiplexes featuring multiple screens lure middle-class crowds to interstate highway crossroads.
By the late 1920s, the major studios had clearly established vertical integration in the industry. What had once been a fairly easy and cheap business to enter was now complex and expensive. What had been many small competitive ﬁrms in the early 1900s now became a few powerful studios, including the Big Five—Paramount, MGM, Warner Brothers, Twentieth Century Fox,
and RKO—and the Little Three (which did not own theaters)—Columbia, Universal, and United
Artists. Together, these eight companies formed a powerful oligopoly, which made it increasingly diﬃcult for independent companies to make, distribute, and exhibit commercial ﬁlms.

BUSTER KEATON
(1895–1966)
Born into a vaudeville family,
Keaton honed his comic skills
early. He got his start acting
in a few shorts in 1917 and
went on to star in some of
the most memorable silent
ﬁlms of the 1920s, including
classics such as Sherlock Jr.
(1924), The General (1927),
and Steamboat Bill Jr.
(1928). Because of Keaton’s
ability to match physical
comedy with an unfailingly
deadpan and stoic face, he
gained the nickname “The
Great Stone Face.”

The Studio System’s
Golden Age
Many consider Hollywood’s Golden Age as beginning in 1915 with innovations in feature-length
narrative film in the silent era, peaking with the introduction of sound and the development of
the classic Hollywood style, and ending with the transformation of the Hollywood studio system
post–World War II.
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“Wait a minute,
wait a minute,
you ain’t heard
nothin’ yet.”
FIRST WORDS SPOKEN
BY AL JOLSON IN THE
JAZZ SINGER, 1927

A SILENT COMEBACK
The Artist, a tribute to silent
movies set around the dawn
of the talkies, won the
Academy Award for Best
Picture of 2011. It was the
ﬁrst (mostly) silent movie to
win since the ﬁrst Academy
Awards in 1927.

Hollywood Narrative and the Silent Era
D. W. Griffith, among the first “star” directors, was the single most important director in
Hollywood’s early days. Griffith paved the way for all future narrative filmmakers by refin_d]cWdoe\j^[dWhhWj_l[j[Y^d_gk[i_djheZkY[ZXoCb_iWdZFehj[hWdZki_d]d[WhboWbb
of them in one film for the first time, including varied camera distances, close-up shots,
multiple story lines, fast-paced editing, and symbolic imagery. Despite the cringe-inducing
racism of this pioneering and controversial film, The Birth of a Nation (1915) was the first
feature-length film (more than an hour long) produced in America. The three-hour epic
was also the first blockbuster and cost moviegoers a record $2 admission. Although
Yedi_Z[h[ZWj[Y^d_YWbcWij[hf_[Y["j^[\_bc]beh_\_[Zj^[AkAbknAbWdWdZij[h[ejof[Z
iekj^[hdXbWYai"b[WZ_d]jeWYWcfW_]dW]W_dijj^[\_bcXoj^[D779FWdZfhej[ijiWdZ
riots at many screenings. Nevertheless, the movie triggered Hollywood’s fascination with
narrative films.
Feature ﬁlms became the standard throughout the 1920s and introduced many of the ﬁlm
genres we continue to see produced today. The most popular ﬁlms during the silent era were
historical and religious epics, including Napoleon (1927), Ben-Hur (1925), and The Ten Commandments (1923); but the silent era also produced pioneering social dramas, mysteries, comedies,
horror ﬁlms, science ﬁction ﬁlms, war ﬁlms, crime dramas, westerns, and even spy ﬁlms. The
silent era also introduced numerous technical innovations, established the Hollywood star
system, and cemented the reputation of movies as a viable art form, when previously they had
been seen as novelty entertainment.

The Introduction of Sound
With the studio system and Hollywood’s worldwide dominance firmly in place, the next big
challenge was to bring sound to moving pictures. Various attempts at talkies had failed since
;Z_ied\_hijjh_[Zjeb_daf^ede]hWf^WdZcel_d]f_Yjkh[j[Y^debe]_[i_dj^['./&i$:kh_d]j^[
'/'&i"^em[l[h"j[Y^d_YWbXh[Waj^hek]^iWj7JJ¾ih[i[WhY^Whc"8[bbBWXi"fheZkY[Zfhejejof[ie\bekZif[Wa[hiWdZiekdZWcfb_\_[hi$;nf[h_c[djim_j^iekdZYedj_dk[ZZkh_d]j^[
1920s, particularly at Warner Brothers studios, which
released numerous short sound films of vaudeville acts,
featuring singers and comedians. The studio packaged
them as a novelty along with silent feature films.
In 1927, Warner Brothers produced a featurelength ﬁlm, The Jazz Singer, starring Al Jolson, a
charismatic and popular vaudeville singer who wore
blackface makeup as part of his act. This further demonstrated, as did The Birth of a Nation, that racism in
America carried into the ﬁlm industry. An experiment,
The Jazz Singer was basically a silent ﬁlm interspersed
with musical numbers and brief dialogue. At ﬁrst,
there was only modest interest in the movie, which
featured just 354 spoken words. But the ﬁlm grew
in popularity as it toured the Midwest, where audiences stood and cheered the short bursts of dialogue.
The breakthrough ﬁlm, however, was Warner Brothers’ 1928 release The Singing Fool, which also starred
@ebied$9eij_d](&&"&&&jecWa["j^[Æbcjeea_d+
million and “proved to all doubters that talkies were
here to stay.”6
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Warner Brothers, however, was not the only studio exploring sound technology. Five
months before The Jazz Singer opened, Fox studio premiered sound-ﬁlm newsreels. Fox’s
newsreel company, Movietone, captured the ﬁrst ﬁlm footage with sound of the takeoﬀ and
h[jkhde\9^Whb[iB_dZX[h]^"m^ef_bej[Zj^[Æhijiebe"dedijefÇ_]^jWYheiij^[7jbWdj_Y
Ocean in May 1927. Fox’s Movietone system recorded sound directly onto the ﬁlm, running
it on a narrow ﬁlmstrip that ran alongside the larger, image portion of the ﬁlm. Superior
to the sound-on-record system, the Movietone method eventually became ﬁlm’s standard
sound system.
Boosted by the innovation of sound, annual movie attendance in the United States rose
from sixty million a week in 1927 to ninety million a week in 1929. By 1931, nearly 85 percent of
America’s twenty thousand theaters accommodated sound pictures, and by 1935 the world had
adopted talking ﬁlms as the commercial standard.

The Development of the Hollywood Style
By the time sound came to movies, Hollywood dictated not only the business but also the style
of most moviemaking worldwide. That style, or model, for storytelling developed with the rise
of the studio system in the 1920s, solidified during the first two decades of the sound era, and
continues to dominate American filmmaking today. The model serves up three ingredients
that give Hollywood movies their distinctive flavor: the narrative, the genre, and the author (or
director). The right blend of these ingredients—combined with timing, marketing, and luck—has
led to many movie hits, from 1930s and 1940s classics like It Happened One Night, Gone with the
Wind, The Philadelphia Story, and Casablanca to recent successes like Inception (2010) and The
Hunger Games (2012).

“I think that
American movies,
to be honest, are
just simple. You
blow things up,
you shoot people,
you have sex
and you have a
movie. And I think
it appeals to just
the more base
emotions of people
anywhere.”
ANTHONY KAUFMANN,
FILM JOURNALIST,
2004

Hollywood Narratives
American filmmakers from D. W. Griffith to Steven Spielberg have understood the allure of
narrative, which always includes two basic components: the story (what happens to whom) and
the discourse (how the story is told). Further, Hollywood codified a familiar narrative structure
across all genres. Most movies, like most TV shows and novels, feature recognizable character
types (protagonist, antagonist, romantic interest, sidekick); a clear beginning, middle, and end
(even with flashbacks and flash-forwards, the sequence of events is usually clear to the viewer);
and a plot propelled by the main character experiencing and resolving a conflict by the end of
the movie.
Within Hollywood’s classic narratives, ﬁlmgoers ﬁnd an amazing array of intriguing cultural variations. For example, familiar narrative conventions of heroes, villains, conﬂicts, and
h[iebkj_edicWoX[cWZ[ceh[kd_gk[m_j^_dl[dj_edib_a[Yecfkj[h#][d[hWj[Z_cW][ho9=?
ehZ_]_jWbh[cWij[h_d]\ehWd?C7N)#:;nf[h_[dY[h[b[Wi[$J^_iYecX_dWj_ede\Yedl[dj_ed
and invention—standardized Hollywood stories and diﬀerentiated special eﬀects—provides a
powerful economic package that satisﬁes most audiences’ appetites for both the familiar and
the distinctive.

Hollywood Genres
In general, Hollywood narratives fit a genre, or category, in which conventions regarding similar characters, scenes, structures, and themes recur in combination. Grouping films by category
is another way for the industry to achieve the two related economic goals of product standardization and product differentiation. By making films that fall into popular genres, the movie
industry provides familiar models that can be imitated. It is much easier for a studio to promote a film that already fits into a preexisting category with which viewers are familiar. Among
the most familiar genres are comedy, drama, romance, action/adventure, mystery/suspense,

“The thing of a
musical is that
you take a simple
story, and tell it in a
complicated way.”
BAZ LUHRMANN, AT
THE 2002 ACADEMY
AWARDS, ON MOULIN
ROUGE!
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FILM GENRES
Psycho (1960), a classic
horror ﬁlm, tells the story
of Marion Crane (played by
Janet Leigh), who ﬂees to
a motel after embezzling
$40,000 from her employer.
There, she meets the motel
owner, Norman Bates (played
by Anthony Perkins), and her
untimely death. The infamous
“shower scene” pictured
above is widely considered
one of the most iconic horror
ﬁlm sequences.

western, gangster, horror, fantasy/science fiction, musical,
and film noir.
Variations of dramas and comedies have long dominated
ﬁlm’s narrative history. A western typically features “good”
cowboys battling “evil” bad guys, as in True Grit (2010), or
resolves tension between the natural forces of the wilderness
and the civilizing inﬂuence of a town. Romances (such as The
Vow, 2012) present conﬂicts that are mediated by the ideal
of love. Another popular genre, mystery/suspense (such
as Inception, 2010), usually casts “the city” as a corrupting
place that needs to be overcome by the moral courage of a
heroic detective.7
Because most Hollywood narratives try to create
believable worlds, the artiﬁcial style of musicals is sometimes a disruption of what many viewers expect. Musicals’
popularity peaked in the 1940s and 1950s, but they showed
a brief resurgence in the 2000s with Moulin Rouge! (2001),
Chicago (2002), and Mamma Mia (2008). Still, no live-action
musicals rank among the top ﬁfty highest-grossing ﬁlms of
all time.
Another fascinating genre is the horror ﬁlm, which
also claims none of the top ﬁfty highest-grossing ﬁlms of
all time. In fact, from Psycho (1960) to The Cabin in the
Woods (2012), this lightly regarded genre has earned only
one Oscar for best picture: Silence of the Lambs (1991).
Yet these movies are extremely popular with teenagers,
among the largest theatergoing audience, who are in
search of cultural choices distinct from those of their parents. Critics suggest that the teen
appeal of horror movies is similar to the allure of gangster rap or heavy-metal music: that is,
the horror genre is a cultural form that often carries anti-adult messages or does not appeal
to most adults.
The film noir genre (French for “black ﬁlm”) developed in the United States in the late 1920s
and hit its peak after World War II. Still, the genre continues to inﬂuence movies today. Using
low-lighting techniques, few daytime scenes, and bleak urban settings, ﬁlms in this genre (such
as The Big Sleep, 1946, and Sunset Boulevard, 1950) explore unstable characters and the sinister
side of human nature. Although the French critics who ﬁrst identiﬁed noir as a genre place
these ﬁlms in the 1940s, their inﬂuence resonates in contemporary ﬁlms—sometimes called
neo-noir—including Se7en (1995), L.A. Confidential (1997), and Sin City (2005).

Hollywood “Authors”
In commercial filmmaking, the director serves as the main “author” of a film. Sometimes called
“auteurs,” successful directors develop a particular cinematic style or an interest in particular
topics that differentiates their narratives from those of other directors. Alfred Hitchcock, for
instance, redefined the suspense drama through editing techniques that heightened tension
(Rear Window, 1954; Vertigo, 1958; North by Northwest, 1959; Psycho, 1960).
The contemporary status of directors stems from two breakthrough films: Dennis
Hopper’s Easy Rider (1969) and George Lucas’s American Graffiti (1973), which became
surprise box-office hits. Their inexpensive budgets, rock-and-roll soundtracks, and big
payoffs created opportunities for a new generation of directors. The success of these films
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exposed cracks in the Hollywood system, which was losing
money in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Studio executives seemed at a loss to explain and predict the tastes of a
new generation of moviegoers. Yet Hopper and Lucas had
tapped into the anxieties of the postwar baby-boom generation in its search for self-realization, its longing for an
innocent past, and its efforts to cope with the turbulence
of the 1960s.
This opened the door for a new wave of directors who
were trained in California or New York ﬁlm schools and were
also products of the 1960s, such as Francis Ford Coppola
(The Godfather, 1972), William Friedkin (The Exorcist, 1973),
Steven Spielberg ( Jaws, 1975), Martin Scorsese (Taxi Driver,
1976), Brian De Palma (Carrie, 1976), and George Lucas (Star
Wars, 1977). Combining news or documentary techniques and
Hollywood narratives, these ﬁlms demonstrated how mass media borders had become blurred
and how movies had become dependent on audiences who were used to television and rock
and roll. These ﬁlms signaled the start of a period that Scorsese has called “the deiﬁcation of
the director.” A handful of successful directors gained the kind of economic clout and celebrity
standing that had belonged almost exclusively to top movie stars.
Although the status of directors grew in the 1960s and 1970s, recognition for women
directors of Hollywood features remained rare.8 A breakthrough came with Kathryn Bigelow’s
best director Academy Award for The Hurt Locker (2009), which also won the best picture
award. Prior to Bigelow’s win, only three women had received an Academy Award nomination for directing a feature ﬁlm: Lina Wertmuller in 1976 for Seven Beauties, Jane Campion in
1994 for The Piano, and Soﬁa Coppola in 2004 for Lost in Translation. Both Wertmuller and
Campion are from outside the United States, where women directors frequently receive more
opportunities for ﬁlm development. Women in the United States often get an opportunity
because of their prominent standing as popular actors; Barbra Streisand, Jodie Foster, Penny
Marshall, and Sally Field all fall into this category. Other women have come to direct ﬁlms via
their scriptwriting achievements. For example, essayist Nora Ephron, who wrote Silkwood
(1983) and wrote/produced When Harry Met Sally (1989), later directed a number of successful ﬁlms, including Julie and Julia (2009). More recently, some women directors like Bigelow,
Catherine Hardwicke (Red Riding Hood, 2011), Nancy Meyers (It’s Complicated, 2009), Lone
Scherﬁg (One Day, 2011), Debra Granik (Winter’s Bone, 2010), and Lisa Cholodenko (The Kids
Are All Right, 2010) have moved past debut ﬁlms and proven themselves as experienced studio auteurs.
Minority groups, including African Americans, Asian Americans, and Native Americans, have also struggled for recognition in Hollywood. Still, some have succeeded as
directors, crossing over from careers as actors or gaining notoriety through independent
filmmaking. Among the most successful contemporary African American directors are Kasi
Lemmons (Talk to Me, 2007), Carl Franklin (Out of Time, 2003), John Singleton (Four Brothers, 2005), Tyler Perry (Madea’s Witness Protection, 2012), and Spike Lee (Red Hook Summer,
2012). (See “Case Study: Breaking through Hollywood’s Race Barrier” on page 252.) Asian
Americans M. Night Shyamalan (After Earth, 2013), Ang Lee (Life of Pi, 2012), Wayne Wang
(Snow Flower and the Secret Fan, 2011), and documentarian Arthur Dong (Hollywood Chinese,
2007) have built immensely accomplished directing careers. Chris Eyre (A Year in Mooring, 2011) remains the most noted Native American director, and he works mainly as an
independent filmmaker.

WOMEN DIRECTORS have
long struggled in Hollywood.
However, some, like Kathryn
Bigelow, are making a name
for themselves. Known
for her rough-and-tumble
style of ﬁlmmaking and her
penchant for directing action
and thriller movies, Bigelow
became the ﬁrst woman
director to win the Academy
Award for best director for
The Hurt Locker in 2010.
Her Zero Dark Thirty, about
the hunt for Osama bin
Laden, followed in 2012.

“Every ﬁlm school
in the world has
equal numbers of
boys and girls—
but something
happens.”
JANE CAMPION, FILM
DIRECTOR, 2009
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CASE
STUDY
Breaking through Hollywood’s
Race Barrier

D

espite inequities and discrimination, a thriving black
cinema existed in New York’s
Harlem district during the 1930s
and 1940s. Usually bankrolled by
white business executives who were
capitalizing on the black-only theaters
fostered by segregation, independent
ﬁlms featuring black casts were supported by African American moviegoers, even during the Depression.
But it was a popular Hollywood ﬁlm,
Imitation of Life (1934), that emerged
as the highest-grossing ﬁlm in black
theaters during the mid-1930s.
The ﬁlm told the story of a friendship between a white woman and a
black woman whose young daughter
denied her heritage and passed for
white, breaking her mother’s heart.
Despite African Americans’ long
support of the film industry, their
moviegoing experience has not been
the same as that of whites. From the
late 1800s until the passage of Civil
Rights legislation in the mid-1960s,
many theater owners discriminated
against black patrons. In large cities,
blacks often had to attend separate
theaters where new movies might not
appear until a year or two after white
theaters had shown them. In smaller
towns and in the South, blacks were
often only allowed to patronize local
theaters after midnight. In addition,
some theater managers required
black patrons to sit in less desirable
areas of the theater.1

Changes took place during and after
World War II, however. When the “white
flight” from central cities began during
the suburbanization of the 1950s,

Popular in urban theaters, especially
among black teenagers, the movies
produced by Parks and his son—
Gordon Parks Jr. (Super Fly, 1972)—
spawned a number of commercial
imitators, labeled blaxploitation
movies. These films were the subject
of heated cultural debates in the
1970s; like some rap songs today,
they were both praised for their realistic depictions of black urban life
and criticized for glorifying violence.
Nevertheless, these films reinvigorated urban movie attendance,
reaching an audience that had not
been well served by the film industry
until the 1960s.

many downtown and neighborhood
theaters began catering to black
customers in order to keep from going
out of business. By the late 1960s
and early 1970s, these theaters had
become major venues for popular
commercial films, even featuring a
few movies about African Americans,
including Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner? (1967), In the Heat of the Night
(1967), The Learning Tree (1969), and
Sounder (1972).
Based on the popularity of these
films, black photographer-turnedfilmmaker Gordon Parks, who
directed The Learning Tree (adapted
from his own novel), went on to
make commercial action/adventure
films, including Shaft (1971, remade by John Singleton in 2000).
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Opportunities for black film directors have expanded since the 1980s
and 1990s, although even now there
is still debate about what kinds of
African American representation
should be on the screen. Lee Daniels
received only the second Academy
Award nomination for a black director for Precious: Based on the Novel
“Push” by Sapphire in 2009 (the
first was John Singleton, for Boyz N
the Hood in 1991). Precious, about
an obese, illiterate black teenage
girl subjected to severe sexual and
emotional abuse, was praised by
many critics but decried by others
who interpreted it as more blaxploitation or “poverty porn.” Sapphire, the
author of Push, the novel that inspired
the film, defended the story. “With
Michelle, Sasha and Malia and Obama
in the White House and in the post–
‘Cosby Show’ era, people can’t say
these are the only images out there,”
she said.2

Outside the Hollywood System
Since the rise of the studio system, the Hollywood film industry has focused on feature-length movies that command popular attention and earn the most money. However, the movie industry also has
a long tradition of films made outside of the Hollywood studio system. In the following sections, we
look at three alternatives to Hollywood: international films, documentaries, and independent films.

Global Cinema
For generations, Hollywood has dominated the global movie scene. In many countries, American
films capture up to 90 percent of the market. In striking contrast, foreign films constitute only a
tiny fraction—less than 2 percent—of motion pictures seen in the United States today. Despite Hollywood’s domination of global film distribution, other countries have a rich history in producing
both successful and provocative short-subject and feature films. For example, cinematic movements of the twentieth century such as German expressionism (capturing psychological moods),
Soviet social realism (presenting a positive view of Soviet life), Italian neorealism (focusing on
j^[[l[hoZWob_l[ie\?jWb_Wdi";khef[Wdd[m#mWl[Y_d[cW[nf[h_c[dj_d]m_j^j^[bWd]kW][e\
\_bc"WdZfeij¹MehbZMWh??@WfWd[i[">ed]Aed]"Aeh[Wd"7kijhWb_Wd"9WdWZ_Wd"WdZ8h_j_i^Y_dema have all been extremely influential, demonstrating alternatives to the Hollywood approach.
;Whboed"7c[h_YWdii^em[Z_dj[h[ij_d8h_j_i^WdZ<h[dY^i^ehjÆbciWdZ_d[nf[h_c[djWb
ﬁlms such as Germany’s The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1919). Foreign-language movies did reasonably well throughout the 1920s, especially in ethnic neighborhood theaters in large American
cities. For a time, Hollywood studios even dubbed some popular American movies into Spanish,
Italian, French, and German for these theaters. But the Depression brought cutbacks, and by
the 1930s the daughters and sons of turn-of-the-century immigrants—many of whom were trying
jeWii_c_bWj[_djecW_dijh[Wc7c[h_YWdYkbjkh[ºfh[\[hh[Zj^[_h>ebbomeeZcel_[i_d;d]b_i^$9
FeijmWhfheif[h_jo"h_i_d]]beXWb_ic"WdZj^[]hWZkWbZ[Yb_d[e\j^[ijkZ_ei¾^ebZel[hj^[Wj[h
exhibition in the 1950s and 1960s stimulated the rise of art-house theaters and saw a rebirth of interest
in foreign-language ﬁlms by such prominent directors as Sweden’s Ingmar Bergman (Wild Strawberries,
1957), Italy’s Federico Fellini (La Dolce Vita, 1960),
France’s François Truﬀaut ( Jules and Jim, 1961),
@WfWd¾i7a_hWAkheiWmWSeven Samurai, 1954),
WdZ?dZ_W¾iIWjoW`_jHWoApu Trilogy, 1955–59).
9Wj[h_d]jeWYWZ[c_YWkZ_[dY[i"Whj^eki[icWZ[
a statement against Hollywood commercialism as
they sought to show alternative movies.
By the late 1970s, though, the home-video
market had emerged, and audiences began staying home to watch both foreign and domestic
ﬁlms. New multiplex theater owners rejected
the smaller proﬁt margins of most foreign titles,
which lacked the promotional hype of U.S. ﬁlms.
As a result, between 1966 and 1990 the number
of foreign ﬁlms released annually in the United
States dropped by two-thirds, from nearly three
hundred to about one hundred titles per year.
With the growth of superstore video
chains like Blockbuster in the 1990s and
online video services like Netﬂix in the 2000s,
viewers gained access to a larger selection of
foreign-language titles. The successes of Life Is

“Growing up in this
country, the rich
culture I saw in
my neighborhood,
in my family—I
didn’t see that on
television or on
the movie screen.
It was always my
ambition that if
I was successful
I would try to
portray a truthful
portrait of African
Americans in this
country, negative
and positive.”
SPIKE LEE,
FILMMAKER, 1996

FOREIGN FILMS
China restricts the number
of imported ﬁlms shown and
regulates the lengths of their
runs in order to protect its
own domestic ﬁlm industry.
For example, in January 2010,
Chinese ofﬁcials attempted
to pull Avatar from 2-D
screens in order to make
way for the home-grown
biopic Confucius. However,
overwhelming audience
demand for Avatar meant
that many Chinese theaters
failed to cooperate with the
government’s wishes.
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“Bollywood has
an estimated
annual worldwide
audience of 3.6
billion.”
ANUPAMA CHOPRA,
NEW YORK TIMES,
2008

Beautiful (Italy, 1997), Amélie (France, 2001), and The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo (Sweden, 2009)
illustrate that U.S. audiences are willing to watch subtitled ﬁlms with non-Hollywood perspectives. However, foreign ﬁlms are losing ground as they compete with the expanding independent American ﬁlm market for screen space.
Today, the largest ﬁlm industry is in India, out of “Bollywood” (a play on words combining
city names Bombay—now Mumbai—and Hollywood), where a thousand ﬁlms a year are produced—
mostly romance or adventure musicals in a distinct style.10 In comparison, Hollywood moviemakers release ﬁve hundred to six hundred ﬁlms a year. (For a broader perspective, see “Global
L_bbW][08[oedZ>ebbomeeZ07i_Wd9_d[cW¼edfW][(++$

The Documentary Tradition

DOCUMENTARY FILMS
Undefeated, a documentary
released in 2011, follows
the Manassas Tigers, a
high school football team in
Memphis, as they attempt
to turn themselves around
over the course of a season,
led by coach Bill Courtney.
In 2012, the underdog
story won the Academy
Award for Best Feature
Documentary. As with many
successful documentaries,
a larger studio—in this case,
the Weinstein Company,
which also distributed the
independently produced
ﬁlm—bought the rights to
remake Undefeated as a
narrative feature.

Both TV news and nonfiction films trace their roots to the movie industry’s interest films and
newsreels of the late 1890s. In Britain, interest films compiled footage of regional wars, political leaders, industrial workers, and agricultural scenes and were screened with fiction shorts.
F_ed[[h[Z_d<hWdY[WdZ;d]bWdZ"d[mih[[biYedi_ij[Ze\m[[aboj[d#c_dkj[cW]Wp_d[#ijob[
compilations of filmed news events from around the world. International news services began
supplying theaters and movie studios with newsreels, and by 1911 they had become a regular
part of the moviegoing menu.
;WhboÆbccWa[hiWbiefheZkY[Ztravelogues, which recorded daily life in various communij_[iWhekdZj^[mehbZ$JhWl[bÆbcih[WY^[ZWd[mijWjki_dHeX[hj<bW^[hjo¾iYbWii_YNanook
of the North'/(("m^_Y^jhWYa[ZWd?dk_j\Wc_bo_dj^[^Whi^>kZied8Woh[]_ede\9WdWZW$
Flaherty edited his ﬁfty-ﬁve-minute ﬁlm to both tell and interpret the story of his subject.
Flaherty’s second ﬁlm, Moana'/(+"WijkZoe\j^[bki^Iekj^FWY_ÆY_ibWdZi"_dif_h[Zj^[j[hc
documentary in a 1926 ﬁlm review by John Grierson, a Scottish ﬁlm producer. Grierson deﬁned
Flaherty’s work and the documentary form as “the creative treatment of actuality,” or a genre
that interprets reality by recording real people and settings.
Over time, the documentary developed an identity apart from its commercial presentation. As an educational, noncommercial form, the documentary usually required the backing
of industry, government, or philanthropy to cover costs. In support of a clear alternative to
>ebbomeeZY_d[cW"iec[dWj_ediX[]WdYh[Wj_d]if[Y_Wbkd_ji"ikY^Wi9WdWZW¾iDWj_edWb<_bc
Board, to sponsor documentaries. In the United States, art and ﬁlm received considerable supfehj\hecj^[Heei[l[bjWZc_d_ijhWj_edZkh_d]j^[:[fh[ii_ed$
By the late 1950s and early 1960s, the development of portable cameras had led to cinema verité (a French term for “truth ﬁlm”). This documentary style allowed ﬁlmmakers to go
where cameras could not go before and
record fragments of everyday life more
unobtrusively. Directly opposed to packaged, high-gloss Hollywood features,
verité aimed to track reality, employing a
rough, grainy look and shaky, handheld
camera work. Among the key innovators
in cinema verité were Drew and AssociWj[i"b[ZXoHeX[hj:h[m"W\ehc[hLife
magazine photographer. Through his
connection to Time Inc. (which owned
Life) and its chain of TV stations, Drew
shot the groundbreaking documentary
Primary, which followed the 1960 Democratic presidential primary race between
>kX[hj>kcf^h[oWdZ@e^d<$A[dd[Zo$
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GLOBAL
VILLAGE
Beyond Hollywood: Asian Cinema

A

sian nations easily outstrip
Hollywood in quantity of ﬁlms
produced. India alone produces about a thousand movies a year.
But from India to South Korea, Asian
ﬁlms are increasingly challenging Hollywood in terms of quality, and they
have become more inﬂuential as Asian
directors, actors, and ﬁlm styles are
exported to Hollywood and the world.
India
Part musical, part action, part romance, and part suspense, the epic
films of Bollywood typically have
fantastic sets, hordes of extras, plenty
of wet saris, and symbolic fountain
bursts (as a substitute for kissing and
sex, which are prohibited from being
shown). Indian movie fans pay from
75 cents to $5 to see these films, and
they feel short-changed if they are
shorter than three hours. With many
films produced in less than a week,
however, most of the Bollywood fare
is cheaply produced and badly acted.
But these production aesthetics are
changing, as bigger-budget releases
target middle and upper classes in
India, the twenty-five million Indians
living abroad, and Western audiences.

Bollywood Star Aishwarya Rai stars in 2008’s
Jodhaa Akbar.

Jab Tak Hai Jaan (2012), a romance
starring Shahrukh Khan, India’s most
famous leading man, had the most
successful U.S. box office opening
of any Bollywood film. The film was
released just weeks after the death
of Yash Chopra, its award-winning
director.
China
Since the late 1980s, Chinese cinema
has developed an international reputation. Leading this generation of directors are Zhang Yimou (House of Flying
Daggers, 2004; The Flowers of War,
2011) and Kaige Chen (Farewell My
Concubine, 1993; Caught in the Web,
2012), whose work has spanned genres
such as historical epics, love stories,
contemporary tales of city life, and
action fantasy. These directors have
also helped to make international stars
out of Gong Li (Memoirs of a Geisha,
2005; What Women Want, 2011) and
Ziyi Zhang (Memoirs of a Geisha, 2005;
Dangerous Liaisons, 2012).
Hong Kong

Japan
Americans may be most familiar with
low-budget monster movies like Godzilla,
but the widely heralded films of the late
director Akira Kurosawa have had an
even greater impact: His Seven Samurai
(1954) was remade by Hollywood as
The Magnificent Seven (1960), and The
Hidden Fortress (1958) was George
Lucas’s inspiration for Star Wars. Current forces in Japanese cinema include
Hayao Miyazaki (Howl’s Moving Castle,
2005; Ponyo, 2009), the country’s top
director of anime movies. Japanese
thrillers like Ringu (1998), Ringu 2
(1999), and Ju-on: The Grudge (2003)
were remade into successful American
horror films. Another Hollywood sequel
to the Ringu franchise, tentatively titled
The Ring 3D, is in development.
South Korea
The end of military regimes in the late
1980s and corporate investment in the
film business in the 1990s created a
new era in Korean moviemaking. Leading
directors include Kim Jee-woon (Doomsday Book, 2012); Lee Chang-dong
(nominated for the Palme d’Or award at
Cannes for Poetry, 2010); and Chanwook Park, whose Revenge Trilogy films
(Sympathy for Mr. Vengeance, 2002;
Old Boy, 2003; and Lady Vengeance,
2005) have won international acclaim,
including the Grand Prix at Cannes in
2004 for Old Boy. Korean films are hot
properties in Hollywood, as major U.S.
studios have bought the rights to a number of hits. Korean directors are working
in Hollywood, too. Chan-wook Park’s
U.S. directing debut comes with Stoker
(2013), starring Nicole Kidman and
Mia Wasikowska, while Kim Jee-woon
directs The Last Stand (2013), starring
Arnold Schwarzenegger.

Hong Kong films were the most talkedabout—and the most influential—film
genre in cinema throughout the late
1980s and 1990s. The style of highly
choreographed action with often breathtaking, balletlike violence became hugely
popular around the world, reaching
American audiences and in some cases
even outselling Hollywood blockbusters.
Hong Kong directors like John Woo, Ringo
Lam, and Jackie Chan (who also acts
in his movies) have directed Hollywood
action films; and Hong Kong stars like Jet
Li (Lethal Weapon 4, 1998; The Forbidden Kingdom, 2008; The Expendables 2,
2012), Chow Yun-Fat (The Replacement
Killers, 1998; Shanghai, 2010), and
Malaysia’s Michelle Yeoh (Memoirs of a
Geisha, 2005; The Lady, 2011) are landing leading roles in AmericanCHAPTER
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“My stuff always
starts with interviews. I start interviewing people,
and then slowly
but surely, a movie
insinuates itself.”
ERROL MORRIS,
DOCUMENTARY
FILMMAKER, 2008

Perhaps the major contribution of documentaries has been their willingness to tackle controversial or unpopular subject matter. For example, American documentary ﬁlmmaker Michael Moore
often addresses complex topics that target corporations or the government. His ﬁlms include Roger
and Me (1989), a comic and controversial look at the relationship between the city of Flint, Michigan,
and General Motors; the Oscar-winning Bowling for Columbine (2002), which explored gun violence;
Fahrenheit 9/11 (2004), a critique of the Bush administration’s Middle East policies; Sicko (2007), an
investigation of the U.S. health-care system; and Capitalism: A Love Story (2009), about corporate
culture in the United States. Moore’s recent ﬁlms were part of a resurgence in high-proﬁle documentary ﬁlmmaking in the United States, which included The Fog of War (2003), Super Size Me (2004), An
Inconvenient Truth (2006), The Cove (2009), Waiting for Superman (2010), and Bully (2012).

The Rise of Independent Films
INDEPENDENT FILM
FESTIVALS, like the
Sundance Film Festival,
are widely recognized in
the ﬁlm industry as a major
place to discover new talent
and acquire independently
made ﬁlms on topics that
might otherwise be too
controversial, too niche,
or too original for a major
studio-backed picture.
One of the breakout hits of
Sundance 2012, Beasts
of the Southern Wild, is a
magical realist drama about a
little girl (played by newcomer
Quvenzhané Wallis) who
lives in a bayou outside
New Orleans and faces a
hurricane, as well as mythical
creatures. Fox Searchlight
acquired distribution rights,
releasing it to great acclaim
and strong limited-release box
ofﬁce grosses that summer.

The success of documentary films like Super Size Me and Fahrenheit 9/11 dovetails with the rise of
indies, or independently produced films. As opposed to directors working in the Hollywood system,
independent filmmakers typically operate on a shoestring budget and show their movies in thousands of campus auditoriums and at hundreds of small film festivals. The decreasing costs of portable
technology, including smaller digital cameras and computer editing, have kept many documentary
and independent filmmakers in business. They make movies inexpensively, relying on real-life situations, stage actors and nonactors, crews made up of friends and students, and local nonstudio settings. Successful independents like Kevin Smith (Clerks, 1994; Cop Out, 2010), Darren Aronofsky (The
Fountain, 2006; The Wrestler, 2008; Black Swan, 2010), and Sofia Coppola (Lost in Translation, 2003;
The Bling Ring, 2013) continue to find substantial audiences in college and art-house theaters and
through online DVD services like Netflix, which promote work produced outside the studio system.
The rise of independent ﬁlm festivals in the 1990s—especially the Sundance Film Festival held
every January in Park City, Utah—helped Hollywood rediscover low-cost independent ﬁlms as an
alternative to traditional movies with Titanic-size budgets. Films such as Little Miss Sunshine (2006),
500 Days of Summer (2009), Our Idiot Brother (2011), and Beasts of the Southern Wild (2012) were
able to generate industry buzz and garner major studio distribution deals through Sundance screenings, becoming star vehicles for several directors and actors. As with the recording industry, the
major studios see these festivals—which also include New York’s Tribeca Film Festival, the South by
Southwest festival in Austin, and international ﬁlm festivals in Toronto and Cannes—as important
venues for discovering new talent. Some major studios even purchased successful independent ﬁlm
companies (Disney’s purchase of Miramax) or have developed in-house indie divisions (Sony’s Sony
Pictures Classics) to speciﬁcally handle the
development and distribution of indies.
But by 2010, the independent ﬁlm business as a feeder system for major studios
was declining due to the poor economy and
studios’ waning interest in smaller, specialty
ﬁlms. Disney sold Miramax for $660 million
to an investor group comprised of Hollywood
outsiders. Viacom folded its independent unit,
Paramount Vantage, into its main studio; and
Time Warner closed its Warner Independent
and Picturehouse in-house indie divisions.
Meanwhile, producers of low-budget independent ﬁlms increasingly looked to alternative
digital distribution models, such as Internet
downloads, direct DVD sales, and on-demand
screenings via cable and services like Netﬂix.
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The Transformation
of the Studio System
After years of thriving, the Hollywood movie industry began to falter after 1946. Weekly movie
attendance in the United States peaked at ninety million in 1946, then fell to under twenty-five
c_bb_edXo'/,)$9h_j_YiWdZeXi[hl[hiX[]WdjWba_d]WXekjj^[Z[Wj^e\>ebbomeeZ"YbW_c_d]j^Wj
the Golden Age was over. However, the movie industry adapted and survived, just as it continues to do today. Among the changing conditions facing the film industry were the communist
witch-hunts in Hollywood, the end of the industry’s vertical integration, suburbanization, the
arrival of television, and the appearance of home entertainment.

“After the success
of The Blair Witch
Project . . . it
seemed that anyone with a dream,
a camera and an
Internet account
could get a ﬁlm
made—or, at least,
market it cheaply
once it was made.”
ABBY ELLIN,
NEW YORK TIMES,
2000

The Hollywood Ten
?d'/*-"_dj^[mWa[e\j^[kd\ebZ_d]9ebZMWhm_j^j^[Iel_[jKd_ed"Yedi[hlWj_l[c[cX[hie\
9ed]h[iiX[]Wd_dl[ij_]Wj_d]>ebbomeeZ\ehWbb[][ZikXl[hi_l[WdZYecckd_ijj_[i$J^Wjo[Wh"
aggressive witch-hunts for political radicals in the film industry by the House Un-American
7Yj_l_j_[i9ecc_jj[[>K79b[Zjej^[\WcekiHollywood Ten hearings and subsequent trial.
>K79_dYbkZ[Z\kjkh[fh[i_Z[djH_Y^WhZC$D_ned"j^[dWYed]h[iicWd\hec9Wb_\ehd_W$
:kh_d]j^[_dl[ij_]Wj_edi">K79Ye[hY[Zfhec_d[djf[efb[\hecj^[Æbc_dZkijhojeZ[YbWh[
their patriotism and to give up the names of colleagues suspected of having politically unfriendly tendencies. Upset over labor union strikes and outspoken writers, many ﬁlm executives were eager to
j[ij_\oWdZfhel_Z[dWc[i$<eh_dijWdY["@WYaB$MWhd[he\MWhd[h8hej^[hiik]][ij[Zj^Wjm^[d[l[h
ﬁlm writers made fun of the wealthy or America’s political system in their work, or if their movies
were sympathetic to “Indians and the colored folks,”11 they were engaging in communist propaganda.
In addition, ﬁlm producer Sam Wood, who had directed Marx Brothers comedies in the mid-1930s,
testiﬁed that communist writers could be spotted because they portrayed bankers and senators as
l_bbW_dekiY^WhWYj[hi$Ej^[h»\h_[dZbo¼>K79m_jd[ii[i_dYbkZ[ZWYjehi=Who9eef[hWdZHedWbZ
H[W]Wd"Z_h[Yjeh;b_WAWpWd"WdZfheZkY[h
Walt Disney. Whether they believed it was
their patriotic duty or they feared losing their
jobs, many prominent actors, directors, and
other ﬁlm executives also “named names.”
;l[djkWbbo">K79ikXfe[dW[Zj[d
unwilling witnesses who were questioned
about their memberships in various organizations. The so-called Hollywood Ten—nine
screenwriters and one director—refused to
discuss their memberships or to identify comckd_ijiocfWj^_p[hi$9^Wh][Zm_j^Yedj[cfj
e\9ed]h[ii_dDel[cX[h'/*-"j^[om[h[
eventually sent to prison. Although jailing the
Hollywood Ten clearly violated their freeif[[Y^h_]^ji"_dj^[Wjceif^[h[e\j^[9ebZ
War many people worried that “the American
way” could be sabotaged via unpatriotic
messages planted in ﬁlms. Upon release from
jail, the Hollywood Ten found themselves

THE HOLLYWOOD TEN
While many studio heads,
producers, and actors
“named names” to HUAC,
others, such as the group
shown below, held protests
to demand the release of the
Hollywood Ten.
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blacklisted, or boycotted, by the major studios, and their careers in the ﬁlm industry were all but
ruined. The national fervor over communism continued to plague Hollywood well into the 1950s.

The Paramount Decision
9e_dY_Z_d]m_j^j^[>K79_dl[ij_]Wj_edi"j^[]el[hdc[djWbie_dYh[Wi[Z_jiiYhkj_doe\j^[
movie industry’s aggressive business practices. By the mid-1940s, the Justice Department
Z[cWdZ[Zj^Wjj^[\_l[cW`eh\_bcYecfWd_[iºFWhWcekdj"MWhd[h8hej^[hi"Jm[dj_[j^9[djkho
<en"C=C"WdZHAEº[dZl[hj_YWb_dj[]hWj_ed"m^_Y^_dlebl[Zj^[i_ckbjWd[ekiYedjhebel[h
production, distribution, and exhibition. In 1948, after a series of court appeals, the Supreme
9ekhjhkb[ZW]W_dijj^[\_bc_dZkijho_dm^Wj_iYeccedboademdWij^[Paramount decision,
forcing the studios to gradually divest themselves of their theaters.
7bj^ek]^j^[]el[hdc[dj^WZ^ef[Zje_dYh[Wi[Yecf[j_j_ed"j^[FWhWcekdjYWi[d[l[h
really changed the oligopoly structure of the Hollywood ﬁlm industry, because it failed to challenge the industry’s control over distribution. However, the 1948 decision did create opportunities in the exhibition part of the industry for those outside of Hollywood. In addition to art
houses showing documentaries or foreign ﬁlms, thousands of drive-in theaters sprang up in
farmers’ ﬁelds, welcoming new suburbanites who embraced the automobile. Although drive-ins
had been around since the 1930s, by the end of the 1950s more than four thousand existed. The
FWhWcekdjZ[Y_i_ed[dYekhW][Zd[m_dZeehj^[Wj[hef[d_d]iWim[bb"Xkjj^[cW`ehijkZ_ei
continued to dominate distribution. By producing the most polished and popular ﬁlms, they
still inﬂuenced consumer demand and orchestrated where the movies would play.

Moving to the Suburbs
9eccedi[di[c_]^jik]][ijj^Wjj[b[l_i_edWbed[fh[Y_f_jWj[Zj^[Z[Yb_d[_dfeij¹MehbZMWh??
movie attendance, but the most dramatic drop actually occurred in the late 1940s—before most
Americans even owned TV sets.12

MOVIES TAKE ON SOCIAL
ISSUES
Rebel without a Cause
(1955), starring James
Dean and Natalie Wood, was
marketed in movie posters
as “Warner Bros. Challenging
Drama of Today’s Teenage
Violence!” James Dean’s
memorable portrayal of a
troubled youth forever ﬁxed
his place in movie history.
He was killed in a car crash
a month before the movie
opened.
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The transformation from a wartime economy and a surge in consumer production had
a signiﬁcant impact on moviegoing. With industries turning from armaments to appliances,
Americans started cashing in their wartime savings bonds for household goods and new cars.
Discretionary income that formerly went to buying movie tickets now went to acquiring consumer products, and the biggest product of all was a new house in the suburbs—far from the
Zemdjemdcel_[j^[Wj[hi$H[bo_d]ed]el[hdc[dj^[bfj^hek]^L[j[hWdi7Zc_d_ijhWj_edbeWdi"
people left the cities in record numbers to buy aﬀordable houses in suburban areas where tax
bases were lower. Home ownership in the United States doubled between 1945 and 1950, while
the moviegoing public decreased just as quickly. According to census data, new home purchases, which had held steady at about 100,000 a year since the late 1920s, leaped to more than
930,000 in 1946 and peaked at 1,700,000 in 1950.
Additionally, after the war the average age for couples entering marriage dropped from
twenty-four to nineteen. Unlike their parents, many postwar couples had their ﬁrst child before
they turned twenty-one. The combination of social and economic changes meant there were
signiﬁcantly fewer couples dating at the movies. Then, when television exploded in the late
1950s, there was even less discretionary income—and less reason to go to the movies.

Television Changes Hollywood
In the late 1940s, radio’s popularity had a strong impact on film. Not only were 1948 and 1949
high points in radio listenership, but with the mass migration to the suburbs, radio offered
Americans an inexpensive entertainment alternative to the movies (as it had during the Great
Depression). As a result, many people stayed home and listened to radio programs until TV displaced both radio and movies as the medium of national entertainment in the mid-1950s. The
movie industry responded in a variety of ways.
First, with growing legions of people gathering around their living-room TV sets, movie
content slowly shifted toward more serious subjects. At ﬁrst, this shift was a response to the war
and an acknowledgment of life’s complexity, but later movies focused on subject matter that
television did not encourage. This shift began with ﬁlm noir in the 1940s but continued into the
1950s, as commercial movies, for the ﬁrst time, explored larger social problems such as alcoholism (The Lost Weekend, 1945), anti-Semitism (Gentleman’s Agreement, 1947), mental illness (The
Snake Pit, 1948), racism (Pinky, 1949), adult–teen relationships (Rebel without a Cause, 1955),
drug abuse (The Man with the Golden Arm, 1955), and—perhaps most controversial—sexuality
(Peyton Place, 1957; Butterfield 8, 1960; and Lolita, 1962).
These and other ﬁlms challenged the authority of the industry’s own prohibitive Motion
F_Yjkh[FheZkYj_ed9eZ[$>ebbomeeZWZefj[Zj^[9eZ[_dj^[[Whbo'/)&ijeh[ijh_YjÆbcZ[f_Ytions of violence, crime, drug use, and sexual behavior and to quiet public and political concerns that the movie business was lowering the moral standards of America. (For more on the
9eZ["i[[9^Wfj[h',$?d'/,-"W\j[hj^[9eZ[^WZX[[d_]deh[ZXofheZkY[hi\ehi[l[hWbo[Whi"
j^[Cej_edF_Yjkh[7iieY_Wj_ede\7c[h_YW_d_j_Wj[Zj^[Ykhh[djhWj_d]iioij[c"m^_Y^hWj[Z
ﬁlms for age appropriateness rather than censoring all adult content.
Second, just as radio worked to improve sound to maintain an advantage over television in
the 1950s, the ﬁlm industry introduced a host of technological improvements to lure Americans
away from their TV sets. Technicolor, invented by an MIT scientist in 1917, had improved and
was used in movies more often to draw people away from their black-and-white TVs. In addij_ed"9_d[hWcW"9_d[cWIYef["WdZL_ijWL_i_edWbbWhh_l[Z_dcel_[j^[Wj[hi"\[Wjkh_d]ijh_a_d]
wide-screen images, multiple synchronized projectors, and stereophonic sound. Then 3-D
j^h[[#Z_c[di_edWbcel_[iWff[Wh[Z"Wbj^ek]^j^[omeh[eègk_YaboWiWdel[bjo$<_dWbbo"FWdWl_i_ed"m^_Y^ki[Zif[Y_Wb;WijcWdYebehÆbcWdZYWc[hWb[di[ij^WjZ[Yh[Wi[Zj^[\kpp_d[ii
of images, became the wide-screen standard throughout the industry. These developments,
however, generally failed to address the movies’ primary problem: the middle-class ﬂight to the
suburbs, away from downtown theaters.

“So TV did not kill
Hollywood. In the
great Hollywood
whodunit there is,
after all, not even
a corpse. The ﬁlm
industry never
died. Only where
we enjoy its latest
products has
changed, forever.”
DOUGLAS GOMERY,
WILSON QUARTERLY,
1991
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Hollywood Adapts to Home Entertainment

“(Blu-ray is) the
last hardware. . . .
There won’t be any
other hardware
now. It’s gonna be
on a digital phone,
it’s gonna be on
a computer or TV
screen.”
OLIVER STONE,
DIRECTOR, 2011

Just as nickelodeons, movie palaces, and drive-ins transformed movie exhibition in earlier times,
the introduction of cable television and the videocassette in the 1970s transformed contemporary movie exhibition. Despite advances in movie exhibition, most people prefer the convenience of watching movies at home. In fact, about 30 percent of domestic revenue for Hollywood
studios comes from DVD/Blu-ray rentals and sales as well as Internet downloads and streaming,
leaving domestic box-office receipts accounting for just 20 percent of total film revenue.
Although the video market became a ﬁnancial bonanza for the movie industry, Hollywood
_hed_YWbbojh_[ZjeijWbbj^[Whh_lWbe\j^[L9H_dj^['/-&iº[l[dÆb_d]bWmik_jijefhe^_X_jYkijecers from copying movies from television. The 1997 introduction of the DVD helped reinvigorate
the ﬂat sales of the home video market as people began to acquire new movie collections on
DVD. Today, home movie exhibition is again in transition, this time from DVD to Internet video.
As DVD sales began to decline, Hollywood endorsed the high-deﬁnition format Blu-ray in 2008
to revive sales, but the format hasn’t grown quickly enough to help the video store business.
The biggest chain, Blockbuster, ﬁled for bankruptcy in 2010, closed hundreds of stores,
and was auctioned to the DISH Network in 2011, while the Movie Gallery/Hollywood Video chain
shuttered all of its stores. The only bright spot in DVD rentals has been at the low end of the
cWha[jºWkjecWj[Za_eiaib_a[H[ZXenWdZ8beYaXkij[h;nfh[iij^Wjh[djcel_[i\eh'$(&je
$2.00 a day. Online rental company Netﬂix became a success by delivering DVDs by mail to its
subscribers. But the future of the video rental business is in Internet distribution. Movie fans
can also download or stream movies and television shows from services like Netﬂix, Amazon,
>kbk"=ee]b["WdZj^[_Jkd[iijeh[jej^[_hj[b[l_i_edi[jij^hek]^Z[l_Y[ib_a[Heak"7ffb[JL"
J_LeFh[c_[h["l_Z[e]Wc[Yedieb[i"WdZ?dj[hd[j#h[WZoJLi$7if[efb[_dl[ij_dm_Z[#iYh[[d
TVs (including 3-D televisions) and sophisticated sound systems, home entertainment is getting
bigger and keeping pace with the movie theater experience. Interestingly, home entertainment
is also getting smaller—movies are increasingly available to stream and download on portable
devices like tablets, laptop computers, and smartphones.

The Economics of
the Movie Business
Despite the development of network and cable television, video-on-demand, DVDs, and Internet
downloads and streaming, the movie business has continued to thrive. In fact, since 1963 Americans have purchased roughly 1 billion movie tickets each year; in 2011, 1.28 billion tickets were
sold.13 With first-run movie tickets in some areas rising to more than $13 (and 3-D movies costing
even more), gross revenues from domestic box-office sales have climbed to $10.2 billion, up from
$3.8 billion annually in the mid-1980s (see Figure 7.1). In addition, home video, which includes
domestic DVD and Blu-ray disc rentals and sales and digital streaming and downloads, produced
another $18 billion a year, substantially more than box-office receipts. (Digital sales accounted for
$3.4 billion of the home video total in 2011.14) In order to continually flourish, the movie industry
revamped its production, distribution, and exhibition system and consolidated its ownership.

Production, Distribution, and Exhibition Today
In the 1970s, attendance by young moviegoers at new suburban multiplex theaters made megahits of The Godfather (1972), The Exorcist (1973), Jaws (1975), Rocky (1976), and Star Wars (1977).
During this period, Jaws and Star Wars became the first movies to gross more than $100 million
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at the U.S. box office in a single year. In trying to copy the success of these blockbuster hits, the
cW`ehijkZ_eii[j_dfbWY[[Yedec_YijhWj[]_[i\eh\kjkh[Z[YWZ[i$I[[»C[Z_WB_j[hWYoWdZj^[
9h_j_YWbFheY[ii0J^[8beYaXkij[hC[djWb_jo¼edfW][(,)$

Making Money on Movies Today
With 80 to 90 percent of newly released movies failing to make money at the domestic box
office, studios need a couple of major hits each year to offset losses on other films. (See Table 7.1
on page 262 for a list of the highest-grossing films of all time.) The potential losses are great: Over
the past decade, a major studio film, on average, cost about $66 million to produce and about
$37 million for domestic marketing, advertising, and print costs.15
With climbing ﬁlm costs, creating revenue from a movie is a formidable task. Studios make
money on movies from six major sources: First, the studios get a portion of the theater boxoﬃce revenue—about 40 percent of the box-oﬃce take (the theaters get the rest). Overall, boxoﬃce receipts provide studios with approximately 20 percent of a movie’s domestic revenue.
More recently, studios have found that they often can reel in bigger box-oﬃce receipts for 3-D
ﬁlms and their higher ticket prices. For example, admission to the 2-D version of a ﬁlm costs
'*WjWD[mOeha9_jockbj_fb[n"m^_b[j^[)#:l[hi_edYeiji'.Wjj^[iWc[j^[Wj[h$?d(&''"(+
percent of major studio releases were 3-D ﬁlms, and they generated 18 percent of Hollywood’s
box-oﬃce revenue that year. As Hollywood makes more 3-D ﬁlms (the latest form of product
diﬀerentiation), the challenge for major studios has been to increase the number of digital 3-D
screens across the country. By 2012, about 32 percent of theater screens were digital 3-D.
Second, about four months after the theatrical release come the DVD sales and rentals,
and digital downloads and streaming. This “window” accounts for about 30 percent of all
domestic-ﬁlm income for major studios, and has been declining since 2004 as DVD sales falter.
:_iYekdjh[djWba_eiaYecfWd_[ib_a[H[ZXenckijmW_jjm[djo#[_]^jZWoiW\j[h:L:i]eediWb[
before they can rent them, and Netﬂix has entered into a similar agreement with movie studios
in exchange for more video streaming content—a concession to Hollywood’s preference for
the greater proﬁts in selling DVDs rather than renting them. A small percentage of this market
includes “direct-to-DVD” ﬁlms, which don’t have a theatrical release.
Third are the next “windows” of release for a ﬁlm: pay-per-view, premium cable (such as
HBO), then network and basic cable, and, ﬁnally, the syndicated TV market. The price these
cable and television outlets pay to the studios is negotiated on a ﬁlm-by-ﬁlm basis, although
digital services like Netﬂix and premium channels also negotiate agreements with studios to
gain access to a library of ﬁlms. The cable window has traditionally begun with the DVD release
window, but DirecTV threatened that system in 2011 by oﬀering Hollywood ﬁlms on demand

FIGURE 7.1
GROSS REVENUES FROM
BOX-OFFICE SALES,
1987–2011
Source: Motion Picture Association of America, “Theatrical
Market Statistics, 2011, U.S./
Canada,” http://www.mpaa.org.

“The skill that
movie executives
have honed over
the years is
audience-creation.
Even if it takes
$30 to $50 million
to herd teens to
the multiplexes,
and the movie fails
to earn back that
outlay, they hope it
will lead to a future
franchise. To
abandon that hope
means the end of
Hollywood, as they
know it.”
EDWARD JAY EPSTEIN,
THE HOLLYWOOD
ECONOMIST: THE
HIDDEN FINANCIAL
REALITY BEHIND THE
MOVIES, 2010
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TABLE 7.1
THE TOP 10 ALL-TIME
BOX-OFFICE CHAMPIONS*
Source: “All-Time Domestic Blockbusters,” November 14, 2012,
http://www.boxofﬁceguru.com/
blockbusters.htm.
*Most rankings of the Top 10
most popular ﬁlms are based on
American box-ofﬁce receipts.
If these were adjusted for
inﬂation, Gone with the Wind
(1939) would become No. 2 in
U.S. theater revenue.
**Gross is shown in absolute dollars based on box-ofﬁce sales in
the United States and Canada.

BLOCKBUSTERS like The
Avengers (2012) are sought
after despite large budgets—
because they can potentially
bring in twice their cost in
box ofﬁce sales, DVD and
Blu-ray discs, merchandising,
and, studios hope, sequels
that generate more of the
same. The Avengers, an
all-star teaming of Marvel
superheroes who had
previously starred in their
own blockbusters, set a new
opening weekend record
($207.4 million) before going
on to gross over $620 million
in the United States and over
$1.5 billion worldwide.

Rank

Title/Date

Domestic Gross** ($ millions)

1

Avatar (2009)

$760.5

2

Titanic (1997, 2012 3-D)

658.6

3

The Avengers (2012)

623.4

4

The Dark Knight (2008)

533

5

Star Wars: Episode I—The Phantom Menace (1999, 2012 3-D)

474.5

6

Star Wars (1977, 1997)

461

7

The Dark Knight Rises (2012)

447.8

8

Shrek 2 (2004)

437.7

9

E.T.: The Extra-Terrestrial (1982, 2002)

435

10

Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest (2006)

423.3

just thirty to sixty days after their theatrical release. This shortening of the box-oﬃce window
upset movie theater owners and many ﬁlm directors.
Fourth, studios earn revenue from distributing ﬁlms in foreign markets. In fact, at
$22.4 billion in 2011, international box-oﬃce gross revenues are more than double the U.S. and
Canadian box-oﬃce receipts, and they continue to climb annually, even as other countries produce more of their own ﬁlms.
Fifth, studios make money by distributing the work of independent producers and ﬁlmmakers, who hire the studios to gain wider circulation. Independents pay the studios between
30 and 50 percent of the box-oﬃce and video rental money they make from movies.
Sixth, revenue is earned from merchandise licensing and product placements in movies.
In the early days of television and ﬁlm, characters generally used generic products, or product
labels weren’t highlighted in shots. For example, Bette Davis’s and Humphrey Bogart’s cigarette packs were rarely seen in their movies. But with soaring ﬁlm production costs, product
placements are adding extra revenues while lending an element of authenticity to the staging. Famous product placements in movies include Reese’s Pieces in E.T.: The Extra-Terrestrial
(1982), Pepsi-Cola in Back to the Future II (1989), and Heineken in Skyfall (2012).

Theater Chains Consolidate
Exhibition
Film exhibition is now controlled
by a handful of theater chains; the
leading seven companies operate more than 50 percent of U.S.
screens. The major chains—Regal
Cinemas, AMC Entertainment, Cinemark USA, Carmike Cinemas, Cineplex Entertainment, Rave Motion
Pictures, and Marcus Theatres—own
thousands of screens each in suburban malls and at highway crossroads, and most have expanded
into international markets as well.
Because distributors require access
to movie screens, they do business
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Media Literacy and
the Critical Process

1

DESCRIPTION. Consider
a list of the Top 25 all-time
highest- grossing movies in the United
States, such as the one on Box Oﬃce
Guru, http://boxoﬃceguru.com/block
busters.htm

2

ANALYSIS. Note patterns in the

list. For example, of these twentyﬁve top-grossing ﬁlms, twenty-four target
young audiences (The Passion of the Christ
is the only exception). Nearly all of these
top-grossing ﬁlms feature animated or
digitally composited characters (e.g., The
Lion King; Shrek; Jurassic Park) or extensive special eﬀects (Transformers; The
Avengers). Nearly all of the ﬁlms also either spawned or are a part of a series, like
The Lord of the Rings, Transformers, The
Dark Knight, and Harry Potter. More than
half of the ﬁlms ﬁt into the action movie
genre. Nearly all of the Top 25 had intense
merchandising campaigns that featured
action ﬁgures, fast-food tie-ins, and an incredible variety of products for sale; that
is, nearly all weren’t “surprise” hits.

The Blockbuster Mentality
In the beginning of this chapter, we noted Hollywood’s
shift toward a blockbuster mentality after the success of
ﬁlms like Star Wars. How pervasive is this blockbuster mentality, which targets an audience of young adults, releases
action-packed big-budget ﬁlms featuring heavy merchandising tie-ins, and produces sequels?

3

INTERPRETATION. What do

the patterns mean? It’s clear,
economically, why Hollywood likes to have
successful blockbuster movie franchises.
But what kinds of ﬁlms get left out of the
mix? Hits like Forrest Gump (now bumped
out of the Top 25), which may have had
big-budget releases but lack some of the
other attributes of blockbusters, are clearly
anomalies of the blockbuster mentality,
although they illustrate that strong characters and compelling stories can carry a
ﬁlm to great commercial success.

4

EVALUATION. It is likely
that we will continue to see an
increase in youth-oriented, animated/
action movie franchises that are heavily
merchandised and intended for wide
international distribution. Indeed, Hollywood does not have a lot of motivation to

put out other kinds of movies that don’t
ﬁt these categories. Is this a good thing?
Can you think of a ﬁlm that you thought
was excellent and that would have likely
been a bigger hit with better promotion
and wider distribution?

5

ENGAGEMENT. Watch inde-

pendent and foreign ﬁlms and see
what you’re missing. Visit foreignﬁlms
.com, the independent ﬁlm section at
imdb.com, or the Sundance Film Festival
site and browse through the many ﬁlms
listed. Find these ﬁlms on Netﬂix, Amazon, Google, or iTunes (and let them know
if they don’t list them). Write your cable
company and request to have the Sundance Channel and the Independent Film
Channel on your cable lineup. Organize
an independent ﬁlm night on your college
campus and bring these ﬁlms to a crowd.

with chains that control the most screens. In a multiplex, an exhibitor can project a potential hit
on two or three screens at the same time; films that do not debut well are relegated to the smallest theaters or bumped quickly for a new release.
The strategy of the leading theater chains during the 1990s was to build more megaplexes
(facilities with fourteen or more screens), but with upscale concession services and luxurious
screening rooms with stadium-style seating and digital sound to make moviegoing a special
event. Even with record box-oﬃce revenues, the major movie theater chains entered the 2000s
in miserable ﬁnancial shape. After several years of fast-paced building and renovations, the
major chains had built an excess of screens and had accrued enormous debt. But to further combat the home theater market, movie theater chains added IMAX screens and digital projectors
so that they could exhibit specially mastered and (with a nod to the 1950s) 3-D blockbusters.16 By
2010, the movie exhibition business had grown to a record number (39,547) of indoor screens.
Still, theater chains sought to be less reliant on Hollywood’s product, and with new digital
projectors they began to screen nonmovie events, including live sporting events, rock concerts,
and classic TV show marathons. One of the most successful theater events is the live HD simulcast of the New York Metropolitan Opera’s performances, which began in 2007 and during its
2012–13 season screened twelve operas in more than 1,700 locations in 54 countries worldwide.
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The Major Studio Players

PRODUCT PLACEMENT
in feature ﬁlms is not limited
to big-ticket events like
entries in the James Bond
or Transformers franchises.
Many smaller-scale movies,
like the 2011 romantic
comedy What’s Your Number?,
feature prominent use of
real-life products like Apple
laptops. Of course, most
movies released by Columbia
Pictures (a subsidiary of Sony)
will feature Sony electronics
instead.

FIGURE 7.2
MARKET SHARE OF
U.S. FILM STUDIOS AND
DISTRIBUTORS, 2011
(IN $MILLIONS)
Note: Based on gross boxofﬁce revenue, January 1,
2011–December 31, 2011.
Overall gross for period:
$10.174 billion.
Source: Box Ofﬁce Mojo.
Studio Market Share, http://www
.boxofﬁcemojo.com/studio/.

The current Hollywood commercial film business is ruled primarily
Xoi_nYecfWd_[i0MWhd[h8hej^[hi"FWhWcekdj"Jm[dj_[j^9[djkho
<en"Kd_l[hiWb"9ebkcX_WF_Yjkh[i"WdZ:_id[oºj^[Big Six$;nY[fj
for Disney, all these companies are owned by large parent conglomerates (see Figure 7.2). The six major studios account for more than
90 percent of the revenue generated by commercial films. They also
Yedjhebceh[j^Wd^Wb\j^[cel_[cWha[j_d;khef[WdZ7i_W$Ed[
_dZ[f[dZ[djijkZ_e":h[WcMehaiIA=ºYh[Wj[Z_d'//*XoIj[l[d
If_[bX[h]"\ehc[h:_id[o[n[Ykj_l[@[\\h[oAWjp[dX[h]"WdZiekdZ
recording tycoon David Geffen—began to rival the production capabilities of the majors with films like Shrek 2 (2004), Anchorman (2004),
and Madagascar (2005). Nevertheless, even DreamWorks could not
sustain the high costs of an independent studio, and in 2009 it struck
a six-year distribution deal with Disney. In the United States, three
independent studios—sometimes called mini-majors—have maintained
ceZ[ijcWha[ji^Wh[\ehWdkcX[he\o[Whi0B_edi]Wj[The Hunger
Games; the Twilighti[h_[i"m^_Y^fkhY^Wi[Z_dZ_[Ikcc_j;dj[hjW_dc[dj_d(&'(1j^[M[_dij[_d9ecfWdoThe Artist, The Master); and
H[bWj_l_joImmortals, Act of Valor).
In the 1980s, to oﬀset losses resulting from box-oﬃce failures, the
movie industry began to diversify, expanding into other product lines
and other mass media. This expansion included television programming, print media, sound recordings, and home videos/DVDs, as well
as cable and computers, electronic hardware and software, retail
stores, and theme parks such as Universal Studios. To maintain the industry’s economic stability, management strategies today rely on both heavy advance promotion (which can double the
cost of a commercial ﬁlm) and synergy—the promotion and sale of a product throughout the
lWh_ekiikXi_Z_Wh_[ie\j^[c[Z_WYed]bec[hWj[$9ecfWd_[ifhecej[dejedboj^[d[mcel_[
itself but also its book form, soundtrack, calendars, T-shirts, Web site, and toy action ﬁgures, as
well as “the-making-of ” story on television, home video, and the Internet. The Disney studio, in
particular, has been successful with its multiple repackaging of youth-targeted movies, including

$411.6
Summit (independent)
4.0%

$1,363.6
Sony (Columbia, Sony Pictures
Classics, MGM/UA)
13.4%

$823.4
All Other Independents
8.2%

$1,957.1
Viacom (Paramount,
Paramount Vantage,
DreamWorks)
19.2%

$184.0
Lionsgate (independent)
1.8%
$1,167.5
NBC/Universal
(Universal, Focus, Rogue)
11.4%
$1,130.3
News Corp.
(Twentieth Century Fox,
Fox Searchlight)
11.1%
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$1,240.7
Disney (Buena Vista,
Miramax, Pixar)
12.2%

$1,826.2
Time Warner (Warner
Bros., New Line, Warner
Independent)
17.9%

WHAT
DISNEY
OWNS
comic books, toys, television specials, fast-food tie-ins, and theme-park attractions. Since the
1950s, this synergy has been a key characteristic in the ﬁlm industry and an important element
in the ﬂood of corporate mergers that have made today’s Big Six even bigger.
The biggest corporate mergers have involved the internationalization of the American ﬁlm
business. Investment in American popular culture by the international electronics industry
is particularly signiﬁcant. This business strategy represents a new, high-tech kind of vertical
integration—an attempt to control both the production of electronic equipment that consumers
buy for their homes and the production/distribution of the content that runs on that equipment.
J^_iX[]Wd_d'/.+m^[d7kijhWb_W¾iD[mi9ehf$Xek]^jJm[dj_[j^9[djkho<en$IedoXek]^j
9ebkcX_W_d'/./\eh*X_bb_edWdZj^[d[]b[Yj[ZC=C%K7ijkZ_e_d(&&+$L_l[dZ_"W<h[dY^
kj_b_jo"WYgk_h[ZKd_l[hiWb_d(&&&XkjiebZ_jje=[d[hWb;b[Yjh_Y"j^[fWh[dje\D89"_d(&&)$
9ecYWijXek]^jWYedjhebb_d]ijWa[_dD89Kd_l[hiWb_d(&&/WdZ]el[hdc[djW][dY_[iWffhel[Z
j^[c[h][h_d(&''$?d(&&,":_id[oXek]^j_jiWd_cWj_edfWhjd[h"F_nWh$?jWbieXek]^jCWhl[b_d
2009, which gave Disney the rights to a host of characters, including Spider-Man, Iron Man, Hulk,
the X-Men, and Fantastic Four. (See “What Disney Owns.”) Time Warner’s basic and premium
cable channels like TBS and HBO also represent a new model of vertical integration in the movie
industry, in which a company’s ﬁlms are distributed on its own cable channels for home viewing.

Convergence: Movies Adjust to the Digital Turn
The biggest challenge the movie industry faces today is the Internet. As broadband Internet service connects more households, movie fans are increasingly getting movies from the Web. After
witnessing the difficulties that illegal file-sharing brought on the music labels (some of which
share the same corporate parent as film studios), the movie industry has more quickly embraced
the Internet for movie distribution. Apple’s iTunes store began selling digital downloads of a limited selection of movies in 2006, and in 2008 iTunes began renting new movies from all of the
major studios for just $3.99. In the same year, online DVD rental service Netflix began streaming
some movies and television shows to customers’ computer screens and televisions.
The popularity of Netﬂix’s streaming service opened the door to other similar services. Hulu,
W`e_djl[djkh[XoD89Kd_l[hiWbKd_l[hiWbIjkZ_ei"D[mi9ehf$Jm[dj_[j^9[djkho<en"WdZ
Disney, was created as the studios’ attempt to divert attention from YouTube and get viewers to
mWjY^\h[["WZ#ikffehj[Zijh[Wc_d]cel_[iWdZj[b[l_i_edi^emiedb_d[ehikXiYh_X[je>kbkFbki"
>kbk¾ifh[c_kci[hl_Y[$9ecYWijef[hWj[iWi_c_bWhM[Xi_j["YWbb[ZNÆd_jo$=ee]b[¾iOekJkX["
the most popular online video service, moved to oﬀer commercial ﬁlms in 2010 by redesigning
its interface to be more ﬁlm-friendly and oﬀering online rentals. Amazon.com, Vudu (owned by
MWbcWhj"WdZ9_d[cWDememd[ZXoh[jW_b[h8[ij8koWbieef[hWj[Z_]_jWbcel_[ijeh[i$
Movies are also increasingly available to stream or download on mobile phones and tablets.
Several companies, including Netﬂix, Hulu, Amazon, Google, Apple, and Blockbuster’s “On
Demand” service, have developed distribution to mobile devices. Small screens don’t oﬀer an
optimal viewing experience, but if customers watch movies on their mobile devices, they will
likely use the same company’s service to continue viewing on the larger screens of computers
and televisions.
The year 2012 marked a turning point: for the ﬁrst time, movie fans accessed more movies
through digital online media than physical copies, like DVD and Blu-ray.17 For the movie industry, this shift to Internet distribution has mixed consequences. On one hand, the industry needs
to oﬀer movies where people want to access them, and digital distribution is a growing market.
»M[¾h[W]deij_YWXekjm^[h[j^[ced[oYec[i\hec"¼iWoi;Wcced8emb[i"fh[i_Z[dje\j^[
_dZ[f[dZ[djZ_ijh_XkjehCW]deb_WF_Yjkh[i$»M[Zed¾jYWh[$8Wi_YWbbo"ekhf^_beief^o_im[mWdj
to make the ﬁlm available for however the customer wants to purchase it.”18 On the other hand,
although streaming is less expensive than producing physical DVDs, the revenue is still much
lower compared to DVD sales. Hollywood is responding by oﬀering UltraViolet, a digital rights
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WHAT DOES
THIS MEAN?
Disney’s reach touches
people of every age all
around the world.
q Revenue and Employees. In
2011, Disney had revenues
of about $41 billion and
employed 156,000 people.1
q Movies. As of October
2011, Disney has released
domestically 970 full-length
live-action features, 90 fulllength animated features,
and hundreds of shorts.
q Television. Disney operates
the ABC Television
Network, which reaches
99 percent of all U.S.
television households.
q Sports. For users seeking
sports content on mobile
devices, 75 percent rely
on ESPN.
q Disneyland. More than
500 million visitors have
passed through the gates
of Disneyland in Anaheim,
California, since it opened
in 1955. Disneyland Paris
welcomes more visitors
annually than the Eiffel Tower
and the Louvre combined.
q Consumer Products.
Disney Consumer Products
is the world’s largest
licensor, putting Disney
characters on everything
from children’s laptops to
maternity wear.
q Publishing. Disney is the
world’s largest publisher
of children’s books and
magazines, reaching
families in 85 countries
and 75 languages.
q Radio. The ESPN Radio
Network is carried on more
than 750 stations, making
it the largest sports radio
network in the United States.
q Global. Disney operates
more than 100 worldwide
channels, up from 19 a
decade ago.
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FIGURE 7.3
ONLINE MOVIE MARKET SHARE RANKING IN 2011
Source: IHS Screen Digest June 2012.

service that enables buyers of movies on DVD/Blu-ray to enter a code and stream or download
those same movies to multiple devices.
The digital turn creates two long-term paths for Hollywood. One path is that studios and
theaters will lean even more heavily toward making and showing big-budget blockbuster ﬁlm
franchises with a lot of special eﬀects, since people will want to watch those on the big screen
(especially IMAX and 3-D) for the full eﬀect—and they are easy to export for international audiences. The other path features inexpensive digital distribution for lower-budget documentaries
and independent ﬁlms, which likely wouldn’t get wide theatrical distribution anyway but could
ﬁnd an audience in those who watch from home.
The Internet has also become an essential tool for movie marketing, and one that studios are
ﬁnding less expensive than traditional methods like television ads or billboards. Films regularly
have Web pages, but many studios also now use a full menu of social media to promote ﬁlms
_dWZlWdY[e\j^[_hh[b[Wi[$<eh[nWcfb["B_edi]Wj[¾i(&'(cel_[The Hunger Games employed
»d[Wh#YedijWdjki[e\<WY[XeeaWdZJm_jj[h"WOekJkX[Y^Wdd[b"WJkcXbhXbe]"_F^ed[]Wc[i
and live Yahoo streaming from the premiere” to build interest that made it a hit ﬁlm.19

Alternative Voices
With the major studios exerting such a profound influence on the worldwide production, distribution, and exhibition of movies, new alternatives have helped open and redefine the movie
industry. The digital revolution in movie production is the most recent opportunity to wrest
some power away from the Hollywood studios. Substantially cheaper and more accessible than
standard film equipment, digital video is a shift from celluloid film; it allows filmmakers to
replace expensive and bulky 16-mm and 35-mm film cameras with less expensive, lightweight
digital video cameras. For moviemakers, digital video also means seeing camera work instantly
instead of waiting for film to be developed and being able to capture additional footage without
concern for the high cost of film stock and processing.
8o(&&("WdkcX[he\cW`ehZ_h[Yjehiº_dYbkZ_d]Ij[l[dIeZ[hX[h]^"If_a[B[["<hWdY_i<ehZ
9effebW"=[eh][BkYWi"WdZ=kiLWdIWdjºX[]Wdj[ij_d]j^[Z_]_jWbl_Z[e\ehcWj$8h_j_i^Z_h[Yjeh
Mike Figgis achieved the milestone of producing the ﬁrst fully digital release from a major studio
with his ﬁlm Time Code (2000). But the greatest impact of digital technology is on independent
ÆbccWa[hi$Bem#YeijZ_]_jWbl_Z[eef[dikfj^[Yh[Wj_l[fheY[iijeYekdjb[iid[mWhj_iji$M_j^
digital video camera equipment and computer-based desktop editors, movies can now be made
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MOVIES

CHAPTER
REVIEW
COMMON THREADS
One of the Common Threads discussed in Chapter 1 is about mass media, cultural expression, and storytelling.
The movie industry is a particularly potent example of this, as Hollywood movies dominate international screens.
But Hollywood dominates our domestic screens as well. Does this limit our exposure to other kinds of stories?
Since the 1920s, after the burgeoning film industries in
Europe lay in ruins from World War I, Hollywood gained an
international dominance it has never relinquished. Critics
have long cited America’s cultural imperialism, flooding the world with our movies, music, television shows,
fashion, and products. The strength of American cultural
and economic power is evident when you witness a Thai
man in a Tommy Hilfiger shirt watching Transformers at a
Bangkok bar while eating a hamburger and drinking a Coke.
Critics feel that American-produced culture overwhelms
indigenous cultural industries, which will never be able to
compete at the same level.
But other cultures are good at bending and blending our content. Hip-hop has been remade into regional
music in places like Senegal, Portugal, Taiwan, and the
Philippines. McDonald’s is global, but in India you can get
a McAlooTikki sandwich—a spicy fried potato and pea
vegetarian patty. In Turkey, you can get a McTurco, a kebab
with lamb or chicken. Or in France you can order a beer with
your meal.

While some may be proud of the success of America’s
cultural exports, we might also ask ourselves this: What
is the impact of our cultural dominance on our own media
environment? Foreign films, for example, account for less
than 2 percent of all releases in the United States. Is this
because we find subtitles or other languages too challenging? At points in the twentieth century, American moviegoers were much more likely to see foreign films. Did our
taste in movies change on our own accord, or did we simply
forget how to appreciate different narratives and styles?
Of course, international content does make it to our
shores. We exported rock and roll, and the British sent it
back to us, with long hair. They also gave us American Idol
and The Office. Japan gave us anime, Pokémon, Iron Chef,
and Hello Kitty.
But in a world where globalization is a key phenomenon, Hollywood rarely shows us the world through another’s
eyes. The burden falls to us to search out and watch those
movies until Hollywood finally gets the message.

KEY TERMS
The definitions for the terms listed below can be found in the glossary at the end of the book.
The page numbers listed with the terms indicate where the term is highlighted in the chapter.
celluloid, 242
kinetograph, 242
kinetoscope, 242
vitascope, 243
narrative films, 243
nickelodeons, 244
vertical integration, 245
oligopoly, 245
studio system, 245
block booking, 246
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movie palaces, 247
multiplexes, 247
Big Five, 247
Little Three, 247
blockbuster, 248
talkies, 248
newsreels, 249
genre, 249
documentary, 254
cinema verité, 254

indies, 256
Hollywood Ten, 257
Paramount decision, 258
megaplexes, 263
Big Six, 264
synergy, 264
digital video, 266
consensus narratives, 267

For review quizzes, chapter summaries, links
to media-related Web sites, and more, go to
bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
Early Technology and the Evolution of Movies

The Transformation of the Studio System

1. How did film go from the novelty stage to the mass
medium stage?

10. What political and cultural forces changed the
Hollywood system in the 1950s?

2. Why were early silent films popular?

11. How did the movie industry respond to the advent of
television?

3. What contribution did nickelodeons make to film history?

The Rise of the Hollywood Studio System
4. Why did Hollywood end up as the center of film
production?
5. Why did Thomas Edison and the patents Trust fail to
shape and control the film industry, and why did Adolph
Zukor of Paramount succeed?
6. How does vertical integration work in the film business?

The Studio System’s Golden Age

12. How has the home entertainment industry developed
and changed since the 1970s?

The Economics of the Movie Business
13. What are the various ways in which major movie studios make money from the film business?
14. How do a few large film studios manage to control
more than 90 percent of the commercial industry?
15. How is the movie industry adapting to the Internet?

7. Why did a certain structure of film—called classic Hollywood narrative—become so dominant in moviemaking?

16. What is the impact of inexpensive digital technology
on filmmaking?

8. Why are genres and directors important to the film
industry?

Popular Movies and Democracy

9. Why are documentaries an important alternative to
traditional Hollywood filmmaking? What contributions
have they made to the film industry?

17. Do films contribute to a global village in which people
throughout the world share a universal culture? Or
do U.S.-based films overwhelm the development of
other cultures worldwide? Discuss.

QUESTIONING THE MEDIA
1. Do some research, and compare your earliest memory
of going to a movie with a parent’s or grandparent’s
earliest memory. Compare the different experiences.

4. If you were a Hollywood film producer or executive,
what kinds of films would you like to see made? What
changes would you make in what we see at the movies?

2. Do you remember seeing a movie you were not allowed
to see? Discuss the experience.

5. Look at the international film box-office statistics in
the latest issue of Variety magazine or online at www
.boxofficemojo.com. Note which films are the most
popular worldwide. What do you think about the significant role U.S. movies play in global culture? Should
their role be less significant? Explain your answer.

3. Do you prefer viewing films at a movie theater or at
home, either by playing a DVD or streaming/downloading
from the Internet? How might your viewing preferences
connect to the way in which the film industry is evolving?

ADDITIONAL VIDEOS
Visit the VideoCentral: Mass Communication section at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture
for additional exclusive videos related to the issues discussed in Chapter 7.
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PART 3

Words and Pictures
T

he dominant media of the nineteenth century featured printed
material with pictures supplementing the written text of newspapers,
magazines, and books—our oldest mass media. Print media have played
a signiﬁcant role in our society, becoming the depository of information
and narratives so that we now have a record of our culture’s best ideas and
ﬁnest stories. Print media enabled the value of individualism—people were
no longer bound by the rules and rituals of tribal communities and could seek
new ways of thinking—and democracy, as literate citizens could access more
information from newspapers, magazines, and books to better inform their judgments.
These media did not disappear when music, radio, and TV came along in the
twentieth century. The newspaper, magazine, and book industries adapted. And
in the twenty-ﬁrst century, the story of our oldest media is still about adapting,
but this time in the age of Apple and Amazon. As older media make the digital
turn, daily papers, sports magazines, and romance novels are all transformed on
digital tablets like Apple’s iPad and Amazon’s Kindle. We are still reading newspapers, subscribing to magazines, and buying books; they now just come in multiple
forms—from their old printed versions to their new digital incarnations.
Still, even with the rich older histories of our printed media, we still wonder whether
rising technological innovation and crumbling business models are obstacles too big
to overcome. Indeed, online start-up companies like Craigslist created havoc in the
newspaper industry by demonstrating better and cheaper ways to display classiﬁed advertising. Great old newspapers like the Chicago Tribune and the Los Angeles
Times still drift into bankruptcy as newspaper stock prices plunge and critics forecast their doom. In addition, we saw the venerable magazine Newsweek, around
since 1933, sell for $1 in 2010, and then in 2013 disappear in its print form. In
2011 we witnessed the demise of the megabookstore chain Borders, which failed
to adapt fast enough to the digital turn and in the end could not compete with online
behemoths like Amazon, only a few years ago a start-up company itself.
As we wrestle with the change in our digital age, does it make any difference
whether we get our news from a printed newspaper or an online Web site? Does it
matter if we hold a physical magazine or even this textbook in our hands, or is an
online version just as good? Digital versions of printed text—which can be updated,
modiﬁed, and augmented far more easily—lack the traditional physical property of
words and pictures printed on paper, but newspapers, magazines, and books will
continue in some form. Perhaps these forms will represent something entirely new
but the forms pioneered by earlier, physical versions of newspapers, magazines,
and books will continue to shape that digital content, even as the ways they are
read and interpreted change.

What, Where, and How We Read Today

Books by the Numbers

Sales of Printed and Digital Media over the Years (% change)
20

Newspapers

Printed Books

33% of U.S. high school graduates never

e-Books

15

read another book for the rest of their lives

10

42% of college graduates never read
another book after college

80%

5

of U.S. families did not buy or
read a book last year

0

24 number of books (all formats) read

–5

annually by average e-book user

15 number of books (all formats) read

–10
2004

2011

annually by average non-e-book user

Hourly Share of News Page Trafﬁc by Device
Share of Device Page Traffic for News Category (Weekday)

Half of Tablet Owners
Consume News on
Their Tablets Daily

10%
8%

U.S. ADULT POPULATION
6%

11% U.S. adult

population that
owns a tablet

4%
2%
0%
12:00AM

77% of tablet owners
use their tablet daily

6:00AM

53% of tablet
owners use it daily
to consume news

Magazines across Formats

Mobile

Total Circulation

Computer

216,466 75,184 (35%)
5.6 MILLION 44,904 (0.8%)
2.5 MILLION 284,824 (11.3%)

All Magazines 5.4 MILLION (1.7%)
1

1

Tablet

7.5 MILLION 1.2 MILLION (16%)

Reader’s Digest
Maxim

6:00PM

Digital Circulation

Game Informer Magazine
Nylon Magazine

12:00PM

2

3

317 MILLION
4

5

What magazines and newspapers do you read
regularly? Do you buy them individually at a
newsstand, subscribe through the mail, or access
them digitally? Have you switched from one option
to another? If so, what were your reasons?

6

7
8
Millions

300

310

320

2

What kinds of advantages might
an e-book have over a printed book?
Can you think of any disadvantages this
format might have? Do you think e-books
will increase the number of overall readers?

See Notes for list of sources.
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In his provocatively titled book, The Deal from
Hell: How Moguls and Wall Street Plundered
Great American Newspapers  +BNFT
O’Shea, former top editor at the Chicago Tribune
and the Los Angeles Times, tells the sad story
of the once-mighty Tribune Company (owner of
CPUIOFXTQBQFST 5IF5SJCVOF$PNQBOZ XIJDI
EFDMBSFECBOLSVQUDZJO IBECFDPNF
overleveraged. That is, like other troubled media companies, it borrowed lots of money in the
1990s to buy more media companies and extend its media empire. The company used some
of the borrowed money to fund new purchases,
and some it invested. Then executives used the
interest from investments, plus proﬁts from ad
revenue, to pay bankers and loan debt. But when
advertising tanked and their investments began
MPTJOHNPOFZJOGBMM BTUIFTUPDLNBSLFU
DSBTIFE UIF5SJCVOF$PNQBOZ BMPOHXJUIPUIFS
big media ﬁrms in the same dire straits, could
not pay all the bills. To raise capital, reorganize
their debt, and avoid bankruptcy, media companies laid off hundreds of reporters and sold
valuable assets.
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NEWSPAPERS

So against the backdrop of this grim
tale, what will happen to newspapers?
Just as the music and radio industries
adapted and survived, newspapers
will survive, too—probably by delivering a print version two or three days a
week—like AnnArbor.com in Michigan.
In fact, the new owners of the New Orleans Times Picayune, among the nation’s
oldest newspapers, announced just such
a switch, reducing the paper’s print editions to Wednesday, Friday, and Sunday.
Other newspapers have decided to go
online only (like the Christian Science
Monitor), or develop “papers” for new
digital platforms—like the touchscreen
tablet. That’s the route Rupert Murdoch’s
News Corp. bet on in February 2011 with
its launch of The Daily—the ﬁrst “newspaper” designed especially for an iPad.
For News Corp., The Daily represented
a way to cater to readers’ increasingly
digital lifestyles, and “an opportunity to
try to reinvent the business model for
news publishing.”1 After all, consider this
big beneﬁt touted by Murdoch at
The Daily’s launch: “There is no paper,
no multimillion-dollar presses, no trucks.
We are passing the savings on to the
readers.”2
The Daily offers two weeks of free
content to readers who download the
app, and then asks them to subscribe
for 99 cents a week or $40 a year.
News Corp. invested $30 million in
the project, started with a staff of a
hundred, and featured six sections,
including news, gossip, opinion, arts &
life, apps & games, and sports. Operating costs were estimated at around
$500,000 per week, which meant the
paper needed to attract about 650,000
subscribers to break even.3 Although
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the new venture lost about $10 million
in its ﬁrst few months, it did boast one
million downloads of its app in those
early months.
But by late 2012 The Daily had only
about 120,000 subscribers and was
reportedly losing $30 million a year.
With News Corp. splitting its newspaper
and entertainment divisions into separate companies in 2012, the company
closed the groundbreaking tablet newspaper in December 2012.4
Whether The Daily and similar tablet
apps are the future of newspapers is
still to be determined. As Joshua
Benton of Harvard’s Nieman Journalism
Lab noted at the time of the launch, “I’m
not sold that there’s a vision for who,
exactly, The Daily was trying to reach
and what problem, exactly, it’s trying
to solve.”5 In other words, by 2012 the
online-only Daily had not distinguished
itself through its reporting or storytelling from better-staffed, conventional
papers like the New York Times, which
has its own very popular iPad app. But
we do know that, just like movies shifted
from ﬁlm to digital and music moved
from shellac disks to MP3s, newspapers
will change in the near future, too—and
it’s a good bet that several incarnations
of the interactive digital tablet will be
involved.

“We will stop printing the
New York Times sometime
in the future, date TBD.”
ARTHUR SULZBERGER, NEW YORK
TIMES PUBLISHER, 2010

DESPITE THEIR CURRENT PREDICAMENTS, newspapers and their online offspring
play many roles in contemporary culture. As chroniclers of daily life, newspapers both inform
and entertain. By reporting on scientific, technological, and medical issues, newspapers
disseminate specialized knowledge to the public. In reviews of films, concerts, and plays, they
shape cultural trends. Opinion pages trigger public debates and offer differing points of view.
Columnists provide everything from advice on raising children to opinions on the U.S. role as an
economic and military superpower. Newspapers help readers make choices about everything
from what kind of food to eat to what kind of leaders to elect.
Despite the importance of newspapers in daily life, in today’s digital age the industry
is losing both papers and readers. Newspapers have lost their near monopoly on classified
advertising, much of which has shifted to free Web sites like eBay, monster.com, and craigslist.
According to the Newspaper Association of America (NAA), in 2011 total newspaper ad revenues fell 9.2 percent (compared to a 28 percent decline in 2009 and 8.2 percent fall in 2010).
Online ad sales increased only 6 percent in 2011 after an 11 percent decline in 2009 during the
recession. In 2011, online ads accounted for about $3.2 billion in total revenue, while print
advertising brought in more than $20 billion in ad revenue for the nation’s papers—still less than
half of the ad money generated as recently as 2006. The NAA reported that in 2011 digital ad
revenue was up over $200 million compared to 2010; however, print ads were down more than
$2 billion. The loss of papers, readers, advertising, and investor confidence raises significant
concerns in a nation where daily news has historically functioned to “speak truth to power” by
holding elected officials responsible and acting as a watchdog for democratic life.6
In this chapter, we examine the cultural, social, and economic impact of newspapers. We will:

“There’s almost no
media experience
sweeter . . . than
poring over a good
newspaper. In the
quiet morning, with
a cup of coffee—so
long as you haven’t
turned on the TV,
listened to the
radio, or checked
in online—it’s
as comfortable
and personal as
information gets.”
JON KATZ, WIRED,
1994

• Trace the history of newspapers through a number of influential periods and styles
• Explore the early political-commercial press, the penny press, and yellow journalism
• Examine the modern era through the influence of the New York Times and journalism’s
embrace of objectivity
• Look at interpretive journalism in the 1920s and 1930s and the revival of literary journalism in the 1960s
• Review issues of newspaper ownership, new technologies, citizen journalism, declining
revenue, and the crucial role of newspapers in our democracy
As you read this chapter, think about your own early experiences with newspapers and the
impact they have had on you and your family. Did you read certain sections of the paper, like
sports or comics? What do you remember from your childhood about your parents’ reading
habits? What are your own newspaper reading habits today? How often do you actually hold
a newspaper? How often do you get your news online? For more questions to help you think
through the role of newspapers in our lives, see “Questioning the Media” in the Chapter Review.

Past-Present-Future:
Newspapers
As late as the 1980s, many adults started their day reading a
newspaper that was delivered to their front door. For most
of the nation’s first two hundred years, these home-delivered
newspapers played a key role in informing people and helping them make sense of events and issues that affected their
communities and country.
Today this job has been usurped, ﬁrst by radio and TV
and, most recently, by online news sites, blogs, and social
media. Traditional printed newspapers are struggling as the
page turns from a print world to a digital one, and they have

lost both young readers and ad revenue to Internet news
sources. Nonetheless, newspapers still play a central role
in informing and educating people. After all, aggregators
like Yahoo! and Google most often send their search-engine
users looking for the best information and daily reports to
newspaper sites. In fact, newspapers are still considered the
most dependable and trustworthy source for news.
Think about your own use of actual printed newspaper.
Track how often you look at one during a typical week.
Compare this to how often you look for news online in
that same week. Where do you tend to go for your news?
Finally, how do you think the newspaper industry can keep
publishing good journalism and train new journalists in the
digital age . . . and still make money?
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NEWSPAPERS

8o'-,+"WXekjj^_hjod[mifWf[hief[hWj[Z_dj^[7c[h_YWdYebed_[i"
m_j^j^[ÆhijZW_bofWf[hX[]_dd_d]_d'-.*$D[mifWf[him[h[e\jme
general types: political or commercial. Their development was shaped in
large part by social, cultural, and political responses to British rule and
by its eventual overthrow. The gradual rise of political parties and the
spread of commerce also inﬂuenced the development of early papers.
Although the political and commercial papers carried both party news
and business news, they had diﬀerent agendas. Political papers, known
as the partisan press, generally pushed the plan of the particular political group that subsidized the paper. The commercial press, by contrast,
served business leaders, who were interested in economic issues. Both
jof[ie\`ekhdWb_icb[\jWb[]WYo$J^[fWhj_iWdfh[ii]Wl[kij^[[Z_jeh_Wb
pages, while the early commercial press was the forerunner of the business section.
From the early 1700s to the early 1800s, even the largest of these
fWf[hihWh[boh[WY^[ZWY_hYkbWj_ede\Æ\j[[d^kdZh[Z$H[WZ[hi^_fmWi
fh_cWh_boYedÆd[Zje[ZkYWj[Zehm[Wbj^oc[dm^eYedjhebb[ZbeYWb
politics and commerce. During this time, though, a few pioneering women
ef[hWj[Zd[mifWf[hi"_dYbkZ_d];b_pWX[j^J_cej^o"j^[Æhij7c[h_YWd
woman newspaper publisher (and mother of eight children). After her
husband died of smallpox in 1738, Timothy took over the South Carolina
Gazette"[ijWXb_i^[Z_d'-)*Xo8[d`Wc_d<hWdab_dWdZj^[J_cej^o\Wc_bo$
Also during this period, Anna Maul Zenger ran the New-York Weekly Journal
throughout her husband’s trial and after his death in 1746.7
COLONIAL NEWSPAPERS
During the colonial period,
/FX:PSLQSJOUFS+PIO1FUFS
;FOHFSXBTBSSFTUFEGPS
MJCFM)FFWFOUVBMMZXPOIJT
case, which established
the precedent that today
BMMPXT64KPVSOBMJTUTBOE
citizens to criticize public
PGˣDJBMT*OUIJTJTTVF 
;FOHFSnTNew-York Weekly
Journal reported his own
arrest and the burning of the
QBQFSCZUIFDJUZnTo$PNNPO
)BOHNBOp

The Penny Press Era: Newspapers Become Mass Media
By the late 1820s, the average newspaper cost six cents a copy and was sold through yearly
subscriptions priced at ten to twelve dollars. Because that price was more than a week’s salary for most skilled workers, newspaper readers were mostly affluent. By the 1830s, however,
j^[?dZkijh_WbH[lebkj_edcWZ[feii_Xb[j^[h[fbWY[c[dje\[nf[di_l[^WdZcWZ[fWf[hm_j^
cheaper machine-made paper. During this time, the rise of the middle class spurred the growth
of literacy, setting the stage for a more popular and inclusive press. In addition, breakthroughs
in technology, particularly steam-powered presses replacing mechanical presses, permitted
publishers to produce as many as four thousand newspapers an hour, which lowered the cost of
newspapers. Penny papers soon began competing with six-cent papers. Though subscriptions
remained the preferred sales tool of many penny papers, they began relying increasingly on
daily street sales of individual copies.

Day and the New York Sun
?d'.))"fh_dj[h8[d`Wc_d:Wo\ekdZ[Zj^[New York Sun with no subscriptions and the price set
at one penny. The Sun—whose slogan was “It shines for all”—highlighted local events, scandals,
feb_Y[h[fehji"WdZi[h_Wb_p[Zijeh_[i$B_a[jeZWo¾iikf[hcWha[jjWXbe_Zi"j^[Sun fabricated
stories, including the infamous moon hoax, which reported “scientific” evidence of life on the
moon. Within six months, the Sun’s lower price had generated a circulation of eight thousand,
twice that of its nearest New York competitor.
The Sun’s success initiated a wave of penny papers that favored human-interest stories:
news accounts that focus on the daily trials and triumphs of the human condition, often
featuring ordinary individuals facing extraordinary challenges. These kinds of stories reveal
`ekhdWb_ic¾ij_[ijeb_j[hWhojhWZ_j_edi"ikY^Wij^[WhY^[jofWbYedÇ_YjiX[jm[[d]eeZWdZ[l_b"
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normal and deviant, or between individuals and institutions. Today, this can be found in everyday feature stories that chronicle the lives of remarkable people or in crime news that details
the daily work of police and the misadventures of criminals. As in the nineteenth century, crime
stories remain popular and widely read.

Bennett and the New York Morning Herald
The penny press era also featured James Gordon Bennett’s New York Morning Herald, founded
_d'.)+$8[dd[jj"Yedi_Z[h[Zj^[\_hijK$I$fh[iiXWhed"\h[[Z^_id[mifWf[h\hecfeb_j_YWb
influence. He established an independent paper serving middle- and working-class readers as
well as his own business ambitions. The Herald carried political essays and news about scandals, business stories, a letters section, fashion notes, moral reflections, religious news, society
]eii_f"Yebbegk_WbjWb[iWdZ`ea[i"ifehjiijeh_[i"WdZ"bWj[h"h[fehji\hecj^[9_l_bMWh$?dWZZ_tion, Bennett’s paper sponsored balloon races, financed safaris, and overplayed crime stories.
Charles Dickens, after returning to Britain from his first visit to America in the early 1840s, used
the Herald as a model for the sleazy Rowdy Journal, the fictional newspaper in his novel Martin
Chuzzlewit. By 1860, the Herald reached nearly eighty thousand readers, making it the world’s
largest daily paper at the time.

Changing Economics and the Founding of the Associated Press
The penny papers were innovative. For example, they were the first to assign reporters to
cover crime, and readers enthusiastically embraced the reporting of local news and crime. By
gradually separating daily front-page reporting from overt political viewpoints on an editorial page, penny papers shifted their economic base from political parties to the market—to
advertising revenue, classified ads, and street sales. Although many partisan papers had taken
a moral stand against advertising some controversial products and “services”—such as medical “miracle” cures, abortionists, and especially the slave trade—the penny press became more
neutral toward advertisers and printed virtually any ad. In fact, many penny papers regarded
advertising as consumer news. The rise in ad revenues and circulation accelerated the growth of
j^[d[mifWf[h_dZkijho$?d'.)&",+&m[[aboWdZ,+ZW_bofWf[hief[hWj[Z_dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[i"
reaching a circulation of 80,000. By 1840, a total of 1,140 weeklies and 140 dailies attracted
more than 300,000 readers.
In 1848, six New York newspapers formed a cooperative arrangement and founded the
7iieY_Wj[ZFh[ii7F"j^[ÆhijcW`ehd[mim_h[i[hl_Y[$Wire services began as commercial
organizations that relayed news stories and information around the country and the world
using telegraph lines and, later, radio waves and digital transmissions. In the case of the AP,
the New York papers provided access to both their own stories and those from other newsfWf[hi$?dj^['.+&i"fWf[hiijWhj[Zi[dZ_d]h[fehj[hijeYel[hMWi^_d]jed":$9$1WdZ_dj^[
early 1860s more than a hundred reporters from northern papers went south to cover the Civil
War, relaying their reports back to their home papers via telegraph and wire services. The
news wire companies enabled news to travel rapidly from coast to coast and set the stage for
ceZ[hd`ekhdWb_ic$
The marketing of news as a product and the use of modern technology to dramatically
cut costs gradually elevated newspapers from an entrepreneurial stage to the status of a mass
medium. By adapting news content, penny papers captured the middle- and working-class readers who could now aﬀord the paper and also had more leisure time to read it. As newspapers
sought to sustain their mass appeal, news and “factual” reports about crimes and other items
of human interest eventually superseded the importance of partisan articles about politics and
commerce.
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NEWSIES TPME)FBSTU
and Pulitzer papers on the
streets of New York in the
T8JUINPSFUIBOB
dozen dailies competing,
street tactics were ferocious,
and publishers often made
ZPVOHoOFXTJFTpsOFXTCPZT
and girls—buy the papers
they could not sell.

The Age of Yellow Journalism: Sensationalism
and Investigation
The rise of competitive dailies and the penny press triggered the next significant period in
7c[h_YWd`ekhdWb_ic$?dj^[bWj['.&&i"yellow journalism emphasized profitable papers that
carried exciting human-interest stories, crime news, large headlines, and more readable copy.
Generally regarded as sensationalistic and the direct forerunner of today’s tabloid papers,
h[Wb_joJL"WdZY[b[Xh_jo#Y[dj[h[Zi^emib_a[Access Hollywood"o[bbem`ekhdWb_ic\[Wjkh[Zjme

YELLOW JOURNALISM
Generally considered
America’s ﬁrst comic-strip
character, the Yellow Kid was
DSFBUFEJOUIFNJETCZ
cartoonist Richard Outcault.
The cartoon was so popular
that newspaper barons
+PTFQI1VMJU[FSBOE8JMMJBN
3BOEPMQI)FBSTUGPVHIUPWFS
Outcault’s services, giving
yellow journalism its name.
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cW`ehY^WhWYj[h_ij_Yi$<_hijm[h[j^[el[hboZhWcWj_Yºehi[diWj_edWbºijeh_[iWXekjYh_c[i"
celebrities, disasters, scandals, and intrigue. Second, and sometimes forgotten, are the legacy
and roots that the yellow press provided for investigative journalism: news reports that hunt
ekjWdZ[nfei[Yehhkfj_ed"fWhj_YkbWhbo_dXki_d[iiWdZ]el[hdc[dj$H[fehj_d]_dYh[Wi_d]bo
became a crusading force for common people, with the press assuming a watchdog role on
their behalf.
During this period, a newspaper circulation war pitted Joseph Pulitzer’s New York World
W]W_dijM_bb_WcHWdZebf^>[Whij¾iNew York Journal$7a[ofbWo[h_dj^[mWhmWij^[Æhijfefklar cartoon strip, The Yellow Kid"Yh[Wj[Z_d'./+XoWhj_ijH$<$EkjYWkbj"m^eedY[meha[Z\eh
J^ecWi;Z_ied$J^[f^hWi[yellow journalism has since become associated with the cartoon
strip, which was shuttled back and forth between the Hearst and Pulitzer papers during their
furious battle for readers in the mid- to late 1890s.

Pulitzer and the New York World
Joseph Pulitzer, a Jewish-Hungarian immigrant, began his career in newspaper publishing in the
early 1870s as part owner of the St. Louis Post. He then bought the bankrupt St. Louis Dispatch
\eh("+&&WjWdWkYj_ed_d'.-.WdZc[h][Z_jm_j^j^[Post. The Post-Dispatch became known
for stories that highlighted “sex and sin” (“A Denver Maiden Taken from Disreputable House”)
WdZiWj_h[ie\j^[kff[hYbWii»Ij$Bek_iIm[bbi¼$Fkb_jp[hWbiel_[m[Zj^[Post-Dispatch as
a “national conscience” that promoted the public good. He carried on the legacies of James
Gordon Bennett: making money and developing a “free and impartial” paper that would “serve
no party but the people.” Within five years, the Post-Dispatch became one of the most influential newspapers in the Midwest.
In 1883, Pulitzer bought the New York World for $346,000. He encouraged plain writing and
the inclusion of maps and illustrations to help immigrant and working-class readers understand
the written text. In addition to running sensational stories on crime and sex, Pulitzer instituted
WZl_Y[YebkcdiWdZmec[d¾ifW][i$B_a[8[dd[jj"Fkb_jp[hjh[Wj[ZWZl[hj_i_d]WiWa_dZe\d[mi
j^WjZ_ifbWo[ZYedikc[hfheZkYji\ehh[WZ[hi$?d\WYj"Z[fWhjc[djijeh[iX[YWc[cW`ehWZl[htisers during this period. This development contributed directly to the expansion of consumer
Ykbjkh[WdZ_dZ_h[Yjbojej^[WYademb[Z]c[dje\mec[dWid[mifWf[hh[WZ[hi$;l[djkWbbo
(because of pioneers like Nellie Bly—see Chapter 14), newspapers began employing women as
reporters.
The World reﬂected the contradictory spirit of the yellow press. It crusaded for improved urban housing, better conditions for women, and equitable labor laws. It camfW_]d[ZW]W_dijcedefebofhWYj_Y[iXo7JJ"IjWdZWhZE_b"WdZ;gk_jWXb[?dikhWdY[$IkY^
popular crusades helped lay the groundwork for tightening federal antitrust laws in the
early 1910s. At the same time, Pulitzer’s paper manufactured news events and staged stunts,
such as sending star reporter Nellie Bly around the world in seventy-two days to beat the
ÆYj_edWb»h[YehZ¼_dj^[fefkbWh'.-)@kb[iL[hd[del[bAround the World in Eighty Days.
By 1887, the World¾iIkdZWoY_hYkbWj_ed^WZieWh[Zjeceh[j^Wd(+&"&&&"j^[bWh][ij
anywhere.
Fkb_jp[hYh[Wj[ZWbWij_d]b[]WYoXob[Wl_d](c_bb_edjeijWhjj^[]hWZkWj[iY^eebe\`ekhdWbism at Columbia University in 1912. In 1917, part of Pulitzer’s Columbia endowment established
j^[Fkb_jp[hFh_p[i"j^[fh[ij_]_ekiWmWhZi]_l[d[WY^o[Wh\ehWY^_[l[c[dji_d`ekhdWb_ic"
literature, drama, and music.

“There is room in
this great and
growing city for a
journal that is not
only cheap but
bright, not only
bright but large . . .
that will expose all
fraud and sham,
ﬁght all public
evils and abuses—
that will serve
and battle for the
people.”
JOSEPH PULITZER,
PUBLISHER, NEW YORK
WORLD, 1883

Hearst and the New York Journal
The World\WY[Z_ji\_[hY[ijYecf[j_j_edm^[dM_bb_WcHWdZebf^>[WhijXek]^jj^[New York
Journal (a penny paper founded by Pulitzer’s brother Albert). Before moving to New York, the
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twenty-four-year-old Hearst took control of the San Francisco Examiner when his father,
George Hearst, was elected to the U.S. Senate in 1887 (the younger Hearst had recently
X[[d[nf[bb[Z\hec>WhlWhZ\ehfbWo_d]WfhWYj_YWb`ea[ed^_ifhe\[iiehi$?d'./+"m_j^
an inheritance from his father, Hearst bought the ailing Journal and then raided Joseph
Pulitzer’s paper for editors, writers, and cartoonists.
Taking his cue from Bennett and Pulitzer, Hearst focused on lurid, sensational
stories and appealed to immigrant readers by using large headlines and bold layout
designs. To boost circulation, the Journal invented interviews, faked pictures, and
encouraged conﬂicts that might result in a story. One tabloid account describes “tales
about two-headed virgins” and “prehistoric creatures roaming the plains of Wyoming.”8
?dfhecej_d]`ekhdWb_icWic[h[ZhWcWj_Yijehoj[bb_d]">[Whijh[fehj[ZboiW_Z"»J^[
ceZ[hd[Z_jehe\j^[fefkbWh`ekhdWbZe[idejYWh[\eh\WYji$J^[[Z_jehmWdjidel[bjo$
J^[[Z_jeh^WideeX`[Yj_edje\WYji_\j^[oWh[Wbiedel[b$8kj^[mekbZfh[\[hWdel[bjo
that is not a fact to a fact that is not a novelty.”9
Hearst is remembered as an unscrupulous publisher who once hired gangsters
to distribute his newspapers. He was also, however, considered a champion of the
underdog, and his paper’s readership soared among the working and middle classes.
In 1896, the Journal¾iZW_boY_hYkbWj_edh[WY^[Z*+&"&&&"WdZXo'./-j^[IkdZWo[Z_tion of the paper rivaled the 600,000 circulation of the World. By the 1930s, Hearst’s
holdings included more than forty daily and Sunday papers, thirteen magazines
(including Good Housekeeping and Cosmopolitan"[_]^jhWZ_eijWj_edi"WdZjmeÆbc
companies. In addition, he controlled King Features Syndicate, which sold and
distributed articles, comics, and features to many of the nation’s dailies. Hearst, the
model for Charles Foster Kane, the ruthless publisher in Orson Welles’s classic 1940
ÆbcCitizen Kane, operated the largest media business in the world—the News Corp.
of its day.

THE PENNY PRESS
The World UPQ BOEUIFNew
York Journal CPUUPN DPWFS
UIFTBNFTUPSZJO.BZ

Competing Models of
Modern Print Journalism
The early commercial and partisan presses were, to some extent, covering important events
impartially. These papers often carried verbatim reports of presidential addresses and murder
trials, or the annual statements of the U.S. Treasury. In the late 1800s, as newspapers pushed for
]h[Wj[hY_hYkbWj_ed"d[mifWf[hh[fehj_d]Y^Wd][Z$JmeZ_ij_dYjjof[ie\`ekhdWb_ic[c[h][Z0
the story-driven model, dramatizing important events and used by the penny papers and the
yellow press; and the “just the facts” model, an approach that appeared to package information
more impartially and that the six-cent papers favored.10 Implicit in these efforts was the quesj_edij_bbZ[XWj[ZjeZWo0?ij^[h["_d`ekhdWb_ic"Wd_Z[Wb"WjjW_dWXb["eX`[Yj_l[ceZ[b"ehZe[i
j^[gk[ij\eheX`[Yj_l_joWYjkWbboYed\b_Yjm_j^`ekhdWb_iji¾jhWZ_j_edWbheb[e\hW_i_d]_cfehjWdj
issues about potential abuses of power in a democratic society?

“Objectivity” in Modern Journalism
7ij^[Yedikc[hcWha[jfbWY[[nfWdZ[ZZkh_d]j^[?dZkijh_WbH[lebkj_ed"\WYjiWdZd[mi
became marketable products. Throughout the mid-1800s, the more a newspaper appeared not
to take sides on its front pages, the more its readership base grew (although, as they are today,
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editorial pages were still often partisan). In addition, wire service
organizations were serving a variety of newspaper clients in different
regions of the country. To satisfy all their clients and the wide range
of political views, newspapers tried to appear more impartial.

Ochs and the New York Times
The ideal of an impartial, or purely informational, news model was
championed by Adolph Ochs, who bought the New York Times in
1896. The son of immigrant German Jews, Ochs grew up in Ohio and
Tennessee, where at age twenty-one he took over the Chattanooga
Times in 1878. Known more for his business and organizational ability than for his writing and editing skills, he transformed the Tennessee paper. Seeking a national stage and business expansion, Ochs
cel[ZjeD[mOehaWdZ_dl[ij[Z-+"&&&_dj^[ijhk]]b_d]Times.
Through strategic hiring, Ochs and his editors rebuilt the paper
around substantial news coverage and provocative editorial pages.
To distance his New York paper from the yellow press, the editors
also downplayed sensational stories, favoring the documentation of
cW`eh[l[djieh_iik[i$
Partly as a marketing strategy, Ochs oﬀered a distinct contrast
to the more sensational Hearst and Pulitzer newspapers: an informational paper that provided stock and real estate reports to businesses, court reports to legal professionals, treaty summaries to political leaders, and theater
and book reviews to educated general readers and intellectuals. Ochs’s promotional gimmicks
jeeaZ_h[YjW_cWjo[bbem`ekhdWb_ic"WZl[hj_i_d]j^[Times under the motto “It does not soil the
breakfast cloth.” Ochs’s strategy is similar to today’s advertising tactic of targeting upscale viewers and readers who control a disproportionate share of consumer dollars.
With the Hearst and Pulitzer papers capturing the bulk of working- and middle-class
readers, managers at the TimesÆhijjh_[Zjeki[j^[_hijhW_]^j\ehmWhZ"»de\h_bbi¼h[fehj_d]je
appeal to more aﬄuent and educated readers. In 1898, however, Ochs lowered the paper’s price
to a penny. He believed that people bought the World and the Journal primarily because they
were cheap, not because of their stories. The Times began attracting middle-class readers who
gravitated to the now aﬀordable paper as a status marker for the educated and well informed.
8[jm[[d'./.WdZ'.//"_jiY_hYkbWj_edhei[\hec(+"&&&je-+"&&&$8o'/('"j^[Times had a
ZW_boY_hYkbWj_ede\))&"&&&"WdZ+&&"&&&edIkdZWo$<ehYedj[cfehWhofh_djWdZZ_]_jWbY_hYkbWj_edÆ]kh[i"i[[JWXb[.$'edj^[d[njfW][$

THE NEW YORK TIMES
established itself as the
ofﬁcial paper of record by
the 1920s. The Times was
the ﬁrst modern newspaper, gathering information
and presenting news in a
straightforward way—
without the opinion of the
reporter. Today, the Times is
known for its opinion columns
and editorial pages as much
as for its original reporting.
*O +JMM"CSBNTPO
QJDUVSFE CFDBNFJUTˣSTU
woman executive editor.

“Just the Facts, Please”
;Whbo_dj^[jm[dj_[j^Y[djkho"m_j^h[fehj[hiWZefj_d]Wceh[»iY_[dj_\_Y¼Wjj_jkZ[jed[mi#WdZ
\WYj#]Wj^[h_d]"j^[_Z[Wbe\eX`[Yj_l_joX[]WdjeWdY^eh`ekhdWb_ic$?dobjective journalism,
which distinguishes factual reports from opinion columns, modern reporters strive to maintain
a neutral attitude toward the issue or event they cover; they also search out competing points of
view among the sources for a story.
The story form for packaging and presenting this kind of reporting has been traditionally
labeled the inverted-pyramid style. Civil War correspondents developed this style by imitating
the terse, compact press releases (summarizing or imitating telegrams to generals) that came
\hecFh[i_Z[dj7XhW^WcB_dYebdWdZ^_ii[Yh[jWhoe\mWh";Zm_dC$IjWdjed$11 Often stripped of
WZl[hXiWdZWZ`[Yj_l[i"_dl[hj[Z#fohWc_Zh[fehjiX[]WdºWij^[oZejeZWoºm_j^j^[ceijZhWmatic or newsworthy information. They answered who, what, where, when (and, less frequently,
why or how) questions at the top of the story and then narrowed down the story to presumably
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TABLE 8.1
THE NATION’S TEN
LARGEST DAILY
NEWSPAPERS, 2011
vs. 2012
Source: Audit Bureau of
Circulations, accessed
August 18, 2012.

Newspaper

2011 Weekday
Circulation

2012 Weekday
Circulation
(print and digital)

% Change
from 2011

Wall Street Journal

  

  



USA Today

  

  

ǲ

New York Times

 

  



Los Angeles Times

 

 



San Jose Mercury News

 

 

ǲ

/FX:PSL Daily News

 

 



New York Post

 

 



Washington Post

 

 

ǲ

Chicago Tribune

 

 

ǲ

Chicago Sun-Times

 

 



b[iii_]d_ÆYWdjZ[jW_bi$?\mWhiehdWjkhWbZ_iWij[hiZ_ihkfj[Zj^[j[b[]hWf^jhWdic_ii_ede\j^[i[
dispatches, the information the reporter led with had the best chance of getting through.
<ehckY^e\j^[jm[dj_[j^Y[djkho"j^[_dl[hj[Z#fohWc_Zijob[i[hl[ZWiWd[êY_[djmWo
to arrange a timely story. As one news critic pointed out, the wire services distributing stories
to newspapers nationwide “had to deal with large numbers of newspapers with widely diﬀer[djfeb_j_YWbWdZh[]_edWb_dj[h[iji$J^[d[mi^WZjeX[½eX`[Yj_l[¾$$$jeX[WYY[fj[ZXoikY^W
heterogeneous group.”127ced]ej^[hj^_d]i"j^[_cfehjWdY[e\eX`[Yj_l_joWdZj^[h[b_WdY[ed
j^[_dl[hj[ZfohWc_Zi_]dWb[Z`ekhdWb_ic¾iXh[Wa\hecj^[fWhj_iWdjhWZ_j_ed$7bj^ek]^_cfeii_Xb[jeWY^_[l[`ekhdWb_ic_iW\j[hWbbWb_j[hWhofhWYj_Y["dejWiY_[dY["eX`[Yj_l_joded[j^[b[ii
became the guiding ideal of the modern press.
Despite the success of the New York Times and other modern papers, the more factual
inverted-pyramid approach toward news has come under increasing scrutiny. As news critic
WdZmh_j_d]YeWY^HeoF[j[h9bWha^Widej[Z"»Iec[h[fehj[hib[jj^[fohWc_ZYedjhebj^[Yedj[djiej^Wjj^[d[miYec[iekj^ece][d_p[Z$JhWêY\WjWb_j_[i"j^h[[#WbWhcÆh[i"WdZd[mY_jo
ehZ_dWdY[iWbbX[]_djebeeaWb_a[$?d[njh[c[YWi[i"h[fehj[hi^Wl[X[[dademdjea[[fÆb[ie\
story forms. Fill in the blanks. Stick it in the paper.”13 Although the inverted-pyramid style has
for years solved deadline problems for reporters and enabled editors to cut a story from the
XejjecjeÆjWlW_bWXb[ifWY["_j^WiWbieZ_iYekhW][ZcWdoh[WZ[hi\hecYedj_dk_d]X[oedZj^[
a[oZ[jW_bi_dj^[ef[d_d]fWhW]hWf^i$IjkZ_[i^Wl[Z[cedijhWj[Zj^Wjj^[cW`eh_joe\h[WZ[hi
Zedej\ebbemW\hedj#fW][ijehom^[d_jYedj_dk[i"eh»`kcfi"¼_di_Z[j^[fWf[h$

Interpretive Journalism
By the 1920s, there was a sense, especially after the trauma of World War I, that the impartial
approach to reporting was insufficient for explaining complex national and global conditions. It
mWifWhjboWiWh[ikbje\»ZhWX"\WYjkWb"eX`[Yj_l[h[fehj_d]"¼ed[d[miiY^ebWhYedj[dZ[Z"j^Wj
“the American people were utterly amazed when war broke out in August 1914, as they had no
understanding of the foreign scene to prepare them for it.”14

The Promise of Interpretive Journalism
KdZ[hj^[imWoe\eX`[Yj_l_jo"ceZ[hd`ekhdWb_ic^WZZemdfbWo[ZWd[Whboheb[e\j^[fWhj_iWd
press: offering analysis and opinion. But with the world becoming more complex, some papers began to reexplore the analytical function of news. The result was the rise of interpretive journalism,
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which aims to explain key issues or events and place them in a broader historical or social context. According to one historian, this approach, especially in the 1930s and 1940s, was a viable
mWo\eh`ekhdWb_icjeWZZh[ii»j^[D[m:[Wbo[Whi"j^[h_i[e\ceZ[hdiY_[dj_\_Yj[Y^debe]o"j^[
increasing interdependence of economic groups at home, and the shrinking of the world into
one vast arena for power politics.”'+?dej^[hmehZi"`ekhdWb_icjeeaWdWdWboj_Yjkhd_dWmehbZ
grown more interconnected and complicated.
Dej_d]j^WjeX`[Yj_l_joWdZ\WYjkWb_joi^ekbZi[hl[Wij^[\ekdZWj_ed\eh`ekhdWb_ic"Xoj^[
'/(&i[Z_jehWdZYebkcd_ijMWbj[hB_ffcWdd_di_ij[Zj^Wjj^[fh[iii^ekbZZeceh[$>[hWda[Z
three press responsibilities: (1) “to make a current record”; (2) “to make a running analysis of
it”; and (3) “on the basis of both, to suggest plans.”16 Indeed, reporters and readers alike have
historically distinguished between informational reports and editorial (interpretive) pieces,
which oﬀer particular viewpoints or deeper analyses of the issues. Since the boundary between
information and interpretation can be somewhat ambiguous, American papers have traditionally placed news analysis in separate, labeled columns and opinion articles on certain pages
so that readers do not confuse them with “straight news.” It was during this time that political
columns developed to evaluate and provide context for news. Moving beyond the informational
WdZijehoj[bb_d]\kdYj_edie\d[mi"`ekhdWb_ijiWdZd[mifWf[hiX[]Wdje[nj[dZj^[_hheb[Wi
analysts.

“Journalists must
make the signiﬁcant interesting
and relevant.”
BILL KOVACH AND
TOM ROSENSTIEL,
THE ELEMENTS OF
JOURNALISM, 2007

Broadcast News Embraces Interpretive Journalism
In a surprising twist, the rise of broadcast radio in the 1930s also forced newspapers to become
more analytical in their approach to news. At the time, the newspaper industry was upset
that broadcasters took their news directly from papers and wire services. As a result, a battle
Z[l[bef[ZX[jm[[dhWZ_e`ekhdWb_icWdZfh_djd[mi$7bj^ek]^cW_dijh[Wcd[mifWf[hijh_[Z
to copyright the facts they reported and sued radio stations for routinely using newspapers as
j^[_hcW_dd[miiekhY[i"j^[fWf[hibeijcWdoe\j^[i[YekhjXWjjb[i$;Z_jehiWdZd[mifWf[h
lobbyists argued that radio should be permitted to do only commentary. By conceding this
interpretive role to radio, the print press tried to protect its dominion over “the facts.” It was
_dj^_i[dl_hedc[djj^WjhWZ_eWdWboi_iX[]Wdje\bekh_i^WiW\ehce\_dj[hfh[j_l[d[mi$Bem[bb
Thomas delivered the first daily network analysis for CBS on September 29, 1930, attacking
Hitler’s rise to power in Germany. By 1941, twenty regular commentators—the forerunners of
today’s “talking heads” on cable, radio talk-show hosts, and political bloggers—were explaining
their version of the world to millions of listeners.
Iec[fh_dj`ekhdWb_ijiWdZ[Z_jehiYWc[jeX[b_[l["^em[l[h"j^Wj_dj[hfh[j_l[ijeh_[i"
hWj^[hj^WdeX`[Yj_l[h[fehji"YekbZX[jj[hYecf[j[m_j^hWZ_e$J^[oh[Wb_p[Zj^Wj_dj[hfh[jWtion was a way to counter radio’s (and later television’s) superior ability to report breaking news
gk_Yaboº[l[db_l[$?d'/))"j^[7c[h_YWdIeY_[joe\D[mifWf[h;Z_jehi7ID;ikffehj[Zj^[
_Z[We\_dj[hfh[j_l[`ekhdWb_ic$Ceijd[mifWf[hi"^em[l[h"ij_bbZ_Zdej[cXhWY[fheX_d]WdWbosis during the 1930s. So in most U.S. dailies, interpretation remained relegated to a few editorial
WdZef_d_edfW][i$?jmWid¾jkdj_bj^['/+&iºm_j^j^[Aeh[WdMWh"j^[Z[l[befc[dje\Wjec_Y
power, tensions with the Soviet Union, and the anticommunist movement—that news analysis
h[ikh\WY[Zedj^[d[m[ijc[Z_kc0j[b[l_i_ed$?dj[hfh[j_l[`ekhdWb_ic_dd[mifWf[hi]h[mWj
the same time, especially in such areas as the environment, science, agriculture, sports, health,
politics, and business. Following the lead of the New York Times, many papers by the 1980s had
developed an “op-ed” page—an opinion page opposite the traditional editorial page that allowed
a greater variety of columnists, news analyses, and letters to the editor.

Literary Forms of Journalism
8oj^[bWj['/,&i"cWdof[efb[m[h[Yh_j_Y_p_d]7c[h_YW¾icW`ehieY_Wb_dij_jkj_edi$Feb_j_YWbWiiWii_dWj_edi"9_l_bH_]^jifhej[iji"j^[L_[jdWcMWh"j^[Zhk]Ykbjkh["WdZj^[mec[d¾i
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NEWSPAPERS

movement were not easily explained. Faced with so
much change and turmoil, many individuals began
to lose faith in the ability of institutions to oversee
and ensure the social order. Members of protest
movements as well as many middle- and workingclass Americans began to suspect the privileges
and power of traditional authority. As a result, key
_dij_jkj_ediº_dYbkZ_d]`ekhdWb_icºbeijiec[e\j^[_h
credibility.

Journalism as an Art Form

JOAN DIDION’S two essay
collections—Slouching
Towards Bethlehem  
and The White Album
 sBSFDPOTJEFSFE
iconic pieces from the new
journalism movement. Both
books detail and analyze
Didion’s life in California, where
she experienced everything
from the counterculture
NPWFNFOUJO4BO'SBODJTDPUP
meeting members of the Black
Panther Party, the Doors, and
even followers of Charles
.BOTPO

Throughout the first part of the twentieth century—
`ekhdWb_ic¾iceZ[hd[hWº`ekhdWb_ij_Yijehoj[bb_d]
was downplayed in favor of the inverted-pyramid
style and the separation of fact from opinion.
Dissatisfied with these limitations, some reporters began exploring a new model of reporting.
Literary journalism, sometimes dubbed “new
`ekhdWb_ic"¼WZWfj[Z\_Yj_edWbj[Y^d_gk[i"ikY^
as descriptive details and settings and extensive
character dialogue, to nonfiction material and
in-depth reporting. In the United States, literWho`ekhdWb_ic¾iheejiWh[[l_Z[dj_dj^[mehae\
nineteenth-century novelists like Mark Twain,
Stephen Crane, and Theodore Dreiser, all of
whom started out as reporters. In the late 1930s
WdZ'/*&i"b_j[hWho`ekhdWb_icikh\WY[Z0@ekhdWbists, such as James Agee and John Hersey, began
to demonstrate how writing about real events could achieve an artistry often associated
only with fiction.
?dj^['/,&i"JecMeb\["Wb[WZ_d]fhWYj_j_ed[he\d[m`ekhdWb_ic"Wh]k[Z\ehc_n_d]
the content of reporting with the forme\ÆYj_edjeYh[Wj[»Xej^j^[a_dZe\eX`[Yj_l[h[Wb_jo
e\`ekhdWb_ic¼WdZ»j^[ikX`[Yj_l[h[Wb_jo¼e\j^[del[b$17 Writers such as Wolfe (The Electric
Kool-Aid Acid Test), Truman Capote (In Cold Blood ), Joan Didion (The White Album), Norman
Mailer (Armies of the Night), and Hunter S. Thompson (Hell’s Angelsjkhd[Zjed[m`ekhdWb_ic
to overcome ﬂaws they perceived in routine reporting. Their often self-conscious treatment of
ieY_WbfheXb[ci]Wl[j^[_hmh_j_d]Wf[hif[Yj_l[j^WjYedl[dj_edWb`ekhdWb_icZ_Zdejeè[h$7\j[h
j^['/,&i¾j_Z[e\_dj[di[ieY_Wbkf^[WlWb[XX[Z"d[m`ekhdWb_icikXi_Z[ZWim[bb$>em[l[h"
b_j[hWho`ekhdWb_icdejedbo_dÇk[dY[ZcW]Wp_d[ib_a[Mother Jones and Rolling Stone, but it also
aﬀected daily newspapers by emphasizing longer feature stories on cultural trends and social
_iik[im_j^Z[jW_b[ZZ[iYh_fj_edehZ_Wbe]k[$JeZWo"mh_j[hiikY^Wi7Zh_WdD_Yeb[B[8bWdYRandom Family), Dexter Filkins (The Forever War), and Asne Seierstad (The Bookseller of Kabul) keep
this tradition alive.

The Attack on Journalistic Objectivity
Former New York TimesYebkcd_ijJecM_Ya[hWh]k[Zj^Wj_dj^[[Whbo'/,&iWdeX`[Yj_l[Wfproach to news remained the dominant model. According to Wicker, the “press had so wrapped
_ji[b\_dj^[fWf[hY^W_die\½eX`[Yj_l[`ekhdWb_ic¾j^Wj_j^WZb_jjb[WX_b_jojeh[fehjWdoj^_d]
beyond the bare and undeniable facts.”18 Through the 1960s, attacks on the detachment of
h[fehj[hi[iYWbWj[Z$D[miYh_j_Y@WYaD[m\_[bZh[`[Yj[Zj^[feii_X_b_joe\][dk_d[`ekhdWb_ij_Y
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Journalists

Title or Subject

Publisher

Year

Ư+PIO)FSTFZ

o)JSPTIJNBp

New Yorker



2 Rachel Carson

Silent Spring

)PVHIUPO.JGGMJO



3 Bob Woodward/
 Carl Bernstein

Watergate investigation

Washington Post

r

Ư&EXBSE3.VSSPX

#BUUMFPG#SJUBJO

$#43BEJP



Ư*EB5BSCFMM


o5IF)JTUPSZPGUIF
4UBOEBSE0JM$PNQBOZp

McClure’s Magazine

r

Ư-JODPMO4UFGGFOT

o5IF4IBNFPGUIF$JUJFTp

McClure’s Magazine

r

Ư+PIO3FFE

Ten Days That Shook 
the World

3BOEPN)PVTF



Ư)-.FODLFO


$PWFSBHFPGUIF4DPQFT
oNPOLFZpUSJBM

Baltimore Sun



Ư&SOJF1ZMF

3FQPSUTGSPN&VSPQF
and the Pacific during
World War II

4DSJQQT)PXBSE
newspapers

r

*OWFTUJHBUJPOPG4FOBUPS
+PTFQI.D$BSUIZ

$#45FMFWJTJPO



Ư&EXBSE3.VSSPX
ƳƳƯ'SFE'SJFOEMZ

TABLE 8.2
EXCEPTIONAL WORKS OF
AMERICAN JOURNALISM
Working under the aegis
PG/FX:PSL6OJWFSTJUZnT
journalism department,
thirty-six judges compiled a
list of the Top 100 works of
American journalism in the
twentieth century. The list
takes into account not just
the newsworthiness of the
event but the craft of the
writing and reporting. What
do you think of the Top 10
works listed here? What are
some problems associated
with a list like this? Do you
think newswriting should be
judged in the same way we
judge novels or movies?
Source: New York University,
Department of Journalism, New
York, N.Y., 1999.

impartiality and argued that many reporters had become too trusting and uncritical of the
fem[h\kb0»EX`[Yj_l_jo_iX[b_[l_d]f[efb[m_j^fem[hWdZfh_dj_d]j^[_hfh[iih[b[Wi[i$¼19
;l[djkWbbo"j^[_Z[Wbe\eX`[Yj_l_joX[YWc[ikif[YjWbed]m_j^j^[Wkj^eh_joe\[nf[hjiWdZ
professionals in various fields.
A number of reporters responded to the criticism by rethinking the framework of convenj_edWb`ekhdWb_icWdZWZefj_d]WlWh_[joe\Wbj[hdWj_l[j[Y^d_gk[i$Ed[e\j^[i[mWiadvocacy
journalism, in which the reporter actively promotes a particular cause or viewpoint. Precision
journalism"Wdej^[hj[Y^d_gk["Wjj[cfjijecWa[j^[d[miceh[iY_[dj_ÆYWbboWYYkhWj[Xoki_d]
febbikhl[oiWdZgk[ij_eddW_h[i$J^hek]^ekjj^['//&i"fh[Y_i_ed`ekhdWb_icX[YWc[_dYh[Wiingly important. However, critics have charged that in every modern presidential campaign—
_dYbkZ_d]j^Wje\(&'(ºjeecWdod[mifWf[hiWdZJLijWj_ediX[YWc[el[hboh[b_Wdjedfeb_j_YWb
febbi"j^kih[ZkY_d]YWcfW_]dYel[hW][je»hWY[^ehi[¼`ekhdWb_ic"j[bb_d]edbo»m^e¾iW^[WZ¼
and “who’s behind” stories rather than promoting substantial debates on serious issues. (See
JWXb[.$(\ehjefmehai_d7c[h_YWd`ekhdWb_ic$

Contemporary Journalism in the TV and Internet Age
?dj^[[Whbo'/.&i"WfeijceZ[hdXhWdZe\`ekhdWb_icWhei[\hecjme_cfehjWdjZ[l[befc[dji$
In 1980 the Columbus Dispatch became the first paper to go online; today, nearly all U.S. papers
offer some Web services. Then the colorful USA Today arrived in 1982, radically changing the
beeae\ceijcW`ehK$I$ZW_b_[i$

USA Today Colors the Print Landscape
USA Today made its mark by incorporating features closely associated with postmodern forms,
including an emphasis on visual style over substantive news or analysis and the use of brief
news items that appealed to readers’ busy schedules and shortened attention spans.
Now the second most widely circulated paper in the nation, USA Today represents the only
ikYY[ii\kbbWkdY^e\Wd[mcW`ehK$I$ZW_bod[mifWf[h_dj^[bWiji[l[hWbZ[YWZ[i$I^em_d]_ji
marketing savvy, USA TodaymWij^[ÆhijfWf[hjeef[dboWYademb[Z][j[b[l_i_ed¾iY[djhWbheb[

“Critics [in the
1960s] claimed
that urban planning created slums,
that schooI made
people stupid, that
medicine caused
disease, that psychiatry invented
mental illness, and
that the courts
promoted injustice. . . . And objectivity in journalism,
regarded as an
antidote to bias,
came to be looked
upon as the most
insidious bias of
all. For ‘objective’
reporting reproduced a vision of
social reality which
refused to examine
the basic structures of power and
privilege.”
MICHAEL SCHUDSON,
DISCOVERING THE
NEWS, 1978
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_dcWiiYkbjkh[0J^[fWf[hki[ZJL#_dif_h[ZYebehWdZZ[i_]d[Z_jiÆhijl[dZ_d]Xen[ijebeea
b_a[YebehJLi$;l[dj^[mh_j_d]ijob[e\64"5PEBZc_c_YiJLd[miXoYWij_d]cWdoh[fehji_d
QSFTFOUUFOTFSBUIFSUIBOUIFQBTUUFOTF XIJDIXBTUIFQSJOUOFXTOPSNUISPVHIPVUUIFUXFOUJ
FUIDFOUVSZ 
8SJUJOHGPS3PMMJOH4UPOFJO.BSDI NFEJBDSJUJD+PO,BU[BSHVFEUIBUUIFBVUIPSJUZ
PGNPEFSOOFXTQBQFSTTVäFSFEJOUIFXBLFPGBWBSJFUZPGhOFXOFXTvGPSNTUIBUDPNCJOFE
JNNFEJBDZ JOGPSNBUJPO FOUFSUBJONFOU QFSTVBTJPO BOEBOBMZTJT,BU[DMBJNFEUIBUUIFOFXT
TVQSFNBDZPGNPTUQSPNJOFOUEBJMZQBQFST TVDIBTUIF/FX:PSL5JNFTBOEUIF8BTIJOHUPO
1PTU"mWiX[_d]Y^Wbb[d][ZXo»d[mi¼Yec_d]\hecjWbai^emi"j[b[l_i_edi_jYeci"fefkbWhÆbci"
BOEFWFOSBQNVTJD*OPUIFSXPSET XFXFSFDIBOHJOHGSPNBTPDJFUZJOXIJDIUIFUSBOTNJTTJPO
PGLOPXMFEHFEFQFOEFENBJOMZPOCPPLT OFXTQBQFST BOENBHB[JOFTUPBTPDJFUZEPNJOBUFE
CZBNJYPGQSJOU WJTVBM BOEEJHJUBMJOGPSNBUJPO

/MKHMD*NTQM@KHRL2DCDEHMDR.DVR
8IBUTUBSUFEPVUJOUIFTBTTJNQMF UFYUPOMZFYQFSJNFOUTGPSOFXTQBQFSTEFWFMPQFE
JOUPNPSFSPCVTU8FCTJUFTJOUIFT BMMPXJOHOFXTQBQFSTUPEFWFMPQBOPOMJOFQSFT
[dY[$JeZWo"edb_d[`ekhdWb_ic_iYecfb[j[boY^Wd]_d]j^[_dZkijho$<_hij"hWj^[hj^Wd
TVCTDSJCJOHUPBUSBEJUJPOBMQBQFS NBOZSFBEFSTOPXCFHJOUIFJSEBZPOUIFJSJ1BET TNBSU
QIPOFT PSDPNQVUFSTTDBOOJOHBXJEFWBSJFUZPGOFXT8FCTJUFT JODMVEJOHUIPTFPGQSJOU
QBQFST DBCMFOFXTDIBOOFMT OFXTNBHB[JOFT CMPHHFST BOEPOMJOFPOMZOFXTPSHBOJ[B
UJPOT4VDITPVSDFTBSFJODSFBTJOHMZUBLJOHPWFSUIFSPMFTPGNPSFUSBEJUJPOBMGPSNTPGOFXT 
IFMQJOHUPTFUUIFOBUJPOTDVMUVSBM TPDJBM BOEQPMJUJDBMBHFOEBT0OFPGUIFCJHHFTUDIBOHFT
JTUIBUPOMJOFOFXTIBTTQFEVQUIFOFXTDZDMFUPBDPOTUBOUTUSFBNPGJOGPSNBUJPOBOE
IBTDIBMMFOHFEUSBEJUJPOBMOFXTTFSWJDFTUPLFFQVQ'PSJOTUBODF .BUU%SVEHF UIFDPO
TFSWBUJWF*OUFSOFUHPTTJQBOEOFXTTPVSDFCFIJOEUIF%SVEHF3FQPSU"^_`WYa[Zj^[dWj_edWb
BHFOEBJO+BOVBSZBOEMBVODIFEBTDBOEBMXIFOIFQPTUFEBSFQPSUUIBU/FXTXFFL
IBEEFMBZFEUIFTUPSZBCPVU1SFTJEFOU$MJOUPOTIBWJOHBOBGGBJSXJUI8IJUF)PVTFJOUFSO
Ced_YWB[m_diao$
"OPUIFSDIBOHFJTUIFXBZOPOUSBEJUJPOBMTPVSDFTBOEFWFOOFXFSEJHJUBMUFDIOPMPHZIFMQ
ESJWFOFXTTUPSJFT'PSFYBNQMF UIF0DDVQZ8BMM4USFFU 084 NPWFNFOU JOTQJSFECZUIF"SBC
4QSJOHVQSJTJOHT CFHBOJO4FQUFNCFSXIFOBHSPVQPGQSPUFTUPSTHBUIFSFEJO;VDDPUUJ1BSL
_dD[mOeha¾iÆdWdY_WbZ_ijh_Yjje[nfh[iiZ_iYedj[djc[djm_j^el[hfW_Z9;Ei"X_]XWdai"WdZ
MWbbIjh[[j"Wbbe\m^ec^[bf[ZYWki[j^[(&&.¹&/ÆdWdY_WbYebbWfi[Xkjij_bb[d`eo[ZW]el[hd
NFOUCBJMPVU
.BJOTUSFBNNFEJBXBTTMPXUPDPWFS084 XJUIFBSMZDPWFSBHFTJNQMZQJUUJOHBOHSZ
QSPUFTUFSTBHBJOTUEJTNJTTJWF8BMM4USFFUFYFDVUJWFTBOEQPMJUJDJBOT NBOZPGXIPNRVFT
UJPOFEUIFNPWFNFOUTMPOHFWJUZBTXFMMBTJUTWBHVFBHFOEB#VUBTSFUJSFFT UFBDIFST 
bWXehkd_edi"e\\#Zkjofeb_Y[e\\_Y[hi"\_h[\_]^j[hi"WdZej^[h]el[hdc[djmeha[hi`e_d[Z
j^[Yebb[][ijkZ[dji"j^[`eXb[ii"WdZj^[^ec[b[ii_dEMIfhej[ijiWYheiij^[Yekdjho"j^[
DPWFSBHFBOEOBSSBUJWFTJOUIFNFEJBCFDBNFNPSFDPNQMJDBUFEBOEOVBODFE"TJOUIF
"SBCVQSJTJOHT TJUFTMJLF5VNCMS 'BDFCPPL BOE5XJUUFSCFDBNFLFZPSHBOJ[BUJPOBMUPPMT
#VUNPSFUIBOUIBU UIFZCFDBNFBMUFSOBUJWFNFEJBTPVSDFT EPDVNFOUJOHJODJEFOUTPGQP
MJDFCSVUBMJUZBOEBSSFTUT BOEDPWFSJOHUIFJTTVFTQSPUFTUPSTDIBNQJPOFE*OCPUIUIF"SBC
4QSJOHBOE084TUPSJFT UIF*OUFSOFUBOETPDJBMNFEJBHBWFPSEJOBSZQFPQMFNPSFBHFODZ
UIBOFWFSCFGPSF4UJMM JUTJNQPSUBOUUPSFNFNCFSUIBUXIJMFTVDDFTTGVMNPWFNFOUTOFFE
HPPEDPNNVOJDBUJPOBOENFEJBDPWFSBHF UIFZBMTPSFRVJSFFOPVHIQFPQMFXJMMJOHUPDIBM
b[d][fem[h"`kijWij^[oZ_Z_dj^[ZWoie\j^[7c[h_YWdH[lebkj_edWdZj^[9_l_bH_]^ji
NPWFNFOU
*OUIFEJHJUBMBHF OFXTSPPNTBSFJOUFHSBUJOHUIFJSEJHJUBMBOEQSJOUPQFSBUJPOT BOEBTLJOH
j^[_h`ekhdWb_ijijejm[[jXh[Wa_d]d[mij^Wjb_daiXWYajed[mifWf[hi¾M[Xi_j[i$>em[l[h"

ǄǄǄ0!24ȑ 7/2$3!.$0)#452%3

editors are still facing a challenge to get reporters and editors to fully embrace what news
executives regard as a reporter’s online responsibilities. In 2011, for example, executive editor
of the New York Times Jill Abramson noted that although the Times had fully integrated its online
and print operations, some editors still tried to hold back on publishing a timely story online,
hoping that it would make the front page of the print paper instead. “That’s a culture I’d like to
break down, without diminishing the [reporters’] thrill of having their story on the front page
of the paper,” said Abramson.20 For more about how online news ventures are changing the
newspaper industry, see pages 304–306.

The Business and
Ownership of Newspapers
In the news industry today, there are several kinds of papers. National newspapers (such as the
Wall Street Journal, the New York Times, and USA Today) serve a broad readership across the
Yekdjho$Ej^[hfWf[hifh_cWh_boi[hl[if[Y_\_Y][e]hWf^_Yh[]_edi$Hek]^bo'&&metropolitan
dailies have a circulation of 100,000 or more. About 30 of these papers have a circulation of
more than 200,000. In addition, about 100 daily newspapers are classified as medium dailies,
m_j^Y_hYkbWj_ediX[jm[[d+&"&&&WdZ'&&"&&&$8o\Whj^[bWh][ijdkcX[he\K$I$ZW_b_[iºWXekj
1,200 papers—fall into the small daily category, with circulaj_edikdZ[h+&"&&&$M^_b[ZW_b_[ii[hl[khXWdWdZikXkhXWd
Y[dj[hi"WXekj-"+&&dedZW_boWdZweekly newspapers (down
from 14,000 back in 1910) serve smaller communities and
Wl[hW][`kijel[h+"&&&Yef_[if[h_iik[$21 No matter the size
of the paper, each must determine its approach, target readers, and deal with ownership issues in a time of technological
transition and declining revenue.

THE WALL STREET
JOURNAL not only has the
largest circulation of any
OFXTQBQFSJOUIF6OJUFE
States, it also has the most
online subscriptions—over
 NFNCFSTQBZGPS
access to the paper’s Web
site. Its online success has
been attributed to two facts:
It instituted a paywall as soon
as the paper went online
JO BOEJUQSPWJEFT
specialized business and
ﬁnancial information that its
readers can’t get elsewhere.
(Pictured is News Corp. CEO
3VQFSU.VSEPDISFBEJOHUIF
Wall Street Journal

Consensus vs. Conflict: Newspapers
Play Different Roles
Smaller nondaily papers tend to promote social and economic harmony in their communities. Besides providing
community calendars and meeting notices, nondaily papers
focus on consensus-oriented journalism, carrying articles
on local schools, social events, town government, property
Yh_c[i"WdZped_d]_iik[i$H[YWbb_d]j^[fWhj_iWdif_h_je\
an earlier era, small newspapers are often owned by business leaders who may also serve in local politics. Because
consensus-oriented papers have a small advertising base,
they are generally careful not to offend local advertisers,
who provide the financial underpinnings for many of these
papers. At their best, these small-town papers foster a sense
of community; at their worst, they overlook or downplay
discord and problems.
In contrast, national and metro dailies practice conflictoriented journalism, in which front-page news is often
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Media Literacy and
the Critical Process

1

DESCRIPTION. Check a

2

ANALYSIS. Look for patterns in

week’s worth of business news
in your local paper. Examine both the
business pages and the front and local
sections for these stories. Devise a chart
and create categories for sorting stories
(e.g., promotion news, scandal stories,
earnings reports, home foreclosures,
auto news, and media-related news), and
gauge whether these stories are positive
or negative. If possible, compare this
coverage to a week’s worth of news from
the economic crisis in late 2008. Or compare your local paper’s coverage of home
foreclosures or company bankruptcies to
the coverage in one of the nation’s dailies
like the New York Times.
the coverage. How many stories
are positive? How many are negative?
Do the stories show any kind of gender
favoritism (such as more men covered
than women) or class bias (management
favored over workers)? Compared to the
local paper, are there diﬀerences in the
frequency and kinds of coverage oﬀered
in the national newspaper? Does your
paper routinely cover the business of
the parent company that owns the local
paper? Does it cover national business
stories? How many stories are there on
the business of newspapers and media in
general?

3

INTERPRETATION. What do
some of the patterns mean? Did

Covering Business and Economic News
The ﬁnancial crisis and subsequent recession spotlighted
newspapers’ coverage of issues such as corporate
corruption. For example, since 2008 articles have detailed
the collapse of major investment ﬁrms like Lehman Brothers, the GM and Chrysler bailouts, fraud charges against
Goldman Sachs, and of course the scandals surrounding the
subprime mortgage/home foreclosure crisis. Over the years,
critics have claimed that business news pages tend to favor
issues related to management and downplay the role of
everyday employees. Critics have also charged that business
pages favor positive business stories—such as managers’
promotions—and minimizes negative news (unlike regional
newspaper front pages, which often emphasize crime
stories). In an era of Wall Street scandals and major
bankruptcies, check the business coverage in your local daily
paper to see if these charges are accurate or if this pattern
has changed since 2008.
you ﬁnd examples where the coverage
of business seems comprehensive and
fair? If business news gets more positive coverage than political news, what
might this mean? If managers get more
coverage than employees, what does this
mean, given that there are many more
regular employees than managers at
most businesses? What might it mean if
men are more prominently featured than
women in business stories? What does it
mean if certain businesses are not being
covered adequately by local and national
news operations? How do business stories cover the recession now in comparison to late 2008?

4

EVALUATION. Determine
which papers and stories you
would judge as stronger models and
which ones you would judge as weaker
models for how business should be
covered. Are some elements that should
be included missing from coverage? If so,
make suggestions.

5

ENGAGEMENT. Either write
or e-mail the editor to report
your ﬁndings, or make an appointment
with the editor to discuss what you
discovered. Note what the newspaper is
doing well and make a recommendation
on how to improve coverage.

deﬁned primarily as events, issues, or experiences that deviate from social norms. Under this
news orientation, journalists see their role not merely as neutral fact-gatherers but also as observers who monitor their city’s institutions and problems. They often maintain an adversarial
relationship with local politicians and public oﬃcials. These papers oﬀer competing perspectives on such issues as education, government, poverty, crime, and the economy; and their publishers, editors, or reporters avoid playing major, overt roles in community politics. In theory,
modern newspapers believe their role in large cities is to keep a wary eye ﬁxed on recent local
and state intrigue and events.
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?dj[bb_d]ijeh_[iWXekjYecfb[nWdZYedjhel[hi_Wbjef_Yi"YedÇ_Yj#eh_[dj[Z`ekhdWb_ijie\ten turn such topics into two-dimensional stories, pitting one idea or person against another.
This convention, or “telling both sides of a story,” allows a reporter to take the position of a
detached observer. Although this practice oﬀers the appearance of balance, it usually functions to generate conﬂict and sustain a lively news story; sometimes, reporters ignore the idea
that there may be more than two sides to a story. But faced with deadline pressures, reporters
often do not have the time—or the space—to develop a multifaceted and complex report or
i[h_[ie\h[fehji$I[[»C[Z_WB_j[hWYoWdZj^[9h_j_YWbFheY[ii09el[h_d]8ki_d[iiWdZ;Yenomic News” on page 292.)

Newspapers Target Specific Readers
Historically, small-town weeklies and daily newspapers have served predominantly white,
cW_dijh[Wch[WZ[hi$>em[l[h"[l[hi_dY[8[d`Wc_d<hWdab_dbWkdY^[Zj^[i^ehj#b_l[Z=[hcWd#
language Philadelphische Zeitung in 1732, newspapers aimed at ethnic groups have played a ma`ehheb[_d_d_j_Wj_d]_cc_]hWdji_dje7c[h_YWdieY_[jo$:kh_d]j^[d_d[j[[dj^Y[djkho"Im[Z_i^#
and Norwegian-language papers informed various immigrant communities in the Midwest. The
[Whbojm[dj_[j^Y[djkho]Wl[h_i[jefWf[himh_jj[d_d=[hcWd"O_ZZ_i^"Hkii_Wd"WdZFeb_i^"
Wii_ij_d]j^[cWii_l[_d\bkne\;khef[Wd_cc_]hWdji$
J^hek]^ekjj^['//&iWdZ_djej^[jm[djo#ÆhijY[djkho"i[l[hWb^kdZh[Z\eh[_]d#
language daily and nondaily presses published papers in at least forty diﬀerent languages
_dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[i$CWdoWh[ÆdWdY_Wbbo^[Wbj^ojeZWo"ikffehj[ZXoYbWii_Æ[ZWZi"beYWb
businesses, and increased ad revenue from long-distance phone companies and Internet
services, which see the ethnic press as an ideal place to reach those customers most likely to
need international communication services.22M^_b[j^[ÆdWdY_WbYh_i_ijeea_jijebbWdZiec[
ethnic newspapers failed, overall, loyal readers allowed such papers to fare better than the
mainstream press.23
Most of these weekly and monthly newspapers serve some of the same functions for their
constituencies—minorities and immigrants, as well as disabled veterans, retired workers, gay
WdZb[iX_WdYecckd_j_[i"WdZj^[^ec[b[iiºj^Wjj^[»cW`eh_jo¼fWf[hiZe$J^[i[fWf[hi"
however, are often published outside the social mainstream. Consequently, they provide
viewpoints that are diﬀerent from the mostly middle- and upper-class establishment attitudes
that have shaped the media throughout much of America’s history. As noted by the Pew
H[i[WhY^9[dj[h¾iFhe`[Yj\eh;nY[bb[dY[_d@ekhdWb_ic"[j^d_Yd[mifWf[hiWdZc[Z_W
“cover stories about the activities of those ethnic groups in the United States that are
largely ignored by the mainstream press, they provide ethnic angles to news that
actually is covered more widely, and they report on events and issues taking
place back in the home countries from which those populations or their family
members emigrated. These outlets have also traditionally been leaders in
their communities.”24

FREDERICK DOUGLASS
helped found the North Star
JO*UXBTQSJOUFEJOUIF
CBTFNFOUPGUIF.FNPSJBM
"GSJDBO.FUIPEJTU&QJTDPQBM
;JPO$IVSDI BHBUIFSJOH
spot for abolitionists and
oVOEFSHSPVOEpBDUJWJUJFTJO
Rochester, New York. At
the time, the white-owned
New York Herald urged
Rochester’s citizens to throw
the North Star’s printing
press into Lake Ontario.
6OEFS%PVHMBTTnTMFBEFSTIJQ 
the paper came out weekly
VOUJM BEESFTTJOH
problems facing blacks
around the country and
offering a forum for
Douglass to debate his
fellow black activists.

African American Newspapers
8[jm[[d'.(-WdZj^[[dZe\j^[9_l_bMWh_d'.,+"\ehjod[mifWf[hiZ_h[Yj[Z
at black readers and opposed to slavery struggled for survival. These
papers faced not only higher rates of illiteracy among potential readers but
Wbie^eij_b_jo\hecm^_j[ieY_[joWdZj^[cW`eh_jofh[iie\j^[ZWo$J^[\_hij
black newspaper, Freedom’s Journal, operated from 1827 to 1829 and opposed
the racism of many New York newspapers. In addition, it offered a public
voice for antislavery societies. Other notable papers included the Alienated
American'.+(¹+,WdZj^[New Orleans Daily Creole, which began its short life
_d'.+,Wij^[\_hijXbWYa#emd[ZZW_bo_dj^[Iekj^$J^[ceij_d\bk[dj_Wbeffei_j_edWb
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“We wish to plead
our own cause. Too
long have others
spoken for us.”
FREEDOM’S JOURNAL,
1827

AFRICAN AMERICAN
NEWSPAPERS
5IJTTDFOFSFWFBMT
UIFOFXTSPPNPG)BSMFNnT
Amsterdam News, one of
the nation’s leading African
American newspapers.
Ironically, the Civil Rights
movement and afﬁrmative
action policies since the
TTFSWFEUPESBJO
talented reporters from the
black press by encouraging
them to work for larger,
mainstream newspapers.

newspaper was Frederick Douglass’s North Star"Wm[[aboWdj_ibWl[hod[mifWf[h_dHeY^ester, New York, which was published from 1847 to 1860 and reached a circulation of three
thousand. Douglass, a former slave, wrote essays on slavery and on a variety of national and
international topics.
I_dY['.(-"+"+&&d[mifWf[hi^Wl[X[[d[Z_j[ZehijWhj[ZXo7\h_YWd7c[h_YWdi$(+ These
papers, with an average life span of nine years, have taken stands against race baiting, lynch_d]"WdZj^[AkAbknAbWd$J^[oWbiefhecej[ZhWY_Wbfh_Z[bed]X[\eh[j^[9_l_bH_]^jicel[c[dj$J^[ceijm_Z[boY_hYkbWj[ZXbWYa#emd[ZfWf[hmWiHeX[hj9$LWdd¾im[[aboPittsburgh
Courier"\ekdZ[Z_d'/'&$?jiY_hYkbWj_edf[Wa[ZWj)+&"&&&_d'/*-ºj^[o[Whfhe\[ii_edWb
XWi[XWbbmWi_dj[]hWj[ZXo@WYa_[HeX_died"j^Wdai_dfWhjjeh[b[djb[ii[Z_jeh_Wbi_dj^[Courier that denounced the color barrier in pro sports. As they have throughout their history,
these papers oﬀer oppositional viewpoints to the mainstream press and record the daily
activities of black communities by listing weddings, births, deaths, graduations, meetings,
and church functions. Today, the National Association of Black Journalists (NABJ) reports that
there are roughly two hundred African American newspapers, including Baltimore’s AfroAmerican, New York’s Amsterdam News, and the Chicago Defender, which celebrated its one
^kdZh[Zj^Wdd_l[hiWho_d(&&+$26 None of these publish daily editions any longer, and most
are weeklies.
The circulation rates of most black papers dropped sharply after the 1960s. The combined circulation of the local and national editions of the Pittsburgh Courier, for instance,
dropped from 202,080 in 1944 to 20,000 in 1970. Several factors contributed to these
declines. First, television and black radio stations tapped into the limited pool of money
that businesses allocated for advertising. Second, some advertisers, to avoid controversy,
withdrew their support when the black press started giving favorable coverage to the Civil
H_]^jicel[c[dj_dj^['/,&i$J^_hZ"j^[beiie\_dZkijh_WbkhXWd`eXi_dj^['/-&iWdZ'/.&i
not only diminished readership but also hurt small neighborhood
businesses, which could no longer aﬀord to advertise in both the
mainstream and the black press. Finally, after the enactment of Civil
H_]^jiWdZWêhcWj_l[WYj_edbWmi"cW_dijh[WcfWf[hihW_Z[ZXbWYa
papers, seeking to integrate their newsrooms with African American
`ekhdWb_iji$8bWYafWf[hiYekbZi[bZeccWjY^j^[eè[hi\hecbWh][
white-owned dailies.
While a more integrated mainstream press hurt black papers
j^[dºWd_hed_Y[è[Yje\j^[9_l_bH_]^jibWmiºjeZWoj^Wjjh[dZ_i
reversing a bit as some black reporters and editors return to black
newsrooms.27 Overall, however, the number of African Americans in
newsrooms is declining—between 2006 and 2012, African American
h[fh[i[djWj_ed\[bb\hec+$+je*$,+f[hY[dj$ The NABJ reports that
j^[h[Wh[Wj^ekiWdZ\[m[h7\h_YWd7c[h_YWd`ekhdWb_ijidemj^WdW
decade ago.28

Spanish-Language Newspapers
Bilingual and Spanish-language newspapers have served a variety
e\C[n_YWd"Fk[hjeH_YWd"9kXWd"WdZej^[h>_ifWd_Yh[WZ[hi^_fi
since 1808, when El Misisipi was founded in New Orleans. In the
'.&&iWbed["J[nWi^WZceh[j^Wd'+&IfWd_i^#bWd]kW][fWf[hi$ 29
Bei7d][b[i¾La Opinión, founded in 1926, is now the nation’s largest Spanish-language daily. Other prominent publications are in
Miami (La Voz and Diario Las Americas), Houston (La Información),
Chicago (El Mañana Daily News and La Raza), and New York
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(El Diario-La Prensa). In 2011, no more than eight hundred Spanishlanguage papers operated in the United States, most of them weekly and
nondaily papers. 30
Until the late 1960s, mainstream newspapers virtually ignored Hispanic issues and culture. But with the inﬂux of Mexican, Puerto Rican,
and Cuban immigrants throughout the 1980s and 1990s, many mainstream
papers began to feature weekly Spanish-language supplements. The ﬁrst
was the Miami Herald’s “El Nuevo Herald,” introduced in 1976. Other
mainstream papers also joined in, but many folded their Spanish-language
supplements by the mid-1990s. In 1995, the Los Angeles Times discontinued
its supplement, “Nuestro Tiempo,” and the Miami Herald trimmed budgets
and staﬀ for “El Nuevo Herald.” Spanish-language radio and television had
beaten newspapers to these potential customers and advertisers. As the
U.S. Hispanic population reached 16 percent by 2011, Hispanic journalists
accounted for only about 4.5 percent of the newsroom workforce at U.S.
daily newspapers.31

Asian American Newspapers
In the 1980s, hundreds of small papers emerged to serve immigrants from
Pakistan, Laos, Cambodia, and China. While people of Asian descent made
up only about 4.8 percent of the U.S. population in 2010, this percentage
is expected to rise to 9 percent by 2050.32 Today, fifty small U.S. papers are
printed in Vietnamese. Ethnic papers like these help readers both adjust to
foreign surroundings and retain ties to their traditional heritage. In addition, these papers often cover major stories downplayed in the mainstream
press. For example, in the aftermath of 9/11, airport security teams detained
thousands of Middle Eastern–looking men. The Weekly Bangla Patrika, a
Long Island, New York, paper, reported on the one hundred people the
Bangladeshi community lost in the 9/11 attacks and on how it feels to be
innocent yet targeted by ethnic profiling.33
A growth area in newspapers is Chinese publications. Even amid a poor economy, a new
Chinese newspaper, News for Chinese, started in 2008. The Chinese-language paper began as a
free monthly distributed in the San Francisco area. By early 2009, it began publishing twice a
week. The World Journal, the largest U.S.-based Chinese-language paper, publishes six editions
on the East Coast; on the West Coast, the paper is known as the Chinese Daily News.34 In 2011,
Asian American journalists accounted for 2.9 percent of newsroom jobs in the United States.35

THE WORLD JOURNAL is
a national daily paper that
targets Chinese immigrants
by focusing on news from
China, Hong Kong, Taiwan,
and other Southeast Asian
communities.

Native American Newspapers
An activist Native American press has provided oppositional voices to mainstream American
media since 1828, when the Cherokee Phoenix appeared in Georgia. Another prominent early
paper was the Cherokee Rose Bud, founded in 1848 by tribal women in the Oklahoma territory. The Native American Press Association has documented more than 350 different Native
American papers, most of them printed in English but a few in tribal languages. Currently,
two national papers are the Native American Times, which offers perspectives on “sovereign
rights, civil rights, and government-to-government relationships with the federal government,” and Indian Country Today, owned by the Oneida Nation in New York. In 2012, Native
American journalists accounted for 0.33 percent of newsroom jobs in the United States (down
from 0.5 in 2011).
To counter the neglect of their culture’s viewpoints by the mainstream press, Native
American newspapers have helped educate various tribes about their heritage and build
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community solidarity. These papers also have reported on both the problems and the progress
among tribes that have opened casinos and gambling resorts. Overall, these smaller papers provide a forum for debates on tribal conﬂicts and concerns, and they often signal the mainstream
fh[iied_iik[iºikY^Wi]WcXb_d]eh^kdj_d]WdZÆi^_d]h_]^jiºj^Wj^Wl[fWhj_YkbWhi_]d_ÆYWdY[
for the larger culture.

The Underground Press

FIGURE 8.1
SELECTED ALTERNATIVE
NEWSPAPERS IN THE
UNITED STATES
Source: Association of Alternative Newsweeklies, http://www
.aan.org.

J^[c_ZjebWj['/,&iiWmWd[nfbei_ede\Wbj[hdWj_l[d[mifWf[hi$BWX[b[Zj^[underground
press at the time, these papers questioned mainstream political policies and conventional
values, often voicing radical opinions. Generally running on shoestring budgets, they were also
[hhWj_Y_dc[[j_d]fkXb_YWj_ediY^[Zkb[i$Ifh_d]_d]kfedYebb[][YWcfki[iWdZ_dcW`ehY_j_[i"
underground papers were inspired by the writings of socialists and intellectuals from the 1930s
and 1940s and by a new wave of thinkers and artists. Particularly inspirational were poets and
mh_j[hiikY^Wi7bb[d=_diX[h]"@WYaA[hekWY"B[He_@ed[i"WdZ;bZh_Z][9b[Wl[hWdZ»fhej[ij¼
musicians (including Bob Dylan, Pete Seeger, and Joan Baez). In criticizing social institutions,
alternative papers questioned the official reports distributed by public relations agents, government spokespeople, and the conventional press (see “Case Study: Alternative Journalism:
Dorothy Day and I. F. Stone” on page 297).
During the 1960s, underground papers played a unique role in documenting social tension
by including the voices of students, women, African Americans, Native Americans, gay men and
b[iX_Wdi"WdZej^[him^ei[ef_d_edim[h[e\j[d[nYbkZ[Z\hecj^[cW_dijh[Wcfh[ii$J^[Æhij
and largest underground paper, the Village Voice"mWi\ekdZ[Z_d=h[[dm_Y^L_bbW][_d'/++$?j
_iij_bbZ_ijh_Xkj[Z\h[["ikhl_l_d]j^hek]^WZl[hj_i_d]"WdZh[fehj[ZWY_hYkbWj_ede\'/+"&&&_d
2012, though its staﬀ has been cut heavily in recent years. Among campus underground papers,
the Berkeley Barb was the most inﬂuential, developing amid the free-speech movement in the
mid-1960s. Despite their irreverent tone, many underground papers turned a spotlight on racial
WdZ][dZ[h_d[gk_j_[iWdZeYYWi_edWbbo]eWZ[ZcW_dijh[Wc`ekhdWb_icje[nWc_d[ieY_Wb_iik[i$
B_a[j^[XbWYafh[ii"j^ek]^"cWdo[WhbokdZ[h]hekdZfWf[hi\ebZ[ZW\j[hj^['/,&i$=_l[d
j^[_hhWZ_YWbekjbeea"_jmWiZ_êYkbj\ehj^[cjeWff[WbjeWZl[hj_i[hi$?dWZZ_j_ed"Wim_j^j^[
black press, mainstream papers raided alternatives and expanded their own coverage of culture
by hiring the underground’s best writers. Still, today more than 120 papers are members of the
Association of Alternative Newsweeklies (see Figure 8.1).

Willamette Week
Portland, Ore.
Westword
Denver, Colo.

City Pages
Minneapolis/
St. Paul, Minn.

San Francisco
Bay Guardian

Pittsburgh
City Paper

Chicago Reader

Boston Phoenix

Village Voice
New York City
Washington
City Paper

LA Weekly

Salt Lake City Weekly

Independent Weekly
Durham, N.C.

Creative Loaﬁng
Atlanta, Ga.

Austin Chronicle
Austin, Tex.
Riverfront Times
Miami New Times
Gambit
St. Louis, Mo.
New Orleans, La.
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Newspaper Operations
Today, a weekly paper might employ only two
ehj^h[[f[efb["m^_b[WcW`ehc[jheZW_boc_]^j
have a staff of more than one thousand, including
workers in the newsroom and online operations,
and in departments for circulation (distributing
the newspaper), advertising (selling ad space), and
mechanical operations (assembling and printing
the paper). In either situation, however, most
newspapers distinguish business operations from
editorial or news functions. Journalists’ and readers’ praise or criticism usually rests on the quality
of a paper’s news and editorial components, but
business and advertising concerns today dictate
whether papers will survive.
CeijcW`ehZW_bofWf[himekbZb_a[je
devote one-half to two-thirds of their pages to

CASE
STUDY
Alternative Journalism:
Dorothy Day and I. F. Stone

O

ver the years, a number of
unconventional reporters have
struggled against the status
RVPUPˣOEBQMBDFGPSVOIFBSE
voices and alternative ways
to practice their craft.
'PSFYBNQMF *EB8FMMT
fearlessly investigated violence
against blacks for
the Memphis Free
Speech in the late
T/FXTQBper lore offers a
rich history of alternative journalists and
their publications, such
as Dorothy Day’s Catholic
Worker and I. F. Stone’s Weekly.

justice, opposing anti-Semitism,
+BQBOFTF"NFSJDBOJOUFSONFOUDBNQT
during World War II, nuclear weapons,
the Korean War, military drafts,
and the communist witchIVOUTPGUIFT
The Worker’s
circulation peaked
JOBU
190,000, then
fell dramatically
during World War
II, when Day’s
pacifism was at
odds with much
of America. Today,
the Catholic Worker
has a circulation of eighty
thousand.

*O %PSPUIZ%BZ r 
cofounded a radical religious organization with a monthly newspaper, the
Catholic Worker, that opposed war
and supported social reforms. Like
many young intellectual writers during
World War I, Day was a pacifist; she
also joined the Socialist Party. Quitting college at age eighteen to work
as an activist reporter for socialist
newspapers, Day participated in the
ongoing suffrage movement to give
women the right to vote. Throughout
the 1930s, her Catholic Worker organization invested in thirty hospices for
the poor and homeless, providing food
and shelter for five thousand people a
day. This legacy endures today, with
the organization continuing to fund
soup kitchens and homeless shelters
throughout the country.

*'4UPOF r TIBSFE
Dorothy Day’s passion for social activJTN)FBMTPTUBSUFEFBSMZ QVCMJTIJOH
his own monthly paper at the age
of fourteen and becoming a full-time reporter
CZBHFUXFOUZ)F
worked as a Washington political
writer for the Nation in the early
TBOEMBUFS
for the New York
Daily Compass.
Throughout his
career, Stone challenged the conventions and privileges of
both politics and journalism.
*O GPSFYBNQMF IFSFTJHOFE
from the National Press Club when it
refused to serve his guest, the nation’s
first African American federal judge. In
UIFFBSMZT IFBDUJWFMZPQQPTFE

'PSNPSFUIBOTFWFOUZZFBST UIF
Worker has consistently advocated
personal activism to further social

 PTFQI.D$BSUIZnTSBCJEDBNQBJHO
+
to rid government and the media of
alleged communists.
When the Daily Compass failed in
 UIFSBEJDBM4UPOFXBTVOBCMFUP
find a newspaper job and decided to
create his own newsletter, I. F. Stone’s
Weekly, which he published for nineteen years. Practicing interpretive and
investigative reporting, Stone became
as adept as any major journalist at
tracking down government records
to discover contradictions, inaccuracies, and lies. Over the years, Stone
RVFTUJPOFEEFDJTJPOTCZUIF4VQSFNF
Court, investigated the substandard
living conditions of many African
Americans, and criticized political
DPSSVQUJPO)FHVJEFEUIFWeekly to
a circulation that reached seventy
UIPVTBOEEVSJOHUIFT XIFO
he probed American investments of
money and military might in Vietnam.
*'4UPOFBOE%PSPUIZ%BZ
embodied a spirit of
independent reporting that has been
threatened by
the rise of chain
ownership, then
the decline in
readership. Stone,
who believed that
alternative ideas
were crucial to
maintaining a healthy
democracy, once wrote
UIBUoUIFSFNVTUCFGSFFQMBZ
for so-called ‘subversive’ ideas—every
idea ‘subverts’ the old to make way for
the new. To shut off ‘subversion’ is to
shut off peaceful progress and to invite
SFWPMVUJPOBOEXBSp1
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“We received no
extra space for
9/11. We received
no extra space for
the Iraq war. We’re
all doing this within
our budget. It is a
zero-sum game.
If something is
more important,
something else
may be a little less
important, a little
less deserving of
space.”
JOHN GEDDES,
MANAGING EDITOR,
NEW YORK TIMES,
2006

POLITICAL CARTOONS are
often syndicated features in
newspapers and reﬂect the
issues of the day.

advertisements. Newspapers carry everything from full-page spreads for department stores to
i^h_da_d]YbWii_Æ[ZWZi"m^_Y^Yedikc[hiYWdfkhY^Wi[\ehW\[mZebbWhijeWZl[hj_i[ki[ZYWhi
or old furniture (although many Web sites now do this for free). In most cases, ads are posij_ed[Z_dj^[fWf[hÆhij$J^[newshole—space not taken up by ads—accounts for the remaining
)+je+&f[hY[dje\j^[Yedj[dje\ZW_bod[mifWf[hi"_dYbkZ_d]\hedj#fW][d[mi$J^[d[mi^eb[
and physical size of many newspapers had shrunk substantially by 2010.

News and Editorial Responsibilities
The chain of command at most larger papers starts with the publisher and owner at the top and
then moves, on the news and editorial side, to the editor in chief and managing editor, who are
in charge of the daily news-gathering and writing processes. Under the main editors, assistant
editors have traditionally run different news divisions, including features, sports, photos, local
d[mi"ijWj[d[mi"WdZm_h[i[hl_Y[h[fehjij^WjYedjW_dcW`ehdWj_edWbWdZ_dj[hdWj_edWbd[mi$
?dYh[Wi_d]bo"cWdo[Z_jeh_Wbfei_j_ediWh[X[_d][b_c_dWj[ZehYedZ[di[ZjeWi_d]b[[Z_jeh¾i`eX$
H[fehj[himeha\eh[Z_jehi$General assignment reporters handle all sorts of stories that might
emerge—or “break”—in a given day. Specialty reporters are assigned to particular beats (police,
courts, schools, local and national government) or topics (education, religion, health, environment, technology). On large dailies, bureau reportersWbieÆb[h[fehji\hecej^[hcW`ehY_j_[i$
BWh][ZW_bofWf[hi\[Wjkh[Yebkcd_ijiWdZYh_j_Yim^eYel[hlWh_ekiWif[Yjie\Ykbjkh["ikY^Wi
politics, books, television, movies, and food. While papers used to employ a separate staﬀ for
j^[_hedb_d[ef[hWj_edi"j^[Ykhh[djjh[dZ_ije^Wl[jhWZ_j_edWbh[fehj[hiÆb[Xej^fh_djWdZedline versions of their stories—accompanied by images or video they are responsible for gathering.
H[Y[djYedieb_ZWj_edWdZYkjXWYai^Wl[b[ZjebWoeèiWdZj^[Ybei_d]e\Xkh[Wkiekji_Z[
WfWf[h¾iY_job_c_ji$<eh[nWcfb["_d'/.+ceh[j^Wdi_n^kdZh[Zd[mifWf[hi^WZh[fehj[hi
stationed in Washington, D.C.; in 2011 that number was under three hundred. The Los Angeles
Times, the Chicago Tribune, and the Baltimore Sun—all owned by the Tribune Company—closed
their independent bureaus in 2009, choosing instead to share reports.36 The downside of this
money-saving measure is that far fewer versions of stories are being produced and readers must
h[boedWi_d]b[l[hi_ede\Wd[mih[fehj$7YYehZ_d]jej^[7c[h_YWdIeY_[joe\D[mifWf[h;Z_jehi7ID;"j^[meha\ehY[_dZW_boK$I$d[miheeciZ[Yb_d[ZXo''"&&&`eXi_d(&&.WdZ(&&/$37
7icWbbjkhdWhekdZeYYkhh[Z_d(&'&m_j^'&&d[m`eXiYh[Wj[Zel[hWbb"Zh_l[dXoj^[_dYh[Wi[
e\((&`eXi_d»\h[[ijWdZ_d]Z_]_jWbd[mieh]Wd_pWj_edi$¼388kj7ID;h[fehjij^Wjj^[jejWbdkcX[he\d[miheec`eXi\[bbXo'"&&&_d(&'("\hec*'",&&je*&",&&$39

Wire Services and Feature Syndication
CW`ehZW_bofWf[hic_]^j^Wl[ed[^kdZh[Zehiebecal reporters and writers, but they still cannot cover
the world or produce enough material to fill up the
newshole each day. Newspapers also rely on wire
services and syndicated feature services to supplec[djbeYWbYel[hW][$7\[mcW`ehZW_b_[i"ikY^Wij^[
New York Times, run their own wire services, selling
their stories to other papers to reprint. Other agencies, such as the Associated Press (AP) and United
Press International (UPI), have hundreds of staffers
ijWj_ed[Zj^hek]^ekjcW`ehK$I$Y_j_[iWdZmehbZYWf_tals. They submit stories and photos each day for distribution to newspapers across the country. Some U.S.
papers also subscribe to foreign wire services, such as
7][dY[<hWdY[#Fh[ii[_dFWh_iehH[kj[hi_dBedZed$
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Daily papers generally pay monthly fees for access to all wire stories. Although they use
only a fraction of what is available over the wires, editors routinely monitor wire services each
day for important stories and ideas for local angles. Wire services have greatly expanded the
h[WY^WdZiYef[e\d[mi"WibeYWb[Z_jehiZ[f[dZedm_h[Æhcim^[dj^[oi[b[YjijWj[m_Z["
national, or international reports for reprinting.
In addition, feature syndicates, such as United Features and Tribune Media Services,
are commercial outlets that contract with newspapers to provide work from the nation’s best
political writers, editorial cartoonists, comic-strip artists, and self-help columnists. These
companies serve as brokers, distributing horoscopes and crossword puzzles as well as the
political columns and comic strips that appeal to a wide audience. When a paper bids on and
acquires the rights to a cartoonist or columnist, it signs exclusivity agreements with a syndicate
to ensure that it is the only paper in the region to carry, say, Clarence Page, Maureen Dowd,
B[edWhZF_jji"9edd_[IY^kbjp"=[eh][M_bb"ehYWhjeed_ijC_a[F[j[hi$<[Wjkh[iodZ_YWj[i"b_a[
wire services, wield great inﬂuence in determining which writers and cartoonists gain national
prominence.

Newspaper Ownership: Chains Lose Their Grip
;ZmWhZMobb_iIYh_ffi\ekdZ[Zj^[\_hijnewspaper chain—a company that owns several
papers throughout the country—in the 1890s. By the 1920s, there were about thirty chains in the
United States, each one owning an average of five papers. The emergence of chains paralleled
j^[cW`ehXki_d[iijh[dZZkh_d]j^[jm[dj_[j^Y[djkho0j^[cel[c[djjemWhZeb_]efeb_[i_d
which a handful of corporations control each industry.
By the 1980s, more than 130 chains owned an average of nine papers each, with the twelve
largest chains accounting for 40 percent of the total circulation in the United States. By the early
2000s, the top ten chains controlled more than one-half of the nation’s total daily newspaper
circulation. Gannett, for example, the nation’s largest chain, owns over eighty daily papers
(and hundreds of nondailies worldwide), ranging from small suburban papers to the Cincinnati
Enquirer, the Nashville Tennessean, and USA Today. (See “What Gannett Owns” on page 301.)
7hekdZ(&&+"Yedieb_ZWj_ed_dd[mifWf[hemd[hi^_fb[l[b[ZeèX[YWki[j^[Z[Yb_d[_d
newspaper circulation and ad sales panicked investors, leading to drops in the stock value of
d[mifWf[hi$CWdod[mifWf[hY^W_dih[ifedZ[ZXoi_]d_ÆYWdjboh[ZkY_d]j^[_hd[miheecijWèi
and selling oﬀ individual papers.
For an example of this cost cutting, consider actions at the Los Angeles Times (owned by the
9^_YW]e#XWi[ZJh_Xkd[9ecfWdoY^W_d$9edj_dk_d]Z[cWdZi\hecj^[YehfehWj[eêY[i\eh
cost reductions have led to the resignations of editors and publishers. Cuts have also caused the
departures of some of the most talented staﬀ members, including six Pulitzer Prize winners. In
2007, Chicago real estate developer Sam Zell bought the Tribune Company for $8 billion and
cWZ[_jfh_lWj["_dikbWj_d]_j\ehWj_c[\heccWha[jZ[cWdZi\eh^_]^fheÆjcWh]_di$>em[l[h"
Xo(&&.j^[YecfWdo\WY[ZZ[Yb_d_d]WZh[l[dk[WdZWjek]^[YedecoWdZmWi\ehY[ZjeÆb[
for bankruptcy protection, which it was still receiving in 2012. While it continues to operate, its
h[Y[dj^_ijeho_dZ_YWj[ij^[iehjie\jhekXb[i[l[dcW`ehd[mifWf[hi\WY[$
About the same time, large chains started to break up, selling individual newspapers to
fh_lWj[[gk_joÆhciWdZX_]XWdaib_a[8Wdae\7c[h_YWWdZ@FCeh]Wd9^Wi[j^WjZ[Wb_d
distressed and overleveraged companies with too much debt. For example, in 2006, Knight
H_ZZ[hºj^[dj^[dWj_ed¾ii[YedZ#b[WZ_d]Y^W_dºmWiiebZ\eh*$+X_bb_edjej^[CY9bWjY^o
Company. McClatchy then broke up the chain by selling oﬀ twelve of the thirty-two papers,
including the San Jose Mercury News and Philadelphia Newspapers (which owns the Philadelphia Inquirer). McClatchy also sold its leading newspaper, the Minneapolis Star Tribune, to
Wfh_lWj[[gk_joYecfWdo\eh+)&c_bb_ed"b[iij^Wd^Wb\e\m^Wj_j^WZfW_ZjeXko_j[_]^j
years earlier.

“Thx dude. Can you
say ka-ching?”
E-MAIL TO JPMORGAN
CHASE COLLEAGUE
UPON LANDING JOB OF
RESTRUCTURING THE
TRIBUNE COMPANY

“The lack of
investment,
the greed,
incompetence,
corruption,
hypocrisy and
downright
arrogance of
people who put
their interests
ahead of the
public’s are
responsible for
the state of
the newspaper
industry today.”
FORMER CHICAGO
TRIBUNE AND LOS
ANGELES TIMES
EDITOR JAMES O’SHEA,
THE DEAL FROM
HELL: HOW MOGULS
AND WALL STREET
PLUNDERED GREAT
AMERICAN NEWSPAPERS, 2011
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“I would never
have gotten to
cover the types
of stories that I
have been able to
cover [had I gone
to a bigger paper].
It’s comforting to
know your paper is
owned by Warren
Buffett. I hope he
lives to be 200.”
CHARLIE SPECHT,
TWENTY-FOUR-YEAROLD REPORTER FOR
THE BUFFALO NEWS,
2012

EdWceh[fhec_i_d]dej["_d(&'(X_bb_edW_h[f^_bWdj^hef_ijMWhh[d8kè[jj"9;Ee\j^[
_dl[ijc[djÆhc8[hai^_h[>Wj^WmWo"if[dj'*(c_bb_edWdZXek]^ji_njo#j^h[[d[mifWf[hi
j^[YecfWdofbWdijeh[jW_dWXekjj^_hjo$7d[mifWf[h`kda_[WdZ\ehc[hfWf[hXeo"8kè[j
has owned the Buffalo News_dD[mOehai_dY['/--WdZhkd_jfheÆjWXbo$?d(&''"^[WbieXek]^j
his hometown paper, the Omaha World-Herald, for $200 million. Buﬀett has argued that many
d[mifWf[him_bbj^h_l[_\j^[o^Wl[»Wijhed]i[di[e\Yecckd_jo¼WdZZeW]eeZ`eXe\c_n_d]
their print and digital products. Buﬀet says he plans to buy more papers—“three years after telling shareholders that he would not buy a newspaper at any price.” 40
While Warren Buﬀett has concentrated on purchasing smaller regional papers, ownership
of one of the nation’s three national newspapers also changed hands. Back in 2007, the Wall
Street Journal, held by the Bancroft family for more than one hundred years, accepted a bid of
d[Whbo+$.X_bb_ed\hecD[mi9ehf$^[WZHkf[hjCkhZeY^D[mi9ehf$Wbieemdij^[New York
Post and many papers in the United Kingdom and Australia). At the time, critics also raised serious concerns about takeovers of newspapers by large entertainment conglomerates (Murdoch’s
YecfWdoWbieemdiJLijWj_edi"Wd[jmeha"YWXb[Y^Wdd[bi"WdZWcel_[ijkZ_e$7iicWbbikXi_Z_Wh_[i_dbWh][c[Z_W[cf_h[i"d[mifWf[hiWh[_dYh[Wi_d]bojh[Wj[ZWi`kijWdej^[hfheZkYj
b_d[j^Wj_i[nf[Yj[Zjef[h\ehc_dj^[iWc[mWoj^WjWcel_[ehJLfhe]hWcZe[i$8kj_d(&'("
News Corp. decided to split its news and entertainment divisions, leading some critics to hope
j^WjCkhZeY^¾id[mief[hWj_edimekbZdebed][hX[ikX`[Yjjej^[iWc[^_]^fheÆj[nf[YjWj_edi
of Hollywood movies and sitcoms.
As chains lose their grip, there are concerns about who will own papers in the future and
j^[[è[Yjj^_im_bb^Wl[edYedj[djWdZfh[ii\h[[Zeci$H[Y[djfkhY^Wi[iXofh_lWj[[gk_jo
]hekfiWh[WbWhc_d]i_dY[j^[i[YecfWd_[iWh[kikWbboceh[_dj[h[ij[Z_djkhd_d]WfheÆjj^Wd
ikffehj_d]`ekhdWb_ic$>em[l[h"_Z[Wi[n_ij\eh^emjeWle_Zj^_i\Wj[$<eh[nWcfb["ceh[ikfport could be rallied for small, independent owners who could then make decisions based on
m^Wj¾iX[ij\ehj^[fWf[hWdZdej`kijj^[gkWhj[hboh[fehj$<ehceh[ed^emd[mifWf[hiWdZ
owners are trying new business models, see “New Models for Journalism” on page 306.

Joint Operating Agreements Combat Declining Competition
Although the amount of regulation preventing newspaper monopolies has lessened, the
government continues to monitor the declining number of newspapers in various American
cities as well as mergers in cities where competition among papers might be endangered.
In the mid-1920s, about five hundred American cities had two or more newspapers with
separate owners. However, by 2010 fewer than fifteen cities had independent, competing
papers.
In 1970, Congress passed the Newspaper Preservation Act, which enabled failing papers
to continue operating through a joint operating agreement ( JOA). Under a JOA, two competing papers keep separate news divisions while merging business and production operations for a period of years. Since the act’s passage, twenty-eight cities have adopted JOAs.
?d(&'("`kiji_n@E7ih[cW_d[Z_dfbWY[º_d9^Whb[ijed"M[ijL_h]_d_W1:[jhe_j1<ehjMWod["
?dZ_WdW1BWiL[]Wi1IWbjBWa[9_jo1WdZOeha"F[ddioblWd_W$7bj^ek]^@E7iWdZc[h][hi^Wl[
monopolistic tendencies, they sometimes have been the only way to maintain competition
between newspapers.
For example, Detroit was one of the most competitive newspaper cities in the nation until
1989. The Detroit News and the Detroit Free Press"j^[demd[ZXo=Wdd[jjWdZAd_]^jH_ZZ[h"
respectively, both ranked among the ten most widely circulated papers in the country and sold
j^[_hm[[aZWo[Z_j_edi\eh`kijÆ\j[[dY[djiWYefo$<WY[Zm_j^Z[Yb_d_d]h[l[dk[WdZ_dYh[Wi[Z
costs, the papers’ managers asked for and received a JOA in 1989. But problems continued.
J^[d"_d'//+"Wfhebed][ZWdZX_jj[hijh_a[Xoi[l[hWbkd_edii^Whfboh[ZkY[ZY_hYkbWj_ed"Wi
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WHAT
GANNETT
OWNS
the strikers formed a union-backed paper to compete against the existing newspapers. Many
readers dropped their subscriptions to the Free Press and the News to support the strikers. Be\eh[j^[ijh_a[WdZj^[h_i[e\j^[?dj[hd[j"=Wdd[jjWdZAd_]^jH_ZZ[h^WZXej^h[fehj[ZfheÆj
cWh]_die\m[bbel[h'+f[hY[djedWbbj^[_hd[mifWf[h^ebZ_d]i$418o(&'&"Ad_]^jH_ZZ[hmWi
out of the newspaper chain business, and neither Detroit paper ranked in the Top 20. In addition, the News and Free PressX[YWc[j^[ÆhijcW`ehfWf[hijeijefZW_bo^ec[Z[b_l[ho\ehfWhj
of the week, instead directing readers to the Web or brief newsstand editions.

Challenges Facing
Newspapers Today
FkXb_i^[hiWdZ`ekhdWb_ijijeZWo\WY[mehh_iec[_iik[i"ikY^Wij^[Z[Yb_d[_dd[mifWf[h
readership and the failure of many papers to attract younger readers. However, other problems
persist as newspapers continue to converge with the Internet and grapple with the future of
digital news.

Readership Declines in the United States
The decline in daily newspaper readership actually began during the Great Depression, with
the rise of radio. Between 1931 and 1939, six hundred newspapers ceased operation. Another
circulation crisis occurred from the late 1960s through the 1970s with the rise in network television viewing and greater competition from suburban weeklies. In addition, with an increasing
number of women working full-time outside the home, newspapers could no longer consistently
count on one of their core readership groups.
J^hek]^ekjj^[ÆhijZ[YWZ[e\j^[(&&&i"K$I$d[mifWf[hY_hYkbWj_edZheff[ZW]W_d"j^_i
j_c[Xoceh[j^Wd(+f[hY[dj$42 In the face of such steep circulation and readership declines,
however, overall audiences did start growing again thanks to online readers, but some digital
audience numbers seemed unclear. According to Pew’s State of the News Media 2012 report:
The newspaper industry enters 2012 neither dying nor assured of a stable future. The industry has
rallied around a story about itself—that year-by-year it is developing new digital products and new
revenue streams to transition from dependence on print advertising. . . .
By the available measures, the industry’s 2011 digital audience performance was mixed. For
December 2011, the most recent month measured by the Newspaper Association of America, unique
visitors were up by about 7.4% year-to-year, but time per visit was down 5.4% and page views were
down about 2%.43
H[cWhaWXbo"m^_b[j^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[iYedj_dk[ije[nf[h_[dY[Z[Yb_d[i_dd[mifWf[hh[WZ[hship and advertising dollars, many other nations—where Internet news is still emerging—have
experienced increases. For example, the World Association of Newspapers (WAN) reported that
between 2003 and 2009, there was an 8.8 percent growth in newspaper readership worldwide,
mostly in regions where the Internet had not become ubiquitous.44 These increases are concentrated in Asia, Africa, and South America, while sales are declining in North America and
;khef[$?d(&'&"M7D¾iM[Xi_j[WbieXeWij[Zj^Wjd[mifWf[hiWh[ij_bbj^[mehbZ¾i»i[YedZ
largest advertising medium” (after television) and that worldwide newspapers have “more than
1.6 billion readers a day.” *+I[[»=beXWbL_bbW][0<ehK$I$D[mifWf[h?dZkijho"Wd;nWcfb[_d
Germany?” on page 303.)
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visitors each month.

Going Local: How Small and Campus Papers Retain Readers
Despite the doomsday headlines and predictions about the future of newspapers, it is important
to note that the problems of the newspaper business “are not uniform across the industry.” In
fact, according to the Pew’s State of the News Media 2010 report, “small dailies and community
weeklies, with the exception of some that are badly positioned or badly managed,” still do better than many “big-city papers.” 46 The report also suggested that smaller papers in smaller communities remain “the dominant source for local information and the place for local merchants
to advertise.” 47
Smaller newspapers are doing better for several reasons. First, small towns and cities often
Zed¾j^Wl[beYWbJLijWj_edi"X_]#Y_jocW]Wp_d[i"ehdkc[hekihWZ_eijWj_ediYecf[j_d]W]W_dij
newspapers for ad space. This means that smaller papers are more likely to retain their revenue from local advertisers. Second, whether they are tiny weekly papers serving small towns
or campus newspapers serving university towns, such papers have a loyal and steady base of
readers who cannot get information on their small communities from any other source. In fact,
many college newspaper editors report that the most popular feature in their papers is the
“police report”: It serves as a kind of local gossip, listing the names of students “busted” over
the weekend for underage drinking or public intoxication.
Finally, because smaller newspapers tend to be more consensus-oriented than conﬂictdriven in their approach to news, these papers usually do not see the big dips in ad revenue that
may occur when editors tackle complex or controversial topics that are divisive. For example,
m^[dWcW`ehh[]_edWbd[mifWf[hZe[iWd_dl[ij_]Wj_l[i[h_[iedbeYWbWkjeZ[Wb[hi\ehfeeh
service or shady business practices, those dealers—for a while—can cancel advertising that
j^[fWf[hieh[bod[[Zi$M^_b[beYWbfWf[hiÆbb_dj^[]Wfib[\jXobWh][cW_dijh[WcfWf[hiWdZ
other news media sources, they still face some of the same challenges as large papers and must
continue to adapt to retain readers and advertisers.

Blogs Challenge Newspapers’ Authority Online
J^[h_i[e\Xbe]i_dj^[bWj['//&iXhek]^jWcWj[khi_djej^[h[Wbce\fhe\[ii_edWb`ekhdWb_ic$?j
was an awkward meeting. As National Press Club president Doug Harbrecht said to conservative
blogger Matt Drudge in 1998 while introducing him to the press club’s members, “There aren’t
cWdo_dj^_i^Wbbem[Zheecm^eYedi_Z[hoekW`ekhdWb_ij$H[Wb`ekhdWb_iji$$$fh_Z[j^[ci[bl[i
on getting it first and right; they get to the bottom of the story, they bend over backwards to
get the other side. Journalism means being painstakingly thorough, even-handed, and fair.” 48
Harbrecht’s suggestion, of course, was that untrained bloggers weren’t as scrupulous as profesi_edWbbojhW_d[Z`ekhdWb_iji$?dj^[\ebbem_d]Z[YWZ["j^ek]^"WiXbe]ib_a[Daily Kos, the Huffington Post, AndrewSullivan.com, and Talking Points Memo gained credibility and a large readeri^_f"jhWZ_j_edWb`ekhdWb_icibemboX[]WdjejhoXbe]]_d]"Wbbem_d]iec[h[fehj[hijemh_j[W
blog in addition to their regular newspaper, television, or radio work. Some newspapers such as
the Washington Post and the New York Times[l[d^_h[Z`ekhdWb_ijijeXbe][nYbki_l[bo\ehj^[_h
Web sites.
8o(&&+"j^[mWhoh[bWj_edi^_fX[jm[[d`ekhdWb_icWdZXbe]]_d]X[]WdjeY^Wd][$8be]]_d]
X[YWc[b[iiW`ekhdWb_ij_Yi_Z[b_d[WdZceh[Wl_WXb[cW_d\[Wjkh[$;ijWXb_i^[Z`ekhdWb_iji
b[\jcW`ehd[mieh]Wd_pWj_edijeX[]_dd[mYWh[[hi_dj^[Xbe]eif^[h[$<eh[nWcfb["_d(&&-
jef`ekhdWb_iji@e^d>Whh_iWdZ@_cLWdZ[>[_b[\jj^[Washington Post to launch Politico.com,
a national blog (and, secondarily, a local newspaper) about Capitol Hill politics. Another
breakthrough moment occurred when the Talking Points Memo blog, headed by Joshua Micah
Marshall, won a George Polk Award for legal reporting in 2008. From Marshall’s point of view,
»?j^_dae\kiWi`ekhdWb_iji1j^[c[Z_kcm[meha_d_iXbe]]_d]$M[^Wl[a_dZe\Xhea[d\h[[
of the model of discrete articles that have a beginning and end. Instead, there are an ongoing

GLOBAL
VILLAGE
For U.S. Newspaper Industry,
an Example in Germany?
by Eric Pfanner

I

n 2010, print news readership
was climbing in places like India
and China. And many “modernized”
European countries also seem to
support papers better than the United
States does. Why? One possible
reason is that the Internet developed
faster in the U.S. and, therefore, was
adopted earlier by new generations.
To explore this discrepancy further,
this New York Times article offers insights into Germany’s ongoing cultural
and economic embrace of newspapers.

While daily newspaper circulation in
UIF6OJUFE4UBUFTGFMMQFSDFOUGSPN
UISPVHI JUTMJQQFEQFScent in Germany. While fewer than half
of Americans read newspapers, more
UIBOQFSDFOUPG(FSNBOTEP8IJMF
newspapers’ revenues have plunged
JOUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT UIFZIBWFIFME
TUFBEZJO(FSNBOZTJODF
American publishers blame the
economic crisis and the Internet for
their plight, but [a new] report says
UIFTUSVDUVSFPGUIF64OFXTQBQFS
industry is a big part of the problem.

.PTU(FSNBOOFXTQBQFSTBSFPXOFE
by [families] or other small companies
with local roots, but the American
industry is dominated by publicly traded
DIBJOT6OEFSQSFTTVSFGSPNTIBSFIPMEers clamoring for short-term results,
UIFTUVEZDPOUFOET 64OFXTQBQFST
made reckless cuts in editorial and
QSPEVDUJPORVBMJUZ IBTUFOJOHUIFGMJHIU
of readers and advertisers to the Web.
Instead of focusing on journalism, . . .
64OFXTQBQFSTNBEFVOXJTFJOWFTUments in new media and compounded
the damage by giving away their
contents free on the Internet.
German publishers have been much
more reticent about the Web, in some
cases keeping large amounts of their
content offline. . . .
<)PXFWFS >JUJTFRVBMMZQPTTJCMFUIBU
German newspapers have yet to bear
the brunt of the challenges confronting American papers.
Germans have been slower than
Americans to embrace the Internet for
some other purposes, not just news.
E-commerce in Germany, for example,
was slow to take off because of
concerns about data security and
a suspicion about the use of credit
cards. While German publishers
have recently stepped up their
efforts to develop new digital
business lines, in this regard they
trail American newspapers. As the
study notes, the Internet generates
only low-single-digit percentages
of most German newspapers’ sales,
while online revenue has reached
EPVCMFGJHVSFTBUTPNF64
papers.

German papers do have one big
advantage in dealing with the digital
challenge: they are well organized at
an industry level.
Publishers have lobbied the governNFOUPG$IBODFMMPS"OHFMB.FSLFMUP
draft legislation that would create a
new kind of copyright for online content; German publishers say this could
serve as a lever to extract revenue
from search engines and news aggregators. And they have complained to
the German antitrust authorities about
the dominance of the biggest search
engine, Google.
Whether these moves will help publishers build for the future, or simply protect
their existing businesses, is not clear.
'PSOPX IPXFWFS (FSNBOQVCMJTIFST
profess confidence in a continuaUJPOPGUIFTUBUVTRVP BMVYVSZUIBU
OFXTQBQFSTJOUIF6OJUFE4UBUFTBOE
other countries, for whatever reasons,
cannot afford.
In thinking about differences between
Germany and the United States,
can you suggest other reasons that
account for the U.S. newspaper
struggles? Do you think the points
made in this article will continue to
keep Germany more newspaperfriendly over time? Would similar
measures make a difference in the
United States, or is the move to the
Internet and the disappearance of
newspapers inevitable?
Source: Eric Pfanner, “For U.S. Newspaper Industry, an Example in Germany?,” New York Times,
May 16, 2010, http://www.nytimes
.com/2010/05/17/business/media
/17iht-cache17.html?_r=3&ref=media.
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collaborated with Yahoo! (the number one portal to newspapers online) in 2006 to begin an
advertising venture that aimed to increase papers’ online revenue by 10 to 20 percent. By summer 2010, with the addition of the large Gannett chain, Yahoo! had nearly nine hundred papers
in the ad partnership. During an eighteen-month period in 2009–10, the Yahoo! consortium sold
el[hj^_hjoj^ekiWdZedb_d[WZYWcfW_]di_dbeYWbcWha[ji"m_j^ceijh[l[dk[i^Wh[Z+&%+&
between Yahoo! and its partner papers.+' Still, in 2012 newspapers posted the largest decline in
ad sales. (See Figure 8.2 above.)
One of the business mistakes that most newspaper executives made near the beginning of
the Internet age was giving away online content for free. Whereas their print versions always
had two revenue streams—ads and subscriptions—newspaper executives weren’t convinced that
online revenue would amount to much, so they used their online version as an advertisement
for the printed paper. Since those early years, most newspapers are now trying to establish a
paywall—charging a fee for online access to news content—but customers used to getting online
content for free have shunned most online subscriptions. One paper that did charge early for
online content was the Wall Street Journal, which pioneered one of the few successful paywalls
in the digital era. In fact, the Journal, helped by the public’s interest in the economic crisis and
400,000 paid subscriptions to its online service, replaced USA Today as the nation’s most widely
circulated newspaper in 2009. In early 2011, a University of Missouri study found 46 percent of
fWf[him_j^Y_hYkbWj_edikdZ[h(+"&&&iW_Zj^[oY^Wh][Z\eh
some online content, while only 24 percent of papers with
ceh[j^Wd(+"&&&_dY_hYkbWj_edY^Wh][Z\ehYedj[dj$+(
An interesting case in the paywall experiments is the New
York Times$?d(&&+"j^[fWf[hX[]WdY^Wh]_d]edb_d[h[WZ[hi
for access to its editorials and columns, but the rest of the
site was free. This system lasted only until 2007. But starting
in March 2011, the paper added a paywall—a metered system
that was mostly aimed at getting the New York Times’ most
loyal online readers, rather than the casual online reader, to
pay for online access. Under this paywall system, print subscribers would continue to get Web access free. OnlineedboikXiYh_X[hiYekbZefj\ehed[e\j^h[[fbWdi0'+f[h
month for Web and smartphone access, $20 per month for

PAYWALL
The New York Times began
charging readers for access
to its online content in
early 2011. Recognizing
the fact that readers today
are gravitating toward
reading the news on their
smartphones or tablets, all
of the plans offered by the
Times include some form of
mobile access. Still, in order
to mitigate the decrease in
online trafﬁc and to alleviate
resistance from those who
feel like they shouldn’t have
to pay for online content, the
Times allows readers free
access to twenty articles a
month, as well as free access
to articles via a search link
or a link posted on a social
networking site.
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M[XWdZjWXb[jWYY[ii"eh)+f[hcedj^\ehWd»Wbb#oek#YWd#[Wj¼fbWdj^WjmekbZWbbemWYY[iije
all the TimesfbWj\ehci$?d_jiÆhij\[mm[[aie\ef[hWj_ed"j^[fWf[h]W_d[Zceh[j^Wd'&&"&&&
d[mikXiYh_X[hiWdZbeijedboWXekj'+f[hY[dje\jhWêY\hecj^[ZWoie\\h[[M[XWYY[iiºWceh[
fei_j_l[iY[dWh_ej^Wdj^[+&f[hY[djbeii_dedb_d[jhWêYiec[eXi[hl[hi^WZfh[Z_Yj[Z$7dZXo
early 2013 the Times reported 668,000 paid subscribers to all its various digital options.+)
8o(&'("ceh[j^Wd'+&d[mifWf[hi^WZbWkdY^[ZlWh_ekifWomWbbi"cWdoe\j^[cXWi[Zed
the New York Times metered models, trying to reverse years of giving away their print content
online for free. One smaller daily, the Augusta Chronicle in Georgia, is being studied closely by
other newspapers. According the Pew State of the News Media 2012 report:
Morris Communications’ Augusta Chronicle began a metered-model pay wall four months before
the Times in December 2010. Page views actually went up 5% in the next three months. The Augusta
offer began by allowing up to 100 page views per month free, gradually reducing that threshold to
15. It charges digital-only subscribers $6.95 per month and print subscribers an additional $2.95 for
digital access.
BWh][hc[jheZW_b_[i"_dYbkZ_d]j^[Boston Globe, Dallas Morning News, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, and Los Angeles Times have also started their own paywalls and metered models. Pew’s
annual report on the news media explains “why now,” especially since many newspaper executives for years believed that free digital news would attract readers to their print editions or that
charging readers for online content would irritate them and drive them away.
The pay systems re-establish the principle that users should pay for valued content, expensive to produce, whatever the platform. It gives flexibility to raise the subscription price in later years or charge
more for a particularly convenient medium like tablets. The change is unlikely to have a big financial
impact, positive or negative, right away, but it better positions newspaper organizations eventually
to wean themselves away from print.+*

“Now, like hundreds
of other mid-career
journalists who are
walking away from
media institutions
across the country,
I’m looking for other
ways to tell the
stories I care about.
At the same time,
the world of online
news is maturing,
looking for depth
and context. I think
the timing couldn’t
be better.”
NANCY CLEELAND, ON
WHY SHE WAS LEAVING
THE LOS ANGELES
TIMES, POSTED ON THE
HUFFINGTON POST,
2007

Still, only time will tell if the new paywalls will bring in badly needed revenue from newspaf[hh[WZ[hi$$$ehZh_l[j^[cjeÆdZ»\h[[¼d[mi[bi[m^[h[$

New Models for Journalism
?dh[ifedi[jej^[Y^Wbb[d][id[mifWf[hi\WY["WdkcX[he\`ekhdWb_iji"[Yedec_iji"WdZ
citizens are calling for new business models for combatting newspapers’ decline. One avenue
is developing new business ventures such as the online papers begun by former print reporters.
Another idea is for wealthy universities like Harvard and Yale to buy and support papers,
thereby better insulating their public service and watchdog operations from the high profit
expectations of the marketplace. Another possibility might be to get Internet companies
_dlebl[Z$=ee]b["mehh_[Zj^WjWZ[Yb_d[_dgkWb_jo`ekhdWb_icc[Wdi\[m[hi_j[iedm^_Y^je
feijWZiWdZ[Whdedb_d[h[l[dk["fb[Z][Z+c_bb_edjed[mi\ekdZWj_ediWdZYecfWd_[ije
[dYekhW][_ddelWj_ed_dZ_]_jWb`ekhdWb_ic$M[Wbj^o?dj[hd[jYecfWd_[ib_a[C_Yheie\jWdZ
Google could expand into the news business and start producing content for both online and
print papers. In fact, in March 2010 Yahoo! began hiring reporters to increase the presence of
its online news site. The company hired reporters from Politico.com, BusinessWeek, the New
York Observer, the Washington Post, and Talking Points Memo, among others.
7ZZ_j_edWb_Z[WiWh[Yec_d]\heckd_l[hi_j_[im^[h[`ekhdWb_iciY^eeb[dhebbc[djiWh[
actually increasing). For example, the dean of Columbia University’s Journalism School (started
once upon a time with money bequeathed by nineteenth-century newspaper mogul Joseph
Fkb_jp[hYecc_ii_ed[ZWijkZo\hecB[edWhZ:emd_["\ehc[h[n[Ykj_l[[Z_jehe\j^[Washington
Post"WdZC_Y^W[bIY^kZied"9ebkcX_W`ekhdWb_icfhe\[iiehWdZc[Z_WiY^ebWh$J^[_hh[fehj"
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running too many investigative reports—especially business probes. This may be most evident
in the fact that reporters have generally not reported adequately on the business and ownership
arrangements in their own industry.
Finally, as print journalism shifts to digital culture, the greatest challenge is the upheaval
of print journalism’s business model. Most economists say that newspapers need new business
models, but some observers think that local papers, ones that are not part of big overleveraged
chains, will survive on the basis of local ads and coupons or “big sale” inserts. Increasingly,
independent online ﬁrms will help bolster national reporting through special projects. In 2009,
the Associated Press wire service initiated an experiment to distribute investigative reports from
several nonproﬁt groups—including the Center for Public Integrity, the Center for Investigative
Reporting, and ProPublica—to its ﬁfteen hundred members as a news source for struggling papers that have cut back on staﬀ. Also in 2009, the news aggregator Huffington Post hired a team
of reporters to cover the economic crisis. And by 2011, AOL (which purchased the Huffington
Post for $315 million) had more than thirteen hundred reporters—most of them for Patch.com,
its hyperlocal news initiative with over eight hundred separate editorial units serving small to
midsize towns and cities across the United States. This initiative hopes to restore local news
coverage to areas that have been neglected due to newsroom cutbacks.60
ProPublica, for example, has published more than a hundred investigative stories a year,
often teaming up with traditional newspapers or public radio stations from around the country. They then oﬀer these reports to traditional news outlets for free. In 2010, one story won a
Pulitzer Prize for investigative reporting. Regional examples of this kind of public service news
include the Voice of San Diego and MinnPost, both nonproﬁt online news ventures that feature
news about the San Diego and the Twin Cities areas, respectively. Many of these news services
have tried to provide reports for news outlets that have downsized and no longer have the
reporting resources to do some kinds of major investigations.
As print journalism loses readers and advertisers to digital culture, what will become of
newspapers, which do most of the nation’s primary journalistic work? John Carroll presided
over thirteen Pulitzer Prize–winning reports at the Los Angeles Times as editor from 2000 to
2005, but he left the paper to protest deep corporate cuts to the newsroom. He has lamented
the future of newspapers and their unique role: “Newspapers are doing the reporting in this
country. Google and Yahoo! and those people aren’t putting reporters on the street in any numbers at all. Blogs can’t aﬀord it. Network television is taking reporters oﬀ the street. Commercial radio is almost nonexistent. And newspapers are the last ones standing, and newspapers
are threatened. And reporting is absolutely an essential thing for democratic self-government.
Who’s going to do it? Who’s going to pay for the news? If newspapers fall by the wayside, what
will we know?”61 In the end, there will be no returning to any golden age of newspapers; the
Internet is transforming journalism and relocating where we get our news.

“The primary
purpose of
journalism
is to provide
citizens with the
information they
need to be free and
self-governing.”
BILL KOVACH AND
TOM ROSENSTIEL,
THE ELEMENTS OF
JOURNALISM, 2007
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CHAPTER
REVIEW
COMMON THREADS
One of the Common Threads discussed in Chapter 1 is about the role that media play in a democracy.
The newspaper industry has always played a strong role in our democracy by reporting news and investigating
stories. Even in the Internet age, newspapers remain our primary source for content. How will the industry’s
current financial struggles affect our ability to demand and access reliable news?
With the coming of radio and television, newspapers in
the twentieth century surrendered their title as the mass
NFEJVNTIBSFECZUIFMBSHFTUBVEJFODF)PXFWFS UPUIJT
day newspapers remain the single most important source
of news for the nation, even in the age of the Internet.
Although many readers today cite Yahoo! and Google as the
primary places they search for news, Yahoo! and Google
are directories and aggregators that guide readers to other
news stories—most often to online newspaper sites. This
means that newspaper organizations are still the primary
institutions doing the work of gathering and reporting the
news. Even with all the newsroom cutbacks across the
6OJUFE4UBUFT OFXTQBQFSTSFNBJOUIFPOMZKPVSOBMJTUJD
organization in most towns and cities that still employs a

significant staff to report news and tell the community’s
stories.
Newspapers link people to what matters in their comNVOJUJFT UIFJSOBUJPO BOEUIFJSXPSME'FXPUIFSKPVSOBMJTtic institutions serve society as well. But with smaller news
resources and the industry no longer able to sustain high
profit margins, what will become of newspapers? Are digital
news sites serving readers in their communities as well
as newspapers once did? Who will gather the information
needed to sustain a democracy, to serve as the watchdog
over our key institutions, to document the comings and
goings of everyday life? And perhaps more important, who
will act on behalf of the people who don’t have the news
media’s access to authorities or the ability to influence them?

KEY TERMS
The definitions for the terms listed below can be found in the glossary at the end of the book.
The page numbers listed with the terms indicate where the term is highlighted in the chapter.
QBSUJTBOQSFTT 
QFOOZQBQFST 
IVNBOJOUFSFTUTUPSJFT 
XJSFTFSWJDFT 
ZFMMPXKPVSOBMJTN 
JOWFTUJHBUJWFKPVSOBMJTN 
PCKFDUJWFKPVSOBMJTN 
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JOWFSUFEQZSBNJETUZMF 
JOUFSQSFUJWFKPVSOBMJTN 
MJUFSBSZKPVSOBMJTN 
consensus-oriented journalism, 291
conflict-oriented journalism, 291
VOEFSHSPVOEQSFTT 
OFXTIPMF 

feature syndicates, 299
newspaper chain, 299
joint operating agreement
+0" 
QBZXBMM 
DJUJ[FOKPVSOBMJTN 

For review quizzes, chapter summaries, links
to media-related Web sites, and more, go to
bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
The Evolution of American Newspapers
1. What are the limitations of a press that serves only
partisan interests? Why did the earliest papers appeal
mainly to more privileged readers?
 )PXEJEOFXTQBQFSTFNFSHFBTBNBTTNFEJVNEVSJOH
UIFQFOOZQSFTTFSB )PXEJEDPOUFOUDIBOHFTNBLF
this happen?
3. What are the two main features of yellow journalism?
)PXIBWF+PTFQI1VMJU[FSBOE8JMMJBN3BOEPMQI)FBSTU
contributed to newspaper history?

9. Define wire service and syndication.
10. Why did newspaper chains become an economic
trend in the twentieth century?
11. What is the impact of a joint operating agreement
+0" POUIFCVTJOFTTBOEFEJUPSJBMEJWJTJPOTPGDPNpeting newspapers?

Challenges Facing Newspapers Today

Competing Models of Modern Print Journalism

8IBUBSFUIFNBKPSSFBTPOTGPSUIFEFDMJOFJO64
OFXTQBQFSDJSDVMBUJPOGJHVSFT )PXEPUIFTFGJHVSFT
compare with circulations in other nations?

 8IZEJEPCKFDUJWFKPVSOBMJTNEFWFMPQ 8IBUBSFJUT
characteristics? What are its strengths and limitations?

13. What major challenges does new technology pose to
the newspaper industry?

 8IZEJEJOUFSQSFUJWFGPSNTPGKPVSOBMJTNEFWFMPQJOUIF
modern era? What are the limits of objectivity?

8JUIUSBEJUJPOBMPXOFSTIJQJOKFPQBSEZUPEBZ XIBU
are some other possible business models for running
a newspaper?

 )PXXPVMEZPVEFGJOFliterary journalism? Why did it
FNFSHFJOTVDIBOJOUFOTFXBZJOUIFT )PXEJE
MJUFSBSZKPVSOBMJTNQSPWJEFBDSJUJRVFPGTPDBMMFEPCKFDtive news?

The Business and Ownership of Newspapers
 8IBUJTUIFEJGGFSFODFCFUXFFODPOTFOTVTBOE
conflict-oriented newspapers?
 8IBUSPMFIBWFFUIOJD NJOPSJUZ BOEPQQPTJUJPOBMOFXTQBQFSTQMBZFEJOUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT

8IBUJTUIFDVSSFOUTUBUFPGDJUJ[FOKPVSOBMJTN 
8IBUBSFUIFDIBMMFOHFTUIBUOFXPOMJOFOFXTTJUFT
face?

Newspapers and Democracy
8IBUJTBOFXTQBQFSnTSPMFJOBEFNPDSBDZ
8IBUNBLFTOFXTQBQFSKPVSOBMJTNEJGGFSFOUGSPNUIF
journalism of other mass media?

QUESTIONING THE MEDIA
1. What kinds of stories, topics, or issues are not being
covered well by mainstream papers?
 8IZEPZPVUIJOLQFPQMFBSFOnUSFBEJOH64EBJMZOFXTQBQFSTBTGSFRVFOUMZBTUIFZPODFEJE 8IZJTOFXTQBper readership going up in other countries?
3. Discuss whether newspaper chains are ultimately good
or bad for the future of journalism.

 %POFXTQBQFSTUPEBZQMBZBWJHPSPVTSPMFBTXBUDIdogs of our powerful institutions? Why or why not?
8IBUJNQBDUXJMMUIFoEPXOTJ[JOHpBOEDMPTJOHPG
newspapers have on this watchdog role?
 8JMMUBCMFUT PSTPNFPUIFSGPSNBU FWFOUVBMMZSFQMBDF
the printed newspaper? Explain your response.

ADDITIONAL VIDEOS
Visit the VideoCentral: Mass Communication section at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture
for additional exclusive videos related to Chapter 8, including:
q 5)&.&%*""/%%&.0$3"$:
This video traces the history of media’s role in
democracy from newspapers and television to the
Internet.

q /&841"1&34/08#"-"/$*/($*5*;&/
+063/"-*4."/%*/7&45*("5*7&3&1035*/(
Reporters explain the value of investigative journalism and debate how citizen journalism fits within the
spectrum of traditional reporting.
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HELEN GURLEY
BROWN in her ofﬁce at
Cosmopolitan.

Cosmopolitan didn’t always have cover photos of
women with plunging necklines, or cover lines like
“67 New Sex Tricks” and “The Sexiest Things to Do
after Sex.” As the magazine itself says, “The story
of how a ’60s babe named Helen Gurley Brown
(you’ve probably heard of her) transformed an antiquated general-interest mag called Cosmopolitan
into the must-read for young, sexy single chicks is
pretty damn amazing.”1
In fact, Cosmopolitan had at least four format
changes before Helen Gurley Brown came along.
The magazine was launched in 1886 as an illustrated monthly for the modern family (meaning
it was targeted at married women) with articles
on cooking, child care, household decoration,
and occasionally fashion, featuring illustrated
images of women in the hats and high collars of
late-Victorian fashion.2
But the magazine was thin on content and almost folded. Cosmopolitan was saved in 1889,
when journalist and entrepreneur John Brisben
Walker gave it a second chance as an illustrated
magazine of literature and insightful reporting.
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MAGAZINES

The magazine featured writers like Edith
Wharton, Rudyard Kipling, and Theodore
Dreiser and serialized entire books,
including H. G. Wells’s The War of the
Worlds. Walker, seeing the success of
contemporary newspapers in New York,
was not above stunt reporting either.
When Joseph Pulitzer’s New York World
sent off reporter Nellie Bly to travel the
world in less than eighty days in 1889
(challenging the premise of Jules Verne’s
1873 novel, Around the World in Eighty
Days), Walker sent reporter Elizabeth
Bisland around the world in the opposite direction for a more literary travel
account.3 Walker’s leadership turned
Cosmopolitan into a respected magazine with increased circulation and a
strong advertising base.
Walker sold Cosmopolitan at a proﬁt to
William Randolph Hearst (Pulitzer’s main
competitor) in 1905. Under Hearst,
Cosmopolitan had its third rebirth—this
time as a muckraking magazine. As
magazine historians
explain, Hearst was
a U.S. representative who “had his eye
on the presidency
and planned to use
his newspapers and
the recently bought
Cosmopolitan to stir
up further discontent over the trusts
and big business.”4
Cosmopolitan’s ﬁrst
big muckraking series,
David Graham Phillips’s “The Treason of
the Senate” in 1906,
didn’t help Hearst’s
political career, but it
did boost the circulation of the magazine
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by 50 percent, and was reprinted in
Hearst newspapers for even more
exposure.
But by 1912, the progressive political movement that had given impetus
to muckraking journalism was waning.
Cosmopolitan, in its fourth incarnation,
became like a version of its former self,
an illustrated literary monthly targeted
to women, with short stories and serialized novels by popular writers like
Damon Runyon, Sinclair Lewis, and
Faith Baldwin.
Cosmopolitan had great success as an
upscale literary magazine, but by the
early 1960s the format had become
outdated and readership and advertising had declined. At this point, the magazine had its most radical makeover. In
1962, Helen Gurley Brown, one of the
country’s top advertising copywriters,
was recently married (at age forty) and
wrote the best-selling book Sex and
the Single Girl. When she proposed a
magazine modeled on the book’s vision
of strong, sexually liberated women, the
Hearst Corporation hired her in 1965 as
editor in chief to reinvent Cosmopolitan.
The new Cosmopolitan helped spark a
sexual revolution and was marketed to
the “Cosmo Girl”: women age eighteen
to thirty-four with an interest in love,
sex, fashion, and their careers.
Brown maintained a pink corner ofﬁce in
the Hearst Tower in New York until her
death in 2012, but her vision of Cosmo
continues today. It’s the top women’s
fashion magazine—surpassing competitors like Glamour, Marie Claire, and
Vogue—and has wide global inﬂuence
with 63 international editions. Although
its present format is far from its origins,
Cosmopolitan endures based on its successful reinventions for over 126 years.

Since the 1740s, magazines have played a key role in our social and cultural lives,
becoming America’s earliest national mass medium. They created some of the first spaces for
discussing the broad issues of the age, including public education, the abolition of slavery,
women’s suffrage, literacy, and the Civil War.
In the nineteenth century, magazines became an educational forum for women, who were
barred from higher education and from the nation’s political life. At the turn of the twentieth
century, magazines’ probing reports would influence investigative journalism, while their use of
engraving and photography provided a hint of the visual culture to come. Economically, magazines brought advertised products into households, hastening the rise of a consumer society.
Today, more than twenty thousand commercial, alternative, and noncommercial magazines
are published in the United States annually. Like newspapers, radio, movies, and television,
magazines reflect and construct portraits of American life. They are catalogues for daily events
and experiences, but they also show us the latest products, fostering our consumer culture. We
read magazines to learn something about our community, our nation, our world, and ourselves.
In this chapter, we will:

“For generations,
Time and Newsweek
fought to deﬁne
the national news
agenda. . . . That
era seems to be
ending. . . . The
circulations of Time
and Newsweek now
stand about where
they were in 1966.”
NEW YORK TIMES,
2010

 ?dl[ij_]Wj[j^[^_ijehoe\j^[cW]Wp_d[_dZkijho"^_]^b_]^j_d]j^[Yebed_WbWdZ[Whbo7c[h_YWd
eras, the arrival of national magazines, and the development of photojournalism
 <eYkiedj^[W][e\ckYahWa_d]WdZj^[h_i[e\][d[hWb#_dj[h[ijWdZYedikc[hcW]Wp_d[i
in the modern American era
 BeeaWjj^[Z[Yb_d[e\cWiicWha[jcW]Wp_d[i"JL¾i_cfWYj"WdZ^emcW]Wp_d[i^Wl[
specialized in order to survive in a fragmented and converged market
 ?dl[ij_]Wj[j^[eh]Wd_pWj_edWdZ[Yedec_Yie\cW]Wp_d[iWdZj^[_h\kdYj_ed_dWZ[ceYhWYo
As you think about the evolution of magazine culture, consider your own experiences.
When did you first start reading magazines, and what magazines were they? What sort of
magazines do you read today—popular mainstream magazines like Cosmo or Sports Illustrated,
or niche publications that target very specific subcultures? How do you think printed magazines
YWdX[ijWZWfjjej^[W][e\j^[?dj[hd[j5<ehceh[gk[ij_edije^[bfoekj^_daj^hek]^j^[heb[
of magazines in our lives, see “Questioning the Media” in the Chapter Review.

Past-Present-Future:
Magazines
Long before the arrival of motion pictures or cable television, magazines were the first medium to bring visuals to
the masses, and the first to segment the masses into groups
of various interests or demographics. Early magazines used
engravings and illustrations to visualize life; later, magazines of the twentieth century used photographs to disseminate some of the most iconic images of modern times.
Although some of the largest magazines once targeted a
general-interest audience, most magazines succeeded by
creating content for a specific audience—e.g., Latina, for
Hispanic women, or Golf Digest, for fans of the sport.
Today, the magazine industry is in the midst of a digital
transition that is eviscerating its print business. Newsstand
sales continue to fall, as readers sometimes ﬁnd print
magazine content less timely. Industry consultant John

Harrington noted that timeliness poses a particular problem in celebrity magazines, where celebrity gossip can be
found online. “By the time the magazine comes out, it’s old
news,” he said.1
Yet, for all of the laments of the magazine industry in
the present, magazines might be particularly well suited to
adapt their content to the digital turn in a creative and compelling way. The relatively bite-sized content of magazines—
articles, essays, photos, gloriﬁed ads—is compatible with
online reading habits, and the visual nature of magazines
translates well to tablet and online environments. And
while most magazines have always focused on driving sales
for their advertisers, tablet editions go one step better, and
oﬀer immediate links to e-commerce. One success story is
the Atlantic (founded in 1857), which still distributes a print
edition, but also has a network of Web sites with multimedia and timely blog posts. The Atlantic oﬀers hope to
others: in 2011, it became the ﬁrst major magazine in which
digital advertising revenue exceeded print ad revenue.2
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MAGAZINES

“They spring up as
fast as mushrooms,
in every corner,
and like all rapid
vegetation, bear
the seeds of early
decay within
them. . . . And then
comes a ‘frost,
a killing frost,’ in
the form of bills
due and debts
unpaid. . . . The
average age of
periodicals in this
country is found
to be six months.”
NEW-YORK
MIRROR, 1828

COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS
ﬁrst became popular in the
fashion sections of women’s
magazines in the mid-1800s.
The color for this fashion
image from Godey’s Lady’s
Book was added to the
illustration by hand.

a hundred colonial magazines had appeared and disappeared. Although historians consider
them dull and uninspired for the most part, these magazines helped launch a new medium that
caught on after the American Revolution.

U.S. Magazines in the Nineteenth Century
After the revolution, the growth of the magazine industry in the newly independent United States
remained slow. Delivery costs remained high, and some postal carriers refused to carry magazines
because of their weight. Only twelve magazines operated in 1800. By 1825, about a hundred magazines existed, although about another five hundred had failed between 1800 and 1825. Nevertheless,
Zkh_d]j^[\_hijgkWhj[he\j^[d_d[j[[dj^Y[djkho"ceijYecckd_j_[i^WZj^[_hemdm[[abocW]Wzines. These magazines featured essays on local issues, government activities, and political intrigue,
as well as material reprinted from other sources. They sold some advertising but were usually in
precarious financial straits because of their small circulations.
As the nineteenth century progressed, the idea of specialized magazines devoted to certain
categories of readers developed. Many early magazines were overtly religious and boasted
the largest readerships of the day. The Methodist Christian Journal and Advocate, for example,
claimed twenty-ﬁve thousand subscribers by 1826. Literary magazines also emerged at this time.
The North American Review, for instance, established the work of important writers such as
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry David Thoreau, and Mark Twain. In addition to religious and literary magazines, specialty magazines that addressed various professions, lifestyles, and topics
also appeared. Some of these magazines included the American Farmer, the American Journal of
Education, the American Law Journal, Medical Repository, and the American Journal of Science.
Such specialization spawned the modern trend of reaching readers who share a profession, a
set of beliefs, cultural tastes, or a social identity.
The nineteenth century also saw the birth of the ﬁrst general-interest magazine aimed at
a national audience. In 1821, two young Philadelphia printers, Charles Alexander and Samuel
Coate Atkinson, launched the Saturday Evening Post, which became the longest-running magazine in U.S. history. Like most magazines of the day, the early Post included a few original essays
but “borrowed” many pieces from other sources. Eventually, however, the Post grew to incorporate news, poetry, essays, play reviews, and more. The Post published the writings of such
prominent popular authors as Nathaniel Hawthorne and Harriet Beecher Stowe. Although the
Post was a general-interest magazine, it also was the ﬁrst major magazine to appeal directly to
mec[d"l_W_ji»BWZo¾i<h_[dZ¼Yebkcd"m^_Y^WZZh[ii[Zmec[d¾i_iik[i$

National, Women’s, and Illustrated
Magazines
With increases in literacy and public education, the
development of faster printing technologies, and improvements in mail delivery (due to rail transportation),
a market was created for more national magazines like
the Saturday Evening Post. Whereas in 1825 one hundred magazines struggled for survival, by 1850 nearly
six hundred magazines were being published regularly.
(Thousands of others lasted less than a year.) Significant
national magazines of the era included Graham’s Magazine (1840–58), one of the most influential and entertaining magazines in the country; Knickerbocker (1833–64),
which published essays and literary works by Washington
?hl_d]"@Wc[i<[d_ceh[9eef[h"WdZDWj^Wd_[b
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Hawthorne (preceding such national cultural magazines as the New Yorker and Harper’s); the
Nation (1865–present), which pioneered the national political magazine format; and Youth’s
Companion (1826–1929), one of the first successful national magazines for younger readers.
Besides the move to national circulation, other important developments in the magazine
industry were under way. In 1828, Sarah Josepha Hale started the ﬁrst magazine directed exclusively to a female audience: the Ladies’ Magazine. In addition to general-interest articles, the
magazine advocated for women’s education, work, and property rights. After nine years and
marginal success, Hale merged her magazine with its main rival, Godey’s Lady’s Book (1830–98),
which she edited for the next forty years. By 1850, Godey’s, known for its colorful fashion
illustrations in addition to its advocacy, achieved a circulation of 40,000 copies—at the time,
the biggest distribution ever for a U.S. magazine. By 1860, circulation swelled to 150,000. Hale’s
magazine played a central role in educating working- and middle-class women, who were
denied access to higher education throughout the nineteenth century.
The other major development in magazine publishing during the mid-nineteenth century
was the arrival of illustration. Like the ﬁrst newspapers, early magazines were totally dependent on the printed word. By the mid-1850s, drawings, engravings, woodcuts, and other forms
of illustration had become a major feature of magazines. During this time, Godey’s Lady’s Book
employed up to 150 women to color-tint its magazine illustrations and stencil drawings by hand.
Meanwhile, Harper’s New Monthly Magazine, founded in 1850, oﬀered extensive woodcut illustrations with each issue. During the Civil War, many readers relied on Harper’s for its elaborate
battleﬁeld sketches. Publications like Harper’s married visual language to the printed word,
helping to transform magazines into a mass medium. Bringing photographs into magazines took
a bit longer. Mathew Brady and his colleagues, whose thirty-ﬁve hundred photos documented
the Civil War, helped to popularize photography by the 1860s. But it was not until the 1890s that
magazines and newspapers possessed the technology to reproduce photos in print media.

CIVIL WAR PHOTOGRAPHY
Famed portrait photographer
Mathew Brady coordinated
many photographers to
document the Civil War
(although all the resulting
photos were credited
“Photograph by Brady,” he did
not take them all). This effort
allowed people at home to
see and understand the true
carnage of the war. Photo
critics now acknowledge that
some of Brady’s photos were
posed or reenactments.
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The Development of Modern
American Magazines
In 1870, about twelve hundred magazines were produced in the United States; by 1890, that
number reached forty-five hundred; and by 1905, more than six thousand magazines existed.
Part of this surge in titles and readership was facilitated by the Postal Act of 1879, which asi_]d[ZcW]Wp_d[ibem[hfeijW][hWj[iWdZfkjj^[cedWd[gkWb\eej_d]m_j^d[mifWf[hi
delivered by mail, reducing distribution costs. Meanwhile, advances in mass-production printing, conveyor systems, assembly lines, and faster presses reduced production costs and made
large-circulation national magazines possible.5
The combination of reduced distribution and production costs enabled publishers to slash
magazine prices. As prices dropped from thirty-ﬁve cents to ﬁfteen and then to ten cents, the
working class was gradually able to purchase national publications. By 1905, there were about
twenty-ﬁve national magazines, available from coast to coast and serving millions of readers.6
As jobs and the population began shifting from farms and small towns to urban areas, magazines helped readers imagine themselves as part of a nation rather than as individuals with only
local or regional identities. In addition, the dramatic growth of drugstores and dime stores,
supermarkets, and department stores oﬀered new venues and shelf space for selling consumer
goods, including magazines.
As magazine circulation started to skyrocket, advertising revenue soared. The economics
behind the rise of advertising was simple: A magazine publisher could dramatically expand
circulation by dropping the price of an issue below the actual production cost for a single copy.
The publisher recouped the loss through ad revenue, guaranteeing large readerships to advertisers who were willing to pay to reach more readers. The number of ad pages in national magazines proliferated. Harper’s, for instance, devoted only seven pages to ads in the mid-1880s,
nearly ﬁfty pages in 1890, and more than ninety pages in 1900.7
By the turn of the century, advertisers increasingly used national magazines to capture consumers’ attention and build a national marketplace. One magazine that took advantage of these
changes was Ladies’ Home Journal, begun in 1883 by Cyrus Curtis. The women’s magazine began
publishing more than the usual homemaking tips, including also popular ﬁction, sheet music,
and—most important, perhaps—the latest consumer ads. The magazine’s broadened scope was a
reﬂection of the editors’ and advertisers’ realization that women consumers constituted a growing and lucrative market. Ladies’ Home Journal reached a circulation of over 500,000 by the
early 1890s—the highest circulation of any magazine in the country. In 1903, it became the ﬁrst
magazine to reach a circulation of one million.

Social Reform and the Muckrakers
Better distribution and lower costs had attracted readers, but to maintain sales, magazines had to
change content as well. While printing the fiction and essays of the best writers of the day was one
way to maintain circulation, many magazines also engaged in one aspect of yellow journalism—
crusading for social reform on behalf of the public good. In the 1890s, for example, Ladies’ Home
Journal (LHJ) and its editor, Edward Bok, led the fight against unregulated patent medicines (which
often contained nearly 50 percent alcohol), while other magazines joined the fight against phony
medicines, poor living and working conditions, and unsanitary practices in various food industries.
The rise in magazine circulation coincided with rapid social changes in America. While
hundreds of thousands of Americans moved from the country to the city in search of industrial
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“Men with the
muckrake are
often indispensable to the wellbeing of society,
but only if they
know when to stop
raking the muck.”
TEDDY ROOSEVELT,
1906

jobs, millions of new immigrants also poured in. Thus, the nation that journalists had long written about had grown increasingly complex by the turn of the century. Many newspaper reporters became dissatisﬁed with the simplistic and conventional style of newspaper journalism and
turned to magazines, where they were able to write at greater length and in greater depth about
broader issues. They wrote about such topics as corruption in big business and government,
urban problems faced by immigrants, labor conﬂicts, and race relations.
In 1902, McClure’s magazine (1893–1933) touched oﬀ an investigative era in magazine reporting with a series of probing stories, including Ida Tarbell’s “The History of the Standard Oil
Company,” which took on John D. Rockefeller’s oil monopoly, and Lincoln Steﬀens’s “Shame of
the Cities,” which tackled urban problems. In 1906, Cosmopolitan magazine joined the fray with
a series called “The Treason of the Senate,” and Collier’s magazine (1888–1957) developed “The
=h[Wj7c[h_YWd<hWkZ¼i[h_[i"\eYki_d]edfWj[djc[Z_Y_d[im^ei[WZiWYYekdj[Z\eh)&f[hcent of the proﬁts made by the American press by the 1890s). Much of this new reporting style
was critical of American institutions.
Angry with so much negative reporting,
in 1906 President Theodore Roosevelt
dubbed these investigative reporters
muckrakers, because they were willing to crawl through society’s muck to
uncover a story. Muckraking was a label
that Roosevelt used with disdain, but it
was worn with pride by reporters such
WiHWoIjWddWhZ8Wa[h"<hWdaDehh_i"
and Lincoln Steﬀens.
Inﬂuenced by Upton Sinclair’s
novel The Jungle—a ﬁctional account of
Chicago’s meatpacking industry—and

IDA TARBELL (1857–1944)
is best known for her work
“The History of the Standard
Oil Company,” which
appeared as a nineteen-part
series in McClure’s Magazine
between November 1902
and October 1904. Tarbell
once remarked on why
she dedicated years of her
life to investigating the
company: “They had never
played fair, and that ruined
their greatness for me.” For
muckrakers and investigative
journalists like Tarbell,
exposing such corruption
was a driving force behind
their work.
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“Ford gave
Everyman a car
he could drive,
[and] Wallace gave
Everyman some
literature he could
read; both turned
the trick with
mass production.”
JOHN BAINBRIDGE,
MAGAZINE HISTORIAN,
1945

SATURDAY EVENING POST
artist Albert Staehle’s ﬁrst
cover featuring Butch, a
mischievous black-andwhite cocker spaniel, was
so popular that Staehle was
asked to do a series of them.
Readers couldn’t wait to see
what scrape Butch would
get himself into next. Butch’s
many adventures included
playing baseball, knocking
over a lamp, chewing up
war rations, and getting a
haircut.

by the muckraking reports of Collier’s and LHJ"_d'/&,9ed]h[iifWii[Zj^[Fkh[<eeZWdZ:hk]
Act and the Meat Inspection Act. Other reforms stemming from muckraking journalism and the
politics of the era include antitrust laws for increased government oversight of business, a fair
and progressive income tax, and the direct election of U.S. senators.

The Rise of General-Interest Magazines
The heyday of the muckraking era lasted into the mid-1910s, when America was drawn into
World War I. After the war and through the 1950s, general-interest magazines were the most
prominent publications, offering occasional investigative articles but also covering a wide
variety of topics aimed at a broad national audience. A key aspect of these magazines was
photojournalism—the use of photos to document the rhythms of daily life (see “Case Study:
J^[;lebkj_ede\F^eje`ekhdWb_ic¼edfW][i)(*¹)(+$>_]^#gkWb_jof^ejei]Wl[][d[hWb#_dj[h[ij
magazines a visual advantage over radio, which was the most popular medium of the day. In
1920, about fifty-five magazines fit the general-interest category; by 1946, more than one hundred such magazines competed with radio networks for the national audience.

Saturday Evening Post
Although it had been around since 1821, the Saturday Evening Post concluded the nineteenth
century as only a modest success, with a circulation of about ten thousand. In 1897, Cyrus
Curtis, who had already made Ladies’ Home Journal the nation’s top magazine, bought the Post
and remade it into the first widely popular general-interest magazine. Curtis’s strategy for reinvigorating the magazine included printing popular fiction and romanticizing American virtues
through words and pictures (a Post tradition best depicted in the three-hundred-plus cover illustrations by Norman Rockwell). Curtis also featured articles that celebrated the business boom
of the 1920s. This reversed the journalistic direction of the muckraking era, in which business
corruption was often the focus. By the 1920s, the Post had reached two million in circulation,
the first magazine to hit that mark.

Reader’s Digest
The most widely circulated general-interest magazine during this period
was Reader’s Digest$IjWhj[Z_dW=h[[dm_Y^L_bbW][XWi[c[dj_d'/((Xo
Dewitt Wallace and Lila Acheson Wallace, Reader’s Digest championed
one of the earliest functions of magazines: printing condensed versions
of selected articles from other magazines. In the magazine’s early years,
the Wallaces refused to accept ads and sold the Digest only through subscriptions. With its inexpensive production costs, low price, and popular
pocket-size format, the magazine’s circulation climbed to over a million
during the Great Depression, and by 1946 it was the nation’s most popular magazine. By the mid-1980s, it was the most popular magazine in the
world with a circulation of twenty million in America and ten to twelve
million abroad. However, by 2012 it was recovering from bankruptcy,
and working to cut costs and adjusting its circulation base to about
5.5 million.

Time
During the general-interest era, national newsmagazines such as Time
were also major commercial successes. Begun in 1923 by Henry Luce
and Briton Hadden, Time developed a magazine brand of interpretive
journalism, assigning reporter-researcher teams to cover stories while a
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MARGARET BOURKEWHITE (1904–1971) was
a photojournalist of
many “ﬁrsts”: ﬁrst female
photographer for Life
magazine, ﬁrst western
photographer allowed into
the Soviet Union, ﬁrst to
shoot the cover photo for
Life, and ﬁrst female war
correspondent. Bourke-White
(left) was well known for her
photos of WWll—including
concentration camps—but
also for her documentation of
the India-Pakistan partition,
including a photo of Gandhi
at his spinning wheel (far left).

rewrite editor would put the article in narrative form with an interpretive point of view. Time
had a circulation of 200,000 by 1930, increasing to more than 3 million by the mid-1960s. Time’s
success encouraged prominent imitators, including Newsweek (1933– ), U.S. News & World Report
(1948– ), and more recently the Week (2001– ). By 2012, economic decline, competition from the
Web, and a shrinking number of readers and advertisers took their toll on the three top newsweeklies. Time’s circulation stagnated at 3.3 million while U.S. News became a monthly magazine
in 2008 with less than 1.3 million in circulation. After losing $30 million in 2009, Newsweek was
sold for $1 and its debts. In an attempt to attract new readers and better compete online, Newsweek merged with the Daily Beast, a Web site run by former magazine editor Tina Brown, but its
profitability continued to be an issue.

Life
Despite the commercial success of Reader’s Digest and Time in the twentieth century, the magazines that really symbolized the general-interest genre during this era were the oversized pictorial weeklies Look and Life. More than any other magazine of its day, Life developed an effective
strategy for competing with popular radio by advancing photojournalism. Launched as a weekly
by Henry Luce in 1936, Life combined the public’s fascination with images (invigorated by the
movie industry), radio journalism, and the popularity of advertising and fashion photography.
By the end of the 1930s, Life had a pass-along readership—the total number of people who
come into contact with a single copy of a magazine—of more than seventeen million, rivaling the
ratings of popular national radio programs.
Life’s ﬁrst editor, Wilson Hicks—formerly a picture editor for the Associated Press—built a
staﬀ of renowned photographer-reporters who chronicled the world’s ordinary and extraordinary events from the late 1930s through the 1960s. Among Life’s most famous photojournalists
were Margaret Bourke-White, the ﬁrst woman war correspondent to ﬂy combat missions during
World War II, and Gordon Parks, who later became Hollywood’s ﬁrst African American
director of major feature ﬁlms. Today, Life’s photographic archive is hosted online by Google
(images.google.com/hosted/life).

The Fall of General-Interest Magazines
The decline of the weekly general-interest magazines, which had dominated the industry for
thirty years, began in the 1950s. By 1957, both Collier’s (founded in 1888) and Woman’s Home
Companion (founded in 1873) had folded. Each magazine had a national circulation of more than
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CASE
STUDY
The Evolution of Photojournalism
by Christopher R. Harris

W

hat we now recognize as
photojournalism started with
the assignment of photographer Roger Fenton, of the Sunday
Times of London, to document the
Crimean War in 1856. Technical limitations did not allow direct reproduction of photodocumentary images in
the publications of the day, however.
Woodcut artists had to interpret the
photographic images as black-andwhite-toned woodblocks that could
be reproduced by the presses of the
period. Images interpreted by artists
therefore lost the inherent qualities of
photographic visual documentation: an
on-site visual representation of facts
for those who weren’t present.
Woodcuts remained the basic method
of press reproduction until 1880,
when New York Daily Graphic photographer Stephen Horgan invented half-

tone reproduction using a dot-pattern
screen. This screen enabled metallic
plates to directly represent photographic images in the printing process;
now periodicals could bring exciting
visual reportage to their pages.
In the mid-1890s, Jimmy Hare became
the first photographer recognized
as a photojournalist in the United
States. Taken for Collier’s Weekly,
Hare’s photoreportage on the sinking
of the battleship Maine in 1898 near
Havana, Cuba, established his reputation as a newsman traveling the world
to bring back images of news events.
Hare’s images fed into growing popular
support for Cuban independence from
Spain and eventual U.S. involvement in
the Spanish-American War.
In 1888, George Eastman opened
photography to the working and middle classes when he introduced the
first flexible-film camera from
Kodak, his company in Rochester, New York. Gone were the
bulky equipment and fragile
photographic plates of the
past. Now families and journalists could more easily and
affordably document gatherings and events.
As photography became
easier and more widespread,

JACOB RIIS
The Tramp, c. 1890. Riis, who
emigrated from Denmark in 1870,
lived in poverty in New York for
several years before becoming a
photojournalist. He spent much of his
later life chronicling the lives of the
poor in New York City. Courtesy: The
Jacob A. Riis Collection, Museum of
the City of New York.

photojournalism began to take on an
increasingly important social role. At
the turn of the century, the documentary photography of Jacob Riis and
Lewis Hine captured the harsh working and living conditions of the nation’s
many child laborers, including crowded
ghettos and unsafe mills and factories.
Reaction to these shockingly honest
photographs resulted in public outcry
and new laws against the exploitation
of children. Photographs also brought
the horrors of World War I to people far
from the battlefields.
In 1923, visionaries Henry Luce and
Briton Hadden published Time, the
first modern photographic newsweekly;
Life and Fortune soon followed. From
coverage of the Roaring Twenties to
the Great Depression, these magazines used images that changed the
way people viewed the world.
Life, with its spacious 10-by-13inch format and large photographs,
became one of the most influential
magazines in America, printing what
are now classic images from World
War II and the Korean War. Often, Life
offered images that were unavailable
anywhere else: Margaret BourkeWhite’s photographic proof of the
unspeakably horrific concentration
camps; W. Eugene Smith’s gentle
portraits of the humanitarian Albert
Schweitzer in Africa; David
Duncan’s gritty images of the faces of
U.S. troops fighting in Korea.
Television photojournalism made its
quantum leap into the public mind as
it documented the assassination of
President Kennedy in 1963. In televised images that were broadcast and
rebroadcast, the public witnessed
the actual assassination and the

confusing aftermath, including live
coverage of the murder of alleged
assassin Lee Harvey Oswald and of
President Kennedy’s funeral procession. Photojournalism also provided
visual documentation of the turbulent
1960s, including aggressive photographic coverage of the Vietnam
War—its protesters and supporters.
Pulitzer Prize–winning photographer
Eddie Adams shook the emotions of
the American public with his photographs of a South Vietnamese general’s summary execution of a suspected
Vietcong terrorist. Closer to home,
shocking images of the Civil Rights
movement culminated in pictures of
Birmingham police and police dogs
attacking Civil Rights protesters.
In the 1970s, new computer technologies emerged that were embraced by
print and television media worldwide.
By the late 1980s, computers could
transform images into digital form and
easily manipulate them with sophisticated software programs. Today, a
reporter can take a picture and within
minutes send it to news offices in
Tokyo, Berlin, and New York; moments
later, the image can be used in a latebreaking TV story or sent directly to
that organization’s Twitter followers.
Such digital technology has revolutionized photojournalism, perhaps even
more than the advent of roll film did in
the late nineteenth century. Today’s
photojournalists post entire interactive
photo slideshows alongside stories,
sometimes adding audio explaining
their artistic and journalistic process.
Their photographs live on through online news archives and through photojournalism blogs such as the Lens of
the New York Times, where photojournalists are able to gain recognition for
their work and find new audiences.
However, there is a dark side to all this
digital technology. Because of the absence of physical film, there is a loss
of proof, or veracity, of the authenticity of images. Original film has qualities that make it easy to determine
whether it has been tampered with.
Digital images, by contrast, can be
easily altered, and such alteration can
be very difficult to detect.

TIM HETHERINGTON, a British-American photographer, was killed on April 20, 2011, along with
American photographer Chris Hondros while they were covering the conﬂict in Libya. Hetherington
was forty. He had previously photographed the human side of conﬂicts in Liberia, Sierra Leone, Nigeria,
Afghanistan, and Libya. Regarding his war photographs, Hetherington told the New York Times in 2007,
“I wanted to be part of the solution, not part of the problem.” His work is collected in several books and
in Restrepo, the acclaimed 2010 documentary he codirected about an American platoon ﬁghting in
Afghanistan. (Above photo is from Hetherington’s collection on the civil war in Liberia.)

A recent example of image-tampering
involved the Ralph Lauren fashion
model Filippa Hamilton. She appeared in a drastically Photoshopped
advertisement that showed her hips
as being thinner than her head—like
a Bratz doll. The ad, published only
in Japan, received intense criticism
when the picture went viral. The 5’10”,
120-pound model was subsequently
dropped by the fashion label, because,
as Hamilton explained, “they said I was
overweight and I couldn’t fit in their
clothes anymore.”1 In today’s age of
Photoshop, it is common practice to
make thin female models look even
thinner and make male models look
unnaturally muscled. “Every picture
has been worked on, some twenty,
thirty rounds,” Ken Harris, a fashion
magazine photo-retoucher said; “going

between the retoucher, the client, and
the agency . . . [photos] are retouched
to death.”2 And since there is no
disclaimer saying these images have
been retouched, it can be hard for
viewers to know the truth.
Photojournalists and news sources are
confronted today with unprecedented
concerns over truth-telling. In the
past, trust in documentary photojournalism rested solely on the verifiability
of images (“what you see is what you
get”). This is no longer the case. Just
as we must evaluate the words we
read, now we must also take a more
critical eye to the images we view.

Christopher R. Harris is a professor in the
Department of Electronic Media Communication
at Middle Tennessee State University.
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four million the year it died. No magazine with this kind of circulation had ever shut down before. Together, the two publications brought in advertising revenues of more than $26 million in
1956. Although some critics blamed poor management, both magazines were victims of changing consumer tastes, rising postal costs, falling ad revenues, and, perhaps most important,
television, which began usurping the role of magazines as the preferred family medium.

TV Guide Is Born

“Starting a magazine is an intensely
complicated business, with many
factors in play.
You have to have
the right person
at the right time
with the right
ideas.”
TINA BROWN,
FORMER EDITOR OF
THE DEFUNCT TALK
MAGAZINE, 2002

While other magazines were just beginning to make sense of the impact of television on their
readers, TV Guide appeared in 1953. Taking its cue from the pocket-size format of Reader’s Digest
and the supermarket sales strategy used by women’s magazines, TV Guide, started by Walter
Annenberg’s Triangle Publications, soon rivaled the success of Reader’s Digest by addressing
j^[dWj_ed¾i]hem_d]\WiY_dWj_edm_j^j[b[l_i_edXofkXb_i^_d]JLb_ij_d]i$J^[\_hij_iik[iebZW
record 1.5 million copies in ten urban markets. Because many newspapers were not yet listing
JLfhe]hWci"Xo'/,(j^[cW]Wp_d[X[YWc[j^[\_hijm[[abojeh[WY^WY_hYkbWj_ede\.c_bb_ed
m_j^_jii[l[djoh[]_edWb[Z_j_edijW_beh_d]_jib_ij_d]ijeJLY^Wdd[bi_dif[Y_\_YWh[Wie\j^[
country. (See Table 9.1 for the circulation figures of the Top 10 U.S. magazines.)
TV Guide’s story illustrates a number of key trends that impacted magazines beginning in
j^['/+&i$<_hij"TV Guide highlighted America’s new interest in specialized magazines. Second,
it demonstrated the growing sales power of the nation’s checkout lines, which also sustained
the high circulation rates of women’s magazines and supermarket tabloids. Third, TV Guide
underscored the fact that magazines were facing the same challenge as other mass media in the
1950s: the growing power of television. TV Guide would rank among the nation’s most popular
magazines in the twentieth century.
?d'/.."c[Z_WXWhedHkf[hjCkhZeY^WYgk_h[ZJh_Wd]b[FkXb_YWj_edi\eh)X_bb_ed$
CkhZeY^¾iD[mi9ehf$emd[Zj^[d[m<end[jmeha"WdZXko_d]j^[j^[d#_dÇk[dj_WbTV Guide
[dikh[Zj^Wjj^[Ç[Z]b_d]d[jmehamekbZ^Wl[_jifhe]hWcib_ij[Z$8oj^[c_Z#'//&i"<enmWi
using TV Guide to promote the network’s programming in the magazine’s hundred-plus regional
[Z_j_edi$?d(&&+"W\j[ho[Whie\Z[Yb_d_d]Y_hYkbWj_edJLiY^[Zkb[i_dbeYWbd[mifWf[hikdZ[hmined its regional editions), TV Guide became a full-size entertainment magazine, dropping its
smaller digest format and its 140 regional editions. In 2008, TV Guide, once the most widely distributed magazine, was sold to a private venture capital ﬁrm for $1—less than the cost of a single
_iik[$J^[JL=k_Z[D[jmehaWdZJL=k_Z[$YecºXej^Z[[c[Zceh[lWbkWXb[Wii[jiºm[h[iebZ

1972

TABLE 9.1
THE TOP 10 MAGAZINES
(RANKED BY PAID U.S.
CIRCULATION AND
SINGLE-COPY SALES,
1972 vs. 2011)
Source: Magazine Publishers of
America, http://www.magazine
.org, 2011.

Rank/Publication

2011
Circulation

Rank/Publication

Circulation

1 Reader‘s Digest

17,825,661

1 AARP The Magazine

22,401,546

2 TV Guide

16,410,858

2 AARP Bulletin

22,204,197

3 Woman’s Day

8,191,731

3 Better Homes
and Gardens

7,633,372

4 Better Homes
 and Gardens

7,996,050

4 Game Informer Magazine

6,734,672

5 Family Circle

7,889,587

5 Reader’s Digest

5,606,743

6 McCall’s

7,516,960

6 National Geographic

4,463,196

7 National Geographic

7,260,179

7 Good Housekeeping

4,339,069

8 Ladies’ Home Journal

7,014,251

8 Woman’s Day

3,876,053

9 Playboy

6,400,573

9 Family Circle

3,846,672

10
Good Housekeeping
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5,801,446

10 People

3,563,410

to the ﬁlm company Lionsgate Entertainment for $255 million in 2009. As TV Guide fell out of
favor, Game Informer—a magazine about digital games—become a top title as it chronicled the
rise of another mass media industry.

Saturday Evening Post, Life, and Look Expire
Although Reader’s Digest and women’s supermarket magazines were not greatly affected by television, other general-interest magazines were. The Saturday Evening Post folded in 1969, Look in
1971, and Life in 1972. At the time, all three magazines were rated in the Top 10 in terms of paid
circulation, and each had a readership that exceeded six million per issue. Why did these magap_d[i\ebZ5<_hij"jecW_djW_dj^[i[^_]^Y_hYkbWj_ed\_]kh[i"j^[_hfkXb_i^[him[h[i[bb_d]j^[cW]Wp_d[i\eh\Whb[iij^Wdj^[Yeije\fheZkYj_ed$<eh[nWcfb["WikXiYh_fj_edjeLife cost a consumer
twelve cents an issue, yet it cost the publisher more than forty cents per copy to make and mail.
Second, the national advertising revenue pie that helped make up the cost diﬀerences for
Life and Look now had to be shared with network television—and magazines’ slices were getting
smaller. Life’s high pass-along readership meant that it had a larger audience than many primej_c[JLi^emi$8kj_jYeijceh[je^Wl[Wi_d]b[\kbb#fW][WZ_dLife than it did to buy a minute of
ad time during evening television. National advertisers were often forced to choose between the
two, and in the late 1960s and early 1970s television seemed a better buy to advertisers looking
for the biggest audience.
Third, dramatic increases in postal rates had a particularly negative eﬀect on oversized publications (those larger than the 8- by 10.5-inch standard). In the 1970s, postal rates increased by
more than 400 percent for these magazines. The Post and Life cut their circulations drastically
to save money. The Post went
from producing 6.8 million
to 3 million copies per issue;
Life, which lost $30 million
between 1968 and 1972, cut
circulation from 8.5 million
to 7 million. The economic
rationale here was that limiting
the number of copies would
reduce production and postal
costs, enabling the magazines
to lower their ad rates to compete with network television.
But in fact, with decreased
circulation, these magazines
became less attractive to
advertisers trying to reach the
largest general audience.
The general magazines
that survived the competition
for national ad dollars tended
to be women’s magazines,
such as Good Housekeeping,
Better Homes and Gardens,
Family Circle, Ladies’ Home
Journal, and Woman’s Day.
These publications had
smaller formats and depended

“At $64,200 for a
black-and-white
[full] page ad, Life
had the highest
rate of any magazine, which probably accounts
for its ﬁnancial
troubles. . . . If an
advertiser also
wants to be on television, he may not
be able to afford
the periodical.”
JOHN TEBBEL,
HISTORIAN, 1969

THE RISE AND FALL
OF LOOK
With large pages, beautiful
photographs, and compelling
stories on celebrities like
Marilyn Monroe, Look
entertained millions of
readers from 1937 to 1971,
emphasizing photojournalism
to compete with radio. By
the late 1960s, however,
TV lured away national
advertisers, postal rates
increased, and production
costs rose, forcing Look to
fold despite a readership of
more than eight million.
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primarily on supermarket sales rather than on expensive
mail-delivered subscriptions (like Life and Look). However,
the most popular magazines, TV Guide and Reader’s Digest,
beneﬁted not only from supermarket sales but also from
their larger circulations (twice that of Life), their pocket size,
and their small photo budgets. The failure of the Saturday
Evening Post, Look, and Life as oversized general audience
weeklies ushered in a new era of specialization.

People Puts Life Back into Magazines

PEOPLE STYLEWATCH
capitalizes on its readers’
desires to dress like their
favorite celebrities. The
magazine gives advice
on fashion trends, shows
affordable versions of
designer pieces, and
provides numerous photos of
celebrities’ clothing choices.
And it’s a hit. In 2009,
when most magazines
had a drop in circulation
and ad pages, People
StyleWatch had increases
in both: 8.6 percent and 24
percent, respectively. Here,
StyleWatch editors look over
pages for an upcoming issue.

In March 1974, Time Inc. launched People, the first successful
mass market magazine to appear in decades. With an abundance of celebrity profiles and human-interest stories, People
showed a profit in two years and reached a circulation of
more than two million within five years. People now ranks
first in revenue from advertising and circulation sales—more
than $1.5 billion a year.
The success of People is instructive, particularly because only two years earlier television
had helped kill Life by draining away national ad dollars. Instead of using a bulky oversized
format and relying on subscriptions, People downsized and generated most of its circulation
h[l[dk[\hecd[miijWdZWdZikf[hcWha[jiWb[i$<ehYedj[dj"_jjeea_jiYk[\hecekhYkbjkh[¾i
fascination with celebrities. Supported by plenty of photos, its short articles are about one-third
the length of the articles in a typical newsmagazine.
Although People has not achieved the broad popularity that Life once commanded, it does
seem to defy the contemporary trend of specialized magazines aimed at narrow but welldeﬁned audiences, such as Tennis World, Game Informer, and Hispanic Business. One argument
suggests that People is not, in fact, a mass market magazine but a specialized publication target_d]f[efb[m_j^fWhj_YkbWhYkbjkhWb_dj[h[iji0W\WiY_dWj_edm_j^cki_Y"JL"WdZcel_[ijWhi$?\
People is viewed as a specialty magazine, its ﬁnancial success makes much more sense. It also
helps explain the host of magazines that try to emulate it, including Us Weekly, Entertainment
Weekly, In Touch Weekly, Star, and OK! People has even spawned its own spin-oﬀs, including
People en Español and People StyleWatch; the latter is a low-cost fashion magazine that began in
2007 and features celebrity styles at discount prices.

Convergence: Magazines Confront the Digital Age
Although the Internet was initially viewed as the death knell of print magazines, the industry
now embraces it. The Internet has become the place where print magazines like Time and
Entertainment Weekly can extend their reach, where some magazines like FHM and Elle Girl can
survive when their print version ends, or where online magazines like Salon, Slate, and Wonderwall can exist exclusively.

Magazines Move Online
Given the costs of paper, printing, and postage, creating magazine companion Web sites is a
fefkbWhc[j^eZ\eh[nfWdZ_d]j^[h[WY^e\Yedikc[hcW]Wp_d[i$<eh[nWcfb["Wired magazine has a print circulation of about 830,000. Online, Wired.com gets an average of 15.3 million
kd_gk[l_i_jehif[hcedj^$8[jm[[d(&&,WdZ(&''"j^[dkcX[he\Yedikc[hcW]Wp_d[M[X
sites grew by 30 percent, to more than 7,000.8
The Web also gives magazines unlimited space, which is at a premium in their printed versions,
and the opportunity to do things that print can’t do. Many online magazines now include blogs, original video and audio podcasts, social networks, games, virtual ﬁtting rooms, and other interactive
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TRACKING
TECHNOLOGY
The New “Touch” of Magazines

I

n the ﬁrst decade of online magazines, there were relatively few
great successes. Limited presentation and portability meant that readers
did not clamor to sit down at a PC
or with a laptop to read a magazine.
Although many consumer magazines
developed apps to put their titles on
smartphones, these did not attract the
attention of users. As one critic noted,
“Whether squeezing facsimiles of print
magazines onto a mobile phone is at
all appealing to consumers is another
issue.”1
Now though, magazines may have
found their most suitable online
medium in touchscreen tablets. Apple
was the first to make a significant
splash with the introduction of the
iPad in 2010. The iPad is the clos-
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est a device has gotten to simulating
the tactile experience of holding a
magazine and flipping its pages, with
the dimensions and crisp color presentation similar to most consumer
magazines. Since that time, the
iPad has been released in even more
sophisticated updates, and Amazon’s
Kindle Fire, Barnes & Noble’s Nook,
the Samsung Galaxy Tab, and Google
Nexus 7 have all emerged as worthy
alternatives.
For the magazine industry, rocked
by a recession and rising costs for
paper, printing, and distribution,
the iPad and other tablets offer the
opportunity to reinvent magazines
for a digital age. A number of popular magazines immediately adapted
to the iPad, including Vanity Fair,
GQ, Glamour, Wired,
Cosmopolitan, Time,
National Geographic,
Men’s Health, Popular
Science, and Entertainment Weekly. And the
publishing world seemed
excited by the new
opportunities tablets
will provide for engaging
readers and sharing
content in new ways.
As Chris Anderson, the
editor in chief of Wired,
said, ”We finally have
a digital platform that
allows us to retain all

the rich visual features of high-gloss
print, from lavish design to glorious
photography, while augmenting it
with video, animations, additional
content and full interactivity.”2 In fact,
one of Wired’s first issues on the iPad
featured a cover article on Toy Story
3 that included videos and animations of the film that showed off the
magazine’s new capabilities.
The migration from print to digital
editions of magazines is still a process
that will take years, and maybe even
one or two generations, says Rolling
Stone publisher Jann Wenner. Wenner
remains a strong advocate of the print
magazine product. “To rush to throw
away your magazine business and
move it on the iPad is just sheer insanity and insecurity and fear,” he says.3
Ironically, Wenner Media’s publications
(Rolling Stone, Us Weekly, and Men’s
Journal) have some of the highest
rates of digital readership compared
to other major magazine publishers,
with 45 percent of readers consuming
digital-only or digital and print editions.4 Still, the magazine industry is
in the throes of a significant transition.
Seventy-five percent of consumers
responded that they feel digital magazine content complements print, and
most of them still want a printed copy.
But 25 percent of consumers feel
digital replaces print, and those are
readers the magazine industry won’t
want to lose.5
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MAGAZINES

SPECIALIZED
MAGAZINES target a wide
range of interests from mainstream sports to hobbies
like making model airplanes.
Some of the more successful
specialized magazines
include AARP The Magazine,
Sports Illustrated, and
National Geographic.

The most popular sports and leisure magazine is Sports Illustrated, which took its name
from a failed 1935 publication. Launched in 1954 by Henry Luce’s Time Inc., Sports Illustrated
was initially aimed at well-educated, middle-class men. It has become the most successful
general sports magazine in history, covering everything from major-league sports and mountain
Yb_cX_d]je\en^kdj_d]WdZideha[b_d]$7bj^ek]^\h[gk[djboYh_j_Y_p[Z\eh_ji_cc[di[bofheÆjable but exploitative yearly swimsuit edition, Sports Illustrated also has done major investigative
pieces—for example, on racketeering in boxing and on land conservation. Its circulation held
steady at 3.2 million in 2012. Sports Illustrated competes directly with ESPN The Magazine and
indirectly with dozens of leisure and niche sports magazine competitors like Golf Digest, Outside, and Pro Football Weekly.
Another popular magazine type that ﬁts loosely into the leisure category includes magazines devoted to music—everything from hip-hop’s The Source to country’s Country Weekly.
The all-time circulation champ in this category is Rolling Stone, started in 1967 as an irreverent,
left-wing political and cultural magazine by twenty-one-year-old Jann Wenner. Once considered
an alternative magazine, by 1982 Rolling Stone had paddled into the mainstream with a circulation approaching 800,000; by 2012, it had a circulation of more than 1.4 million. Many fans of
the early Rolling Stone, however, disappointed with its move to increase circulation and reﬂect
mainstream consumer values, turned to less high–gloss alternatives such as Spin.
<ekdZ[Z_d'...Xo8eijedbWmo[h=WhZ_d[h=h[[d>kXXWhZWdZ^_i\Wcekiied#_d#bWm"
Alexander Graham Bell, National Geographic promoted “humanized geography” and helped
pioneer color photography in 1910. It was also the ﬁrst publication to publish both undersea
and aerial color photographs. In addition, many of National Geographic’s nature and culture
specials on television, which began in 1965, rank among the most popular programs in the history of public television. National Geographic’s popularity grew slowly and steadily throughout
the twentieth century, reaching 1 million in circulation in 1935 and 10 million in the 1970s. In the
late 1990s, its circulation of paid subscriptions slipped to under 9 million. Other media ventures
(for example, a cable channel and atlases) provided new revenue as circulation for the magazine
continued to slide, falling to 4.2 million in 2012 (but with 3 million in international distribution).
Despite its falling circulation, National Geographic is often recognized as one of the country’s
best magazines for its reporting and photojournalism. Today, National Geographic competes
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with other travel and geography magazines like Discover, Smithsonian, Travel & Leisure, Condé
Nast Traveler, and its own National Geographic Traveler.

Magazines for the Ages
In the age of specialization, magazines have further delineated readers along ever-narrowing
age lines, appealing more and more to very young and to older readers, groups often ignored by
mainstream television.
The ﬁrst children’s magazines appeared in New England in the late 1700s. Ever since, magazines such as Youth’s Companion, Boy’s Life (the Boy Scouts’ national publication since 1912),
Highlights for Children, and Ranger Rick have successfully targeted preschool and elementaryschool children. The ad-free and subscription-only Highlights for Children topped the children’s
magazine category in 2012, with a circulation of more than two million.
In the popular arena, the leading female teen magazines have shown substantial growth;
the top magazine for thirteen- to nineteen-year-olds is Seventeen, with a circulation of two million in 2012. Several established magazines responded to the growing popularity of the teen
market by introducing specialized editions, such as Teen Vogue and Girl’s Life.<ehWYh_j_YWb
take on women’s fashion magazines, see “Media Literacy and the Critical Process: Uncovering
American Beauty” on page 334.)
Targeting young men in their twenties, Maxim, launched in 1997, was one of the fastest–
growing magazines of the late 1990s, leveling oﬀ with a circulation of 2.5 million by 2005.
Maxim’s covers boast the magazine’s obsession with “sex, sports, beer, gadgets, clothes, ﬁtness,”
a content mix that helped it eclipse rivals like GQ and Esquire. But by 2007, the lad fad had worn
oﬀ, and Maxim closed its U.K. edition and downsized its U.S. staﬀ.
In targeting audiences by age, the most dramatic success has come from magazines aimed
at readers over age ﬁfty, America’s fastest-growing age segment. These publications have tried
to meet the cultural interests of older Americans, who historically have not been prominently
featured in mainstream consumer culture. The American Association of Retired Persons (AARP)
and its magazine, AARP The Magazine, were founded in 1958 by retired California teacher Ethel
Percy Andrus. Subscriptions to the bimonthly AARP The Magazine and the monthly AARP Bulletin come free when someone joins AARP and pays the modest membership fee ($16 in 2012).
By the early 1980s, AARP The Magazine’s circulation approached seven million. However, with
the AARP signing up thirty thousand new members each week by the late 1980s, both AARP
The Magazine and the newsletter overtook TV Guide and Reader’s Digest as the top circulated
magazines. By 2012, both had circulations of nearly twenty-two million, far surpassing the circulations of all other magazines. Article topics in the magazine cover a range of lifestyle, travel,
money, health, and entertainment issues, such as sex at age ﬁfty-plus, secrets for spectacular
vacations, and how poker can give you a sharper mind.

Elite Magazines
Although long in existence, elite magazines grew in popularity during the age of specialization.
Elite magazines are characterized by their combination of literature, criticism, humor, and journalism and by their appeal to highly educated audiences, often living in urban areas. Among the
numerous elite publications that grew in stature during the twentieth century were the Atlantic
Monthly, Vanity Fair, and Harper’s.
However, the most widely circulated elite magazine is the New Yorker. Launched in 1925
by Harold Ross, the New Yorker became the ﬁrst city magazine aimed at a national upscale
audience. Over the years, the New Yorker featured many of the twentieth century’s most prominent biographers, writers, reporters, and humorists, including A. J. Liebling, Dorothy Parker,
Lillian Ross, John Updike, E. B. White, and Garrison Keillor, as well as James Thurber’s cartoons

“‘Secrets of Your
Sex Drive,’ ‘Ten
Ways to Look 10
Pounds Thinner’
and ‘Follow Your
Dream—Find
the Perfect Job
Now.’ Sound like
the cover of
Cosmopolitan
magazine? Or
maybe Men’s
Health? Think
again. Those
stories lead the
latest issue of
AARP The
Magazine, which
isn’t just for
grandma and
grandpa anymore.”
WASHINGTON TIMES,
2007

“Every magazine
has its own architecture. National
Geographic is a
Greek revival
temple. TV Guide
is a fruit stand. The
New Yorker is a
men’s hat store. The
Atlantic is a church
(Congregational).”
ROGER ROSENBLATT,
NEW REPUBLIC, 1989
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MAGAZINES

Media Literacy and
the Critical Process

1

Uncovering American Beauty
How does the United States’ leading fashion magazine
deﬁne “beauty”? One way to explore this question is by
critically analyzing the covers of Cosmopolitan.

DESCRIPTION. If you review a

number of Cosmopolitan covers,
you’ll notice that they typically feature a
body shot of a female model surrounded
by blaring headlines often featuring the
words Hot and Sex to usher a reader
inside the magazine. The cover model is
dressed provocatively and is positioned
against a solid-color background. She
looks conﬁdent. Everything about the
cover is loud and brassy.

2

ANALYSIS. Looking at the
covers over the last decade, and
then the decade before it, what are some
signiﬁcant patterns? One thing you’ll
notice is that all of these models look
incredibly alike, particularly when it
comes to race: There is a disproportionate number of white cover models. But
you’ll notice that things are improving
somewhat in this regard; Cosmo has used
several Hispanic and African American
cover models in recent years, but still
they are few and far between. However,
there is an even more consistent pattern
regarding body type. Of cover model
Hilary Duﬀ, Cosmo said, “with long
honey-colored locks, a smokin’ bod, and

killer conﬁdence, Hilary’s looking every
bit the hot Hollywood starlet.” In Cosmospeak, “smokin’ bod” means ultrathin
(sometimes made even more so with
digital modiﬁcations).

3

INTERPRETATION. What
does this mean? Although Cosmo
doesn’t provide height and weight
ﬁgures for its models, it’s likely that it’s
selling an unhealthy body weight (in
fact, photos can be digitally altered to
make the models look even more thin).
In its guidelines for the fashion industry, the Academy for Eating Disorders
suggests “for women and men over the
age of 18, adoption of a minimum body
mass index threshold of 18.5 kg/m2 (e.g.,
a female model who is 5'9" [1.75 m] must
weigh more than 126 pounds [57.3 kg]),
which recognizes that weight below this
is considered underweight by the World
Health Organization.”1

4

EVALUATION. Cosmopolitan

uses thin cover models as aspirational objects for its readers—that is, as
women its readers would like to look like.

Thus, these cover models become the
image of what a “terriﬁc” body is for its
readers, who—by Cosmopolitan’s own
account—are women age eighteen to twentyfour. Cosmo also notes that it’s been the
best-selling women’s magazine in college
bookstores for twenty-ﬁve years. But that
target audience also happens to be the
one most susceptible to body issues. As
the Academy for Eating Disorders notes,
“at any given time 10 percent or more of
late adolescent and adult women report
symptoms of eating disorders.”2

5

ENGAGEMENT. Contact Cosmo’s editor in chief, Joanna Coles,
WdZh[gk[ijh[fh[i[djWj_ede\^[Wbj^o
body types on the magazine’s covers.
You can contact her and the editorial
department via e-mail (cosmo_letters@
hearst.com), telephone (212-649-3570), or
U.S. mail: Joanna Coles, Editor, Cosmopolitan, 224 West 57th Street, New York,
NY 10019. Your voice can be eﬀective:
In 2012, a thirteen-year-old girl started a
petition on change.org and successfully
got Seventeen to respond to the way it
Photoshops images of models.

and Ogden Nash’s poetry. It introduced some of the ﬁnest literary journalism of the twentieth
century, devoting an entire issue to John Hersey’s Hiroshima and serializing Truman Capote’s In
Cold Blood. By the mid-1960s, the New Yorker’s circulation hovered around 500,000; by 2012, its
circulation stayed steady at 1 million.

Minority-Targeted Magazines
Minority-targeted magazines, like newspapers, have existed since before the Civil War, including
the African American antislavery magazines Emancipator, Liberator, and Reformer. One of the
most influential early African American magazines, the Crisis, was founded by W. E. B. Du Bois
in 1910 and is the official magazine of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP).
In the modern age, the major magazine publisher for African Americans has been John
H. Johnson, a former Chicago insurance salesman, who started Negro Digest in 1942 on $500
borrowed against his mother’s furniture. By 1945, with a circulation of more than 100,000, the
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Digest’s proﬁts enabled Johnson and a small group of editors to
start Ebony, a picture-text magazine modeled on Life but serving
black readers. The Johnson Publishing Company also successfully introduced Jet, a pocket-size supermarket magazine, in 1951.
By 2012, Jet’s circulation was 700,000, while Ebony’s circulation
was 1.2 million. Essence, the ﬁrst major magazine geared toward
African American women, debuted in 1969, and by 2012 it had a
circulation of over 1 million.
Other minority groups also have magazines aimed at their
own interests. The Advocate, founded in 1967 as a twelve-page
newsletter, was the ﬁrst major magazine to address issues of interest to gay men and lesbians, and it has in ensuing years published
some of the best journalism about antigay violence, policy issues
aﬀecting the LGBT community, and AIDS—topics often not well
covered by the mainstream press. Out is the top gay style magazine. Both are owned by Here Media, which also owns Here Networks and several LGBT Web sites.
With increases in Hispanic populations and immigration,
magazines appealing to Spanish-speaking readers have developed
rapidly since the 1980s. In 1983, the De Armas Spanish Magazine
Network began distributing Spanish-language versions of mainstream American magazines, including Cosmopolitan en Español;
Harper’s Bazaar en Español; and Ring, the prominent boxing magazine. The bilingual Latina magazine was started with the help of
Essence Communications in 1996, while recent magazine launches
include ESPN Deportes and Sports Illustrated en Español. The new
magazines target the most upwardly mobile segments of the growing American Hispanic population, which numbered more than ﬁfty million—about 16.3 percent of the U.S. population—by
2012. Today, People en Español, Latina, and Glamour en Español rank as the top three Hispanic
magazines by ad revenue.
Although national magazines aimed at other minority groups were slow to arrive, there are
magazines now that target virtually every race, culture, and ethnicity, including Asian Week,
Native Peoples, Tikkun, and many more.

Supermarket Tabloids

LATINA, launched in
1996, has become the
largest magazine targeted
to Hispanic women in the
United States. It counts a
readership of three million
bilingual, bicultural women
and is also the top Hispanic
magazine in advertising
pages.

M_j^^[WZb_d[ib_a[»I[nI[Yh[jie\WHkii_WdIfo"¼»;njhWj[hh[ijh_Wbi<ebbemj^[J[WY^_d]ie\
EfhW^M_d\h[o"¼WdZ»7bGW[ZW8h[[Z_d]A_bb[hCeigk_je[i"¼supermarket tabloids push the
limits of both decency and credibility. Although they are published on newsprint, the Audit
Bureau of Circulations, which checks newspaper and magazine circulation figures to determine
advertising rates, counts weekly tabloids as magazines. Tabloid history can be traced to newspapers’ use of graphics and pictorial layouts in the 1860s and 1870s, but the modern U.S. tabloid
began with the founding of the National Enquirer by William Randolph Hearst in 1926. The
Enquirer struggled until it was purchased in 1952 by Generoso Pope, who originally intended
to use it to “fight for the rights of man” and “human decency and dignity.”9 In the interest of
profit, though, Pope settled on the “gore formula” to transform the paper’s anemic weekly
circulation of seven thousand: “I noticed how auto accidents drew crowds and I decided that if
it was blood that interested people, I’d give it to them.”10
By the mid-1960s, the Enquirer’s circulation had jumped to over one million through the
publication of bizarre human-interest stories, gruesome murder tales, violent accident accounts,
unexplained phenomena stories, and malicious celebrity gossip. By 1974, the magazine’s weekly
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on a page. A top-rated consumer magazine might charge $350,000 for a full-page color ad and
$103,000 for a third of a page, black-and-white ad. However, in today’s competitive world, most
rate cards are not very meaningful: Almost all magazines offer 25 to 50 percent rate discounts
to advertisers.11 Although fashion and general-interest magazines carry a higher percentage of
ads than do political or literary magazines, the average magazine contains about 50 percent ad
copy and 50 percent editorial material, a figure that has remained fairly constant for the past
twenty-five years.
The traditional display ad has been the staple of magazine advertising for more than a
century. As magazines move to tablet editions, the options for ad formats has grown immensely.
<eh[nWcfb["9edZDWijcW]Wp_d[ieè[hijWj_YZ_ifbWoWZim_j^Wb_da\eh_ji[Z_j_ediedj^[
_FWZ"A_dZb[<_h["Deea"WdZ=WbWnoJWX$8kjj^[oeè[hWbceijj^_hjoej^[hfh[c_kcWZjof[i"
which can include audio, video, tap and reveal, and panoramic views. A single issue static page
ad in tablet editions of titles like GQ, Wired, Vanity Fair, the New Yorker, and Vogue would cost
$5,000. A premium ad with eﬀects such as animation or a slide show costs $25,000, while a
premium plus ad with eﬀects like a virtual tour or full interactivity costs $45,000. (The cost per
ad is discounted with purchases of multiple issues.)
A few contemporary magazines, such as Highlights for Children, have decided not to carry
ads and rely solely on subscriptions and newsstand sales instead. To protect the integrity of
their various tests and product comparisons, Consumer Reports and Cook’s Illustrated carry no
advertising. To strengthen its editorial independence, Ms. magazine abandoned ads in 1990
after years of pressure from the food, cosmetics, and fashion industries to feature recipes and
more complementary copy.
Some advertisers and companies have canceled ads when a magazine featured an unﬂattering or critical article about a company or an industry.12 In some instances, this practice has put
enormous pressure on editors not to oﬀend advertisers. The cozy relationships between some
advertisers and magazines have led to a dramatic decline in investigative reporting, once central
to popular magazines during the muckraking era.
As television advertising siphoned oﬀ national ad revenues in the 1950s, magazines began
introducing diﬀerent editions of their magazines to attract advertisers. Regional editions are
dWj_edWbcW]Wp_d[im^ei[Yedj[dj_ijW_beh[Zjej^[_dj[h[ijie\Z_è[h[dj][e]hWf^_YWh[Wi$<eh
example, Sports Illustratede\j[dfh_djiÆl[Z_è[h[djh[]_edWbl[hi_edie\_ji9ebb[][<eejXWbb
Preview and March Madness Preview editions, picturing regional stars on each of the ﬁve covers. In split-run editions, the editorial content remains the same, but the magazine includes
a few pages of ads purchased by local or regional companies. Most editions of Time and Sports
Illustrated, for example, contain a number of pages reserved for regional ads. Demographic
editions, meanwhile, are editions of magazines targeted at particular groups of consumers.
In this case, market researchers identify subscribers primarily by occupation, class, and zip
code. Time magazine, for example, developed special editions of its magazine for top management, high-income zip-code areas, and ultrahigh-income professional/managerial households.
Demographic editions guarantee advertisers a particular magazine audience, one that enables
them to pay lower rates for their ads because the ads will be run only in a limited number of
copies of the magazine. The magazine can then compete with advertising in regional television
or cable markets and in newspaper supplements. Because of the ﬂexibility of special editions,
new sources of income opened up for national magazines. Ultimately, these marketing strategies permitted the massive growth of magazines in the face of predictions that television would
cripple the magazine industry.

“If you don’t
acknowledge
your magazine’s
advertisers,
you don’t have a
magazine.”
ANNA WINTOUR,
EDITOR OF VOGUE,
2000

“So . . . the creative
challenge,
especially when
you work for a
bridal magazine,
is how do we keep
this material
fresh? How do we
keep it relevant?
How do we, you
know, get the
reader excited,
keep ourselves
excited?”
DIANE FORDEN,
EDITOR IN CHIEF,
BRIDAL GUIDE
MAGAZINE, 2004

Circulation and Distribution
The circulation and distribution department of a magazine monitors single-copy and subscription sales. Toward the end of the general-interest magazine era in 1950, newsstand sales
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MAGAZINES

TIME ON THE IPAD. Time,
like many print publications,
has an app with which users
can purchase each weekly
issue in digital form. There
is not yet a regular digital
subscription available,
though the magazine says
they plan to offer digital and
combination digital/print
subscriptions in the future.

accounted for about 43 percent of magazine sales, and subscriptions constituted 57 percent.
Today, newsstand sales have fallen dramatically, whereas subscriptions have risen to 92 percent
of magazine sales. One tactic used by magazines’ circulation departments to increase subscription sales is to encourage consumers to renew well in advance of their actual renewal dates.
Magazines can thus invest and earn interest on early renewal money as a hedge against consumers who drop their subscriptions.
Other strategies include evergreen subscriptions—those that automatically renew on a
Yh[Z_jYWhZWYYekdjkdb[iiikXiYh_X[hih[gk[ijj^Wjj^[WkjecWj_Yh[d[mWbX[ijeff[ZºWdZ
controlled circulations, providing readers with the magazine at no charge by targeting captive
audiences such as airline passengers or association members. These magazines’ ﬁnancial support comes solely from advertising or corporate sponsorship.
The biggest strategy for reviving magazine sales is the migration to digital distribution
(which also promises savings over the printing and physical distribution of glossy paper
magazines). The number of magazines with iPad apps (which enable users to click on the app
and launch the magazine) has grown rapidly, but publishers and customers alike have comfbW_d[ZWXekj7ffb[¾i_d_j_Wbh[gk_h[c[dji"m^_Y^f[hc_jj[Zedboj^[iWb[e\i_d]b[_iik[iWdZ
only through their iTunes App Store. Apple also declined to share subscriber information with
publishers, and, as with the sales of songs in iTunes, Apple would keep a 30-percent cut of each
transaction. Magazine publishers didn’t like Apple’s big share of proﬁts and lack of marketing
information about their readers, and readers didn’t like the high price of buying single issues
through the App Store.13
Although the iPad still reigns supreme in the world of tablets, other touchscreen color
jWXb[ji"b_a[j^[8Whd[iDeXb[Deea9ebeh"j^[7cWpedA_dZb[<_h["j^[=ee]b[D[nki-"WdZ
the Samsung Galaxy Tab, have oﬀered competition in the expanding market. Moreover, Google
debuted OnePass, its alternative payment system that would take only a 10-percent cut of the
sale price and share subscriber information with the publisher. By the summer of 2011, Apple
recognized that it had to adjust its rules, and began oﬀering publishers some subscriber information and allowing publishers to sell subscriptions. Other models, such as the Next
Issue Media app, oﬀer more than forty titles for a subscription fee of $9.99 to $14.99 a
month—a plan like Netﬂix, but for magazines.

Major Magazine Chains
In terms of ownership, the commercial magazine industry most closely resembles the
cable television business, which patterned its specialized channels on the consumer
magazine market. Also, as in the cable industry, large companies or chains increas_d]boZec_dWj[j^[cW]Wp_d[Xki_d[iii[[<_]kh[/$'$;l[dj^ek]^WXekji[l[d
hundred to one thousand new commercial magazine titles appear each year—many
of them independently owned—it is a struggle to survive in the competitive magazine
marketplace.
Time Warner’s magazine subsidiary, Time Inc., is the largest magazine chain
(by circulation) in the United States with twenty-one major titles, including Time,
People, and InStyle. (See “What Time Warner Owns” on page 339.) Although crossdivision synergies are not as highly evolved at Time Warner as they are, for example,
at Disney, Time Warner has been particularly successful at promoting subsidiary
Yedj[djj^hek]^_jicW]Wp_d[i$<eh[nWcfb["J_c[MWhd[hWdZ98I`e_d[Z_dW
fourteen-year pact for the exclusive U.S. television, Internet, and wireless rights to the
NCAA’s Division I men’s basketball tournament, which Time Warner covers in detail
through its Sports Illustrated franchise.
Bed]W\ehY[_dkfiYWb[Yedikc[hcW]Wp_d[i"9edZDWij_iWZ_l_i_ede\7ZlWdY[
FkXb_YWj_edi"m^_Y^ef[hWj[ij^[D[m^eki[d[mifWf[hY^W_d$J^[9edZDWij]hekf
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In Billions of Dollars
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Consider how Time
Warner connects to your
life; then turn the page
for the bigger picture.
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Time Advance Hearst Meredith Wenner
Reed
RDA
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American Rodale
Warner
Media Elsevier Holding Interlink
Media
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FIGURE 9.1
REVENUE GROWTH OF TOP MAGAZINE COMPANIES, 2008–2010
Note: Estimates provided by Advertising Age, Data Center, December 2011. Numbers represent revenues of the companies’ publishing
divisions.
Source: Pew Research Center, Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2012 State of the News Media.

controls several key magazines, including Vanity Fair, GQ, and Vogue. Advance Publications also
owns Parade magazine, the popular Sunday newspaper supplement that goes to thirty-three
million homes each week. (Since Parade comes with newspaper subscriptions, it is not counted
among most oﬃcial magazine tallies.)
Other important commercial players include Rodale, a family-owned company that
publishes health and wellness titles like Prevention and Men’s Health, and the Meredith
Corporation, which specializes in women’s and home-related magazines. The Hearst
Corporation, the leading magazine (and newspaper) chain early in the twentieth century,
still remains a formidable publisher with titles like Cosmopolitan, Esquire, Elle, and O: The
Oprah Winfrey Magazine.
In addition, a number of American magazines have carved out market niches worldwide. Reader’s Digest, Cosmopolitan, National Geographic, and Time, for example, all
produce international editions in several languages. In general, though, most American
magazines are local, regional, or specialized and therefore less exportable than movies
and television. Of the twenty thousand titles, only about two hundred magazines from
the United States circulate routinely in the world market. Such magazines, however, like
[nfehj[Z7c[h_YWdJLi^emiWdZ\_bci"fbWoWa[oheb[_dZ[j[hc_d_d]j^[beeae\]beXWb
culture.
Many major publishers, including Hearst, Meredith, Time, and Rodale, also generate
additional revenue through custom publishing divisions, producing limited-distribution
publications, sometimes called magalogs, which combine glossy magazine style with the
sales pitch of retail catalogues. Magalogs are often used to market goods or services to
Ykijec[hieh[cfbeo[[i$<eh[nWcfb["HeZWb[fheZkY[ij^[X_WddkWbWhole Foods Market
MagazinecW]Wbe]"m^_Y^bWkdY^[Z_d(&'("WdZJ_c[fheZkY[ij^[gkWhj[hbomyFord,
distributed by the automobile company to buyers of its vehicles and also available digitally
via the iTunes App Store.
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Turn page for more

WHAT DOES
THIS MEAN?
Time Warner practices
synergy: Its movies
provide content for its
cable channels, while
its magazines can both
promote and provide
content for its cable
and movie companies.
q2011 Revenue. 28.9
billion.1 Time Warner is
the third largest media
company in the world.
q Magazine Leader. Time Inc.
is the largest U.S. magazine
publisher based on revenues,
engaging over 138 million
adults in print, online, and via
mobile devices each month.2
q Magazine Advertising.
Time Inc. earns 21 percent
of all magazine advertising
dollars.3
q Magazine Sales. More
than one hundred Time Inc.
titles are sold in the United
States every minute.4
q Franchises. The Sports
Illustrated annual swimsuit
issue, which now includes
videos, calendars, an iPhone
app, and a Web site, is
among the most profitable
of any single magazinebranded franchise. The
Harry Potter franchise has
earned $7.6 billion to date.5
q Television. Warner Bros.
Television Group produced
more than 50 television
series for the 2011–12
season, and then promoted
these shows heavily
throughout their magazine
holdings, and has been the
largest provider of primetime
broadcast TV programming
for 20 of the past 25 years6
q Cable Power. HBO and
Cinemax branded networks
are available in over 60
countries throughout Latin
America, Central Europe,
Asia, and South Asia.7
q Movies. Time Warner has
produced 6,650 feature
films, 50,000 television
titles, and 14,000 animated
titles (including over 1,500
classic animated shorts).8

Alternative Voices
Only eighty-four of the twenty thousand American magazines have circulations that top a million, so most alternative magazines struggle to satisfy small but loyal groups of readers. At any
given time, there are over two thousand alternative magazines in circulation, with many failing
and others starting up every month.
Alternative magazines have historically deﬁned themselves in terms of politics—
published either by the Left (the Progressive, In These Times, the Nation) or the Right (the
National Review, American Spectator, Insight). However, what constitutes an alternative
magazine has broadened over time to include just about any publication considered
“outside the mainstream,” ranging from environmental magazines to alternative lifestyle
magazines to punk-zines—the magazine world’s answer to punk rock. (Zines, pronounced
“zeens,” is a term used to describe self-published magazines.) Utne Reader, widely regarded
as “the Reader’s Digest of alternative magazines,” has deﬁned alternative as any sort of
»j^_da_d]j^WjZe[id¾jh[_dl[djj^[ijWjkigke"j^WjXheWZ[di_iik[ioekc_]^ji[[edJLeh
in the daily paper.”
EYYWi_edWbbo"Wbj[hdWj_l[cW]Wp_d[i^Wl[X[Yec[cWh]_dWbbocW_dijh[Wc$<eh[nWcfb["Zkh_d]j^[Yedi[hlWj_l[H[W]Wd[hW_dj^['/.&i"M_bb_Wc<$8kYab[o¾iNational Review
saw its circulation swell to more than 100,000—enormous by alternative standards. By
2012, the magazine continued to be the leading conservative publication, with a circulation of 150,000. On the Left, Mother Jones (named after labor organizer Mary Harris Jones),
which champions muckraking and investigative journalism, had a circulation of 240,000
in 2012.
Most alternative magazines, however, are content to swim outside the mainstream.
These are the small magazines that typically include diverse political, cultural, religious,
international, and environmental subject matter, such as Against the Current, BadAzz MoFo,
Buddhadharma, Home Education Magazine, Jewish Currents, Small Farmer’s Journal, and
Humor Times.

Magazines in a Democratic
Society
Like other mass media, magazines are a major part of the cluttered media landscape. To keep
pace, the magazine industry has become fast-paced and high-risk. Of the seven hundred to one
thousand new magazines that start up each year, fewer than two hundred will survive longer
than a year.
As an industry, magazine publishing—like advertising and public relations—has played
a central role in transforming the United States from a producer society to a consumer
society. Since the 1950s, though, individual magazines have not had the powerful national
voice they once possessed, uniting separate communities around important issues such
as abolition and suﬀrage. Today, with so many specialized magazines appealing to distinct
groups of consumers, magazines play a much-diminished role in creating a sense of national
identity.
Contemporary commercial magazines provide essential information about politics,
society, and culture, thus helping us think about ourselves as participants in a democracy.
Unfortunately, however, these magazines have often identiﬁed their readers as consumers
ﬁrst and citizens second. With magazines growing increasingly dependent on advertising,
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CHAPTER
REVIEW
COMMON THREADS
One of the Common Threads discussed in Chapter 1 is about the commercial nature of the mass media. The magazine industry is an unusual example of this. Big media corporations control some of the most popular magazines,
and commercialism runs deep in many consumer magazines. At the same time, magazines are one of the most democratic mass media. How can that be?
There are more than twenty thousand magazine titles in the
United States. But the largest and most profitable magazines are typically owned by some of the biggest media corporations. Time Warner, for example, counts People, Time,
Sports Illustrated, InStyle, FORTUNE, Southern Living,
and Real Simple among its holdings. Even niche magazines
that seem small are often controlled by chains. Supermarket tabloids like Star and the National Enquirer are owned
by Florida-based American Media, which also publishes
Shape, Muscle & Fitness, Men’s Fitness, Fit Pregnancy,
and Flex.
High-revenue magazines, especially those focusing on
fashion, fitness, and lifestyle, can also shamelessly break
down the firewall between the editorial and business departments. “Fluff” story copy serves as a promotional background for cosmetic, clothing, and gadget advertisements.
Many titles in the new generation of online and tablet magazines further break down that firewall—with a single click
on a story or image, readers are linked to an e-commerce
site where they can purchase the item they clicked on.

Digital retouching makes every model and celebrity thinner
or more muscular, and always blemish-free. This altered
view of their “perfection” becomes our ever-hopeful aspiration, spurring us to purchase the advertised products.
Yet the huge number of magazine titles—more than the
number of radio stations, TV stations, cable networks, or
yearly Hollywood releases—means that magazines span a
huge range of activities and thought. Each magazine sustains a community—although some may think of readers
more as consumers, while others view them as citizens—
and several hundred new launches each year bring new
voices to the marketplace and search for their own community to serve.
So there is the glitzy, commercial world of the big
magazine industry with Time’s Person of the Year, the latest
Cosmo girl, and the band on the cover of Rolling Stone.
But many smaller magazines—like the Georgia Review,
Edutopia, and E–The Environmental Magazine—account
for the majority of magazine titles and the broad, democratic spectrum of communities that are their readers.

KEY TERMS
The definitions for the terms listed below can be found in the glossary at the end of the book.
The page numbers listed with the terms indicate where the term is highlighted in the chapter.
magazine, 316
muckrakers, 321
general-interest magazines, 322
photojournalism, 322
pass-along readership, 323
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Webzines, 329
supermarket tabloids, 335
desktop publishing, 336
regional editions, 337
split-run editions, 337

demographic editions, 337
evergreen subscriptions, 338
magalogs, 339
zines, 340

For review quizzes, chapter summaries, links
to media-related Web sites, and more, go to
bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
The Early History of Magazines
1. Why did magazines develop later than newspapers in
the American colonies?

10. What are the differences between regional and
demographic editions?

2. Why did most of the earliest magazines have so much
trouble staying financially solvent?

11. What are the most useful ways to categorize the
magazine industry? Why?

3. How did magazines become national in scope?

The Organization and Economics of Magazines

The Development of Modern American Magazines
4. How did magazines position women in the new
consumer economy at the turn of the twentieth century?
5. What role did magazines play in social reform at the
turn of the twentieth century?
6. When and why did general-interest magazines become
so popular?
7. Why did some of the major general-interest magazines
fail in the twentieth century?
8. What are the advantages of magazines moving to digital formats?

The Domination of Specialization
9. What triggered the move toward magazine
specialization?

12. What are the four main departments at a typical consumer magazine?
13. How do digital editions of magazines change the
format of magazine advertising?
14. What are some of the models for digital distribution
of magazines?
15. What are the major magazine chains, and what
is their impact on the mass media industry in
general?

Magazines in a Democratic Society
16. How do magazines serve a democratic society?
17. How does advertising affect what gets published in
the editorial side of magazines?

QUESTIONING THE MEDIA
1. What role did magazines play in America’s political
and social shift from being colonies of Great Britain to
becoming an independent nation?
2. Why is the muckraking spirit—so important in popular
magazines at the turn of the twentieth century—
generally missing from magazines today?

Why do you think this is so? (Use the Internet, LexisNexis, or the library to compare your list with Project
Censored, an annual list of the year’s most underreported stories.)

3. If you were the marketing director of your favorite
magazine, how would you increase circulation through
the use of digital editions?

5. Discuss whether your favorite magazines define
you primarily as a consumer or as a citizen. Do you
think magazines have a responsibility to educate
their readers as both? What can they do to promote
responsible citizenship?

4. Think of stories, ideas, and images (illustrations and
photos) that did not appear in mainstream magazines.

6. Do you think touchscreen tablet editions will be a
successful format for magazines? Why or why not?

ADDITIONAL VIDEOS
Visit the VideoCentral: Mass Communication section at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture
for additional exclusive videos related to the issues discussed in Chapter 9.
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In the 1990s, just as many independent
booksellers were lamenting the rise of huge book
superstores with espresso cafés and cushy chairs,
an Internet start-up in Seattle called Amazon
.com started selling books online. For years after
its 1995 debut, Amazon didn’t turn a proﬁt, but
its book sales grew steadily as it offered more
books than even the superstores could hold and
often undercut them on price. Subsequently,
Amazon became responsible for about one-ﬁfth
of all consumer book sales, and the superstores
that were once blamed for the wane of independent bookstores were also on the decline.
Amazon changed the industry again in 2007
with the Kindle, the ﬁrst portable and lightweight e-book reader that let readers download
electronic books (e-books) wirelessly from the
Amazon bookstore. E-books, though they had
been around for some time, were not particularly popular or viable until the Kindle, and other
e-readers like it, caught on. Back in 1992, the
Boston Globe wrote about “electronic books
coming to a screen near you.” These early e-books
required electronic reader devices costing more
than $1,000, and the books, on 3.5-inch computer disks (remember those?), could be
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purchased by mail “at prices as low as
$30 apiece.”1
To encourage adoption of the Kindle,
Amazon sold new e-books for just $9.99,
much less than the $26 it might cost for
a new hardcover book at a superstore (or
even the $15–$16 discount Amazon price
for the same hardcover title). However,
publishers argued that the low price point
and ﬂat pricing would be unsustainable as
a business model and would diminish the
value of books in the eyes of consumers.
As publishing moves toward e-books,
which don’t need to be printed and bound,
the question becomes: How much should
a book cost to account for the reduction
in production costs yet still compensate
authors and publishers fairly?
With the arrival of the iPad in 2010, most
major publishers opted to sell e-books
with an “agency” pricing system in which
publishers would set the prices for
e-books (initially in the $12.99–$14.99
range). As agents for the publishers,
e-book retailers like Amazon, Apple, and
others would keep 30 percent of the book
revenue as their sales agent commission,
while the publishers would get 70 percent.
This split is similar to the division of music
sales revenue between recording companies and Apple’s iTunes store. Apple
preferred the agency pricing system, and
Amazon reluctantly went along.
The pricing model has been controversial.
On one hand, the agency model enabled
Apple and Barnes & Noble to compete
with Amazon on e-book sales, since the
publishers set the prices, not Amazon.
With Amazon’s price-slashing reined
in, Apple, Barnes & Noble, and other
companies could compete in offering
e-books on their own tablet devices. On
the other hand, the U.S. Department of
Justice ﬁled a lawsuit in 2011 charging
that Apple and the major publishers had
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“worked together to eliminate competition among stores selling e-books, ultimately increasing prices for consumers.”2
In 2012, a federal judge agreed with the
Justice Department that retailers, not
publishers, should set e-book pricing.
The growing popularity of e-books
(Amazon now sells more e-books than
print books)3 presents signiﬁcant questions for the future of books and the book
industry. Certainly, our understanding
of what a book is—ink and paper—has
morphed. In addition to the question of
price, there are questions about the role
of the publisher. As authors make deals
directly with companies like Amazon to
release e-books online, what will be the
fate of publishers that perform the tasks
of discovering authors and developing the
books we read? And ﬁnally, our idea of a
bookstore keeps changing. If most books
are sold online, what becomes of brickand-mortar bookstores, where people
browse, meet, and talk about books? Of
course, Amazon has competitors in selling
e-books, including Apple, Google, and
Barnes & Noble, all of which offer more
than a million titles that can be read on tablets, smartphones, or computer screens.
The future will still have authors and readers,
but the business that brings the two
together is undergoing enormous change.

“We had high hopes that
[e-books outselling print
books] would happen
eventually, but we never
imagined it would happen
this quickly.”
JEFF BEZOS, AMAZON
CHIEF EXECUTIVE, 2011

IN THE 1950s AND 1960s, cultural forecasters thought that the popularity of television
might spell the demise of a healthy book industry, just as they thought television would replace
the movie, sound recording, radio, newspaper, and magazine industries. Obviously, this did not
happen. In 1950, more than 11,000 new book titles were introduced, and by 2011 publishers were
producing over fifteen times that number—more than 177,000 titles per year (see Table 10.1,
p. 352). Despite the absorption of small publishing houses by big media corporations, thousands
of different publishers—mostly small independents—issue at least one title a year in the United
States alone.
Our oldest mass medium is also still our most influential and diverse one. The portability
and compactness of books make them the preferred medium in many situations (e.g., relaxing
at the beach, resting in bed, traveling on buses or commuter trains), and books are still the main
repository of history and everyday experience, passing along stories, knowledge, and wisdom
from generation to generation.
In this chapter, we consider the long and significant relationship between books and culture.
We will:
 JhWY[j^[^_ijehoe\Xeeai"\hec;]ofj_WdfWfohkijeZemdbeWZWXb[[#Xeeai
 ;nWc_d[j^[Z[l[befc[dje\j^[fh_dj_d]fh[iiWdZ_dl[ij_]Wj[j^[h_i[e\j^[Xeea_dZki#
jho\hec[WhbofkXb_i^[hi_d;khef[WdZYebed_Wb7c[h_YWjej^[Z[l[befc[dje\fkXb_i^_d]
houses in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
 H[l_[mj^[lWh_ekijof[ie\XeeaiWdZ[nfbeh[h[Y[djjh[dZi_dj^[_dZkijhoº_dYbkZ_d]
audio books, the convergence of books onto online platforms, and book digitization
 9edi_Z[hj^[[Yedec_Y\ehY[i\WY_d]j^[Xeea_dZkijhoWiWm^eb["\hecj^[]hemj^e\
bookstore chains to pricing struggles in the digital age
 ;nfbeh[^emXeeaifbWoWf_lejWbheb[_dekhYkbjkh[Xo_d\bk[dY_d][l[hoj^_d]\hec[ZkYW#
tional curricula to popular movies

“A conservative
reckoning of the
number of books
ever published is
thirty-two million;
Google believes
that there could
be as many as a
hundred million.”
NEW YORKER, 2007

“A good book is the
best of friends, the
same today and
forever.”
MARTIN FARQUHAR
TUPPER, PROVERBIAL
PHILOSOPHY, 1838

7ioekh[WZj^hek]^j^_iY^Wfj[h"j^_daWXekjj^[f_lejWbheb[Xeeai^Wl[fbWo[Z_doekh
own life. What are your earliest recollections of reading? Is there a specific book that consider#
ably impacted the way you think? How do you discover new books? Do you envision yourself
reading more books on a phone or tablet in the future? Or do you prefer holding a paper copy
and leafing through the pages? For more questions to help you understand the role of books in
ekhb_l[i"i[[»Gk[ij_ed_d]j^[C[Z_W¼_dj^[9^Wfj[hH[l_[m$

Past-Present-Future: Books
7ij^[ebZ[ijcWiic[Z_kc"Xeeai^Wl[W^_ijehoj^Wj
stretches back more than four thousand years. There have
been improvements along the way—movable type, the
printing press, and the emergence of a publishing industry
are important milestones. But, amazingly, over the most
recent several hundred years, not much has changed in the
structure of the book industry or in books themselves until
7cWped"7ffb["WdZj^[Z_]_jWbjkhd$
The publishing industry is now in foreign territory, nego#
j_Wj_d]m_j^d[mfWhjd[hib_a[7ffb[WdZ7cWped"dWl_]Wj_d]
the issue of pricing and what consumers think a digital book
_imehj^"WZ`kij_d]jej^[]hemj^e\i[b\#fkXb_i^_d]WdZj^[
diminishing role of editorial gatekeepers, and considering
^emjefh[i[hl[j^[heb[e\Xh_Ya#WdZ#cehjWhWdZ_dZ[#
pendent booksellers. For centuries, books have changed

the course of culture by popularizing ideas about religion,
economics, politics, ethics, science, philosophy, psychology,
and human relationships. Now, the transformation of books
WdZj^[fkXb_i^_d]_dZkijho_iY^Wd]_d]ekhXeea#XekdZ_d#
stitutions—including bookstores, libraries, and schools—and
our reading habits. Books in the digital era are both more
and less personal: we are less likely to have a physical book
je^ebZ"Xkjm[YWd[Wi_boi[b\#fkXb_i^XeeaiWXekjekhemd
thoughts and adventures.
The publishing industry’s alliance with major digital
YehfehWj_edib_a[7ffb["7cWped"=ee]b["WdZC_Yheie\j
is cautious. Publishing needs to adapt to customer prefer#
ences, and making books digital and easier to distribute
through these corporations is a good thing. But publishers
are also mindful that books are just another product for
digital corporations to sell (like music, movies, or garden
tools)—and another product to promote the adoption of the
corporations’ own digital devices.
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BOOKS

The Innovations of Block Printing
and Movable Type

ILLUMINATED
MANUSCRIPTS were
handwritten by scribes and
illustrated with colorful
and decorative images and
designs.

“For books, issuing
from those primal
founts of heresy
and rebellion, the
printing presses
have done more to
shape the course of
human affairs than
any other product
of the human mind
because they are
the carriers of
ideas and it is ideas
that change the
world.”
JOHN TEBBEL,
A HISTORY OF BOOK
PUBLISHING IN THE
UNITED STATES, 1972

M^_b[j^[mehae\j^[iYh_X[i_dj^[C_ZZb[7][ib[ZjeWZlWdY[i_dmh_jj[d
language and the design of books, it did not lead to the mass proliferation of
books, simply because each manuscript had to be painstakingly created one
YefoWjWj_c[$JecWa[c[Y^Wd_YWbbofheZkY[ZYef_[ie\fW][i"9^_d[i[
printers developed block printing—a technique in which sheets of paper were
Wffb_[ZjeXbeYaie\_da[ZmeeZm_j^hW_i[Zikh\WY[iZ[f_Yj_d]^WdZ#YWhl[Z
letters and illustrations—as early as the third century. This constituted the
basic technique used in printing newspapers, magazines, and books through#
ekjckY^e\ceZ[hd^_ijeho$7bj^ek]^^WdZYWhl_d][WY^XbeYa"eh»fW]["¼
was time consuming, this printing breakthrough enabled multiple copies to
be printed and then bound together. The oldest dated printed book still in
[n_ij[dY[_i9^_dW¾iDiamond SutraXoMWd]9^_[^"\hec.,.C.E. It consists of
seven sheets pasted together and rolled up in a scroll. In 1295, explorer Marco
Febe_djheZkY[Zj^[i[j[Y^d_gk[ije;khef[W\j[h^_i[nYkhi_edje9^_dW$J^[
\_hijXbeYa#fh_dj[ZXeeaiWff[Wh[Z_d;khef[Zkh_d]j^['*&&i"WdZZ[cWdZ
\ehj^[cX[]Wdje]hemWced]j^[b_j[hWj[c_ZZb[#YbWiifefkbWY[[c[h]_d]_d
bWh][;khef[WdY_j_[i$
The next step in printing was the radical development of movable type,
Æhij_dl[dj[Z_d9^_dWWhekdZj^[o[Wh'&&&$CelWXb[jof[\[Wjkh[Z_dZ_l_ZkWb
Y^WhWYj[hicWZ[\hech[kiWXb[f_[Y[ie\meeZehc[jWb"hWj^[hj^Wd[dj_h[^WdZ#YWhl[ZfW][i$
Printers arranged the characters into various word combinations, greatly speeding up the time
it took to create block pages. This process, also used in Korea as early as the thirteenth century,
Z[l[bef[Z_dZ[f[dZ[djbo_d;khef[_dj^['*&&i$

The Gutenberg Revolution: The Invention
of the Printing Press
7]h[Wjb[Wf\ehmWhZ_dfh_dj_d]mWiZ[l[bef[ZXo@e^Wdd[i=kj[dX[h]$?d=[hcWdo"X[jm[[d
'*+)WdZ'*+,"=kj[dX[h]ki[Zj^[fh_dY_fb[ie\celWXb[jof[jeZ[l[befWc[Y^Wd_YWbprinting press"m^_Y^^[WZWfj[Z\hecj^[Z[i_]de\m_d[fh[ii[i$=kj[dX[h]¾iijW\\e\fh_dj[hi
fheZkY[Zj^[\_hijie#YWbb[ZceZ[hdXeeai"_dYbkZ_d]jme^kdZh[ZYef_[ie\WBWj_d8_Xb["
jm[djo#ed[Yef_[ie\m^_Y^ij_bb[n_ij$J^[=kj[dX[h]8_Xb[Wi_j¾idemademdh[gk_h[Zi_n
fh[ii[i"cWdofh_dj[hi"WdZi[l[hWbcedj^ijefheZkY[$?jmWifh_dj[ZedW\_d[YWb\ia_d#XWi[Z
parchment called vellum$J^[fW][im[h[^WdZ#Z[YehWj[Z"WdZj^[ki[e\meeZYkjicWZ[_bbki#
jhWj_edifeii_Xb[$=kj[dX[h]WdZ^_ifh_dj_d]Wii_ijWdji^WZdejedbo\ekdZWmWojecWa[Xeeai
a mass medium but also formed the prototype for all mass production.
Fh_dj_d]fh[ii[iifh[WZhWf_ZboWYheii;khef[_dj^[bWj['*&&iWdZ[Whbo'+&&i$9^WkY[h¾i
Canterbury TalesX[YWc[j^[Æhij;d]b_i^mehajeX[fh_dj[Z_dXeea\ehc$CWdo[WhboXeeai
were large, elaborate, and expensive, taking months to illustrate and publish. They were usually
purchased by aristocrats, royal families, religious leaders, and ruling politicians. Printers, how#
ever, gradually reduced the size of books and developed less expensive grades of paper, making
books cheaper so more people could aﬀord them.
The social and cultural transformations ushered in by the spread of printing presses and
XeeaiYWddejX[el[h[ij_cWj[Z$7i^_ijeh_Wd;b_pWX[j^;_i[dij[_d^Widej[Z"m^[df[efb[YekbZ
learn for themselves by using maps, dictionaries, Bibles, and the writings of others, they could
diﬀerentiate themselves as individuals; their social identities were no longer solely dependent
on what their leaders told them or on the habits of their families, communities, or social class.
The technology of printing presses permitted information and knowledge to spread outside
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beYWb`kh_iZ_Yj_edi$=hWZkWbbo"_dZ_l_ZkWbi^WZWYY[iije_Z[Wi
far beyond their isolated experiences, and this permitted them
to challenge the traditional wisdom and customs of their tribes
and leaders.*

The Birth of Publishing
in the United States
?dYebed_Wb7c[h_YW";d]b_i^beYaic_j^Ij[f^[d:Wo[i[jkf
Wfh_dji^ef_dj^[bWj[',)&i_d9WcXh_Z]["CWiiWY^ki[jji$
?d',*&":Wo[WdZ^_iiedCWjj^[mfh_dj[Zj^[\_hijYebed_Wb
book, The Whole Booke of Psalms (known today as The Bay
Psalm Book), marking the beginning of book publishing in the
colonies. This collection of biblical psalms quickly sold out its
first printing of 1,750 copies, even though fewer than 3,500
\Wc_b_[ib_l[Z_dj^[Yebed_[iWjj^[j_c[$8oj^[c_Z#'-,&i"Wbb
thirteen colonies had printing shops.
?d'-**"8[d`Wc_d<hWdab_d"m^e^WZmeha[Z_dfh_dj#
_d]i^efi"_cfehj[ZIWck[bH_Y^WhZied¾iPamela; or, Virtue
Rewarded '-*&\hec8h_jW_d"j^[Æhijdel[bh[fh_dj[ZWdZ
iebZ_dYebed_Wb7c[h_YW$8ej^PamelaWdZH_Y^WhZied¾i
second novel, Clarissa; or, The History of a Young Lady'-*-"
connected with the newly emerging and literate middle
classes, especially with women, who were just starting to
gain a social identity as individuals apart from their fathers,
^kiXWdZi"WdZ[cfbeo[hi$H_Y^WhZied¾idel[bifehjhWo[Z
women in subordinate roles; however, they also depicted
women triumphing over tragedy, so he is credited as one of
the ﬁrst popular writers to take the domestic life of women
seriously.
8oj^[[Whbo'.&&i"j^[Z[cWdZ\ehXeeaimWi]hem#
_d]$Jec[[jj^_iZ[cWdZ"j^[Yeije\fheZkY_d]Xeeaid[[Z[ZjeX[h[ZkY[Z$8oj^['.)&i"
cWY^_d[#cWZ[fWf[hh[fbWY[Zceh[[nf[di_l[^WdZcWZ[lWh_[j_[i"Ybej^Yel[hiikffbWdj[Z
more expensive leather ones, and paperback books with cheaper paper covers (introduced
\hec;khef[^[bf[ZjecWa[Xeeaiceh[WYY[ii_Xb[jej^[cWii[i$<khj^[hh[ZkY_d]j^[Yeij
e\Xeeai";hWijkiWdZ?hm_d8[WZb[_djheZkY[ZfWf[hXWYadime novels (so called because they
iebZ\ehÆl[ehj[dY[dji_d'.,&$7ddIj[f^[diWkj^eh[Zj^[ÆhijZ_c[del[b"Malaeska: The
Indian Wife of the White Hunter"Wh[fh_dje\Wi[h_Wb_p[ZijehoIj[f^[dimhej[_d'.)/\eh
the Ladies’ Companion magazine.58o'.-&"Z_c[del[bi^WZiebZi[l[dc_bb_edYef_[i$
8o'..+"ed[#j^_hZe\WbbXeeaifkXb_i^[Z_dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[im[h[fefkbWhfWf[hXWYaiWdZ
dime novels, sometimes identiﬁed as pulp fiction"Wh[\[h[dY[jej^[Y^[Wf"cWY^_d[#cWZ[
pulp paper they were printed on.
?dWZZ_j_ed"j^[fh_dj_d]fheY[iiX[YWc[gk_Ya[hWdZceh[c[Y^Wd_p[Z$?dj^['..&i"j^[
introduction of linotype machines enabled printers to save time by setting type mechanically
ki_d]Wjof[mh_j[h#ijob[a[oXeWhZ"m^_b[j^[_djheZkYj_ede\ij[Wc#fem[h[ZWdZ^_]^#if[[Z
rotary presses permitted the production of more books at lower costs. In the early 1900s, the
development of offset lithography allowed books to be printed from photographic plates
rather than from metal casts, greatly reducing the cost of color and illustrations and accelerat#
ing book production. With these developments, books disseminated further, preserving culture
and knowledge and supporting a vibrant publishing industry.

PULP FICTION
The weekly paperback
series Tip Top Weekly, which
was published between
1896 and 1912, featured
stories of the most popular
dime novel hero of the day,
the ﬁctional Yale football
star and heroic adventurer
Frank Merriwell. This issue,
from 1901, follows Frank’s
exploits in the wilds of the
Florida Everglades.
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TABLE 10.1
ANNUAL NUMBERS
OF NEW BOOK TITLES
PUBLISHED, SELECTED
YEARS
Sources: Figures through 1945
from John Tebbel, A History of
Book Publishing in the United
States, 4 vols. (New York: R. R.
Bowker, 1972–81); ﬁgures after
1945 from various editions of
The Bowker Annual Library and
Book Trade Almanac (Information
Today, Inc.) and Bowker press
releases.
*Changes in the Almanac’s
methodology in 1997 and for
years 2004–07 resulted in additional publications being assigned
ISBNs and included in their
count.
**Projected by The Library and
Book Trade Almanac.

Year

Number of Titles

1778

461

1798

1,808

1880

2,076

1890

4,559

1900

6,356

1910
1919
1930
1935
1940
1945

13,470 (peak until after World War II)
5,714 (low point as a result of World War I)
10,027
8,766 (Great Depression)
11,328
6,548 (World War II)

1950

11,022

1960

15,012

1970

36,071

1980

42,377

1990

46,473

1996*

68,175

2001

114,487

2004

164,020

2007*

190,502

2011**

177,126

Modern Publishing and
the Book Industry
J^hek]^ekjj^['.&&i"j^[hWf_Zifh[WZe\ademb[Z][WdZb_j[hWYoWim[bbWij^[?dZkijh_Wb
H[lebkj_edifkhh[Zj^[[c[h][dY[e\j^[c_ZZb[YbWii$?jiZ[cWdZ\ehXeeaifhecej[Zj^[
development of the publishing industry, which capitalized on increased literacy and widespread
compulsory education. Many early publishers were mostly interested in finding quality authors
and publishing books of importance. But with the growth of advertising and the rise of a market
economy in the latter half of the nineteenth century, publishing gradually became more com#
petitive and more concerned with sales.

The Formation of Publishing Houses
J^[ceZ[hdXeea_dZkijhoZ[l[bef[Z]hWZkWbbo_dj^['.&&im_j^j^[\ehcWj_ede\j^[[Whbo
“prestigious” publishing houses: companies that tried to identify and produce the works of
good writers.,7ced]j^[ebZ[ij7c[h_YWd^eki[i[ijWXb_i^[ZWjj^[j_c[WbbWh[demfWhje\
cW`ehc[Z_WYed]bec[hWj[im[h[@$8$B_ff_dYejj'-/(1>Whf[h8hei$'.'-"m^_Y^X[YWc[
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>Whf[hHem_d'/,(WdZ>Whf[h9ebb_di_d'//&1>ek]^jedC_\\b_d'.)(1
B_jjb["8hemd'.)-1=$F$FkjdWc'.).1IYh_Xd[h¾i'.*(1;$F$:kjjed
'.+(1HWdZCYDWbbo'.+,1WdZCWYc_bbWd'.,/$
8[jm[[d'..&WdZ'/(&"Wij^[Y[dj[he\ieY_WbWdZ[Yedec_Yb_\[
shifted from rural farm production to an industrialized urban culture, the
Z[cWdZ\ehXeeai]h[m$J^[Xeea_dZkijhoWbie^[bf[ZWii_c_bWj[;khef[Wd
_cc_]hWdjijej^[;d]b_i^bWd]kW][WdZ7c[h_YWdYkbjkh[$?d\WYj"'/'&
cWha[ZWf[Wao[Wh_dj^[dkcX[he\d[mj_jb[ifheZkY[Z0')"*-&"Wh[YehZ
that would not be challenged until the 1950s. These changes marked the
emergence of the next wave of publishing houses as entrepreneurs began
to better understand the marketing potential of books. These houses
_dYbkZ[Z:ekXb[ZWoCY9bkh[9ecfWdo'./-"J^[CY=hWm#>_bb8eea
9ecfWdo'/&/"Fh[dj_Y[#>Wbb'/')"7b\h[Z7$Adef\'/'+"I_ced
IY^kij[h'/(*"WdZHWdZec>eki['/(+$
Despite the growth of the industry in the early twentieth century,
book publishing sputtered from 1910 into the 1950s as proﬁts were
WZl[hi[boWè[Yj[ZXoj^[jmemehbZmWhiWdZj^[=h[Wj:[fh[ii_ed$HWZ_e
and magazines fared better because they were generally less expensive and
could more immediately cover topical issues during times of crisis. But after
World War II, the book publishing industry bounced back.

Types of Books
The divisions of the modern book industry come from economic and struc#
tural categories developed both by publishers and by trade organizations
ikY^Wij^[7iieY_Wj_ede\7c[h_YWdFkXb_i^[hi77F"j^[8eea?dZkijhoIjkZo=hekf8?I="
WdZj^[7c[h_YWd8eeai[bb[hi7iieY_Wj_ed787$J^[YWj[]eh_[ie\XeeafkXb_i^_d]j^Wj[n_ij
today include trade books (both adult and juvenile), professional books, elementary through
^_]^iY^eebe\j[dYWbb[Z»[b#^_¼WdZYebb[][j[njXeeai"cWiicWha[jfWf[hXWYai"h[b_]_eki
books, reference books, and university press books. (For sales figures for the book types, see
Figure 10.1.)

Trade Books
One of the most lucrative parts of the industry, trade books include hardbound and paperback
books aimed at general readers and sold at commercial retail outlets. The industry distinguishes
Wced]WZkbjjhWZ["`kl[d_b[jhWZ["WdZYec_YiWdZ]hWf^_Ydel[bi$7ZkbjjhWZ[Xeeai_dYbkZ[
hardbound and paperback fiction; current nonfiction and biographies; literary classics; books
ed^eXX_[i"Whj"WdZjhWl[b1fefkbWhiY_[dY["j[Y^debe]o"WdZYecfkj[hfkXb_YWj_edi1i[b\#^[bf
books; and cookbooks. (Betty Crocker’s Cookbook, first published in 1950, has sold more than
jm[djo#jmec_bb_ed^WhZYel[hYef_[i$
@kl[d_b[XeeaYWj[]eh_[ihWd][\hecfh[iY^eebf_Yjkh[Xeeaijeoekd]#WZkbjehoekd]#
h[WZ[hXeeai"ikY^Wi:h$I[kiiXeeai"j^[B[cedoId_Ya[ji[h_[i"j^[<[WhIjh[[ji[h_[i"
and the Harry Potter series. In fact, the Harry Potter series alone provided an enormous boost
jej^[_dZkijho"^[bf_d]Yh[Wj[h[YehZ#Xh[Wa_d]Æhij#fh[iihkdi0'&$.c_bb_ed\ehHarry Potter
and the Half-Blood Prince (2005) and 12 million for the ﬁnal book in the series, Harry Potter and
the Deathly Hallows (2007).
Since 2003, the book industry has also been tracking sales of comics and graphic novels
bed]#\ehcijeh_[im_j^\hWc[#Xo#\hWc[ZhWm_d]iWdZZ_Wbe]k["XekdZb_a[Xeeai$7im_j^
j^[i_c_bWh@WfWd[i[manga books, graphic novels appeal to both youth and adult, as well as

SCRIBNER’S—known more
for its magazines in the late
1800s than for its books—
became the most prestigious
literary house of the 1920s
and 1930s, publishing
F. Scott Fitzgerald (The
Great Gatsby, 1925) and
Ernest Hemingway (The Sun
Also Rises, 1926).

“He was a genius
at devising ways
to put books into
the hands of the
unbookish.”
EDNA FERBER, WRITER,
COMMENTING ON
NELSON DOUBLEDAY,
PUBLISHER
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Total: $27.9 billion
FIGURE 10.1

Professional
$3.7 billion

ESTIMATED U.S. BOOK
REVENUE, 2010
Source: “Book Stats Publishing
Categories Highlights,” publishers
.org/bookstats/categories. See
also “Industry Sales Rose 3.1%
in 2010; Trade E-Book Sales the
Big Winner,” Publisher’s Weekly,
www.publishersweekly.com
/pw/by-topic/industry-news
/ﬁnancial-reporting/article
/48280-industry-sales-rose-3
-1-in-2010-trade-e-book-sales
-the-big-winner.html.

El-Hi
$5.5 billion

Juvenile
$3.1 billion

College
$4.5 billion

Trade
$13.9 billion

University Press
$191 million

Adult
$8.1 billion
Mass Market Paperback
$1.3 billion

“The great thing
about novels, and
the reason we
still need them—I
think we’ll always
need them—is
you’re converting
unsayable things
into narratives
with their own
dreamlike reality.”
JONATHAN FRANZEN,
NPR: FRESH AIR,
SEPTEMBER 2010

Religious
$1.4 billion

cWb[WdZ\[cWb["h[WZ[hi$M_bb;_id[h¾iA Contract with God'/-._i][d[hWbboYh[Z_j[ZWij^[
ﬁrst graphic novel (and called itself so on its cover). Since that time interest in graphic novels
^Wi]hemd"WdZ_d(&&,j^[_hiWb[iikhfWii[ZYec_YXeeai$=_l[dj^[_hijhed]ijeh_[iWdZ
visual nature, many movies have been inspired by comics and graphic novels, including
X-Men, The Dark Knight, Watchmen, and Captain America. But graphic novels aren’t only
about warriors and superheroes. Maira Kalman’s Principles of UncertaintyWdZHkjkCeZWd¾i
Exit Wounds are both acclaimed graphic novels, but their characters are regular mortals in
h[Wbi[jj_d]i$I[[»9Wi[IjkZoº9ec_Y8eeai07bj[hdWj_l[J^[c[i"XkjIkf[h^[he[iFh[lW_b¼
edfW][i)+,º)+-$

Professional Books
The counterpart to professional trade magazines, professional books target various
occupational groups and are not intended for the general consumer market. This area of
publishing capitalizes on the growth of professional specialization that has characterized
j^[`eXcWha[j"fWhj_YkbWhboi_dY[j^['/,&i$JhWZ_j_edWbbo"j^[_dZkijho^WiikXZ_l_Z[Zfhe#
\[ii_edWbXeeai_djej^[Wh[Wie\bWm"Xki_d[ii"c[Z_Y_d["WdZj[Y^d_YWb#iY_[dj_\_Ymehai"
with books in other professional areas accounting for a very small segment. These books
are sold through mail order, the Internet, or sales representatives knowledgeable about the
subject areas.

Textbooks
The most widely read secular book in U.S. history was The Eclectic Reader"Wd[b[c[djWho#
b[l[bh[WZ_d]j[njXeea\_hijmh_jj[dXoM_bb_Wc>ebc[iCY=k\\[o"WFh[iXoj[h_Wdc_d_ij[hWdZ
Yebb[][fhe\[iieh$<hec'.),je'/(&"ceh[j^Wd'&&c_bb_edYef_[ie\j^_ij[njm[h[iebZ$
Through stories, poems, and illustrations, The Eclectic ReaderjWk]^jd_d[j[[dj^#Y[djkho
schoolchildren to spell and read simultaneously—and to respect the nation’s political and eco#
dec_Yioij[ci$;l[hi_dY[j^[fkXb_YWj_ede\j^[CY=k\\[oh[WZ[hWi_j_ie\j[dd_YadWc[Z"
textbooks have served a nation intent on improving literacy rates and public education.
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Elementary school textbooks found a solid market niche in
the nineteenth century, while college textbooks boomed in
the 1950s when the GI Bill enabled hundreds of thousands
of working- and middle-class men returning from World
War II to attend college. The demand for textbooks further
accelerated in the 1960s as opportunities for women and
minorities expanded. Textbooks are divided into elementary through high school (el-hi) texts, college texts, and
vocational texts.
In about half of the states, local school districts determine which el-hi textbooks are appropriate for their
students. The other half of the states, including Texas and
California, the two largest states, have statewide adoption
policies that decide which texts can be used. If individual
schools choose to use books other than those mandated, they are not reimbursed by the state
for their purchases. Many teachers and publishers have argued that such sweeping authority
undermines the autonomy of individual schools and local school districts, which have varied educational needs and problems. In addition, many have complained that the statewide system in
Texas and California enables these two states to determine the content of all el-hi textbooks sold
in the nation because publishers are forced to appeal to the content demands of these states.
However, the two states do not always agree on what should be covered. In 2010, the Texas
State Board of Education adopted more conservative interpretations of social history in its curriculum, while the California State Board of Education called for more coverage of minorities’
contributions in U.S. history. The disagreement pulled textbook publishers in opposite directions. The solution, which is becoming increasingly easier to implement, involves customizing
electronic textbooks according to state standards.
Unlike el-hi texts, which are subsidized by various states and school districts, college texts
are paid for by individual students (and parents) and are sold primarily through college bookstores. The increasing cost of textbooks, the markup on used books, and the proﬁt margins of
local college bookstores (which in many cases face no on-campus competition) have caused
disputes on most college campuses. A 2010 survey indicated that each college student spent an
annual average of $667 on required course materials, which include textbooks and supplies.7
(See Figure 10.2.)

FIGURE 10.2

1.0¢

75.9¢

Freight Expense
The cost of getting books
from the publisher’s
warehouse or bindery to
the college store. Part of
cost of goods sold paid to
freight company.

Textbook Wholesale Cost
Publisher’s paper, printing,
editorial, general and
administrative costs;
marketing costs and
publisher’s income.
Also includes author
income.
College Store Personnel
Store employee salaries and
beneﬁts to handle ordering,
receiving, pricing, shelving,
cashiers, customer service,
refund desk, and sending extra
textbooks back to the publisher.

11.1¢

6.3¢
Pre-Tax*

College Store Income
*Note: The amount of federal, state and/or local tax, and
therefore the amount and use of any after-tax proﬁt, is
determined by the store’s ownership, and usually depends
on whether the college store is owned by an institution of
higher education, a contract management company, a
cooperative, a foundation, or by private individuals.

WHEN THE TEXAS STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION
voted to take its social
studies curriculum in
a more conservative
direction in 2010, other
states expressed concern
that their textbooks
would be affected by this
controversial decision.
However, publishers said
they would not be creating
a “one-size-ﬁts-all” product,
since customizing textbooks
for different markets has
become increasingly easier
in recent years.

5.7¢

WHERE THE NEW
TEXTBOOK DOLLAR
GOES*
Source: © 2011 by the National
Association of College Stores,
www.nacs.org/research
/industrystatistics.aspx.
*College store numbers are averages and reﬂect the most current
data gathered by the National
Association of College Stores.

College Store Operations
Insurance, utilities, building
and equipment rent and
maintenance, accounting
and data processing charges,
and other overhead paid by
college stores.
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CASE
STUDY
Comic Books: Alternative Themes,
but Superheroes Prevail
by Mark C. Rogers

A

t the precarious edge of the
book industry are comic
books, which are sometimes
called graphic novels or simply comix.
Comics have long integrated print and
visual culture, and they are perhaps
the medium most open to independent
producers—anyone with a pencil and
access to a photocopier can produce
mini-comics. Nevertheless, two
companies—Marvel and DC—have
dominated the commercial industry
for more than thirty years, publishing
the routine superhero stories that
have been so marketable.

Comics are relatively young, first
appearing in their present format in
the 1920s in Japan and in the 1930s
in the United States. They began as
simple reprints of newspaper comic
strips, but by the mid-1930s most
comic books featured original material.
Comics have always been published
in a variety of genres, but their signature contribution to American culture
has been the superhero. In 1938,
Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster created
Superman for DC comics. Bob Kane’s
Batman character arrived the following year. In 1941, Marvel Comics
introduced Captain America to fight

Nazis, and except for a brief period in
the 1950s, the superhero genre has
dominated the history of comics.
After World War II, comic books moved
away from superheroes and began
experimenting with other genres,
most notably crime and horror (e.g.,
Tales from the Crypt). With the end of
the war, the reading public was ready
for more moral ambiguity than was
possible in the simple good-versusevil world of the superhero. Comics
became increasingly graphic and lurid
as they tried to compete with other
mass media, especially television and
mass market paperbacks.
In the early 1950s, the popularity
of crime and horror comics led to a
moral panic about their effects on
society. Frederic Wertham, a prominent psychiatrist, campaigned against
them, claiming they led to juvenile
delinquency. Wertham was joined by
many religious and parent groups,
and Senate hearings were held on the
issue. In October 1954, the Comics
Magazine Association of America
adopted a code of acceptable conduct for publishers of comic books.
One of the most restrictive examples
of industry self-censorship in massmedia history, the code kept the
government from legislating its own
code or restricting the sale of comic
books to minors.

© 2000 Marvel Entertainment,
Inc., All Rights Reserved

The code had both immediate and
long–term effects on comics. In the
short run, the number of comics sold
in the United States declined sharply.
Comic books lost many of their adult
readers because the code confined
comics’ topics to those suitable for

children. Consequently, comics have
rarely been taken seriously as a mass
medium or as an art form; they remain
stigmatized as the lowest of low
culture—a sort of literature for the
subliterate.
In the 1960s, Marvel and DC led the
way as superhero comics regained
their dominance. This period also gave
rise to underground comics, which featured more explicit sexual, violent, and
drug themes—for example, R. Crumb’s
Mr. Natural and Bill Griffith’s Zippy the
Pinhead. These alternative comics, like
underground newspapers, originated
in the 1960s counterculture and challenged the major institutions of the
time. Instead of relying on newsstand
sales, underground comics were sold
through record stores, at alternative
bookstores, and in a growing number
of comic-book specialty shops.
In the 1970s, responding in part to
the challenge of the underground
form, “legitimate” comics began to
increase the political content and
relevance of their story lines. In 1974,
a new method of distributing comics—
direct sales—developed, catering
to the increasing number of comicbook stores. This direct-sales method
involved selling comics on a nonreturnable basis but with a higher discount
than was available to newsstand

distributors, who bought
comics only on the condition
that they could return unsold
copies. The percentage of
comics sold through
specialty shops increased
gradually, and by the early
1990s more than 80 percent
of all comics were sold
through direct sales.
The shift from newsstand to
direct sales enabled comics to once again approach
adult themes and also
created an explosion in the
number of comics available and in the number of
companies publishing comics. Comic books peaked in
1993, generating more than
$850 million in sales. That
year the industry sold about
45 million comic books per
month, but it then began a
steady decline that led Marvel to declare bankruptcy
in the late 1990s. After
comic-book sales fell to $250 million
in 2000 and Marvel reorganized, the
industry rebounded. Today, the industry releases 70 to 80 million comics
a year. Marvel and DC control more
than 70 percent of comic-book sales,
but challengers like Image, Dark
Horse, and IDW plus another 150
small firms keep the industry vital by
providing innovation and identifying
new talent.
Meanwhile, the two largest firms
focus on the commercial synergies
of particular characters or superheroes. DC, for example, is owned by
Time Warner, which has used the DC
characters, especially Superman
and Batman, to build successful film
and television properties through its
Warner Brothers division. Marvel,
which was bought by Disney in 2009,
also got into the licensing act with
film versions of SpiderMan and The
Avengers.
Comics, however, are again more than
just superheroes. In 1992, comics’
flexibility was demonstrated in Maus:
A Survivor’s Tale by Art Spiegelman, cofounder and editor of Raw

(an alternative magazine for comics
and graphic art). The first comicstyle book to win a Pulitzer Prize,
Spiegelman’s two-book fable merged
print and visual styles to recount his
complex relationship with his father, a
Holocaust survivor.
The audience for comics continues
to grow through traditional book
publishers and through e-readers. DC
Comics signed a distribution contract with Random House in 2007 to
give its comics, graphic novels, and
expensive comic collection editions
a greater presence in bookstores like
Barnes & Noble. DC, Marvel, Image, IDW, and other publishers have
thousands of titles listed as e-books,
a medium that offers brilliant color
reproduction and the added ability of
close-up image views.
As other writers and artists continue
to adapt the form to both fictional and
nonfictional stories, comics endure
as part of popular and alternative
culture.

Mark C. Rogers teaches communication at Walsh
University. He writes about television and the
comic-book industry.

BOOKS

“California has the
ability to say, ‘We
want textbooks
this way.’”
TOM ADAMS,
CALIFORNIA
DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION, 2004

“Religion is just
so much a part
of the cultural
conversation these
days because of
global terrorism
and radical Islam.
People want to
understand those
things.”
LYNN GARRETT,
RELIGION EDITOR AT
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY,
2004

7iWdWbj[hdWj_l["iec[[dj[hfh_i_d]ijkZ[dji^Wl[Z[l[bef[ZM[Xi_j[ijejhWZ["h[i[bb"WdZ
h[djj[njXeeai$Ej^[hijkZ[dji^Wl[jkhd[Zjeedb_d[fkhY^Wi_d]"[_j^[hj^hek]^[#Yecc[hY[
i_j[ib_a[7cWped$Yec"8Whd[iWdZDeXb[$Yec"WdZ[8Wo$Yec"ehj^hek]^Yebb[][j[njXeeai[bb[hi
b_a[[9Wcfki$YecWdZj[njXeeai$Yec"ehj^hek]^Xeeah[dj[hib_a[9^[]]$Yec$

Mass Market Paperbacks
Kdb_a[j^[bWh][h#i_p[jhWZ[fWf[hXWYai"m^_Y^Wh[iebZceijbo_dXeeaijeh[i"mass market
paperbacks are sold on racks in drugstores, supermarkets, and airports as well as in bookstores.
9edj[cfehWhocWiicWha[jfWf[hXWYaiºe\j[dj^[mehae\XbeYaXkij[hWkj^ehiikY^WiIj[f^[d
A_d]"DehWHeX[hji"FWjh_Y_W9ehdm[bb"WdZ@e^d=h_i^Wcºh[fh[i[djWbWh][i[]c[dje\j^[_dZki#
try in terms of units sold, but because the books are low priced (under $10), they generate less
revenue than trade books. Moreover, mass market paperbacks have experienced declining sales
in recent years because bookstore chains prefer to display and promote the more expensive
jhWZ[fWf[hXWYaWdZ^WhZXekdZXeeai"WdZ[#XeeaiWh[X[Yec_d]ceh[fefkbWh\ehjhWl[b[hi$
FWf[hXWYaiX[YWc[fefkbWh_dj^['.-&i"ceijbom_j^c_ZZb[#WdZmeha_d]#YbWiih[WZ[hi$
This phenomenon sparked fear and outrage among those in the professional and educated
classes, many of whom thought that reading cheap westerns and crime novels might ruin
civilization. Some of the earliest paperbacks ripped oﬀ foreign writers, who were unprotected
by copyright law and did not receive royalties for the books they sold in the United States. This
Y^Wd][Zm_j^j^[?dj[hdWj_edWb9efoh_]^jBWme\'./'"m^_Y^cWdZWj[Zj^WjWdomehaXoWdo
author could not be reproduced without the author’s permission.
The popularity of paperbacks hit a major peak in 1939 with the establishment of Pocket
8eeaiXoHeX[hjZ[=hWè$H[lebkj_ed_p_d]j^[fWf[hXWYa_dZkijho"FeYa[j8eeaibem[h[Zj^[
ijWdZWhZXeeafh_Y[e\Æ\joehi[l[djo#Æl[Y[djijejm[djo#Æl[Y[dji$JeWYYecfb_i^j^_i"Z[
=hWèYkjXeeaijeh[Z_iYekdji\hec)&je(&f[hY[dj"j^[XeeaZ_ijh_Xkjeh¾ii^Wh[\[bb\hec*,
je),f[hY[dje\j^[Yel[hfh_Y["WdZWkj^ehheoWbjohWj[im[dj\hec'&je*f[hY[dj$?d_jiÆhij
j^h[[m[[ai"FeYa[j8eeaiiebZ'&&"&&&Xeeai_dD[mOeha9_joWbed[$7ced]_jiÆhijj_jb[i
was Wake Up and Live Xo:ehej^[W8hWdZ["W'/),X[ij#i[bb[hedi[b\#_cfhel[c[djj^Wj_]d_j[Z
Wd[WhbomWl[e\i[b\#^[bfXeeai$FeYa[j8eeaiWbiefkXb_i^[ZThe Murder of Roger Ackroyd by
7]Wj^W9^h_ij_[1Enough Rope, a collection of poems by Dorothy Parker; and Five Great Tragedies
by Shakespeare. Pocket Books’ success spawned a series of imitators, including Dell, Fawcett,
and Bantam Books..
7cW`eh_ddelWj_ede\cWiicWha[jfWf[hXWYafkXb_i^[himWij^[instant book, a mar#
keting strategy that involved publishing a topical book quickly after a major event occurred.
Pocket Books produced the ﬁrst instant book, Franklin Delano Roosevelt: A Memorial, six days
W\j[h<:H¾iZ[Wj^_d'/*+$I_c_bWhjecWZ[#\eh#JLcel_[iWdZj[b[l_i_edfhe]hWcij^WjYWf_jWb_p[
on contemporary events, instant books enabled the industry to better compete with newspa#
f[hiWdZcW]Wp_d[i$IkY^Xeeai"^em[l[h"b_a[j^[_hJLYekdj[hfWhji"^Wl[X[[dWYYki[Ze\
Y_hYkbWj_d]i^eZZomh_j_d]"[nfbe_j_d]jhW][Z_[i"WdZWle_Z_d]_d#Z[fj^WdWboi_iWdZ^_ijeh_YWb
f[hif[Yj_l[$?dijWdjXeeai^Wl[WbiecWZ[]el[hdc[djh[fehji_djeX[ij#i[bb[hi$?d'/,*"8Wd#
tam published The Report of the Warren Commission on the Assassination of President Kennedy.
7\j[hh[Y[_l_d]j^[).+"&&&#mehZh[fehjedW<h_ZWoW\j[hdeed"8WdjWcijWè[hi_cc[Z_Wj[bo
X[]Wd[Z_j_d]j^[MWhh[dH[fehj"WdZj^[XeeamWifheZkY[Zm_j^_dWm[[a"kbj_cWj[boi[bb_d]
el[h'$,c_bb_edYef_[i$JeZWo"_dijWdjXeeaiYedj_dk[jeYWf_jWb_p[edYedj[cfehWho[l[dji"
including Hurricane Katrina in 2005, the inauguration of Barack Obama in 2009, and the
wedding of Prince William and Kate Middleton in 2011.

Religious Books
J^[X[ij#i[bb_d]Xeeae\Wbbj_c[_ij^[8_Xb["_dWbb_jiZ_l[hi[l[hi_edi$El[hj^[o[Whi"j^[
ikYY[iie\8_Xb[iWb[i^WiYh[Wj[ZWbWh][_dZkijho\ehh[b_]_ekiXeeai$7\j[hMehbZMWh??"
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sales of religious books soared. Historians attribute the sales boom to economic growth and
a nation seeking peace and security while facing the threat of “godless communism” and the
Soviet Union.98oj^['/,&i"j^ek]^"j^[iY[d[^WZY^Wd][ZZhWcWj_YWbbo$J^[_cfWYje\j^[
9_l_bH_]^jiijhk]]b["j^[L_[jdWcMWh"j^[i[nkWbh[lebkj_ed"WdZj^[oekj^h[X[bb_edW]W_dij
authority led to declines in formal church membership. Not surprisingly, sales of some types of
h[b_]_ekiXeeaiZheff[ZWim[bb$JeYecf[j["cWdoh[b_]_eki#XeeafkXb_i^[hi[nj[dZ[Zj^[_h
offerings to include serious secular titles on such topics as war and peace, race, poverty, gender,
and civic responsibility.
Throughout this period of change, the publication of fundamentalist and evangelical
b_j[hWjkh[h[cW_d[Zij[WZo$?jj^[d[nfWdZ[ZhWf_ZboZkh_d]j^['/.&i"m^[dj^[H[fkXb_YWd
FWhjoX[]WdcWa_d]feb_j_YWbel[hjkh[ijeYedi[hlWj_l[]hekfiWdZfhec_d[djJL[lWd][b_iji$
7\j[hWh[YehZo[Wh_d(&&*jm[djo#ed[j^ekiWdZd[mj_jb[i"j^[h[^WiX[[dWib_]^jZ[Yb_d[_d
j^[h[b_]_eki#XeeaYWj[]eho$>em[l[h"_jYedj_dk[ijeX[Wd_cfehjWdjfWhje\j^[Xeea_dZkijho"
especially during turbulent social times.

Reference Books
7dej^[hcW`ehZ_l_i_ede\j^[Xeea_dZkijhoºreference books—includes dictionaries, encyclo#
pedias, atlases, almanacs, and a number of substantial volumes directly related to particular
professions or trades, such as legal casebooks and medical manuals.
The two most common reference books are encyclopedias and dictionaries. The idea of
developing encyclopedic writings to document the extent of human knowledge is attributed to
j^[=h[[af^_beief^[h7h_ijejb[$J^[HecWdY_j_p[dFb_doj^[;bZ[h()¹-/C.E.) wrote the oldest
reference work still in existence, Historia Naturalis, detailing thousands of facts about animals,
minerals, and plants. But it wasn’t until the early 1700s that the compilers of encyclopedias
began organizing articles in alphabetical order and relying on specialists to contribute essays
in their areas of interest. Between 1751 and 1771, a group of French scholars produced the ﬁrst
ckbj_fb[#lebkc[i[je\[dYoYbef[Z_Wi$
J^[ebZ[ij;d]b_i^#bWd]kW][[dYoYbef[Z_Wij_bb_dfheZkYj_ed"j^[Encyclopaedia Britannica,
mWiÆhijfkXb_i^[Z_dIYejbWdZ_d'-,.$K$I$[dYoYbef[Z_Wi\ebbem[Z"_dYbkZ_d]Encyclopedia
Americana'.(/"The World Book Encyclopedia (1917), and Compton’s Pictured Encyclopedia
(1922). Encyclopaedia BritannicafheZkY[Z_jiÆhijK$I$[Z_j_ed_d'/&.$J^_iX[ij#i[bb_d][dYo#
clopedia’s sales dwindled in the 1990s due to competition from electronic encyclopedias (like
Microsoft’s Encarta), and it went digital too. Encyclopaedia Britannica, Encarta, and The World
Book EncyclopediaWh[demj^[b[WZ_d]edb_d[WdZ9:#XWi[Z[dYoYbef[Z_Wi"Wbj^ek]^[l[d
j^[oijhk]]b[jeZWoWioekd]h[i[WhY^[hi_dYh[Wi_d]boh[boedi[WhY^[d]_d[iikY^Wi=ee]b[eh
online resources like Wikipedia to ﬁnd information (though many critics consider these sources
inferior in quality).
Dictionaries have also accounted for a large portion of reference sales. The earliest
dictionaries were produced by ancient scholars attempting to document specialized and rare
mehZi$:kh_d]j^[cWdkiYh_fjf[h_eZ_dj^[C_ZZb[7][i"^em[l[h";khef[WdiYh_X[iWdZ
cedaiX[]WdYh[Wj_d]]beiiWh_[iWdZZ_Yj_edWh_[ije^[bff[efb[kdZ[hijWdZBWj_d$?d',&*"W
8h_j_i^iY^eebcWij[hfh[fWh[Zj^[Æhij;d]b_i^Z_Yj_edWho$?d'-++"IWck[b@e^diedfheZkY[Z
the Dictionary of the English Language$:[iYh_X_d]hWj^[hj^Wdfh[iYh_X_d]mehZkiW]["@e^died
was among the ﬁrst to understand that language changes—that words and usage cannot be
Æn[Z\ehWbbj_c[$?dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[i_d'.(."DeW^M[Xij[h"ki_d]@e^died¾imehaWiWceZ[b"
published the American Dictionary of the English Language, diﬀerentiating between British
WdZ7c[h_YWdkiW][iWdZi_cfb_\o_d]if[bb_d]\eh[nWcfb["colour became color and musick
became music$7im_j^[dYoYbef[Z_Wi"Z_Yj_edWh_[i^Wl[cel[Zceijbojeedb_d[\ehcWjii_dY[
j^['//&i"WdZj^[oijhk]]b[jeYecf[j[m_j^\h[[edb_d[ehXk_bj#_dmehZ#fheY[ii_d]ie\jmWh[
dictionaries.

“Wikipedia, or
any free information resources,
challenge reference publishers
to be better than
free. . . . It isn’t
enough for a publisher to simply
provide information, we have to
add value.”
TOM RUSSELL,
RANDOM HOUSE
REFERENCE
PUBLISHER, 2007
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become a major power broker in selling books. In
1993, for example, Holocaust survivor and Nobel
Fh_p[h[Y_f_[dj;b_[M_[i[bWff[Wh[ZedOprah.
7\j[hmWhZ"^_i'/,&c[ce_h"Night, which had been
_iik[ZWiW8WdjWcfWf[hXWYa_d'/.("h[jkhd[Z
jej^[X[ij#i[bb[hb_iji$?d'//,"del[b_ijJed_
Cehh_ied¾id_d[j[[d#o[Wh#ebZXeeaSong of Solomon
X[YWc[WfWf[hXWYaX[ij#i[bb[hW\j[hCehh_ied
appeared on Oprah$?d'//."W\j[hM_d\h[oXhek]^j
Morrison’s Beloved to movie screens, the book
l[hi_edmWiXWYaedj^[X[ij#i[bb[hb_iji$;WY^
EfhW^¾i8eea9bkXi[b[Yj_edX[YWc[Wd_cc[Z_#
Wj[X[ij#i[bb[h"][d[hWj_d]jh[c[dZeki[nY_j[c[dj
within the book industry. The Oprah Winfrey Show
ended in 2011.
The ﬁlm industry gets many of its story ideas
from books, which results in enormous movie rights
revenues for the book industry and its authors. Nicholas Sparks’s The Lucky One(&&."OWdd
Martel’s Life of Pi(&&'"WdZ@$H$H$Jeba[_d¾iThe Hobbit (1937), for instance, became highly
successful motion pictures in 2012. But the most proﬁtable movie successes for the book
_dZkijho_dh[Y[djo[Whi[c[h][Z\hec\WdjWiomehai$@$A$Hemb_d]¾iX[ij#i[bb_d]>WhhoFejj[h
Xeeai^Wl[X[Yec[^k][bofefkbWhcel_[i"Wi^WiF[j[h@WYaied¾iÆbcjh_be]oe\@$H$H$Jeba_[d¾i
enduringly popular Lord of the Rings (ﬁrst published in the 1950s). The Twilight movie series
^WiYh[Wj[ZW^k][ikh][_diWb[ie\Ij[f^Wd_[C[o[h¾i\ekh#XeeaiW]W"WikYY[iih[f[Wj[ZXo
IkpWdd[9ebb_di¾iThe Hunger Games, which had the ﬁrst movie in a planned series of four
debut in 2012. Books have also inspired popular television programs, including Game of
Thrones on HBO, Dexter on Showtime, Gossip Girled9M"WdZPretty Little Liarsed789<Wc_bo$
?d[WY^YWi["j^[j[b[l_i_edi^emiXeeij[Zj^[iWb[ie\j^[eh_]_dWbXeeai"jee$@ekhdWb_ij>$=$
Bissinger’s Friday Night Lights: A Town, a Team, and a Dream (1990), chronicling the story of
WM[ijJ[nWi^_]^iY^eeb\eejXWbbj[Wc"_dif_h[ZW(&&*ÆbcWdZj^[dW(&&,¹(&''j[b[l_i_ed
series. The movie and television versions then spawned special editions of the book and
frequent reprintings as the book became a classic sports account.

Audio Books
7dej^[hcW`ehZ[l[befc[dj_dfkXb_i^_d]^WiX[[dj^[c[h][he\iekdZh[YehZ_d]m_j^fkX#
lishing. Audio books—also known as talking books or books on tape—generally feature actors
or authors reading entire works or abridged versions of popular fiction and nonfiction trade
books. Indispensable to many sightless readers and older readers whose vision is diminished,
audio books are also popular among regular readers who do a lot of commuter driving or who
want to listen to a book at home while doing something else—like exercising. The number of
audio books borrowed from libraries soared in the 1990s and early 2000s, and small bookstore
Y^W_diZ[l[bef[ZjeYWj[hjej^[WkZ_eXeead_Y^[$7kZ_eXeeaiWh[demh[WZ_boWlW_bWXb[edj^[
?dj[hd[j\ehZemdbeWZ_d]je_FeZiWdZej^[hfehjWXb[Z[l_Y[i$<ekh^kdZh[Z¹fbkid[mWkZ_e
books are available annually.

THE GREAT GATSBY, the
classic American novel by
F. Scott Fitzgerald, has
been ﬁlmed several times,
including a silent ﬁlm in
1926 and a version with
Robert Redford in 1974.
The newest adaptation,
directed by Baz Luhrmann
and starring Tobey Maguire,
Carey Mulligan, and
Leonardo DiCaprio, arrived
in 2012.

“Over 1,250
books, novels,
short stories,
and plays . . . have
been released as
feature-length
ﬁlms in the United
States, in English,
since 1980.”
MID-CONTINENT
PUBLIC LIBRARY,
“BASED ON THE BOOK”
DATABASE, 2011

Convergence: Books in the Digital Age
In 1971, Michael Hart, a student computer operator at the University of Illinois, typed up
the text of the U.S. Declaration of Independence, and thus, the idea of the e-book—a digital
book read on a computer or a digital reading device—was born. Hart soon founded Project
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\eh/$//"b[iij^Wd^Wb\j^[fh_Y[e\ceijd[m^WhZYel[hi$J^_ij_c["[#XeeaiYWk]^jedgk_Yabo"
WdZ7cWpedYekbZd¾jcWa[A_dZb[i\Wij[dek]^jea[[fkfm_j^Z[cWdZ$Jeb[Whdceh[WXekj
j^[Yedjhel[hioel[h[#Xeeafh_Y_d]"i[[»JhWYa_d]J[Y^debe]oºFWf[hJhW_b0:_ZFkXb_i^[hiWdZ
7ffb[9ebbkZ[W]W_dij7cWped5¼edf$),*$
7cWped^WiYedj_dk[Zjeh[Æd[_ji[#h[WZ[h"WdZ_d(&''_j_djheZkY[Zj^[A_dZb[<_h["
WYebehjekY^iYh[[djWXb[jm_j^M[XXhemi_d]"WYY[iijeWbbj^[c[Z_Wed7cWped"WdZj^[
7cWped7ffijeh[$J^[A_dZb[Z[l_Y[iWh[j^[X[ij#i[bb_d]fheZkYji[l[hed7cWped$E\Yekhi["
j^[A_dZb[_idebed][hj^[edbofehjWXb[h[WZ_d]Z[l_Y[edj^[cWha[j$7ffi^Wl[jhWdi\ehc[Z
j^[_FeZJekY^"_F^ed["WdZej^[hicWhjf^ed[i_dje[#h[WZ[hi$?d(&'&"7ffb[_djheZkY[Zj^[
J1BE BDPMPSUPVDITDSFFOUBCMFUUIBURVJDLMZPVUTPMEUIF,JOEMF5IFJNNFEJBUFJOJUJBMTVDDFTT
e\j^[_FWZ_djheZkY[ZWjWijWhj_d]fh_Y[e\*//WdZkf"m^_Y^iebZj^h[[c_bb_edkd_ji_db[ii
j^Wdj^h[[cedj^i"ifkhh[Zej^[h[#h[WZ[hijeZhefj^[_hfh_Y[iX[bem(&&$8[\eh[7cWped¾i
A_dZb[<_h["ej^[hZ[l_Y[iºb_a[j^[8Whd[iDeXb[Deeaº^Wl[c_c_Ya[Zj^[_FWZXoWZZ_d]
Yebeh"[#cW_b"WdZWdWffijeh[$
8o(&'("[#XeeaiX[YWc[j^[X[ij#i[bb_d]WZkbjÆYj_edXeea\ehcWj_dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[i
JOUFSNTPGSFWFOVF BDDPVOUJOHGPSQFSDFOUPGBMMCPPLTTPME1SPKFDUJPOTJOEJDBUFUIBUUIF
lHVSFDPVMEJODSFBTFUPQFSDFOUPGUIFNBSLFUCZ#VUQFSIBQTUIFCFTUJOEJDBUPSUIBU
[#XeeaiWh[^[h[jeijWo_ij^Wjj^[/FX:PSL5JNFTbWkdY^[ZWd[mm[[abo[#XeeaX[ij#i[bb[h
b_ij_d<[XhkWho(&''$7ij^[cWha[j]hemihWf_Zbo"i[l[hWbYecfWd_[iWh[lo_d]jeX[j^[X_]][ij
i[bb[he\[#Xeeai$7ffb[¾i_8eeaijeh[i[hl[ij^[_FWZ"_FeZ"WdZ_F^ed[[nYbki_l[bo$7cWpedWdZ
8Whd[iDeXb[i[bb[#Xeeai\ehj^[_hh[WZ[hiXkjWbie^Wl[Wffi\ehej^[hZ[l_Y[iiej^Wj"\eh
[nWcfb["Wd_FWZki[hYekbZXko[#Xeeai\hecj^[_hijeh[i$=ee]b[ijWhj[Z_jiemd[#Xeeaijeh[
dem=ee]b[FbWoj^Wj[dWXb[iYkijec[hijeWYY[ii_jiYbekZ#XWi[Z[#XeeaiWdom^[h[l_WWdo
Z[l_Y["W\[Wjkh[j^Wj7cWpedWdZ7ffb[Wbiedem^Wl[$

4GD&TSTQDNE% "NNJR
;#XeeaiWh[Z[cedijhWj_d]^emZ_]_jWbj[Y^debe]oYWd^[bfj^[ebZ[ijcWiic[Z_kcWZWfj
BOETVSWJWF%JTUSJCVUPST QVCMJTIFST BOECPPLTUPSFTBMTPVTFEJHJUBMUFDIOPMPHZUPQSJOU
CPPLTPOEFNBOE SFWJWJOHCPPLTUIBUXPVMEPUIFSXJTFHPPVUPGQSJOUBOEBWPJEJOHUIFJO#
Yedl[d_[dY[ie\YWhho_d]kdiebZXeeai$8kjf[h^Wfij^[ceij[nY_j_d]fWhje\[#Xeeai_ij^[_h
fej[dj_Wb\ehh[_cW]_d_d]m^WjWXeeaYWdX[$9ecfkj[hiehjWXb[jjekY^iYh[[diikY^WiWd
_FWZYWd^eij[#Xeeaim_j^[cX[ZZ[Zl_Z[e"^of[hb_dai"WdZZodWc_YYedj[dj"[dWXb_d]"\eh
[nWcfb["Wfhe\[iiehjeh[eh]Wd_p["WZZ"ehZ[b[j[Yedj[dje\Wd[#j[njXeeajejW_beh_jjej^[
d[[Zie\Wif[Y_\_YYbWii$9^_bZh[d¾iXeeaicWoWbied[l[hX[j^[iWc[$7d"MJDFJO8POEFSMBOE
[#XeeaZ[l[bef[Z\ehj^[_FWZki[ij^[Z[l_Y[¾icej_edWdZjekY^iYh[[dj[Y^debe]_[ijecWa[
»j^[fef#kfXeeae\j^[('ij#Y[djkho$¼IkY^Z[l[befc[djiWh[Y^Wd]_d]j^[h[WZ_d][nf[h_#
[dY[0»ki[hiZed¾j`kij\b_fj^[½fW][i¾e\j^[[#Xeeaºj^[o¾h[c[Wdjjei^Wa[_j"jkhd_j"jm_ij
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it, jiggle it, and watch the characters and settings in the book
react.”11;#Xeeai^Wl[WbiecWZ[j^[Z_ijh_Xkj_ede\bed]#\ehc
journalism and novellas easier with products like the inexpensive
Kindle Singles.

Preserving and Digitizing Books
7dej^[hh[Y[djjh[dZ_dj^[Xeea_dZkijho_dlebl[ij^[fh[i[hlW#
tion of older books, especially those from the nineteenth century
fh_dj[ZedWY_Z#XWi[ZfWf[h"m^_Y^]hWZkWbboZ[j[h_ehWj[i$7jj^[
turn of the twentieth century, research initiated by libraries con#
cerned with losing valuable older collections provided evidence
j^WjWY_Z#XWi[ZfWf[hmekbZ[l[djkWbbojkhdXh_jjb[WdZi[b\#
destruct. The paper industry, however, did not respond, so in the
1970s leading libraries began developing techniques to halt any fur#
ther deterioration (although this process could not restore books
to their original state). Finally, by the early 1990s, motivated almost
entirely by economics rather than by the cultural value of books,
j^[fWf[h_dZkijhoX[]WdfheZkY_d]WY_Z#\h[[fWf[h$B_XhWh_[iWdZ
book conservationists, however, still had to focus attention on
ebZ[h"Wj#h_iaXeeai$Iec[_dij_jkj_ediX[]Wdf^ejeYefo_d]eh_]_dWb
XeeaiedjeWY_Z#\h[[fWf[hWdZcWZ[j^[Yef_[iWlW_bWXb[jej^[
fkXb_Y$B_XhWh_[ij^[dijeh[Zj^[eh_]_dWbi"m^_Y^m[h[jh[Wj[Zje
halt further wear.
7dej^[hmWojefh[i[hl[Xeeai_ij^hek]^Z_]_jWb_cW]#
_d]$J^[ceij[nj[di_l[Z_]_j_pWj_edfhe`[Yj"j^[=ee]b[8eeai
B_XhWhoFhe`[Yj"m^_Y^X[]Wd_d(&&*"\[Wjkh[ifWhjd[hi^_fim_j^
j^[D[mOehaFkXb_YB_XhWhoWdZWXekjjm[djocW`ehkd_l[hi_jo
research libraries—including Harvard, Michigan, Oxford, and Stanford—to scan millions of
XeeaiWdZcWa[j^[cWlW_bWXb[edb_d[$J^[7kj^ehi=k_bZWdZj^[7iieY_Wj_ede\7c[h_YWd
FkXb_i^[hi_d_j_Wbboik[Z=ee]b[\ehZ_]_j_p_d]Yefoh_]^j[ZXeeaim_j^ekjf[hc_ii_ed$=ee]b[
argued that displaying only a limited portion of the books was legal under “fair use” rules.
8ej^i_Z[i\eh][ZWdW]h[[c[dj_d(&&.m_j^=ee]b["Wkj^ehi"WdZfkXb_i^[hii^Wh_d]j^[
h[l[dk[$8kj_d(&''"W\[Z[hWbYekhjijhkYaZemdj^[W]h[[c[dj"Wh]k_d]j^Wj_j]Wl[=ee]b[
jeeckY^fem[hjefheÆj\hecc_bb_edie\Xeeai\ehm^_Y^=ee]b[Z_Zd¾jÆhijeXjW_dYefo#
h_]^jf[hc_ii_ed$7dWbj[hdWj_l[]hekf"Z_iiWj_iÆ[ZXoj^[=ee]b[8eeaiB_XhWhoFhe`[Yj
restricting its scanned book content from use by other commercial search services, started
WdedfheÆji[hl_Y[_d(&&-$J^[Ef[d9edj[dj7bb_WdY[_imeha_d]m_j^j^[8eijedFkXb_Y
B_XhWho"i[l[hWbD[m;d]bWdZkd_l[hi_job_XhWh_[i"7cWped"C_Yheie\j"WdZOW^eejeZ_]_j_p[
millions of books with expired copyrights and make them freely available on the Internet
7hY^_l[¾iEf[dB_XhWho$?d(&'&"j^[o`e_d[Zej^[hb_XhWh_[ijefbWdm^WjmekbZX[YWbb[Zj^[
:_]_jWbFkXb_YB_XhWhoe\7c[h_YW$

E-BOOKS have opened up
many new possibilities for
children’s books and are even
going so far as to redeﬁne how
a book looks and acts. The
classic Alice in Wonderland
has been reimagined into a
fully interactive experience.
You can tilt your iPad to make
Alice grow bigger or smaller,
and shake your iPad to make
the Mad Hatter even madder.

Censorship and Banned Books
Over time, the wide circulation of books gave many ordinary people the same opportunities
to learn that were once available to only a privileged few. However, as societies discovered the
power associated with knowledge and the printed word, books were subjected to a variety
of censors. Imposed by various rulers and groups intent on maintaining their authority, the
censorship of books often prevented people from learning about the rituals and moral stan#
dards of other cultures. Political censors sought to banish “dangerous” books that promoted
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TRACKING
TECHNOLOGY
Paper Trail: Did Publishers and
Apple Collude against Amazon?
by Ken Auletta

F

or more than a hundred years,
publishers had maintained a
wholesale business: they sold
books to bookstores at a discount, and
bookstores marked them up and sold
them to consumers. The advent of
e-books called that model into question.
Because e-books didn’t carry many of
the costs of bound books, no one could
agree on how they should be priced.
Amazon had the loudest voice in the
conflict. Since introducing the Kindle
in 2007, it had come to dominate the
e-book market, with about ninety percent of sales. In the effort to gain even
greater market share, it was selling
books at a loss: while publishers typically sold e-books to Amazon for about
fifteen dollars apiece, Amazon was selling many of them for $9.99. Publishers
were making money, but they were
concerned that consumers would come
to believe that $9.99 was what books
were worth and they were desperate to
have greater influence on prices.
In 2010, Apple offered a way: an arrangement called the agency model.
The publishers would set prices, and
Apple, acting as their “agent,” would
take a thirty percent commission and
give them the rest.

This confrontation had been simmering
for some time. In 2009, the Hachette
Book Group sent a team to Washington
to petition the Antitrust Division of
the Justice Department, hoping for
help in curbing what publishers saw
as Amazon’s predatory practices.
But the Justice Department believed
that Amazon was serving consumers
well by reducing book prices and by
developing a popular device for reading
e-books. Publishers believed that Ama364PART
3 ○ WORDS
AND PICTURES
zon was attempting
to control
every

part of the industry. It had formed a
publishing arm that offered editing
and promotional services, and wooed
authors with promises of higher royalties; it bought BookSurge, to print its
own books on demand, and Audible, a
major provider of recorded books.
In January 2010, Steve Jobs announced
that five of the six publishing giants—
Macmillan, Hachette, Simon & Schuster,
HarperCollins, and Penguin—would sell
their books through Apple’s
iBookstore. Within a few
weeks, all five publishers
that had accepted the
deal with Apple had
forced Amazon to
agree to the agency
model.
On April 11, 2012,
Attorney General
Eric Holder announced
that an antitrust suit had
been filed against Apple
and the five big publishers for
“a conspiracy to raise, fix and stabilize
retail prices.” In places, the D.O.J.s
evidence is thin. The complaint says
that, in September 2008, the C.E.O.s
of the Big Six publishers met in a private
room at Picholine, a French restaurant—
a year and a half before Apple adopted
the agency model, and before it had announced that it was going into the book
business. But the complaint provides
several pieces of strongly suggestive
evidence. Around the time Apple presented the agency model, it notes, one
C.E.O. called David Shanks, Penguin’s
U.S. publisher, to tell him, “Everyone is in
the same place with Apple.” In an email,
another executive discussed a prospective joint venture among publishers to
create their own online books site.

In the end, three of the five publishers—
Hachette, HarperCollins, and Simon &
Schuster—agreed to settle. Apple, Macmillan, and Penguin decided to fight the
suit. John Makinson, the chairman and
C.E.O. of Penguin, disputed the D.O.J.’s
evidence, saying, “Most fundamentally,
we don’t think we’ve done anything wrong.
We did not collude with other publishers
in reaching an independent decision.” Nor,
he believed, had they colluded with Apple.
The law is clear, according
to Christine A. Varney,
who led the Antitrust
Division until last
fall. “The fact that
publishers or
record labels or
movie producers say their
business models
may not survive
the digital revolution is not a particular
concern of the antitrust
laws. The antitrust laws look
to preserve competition and innovation.”
But the Justice Department’s complaint doesn’t address the question of
Amazon’s attempt to monopolize the
market. Nor does it concede that the
publishers’ and Apple’s actions generated competition.
For the traditional publishing industry,
the consequences of a loss could be
dire. Consultant Mike Shatzkin says,
“If Macmillan and Penguin were to lose
their appeals . . . it would accelerate
what is already an increasing concentration of book customers under
Amazon’s control.”
Source: Excerpted from: Ken Auletta, “Paper
Trail: Did Publishers and Apple Collude against
Amazon?,” New Yorker, June 25, 2012, pp. 36–41.

Media Literacy and
the Critical Process

1

DESCRIPTION. Identify two

2

ANALYSIS. What patterns

contemporary books that have
been challenged or banned in two sepa#
hWj[Yecckd_j_[i$9^[Yaj^[7c[h_YWd
B_XhWho7iieY_Wj_edM[Xi_j[Qmmm$WbW
.org/advocacy/banned] for information
on the most frequently challenged and
XWdd[ZXeeai"ehki[j^[B[n_iD[n_i
database.) Describe the communities in#
volved and what sparked the challenges
or bans. Describe the issues at stake and
the positions students, teachers, parents,
administrators, citizens, religious lead#
ers, and politicians took with regard to
the books. Discuss what happened and
the ﬁnal outcomes.
emerge? What are the main
arguments given for censoring a book?
What are the main arguments of those
Z[\[dZ_d]j^[i[fWhj_YkbWhXeeai57h[
j^[h[Wdoc_ZZb[#]hekdZfei_j_edieh
unusual viewpoints raised in your book
controversies? Did these communities
take similar or diﬀerent approaches
when dealing with these books?

Banned Books and “Family Values”
In Free Speech for Me—But Not for Thee: How the
American Left and Right Relentlessly Censor Each Other,
Nat Hentoff writes that “the lust to suppress can come from
any direction.” Indeed, Ulysses by James Joyce, The Scarlet
Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne, Leaves of Grass by Walt
Whitman, The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank, Lolita
by Vladimir Nabokov, and To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper
Lee have all been banned by some U.S. community, school,
or library at one time or another. In fact, the most censored
book in U.S. history is Mark Twain’s The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn, the 1884 classic that still sells tens of
thousands of copies each year. Often, the impulse behind
calling for a book’s banishment is to protect children in the
name of a community’s “family values.”

3

INTERPRETATION. Why did

these issues arise? What do you
think are the actual reasons why people
would challenge or ban a book? (For ex#
ample, can you tell if people seem genu#
inely concerned about protecting young
readers, or are they really just personally
oﬀended by particular books?) How do
people handle book banning and issues
hW_i[ZXo<_hij7c[dZc[djfhej[Yj_edi
of printed materials?

4

EVALUATION. Who do you
think is right and wrong in these
controversies? Why?

5

ENGAGEMENT.H[WZj^[jme
banned books. Then write a book
review and publish it in a student or
local paper, on a blog, or on Facebook.
J^hek]^ieY_Wbc[Z_W"b_dajej^[7B7¾i
list of banned books and challenge other
people to read and review them.

radical ideas or challenged conventional authority. In various parts of the world, some versions
of the Bible, Karl Marx’s Das Kapital'.,-"The Autobiography of Malcolm X '/,+"WdZIWbcWd
Hki^Z_[¾iThe Satanic Verses'/./^Wl[WbbX[[dXWdd[ZWjed[j_c[ehWdej^[h$?d\WYj"ed[e\
the triumphs of the Internet is that it allows the digital passage of banned books into nations
m^[h[fh_dj[Zl[hi_edi^Wl[X[[dekjbWm[Z$<ehceh[edXWdd[ZXeeai"i[[»C[Z_WB_j[hWYo
WdZj^[9h_j_YWbFheY[ii08Wdd[Z8eeaiWdZ½<Wc_boLWbk[i¾¼edj^_ifW][$
;WY^o[Wh"j^[7c[h_YWdB_XhWho7iieY_Wj_ed7B7Yecf_b[iWb_ije\j^[ceijY^Wbb[d][Z
books in the United States. Unlike an enforced ban, a book challenge is a formal complaint
je^Wl[WXeeah[cel[Z\hecWfkXb_YehiY^eebb_XhWho¾iYebb[Yj_ed$9eccedh[Wiedi\eh
challenges include sexually explicit passages, oﬀensive language, occult themes, violence,
^ecei[nkWbj^[c[i"fhecej_ede\Wh[b_]_ekil_[mfe_dj"dkZ_jo"WdZhWY_ic$J^[7B7Z[\[dZi
the right of libraries to oﬀer material with a wide range of views and does not support remov#
ing material on the basis of partisan or doctrinal disapproval.) Some of the most challenged
books of the past decade include I Know Why the Caged Bird SingsXoCWoW7d][bek"Forever by
@kZo8bkc["j^[>WhhoFejj[hi[h_[iXo@$A$Hemb_d]"WdZj^[9WfjW_dKdZ[hfWdjii[h_[iXo:Wl
F_ba[o$I[[<_]kh['&$)edfW][),,$
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Breakdown of the Reasons for Challenges against
American Libraries from 2001 to 2010
sexually explicit material

1,536

offensive language

1,231

unsuited to age group

977

violence

553

homosexuality

370

religious viewpoints
anti-family

304
121

Top 20 Banned Classics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald
The Catcher in the Rye by J. D. Salinger
The Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck
To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee
The Color Purple by Alice Walker
Ulysses by James Joyce
Beloved by Toni Morrison
The Lord of the Flies by William Golding
1984 by George Orwell
The Sound and the Fury by William Faulkner
Lolita by Vladimir Nabokov
Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck
Charlotte’s Web by E. B. White
A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man by James Joyce
Catch-22 by Joseph Heller
Brave New World by Aldous Huxley
Animal Farm by George Orwell
The Sun Also Rises by Ernest Hemingway
As I Lay Dying by William Faulkner
A Farewell to Arms by Ernest Hemingway

FIGURE 10.3
BANNED AND
CHALLENGED BOOKS
Source: American Library
Association, http://www.ala.org
/ala/issuesadvocacy/banned
/index.cfm.

The Organization and Ownership
of the Book Industry
9ecfWh[Zm_j^j^[h[l[dk[i[Whd[ZXoej^[hcWiic[Z_W_dZkijh_[i"j^[ij[WZo]hemj^e\XeeafkX#
b_i^_d]^WiX[[dh[bWj_l[boceZ[ij$<hecj^[c_Z#'/.&ije(&''"jejWbh[l[dk[im[dj\hec/X_bb_ed
to about $27.9 billion. Within the industry, the concept of who or what constitutes a publisher varies
m_Z[bo$7fkXb_i^[hcWoX[WbWh][YecfWdoj^Wj_iWikXi_Z_Whoe\W]beXWbc[Z_WYed]bec[hWj[WdZ
eYYkf_[iWd[dj_h[e\\_Y[Xk_bZ_d]"ehWed[#f[hied^ec[e\\_Y[ef[hWj_edki_d]WbWfjefYecfkj[h$

Ownership Patterns
B_a[ceijcWiic[Z_W"Yecc[hY_WbfkXb_i^_d]_iZec_dWj[ZXoW^WdZ\kbe\cW`ehYehfehWj_edi
m_j^j_[ije_dj[hdWj_edWbc[Z_WYed]bec[hWj[i$7dZi_dY[j^['/,&iWdZ'/-&iºm^[d98IWY#
gk_h[Z>ebj"H_d[^WhjWdZM_dijed1FefkbWhB_XhWho1WdZ<WmY[jjºc[h][hiWdZYedieb_ZWj_edi
^Wl[Zh_l[dj^[Xeea_dZkijho$<eh[nWcfb["j^[98I9ehfehWj_ed\ehc[hboL_WYecdemWbie
emdiI_cedIY^kij[hWdZ_ji_cfh_dji"_dYbkZ_d]FeYa[j8eeai1WdZD[mi9ehf$dememdi
>Whf[h9ebb_diWdZWbbe\_ji_cfh_dji"_dYbkZ_d]7ledi[[JWXb['&$($
Ed[e\j^[bWh][ijfkXb_i^_d]Yed]bec[hWj[i_i=[hcWdo¾i8[hj[bicWdd$IjWhj_d]_dj^[bWj[
'/-&im_j^_jifkhY^Wi[e\:[bb\eh)+c_bb_edWdZ_ji'/.&ifkhY^Wi[e\:ekXb[ZWo\eh*-+c_bb_ed"
8[hj[bicWdd^WiX[[dXk_bZ_d]WfkXb_i^_d]ZodWijo$?d'//."8[hj[bicWddi^eeakfj^[Xeea
_dZkijhoXoWZZ_d]HWdZec>eki["j^[bWh][ijK$I$XeeafkXb_i^[h"je_ji\ebZ$M_j^j^_i'$*X_bb_ed
fkhY^Wi["8[hj[bicWdd]W_d[ZYedjhebe\WXekjed[#j^_hZe\j^[K$I$jhWZ[XeeacWha[jWXekj'&
f[hY[dje\j^[jejWbK$I$XeeacWha[jWdZX[YWc[j^[mehbZ¾ibWh][ijfkXb_i^[he\;d]b_i^#bWd]kW][
books.12 Bertelsmann’s book companies include Ballantine Bantam Dell, Doubleday Broadway,
7b\h[Z7$Adef\"HWdZec>eki[FkXb_i^_d]=hekfWdZ_ji_cfh_dji_dYbkZ_d]CeZ[hdB_XhWho
WdZ<eZeh¾iJhWl[b"WdZceh[$7HWdZec>eki[%F[d]k_d8eeaic[h][h_iWbie_dj^[mehai$
?dWZZ_j_edjeHWdZec>eki["I_cedIY^kij[hemd[ZXo98I"BW]WZh[XWi[Z_d<hWdY["
>Whf[h9ebb_diemd[ZXoD[mi9ehf$"WdZCWYc_bbWdemd[ZXo=[hcWd#XWi[Z>ebjpXh_dYa
are the ﬁve largest trade book publishers in the United States. From a corporate viewpoint,
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Rank Publishing Company
(Group or Division)

Home Country

Revenue in $ Millions

1Pearson

U.K.

$8,411

2Reed Elsevier

U.K./NL/U.S.

$5,686

3Thomson Reuters

U.S.

$5,435

4Wolters Kluwer

NL

$4,360

5Hachette Livre (Lagardère)

France

$2,649

6Grupo Planeta

Spain

$2,304

7McGraw-Hill Education

U.S.

$2,292

8Random House (Bertelsmann)

Germany

$2,274

9Holtzbrinck

Germany

$1,952

U.S.

$1,906

10Scholastic

TABLE 10.2
WORLD’S TEN
LARGEST TRADE BOOK
PUBLISHERS (REVENUE IN
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS),
2011
Source: “The Global 50: The
World’s Largest Book Publishers,
2012,” June 25, 2012, http://
www.publishersweekly.com/pw
/by-topic/industry-news/ﬁnancial
-reporting/article/52677
-the-world-s-54-largest-book
-publishers-2012.html
Note: McGraw-Hill agreed to sell
its education publishing business
to Apollo Global Management
for $2.5 billion in 2012.

executives have argued that large companies can ﬁnancially support a number of smaller ﬁrms or
imprints while allowing their editorial ideas to remain independent from the parent corporation.
With thousands of independent presses competing with bigger corporations, book publishing
continues to produce volumes on an enormous range of topics. Still, the largest trade book publishers and independents alike ﬁnd themselves struggling in the industry’s digital upheaval and the
dominance of Amazon.com in the distribution of e-books.

The Structure of Book Publishing
A small publishing house may have a staff of a few to twenty people. Medium-size and large
publishing houses employ hundreds of people. In the larger houses, divisions usually include
acquisitions and development; copyediting, design, and production; marketing and sales; and
administration and business. Unlike daily newspapers but similar to magazines, most publishing
houses contract independent printers to produce their books.
Most publishers employ acquisitions editors to seek out and sign authors to contracts. For
ﬁction, this might mean discovering talented writers through book agents or reading unsolicited
manuscripts. For nonﬁction, editors might examine manuscripts and letters of inquiry or match
a known writer to a project (such as a celebrity biography). Acquisitions editors also handle subsidiary
rights for an author—that is, selling the rights to a
book for use in other media, such as a mass market
paperback or as the basis for a screenplay.
As part of their contracts, writers sometimes
receive advance money, an early payment that is
subtracted from royalties earned from book sales (see
Figure 10.4 on page 368). Typically, an author’s royalty
is between 5 and 15 percent of the net price of the book.
New authors may receive little or no advance from a
publisher, but commercially successful authors can
receive millions. For example, Interview with a Vampire
author Anne Rice hauled in a $17 million advance from
Knopf for three more vampire novels. Nationally recognized authors, such as political leaders, sports ﬁgures,
or movie stars, can also command large advances
from publishers who are banking on the well-known

BOOK MARKETING
In addition to traditional
advertising and in-store
placements, publishers take
part in the annual BookExpo
America convention to show
off their books to buyers
who decide what titles
bookstores will purchase
and sell.
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Hardcover Title, $26 in Bookstore

Same Title $12.99, E-Book Purchased Online

$0.90 Publisher Revenue
Printing and
Shipping
$3.00

Bookseller
Revenue
(Online)
$3.90

$3.90
Author
Royalty

$13
Bookseller
Revenue
(Bookstore)

$5.20
Bookstore
Returns

$13
Full Publisher Share
(Wholesale Price)

FIGURE 10.4
HOW A BOOK’S
REVENUE IS DIVIDED
Booksellers are still dependent on printed books, but
e-books are changing the
nature of business expenses,
proﬁts, and costs to consumers. Here’s where the money
goes on a $26 trade book
and the same title sold as a
$12.99 e-book.
Source: Ken Auletta, “Publish
or Perish: Can the iPad Topple
the Kindle, and Save the Book
Business?” New Yorker, April 26,
2010, 24–31.
Note: Publishers and booksellers
must pay other expenses, such
as employees and ofﬁce/retail
space, from their revenue share.

$2.27
Author
Royalty

$6.82
Publisher
Revenue

$9.09
Full Publisher Share
(Wholesale Price)

person’s commercial potential. For example, Sarah Palin received $1.25 million for her book, Going
Rogue,WdZ=[eh][M$8ki^]ejW-c_bb_edWZlWdY[\ehDecision Points, both released in 2010.
7\j[hWYedjhWYj_ii_]d[Z"j^[WYgk_i_j_edi[Z_jehcWojkhdj^[Xeeael[hjeWdevelopmental editor who provides the author with feedback, makes suggestions for improvements, and,
in educational publishing, obtains advice from knowledgeable members of the academic com#
munity. If a book is illustrated, editors work with photo researchers to select photographs and
pieces of art. Then the production staﬀ enters the picture. While copy editors attend to speciﬁc
problems in writing or length, production and design managers work on the look of the book,
making decisions about type style, paper, cover design, and layout.
Simultaneously, plans are under way to market and sell the book. Decisions need to be made
concerning the number of copies to print, how to reach potential readers, and costs for promo#
tion and advertising. For trade books and some scholarly books, publishing houses may send ad#
vance copies of a book to appropriate magazines and newspapers with the hope of receiving fa#
vorable reviews that can be used in promotional material. Prominent trade writers typically have
Xeeai_]d_d]iWdZjhWl[bj^[hWZ_eWdZJLjWba#i^emY_hYk_jjefhecej[j^[_hXeeai$Kdb_a[jhWZ[
publishers, college textbook ﬁrms rarely sell directly to bookstores. Instead, they contact instruc#
jehij^hek]^Z_h[Yj#cW_bXheY^kh[iehiWb[ih[fh[i[djWj_l[iWii_]d[Zje][e]hWf^_Yh[]_edi$
Je^[bfYh[Wj[WX[ij#i[bb[h"jhWZ[^eki[ie\j[dZ_ijh_Xkj[bWh][_bbkijhWj[ZYWhZXeWhZX_di"
called dumps"jej^ekiWdZie\ijeh[ijeZ_ifbWoWXeea_dXkbagkWdj_jo$B_a[\eeZc[hY^Wdji
m^eXko[o[#b[l[bi^[b\fbWY[c[dj\ehj^[_hfheZkYji_dikf[hcWha[ji"bWh][jhWZ[^eki[iXko
shelf space from major chains to ensure prominent locations in bookstores. For example, to
^Wl[Yef_[ie\ed[j_jb[fbWY[Z_dW\hedj#e\#j^[#ijeh[ZkcfX_dehjWXb[WjWbb8Whd[iDeXb[
Xeeaijeh[beYWj_ediYeiji'&"&&&¹(&"&&&\eh`kijW\[mm[[ai$13 Publishers also buy ad space
in newspapers and magazines and on buses, billboards, television, radio, and the Web—all in an
eﬀort to generate interest in a new book.

Selling Books: Brick-and-Mortar Stores, Clubs, and Mail Order
Traditionally, the final part of the publishing process involves the business and order fulfillment
stages—shipping books to thousands of commercial outlets and college bookstores. Warehouse
inventories are monitored to ensure that enough copies of a book will be available to meet
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 [cWdZ$7dj_Y_fWj_d]ikY^Z[cWdZ"j^ek]^"_iWjh_YaoXki_d[ii$DefkXb_i^[hmWdjijeX[
Z
caught short if a book becomes more popular than originally predicted or get stuck with books
it cannot sell, as publishers must absorb the cost of returned books. Independent bookstores,
which tend to order more carefully, return about 20 percent of books ordered; in contrast,
cWiic[hY^WdZ_i[hiikY^WiMWbcWhj"IWc¾i9bkX"JWh][j"WdZ9eijYe"m^_Y^hekj_d[bo
el[hijeYafefkbWhj_jb[i"e\j[dh[jkhdkfje*&f[hY[dj$H[jkhdij^_i^_]^YWdi[h_ekibo_cfWYj
a publisher’s bottom line. For years, publishers have talked about doing away with the practice
of allowing bookstores to return unsold books to the publisher for credit.
Today, about eighteen thousand outlets sell books in the United States, including traditional
Xeeaijeh[i"Z[fWhjc[djijeh[i"Zhk]ijeh[i"ki[Z#Xeeaijeh[i"WdZjeoijeh[i$I^eff_d]#cWbb
Xeeaijeh[i^Wl[Xeeij[ZXeeaiWb[ii_dY[j^[bWj['/,&i$8kj_jmWij^[Z[l[befc[dje\Xeea
ikf[hijeh[i_dj^['/.&ij^Wjh[Wbboh[_dl_]ehWj[Zj^[Xki_d[ii$<ebbem_d]j^[ikYY[iie\Wi_d]b[
8ehZ[hiijeh[_d7dd7hXeh"C_Y^_]Wd"WdkcX[he\XeeaY^W_diX[]WdZ[l[bef_d]Xeeaikf[h#
ijeh[ij^WjYWj[h[ZjeikXkhXWdWh[WiWdZjeWl_Zh[WZ[hi$7jof_YWb8Whd[iDeXb[ikf[hijeh[
demijeYaikfje(&&"&&&j_jb[i"YecfWh[Zm_j^j^[(&"&&&eh*&"&&&j_jb[i\ekdZ_debZ[hcWbb
ijeh[i$7iikf[hijeh[i[nfWdZ[Z"j^[oX[]Wdjei[bbh[YehZ[Zcki_YWdZ\[Wjkh[Yeè[[i^efi
WdZb_l[f[h\ehcWdY[i$8ehZ[hi^WZ]hemd\hec'*ikf[hijeh[i_d'//'jeceh[j^Wd+&.ikf[h#
stores and 173 Waldenbooks by 2010, but the company declared bankruptcy and closed its last
Xh_Ya#WdZ#cehjWhijeh[_d(&''$I_dY[j^[i^kjj[h_d]e\8ehZ[hi"8Whd[iDeXb[^WiZec_dWj[Z
Xeeaijeh[iWb[i"ef[hWj_d]-&+ikf[hijeh[iWdZ,),Yebb[][Xeeaijeh[i$
The rise of book superstores (and later, online bookstores) severely cut into independent
Xeeaijeh[Xki_d[ii"m^_Y^Zheff[Z\hecW)'f[hY[djcWha[ji^Wh[_d'//'je*$)f[hY[djXo
2011.'* The number of independent bookstores dropped from 5,100 in 1991 to about 1,900
today. Independent bookstores and superstore chains are being squeezed from multiple sides:
edb_d[WdZ[#XeeaiWb[i1X_]Z_iYekdjh[jW_b[hiikY^WiMWbcWhj"IWc¾i9bkX"JWh][j"WdZ9eijYe1
WdZif[Y_Wbjoh[jW_b[hib_a[7dj^he#
pologie and Urban Outﬁtters that sell
“lifestyle” books.15
8eeaYbkXiWdZcW_b#ehZ[hi[hl_Y[i
are two other traditional methods of
selling books. Originally, these two
tactics helped the industry when local
bookstores were rarer and long before
the Internet existed.
J^[8eea#e\#j^[#Cedj^9bkXWdZ
j^[B_j[hWho=k_bZXej^ijWhj[Z_d'/(,$
Using popular writers and literary
experts to recommend new books, the
clubs were immediately successful.
Book clubs have long served as editors
for their customers, screening thou#
sands of titles and recommending key
books in particular genres. During the
'/.&i"XeeaYbkXiX[]Wdje[nf[h_[dY[
declining sales. Today, twenty remain#
_d]XeeaYbkXiº_dYbkZ_d]j^[8eea#e\#
j^[#Cedj^9bkX"j^[B_j[hWho=k_bZ"WdZ
Doubleday—are consolidated by a single
company, Direct Brands, Inc., which
Wbieemdi:L:WdZcki_YYbkXi$

“Like milk in a
grocery store, the
kids’ section of a
Barnes & Noble
is almost always
placed far from
the entrance.
Why? Simple:
B&N children’s
sections are a
customer magnet,
and possibly the
most child-friendly
and parentally
designed spaces
in the history of
retailing.”
PAUL COLLINS,
VILLAGE VOICE, 2006

INDEPENDENT
BOOKSTORES
City Lights Books in San
Francisco, CA, is both an
independent bookstore and
an independent publisher,
publishing nearly 200
titles since launching in
1955, including poet Allen
Ginsberg’s revolutionary
work Howl. Customers
from around the world now
come to browse through the
landmark store’s three ﬂoors
and to see the place where
“beatniks” like Ginsberg got
their start.
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“Large corporate
booksellers, once
an enemy of the
little guy, now
have enemies
of their own:
Amazon.com and
big-box retailers
like Costco and
Target are taking
on Borders with
even deeper
discounts than
the chains used
against the
independents.”
WASHINGTON POST,
2008

CW_b#ehZ[hXeeai[bb_d]mWif_ed[[h[Z_dj^['/+&iXocW]Wp_d[fkXb_i^[hi$J^[oYh[Wj[Z
if[Y_Wbi[jie\Xeeai"_dYbkZ_d]J_c[#B_\[8eeai"\eYki_d]edikY^Wh[WiWiiY_[dY["dWjkh["
household maintenance, and cooking. These series usually oﬀered one book at a time and sus#
jW_d[ZiWb[ij^hek]^Z_h[Yj#cW_bÇo[hiWdZej^[hWZl[hj_i_d]$7bj^ek]^ikY^i[jiWh[ceh[Yeijbo
Zk[jeWZl[hj_i_d]WdZfeijWbY^Wh][i"cW_b#ehZ[hXeeaiij_bbWff[WbjeYkijec[him^efh[\[h
mail to the hassle of shopping or to those who prefer the privacy of mail order (particularly if
j^[oWh[ehZ[h_d]i[nkWbbo[nfb_Y_jXeeaiehcW]Wp_d[i$JeZWocW_b#ehZ[hXeeai[bb_d]_iki[Z
primarily by trade, professional, and university press publishers.

Selling Books Online
Since the late 1990s, online booksellers have created an entirely new book distribution system on
the Internet. The strength of online sellers lies in their convenience and low prices, and especially
j^[_hWX_b_jojee\\[hXWYab_ijj_jb[iWdZj^[mehaie\b[ii\WcekiWkj^ehij^Wj[l[d(&&"&&&¹lebkc[
superstores don’t carry on their shelves. Online customers are also drawn to the interactive nature
of these sites, which allow readers to post their own book reviews, read those of fellow customers,
and receive book recommendations based on book searches and past purchases.
J^[jhW_bXbWp[h_i7cWped$Yec"[ijWXb_i^[Z_d'//+Xoj^[d#j^_hjo#o[Wh#ebZ@[è8[pei"m^e
b[\jMWbbIjh[[jjeijWhjWM[X#XWi[ZXki_d[ii$8[peih[Wb_p[ZXeeaim[h[WdkdjWff[ZWdZ_Z[Wb
market for the Internet, with more than 3 million publications in print and plenty of distribu#
jehije\kbÆbbehZ[hi$>[cel[ZjeI[Wjjb[WdZijWhj[Z7cWped$Yec"iedWc[ZX[YWki[i[WhY^
[d]_d[ib_a[OW^eeb_ij[ZYWj[]eh_[i_dWbf^WX[j_YWbehZ[h"fkjj_d]7cWpedd[Whj^[jefe\j^[
b_ij$?d'//-"8Whd[iDeXb["j^[b[WZ_d]h[jW_bijeh[Xeeai[bb[h"bWkdY^[Z_jiemdedb_d[Xeea
i_j["Xd$Yec$J^[i_j[¾iikYY[ii"^em[l[h"h[cW_diZmWh\[ZXo7cWped$8o(&'&"7cWped$Yec
controlled nearly 20 percent of consumer book sales.',
8kj7cWped¾iX_]][heX`[Yj_l[\ehj^[Xeea_dZkijhomWijejhWdi\ehcj^[[dj_h[_dZkijho
itself, from one based on bound paper volumes to digital ﬁles. The introduction of the Kindle
_d(&&-cWZ[7cWpedj^[\Wij[ijXeeaZ[b_l[hoioij[c_dj^[mehbZ$?dij[WZe\]e_d]jeW
Xeeaijeh[ehehZ[h_d]\hec7cWpedWdZmW_j_d]\ehj^[XeeajeX[Z[b_l[h[Z_dWXen"ed[
YekbZXkoWXeea_dW\[mi[YedZi\hecj^[7cWpedijeh[$7cWpedgk_Yabo]h[mjeYedjheb
/&f[hY[dje\j^[[#XeeacWha[j"m^_Y^_jki[ZWib[l[hW][je\ehY[XeeafkXb_i^[hijeYecfbo
m_j^j^[_hbemfh_Y[iehh_ia][jj_d]Zheff[Z\hec7cWped¾iXeeaijeh[iec[j^_d]j^Wj^Wi
happened to several independent book publishers who complained).177cWped^WiZed[j^[
same in print book sales, where it is also a major player.
7idej[Z[Whb_[h"7cWped¾ifh_Y[ibWi^_d]h[ikbj[Z_dceije\j^[cW`ehjhWZ[XeeafkXb_i^#
_d]YehfehWj_edi[dZehi_d]7ffb[¾iW][dYo#ceZ[bfh_Y_d]"_dm^_Y^j^[fkXb_i^[hii[jj^[Xeea
fh_Y[iWdZj^[Z_]_jWbXeeai[bb[h][jiW)&#f[hY[djYecc_ii_ed$J^[d[mW][dYofh_Y_d]ioij[c
\eh[#XeeaiX[]Wd_d(&''1Xo(&'("7cWped¾ii^Wh[e\j^[[#XeeacWha[jZheff[Z\hecWXekj
/&f[hY[djjeWXekj,&f[hY[dj"m^_b[8Whd[iDeXb[YWfjkh[ZW(+f[hY[djcWha[ji^Wh[WdZ
7ffb[WXekj'&f[hY[dj$7\j[hj^[K$I$:[fWhjc[dje\@kij_Y[Æb[ZWbWmik_j_d(&''"Y^Wh]_d]j^Wj
7ffb[WdZj^[cW`ehfkXb_i^[hiYebbkZ[Zjei[jXeeafh_Y[ij^kiZ[do_d]Yedikc[hij^[bem[h
fh_Y[ij^Wj7cWped¾iZ[[fZ_iYekdjic_]^jeè[h"j^[Xeeai[bb[hih[ifedZ[Zj^Wj]el[hdc[dj
_dl[ij_]Wjehii^ekbZ^Wl[X[[dceh[YedY[hd[ZWXekj7cWped"m^_Y^^Wi]hemdjeX[ed[e\
the most powerful players in the publishing industry. Of particular concern to publishers is that
7cWped^WiX[[d[nfWdZ_d]_djej^[Æ[bZe\jhWZ_j_edWbfkXb_i^[him_j^j^[[ijWXb_i^c[dje\
7cWpedFkXb_i^_d]"m^_Y^^Wi]hemdhWf_Zboi_dY[(&&/$M_j^WfkXb_i^_d]Whcj^WjYWdi_]d
Wkj^ehijeXeeaYedjhWYji"j^[7cWpedijeh[¾iZ_ijh_Xkj_ed"WdZc_bb_edie\A_dZb[Z[l_Y[i_d
j^[^WdZie\h[WZ[hi"7cWped_iX[Yec_d]Wl[hj_YWbbo_dj[]hWj[ZYecfWdoWdZjeefem[h\kb"
jhWZ_j_edWbfkXb_i^[hi\[Whi[[»M^Wj7cWpedEmdi"¼edfW][)-'$
7cWped¾iX_]][ijh_lWbi_dj^[Z_]_jWbXeeaXki_d[iiWh[j^ei[m_j^j^[_hemdjWXb[jZ[l_Y[i$
7ffb[^Wi_ji_8eeaijeh["m^_Y^_iWlW_bWXb[\eh_FWZiWdZ_F^ed[ij^hek]^WdWff_dj^[_Jkd[iijeh[$
=ee]b[FbWo"=ee]b[¾iZ_]_jWbc[Z_Wijeh["YecX_d[id[mboh[b[Wi[ZWdZXWYab_ijXeeai"Wbed]m_j^j^[
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CARNEGIE LIBRARIES
The Carnegie Library of
Pittsburgh was ﬁrst opened
in 1895 with a $1 million
donation from Andrew
Carnegie (at the time it was
called Main Library). In total,
eight branches were built
in Pittsburgh as “Carnegie
Libraries.”

that people who read regularly are more active in civic and cultural life and more likely to perform
volunteer and charity work, crucial activities in a democratic society.19
7bj^ek]^j^[h[_iWd_dYh[Wi[Z_dj[h[ij_dXeeai"j^[h[_iYedY[hdXocWdo\ehj^[gkWb_joe\
books. Indeed, the economic clout of publishing houses run by large multinational corporations has
made it more diﬃcult for new authors and new ideas to gain a foothold. Often, editors and execu#
j_l[ifh[\[hje_dl[ij_dYecc[hY_WbboikYY[ii\kbWkj^ehiehj^ei[m^e^Wl[WXk_bj#_dj[b[l_i_ed"
sports, or movie audience. In his book The Death of Literature"7bl_dA[hdWdWh]k[ij^Wji[h_ekib_j[h#
ary work has been increasingly overwhelmed by the triumph of consumerism. People jump at craft#
ily marketed celebrity biographies and popular ﬁction, he argues, but seldom read serious works.
He contends that cultural standards have been undermined by marketing ploys that divert attention
WmWo\heci[h_ekiXeeaiWdZjemWhZcWii#fheZkY[Zmehaij^WjWh[ceh[[Wi_boYedikc[Z$20
Yet books and reading have survived the challenge of visual and digital culture. Develop#
ments such as digital publishing, word processing, audio books, children’s pictorial literature,
and online services have integrated aspects of print and electronic culture into our daily lives.
Most of these new forms carry on the legacy of books: transcending borders to provide personal
stories, world history, and general knowledge to all who can read.
Since the early days of the printing press, books have helped us to understand ideas and
customs outside our own experiences. For democracy to work well, we must read. When we
examine other cultures through books, we discover not only who we are and what we value but
also who others are and what our common ties might be.

“Universally priced
at twenty-ﬁve
cents in its early
years, the paperback democratized
reading in America.”
KENNETH DAVIS,
TWO-BIT CULTURE, 1984
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CHAPTER
REVIEW
COMMON THREADS
One of the Common Threads discussed in Chapter 1 is about the commercial nature of the mass media convergence.
Books have been products of a publishing industry in the United States at least since the early 1800s, but with the
advent of digital technologies, the structure of the publishing industry is either evolving or dying. Is that a good or
bad thing for the future of books?
Since the popularization of Gutenberg’s printing press,
there has always been some kind of gatekeeper in the publishing industry. Initially, it was religious institutions (e.g.,
determining what would constitute the books of the Bible),
then intellectuals, educators, and—with the development
of publishing houses in the early 1800s—a fully formed
commercial publishing industry.
Now, with the digital turn in publishing, anyone can
be an author. Clay Shirky, a digital theorist at New York
University, argues that this completely undercuts the work
of publishers. “Publishing is going away,” Shirky says. “Because the word ‘publishing’ means a cadre of professionals
who are taking on the incredible difficulty and complexity and expense of making something public. That’s not a
job anymore. That’s a button. There’s a button that says

‘publish,’ and when you press it, it’s done.”21 Indeed, selfpublishing is already a huge part of what the industry has
become. As the New York Times noted, “Nearly 350,000
new print titles were published in 2011, and 150,000 to
200,000 of them were produced by self-publishing companies.”22 (Table 10.1 lists about 177,000 books published in
2011, so nearly that many more books were self-published
in the same year.)
More books in circulation is great for democracy, for
the inclusion of more voices. But is there still value to the
acquisition, editing, and marketing of books that publishers
do? Are these traditional gatekeepers worth keeping
around? Is it a legitimate concern that the quality of book
content will suffer without publishers to find, develop, and
promote the work of the best authors?

KEY TERMS
The definitions for the terms listed below can be found in the glossary at the end of the book.
The page numbers listed with the terms indicate where the term is highlighted in the chapter.
papyrus, 348
parchment, 348
codex, 349
manuscript culture, 349
illuminated manuscripts, 349
block printing, 350
printing press, 350
vellum, 350
paperback books, 351
dime novels, 351
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pulp fiction, 351
linotype, 351
offset lithography, 351
trade books, 353
professional books, 354
textbooks, 354
mass market paperbacks, 358
instant book, 358
reference books, 359
university press, 360

e-book, 361
book challenge, 365
acquisitions editors, 367
subsidiary rights, 367
developmental editor, 368
copy editors, 368
design managers, 368
e-publishing, 372

For review quizzes, chapter summaries, links
to media-related Web sites, and more, go to
bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
The History of Books from Papyrus to Paperbacks
1. What distinguishes the manuscript culture of the Middle
Ages from the oral and print eras in communication?
2. Why was the printing press such an important and
revolutionary invention?
3. Why were books particularly important to women
readers during the early periods of American history?

Modern Publishing and the Book Industry
4. Why did publishing houses develop?
5. Why is the trade book segment one of the most lucrative parts of the book industry?
6. What are the major issues that affect textbook publishing?
7. What has undermined the sales of printed and CD
encyclopedias?
8. What is the relationship between the book and movie
industries?
9. Why did the Kindle succeed in the e-book market where
other devices had failed?

Trends and Issues in Book Publishing
10. In what ways have e-books reimagined what a book can be?

12. What’s the difference between a book that is challenged and one that is banned?

The Organization and Ownership of the Book Industry
13. What are the current ownership patterns in the book
industry? How do they affect the kinds of books that
are published?
14. What are the general divisions within a typical publishing house?
15. What was the impact of the growth of book superstores on the rest of the bookstore industry?
16. How have online bookstores and e-books affected
bookstores and the publishing industry?
17. What are the concerns over Amazon’s powerful role in
determining book pricing and having its own publishing divisions?
18. What is Andrew Carnegie’s legacy in regard to libraries
in the United States and elsewhere?

Books and the Future of Democracy
19. Why is an increasing interest in reading a signal for
improved democratic life?

11. What are the major issues in the debate over digitizing
millions of books for Web search engines?

QUESTIONING THE MEDIA
1. As books shift to being digital, what advantages of the
bound-book format are we sacrificing?

What policies do you think should guide the committee’s selection of controversial books?

2. Given the digital turn in the book industry, if you
were to self-publish a book, what strategies would you
take in marketing and distribution to help an audience
find it?

4. Why do you think the availability of television and
cable hasn’t substantially decreased the number of
new book titles available each year? What do books
offer that television doesn’t?

3. Imagine that you are on a committee that oversees
book choices for a high school library in your town.

5. Would you read a book on a) a computer, b) a phone,
or c) a tablet? Why or why not?

ADDITIONAL VIDEOS
Visit the VideoCentral: Mass Communication section at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture
for additional exclusive videos related to Chapter 10, including:
q 563/*/(5)&1"(&#00,4(0%*(*5"Authors discuss how e-books are changing both how
books are consumed and how they are written.
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PART 4

The Business
of Mass Media
T

he digital turn has brought about a shift in the locus of power in the mass
media. For decades, the mass media have been dominated by giant
corporations—such as Comcast (NBC Universal), Disney, Time Warner, News
Corp., and CBS—that created the music, television, movies, and publications
we consumed. Now a new digital market has grown up around them, displacing the
way traditional mass media businesses operate, changing how advertising and public
relations work, and breaking down the barriers of entry to startup media companies:
q Changes in the structure of media economics. The legacy media conglomerates have long
been accustomed to competing in a media environment of their own making. The music,
movie, television, radio, magazine, newspaper, and book industries were populated by the
content of their vast subsidiaries—Universal music, Disney television channels, Warner Bros.
movies, Time Inc. magazines, and the like. In just a few short years, these traditional media
companies have lost some of their power due to the rise of major digital companies like Apple,
Amazon, Google, Microsoft, and Facebook. These digital corporations are the new media conglomerates, despite not owning major content creation companies. They control the devices
and platforms that people use to access all of their media, thus controlling which media people
consume. Traditional media companies now find themselves in a position where they have to
work with these companies (even if they balk at the 30-percent cut that Apple takes, for example) or risk losing their audience. It’s a contentious but mutually beneficial relationship; the
digital companies need the content companies and vice versa. This is not a new story, though:
Block booking in the early film industry, battles between broadcast and cable, and disputes
between record labels and radio illustrate the ongoing struggles of rival media powers.
q The new digital ecosystem for advertising and public relations. Professional media
communicators are negotiating new terrain in the digital age, too. Not only are they figuring out what kinds of advertising or PR campaigns work best in the age of social media
and mobile devices, they also are dealing with an age in which it’s much more difficult to
control the flow of information and the framing of a story. This new environment can be
good and bad. The good is that it doesn’t take a lot of money to get your message out
there, but the bad is that every PR gaffe or crisis is magnified. Similarly, digital media
can identify audiences with greater precision (our Google searches and Facebook “likes”
give away a lot about us), but they also make containing communications far more difficult. Everyone on the Internet is a potential customer, but also a potential public critic.
q Democracy and the redistribution of power. The digital turn has allowed for more voices,
more companies, and more creative startups, reversing many earlier concerns of mass media conglomerates. Now, the entry to being a content creator is much easier: It’s simple to
get songs listed in the iTunes store, books placed in the Amazon catalog, and videos posted
to YouTube. With information more available, it’s also easier for citizens to actively respond
to messages formerly controlled by advertising and public relations. Social media have
unleashed an army of fact-checking critics who push for more transparent communication.

Market Capitalization
(what the company is worth in billions)

The Big Five Digital Companies
Amazon
700
600
500

e-Commerce
Kindle, Kindle phone
(TBA), Amazon.com
store

400

Apple
632.7

Facebook

Google

Microsoft

Social Media Site
No devices

Web Search Engine
Android mobile
phone operating
system, Nexus 7
Tablet, Google Play
store, Google search

Computer Software
Computer operating
systems, Surface
tablet, Microsoft
mobile phones, Bing
search engine

Personal Computers
iPhone, iPad, iTunes
store

300

222.7

254.7

$37,905

$73,723

200
100

Revenue
in Millions

38.0

112.1

0

$48,077

$108,249

$4,736

In 2012, as Apple’s stock price soared, it became the most highly valued company in U.S. history–worth (by September)
$632.7 billion. The stock price suggests that investors think Apple will continue to make money for a long time to come.
How do Apple and its competitors make their money, and what are their contributions to the digital economy?
Payments
and other fees
$768

Advertising
$3,968

Facebook
$4,736
iPhone and related
products and services
$47,057

Apple

iTunes, App
Store, iBookstore
$6,314
iPod
$7,453

Laptops
$15,344

1

(includes
Xbox 360 and
Windows Phone)
$9,585

$73,723

Other
(including
Amazon
Web Services)
$1,580

Server
million
and tools
(includes
Windows server)
$18,696

Amazon
$48,077
million

Desktops
$6,439
Peripherals
and hardware
$2,330

Windows &
Windows Live
(Windows 7
operating
system)
$18,818

Entertainment/
devices

Microsoft

$108,249
million
iPad and related
$20,358

Unallocated and other
$273

Microsoft
Business
(includes
Microsoft
Office
software)
$23,963

Online services (includes Bing)
$2,934
Other
Advertising
$1,374
$36,531

Google
Software
and services
$2,954

Electronics and
Media
other merchandise
(Kindles and everything else) (books, music, movies, etc.)
$17,779
$28,718

Consider your own media consumption. How
many of these digital corporations do you
interact with in a typical week? In what ways?
Are those corporations and their products and
services indispensable to your daily life?

$37,905
million

2

Can you imagine a scenario where one
or more of these ﬁve corporations
might not exist in ﬁve or ten years? What
could go wrong that would turn people
away from the company?

See Notes for list of sources.
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SNBNDWHRSVHSGSGDjMDVxCHFHS@KLDCH@BNMFKNLDQ@SDR#G@OSDQ 
QBHFTr 
q 5IFCFHJOOJOHPGUIFEJHJUBMUVSOBSSJWFEJO XIFO/BQTUFSXBT
MBVODIFEBOENBTTJWFJMMFHBMNVTJDGJMFTIBSJOHTUBSUFE $IBQUFS 
QBHF 4JODFUIBUUJNF FWFSZJOEVTUSZIBTIBEUPBEBQUUPEJHJUBMNFEJB
ENQL@SR
q *OUFSOFUDPOOFDUJWJUZIBTNPWFEEJHJUBMHBNJOHGSPNBDPOTPMFPSDPNQVUFS
A@RDCDWODQHDMBDSNNMDSG@SB@MADMDSVNQJDC@MCLNAHKD#G@OSDQ 
QBHFTr 
q *OUIFOFXEJHJUBMFDPOPNZ HFUUJOHQFPQMFUPQBZGPSDPOUFOUDBOCFEJGGJDVMU
$IBQUFS QBHF 1SJDJOHCBUUMFTJOUIFCPPLJOEVTUSZ $IBQUFS 
QBHF BOEEJGGJDVMUZJOHFUUJOHQFPQMFUPQBZGPSOFXT $IBQUFS 
QBHFTr BSFTPNFPGUIFNPTUTJHOJGJDBOUVQIFBWBMTJOUIFJOEVTUSZ

4GD)MSDQMDS#G@MFDRSGD&NQL
@MC&TMBSHNMNE!CUDQSHRHMF@MC02
q "TNPSFQFPQMFDBSSZTNBSUQIPOFT UBCMFUT BOEPUIFSEFWJDFT BEWFSUJTJOH
JTRVJDLMZNPWJOHJOUPNPCJMFNFEJB UPSFBDIVTXIFSFXFBSF $IBQUFS 
QBHFTr 
q 5IF*OUFSOFUIBTUSBOTGPSNFEBMPOHUJNFTUBQMFPGQVCMJDSFMBUJPOTsUIF
O@ODQOQDRRQDKD@RDHMSN@BNKKDBSHNMNEjQDLHW@AKDxLTKSHLDCH@DKDLDMSR
$IBQUFS QBHFTr 
q 1VCMJDSFMBUJPOTQSPGFTTJPOBMTIBWFFNCSBDFETPDJBMNFEJBGPSUIFJSBCJMJUZ
SNBNMMDBSBKHDMSRHM@LNQDODQRNM@AKDV@XVHSGSGDHQ@TCHDMBDR9DS 02HR
B@QDETK@ANTSRNBH@KLDCH@`RHLLDCH@BX/MDA@CSVDDSB@MSTQMUHQ@K@KLNRS
JOTUBOUMZ $IBQUFS QBHF 
q 5IFMPXCVEHFUTFBSDIBETPG(PPHMFIBWFUSBOTGPSNFEUIBUDPNQBOZJOUP
SGDK@QFDRS@CUDQSHRHMFEHQLHMSGDBNTMSQX'NNFKDL@JDRMD@QKX@KKNEHSR
SFWFOVFGSPNTFBSDIBET $IBQUFS QBHF 
q 5IF*OUFSOFUIBTBMTPUSBOTGPSNFENBSLFUJOHBOEQSPNPUJPO5IFNPWJF
HMCTRSQXG@RTSHKHYDCRNBH@KLDCH@B@LO@HFMRSNATHKCHMSDQDRSLNMSGRHM
BEWBODFPGGJMNSFMFBTFT $IBQUFS QBHF 



4GD$@QJ3HCDNE!CUDQSHRHMF
@MC02HMSGD$HFHS@K!FD
q 5IFEJHJUBMUVSOIBTNBEFNBTTNFEJBTPFBTZUPBDDFTT XFGPSHFUUIBUUIF
OQHBDHRNESDMSTQMHMFNUDQHMENQL@SHNM@ANTSNTQRDKUDR$@S@LHMHMFB@RGDR
HMNMNTQODQRNM@KHMENQL@SHNM NESDMVHSGNTSNTQBKD@QBNMRDMS#G@OSDQ 
QBHF 
q *UnTOPUBMXBZTDMFBSJGTPNFPOFBEWFSUJTJOHPOTPDJBMNFEJBJTHFOVJOFMZ
SFDPNNFOEJOHBQSPEVDU PSJTQBJECZBDPNQBOZUPEPTP $IBQUFS 
QBHF 
q %JHJUBMBEWFSUJTJOHJOWJEFPHBNFT $IBQUFS QBHF UFMFWJTJPO $IBQ
UFS QBHF BOENPWJFT $IBQUFS QBHF HFOFSBUFTHSFBUFS
QDUDMTDENQLDCH@BNLO@MHDR ATSBG@MFDRSGDM@QQ@SHUD@MCDWODQHDMBDNE
NTQLDCH@BNMSDMS
q *TUIFUSBEFPGGPGHSFBUFSBDDFTTUPEJHJUBMNFEJBDPOUFOUXPSUIUIFJODSFBT
JOHJOWBTJPOPGPVSQSJWBDZ &YUFOEFE$BTF4UVEZ QBHF 
&NQLNQDNM)MSDQMDSTRDQRBQD@SHMFSGDHQNVMBNMSDMS V@SBGSGDj5RDQ
'DMDQ@SDC#NMSDMSxUHCDNNML_Z[e9[djhWb0CWii9ecckd_YWj_ed@S
ADCENQCRSL@QSHMRBNLLDCH@BTKSTQD
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The year 2010 marked a signiﬁcant moment for
the future of advertising. First, Internet advertising revenue, fueled by continuing strong growth,
surpassed newspaper advertising revenue. In
just a decade, the Internet had become one of
the major advertising media, with more than $26
billion in advertising revenue. Second, mobile
advertising had grown big enough to gain the
attention of the advertising industry. Although
mobile advertising across North America only
accounted for about $700 million in revenue in
2011, some of the largest media companies in
the world made huge investments to bring many
more ads to smartphone and tablet screens.
These kinds of ads were estimated to rake in
more than $5 billion in North America by 2015.1
Within ten years, mobile advertising is likely
to follow the trend set by Internet advertising.
“Dollars always follow eyeballs,” a media forecaster told the Wall Street Journal,2 predicting
that it was a matter of time before mobile
became the next major advertising medium.
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In this case, the “eyeballs” are on mobile
media—smartphones and tablets. The
two dominant players in this market
are Google, with its Android platform,
and Apple, with its line of iPhones,
iPods, and iPads. Both companies have
NBEFTJHOJˣDBOUJOWFTUNFOUTJONPCJMF
advertising. Google, already the biggest
BEWFSUJTJOHDPNQBOZJOUIFXPSME 
QFSDFOUPGJUTCJMMJPOJOSFWFOVFJO
DBNFGSPN*OUFSOFUBEWFSUJTJOH 
bought AdMob, a company that serves
BETUPNPCJMFTDSFFOT GPSNJMMJPO
JO8JUITPNBOZNPCJMFQIPOF
and tablet devices from companies such
as HTC, Samsung, LG, and Motorola
using the Android platform, there is a
ready network of devices available for
Google’s mobile advertising.
Meanwhile, Apple, an innovator in
touchscreen devices, also purchased a
NPCJMFBEWFSUJTJOHˣSN 2VBUUSP8JSFMFTT GPSNJMMJPOJOFBSMZ*O
"QSJM "QQMFVOWFJMFEJUTPXONPbile advertising platform, iAd, and soon
BGUFS "QQMFEFDJEFEUPTIVUUFS2VBUUSP
Wireless in order to focus all of its enerHJFTPOEFWFMPQJOHJ"E#Z "QQMF
regularly offered ads to iPhone and iPod
Touch users that combine video and
multimedia. Because Apple believes
that most mobile-device customers are
VTJOHBQQT SBUIFSUIBOTVSˣOHUIF8FC
or running Internet searches, the ads
appear within the apps, and users don’t
need to exit the app in order to interact
with the ad.
*O%FDFNCFS "QQMFEFCVUFEUIF
iAd on the iPad—for the Disney blockbuster Tron Legacy. It featured nearly
ten minutes of video, images from the
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ˣMN BUIFBUFSMPDBUPS BOEUIFPQUJPOUP
preview and purchase the soundtrack—
in fact, the ad almost functioned as an
app itself. As Steve Jobs, Apple’s late
CEO, said, “iAd offers advertisers the
emotion of TV with the interactivity of
the web, and offers users a new way to
explore ads without being hijacked out
of their favorite apps.”3
Mobile advertising is still in its infancy,
but the competition for the attention
of smartphone and tablet users will be
intense, and is “the latest round in the
new epic struggle between Apple and
Google,” according to PCWorld magazine. These days, the two corporations
are less about computers and search
engines, and more about creating
platforms to reach millions of consumers and tap into the multibillion-dollar
advertising industry.

“[With mobile ad campaigns] interactions,
shares, ‘likes,’ texts,
calls, stores located,
apps downloaded, views,
coupon redemptions,
and impressions, are all
possible success metrics—
and nearly everything is
measurable.”
INTERACTIVE ADVERTISING
#63&"6 ."3$)

TODAY, ADVERTISEMENTS ARE EVERYWHERE AND IN EVERY
MEDIA FORM. Ads take up more than half the space in most daily newspapers and consumer magazines. They are inserted into trade books and
textbooks. They clutter Web sites on the Internet. They fill our mailboxes and
wallpaper the buses we ride. Dotting the nation’s highways, billboards promote fast-food and hotel chains, while neon signs announce the names of
stores along major streets and strip malls. Ads are even found in the restrooms
of malls, restaurants, and bars.
At local theaters and on DVDs, ads now precede the latest Hollywood movie trailers. Corporate sponsors spend millions for product placement: buying
spaces for particular goods to appear in a TV show, movie, or music video. Ads
are part of a deejay’s morning patter, and ads routinely interrupt our favorite
TV and cable programs. In 2012, nearly 16 minutes and 20 seconds of each
hour of prime-time network television carried commercials, program promos,
and public service announcements—an increase from 13 minutes an hour in
1992. In addition, each hour of prime-time network TV carried about 11 minutes of product placements.5 This means that about 26 minutes of each hour
(or 43 percent) include some sort of paid sponsorship. According to the Food
Marketing Institute, the typical supermarket’s shelves are ﬁlled with thirty
thousand to ﬁfty thousand diﬀerent brand-name packages, all functioning
like miniature billboards. By some research estimates, the average American
comes into contact with ﬁve thousand forms of advertising each day.6
Advertising comes in many forms, from classiﬁed ads to business-tobusiness ads, providing detailed information on speciﬁc products. However,
in this chapter we concentrate on the more conspicuous advertisements that
shape product images and brand-name identities. Because so much consumer
advertising intrudes into daily life, ads are often viewed in a negative light. Although business
managers agree that advertising is the foundation of a healthy media economy—far preferable
to government-controlled media—audiences routinely complain about how many ads they are
forced to endure, and they increasingly ﬁnd ways to avoid them, like zipping through television
ads with TiVo and blocking pop-up ads with Web browsers. In response, market researchers
routinely weigh consumers’ tolerance—how long an ad or how many ads they are willing to
tolerate to get “free” media content. Without consumer advertisements, however, mass communication industries would cease to function in their present forms. Advertising is the economic
glue that holds most media industries together.
In this chapter, we will:

THE “GOT MILK?”
advertising campaign was
originally designed by Goodby,
Silverstein & Partners for the
California Milk Processor
#PBSEJO4JODF 
the National Milk Processor
Board has licensed the
oHPUNJML pTMPHBOGPSJUT
celebrity milk mustache
ads like this one.

 ;nWc_d[j^[^_ijeh_YWbZ[l[befc[dje\WZl[hj_i_d]ºWd_dZkijhoj^Wj^[bf[ZjhWdi\ehc
numerous nations into consumer societies
 BeeaWjj^[\_hijK$I$WZW][dY_[i1[WhboWZl[hj_i[c[dji1WdZj^[[c[h][dY[e\fWYaW]_d]"
trademarks, and brand-name recognition
 9edi_Z[hj^[]hemj^e\WZl[hj_i_d]_dj^[bWijY[djkho"ikY^Wij^[_dYh[Wi_d]_d\bk[dY[e\
ad agencies and the shift to a more visually oriented culture
 Ekjb_d[j^[a[of[hikWi_l[j[Y^d_gk[iki[Z_dYedikc[hWZl[hj_i_d]
 ?dl[ij_]Wj[WZiWiW\ehce\Yecc[hY_Wbif[[Y^"WdZZ_iYkiij^[c[Wikh[iW_c[ZWjh[]klating advertising
 BeeaWjfeb_j_YWbWZl[hj_i_d]WdZ_ji_cfWYjedZ[ceYhWYo
It’s increasingly rare to ﬁnd spaces in our society that don’t contain advertising. As you
read this chapter, think about your own exposure to advertising. What are some things you
like or admire about advertising? For example, are there particular ad campaigns that give you
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j_edWbboWle_ZWZl[hj_i_d]5<ehceh[gk[ij_edije^[bfoekkdZ[hijWdZj^[heb[e\WZl[hj_i_d]_d
PVSMJWFT TFFh2VFTUJPOJOHUIF.FEJBvJOUIF$IBQUFS3FWJFX

%@QKX$DUDKNOLDMSRHM
!LDQHB@M!CUDQSHRHMF

j9NTB@MSDKK
SGDHCD@KRNE@
M@SHNMAXHSR
@CUDQSHRDLDMSRx
./2-!. $/5',!3
IEKJ>M?D:"

"EWFSUJTJOHIBTFYJTUFETJODF#$& XIFOTIPQPXOFSTJOBODJFOU#BCZMPOIVOHPVUEPPS
TJHOTDBSWFEJOTUPOFBOEXPPETPUIBUDVTUPNFSTDPVMETQPUUIFJSTUPSFT.FSDIBOUTJOFBSMZ
;]ofj_WdieY_[jo^_h[ZjemdYh_[hijemWbaj^hek]^j^[ijh[[ji"WddekdY_d]j^[Whh_lWbe\i^_fi
BOEMJTUJOHUIFHPPETPOCPBSE"SDIBFPMPHJTUTTFBSDIJOH1PNQFJJ UIFBODJFOU*UBMJBODJUZEF
TUSPZFEXIFO.PVOU7FTVWJVTFSVQUFEJO$& GPVOEBEWFSUJTJOHNFTTBHFTQBJOUFEPOXBMMT
#Z$&$"cWdo;khef[WdY_j_[i\[Wjkh[ZjemdYh_[him^edejedboYWbb[Zekjj^[d[mie\j^[
EBZCVUBMTPEJSFDUFEDVTUPNFSTUPWBSJPVTTUPSFT
Ej^[h[Whboc[Z_WWZim[h[ed^WdZX_bbi"feij[hi"WdZXheWZi_Z[ibed]"d[mifh_dj#gkWb_jo
feij[hi$;d]b_i^Xeeai[bb[hifh_dj[ZXheY^kh[iWdZX_bbiWddekdY_d]d[mfkXb_YWj_ediWi[Whbo
BTUIFT XIFOQPTUFSTBEWFSUJTJOHSFMJHJPVTCPPLTXFSFUBDLFEPOUPDIVSDIEPPST*O 
fh_djWZi_c_jWj_d]j^[ehWbijob[e\Yh_[hiWff[Wh[Z_dj^[Æhij;d]b_i^d[mifWf[hi$7ddekdY_d]
MBOEEFBMTBOETIJQDBSHPFT UIFlSTUOFXTQBQFSBETJODPMPOJBM"NFSJDBSBOJOUIF#PTUPO/FXT
-FUUFSJO
5PEJTUJOHVJTIUIFJSBQQSPBDIGSPNUIFDPNNFSDJBMJTNPGOFXTQBQFST FBSMZNBHB[JOFT
SFGVTFEUPDBSSZBEWFSUJTFNFOUT#ZUIFNJET UIPVHI NPTUNBHB[JOFTDPOUBJOFEBETBOE
NPTUQVCMJTIFSTTUBSUFENBHB[JOFTIPQJOHUPFBSOBEWFSUJTJOHEPMMBST"CPVUQFSDFOUPG
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ADVERTISING

the ad, plus a 15 percent commission for the agency. The more ads an agency placed, the larger
the agency’s revenue. Thus agencies had little incentive to buy fewer ads on behalf of their
clients. Nowadays, however, many advertising agencies work for a flat fee, and some will agree
to be paid on a performance basis.

Trademarks and Packaging

PATENT MEDICINES
Unregulated patent medicines, such as the one represented in this ad, created
a bonanza for nineteenthcentury print media in search
of advertising revenue. After
several muckraking magazine reports about deceptive
patent medicine claims, Congress created the Food and
%SVH"ENJOJTUSBUJPOJO

During the mid-1800s, most manufacturers served retail store owners, who usually set their
emdfh_Y[iXofkhY^Wi_d]]eeZi_dbWh][gkWdj_j_[i$CWdk\WYjkh[hi"^em[l[h"YWc[jeh[Wb_p[
j^Wj_\j^[_hfheZkYjim[h[Z_ij_dYj_l[WdZWiieY_Wj[Zm_j^gkWb_jo"Ykijec[himekbZWia\eh
them by name. This would allow manufacturers to dictate prices without worrying about being
undersold by stores’ generic products or bulk items. Advertising let manufacturers establish a
special identity for their products, separate from those of their competitors.
B_a[cWdoWZijeZWo"d_d[j[[dj^#Y[djkhoWZl[hj_i[c[djie\j[dYh[Wj[Zj^[_cfh[ision of significant differences among products when in fact very few differences actually
[n_ij[Z$8kjm^[dYedikc[hiX[]WdZ[cWdZ_d]Y[hjW_dfheZkYjiº[_j^[hX[YWki[e\gkWbity or because of advertising—manufacturers were able to raise the prices of their goods.
With ads creating and maintaining brand-name recognition, retail stores had to stock the
desired brands.
Ed[e\j^[ÆhijXhWdZdWc[i"Ic_j^8hej^[hi"^WiX[[dWZl[hj_i_d]Yek]^Zhefii_dY[j^[
[Whbo'.+&i$GkWa[hEWji"j^[ÆhijY[h[WbYecfWdojeh[]_ij[hWjhWZ[cWha"^Wiki[Zj^[_cW][
of William Penn, the Quaker who founded Pennsylvania in 1681, to project a company image of
^ed[ijo"Z[Y[dYo"WdZ^WhZmehai_dY['.--$Ej^[h[WhboWdZ[dZkh_d]XhWdZi_dYbkZ[9WcfX[bb
Iekf"m^_Y^YWc[Wbed]_d'.,/1B[l_IjhWkiiel[hWbbi_d'.-)1?leho
IeWf_d'.-/1WdZ;WijcWdAeZWaÆbc_d'...$CWdoe\j^[i[YecfWd_[ifWYaW][Zj^[_hfheZkYji_dicWbbgkWdj_j_[i"j^[h[XoZ_ij_d]k_i^ing them from the generic products sold in large barrels and bins.
Product diﬀerentiation associated with brand-name packaged
]eeZih[fh[i[djij^[i_d]b[X_]][ijjh_kcf^e\WZl[hj_i_d]$IjkZ_[i
suggest that although most ads are not very eﬀective in the short run,
over time they create demand by leading consumers to associate
fWhj_YkbWhXhWdZim_j^gkWb_jo$Dejikhfh_i_d]bo"Xk_bZ_d]ehikijW_ding brand-name recognition is the focus of many product-marketing
campaigns. But the costs that packaging and advertising add to products generate many consumer complaints. The high price of many
contemporary products results from advertising costs. For example,
designer jeans that cost $150 (or more) today are made from roughly
the same inexpensive denim that has outﬁtted farm workers since the
1800s. The diﬀerence now is that more than 90 percent of the jeans’
cost goes toward advertising and proﬁt.

Patent Medicines and Department Stores
By the end of the 1800s, patent medicines and department stores
accounted for half of the revenues taken in by ad agencies. Meanwhile, one-sixth of all print ads came from patent medicine and drug
YecfWd_[i$IkY^WZi[dikh[Zj^[\_dWdY_Wbikhl_lWbe\dkc[heki
magazines as “the role of the publisher changed from being a seller
of a product to consumers to being a gatherer of consumers for the
advertisers.”78[Wh_d]dWc[ib_a[BoZ_WF_da^Wc¾iL[][jWXb[9ecfekdZ":h$B_d¾i9^_d[i[8beeZF_bbi"WdZM_bb_WcHWZWc¾iC_YheX[
A_bb[h"fWj[djc[Z_Y_d[im[h[e\j[dcWZ[m_j^mWj[hWdZ'+je
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*&f[hY[djYedY[djhWj_edie\[j^obWbYe^eb$Ed[fWj[djc[Z_Y_d[ºChi$M_dibem¾iIeej^_d]
IohkfºWYjkWbboYedjW_d[Zcehf^_d[$Fem[h\kbZhk]i_dj^[i[c[Z_Y_d[i[nfbW_dm^of[efb[
\[bj»X[jj[h¼W\j[hjWa_d]j^[c1Wjj^[iWc[j_c["j^[ojh_]][h[Zb_\[bed]WZZ_Yj_edfheXb[ci\eh
many customers.
Many contemporary products, in fact, originated as medicines. Coca-Cola, for instance,
was initially sold as a medicinal tonic and even contained traces of cocaine until 1903, when
_jmWih[fbWY[ZXoYWè[_d[$;WhboFeijWdZA[bbe]]¾iY[h[WbWZifhec_i[ZjeYkh[ijecWY^WdZ
digestive problems. Many patent medicines made outrageous claims about what they could
cure, leading to increased public cynicism. As a result, advertisers began to police their ranks
and develop industry codes to restore customer conﬁdence. Partly to monitor patent medicine
claims, the Federal Food and Drug Act was passed in 1906.
Along with patent medicines, department store ads were also becoming prominent in
newspapers and magazines. By the early 1890s, more than 20 percent of ad space was devoted
jeZ[fWhjc[djijeh[i$7jj^[j_c["j^[i[ijeh[im[h[\h[gk[djboYh_j_Y_p[Z\ehkdZ[hc_d_d]icWbb
shops and businesses, where shopkeepers personally served customers. The more impersonal
department stores allowed shoppers to browse and ﬁnd brand-name goods themselves. Because
j^[i[ijeh[ifkhY^Wi[Zc[hY^WdZ_i[_dbWh][gkWdj_j_[i"j^[oYekbZ][d[hWbboi[bbj^[iWc[fheZucts for less. With increased volume and less money spent on individualized service, department store chains, like Target and Walmart today, undercut small local stores and put more of
their proﬁts into ads.

“Consumption,
Asthma, Bronchitis,
Deafness, cured at
HOME!”
AD FOR CARBOLATE OF
TAR INHALANTS, 1883

WAR ADVERTISING
COUNCIL
During World War II, the
federal government engaged
the advertising industry
to create messages to
support the U.S. war effort.
Advertisers promoted
the sale of war bonds,
conservation of natural
resources such as tin and
gasoline, and even saving
kitchen waste so it could be
fed to farm animals.

Advertising’s Impact on Newspapers
With the advent of the Industrial Revolution, “continuousprocess machinery” kept company factories operating at peak
efficiency, helping to produce an abundance of inexpensive
packaged consumer goods.8 The companies that produced those
goods—Procter & Gamble, Colgate-Palmolive, Heinz, Borden,
F_bbiXkho";WijcWdAeZWa"9WhdWj_ed"WdZ7c[h_YWdJeXWYYeº
were some of the first to advertise, and they remain major advertisers today (although many of these brand names have been
absorbed by larger conglomerates).
The demand for newspaper advertising by product companies and retail stores signiﬁcantly changed the ratio of copy at
most newspapers. While newspapers in the mid-1880s featured
70 to 75 percent news and editorial material and only 25 to 30
percent advertisements, by the early 1900s more than half the
space in daily papers was devoted to advertising. However, the
recent recession hit newspapers hard: Their advertising revenue
is expected to decline from a peak of $49 billion in 2005 to an
estimated $22.3 billion by 2014—a loss of 44 percent—as car, real
estate, and help-wanted ads fell signiﬁcantly.9 For many papers,
fewer ads meant smaller papers, not more room for articles.

Promoting Social Change
and Dictating Values
7iK$I$WZl[hj_i_d]X[YWc[ceh[f[hlWi_l["_jYedjh_Xkj[Zje
major social changes in the twentieth century. First, it significantly influenced the transition from a producer-directed to
a consumer-driven society. By stimulating demand for new
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readership, guaranteed accurate audience measures, and ensured that papers would not overcharge ad agencies and their clients. As a result, publishers formed the Audit Bureau of Circulation (ABC) in 1914.
That same year, the government created the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), in part to
help monitor advertising abuses. Thereafter, the industry urged self-regulatory measures in
ehZ[hjea[[f]el[hdc[dj_dj[h\[h[dY[WjXWo$;ijWXb_i^[Z_d'/'-"j^[7c[h_YWd7iieY_Wj_ede\
Advertising Agencies (AAAA), for example, tried to minimize government oversight by urging ad
agencies to refrain from making misleading product claims.
Finally, the advent of television dramatically altered advertising. With this new visual
medium, ads increasingly intruded on daily life. Critics also discovered that some agencies used
subliminal advertising. This term, coined in the 1950s, refers to hidden or disguised print
and visual messages that allegedly register in the subconscious and fool people into buying
products. Noted examples of subliminal ads from that time include a “Drink Coca-Cola” ad
[cX[ZZ[Z_dW\[m\hWc[ie\Wcel_[WdZWbb[][Z^_ZZ[di[nkWbWYj_l_joZhWmd_djeb_gkehWZi1
but research suggests that such ads are no more eﬀective than regular ads. Nevertheless, the
National Association of Broadcasters banned the use of subliminal ads in 1958.

The Shape of U.S.
Advertising Today
Kdj_bj^['/,&i"j^[i^Wf[WdZf_jY^e\ceijK$I$WZim[h[Z[j[hc_d[ZXoWslogan, the phrase
that attempts to sell a product by capturing its essence in words. With slogans such as “A Diamond Is Forever” (which De Beers first used in 1948), the visual dimension of ads was merely
WYecfb[c[dj$;l[djkWbbo"^em[l[h"j^hek]^j^[_d\bk[dY[e\;khef[WdZ[i_]d"j[b[l_i_ed"
and (now) multimedia devices, such as the iPad, images asserted themselves, and visual style
X[YWc[Zec_dWdj_dK$I$WZl[hj_i_d]WdZWZW][dY_[i$

The Influence of Visual Design
Just as a postmodern design phase developed in art and architecture during the 1960s and
1970s, a new design era began to affect advertising at the same time. Part of this visual revoluj_edmWi_cfehj[Z\hecded#K$I$iY^eebie\Z[i_]d1
indeed, ad-rich magazines such as Vogue and Vanity
Fair_dYh[Wi_d]bo^_h[Z;khef[WdZ[i_]d[hiWiWhj
directors. These directors tended to be less tied to
K$I$mehZ#Zh_l[dhWZ_eWZl[hj_i_d]X[YWki[ceij;kropean countries had government-sponsored radio
systems with no ads.
By the early 1970s, agencies had developed
j[Wcie\mh_j[hiWdZWhj_iji"j^ki]hWdj_d][gkWb
status to images and words in the creative process.
8oj^[c_Z#'/.&i"j^[l_ikWbj[Y^d_gk[ie\CJL"
which initially modeled its style on advertising,
inﬂuenced many ads and most agencies. MTV
promoted a particular visual aesthetic—rapid edits,
creative camera angles, compressed narratives,
and staged performances. Video-style ads soon

MAD MEN
AMC’s hit series Mad Men
depicts the male-dominated
world of Madison Avenue
JOUIFT BTUIF64
consumer economy kicked
into high gear and agencies
developed ad campaigns for
cigarettes, exercise belts,
and presidential candidates.
*O UIFTIPXXBT
nominated for seventeen
Emmys and won Outstanding
Drama Series for the fourth
TUSBJHIUZFBSJO
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ADVERTISING

“Besides
dominating
commercial speech,
a $500-billion-ayear industry, these
four companies—
Omnicom . . .
Interpublic . . .
WPP . . . and . . .
Publicis—also hold
incredible sway
over the media. By
deciding when and
where to spend
their clients’ ad
budgets, they
can indirectly set
network television
schedules and
starve magazines
to death or help
them ﬂourish.”
STUART ELLIOTT,
NEW YORK TIMES,
MARCH 2002

saturated television and featured such prominent performers as Paula Abdul, Ray Charles,
C_Y^W[b@WYaied";bjed@e^d"WdZCWZeddW$J^[fefkbWh_joe\CJL¾il_ikWbijob[WbieijWhj[Z
a trend in the 1980s to license hit songs for commercial tie-ins. By the twenty-ﬁrst century, a
wide range of short, polished musical performances and familiar songs—including the work of
JhW_dIWcikd]"j^[I^_diCY:edWbZ¾i"BC<7EA_WCejehi"WdZYbWii_YBek_i7hcijhed]
(Apple iPhone)—were routinely used in TV ads to encourage consumers not to click the remote control.
Most recently, the Internet and multimedia devices, such as computers, mobile
phones, and portable media players, have had a significant impact on visual design in
advertising. As the Web became a mass medium in the 1990s, TV and print designs often
mimicked the drop-down menu of computer interfaces. In the twenty-first century, visual
design has evolved in other ways, becoming more three-dimensional and interactive, as
full-motion, 3-D animation becomes a high-bandwidth multimedia standard. At the same
time, design is also simpler, as ads and logos need to appear clearly on the small screens
of smartphones and portable media players, and more international, as agencies need to
appeal to the global audiences of many companies and therefore need to reflect styles from
around the world.

Types of Advertising Agencies
7Xekj\ekhj[[dj^ekiWdZWZW][dY_[iYkhh[djboef[hWj[_dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[i$?d][d[hWb"j^[i[
agencies are classified as either mega-agencies—large ad firms that formed by merging several
agencies and that maintain regional offices worldwide—or small boutique agencies that devote
their talents to only a handful of select clients. With the economic crisis, both types of ad agencies suffered revenue declines in 2008 and 2009 but slowly improved afterward.

Mega-Agencies
Mega-agencies provide a full range of services from advertising and public relations to operating
their own in-house radio and TV production studios. In 2012, the top four mega-agencies were
MFF"Ecd_Yec"FkXb_Y_i"WdZ?dj[hfkXb_Yi[[<_]kh[''$'$
J^[BedZed#XWi[ZMFF=hekf]h[mgk_Yabo_dj^['/.&im_j^j^[fkhY^Wi[ie\@$MWbj[h
J^ecfied"j^[bWh][ijK$I$WZÆhcWjj^[j_c[1>_bbAdembjed"ed[e\j^[bWh][ijK$I$fkXb_Y
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Omnicom

Publicis

Interpublic

h[bWj_ediW][dY_[i1WdZE]_bloCWj^[hMehbZm_Z[$?dj^[(&&&i"MFF=hekfYedj_dk[Z_ji
]hemj^WdZWYgk_h[ZOekd]HkX_YWcWdZ=h[o=beXWbºXej^cW`ehK$I$WZÆhci$8o(&''"
MFF^WZ("*&&eêY[i_del[h'&-Yekdjh_[i$Ecd_Yec"\ehc[Z_d'/.,WdZXWi[Z_dD[m
York, had more than 1,500 agencies in 2011 operating in over 100 countries and currently owns
j^[]beXWbWZl[hj_i_d]Æhci88:EMehbZm_Z["::8MehbZm_Z["WdZJ8M7MehbZm_Z[$J^[
YecfWdoWbieemdij^h[[b[WZ_d]fkXb_Yh[bWj_ediW][dY_[i0<b[_i^cWd#>_bbWhZ"A[jY^kc"WdZ
Porter Novelli.
J^[FWh_i#XWi[ZFkXb_Y_i=hekf[^WiW]beXWbh[WY^j^hek]^W][dY_[ib_a[B[e8khd[jj
MehbZm_Z["j^[8h_j_i^W][dYoIWWjY^_IWWjY^_":_]_jWi"WdZj^[fkXb_Yh[bWj_ediÆhcCIB$
Publicis employed more than 49,000 people worldwide in 2011. The Interpublic Group, based
_dD[mOeham_j^*&"&&&[cfbeo[[imehbZm_Z["^ebZi]beXWbW][dY_[ib_a[CY9Wdd;h_Yaied
j^[jefK$I$WZW][dYo":hW\j<98"WdZBem[MehbZm_Z["WdZfkXb_Yh[bWj_ediÆhci=eb_d>Whh_i
WdZM[X[hI^WdZm_Ya$
This mega-agency trend has stirred debate among consumer and media watchdog groups.
Iec[Yedi_Z[hbWh][W][dY_[iWj^h[Wjjej^[_dZ[f[dZ[dY[e\icWbb[hÆhci"m^_Y^Wh[ibembo
being bought out. An additional concern is that these four ﬁrms now control more than half the
Z_ijh_Xkj_ede\WZl[hj_i_d]ZebbWhi]beXWbbo$7iWh[ikbj"j^[YkbjkhWblWbk[ih[fh[i[dj[ZXoK$I$
WdZ;khef[WdWZicWokdZ[hc_d[ehel[hm^[bcj^[lWbk[iWdZfheZkYjie\Z[l[bef_d]Yekdjh_[i$I[[<_]kh[''$(\ehWbeeaWj^emWZl[hj_i_d]ZebbWhiWh[if[djXoc[Z_kc$

Boutique Agencies
The visual revolutions in advertising during the 1960s elevated the standing of designers and
graphic artists, who became closely identified with the look of particular ads. Breaking away
\hecX_]][hW][dY_[i"cWdoe\j^[i[Yh[Wj_l[_dZ_l_ZkWbi\ehc[ZicWbbXekj_gk[W][dY_[i$E\\[h_d]ceh[f[hiedWbi[hl_Y[i"j^[Xekj_gk[ifheif[h[Z"Xebij[h[ZXo_ddelWj_l[WZYWcfW_]diWdZ
increasing profits from TV accounts. By the 1980s, large agencies had bought up many of the
Xekj_gk[i$D[l[hj^[b[ii"j^[i[Xekj_gk[iYedj_dk[jeef[hWj[Wi\W_hboWkjedecekiikXi_Z_Wh_[i
within multinational corporate structures.
Ed[_dZ[f[dZ[djXekj_gk[W][dYo_dC_dd[Wfeb_i"F[j[hiedC_bbW>eeai"^WicWZ[_ji
name with a boldly graphic national branding ad campaign for Target department stores. The
series of ads plays on the red and white Target bull’s-eye, which is recognized by 96 percent of
K$I$Yedikc[hi$10J^[W][dYo[cfbeoiedboWXekjÆ\jof[efb[XkjYekdjiA#CWhj"=Wf¾i7j^b[jW
brand, and Anheuser-Busch among its other clients.

Total advertising: $160.73 billion
FIGURE 11.2
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FORECAST FOR 2012:
WHERE WILL THE
ADVERTISING DOLLARS
GO?

Radio
$17.02, 10.6%

Internet
$30.03, 18.7%

Newspapers
$24.98, 15.5%

TV
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Source: “U.S. Ad Spending Totals/
Zenith Optimedia Forecasts
through 2012,” Advertising Age,
June 20, 2011, p. 18.
Note: Outdoor advertising
includes billboards, transit
advertising, and kiosk ads. TV
includes network TV, spot
TV, syndicated TV, and cable TV
networks.

Magazines
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Cinema
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ADVERTISING

The Structure of Ad Agencies
Traditional ad agencies, regardless of their size, generally divide the labor of creating and maintaining advertising campaigns among four departments: account planning, creative developc[dj"c[Z_WYeehZ_dWj_ed"WdZWYYekdjcWdW][c[dj$;nf[di[i_dYkhh[Z\ehfheZkY_d]j^[
ads are part of a separate negotiation between the agency and the advertiser. As a result of this
commission arrangement, it generally costs most large-volume advertisers no more to use an
agency than it does to use their own staff.

Account Planning, Market Research, and VALS
“The best advertising artist of all time
was Raphael. He
had the best client—
the papacy; the
best art director—
the College of
Cardinals; and the
best product—
salvation. And we
never disparage
Raphael for working for a client or
selling an idea.”
MARK FENSKE,
CREATIVE DIRECTOR,
N. W. AYER, 1996

“Alcohol marketers
appear to believe
that the prototypical college
student is (1) male;
(2) a nitwit; and
(3) interested in
nothing but booze
and ‘babes.’”
MICHAEL F.
JACOBSON AND
LAURIE ANN MAZUR,
MARKETING
MADNESS, 1995

The account planner’s role is to develop an effective advertising strategy by combining the
views of the client, the creative team, and consumers. Consumers’ views are the most difficult
to understand, so account planners coordinate market research to assess the behaviors and
attitudes of consumers toward particular products long before any ads are created. Researchers may study everything from possible names for a new product to the size of the copy for a
print ad. Researchers also test new ideas and products with consumers to get feedback before
developing final ad strategies. In addition, some researchers contract with outside polling firms
to conduct regional and national studies of consumer preferences.
Agencies have increasingly employed scientiﬁc methods to study consumer behavior.
?d'/)("Oekd]HkX_YWcÆhijki[ZijWj_ij_YWbj[Y^d_gk[iZ[l[bef[ZXofebbij[h=[eh][
Gallup. By the 1980s, most large agencies retained psychologists and anthropologists to
advise them on human nature and buying habits. The earliest type of market research,
demographics, mainly studied and documented audience members’ age, gender, occupation, ethnicity, education, and income. Today, demographic data are much more speciﬁc.
They make it possible to locate consumers in particular geographic regions—usually by zip
code. This enables advertisers and product companies to target ethnic neighborhoods or
aﬄuent suburbs for direct mail, point-of-purchase store displays, or specialized magazine
and newspaper inserts.
Demographic analyses provide advertisers with data on people’s behavior and social status
but reveal little about feelings and attitudes. By the 1960s and 1970s, advertisers and agencies
began using psychographics, a research approach that attempts to categorize consumers
according to their attitudes, beliefs, interests, and motivations. Psychographic analysis often
relies on focus groups"WicWbb#]hekf_dj[hl_[mj[Y^d_gk[_dm^_Y^WceZ[hWjehb[WZiWZ_iYkision about a product or an issue, usually with six to twelve people. Because focus groups are
small and less scientiﬁc than most demographic research, the ﬁndings from such groups may
be suspect.
?d'/-."j^[IjWd\ehZH[i[WhY^?dij_jkj[IH?"demYWbb[ZIjhWj[]_Y8ki_d[ii?di_]^jiI8?"
instituted its Values and Lifestyles (VALS)ijhWj[]o$Ki_d]gk[ij_eddW_h[i"L7BIh[i[WhY^[hi
c[Wikh[ZfioY^ebe]_YWb\WYjehiWdZZ_l_Z[ZYedikc[hi_djejof[i$L7BIh[i[WhY^Wiikc[ij^Wj
not every product suits every consumer and encourages advertisers to vary their sales slants to
ﬁnd market niches.
El[hj^[o[Whi"j^[L7BIioij[c^WiX[[dkfZWj[Zjeh[Ç[YjY^Wd][i_dYedikc[heh_[djWtions (see Figure 11.3 on page 393). The most recent system classiﬁes people by their primary
consumer motivations: ideals, achievement, or self-expression. The ideals-oriented group,
for instance, includes thinkers—“mature, satisﬁed, comfortable, and reﬂective people who
lWbk[çehZ[h"ademb[Z]["WdZh[ifedi_X_b_jo$¼L7BIWdZi_c_bWhh[i[WhY^j[Y^d_gk[ikbj_cWj[bo
provide advertisers with microscopic details about which consumers are most likely to buy
which products.
7][dY_[iWdZYb_[djiºfWhj_YkbWhboWkjecWdk\WYjkh[hiº^Wl[h[b_[Z^[Wl_boedL7BIje
Z[j[hc_d[j^[X[ijfbWY[c[dj\ehWZi$L7BIZWjWik]][ij"\eh[nWcfb["j^Wjachievers and
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FIGURE 11.3
VALS TYPES AND CHARACTERISTICS
Source: Strategic Business Insights, 2010, http://strategicbusinessinsights.com/vals/ustypes.shtml.

The VALS™ Framework

Primary Motivation
Ideals

High resources
High innovation

Innovators
Achievement

Self-Expression

Thinkers

Achievers

Experiencers

Believers

Strivers

Makers

Low resources
Low innovation

Survivors

VALS™ Types and Characteristics
Innovators Innovators are successful, sophisticated,
take-charge people with high self-esteem and
abundant resources. They exhibit all three
primary motivations in varying degrees. They are
change leaders and are the most receptive to
new ideas and technologies. They are very
active consumers, and their purchases reﬂect
cultivated tastes for upscale, niche products
and services.

Believers Like Thinkers, Believers are motivated by ideals.
They are conservative, conventional people with
concrete beliefs based on traditional, established codes: family, religion, community, and the
nation. Many Believers express moral codes that
are deeply rooted and literally interpreted. They
follow established routines, organized in large
part around home, family, community, and social
or religious organizations to which they belong.

Thinkers Thinkers are motivated by ideals. They are
mature, satisﬁed, comfortable, and reﬂective
people who value order, knowledge, and
responsibility. They tend to be well educated
and actively seek out information in the
decision-making process. They are well
informed about world and national events and
are alert to opportunities to broaden their
knowledge.

Strivers Strivers are trendy and fun loving. Because they
are motivated by achievement, Strivers are
concerned about the opinions and approval of
others. Money deﬁnes success for Strivers, who
don’t have enough of it to meet their desires.
They favor stylish products that emulate the
purchases of people with greater material
wealth. Many see themselves as having a job
rather than a career, and a lack of skills and
focus often prevents them from moving ahead.

Achievers Motivated by the desire for achievement,
Achievers have goal-oriented lifestyles and a
deep commitment to career and family. Their
social lives reﬂect this focus and are structured
around family, their place of worship, and work.
Achievers live conventional lives, are politically
conservative, and respect authority and the
status
quo.
They
value
consensus,
predictability, and stability over risk, intimacy,
and self-discovery.

Makers Like Experiencers, Makers are motivated by
self-expression. They express themselves and
experience the world by working on it—building a
house, raising children, ﬁxing a car, or canning
vegetables—and have enough skill and energy to
carry out their projects successfully. Makers are
practical people who have constructive skills and
value self-sufﬁciency. They live within a
traditional context of family, practical work, and
physical recreation and have little interest in
what lies outside that context.

Experiencers Experiencers are motivated by self-expression.
As young, enthusiastic, and impulsive consumers, Experiencers quickly become enthusiastic
about new possibilities but are equally quick to
cool. They seek variety and excitement, savoring the new, the offbeat, and the risky. Their
energy ﬁnds an outlet in exercise, sports,
outdoor recreation, and social activities.

Survivors Survivors live narrowly focused lives. With few
resources with which to cope, they often
believe that the world is changing too quickly.
They are comfortable with the familiar and are
primarily concerned with safety and security.
Because they must focus on meeting needs
rather than fulﬁlling desires, Survivors do not
show a strong primary motivation.
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experiencersmWjY^ceh[ifehjiWdZd[mifhe]hWci1j^[i[]hekfifh[\[hbknkhoYWhiehifehj#
utility vehicles. Thinkers, on the other hand, favor TV dramas and documentaries and like the
functionality of minivans or the gas eﬃciency of hybrids.
L7BIh[i[WhY^[hiZedejYbW_cj^Wjceijf[efb[Æjd[Wjbo_djeWYWj[]eho$8kjcWdoW][dY_[iX[b_[l[j^WjL7BIh[i[WhY^YWd]_l[j^[cWd[Z][_dcWha[jim^[h[\[mZ_è[h[dY[i_d
gkWb_jocWoWYjkWbbo[n_ijWced]jef#i[bb_d]XhWdZi$9edikc[h]hekfi"mWhoe\ikY^h[i[WhY^"
argue that too many ads promote only an image and provide little information about a product’s
price, its content, or the work conditions under which it was produced.

Creative Development

“Ads seem to
work on the very
advanced principle
that a very small
pellet or pattern in
a noisy, redundant
barrage of repetition will gradually
assert itself.”
MARSHALL MCLUHAN,
UNDERSTANDING
MEDIA, 1964

Teams of writers and artists—many of whom regard ads as a commercial art form—make up
the nerve center of the advertising business. The creative department outlines the rough
sketches for print and online ads and then develops the words and graphics. For radio,
the creative side prepares a working script, generating ideas for everything from choosing
the narrator’s voice to determining background sound effects. For television, the creative
department develops a storyboard, a sort of blueprint or roughly drawn comic-strip version
of the potential ad. For digital media, the creative team may develop Web sites, interactive
tools, flash games, downloads, and viral marketing—short videos or other content that
cWha[j[hi^ef[gk_Yabo]W_dim_Z[ifh[WZWjj[dj_edWiki[hii^Wh[_jm_j^\h_[dZiedb_d["eh
by word of mouth.
E\j[dj^[Yh[Wj_l[i_Z[e\j^[Xki_d[ii\_dZi_ji[b\_dYed\b_Yjm_j^j^[h[i[WhY^i_Z[$
?dj^['/,&i"\eh[nWcfb["Xej^:eob[:Wd[8[hdXWY^::8WdZE]_bloCWj^[hZemdfbWo[Zh[i[WhY^1j^[oY^Wcf_ed[Zj^[Whje\f[hikWi_edWdZm^Wj»\[bjh_]^j$¼O[j::8¾i
simple ads for Volkswagen Beetles in the 1960s were based on weeks of intensive interviews with VW workers as well as on creative instincts. The campaign was remarkably
ikYY[ii\kb_d[ijWXb_i^_d]j^[\_hijd_Y^[\ehW\eh[_]dYWhcWdk\WYjkh[h_dj^[Kd_j[Z
IjWj[i$7bj^ek]^iWb[ie\j^[LM»Xk]¼^WZX[[d]hem_d]X[\eh[j^[WZYWcfW_]dijWhj[Z"
the successful ads helped Volkswagen preempt the Detroit auto industry’s entry into the
small-car field.
Both the creative and the strategic sides of the business acknowledge that they cannot
predict with any certainty which ads and which campaigns will succeed. Agencies say ads
work best by slowly creating brand-name identities—by associating certain products over
j_c[m_j^gkWb_joWdZh[b_WX_b_jo_dj^[c_dZie\Yedikc[hi$Iec[[Yedec_iji"^em[l[h"
believe that much of the money spent on advertising is ultimately wasted because it simply
[dYekhW][iYedikc[hijeY^Wd][\heced[XhWdZdWc[jeWdej^[h$IkY^im_jY^_d]cWob[WZ
to increased proﬁts for a particular manufacturer, but it has little positive impact on the
overall economy.

Media Coordination: Planning and Placing Advertising
Ad agency media departments are staffed by media planners and media buyers: people who
choose and purchase the types of media that are best suited to carry a client’s ads, reach the targeted audience, and measure the effectiveness of those ad placements. For instance, a company
like Procter & Gamble, currently the world’s leading advertiser, displays its more than three
hundred major brands—most of them household products like Crest toothpaste and Huggies
diapers—on TV shows viewed primarily by women. To reach male viewers, however, media buyers encourage beer advertisers to spend their ad budgets on cable and network sports programming, evening talk radio, or sports magazines.
Along with commissions or fees, advertisers often add incentive clauses to their contracts with
agencies, raising the fee if sales goals are met and lowering it if goals are missed. Incentive clauses
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can sometimes encourage agencies to conduct repetitive saturation advertising, in which a
lWh_[joe\c[Z_WWh[_dkdZWj[Zm_j^WZiW_c[ZWjjWh][jWkZ_[dY[i$J^[_d_j_WbC_bb[hB_j[X[[h
campaign (“Tastes great, less ﬁlling”), which used humor and retired athletes to reach its male audience, became one of the most successful saturation campaigns in media history. It ran from 1973
to 1991 and included television and radio spots, magazine and newspaper ads, and billboards and
point-of-purchase store displays. The excessive repetition of the campaign helped light beer overcome a potential image problem: being viewed as watered-down beer unworthy of “real” men.
J^[Yeije\WZl[hj_i_d]"[if[Y_Wbboedd[jmehaj[b[l_i_ed"_dYh[Wi[i[WY^o[Wh$J^[Ikf[h
Bowl remains the most expensive program for purchasing television advertising, with thirty
seconds of time costing $3.5 million in 2012. Running a thirty-second ad during a national
prime-time TV show can cost from $50,000 to more than $500,000 depending on the
popularity and ratings of the program. These factors help determine where and when media
buyers place ads.

Account and Client Management
Client liaisons, or account executives, are responsible for bringing in new business and
managing the accounts of established clients, including overseeing budgets and the research,
creative, and media planning work done on their campaigns. This department also oversees
new ad campaigns in which several agencies bid for a client’s business, coordinating the presentation of a proposed campaign and various aspects of the bidding process, such as determining
what a series of ads will cost a client. Account executives function as liaisons between the advertiser and the agency’s creative team. Because most major companies maintain their own ad
departments to handle everyday details, account executives also coordinate activities between
their agency and a client’s in-house personnel.
The advertising business is volatile, and account departments are especially vulnerable to
kf^[WlWbi$Ed[_dZkijhoijkZoYedZkYj[Z_dj^[c_Z#'/.&i_dZ_YWj[Zj^WjYb_[djWYYekdjiijWo[Z
with the same agency for about seven years on average, but since the late 1980s clients have

CREATIVE ADVERTISING
The New York ad agency
Doyle Dane Bernbach
created a famous series
of print and television ads
for Volkswagen beginning
JO CFMPX MFGU BOE
helped to usher in an era of
creative advertising that
combined a single-point
sales emphasis with bold
design, humor, and honesty.
Arnold Worldwide, a Boston
agency, continued the highly
creative approach with
its clever, award-winning
“Drivers wanted” campaign
for the New Beetle (below).
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DMJDLJOHPOJU'PSBEWFSUJTFST POMJOFBETBSFNPSFCFOFlDJBMCFDBVTFUIFZBSFNPSFQSFDJTFMZ
UBSHFUFEBOEFBTJMZNFBTVSFE'PSFYBNQMF BOBEWFSUJTFSDBOVTF(PPHMF"E8PSETUPDSFBUF
TNBMMBETUIBUBSFMJOLFEUPTFMFDUFELFZXPSETBOEHFPHSBQIJDUBSHFUJOH GSPNHMPCBMDPWFS
BHFUPBTNBMMSBEJVTBSPVOEBHJWFOMPDBUJPO "E8PSEUSBDLTBOEHSBQITUIFQFSGPSNBODF
PGUIFBETLFZXPSET UISPVHIDMJDLUISPVHIBOETBMFTSBUFT BOEMFUTUIFBEWFSUJTFSVQEBUF
UIFDBNQBJHOBUBOZUJNF5IJTLJOEPGUBSHFUFEBEWFSUJTJOHFOBCMFTTNBMMFSDPNQBOJFTXJUI
BCVEHFU GPSFYBNQMF UPQMBDFUIFJSBETJOUIFTBNFMPDBUJPOBTMBSHFSDPNQBOJFTXJUI
NVMUJNJMMJPOEPMMBSBECVEHFUT
#FZPOEDPNQVUFST TNBSUQIPOFTUIFhUIJSETDSFFOvGPSBEWFSUJTFSTBSFPGJODSFBT
_d]_cfehjWdY[$IcWhjf^ed[ie\\[h[\\[Yj_l[jWh][j_d]je_dZ_l_ZkWbi"WiZe[i?dj[hd[j
BEWFSUJTJOH CVUUIFZBMTPPGGFSBEWFSUJTFSTUIFCPOVTPGUBJMPSJOHBETBDDPSEJOHUPFJUIFS
BTQFDJGJDHFPHSBQIJDMPDBUJPO FH BSFTUBVSBOUBEHPFTUPTPNFPOFJODMPTFQSPYJNJUZ 
PSUIFVTFSEFNPHSBQIJD TJODFXJSFMFTTQSPWJEFSTBMSFBEZIBWFUIBUJOGPSNBUJPO(PPHMF
^WiWbieZ[l[bef[Zkd_gk[Wffb_YWj_edi\ehceX_b[WZl[hj_i_d]WdZi[WhY^$<eh[nWcfb["
UIF(PPHMF(PHHMFTTNBSUQIPOFBQQFOBCMFTUIFVTFSUPUBLFBQIPUPPGBOPCKFDUTVDIBTB
CPPLDPWFS BMBOENBSL BMPHP PSUFYU BOEUIFOIBWF(PPHMFSFUVSOSFMBUFETFBSDISFTVMUT
=ee]b[¾iLe_Y[I[WhY^Wffb[jiki[hiif[Waj^[_hi[WhY^j[hci$IkY^WffiWh[Z[i_]d[Zje
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IeY_Wbc[Z_W"ikY^Wi<WY[Xeea"Jm_jj[h"WdZ<ekhigkWh["fhel_Z[Wm[Wbj^e\
EBUBGPSBEWFSUJTFSTUPNJOF5IFTFTJUFTBOEBQQTDSFBUFBOVOQSFDFEFOUFEQVCMJD
EJTQMBZPGMJLFT EJTMJLFT MPDBUJPOT BOEPUIFSQFSTPOBMJOGPSNBUJPO"OEBEWFSUJT
FSTBSFVTJOHTVDIJOGPSNBUJPOUPGVSUIFSSFGJOFUIFJSBCJMJUZUPTFOEUBSHFUFEBET
UIBUNJHIUJOUFSFTUVTFST'BDFCPPLBOEPUIFSTJUFTMJLF)VMVHPFWFOGVSUIFSCZ
BTLJOHVTFSTJGUIFZMJLFEUIFBEPSOPU'PSFYBNQMF DMJDLJOHPGGBEJTQMBZBEJO
<WY[Xeeah[ikbji_dj^[gk[ij_ed»M^oZ_Zd¾joekb_a[_j5¼\ebbem[ZXoj^[Y^e_Y[i
hVOJOUFSFTUJOH vhNJTMFBEJOH vhPGGFOTJWF vhSFQFUJUJWF vBOEhPUIFSv"MMUIBU
JOGPSNBUJPOHPFTTUSBJHIUCBDLUPBEWFSUJTFSTTPUIFZDBOSFWJTFUIFJSBEWFSUJTJOH
BOEUSZUPFOHBHFZPVUIFOFYUUJNF#FZPOEBMMPXJOHBEWFSUJTFSTUPUBSHFUBOE
NPOJUPSUIFJSBEDBNQBJHOT NPTUTPDJBMNFEJBFODPVSBHFBEWFSUJTFSTUPDSFBUF
UIFJSPXOPOMJOFJEFOUJUZ'PSFYBNQMF #FO+FSSZT*DF$SFBNT'BDFCPPLQBHF
IBTNPSFUIBONJMMJPOhGSJFOETv%FTQJUFBQQFBSBODFT TVDIQSPGJMFTBOEJEFOUJ
UJFTTUJMMDPOTUJUVUFBGPSNPGBEWFSUJTJOHBOETFSWFUPQSPNPUFQSPEVDUTUPBHSPX
JOHPOMJOFBVEJFODFGPSWJSUVBMMZOPDPTU
$PNQBOJFTBOEPSHBOJ[BUJPOTBMTPCVZUSBEJUJPOBMQBJEBEWFSUJTFNFOUTPO
TPDJBMNFEJBTJUFT"NBKPSPCKFDUJWFPGUIFJSQBJENFEJBJTUPHFUFBSOFENFEJB
PSUPDPOWJODFPOMJOFDPOTVNFSTUPQSPNPUFQSPEVDUTPOUIFJSPXO*NBHJOFUIBUUIF
FOWJSPONFOUBMHSPVQUIF/BUJPOBM3FTPVSDFT%FGFOTF$PVODJMCVZTBOBEPO'BDFCPPL
UIBUBUUSBDUTZPVSJOUFSFTU5IBUTBTVDDFTTGVMQBJENFEJBBEGPSUIF$PVODJM CVUJUTFWFO
ceh[[\\[Yj_l[_\_jX[Yec[i[Whd[Zc [Z_Wºj^Wj_i"m^[doekcWhaj^Wjoek»B_a[¼_j"
oek[ii[dj_Wbbo]_l[j^[eh]Wd_pWj_edWf[hiedWb[dZehi[c[dj$Adem_d]oekb_a[_j"oekh
\h_[dZil_[m_j1Wij^[ofWii_jWbed]"_j][jiceh[[Whd[Zc[Z_WWdZ[l[djkWbboX[Yec[i
WJSBMBOFWFOHSFBUFSBEWFSUJTJOHBDIJFWFNFOU"TUIF/JFMTFO.FEJBSBUJOHTFSWJDFTBZT
BCPVUPOMJOFFBSOFENFEJB hTUVEZBGUFSTUVEZIBTTIPXOUIBUDPOTVNFSTUSVTUUIFJS
GSJFOETBOEQFFSTNPSFUIBOBOZPOFFMTFXIFOJUDPNFTUPNBLJOHBQVSDIBTFEFDJTJPOv 
IeY_Wbc[Z_WWh[^[bf_d]WZl[hj_i[hiki[ikY^f[hiedWb[dZehi[c[djije\khj^[hj^[_h
PXOQSPEVDUTBOENBSLFUJOHNFTTBHFTCBTJDBMMZ MFUUJOHDPOTVNFSTEPUIFXPSL
GPSUIFN
"SFDFOUDPOUSPWFSTZJOPOMJOFBEWFSUJTJOHJTXIFUIFSQFPQMFIBWFUPEJTDMPTFJGUIFZBSF
CFJOHQBJEUPQSPNPUFBQSPEVDU'PSFYBNQMF CMPHHFSTPGUFOSFWJFXQSPEVDUTPSSFTUBVSBOUT
WifWhje\j^[_hYedj[dj$Iec[Xbe]][him_j^bWh][\ebbem_d]i^Wl[X[[dfW_Z[_j^[hZ_h[Yjbo
PSCZhHJGUTvPGGSFFQSPEVDUTPSUSJQT UPHJWFQPTJUJWFSFWJFXTPSQSPNPUFQSPEVDUTPOUIFJS
TJUF8IFOTVDIJOTUBODFT EVCCFEhCMPHPMBvCZUIFQSFTT DBNFUPMJHIUJOBOE 
UIFCMPHHFSTBSHVFEUIBUUIFZEJEOPUIBWFUPSFWFBMUIBUUIFZXFSFCFJOHDPNQFOTBUFEGPS
QPTUJOHUIFJSPQJOJPOT"UUIFUJNF UIFZXFSFSJHIU)PXFWFS JOUIF'FEFSBM5SBEF
9ecc_ii_edh[b[Wi[Zd[m]k_Z[b_d[ij^Wjh[gk_h[Xbe]][hijeZ_iYbei[m^[dWdWZl[hj_i[h_i
DPNQFOTBUJOHUIFNUPEJTDVTTBQSPEVDU*O BTJNJMBSDPOUSPWFSTZFSVQUFEXIFOJUXBT
h[l[Wb[Zj^WjcWdoY[b[Xh_j_[im[h[X[_d]fW_Zjejm[[jWXekjj^[_h»\Wleh_j[¼fheZkYji$Ed[
PG'BDFCPPLTNPSFSFDFOUBEWFOUVSFTJTDBMMFEhTQPOTPSFETUPSJFTv5IFXBZUIJTXPSLTJT
UIBUDPNQBOJFT JODMVEJOH"NB[PO hQBZ'BDFCPPLUPHFOFSBUFBVUPNBUFEBETvXIFOB
ki[hYb_Yaiedj^[»B_a[¼Xkjjed\ehW<WY[XeeafWhj_Y_fWj_d]XhWdZfWhjd[heh»h[\[h[dY[i
j^[c_diec[ej^[hmWo$¼IfediehiWdZfheZkYjYecfWd_[ib_a[j^_ii[hl_Y[X[YWki[j^[o
TBWFNPOFZTJODFhOPDSFBUJWFXPSLJTJOWPMWFEv)PXFWFS JOUIJTQSBDUJDFSFTVMUFEJO
'BDFCPPLTFUUMJOHBTUBUFPG$BMJGPSOJBDMBTTBDUJPOTVJUPVUPGDPVSU5IFMFBEQMBJOUJäJOUIF

ǄǄǄ0!24ȑ 4(%"53).%33 /& -!33 -%$)!

YWi["WYeijkc[Z[i_]d[h\hecI[Wjjb["_ddeY[djboYb_Ya[Zj^[»B_a[¼Xkjjed\ehWdedb_d[
bWd]kW][Yekhi[eè[h[ZXoHei[jjWIjed[$J^[di[l[hWbcedj^ibWj[h»i^[i^em[Zkf_dWd
WZ\ehHei[jjWIjed[ed^[h\h_[dZi¾<WY[XeeafW][i$¼18 Part of the case was her resentment
about being used in an ad she had not consented to do nor for which she was paid. As new
ways to advertise or sponsor products through social media continue to develop, consumers
need to keep a careful eye out for what is truly a friendly recommendation from a friend and
what is advertising.

Persuasive Techniques in
Contemporary Advertising
Ad agencies and product companies often argue that the main purpose of advertising is to
inform consumers about available products in a straightforward way. Most consumer ads,
however, merely create a mood or tell stories about products without revealing much else.
A one-page magazine ad, a giant billboard, or a thirty-second TV spot gives consumers little
information about how a product was made, how much it costs, or how it compares with similar
brands. In managing space and time constraints, advertising agencies engage in a variety of
f[hikWi_l[j[Y^d_gk[i$

Conventional Persuasive Strategies
Ed[e\j^[ceij\h[gk[djboki[ZWZl[hj_i_d]WffheWY^[i_ij^[famous-person
testimonial, in which a product is endorsed by a well-known person. For
example, in 2011 Tiger Woods was still the
leading sports spokesperson (despite his
2009 personal scandals), and even though
he’s no longer winning as many tournaments and his endorsement deals are down,
he continues to serve as spokesperson for
a list of companies that include Nike and
;b[Yjhed_Y7hji;7$Ij_bbj^[ceijh[Ye]nizable sports figure on the planet, Woods
amassed $62 million in 2011, though that
was down from $105 million in 2010. Golfer
F^_bC_Ya[biedWdZD87ijWhB[Xhed@Wc[i
finished second and third on Sports Illustrated¾iWddkWbjef#[Whd_d]ib_ije\K$I$
athletes that year.
7dej^[hj[Y^d_gk["j^[plain-folks
pitch, associates a product with simplic_jo$El[hj^[o[Whi"LebaimW][d»:h_l[hi
mWdj[Z¼"=[d[hWb;b[Yjh_Y»M[Xh_d]]eeZ
things to life”), and Microsoft (“I’m a PC and
Windows 7 was my idea”) have each used slogans that stress how new technologies ﬁt into

“In order to
advertise on
Facebook,
advertisers give
us an ad they want
us to display and
tell us the kinds
of people they
want to reach.
We deliver the
ad to people who
ﬁt those criteria
without revealing
any personal
information to the
advertiser.”
SHERYL SANDBERG,
FACEBOOK CHIEF
OPERATING OFFICER,
2010

FAMOUS-PERSON
TESTIMONIALS
Olympic glory comes not
just with gold medals, but
endorsement deals. Gabrielle
Douglas, gold-medal winner
JOHZNOBTUJDTBUUIF
Summer Olympics, appeared
on a special-edition box
of Kellogg’s Corn Flakes.
Nintendo also announced
that she would be part of
an ad campaign promoting
its game New Super Mario
Bros. 2.
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“In some ways,
you could almost
consider yourself
lucky if people
note your ads.
Most ads trigger
no reaction at all.”
THE FINANCIAL BRAND,
2011

j^[b_l[ie\ehZ_dWhof[efb[$?dWmWo"j^[<WY[Xeeaj[Y^d_gk[e\ifedieh[Zijeh_[iÆjij^_i
model since it depends on friends’ endorsements of products rather than the words or images
of stars or athletes.
By contrast, the snob-appeal approach attempts to persuade consumers that using a
product will maintain or elevate their social status. Advertisers selling jewelry, perfume, clothing, and luxury automobiles often use snob appeal. For example, the pricey bottled water
brand Fiji ran ads in Esquire and other national magazines that said “The label says Fiji because
it’s not bottled in Cleveland”—a jab intended to favorably compare the water bottled in the
Iekj^FWY_ÆYjej^[Zh_da_d]mWj[he\Wd_dZkijh_WbY_jo_dE^_e$<_`_[dZ[Zkfm_j^ZhWm_d]j^[
ad after the Cleveland Water Department released test data showing that its water was more
pure than Fiji water.)
Another approach, the bandwagon effect, points out in exaggerated claims that everyone is using a particular product. Brands that refer to themselves as “America’s favorite” or
“the best” imply that consumers will be “left behind” if they ignore these products. A diﬀer[djj[Y^d_gk["j^[hidden-fear appeal, plays on consumers’ sense of insecurity. Deodorant,
cekj^mWi^"WdZi^WcfeeWZi\h[gk[djbo_dlea[Wdn_[jo"fe_dj_d]ekjj^WjedboWif[Y_ÆY
product could relieve embarrassing personal hygiene problems and restore a person to social
acceptability.
A ﬁnal ad strategy, used more in local TV and radio campaigns than in national ones, has
been labeled irritation advertising: creating product-name recognition by being annoying
or obnoxious. Although both research and common sense suggest that irritating ads do not
work very well, there have been exceptions. In the 1950s and 1960s, for instance, an aspirin
company ran a TV ad illustrating a hammer pounding inside a person’s brain. Critics and the
product’s own agency suggested that people bought the product, which sold well, to get relief
\hecj^[WZWim[bbWi\hecj^[_h^[WZWY^[i$Edj^[h[]_edWbb[l[b"_hh_jWj_edWZiWh[e\j[dki[Z
by appliance discount stores or local car dealers, who dress in outrageous costumes and yell
at the camera.

The Association Principle

“In a mobile society,
commercial products with familiar
[brand] names
provide people with
some sense of
identity and continuity in their lives.”
MICHAEL SCHUDSON,
ADVERTISING, THE
UNEASY PERSUASION,
1984

Historically, American car advertisements have shown automobiles in natural settings—on
winding roads that cut through rugged mountain passes or across shimmering wheat fields—
but rarely on congested city streets or in other urban settings where most driving actually
occurs. Instead, the car—an example of advanced technology—merges seamlessly into the
natural world.
This type of advertising exempliﬁes the association principle"Wf[hikWi_l[j[Y^d_gk[
used in most consumer ads that associates a product with a positive cultural value or image
even if it has little connection to the product. For example, many ads displayed visual
iocXebie\7c[h_YWdfWjh_ej_ic_dj^[mWa[e\j^[/%''j[hheh_ijWjjWYai_dWdWjj[cfjje
associate products and companies with national pride. In trying “to convince us that there’s
an innate relationship between a brand name and an attitude,”19 advertising may associate
products with nationalism, happy families, success at school or work, natural scenery, freedom, or humor.
Ed[e\j^[ceh[Yedjhel[hi_Wbki[ie\j^[WiieY_Wj_edfh_dY_fb[^WiX[[dj^[b_daW][e\
products to stereotyped caricatures of women. In numerous instances, women have been
portrayed either as sex objects or as clueless housewives who, during many a daytime TV
commercial, needed the powerful oﬀ-screen voice of a male narrator to instruct them in
j^[_hemda_jY^[dii[[»9Wi[IjkZo0?Z_ejiWdZEX`[Yji0Ij[h[ejof_d]_d7Zl[hj_i_d]¼ed
page 401).
Another popular use of the association principle is to claim that products are “real” and
“natural”—possibly the most familiar adjectives associated with advertising. For example, Coke
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CASE
STUDY
Idiots and Objects: Stereotyping in Advertising

O

ver the years, critics and
consumers alike have
complained about stereotyping in mainstream advertising.
Stereotyping refers to the process of
assigning people to abstract groups,
whose members are assumed to act
as a single entity—rather than as
individuals with distinct identities—
and to display shared characteristics, which often have negative
connotations.
Today, particularly in beer ads, men
are often stereotyped as inept or
stupid, incapable of negotiating a
routine day or a normal conversation unless fortified—or dulled—by
the heroic product. Throughout
advertising history, men have often
been portrayed as doofuses and
idiots when confronted by ordinary
food items or a simple household
appliance.

In contrast, in the early
history of product ads
on television, women
were often stereotyped
as naïve or emotional,
needing the experienced
voice of a rational male
narrator to guide them
around their own homes.
Ads have also stereotyped women as brainless
or helpless or offered
them as a man’s reward
for drinking a particular
beer, wearing cool jeans,
or smoking the right
cigarette. Worst of all,
women, or even parts of
women—with their heads
cut from the frame—have
been used as merely
objects, associated with
a particular product (e.g.,
a swimsuit model holding a new car muffler or wrapped
around a bottle of Scotch). Influenced by the women’s movement
and critiques of advertising culture, such as Betty Friedan’s The
Feminine Mystique  BET
depicting women have changed.
Although many sexist stereotypes
still persist in advertising, women
today are portrayed in a variety of
social roles.
In addition to ads that have
stereotyped men and women,
there is invisible stereotyping. This occurs when whole

segments of the population are
ignored—particularly African, Arab,
Asian, Latin, and Native American.
Advertising—especially in its early
history—has often faced criticism
that many segments of the varied
and multicultural U.S. population
have been missing or underrepresented in the ads and images that
have dominated the landscape. In
the last several years, however,
conscious of how diverse the United
States has become, many companies have been doing a better job of
representing various cultures in their
product ads.
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sells itself as “the real thing,” and the cosmetics industry oﬀers synthetic products that promise to make women look “natural.” The adjectives real and natural saturate American ads, yet
almost always describe processed or synthetic goods. “Green” marketing has a similar problem,
as it is associated with goods and services that aren’t always environmentally friendly.
Philip Morris’s Marlboro brand has used the association principle to completely transform
its product image. In the 1920s, Marlboro began as a fashionable women’s cigarette. Back then,
j^[YecfWdo¾iWZi[gkWj[Zicea_d]m_j^Wi[di[e\\h[[Zec"Wjj[cfj_d]jeWff[Wbjemec[d
who had just won the right to vote. Marlboro, though, did poorly as a women’s product, and
new campaigns in the 1950s and 1960s transformed the brand into a man’s cigarette. Powerful
_cW][ie\WYj_l["hk]][Zc[dZec_dWj[Zj^[WZi$E\j[d"CWhbXeheWiieY_Wj[Z_jifheZkYjm_j^
nature: an image of a lone cowboy roping a calf, building a fence, or riding over a snow-covered
landscape. In 2012, the branding consultancy BrandZ (a division of WPP) named Marlboro the
world’s seventh “most global brand,” having an estimated worth of $73.9 billion. (Apple, IBM,
Google, McDonald’s, and Microsoft were the Top 5 rated brands.)

Disassociation as an Advertising Strategy
As a response to corporate mergers and public skepticism toward impersonal and large companies, a disassociation corollary emerged in advertising. The nation’s largest winery, Gallo,
pioneered the idea in the 1980s by establishing a dummy corporation, Bartles & Jaymes, to sell
jug wine and wine coolers, thereby avoiding the use of the Gallo corporate image in ads and on
_jiXejjb[i$J^[WZi\[Wjkh[Z<hWdaWdZ;Z"jmebem#a[o"]hWdZ\Wj^[hbojof[i"Wi»Ye#emd[hi¼
WdZWZifea[ic[d$Edj^[ed[^WdZ"j^[WZmWi»WmWojeYedd[Yjm_j^oekd][hYedikc[hi
m^eo[Whd\ehfheZkYjij^WjWh[^WdZcWZ["gk_hao"WdZWkj^[dj_Y$¼20Edj^[ej^[h^WdZ"j^_i
j[Y^d_gk["XoYedY[Wb_d]j^[=Wbbej_[#_d"WbieWbbem[Zj^[m_d[]_WdjjeZ_iWiieY_Wj[\hecj^[
negative publicity of the 1970s—a period when labor leader Cesar Chavez organized migrant
workers in a long boycott of Gallo.
In the 1990s, General Motors used the disassociation strategy. Reeling from a declining
YehfehWj[h[fkjWj_ed"=Cjh_[ZjefWYaW][j^[IWjkhdWi»WicWbb#jemd[dj[hfh_i["hkdXo\ebai
dejj[hh_Xbokdb_a[<hWdaWdZ;Z¼m^efhel_Z[YWh_d]"f[hiedWbi[hl_Y[$21 In 2009, however, GM
i^kjZemd_jiijhk]]b_d]IWjkhdXhWdZZkh_d]j^[[Yedec_Yh[Y[ii_ed$7iWdWZijhWj[]o"Z_iWisociation often links new brands in a product line to eccentric or simple regional places rather
than to images conjured up by big cities and multinational conglomerates.

Advertising as Myth and Story
Another way to understand ads is to use myth analysis, which provides insights into how ads
work at a general cultural level. Here, the term myth does not refer simply to an untrue story
or outright falsehood. Rather, myths help us to define people, organizations, and social norms.
According to myth analysis, most ads are narratives with stories to tell and social conflicts to
resolve. Three common mythical elements are found in many types of ads:
1. Ads incorporate myths in mini-story form, featuring characters, settings, and plots.
2. Most stories in ads involve conﬂicts, pitting one set of characters or social values against
another.
)$IkY^YedÇ_YjiWh[d[]ej_Wj[Zehh[iebl[ZXoj^[[dZe\j^[WZ"kikWbboXoWffbo_d]eh
purchasing a product. In advertising, the product and those who use it often emerge as
the heroes of the story.
;l[dj^ek]^j^[ijeh_[ij^WjWZij[bbWh[kikWbboYecfh[ii[Z_djej^_hjoi[YedZiehedjeW
i_d]b[fW]["j^[oij_bb_dYbkZ[j^[jhWZ_j_edWb[b[c[djie\dWhhWj_l[$<eh_dijWdY["cWdoIKLWZi
Wiakije_cW]_d[ekhi[bl[iZh_l_d]ekj_djej^[hWm"kdjWc[Zm_bZ[hd[ii"jeWgk_[j"dWjkhWb
fbWY[j^Wjedbo"iWo"W@[[fYWdh[WY^$J^[WkZ_[dY[_cfb_Y_jbokdZ[hijWdZij^Wjj^[IKLYWd
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somehow, almost magically, take us out of
our fast-paced, freeway-wrapped urban world
plagued with long commutes, traﬃc jams,
and automobile exhaust. This implied conﬂict
between the natural world and the manufactured world is apparently resolved by the
_cW][e\j^[IKL_dWdWjkhWbi[jj_d]$7bj^ek]^
IKLijof_YWbboYbe]ekhkhXWdWdZikXkhXWd
highways, get low gas mileage, and create tons
of air pollution particulates, the ads ignore
those facts. Instead, they oﬀer an alternative story about the wonders of nature, and
j^[IKLWcWp_d]boX[Yec[ij^[l[^_Yb[j^Wj
d[]ej_Wj[ij^[YedÇ_YjX[jm[[dY_jo%ikXkhXWd
blight and the unspoiled wilderness.
Most advertisers do not expect consumers
jeWYY[fjm_j^ekjgk[ij_edj^[ijeh_[ieh
WiieY_Wj_edij^[ocWa[_dWZi1j^[oZedej»cWa[j^[c_ijWa[e\Wia_d]\ehX[b_[\$¼22 Instead,
ads are most eﬀective when they create attitudes and reinforce values. Then they operate like
popular ﬁction, encouraging us to suspend our disbelief. Although most of us realize that ads
create a ﬁctional world, we often get caught up in their stories and myths. Indeed, ads often
work because the stories oﬀer comfort about our deepest desires and conﬂicts—between men
and women, nature and technology, tradition and change, the real and the artiﬁcial. Most
contemporary consumer advertising does not provide much useful information about products.
Instead, it tries to reassure us that through the use of familiar brand names, everyday tensions
WdZfheXb[ciYWdX[cWdW][Zi[[»C[Z_WB_j[hWYoWdZj^[9h_j_YWbFheY[ii0J^[8hWdZ[ZOek¼
on page 405).

Product Placement
Product companies and ad agencies have become adept in recent years at product placement: strategically placing ads or buying space—in movies, TV shows, comic books, and most
recently video games, blogs, and music videos—so products appear as part of a story’s set
[dl_hedc[dji[[»;nWc_d_d];j^_Yi08hWdZ?dj[]hWj_ed";l[hom^[h[¼edfW][*&*$<eh
[nWcfb["_d(&&/"IjWhXkYaiX[YWc[WdWc_d]ifediehe\CID89¾ii^emMorning Joe—which
dem_dYbkZ[i»8h[m[ZXoIjWhXkYai¼_d_jibe]e$?d(&''"Transformers: Dark Side of the Moon
had the most product placements of any film that year with sixty-nine, including deals with
WdZh[\[h[dY[ijeD7I7"<enD[mi"7ffb["C[hY[Z[i#8[dp"<[hhWh_"Dea_W"7Z_ZWi"D_a["WdZ
IjWhXkYai$
For many critics, product placement has gotten out of hand. What started out as subtle appearances in realistic settings—like Reese’s Pieces in the 1982 movie E.T.—has turned into CocaCola being almost an honorary “cast member” on Fox’s American Idol set. The practice is now
so pronounced that it was a subject of Hollywood parody in the 2006 ﬁlm Talladega Nights: The
Ballad of Ricky Bobby, starring Will Ferrell.
In 2005, watchdog organization Commercial Alert asked both the FTC and the FCC to
mandate that consumers be warned about product placement on television. The FTC rejected
the petition, whereas the FCC proposed product placement rules but had not approved them by
(&'($?dYedjhWij"j^[;khef[WdKd_edh[Y[djboWffhel[ZfheZkYjfbWY[c[dj\ehj[b[l_i_edXkj
h[gk_h[ifhe]hWcijeWb[hjl_[m[hie\ikY^fW_ZfbWY[c[dji$?d8h_jW_d"\eh[nWcfb["j^[b[jj[h
“P” must appear in the corner of the screen at commercial breaks and at the beginning and end
of a show to signal product placements.23

PRODUCT PLACEMENT in
movies and television is more
prevalent than ever. Reality
shows have used particularly
prominent placement, as
when Subway promotes its
image as a health-conscious
fast food by appearing on
the weight-loss competition
series The Biggest Loser.

“The level of
integration onand off-screen in
Talladega Nights
is unprecedented.
I can’t remember
ever seeing this
much product
placement
displayed, from
the commercials
to the trailers for
the ﬁlm to the
publicity and press
events. It’s pretty
incredible, and it’s
pretty unheard
of . . . a new and
great thing for the
brands involved.”
AARON GORDON,
MARKETING
EXECUTIVE, 2006
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EXAMINING
ETHICS
Brand Integration, Everywhere

H

ow clear should the line be
between media content and
NFEJBTQPOTPST (FOFSBtions ago, this question was a concern
mainly for newspapers, which (to maintain their credibility) worked to erect
BoˣSFXBMMpCFUXFFOUIFFEJUPSJBMBOE
business sides of their organizations.
This was meant to prevent advertising
concerns from creeping into published articles and opinions. But early
television and radio shows welcomed
advertisers’ sponsorship of programs—
sometimes even including product
names in show titles. After television’s
RVJ[TIPXTDBOEBM TFF$IBQUFS 
networks relegated advertisers to buying spot ads during commercial breaks.
Today, however, advertisers have
found new ways to cut through the
clutter and put their messages right in
the midst of media content.
In television, getting product placements (also known as “brand integration”) during shows is much more
desirable than running traditional ads.

UP IN THE AIR featured two major
companies: Hilton Hotels and
American Airlines (shown).

Reality TV programming, which can be
structured around products and services, is especially saturated with brand
integration. In fact, such episodes
DPOUBJOBOBWFSBHFPGNJOVUFT
BOETFDPOETPGCSBOEJOUFHSBUJPO
appearances per hour. This is more
than the time allotted for network TV
commercials per hour, and nearly three
times the amount of brand appearances
JOTDSJQUFEQSPHSBNT NJOVUFTBOE
TFDPOET  For example, The Biggest
Loser chronicles the weight losses of its
DPOUFTUBOUT XIPXPSLPVUBU)PVS
Fitness, one of the program’s sponsors,
and eat food from General Mills and
Subway, two other advertisers.2
On the movie screen, a single product
placement deal can translate into
revenues ranging from several hundred
thousand to millions of dollars. Sometimes the placements help fund production costs. For example, in Up in the Air,
UIFGJMNTUBSSJOH(FPSHF$MPPney as a frequent-flyer businessman,
characters stay at a real hotel, a Hilton.
Hilton gave free lodging to the crew and
promoted the film “on everything from
key cards to in-room televisions to tollfree hold messages.”3 In return, Hilton
was prominently displayed in the film

and the company was able to ensure
that the movie portrayed its employees
and business in a favorable manner.
Now, digital technology makes it even
easier to put product placements in
visual media. Movies,TV shows, and
video games can add or delete product
placements, such as inserting a box of
branded crackers in a kitchen scene
during a show or removing a branded
billboard from a video game. Advertising can be digitally integrated into older
media that didn’t originally include product placement. On the Internet, some
bloggers and Twitter users write posts
on topics or products because they’ve
been paid or given gifts to do so.
The rules on disclosure for product
placements are weak or nonexistent.
Television credits usually include
messages about “promotional consideration,” which means there was some
paid product integration, but otherwise
there are no warnings to the viewers.
Movies have similar standards. The
Writers Guild of America has criticized
the practice, arguing that it “forces
content creators to become ad writers.” In fact, some writers say that it is
easier to get a studio to buy a script or
finance a project if brand integrations
are already secured.
In contrast, the Federal Trade Commission requires bloggers to disclose
paid sponsorships or posts, but it’s not
clear yet how well product placements
on the Internet are being monitored.
In newspapers, where the “firewall” remains important, the Society of Professional Journalists Code of Ethics calls
for journalism to “distinguish news from
advertising and shun hybrids that blur
the lines between the two.” For the rest
of the media, however, such hybrids are
increasingly embraced as a common
and effective form of advertising.

Media Literacy and
the Critical Process

1

DESCRIPTION. Take a look

around your home or dormitory
room and list all the branded products
you’ve purchased, including food,
electronics, clothes, shoes, toiletries,
and cleaning products.

2

ANALYSIS. Now organize your

branded items into categories.
For example, how many items of clothing are branded with athletic, university,
or designer logos? What patterns emerge
and what kind of psychographic proﬁle
do these brands suggest about you?

3

INTERPRETATION. Why

did you buy each particular
product? Was it because you thought it

The Branded You
5PXIBUFYUFOUBSFZPVJOˤVFODFECZCSBOET 

mWie\ikf[h_ehgkWb_jo58[YWki[_jmWi
cheaper? Because your parents used
this product (so it was tried, trusted,
and familiar)? Because it made you feel
a certain way about yourself, and you
wanted to project this image toward
others? Have you ever purchased items
without brands or removed logos once
you bought the product? Why?

4

EVALUATION. As you become
more conscious of our branded
environment (and your participation
_d_j"m^Wj_ioekhWii[iic[dje\K$I$
consumer culture? Is there too much
conspicuous branding? What is good and
XWZWXekjj^[kX_gk_joe\XhWdZdWc[i
in our culture? How does branding

relate to the common American ethic of
individualism?

5

ENGAGEMENT. Visit Adbusters

.org and read about action
projects that confront commercialism,
including Buy Nothing Day, Media Carta,
TV Turnoﬀ, the Culturejammers Network,
j^[8bWYaifejded#XhWdZid[Wa[h"WdZKdbrand America. Also visit the home page
for the advocacy organization Commercial
7b[hj^jjf0%%mmm$Yecc[hY_WbWb[hj$eh]je
learn about the most recent commercial
incursions into everyday life and what
YWdX[Zed[WXekjj^[c$Ehmh_j[Wb[jj[h
to a company about a product or ad that
you think is a problem. How does the
company respond?

Commercial Speech and
Regulating Advertising
?d'-/'"9ed]h[iifWii[ZWdZj^[ijWj[ihWj_\_[Zj^[<_hij7c[dZc[djjej^[K$I$9edij_jkj_ed"
promising, among other guarantees, to “make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech, or of
j^[fh[ii$¼El[hj_c["m[^Wl[Z[l[bef[ZWi^ehj^WdZbWX[b\ehj^[<_hij7c[dZc[dj"c_idWcing it the free-speech clause. The amendment ensures that citizens and journalists can generally
say and write what they want, but it says nothing directly about commercial speech—any print
or broadcast expression for which a fee is charged to organizations and individuals buying time
or space in the mass media.
While freedom of speech refers to the right to express thoughts, beliefs, and opinions in the
abstract marketplace of ideas, commercial speech is about the right to circulate goods, services,
and images in the concrete marketplace of products. For most of the history of mass media,
only very wealthy citizens established political parties, and multinational companies could
routinely aﬀord to purchase speech that reached millions. The Internet, however, has helped
to level that playing ﬁeld. Political speech, like a cleverly edited mash-up video, or entertaining
speech, like a music video by California teenager Rebecca Black singing about the weekend (the
_d\Wceki»<h_ZWo¼l_Z[eedOekJkX["YWd]el_hWbWdZgk_Yaboh[WY^c_bb_edi"h_lWb_d]j^[ceij
expensive commercial speech.
Although the mass media have not hesitated to carry product and service-selling advertisements and have embraced the concepts of infomercials and cable home shopping channels,

“There’s no law
that says we have
to sell you time
or space. We sell
time for many,
many different
things, but not
controversial
issues of social
importance.”
JULIE HOOVER, VICE
PRESIDENT OF
ADVERTISING, ABC,
2004
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ADBUSTERS MEDIA
FOUNDATION
5IJTOPOQSPˣUPSHBOJ[BUJPO
based in Canada says its
spoof ads, like the one
shown here, are designed
to “put out a better product
and beat the corporations
at their own game.” Besides
satirizing the advertising
appeals of the fashion,
tobacco, alcohol, and food
industries, the Adbusters
Media Foundation sponsors
Buy Nothing Day, an anticonsumption campaign
that annually falls on the day
after Thanksgiving—one of
the busiest shopping days
of the year.

they have also refused certain issue-based advertising that might upset their traditional
advertisers. For example, although corporations have easy access in placing paid ads, many
labor unions have had their print and broadcast ads rejected as “controversial.” The nonproﬁt
Adbusters Media Foundation, based in Vancouver, British Columbia, has had diﬃculty getting
d[jmehaijeW_h_ji»kdYecc[hY_Wbi$¼Ed[e\_jiifejifhecej[ij^[<h_ZWoW\j[hJ^Wdai]_l_d]
(traditionally, the beginning of the holiday shopping season) as “Buy Nothing Day.”

Critical Issues in Advertising

“Some of these
companies spend
more on media
than they spend
on the materials
to make their
products.”
IRWIN GOTLIEB, CEO
OF WPP GROUP’S
MINDSHARE, 2003

In his 1957 book The Hidden Persuaders, Vance Packard expressed concern that advertising
was manipulating helpless consumers, attacking our dignity, and invading “the privacy of our
minds.”24 According to this view, the advertising industry was all-powerful. Although consumers
have historically been regarded as dupes by many critics, research reveals that the consumer
mind is not as easy to predict as some advertisers once thought. In the 1950s, for example, Ford
YekbZdejikYY[ii\kbboi[bb_jic_Zi_p[YWh"j^[eZZbodWc[Z;Zi[b"m^_Y^mWiW_c[ZWjd[mbo
prosperous Ford customers looking to move up to the latest in push-button window wipers and
Wdj[ddWi$7\j[hWifbWi^oWdZ[nf[di_l[WZYWcfW_]d"<ehZiebZedbo,)"&&&;Zi[bi_d'/+.WdZ
just 2,000 in 1960, when the model was discontinued.
Ed[e\j^[ceijZ_iWijhekiYWcfW_]di[l[h\[Wjkh[Zj^[dem#\Wceki»J^_i_idejoekh\Wj^[h¾i
EbZiceX_b[¼ifejij^WjX[]Wdhkdd_d]_d'/./WdZijWhh[ZY[b[Xh_j_[ib_a[\ehc[h8[Wjb[iZhkcc[h
H_d]eIjWhhWdZ^_iZWk]^j[h$EbZiceX_b[m^_Y^X[YWc[fWhje\=[d[hWbCejehi_d'/&.WdZ_jiWZ
W][dYo"B[e8khd[jj"Z[Y_Z[ZjecWha[jjeWoekd][h][d[hWj_edW\j[hiWb[iZ[Yb_d[Z\hecW^_]^e\
1.1 million vehicles in 1985 to only 715,000 in 1988. But the campaign backﬁred, apparently alienat_d]_jiebZ[hbeoWbYkijec[him^ecWo^Wl[\[bjWXWdZed[ZXoEbZiWdZ_jiYWjY^od[mibe]Wd
WdZ\W_b_d]jebkh[oekd][hXko[him^efheXWXboij_bb^WZjhekXb[][jj_d]fWijj^[dWc[»EbZi¼$
?dç(&&&"EbZiceX_b[iebZedbo(,&"&&&YWhi"WdZ=Cf^Wi[Zekj_jiEbZiZ_l_i_edXo(&&+$25
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Iec[_dZ_l_ZkWbiY^eebZ_ijh_Yji^Wl[XWdd[Z9^Wdd[bEd["
as have the states of New York and California. These school
ioij[ci^Wl[Wh]k[Zj^Wj9^Wdd[bEd[fhel_Z[iijkZ[djim_j^
edboib_]^jWZZ_j_edWbademb[Z][WXekjYkhh[djWèW_hi1Xkj
students ﬁnd the products advertised—sneakers, cereal, and
soda, among others—more worthy of purchase because they are
advertised in educational environments.29 A 2006 study found
that students remember “more of the advertising than they do
j^[d[miijeh_[ii^emded9^Wdd[bEd[$¼30

Health and Advertising

AS AMERICAN OBESITY
CONTINUES TO RISE, ads
touting fast food and soft
drinks have been countered
by health advocacy, as in
this ad on the New York City
subway warning riders about
the sugar content of their
morning coffee drinks.

“We have to sell
cigarettes to your
kids. We need
half a million new
smokers a year just
to stay in business.
So we advertise
near schools, at
candy counters.”
CALIFORNIA ANTICIGARETTE TV AD.
TOBACCO COMPANIES
FILED A FEDERAL
SUIT AGAINST THE AD
AND LOST WHEN THE
U.S. SUPREME COURT
TURNED DOWN THEIR
APPEAL IN 2006

Eating Disorders. Advertising has a powerful impact on the
standards of beauty in our culture. A long-standing trend in
advertising is the association of certain products with ultrathin
female models, promoting a style of “attractiveness” that girls
WdZmec[dWh[_dl_j[Zje[ckbWj[$;l[djeZWo"Z[if_j[j^[fefkbWh_joe\\_jd[iifhe]hWci"ceij
\Wi^_edceZ[biWh[ckY^j^_dd[hj^Wdj^[Wl[hW][mecWd$Iec[\ehcie\\Wi^_edWdZYeic[jics advertising actually pander to individuals’ insecurities and low self-esteem by promising
j^[_Z[WbXeZo$IkY^WZl[hj_i_d]ik]][ijiijWdZWhZie\ijob[WdZX[^Wl_ehj^WjcWoX[dejedbo
unattainable but also harmful, leading to eating disorders such as anorexia and bulimia and an
increase in cosmetic surgeries.
If advertising has been criticized for promoting skeleton-like beauty, it has also been
XbWc[Z\ehj^[jh_fb_d]e\eX[i_johWj[i_dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[ii_dY[j^['/.&i"m_j^Wh[YehZ
66 percent of adult Americans identifed in 2012 as overweight or obese. Corn syrup–laden soft
drinks, fast food, and processed food are the staples of media ads and are major contributors
to the nationwide weight problem. More troubling is that an obese nation is good for business
Yh[Wj_d]Wckbj_X_bb_ed#ZebbWhcWha[j\ehZ_[jfheZkYji"[n[hY_i[[gk_fc[dj"WdZi[b\#^[bf
books), so media outlets see little reason to change current ad practices. The food and restaurant
_dZkijhoWjÆhijZ[d_[ZWdoYedd[Yj_edX[jm[[dWZiWdZj^[h_i[e\K$I$eX[i_johWj[i"_dij[WZ
blaming individuals who make bad choices. Increasingly, however, some fast-food chains oﬀer
healthier meals and calorie counts on various food items.
Tobacco. Ed[e\j^[ceijikijW_d[ZYh_j_Y_icie\WZl[hj_i_d]_i_jifhecej_ede\jeXWYYeYedikcfj_ed$Effed[djie\jeXWYYeWZl[hj_i_d]^Wl[X[Yec[ceh[leYWb_dj^[\WY[e\]h_cijWj_ij_Yi0;WY^o[Wh"Wd[ij_cWj[Z*&&"&&&7c[h_YWdiZ_[\hecZ_i[Wi[ih[bWj[Zjed_Yej_d[WZZ_Yj_ed
and poisoning. Tobacco ads disappeared from television in 1971, under pressure from Congress
and the FCC. However, over the years numerous ad campaigns have targeted teenage consumers
of cigarettes. In 1988, for example, R. J. Reynolds, a subdivision of RJR Nabisco, updated its Joe
9Wc[bYWhjeedY^WhWYj[h"ekj\_jj_d]^_cm_j^^_ff[hYbej^[iWdZikd]bWii[i$If[dZ_d]-+c_bb_ed
annually, the company put Joe on billboards and store posters and in sports stadiums and
cW]Wp_d[i$Ed[ijkZoh[l[Wb[Zj^WjX[\eh['/..\[m[hj^Wd'f[hY[dje\j[[dikdZ[hW][[_]^j[[d
smoked Camels. After the ad blitz, however, 33 percent of this age group preferred Camels.
In addition to young smokers, the tobacco industry has targeted other groups. In the 1960s,
\eh_dijWdY["j^[WZl[hj_i_d]YWcfW_]di\eh;l[WdZL_h]_d_WIb_ciY_]Wh[jj[ih[c_d_iY[dje\WZi
during the suﬀrage movement in the early 1900s) associated their products with women’s lib[hWj_ed"[gkWb_jo"WdZib_c\Wi^_edceZ[bi$7dZ_d'/./"H[odebZi_djheZkY[ZWY_]Wh[jj[YWbb[Z
Kfjemd"jWh][j_d]7\h_YWd7c[h_YWdYedikc[hi$J^[WZYWcfW_]dÆppb[ZZk[jefkXb_Yfhej[iji
by black leaders and government oﬃcials. When these leaders pointed to the high concentration of cigarette billboards in poor urban areas and the high mortality rates among black male
smokers, the tobacco company withdrew the brand.
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The government’s position regarding the tobacco industry began to change in the mid1990s, when new reports revealed that tobacco companies had known that nicotine was addictive as early as the 1950s and had withheld that information from the public. In 1998, after
four states won settlements against the tobacco industry and the remaining states threatened
to bring more expensive lawsuits against the companies, the tobacco industry agreed to an
unprecedented $206 billion settlement that carried signiﬁcant limits on advertising and
marketing tobacco products.
The agreement’s provisions banned cartoon characters in advertising, thus ending the use
e\j^[@e[9Wc[bY^WhWYj[h1fhe^_X_j[Zj^[_dZkijho\hecjWh][j_d]oekd]f[efb[_dWZiWdZcWha[j_d]WdZ\hec]_l_d]WmWo\h[[iWcfb[i"jeXWYYe#XhWdZYbej^_d]"WdZej^[hc[hY^WdZ_i[1WdZ
ended outdoor billboard and transit advertising. The agreement also banned tobacco company
sponsorship of concerts and athletic events, and it strictly limited other corporate sponsorships
by tobacco companies. These agreements, however, do not apply to tobacco advertising abroad
i[[»=beXWbL_bbW][0Icea_d]Kfj^[=beXWbCWha[j¼edfW][*'&$
Alcohol. ;l[hoo[Wh"WXekj'&&"&&&f[efb[Z_[\hecWbYe^eb#h[bWj[ZZ_i[Wi[i"WdZWdej^[h
16,000 to 17,000 die in car crashes involving drunk drivers. As you can guess, many of the
same complaints regarding tobacco advertising are also being directed at alcohol ads. (The hard
b_gkeh_dZkijho^WilebkdjWh_boXWdd[ZJLWdZhWZ_eWZi\ehZ[YWZ[i$<eh[nWcfb["ed[e\j^[
most popular beer ad campaigns of the late 1990s, featuring the Budweiser frogs (which croak
Bud-weis-errrr), has been accused of using cartoonlike animal characters to appeal to young
viewers. In fact, the Budweiser ads would be banned
under the tough standards of the tobacco settlement mentioned above, which prohibits the attribution of human
characteristics to animals, plants, or other objects.
Alcohol ads have also targeted minority populations.
CWbjb_gkehi"m^_Y^YedjW_d^_]^[hYedY[djhWj_edie\
alcohol than beers do, have been touted in high-proﬁle
television ads for such labels as Colt 45, PowerMaster, and
Magnum. There is also a trend toward marketing high-end
b_gkehije7\h_YWd7c[h_YWdWdZ>_ifWd_YcWb[fefkbWtions. In two recent marketing campaigns, Hennessy
targeted African American populations in ads featuring musical icons Marvin Gaye and Miles Davis and the
jW]b_d[»D[l[h8b[dZ?d$¼I_c_bWhbo"Wdej^[hWZYWcfW_]d
featured the Colombian-born American actor-comedian
@e^dB[]k_pWceWdZj^[jW]b_d[»Fkh[9^WhWYj[h"¼m_j^
j^[WZifh_dj[Z_d;d]b_i^WdZIfWd_i^$
College students, too, have been heavily targeted by
alcohol ads, particularly by the beer industry. Although
colleges and universities have outlawed “beer bashes”
hosted and supplied directly by major brewers, both
Coors and Miller still employ student representatives to
help “create brand awareness.” These students notify
brewers of special events that might be sponsored by and
linked to a speciﬁc beer label. The images and slogans
in alcohol ads often associate the products with power,
romance, sexual prowess, or athletic skill. In reality,
j^ek]^"WbYe^eb_iWY^[c_YWbZ[fh[iiWdj1_jZ_c_d_i^[i
athletic ability and sexual performance, triggers addiction

LIFESTYLE AD APPEALS
TBWA (now a unit of
Omnicom) introduced
Absolut Vodka’s distinctive
advertising campaign
JO5IFDBNQBJHO
marketed a little-known
Swedish vodka as an
exclusive lifestyle brand,
an untraditional approach
that parlayed it into one
of the world’s best-selling
spirits. The long-running ad
DBNQBJHOFOEFEJO 
XJUINPSFUIBO 
ads having maintained the
brand’s premium status by
referencing fashion, artists,
and contemporary music.
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GLOBAL
VILLAGE
Smoking Up the Global Market

B

y 2000, the status of tobacco
companies and their advertising in the United States had
IJUBMPXQPJOU"CJMMJPOTFUUMFment between tobacco companies and
state attorneys general ended tobacco
advertising on billboards and severely
limited the ways in which cigarette companies can promote their products in
the United States. Advertising bans and
antismoking public service announcements contributed to tobacco’s growing
disfavor in America, with smoking rates
ESPQQJOHGSPNBIJHIPGQFSDFOU
PGUIFQPQVMBUJPOJOUPKVTU
QFSDFOUBCPVUGPSUZˣWFZFBSTMBUFS
As Western cultural attitudes have
turned against tobacco, the large tobacco multinationals have shifted their
global marketing focus, targeting Asia
JOQBSUJDVMBS0GUIFXPSMEnTCJMMJPO
TNPLFST NJMMJPOBEVMUTTNPLF
JO*OEJB NJMMJPOBEVMUTTNPLFJO
Southeast Asia (Indonesia, Malaysia,
the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand,
Brunei, Burma, Cambodia, Laos, and
7JFUOBN BOENJMMJPOQFPQMFTNPLF
in China. Underfunded government
health programs and populations
that generally admire American and
European cultural products make Asian
nations ill-equipped to resist cigarette

marketing efforts. For example, in spite
of China’s efforts to control smoking
(several Chinese cities have banned
TNPLJOHJOQVCMJDQMBDFT QFSDFOUPG
$IJOFTFNFOBOEQFSDFOUPG$IJOFTF
women are addicted to tobacco. Chinese women, who are now starting to
smoke at increasing rates, are associating smoking with slimness, feminism,
and independence.2
Advertising bans have actually forced
tobacco companies to find alternative
and, as it turns out, better ways to
promote smoking. Philip Morris, the
largest private tobacco company, and
its global rival, British American Tobacco
(BAT), practice “brand stretching”—
linking their logos to race-car events,
soccer leagues, youth festivals, concerts, TV shows, and popular cafés. The
higher price for Western cigarettes in
Asia has increased their prestige and
has made packs of Marlboros symbols
of middle-class aspiration.
The unmistakable silhouette of the
Marlboro Man is ubiquitous throughout
developing countries, particularly in
Asia. In Hanoi, Vietnam, almost every
corner boasts a street vendor with a
trolley cart, the bottom half of which
carries the Marlboro logo or one of the
other premium foreign brands. Vietnam’s

Ho Chi Minh City has two thousand
such trolleys. Children in Malaysia are
especially keen on Marlboro clothing,
which, along with watches, binoculars,
radios, knives, and backpacks, they can
win by collecting a certain number of
empty Marlboro packages. (It is now
illegal to sell tobacco-brand clothing and
merchandise in the United States.)
Sporting events have proved to be an
especially successful brand-stretching
technique with men, who smoke the majority of cigarettes in Asia. Many observers argue that much of the popularity
of Marlboro cigarettes in China derives
from when Philip Morris sponsored the
Marlboro soccer league there. Throughout Asia, attractive young women wearing tight red Marlboro-themed outfits
cruise cities in red Marlboro minivans,
frequently stopping to distribute free
cigarettes, even to minors.
Critics suggest that the same marketing
strategies will make their way into the
United States and other Western countries, but that’s unlikely. Tobacco companies are mainly interested in developing
regions like Asia for two reasons. First,
the potential market is staggering: Only
one in twenty cigarettes now sold in
China is a foreign brand, and women are
just beginning to develop the habit.
Second, many smokers in countries like
China—whose government officially
bans tobacco advertising—are unaware
that smoking causes lung cancer. In
fact, a million Chinese people die each
year from tobacco-related health probMFNTsBSPVOEQFSDFOUPGChinese
men will die before they are sixty-five
years old, and lung cancer among
Chinese women has increased by 30
percent in the past few years.3 Smoking
is projected to cause about eight million
deaths a year by 2030.

_dhek]^bo'&f[hY[dje\j^[K$I$fefkbWj_ed"WdZ\WYjehi
into many domestic abuse cases. A national study
demonstrated “that young people who see more ads for
alcoholic beverages tend to drink more.”31
Prescription Drugs. Another area of concern is the
h[Y[djikh][_dfh[iYh_fj_edZhk]WZl[hj_i_d]$If[dZ_d]
on direct-to-consumer advertising for prescription drugs
increased from $266 million in 1994 to $5.3 billion in
2007—largely because of growth in television advertising,
which today accounts for about two-thirds of such ads.
The ads have made household names of prescription
drugs such as Nexium, Claritin, Paxil, and Viagra. The
ads are also very effective: Another survey found that
nearly one in three adults has talked to a doctor and one
in eight has received a prescription in response to seeing
an ad for a prescription drug.32 But between 2007 and
2011, direct-to-consumer TV advertising for prescription drugs dropped 23 percent—from $3.1 billion in 2007
to $2.3 billion in 2011—in part due to doctors’ concerns
about being pressured by patients who see the TV ads for
new drugs and due to notable recalls of heavily advertised drugs like Vioxx, a pain reliever that was later found
je^Wl[^Whi^i_Z[[\\[Yji$Ij_bb"_d(&''"F\_p[hif[dj'+,
c_bb_ededJLWZi\ehB_f_jehWY^eb[ij[heb#bem[h_d]Zhk]
that reduces the risk of heart attack and stroke), the highest amount spent for any prescription drug that year.33
The tremendous growth of prescription drug ads
brings the potential for false and misleading claims, particularly because a brief TV advertisement can’t possibly
communicate all of the relevant cautionary information.
More recently, direct-to-consumer prescription drug advertising has appeared in text messages
and on Facebook. Pharmaceutical companies have also engaged in “disease awareness” camfW_]dijeXk_bZcWha[ji\ehj^[_hfheZkYji$?d(&'("j^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[iWdZD[mP[WbWdZm[h[j^[
only two nations that allow prescription drugs to be advertised directly to consumers.

Watching Over Advertising
A few nonprofit watchdog and advocacy organizations—Commercial Alert, as well as the Better
8ki_d[ii8kh[WkWdZj^[DWj_edWb9edikc[hiB[W]k[ºYecf[diWj[_dcWdomWoi\ehiec[e\
the shortcomings of the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and other government agencies in
monitoring the excesses of commercialism and false and deceptive ads.

Excessive Commercialism
I_dY['//."9ecc[hY_Wb7b[hj^WiX[[dmeha_d]je»b_c_j[nY[ii_l[Yecc[hY_Wb_ic_dieY_[jo¼
by informing the public about the ways that advertising has crept out of its “proper sphere.”
For example, Commercial Alert highlights the numerous deals for cross-promotion made
between Hollywood studios and fast-food companies. These include Paramount Pictures and
8kh][hA_d]j[Wc_d]kf\ehStar Trek and Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen and Twentieth
Century Fox partnering with McDonald’s for family-friendly flicks including A Night at the
Museum: Battle of the Smithsonian.

CELEBRITY
SPOKESPEOPLE
Tennis champion Serena
Williams recently endorsed
the sleep supplement
“Sleep Sheets,” an overthe-counter sleep aid
that promises to combat
insomnia and promote
natural sleep. Although
it is available without a
prescription, Williams’s
vigorous ad campaign for
the supplement, which
she co-owns, attests
to the persistence of
prescription drug ads and
the vulnerability of their
audience.
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5IF$MPSPY$PNQBOZ3FQSJOUFEXJUIQFSNJTTJPO

These deals not only helped movie studios make
money as DVD sales declined but also helped movies reach audiences that traditional advertising can’t.
7i@[èh[o=eZi_Ya"<en¾i;n[Ykj_l[LFe\cWha[j_d]"
has said, “We want to hit all the lifestyle points for
consumers. Partners get us into places that are nonpurchasable (as media buys). McDonald’s has access to
tens of millions of people on a daily basis—that helps
us penetrate the culture.”34
Founded in part by longtime consumer advocate
HWbf^DWZ[h"9ecc[hY_Wb7b[hj_iWFehjbWdZ"Eh[]ed¹
based nonproﬁt organization and a lonely voice in
Y^[Ya_d]j^[Yecc[hY_Wb_pWj_ede\K$I$Ykbjkh[$Iec[
of its other activities have included challenges to
speciﬁc marketing tactics, such as when HarperCollins
Children’s Books created the series “Mackenzie Blue,”
which included “dynamic corporate partnerships,”
or product placements woven into the stories written
by an author who is also the founder of a marketing
]hekfW_c[ZWjj[[di$?dYedijWdjbogk[ij_ed_d]j^[
role of advertising in democracy, the organization has
aimed to strengthen noncommercial culture and limit
the amount of corporate inﬂuence on publicly elected
government bodies.

The FTC Takes on Puffery and Deception

GREEN ADVERTISING
In response to increased
consumer demand,
companies have been
developing and advertising
“green,” or environmentally
conscious, products to
attract customers who want
to lessen their environmental
impact. How effective is this
BEGPSZPV 8IBUTIBSFE
values do you look for or
SFTQPOEUPJOBEWFSUJTJOH 

I_dY[j^[ZWoim^[dBoZ_WF_da^Wc¾iL[][jWXb[
Compound promised “a sure cure for all female
weakness,” false and misleading claims have haunted
WZl[hj_i_d]$El[hj^[o[Whi"j^[<J9"j^hek]^_jijhkj^#_d#WZl[hj_i_d]hkb[i"^WifbWo[ZWd_dl[itigative role in substantiating the claims of various advertisers. A certain amount of puffery—ads
featuring hyperbole and exaggeration—has usually been permitted, particularly when a product
says it is “new and improved.” However, ads become deceptive when they are likely to mislead
reasonable consumers based on statements in the ad or because they omit information. Moreover, when a product claims to be “the best,” “the greatest,” or “preferred by four out of five
ZeYjehi"¼<J9hkb[ih[gk_h[iY_[dj_\_Y[l_Z[dY[jeXWYakfj^[YbW_ci$
7jof_YWb[nWcfb[e\Z[Y[fj_l[WZl[hj_i_d]_ij^[9WcfX[bbIekfWZ_dm^_Y^cWhXb[i_dj^[
bottom of a soup bowl forced more bulky ingredients—and less water—to the surface. In another
instance, a 1990 Volvo commercial featured a monster truck driving over a line of cars and
Yhki^_d]WbbXkjj^[Leble1j^[YecfWdobWj[hWZc_jj[Zj^Wjj^[Leble^WZX[[dif[Y_Wbboh[_dforced and the other cars’ support columns had been weakened. A more subtle form of decepj_ed\[Wjkh[Zj^[AbedZ_a[B_j[_Y[#Yh[WcXWhº»j^[/)f[hY[dj\Wj#\h[[Z[ii[hjm_j^Y^eYebWj[#
ﬂavored coating.” The bars were indeed 93 percent fat-free, but only after the chocolate coating
was removed.35
In 2003, the FTC brought enforcement actions against companies marketing the herbal
m[_]^j#beiiikffb[c[dj[f^[ZhW$;f^[ZhW^WiWbed]#ijWdZ_d]Yedd[Yj_edje[b[lWj[ZXbeeZ
pressure, strokes, and heart attacks and has contributed to numerous deaths. Nevertheless,
companies advertised ephedra as a safe and miraculous weight-loss supplement and, incredibly, as “a beneﬁcial treatment for hypertension and coronary disease.” According to the FTC,
one misleading ad said: “Teacher loses 70 pounds in only eight weeks. . . . This is how over one
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million people have safely lost millions of pounds! No calorie counting! No hunger! Guaranteed
to work for you too!” As the director of the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection summed up,
“There is no such thing as weight loss in a bottle. Claims that you’ll lose substantial amounts of
weight and still eat everything you want are simply false.”36?d(&&*"j^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[iXWdd[Z
ephedra.
M^[dj^[<J9Z_iYel[hiZ[Y[fj_l[WZi"_jkikWbboh[gk_h[iWZl[hj_i[hijeY^Wd][j^[cehh[move them from circulation. The FTC can also impose monetary civil penalties for companies,
WdZ_jeYYWi_edWbboh[gk_h[iWdWZl[hj_i[hjehkdifejijeYehh[Yjj^[Z[Y[fj_l[WZi$

Alternative Voices
Ed[e\j^[fhel_i_edie\j^[]el[hdc[dj¾ickbj_X_bb_ed#ZebbWhi[jjb[c[djm_j^j^[jeXWYYe
industry in 1998 established a nonprofit organization with the mission to counteract tobacco
marketing and reduce youth tobacco use. That mission became a reality in 2000, when the
7c[h_YWdB[]WYo<ekdZWj_edbWkdY^[Z_jiWdj_icea_d]%Wdj_¹jeXWYYe#_dZkijhoWZYWcfW_]d
called “Truth.”
Working with a coalition of ad agencies, a group of teenage consultants, and a $300 million
budget, the foundation created a series of stylish, gritty print and television ads that deconstruct the images that have long been associated with cigarette ads—macho horse country,
carefree beach life, sexy bar scenes, and daring skydives. These ads show teens dragging, piling,
or heaving body bags across the beach or onto a horse, and holding up signs that say “What if
Y_]Wh[jj[WZijebZj^[Jhkj^5¼Ej^[hWZii^em_dZ_l_ZkWbim_j^bkd]YWdY[h»?meha[Zm^[h[
people smoked. I chose not to. But I got lung cancer anyway”) or illustrate how many people
are indirectly touched by tobacco deaths (“Yeah, my grandfather died April last year”).
The TV and print ads prominently reference the foundation’s Web site, www.thetruth
.com, which oﬀers statistics, discussion forums, and outlets for teen creativity. For example, the
site provides facts about addiction (more than 80 percent of all adult smokers started smoking

“Clinically proven
to increase fat-loss
by an unprecedented
1,700 percent.”
DECEPTIVE AD CLAIM
BY DIET-PILL MAKER
NUTRAQUEST (FILED
FOR BANKRUPTCY IN
2003)

ALTERNATIVE ADS
*O o5SVUI pUIFOBUJPOBM
youth smoking prevention
campaign, won an Emmy
Award in the National Public
Service Announcement
category. “Truth” ads were
DSFBUFECZUIFBEˣSNTPG
Arnold Worldwide of Boston
and Crispin Porter & Bogusky
of Miami. Here a “Truth”
ad reimagines a common
image found in Marlboro
cigarette ads.
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before they turned eighteen) and tobacco money (tobacco companies make $1.8 billion
from underage sales), and urges site visitors to organize the facts in their own customized
folders. By 2007, with its jarring messages and cross-media platform, the “Truth” anti-tobacco
campaign was recognized by 80 percent of teens and was ranked in the Top 10 “most memorable teen brands.”37

Advertising, Politics,
and Democracy
7Zl[hj_i_d]WiWfhe\[ii_edYWc[e\W][_dj^[jm[dj_[j^Y[djkho"\WY_b_jWj_d]j^[i^_\je\K$I$
society from production-oriented small-town values to consumer-oriented urban lifestyles. With
its ability to create consumers, advertising became the central economic support system for our
mass media industries. Through its seemingly endless supply of pervasive and persuasive strategies, advertising today saturates the cultural landscape. Products now blend in as props or even
as “characters” in TV shows and movies. In addition, almost every national consumer product
now has its own Web site to market itself to a global audience 365 days a year. With today’s
digital technology, ad images can be made to appear in places where they don’t really exist. For
example, advertisements can be superimposed on the backstop wall behind the batter during
a nationally televised baseball broadcast. Viewers at home see the ads, but fans at the game
do not.
7Zl[hj_i_d]¾ikX_gk_jo"[if[Y_Wbbo_dj^[W][e\ieY_Wbc[Z_W"hW_i[ii[h_ekigk[ij_ediWXekj
our privacy and the ease with which companies can gather data on our consumer habits. But an
even more serious issue is the inﬂuence of ads on our lives as democratic citizens. With fewer
and fewer large media conglomerates controlling advertising and commercial speech, what is
the eﬀect on free speech and political debate? In the future, how easy will it be to get heard in a
marketplace where only a few large companies control access to that space?

“Corporations put
ads on fruit, ads all
over the schools,
ads on cars, ads
on clothes. The
only place you
can’t ﬁnd ads is
where they belong:
on politicians.”
MOLLY IVINS,
SYNDICATED
COLUMNIST, 2000

Advertising’s Role in Politics
I_dY[j^['/+&i"feb_j_YWbYedikbjWdji^Wl[X[[d_c_jWj_d]cWha[j#h[i[WhY^WdZWZl[hj_i_d]
j[Y^d_gk[ijei[bbj^[_hYWdZ_ZWj[i"]_l_d]h_i[jepolitical advertising"j^[ki[e\WZj[Y^d_gk[i
to promote a candidate’s image and persuade the public to adopt a particular viewpoint. In
the early days of television, politicians running for major offices either bought or were offered
half-hour blocks of time to discuss their views and the issues of the day. As advertising time
became more valuable, however, local stations and the networks became reluctant to give away
time in large chunks. Gradually, TV managers began selling thirty-second spots to political campaigns, just as they sold time to product advertisers.
During the 1992 and 1996 presidential campaigns, third-party candidate Ross Perot restored the use of the half-hour time block when he ran political infomercials on cable and the
d[jmehai$8WhWYaEXWcWWbiehWdW^Wb\#^ekh_d\ec[hY_Wb_d(&&."WdZ_dj^[(&'(fh[i_Z[dj_Wb
race, both major candidates and various political organizations supporting them ran many
online infomercials that were much longer than the standard thirty- to sixty-second TV spot.
However, only very wealthy or well-funded candidates can aﬀord such promotional strategies,
and television does not usually provide free airtime to politicians. Questions about political ads
continue to be asked: Can serious information on political issues be conveyed in thirty-second
spots? Do repeated attack ads, which assault another candidate’s character, so undermine
citizens’ conﬁdence in the electoral process that they stop voting?38 And how does a democratic
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society ensure that alternative political voices, which are not well ﬁnanced or commercially viable, still receive a hearing?
Although broadcasters use the public’s airwaves, they have long opposed providing free
time for political campaigns and issues, since political advertising is big business for television
stations. TV broadcasters earned $400 million in 1996 and took in more than $1.5 billion from
political ads during the presidential and congressional elections in 2004. In the historic 2008
election, more than $2.6 billion was spent on advertising by all presidential candidates and
interest groups. In 2012 (with a total of $6 billion spent on all elections), more than $1.1 billion
alone went to local broadcast TV stations in the twelve most highly contested states, with local
cable raking in another $200 million in those states.39

The Future of Advertising
Although commercialism—through packaging both products and politicians—has generated
cultural feedback that is often critical of advertising’s pervasiveness, the growth of the industry
has not diminished. Ads continue to fascinate. Many consumers buy magazines or watch the
Ikf[h8emb`kij\ehj^[WZl[hj_i[c[dji$7Zeb[iY[djiZ[YehWj[j^[_hheecim_j^j^[_h\Wleh_j[
WZiWdZ_Z[dj_\om_j^j^[_cW][iY[hjW_dfheZkYjiYedl[o$?d(&''"'**X_bb_edmWiif[djedK$I$
advertising—up just about 1 percent over 2010.
A number of factors have made possible advertising’s largely unchecked growth. Many
Americans tolerate advertising as a “necessary evil” for maintaining the economy, but many
dismiss advertising as not believable and trivial. As a result, unwilling to downplay its centrality
to global culture, many citizens do not think advertising is signiﬁcant enough to monitor or re\ehc$IkY^Wjj_jkZ[i^Wl[[dikh[ZWZl[hj_i_d]¾if[hlWi_l[d[iiWdZik]][ijj^[d[[Zje[iYWbWj[
our critical vigilance.
As individuals and as a society, we have developed an uneasy relationship with advertising. Favorite ads and commercial jingles remain part of our cultural world for a lifetime,
but we detest irritating and repetitive commercials. We realize that without ads many mass
media would need to reinvent themselves. At the same time, we should remain critical of what
WZl[hj_i_d]^WiYec[jeh[fh[i[dj0j^[el[h[cf^Wi_iedYecc[hY_WbWYgk_i_j_ediWdZ_cW][ie\
material success, and the disparity between those who can aﬀord to live comfortably in a commercialized society and those who cannot.

“Mass advertising
ﬂourished in the
world of mass
media. Not because
it was part of God’s
Natural Order, but
because the two
were mutually sustaining.”
BOB GARFIELD,
ADVERTISING AGE,
2007
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CHAPTER
REVIEW
COMMON THREADS
One of the Common Threads discussed in Chapter 1 is the commercial nature of the mass media. The U.S. media
system, due to policy choices made in the early mid-twentieth century, is built largely on a system of commercial
sponsorship. This acceptance was based on a sense that media content and sponsors should remain independent
of each other. In other words, sponsors and product companies should not control and create media content. Today,
is that line between media content and advertising shifting—or completely disappearing?
Although media consumers have not always been comfortable with advertising, they developed a resigned acceptance of it because it “pays the bills” of the media system.
Yet media consumers have their limits. Moments in which
sponsors stepped over the usual borders of advertising
into the realm of media content—including the TV quiz
show and radio payola scandals, complimentary newspaper
reports about advertisers’ businesses, product placement in
TV or movies, and now “Sponsored Stories” on Facebook—
have generated the greatest legal and ethical debates
about advertising.
Still, as advertising has become more pervasive and
consumers more discriminating, ad practitioners have
searched for ways to weave their work more seamlessly
into the cultural fabric. Products now blend in as props
or even as “characters” in TV shows and movies. Search
engines deliver “paid” placements along with regular search
results. Product placements are woven into video games.
Advertising messages can also be the subject of viral
videos—and consumers do the work of distributing the
message.
Among the more intriguing efforts to become enmeshed in the culture are the ads that exploit, distort, or

transform the political and cultural meanings of popular
music. When Nike used the Beatles’ song “Revolution”
 UPQSPNPUF/JLFTIPFTJO o/JLF"JSJTOPUB
shoe . . . it’s a revolution,” the ad said), many music fans
were outraged to hear the Beatles’ music being used for the
first time to sell products.
That was more than twenty-five years ago. These days,
having a popular song used in a TV commercial is considered
a good career move—even better than radio airplay.
Similarly, while product placement in TV and movies was
IPUMZEFCBUFEJOUIFTBOET UIFFYQMPTJWF
growth of paid placements in video games hardly raises an
eyebrow today. Even the lessons of the quiz show scandals,
which forced advertisers out of TV program production in the
MBUFT BSFGPSHPUUFOPSJHOPSFEUPEBZBTBEWFSUJTFST
have been warmly invited to help develop TV programs.
Are we as a society giving up on trying to set limits on
UIFOFWFSFOEJOHPOTMBVHIUPGBEWFSUJTJOH "SFXFXFBSZPG
USZJOHUPLFFQBEWFSUJTJOHPVUPGNFEJBQSPEVDUJPO )PXEP
we feel about the growing encroachment of ads into social
OFUXPSLTMJLF'BDFCPPLBOE5XJUUFS 8IZEPXFOPXTFFN
less concerned about the integration of advertising into the
DPSFPGNFEJBDVMUVSF

KEY TERMS
The definitions for the terms listed below can be found in the glossary at the end of the book.
The page numbers listed with the terms indicate where the term is highlighted in the chapter.
product placement, 383
TQBDFCSPLFST 
TVCMJNJOBMBEWFSUJTJOH 
TMPHBO 
NFHBBHFODJFT 
CPVUJRVFBHFODJFT 
NBSLFUSFTFBSDI 
EFNPHSBQIJDT 
QTZDIPHSBQIJDT 
GPDVTHSPVQT 

7BMVFTBOE-JGFTUZMFT 7"-4 
TUPSZCPBSE 
WJSBMNBSLFUJOH 
NFEJBCVZFST 
TBUVSBUJPOBEWFSUJTJOH 
BDDPVOUFYFDVUJWFT 
BDDPVOUSFWJFXT 
JOUFSTUJUJBMT 
TQBN 
GBNPVTQFSTPOUFTUJNPOJBM 
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QMBJOGPMLTQJUDI 
TOPCBQQFBMBQQSPBDI 
CBOEXBHPOFGGFDU 
IJEEFOGFBSBQQFBM 
JSSJUBUJPOBEWFSUJTJOH 
BTTPDJBUJPOQSJODJQMF 
NZUIBOBMZTJT 
DPNNFSDJBMTQFFDI 
QPMJUJDBMBEWFSUJTJOH 

For review quizzes, chapter summaries, links
to media-related Web sites, and more, go to
bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
Early Developments in American Advertising
1. Whom did the first ad agents serve?
2. How did packaging and trademarks influence advertising?

10. How does the association principle work, and why is
it an effective way to analyze advertising?

3. Explain why patent medicines and department stores
figured so prominently in advertising in the late 1800s.

11. What is the disassociation corollary?

4. What role did advertising play in transforming America
into a consumer society?

Commercial Speech and Regulating Advertising

The Shape of U.S. Advertising Today
5. What influences did visual culture exert on advertising?
6. What are the differences between boutique agencies
and mega-agencies?
7. What are the major divisions at most ad agencies?
What is the function of each department?
8. What are the advantages of Internet and mobile advertising over traditional media like newspapers and television?

Persuasive Techniques in Contemporary Advertising
9. How do the common persuasive techniques used in
advertising work?

12. What is product placement? Cite examples.
13. What is commercial speech?
14. What are four serious contemporary issues regarding health and advertising? Why is each issue
controversial?
15. What is the difference between puffery and deception in advertising? How can the FTC regulate
deceptive ads?

Advertising, Politics, and Democracy
16. What are some of the major issues involving political
advertising?
17. What role does advertising play in a democratic
society?

QUESTIONING THE MEDIA

2. Why are so many people critical of advertising?

5. Should tobacco or alcohol advertising be
prohibited? Why or why not? How would you
deal with First Amendment issues regarding
controversial ads?

3. If you were (or are) a parent, what strategies would
you use to explain an objectionable ad to your child or
teenager? Use an example.

6. Would you be in favor of regular advertising on public
television and radio as a means of financial support
for these media? Explain your answer.

4. Should advertising aimed at children be regulated?
Support your response.

7. Is advertising at odds with the ideals of democracy?
Why or why not?

1. What is your earliest recollection of watching a television commercial? Do you think the ad had a significant
influence on you?

ADDITIONAL VIDEOS
Visit the VideoCentral: Mass Communication section at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture
for additional exclusive videos related to Chapter 11, including:
q #-633*/(5)&-*/&4."3,&5*/(130(3".4
"$30441-"5'03.4
"OFYFDVUJWFGPS.57/FX.FEJBFYQMPSFTIPXSFDFOU
television programs blur the line between scripted
BOESFBMJUZTIPXTsBOEIPX.57NBSLFUTPOMJOFUP
reach today’s younger viewers.
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In the mid-1950s, the blue jeans industry
was in deep trouble. After hitting a postwar
peak in 1953, jeans sales began to slide. The
durable one-hundred-year-old denim product
had become associated with rock and roll
and teenage troublemakers. Popular movies,
especially The Wild One and Blackboard
Jungle, featured emotionally disturbed, blue
jeans–wearing “young toughs” terrorizing
adult authority ﬁgures. A Broadway play about
juvenile delinquency was even titled Blue Denim.
The worst was yet to come, however. In 1957,
the public school system in Buffalo, New York,
banned the wearing of blue jeans for all high
school students. Formerly associated with
farmers, factory workers, and an adult work
ethic, jeans had become a reverse fashion
statement for teenagers—something many
adults could not abide.

THE DELINQUENT
IN JEANS
Marlon Brando in
The Wild One (1953)
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PUBLIC RELATIONS

In response to the crisis, the denim
industry waged a public relations (PR)
campaign to eradicate the delinquency
label and rejuvenate denim’s image. In
1956, the nation’s top blue jeans manufacturers formed the national Denim
Council “to put schoolchildren back in
blue jeans through a concerted national
public relations, advertising, and promotional effort.”1 First the council targeted
teens, but its promotional efforts were
unsuccessful. The manufacturers soon
realized that the problem was not with
the teens but with the parents, administrators, teachers, and school boards.
It was the adults who felt threatened by
a fashion trend that seemed to promote disrespect through casualness.
In response, the council hired a public
relations ﬁrm to turn the image of blue
jeans around. Over the next ﬁve years,
the ﬁrm did just that.
BLUE JEANS successfully
reinvented their image and
were (and still are) worn by
volunteers who work for the
Peace Corps.

The public relations team determined
that mothers were refusing to outﬁt
their children in jeans because of the
product’s association with delinquency.

To change this perception among
women, the team encouraged fashion
designers to update denim’s image by
producing new women’s sportswear
styles made from the fabric. Media
outlets and fashion editors were soon
inundated with news releases about the
“new look” of durable denim.
The PR team next enlisted sportswear
designers to provide new designs for
both men’s and women’s work and utility
clothes, long the backbone of denim
sales. Targeting business reporters as
well as fashion editors, the team transformed the redesign effort into a story
that appealed to writers in both areas.
They also planned retail store promotions nationwide, including “jean queen”
beauty contests, and advanced positive
denim stories in men’s publications.
The team’s major PR coup, however,
involved an association with the newly
formed national Peace Corps. The brainchild of the Kennedy administration, the
Peace Corps encouraged young people to
serve their country by working with people
from developing nations.
Envisioning the Peace
Corps as the ﬂip side of
delinquency, the Denim
Council saw its opening. In
1961, it agreed to outﬁt the ﬁrst group of two
hundred corps volunteers
in denim. As a result of all
these PR efforts, by 1963
manufacturers were ﬂooded
with orders, and sales of
jeans and other denim
goods were way up. The
delinquency tag disappeared,
and jeans gradually became
associated with a more
casual, though not antisocial,
dress ethic.
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THE BLUE JEANS STORY ILLUSTRATES A MAJOR DIFFERENCE between advertising
and public relations: Advertising is controlled publicity that a company or an individual buys;
public relations attempts to secure favorable media publicity (which is more difficult to control)
to promote a company or client. The transformation of denim in the public’s eye was primarily
achieved not by purchasing advertising but by restyling denim’s image through friendly relations with reporters, who subsequently wrote stories associating the fabric with a casual,
dedicated, youthful America.
Public relations (PR) covers a wide array of practices, such as shaping the public image of a
politician or celebrity, establishing or repairing communication between consumers and companies, and promoting government agencies and actions, especially during wartime. Broadly
defined, public relations refers to the total communication strategy conducted by a person,
a government, or an organization attempting to reach and persuade an audience to adopt a
point of view.2 While public relations may sound very similar to advertising, which also seeks to
persuade audiences, it is a different skill in a variety of ways. Advertising uses simple and fixed
messages (e.g., “our appliance is the most efficient and affordable”) that are transmitted directly
to the public through the purchase of ads. Public relations involves more complex messages that
may evolve over time (e.g., a political campaign or a long-term strategy to dispel unfavorable
reports about “fatty processed foods”) and may be transmitted to the public indirectly, often
through the news media.
The social and cultural impact of public relations has been immense. In its infancy, PR
helped convince many American businesses of the value of nurturing the public, who became
purchasers rather than producers of their own goods after the Industrial Revolution. PR set
the tone for the corporate image-building that characterized the economic environment of the
twentieth century and for the battles of organizations taking sides in today’s environmental,
energy, and labor issues. Perhaps PR’s most significant effect, however, has been on the political
process, where individuals and organizations—on both the Right and the Left—hire spin doctors
to shape their media images.
In this chapter, we will:

“An image . . . is not
simply a trademark,
a design, a slogan,
or an easily remembered picture. It is a
studiously crafted
personality proﬁle
of an individual,
institution,
corporation,
product, or service.”
DANIEL BOORSTIN,
THE IMAGE, 1961

 IjkZoj^[_cfWYje\fkXb_Yh[bWj_ediWdZj^[^_ijeh_YWbYedZ_j_edij^WjW\\[Yj[Z_jiZ[l[befment as a modern profession
 BeeaWjd_d[j[[dj^#Y[djkhofh[iiW][djiWdZj^[heb[j^WjhW_bheWZWdZkj_b_joYecfWd_[i
played in developing corporate PR
 9edi_Z[hj^[h_i[e\ceZ[hdFH"fWhj_YkbWhboj^[_d\bk[dY[ie\\ehc[hh[fehj[hi?loB[[
and Edward Bernays
 ;nfbeh[j^[cW`ehfhWYj_Y[iWdZif[Y_Wbj_[ie\fkXb_Yh[bWj_edi
 ;nWc_d[j^[h[Wiedi\ehj^[bed]#ijWdZ_d]WdjW]ed_icX[jm[[d`ekhdWb_ijiWdZ
members of the PR profession, and the social responsibilities of public relations in a
democracy
As you read through this chapter, think about what knowledge you might already
have about what public relations practitioners do, given that PR is an immensely power\kbc[Z_W_dZkijhoWdZo[jh[cW_dibWh][bo_dl_i_Xb[$9Wdoekj^_dae\WYecfWdoehWd
organization, either national (like BP) or local (like your university or college), that might
have engaged the help of a public relations team to handle a crisis? What did they do to
make the public trust the organization more? When you see political campaign coverage,
are you sometimes aware of the “spin doctors” who are responsible for making sure their
candidate says or does the “right thing” at the “right time” so they can foster the most
favorable public image that will gain the candidate the most votes? For more questions to
help you understand the role of public relations in our lives, see “Questioning the Media”
_dj^[9^Wfj[hH[l_[m$
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PUBLIC RELATIONS

j^Wjm[h[bWj[hWZefj[ZXoXeeai"hWZ_efhe]hWci"WdZ>ebbomeeZÆbciWXekjj^[7c[h_YWd
West. Along with Barnum, they were among the ﬁrst to use publicity—a type of PR communication that uses various media messages to spread information about a person, corporation, issue,
or policy—to elevate entertainment culture to an international level.

“For setting
forth of virtues
(actual or alleged)
of presidents,
general managers,
or directors, $2
per line. . . . Epic
poems, containing
descriptions of
scenery, dining
cars, etc., will
be published at
special rates.”
CHICAGO NEWS
REPORTER’S
FICTIONAL RATES FOR
THE BRIBES OFFERED
TO JOURNALISTS FOR
FAVORABLE RAILROAD
COVERAGE, LATE
1880s

Big Business and Press Agents
7iF$J$8Whdkc"8k\\Wbe8_bb"WdZ@e^d8kha[Z[cedijhWj[Z"kj_b_p_d]j^[fh[iiXhek]^jm_j^_j
Wd[dehcekifem[hjeimWoj^[fkXb_YWdZje][d[hWj[Xki_d[ii$Ie_j_idejikhfh_i_d]j^WjZkhing the 1800s America’s largest industrial companies, particularly the railroads, also employed
press agents to win favor in the court of public opinion.
The railroads began to use press agents to help them obtain federal funds. Initially, local
businesses raised funds to ﬁnance the spread of rail service. Around 1850, however, the railroads
began pushing for federal subsidies, complaining that local fund-raising eﬀorts took too long. For
[nWcfb["?bb_de_i9[djhWbmWied[e\j^[ÆhijYecfWd_[ijeki[]el[hdc[djlobbyists (people who
try to inﬂuence the voting of lawmakers) to argue that railroad service between the North and the
Iekj^mWi_dj^[fkXb_Y_dj[h[ijWdZmekbZ[Wi[j[di_edi"kd_j[j^[jmeh[]_edi"WdZfh[l[djWmWh$
The railroad press agents successfully gained government support by developing some of the
earliest publicity tactics. Their ﬁrst strategy was simply to buy favorable news stories about rail
travel from newspapers through direct bribes. Another practice was to engage in deadheading—
giving reporters free rail passes with the tacit understanding that they would write glowing
reports about rail travel. Eventually, wealthy railroads received the federal subsidies they
wanted and increased their proﬁts, while the American public shouldered much of the ﬁnancial
burden of rail expansion.
>Wl_d]eXjW_d[ZYedijhkYj_edikXi_Z_[i"j^[bWh][hhW_bYecfWd_[ijkhd[Zj^[_hWjj[dj_edje
bigger game—persuading the government to control rates and reduce competition, especially
from smaller, aggressive regional lines. Railroad lobbyists argued that federal support would
lead to improved service and guaranteed quality because the government would be keeping a
close watch. These lobbying eﬀorts, accompanied by favorable publicity, led to passage of the
?dj[hijWj[9ecc[hY[7Yj_d'..'Wkj^eh_p_d]hW_bheWZi»jeh[lWcfj^[_h\h[_]^jYbWii_ÆYWj_ed"
raise rates, and eliminate fare reduction.” 4>_ijeh_Wdi^Wl[Wh]k[Zj^Wj"_hed_YWbbo"j^[FHYWcpaign’s success actually led to the decline of the railroads: Artiﬁcially maintained higher rates
and burdensome government regulations forced smaller ﬁrms out of business and eventually
drove many customers to other modes of transportation.
7bed]m_j^j^[hW_bheWZi"kj_b_joYecfWd_[iikY^Wi9^_YW]e;Z_iedWdZ7JJWbieki[ZFH
strategies in the late 1800s to derail competition and eventually attain monopoly status. In fact,
7JJ¾iFHWdZbeXXo_d][èehjim[h[ie[è[Yj_l[j^Wjj^[o[b_c_dWj[ZWbbj[b[f^ed[Yecf[j_j_edº
with the government’s blessing—until the 1980s. In addition to buying the votes of key lawmakers,
the utilities hired third-party editorial services, which would send favorable articles about
utilities to newspapers, assigned company managers to become leaders in community groups,
produced ghostwritten articles (often using the names of prominent leaders and members of
women’s social groups, who were ﬂattered to see their names in print), and inﬂuenced textbook
authors to write histories favorable to the utilities.5 The tactics of the 1880s and 1890s, however,
would haunt public relations as it struggled to become a respected profession.

The Birth of Modern Public Relations
8oj^[[Whbo'/&&i"h[fehj[hiWdZckYahWa_d]`ekhdWb_ijiX[]Wd_dl[ij_]Wj_d]j^[fhecej_edWb
practices behind many companies. As an informed citizenry paid more attention, it became
more difficult for large firms to fool the press and mislead the public. With the rise of the middle
class, increasing literacy among the working classes, and the spread of information through
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print media, democratic ideals began to threaten the established order of business and politics—
and the elite groups who managed them. Two pioneers of public relations—Ivy Lee and Edward
Bernays—emerged in this atmosphere to popularize an approach that emphasized shaping the
interpretation of facts and “engineering consent.”

Ivy Ledbetter Lee
Most nineteenth-century corporations and manufacturers cared little about public sentiment.
By the early 1900s, though, executives realized that their companies could sell more products if
they were associated with positive public images and values. Into this public space stepped Ivy
Ledbetter Lee, considered one of the founders of modern public relations. Lee understood that
j^[fkXb_Y¾iWjj_jkZ[jemWhZX_]YehfehWj_edi^WZY^Wd][Z$>[Yekdi[b[Z^_iYehfehWj[Yb_[dji
that honesty and directness were better PR devices than the deceptive practices of the 1800s,
which had fostered suspicion and an anti–big-business sentiment.
A minister’s son, an economics student at Princeton University, and a former reporter,
Lee opened one of the ﬁrst PR ﬁrms in the early 1900s with George Park. Lee quit the ﬁrm in
'/&,jemeha\ehj^[F[ddioblWd_WHW_bheWZ"m^_Y^"\ebbem_d]WhW_bWYY_Z[dj"^_h[Z^_cje^[bf
downplay unfavorable publicity. Lee’s advice, however, was that Penn Railroad admit its mistake,
vow to do better, and let newspapers in on the story. These suggestions ran counter to the then–
standard practice of hiring press agents to manipulate the media, yet Lee argued that an open
relationship between business and the press would lead to a more favorable public image. In the
[dZ"F[ddWdZikXi[gk[djYb_[dji"dejWXbo@e^d:$HeYa[\[bb[h"WZefj[ZB[[¾iikYY[ii\kbijhWj[]_[i$
By the 1880s, Rockefeller controlled 90 percent of the nation’s oil industry and suﬀered
from periodic image problems, particularly after Ida Tarbell’s powerful muckraking series about
j^[hkj^b[iiXki_d[iijWYj_YifhWYj_Y[ZXoHeYa[\[bb[hWdZ^_iIjWdZWhZE_b9ecfWdoWff[Wh[Z
in McClure’s Magazine_d'/&*$J^[HeYa[\[bb[hWdZIjWdZWhZE_bh[fkjWj_edih[WY^[ZWbemfe_dj
in April 1914 when tactics to stop union organizing erupted in tragedy at a coal company in
BkZbem"9ebehWZe$:kh_d]Wl_eb[djijh_a["Æ\jo#j^h[[meha[hiWdZj^[_h\Wc_boc[cX[hi"_dYbkZing thirteen women and children, died.

IVY LEE, a founding father
of public relations (above),
did more than just crisis
work with large companies
and business magnates.
His PR work also included
clients like transportation
companies in New York City
(above right) and aviator
Charles Lindbergh.

“Since crowds
do not reason,
they can only be
organized and
stimulated through
symbols and
phrases.”
IVY LEE, 1917
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B[[mWi^_h[ZjeYedjW_dj^[ZWcW]_d]fkXb_Y_jo\Wbbekj$>[_cc[Z_Wj[boZ_ijh_Xkj[ZWi[h_[i
of “fact” sheets to the press, telling the corporate side of the story and discrediting the tactics of
the United Mine Workers, who organized the strike. As he had done for Penn Railroad, Lee also
Xhek]^j_dj^[fh[iiWdZijW][Zf^ejeeffehjkd_j_[i$@e^d:$HeYa[\[bb[h@h$"m^edemhWdj^[
company, donned overalls and a miner’s helmet and posed with the families of workers and union
b[WZ[hi$J^_imWifheXWXboj^[Æhijki[e\WFHYWcfW_]d_dWbWXeh¹cWdW][c[djZ_ifkj[$El[h
the years, Lee completely transformed the wealthy family’s image, urging the discreet Rockefellers
to publicize their charitable work. To improve his image, the senior Rockefeller took to handing
out dimes to children wherever he went—a strategic ritual that historians attribute to Lee.
9Wbb[Z»Fe_ied?lo¼XoYh_j_Yim_j^_dj^[fh[iiWdZYehfehWj[\e[i"B[[^WZWYecfb[n
understanding of facts. For Lee, facts were elusive and malleable, begging to be forged and
shaped. In the Ludlow case, for instance, Lee noted that the women and children who died
while retreating from the charging company-backed militia had overturned a stove, which
YWk]^jÆh[WdZYWki[Zj^[_hZ[Wj^i$>_iFH\WYji^[[j_cfb_[Zj^Wjj^[o^WZ"_dfWhj"X[[d
victims of their own carelessness.

Edward Bernays
J^[d[f^[me\I_]ckdZ<h[kZ"\ehc[hh[fehj[h;ZmWhZ8[hdWoi_d^[h_j[Zj^[fkXb_Yh[bWj_edi
mantle from Ivy Lee. Beginning in 1919 when he opened his own office, Bernays was the first
person to apply the findings of psychology and sociology to public relations, referring to himself
WiW»fkXb_Yh[bWj_ediYekdi[beh¼hWj^[hj^WdW»fkXb_Y_joW][dj$¼El[hj^[o[Whi"8[hdWoi¾i
Yb_[djb_ij_dYbkZ[Z=[d[hWb;b[Yjh_Y"j^[7c[h_YWdJeXWYYe9ecfWdo"=[d[hWbCejehi"Good
Housekeeping and TimecW]Wp_d[i"FheYj[h=WcXb["H97"j^[]el[hdc[dje\?dZ_W"j^[Y_joe\
L_[ddW"WdZFh[i_Z[dj9eeb_Z][$
8[hdWoiWbiemeha[Z\ehj^[9ecc_jj[[edFkXb_Y?d\ehcWj_ed9F?Zkh_d]MehbZMWh?"
developing propaganda that supported America’s entry into that conﬂict and promoting the
image of President Woodrow Wilson as a peacemaker. Both eﬀorts were among the ﬁrst full-scale
governmental attempts to mobilize public opinion. In addition, Bernays made key contributions to
public relations education, teaching the ﬁrst class called “public relations”—at New York University
in 1923—and writing the ﬁeld’s ﬁrst textbook, Crystallizing Public Opinion. For many years, his deﬁnition of PR was the standard: “Public relations is the attempt, by information, persuasion, and
WZ`kijc[dj"je[d]_d[[hfkXb_Yikffehj\ehWdWYj_l_jo"YWki["cel[c[dj"eh_dij_jkj_ed$¼,
?dj^['/(&i"8[hdWoimWi^_h[ZXoj^[7c[h_YWdJeXWYYe9ecfWdojeZ[l[befWYWcfW_]d
to make smoking more publicly acceptable for women (similar campaigns are under way today
_dYekdjh_[ib_a[9^_dW$7ced]ej^[hijhWj[]_[i"8[hdWoiijW][ZWd[l[dj0fbWY_d]mec[d
icea[hi_dD[mOeha¾i'/(/;Wij[hfWhWZ[$>[bWX[b[ZY_]Wh[jj[i»jehY^[ie\\h[[Zec¼WdZ
encouraged women to smoke as a symbol of their newly acquired suﬀrage and independence
\hecc[d$>[WbieWia[Zj^[mec[d^[fbWY[Z_dj^[fWhWZ[jeYedjWYjd[mifWf[hWdZd[mireel companies in advance—to announce their symbolic protest. The campaign received plenty
of free publicity from newspapers and magazines. Within weeks of the parade, men-only smoking rooms in New York theaters began opening up to women.
Through much of his writing, Bernays suggested that emerging freedoms threatened the
[ijWXb_i^[Z^_[hWhY^_YWbehZ[h$>[j^ek]^j_jmWi_cfehjWdj\eh[nf[hjiWdZb[WZ[hijeYedjheb
the direction of American society: “The duty of the higher strata of society—the cultivated,
j^[b[Whd[Z"j^[[nf[hj"j^[_dj[bb[YjkWbº_ij^[h[\eh[Yb[Wh$J^[ockij_d`[YjcehWbWdZif_h_tual motives into public opinion.”7 For the cultural elite to maintain order and control, they
would have to win the consent of the larger public. As a result, he termed the shaping of public
opinion through PR as the “engineering of consent.” Like Ivy Lee, Bernays thought that public
opinion was malleable and not always rational: In the hands of the right experts, leaders, and
PR counselors, public opinion could be shaped into forms people could rally behind.8>em[l[h"
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EDWARD BERNAYS with
his business partner and
wife, Doris Fleischman (left).
Bernays worked on behalf of a
client, the American Tobacco
Company, to make smoking
socially acceptable for
women. For one of American
Tobacco’s brands, Lucky
Strike, they were also asked
to change public attitudes
toward the color green.
(Women weren’t buying the
brand because surveys indicated that the forest green
package clashed with their
wardrobes.) Bernays and
Fleischman organized events
such as green fashion shows
and sold the idea of a new
trend in green to the press.
By 1934, green had become
the fashion color of the
season, making Lucky Strike
cigarettes the perfect accessory for the female smoker.
Interestingly, Bernays forbade
his own wife to smoke, ﬂushing her cigarettes down the
toilet and calling smoking a
nasty habit.

`ekhdWb_ijib_a[MWbj[hB_ffcWdd"m^emhej[j^[\WcekiXeeaPublic Opinion in 1922, worried
j^WjFHfhe\[ii_edWbim_j^^_ZZ[dW][dZWi"hWj^[hj^Wd`ekhdWb_ijim_j^fhe\[ii_edWbZ[jWY^ment, held too much power over American public opinion.
Throughout Bernays’s most active years, his business partner and later his wife, Doris
Fleischman, worked with him on many of his campaigns as a researcher and coauthor. Beginning
in the 1920s, she was one of the ﬁrst women to work in public relations, and she introduced PR
to America’s most powerful leaders through a pamphlet she edited called Contact. Because she
opened up the profession to women from its inception, PR emerged as one of the few professions—
apart from teaching and nursing—accessible to women who chose to work outside the home at that
time. Today, women outnumber men by more than three to one in the profession.

The Practice of
Public Relations
JeZWo"j^[h[Wh[ceh[j^Wdi[l[dj^ekiWdZFH\_hci_dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[i"fbkij^ekiWdZie\WZditional PR departments within corporate, government, and nonprofit organizations.9I_dY[j^[
1980s, the formal study of public relations has grown significantly at colleges and universities.
8o(&''"j^[FkXb_YH[bWj_ediIjkZ[djIeY_[joe\7c[h_YWFHII7^WZceh[j^Wdj[dj^ekiWdZ
members and 322 chapters in colleges and universities. As certified PR programs have expanded
e\j[dh[gk_h_d]Yekhi[iehWc_deh_d`ekhdWb_ic"j^[fhe\[ii_ed^Wih[b_[Zb[iiWdZb[iied_ji
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jhWZ_j_edWbfhWYj_Y[e\h[Yhk_j_d]`ekhdWb_iji\eh_jimeha\ehY[$7jj^[iWc[j_c["d[mYekhi[i_d
professional ethics and issues management have expanded the responsibility of future practitioners. In this section, we discuss the differences between public relations agencies and inhouse PR services and the various practices involved in performing PR.

Approaches to Organized Public Relations

FIGURE 12.1
THE TOP 4 HOLDING
FIRMS, WITH
PUBLIC RELATIONS
SUBSIDIARIES, 2012
(BY WORLDWIDE
REVENUE IN U.S.
DOLLARS)
Source: “Agency Family Trees,
2012,” Advertising Age, April 30,
2012.
Note: Revenue represents total
company income including PR
agencies.
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J^[FkXb_YH[bWj_ediIeY_[joe\7c[h_YWFHI7e\\[hij^_ii_cfb[WdZki[\kbZ[\_d_j_ede\FH0
“Public relations helps an organization and its publics adapt mutually to each other.” To carry
out this mutual communication process, the PR industry uses two approaches. First, there are
_dZ[f[dZ[djFHW][dY_[im^ei[ieb[`eX_ijefhel_Z[Yb_[djim_j^FHi[hl_Y[i$I[YedZ"ceij
companies, which may or may not also hire the independent PR firms, maintain their own
in-house PR staffs to handle routine tasks, such as writing press releases, managing various
media requests, staging special events, and dealing with internal and external publics.
Many large PR ﬁrms are owned by, or are aﬃliated with, multinational communications
^ebZ_d]YecfWd_[ib_a[MFF"Ecd_Yec"WdZ?dj[hfkXb_Yi[[<_]kh['($'$Jmee\j^[bWh][ijFH
W][dY_[i"8khied#CWhij[bb[hWdZ>_bbAdembjed"][d[hWj[ZfWhje\j^[',$&+X_bb_ed_dFHh[lenue for their parent corporation, the WPP Group, in 2012. Founded in 1953, Burson-Marsteller
^Wi'++eêY[iWdZWêb_Wj[fWhjd[hi_d'&.Yekdjh_[iWdZb_iji<WY[Xeea"?A;7"9eYW#9ebW"Iedo"
WdZj^[Kd_j[Z7hWX;c_hWj[iWced]_jiYb_[dji$>_bbAdembjed"\ekdZ[Z_d'/(-"^Wi.*eêY[i
_d*,Yekdjh_[iWdZ_dYbkZ[i@e^died@e^died"D[ijb"FheYjeh=WcXb["IjWhXkYai"Ifb[dZW"
<beh_ZW>[Wbj^YWh["WdZBWjl_Wed_jiYb_[djb_ij$Ceij_dZ[f[dZ[djFHÆhciWh[icWbb[hWdZWh[
operated locally or regionally. New York–based Edelman, the largest independent ﬁrm, is an
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Publicis
Groupe
MSL Group
Kekst & Co.
PBJS

Interpublic Group of Cos.
Carmichael Lynch Spong
Current Lifestyle Marketing
DeVries Public Relations
GolinHarris
PMK*BNC
Rogers & Cowan
Tierney Communications
Weber Shandwick

exception, with global operations and clients like
8[d@[hho¾i"8Wdae\7c[h_YW"=[d[hWb;b[Yjh_Y"
>[mb[jj#FWYaWhZ"IWcikd]"WdZKd_b[l[h%:el[$
In contrast to these external agencies, most PR
work is done in-house at companies and organizations. Although America’s largest companies typically retain external PR ﬁrms, almost every company
involved in the manufacturing and service industries
^WiWd_d#^eki[FHZ[fWhjc[dj$IkY^Z[fWhjc[dji
are also a vital part of many professional organizations, such as the American Medical Association, the
7<B#9?E"WdZj^[DWj_edWb7iieY_Wj_ede\8heWZYWijers, as well as large nonproﬁt organizations, such as
j^[7c[h_YWd9WdY[hIeY_[jo"j^[7hj^h_j_i<ekdZWtion, and most universities and colleges.

Performing Public Relations
Public relations, like advertising, pays careful attention to the needs of its clients—politicians, small
businesses, industries, and nonprofit organizations—
and to the perspectives of its targeted audiences:
consumers and the general public, company
employees, shareholders, media organizations,
government agencies, and community and industry
leaders. To do so, PR involves providing a multitude
of services, including publicity, communication,
public affairs, issues management, government relations, financial PR, community relations, industry
relations, minority relations, advertising, press
agentry, promotion, media relations, social networking, and propaganda. This last service,
propaganda, is communication strategically placed, either as advertising or as publicity, to
gain public support for a special issue, program, or policy, such as a nation’s war effort.
In addition, PR personnel (both PR technicians, who handle daily short-term activities, and
PR managers, who counsel clients and manage activities over the long term) produce employee
newsletters, manage client trade shows and conferences, conduct historical tours, appear on
news programs, organize damage control after negative publicity, analyze complex issues
and trends that may aﬀect a client’s future, manage Twitter accounts, and much more. Basic
among these activities, however, are formulating a message through research, conveying the
message through various channels, sustaining public support through community and
consumer relations, and maintaining client interests through government relations.

Research: Formulating the Message
Before anything else begins, one of the most essential practices in the PR profession is doing
h[i[WhY^$@kijWiWZl[hj_i_d]_iZh_l[djeZWoXoZ[ce]hWf^_YWdZfioY^e]hWf^_Yh[i[WhY^"FH
ki[ii_c_bWhijhWj[]_[ijefhe`[Yjc[iiW][ijeWffhefh_Wj[WkZ_[dY[i$8[YWki[_j^Wi^_ijeh_YWbbo
been difficult to determine why particular PR campaigns succeed or fail, research has become
the key ingredient in PR forecasting. Like advertising, PR makes use of mail, telephone, and
Internet surveys and focus group interviews—as well as social media analytic tools such as
BlogPulse, Trendrr, or Twitalyzer—to get a fix on an audience’s perceptions of an issue, policy,
program, or client’s image.

WORLD WAR II was a time
when the U.S. government
used propaganda and other
PR strategies to drum up
support for the war. One
of the more iconic posters
at the time asked women to
join the workforce.

“It was the astounding success
of propaganda during the war which
opened the eyes of
the intelligent few
in all departments
of life to the possibilities of regimenting the public mind.”
EDWARD BERNAYS,
PROPAGANDA, 1928
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MESSAGE FORMULATION
Appealing to the eighteen- to
twenty-four-year-old target
age group, the interactive
Web site for the Department
of Defense’s “That Guy!”
anti-binge-drinking campaign
uses humorous terms like
“Sloberus SweaToomuch”
and “Drunkus Obnoxious”
to describe the stages of
intoxication.

Research also helps PR ﬁrms focus the
YWcfW_]dc[iiW][$<eh[nWcfb["_d(&&,
the Department of Defense hired the PR
Æhc<b[_i^cWd#>_bbWhZ?dj[hdWj_edWb9ecmunications to help combat the rising rates
e\X_d][Zh_da_d]Wced]`kd_eh[db_ij[Z
military personnel. The ﬁrm ﬁrst veriﬁed its
target audience by researching the problem,
ﬁnding from the Department of Defense’s
jh_[dd_Wb>[Wbj^H[bWj[Z8[^Wl_ehiIkhl[oj^Wj
eighteen– to twenty-four-year-old servicemen
had the highest rates of binge drinking. It then
conducted focus groups to reﬁne the tone of
its anti-drinking message, and developed and
tested its Web site for usability. The ﬁnalized
campaign concept and message—“Don’t Be
That Guy!”—has been successful: It has shifted
binge drinkers’ attitudes toward less harmful drinking behaviors through a Web site (www
.thatguy.com) and multimedia campaign that combines humorous videos, games, and cartoons
with useful resources. By 2012, the campaign had been implemented in over eight hundred military locations across twenty-three countries and the award-winning Web site had been viewed
by approximately 1.3 million visitors.10

Conveying the Message
Ed[e\j^[Y^_[\ZWo#je#ZWo\kdYj_edi_dfkXb_Yh[bWj_edi_iYh[Wj_d]WdZZ_ijh_Xkj_d]FHc[iiW][i
for the news media or the public. There are several possible message forms, including press
releases, VNRs, and various online options.
Press releases, or news releases, are announcements written in the style of news
reports that give new information about an individual, a company, or an organization and
pitch a story idea to the news media. In issuing press releases, PR agents hope that their
client information will be picked up by the news media and transformed into news reports.
Through press releases, PR ﬁrms manage the ﬂow of information, controlling which media
get what material in which order. (A PR agent may even reward a cooperative reporter by
strategically releasing information.) News editors and broadcasters sort through hundreds
of releases daily to determine which ones contain the most original ideas or are the most current. Most large media institutions rewrite and double-check the releases, but small media
companies often use them verbatim because of limited editorial resources. Usually, the more
Ybei[boWfh[iih[b[Wi[h[i[cXb[iWYjkWbd[miYefo"j^[ceh[b_a[bo_j_ijeX[ki[Z$I[[
Figure 12.2.)
I_dY[j^[_djheZkYj_ede\fehjWXb[l_Z[e[gk_fc[dj_dj^['/-&i"FHW][dY_[iWdZZ[fWhjments have also been issuing video news releases (VNRs)—thirty- to ninety-second visual
press releases designed to mimic the style of a broadcast news report. Although networks and
large TV news stations do not usually broadcast VNRs, news stations in small TV markets regubWhboki[cWj[h_Wb\hecLDHi$EdeYYWi_ed"d[miijWj_edi^Wl[X[[dYh_j_Y_p[Z\ehki_d]l_Z[e
\eejW][\hecWLDHm_j^ekjWYademb[Z]_d]j^[iekhY[$?d(&&+"j^[<99cWdZWj[Zj^WjXheWZcast stations and cable operators must disclose the source of the VNRs that they air. As with
press releases, VNRs give PR ﬁrms some control over what constitutes “news” and a chance to
inﬂuence what the general public thinks about an issue, a program, or a policy.
The equivalent of VNRs for nonproﬁts are public service announcements (PSAs):
ﬁfteen- to sixty-second audio or video reports that promote government programs,
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 ZkYWj_edWbfhe`[Yji"lebkdj[[hW][dY_[i"ehieY_Wbh[\ehc$7ifWhje\j^[_hh[gk_h[c[dj
[
jeçi[hl[j^[fkXb_Y_dj[h[ij"XheWZYWij[hi^Wl[X[[d[dYekhW][ZjeYWhho\h[[FI7i$
I_dY[j^[Z[h[]kbWj_ede\XheWZYWij_d]X[]Wd_dj^['/.&i"^em[l[h"j^[h[^WiX[[db[ii
fh[iikh[WdZdec_d_ckceXb_]Wj_ed\ehJLWdZhWZ_eijWj_edijeW_hFI7i$M^[dFI7i
Zehkd"j^[oWh[\h[gk[djboiY^[Zkb[ZX[jm[[dc_Zd_]^jWdZ,W$c$"Wb[iiYecc[hY_Wbbo
valuable time slot.
JeZWo"j^[?dj[hd[j_iWd[ii[dj_WbWl[dk[\ehjhWdic_jj_d]FHc[iiW][i$9ecfWd_[ikfbeWZ
eh[#cW_bfh[iih[b[Wi[i"fh[iia_ji"WdZLDHi\ehjWh][j[Z]hekfi$IeY_Wbc[Z_W^WiWbiejhWdiformed traditional PR communications. For example, a social media press release pulls together
“remixable” multimedia elements such as text, graphics, video, podcasts, and hyperlinks, giving
`ekhdWb_ijiWcfb[cWj[h_WbjeZ[l[befj^[_hemdijeh_[i$I[[»9Wi[IjkZo0IeY_WbC[Z_WJhWdiform the Press Release,” on page 432.)

FIGURE 12.2
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
A PRESS RELEASE AND A
NEWS STORY
News reports can be heavily
dependent on public relations
for story ideas and content.
At right above is a press
release written by the Ofﬁce
of University Relations at
University of Northern Iowa
about First Lady Michelle
Obama speaking at the
2011 spring commencement
ceremony. The other two
images show the Web and
print news articles inspired
by the release.
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CASE
STUDY
Social Media Transform
the Press Release

M

ore than a century ago, Ivy
Lee began the now-standard
practice of issuing press
releases directly to newspapers when
he responded to a rail accident for
his client, the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company. Lee delivered ofﬁcial
releases to newspapers, detailing
Pennsylvania Railroad’s commitment
to the rescue efforts and deﬂecting
criticism, noting that “the equipment
of the train was entirely new, having
been in service but a few weeks, and
is believed to have been perfect in
every particular.”1
Lee’s direct approach worked, as
the release was carried in full in
newspapers like the New York Times.
By reaching out to the press and
opening the channels of communication, Lee was able to help his client
escape complete blame for the
accident, thus reducing the railroad’s
liability and preserving its profits and
reputation.
Today, the press release continues
in much the same century-old form:
a statement on behalf of the client’s

interests, written in news style, and
sent directly to the press. But the
news media have since drastically
changed. Along with print newspapers, broadcast media have become
part of the press; more recently, all
news forms have merged online, with
a host of new Web-based news sites
and mobile apps.With the changes in
the news media comes a new form of
the press release—the social media
release. The PR industry recognizes
that not only is the American public
turning to the Internet for its news
but journalists are growing more
comfortable with researching their
articles online, interviewing their
subjects via e-mail, and using a variety of media in their stories—from
text and hyperlinks to video and
audio.
SHIFT Communications, a Bostonbased independent public relations
firm, offered a popular template
for a social media press release in
2006 (and released version 1.5 in
2008).2 The firm suggested social
media release contains a headline
and contact information, like the old
press release, but
puts the narrative
in bullet points and
includes embedded
Web links to photos,
videos, podcasts,
pre-approved
quotes, trackbacks
to blogs linking to
related news, and
RSS feed links
for updates—in
short, an online
newsroom to aid a
multimedia journalist and bolster the

information typically provided in a
traditional press release. According
to Todd S. DeFren of SHIFT Communications, “The Social Media Press
Release merely amplifies prospective
source materials; it does not replace
a well-crafted, customized pitch nor
replace the need to provide basic,
factual news to the media.”3
But as the news release adapts to
social media, another public relations
professional, Gary Shankman of Help
a Reporter Out (HARO), cautions
against public relations becoming too
enamored of social media and sites
like Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube.
In his blog entry titled “Why I Will
Never, Ever Hire a ‘Social Media Expert,’” Shankman argues that social
media are just tools and not a substitute for transparency, relevance, and
good writing. “Social media, by itself,
will not help you,” Shankman writes.
“We’re making the same mistakes
that we made during the DotCom
era, where everyone thought that just
adding the term .com to your corporate logo made you instantly credible.
It didn’t.”4
The social media press release isn’t
the only format that’s available for
public relations professionals these
days. Corporate communications
consultant Dominic Jones endorses
simplicity for today’s press release:
a twenty-five-word summary and a
linked headline that takes readers
to the client’s Web site. “The single
purpose of news releases today
should be to get people to link to the
details on our websites,” Jones says.
“To do that, we only need to convince
them that it’s worth their while to click
the link.”5
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EXAMINING
ETHICS
What Does It Mean to Be Green?

B

ack in the 1930s, public
relations pioneer Edward
Bernays labored behind the
scenes to make green a more fashionable color. Why? Bernays was working
to change women’s attitudes toward
the forest green packaging of his
client Lucky Strike’s cigarettes so
women would smoke them.
Today, public relations professionals are openly working on behalf of
clients to promote a different kind
of “green”—environmentally sustainable practices. The idea of green
practices goes back at least as far
as the very first Earth Day, April 22,
1970, which marked the beginnings
of the modern environmental movement. The term “green” as a synonym
for being environmentally conscious
was inspired by Greenpeace, the international environmental conservation organization founded in 1971,
and by the similar political ideology
that gained roots in Europe and
Australia in the 1970s that prized
ecological practices, participatory
democracy, nonviolence, and social
justice.

TIMBERLAND’S “green” practices include
a nutritional label to show customers the
environmental impact of each pair of shoes.

Corporations in the United States
and elsewhere began adapting
to the changing culture, integrating environmental claims into their
marketing and public relations. But it
wasn’t always clear what constituted
“green.” In 1992, the Federal Trade
Commission first issued its “Green
Guides,” guidelines to ensure that
environmental marketing practices
don’t run afoul of its prohibition
against unfair or deceptive acts
or practices, sometimes called
“greenwashing.” As concern about
global warming has grown in recent
years, green marketing and public
relations now extend into nearly
every part of business and industry: product packaging (buzzwords
include recyclable, biodegradable,
compostable, refillable, sustainable,
and renewable), buildings and textiles, renewable energy certificates
and carbon offsets (funding projects
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
in one place to offset carbon emissions produced elsewhere), labor
conditions, and fair trade.
Although there have been plenty of
companies that make claims of “green”
products and services, only some have
infused environmentally sustainable
practices throughout their corporate
culture. In the United
States, the New
Hampshire–based
footwear and clothing
company Timberland
has been a model
for green practices
and PR. In 2008,
Timberland released a
short- and long-term
plan for corporate
social responsibility
performance covering
the areas of energy,

product, workplace, and service that
represent the company’s material
impacts. Timberland’s plan is particularly noteworthy in that it reports its
key corporate social responsibility
indicators quarterly (not just once
a year) and encourages a two-way
dialogue with its stakeholders using
social media platforms. Most recently,
Timberland unveiled its Earthkeepers
2.0 boot, which uses the plastic from
one-and-a-half recycled water bottles
in each boot.
Ultimately, green PR requires a global
outlook, as sustainability responds to
issues of an increasingly small planet.
There are now more than 8,700 corporations in 130 nations belonging to
the United Nations Global Compact,
a strategic policy initiative launched
in 2000 for businesses to align their
operations and strategies with ten
universally accepted principles in
human rights, labor, environment, and
anticorruption. Still, the move toward
sustainable business practices has a
long way to go, as there are more than
6 million business firms in the United
States alone.
The good news for sustainability and
green public relations is that executives around the world are embracing
the concept. A study by the UN Global
Compact in 2011 revealed that 93
percent of 766 CEOs surveyed
believe that sustainability will be
“important” or “very important” to the
future success of their company.1
To help organizations make progress
on sustainability practices, a number
of public relations firms specializing
in corporate responsibility and sustainability have sprung up, including
Interraction and CSG in the United
States and Futerra in the United
Kingdom.

inﬂuential book The Image when pointing out the key contributions
of PR and advertising in the twentieth century. Typical pseudoevents are press conferences, TV and radio talk show appearances,
or any other staged activity aimed at drawing public attention and
media coverage. The success of such events depends on the participation of clients, sometimes on paid performers, and especially
on the media’s attention to the event. In business, pseudo-events
extend back at least as far as P. T. Barnum’s publicity stunts, such
as parading Jumbo the Elephant across the Brooklyn Bridge in the
1880s. In politics, Theodore Roosevelt’s administration set up the
ﬁrst White House pressroom and held the ﬁrst presidential press
conferences in the early 1900s. By the 2000s, presidential pseudoevents involved a multimillion-dollar White House Communications
Oﬃce. One of the most successful pseudo-events in recent years
was the April 2011 Frito-Lay Flavor Kitchen, an outdoor test kitchen
staged on a billboard platform two stories above Times Square in
New York to promote the natural ingredients in the company’s
snack products. The promotion pushed Frito-Lay to over 2 million
“likes” on Facebook and registered more than 375 million media
impressions.
As powerful companies, savvy politicians, and activist groups
became aware of the media’s susceptibility to pseudo-events, these
activities proliferated. For example, to get free publicity, companies
began staging press conferences to announce new product lines.
During the 1960s, antiwar and Civil Rights protesters began their
events only when the news media were assembled. One anecdote
from that era aptly illustrates the principle of a pseudo-event: A
reporter asked a student leader about the starting time for a particular protest; the student responded, “When can you get here?” Today, politicians running for
oﬃce are particularly adept at scheduling press conferences and interviews to take advantage of
TV’s appetite for live remote feeds and breaking news.

Community and Consumer Relations
Another responsibility of PR is to sustain goodwill between an agency’s clients and the public.
The public is often seen as two distinct audiences: communities and consumers.
Companies have learned that sustaining close ties with their communities and neighbors
not only enhances their image and attracts potential customers but also promotes the idea
that the companies are good citizens. As a result, PR ﬁrms encourage companies to participate
in community activities such as hosting plant tours and open houses, making donations to
national and local charities, and participating in town events like parades and festivals. In addition, more progressive companies may also get involved in unemployment and job-retraining
programs, or donate equipment and workers to urban revitalization projects such as Habitat
for Humanity.
In terms of consumer relations, PR has become much more sophisticated since 1965,
when Ralph Nader’s groundbreaking book, Unsafe at Any Speed, revealed safety problems
concerning the Chevrolet Corvair. Not only did Nader’s book prompt the discontinuance of the
Corvair line; it also lit the fuse that ignited a vibrant consumer movement. After the success of
Nader’s book, along with a growing public concern over corporate mergers and their lack of
accountability to the public, consumers became less willing to readily accept the claims
of corporations. As a result of the consumer movement, many newspapers and TV stations

JP MORGAN organizes the
JPMorgan Chase Corporate
Challenge each year, a series
of road races that raise
money for several not-forproﬁt organizations around
the world. Taking place in
twelve major cities, including
New York, Frankfurt, and
Shanghai, the JPMorgan
Chase-owned-and-operated
races also allow ﬁnancial
ﬁrm JP Morgan to gain
valuable publicity.
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hired consumer reporters to track down the sources of customer complaints and embarrass
companies by putting them in the media spotlight. Public relations specialists responded by
encouraging companies to pay more attention to customers, establish product service and
safety guarantees, and ensure that all calls and mail from customers were answered promptly.
Today, PR professionals routinely advise clients that satisﬁed customers mean not only repeat
business but also new business, based on a strong word-of-mouth reputation about a company’s behavior and image.

Government Relations and Lobbying

“I get in a lot of
trouble if I’m
quoted, especially
if the quotes are
accurate.”
A CONGRESSIONAL
STAFF PERSON,
EXPLAINING TO THE
WALL STREET
JOURNAL WHY HE CAN
SPEAK ONLY “OFF THE
RECORD,” 1999

While sustaining good relations with the public is a priority, so is maintaining connections with
government agencies that have some say in how companies operate in a particular community,
ijWj["ehdWj_ed$8ej^FH\_hciWdZj^[FHZ_l_i_edim_j^_dcW`ehYehfehWj_ediWh[[if[Y_Wbbo_dterested in making sure that government regulation neither becomes burdensome nor reduces
their control over their businesses.
Government PR specialists monitor new and existing legislation, create opportunities to
ensure favorable publicity, and write press releases and direct-mail letters to persuade the
public about the pros and cons of new regulations. In many industries, government relations
has developed into lobbying: the process of attempting to inﬂuence lawmakers to support and
vote for an organization’s or industry’s best interests. In seeking favorable legislation, some lobXo_ijiYedjWYj]el[hdc[djeêY_WbiedWZW_boXWi_i$?dMWi^_d]jed":$9$"Wbed["j^[h[Wh[WXekj
thirteen thousand registered lobbyists—and thousands more government-relations workers who
aren’t required to register under federal disclosure rules. Lobbying expenditures targeting the
\[Z[hWb]el[hdc[djhei[WXel[)$)X_bb_ed_d(&''"kf\hec'$,*X_bb_edj[do[Whi[Whb_[h$12I[[
Figure 12.3.)
Lobbying can often lead to ethical problems, as in the case of earmarks and astroturf lobbying. Earmarks are speciﬁc spending directives that are slipped into bills to accommodate
j^[_dj[h[ijie\beXXo_ijiWdZWh[e\j[dj^[h[ikbje\feb_j_YWb\Wlehiehekjh_]^jXh_X[i$?d(&&,"
beXXo_ij@WYa7XhWceèZkXX[Z»J^[CWdM^e8ek]^jMWi^_d]jed¼_dTime) and several of his
associates were convicted of corruption related to earmarks, leading to the resignation of lead_d]>eki[c[cX[hiWdZWZ[Yb_d[_dj^[ki[e\[WhcWhai$
Astroturf lobbying is phony grassroots public-aﬀairs campaigns engineered by public relations ﬁrms. PR ﬁrms deploy massive phone banks and computerized mailing lists to drum up

FIGURE 12.3
TOTAL LOBBYING
SPENDING AND NUMBER
OF LOBBYISTS (2000–
2012)
Note: Figures on this page are
calculations by the Center for
Responsive Politics based on
data from the Senate Ofﬁce of
Public Records, through August
14, 2012.
*The number of unique, registered
lobbyists who have actively
lobbied.
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$3.30 billion
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2009
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2009
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2010

$3.55 billion

2010

12,962

2011
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$1.66 billion
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support and create the impression that millions of citizens back their client’s side of an issue.
<eh_dijWdY["j^[9[dj[h\eh9edikc[h<h[[Zec99<"Wdeh]Wd_pWj_edj^WjWff[Whijei[hl[
j^[_dj[h[ijie\Yedikc[hi"_iWYjkWbboWYh[Wj_ede\j^[MWi^_d]jed":$9$¹XWi[ZFHÆhc8[hcWd
9e$WdZ_i\kdZ[ZXoj^[h[ijWkhWdj"\eeZ"WbYe^eb"WdZjeXWYYe_dZkijh_[i$7YYehZ_d]je
IekhY[mWjY^$eh]"m^_Y^jhWYaiWijhejkh\beXXo_d]"»7doed[m^eYh_j_Y_p[ijeXWYYe"WbYe^eb"\Wjjo
\eeZiehieZWfef_ib_a[bojeYec[kdZ[hWjjWYa\hec99<$¼
Public relations ﬁrms do not always work for the interests of corporations, however. They
also work for other clients, including consumer groups, labor unions, professional groups, reli]_ekieh]Wd_pWj_edi"WdZ[l[d\eh[_]d]el[hdc[dji$?d(&&+"\eh[nWcfb["j^[9Wb_\ehd_W9[dj[h
\ehFkXb_Y>[Wbj^7ZleYWYo"WdedfWhj_iWd"dedfheÆjeh]Wd_pWj_ed"^_h[Z8hemd#C_bb[h9ecckd_YWj_edi"WicWbb9Wb_\ehd_WFHÆhc"jehWbboikffehj\ehbWdZcWhab[]_ibWj_edj^WjmekbZ
XWd`kda\eeZWdZieZWiWb[i_dj^[ijWj[¾ifkXb_YiY^eebi$8hemd#C_bb[h^[bf[ZijWj[b[]_ibWjehi
see obesity not as a personal choice issue but as a public policy issue, cultivated the editorial
support of newspapers to compel legislators to sponsor the bills, and ultimately succeeded in
getting a bill passed.
Presidential administrations also use public relations—with varying degrees of success—to
support their policies. From 2002 to 2008, the Bush administration’s Defense Department
operated a “Pentagon Pundit” program, secretly cultivating more than seventy retired military oﬃcers to appear on radio and television talk shows and shape public opinion about the
Bush agenda. In 2008, the New York Times exposed the unethical program and its story earned
a Pulitzer Prize.13J^[EXWcWWZc_d_ijhWj_edfb[Z][ZjeX[ceh[jhWdifWh[dj$?d(&'&"j^[
Columbia Journalism Review lauded the administration for “signiﬁcant progress on transparency
and access issues” but gave them poor grades on state secrets, online data, and background
brieﬁngs.14

“We’re proud of
the work we do for
Saudi Arabia. It’s
a very challenging
assignment.”
MIKE PETRUZZELLO,
QORVIS
COMMUNICATIONS

Public Relations Adapts to the Internet Age
>_ijeh_YWbbo"fkXb_Yh[bWj_edifhWYj_j_ed[hi^Wl[jh_[Zje[Whdd[mic[Z_WYel[hW][Wieffei[Z
to buying advertising) to communicate their clients’ messages to the public. While that is still
true, the Internet, with its instant accessibility, offers public relations professionals a number of
new routes for communicating with publics.
A company or organization’s Web site has become the home base of public relations
[èehji$9ecfWd_[iWdZeh]Wd_pWj_ediYWdkfbeWZWdZcW_djW_dj^[_hc[Z_Wa_ji_dYbkZ_d]fh[ii
releases, VNRs, images, executive bios, and organizational proﬁles), giving the traditional news
media access to the information at any time. And because everyone can access these corporate
Web sites, the barriers between the organization and the groups that PR professionals ultimately
want to reach are broken down.
The Web also enables PR professionals to have their clients interact with audiences on
a more personal, direct basis through social media tools like Facebook, Twitter, Wikipedia,
and blogs. Now people can be “friends” and “followers” of companies and organizations.
9ehfehWj[[n[Ykj_l[iYWdi^Wh[j^[_hfhe\[ii_edWbWdZf[hiedWbeXi[hlWj_ediWdZi[[c
Zemdh_]^jY^kccoj^hek]^WXbe][$]$"M^eb[<eeZiCWha[j¾iXbe]Xo9;E@e^dCWYa[o$
Executives, celebrities, and politicians can seem more accessible and personable through a
Twitter feed. But social media’s immediacy can also be a problem, especially for those who
i[dZc[iiW][i_djej^[fkXb_Yif^[h[m_j^ekjYedi_Z[h_d]j^[hWc_ÆYWj_edi$I[l[hWbWj^b[j[i
_dj^[(&'(BedZedEbocf_Yi"\eh[nWcfb["ikè[h[Z\ehjm[[j_d]j^[_hkd[Z_j[Zj^ek]^ji"
_dYbkZ_d]W=h[[ajhWYaWj^b[j[m^emWia_Ya[Zeèj^[j[Wc\eh^[hhWY_ij`ea[WdZWIm_ii
ieYY[hfbWo[hm^emWii[dj^ec[[WhboW\j[h^[jm[[j[ZWibkhWXekjj^[Aeh[Wdj[Wcj^Wj
`kijZ[\[Wj[Z^_i$15
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PUBLIC RELATIONS

PR AND SOCIAL MEDIA
More companies are using
social media tools like
Twitter and Facebook to
interact with their customers
on a more personal level.
Recently, Chick-Fil-A used its
Twitter feed in an attempt to
counter bad press over the
company president’s anti-gay
comments.

“Managing the
outrage is more
important than
managing the
hazard.”
THOMAS
BUCKMASTER, HILL &
KNOWLTON, 1997

Another concern about social media is that sometimes such communications appear without complete disclosure, which is an unethiYWbfhWYj_Y[$Iec[FHÆhci^Wl[[Z_j[ZM_a_f[Z_W[djh_[i\ehj^[_h
Yb_[dji¾X[d[Æj"WfhWYj_Y[M_a_f[Z_W\ekdZ[h@_ccoMWb[i^Wih[fkdiated as a conﬂict of interest. A growing number of companies also
compensate bloggers to subtly promote their products, unbeknownst
to most readers. Public relations ﬁrms and marketers are particularly
keen on working with “mom bloggers” such as thirty-two-year-old
cec@[ii_YWIc_j^ @[ii_YWAdemi$Yec"m^eWff[WhijeX[Wd_dZ[f[dZ[djle_Y[_d^[hZ_iYkii_ediWXekjYedikc[hfheZkYji$O[jIc_j^
receives gifts in exchange for her opinions. In 2009, the Federal Trade
9ecc_ii_ed_dij_jkj[Zd[mhkb[ih[gk_h_d]edb_d[fheZkYj[dZehi[hi
to disclose their connections to companies.
As noted earlier, Internet analytic tools enable organizations
jeced_jehm^Wj_iX[_d]iW_ZWXekjj^[cWjWdoj_c[$>em[l[h"j^[
immediacy of social media also means that public relations oﬃcials
might be forced to quickly respond to a message or image once it
goes viral. For example, when two Domino’s Pizza employees in
Dehj^9Wheb_dWfeij[ZWOekJkX[l_Z[ee\j^[ci[bl[iWbb[][Zbo
contaminating food in 2009, it spread like wildﬁre, much to the
horror of the company. The traditional response of waiting for bad
news to pass and quietly issuing a statement wasn’t suﬃcient to
defuse the situation. Ultimately, Domino’s used the Internet to respond to the crisis; the
YecfWdoYh[Wj[ZWJm_jj[hWYYekdjjeWZZh[iiYkijec[hi¾YedY[hdi"WdZj^[9;Efeij[Z^_i
own apology video.

Public Relations during a Crisis
I_dY[j^[BkZbemijh_a["ed[_cfehjWdjZkjoe\FH_i^[bf_d]WYehfehWj_ed^WdZb[WfkXb_Y
crisis or tragedy, especially if the public assumes the company is at fault. Disaster management may reveal the best and the worst attributes of the company and its PR firm. Let’s look at
several significant examples of crisis management and the different ways they were handled.
Ed[e\j^[bWh][ij[dl_hedc[djWbZ_iWij[hie\j^[jm[dj_[j^Y[djkhoeYYkhh[Zm^[d"_d
1989, the Exxon Valdezif_bb[Z[b[l[dc_bb_ed]Wbbedie\YhkZ[e_b_djeFh_dY[M_bb_WcIekdZ"
contaminating ﬁfteen hundred miles of Alaskan coastline and killing countless birds, otters,
seals, and ﬁsh. In one of the biggest PR blunders of that century, Exxon was slow to react to the
crisis and even slower to accept responsibility. Although its PR advisers had encouraged a quick
response, the corporation failed to send any of its chief oﬃcers immediately to the site. Many
critics believed that Exxon was trying to duck responsibility by laying the burden of the crisis on
the shoulders of the tanker’s captain. Despite changing the name of the tanker to Mediterranean
WdZej^[h_cW][#iWblW]_d]ijhWj[]_[i"j^[YecfWdo¾iekjbWoe\(X_bb_edjeYb[WdkfXej^_ji
image and the spill was not a success.
The Exxon Valdez story became the benchmark against which the 2010 BP oil well disaster
mWic[Wikh[Z"WdZj^[8FYWi[mWiYb[Whbomehi[$8F¾i:[[fmWj[h>eh_pede_bh_][nfbeZ[Z
on April 10, 2010, killing eleven workers. The oil gushed from the ocean ﬂoor for months,
spreading into a vast area of the Gulf of Mexico, killing wildlife, and washing tar balls onto
beaches. Although the company, formerly British Petroleum, oﬃcially changed its name to
BP in 2001, adopting the motto “Beyond Petroleum” and a sunny new yellow and green logo
in an eﬀort to appear more “green-friendly,” the disaster linked the company back to the
hazards of its main business in oil. BP’s many public relations missteps included its multiple
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underestimations of the amount of oil leaking, the chairman’s reference to the “small people”
e\j^[=kb\h[]_ed"j^[9;E¾im_i^j^Wj^[YekbZ»][j^_ib_\[XWYa"¼WdZ^_iWjj[dZWdY[WjWd
elite yacht race in England even as the oil leak persisted. In short, many people felt that BP
failed to show enough remorse or compassion for the aﬀected people and wildlife. BP tried
jeiWblW][_jih[fkjWj_edXo[ijWXb_i^_d]W(&X_bb_ed\kdZjeh[_cXkhi[j^ei[[Yedec_YWbbo
aﬀected by the spill, vowing to clean up the damaged areas, and creating a campaign of TV
commercials to communicate its eﬀorts. Nevertheless, harsh criticism persisted, and BP’s
ads were overwhelmed by online parodies and satires of its eﬀorts. Years later, entire comckd_j_[ie\Æi^[hc[dWdZh_]meha[hiYedj_dk[jeX[Wè[Yj[Z"WdZ8FcWZ[_jiÆhij'X_bb_ed
fWoc[dj\eh=kb\h[ijehWj_edfhe`[Yji$
A decidedly diﬀerent approach was taken in the 1982 tragedy involving Tylenol pain-relief
YWfikb[i$I[l[df[efb[Z_[Z_dj^[9^_YW]eWh[WW\j[hiec[ed[jWcf[h[Zm_j^i[l[hWbXejjb[i
WdZbWY[Zj^[cm_j^fe_ied$:_iYkii_ediX[jm[[dj^[fWh[djYecfWdo"@e^died@e^died"
and its PR representatives focused on whether or not withdrawing all Tylenol capsules from
store shelves might send a signal that corporations could be intimidated by a single deranged
f[hied$D[l[hj^[b[ii"@e^died@e^died¾iY^W_hcWd"@Wc[i;$8kha["WdZj^[YecfWdo¾iFH
agency, Burson-Marsteller, opted for full disclosure to the media and the immediate recall of
j^[YWfikb[idWj_edWbbo"Yeij_d]j^[YecfWdoWd[ij_cWj[Z'&&c_bb_edWdZYkjj_d]_jicWhket share in half. As part of its PR strategy to overcome the negative publicity and to restore
Tylenol’s market share, Burson-Marsteller tracked public opinion nightly through telephone
surveys and organized satellite press conferences to debrief the news media. In addition,
emergency phone lines were set up to take calls from consumers and health-care providers.
When the company reintroduced Tylenol three months later, it did so with tamper-resistant
Xejjb[ij^Wjm[h[ieedYef_[ZXoWbceij[l[hocW`ehZhk]cWdk\WYjkh[h$8khied#CWhij[bb[h"
m^_Y^h[Y[_l[ZFHI7WmWhZi\eh_ji^WdZb_d]e\j^[Yh_i_i"\ekdZj^Wjj^[fkXb_Yj^ek]^j@e^died@e^died^WZh[ifedZ[ZWZc_hWXbojej^[Yh_i_iWdZZ_Zdej^ebZJob[debh[ifedi_Xb[\eh
the deaths. In fewer than three years, Tylenol recaptured its former (and dominant) share of
the market.

“BP is going to be
ﬁrst and foremost
in people’s minds
when it comes
to poor crisis
planning and
response. They’ve
surpassed Exxon.”
TIMOTHY SELLNOW,
COMMUNICATIONS
PROFESSOR AT
UNIVERSITY OF
KENTUCKY,
EXPERT ON CRISIS
COMMUNICATION,
2010

RALPH LAUREN attracted
media scrutiny when it was
discovered the 2012 U.S.
Olympic Team uniforms the
company designed were
manufactured in China. After
lawmakers publicly chastised
the decision to outsource the
uniforms, Lauren released
a statement promising to
produce the 2014 U.S.
Olympic Team’s uniforms in
the United States.
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Undermining Facts and Blocking Access
@ekhdWb_ic¾iceijfh[lWb[djYh_j_Y_ice\fkXb_Yh[bWj_edi_ij^Wj_jmehaijeYekdj[hj^[
truths reporters seek to bring to the public. Modern public relations redefined and complicated the notion of what “facts” are. PR professionals demonstrated that the facts can be
spun in a variety of ways, depending on what information is emphasized and what is downplayed. As Ivy Lee noted in 1925: “The effort to state an absolute fact is simply an attempt
to achieve what is humanly impossible; all I can do is to give you my interpretation of the
facts.”18 With practitioners like Lee showing the emerging PR profession how the truth could
X[_dj[hfh[j[Z"j^[`ekhdWb_ij¾iheb[WiWYkijeZ_Wde\WYYkhWj[_d\ehcWj_edX[YWc[ckY^
more difficult.
@ekhdWb_iji^Wl[WbieeX`[Yj[Zj^WjFHfhe\[ii_edWbiXbeYafh[iiWYY[iijea[oXki_ness leaders, political ﬁgures, and other newsworthy people. Before the prevalence of
PR, reporters could talk to such leaders directly and obtain quotable information for their
d[miijeh_[i$Dem"^em[l[h"`ekhdWb_ijiYecfbW_dj^WjFHW][dji_di[hjj^[ci[bl[iX[jm[[d
j^[fh[iiWdZj^[d[mimehj^o"j^kiZ_ihkfj_d]j^[`ekhdWb_ij_YjhWZ_j_ed_dm^_Y^h[fehj[himekbZl_[\eh_dj[hl_[mim_j^jef]el[hdc[djWdZXki_d[iib[WZ[hi$@ekhdWb_iji\khj^[h
Wh]k[j^WjFHW][djiWh[demWXb[jecWd_fkbWj[h[fehj[hiXo]_l_d][nYbki_l[ije`ekhdWbists who are likely to cast a story in a favorable light or by cutting oﬀ a reporter’s access to a
newsworthy ﬁgure altogether if that reporter has written unfavorably about the PR agency’s
client in the past.

“The reason companies or governments hire oodles
of PR people is
because PR people
are trained to be
slickly untruthful
or half-truthful.
Misinformation
and disinformation
are the coin of the
realm, and it has
nothing to do with
being a Democrat
or a Republican.”
RICHARD COHEN,
LEGAL ANALYST, CBS
NEWS, 2008

Promoting Publicity and Business as News
Another explanation for the professional friction between the press and PR involves simple
economics. PR agents help companies “promote as news what otherwise would have been purchased in advertising.”197i?loB[[mhej[je@e^d:$HeYa[\[bb[hW\j[h^[]Wl[ced[oje@e^di
>efa_diKd_l[hi_jo0»?dl_[me\j^[\WYjj^Wjj^_imWidejh[Wbbod[mi"WdZj^Wjj^[d[mifWf[hi
gave so much attention to it, it would seem that this was wholly due to the manner in which the
material was ‘dressed up’ for newspaper consumption. It seems to suggest very considerable
possibilities along this line.”20 News critics worry that this type of PR is taking media space and
time away from those who do not have the financial resources or the sophistication to become
visible in the public eye. There is another issue: If public relations can secure news publicity for
Yb_[dji"j^[WZZ[ZYh[Z_X_b_joe\W`ekhdWb_ij_YYedj[nj]_l[iYb_[djiWijWjkij^Wjj^[fkhY^Wi[e\
advertising cannot offer.
Another criticism is that PR ﬁrms with abundant resources clearly get more client coverage from the news media than their lesser-known counterparts. For example, a business reporter at a large metro daily sometimes receives as many as a hundred press releases a day—far
outnumbering the fraction of handouts generated by organized labor or grassroots organizations. Workers and union leaders have long argued that the money that corporations allocate
to PR leads to more favorable coverage for management positions in labor disputes. Therefore,
standard news reports may feature subtle language choices, with “rational, cool-headed management making oﬀers” and “hot-headed workers making demands.” Walter Lippmann saw
such diﬀerences in 1922 when he wrote: “If you study the way many a strike is reported in the
press, you will ﬁnd very often that [labor] issues are rarely in the headlines, barely in the leading paragraph, and sometimes not even mentioned anywhere.”21 This imbalance is particularly
i_]d_ÆYWdj_dj^Wjj^[]h[WjcW`eh_joe\meha[hiWh[d[_j^[hcWdW][hideh9;Ei"WdZo[jj^[i[
workers receive little if any media coverage on a regular basis. Most newspapers now have
business sections that focus on the work of various managers, but few have a labor, worker, or
employee section.22

“Cohen’s . . . misguided comments
are indicative of
the way the public
still feels about
the PR profession.
From Enron to the
Iraq war, the public
has been deceived,
and, for whatever
insensible reason,
blames the conduits
rather than the
decision makers.”
PRWEEK, 2008
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PUBLIC RELATIONS

Shaping the Image of Public Relations
:[Wb_d]m_j^Xej^WjW_dj[ZfWijWdZ`ekhdWb_ic¾i^eij_b_jo^Wie\j[dfh[eYYkf_[Zj^[
public relations profession, leading to the development of several image-enhancing strate]_[i$?d'/*."j^[FH_dZkijho\ehc[Z_jiemdfhe\[ii_edWbeh]Wd_pWj_ed"j^[FHI7FkXb_Y
H[bWj_ediIeY_[joe\7c[h_YW$J^[FHI7\kdYj_ediWiWd_dj[hdWbmWjY^Ze]]hekfj^Wj
accredits PR agents and firms, maintains a code of ethics, and probes its own practices,
[if[Y_Wbboj^ei[f[hjW_d_d]je_ji_d\bk[dY[edj^[d[mic[Z_W$CeijFHI7beYWbY^Wfj[hi
and national conventions also routinely invite reporters and editors to speak to PR practij_ed[hiWXekjj^[d[mic[Z_W¾i[nf[YjWj_edie\FH$?dWZZ_j_edjej^[FHI7"_dZ[f[dZ[dj
agencies devoted to uncovering shady or unethical public relations activities publish their
findings in publications like Public Relations Tactics, PR Week, and PR Watch. Ethical issues
^Wl[X[Yec[WcW`eh\eYkie\j^[fhe\[ii_ed"m_j^i[b\#[nWc_dWj_ede\j^[i[_iik[ihektinely appearing in public relations textbooks as well as in various professional newsletters (see Table 12.1).
El[hj^[o[Whi"WiFH^WiikXZ_l_Z[Z_ji[b\_djeif[Y_Wb_p[ZWh[Wi"_j^Wiki[Zceh[
positive phrases, such as institutional relations, corporate communications, and news and
information services to describe what it does. Public relations’ best press strategy, however,
cWoX[j^[b_c_jWj_edie\j^[`ekhdWb_icfhe\[ii_ed_ji[b\$<ehceije\j^[jm[dj_[j^Y[djkho"
cWdoh[fehj[hiWdZ[Z_jehiYbkd]jej^[_Z[Wbj^Wj`ekhdWb_ic_i"Wj_jiX[ij"WdeX`[Yj_l[
institution that gathers information on behalf of the public. Reporters have only occasionally
turned their pens, computers, and cameras on themselves to examine their own practices
or their vulnerability to manipulation. Thus, by not challenging PR’s more subtle strate]_[i"cWdo`ekhdWb_iji^Wl[Wbbem[ZFHfhe\[ii_edWbije_dj[hfh[j»\WYji¼jej^[_hYb_[dji¾
advantage.

TABLE 12.1
PUBLIC RELATIONS
SOCIETY OF AMERICA
ETHICS CODE
In 2000, the PRSA approved
a completely revised Code
of Ethics, which included
core principles, guidelines,
and examples of improper
conduct. Here is one section
of the code.
Source: The full text of the PRSA
Code of Ethics is available at
http://www.prsa.org.

PRSA Member Statement of Professional Values
This statement presents the core values of PRSA members and, more broadly, of the public
relations profession. These values provide the foundation for the Member Code of Ethics and
set the industry standard for the professional practice of public relations. These values are the
fundamental beliefs that guide our behaviors and decision making process. We believe our
professional values are vital to the integrity of the profession as a whole.
ADVOCACY
We serve the public interest by acting as responsible advocates for those we represent.
We provide a voice in the marketplace of ideas, facts, and viewpoints to aid informed public
debate.
HONESTY
We adhere to the highest standards of accuracy and truth in advancing the interests of those
we represent and in communicating with the public.
EXPERTISE
We acquire and responsibly use specialized knowledge and experience. We advance the
profession through continued professional development, research, and education. We build
mutual understanding, credibility, and relationships among a wide array of institutions and
audiences.
INDEPENDENCE
We provide objective counsel to those we represent. We are accountable for our actions.
LOYALTY
We are faithful to those we represent, while honoring our obligation to serve the public
interest.
FAIRNESS
We deal fairly with clients, employers, competitors, peers, vendors, the media and the general
public. We respect all opinions and support the right of free expression.
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Alternative Voices
Because public relations professionals work so closely with
the press, their practices are
deje\j[dj^[ikX`[Yje\c[Z_W
reports or investigations. Indeed,
the multibillion-dollar industry
remains virtually invisible to the
public, most of whom have never
^[WhZe\8khied#CWhij[bb[h">_bb
Adembjed"ehA[jY^kc$J^[
9[dj[h\ehC[Z_WWdZ:[ceYhWYo
9C:_dCWZ_ied"M_iYedi_d"_i
concerned about the invisibility
of PR practices and has sought
to expose the hidden activities
of large PR firms since 1993. Its
flagship publication reports on
the PR industry, with the goal of
“investigating and countering PR
campaigns and spin by corporations, industries and government
agencies.”23I[[»C[Z_WB_j[hWYo
WdZj^[9h_j_YWbFheY[ii0J^[?dl_i_Xb[>WdZe\FH¼edfW][***$
J^[9[dj[h\ehC[Z_WWdZ:[mocracy’s staﬀ have also written
books targeting public relations
practices having to do with the
Republican Party’s lobbying establishment (Banana Republicans"K$I$fhefW]WdZWedj^[?hWgMWhThe Best War Ever), industrial
waste (Toxic Sludge Is Good for You), mad cow disease (Mad Cow USA), and PR uses of scientiﬁc
research (Trust Us, We’re Experts!). Their work helps bring an alternative angle to the wellmoneyed battles over public opinion. “You know, we feel that in a democracy, it’s very, very
Yh_j_YWbj^Wj[l[hoed[ademim^ej^[fbWo[hiWh["WdZm^Wjj^[o¾h[kfje"¼iWoi9C:\ekdZ[h
WdZXeeaWkj^eh@e^dIjWkX[h$24

Public Relations
and Democracy
<hecj^[ZWoie\FH¾ieh_]_di_dj^[[Whbo'/&&i"cWdof[efb[º[if[Y_Wbbo`ekhdWb_ijiº^Wl[X[[d
skeptical of communications originating from public relations professionals. The bulk of the
criticism leveled at public relations argues that the crush of information produced by PR profesi_edWbiel[hm^[bcijhWZ_j_edWb`ekhdWb_ic$>em[l[h"FH¾iceiji_]d_\_YWdj_cfWYjcWoX[edj^[
political process, especially when organizations hire spin doctors to favorably shape or reshape

THE INVISIBILITY OF
PUBLIC RELATIONS is
addressed in a series of
books by John Stauber and
Sheldon Rampton.

“Public-relations
specialists
make ﬂower
arrangements of
the facts, placing
them so that the
wilted and less
attractive petals
are hidden by
sturdy blooms.”
THE LATE
NOVELIST-ESSAYIST
ALAN HARRINGTON,
QUOTED IN THE
NEW YORKER, 2007
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PUBLIC RELATIONS

Media Literacy and
the Critical Process

1

DESCRIPTION. Test the

so-called invisibility of the PR industry by seeing how often, and in what
way, PR ﬁrms are discussed in the print
c[Z_W$Ki_d]B[n_iD[n_i"i[WhY^K$I$
newspapers—over the last six months—
for any mention of three prominent PR
Æhci0M[X[hI^WdZm_Ya"<b[_i^cWd#
>_bbWhZ"WdZ8khied#CWhij[bb[h$

2

ANALYSIS. What patterns

emerge from the search? Possible
patterns may have to do with persond[b0Iec[ed[mWi^_h[ZehÆh[Z$J^[i[
articles may be extremely brief, with
edboWgk_Yac[dj_ede\j^[Æhci$Eh
these personnel-related articles may
reveal connections between politicians
or corporations and the PR industry.
What about speciﬁc PR campaigns or
articles that quote “experts” who work
\ehM[X[hI^WdZm_Ya"<b[_i^cWd#>_bbWhZ"
or Burson-Marsteller?

The Invisible Hand of PR
John Stauber, founder of the industry watchdog PR
Watch, has described the PR industry as “a huge, invisible
industry . . . that’s really only available to wealthy individuals,
large multinational corporations, politicians and government
agencies.”1 How true is this? Is the PR industry so invisible?

3

INTERPRETATION. What do

these patterns tell you about how
the PR industry is covered by the news
media? Was the coverage favorable? Was
it critical or analytical? Did you learn
anything about how the industry operates? Is the industry itself, its inﬂuencing
strategies, and its wide reach across the
globe visible in your search?

4

EVALUATION. PR ﬁrms—such
Wij^[j^h[[cW`ehÆhci_dj^_i
search—have enormous power when it
comes to inﬂuencing the public image of
corporations, government bodies, and
public policy initiatives in the United
IjWj[iWdZWXheWZ$FHÆhciWbie^Wl[
enormous inﬂuence over news content.
O[jj^[K$I$c[Z_WWh[i_b[djedj^_i

inﬂuence. Public relations ﬁrms aren’t
likely to reveal their power, but should
`ekhdWb_icX[ceh[\ehj^Yec_d]WXekj
its role as a publicity vehicle for PR?

5

ENGAGEMENT.L_i_jj^[9[dter for Media and Democracy’s
Web site (prwatch.org) and begin to
learn about the unseen operations of the
public relations industry. (You can also
h[WZIf_dMWjY^$eh]$ka\ehi_c_bWhYh_j_YWb
WdWboi[ie\FH_dj^[Kd_j[ZA_d]Zec$
<ebbemj^[9C:¾iJm_jj[h\[[Z$H[WZ
iec[e\j^[eh]Wd_pWj_ed¾iXeeai"`e_d
forum discussions, or attend a PR Watch
event. Visit the organization’s wiki site,
IekhY[MWjY^iekhY[mWjY^$eh]"WdZ"_\
you can, do some research of your own
on PR and contribute an entry.

a candidate’s media image. In one example, former president Richard Nixon, who resigned
from office in 1974 to avoid impeachment hearings regarding his role in the Watergate scandal,
^_h[Z>_bbAdembjedjeh[ijeh[^_ifeijfh[i_Z[dYo_cW][$J^hek]^j^[\_hc¾i]k_ZWdY["D_ned¾i
mh_j_d]i"ceijboed_dj[hdWj_edWbfeb_j_Yi"X[]WdWff[Wh_d]_dIkdZWoef#[ZfW][i$D_ned^_cself started showing up on television news programs like Nightline and spoke frequently before
ikY^]hekfiWij^[7c[h_YWdD[mifWf[hFkXb_i^[hi7iieY_Wj_edWdZj^[;Yedec_Y9bkXe\
New York. In 1984, after a media blitz by Nixon’s PR handlers, the New York Times announced,
“After a decade, Nixon is gaining favor,” and USA Today trumpeted, “Richard Nixon is back.”
Before his death in 1994, Nixon, who never publicly apologized for his role in Watergate, saw a
large portion of his public image shift from that of an arrogant, disgraced politician to that of a
revered elder statesman.25 Many media critics have charged that the press did not counterbalance this PR campaign and treated Nixon too reverently.
In terms of its immediate impact on democracy, the information crush delivered by public
relations is at its height during national election campaigns. In 2008, some of the behind-thescenes work of PR in presidential campaigns was revealed. First, Mark Penn, the chief strategist
e\>_bbWho9b_djed¾iYWcfW_]djeX[j^[:[ceYhWj_Ydec_d[["X[YWc[Wd[miijeho^_ci[b\m^[d
^[h[i_]d[Z\hec^[hYWcfW_]del[hWYedÇ_Yje\_dj[h[ij$F[ddmeha[Z\eh9b_djedm^_b[^[
maintained his position as chief executive of Burson-Marsteller, where he lobbied on behalf of
9ebecX_W\ehWjhWZ[jh[Wjoeffei[ZXo9b_djed$I[YedZ"IYejjCY9b[bbWd"Fh[i_Z[dj=[eh][M$
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8ki^¾ifh[iii[Yh[jWho\hec(&&)je(&&,"Z_iYbei[Z_d^_i(&&.Xeeaj^Wjj^[M^_j[>eki[^WZ
a “carefully orchestrated campaign to shape and manipulate sources of public approval” and
decided to “turn away from honesty and candor” in the lead-up to and during the Iraq war.(,
Both instances illustrate the centrality of public relations—and the temptation of stepping over
ethical boundaries—in shaping politicians.
Though public relations often provides political information and story ideas, the PR
fhe\[ii_edX[WhiedbofWhje\j^[h[ifedi_X_b_jo\eh»ifkd¼d[mi1W\j[hWbb"_j_ij^[`eXe\WFH
agency to get favorable news coverage for the individual or group it represents. PR professionals police their own ranks for unethical or irresponsible practices, but the news media should
also monitor the public relations industry, as they do other government and business activities.
@ekhdWb_ic_ji[b\Wbied[[Zije_dij_jkj[Y^Wd][ij^Wjm_bbcWa[_jb[iiZ[f[dZ[djedFHWdZceh[
conscious of how its own practices play into the hands of spin strategies. A positive example of
Y^Wd][edj^_i\hedj_ij^WjcWdocW`ehd[mifWf[hiWdZd[mid[jmehaidemeè[hh[]kbWhYh_tiques of the facts and falsehoods contained in political advertising. This media vigilance should
be on behalf of citizens, who are entitled to robust, well-rounded debates on important social
and political issues.
Like advertising and other forms of commercial speech, PR campaigns that result in free
media exposure raise a number of questions regarding democracy and the expression of ideas.
Large companies and PR agencies, like well-ﬁnanced politicians, have money to invest to ﬁgure
out how to obtain favorable publicity. The question is not how to prevent that but how to ensure that other voices, less well ﬁnanced and less commercial, also receive an adequate hearing.
Jej^Wj[dZ"`ekhdWb_ijid[[ZjeX[Yec[b[iim_bb_d]YedZk_ji_dj^[Z_ijh_Xkj_ede\fkXb_Y_jo$
PR agencies, for their part, need to show clients that participating in the democratic process as
responsible citizens can serve them well and enhance their image.

“In politics, image
[has] replaced
action.”
RANDALL
ROTHENBERG,
WHERE THE SUCKERS
MOON, 1994
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CHAPTER
REVIEW
COMMON THREADS
One of the Common Threads in Chapter 1 is about the role that media play in democracy. One key ethical contradiction that can emerge in PR is that (according to the PRSA Code of Ethics) PR should be honest and accurate in
disclosing information while at the same time being loyal and faithful to clients and their requests for confidentiality
and privacy. In this case, how does the general public know when public communications are the work of paid advocacy, particularly when public relations play such a strong role in U.S. politics?
Public relations practitioners who are members of the
Public Relations Society of America (PRSA) are obligated to
follow the PRSA’s Code of Ethics, which asks its members
to sign the pledge: “To conduct myself professionally, with
truth, accuracy, fairness, and responsibility to the public.”
Yet the Code is not enforceable, and many public relations professionals simply ignore the PRSA. For example,
only 14 of PR giant Burson-Marsteller’s 2,200 worldwide
employees are PRSA members.27 Most lobbyists in Washington have to register with the House and Senate, so there
is some public record of their activities to influence politics.
Conversely, public relations professionals working to influence the political process don’t have to register, so unless
they act with the highest ethical standards and disclose
what they are doing and who their clients are, they operate
in relative secrecy.
According to National Public Radio (NPR), public relations professionals in Washington, D.C., work to engineer
public opinion in advance of lobbying efforts to influence

legislation. As NPR reported, “For PR folks, conditioning
the legislative landscape means trying to shape public
perception. So their primary target is journalists like
Lyndsey Layton, who writes for The Washington Post.
She says she gets about a dozen emails or phone calls in
a day.”28
Less ethical work includes assembling phony “astroturf” front groups to engage in communication campaigns
to influence legislators, spreading unfounded rumors about
an opposing side, and entertaining government officials in
violation of government reporting requirements—all things
the PRSA Code prohibits. Yet these are all-too-frequent
practices in the realm of political public relations.
PRSA CEO Rosanna Fiske decries this kind of unethical behavior in her profession. “It’s not that ethical public
relations equals good public relations,” Fiske says. “It is,
however, that those who do not practice ethical public relations affect all of us, regardless of the environment in which
we work, and the causes we represent.” 29

KEY TERMS
The definitions for the terms listed below can be found in the glossary at the end of the book.
The page numbers listed with the terms indicate where the term is highlighted in the chapter.
public relations, 421
press agents, 422
publicity, 424
propaganda, 429

press releases, 430
video news releases (VNRs), 430
public service announcements
(PSAs), 430
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pseudo-event, 433
lobbying, 436
astroturf lobbying, 436
flack, 440

For review quizzes, chapter summaries, links
to media-related Web sites, and more, go to
bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
Early Developments in Public Relations
1. What did people like P. T. Barnum and Buffalo Bill Cody
contribute to the development of modern public relations in the twentieth century?

11. How does the Internet change the way in which public
relations communicates with an organization’s many
publics?

2. How did railroads and utility companies give the early
forms of corporate public relations a bad name?

12. What are some socially responsible strategies that a
PR specialist can use during a crisis to help a client
manage unfavorable publicity?

3. What contributions did Ivy Lee make toward the development of modern PR?
4. How did Edward Bernays affect public relations?

Tensions between Public Relations and the Press
13. Explain the historical background of the antagonism
between journalism and public relations.

The Practice of Public Relations
5. What are two approaches to organizing a PR firm?
6. What are press releases, and why are they important to
reporters?

14. How did PR change old relationships between journalists and their sources?
15. In what ways is conventional news like public relations?
16. How does journalism as a profession contribute to
its own manipulation at the hands of competent
PR practitioners?

7. What is the difference between a VNR and a PSA?
8. What is a pseudo-event? How does it relate to the
manufacturing of news?
9. What special events might a PR firm sponsor to build
stronger ties to its community?
10. Why have research and lobbying become increasingly
important to the practice of PR?

Public Relations and Democracy
17. In what ways does the profession of public relations
serve the process of election campaigns? In what
ways can it impede election campaigns?

QUESTIONING THE MEDIA
1. What do you think of when you hear the term public relations? What images come to mind? Where did these
impressions come from?

4. Overall, are social media platforms a good thing for
practicing public relations, or do they present more
problems than they are worth?

2. What might a college or university do to improve public
relations with homeowners on the edge of a campus
who have to deal with noisy student parties and a
shortage of parking spaces?

5. Considering the Exxon Valdez, BP, and Tylenol cases
cited in this chapter, what are some key things an organization can do to respond effectively once a crisis
hits?

3. What steps can reporters and editors take to monitor
PR agents who manipulate the news media?

ADDITIONAL VIDEOS
Visit the VideoCentral: Mass Communication section at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture
for additional exclusive videos related to Chapter 12, including:
q '*--*/(5)&)0-&47*%&0/&843&-&"4&4
Television and PR experts explain the increasing use of
video news releases as networks continue to cut costs.

q (0*/(7*3"-10-*5*$"-$".1"*(/4"/%7*%&0
Online video has changed political campaigning
GPSFWFS*OUIJTWJEFP 1FHHZ.JMFTPG*OUFSWPY
Communications discusses how politicians use the
Internet to reach out to voters.
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In the economic history of electronic—and now
digital—media, one key business strategy for
enterprising technology companies and distribution services has been to transition into
the content and storytelling business. In the
1920s, RCA, which pioneered commercial radio
technology, started purchasing phonograph
companies and radio stations—both content
creators. Fast-forward to 1987—the Japanese
electronics giant Sony paid $2 billion for CBS
Records (renaming it Sony Music in 1991), and
in 1989 Sony also acquired a major movie studio, Columbia Pictures, for $3.4 billion. In 2000,
AOL, then the preeminent dial-up Internet company, also opted to take a chance on content
creation and, for $164 billion, bought Time
Warner—the world’s biggest media company
at the time. However, because AOL underestimated the growth of broadband and wireless
technology and fell behind in those areas, the
merger went sour and Time Warner’s own executives eventually took charge and spun off AOL
as a separate company in 2009.
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MEDIA ECONOMICS

But after its customer base fell from
a high of 27 million in 2003 to under
4 million subscribers in 2011—a drop
of 86 percent—AOL got back into the
content game. In 2011 it paid $315
million to acquire the Hufﬁngton Post, a
company that, according to the New York
Times, “is a master of ﬁnding stories
across the Web, stripping them to their
essence and placing well-created headlines on them that rise to the top of
search engine results, guaranteeing a
strong audience.”1 The Hufﬁngton Post
itself had already shifted into content
creation, moving from merely aggregating
news reports to hiring its own reporters
and analysts to produce original stories.
Cable TV—for many years just a distributor of old network reruns and
Hollywood movies—has also gotten into
the business of telling stories over the
last few years, creating award-winning
programs like The Sopranos, Mad Men,
Dexter, and The Closer. More recent
media distributors entering the content creation business are Google and
Netﬂix. Although Google claims that it
is merely an aggregator or organizer of
information and stories, it bought YouTube in 2006 for $1.6 billion and turned
it into “a network for a postbroadcast
world.” New York Times business analyst
David Carr points out that “YouTube’s
home page, which used to be a usergenerated free-for-all, now has a clear
hierarchy of channels, with an array
of topics—‘Entertainment,’ ‘News and
Politics’ and ‘Sports’—that doesn’t look
that different from the menu guide on
my cable set-top box.”2 And in 2011,
Google, behaving like a cable or satellite TV company, started a subscription service called One Pass, which
allows “consumers to buy professionally
produced news and information across
the Web with a single click.”3
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Netﬂix, like cable TV in the early days,
made its mark distributing old TV shows
and Hollywood ﬁlms—by sending DVDs
through the mail and, later, by shifting
its distribution system to streaming old
TV programs and movies. But in 2011
it announced its entry into the story
creation game, acquiring the rights to
House of Cards, an original one-hour
“political drama” starring Kevin Spacey.
Just like a traditional TV network would,
Netﬂix ordered twenty-six episodes
of its new TV series for 2012.4 The
company also ordered ten new episodes
of the cult comedy series Arrested
Development.
In the end, compelling narratives are
what attract people to media—whether
in the form of books or blogs, magazines or movies, TV shows or talk radio.
People make sense of their experiences
and articulate their values through
narratives. And so “the story” of media
economics today is—as it has always
been—the telling and selling of stories.

“Google has been spending a lot of time and some
signiﬁcant money trying
to help traditional media
businesses stay in business,
in part because Google does
not want its search engines
to crawl across a wasteland
of machine-generated infospam and amateur content
with limited allure.”
DAVID CARR, NEW YORK TIMES,
2011

THE MEDIA TAKEOVERS, MULTIPLE MERGERS, AND CORPORATE CONSOLIDATION
over the last two decades have made our modern world very distinct from that of earlier
generations—at least in economic terms. What’s at the heart of this “Brave New Media World” is
a media landscape that has been forever altered by the emergence of the Internet and a “changing of the guard” from traditional media giants like News Corp. and Time Warner to new digital
giants like Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google, and Microsoft. As the Google and Netflix ventures
demonstrate, the Internet is marked by shifting and unpredictable terrain. In usurping the
classified ads of newspapers and altering distribution for music, movies, and TV programs, the
Internet has forced almost all media businesses to rethink not only the content they provide but
the entire economic structure within which our capitalist media system operates.
In this chapter, we examine the economic impact of business strategies on various media. We will:
 ;nfbeh[j^[_iik[iWdZj[di_edij^WjWh[WfWhje\j^[Ykhh[djc[Z_W[Yedeco
 ;nWc_d[j^[h_i[e\j^[?d\ehcWj_ed7]["Z_ij_d]k_i^[ZXo\b[n_Xb["if[Y_Wb_p[Z"WdZ]beXWb
markets
 ?dl[ij_]Wj[j^[Xh[WaZemde\[Yedec_YXehZ[hi"\eYki_d]edc[Z_WYedieb_ZWj_ed"Yehferate mergers, synergy, deregulation, and the emergence of an economic global village
 7ZZh[ii[j^_YWbWdZieY_Wb_iik[i_dc[Z_W[Yedec_Yi"_dl[ij_]Wj_d]j^[b_c_jie\Wdj_jhkij
laws, the concept of consumer control, and the threat of cultural imperialism
 ;nWc_d[j^[h_i[e\d[mZ_]_jWbc[Z_WYed]bec[hWj[i
 9edi_Z[hj^[_cfWYje\c[Z_WYedieb_ZWj_ededZ[ceYhWYoWdZedj^[Z_l[hi_joe\j^[
marketplace
As you read through this chapter, think about the different media you use on a daily basis.
What media products or content did you consume over the past week? Do you know who owns
them? How important is it to know this? Do you consume popular culture or read news from
other countries? Why or why not? For more questions to help you understand the role of media
economics in our lives, see “Questioning the Media” in the Chapter Review.

Analyzing the Media
Economy
Given the sprawling scope of the mass media, the study of their economic conditions poses a
number of complicated questions. For example, does the government need to play a stronger
role in determining who owns the mass media and what kinds of media products are manufactured? Or should the government step back and let competition and market forces dictate what
happens to mass media industries? Should citizen groups play a larger part in demanding that
media organizations help maintain the quality of social and cultural life? Does the influence of
American popular culture worldwide smother or encourage the growth of democracy and local
cultures? Does the increasing concentration of economic power in the hands of several international corporations too severely restrict the number of players and voices in the media?
Answers to such questions span the economic and social spectrums. On the one hand,
critics express concerns about the increasing power and reach of large media conglomerates.
On the other hand, many free-market advocates maintain that as long as these structures ensure
eﬃcient operation and generous proﬁts, they measure up as quality media organizations. In
order to probe these issues fully, we need to understand key economic concepts across two
broad areas: media structure and media performance.5
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MEDIA ECONOMICS

Collecting Revenue
The media collect revenues in two ways: through direct and indirect payments. Direct payment
involves media products supported primarily by consumers, who pay directly for a book, a CD, a
movie, or an Internet or cable TV service. Indirect payment involves media products supported
primarily by advertisers, who pay for the quantity or quality of audience members that a particular medium delivers. Over-the-air radio and TV broadcasting, daily newspapers, magazines, and
most Web sites rely on indirect payments for the majority of their revenue.
Through direct payments, consumers communicate their preferences immediately. Through
the indirect payments of advertising, “the client is the advertiser, not the viewer or listener or
reader.”7 Advertisers, in turn, seek media channels that persuade customers to acquire new
products or switch brand loyalties. Many forms of mass media, of course, generate revenue both
directly and indirectly, including newspapers, magazines, online services, and cable systems,
which charge subscription fees in addition to selling commercial time or space to advertisers.

Commercial Strategies and Social Expectations

“Had anyone in
1975 predicted
that the two oldest
and most famous
corporate producers and marketers
of American
recorded music
[the RCA and CBS
labels] would end
up in the hands of
German printers
and publishers
[Bertelsmann]
and Japanese
physicists and
electronic engineers
[Sony], the reaction
in the industry
would have been
astonishment.”
BARNET AND
CAVANAGH, GLOBAL
DREAMS, 1994

When evaluating the media, economists also look at other elements of the commercial process,
including program or product costs, price setting, marketing strategies, and regulatory practices. For instance, marketers and media economists determine how high a local newspaper
can raise its weekly price before enough disgruntled readers drop their subscriptions and offset
the profits made from the price increase. Or, as in 1996, critics and government agencies began
reviewing the inflated price of CDs. They demonstrated that the economies of scale principle—
the practice of increasing production levels to reduce the cost for each product—should have
driven down the price of a CD in the same way that the price of videotapes dropped in the
1980s. Yet it wasn’t until October 2003 that any of the major recording companies dropped its
CD prices. At that time, Universal, trying to generate consumer demand in the face of illegal filesharing of music, cut the recommended retail price of music CDs by a third—to $12.98 each (by
2011 the price had dropped to $9—$10 at discount retailers and on Amazon, but a new CD from a
popular artist still cost $13—$14; this does not include downloading MP3s on sites like iTunes).
;Yedec_iji"c[Z_WYh_j_Yi"WdZYedikc[heh]Wd_pWj_edi^Wl[WbieWia[Zj^[cWiic[Z_Wje
meet certain performance criteria. Some key expectations of media organizations include introducing new technologies to the marketplace, making media products and services available to
people of all economic classes, facilitating free expression and robust political discussion, acting
as public watchdogs over wrongdoing, monitoring society in times of crisis, playing a positive
role in education, and maintaining the quality of culture.8
Although media industries live up to some of these expectations better than to others,
economic analyses permit consumers and citizens to examine the instances when the mass
media fall short. For example, when corporate executives trim news budgets or ﬁre news personnel, or use one reporter to do multiple versions of a story for TV, radio, newspaper, and the
Internet, such decisions ultimately reduce the total number of diﬀerent news stories that cover
a crucial topic and may jeopardize the role of journalists as watchdogs of society.

The Transition to an Information
Economy
The first half of the twentieth century emphasized mass production, the rise of manufacturing
plants, and the intense rivalry of U.S.-based businesses competing against products from other
nations. By the 1990s, however, car parts for both Japanese- and American-based firms were
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being manufactured in plants all over the world. The transition to this new cooperative global
economy actually began taking shape back in the 1950s—a period in which the machines that
drove the Industrial Age changed gears for the new Information Age. With offices displacing
factories as major work sites, centralized mass production declined and often gave way to internationalized, decentralized, and lower-paid service work.
As part of the shift to an information-based economy, various mass media industries began
marketing music, movies, television programs, and computer software on a global level. The
emphasis on mass production shifted to the cultivation of specialized niche markets. In the
1960s, serious national media consolidation began, escalating into the global media mergers
that have continued since the 1980s.

Deregulation Trumps Regulation
During the rise of industry in the nineteenth century, entrepreneurs such as John D. Rockefeller in
oil, Cornelius Vanderbilt in shipping and railroads, and Andrew Carnegie in steel created monopolies in their respective industries. In 1890, Congress passed the Sherman Antitrust Act, outlawing
the monopoly practices and corporate trusts that often fixed prices to force competitors out of
business. In 1911, the government used this act to break up both the American Tobacco Company
and Rockefeller’s Standard Oil Company, which was divided into thirty smaller competing firms.
In 1914, Congress passed the Clayton Antitrust Act, prohibiting manufacturers from selling
only to dealers and contractors who agreed to reject
the products of business rivals. The Celler-Kefauver Act
of 1950 further strengthened antitrust rules by limiting
any corporate mergers and joint ventures that reduced
competition. Today, these laws are enforced by the
Federal Trade Commission and the antitrust division of
the Department of Justice.

ANTITRUST REGULATION
During the late 1800s,
John D. Rockefeller Sr.,
considered the richest
businessman in the world,
controlled more than 90
percent of the U.S. oil
reﬁning business. But
antitrust regulations were
used in 1911 to bust
Rockefeller’s powerful
Standard Oil into more than
thirty separate companies.
He later hired PR guru lvy
Lee to refashion his negative
image as a greedy corporate
mogul.

The Escalation of Deregulation
Until the banking, credit, and mortgage crises erupted
in fall 2008, government regulation had often been
denounced as a barrier to the more flexible flow of
capital. Although the administration of President Carter
(1977–81) actually initiated deregulation, under President
Reagan (1981–89) most controls on business were drastically weakened. Deregulation led to easier mergers,
corporate diversifications, and increased tendencies in
some sectors toward oligopolies (especially in airlines,
energy, communications, and finance).9 This deregulation and decline of government oversight sometimes led
jei[l[h[Yedi[gk[dY[i"ikY^Wij^[YebbWfi[e\;dhed
in 2001, the fraud cases at telecommunications firm
WorldCom and cable company Adelphia in 2005, and
the widespread financial crises that began in 2008 and
set off a worldwide recession.
In the broadcast industry, the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (under President Clinton) lifted most
restrictions on how many radio and TV stations one
corporation could own. As a result, radio and television ownership became increasingly consolidated. The
1996 act further welcomed the seven powerful regional
telephone companies, known as Baby Bells (resulting
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from the mid-1980s breakup of the AT&T telephone monopoly), into the cable TV business. In
addition, cable operators regained the right to freely raise their rates and were authorized to
compete in the local telephone business. At the time, some economists thought the new competition would lower consumer prices. Others predicted more mergers and an oligopoly in which
a few mega-corporations would control most of the wires entering a home and dictate pricing.
As it turned out, part of each prediction occurred. The price of basic cable service more than
doubled between 1996 and 2011, from $24.48 to $57.46 per month.10 At the same time, the cost
of a monthly telephone landline increased only about 20 percent, in part because a growing percentage of households replaced their landlines with mobile phones. Increasingly, companies like
Comcast and AT&T try to corner all of the key communications systems by “bundling” multiple
services—including digital cable television, high-speed Internet, home telephone, and wireless.

Deregulation Continues Today

“Big is bad if it stiﬂes
competition . . .
but big is good if it
produces quality
programs.”
MICHAEL EISNER,
THEN-CEO,
DISNEY, 1995

“It’s a small world,
after all.”
THEME SONG,
DISNEY THEME PARKS

Since the 1980s, a spirit of deregulation and special exemptions has guided communication legislation. For example, in 1995, despite complaints from NBC, Rupert Murdoch’s Australian company
News Corp. received a special dispensation from the FCC and Congress allowing the firm to continue owning and operating the Fox network and a number of local TV stations. The Murdoch decision ran counter to government decisions made after World War I. At that time, the government
feared outside owners and thus limited foreign investment in U.S. broadcast operations to 20
percent. To make things easier, Murdoch became a U.S. citizen, and in 2004 News Corp. moved its
headquarters to the United States, where the company was doing about 80 percent of its business.
FCC rules were further relaxed in late 2007, when the agency modiﬁed the newspaperbroadcast cross-ownership rule, allowing a company located in a Top 20 market to own one TV
station and one newspaper as long as there were at least eight TV stations in the market. Previously, a company could not own a newspaper and a broadcast outlet—either a TV or radio
station—in the same market (although if a media company had such cross-ownership prior to
the early 1970s, the FCC usually granted waivers to let it stand). Murdoch had already been
granted a permanent waiver from the FCC to own the New York Post and the New York TV station
WNYW. So the FCC actually restructured the cross-ownership rule to accommodate News Corp.
(In 2006, when News Corp. bought the New York–based Wall Street Journal, the FCC declared
that the Journal was a national newspaper, not a local one that fell under the cross-ownership
rule.) In 2011, the FCC voted to allow the same company to own a TV station and a newspaper
in a Top 20 market. But in 2012, the Supreme Court let a lower court ruling stand that blocked
the FCC’s deregulation of cross-ownership, so the rules still exist.
The deregulation movement favored by administrations from Reagan through Clinton to
George W. Bush returned media economics to nineteenth-century principles, which suggested
that markets can take care of themselves with little government intervention. In this context,
one of the ironies in broadcast history is that more than eighty years ago commercial radio
broadcasters demanded government regulation to control technical interference and amateur
competition. By the mid-1990s, however, the original reasons given for regulation no longer
applied. With new cable channels, DBS, and the Internet, broadcasting was no longer considered a scarce resource—once a major rationale for regulation as well as government funding of
noncommercial and educational stations.

Media Powerhouses: Consolidation,
Partnerships, and Mergers
The antitrust laws of the twentieth century, despite their strength, have been unevenly applied,
especially in terms of the media. When International Telephone & Telegraph (ITT) tried to
acquire ABC in the 1960s, loud protests and government investigations sank the deal. But in the
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MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS
like the one between
NBC and Microsoft, which
resulted in the creation of
MSNBC, are one of the ways
media conglomerates work
together to consolidate
power. Here Rachel Maddow
prepares for her political talk
show on MSNBC.

mid-1980s, as the Justice Department broke up AT&T’s century-old monopoly—creating telephone
competition—the government at the same time was also authorizing a number of mass media
mergers that consolidated power in the hands of a few large companies. For example, when
=[d[hWb;b[Yjh_YfkhY^Wi[ZH97%D89_dj^['/.&i"j^[<J9"j^[<99"WdZj^[@kij_Y[:[fWhjc[dj
found few problems. Then, in 1996, computer giant Microsoft partnered with NBC to create a CNN
alternative, MSNBC: a twenty-four-hour news channel available on both cable and the Internet.
In 1995, Disney acquired ABC for $19 billion. To ensure its rank as the world’s largest media
conglomerate, Time Warner countered and bought Turner Broadcasting in 1995 for $7.5 billion.
In 2001, AOL acquired Time Warner for $106 billion—the largest media merger in history at the
time. For a time the company was called AOL Time Warner. However, when the online giant
saw its subscription service decline in the face of new high-speed broadband services from
cable ﬁrms, the company went back to the Time Warner name and spun oﬀ AOL in 2009. Time
Warner’s failed venture in the volatile world of the Internet proved disastrous. The companies
together were valued at $350 billion in 2000 but only at $50 billion in 2010. After suﬀering
losses of over $700 million in 2010, AOL in 2011 bought the Huffington Post, a popular news and
analysis Web site, for $315 million in an attempt to reverse its decline.
Also in 2001, the federal government approved a $72 billion deal uniting AT&T’s cable division
with Comcast, creating a cable company twice the size of its nearest competitor. (AT&T quickly
left the merger, selling its cable holdings to Comcast for $47 billion late in 2001.) In 2009, ComYWijijhkYaWZ[Wbm_j^=;jefkhY^Wi[WcW`eh_joijWa[_dD89Kd_l[hiWb"ij_hh_d]kfWdj_jhkij
complaints from some consumer groups. In 2010, Congress began hearings on whether uniting
a major cable company and a major broadcasting network under a single owner would decrease
healthy competition between cable and broadcast TV and would hurt consumers. In 2011, the FCC
approved the deal. In 2012, Comcast, as NBC’s new owner, bought out Microsoft’s share of MSNBC.
Until the 1980s, antitrust rules attempted to ensure diversity of ownership among competing businesses. Sometimes this happened, as in the breakup of AT&T, and sometimes it did not,
as in the cases of local newspaper and cable monopolies and the mergers listed above. What has
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“In antitrust, as in
many other areas
involving economic
regulation, there is
a general perception today that
businesses have
slipped the traces
of public control
and that unregulated market
forces will not
ensure a just, or
even efﬁcient,
economy.”
HARRY FIRST,
DIRECTOR, TRADE
REGULATION
PROGRAM, NYU, 2008

occurred consistently, though, is that media competition has been usurped by media consolidation. Today, the same anticompetitive mind-set exists that once allowed a few utility and
railroad companies to control their industries in the days before antitrust laws.
Most media companies have skirted monopoly charges by purchasing diverse types of mass
media rather than trying to control just one medium. For example, Disney, rather than trying
to dominate one area, provides programming to TV, cable, and movie theaters. In 1995, then–
:_id[o9;EC_Y^W[b;_id[hZ[\[dZ[Zj^[YecfWdo¾ifhWYj_Y[i"Wh]k_d]j^WjWibed]WibWh][
companies remain dedicated to quality—and as long as Disney did not try to buy the phone lines
and TV cables running into homes—such mergers beneﬁt America.
8kj;_id[h¾ifei_j_edhW_i[igk[ij_edi0>em_ij^[gkWb_joe\YkbjkhWbfheZkYjiZ[j[hc_d[Z5
If companies cannot make money on quality products, what happens? If ABC News cannot
make a substantial proﬁt, should Disney’s managers cut back their national or international
news staﬀ? What are the potential eﬀects of such layoﬀs on the public mission of news media
and consequently on our political system? How should the government and citizens respond?

Business Tendencies in Media Industries
In addition to the consolidation trend, a number of other factors characterize the economics of
mass media businesses. These are general trends or tendencies that cut across most business
sectors and demonstrate how contemporary global economies operate.

Flexible Markets and the Decline of Labor Unions
Today’s information culture is characterized by what business executives call flexibility—a
tendency to emphasize “the new, the fleeting . . . and the contingent in modern life, rather than
the more solid values implanted” during Henry Ford’s day, when relatively stable mass production drove mass consumption.11 The new elastic economy features the expansion of the service
sector (most notably in health care, banking, real estate, fast food, Internet ventures, and computer software) and the need to serve individual consumer preferences. This type of economy
has relied on cheap labor—sometimes exploiting poor workers in sweatshops—and on quick,
high-volume sales to offset the costs of making so many niche products for specialized markets.
Given that 80 to 90 percent of new consumer and media products typically fail, a ﬂexible
economy has demanded rapid product development and eﬃcient market research. Companies
need to score a few hits to oﬀset investments in failed products. For instance, during the peak
summer movie season, studios premiere dozens of new feature ﬁlms, such as The Avengers,
Brave, and The Dark Knight Rises in 2012. A few are hits but many more miss, and studios hope
to recoup their losses via merchandising tie-ins and DVD rentals and sales. Similarly, TV networks introduce scores of new programs each year but quickly replace those that fail to attract
a large audience or the “right” kind of aﬄuent viewers. This ﬂexible media system, of course,
heavily favors large companies with greater access to capital over small businesses that cannot
easily absorb the losses incurred from failed products.
The era of ﬂexible markets also coincided with the decline in the number of workers who
belong to labor unions. Having made strong gains on behalf of workers after World War II, labor
unions, at their peak in 1955, represented 35 percent of U.S. workers. Then, manufacturers and
other large industries began to look for ways to cut the rising cost of labor. With the shift to an
information economy, many jobs, such as making computers, CD players, TV sets, VCRs, and
DVDs, were exported to avoid the high price of U.S. unionized labor. (Today, in fact, many of the
technical and customer support services for these kinds of product lines are outsourced to nations
like India.) As large companies bought up small companies across national boundaries, commerce
developed rapidly at the global level. According to the U.S. Department of Labor, union membership fell to 20.1 percent in 1983 and 11.8 percent in 2011, the lowest rate in more than seventy years.
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Downsizing and the Wage Gap
With the apparent advantage to large companies in this flexible age, who is disadvantaged?
From the beginning of the recession in December 2007 through 2009, the United States lost
more than 8.4 million jobs (affecting 6.1 percent of all employers), creating the highest unemployment contraction since the Great Depression.12 This phenomenon of layoffs—in both good
times and bad—is characteristic of corporate “downsizing,” which is supposed to make companies more flexible (in terms of their commitment to their workforce) and more profitable.
This trend, spurred by government deregulation and a decline in worker protections,
means that many employees today scramble for jobs, often working two or three part-time
positions. Increasingly, the available positions have substandard pay. In 2011, the National
;cfbeoc[djBWmFhe`[Yjh[fehj[Z»ceh[j^Wded[_d\ekhfh_lWj[i[Yjeh`eXi(,f[hY[djm[h[
low-wage positions paying less than $10 per hour.”13 This translates to a salary of about $20,000
a year or less. And, the “ﬂexible” economy keeps moving in that direction. The U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics estimated in 2012 that 70 percent of the leading growth occupations for the
next decade are low-wage ones.14 In the news media, the emergence of online news sites, blogs,
and other ventures (e.g., the Huffington Post or Politico) has led to the “downsizing” of traditional newsrooms—95 of the top 100 newspapers cut staﬀ between 2006 and 2010. Layoﬀs and
buyouts in newsrooms mean there are fewer reporters and editors to develop new ideas and innovative techniques to compete with the online news vendors, although in some cases the new
online media have created opportunities for displaced news workers.
J^[cW_dX[d[ÆY_Wh_[ie\Zemdi_p_d]"[if[Y_Wbbo_dj^['//&i"^WZX[[dYehfehWj[9;EiºcWdo
of whom had overseen the layoﬀs. The 2008 Nobel economist and New York Times columnist Paul
Ahk]cWdh[fehj[Zedj^[]hem_d]]WfX[jm[[d9;EiWdZWl[hW][meha[hi"ijWj_d]j^WjXWYa_d
'/+&YehfehWj[9;Ei[Whd[ZWXekjjm[djo#Æl[j_c[ij^[Wl[hW][meha[h¾ifWo$8[jm[[d'/-&WdZ
2000, however, “the average annual salary in America, expressed in 1998 dollars (that is, adjusted
for inﬂation), rose from $32,522 in 1970 to $35,864 in 1999. . . . Over the same period, however . . .
j^[Wl[hW][h[WbWddkWbYecf[diWj_ede\j^[jef'&&9;Eim[dj\hec'$)c_bb_edº)/j_c[ij^[
pay of an average worker—to $37.5 million, more than 1,000 times the pay of ordinary workers.”15
J^[cW`eh[Yedec_Yh[Y[ii_edie\j^[(&&&i^Wl[b[ii[d[Zj^[mW][]WfX[jm[[d9;EiWdZj^[
average worker, but the gap was still signiﬁcant enough to be an issue that spurred the Occupy
MWbbIjh[[jfhej[iji_d(&''$;l[dWiceijX_]Xki_d[ii[i^WZh[Yel[h[Z\hecj^[h[Y[ii_edWdZ
experienced record proﬁts by 2011, their low-wage workers’ wages still suﬀered. For example, at
the top ﬁfty low-wage employers, including Target, McDonald’s, Panera, Macy’s, and Abercrombie & Fitch, the highest paid executives earned an average of $9.4 million a year. At that rate,
they earned about $4,520 an hour, an amount it would take more than six hundred minimum
wage employees to earn in the same time period.16 (See Table 13.1, “How Many Workers Can You
>_h[\ehj^[Fh_Y[e\Ed[9;E5¼

Economics, Hegemony, and Storytelling
To understand why our society hasn’t (until recently) participated in much public discussion
about wealth disparity and salary gaps, it is helpful to understand the concept of hegemony. The
word hegemony has roots in ancient Greek, but in the 1920s and 1930s Italian philosopher and
activist Antonio Gramsci worked out a modern understanding of hegemony: how a ruling class
in a society maintains its power—not simply by military or police force but more commonly by
citizens’ consent and deference to power. He explained that people who are without power—the
disenfranchised, the poor, the disaffected, the unemployed, exploited workers—do not routinely
rise up against those in power because “the rule of one class over another does not depend on
economic or physical power alone but rather on persuading the ruled to accept the system of
beliefs of the ruling class and to share their social, cultural, and moral values.”17 Hegemony,
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Company

CEO Compensation
(annual)

Entry-Level Compensation
(per hour/annual)

The Walt Disney Company

$29 million

$10/hour; $26,000/year
(Disneyland Hotel housekeeper)

Cablevision

$15–17 million

$13/hour; $33,800/year
(customer service representative)

505 employees

Time Warner Cable

$15.9 million

$20/hour; $52,000/year
(cable installer)

423 employees

One CEO =
1,115 employees

Starbucks

$9.9 million

$9/hour; $23,400/year
(entry-level barista)

423 employees

Walmart

$8.5 million

$9.75/hour; $25,350/year
(starting sales associate)

335 employees

Nike

$7.3 million

$9/hour; $23,400/year
(starting sales associate, NY)

311 employees

TABLE 13.1
HOW MANY WORKERS
CAN YOU HIRE FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE CEO?
Source: Douglas McIntyre, “How
Many Workers Can You Hire for
the Price of One CEO?”, July 7,
2010, http://www.dailyﬁnance
.com/story/how-many-workers
-can-you-hire-for-the-price-of-one
-ceo/19540733/.

then, is the acceptance of the dominant values in a culture by those who are subordinate to
those who hold economic and political power.
How then does this process actually work in our society? How do lobbyists, the rich, and
our powerful two-party political system convince regular citizens that they should go along
m_j^j^[ijWjkigke5;ZmWhZ8[hdWoi"ed[e\j^[\ekdZ[hie\ceZ[hdfkXb_Yh[bWj_edii[[
9^Wfj[hç'("mhej[_d^_i'/*-Whj_Yb[»J^[;d]_d[[h_d]e\9edi[dj¼j^WjYecfWd_[iWdZhkb[hi
couldn’t lead people—or get them to do what the ruling class wanted—until the people consented to what those companies or rulers were trying to do, whether it was convincing the public to support women smoking cigarettes or to go to war. To pull this oﬀ, Bernays would convert
a client’s goals into “common sense”; that is, he tried to convince consumers and citizens that
his clients’ interests were the “natural” or normal way things worked.
So if companies or politicians convinced consumers and voters that the interests of the
powerful were common sense and therefore normal or natural, they also created an atmosphere
and context in which there was less chance for challenge and criticism. Common sense, after all,
repels self-scrutiny (“that’s just plain common sense—end of discussion”). In this case, status quo
values and “conventional wisdom” (e.g., hard work and religious belief are rewarded with economic success) and political arrangements (e.g., the traditional two-party system serves democracy best) become taken for granted as normal and natural ways to organize and see the world.
To argue that a particular view or value is common sense is often an eﬀective strategy for
stopping conversation and debate. Yet common sense is socially and symbolically constructed
and shifts over time. For example, it was once common sense that the world was ﬂat and that
people who were not property-owning white males shouldn’t be allowed to vote. Common
sense is particularly powerful because it contains no analytical strategies for criticizing elite or
dominant points of view and therefore certiﬁes class, race, or sexual orientation divisions or
mainstream political views as natural and given.
To buy uncritically into concepts presented as common sense inadvertently serves to
maintain such concepts as natural, shutting down discussions about the ways in which economic divisions or political hierarchies are not natural and given. So when Democratic and
Republican candidates run for oﬃce, the stories they tell about themselves espouse their connection to Middle American common sense and “down home” virtues—for example, a photo
of Mitt Romney eating a Subway sandwich or a video of Barack Obama playing basketball in
a small Indiana high school gym. These ties to ordinary commonsense values and experience
connect the powerful to the everyday, making their interests and ours seem to be seamless.
To understand how hegemony works as a process, let’s examine how common sense is
practically and symbolically transmitted. Here it is crucial to understand the central importance
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of storytelling to culture. The narrative—as the dominant symbolic way we make sense of experience and
articulate our values—is often a vehicle for delivering “common sense.” Therefore, ideas, values, and
beliefs can be carried in our mainstream stories, the
stories we tell and ﬁnd in daily conversations, in the
local paper, in political ads, on the evening news, or
in books, magazines, movies, favorite TV shows, and
online. The narrative, then, is the normal and familiar structure that aids in converting ideas, values,
and beliefs to common sense—normalizing them
into “just the way things are.”
The reason that common narratives “work” is
that they identify with a culture’s dominant values;
“Middle American” virtues include allegiances to
family, honesty, hard work, religion, capitalism,
health, democracy, moderation, loyalty, fairness,
authenticity, modesty, and so forth. These kinds
of Middle American virtues are the ones that our
politicians most frequently align themselves with in
the political ads that tell their stories. These virtues lie at the heart of powerful American Dream
stories that for centuries now have told us that if we work hard and practice such values, we
will triumph and be successful. Hollywood, too, distributes these shared narratives, celebrating
characters and heroes who are loyal, honest, and hardworking. Through this process, the media
(and the powerful companies that control them) provide the commonsense narratives that keep
the economic status quo relatively unchallenged and leave little room for alternatives.
In the end, hegemony helps explain why we occasionally support economic plans and structures that may not be in our best interest. We may do this out of altruism, as when wealthy people
or companies favor higher taxes because of a sense of obligation to support those who are less
fortunate. But more often, the American Dream story is so powerful in our media and popular
culture that many of us believe that we have an equal chance of becoming rich and therefore successful and happy. So why do anything to disturb the economic structures that the dream is built
upon? In fact, in many versions of our American Dream story—from Hollywood ﬁlms to political
ads—the government often plays the role of villain, seeking to raise our taxes or undermine rugged individualism and hard work. Pitted against the government in these stories, the protagonist
is the “little guy” at odds with burdensome regulation and bureaucratic oversight. However,
many of these stories are produced and distributed by large media corporations and political
leaders who rely on the rest of us to consent to the American Dream narrative to keep their privileged place in the status quo and reinforce this “commonsense” story as the way the world works.

AMERICAN DREAM
STORIES are distributed
through our media. This is
especially true of early television shows in the 1950s
and 1960s like The Donna
Reed Show, which idealized
the American nuclear family
as central to the American
Dream.

Specialization, Global Markets,
and Convergence
In today’s complex and often turbulent economic environment, global firms have sought
greater profits by moving labor to less economically developed countries that need jobs
but have poor health and safety regulations for workers. The continuous outsourcing of
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many U.S. jobs and the breakdown of global economic borders accompanied this transformation. Bolstered by the passage of GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade)
in 1947, the formation of the WTO (World Trade Organization, which succeeded GATT in
1995), and the signing of NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement) in 1994, global
cooperation fostered transnational media corporations and business deals across international terrain.
But in many cases this global expansion by U.S. companies ran counter to America’s earlytwentieth-century vision of itself. Henry Ford, for example, followed his wife’s suggestion to
lower prices so workers could aﬀord Ford cars. In many countries today, however, most workers cannot even aﬀord the stereo equipment and TV sets they are making primarily for U.S. and
;khef[WdcWha[ji$

The Rise of Specialization and Synergy
The new globalism coincided with the rise of specialization. The magazine, radio, and cable
industries sought specialized markets both in the United States and overseas, in part to counter
television’s mass appeal. By the 1980s, however, even television—confronted with the growing
popularity of home video and cable—began niche marketing, targeting affluent eighteen- to
thirty-four-year-old viewers, whose buying habits are not as stable or predictable as those of
older consumers. Younger and older audiences, abandoned by the networks, were sought
by other media outlets and advertisers. Magazines such as Seventeen and AARP The Magazine
now flourish. Cable channels such as Nickelodeon and the Cartoon Network serve the under[_]^j[[dcWha[j"m^_b[7;WdZB_\[j_c[WZZh[iil_[m[hiel[hW][\_\joWdZ\[cWb[1_dWZZ_j_ed"
YWXb[Y^Wdd[b8;JjWh][jioekd]7\h_YWd7c[h_YWdi"^[bf_d]jeZ[\_d[j^[cWiWYedikc[h
group. (See “Case Study: Minority and Female Media Ownership: Why Does It Matter?”
on pages 464–465.)
Beyond specialization, though, what really distinguishes current media economics is the
extension of synergy to international levels. Synergy typically refers to the promotion and sale
of diﬀerent versions of a media product across the various subsidiaries of a media conglomerate (e.g., a Time Warner HBO cable special about “the making of” a Warner Brothers movie
reviewed in Time magazine). However, it also refers to global companies like Sony buying up
popular culture—in this case, movie studios and record labels—to play on its various electronic
products. Today, synergy is the default business mode of most media companies.

Disney: A Postmodern Media Conglomerate
To understand the contemporary story of media economics and synergy, we need only examine the transformation of Disney from a struggling cartoon creator to one of the world’s largest
media conglomerates.

The Early Years
After Walt Disney’s first cartoon company, Laugh-O-Gram, went bankrupt in 1922, Disney
moved to Hollywood and found his niche. He created Mickey Mouse (originally named Mortimer) for the first sound cartoons in the late 1920s and developed the first feature-length
cartoon, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, completed in 1937.
For much of the twentieth century, the Disney company set the standard for popular
cartoons and children’s culture. The Silly Symphonies series (1929–39) established the studio’s
reputation for high-quality hand-drawn cartoons. Although Disney remained a minor studio,
Fantasia and Pinocchio—the two top-grossing ﬁlms of 1940—each made more than $40 million.
Nonetheless, the studio barely broke even because cartoon projects took time—four years for
Snow White—and commanded the company’s entire attention.
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Around the time of the demise of the cartoon ﬁlm short in movie theaters, Disney expanded into other areas, with its ﬁrst nature documentary short, Seal Island (1949); its ﬁrst liveaction feature, Treasure Island (1950); and its ﬁrst feature documentary, The Living Desert (1953).
Disney was also among the ﬁrst ﬁlm studios to embrace television, launching a long-running
fh_c[#j_c[i^em_d'/+*$J^[d"_d'/++":_id[obWdZef[d[Z_dIekj^[hd9Wb_\ehd_W$;l[djkWbbo"
Disney’s theme parks would produce the bulk of the studio’s revenues. (Walt Disney World in
Orlando, Florida, began operation in 1971.)
In 1953, Disney started Buena Vista, a distribution company. This was the ﬁrst step in making the studio into a major player. The company also began exploiting the power of its early
cartoon features. Snow White, for example, was successfully rereleased in theaters to new generations of children before eventually going to videocassette and much later to DVD.

Global Expansion
The death of Walt Disney in 1966 triggered a period of decline for the studio. But in 1984 a new
cWdW][c[djj[Wc"b[ZXoC_Y^W[b;_id[h"_d_j_Wj[ZWjkhdWhekdZ$J^[d[mboYh[Wj[ZJekY^stone movie division reinvented the live-action cartoon for adults as well as for children in
Who Framed Roger Rabbit (1988). A string of hand-drawn animated hits followed, including The
Little Mermaid (1989), Beauty and the Beast (1991), The Lion King (1994), Mulan (1998), and Lilo
+ Stitch (2002). In a partnership with Pixar Animation Studios, Disney also distributed a string
of computer-animated blockbusters, including Toy Story (1995), Monsters, Inc. (2001), Finding
Nemo (2003), The Incredibles (2004), Up (2009), and Toy Story 3 (2010).
Disney also came to epitomize the synergistic possibilities of media consolidation. It can
produce an animated feature for both theatrical release and DVD distribution. With its ABC
network (purchased in 1995), it can promote Disney movies and television shows on programs
like Good Morning America. A book version can be released through Disney’s publishing arm,
Hyperion, and “the-making-of ” versions can appear on cable’s Disney Channel or ABC Family.
Characters can become attractions at Disney’s theme parks, which themselves have spawned
Hollywood movies such as the lucrative Pirates of the Caribbean franchise.
Throughout the 1990s, Disney continued to ﬁnd new sources of revenue in both entertainment and distribution. Through its purchase of ABC, Disney also became the owner of the cable
ifehjiY^Wdd[bi;IFDWdZ;IFD("WdZbWj[h[nfWdZ[Zj^[XhWdZm_j^;IFD[mi";IFD9bWii_Y"
WdZ;IFDKY^Wdd[bi1ESPN The Magazine; ;IFDHWZ_e1WdZ;IFD$Yec$?dD[mOeha9_jo":_id[o
renovated several theaters and launched versions of Beauty and the Beast, The Lion King, and
Spider-Man as successful Broadway musicals.
Building on the international
appeal of its cartoon features,
Disney extended its global reach
by opening Tokyo Disney Resort in
1983 and Disneyland Paris in 1991.
On the home front, a proposed
historical park in Virginia, Disney’s
America, suﬀered defeat at the
hands of citizens who raised concerns about Disney misinterpreting
or romanticizing American history.
In 1995, shortly after the company
purchased ABC, the news division
was criticized for running a ﬂattering proﬁle about Disney on ABC’s
evening news program.

DISNEY HAD BEEN
DISTRIBUTING PIXAR’S
MOVIES for over ten
years when it purchased
the computer animation
company in 2006.
Disney-Pixar puts out a
new animated feature
roughly every year. Like
its predecessors, Brave
was accompanied by a
large-scale marketing and
merchandising campaign,
with dolls of its heroine
Merida available in stores
nationwide.
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CASE
STUDY
Minority and Female Media Ownership:
Why Does It Matter?

T

he giant merger in 2010
between “Big Network” (NBC)
and “Big Cable” (Comcast)
signaled a key economic strategy
for traditional media industries in
the age of the Internet. By claiming that “Big Internet” companies
like Google and Amazon (especially
as they move into content development) pose enough of a threat to
old media, traditional media companies pushed for the dissolution of
remaining ownership restrictions.
However, the big NBC-Comcast
merger also brought to the forefront
concerns about diminishing diversity in media ownership. Since the
Telecommunications Act of 1996,
which made it easier for big media
companies to consolidate, minority and female media owners have
declined by more than 70 percent.1
In 2006–07 alone, the number
of African American–owned TV
stations “decreased by 60 percent,
from 19 to 8, or from 1.4 percent to
0.6 percent of all stations.”2 These
numbers already show a severe
lack of minority- and female-owned
media companies, and critics of
large media conglomerations and
consolidation fear that the NBCComcast merger will mean even less
diversity in media ownership.
Back in the 1970s, the FCC enacted
rules that prohibited a single company
from owning more than seven AM
radio stations, seven FM radio stations, and seven TV stations (called
“the 7-7-7 rule”). These restrictions
were first put in place to encourage

diverse and alternative owners—and,
therefore, diverse and alternative
viewpoints. However, the rules were
relaxed throughout the 1980s, and
when almost all ownership restrictions were lifted in 1996, big media
companies often bought up smaller
radio and TV stations formerly controlled by minority and female owners.
By 2011, radio behemoth Clear
Channel owned 866 radio stations,
Cumulus owned 572, and CBS controlled 127.
Two significant studies on minority
ownership of TV and radio stations
conducted by Free Press Research
in 2007 (“Out of the Picture” and
“Off the Dial”) found that “minorities
comprise 34 percent of the entire
U.S. population, but own a total of
43 stations, or 3.15 percent of all

full-power commercial television stations.” And women, who make up 51
percent of the U.S. population, “own
a total of only 80 stations, or 5.87
percent of all full-power commercial
television stations.”3 In addition,
“women own just 6 percent of all
full-power commercial broadcast
radio stations,” while “racial or ethnic
minorities own just 7.7 percent
of . . . commercial broadcast radio
stations.”4 Since the publication of
these studies, the ownership picture
has grown worse for minorities and
women, spurred by the economic
crisis of 2008–09 and the loss of
substantial ad revenue by commercial broadcast stations. The picture
is equally bleak in terms of minority
representation in the management
ranks of TV newsrooms. A 2012
survey by the Radio Television Digital

Ownership of Full-Power
Commercial Radio Stations

Non-Minority
92.3%

American Indian/
Alaska Native 0.3%
Asian 0.9%
Black 3.5%
Hispanic 2.9%
Source: FCC Form 323 filings; U.S. Census Bureau;
Free Press Research, 2007

News Association and Hofstra
University found that 93.1 percent
of TV general managers and 95.3
percent of radio general managers
(GMs) were white. In terms of gender,
80.7 percent of GMs in both television and radio were men.5
Unfortunately, the general public is
largely unaware of the decline in minority and female media ownership,
and how that affects the type and
variety of information they receive.
Even when the FCC decides to hold
public hearings—as it did in 2010,
offering three traveling “field workshops on media ownership”—the
public has no way of knowing about
these hearings because, as Tracey
Rosenberg, executive director of Media Alliance, noted, “I’ve never seen
an FCC field workshop announced
on TV news.”6 Given that the majority
of U.S. citizens get their news and
information from TV, and given that
big media and non-minorities own
the vast majority of commercial TV
stations, it’s certainly not in these
owners’ economic interest for TV
news operations to report public

Ownership of Full-Power
Commercial TV Stations

Non-Minority
96.8%

American Indian/
Alaska Native 0.4%
Asian 0.4%
Black 1.3%
Hispanic 1.1%
Source: FCC Form 323 filings; U.S. Census Bureau;
Free Press Research, 2007

meetings about FCC hearings on
media ownership.
Finally, the argument that Google
and Amazon pose enough of a threat
to traditional media to warrant even
more consolidation, thus forcing out
women and minority owners, seems
counterproductive in a media world
that should be encouraging diverse

points of view. In a nation that has
grown more politically contentious
and divided (as evidenced by the
prevalence of partisan blogs and
24/7 cable pundit shows), it is
increasingly important for the FCC
and all citizens to demand and
support multiple voices in the public
sphere and more owners in the
media market.
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Despite criticism, little slowed Disney’s global expansion. Orbit—a Saudi-owned satellite
relay station based in Rome—introduced Disney’s twenty-four-hour premium cable channel
jejm[djo#j^h[[Yekdjh_[i_dj^[C_ZZb[;WijWdZDehj^7\h_YW_d'//-$:_id[oef[d[Zceh[
venues in Asia, with Hong Kong Disneyland Resort in 2005 and Shanghai Disney Resort,
which broke ground in 2011. Disney exempliﬁes the formula for becoming a “great media
conglomerate” as deﬁned by the book Global Dreams: “Companies able to use visuals to sell
sound, movies to sell books, or software to sell hardware would become the winners in the
new global commercial order.”18

Corporate Shake-Ups and Disney Today

“To the French
mind, Disney
represents the
arrowhead of
American cultural
assault.”
ANTHONY LANE,
NEW YORKER, 2006

;l[dWi:_id[o]h[m_djej^[mehbZ¾iDe$(c[Z_WYed]bec[hWj[_dj^[[Whbo(&&&i"j^[YWhjeed
pioneer experienced the multiple shocks of a recession, failed films and Internet ventures, and
declining theme park attendance.
?d(&&*";_id[hWdZ:_id[oh[\ki[ZjeZ_ijh_Xkj[C_Y^W[bCeeh[¾iYedjhel[hi_Wb?hWgmWh
documentary Fahrenheit 9/11, m^_Y^C_hWcWn^WZÆdWdY[Z$;_id[h¾iZ[Y_i_edmWiWÆdWdY_Wb
blunder; the movie cost $7 million to make and went on to earn $119 million in U.S. theaters. By
2005, Disney had fallen to No. 5 among movie studios in U.S. box oﬃce sales—down from No. 1
_d(&&)$7Z_l_Z[ZWdZkd^WffoXeWhZe\Z_h[Yjehi\ehY[Z;_id[hekj_d(&&+W\j[hjm[djo#ed[
o[WhiWi9;E$19?d(&&,"d[m9;EHeX[hj?][hc[h][Z:_id[oWdZF_nWhWdZcWZ[F_nWhWdZ
7ffb[9ecfkj[h\ekdZ[hWdZ9;EIj[l[@eXiW:_id[oXeWhZc[cX[h$?d(&&/":_id[oWbie
signed a long-term deal to distribute movies from Steven Spielberg’s DreamWorks Studios. But
in 2010, Disney, still reeling from the economic recession, sold Miramax for $660 million to an
investor group.
The Pixar deal showed that Disney was ready to embrace the digital age. In an eﬀort to
focus on television, movies, and its online initiatives, Disney sold its twenty-two radio stations and the ABC Radio Network to Citadel Broadcasting for $2.7 billion in 2007. Disney also
made its movies and TV programs available at Apple’s iTunes store and announced it would
become a partner with NBC and Fox in the popular video site Hulu.com. In 2009, Disney
fkhY^Wi[ZCWhl[b;dj[hjW_dc[dj\eh*X_bb_ed"Xh_d]_d]?hedCWd"If_Z[h#CWd"WdZN#C[d
into the Disney family; in 2012, they purchased Lucasﬁlm and with it the rights to the Star
Wars and Indiana Jones movies and characters. This meant that Disney had access to whole
casts of “new” characters—not just for TV programs, feature ﬁlms, and animated movies but
also for its multiple theme parks.

Global Audiences Expand Media Markets
As Disney’s story shows, international expansion has allowed media conglomerates some advantages, including secondary markets to earn profits and advance technological innovations.
First, as media technologies get cheaper and more portable (think Walkman to iPod), American
media proliferate both inside and outside national boundaries. Today, greatly facilitated by the
Internet, media products easily reach the eyes and ears of the world. Second, this globalism
permits companies that lose money on products at home to profit abroad. Roughly 80 percent
of U.S. movies, for instance, do not earn back their costs in U.S. theaters and depend on foreign
circulation and home video to make up for losses.
The same is true for the television industry. Consider the 1990s phenomenon Baywatch,
which went into ﬁrst-run syndication in 1991 after being canceled by NBC. The program’s producers claimed that by the late 1990s, Baywatch, a show about the adventures of scantily clad lifeguards who make beaches safer for everyone, was the most-watched program in the world, with
more than a billion viewers. The dialogue in the series, like that of action movies, was limited and
fairly simple, which made it easy and inexpensive to translate the program into other languages.
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MEDIA ECONOMICS

Media Literacy and
the Critical Process

1

DESCRIPTION. Using

international box oﬃce revenue
b_ij_d]immm$XeneêY[ce`e$Yec%_djb
is a good place to start), compare the
recent weekly box oﬃce rankings of
the United States to those of ﬁve other
countries. (Your sample could extend
across several continents or focus on
a speciﬁc region, like Southeast Asia.)
Limit yourself to the top ten or ﬁfteen
ﬁlms in box oﬃce rank. Note where each
ﬁlm is produced (some ﬁlms are joint
productions of studios from two or more
countries), and put your results in a
table for comparison.

2

ANALYSIS. What patterns
emerged in each country’s box
oﬃce rankings? What percentage of ﬁlms
came from the United States? What percentage of ﬁlms were domestic productions in each country? What percentage
of ﬁlms came from countries other than
the United States? In the United States,
what percentage of top ﬁlms originated
with studios from other countries?

3

INTERPRETATION. So what
do your discoveries mean? Can

Cultural Imperialism and Movies
In the 1920s, the U.S. ﬁlm industry became the leader
of the worldwide ﬁlm business. The images and stories of
American ﬁlms are well known in nearly every corner of the
earth. But with major ﬁlm production centers in places like
India, China, Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea, Mexico, the
United Kingdom, Germany, France, Russia, and Nigeria, how
much do U.S. ﬁlms dominate international markets today?
Conversely, how often do international ﬁlms get much
attention in the United States?
you make an argument for or against
the existence of cultural imperialism by the United States? Are there
film industries from other countries
that dominate movie theaters in their
region of the world? How would you
critique the reverse of cultural imperialism, wherein international films
from other countries rarely break
into the Top 10 box office list? Does
this happen in any countries you
sampled?

4

EVALUATION. Given your
interpretation, is cultural
dominance by one country a good thing
or a bad thing? Consider the potential
advantages of creating a “global village” of shared popular culture versus

the potential disadvantages of cultural
imperialism. Also, is there any potential
harm in a country’s box oﬃce Top 10
list being ﬁlled by domestic productions
and rarely having international ﬁlms
featured?

5

ENGAGEMENT. Contact

your local movie theater (or the
headquarters of the chain that owns
it). Ask them how they decide which
ﬁlms to screen. If they don’t show many
international ﬁlms, ask them why not.
Be ready to provide a list of three to
ﬁve international ﬁlms released in the
United States (see the full list of current
U.S. releases at www.boxoﬃcemojo
.com) that haven’t yet been screened in
your theater.

are still uncertain whether this type of Internet exposure actually works as a form of promotion for their content, drawing in new viewers and readers. In addition, these companies
are unsure of how to take the next step—getting people who are accustomed to free online
content to pay. Some categories of media content do better than others. For example, a
2012 Nielsen survey found that “tablet owners aren’t opposed to paying for the media they
really want.” In the United States, 62 percent of tablet owners had paid for downloading
music, while 58 percent paid for books, 51 percent for movies, 41 percent for TV shows
and magazines, 27 percent for streaming radio, 22 percent for sports, and only 19 percent
for news.23

The Rise of the New Digital Media Conglomerates
The digital turn marks a shift in the media environment from the legacy media powerhouses
like Time Warner and Disney to the new digital media conglomerates. Five companies reign
bWh][hj^Wdej^[hi_dZ_]_jWbc[Z_W07cWped"7ffb["<WY[Xeea"=ee]b["WdZC_Yheie\j$;WY^^Wi
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become powerful for different reasons. Amazon’s entrée is that it has grown into the largest
e-commerce site in the world. In recent years, Amazon has begun shifting from delivering
physical products (e.g., bound books) to distributing digital products (e.g., e-books and downloadable music, movies, television shows, and more), on its digital devices (Kindles). Apple’s
strength has been creating the technology and the infrastructure to bring any media content
to users’ fingertips. When many traditional media companies didn’t have the means to distribute content online easily, Apple developed the shiny devices (the iPod, iPhone, and iPad) and
easy-to-use systems (the iTunes store) to do it, immediately transforming the media industries.
Today, Apple has a hand in every media industry, as it offers the premiere platforms of the
digital turn. In 2012, Apple became the most valuable company in the world, with shares worth
$625.3 billion.
Facebook’s strength has been its ability to become central to communication and social
media. As Facebook’s number of users approached one billion worldwide in 2012, the company
still struggled to fully leverage those users (and the massive amounts of data they share about
themselves) into advertising sales, particularly as its users move to accessing Facebook via
mobile phones. Unlike the other four digital companies, Facebook lacks hardware devices to
access the Internet and digital media. Google, which draws its huge numbers of users through
its search function, has much more successfully translated those users (and the information
provided by their search terms) into an advertising business worth more than $42 billion a year.
Google is also moving into the same digital media distribution business that Apple and Amazon
oﬀer, via its Android phone operating system and its Nexus 7 tablet. Microsoft, one of the
wealthiest digital companies in the world, is making the transition from being the top software
company (a business that is slowly in decline) to competing in the digital media world with its
8_d]i[WhY^[d]_d[WdZZ[l_Y[ib_a[_jiikYY[ii\kbNXen]Wc[Yedieb[WdZ_jid[mIkh\WY[
tablet. Microsoft also owns Yammer, a business social network, and holds a small ownership
share in Facebook.
Given how technologically adept these ﬁve digital corporations have proven to be, they still
need to provide compelling narratives to attract people (to repeat a point from the beginning of
the chapter). All ﬁve companies are weak in this regard, as they rely on other companies’ media
narratives (e.g., the sounds, images, words, and pictures) or the stories that their own users
provide (as in Facebook posts or YouTube videos). The history of mass communication suggests that it is the content—the narratives—that are enduring, while the devices and distribution
systems are not.

The Digital Age Favors Small, Flexible Startup Companies
All of the leading digital companies of today were once small startups that emerged at
important junctures of the digital age. The earliest, Microsoft and Apple, were established
in the mid-1970s, with the rise of the personal computer. Amazon began in 1995 with the
popularization of the Web and the beginnings of e-commerce. Google was established in
1998, as search engines became the best way of navigating the Web. And Facebook, starting
in 2004, proved to be the best social media site to emerge in the 2000s. For each success
story, though, hundreds of other firms failed or flamed out quickly (e.g., MySpace).
Today, the juncture in the digital era is the growing importance of social media and
mobile devices. Like in the earlier periods, the strategy for startup companies is to ﬁnd a
niche market, connect with consumers, and then get big fast, swallowing up or overwhelming competitors. Instagram, Foursquare, Twitter, and Zynga are recent examples of this. The
successful startups then take two paths—either be acquired by a larger company (e.g., Google
buying YouTube, Facebook buying Instagram) or go it alone and try to get even bigger (e.g.,
Jm_jj[h$;_j^[hmWo"ikYY[iic_]^jdejbWijbed]"[if[Y_Wbbo_dWdW][m^[df[efb[¾i_dj[h[iji
can move on very quickly.
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MEDIA ECONOMICS

Social Issues in Media
Economics

DEMONSTRATORS donned
Murdoch masks in protest
following revelations about
News Corp. employees
hacking cell phones and
bribing police. The offending
publication, News of the
World, was consequently
shuttered in 2011, after
168 years in print.

As the Disney-ABC merger demonstrates, recent years have brought a surplus of billion-dollar
takeovers and mergers, including those between Time Inc. and Warner Communication, Time
Warner and Turner, AOL and Time Warner, UPN and WB, Comcast and NBC Universal, Sirius
WdZNC"7EBWdZHuffington Post"WdZKd_l[hiWbCki_Y=hekfWdZ;C?$J^_ic[h][hcWd_W^Wi
accompanied stripped-down regulation, which has virtually suspended most ownership limits
on media industries. As a result, a number of consumer advocates and citizen groups have
raised questions about deregulation and ownership consolidation. Still, the 2008 financial crisis
saw many of these megamedia firms overleveraged—that is, not making enough from stock
investments to offset the debt they took on to add more companies to their empires. So in 2009,
the New York Times Company tried to sell the Boston Globe, and Time Warner set AOL adrift.
The divestment has continued: The Washington Post Company sold Newsweek, Disney unloaded
Miramax, and News Corp. spun off its newspaper and publishing divisions.
One longtime critic of media mergers, Ben Bagdikian, author of The Media Monopoly, has
argued that although there are abundant products in the market—thousands of daily and weekly
newspapers, radio and television stations, magazines, and book publishers—only a limited
number of companies are in charge of those products.24 Bagdikian and others fear that this
represents a dangerous antidemocratic tendency in which a handful of media moguls wield
a disproportionate amount of economic control. (See “Case Study—From Fifty to a Few: The
Most Dominant Media Corporations” on page 471.) The News Corp. phone hacking scandal that
came to light in 2011 in the United Kingdom illustrates media power gone awry, with corruption
involving top company executives, police, and government oﬃcials.

The Limits of Antitrust Laws
Although meant to ensure multiple voices and owners, American antitrust laws have been easily
subverted since the 1980s as companies expanded by diversifying holdings, merging product
lines with other big media firms, and forming
local monopolies, especially in newspapers
and cable. The resulting consolidation of media
owners has limited the number of independent
voices in the market and reduced the number
of owners who might be able to innovate and
challenge established economic powers.

Diversification
Most media companies diversify among different media products (such as television stations
and film studios), never fully dominating a
particular media industry. Time Warner, for example, spreads its holdings among its television
programming, film, publishing, cable channels,
and Internet divisions. However, the media
giant really competes with only a few other big
companies like Disney, Viacom, and News Corp.
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CASE
STUDY
From Fifty to a Few: The Most Dominant
Media Corporations

W

hen Ben Bagdikian wrote the
ﬁrst edition of The Media
Monopoly, published in
1983, he warned of the chilling control
wielded by the ﬁfty elite corporations
that owned most of the U.S. mass
media. By the publication of the book’s
seventh edition in 2004, the number of
corporations controlling most of America’s daily newspapers, magazines,
radio, television, books, and movies had
dropped from ﬁfty to ﬁve. Today, most
of the leading corporations have a high
proﬁle in the United States, particularly through ownership of television
networks: Time Warner (CW), Disney
(ABC), News Corp. (Fox), CBS Corporation (CBS and CW), and Comcast/NBC
Universal (NBC).

The creep of consolidation over the
past few decades requires us to think
differently about how we experience
the mass media on a daily basis.
Potential conflicts of interest abound.
For example, should we trust how NBC
News covers Comcast or how ABC
News covers Disney? Should we be
wary if Time magazine hypes a Warner
Brothers film? More important, what
actions can we take to ensure that
the mass media function not just as
successful businesses for stockholders but also as a necessary part of our
democracy?
To help you get a better understanding of how our media landscape is
changing, look at the table below

that lists the Top 10 media companies for 1980, 1997, and 2011.
What patterns do you notice? How
does this reflect larger trends in the
media? For example, seven of the
major companies in 1980 were mostly
print businesses, but what about
in 2011? Most of the large media
companies have been profiled here
and in Chapters 2 to 10 (illustrating
their principal holdings). While the
subsidiaries of these companies often
change, the charts demonstrate the
wide reach of today’s large conglomerations. To get a better understanding
of how the largest media corporations
relate to one another and the larger
world, see the folded insert at the
beginning of the book.

TOP 10 U.S. MEDIA COMPANIES, 1980, 1997, 2011*
1980
Rank

1997
Company

2011

Revenue in
$billions

Rank

$2.2

1

Time Warner

1

ABC

2

CBS Inc.

2.0

2

3

RCA Corp.

1.5

4

Time Inc.

1.3

5

S. I. Newhouse
& Sons

6
7

Company

Revenue in
$billions

Rank Company

Revenue in
$billions

$11.8

1

Comcast Corp.

$44.5

Walt Disney Co.

6.6

2

DirecTV Group

20.6

3

Tele-Communications Inc.

6.0

3

Walt Disney Co.

18.6

4

NBC TV
(General Electric Co.)

5.2

4

Time Warner

18.2

1.3

5

CBS Corp.

4.3

5

Time Warner Cable

16.83

Gannett Co.

1.2

6

Gannett Co.

4.2

6

News Corp.

16.82

Times Mirror Co.

1.1

7

News Corp.

4.0

7

AT&T

12.7

Hearst Corp.

1.1

8

Advance Publications

3.4

8

DISH Network

12.5

9

Knight-Ridder
Newspapers

1.1

9

Cox Enterprises

3.1

9

Cox Enterprises

11.5

10

Tribune Co.

1.0

10

Knight-Ridder

2.9

10

CBS Corp.

11.3

8

Sources: Ad Age’s 100 Leading Media Companies, December 7, 1981; “100 Companies by Media Revenue,” Advertising Age,
August 18, 1997; “Media 100,” Advertising Age, October 3, 2011.
*Note: The revenue in $billions is based on total net U.S. media revenue and does not include non-media and international revenue.
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void to two major issues: a reluctance to criticize capitalism and the debate over how much
control consumers have in the marketplace.

Equating Free Markets with Democracy
In the 1920s and 1930s, commercial radio executives, many of whom befriended FCC members,
succeeded in portraying themselves as operating in the public interest while labeling their noncommercial radio counterparts in education, labor, or religion as mere voices of propaganda. In
these early debates, corporate interests succeeded in aligning the political ideas of democracy,
misleadingly, with the economic structures of capitalism.
Throughout the Cold War period in the 1950s and 1960s, it became increasingly diﬃcult
to criticize capitalism, which had become a synonym for democracy in many circles. In this
context, any criticism of capitalism became an attack on the free marketplace. This, in turn,
appeared to be a criticism of free speech because the business community often sees its right
to operate in a free marketplace as an extension of its right to buy commercial speech in the
form of advertising. As longtime CBS chief William Paley told a group of educators in 1937: “He
who attacks the fundamentals of the American system” of commercial broadcasting “attacks
democracy itself.”26
Broadcast historian Robert McChesney, discussing the rise of commercial radio during the
1930s, has noted that leaders like Paley “equated capitalism with the free and equal marketplace, the free and equal marketplace with democracy, and democracy with ‘Americanism.’”27
The collapse of the former Soviet Union’s communist economy in the 1990s is often portrayed
as a triumph for democracy. As we now realize, however, it was primarily a victory for capitalism and free-market economies.

“[AOL Time Warner]
turned into one of
the biggest corporate disasters
in U.S. history:
America Online’s
business collapsed,
synergies failed
to materialize, the
company missed its
ﬁnancial targets,
and the stock price
plunged.”
WALL STREET
JOURNAL, 2003

Consumer Choice vs. Consumer Control
As many economists point out, capitalism is not structured democratically but arranged
vertically, with powerful corporate leaders at the top and hourly wage workers at the
bottom. But democracy, in principle, is built on a more horizontal model in which each
individual has an equal opportunity to have his or her voice heard and vote counted. In
discussing free markets, economists distinguish between similar types of consumer power:
consumer control over marketplace goods and freedom of consumer choice: “The former
requires that consumers participate in deciding what is to be offered; the latter is satisfied
if [consumers are] free to select among the options chosen for them by producers.”28 Most
Americans and the citizens of other economically developed nations clearly have consumer
choice: options among a range of media products. Yet consumers and even media employees have limited consumer control: power in deciding what kinds of media get created and
circulated.
One promising development concerns the role of independent and alternative producers, artists, writers, and publishers. Despite the movement toward economic consolidation, the fringes of media industries still oﬀer a diversity of opinions, ideas, and alternative
products. In fact, when independent companies become even marginally popular, they are
often pursued by large companies that seek to make them subsidiaries. For example, alternative music often taps into social concerns that are not normally discussed in the recording industry’s corporate boardrooms. Moreover, business leaders “at the top” depend on
independent ideas “from below” to generate new product lines. A number of transnational
corporations encourage the development of local artists—talented individuals who might
have the capacity to transcend the regional or national level and become the next global
phenomenon.

“What they were
really looking forward to was creating the biggest
shopping mall in
the world.”
BEN BAGDIKIAN,
AUTHOR OF THE MEDIA
MONOPOLY, ON THE
AOL–TIME WARNER
MERGER, 2000
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CULTURAL IMPERIALISM
Ever since Hollywood gained
an edge in ﬁlm production
and distribution during World
War I, U.S. movies have
dominated the box ofﬁce
in Europe, in some years
accounting for more than
80 percent of the revenues
taken in by European
theaters.

The influence of American popular culture has created considerable debate in international circles. On the one hand,
the notion of freedom that is associated with innovation and
rebellion in American culture has been embraced internationally. The global spread of and access to media have made it
harder for political leaders to secretly repress dissident groups
because police and state activity (such as the torture of illegally
detained citizens) can now be documented digitally and easily
dispatched by satellite, the Internet, and cell phones around
the world.
On the other hand, American media are shaping the cultures and identities of other nations. American styles in fashion
and food, as well as media fare, dominate the global market—a
process known as cultural imperialism. Today, many international observers contend that the idea of consumer control or
input is even more remote in countries inundated by American
movies, music, television, and images of beauty. For example,
consumer product giant Unilever sells Dove soap with its
“Campaign for Real Beauty” in the United States, but markets
Fair & Lovely products—a skin-lightening line—to poor women
in India.
Although many indigenous forms of media culture—such as
Brazil’s telenovela (a TV soap opera), Jamaica’s reggae, and Japan’s
anime—are extremely popular, U.S. dominance in producing
and distributing mass media puts a severe burden on countries
attempting to produce their own cultural products. For example,
American TV producers have generally recouped their production
costs by the time their TV shows are exported. This enables American distributors to oﬀer these
programs to other countries at bargain rates, undercutting local production companies that are
trying to create original programs.
Defenders of American popular culture argue that because some aspects of our culture
challenge authority, national boundaries, and outmoded traditions, they create an arena in
which citizens can raise questions. Supporters also argue that a universal popular culture
creates a global village and fosters communication across national boundaries.
Critics, however, believe that although American popular culture often contains
protests against social wrongs, such protests “can be turned into consumer products
and lose their bite. Protest itself becomes something to sell.” 29 The harshest critics have
also argued that American cultural imperialism both hampers the development of native
cultures and negatively influences teenagers, who abandon their own rituals to adopt
American tastes. The exportation of U.S. entertainment media is sometimes viewed as
“cultural dumping” because it discourages the development of original local products and
value systems.
Perhaps the greatest concern regarding a global village is the cultural disconnection for
people whose standards of living are not routinely portrayed in contemporary media. About
two-thirds of the world’s population cannot aﬀord most of the products advertised on American,
@WfWd[i["WdZ;khef[Wdj[b[l_i_ed$O[jceh[WdZceh[e\j^[mehbZ¾ifefkbWj_ediWh[WXb[je
glimpse consumer abundance and middle-class values through television, magazines, and the
Internet.
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As early as the 1950s, media managers feared political fallout—“the revolution of rising
expectations”—in that ads and products would raise the hopes of poor people but not keep pace
with their actual living conditions.30 Furthermore, the conspicuousness of consumer culture
makes it diﬃcult for many of us to imagine other ways of living that are not heavily dependent
on the mass media and brand-name products.

The Media Marketplace
and Democracy
In the midst of today’s major global transformations of economies, cultures, and societies, the
best way to monitor the impact of transnational economies is through vigorous news attention
and lively public discussion. Clearly, however, this process is hampered. Starting in the 1990s,
for example, news organizations, concerned about the bottom line, severely cut back the number of reporters assigned to cover international developments. This occurred—especially after
/%''º`kijWi]beXWbd[miX[YWc[ceh[Yh_j_YWbj^Wd[l[hjeWd_d\ehc[ZY_j_p[dho$
We live in a society in which often-superﬁcial or surface consumer concerns, stock market
quotes, and proﬁt aspirations, rather than broader social issues, increasingly dominate the media agenda. In response, critics have posed some key questions: As consumers, do we care who
owns the media as long as most of us have a broad selection of products? Do we care who owns
the media as long as multiple voices seem to exist in the market?

The Effects of Media Consolidation on Democracy
Merged and multinational media corporations will continue to control more aspects of production and distribution. Of pressing concern is the impact of mergers on news operations, particularly the influence of large corporations on their news subsidiaries. These companies have
the capacity to use major news resources to promote their products and determine national
coverage.
Because of the growing consolidation of mass media, it has become increasingly diﬃcult
to sustain a public debate on economic issues. From a democratic perspective, the relationship
of our mass media system to politics has
been highly dysfunctional. Politicians in
Washington, D.C., have regularly accepted
millions of dollars in contributions from
large media conglomerates and their lobbying groups to ﬁnance their campaigns.
This changed in 2008 when the Obama
campaign raised much of its ﬁnancing
from small donors. Still, corporations got
a big boost from the Supreme Court in
early 2010 in the Citizens United case. In a
ﬁve-to-four vote, the court “ruled that the
government may not ban political spending
by corporations in candidate elections.”31
Justice Anthony Kennedy, writing for the

THE PRESIDENT AND
COFOUNDER of Free
Press, a national nonpartisan
organization dedicated
to media reform, Robert
McChesney is one of the
foremost scholars of media
economics in the United
States. He is also the host of
Media Matters, a radio call-in
show that discusses the
relationship between politics
and media. Notable guests
on the show have included
Seymour Hersh, Amy
Goodman, Gore Vidal, and
Lawrence Lessig. McChesney
(left) most recently published
The Death and Life of
American Journalism (2010)
with John Nichols (right).
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majority, said, “If the First Amendment has any force, it prohibits Congress from ﬁning or
jailing citizens, or associations of citizens, for simply engaging in political speech.” The ruling
overturned two decades of precedents that had limited direct corporate spending on campaigns, including the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002 (often called McCain-Feingold
after the senators who sponsored the bill), which placed restrictions on buying TV and radio
campaign ads.
As unfettered corporate political contributions count as “political speech,” some
corporations are experiencing backlash (or praise) once their customers discover their
political positions. For example, in 2012 fast food outlet Chick-fil-A’s charitable foundation “was revealed to be funneling millions to groups that oppose gay marriage and, until
recently, promoted gay ‘cure’ therapies,” resulting in a firestorm of criticism, but also a
wave of support from others, the Daily Beast reported. In the same year, Amazon founder
WdZ9;E@[\\8[peiWdZ^_im_\[ZedWj[Z($+c_bb_ede\j^[_hemdced[ojeikffehjW
same-sex marriage referendum in Washington State, gaining praise and criticism from
some Amazon customers. 32
Politicians have often turned to local television stations, spending record amounts during each election period to get their political ads on the air. In 2004, local TV stations reaped
an estimated $1.6 billion from political advertising during the election season. The 2008
election season broke another record, with $2.2 billion going to broadcast TV. But although
broadcasters have been happy to take political ad money, they have been poor public citizens in covering their regional U.S. congressional candidates. According to a Lear Center
Local News Study,
the amount of time given to presidential news coverage [in 2004] was in most cases roughly equivalent to the amount of presidential advertising time, even in markets where the presidential race was
competitive. By contrast, in races for the U.S. Senate, ads outnumbered news by as much as seventeen-to-one, and in U.S. House races by as much as seven-to-one.33

“The top management of the networks, with a few
notable exceptions, has been
trained in advertising, research, or
show business. But
by the nature of the
corporate structure, they also
make the ﬁnal and
crucial decisions
having to do with
news and public
affairs. Frequently
they have neither
the time nor the
competence to do
this.”
EDWARD R. MURROW,
BROADCAST NEWS
PIONEER, 1958

In 2010, TV stations took in $2.5 billion during a midterm congressional election—another
record. With even more unregulated campaign contributions, spending for the 2012
presidential and congressional races totaled almost $6 billion.34

The Media Reform Movement
Robert McChesney and John Nichols described the state of concern about the gathering
consolidation of mainstream media power: “‘Media Reform’ has become a catch-all phrase
to describe the broad goals of a movement that says consolidated ownership of broadcast
and cable media, chain ownership of newspapers, and telephone and cable-company
colonization of the Internet pose a threat not just to the culture of the Republic but to
democracy itself.”35 While our current era has spawned numerous grassroots organizations
that challenge media to do a better job for the sake of democracy, there has not been a
large outcry from the general public for the kinds of concerns described by McChesney and
Nichols. There is a reason for that. One key paradox of the Information Age is that for such
economic discussions to be meaningful and democratic, they must be carried out in the
popular media as well as in educational settings. Yet public debates and disclosures about
the structure and ownership of the media are often not in the best economic interests of
media owners.
Still, in some places, local groups and consumer movements are trying to address media
issues that aﬀect individual and community life. Such movements—like the National Conference for Media Reform—are usually united by geographic ties, common political backgrounds,
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or shared concerns about the state of the media. The Internet has also made it possible for
media reform groups to form globally, uniting around such issues as contesting censorship
or monitoring the activities of multinational corporations. The movement was also largely
responsible for the success of preserving “network neutrality,” which prevents Internet
service providers from censoring or penalizing particular Web sites and online services (see
Chapter 2).
With this reform victory, and the 2008–09 economic crisis, perhaps we are more ready than
ever to question some of the hierarchical and undemocratic arrangements of what McChesney,
D_Y^ebi"WdZej^[hh[\ehcYh_j_YiYWbb»8_]C[Z_W$¼;l[d_dj^[\WY[e\iecWdoc[Z_Wc[h][hi"
the general public today seems open to such examinations, which might improve the global
economy, improve worker conditions, and also serve the public good. By better understanding
media economics, we can make a contribution to critiquing media organizations and evaluating
their impact on democracy.
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CHAPTER
REVIEW
COMMON THREADS
One of the Common Threads discussed in Chapter 1 is about the commercial nature of the mass media. In thinking
about media ownership regulations, it is important to consider how the media wield their influence.
During the 2000 presidential election, two marginal candidates, Pat Buchanan on the Right, and Ralph Nader on the
Left, shared a common view that both major party candidates largely ignored. Buchanan and Nader warned of the
increasing power of corporations to influence the economy
and our democracy. In fact, between 2000 and 2012,
total spending on lobbying in the nation’s capital grew from
$1.57 billion to more than $3 billion.36 (See Chapter 12 for
more on lobbyists.)
These warnings generally have gone unnoticed and
unreported by mainstream media, whose reporters, editors,
and pundits often work for the giant media corporations
that not only are well represented by Washington lobbyists
but also give millions of dollars in campaign contributions to
the major parties to influence legislation that governs media
ownership and commercial speech.
Fast-forward to 2012. As politicians spoke of transparency and truth-telling, their campaign funding process
had few of those characteristics. In the aftermath of the
U.S. Supreme Court’s Citizens United (2010) decision,
new Super PACS (Political Action Committees) formed
that can channel unlimited funds into political races as
long as they don’t officially “coordinate” with the political
campaigns. With his own Super PAC (named “Americans
for a Better Tomorrow, Tomorrow”) comedian Stephen

Colbert has satirized the lax standards of Super PAC
rules that enable hundreds of millions of dollars to be
channeled into politics while obscuring disclosure of the
contributors’ identities. By December 2012, Super
PACs had spent more than $644 million on the 2012
election cycle (mostly in negative attack ads), with the
majority of contributions coming from a few dozen elite
ultra-wealthy donors. For example, Las Vegas casino
magnate Sheldon Adelson and his wife donated in excess
of $54 million to candidates and Super PACs in the 2012
election cycle.37 The huge influx of money was a boon for
media advertising profits.
What both Buchanan and Nader argued in 2000 was
that corporate influence is a bipartisan concern that we
share in common and that all of us in a democracy need to
be vigilant about how powerful and influential corporations
become. This is especially true for the media companies
that report the news and distribute many of our cultural
stories. As media-literate consumers, we need to demand
that the media serve as watchdogs over the economy and
our democratic values. And when they fall down on the
job, we need to demand accountability (through alternative media channels or the Internet), especially from those
mainstream media—radio, television, and cable—that are
licensed to operate in the public interest.

KEY TERMS
The definitions for the terms listed below can be found in the glossary at the end of the book.
The page numbers listed with the terms indicate where the term is highlighted in the chapter.
monopoly, 452
oligopoly, 453
limited competition, 453

direct payment, 454
indirect payment, 454
economies of scale, 454
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hegemony, 459
synergy, 462
cultural imperialism, 474

For review quizzes, chapter summaries, links to
media-related Web sites, and more, go to
bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
Analyzing the Media Economy
1. How are the three basic structures of mass media
organizations—monopoly, oligopoly, and limited
competition—different from one another?
2. What are the differences between direct and indirect
payments for media products?
3. What are some of society’s key expectations of its
media organizations?

The Transition to an Information Economy
4. Why has the federal government emphasized
deregulation at a time when so many media companies
are growing so large?
5. How have media mergers changed the economics of
mass media?

Specialization, Global Markets, and Convergence
6. How do global and specialized markets factor into
the new media economy? How are regular workers
affected?

7. Using Disney as an example, what is the role of synergy in the current climate of media mergers?
8. Why have Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google, and
Microsoft emerged as the leading corporations of the
digital era?

Social Issues in Media Economics
9. What are the differences between freedom of consumer choice and consumer control?
10. What is cultural imperialism, and what does it have to
do with the United States?

The Media Marketplace and Democracy
11. What do critics and activists fear most about the
concentration of media ownership? How do media
managers and executives respond to these fears?
12. What are some promising signs regarding the relationship between media economics and democracy?

QUESTIONING THE MEDIA
1. Why are consumers more likely to pay to download
some digital content, like music and books, and less
likely to pay for other content, like sports and news?

3. How does the concentration of media ownership limit
the number of voices in the marketplace? Do we need
rules limiting media ownership?

2. Why are narratives—media content—crucial to the success of a media corporation?

4. Is there such a thing as a global village? What does
this concept mean to you?

ADDITIONAL VIDEOS
Visit the VideoCentral: Mass Communication section at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture
for additional exclusive videos related to Chapter 13, including:
q 5)&.0/&:#&)*/%5)&.&%*"
Producers, advertisers, and advocates discuss
how ownership systems and profits shape media
production.
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PART 5

Democratic Expression
and the Mass Media
T

he freedom and openness of the Internet is a double-edged sword.
In a digital world overloaded with data and news, it has become
much easier to obtain information. With so many people paying attention
to the details of everyday life, it is also easier to uncover wrongdoing by
business and government, and even to hold these institutions to higher levels
of transparency. The news media are helping to do this, but the digital turn and
online outlets—particularly Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube—have provided new
methods that allow ordinary citizens and nonproﬁt groups to do some of the work
once performed by investigative journalists. The lack of centralized control over
the Internet also means that people have been able to use digital technologies and
our interconnectedness as a way to be heard and to effect change. Both the Arab
Spring uprisings in the Middle East and the Occupy Wall Street movement serve as
examples.
At the same time, though, this ease of getting information has led to more situations of ethically gray practices. For example, “hacktivists” like WikiLeaks and
Anonymous have raised issues regarding whether some government and business documents should remain secret—to protect national security, the volatile
economic markets, or vulnerable diplomats or other individuals at work in difﬁcult
areas of the world—or if all information should be made available to the public at all
times. The fragmented and accessible nature of the Internet has led to concerns
about how to best police the online world and control its overwhelming array of
voices and trafﬁc. For example, parents remain concerned about their kids accessing pornography and violent media on the Internet, and governments and corporations alike are still ﬁguring out how to regulate piracy and copyright issues involving
the Internet. In fact, two congressional anti-piracy bills, the House’s Stop Online
Piracy Act (SOPA) and the Senate’s Protect Intellectual Property Act (PIPA) were
under consideration in early 2012. The proposed bills were intended to protect
against copyright violations and intellectual property theft, but many Web sites and
everyday users opposed the legislation as violating the open spirit of the Internet.
Wikipedia, Reddit, Mozilla, WordPress, and MoveOn.org, among many others, participated in a massive twenty-four-hour Internet blackout. The bills were withdrawn
as a result of the protests. Later bipartisan legislation, the Online Protection and
Enforcement of Digital Trade Act, sponsored by a Republican congressman and a
Democratic senator, proposed a compromise bill that would ﬁght piracy but protect
Internet access and openness. We may be seeing similar compromises in the years
ahead as we continue to explore how powerful mass media ﬁt into a democracy.

Social
News
Media

Facebook users say
Facebook-spread news . . .

Spreading Information
through Social Media
Though two of the most popular
social media sites, Facebook and
Twitter, do not directly produce their
own news content like Yahoo!, they have
become more important in the spreading
and processing of news information.

Twitter users say
Twitter-spread news . . .
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mostly could have
reached them other ways

mostly could have
reached them other ways
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not
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would not have
reached them
other ways

39%
would not have
reached them
other ways

17%
not sure

3%

1%

is a mix of the two

is a mix of the two

Spreading Revolution through Social Media
The Arab Spring began in late 2010 in Tunisia, when local protests over the confiscation of a vendor’s vegetable cart spread
to multiple cities across Tunisia. Eventually, other countries mounted their own pro-democracy protests fueled by Internet
organization, sometimes resulting in the upheaval of dictators from power.
December 2010: Mohamed Bouazizi sets himself
on fire in protest after police confiscate his vegetable
cart, causing other young Tunisians to protest.

2010
2011

January 2011: Tunisia’s dictator flees the country.

Late January 2011: Internet-coordinated protests
in Egypt, documented via Twitpic, Facebook, and
YouTube, cause the Egyptian government to block
Twitter and shut down mobile and Internet networks.
February 2011: As protests grow, the Egyptian
government restores Internet connections. Two weeks
later, President Hosni Mubarak cedes power.

March/April/May 2011: In Syria, more protests
erupt. President Bashar al-Assad attempts to stamp
them out, but protesters upload images of anti-protestor
bloodshed to Facebook and YouTube, fanning
international pressure on al-Assad to back down.

Late August 2011: Imprisoned blogger Maikel
Nabil Sanad protests his arrest, for “insulting the
military” in his posts, by going on hunger strike.

August 2011: Mubarak faces charges of unlawful
killing of protestors in Egypt. After clashes outside the
courthouse, a judge rules the trial will no longer be
televised.

October 2011: Tunisians go to the polls for their
first free elections since the Arab Spring.
December 2011: A protest against Sanad’s
imprisonment is announced through social media.

2012

January 2012: Sanad is pardoned by Egypt’s
military ruling council.

1

Which side has the most compelling arguments in Internet piracy cases? Are innovation and
jobs threatened by international piracy providers, especially among major media like the
Hollywood movie industry or the music recording business? Or is piracy the price we pay in a free
and open society where the Internet is one of the major illustrations of our nation’s free expression?
Are social networks like Facebook and Twitter—which can often spur protests and facilitate
change—enough to actually overthrow a repressive government? What can you learn from
current research about what is now going on in the countries that were affected by Arab Spring
uprisings in early 2011?

2

See Notes for list of sources.
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In 1887, a young reporter left her job at the
Pittsburgh Dispatch to seek her fortune in New
York City. Only twenty-three years old, Elizabeth
“Pink” Cochrane had grown tired of writing for
the society pages and answering letters to the
editor. She wanted to be on the front page. But
at that time, it was considered “unladylike” for
women journalists to use their real names, so
the Dispatch editors, borrowing from a Stephen
Foster song, had dubbed her “Nellie Bly.”
After four months of persistent job-hunting and
freelance writing, Nellie Bly earned a tryout at
Joseph Pulitzer’s New York World, the nation’s
biggest paper. Her assignment: to investigate
the deplorable conditions at the Women’s Lunatic
Asylum on Blackwell’s Island. Her method: to
get herself declared mad and committed to the
asylum. After practicing the look of a disheveled
lunatic in front of mirrors, wandering city streets
unwashed and seemingly dazed, and terrifying
her fellow boarders in a New York rooming house
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by acting crazy, she succeeded in
convincing doctors and ofﬁcials to commit her. Other New York newspapers
reported her incarceration, speculating
on the identity of this “mysterious waif,”
this “pretty crazy girl” with the “wild,
hunted look in her eyes.”1
Her two-part story appeared in October
1887 and caused a sensation. She was
the ﬁrst reporter to pull off such a stunt.
In the days before objective journalism,
Nellie Bly’s dramatic ﬁrst-person
accounts documented harsh cold baths
(“three buckets of water over my head—
ice cold water—into my eyes, my ears,
my nose and my mouth”); attendants who
abused and taunted patients; and newly
arrived immigrant women, completely
sane, who were committed to this “rat
trap” simply because no one could understand them. After the exposé, Bly was famous. Pulitzer gave her a permanent job,
and New York City committed $1 million
toward improving its asylums.
Within a year, Nellie Bly had exposed a
variety of shady scam artists, corrupt
politicians and lobbyists, and unscrupulous business practices. Posing as
an “unwed mother” with an unwanted
child, she uncovered an outﬁt trafﬁcking in newborn babies. And disguised as a sinner in need of reform,
she revealed the appalling conditions
at a home for “unfortunate women.” A
lifetime champion of women and the
poor, Nellie Bly pioneered what was
then called detective or stunt journalism. Her work inspired the twentiethcentury practice of investigative
journalism—from Ida Tarbell’s exposés
of oil corporations in the early 1900s
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to the 2011 Pulitzer Prize for investigative reporting, awarded to Paige St.
John of the Sarasota Herald-Tribune
for her work on “the weaknesses in
the murky property-insurance system
vital to Florida homeowners, providing
handy data to assess insurer reliability
and stirring regulatory action.”2
Such journalism can be dangerous.
Working for Dublin’s Sunday Independent, Veronica Guerin was the ﬁrst
reporter to cover in depth Ireland’s escalating organized crime and drug problem. In 1995, a man forced his way into
her home and shot her in the thigh. After
the assault, she wrote about the incident, vowing to continue her reporting
despite her fears. She was also punched
in the face by the suspected head of
Ireland’s gang world, who threatened to
hurt Guerin’s son and kill her if she
wrote about the crime boss. She kept
writing. In December 1995, she ﬂew to
New York to receive the International
Press Freedom Award from the Committee to Protect Journalists.
When Guerin returned to Dublin, she
began writing stories naming gang
members suspected of masterminding drug-related crimes and a string of
eleven unsolved contract murders. In
June 1996, while stopped in her car at
a Dublin intersection, she was shot ﬁve
times by two hired killers. Ireland and
the world’s journalists mourned Veronica
Guerin’s death. Later, the Irish government created laws that allowed judges
to deny bail to dangerous suspects and
opened a bureau to conﬁscate money
and property from suspected drug
criminals and gang members.

JOURNALISM IS THE ONLY MEDIA ENTERPRISE that democracy absolutely
requires—and it is the only media practice and business that is specifically mentioned and
protected by the U.S. Constitution. However, with the major decline in traditional news audiences, the collapse of many newspapers, and the rise of twenty-four-hour cable news channels
and Internet news blogs, mainstream journalism is searching for new business models and
better ways to connect with the public.
In this chapter, we examine the changing news landscape and definitions of journalism. We will:
 ;nfbeh[j^[lWbk[ikdZ[hbo_d]d[miWdZ[j^_YWbfheXb[ciYed\hedj_d]`ekhdWb_iji
 ?dl[ij_]Wj[j^[i^_\j\hecceh[d[kjhWbd[miceZ[bijefWhj_iWdYWXb[WdZedb_d[d[mi
 IjkZoj^[b[]WYoe\fh_dj#d[miYedl[dj_ediWdZh_jkWbi
 ?dl[ij_]Wj[j^[_cfWYje\j[b[l_i_edWdZj^[?dj[hd[jedd[mi
 9edi_Z[hYedj[cfehWhoYedjhel[hi_WbZ[l[befc[dji_d`ekhdWb_icWdZZ[ceYhWYoº
specifically, the public journalism movement and satirical forms of news
As you read this chapter, think about how often you look at the news in a typical day. What are
some of the recent events or issues you remember reading about in the news? Where is the first
place you go to find information about a news event or issue? If you start with a search engine,
what newspapers or news organizations do you usually end up looking at? Do you prefer
opinion blogs over news organizations for your information? Why or why not? Do you pay for
news—either by buying a newspaper or news magazine or by going online? For more questions
to help you understand the role of journalism in our lives, see “Questioning the Media” in the
Chapter Review.

“A journalist is the
lookout on the
bridge of the ship
of state. He peers
through the fog
and storm to give
warnings of dangers
ahead. . . . He is
there to watch
over the safety and
the welfare of the
people who trust
him.”
JOSEPH PULITZER,
1904

Modern Journalism
in the Information Age
In modern America, serious journalism has sought to provide information that enables citizens to
make intelligent decisions. Today, this guiding principle faces serious threats. Why? First, we may
just be producing too much information. According to social critic Neil Postman, as a result of
developments in media technology, society has developed an “information glut” that transforms
news and information into “a form of garbage.”3 Postman believed that scientists, technicians,
managers, and journalists merely pile up mountains of new data, which add to the problems and
anxieties of everyday life. As a result, too much unchecked data—especially on the Internet—and
too little thoughtful discussion emanate from too many channels of communication.
A second, related problem suggests that the amount of data the media now provide has
questionable impact on improving public and political life. Many people feel cut oﬀ from our
major institutions, including journalism. As a result, some citizens are looking to take part in
public conversations and civic debates—to renew a democracy in which many voices participate. For example, one beneﬁt of the controversial Bush v. Gore 2000 post–presidential election
story was the way its legal and political complications engaged the citizenry at a much deeper
level than the predictable, staged campaigns themselves did.

“When watchdogs,
bird dogs, and bull
dogs morph into
lap dogs, lazy dogs,
or yellow dogs, the
nation is in trouble.”
TED STANNARD,
FORMER UPI
REPORTER

What Is News?
In a 1963 staff memo, NBC news president Reuven Frank outlined the narrative strategies
_dj[]hWbjeWbbd[mi0»;l[hod[miijehoi^ekbZ$$$Z_ifbWoj^[Wjjh_Xkj[ie\\_Yj_ed"e\ZhWcW$?j
should have structure and conflict, problem and denouement, rising and falling action,
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“DEEP THROAT”
The major symbol of
twentieth-century
investigative journalism,
Carl Bernstein and Bob
Woodward’s (above right)
coverage of the Watergate
scandal for the Washington
Post helped topple the
Nixon White House. In All
the President’s Men, the
newsmen’s book about
their investigation, a major
character is Deep Throat,
the key unidentiﬁed source
for much of Woodward’s
reporting. Deep Throat’s
identity was protected by
the two reporters for more
than thirty years. Then in
summer 2005 he revealed
himself as Mark Felt (above),
the former No. 2 ofﬁcial in
the FBI during the Nixon
administration. (Felt died in
2008.)

a beginning, a middle, and an end.” 4 Despite Frank’s candid insights, many journalists today are
uncomfortable thinking of themselves as storytellers. Instead, they tend to describe themselves
mainly as information-gatherers.
News is deﬁned here as the process of gathering information and making narrative reports—
edited by individuals for news organizations—that oﬀer selected frames of reference; within those
frames, news helps the public make sense of important events, political issues, cultural trends,
prominent people, and unusual happenings in everyday life.

Characteristics of News
Over time, a set of conventional criteria for determining newsworthiness—information most
worthy of transformation into news stories—has evolved. Journalists are taught to select and
develop news stories relying on one or more of these criteria: timeliness, proximity, conflict,
prominence, human interest, consequence, usefulness, novelty, and deviance.5
Most issues and events that journalists select as news are timely or new. Reporters, for
example, cover speeches, meetings, crimes, and court cases that have just happened. In
addition, most of these events have to occur close by, or in proximity to, readers and viewers.
Although local TV news and papers oﬀer some national and international news, readers and
viewers expect to ﬁnd the bulk of news devoted to their own towns and communities.
Most news stories are narratives and thus contain a healthy dose of conflict—a key ingredient in narrative writing. In developing news narratives, reporters are encouraged to seek contentious quotes from those with opposing views. For example, stories on presidential elections
almost always feature the most dramatic opposing Republican and Democratic positions. And
many stories in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, pitted the values of
other cultures against those of Western culture—for example, Islam vs. Christianity or premodern traditional values vs. contemporary consumerism.
Reader and viewer surveys indicate that most people identify more closely with an individual than with an abstract issue. Therefore, the news media tend to report stories that feature
prominent, powerful, or inﬂuential people. Because these individuals often play a role in shaping
the rules and values of a community, journalists have traditionally been responsible for keeping
a watchful eye on them and relying on them for quotes.
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But reporters also look for the human-interest story: extraordinary incidents that happen
to “ordinary” people. In fact, reporters often relate a story about a complicated issue (such as
unemployment, war, tax rates, health care, or homelessness) by illustrating its impact on one
“average” person, family, or town.
Two other criteria for newsworthiness are consequence and usefulness. Stories about
isolated or bizarre crimes, even though they might be new, near, or notorious, often have little
impact on our daily lives. To balance these kinds of stories, many editors and reporters believe
that some news must also be of consequence to a majority of readers or viewers. For example,
stories about issues or events that aﬀect a family’s income or change a community’s laws have
consequence. Likewise, many people look for stories with a practical use: hints on buying a
used car or choosing a college, strategies for training a pet or removing a stain.
Finally, news is often about the novel and the deviant. When events happen that are outside
the routine of daily life, such as a seven-year-old girl trying to pilot a plane across the country or
an ex-celebrity involved in a drug deal, the news media are there. Reporters also cover events that
appear to deviate from social norms, including murders, rapes, fatal car crashes, ﬁres, political
scandals, and gang activities. For example, as the war in Iraq escalated, any suicide bombing in
j^[C_ZZb[;Wijh[fh[i[dj[Zj^[a_dZe\del[bWdZZ[l_WdjX[^Wl_ehj^WjgkWb_Æ[ZWicW`ehd[mi$

“The ‘information’
the modern media
provide leaves
people feeling useless not because
it’s so bleak but because it’s so trivial.
It doesn’t inform at
all; it only bombards
with random data
bits, faux trends,
and surveys that
reinforce preconceptions.”
SUSAN FALUDI,
THE NATION, 1996

Values in American Journalism
Although newsworthiness criteria are a useful way to define news, they do not reveal much
about the cultural aspects of news. News is both a product and a process. It is both the morning
paper or evening newscast and a set of subtle values and shifting rituals that have been adapted
to historical and social circumstances, such as the partisan press ideals of the 1700s or the informational standards of the twentieth century.
For example, in 1841, Horace Greeley described the newly founded New York Tribune as
“a journal removed alike from servile partisanship on the one hand and from gagged, mincing
neutrality on the other.”6 Greeley feared that too much neutrality would make reporters into
wimps who stood for nothing. Yet the neutrality Greeley warned against is today a major value
of conventional journalism, with mainstream reporters assuming they are acting as detached
and all-seeing observers of social experience.

“Real news is bad
news—bad news
about somebody,
or bad news for
somebody.”
MARSHALL MCLUHAN,
UNDERSTANDING
MEDIA, 1964

Neutrality Boosts Credibility . . . and Sales
7i\ehc[h`ekhdWb_icfhe\[iiehWdZh[fehj[h:Wl_Z;Wieddej[i0»H[fehj[hi$$$^Wl[deif[Y_Wb
method for determining the truth of a situation nor a special language for reporting their findings. They make sense of events by telling stories about them.”7
;l[dj^ek]^`ekhdWb_ijijhWdi\ehc[l[dji_djeijeh_[i"j^[o][d[hWbboX[b_[l[j^Wjj^[oWh[ºeh
should be—neutral observers who present facts without passing judgment on them. Conventions
such as the inverted-pyramid news lead, the careful attribution of sources, the minimal use of
adverbs and adjectives, and a detached third-person point of view all help reporters perform
their work in an apparently neutral way.
Like lawyers, therapists, and other professionals, many modern journalists believe that
their credibility derives from personal detachment. Yet the roots of this view reside in less noble
territory. Jon Katz, media critic and former CBS News producer, discusses the history of the
neutral pose:
The idea of respectable detachment wasn’t conceived as a moral principle so much as a marketing
device. Once newspapers began to mass market themselves in the mid-1880s, . . . publishers ceased
being working, opinionated journalists. They mutated instead into businessmen eager to reach the
broadest number of readers and antagonize the fewest. . . . Objectivity works well for publishers,
protecting the status quo and keeping journalism’s voice militantly moderate.8
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To reach as many people as possible across a wide
spectrum, publishers and editors realized as early
as the 1840s that softening their partisanship might
boost sales.

Partisanship Trumps Neutrality . . .
Especially Online and On Cable

OCCUPY WALL STREET
On September 17, 2011,
a group of protestors
gathered in Zuccotti Park
in New York’s ﬁnancial
district and ofﬁcially
launched the Occupy Wall
Street protest movement.
Their slogan, “We are the
99 percent,” addressed the
growing income disparity
JOUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT 
furthering the idea that the
nation’s wealth is unfairly
concentrated among the
top-earning 1 percent.
Although forced out of
Zuccotti Park on November
15, 2011, the movement’s
efforts resonated with
people across the country
and around the world. By
the end of 2011, Occupy
protests had spread to over
951 cities in eighty-two
countries.

Since the rise of cable and the Internet, today’s
media marketplace offers a fragmented world where
appealing to the widest audience no longer makes
the best economic sense. More options than ever exist, with newspaper readers and TV viewers embracing cable news, social networks, blogs, and Twitter.
The old “mass” audience has morphed into smaller
niche audiences who embrace particular hobbies,
storytelling, and politics. News media outlets that
hope to survive no longer appeal to mass audiences
but to interest groups—from sports fans and history buffs to conservatives or liberals. So, mimicking the news business of the eighteenth century, partisanship has become good business. For the
news media today, muting political leanings to reach a mass audience makes no sense when such
an audience no longer exists in the way it once did, especially as in the days when only three
major TV networks offered evening news for one-half hour, once a day. Instead, news media now
make money by targeting and catering to niche groups on a 24/7 news cycle.
In such a marketplace, we see the decline of a more neutral journalistic model that promoted fact-gathering, documents, and expertise, and that held up “objectivity” as the ideal
for news practice. Rising in its place is a new era of partisan news—what Bill Kovach and Tom
Rosenstiel call a “journalism of assertion”—marked partly by a return to journalism’s colonial
roots and partly by the downsizing of the “journalism of veriﬁcation” that kept watch over
our central institutions.9 This transition is symbolized by the rise of the cable news pundit on
Fox News or MSNBC as a kind of “expert” with more standing than veriﬁed facts, authentic
documents, and actual experts. Today, the new partisan fervor found in news, both online
and on cable, has been a major catalyst for the nation’s intense political and ideological
divide.

Other Cultural Values in Journalism
;l[dj^[d[kjhWb`ekhdWb_icceZ[b"m^_Y^ceijh[fehj[hiWdZ[Z_jehiij_bbWif_h[je"h[cW_di
a selective and uneven process. Reporters and editors turn some events into reports and
discard many others. This process is governed by a deeper set of subjective beliefs that are
not neutral. Sociologist Herbert Gans, who studied the newsroom cultures of CBS, NBC,
Newsweek, and Time in the 1970s, generalized that several basic “enduring values” have been
shared by most American reporters and editors. The most prominent of these values, which
persist to this day, are ethnocentrism, responsible capitalism, small-town pastoralism, and
individualism.10
By ethnocentrism Gans means that, in most news reporting, especially foreign coverage,
reporters judge other countries and cultures on the basis of how “they live up to or imitate
American practices and values.” Critics outside the United States, for instance, point out that
CNN’s international news channels portray world events and cultures primarily from an American point of view rather than through some neutral, global lens.
Gans also identiﬁed responsible capitalism as an underlying value, contending that journalists sometimes naïvely assume that businesspeople compete with one another not primarily
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to maximize proﬁts but “to create increased prosperity for all.” Gans points out that although
most reporters and editors condemn monopolies, “there is little implicit or explicit criticism
of the oligopolistic nature of much of today’s economy.”11 In fact, during the major economic
recession of 2008–09, many journalists did not fully understand the debt incurred by media oligopolies and other ﬁnancial conditions that led to the bankruptcies and shutdowns of numerous
newspapers during this diﬃcult time.
Another value that Gans found was the romanticization of small-town pastoralism:
favoring the small over the large and the rural over the urban. Many journalists equate
small-town life with innocence and harbor suspicions of cities, their governments, and urban
experiences. Consequently, stories about rustic communities with crime or drug problems
have often been framed as if the purity of country life had been contaminated by “mean”
big-city values.
Finally, individualism, according to Gans, remains the most prominent value
underpinning daily journalism. Many idealistic reporters are attracted to this profession
because it rewards the rugged tenacity needed to confront and expose corruption. Beyond
this, individuals who overcome personal adversity are the subjects of many enterprising
news stories.
Often, however, journalism that focuses on personal triumphs fails to explain how large
organizations and institutions work or fail. Many conventional reporters and editors are unwilling or unsure of how to tackle the problems raised by institutional decay. In addition, because
they value their own individualism and are accustomed to working alone, many journalists
dislike cooperating on team projects or participating in forums in which community members
discuss their own interests and alternative deﬁnitions of news.12

Facts, Values, and Bias
Traditionally, reporters have aligned facts with an objective position and values with subjective
feelings.13 Within this context, news reports offer readers and viewers details, data, and description. It then becomes the citizen’s responsibility to judge and take a stand about the social
problems represented by the news. Given these assumptions, reporters are responsible only for
adhering to the tradition of the trade—“getting the facts.” As a result, many reporters view themselves as neutral “channels” of information rather than selective storytellers or citizens actively
involved in public life.
Still, most public surveys have shown that while journalists may work hard to stay neutral,
the addition of partisan cable channels such as Fox News and MSNBC has undermined reporters who try to report fairly. So while conservatives tend to see the media as liberally biased,
liberals tend to see the media as favoring conservative positions. (See “Case Study: Bias in the
News” on page 492.) But political bias is complicated. During the early years of Barack Obama’s
presidency, many pundits on the political Right argued that Obama got much more favorable
media coverage than did former president George W. Bush. But left-wing politicians and critics
maintained that the right-wing media—especially news analysts associated with conservative
talk radio and Fox’s cable channel—rarely reported evenhandedly on Obama, painting him as a
“socialist” or as “anti-American.”
7YYehZ_d]je;lWdJ^ecWie\Newsweek magazine, “the suspicion of press bias” comes
from two assumptions or beliefs that the public holds about news media: “The ﬁrst is that
reporters are out to get their subjects. The second is that the press is too close to its subjects.”14 Thomas argues that the “press’s real bias is for conﬂict.” He says that mainstream
editors and reporters traditionally value scandals, “preferably sexual,” and “have a weakness for war, the ultimate conﬂict.” Thomas claims that in the end journalists “are looking
for narratives that reveal something of character. It is the human drama that most compels
our attention.”15

“Your obligation,
as an independent
news organization,
is to verify the
material, to supply
context, to exercise
responsible
judgment about
what to publish and
what not to publish
and to make sense
of it.”
BILL KELLER, FORMER
EXECUTIVE EDITOR,
NEW YORK TIMES,
2011, WRITING ABOUT
USING MATERIAL FROM
WIKILEAKS
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CASE
STUDY
Bias in the News

A

ll news is biased. News, after all,
is primarily selective storytelling, not objective science. Editors choose certain events to cover and
ignore others; reporters choose particular words or images to use and reject
others. The news is also biased in favor
of storytelling, drama, and conﬂict; in
favor of telling “two sides of a story”; in
favor of powerful and well-connected
sources; and in favor of practices that
serve journalists’ space and time limits.

In terms of overt political bias, a 2010
Pew study reported that 81 percent
of Republicans polled said they “completely” or “mostly agree” that “most
news sources today are biased in their
coverage”; for Democrats in this study,
the figure was 64 percent and for
independents,76 percent.1 Since the
late 1960s, public perception says that
mainstream news media operate mostly
with a liberal bias. A June 2006 Harris
Poll found 38 percent of adults surveyed
detected a liberal bias in news coverage
while 25 percent sensed a conservative
bias (31 percent were “not sure” and
5 percent said there was “no bias”).2 This
would seem to be supported by a 2004
Pew Research Center survey that found
that 34 percent of national journalists
self-identify as liberal, 7 percent as conservative, and 54 percent as moderate.3
Given primary dictionary definitions of
liberal (adj., “favorable to progress or
reform, as in political or religious affairs”)

and conservative (adj., “disposed to
preserve existing conditions, institutions, etc., or to restore traditional ones,
and to limit change”), it is not surprising
that a high percentage of liberals and
moderates gravitate to mainstream
journalism.4 A profession that honors
documenting change, checking power,
and reporting wrongdoing would attract
fewer conservatives, who are predisposed to “limit change.” As sociologist
Herbert Gans demonstrated in Deciding What’s News, most reporters are
socialized into a set of work rituals—
especially getting the story first and telling it from “both sides” to achieve a kind
of balance.5 In fact, this commitment
to political “balance” mandates that if
journalists interview someone on the
Left, they must also interview someone
POUIF3JHIU6MUJNBUFMZ TVDICBMBODJOH
acts require reporters to take middle-ofthe-road or moderate positions.

for deregulated media and concentrated
ownership.7 Alterman says the liberal
bias tale persists because conservatives
keep repeating it in the major media.
Conservative voices have been so successful that one study in Communication
Research reported “a fourfold increase
over the past dozen years in the number
of Americans telling pollsters that they
discerned a liberal bias in the news. But
a review of the media’s actual ideological content, collected and coded over a
12-year period, offered no corroboration whatever for this view.”8 However, a
2010 study in the Harvard International
Journal of Press/Politics reported that
both Democratic and Republican leaders
are able “to influence perceptions of bias”
by attacking the news media.9
Since journalists are primarily storytellers, and not scientists, searching for
liberal or conservative bias should not
CFUIFNBJOGPDVTPGPVSDSJUJDJTN6OEFS
time and space constraints, most journalists serve the routine practices of their
profession, which calls on them to moderate their own political agendas. News
reports, then, are always “biased,” given
human imperfection in storytelling and in
communicating through the lens of language, images, and institutional values.
Fully critiquing news stories depends,
then, on whether they are fair, represent
an issue’s complexity, provide verification
and documentation, represent multiple
views, and serve democracy.

Still, the “liberal bias” narrative persists.
In 2001, Bernard Goldberg, a former
producer at CBS News, wrote Bias.
6TJOHBOFDEPUFTGSPNIJTEBZTBU$#4 
he maintained that national news slanted
to the Left.6 In 2003, Eric Alterman,
a columnist for the Nation, countered
with What Liberal Media? Alterman
admitted that mainstream news media
do reflect more liberal views on social
issues, but argued that they had become
more conservative on politics and
economics—displayed in their support

IS THERE A BIAS IN REPORTING THE NEWS?
Completely agree
Republicans
Democrats
Independents

Mostly agree
33%
14%
23%

Mostly disagree

Completely disagree
48%
50%
53%

12%

12%
24% 6%

14% 5%

Note: Margin of error is +/- 2 percentage points.
Source: PRC Internet & American Life Project and PRC Project for Excellence in Journalism Online News Survey,
December 28, 2009–January 18, 2010.

Ethics and the News
Media
A profound ethical dilemma that national journalists occasionally face, especially in the aftermath of 9/11, is: When is it right to protect government secrets, and when should those secrets
be revealed to the public? How must editors weigh such decisions when national security
bumps up against citizens’ need for information?
In 2006, Dean Baquet, then editor of the Los Angeles Times, and Bill Keller, executive editor
of the New York Times, wrestled with these questions in a coauthored editorial:
Finally, we weigh the merits of publishing against the risks of publishing. There is no magic formula. . . .
We make our best judgment.
When we come down on the side of publishing, of course, everyone hears about it. Few people are
aware when we decide to hold an article. But each of us, in the past few years, has had the experience
of withholding or delaying articles when the administration convinces us that the risk of publication
outweighed the benefits. . . .
We understand that honorable people may disagree . . . to publish or not to publish. But
making those decisions is a responsibility that falls to editors, a corollary to the great gift of our
independence. It is not a responsibility we take lightly. And it is not one we can surrender to the
government.16
What makes the predicament of these national editors so tricky is that in the war against terrorism,
some politicians claimed that one value terrorists truly hate is “our freedom”; yet what is more
integral to liberty than the freedom of an independent press—so independent that for more than
two hundred years U.S. courts have protected the news media’s right to criticize our political leaders and, within boundaries, reveal government secrets?

Ethical Predicaments
What is the moral and social responsibility of journalists, not only for the stories they report but
also for the actual events or issues they are shaping for millions of people? Wrestling with such
media ethics involves determining the moral response to a situation through critical reasoning.
Although national security issues raise problems for a few of our largest news organizations,
the most frequent ethical dilemmas encountered in most newsrooms across the United States
involve intentional deception, privacy invasions, and conflicts of interest.

Deploying Deception
;l[hi_dY[D[bb_[8bo\Wa[Z_diWd_joje][j_di_Z[WdWiobkc_dj^['..&i"_dl[ij_]Wj_l[`ekhdWb_iji
have used deception to get stories. Today, journalists continue to use disguises and assume false
identities to gather information on social transgressions. Beyond legal considerations, though,
a key ethical question comes into play: Does the end justify the means? For example, can a
newspaper or TV newsmagazine use deceptive ploys to go undercover and expose a suspected
fraudulent clinic that promises miracle cures at a high cost? Are news professionals justified in
posing as clients desperate for a cure?
In terms of ethics, there are at least two major positions and multiple variations. First,
absolutist ethics suggests that a moral society has laws and codes, including honesty, that everyone must live by. This means citizens, including members of the news media, should tell the truth
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at all times and in all cases. In other words, the ends (exposing a phony clinic) never justify the
means (using deception to get the story). An editor who is an absolutist would cover this story
by asking a reporter to ﬁnd victims who have been ripped oﬀ by the clinic, telling the story
through their eyes. At the other end of the spectrum is situational ethics, which promotes ethical
decisions on a case-by-case basis. If a greater public good could be served by using deceit, journalists and editors who believe in situational ethics would sanction deception as a practice.
Should a journalist withhold information about his or her professional identity to get a
quote or a story from an interview subject? Many sources and witnesses are reluctant to talk
with journalists, especially about a sensitive subject that might jeopardize a job or hurt another
person’s reputation. Journalists know they can sometimes obtain information by posing as
someone other than a journalist, such as a curious student or a concerned citizen.
Most newsrooms frown on such deception. In particular situations, though, such a practice
might be condoned if reporters and their editors believed that the public needed the information. The ethics code adopted by the Society of Professional Journalists (SPJ) is fairly silent on
issues of deception. The code “requires journalists to perform with intelligence, objectivity,
accuracy, and fairness,” but it also says that “truth is our ultimate goal.” (See Figure 14.1, “SPJ
9eZ[e\;j^_Yi"¼edfW][*/+$

Invading Privacy
To achieve “the truth” or to “get the facts,” journalists routinely straddle a line between “the
public’s right to know” and a person’s right to privacy. For example, journalists may be sent
to hospitals to gather quotes from victims who have been injured. Often there is very little the
public might gain from such information, but journalists worry that if they don’t get the quote, a
competitor might. In these instances, have the news media responsibly weighed the protection
of individual privacy against the public’s right to know? Although the latter is not constitutionally guaranteed, journalists invoke the public’s right to know as justification for many types of
stories.
One infamous example is the recent phone hacking scandal involving News Corp.’s nowshuttered U.K. newspaper, News of the World. In 2011, the Guardian reported that News of the
World reporters had hired a private investigator to hack into the voice mail of thirteen-yearold murder victim Milly Dowler and had deleted some messages. Although there had been
past allegations of reporters from News of the World hacking into the private voice mails of
the British royal family, government oﬃcials, and celebrities, this revelation on the extent
of News of the World’s phone hacking activities caused a huge scandal and led to the arrests
and resignations of several senior executives. Today, in the digital age, when reporters can
gain access to private e-mail messages, Twitter accounts, and Facebook pages as well as
voice mail, such practices raise serious questions about how far a reporter should go to get
information.
In the case of privacy issues, media companies and journalists should always ask the ethical
questions: What public good is being served here? What signiﬁcant public knowledge will be
gained through the exploitation of a tragic private moment? Although journalism’s code of ethics says, “The news media must guard against invading a person’s right to privacy,” this clashes
with another part of the code: “The public’s right to know of events of public importance and
interest is the overriding mission of the mass media.”17 When these two ethical standards collide, should journalists err on the side of the public’s right to know?

Conflict of Interest
Journalism’s code of ethics also warns reporters and editors not to place themselves in positions that produce a conflict of interest—that is, any situation in which journalists may stand
to benefit personally from stories they produce. “Gifts, favors, free travel, special treatment or
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FIGURE 14.1
SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS’ CODE OF ETHICS
Source: Society of Professional Journalists (SPJ).
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FAREED ZAKARIA, Time
magazine editor-at-large and
host of CNN’s GPS, was brieﬂy
suspended from both Time
and CNN in August 2012
when media blogs accused
him of plagiarizing scholar
Jill Lepore’s essay on gun
control in one of his columns.
Reinstated after both Time
and CNN found no evidence
of plagiarism, Zakaria has
apologized for his “terrible
mistake,” which he explains
came as a result of mixing up
different notes from different
sources. Zakaria’s scandal
underscores the potential
consequences of one ethical
lapse, even for journalists as
high-proﬁle as Zakaria.

“In the era of
YouTube, Twitter
and 24-hour cable
news, nobody is
safe.”
VAN JONES, FORMER
SPECIAL ADVISOR TO
THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION ON ENVIRONMENTAL JOBS, WHO
WAS FORCED TO RESIGN
IN 2009 BECAUSE OF
HIS PAST CRITICISMS OF
REPUBLICAN LEADERS
THAT SURFACED ON
TALK RADIO AND TV

privileges,” the code states, “can compromise the integrity of journalists and their employers. Nothing of value
should be accepted.”18 Although small newspapers with
limited resources and poorly paid reporters might accept
such “freebies” as game tickets for their sportswriters
and free meals for their restaurant critics, this practice
does increase the likelihood of a conflict of interest that
produces favorable or uncritical coverage.
On a broader level, ethical guidelines at many news
outlets attempt to protect journalists from compromising positions. For instance, in most cities, U.S. journalists
do not actively participate in politics or support social
causes. Some journalists will not reveal their political afﬁliations, and some even decline to vote.
For these journalists, the rationale behind their
decisions is straightforward: Journalists should not
place themselves in a situation in which they might
have to report on the misdeeds of an organization or a
political party to which they belong. If a journalist has a tie to any group, and that group is later
suspected of involvement in shady or criminal activity, the reporter’s ability to report on that
group would be compromised—along with the credibility of the news outlet for which he or she
works. Conversely, other journalists believe that not actively participating in politics or social
causes means abandoning their civic obligations. They believe that fairness in their reporting,
not total detachment from civic life, is their primary obligation.
In the digital age, conﬂict of interest cases surrounding opinion blogging have grown
more complicated, especially when those opinion blogs run under the banner of traditional news media. For example, in 2010 David Weigel, whom the Washington Post hired
to blog about the conservative movement, was forced to resign after private e-mails and
listserv messages were exposed in which he had used inﬂammatory rhetoric to vent about
well-known conservatives like Matt Drudge, Ron Paul, and Rush Limbaugh. A Post editor
commented at the time, “We can’t have any tolerance for the perception that people are
conﬂicted or bring a bias to their work. . . . There’s abundant room on our Web site for a
wide range of viewpoints, and we should be transparent about everybody’s viewpoint.”19
Critics afterward noted that mainstream news media sites should make clear to their readers whether the bloggers are actually opinion writers or professional journalists trying to
write fairly on subjects about which they may not agree. In this case, Weigel’s credibility
regarding his ability to blog fairly about right-wing politicians and pundits was compromised when his personal exchanges ridiculing conservatives came to light. This case
illustrates the increasingly blurry line between the old journalism of veriﬁcation and the
new journalism of assertion.

Resolving Ethical Problems
When a journalist is criticized for ethical lapses or questionable reporting tactics, a typical response might be “I’m just doing my job” or “I was just getting the facts.” Such explanations are
troubling, though, because in responding this way, reporters are transferring personal responsibility for the story to a set of institutional rituals.
There are, of course, ethical alternatives to self-justiﬁcations such as “I’m just doing my
job” that force journalists to think through complex issues. With the crush of deadlines and
daily duties, most media professionals deal with ethical situations only on a case-by-case basis
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as issues arise. However, examining major ethical models and theories provides a common
strategy for addressing ethics on a general rather than a situational basis. The most well-known
ethical standard, the Judeo-Christian command to “love your neighbor as yourself,” provides
one foundation for constructing ethical guidelines. Although we cannot address all major moral
codes here, a few key precepts can guide us.

Aristotle, Kant, Bentham, and Mill
The Greek philosopher Aristotle offered an early ethical concept, the “golden mean”—a guideline for seeking balance between competing positions. For Aristotle, this was a desirable middle
ground between extreme positions, usually with one regarded as deficient, and the other excessive. For example, Aristotle saw ambition as the balance between sloth and greed.
Another ethical principle entails the “categorical imperative,” developed by German
philosopher Immanuel Kant (1724–1804). This idea maintains that a society must adhere to
moral codes that are universal and unconditional, applicable in all situations at all times. For
example, the Golden Rule (“Do unto others as you would have them do unto you”) is articulated
in one form or another in most of the world’s major religious and philosophical traditions, and
operates as an absolute moral principle. The First Amendment, which prevents Congress from
abridging free speech and other rights, could be considered an example of an unconditional
national law.
British philosophers Jeremy Bentham (1748–1832) and John Stuart Mill (1806–1873) promoted
an ethical principle derived from “the greatest good for the greatest number,” directing us “to distribute a good consequence to more people rather than to fewer, whenever we have a choice.”20

Developing Ethical Policy
Arriving at ethical decisions involves several steps. These include laying out the case; pinpointing the key issues; identifying involved parties, their intents, and their competing values; studying ethical models; presenting strategies and options; and formulating a decision.
One area that requires ethics is covering the private lives of people who unintentionally
have become prominent in the news. Consider Richard Jewell, the Atlanta security guard
who, for eighty-eight days, was the FBI’s prime suspect in the city park bombing at the 1996
Olympics. The FBI never charged Jewell with a crime, and he later successfully sued several
news organizations for libel. The news media competed to be the ﬁrst to report important
developments in the case, and with the battle for newspaper circulation and broadcast ratings
adding fuel to a complex situation, editors were reluctant to back away from the story once it
began circulating.
At least two key ethical questions emerged: (1) Should the news media have named Jewell as
a suspect even though he was never charged with a crime? (2) Should the media have camped
out daily in front of his mother’s house in an attempt to interview him and his mother? The
Jewell case pitted the media’s right to tell stories and earn proﬁts against a person’s right to be
left alone.
Working through the various ethical stages, journalists formulate policies grounded in
overarching moral principles.21 Should reporters, for instance, follow the Golden Rule and be
willing to treat themselves, their families, or their friends the way they treated the Jewells?
Or should they invoke Aristotle’s “golden mean” and seek moral virtue between extreme
positions?
In Richard Jewell’s situation, journalists could have developed guidelines to balance Jewell’s
interests and the news media’s. For example, in addition to apologizing for using Jewell’s name
in early accounts, reporters might have called oﬀ their stakeout and allowed Jewell to set interview times at a neutral site, where he could talk with a small pool of journalists designated to
relay information to other media outlets.

“We should have
the public interest
and not the bottom
line at heart, or
else all we can do
is wait for a time
when sex doesn’t
sell.”
SUSAN UNGARO,
EDITOR, FAMILY
CIRCLE, ON MEDIA
COVERAGE OF THE
CLINTON-LEWINSKY
SCANDAL, 1998
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Reporting Rituals and the Legacy
of Print Journalism
Unfamiliar with being questioned themselves, many reporters are uncomfortable discussing
their personal values or their strategies for getting stories. Nevertheless, a stock of rituals,
derived from basic American values, underlie the practice of reporting. These include focusing
on the present, relying on experts, balancing story conflict, and acting as adversaries toward
leaders and institutions.

Focusing on the Present
In the 1840s, when the telegraph first enabled news to crisscross America instantly, modern
journalism was born. To complement the new technical advances, editors called for a focus
on the immediacy of the present. Modern front-page print journalism began to de-emphasize
political analysis and historical context, accenting instead the new and the now.
As a result, the profession began drawing criticism for failing to oﬀer historical, political, and
social analyses. This criticism continues today. For example, urban drug stories heavily dominated
print and network news during the 1986 and 1988 election years. Such stories, however, virtually disappeared from the news by 1992, although the nation’s serious drug and addiction problems had not
diminished.22 For many editors and reporters at the time, drug stories became “yesterday’s news.”
Modern journalism tends to reject “old news” for whatever new event or idea that disrupts
today’s routines. During the 1996 elections, when statistics revealed that drug use among
middle-class high school students was rising, reporters latched on to new versions of the drug
story, but their reports made only limited references to the 1980s. And although drug problems
and addiction rates did not diminish in subsequent years, these topics were virtually ignored
by journalists during national elections from 2000 to 2012. Indeed, given the space and time
constraints of current news practices, reporters seldom link stories to the past or to the ebb and
ﬂow of history. (To analyze current news stories, see “Media Literacy and the Critical Process:
Telling Stories and Covering Disaster” on page 499.)

Getting a Good Story
;Whbo_dj^['/.&i"j^[@Wd[j9eea[^eWnZ[cedijhWj[Zj^[Z_\\[h[dY[X[jm[[dj^[c[h[j[bb_d]
of a good story and the social responsibility to tell the truth.23 Cooke, a former Washington Post
reporter, was fired for fabricating an investigative report for which she initially won a Pulitzer
Prize. (It was later revoked.) She had created a cast of characters, featuring a mother who contributed to the heroin addiction of her eight-year-old son.
At the time the hoax was exposed, Chicago columnist Mike Royko criticized conventional
journalism for allowing narrative conventions—getting a good story—to trump journalism’s
responsibility to the daily lives it documents: “There’s something more important than a story
here. This eight-year-old kid is being murdered. The editors should have said forget the story,
ﬁnd the kid. . . . People in any other profession would have gone right to the police.”24 Had editors at the Post demanded such help, Cooke’s hoax would not have gone as far as it did.
According to Don Hewitt, the creator and longtime executive producer of 60 Minutes,
“There’s a very simple formula if you’re in Hollywood, Broadway, opera, publishing, broadcasting, newspapering. It’s four very simple words—tell me a story.”25 For most journalists, the
bottom line is “Get the story”—an edict that overrides most other concerns. It is the standard
against which many reporters measure themselves and their profession.
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Media Literacy and
the Critical Process

1

DESCRIPTION. Find print and
broadcast news versions of the

same disaster story (use LexisNexis if
available). Make copies of each story, and
note the pictures chosen to tell
the story.

2

ANALYSIS. Find patterns in
the coverage. How are the stories
treated diﬀerently in print and on television? Are there similarities in the words
chosen or images used? What kinds of
experience are depicted? Who are the
sources the reporters use to verify their
information?

3

INTERPRETATION. What do

these patterns suggest? Can you
make any interpretations or arguments
based on the kinds of disaster covered,
sources used, areas covered, or words/
images chosen? How are the stories told
in relation to their importance to the
entire community or nation? How complex are the stories?

Telling Stories and Covering Disaster
Covering difﬁcult stories—such as natural disasters
like Hurricane Sandy in 2012—may present challenges to
journalists about how to frame their coverage. The opening
sections, or leads, of news stories can vary depending on the
source—whether it is print, broadcast, or online news—or
even the editorial style of the news organization (e.g., some
story leads are straightforward; some are very dramatic).
And, although modern journalists claim objectivity as a goal,
it is unlikely that a profession in the storytelling business
can approximate any sort of scientiﬁc objectivity. The best
journalists can do is be fair, reporting and telling stories to
their communities and nation by explaining the complicated
and tragic experiences they convert into words or pictures.
To explore this type of coverage, try this exercise with
examples from recent disaster coverage of a regional or
national event.

4

EVALUATION. Which stories
are the strongest? Why? Which
are the weakest? Why? Make a judgment
on how well these disaster stories serve
your interests as a citizen and the interests of the larger community or nation.

5

ENGAGEMENT. In an e-mail or
letter to the editor, report your
ﬁndings to relevant editors and TV news
directors. Make suggestions for improved
coverage and cite strong stories that you
admired. How did they respond?

Getting a Story First
In a discussion on public television about the press coverage of a fatal airline crash in Milwaukee
in the 1980s, a news photographer was asked to discuss his role in covering the tragedy. Rather
than take up the poignant, heartbreaking aspects of witnessing the aftermath of such an event,
the excited photographer launched into a dramatic recounting of how he had slipped behind
police barricades to snap the first grim photos, which later appeared in the Milwaukee Journal.
As part of their socialization into the profession, reporters often learn to evade authority figures
to secure a story ahead of the competition.
The photographer’s recollection points to the important role journalism plays in calling public attention to serious events and issues. Yet he also talked about the news-gathering
process as a game that journalists play. It’s now routine for local television stations, 24/7 cable
news, and newspapers to run self-promotions about how they beat competitors to a story. In
addition, during political elections, local television stations and networks project winners in
particular races and often hype their projections when they are able to forecast results before
the competition does. This practice led to the ﬁasco in November 2000 when the major networks and cable news services badly ﬂubbed their predictions regarding the outcome of voting
in Florida during the presidential election.
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JONAH LEHRER had built
an impressive career as a
best-selling author and staff
writer for the New Yorker
and Wired magazine when in
2012 it was discovered he
had recycled his own work,
an act of “self-plagiarism,” on
multiple different occasions.
It was also discovered that
his 2012 book Imagine:
How Creativity Works
contained several fabricated
quotes, many of which were
incorrectly attributed to Bob
Dylan.

Journalistic scoops and exclusive stories attempt to portray reporters in
a heroic light: They have won a race for facts, which they have gathered and
presented ahead of their rivals. It is not always clear, though, how the public
is better served by a journalist’s claim to have gotten a story ﬁrst. In some
ways, the 24/7 cable news, the Internet, and bloggers have intensiﬁed the
race for getting a story ﬁrst. With a fragmented audience and more media
competing for news, the mainstream news often feels more pressure to lure
an audience with exclusive, and sometimes sensational, stories. Although
readers and viewers might value the aggressiveness of reporters, the earliest
reports are not necessarily better, more accurate, or as complete as stories
written later with more context and perspective.
For example, in summer 2010 a ﬁrestorm erupted around the abrupt
dismissal of Shirley Sherrod, a Georgia-based African American oﬃcial with
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, over a short clip of a speech posted by
the late right-wing blogger Andrew Breitbart on his Web site BigGovernment
.com. His clip implied that Sherrod had once discriminated against a
white farm family who had sought her help when their farm was about to
be foreclosed. FoxNews.com picked up the clip, and soon it was all over
cable TV, where Sherrod and the Obama administration were denounced
as “reverse racists.” The secretary of agriculture, Tom Vilsack, demanded
and got Sherrod’s resignation. However, once reporters started digging
deeper into the story and CNN ran an interview with the white farmers
that Sherrod had actually helped, it was revealed that the 2½-minute clip
had been re-edited and taken out of context from a 43-minute speech Sherrod had given at an
NAACP event. In the speech, Sherrod talked about the discrimination that both poor white and
black farmers had faced, and about rising above her own past. (Her father had been murdered
forty-ﬁve years earlier, and an all-white Georgia grand jury did not indict the accused white
farmer despite testimony from three witnesses.) Conservative pundits apologized, Glenn Beck
demanded that Sherrod be rehired, and Tom Vilsack oﬀered her a new job (which she ultimately declined).26
This kind of scoop behavior, which becomes viral in the digital age, demonstrates pack or
herd journalism, which occurs when reporters stake out a house, chase celebrities in packs, or
follow a story in such herds that the entire profession comes under attack for invading people’s
privacy, exploiting their personal problems, or just plain getting the story wrong.

Relying on Experts
Another ritual of modern print journalism—relying on outside sources—has made reporters
heavily dependent on experts. Reporters, though often experts themselves in certain areas by
virtue of having covered them over time, are not typically allowed to display their expertise
overtly. Instead, they must seek outside authorities to give credibility to seemingly neutral
reports. What daily reporters know is generally subordinate to who they know.
During the early 1900s, progressive politicians and leaders of opinion such as President
Woodrow Wilson and columnist Walter Lippmann believed in the cultivation of strong ties
among national reporters, government oﬃcials, scientists, business managers, and researchers.
They wanted journalists supplied with expertise across a variety of areas. Today, the widening
gap between those with expertise and those without it has created a need for public mediators.
Reporters have assumed this role as surrogates who represent both leaders’ and readers’ interests.
With their access to experts, reporters transform specialized and insider knowledge into the
everyday commonsense language of news stories.
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Reporters also frequently use experts to create narrative conﬂict by pitting a series of quotes
against one another, or on occasion use experts to support a particular position. In addition, the
use of experts enables journalists to distance themselves from daily experience; they are able to
attribute the responsibility for the events or issues reported in a story to those who are quoted.
To use experts, journalists must make direct contact with a source—by phone or e-mail or
in person. Journalists do not, however, heavily cite the work of other writers; that would violate
reporters’ desire not only to get a story ﬁrst but to get it on their own. Telephone calls and face-toface interviews, rather than extensively researched interpretations, are the stuﬀ of daily journalism.
Newsweek’s Jonathan Alter once called expert sources the “usual suspects.” Alter contended
that “the impression conveyed is of a world that contains only a handful of knowledgeable
people. . . . Their public exposure is a result not only of their own abilities, but of deadlines and
a failure of imagination on the part of the press.”27
In addition, expert sources have historically been predominantly white and male. Fairness
and Accuracy in Reporting (FAIR) conducted a major study of the 14,632 sources used during
2001 on evening news programs on ABC, CBS, and NBC. FAIR found that only 15 percent of
sources were women—and 52 percent of these women represented “average citizens” or
“non-experts.” By contrast, of the male sources, 86 percent were cast in “authoritative” or
“expert” roles. Among “U.S. sources” where race could be determined, the study found that
white sources “made up 92 percent of the total, blacks 7 percent, Latinos and Arab-Americans
0.6 percent each, and Asian Americans 0.2 percent.”28 (At that time, the 2000 census reported
the U.S. population stood at 69 percent white, 13 percent Hispanic, 12 percent black, and
4 percent Asian.)” So as mainstream journalists increased their reliance on a small pool of experts, they probably alienated many viewers, who may have felt excluded from participation in
day-to-day social and political life.
7(&&+ijkZoXoj^[F[mFhe`[Yj\eh;nY[bb[dY[_d@ekhdWb_ic\ekdZi_c_bWhh[ikbji$J^[
study looked at forty-ﬁve diﬀerent news outlets over a twenty-day period, including newspapers, nightly network newscasts and morning shows, cable news programs, and Web news
sites. Newspapers, the study found, “were the most likely of the media studied to cite at least
one female source . . . (41% of stories),” while cable news “was the least likely medium to cite a
female source (19% of stories).” The study also found that in “every [news] topic category, the
majority of stories cited at least one male source,” but “the only topic category where women
crossed the 50% threshold was lifestyle stories.” The study found that women were least likely
to be cited in stories on foreign aﬀairs, while sports sections of newspapers also “stood out in
particular as a male bastion,” with only 14 percent citing a female source.29
By 2012, the evidence again suggested little improvement. In fact, a study from the 4th
;ijWj[i^em[Zj^Wjel[hWi_n#cedj^f[h_eZZkh_d]j^[(&'([b[Yj_ed"c[dm[h[»ckY^ceh[
likely to be quoted on their subjective insight in newspapers and on television.” This held true
[l[dedijeh_[iif[Y_ÆYWbboZ[Wb_d]m_j^mec[d¾i_iik[i$J^[*j^;ijWj[ijkZoi^em[Zj^Wj»_d
front page articles about the 2012 election that mention[ed] abortion or birth control, men
[were] 4 to 7 times more likely to be cited than women.” The study concluded by noting that
such a “gender gap undermines the media’s credibility.”30
By the late 1990s, many journalists were criticized for blurring the line between remaining
neutral and being an expert. The boom in twenty-four-hour cable news programs at this time
led to a news vacuum that eventually was ﬁlled with talk shows and interviews with journalists willing to give their views. During events with intense media coverage, such as the 2000
through 2012 presidential elections, 9/11, and the Iraq war, many print journalists appeared several times a day on cable programs acting as experts on the story, sometimes providing factual
information but mostly oﬀering opinion and speculation.
Some editors even encourage their reporters to go on these shows for marketing reasons.
Today, many big city newspapers have oﬃce space set aside for reporters to use for cable, TV,

“I made a special
effort to come on
the show today
because I have . . .
mentioned this
show as being
bad . . . as it’s
hurting America.”
JON STEWART, ON
CNN’S CROSSFIRE,
2004
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“Cable news is full
of spin doctors
shouting at each
other. . . . Jerry
Springer without
the hair pulling.”
TOM RAWLINS, EDITOR,
ST. PETERSBURG
TIMES, 1998

and Internet interviews. Critics contend that these practices erode the credibility of the profession by blending journalism with celebrity culture and commercialism. Daniel Schorr, who
worked as a journalist for seventy years (he died in 2010), resigned from CNN when the cable
network asked him to be a commentator during the 1984 Republican National Convention
along with former Texas governor John Connally. Schorr believed that it was improper to mix a
journalist and a politician in this way, but the idea seems innocent by today’s blurred standards.
As columnist David Carr pointed out in the New York Times in 2010, “Where there was once a
pretty bright line between journalist and political operative, there is now a kind of continuum,
with politicians becoming media providers in their own right, and pundits, entertainers and
journalists often driving political discussions.”31

Balancing Story Conflict

“Opinion journalism
can be more honest
than objectivestyle journalism,
because it doesn’t
have to hide its
point of view.”
MICHAEL KINSLEY,
WASHINGTONPOST.COM,
2006

For most journalists, balance means presenting all sides of an issue without appearing to favor
any one position. The quest for balance presents problems for journalists. On the one hand,
time and space constraints do not always permit representing all sides; in practice this value
has often been reduced to “telling both sides of a story.” In recounting news stories as two-sided
dramas, reporters often misrepresent the complexity of social issues. The abortion controversy,
for example, is often treated as a story that pits two extreme positions (staunchly pro-life vs. resolutely pro-choice) against each other. Yet people whose views fall somewhere between these
positions are seldom represented (studies show this group actually represents the majority of
Americans). In this manner, “balance” becomes a narrative device to generate story conflict.
On the other hand, although many journalists claim to be detached, they often stake out a
moderate or middle-of-the-road position between the two sides represented in a story. In claiming neutrality and inviting readers to share their detached point of view, journalists oﬀer a distant, third-person, all-knowing point of view (a narrative device that many novelists use as well),
enhancing the impression of neutrality by making the reporter appear value-free (or valueless).
The claim for balanced stories, like the claim for neutrality, disguises journalism’s narrative functions. After all, when reporters choose quotes for a story, these are usually the most
dramatic or conﬂict-oriented words that emerge from an interview, press conference, or public
meeting. Choosing quotes sometimes has more to do with enhancing drama than with being
fair, documenting an event, or establishing neutrality.
The balance claim has also served the ﬁnancial interests of modern news organizations that
stake out the middle ground. William Greider, a former Washington Post editor, makes the tie
between good business and balanced news: “If you’re going to be a mass circulation journal,
that means you’re going to be talking simultaneously to lots of groups that have opposing views.
So you’ve got to modulate your voice and pretend to be talking to all of them.”32

Acting as Adversaries
The value that many journalists take the most pride in is their adversarial relationship with the
prominent leaders and major institutions they cover. The prime narrative frame for portraying
this relationship is sometimes called a gotcha story, which refers to the moment when, through
questioning, the reporter nabs “the bad guy” or wrongdoer.
This narrative strategy—part of the tough questioning style of some reporters—is frequently
used in political reporting. Many journalists assume that leaders are hiding something and that
the reporter’s main job is to ferret out the truth through tenacious fact-gathering and “gotcha”
questions. An extension of the search for balance, this stance locates the reporter in the middle,
between “them” and “us,” between political leaders and the people they represent.
Critics of the tough question style of reporting argue that, while it can reveal signiﬁcant
information, when overused it fosters a cynicism among journalists that actually harms the
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democratic process. Although journalists need to guard against becoming too cozy with their
political sources, they sometimes go to the other extreme. By constantly searching for what
politicians may be hiding, some reporters may miss other issues or other key stories.
When journalists employ the gotcha model to cover news, being tough often becomes an
end in itself. Thus reporters believe they have done their job just by roughing up an interview subject or by answering the limited “What is going on here?” question. Yet the Pulitzer
Prize, the highest award honoring journalism, often goes to the reporter who asks ethically
charged and open-ended questions, such as “Why is this going on?” and “What ought to be
done about it?”

Journalism in the Age of TV
and the Internet
The rules and rituals governing American journalism began shifting in the 1950s. At the time,
former radio reporter John Daly hosted the CBS network game show What’s My Line? When he
began moonlighting as the evening TV news anchor on ABC, the network blurred the entertainment and information border, foreshadowing what was to come.
In the early days, the most inﬂuential and respected television news program was CBS’s See
It Now. 9efheZkY[ZXo<h[Z<h_[dZboWdZ;ZmWhZH$Ckhhem"See It Now practiced a kind of TV
journalism lodged somewhere between the neutral and narrative traditions. Generally regarded
as “the ﬁrst and deﬁnitive” news documentary on American television, See It Now sought “to
report in depth—to tell and show the American audience what was happening in the world using
ﬁlm as a narrative tool.”33 Murrow worked as both the program’s anchor and its main reporter,
introducing the investigative model of journalism to television—a model that programs like
60 Minutes, 20/20, and Dateline would imitate. Later, of course, Internet news gathering and
reporting would further alter journalism.

Differences between Print, TV, and Internet News
Although TV news reporters share many values, beliefs, and conventions with their print counterparts, television transformed journalism in a number of ways. First, broadcast news is driven
by its technology. If a camera crew and news van are dispatched to a remote location for a live
broadcast, reporters are expected to justify the expense by developing a story, even if nothing significant is occurring. For instance, when a national political candidate does not arrive at the local
airport in time for an interview on the evening news, the reporter may cover a flight delay instead.
Print reporters, in contrast, slide their notebooks or laptops back into their bags and report on a
story when it occurs. However, with print reporters now posting regular online updates to their
stories, they offer the same immediacy that live television news does. In fact, in most newsrooms
today, the online version of a story is often posted before the newspaper or TV version appears.
Second, while print editors cut stories to ﬁt the physical space around ads, TV news
directors have to time stories to ﬁt between commercials. Despite the fact that a much higher
percentage of space is devoted to print ads (about 60 percent at most dailies), TV ads (which
take up less than 25 percent of a typical thirty-minute news program) generally seem more
intrusive to viewers, perhaps because TV ads take up time rather than space. The Internet has
“solved” these old space and time problems by freeing stories from those constraints online.
Third, while modern print journalists are expected to be detached, TV news derives its credibility from live, on-the-spot reporting; believable imagery; and viewers’ trust in the reporters

“It’s the job of journalists to make
complicated things
interesting. The
shame of American
journalism is that
[PBS’s] Frontline,
with its limited
resources, has
been doing inﬁnitely better, more
thoughtful, more
creative reporting on places like
Afghanistan or
Rwanda than the
richest networks in
the world. If it is a
glory for Frontline,
it is a shame for
those big networks
and the [people] at
the top of the corporate structure
who run them.”
DAVID HALBERSTAM,
JOURNALIST, OCTOBER
2001
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ANN CURRY announced
her resignation as co-anchor
of the Today show in June
2012 after just one year
on the job. Rumors swirled
that network executives
at NBC had been planning
her departure for months,
potentially pinning the
show’s low ratings on Curry’s
on-air personality. Meanwhile
gossip columnists buzzed
that Curry was forced out
due to the way she dressed
and her refusal to cover her
gray hair. Now an NBC News
national and international
correspondent and Today
anchor at large, Curry has
a strong fan base that has
rallied behind her in the
wake of what some maintain
was an unfair, potentially
discriminatory dismissal
from Today.

and anchors. In fact, since the early 1970s most annual polls have
indicated that the majority of viewers ﬁnd television news a more
credible resource than print news. Viewers tend to feel a personal
regard for the local and national anchors who appear each evening
on TV sets in their living rooms. In fact, in Pew Research Center’s
2012 news credibility and believability study (which still does not
rate online news sources like Politico or Huffington Post), the three
top news outlets with the highest “positive” rating from those polled
were “local TV news” (65 percent), 60 Minutes (64 percent), and
ABC News (59 percent). By comparison, Fox News was tied with
the New York Times and USA Today as the only organizations in the
study to have higher negative than positive ratings—all at just 49
percent positive. The highest rated newspaper in the study was the
Wall Street Journal with a 58 percent positive rating, while the “daily
newspaper you know best” scored a 57 percent positive rating.34
By the mid-1970s, the public’s fascination with the Watergate
scandal, combined with the improved quality of TV journalism,
helped local news departments realize proﬁts. In an eﬀort to retain
high ratings, stations began hiring consultants, who advised news
directors to invest in national prepackaged formats, such as Action
D[mieh;o[m_jd[iiD[mi$JhWl[b_d]j^[Yekdjho"l_[m[hidej_Y[Z
similar theme music and opening graphic visuals from market to
market. Consultants also suggested that stations lead their newscasts with crime blocks: a group of TV stories that recount the
worst local criminal transgressions of the day. A cynical slogan
soon developed in the industry: “If it bleeds, it leads.” This crimeblock practice continues today at most local TV news stations.
Few stations around the country have responded to viewers and critics who complain
about the overemphasis on crime. (In reality, FBI statistics reveal that crime and murder rates
have fallen or leveled oﬀ in most major urban areas since the 1990s.) In 1996, the news director
WjALK;#JL_d7kij_d"J[nWi"Yh[Wj[ZWd[mi[je\Yh_j[h_Wj^Wj^WZjeX[c[j\ehd[mih[fehjije
qualify as responsible crime stories. She asked that her reporters answer the following questions: Do citizens or oﬃcials need to take action? Is there an immediate threat to safety? Is there
a threat to children? Does the crime have signiﬁcant community impact? Does the story lend
_ji[b\jeWYh_c[fh[l[dj_ed[èehj5M_j^ALK;¾id[mijWdZWhZi"j^[ijWj_ed[b_c_dWj[ZcWdo
routine crime stories. Instead, the station provided a context for understanding crime rather
than a mindless running tally of the crimes committed each day.35

Pretty-Face and Happy-Talk Culture
In the early 1970s at a Milwaukee TV station, consultants advised the station’s news director
that the evening anchor looked too old. The anchor, who showed a bit of gray, was replaced and
went on to serve as the station’s editorial director. He was thirty-two years old at the time. In
the late 1970s, a reporter at the same station was fired because of a “weight problem,” although
j^WjmWidej]_l[dWij^[e\\_Y_Wbh[Wied$;Whb_[hj^Wjo[Wh"i^[^WZ]_l[dX_hj^je^[h\_hijY^_bZ$
In 1983, Christine Craft, a former Kansas City television news anchor, was awarded $500,000
in damages in a sex discrimination suit against station KMBC (she eventually lost the monetary
award when the station appealed). She had been fired because consultants believed she was too
old, too unattractive, and not deferential enough to men.
Such stories are rampant in the annals of TV news. They have helped create a stereotype
of the half-witted but physically attractive news anchor, reinforced by popular culture images
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(from Ted Baxter on TV’s Mary Tyler Moore Show to Ron Burgundy in the ﬁlm Anchorman).
Although the situation has improved slightly, national news consultants set the agenda for what
local reporters should cover (lots of crime) as well as how they should look and sound (young,
WjjhWYj_l["fb[WiWdj"WdZm_j^deh[]_edWbWYY[dj$;ii[dj_Wbbo"d[miYedikbjWdjiºWbieademdWi
news doctors—have advised stations to replicate the predominant male and female advertising
images of the 1960s and 1970s in modern local TV news.
Another strategy favored by news consultants is happy talk: the ad-libbed or scripted banter
that goes on among local news anchors, reporters, meteorologists, and sports reporters before
and after news reports. During the 1970s, consultants often recommended such chatter to create a more relaxed feeling on the news set and to foster the illusion of conversational intimacy
with viewers. Some also believed that happy talk would counter much of that era’s “bad news,”
which included coverage of urban riots and the Vietnam War. A strategy still used today, happy
talk often appears forced and may create awkward transitions, especially when anchors transition to reports on events that are sad or tragic.

Sound Bitten
Beginning in the 1980s, the term sound bite became part of the public lexicon. The TV equivalent
of a quote in print news, a sound bite is the part of a broadcast news report in which an expert,
a celebrity, a victim, or a person-in-the-street responds to some aspect of an event or issue. With
increasing demands for more commercial time, there is less time for interview subjects to explain
their views, and sound bites have become the focus of intense criticism. Studies revealed that
during political campaigns the typical sound bite from candidates had shrunk from an average
duration of forty to fifty seconds in the 1950s and 1960s to fewer than eight seconds by the late
1990s. With shorter comments from interview subjects, TV news sometimes seems like dueling
sound bites, with reporters creating dramatic tension by editing competing viewpoints together
as if interviewees had actually been in the same location speaking to one another. Of course, print
news also pits one quote against another in a story, even though the actual interview subjects may
never have met. Once again, these reporting techniques, also at work in online journalism, are
evidence of the profession’s reliance on storytelling devices to replicate or create conflict.

Pundits, “Talking Heads,” and Politics
The transformation of TV news by cable—with the arrival of CNN in 1980—led to dramatic
changes in TV news delivery at the national level. Prior to cable news (and the Internet), most
people tuned to their local and national news late in the afternoon or evening on a typical
weekday, with each program lasting just thirty
minutes. But today, the 24/7 news cycle means that
we can get TV news anytime, day or night, and
constant new content has led to major changes in
what is considered news. Because it is expensive to
dispatch reporters to document stories or maintain
foreign news bureaus to cover international issues,
the much less expensive “talking head” pundit has
become a standard for cable news channels. Such
a programming strategy requires few resources
beyond the studio and a few guests.
Today’s main cable channels have built their
evening programs along partisan lines and follow
the model of journalism as opinion and assertion:
Fox News goes right with pundit stars like Bill
O’Reilly and Sean Hannity; MSNBC leans left with

ANDERSON COOPER has
been the primary anchor
of Anderson Cooper 360°
since 2003. Although the
program is mainly taped
and broadcast from his
New York City studio, and
typically features reports of
the day’s main news stories
with added analyses from
experts, Cooper is one of
the few “talking heads” who
still reports live fairly often
from the ﬁeld for major
news stories. Most recently
and notably, he has done
extensive coverage of the
2010 BP oil spill in the
Gulf of Mexico (below), the
February 2011 uprisings in
Egypt, and the devastating
earthquake in Japan in
2011.
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“We need to see
people not as
readers, nonreaders, endangered readers, not
as customers to
be wooed or an
audience to be
entertained, but as
a public, citizens
capable of action.”
DAVIS “BUZZ“ MERRITT,
WICHITA EAGLE, 1995

7c[h_YWdWdZM[ij[hd;khef[Wdjekh_ijiWjhW_bmWoijWj_edi"iec[j_c[iWiiWkbj_d]j^[c_dj^[
process. The stolen goods would then pass to an outer circle, whose members transferred the
]eeZijeij_bbWdej^[h[nj[h_ehh_d]e\j^_[l[i$;l[d_\j^[feb_Y[YWk]^jj^[_dd[hY_hYb[c[cbers, the loot usually disappeared.
These developments triggered heated discussions in the newsroom. A small group of young
reporters, some of whom had recently worked in the United States, argued that the best way to
cover the story was to describe the new crime wave and relay the facts to readers in a neutral
manner. Another group, many of whom were older and more experienced, felt that the paper
should take an advocacy stance and condemn the criminals through interpretive columns
on the front page. The older guard won this particular debate, and more interpretive pieces
appeared.38
J^_iijeho_bbkijhWj[ij^[jmeYecf[j_d]ceZ[bij^Wj^Wl[_dÇk[dY[Z7c[h_YWdWdZ;khef[Wd
journalism since the early 1900s. The ﬁrst—the informational or modern model—emphasizes
describing events and issues from a seemingly neutral point of view. The second—a more partisan
or European model—stresses analyzing occurrences and advocating remedies from an acknowledged point of view.
In most American newspapers today, the informational model dominates the front page,
while the partisan model remains conﬁned to the editorial pages and an occasional front-page
piece. However, alternative models of news—from the serious to the satirical—have emerged to
challenge modern journalistic ideals.

The Public Journalism Movement

CITIZEN JOURNALISM
One way technology has
allowed citizens to become
involved in the reporting of
news is through cell phone
photos and videos uploaded
online. Witnesses can now
pass on what they have
captured to major mainstream
news sources, like CNN’s
iReports or onto their own
blogs and Web sites.

From the late 1980s through the 1990s, a number of papers experimented with ways to involve
readers more actively in the news process. These experiments surfaced primarily at midsize
daily papers, including the Charlotte Observer, the Wichita Eagle, the Virginian-Pilot, and the
Minneapolis Star Tribune. Davis “Buzz” Merritt, editor and vice president of the Wichita Eagle at
the time, defined key aspects of public journalism:
?jcel[iX[oedZj^[b_c_j[Zc_ii_ede\»j[bb_d]j^[d[mi¼jeWXheWZ[hc_ii_ede\^[bf_d]
public life go well, and acts out that imperative. . . .
?jcel[i\hecZ[jWY^c[djjeX[_d]W\W_h#c_dZ[ZfWhj_Y_fWdj_dfkXb_Yb_\[$$$$
?jcel[iX[oedZedboZ[iYh_X_d]m^Wj_i»]e_d]mhed]¼je_cW]_d_d]m^Wj»]e_d]h_]^j¼
would be like. . . .
?jcel[i\heci[[_d]f[efb[WiYedikc[hiºWih[WZ[hiehdedh[WZ[hi"WiXoijWdZ[hije
be informed—to seeing them as a public, as potential actors in arriving at democratic
solutions to public problems. 39
Public journalism is best imagined as a conversational model for news practice. Modern journalism had drawn a distinct line between reporter
detachment and community involvement; public
journalism—driven by citizen forums, community conversations, and even talk shows—
obscured this line.
In the 1990s—before the full impact of the
Internet—public journalism served as a response
to the many citizens who felt alienated from
participating in public life in a meaningful way.
This alienation arose, in part, from viewers who
watched passively as the political process seemed
to play out in the news and on TV between the
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GLOBAL
VILLAGE
Why Isn’t Al Jazeera English on More
U.S. TV Systems?

I

n early May 2011, the day after
64/BWZ4FBMTLJMMFEBM2BFEBnT
symbolic leader Osama bin Laden
in a Pakistani suburb, Marwan Bishara
wrote an analysis for Aljazeera.net—
the Web site for Al Jazeera English,
a news service based in Washington,
D.C., with headquarters in Doha,
2BUBS#JTIBSBTBJEUIBUoGPSUIF.VTMJN
world, bin Laden [had] already been
made irrelevant by the Arab Spring
that underlined the meaning of people’s power through peaceful means.”
Bishara also reminded his readers “that
CJO-BEFOnTBM2BFEBBOEJUTBGGJMJBUFT
[had] killed far more Arabs and Muslims than they did Westerners.”1 He
concluded that with bin Laden’s death,
UIF6OJUFE4UBUFTIBEFWFOMFTTPGB
reason to continue fighting in Afghanistan, a view shared by the majority of
Americans in most 2011 polls.
This analysis from Al Jazeera English
(AJE, formerly Al Jazeera International)
was not much different from mainTUSFBN64OFXTPQJOJPOPODBCMF
shows and in newspaper editorials. Yet
Fox News commentator Bill O’Reilly
still labeled Al Jazeera “anti-American,”2
even though its English reporting staff
is represented by journalists from fifty
different nations, including UIF6OJUFE
States. Still, many Americans seemed
to disagree with O’Reilly—Al Jazeera’s
Web site got 1.6 million hits in the
6OJUFE4UBUFT during the early days of

Egypt’s uprising against their
once entrenched dictator. 3
In 2006 when AJE began, the
conservative media watchdog group Accuracy in Media
(AIM) reported in a poll that
53 percent of Americans were
opposed to the English language version of Al Jazeera.
At the time, AIM circulated a
video titled “Terror Television”
that linked the Arab Al Jazeera
service (AJE’s parent company)
to “the perpetrators of 9/11
and the old Saddam Hussein dictatorship” in Iraq.4 This video, coupled
with the fact that Al Jazeera received
and broadcast bin Laden’s videotape
messages after 9/11, contributed to
the idea of Al Jazeera as “bin Laden’s
station” in many people’s minds.
Today the main Al Jazeera Arabic network, which began in 1996, reaches
220 million TV households in more
than a hundred countries and runs
news bureaus in sixty-five countries
(compared to CNN’s thirty-three).5
But as late as January 2013, AJE
was available on cable or satellite
TZTUFNTJOUIF6OJUFE4UBUFTJO only a
handful of cities, including Burlington,
Vermont; Toledo, Ohio; Washington,
D.C.; and New York City. (AJE started
a campaign in 2011 to get carried on
NPSF64DBCMFBOETBUFMMJUFTZTUFNT)
This lack of access to Arab and Middle

East news led Stephen Colbert on
Comedy Central’s The Colbert Report
to question Al Jazeera’s Cairo correspondent on why the network couldn’t
HFUPO6457TZTUFNTXIFOUIFSF
was clearly room for “17 Showtimes
and a channel for pets.”6
In an increasingly interconnected world
in which the Middle East plays an
FWFSHSPXJOHSPMF NPTU64DJUJ[FOT
have no cable or satellite access to the
world’s main Arab news service, likely
because TV executives fear backlash
if they offer an Arab news service
on their systems. First Amendment
TDIPMBSBOE$PMVNCJB6OJWFSTJUZQSFTJdent Lee Bollinger has in fact called on
the FCC to “use its authority to expand
access to foreign news bureaus.” Failing to do so, Bollinger argues, “threatens to put America’s understanding of
the world at a significant disadvantage
relative to other countries.”7

“I think we should be careful—I mean we shouldn’t think that [the journalist’s] role is to release the Arab
people from oppression. But I think we should also . . . have our eyes open to capture any event that could be
the start of the end of any dictator in the Arab world.”
—Mohammed Krichen, Tunisian-born Al Jazeera news anchor, 2011
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party operatives and media pundits. Public journalism was a way to involve both the public and
`ekhdWb_ijiceh[Y[djhWbbo_dY_l_YWdZfeb_j_YWbb_\[$;Z_jehiWdZh[fehj[hi_dj[h[ij[Z_dWZZh[ii_d]
citizen alienation—and reporter cynicism—began devising ways to engage people as conversational
partners in determining the news. In an eﬀort to draw the public into discussions about community priorities, these journalists began sponsoring citizen forums, where readers would have a
voice in shaping aspects of the news that directly aﬀected them.

An Early Public Journalism Project

“The idea is to
frame stories from
the citizen’s view,
rather than inserting man-in-thestreet quotes into
a frame dominated
by professionals.”
JAY ROSEN, NYU, 1995

Although isolated citizen projects and reader forums are sprinkled throughout the history of
journalism, the public journalism movement began in earnest in 1987 in Columbus, Georgia.
The city was suffering from a depressed economy, an alienated citizenry, and an entrenched
leadership. In response, a team of reporters from the Columbus Ledger-Enquirer surveyed and
talked with community leaders and other citizens about the future of the city. The paper then
published an eight-part series based on the findings.
When the provocative series evoked little public response, the paper’s leadership realized there
was no mechanism or forum for continuing the public discussions about the issues raised in the
series. Consequently, the paper created such a forum by organizing a town meeting, and helped
create a new civic organization to tackle issues such as racial tension and teenage antisocial behavior.
The Columbus project generated public discussion, involved more people in the news
process, and eased race and class tensions by bringing various groups together in public conversations. In the newsroom, the Ledger-Enquirer tried to reposition the place of journalists in
politics: “Instead of standing outside the political community and reporting on its pathologies,
they took up residence within its borders.” 40

Criticizing Public Journalism
By 2000, more than a hundred newspapers, many teamed with local television and public radio
stations, had practiced some form of public journalism. Yet many critics remained skeptical
of the experiment, raising a number of concerns including the weakening of four journalistic
hallmarks: editorial control, credibility, balance, and diverse views.41
First, some editors and reporters argued that public journalism was co-opted by the marketing department, merely pandering to what readers wanted and taking editorial control away
from newsrooms. They believed that focus group samples and consumer research—tools of
marketing, not journalism—blurred the boundary between the editorial and business functions
of a paper. Some journalists also feared that as they became more active in the community, they
may have been perceived as community boosters rather than as community watchdogs.
Second, critics worried that public journalism compromised the profession’s credibility, which
many believe derives from detachment. They argued that public journalism turned reporters into
participants rather than observers. However, as the Wichita Eagle’s editor Davis Merritt pointed
out, professionals who have credibility “share some basic values about life, some common ground
about common good.” Yet many journalists have insisted they “don’t share values with anyone; that
[they] are value-neutral.”42 Merritt argued that, as a result, modern journalism actually has little
credibility with the public, which the Pew Research Center’s annual credibility surveys bear out.
Third, critics also contended that public journalism undermined “balance” and the bothsides-of-a-story convention by constantly seeking common ground and community consensus;
therefore, it ran the risk of dulling the rough edges of democratic speech. Public journalists
countered that they were trying to set aside more room for centrist positions. Such positions
were often representative of many in the community but were missing in the mainstream news,
which has been more interested in the extremist views that make for a more dramatic story.
Fourth, many traditional reporters asserted that public journalism, which they considered
merely a marketing tool, had not addressed the changing economic structure of the news business.
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With more news outlets in the hands of fewer owners, both public journalists and traditional
reporters needed to raise tough questions about the disappearance of competing daily papers and
newsroom staﬀ cutbacks at local monopoly newspapers. Facing little competition, in 2010 and 2011
newspapers continued to cut reporting staﬀs and expensive investigative projects, reduced the space
for news, or converted to online-only operations. While such trends temporarily helped proﬁts and
satisﬁed stockholders, they limited the range of stories told and views represented in a community.

“Fake” News and Satiric Journalism
For many young people, it is especially disturbing that two wealthy, established political parties—
beholden to special interests and their lobbyists—control the nation’s government. After all, 98
percent of congressional incumbents get reelected each year—not always because they’ve done
a good job but often because they’ve made promises and done favors for the lobbyists and interests that helped get them elected in the first place.
Why shouldn’t people, then, be cynical about politics? It is this cynicism that has drawn
increasingly larger audiences to “fake” news shows like The Daily Show with Jon Stewart and
The Colbert Report on cable’s Comedy Central. Following in the tradition of Saturday Night Live
(SNL), which began in 1975, news satires tell their audiences something that seems truthful
about politicians and how they try to manipulate media and public opinion. But most important, these shows use humor to critique the news media and our political system. SNL’s sketches
on GOP vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin in 2008 drew large audiences and shaped the
way younger viewers thought about the election.
The Colbert Report satirizes cable “star” news hosts, particularly Fox’s Bill O’Reilly and MSNBC’s
Chris Matthews, and the bombastic opinion-assertion culture promoted by their programs. In
critiquing the limits of news stories and politics, The Daily Show, “anchored” by Stewart, parodies
the narrative conventions of evening news programs: the clipped eight-second “sound bite” that
limits meaning and the formulaic shot of the TV news “stand up,” which depicts reporters “on
location,” attempting to establish credibility by revealing that they were really there.
On The Daily Show, a cast of fake reporters are digitally superimposed in front of exotic
foreign locales, Washington, D.C., or other U.S. locations. In a 2004 exchange with “political
correspondent” Rob Corddry, Stewart asked him for his opinion about presidential campaign
tactics. “My opinion? I don’t have opinions,” Corddry answered. “I’m a reporter, Jon. My job is
to spend half the time repeating what one side says, and half the time repeating the other. Little
thing called objectivity; might want to look it up.”

NEWS AS SATIRE
Political satirists Jon
Stewart and Stephen
Colbert have welcomed a
variety of political leaders
and celebrity guests to their
respective news shows,
The Daily Show with Jon
Stewart and The Colbert
Report, throughout their time
on-air. In 2012, Stewart
interviewed President
Obama for the sixth time,
while Colbert welcomed First
Lady Michelle Obama to his
show a few months before
the election. Here Stewart
is shown interviewing Navy
Admiral Mike Mullen, while
Colbert is pictured with
John Grunsfeld, Associate
Administrator for NASA’s
Science Mission Directorate.
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“There’s no
journalist today,
real or fake, who is
more signiﬁcant
for people 18 to 25.”
SETH SIEGEL,
ADVERTISING AND
BRANDING
CONSULTANT, TALKING
ABOUT JON STEWART

As news court jester, Stewart exposes the melodrama of TV news that nightly depicts the
world in various stages of disorder while oﬀering the stalwart, comforting presence of celebrityWdY^ehiel[hi[[_d]_jWbb\hecj^[_h^_]^#j[Y^YeccWdZY[dj[hi$;l[dX[\eh[98I¾ikikWbbo
neutral and aloof Walter Cronkite signed oﬀ the evening news with “And that’s the way it is,”
network news anchors tried to oﬀer a sense of order through the reassurance of their individual
personalities.
Yet even as a fake anchor, Stewart displays a much greater range of emotion—a range that
may match our own—than we get from our detached “hard news” anchors: more amazement,
irony, outrage, laughter, and skepticism. For example, during his program’s coverage of the 2012
presidential election, he would frequently show genuine irritation or even outrage—coupled
with irony and humor—whenever a politician or political ad presented information that was
untrue or misleading.
While Stewart often mocks the formulas that real TV news programs have long used, he
also presents an informative and insightful look at current events and the way “traditional”
media cover them. For example, he exposes hypocrisy by juxtaposing what a politician said
recently in the news with the opposite position articulated by the same politician months or
years earlier. Indeed, many Americans have admitted that they watch satires such as The Daily
Show not only to be entertained but also to stay current with what’s going on in the world. In
fact, a prominent Pew Research Center study in 2007 found that people who watched these
satiric shows were more often “better informed” than most other news consumers, usually because these viewers tended to get their news from multiple sources and a cross-section of news
media.43
Although the world has changed, local TV news story formulas (except for splashy opening
graphics and Doppler weather radar) have gone virtually unaltered since the 1970s, when SNL’s
“Weekend Update” ﬁrst started making fun of TV news. Newscasts still limit reporters’ stories to
two minutes or less and promote stylish anchors, a “sports guy,” and a certiﬁed meteorologist
as familiar personalities whom we invite into our homes each evening. Now that a generation
of viewers has been raised on the TV satire and political cynicism of “Weekend Update,” David
Letterman, Jimmy Fallon, Conan O’Brien, The Daily Show, and The Colbert Report, the slick, formulaic packaging of political ads and the canned, cautious sound bites oﬀered in news packages
are simply not so persuasive.
Journalism needs to break free from tired formulas—especially in TV news—and reimagine
better ways to tell stories. In ﬁctional TV, storytelling has evolved over time, becoming increasingly complex. Although the Internet and 24/7 cable have introduced new models of journalism
and commentary, why has TV news remained virtually unchanged over the past forty years?
Are there no new ways to report the news? Maybe audiences would value news that matches the
complicated storytelling that surrounds them in everything from TV dramas to interactive video
games to their own conversations. We should demand news story forms that better represent
the complexity of our world.

Democracy and Reimagining
Journalism’s Role
Journalism is central to democracy: Both citizens and the media must have access to the information that we need to make important decisions. As this chapter illustrates, however, this is
a complicated idea. For example, in the aftermath of 9/11, some government officials claimed
that reporters or columnists who raised questions about fighting terrorism, invading Iraq, or
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developing secret government programs were being unpatriotic. Yet the basic principles of democracy require citizens and the media to question our leaders and government. Isn’t this, after
all, what the American Revolution was all about? (See “Examining Ethics: WikiLeaks, Secret
Documents, and Good Journalism?” on page 514.)
Conventional journalists will ﬁght ferociously for the principles that underpin journalism’s
basic tenets—questioning government, freedom of the press, the public’s right to know, and two
sides to every story. These are mostly worthy ideals, but they do have limitations. These tenets,
for example, generally do not acknowledge any moral or ethical duty for journalists to improve
the quality of daily life. Rather, conventional journalism values its news-gathering capabilities and the well-constructed news narrative, leaving the improvement of civic life to political
groups, nonproﬁt organizations, business philanthropists, individual citizens, and practitioners
of Internet activism.

Social Responsibility
Although reporters have traditionally thought of themselves first and foremost as observers
and recorders, some journalists have acknowledged a social responsibility. Among them was
James Agee in the 1930s. In his book Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, which was accompanied
by the Depression-era photography of Walker Evans, Agee regarded conventional journalism as
dishonest, partly because the act of observing intruded on people and turned them into story
characters that newspapers and magazines exploited for profit.
Agee also worried that readers would retreat into the comfort of his writing—his narrative—
instead of confronting what for many families was the horror of the Great Depression. For Agee,
the question of responsibility extended not only to journalism and to himself but to the readers of his stories as well: “The reader is no less centrally involved than the authors and those
of whom they tell.” 44 Agee’s self-conscious analysis provides insights into journalism’s hidden
agendas and the responsibility of all citizens to make public life better.

“If I can convince
you of anything,
it is to buck the
current system.
Remember anew
that you are a
public servant
and your business
is protecting the
public from harm.
Even if those doing
harm also pay your
salary.”
DAN RATHER, IN
HIS ACCEPTANCE
SPEECH AT A COMMITTEE TO PROTECT
JOURNALISTS EVENT,
NOVEMBER 2011

Deliberative Democracy
According to advocates of public journalism, when reporters are chiefly concerned with
maintaining their antagonistic relationship to politics and are less willing to improve
political discourse, news and democracy suffer. Washington Post columnist David Broder
thinks that national journalists like him—through rising salaries, prestige, and formal
education—have distanced themselves “from the people that we are writing for and have
become much, much closer to people we are writing about.” 45 Broder believes that journalists need to become activists, not for a particular party but for the political process and in
the interest of re-energizing public life. For those who advocate for public journalism, this
might also involve mainstream media spearheading voter registration drives or setting up
pressrooms or news bureaus in public libraries or shopping malls, where people converge
in large numbers.
Public journalism oﬀers people models for how to deliberate in forums, and then it covers those deliberations. This kind of community journalism aims to reinvigorate a deliberative
democracy in which citizen groups, local government, and the news media together work more
actively to shape social, economic, and political agendas. In a more deliberative democracy, a
large segment of the community discusses public life and social policy before advising or electing oﬃcials who represent the community’s interests.
In 1989, the historian Christopher Lasch argued that “the job of the press is to encourage
debate, not to supply the public with information.”46 Although he overstated his case—journalism
does both and more—Lasch made a cogent point about how conventional journalism had lost its
bearings. Adrift in data, mainstream journalism had lost touch with its partisan roots. The early

“Neither journalism
nor public life will
move forward until
we actually rethink,
redescribe, and reinterpret what journalism is; not the
science of information of our culture
but its poetry and
conversation.”
JAMES CAREY,
KETTERING
REVIEW, 1992
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EXAMINING
ETHICS
WikiLeaks, Secret Documents,
and Good Journalism?

S

ince its inception in 2006,
the controversial Web site
WikiLeaks has released
millions of documents—from revelations of toxic dumps in Africa to
 644UBUF%FQBSUNFOU
diplomatic cables and video footage of
B64BJSTUSJLFJO#BHIEBEUIBULJMMFE
civilians. WikiLeaks’s main spokesperson and self-identified “editor-in-chief,”
Julian Assange, an Australian online
activist, has been called everything from
a staunch free-speech advocate to a
oIJUFDIUFSSPSJTUp CZ647JDF1SFTJdent Joe Biden). Certainly, government
leaders around the world have faced
embarrassment from the site’s many
document dumps and secrecy breaches.

In June 2010 WikiLeaks offered
500,000-plus documents, called the
“War Logs,” to three mainstream print
outlets—the Guardian JOUIF6OJUFE
Kingdom,the German magazine Der
Spiegel, and the New York Times.
5IFTFEPDVNFOUTXFSFNBJOMZ64
military and state department dispatches and internal memos related
to the Afghan and Iraq wars—what
Bill Keller, then executive editor of the
New York Times, called a “huge breach
of secrecy” for those running the
wars. Keller described working with
WikiLeaks as an adventure that “combined the cloak-and-dagger intrigue of
handling a vast secret archive with the
more mundane feat of sorting, search-

ing and understanding a mountain of
data.”1 Indeed, one of the first major
stories the Times wrote, based on the
War Logs project, reported on “Pakistan’s
ambiguous role as an American ally.”2
Then just a few months later, Osama
bin Laden was found hiding in the
middle of a Pakistani suburb.
WikiLeaks presents a number
of ethical dilemmas and
concerns for journalists
and citizens. News
critic and journalism professor
Jay Rosen has
called WikiLeaks
“the world’s first
stateless news
organization.”3
But is WikiLeaks
actually doing
journalism—and
therefore entitled to First
Amendment protections? Or
is it merely an important “news source,
news provider, content host, [or] whistleblower,” exposing things that governments would rather keep secret?4
And should any document or material
obtained by WikiLeaks be released for
public scrutiny, or should some kinds of
documents and materials be withheld?

Examining Ethics Activity
As a class or in smaller groups, consider
the ethical concerns laid out above.

Following the ethical template outlined
on page 19 in Chapter 1, begin by
researching the topic, finding as much
information and analysis as possible.
Read Bill Keller’s New York Times
Magazine piece or his longer 2011
Times report, “Open Secrets: WikiLeaks,
War and American Diplomacy” (www
.nytimes.com/opensecrets). See
BMTP/JLLJ6TIFSnTXPSL
for Harvard’s Nieman
Journalism Lab and
Jay Rosen’s blog,
PressThink.
Consider also
journalism criticism and news
study sites such
as the Columbia Journalism
Review, the Pew
Research Center,
and the First Amendment Center. Watch Julian
Assange’s interview on CBS’s 60
Minutes from January 2011.
Next, based on your research and
informed analysis, decide whether
WikiLeaks is a legitimate form of
journalism and whether there should
be newsroom policies that restrict the
release of some kinds of documents for
a news organization in partnership with
a resource like WikiLeaks (such as the
“War Logs” project described above).
Create an outline for such policies.

“In media history up to now, the press is free to report on what the powerful wish to keep secret because
the laws of a given nation protect it. But Wikileaks is able to report on what the powerful wish to keep secret
because the logic of the Internet permits it. . . . Just as the Internet has no terrestrial address or central
ofﬁce, neither does Wikileaks.”
—Jay Rosen, PressThink, 2010

mission of journalism—to advocate opinions and encourage public debate—has been relegated
to alternative magazines, the editorial pages, news blogs, and cable news channels starring
allegedly elite reporters. Tellingly, Lasch connected the gradual decline in voter participation,
which began in the 1920s, to more professionalized conduct on the part of journalists. With a
modern, supposedly “objective” press, he contended, the public increasingly began to defer to
the “more professional” news media to watch over civic life on its behalf.
As the advocates of public journalism acknowledged, people had grown used to letting
their representatives think and act for them. More community-oriented journalism and other
civic projects oﬀer citizens an opportunity to deliberate and to inﬂuence their leaders. This may
include broadening the story models and frames they use to recount experiences; paying more
attention to the historical and economic contexts of these stories; doing more investigative reports that analyze both news conventions and social issues; taking more responsibility for their
news narratives; participating more fully in the public life of their communities; admitting to
their cultural biases and occasional mistakes; and ensuring that the veriﬁcation model of reporting is not overwhelmed by the new journalism of assertion.
Arguing that for too long journalism has deﬁned its role only in negative terms, news
scholar Jay Rosen notes: “To be adversarial, critical, to ask tough questions, to expose scandal
and wrongdoing . . . these are necessary tasks, even noble tasks, but they are negative tasks.”
In addition, he suggests, journalism should assert itself as a positive force, not merely as a
watchdog or as a neutral information conduit to readers but as “a support system for public
life.”47
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CHAPTER
REVIEW
COMMON THREADS
One of the Common Threads discussed in Chapter 1 is about the role that media play in a democracy. Today, one
of the major concerns is the proliferation of news sources. How well is our society being served by this trend—
especially on cable and the Internet—compared with the time when just a few major news media sources
dominated journalism?
Historians, media critics, citizens, and even many politicians argue that a strong democracy is only possible with
a strong, healthy, skeptical press. In the “old days,” a few
legacy or traditional media—key national newspapers,
three major networks, and three newsmagazines—provided
most of the journalistic common ground for discussing
NBKPSJTTVFTDPOGSPOUJOH64TPDJFUZ
In today’s online and 24/7 cable world, though, the legacy
or mainstream media have ceded some of their power and
many of their fact-checking duties to new media forms,
especially in the blogosphere. As discussed in this chapter and in Chapter 8, this loss is partly economic, driven
by severe cutbacks in newsroom staffs due to substantial
losses in advertising (which has gone to the Internet), and
partly because bloggers, 24/7 cable news media, and news
satire shows like The Daily Show and The Colbert Report
are fact-checking the media as well as reporting stories that
used to be the domain of professional news organizations.

The case before us then goes something like this: In
the “old days,” the major news media provided us with
major news narratives to share, discuss, and argue about.
But in today’s explosion of news and information, that
common ground has eroded or is shifting. Instead, today
we often rely only on those media sources that match our
comfort level, cultural values, or political affiliations; increasingly these are blog sites, radio talk shows, or cable
channels. Sometimes these opinion channels and sites
are not supported with the careful fact-gathering and
verification that has long been a pillar of the best kinds
of journalism.
So in today’s media environment, how severely
have technological and cultural transformations undermined the “common ground” function of mainstream
media? And, are these changes ultimately good or bad
for democracy?

KEY TERMS
The definitions for the terms listed below can be found in the glossary at the end of the book.
The page numbers listed with the terms indicate where the term is highlighted in the chapter.
news, 488
newsworthiness, 488
ethnocentrism, 490
responsible capitalism, 490

small-town pastoralism, 491
individualism, 491
conflict of interest, 494
herd journalism, 500
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sound bite, 505
public journalism, 508

For review quizzes, chapter summaries, links
to media-related Web sites, and more, go to
bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
Modern Journalism in the Information Age
1. What are the drawbacks of the informational model of
journalism?

10. With regard to TV news, what are sound bites and
happy talk?

2. What is news?

11. What roles are pundits now playing in 24/7 cable
news?

3. Explain the values shift in journalism today from a more
detached or neutral model to a more partisan or assertion model.

Ethics and the News Media

12. In what ways has the Internet influenced traditional
forms of journalism?

Alternative Models: Public Journalism and “Fake” News

4. How do issues such as deception and privacy present
ethical problems for journalists?

13. What is public journalism? In what ways is it believed
to make journalism better?

5. Why is getting a story first important to reporters?

14. What are the major criticisms of the public journalism movement, and why do the mainstream
national media have concerns about public
journalism?

6. What are the connections between so-called neutral
journalism and economics?

Reporting Rituals and the Legacy of Print Journalism
7. Why have reporters become so dependent on experts?
8. Why do many conventional journalists (and citizens) believe
firmly in the idea that there are two sides to every story?

Journalism in the Age of TV and the Internet
9. How is credibility established in TV news as compared
with print journalism?

15. What role do satirical news programs like The Daily
Show and The Colbert Report play in the world of
journalism?

Democracy and Reimagining Journalism’s Role
16. What is deliberative democracy, and what does it
have to do with journalism?

QUESTIONING THE MEDIA
1. What are your main criticisms of the state of news today?
In your opinion, what are the news media doing well?

5. How would you go about formulating an ethical policy
with regard to using deceptive means to get a story?

2. If you were a reporter or an editor, would you quit voting
in order to demonstrate your ability to be neutral? Why
or why not?

6. For a reporter, what are the dangers of both detachment from and involvement in public life?

3. Is the trend toward opinion-based partisan news
programs on cable and the Internet a good thing or bad
thing for democracy?
4. Is there political bias in front-page news stories? If so,
cite examples.

7. Do satirical news programs make us more cynical
about politics and less inclined to vote? Why or why
not?
8. What steps would you take to make journalism work
better in a democracy?

ADDITIONAL VIDEOS
Visit the VideoCentral: Mass Communication section at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture
for additional exclusive videos related to Chapter 14, including:
q +063/"-*4.&5)*$48)"5/&84*4'*55013*/5 
Journalism and legal scholars discuss the ethical considerations inherent to the news industry.
q 5)&0#+&$5*7*5:.:5)
Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Clarence Page and
the Onion editor Joe Randazzo explore how objectivity

began in journalism and how reporter biases may
nonetheless influence news stories.
q 4)*&-%-"84"/%/0/53"%*5*0/"-+063/"-*454
Reporters and media critics explain what shield laws
are and how they apply to both professional and
citizen journalists.
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In 1966, NBC showed the Rod Serling madefor-television thriller The Doomsday Flight, the
ﬁrst movie to depict an airplane hijacking. In the
story, a man plants a bomb and tries to extract
ransom money from an airline. In the days following the telecast, the nation’s major airlines
reported a dramatic rise in anonymous bomb
threats, some of them classiﬁed as teenage
pranks. The network agreed not to run the ﬁlm
again.
In 1985, the popular heavy-metal band Judas
Priest made headlines when two Nevada teenagers shot themselves after listening to the
group’s allegedly subliminal suicidal message on
their 1978 Stained Class album. One teen died
instantly; the other lived for three more years,
in constant pain from severe facial injuries. The
teenagers’ parents lost a civil product liability
suit against the British metal band and CBS
Records.
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MEDIA EFFECTS

In 1995, an eighteen-year-old woman
and her boyfriend went on a killing
spree in Louisiana after reportedly
watching Oliver Stone’s 1994 ﬁlm
Natural Born Killers more than twenty
times. The family of one of the victims
ﬁled a lawsuit against Stone and Time
Warner, charging that the ﬁlm—starring
Juliette Lewis and Woody Harrelson as
a demented, celebrity-craving young
couple on a murderous rampage—
irresponsibly incited real-life violence.
Stone and Time Warner argued that
the lawsuit should be dismissed on
the grounds of free speech, and the
case was ﬁnally thrown out in 2001.
There was no evidence, according to
the judge, that Stone had intended to
incite violence.
In 1999, two heavily armed students
wearing trench coats attacked Columbine High School in Littleton, Colorado.
They planted as many as ﬁfty bombs
and murdered twelve fellow students
and a teacher before killing themselves.
In the wake of this tragedy, many people
blamed the mass media, speculating
that the killers had immersed themselves in the dark lyrics of shock rocker
Marilyn Manson and were desensitized
to violence by “ﬁrst-person-shooter”
video games such as Doom.
In April 2007, a student massacred
thirty-two people on the Virginia Tech
campus before killing himself. Gunman
Seung-Hui Cho was mentally disturbed
and praised “martyrs like Eric and
Dylan,” the infamous Columbine killers.
But Cho’s rampage included a twist:
During the attack, he sent a package of
letters, videos, and photos of himself to
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NBC News. The images and ramblings
of his “multimedia manifesto” became
a major part of the news story (as did
ethical questions about the news media
broadcasting clips of his videos) while
the country tried to make sense of the
tragedy.
Yet another tragic shooting occurred in
2012 in Aurora, Colorado, at a midnight
screening of The Dark Knight Rises.
A shooter opened ﬁre in the darkened
theater, killing twelve people and injuring ﬁfty-eight. The gunman was identiﬁed as James Holmes, a twenty-fouryear-old wearing a gas mask and trench
coat, and carrying several semiautomatic
ﬁrearms. Holmes repeatedly identiﬁed
himself as “The Joker” to police.
Each of these events has renewed longstanding cultural debates over the
suggestive power of music, visual
imagery, and screen violence. Since
the emergence of popular music, movies, television, and video games as
inﬂuential mass media, the relationship
between make-believe stories and reallife imitation has drawn a great deal of
attention. Concerns have been raised
not only by parents, teachers, and
politicians but also by several generations
of mass communication researchers.

“The relationship between
make-believe stories and
real-life imitation has
drawn a great deal of
attention.”

AS THESE TRAGIC TALES OF VIOLENCE ILLUSTRATE, many believe that media
have a powerful effect on individuals and society. This belief has led media researchers to focus
most of their efforts on two types of research: media effects research and cultural studies
research.
Media effects research attempts to understand, explain, and predict the effects of mass
media on individuals and society. The main goal of this type of research is to uncover whether
there is a connection between aggressive behavior and violence in the media, particularly in
children and teens. In the late 1960s, government leaders—reacting to the social upheavals of
that decade—first set aside $1 million to examine this potential connection. Since that time,
thousands of studies have told us what most teachers and parents believe instinctively:
Violent scenes on television and in movies stimulate aggressive behavior in children and teens—
especially young boys.
The other major area of mass media research is cultural studies. This research approach
focuses on how people make meaning, apprehend reality, articulate values, and order experience through their use of cultural symbols. Cultural studies scholars also examine the way
status quo groups in society, particularly corporate and political elites, use media to circulate
their messages and sustain their interests. This research has attempted to make daily cultural
experience the focus of media studies, keying on the subtle intersections among mass communication, history, politics, and economics.
In this chapter, we will:
 ;nWc_d[j^[[lebkj_ede\c[Z_Wh[i[WhY^el[hj_c[
 <eYkiedj^[jmecW`ehijhW_die\c[Z_Wh[i[WhY^"_dl[ij_]Wj_d]j^[ijh[d]j^iWdZb_c_jWtions of each
 9edYbkZ[m_j^WZ_iYkii_ede\^emc[Z_Wh[i[WhY^_dj[hWYjim_j^Z[ceYhWj_Y_Z[Wbi
As you get a sense of media effects and cultural studies research, think of some research questions of your own. Consider your own Internet habits. How do the number of hours you spend
online every day, the types of online content you view, and your motivations for where you
spend your time online shape your everyday behavior? Also, think about the ways your gender,
race, sexuality, or class plays into other media you consume—like the movies and television you
mWjY^WdZj^[cki_Yoekb_a[$<ehceh[gk[ij_edije^[bfoekkdZ[hijWdZj^[[\\[Yjie\c[Z_W
in our lives, see “Questioning the Media” in the Chapter Review.

Early Media Research
Methods
In the early days of the United States, philosophical and historical writings tried to explain
j^[dWjkh[e\d[miWdZfh_djc[Z_W$<eh_dijWdY["j^[<h[dY^feb_j_YWbf^_beief^[h7b[n_iZ[
Tocqueville, author of Democracy in America, dej[ZZ_\\[h[dY[iX[jm[[d<h[dY^WdZ7c[h_YWd
newspapers in the early 1830s:
In France the space allotted to commercial advertisements is very limited, and . . . the essential part
of the journal is the discussion of the politics of the day. In America three quarters of the enormous
sheet are filled with advertisements and the remainder is frequently occupied by political intelligence
or trivial anecdotes; it is only from time to time that one finds a corner devoted to the passionate
discussions like those which the journalists of France every day give to their readers.1

“The pictures inside
the heads of these
human beings, the
pictures of themselves, of others,
of their needs,
purposes, and relationships, are their
public opinions.”
WALTER LIPPMANN,
PUBLIC OPINION, 1922
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During most of the nineteenth century, media analysis was
based on moral and political arguments, as noted in the de
Tocqueville quote.2
More scientiﬁc approaches to mass media research did
not begin to develop until the late 1920s and 1930s. In 1920,
Walter Lippmann’s Liberty and the News called on journalists
to operate more like scientiﬁc researchers in gathering and
analyzing factual material. Lippmann’s next book, Public
Opinion (1922), was the ﬁrst to apply the principles of psychology to journalism. Considered by many academics to be
“the founding book in American media studies,”3 it led to an
expanded understanding of the eﬀects of the media, emphasizing data collection and numerical measurement. According to media historian Daniel Czitrom, by the 1930s “an
aggressively empirical spirit, stressing new and increasingly
sophisticated research techniques, characterized the study
of modern communication in America.” 4 Czitrom traces four
trends between 1930 and 1960 that contributed to the rise of
modern media research: propaganda analysis, public opinion
research, social psychology studies, and marketing research.

Propaganda Analysis

PUBLIC OPINION
RESEARCH
Recent public opinion polls
suggest that the American
public’s attitude toward
same-sex marriage is
changing. A 2011 CNN
poll found that 51 percent
of Americans are in favor
of legalizing same-sex
marriage, the ﬁrst time
a CNN poll had reported
majority support for
same-sex marriage.

After World War I, some media researchers began studying
how governments used propaganda to advance the war
effort. They found that during the war, governments
routinely relied on propaganda divisions to spread “information” to the public. Though propaganda was considered a
positive force for mobilizing public opinion during the war, researchers after the war labeled
propaganda negatively, calling it “partisan appeal based on half-truths and devious manipulation of communication channels.”5 Harold Lasswell’s important 1927 study Propaganda
Technique in the World War focused on propaganda in the media, defining propaganda as “the
control of opinion by significant symbols, . . . by stories, rumors, reports, pictures and other
forms of social communication.”6 Propaganda analysis thus became a major early focus of
mass media research.

Public Opinion Research
Researchers soon went beyond the study of war propaganda and began to focus on more general concerns about how the mass media filtered information and shaped public attitudes. In
the face of growing media influence, Walter Lippmann distrusted the public’s ability to function
as knowledgeable citizens as well as journalism’s ability to help the public separate truth from
lies. In promoting the place of the expert in modern life, Lippmann celebrated the social scientist as part of a new expert class that could best make “unseen facts intelligible to those who
have to make decisions.”7
Today, social scientists conduct public opinion research or citizen surveys; these have
become especially inﬂuential during political elections. On the upside, public opinion research
on diverse populations has provided insights into citizen behavior and social diﬀerences,
[if[Y_WbboZkh_d][b[Yj_edf[h_eZieh\ebbem_d]cW`ehdWj_edWb[l[dji$<eh[nWcfb["W(&'(Wall
Street Journal/NBC News poll conﬁrmed what several other reputable polls reported: a majority
of Americans favor same-sex marriage. Since 1988, when more than 70 percent of Americans
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opposed same-sex marriage, the balance has been gradually shifting toward support. This shift
has accelerated since 2009.8
On the downside, journalism has become increasingly dependent on polls, particularly for
political insight. Some critics argue that this heavy reliance on measured public opinion has
begun to adversely aﬀect the active political involvement of American citizens. Many people do
not vote because they have seen or read poll projections and have decided that their votes will
dejcWa[WZ_è[h[dY[$<khj^[hceh["iec[Yh_j_Yie\_dY[iiWdjfebb_d]Wh]k[j^Wjj^[fkXb_Y_i
just passively responding to surveys that mainly measure opinions on topics of interest to business, government, academics, and the mainstream news media. A ﬁnal problem is the pervasive
use of unreliable pseudo-polls, typically call-in, online, or person-in-the-street polls that the
news media use to address a “question of the day.” The National Council of Public Opinion Polls
notes that “unscientiﬁc pseudo-polls are widespread and sometimes entertaining, if always
quite meaningless,” and discourages news media from conducting them.9

Social Psychology Studies
While opinion polls measure public attitudes, social psychology studies measure the behavior
WdZYe]d_j_ede\_dZ_l_ZkWbi$J^[ceij_d\bk[dj_Wb[WhboieY_WbfioY^ebe]oijkZo"j^[FWod[<kdZ
Studies, encompassed a series of thirteen research projects conducted by social psychologists
between 1929 and 1932. Named after the private philanthropic organization that funded the rei[WhY^"j^[FWod[<kdZIjkZ_[im[h[Wh[ifedi[jeW]hem_d]dWj_edWbYedY[hdWXekjj^[[\\[Yji
of motion pictures, which had become a particularly popular pastime for young people in the
1920s. These studies, which were later used by some politicians to attack the movie industry,
linked frequent movie attendance to juvenile delinquency, promiscuity, and other antisocial
behaviors, arguing that movies took “emotional possession” of young filmgoers.10
In one of the Payne studies, for example, children and teenagers were wired with “electrodes” and “galvanometers,” mechanisms that detected any heightened response via the

“Motion pictures
are not understood
by the present generation of adults.
They are new; they
make an enormous
appeal to children;
and they present
ideas and situations which parents may not like.”
MOTION PICTURES AND
THE SOCIAL
ATTITUDES OF
CHILDREN: A PAYNE
FUND STUDY, 1933

SOCIAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL
EFFECTS OF MEDIA
Concerns about ﬁlm violence
are not new. This 1930
movie, Little Caesar, follows
the career of gangster Rico
Bandello (played by Edward
G. Robinson, shown), who
kills his way to the top of
the crime establishment
and gets the girl as well. The
Motion Picture Production
Code, which was established
a few years after this movie’s
release, reined in sexual
themes and profane language, set restrictions on
ﬁlm violence, and attempted
to prevent audiences from
sympathizing with bad guys
like Rico.
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FIGURE 15.1
TV PARENTAL GUIDELINES
The TV industry continues to
study its self-imposed rating
categories, promising to
ﬁne-tune them to ensure that
the government keeps its
distance. These standards
are one example of a policy
that was shaped in part
by media research. Since
the 1960s, research has
attempted to demonstrate
links between violent TV images and increased levels of
aggression among children
and adolescents.
Source: TV Parental Guidelines Monitoring Board, http://
www.tvguidelines.org, accessed
December 30, 2012.

The following categories apply to programs designed solely for children:
All Children
This program is designed to be
appropriate for all children. Whether
animated or live-action, the themes and elements
in this program are specifically designed for a
very young audience, including children from
ages 2–6. This program is not expected to frighten
young children.

Directed to Older Children —
Fantasy Violence

Directed to Older Children
This program is designed for children
age 7 and above. It may be more appropriate
for children who have acquired the developmental
skills needed to distinguish between make-believe
and reality. Themes and elements in this program
may include mild fantasy violence or comedic
violence, or may frighten children under the age
of 7. Therefore, parents may wish to consider the
suitability of this program for their very young
children.

For those programs where fantasy
violence may be more intense or more combative
than other programs in this category, such
programs will be designated TV-Y7-FV.

The following categories apply to programs designed for the entire audience:
General Audience
Most parents would find this program
suitable for all ages. Although this rating
does not signify a program designed specifically
for children, most parents may let younger
children watch this program unattended. It
contains little or no violence, no strong language
and little or no sexual dialogue or situations.

Parental Guidance Suggested
This program contains material that
parents may find unsuitable for younger
children. Many parents may want to watch it
with their younger children. The theme itself may
call for parental guidance and/or the program
may contain one or more of the following: some
suggestive dialogue (D), infrequent coarse
language (L), some sexual situations (S), or
moderate violence (V).

Parents Strongly Cautioned
This program contains some material that
many parents would find unsuitable for
children under 14 years of age. Parents are
strongly urged to exercise greater care in
monitoring this program and are cautioned
against letting children under the age of 14 watch
unattended. This program may contain one or
more of the following: intensely suggestive
dialogue (D), strong coarse language (L), intense
sexual situations (S), or intense violence (V).

Mature Audiences Only
This program is specifically designed to
be viewed by adults and therefore may be
unsuitable for children under 17. This program
may contain one or more of the following: crude
indecent language (L), explicit sexual activity (S),
or graphic violence (V).

subject’s skin. The researchers interpreted changes in the skin as evidence of emotional arousal.
In retrospect, the ﬁndings hardly seem surprising: The youngest subjects in the group had the
strongest reaction to violent or tragic movie scenes, while the teenage subjects reacted most
strongly to scenes with romantic and sexual content. The researchers concluded that ﬁlms
could be dangerous for young children and might foster sexual promiscuity among teenagers.
J^[YedYbki_edie\j^_iWdZej^[hFWod[<kdZIjkZ_[iYedjh_Xkj[Zjej^[[ijWXb_i^c[dje\j^[
ﬁlm industry’s production code, which tamed movie content from the 1930s through the 1950s
(see Chapter 16). As forerunners of today’s TV violence and aggression research, the Payne
<kdZIjkZ_[iX[YWc[j^[ceZ[b\ehc[Z_Wh[i[WhY^$I[[<_]kh['+$'\ehed[[nWcfb[e\WYedj[cfehWhofeb_Yoj^Wj^WiZ[l[bef[Z\hecc[Z_Wh[i[WhY^$7biei[[»9Wi[IjkZo0J^[;è[Yjie\
TV in a Post-TV World” on page 525.)

Marketing Research
A fourth influential area of early media research, marketing research, developed when advertisers and product companies began conducting surveys on consumer buying habits in the 1920s.
The emergence of commercial radio led to the first ratings systems that measured how many
people were listening on a given night. By the 1930s, radio networks, advertisers, large stations,
and advertising agencies all subscribed to ratings services. However, compared with print
media, whose circulation departments kept careful track of customers’ names and addresses,
radio listeners were more difficult to trace. This problem precipitated the development of
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CASE
STUDY
The Effects of TV in a Post-TV World

S

ince TV’s emergence as a
mass medium, there has been
persistent concern about
the effects of violence, sex, and
indecent language seen in television
programs. The U.S. Congress had
its first hearings on the matter of
television content in 1952 and has
held hearings in every subsequent
decade.
In its coverage of congressional
hearings on TV violence in 1983, the
New York Times accurately captured
the nature of these recurring public
hearings: “Over the years, the principals change but the roles remain
the same: social scientists ready to
prove that television does indeed
improperly influence its viewers, and
network representatives, some of
them also social scientists, who insist
that there is absolutely nothing to
worry about.”1
One of the central focuses of the TV
debate has been television’s effect
on children. In 1975, the major

FOX’S GLEE, about the trials and tribulations of
a high school singing club and its alumni, caught
the ire of the PTC for its depiction of sexuality
and religious irreverence.

broadcast networks (then ABC, CBS,
and NBC) bowed to congressional
and FCC pressure and agreed to a
“family hour” of programming in the
first hour of prime-time television
(8–9 P.M. Eastern, or 7–8 P.M. Central). Shows such as Happy Days, The
Cosby Show, and Little House on the
Prairie flourished in that time slot.
By 1989, Fox had arrived as a fourth
major network, and successfully
counterprogrammed in family hour
with dysfunctional family shows like
Married . . . With Children.
The most prominent watchdog monitoring prime-time network television’s
violence, sex, and indecent language
has been the Parents Television
Council (PTC), formed in 1995. The
lobbying group’s primary mission is to
“promote and restore responsibility
and decency to the entertainment
industry in answer to America’s
demand for positive, family-oriented
television programming. The PTC
does this by fostering changes in TV
programming to make the early hours
of prime time family-friendly and suitable for viewers of all ages.”2 The PTC
(through its Web campaign) played a
leading role in inundating the FCC with
complaints and getting the FCC to approve a steep increase in its fines for
broadcast indecency.
Yet, for the ongoing concerns of parent groups and Congress, it’s worth
asking: What are the effects of TV in
what researchers now call a “postTV” world? In just the past few years,
digital video recorders have become
common, and services like Hulu, YouTube, Netflix, iTunes, and on-demand
cable viewing mean that viewers can
access TV programming of all types
at any time of the day. Although

Americans are watching more television than ever before, it’s increasingly time-shifted programming.
How should we consider the possible
harmful effects of prime-time network
television given that most American
families are no longer watching during
the appointed broadcast network
prime-time hours? Does the American
public care about such media effects
in this post-TV world?
These days, the Parents Television
Council still releases their weekly
“Family Guide to Prime Time Television” on their Web site. A sample of
their guide from September 2012, for
example, listed no shows as “familyfriendly,” while Fox’s hit program Glee
earned a red light designation because
it “may include gratuitous sex, explicit
dialogue, violent content, or obscene
language.”3 Of one episode, a PTC
spokesperson said, “The gist of the
show was lap dances with students
are cool, the celibacy club is not,
and when it’s presented in that way,
it really cheapens whatever discussion there is about consequence and
responsibility.”4
Of course, as television viewers move
away from broadcast networks and
increasingly watch programming from
multiple sources on a range of devices,
the PTC’s traditional concern about
prime-time network viewing can seem
outdated. In 2012, the PTC announced
it was giving its seal of approval to the
Inspiration Network cable channel “for
programming that embraces timehonored values.”5 The channel’s lineup
featured shows like The Waltons; Dr.
Quinn, Medicine Woman; Little House
on the Prairie; and Happy Days—all
shows from an era decades before our
post-TV world.
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that contrary to expectations according to the hypodermic-needle
model, not all listeners thought the radio program was a real news
report. Instead, Cantril, after conducting personal interviews and a
nationwide survey of listeners and analyzing newspaper reports and
b_ij[d[hcW_bje98IHWZ_eWdZj^[<99"dej[Zj^WjWbj^ek]^iec[
did believe it to be real (mostly those who missed the disclaimer at
the beginning of the broadcast), the majority reacted out of collective
panic, not out of a gullible belief in anything transmitted through the
media. Although the hypodermic-needle model over the years has
been disproved by social scientists, many people still attribute direct
eﬀects to the mass media, particularly in the case of children.

The Minimal-Effects Model
Cantril’s research helped to lay the groundwork for the minimaleffects model, or limited model. With the rise of empirical research
techniques, social scientists began discovering and demonstrating
that media alone cannot cause people to change their attitudes and
behaviors. Based on tightly controlled experiments and surveys, researchers argued that people generally engage in selective exposure
and selective retention with regard to the media. That is, people
expose themselves to the media messages that are most familiar to
them, and they retain the messages that confirm the values and attitudes they already hold. Minimal-effects researchers have argued that
in most cases mass media reinforce existing behaviors and attitudes rather than change them.
The findings from the first comprehensive study of children and television—by Wilbur Schramm,
@WYaBob["WdZ;Zm_dFWha[h_dj^[bWj['/+&iºX[ijYWfjkh[j^[c_d_cWb#[\\[Yjij^[eho0
For some children, under some conditions, some television is harmful. For other children under the
same conditions, or for the same children under other conditions, it may be beneficial. For most
children, under most conditions, most television is probably neither particularly harmful nor
particularly beneficial.12
In addition, Joseph Klapper’s important 1960 research study, The Effects of Mass Communication,
found that the mass media only influenced individuals who did not already hold strong views on an
issue and that the media had a greater impact on poor and uneducated audiences. Solidifying the
minimal-effects argument, Klapper concluded that strong media effects occur largely at an individual
level and do not appear to have large-scale, measurable, and direct effects on society as a whole.13
The minimal-eﬀects theory furthered the study of the relationship between the media and
human behavior, but it still assumed that audiences were passive and were acted upon by the
media. Schramm, Lyle, and Parker suggested that there were problems with the position they
had taken on eﬀects:
In a sense the term “effect” is misleading because it suggests that television “does something” to children. The connotation is that television is the actor, the children are acted upon. Children are thus
made to seem relatively inert; television, relatively active. Children are sitting victims; television bites
them. Nothing can be further from the fact. It is the children who are most active in this relationship.
It is they who use television, rather than television that uses them.14
Indeed, as the authors observed, numerous studies have concluded that viewers—especially
young children—are often actively engaged in using media.

MEDIA EFFECTS?
In The Invasion from Mars:
A Study in the Psychology
of Panic, Hadley Cantril
(1906–1969) argued
against the hypodermicneedle model as an
explanation for the panic
that broke out after the
War of the Worlds radio
broadcast. A lifelong social
researcher, Cantril also did a
lot of work in public opinion
research, even working with
the government during
World War II.

“If we’re a nation
possessed of a
murderous imagination, we didn’t
start the bloodletting. Look at
Shakespeare,
colossus of the
Western canon.
His plays are
written in blood.”
SCOT LEHIGH,
BOSTON GLOBE, 2000
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The Uses and Gratifications Model
A response to the minimal-effects theory, the uses and gratifications model was proposed to contest the notion of a passive
media audience. Under this model, researchers—usually using
in-depth interviews to supplement survey questionnaires—
studied the ways in which people used the media to satisfy
various emotional or intellectual needs. Instead of asking,
“What effects do the media have on us?” researchers asked,
“Why do we use the media?” Asking the why question enabled
media researchers to develop inventories cataloguing how
f[efb[[cfbeo[Zj^[c[Z_Wje\kb\_bbj^[_hd[[Zi$<eh[nWcfb["
researchers noted that some individuals used the media to
see authority figures elevated or toppled, to seek a sense of
community and connectedness, to fulfill a need for drama and
stories, and to confirm moral or spiritual values.15
Although the uses and gratiﬁcations model addressed
the functions of the mass media for individuals, it did not
address important questions related to the impact of the
media on society. Once researchers had accumulated substantial inventories of the uses and functions of media, they
often did not move in new directions. Consequently, uses
and gratiﬁcations never became a dominant or enduring
theory in media research.

USES AND
GRATIFICATIONS
In 1952, audience members
at the Paramount Theater
in Hollywood donned 3-D
glasses for the opening
night screening of Bwana
Devil, the ﬁrst full-length
color 3-D ﬁlm. The uses
and gratiﬁcations model of
research investigates the
appeal of mass media, such
as going out to the movies.

Conducting Media Effects Research
Media research generally comes from the private or public sector—each type with distinguishing features. Private research, sometimes called proprietary research, is generally conducted
for a business, a corporation, or even a political campaign. It is usually applied research in
the sense that the information it uncovers typically addresses some real-life problem or need.
Public research, in contrast, usually takes place in academic and government settings. It involves
information that is often more theoretical than applied; it tries to clarify, explain, or predict the
effects of mass media rather than to address a consumer problem.
Most media research today focuses on the eﬀects of the media in such areas as learning,
attitudes, aggression, and voting habits. This research employs the scientific method, a blueprint long used by scientists and scholars to study phenomena in systematic stages. The steps in
the scientiﬁc method include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

identifying the research problem
reviewing existing research and theories related to the problem
developing working hypotheses or predictions about what the study might ﬁnd
determining an appropriate method or research design
collecting information or relevant data
analyzing results to see if the hypotheses have been veriﬁed
interpreting the implications of the study to determine whether they explain or predict
the problem

The scientific method relies on objectivity (eliminating bias and judgments on the part of
researchers); reliability (getting the same answers or outcomes from a study or measure during
repeated testing); and validity (demonstrating that a study actually measures what it claims to
measure).
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In scientiﬁc studies, researchers pose one or more hypotheses: tentative general statements that predict the inﬂuence of an independent variable on a dependent variable. <eh[nWcple, a researcher might hypothesize that frequent TV viewing among adolescents (independent
variable) causes poor academic performance (dependent variable). Or, another researcher
might hypothesize that playing ﬁrst-person-shooter video games (independent variable) is associated with aggression in children (dependent variable).
Broadly speaking, the methods for studying media eﬀects on audiences have taken two
forms—experiments and survey research. To supplement these approaches, researchers also
use content analysis to count and document speciﬁc messages that circulate in mass media.

Experiments
Like all studies that use the scientific method, experiments in media research isolate some aspect of content; suggest a hypothesis; and manipulate variables to discover a particular medium’s impact on attitude, emotion, or behavior. To test whether a hypothesis is true, researchers
expose an experimental group—the group under study—to a selected media program or text. To
ensure valid results, researchers also use a control group, which serves as a basis for comparison; this group is not exposed to the selected media content. Subjects are picked for each group
through random assignment, which simply means that each subject has an equal chance
of being placed in either group. Random assignment ensures that the independent variables
researchers want to control are distributed to both groups in the same way.
<eh_dijWdY["jej[ijj^[[è[Yjie\l_eb[djÆbciedfh[#WZeb[iY[djXeoi"Wh[i[WhY^ijkZoc_]^j
take a group of ten-year-olds and randomly assign them to two groups. Researchers expose the experimental group to a violent action movie that the control group does not see. Later, both groups
are exposed to a staged ﬁght between two other boys so that the researchers can observe how
each group responds to an actual physical confrontation. Researchers then determine whether or
not there is a statistically measurable diﬀerence between the two groups’ responses to the ﬁght.
<eh[nWcfb["f[h^Wfij^[YedjhebikX`[Yjijh_[ZjeXh[Wakfj^[Æ]^jXkjj^[[nf[h_c[djWbikX`[Yji
did not. Because the groups were randomly selected and the only measurable diﬀerence between
them was the viewing of the movie, researchers may conclude that under these conditions the
violent ﬁlm caused a diﬀerent behavior. (See the “Bobo doll” experiment photos on page 532.)
When experiments carefully account for independent variables through random assignment, they generally work well to substantiate direct cause-eﬀect hypotheses. Such research
takes place both in laboratory settings and in ﬁeld settings, where people can be observed using
the media in their everyday environments. In ﬁeld experiments, however, it is more diﬃcult
for researchers to control variables. In lab settings, researchers have more control, but other
fheXb[cicWoeYYkh$<eh[nWcfb["m^[dikX`[YjiWh[h[cel[Z\hecj^[[dl_hedc[dji_dm^_Y^
they regularly use the media, they may act diﬀerently—often with fewer inhibitions—than they
would in their everyday surroundings.
;nf[h_c[dji^Wl[ej^[hb_c_jWj_ediWim[bb$Ed["j^[oWh[dej][d[hWb_pWXb[jeWbWh][h
population; they cannot tell us whether cause-eﬀect results can be duplicated outside of the
laboratory. Two, most academic experiments today are performed on college students, who are
Yedl[d_[djikX`[Yji\ehh[i[WhY^XkjWh[dejh[fh[i[djWj_l[e\j^[][d[hWbfkXb_Y$<_dWbbo"m^_b[
most experiments are fairly good at predicting short-term media eﬀects under controlled conditions, they do not predict how subjects will behave months or years later in the real world.

Survey Research
In the simplest terms, survey research is the collecting and measuring of data taken from a
group of respondents. Using random sampling techniques that give each potential subject an
equal chance to be included in the survey, this research method draws on much larger populations than those used in experimental studies. Surveys may be conducted through direct mail,

“Theories abound,
examples multiply,
but convincing
facts that speciﬁc
media content is
reliably associated
with particular
effects have proved
quite elusive.”
GUY CUMBERBATCH,
A MEASURE OF
UNCERTAINTY, 1989

“Writing survey
questions and
gathering data are
easy; writing good
questions and
collecting useful
data are not.”
MICHAEL SINGLETARY,
MASS COMMUNICATION
RESEARCH, 1994
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personal interviews, telephone calls, e-mail, and Web sites, enabling survey researchers to
accumulate large amounts of information by surveying diverse cross sections of people. These
data help to examine demographic factors such as educational background, income level, race,
ethnicity, gender, age, sexual orientation, and political affiliations, along with questions directly
related to the survey topic.
Two other beneﬁts of surveys are that they are usually generalizable to the larger society
WdZj^Wjj^[o[dWXb[h[i[WhY^[hije_dl[ij_]Wj[fefkbWj_edi_dbed]#j[hcijkZ_[i$<eh[nWcfb["
survey research can measure subjects when they are ten, twenty, and thirty years old to track
changes in how frequently they watch television and what kinds of programs they prefer at different ages. In addition, large government and academic survey databases are now widely available and contribute to the development of more long-range or longitudinal studies, which
make it possible for social scientists to compare new studies with those conducted years earlier.
B_a[[nf[h_c[dji"ikhl[oi^Wl[i[l[hWbZhWmXWYai$<_hij"ikhl[o_dl[ij_]WjehiYWddej
account for all the variables that might aﬀect media use; therefore, they cannot show cause-eﬀect
relationships. Survey research can, however, reveal correlations—or associations—between two
lWh_WXb[i$<eh[nWcfb["WhWdZecgk[ij_eddW_h[ikhl[oe\j[d#o[Wh#ebZXeoic_]^jZ[cedijhWj[
that a correlation exists between aggressive behavior and watching violent TV programs. Such a
correlation, however, does not explain what is the cause and what is the eﬀect—that is, do violent
TV programs cause aggression, or are more aggressive ten-year-old boys simply drawn to violent
television? Second, the validity of survey questions is a chronic problem for survey practitioners.
Surveys are only as good as the wording of their questions and the answer choices they present.
<eh[nWcfb["WiDFHh[fehj[Z"»Q?S\oekWiaf[efb[m^[j^[hj^[oikffehjeheffei[j^[Z[Wj^
penalty for murderers, about two-thirds of Americans say they support it. If you ask whether
people prefer that murderers get the death penalty or life in prison without parole, then you get
a 50-50 split.”16

Content Analysis
Over the years, researchers recognized that experiments and surveys focused on general topics
(violence) while ignoring the effects of specific media messages (gun violence, fistfights, etc.).
As a corrective, researchers developed a method known as content analysis to study these
messages. Such analysis is a systematic method of coding and measuring media content.
Although content analysis was ﬁrst used during World War II for radio, more recent studies
have focused on television, ﬁlm, and the Internet. Probably the most inﬂuential content analysis
studies were conducted by George Gerbner and his colleagues at the University of Pennsylvania.
Beginning in the late 1960s, they coded and counted acts of violence on network television.
Combined with surveys, their annual “violence proﬁles” showed that heavy watchers of television, ranging from children to retired Americans, tend to overestimate the amount of violence
that exists in the actual world.17
J^[b_c_jie\Yedj[djWdWboi_i"^em[l[h"^Wl[X[[dm[bbZeYkc[dj[Z$<_hij"j^_ij[Y^d_gk[
does not measure the eﬀects of the messages on audiences, nor does it explain how those mesiW][iWh[fh[i[dj[Z$<eh[nWcfb["WYedj[djWdWboi_iifedieh[ZXoj^[AW_i[h<Wc_bo<ekdZWtion that examined more than eleven hundred television shows found that 70 percent featured
sexual content.18 But the study didn’t explain how viewers interpreted the content or the
context of the messages.
I[YedZ"fheXb[cie\Z[Æd_j_edeYYkh_dYedj[djWdWboi_i$<eh_dijWdY["_dj^[YWi[e\YeZing and counting acts of violence, how do researchers distinguish slapstick cartoon aggression
from the violent murders or rapes in an evening police drama? Critics point out that such varied
depictions may have diverse and subtle eﬀects on viewers that are not diﬀerentiated by content
WdWboi_i$<_dWbbo"Yh_j_Yife_djekjj^WjWiYedj[djWdWboi_i]h[mjeX[Wfh_cWhojeeb_dc[Z_W
research, it sometimes pushed to the sidelines other ways of thinking about television and media
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Media Literacy and
the Critical Process

1

DESCRIPTION. Select three or

four bridal media and compare.
Possible choices include magazines such
as Brides, Bridal Guide, Modern Bride,
and Martha Stewart Weddings; reality TV
shows like My Fair Wedding, Bridezillas,
Say Yes to the Dress, My Big Fat American
Gypsy Wedding, and Four Weddings; Web
sites like the Knot, Southern Bride, and
Project Wedding; and games like My Fantasy Wedding, Wedding Dash, and Imagine
Wedding Designer.

2

ANALYSIS. What patterns do
you ﬁnd in the wedding media?
(Consider what isn’t depicted as well.)
Are there limited ways in which femininity is deﬁned? Do men have an equal
role in the planning of wedding events?
Are weddings depicted as something
just for heterosexuals? Do the wedding
media presume that weddings are ﬁrsttime experiences for the couple getting
married? What seem to be the standards
in terms of consumption—the expense,
size, and number of things to buy and
rent to make a “perfect” day?

3

INTERPRETATION. What do
the wedding media seem to say

Wedding Media and the Meaning of the
Perfect Wedding Day
According to media researcher Erika Engstrom, the bridal
industry in the United States generates $50 to $70 billion
annually, with more than two million marriages a year.1
Supporting that massive industry are books, magazines,
Web sites, reality TV shows, and digital games (in addition
to ﬁctional accounts in movies and music) that promote
the idea of what a wedding should be. As these media
outlets suggest what a “perfect wedding” is, what values
are wrapped up in their wedding narratives?
about what it is to be a woman or a man
on her or his wedding day? What do
the gender roles of the wedding suggest
about the appropriate gender roles in
married life after the wedding? What
do the wedding media infer about the
appropriate level of consumption? In
other words, for all of the interpretation,
consider the role of wedding media in
constructing hegemony: in their depiction of what makes a perfect wedding,
do the media stories work to get us to
accept the dominant cultural values relating to things like gender relations and
consumerism?

4

EVALUATION. Come to a judgment about the wedding media
analyzed. Are they good or bad on cer-

tain dimensions? Do they promote gender equality? Do they promote marriage
equality (i.e., gay marriage)? Do they
oﬀer alternatives to having a “perfect”
day without buying all of the trappings of
so many weddings?

5

ENGAGEMENT. Talk to
friends about what weddings
are supposed to celebrate, and if an
alternative conception of a wedding
would be a better way of celebrating
a union of two people. (In real life, if
there is discomfort in talking about
alternative ways to celebrate a wedding, that’s probably the pressure of
hegemony. Why is that pressure so
strong?) Share your criticisms and ideas
on wedding Web sites as well.

content. Broad questions concerning the media as a popular art form, as a measure of culture,
as a democratic inﬂuence, or as a force for social control are diﬃcult to address through strict
measurement techniques. Critics of content analysis, in fact, have objected to the kind of social
science that reduces culture to acts of counting. Such criticism has addressed the tendency by
some researchers to favor measurement accuracy over intellectual discipline and inquiry.19

Contemporary Media Effects Theories
By the 1960s, the first departments of mass communication began graduating Ph.D.-level researchers schooled in experiment and survey research techniques, as well as content analysis.
These researchers began documenting consistent patterns in mass communication and develef_d]d[mj^[eh_[i$<_l[e\j^[ceij_d\bk[dj_WbYedj[cfehWhoj^[eh_[ij^Wj^[bf[nfbW_dc[Z_W
effects are social learning theory, agenda-setting, the cultivation effect, the spiral of silence, and
the third-person effect.
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SOCIAL LEARNING
THEORIES
These photos document the
“Bobo doll” experiments conducted by Albert Bandura and
his colleagues at Stanford
University in the early
1960s. Seventy-two children
from the Stanford University
Nursery School were divided
into experimental and control
groups. The “aggressive condition” experimental group
subjects watched an adult
in the room sit on, kick, and
hit the Bobo doll with hands
and a wooden mallet while
saying such things as “Sock
him in the nose,” “Throw him
in the air,” and “Pow.” (In later
versions of the experiment,
children watched ﬁlmed
versions of the adult with
the Bobo doll.) Afterward, in
a separate room ﬁlled with
toys, the children in the
“aggressive condition” group
were more likely than the
other children to imitate the
adult model’s behavior toward
the Bobo doll.

Social Learning Theory
Some of the most well-known studies that suggest a link between the mass media and behavior
are the “Bobo doll” experiments, conducted on children by psychologist Albert Bandura and
his colleagues at Stanford University in the 1960s. Bandura concluded that the experiments
demonstrated a link between violent media programs, such as those on television, and aggressive behavior. Bandura developed social learning theory as a four-step process: attention (the
subject must attend to the media and witness the aggressive behavior), retention (the subject
must retain the memory for later retrieval), motor reproduction (the subject must be able to
physically imitate the behavior), and motivation (there must be a social reward or reinforcement
to encourage modeling of the behavior).
Supporters of social learning theory often cite real-life imitations of media aggression (see
the beginning of the chapter) as evidence of social learning theory at work. Yet critics note
that many studies conclude just the opposite—that there is no link between media content and
W]]h[ii_ed$<eh[nWcfb["c_bb_edie\f[efb[^Wl[mWjY^[Z[f_ieZ[ie\CSI and The Sopranos
without subsequently exhibiting aggressive behavior. As critics point out, social learning theory
simply makes television, ﬁlm, and other media scapegoats for larger social problems relating
to violence. Others suggest that experiencing media depictions of aggression can actually help
viewers let oﬀ steam peacefully through a catharsis eﬀect.

Agenda-Setting
A key phenomenon posited by contemporary media effects researchers is agenda-setting: the idea
that when the mass media focus their attention on particular events or issues, they determine—
j^Wj_i"i[jj^[W][dZW\ehºj^[cW`ehjef_Yie\Z_iYkii_ed\eh_dZ_l_ZkWbiWdZieY_[jo$;ii[dj_Wbbo"
agenda-setting researchers have argued that the mass media do not so much tell us what to think
as what to think about. Traceable to Walter Lippmann’s notion in the early 1920s that the media
“create pictures in our heads,” the first investigations into agenda-setting began in the 1970s.20
Over the years, agenda-setting research has demonstrated that the more stories the news
c[Z_WZeedWfWhj_YkbWhikX`[Yj"j^[ceh[_cfehjWdY[WkZ_[dY[iWjjWY^jej^WjikX`[Yj$<eh
_dijWdY["m^[dj^[c[Z_Wi[h_ekiboX[]WdjeYel[h[Yebe]o_iik[iW\j[hj^[Æhij;Whj^:Wo_d
1970, a much higher percentage of the population began listing the environment as a primary
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social concern in surveys. When Jaws became a blockbuster in 1975, the news media
started featuring more shark attack stories;
even landlocked people in the Midwest began
ranking sharks as a major problem, despite
the rarity of such incidents worldwide. More
recently, extensive news coverage about the
documentary An Inconvenient Truth and its
companion best-selling book in 2006 sparked
the highest-ever public concern about global
warming, according to national surveys. But
in the following years the public’s sense of
urgency faltered somewhat as stories about
the economy and other topics dominated the
news agenda.

The Cultivation Effect
Another mass media phenomenon—the cultivation effect—suggests that heavy viewing
of television leads individuals to perceive the
world in ways that are consistent with television portrayals. This area of media effects research
has pushed researchers past a focus on how the media affects individual behavior and toward a
focus on larger ideas about the impact on perception.
The major research in this area grew from the attempts of George Gerbner and his colleagues to make generalizations about the impact of televised violence. The cultivation eﬀect
suggests that the more time individuals spend viewing television and absorbing its viewpoints,
the more likely their views of social reality will be “cultivated” by the images and portrayals
they see on television.21<eh[nWcfb["=[hXd[h¾iijkZ_[iYedYbkZ[Zj^WjWbj^ek]^\[m[hj^Wd'
percent of Americans are victims of violent crime in any single year, people who watch a lot of
television tend to overestimate this percentage. Such exaggerated perceptions, Gerbner and his
colleagues argued, are part of a “mean world” syndrome, in which viewers with heavy, longterm exposure to television violence are more likely to believe that the external world is a mean
and dangerous place.
According to the cultivation eﬀect, media messages interact in complicated ways with
personal, social, political, and cultural factors; they are one of a number of important factors in
determining individual behavior and deﬁning social values. Some critics have charged that cultivation research has provided limited evidence to support its ﬁndings. In addition, some have
argued that the cultivation eﬀects recorded by Gerbner’s studies have been so minimal as to be
benign and that, when compared side-by-side, the perceptions of heavy television viewers and
nonviewers in terms of the “mean world” syndrome are virtually identical.

MALI
The West African nation
of Mali has been in the
midst of a political crisis
since its northern region
was seized by rebel forces
in 2012. One of the most
devastating outcomes of the
country’s political strife is the
recruitment of child soldiers,
as desperate, poor families
often give up their children
to rebels in exchange for
food and money. Despite the
devastation in Mali, many feel
the international response to
Mali’s crisis has been woefully
inadequate and the mass
media’s coverage equally
insufﬁcient.

The Spiral of Silence
:[l[bef[ZXo=[hcWdYecckd_YWj_edj^[eh_ij;b_iWX[j^De[bb[#D[kcWdd_dj^['/-&iWdZ
1980s, the spiral of silence theory links the mass media, social psychology, and the formation
of public opinion. The theory proposes that those who believe that their views on controversial
issues are in the minority will keep their views to themselves—that is, become silent—for fear of
social isolation, which diminishes or even silences alternative perspectives. The theory is based
on social psychology studies, such as the classic conformity research studies of Solomon Asch
in 1951. In Asch’s study on the effects of group pressure, he demonstrated that a test subject is
more likely to give clearly wrong answers to questions about line lengths if all other people in
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“Many studies
currently published
in mainstream
communication
journals seem ﬁlled
with sophisticated
treatments of
trivial data, which,
while showing
effects . . . make
slight contributions
to what we really
know about human
mass-mediated
communication.”
WILLARD ROWLAND
AND BRUCE WATKINS,
INTERPRETING
TELEVISION, 1984

the room unanimously state an incorrect answer. Noelle-Neumann argued that mass media,
particularly television, can exacerbate this effect by communicating real or presumed majority
opinions widely and quickly.
According to the theory, the mass media can help create a false, overrated majority; that is,
a true majority of people holding a certain position can grow silent when they sense an opposing majority in the media. One criticism of the theory is that some people may not fall into a
spiral of silence because they don’t monitor the media, or they mistakenly perceive that more
people hold their position than really do. Noelle-Neumann acknowledges that in many cases,
“hard-core” nonconformists exist and remain vocal even in the face of social isolation and can
ultimately prevail in changing public opinion.22

The Third-Person Effect
Identified in a 1983 study by W. Phillips Davison, the third-person effect theory suggests that
people believe others are more affected by media messages than they are themselves.23 In other
words, it proposes the idea that “we” can escape the worst effects of media while still worrying
about people who are younger, less educated, more impressionable, or otherwise less capable
of guarding against media influence.
Under this theory, we might fear that other people will, for example, take tabloid newspapers seriously, imitate violent movies, or get addicted to the Internet, while dismissing the idea
that any of those things could happen to us. It has been argued that the third-person eﬀect is instrumental in censorship, as it would allow censors to assume immunity to the negative eﬀects
of any supposedly dangerous media they must examine.

Evaluating Research on Media Effects
The mainstream models of media research have made valuable contributions to our understanding of the mass media, submitting content and audiences to rigorous testing. This wealth
of research exists partly because funding for studies on the effects of the media on young
people remains popular among politicians and has drawn ready government support since the
1960s. Media critic Richard Rhodes argues that media effects research is inconsistent and often
flawed but continues to resonate with politicians and parents because it offers an easy-to-blame
social cause for real-world violence.24
<kdZ_d]h[ijh_Yjij^[iYef[e\iec[c[Z_W[è[YjiWdZikhl[oh[i[WhY^"fWhj_YkbWhbo_\j^[
government, business, or other administrative agendas do not align with researchers’ interests.
Other limits also exist, including the inability to address how media aﬀect communities and social institutions. Because most media research operates best in examining media and individual
behavior, fewer research studies explore media’s impact on community and social life. Some
research has begun to address these deﬁcits and also to turn more attention to the increasing
impact of media technology on international communication.

Cultural Approaches
to Media Research
During the rise of modern media research, approaches with a stronger historical and interpretive edge developed as well, often in direct opposition to the scientific models. In the late
1930s, some social scientists began to warn about the limits of “gathering data” and “charting
trends,” particularly when these kinds of research projects served only advertisers and media
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organizations and tended to be narrowly focused on individual behavior, ignoring questions like
“Where are institutions taking us?” and “Where do we want them to take us?”25
In the United States in the 1960s, an important body of research—loosely labeled cultural
studies—arose to challenge mainstream media eﬀects theories. Since that time, cultural studies
research has focused on how people make meaning, understand reality, and order experience
by using cultural symbols that appear in the media. This research has attempted to make
everyday culture the centerpiece of media studies, focusing on how subtly mass communication
shapes and is shaped by history, politics, and economics. Other cultural studies work examines
the relationships between elite individuals and groups in government and politics and how
media play a role in sustaining the authority of elites and, occasionally, in challenging their power.

Early Developments in Cultural Studies Research
?d;khef["c[Z_WijkZ_[i^Wl[WbmWoi\Wleh[Z_dj[hfh[j_l[hWj^[hj^WdiY_[dj_\_YWffheWY^[i1_d
other words, researchers there have approached the media as if they were literary or cultural
critics rather than experimental or survey researchers. These approaches were built on the writings of political philosophers such as Karl Marx and Antonio Gramsci, who investigated how mass
media support existing hierarchies in society. They examined how popular culture and sports
distract people from redressing social injustices, and they addressed the subordinate status of
particular social groups, something emerging media effects researchers were seldom doing.
?dj^[Kd_j[ZIjWj[i"[WhboYh_j_Y_ice\c[Z_W[è[Yjih[i[WhY^YWc[\hecj^[<hWda\khj
IY^eeb"W]hekfe\;khef[Wdh[i[WhY^[him^e[c_]hWj[Z\hec=[hcWdoje7c[h_YWje[iYWf[
Nazi persecution in the 1930s. Under the leadership of Max Horkheimer, T. W. Adorno, and Leo
Lowenthal, this group pointed to at least three inadequacies of traditional scientiﬁc approaches
to media research, arguing that they (1) reduced large “cultural questions” to measurable and
“veriﬁable categories”; (2) depended on “an atmosphere of rigidly enforced neutrality”; and
(3) refused to place “the phenomena of modern life” in a “historical and moral context.”26 The
h[i[WhY^[hie\j^[<hWda\khjIY^eebZ_ZdejYecfb[j[boh[`[Yjj^[ki[\kbd[iie\c[Wikh_d]WdZ
counting data. They contended, however, that historical and cultural approaches were also necessary to focus critical attention on the long-range eﬀects of the mass media on audiences.
I_dY[j^[j_c[e\j^[<hWda\khjIY^eeb"Yh_j_Y_icie\j^[c[Z_W[è[YjijhWZ_j_edWdZ_ji
methods have continued, with calls for more interpretive studies of the rituals of mass communication. Academics who have embraced a cultural approach to media research try to underijWdZ^emc[Z_WWdZYkbjkh[Wh[j_[Zjej^[WYjkWbfWjj[hdie\Yecckd_YWj_ed_dZW_bob_\[$<eh
example, in the 1970s, Stuart Hall and his colleagues studied the British print media and the
police, who were dealing with an apparent rise in crime and mugging incidents. Arguing that
the close relationship between the news and the police created a form of urban surveillance,
the authors of Policing the Crisis demonstrated that the mugging phenomenon was exacerbated,
and in part created, by the key institutions assigned the social tasks of controlling crime and
reporting on it.27

“When people
say to you, ‘of
course that’s so,
isn’t it?’ that ‘of
course’ is the
most ideological
moment, because
that’s the moment
at which you’re
least aware that
you are using
a particular
framework.”
STUART HALL,
CULTURAL THEORIST,
1983

Conducting Cultural Studies Research
Cultural research focuses on the investigation of daily experience, especially on issues of race,
gender, class, and sexuality, and on the unequal arrangements of power and status in contemporary society. Such research emphasizes how some social and cultural groups have been
marginalized and ignored throughout history. Consequently, cultural studies have attempted to
recover lost or silenced voices, particularly among African American; Native American; Asian
and Asian American; Arabic; Latino; Appalachian; lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender
(LGBT); immigrant; and women’s cultures. The major analytical approaches in cultural studies
research today are textual analysis, audience studies, and political economy studies.
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Textual Analysis
In cultural studies research, textual analysis highlights the close reading and interpretation
of cultural messages, including those found in books, movies, and TV programs. It is the equivalent of measurement methods like experiments and surveys and content analysis. While media
effects research approaches media messages with the tools of modern science—replicability,
objectivity, and data—textual analysis looks at rituals, narratives, and meaning. One type of
textual analysis is framing research, which looks at recurring media story structures, particularly
in news stories. Media sociologist Todd Gitlin defines media frames as “persistent patterns of
cognition, interpretation, and presentation, of selection, emphasis, and exclusion, by which
symbol-handlers routinely organize discourse, whether verbal or visual.”28<ehceh[ed\hWc_d]h[i[WhY^"i[[»9Wi[IjkZo0BWXeh=[ji<hWc[Z¼edfW][+)-$
Although textual analysis has a long and rich history in ﬁlm and literary studies, it became
signiﬁcant to media in 1974 when Horace Newcomb’s book TV: The Most Popular Art became
the ﬁrst serious academic book to analyze television shows. Newcomb studied why certain TV
programs and formats became popular, especially comedies, westerns, mysteries, soap operas,
news reports, and sports programs. Newcomb took television programs seriously, examining
patterns in the most popular programs at the time, such as the Beverly Hillbillies, Bewitched, and
Dragnet, which traditional researchers had usually snubbed or ignored. Trained as a literary
scholar, Newcomb argued that content analysis and other social science approaches to popular
c[Z_We\j[d_]deh[ZWhj_ij_YjhWZ_j_ediWdZieY_WbYedj[nj$<ehD[mYecX"»j^[jWia\ehj^[ijkdent of the popular arts is to ﬁnd a technique through which many diﬀerent qualities of
the work—aesthetic, social, psychological—may be explored” and to discover “why certain
formulas . . . are popular in American television.”29
Before Newcomb’s work, textual analysis generally focused only on “important” or highly
regarded works of art—debates, ﬁlms, poems, and books. But by the end of the 1970s a new
generation of media studies scholars, who had grown up on television and rock and roll, began
to study less elite forms of culture. They extended the concept of what a “text” is to include
architecture, fashion, tabloid magazines, pop icons like Madonna, rock music, hip-hop, soap
operas and telenovelas, movies, cockﬁghts, shopping malls, reality TV, Martha Stewart, and
professional wrestling—trying to make sense of the most taken-for-granted aspects of everyday
media culture. Often the study of these seemingly minor elements of popular culture provides
insight into broader meanings within our society. By shifting the focus to daily popular culture
artifacts, cultural studies succeeded in focusing scholarly attention not just on signiﬁcant presidents, important religious leaders, prominent political speeches, or military battles but on the
more ordinary ways that “normal” people organize experience and understand their daily lives.

Audience Studies
Cultural studies research that focuses on how people use and interpret cultural content is called
audience studies, or reader-response research. Audience studies differs from textual analysis
X[YWki[j^[ikX`[YjX[_d]h[i[WhY^[Z_ij^[WkZ_[dY[\ehj^[j[nj"dejj^[j[nj_ji[b\$<eh[nWcple, in Reading the Romance: Women, Patriarchy, and Popular Literature, Janice Radway studied
a group of midwestern women who were fans of romance novels. Using her training in literary
criticism and employing interviews and questionnaires, Radway investigated the meaning of
romance novels to the women. She argued that reading romance novels functions as personal
time for some women, whose complex family and work lives leave them very little time for
themselves. The study also suggested that these particular romance-novel fans identified with
the active, independent qualities of the romantic heroines they most admired. As a cultural
study, Radway’s work did not claim to be scientific, and her findings are not generalizable to
all women. Rather, Radway was interested in investigating and interpreting the relationship
between reading popular fiction and ordinary life.30
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CASE
STUDY
Labor Gets Framed

L

abor union membership in
the United States dropped
from a high of 34.7 percent
of the workforce in 1954 to about
11.8 percent (6.9 percent in the private sector) by 2012. In a world where
economic and social forces increasingly separate the “haves” from the
“have-nots” and popular media such
as entertainment television and ﬁlm
rarely address labor issues, the news
media remain one of the few places to
ﬁnd stories about the decline in labor
unions and the working class.
Could the way in which news stories
frame labor unions have an impact
on how people in the United States
understand them?
Analyzing the frames of news stories—
that is, the ways in which journalists
present them—is one form of textual
analysis. Unfortunately, if one looks
at how the news media frame their
reports about labor unions, one has to
conclude that news coverage of labor
is not at all good.

UNION PROTESTS
In 2011, thousands of Wisconsin teachers staged
“sickouts” to protest the passing of a bill that would
take away public employees’ collective-bargaining
rights.

In a major study,1 hundreds of network
television news (ABC, CBS, and NBC)
and national newspaper (New York
Times and USA Today) reports involving labor over a ten-year period were
analyzed to get a sense of how such
stories are framed.
An interesting pattern emerged.
Instead of discovering a straightforward bias against labor, the study
found that news stories frame labor
in a way that selects the consumer
perspective (as opposed to a citizen
or worker perspective). That is, labor
unions aren’t portrayed as inherently
bad, but any kind of collective action
by workers, communities, and even
consumers that upsets the American
consumer economy and its business
leaders and entrepreneurs is framed
as a bad thing.
The classic example is the strike story.
Even though less than 2 percent of
all contract negotiations result in
strikes, news stories seem to show
union members regularly wielding
picket signs. The real stars of strike
stories, though, are the inconvenienced consumers—sour-faced people
who are livid about missed flights,
late package delivery, or canceled ball
games. And usually the reports don’t
explain why a strike is occurring; viewers and readers mainly
learn that the hallowed
American consumer
is upset and if those
darned workers would
just be a little more
agreeable, then none
of this inconvenience
would have happened.
The frame carries an
interesting underlying
assumption: If collective action is bad, then

economic intervention by citizens
should happen only at the individual
level (e.g., quit or “vote with your
pocketbook” if you don’t like something). Of course, individual action
would preempt collective action on
the part of organizations such as labor
unions, which, as organized groups,
hold the promise of offering more
democratic and broader solutions to
problems that affect not one but many
workers.
Corporate news that appears in
many newspaper business sections
frames labor stories in ways that are
in harmony with the media corporations’ own economic priorities. But
such stories need to do so without
giving the appearance of bias, which
would undermine their credibility. So
they frame these stories from the
perspective of the consumer. In recent
years, in stories about government
workers in states like Wisconsin, Ohio,
and Michigan, the narratives are the
same, and the consumer perspective
becomes the taxpayer perspective.
With such framing, the news media’s
stories undercut a legal institution—
labor unions—that might serve as a
useful remedy for millions of American
workers who want independent
representation in their workplace. In
fact, national surveys have shown
that the majority of American workers would like a stronger voice in their
workplaces but have negative opinions
about unions, so they aren’t likely to
consider joining them.2
And that’s the disconnect that the
framing study illustrates: People
want independent workplace representation, but—according to the
news—labor unions and similar forms
of collective action are hardly a viable
option.
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“I take culture . . .
and the analysis of
it to be therefore
not an experimental science in
search of law but
an interpretive
one in search of
meaning.”
CLIFFORD GEERTZ,
CULTURAL
ANTHROPOLOGIST,
1973

PUBLIC SPHERE
Conversations in
eighteenth-century English
coffeehouses (like the one
shown) inspired Jürgen
Habermas’s public-sphere
theory. However, Habermas
expressed concerns that the
mass media could weaken
the public sphere by allowing
people to become passive
consumers of the information
that the media distributes
instead of entering into
debates with one another
about what is best for
society. What do you think
of such concerns? Has the
proliferation of political cable
shows, Internet bloggers,
and other mediated forums
decreased serious public
debate, or has it just shifted
the conversation to places
besides coffeehouses?

Radway’s inﬂuential cultural research used a variety of interpretive methods, including
literary analysis, interviews, and questionnaires. Most important, these studies helped deﬁne
culture in broad terms, as being made up of both the products a society fashions and the processes that forge those products.

Political Economy Studies
A focus on the production of popular culture and the forces behind it is the topic of political
economy studies, which specifically examine interconnections among economic interests,
political power, and how that power is used. Among the major concerns of political economy
studies is the increasing conglomeration of media ownership. The increasing concentration of
ownership means that the production of media content is being controlled by fewer and fewer
organizations, investing those companies with more and more power. Moreover, the domination of public discourse by for-profit corporations may mean that the bottom line for all public
communication and popular culture is money, not democratic expression.
Political economy studies work best when combined with textual analysis and audience
studies, which provide context for understanding the cultural content of a media product, its
fheZkYj_edfheY[ii"WdZ^emj^[WkZ_[dY[h[ifedZi$<eh[nWcfb["WcW`ehc[Z_WYehfehWj_ed
may, for commercial reasons, create a ﬁlm and market it through a number of venues (political
economy), but the ﬁlm’s meaning or popularity makes sense only within the historical and narrative contexts of the culture (textual analysis), and it may be interpreted by various audiences
in ways both anticipated and unexpected (audience studies).

Cultural Studies’ Theoretical Perspectives
Developed as an alternative to the predictive theories of social science research (e.g., if X happens, the result will be Y), cultural studies research on media is informed by more general
perspectives about how the mass media interact with the world. Two foundational concepts in
cultural studies research are (1) the public sphere, and (2) the idea of communication as culture.

The Public Sphere
The idea of the public sphere, defined as a space for critical public debate, was first advanced
by German philosopher Jürgen Habermas in 1962.31 Habermas, a professor of philosophy, stud_[ZbWj[#i[l[dj[[dj^#Y[djkhoWdZ[_]^j[[dj^#Y[djkho;d]bWdZWdZ<hWdY["WdZ^[\ekdZj^ei[
societies to be increasingly influenced by free trade and the rise of the printing press. At that
historical moment, an emerging middle class began
to gather to discuss public life in coffeehouses,
meeting halls, and pubs and to debate the ideas of
novels and other publications in literary salons and
clubs. In doing so, this group (which did not yet
include women, peasants, the working classes, and
other minority groups) began to build a society beyond the control of aristocrats, royalty, and religious
elites. The outcome of such critical public debate
led to support for the right to assembly, free speech,
and a free press.
Habermas’s research is useful to cultural studies
researchers when they consider how democratic
ieY_[j_[iWdZj^[cWiic[Z_Wef[hWj[jeZWo$<eh
Habermas, a democratic society should always
work to create the most favorable communication
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situation possible—a public sphere. Basically,
without an open communication system, there
can be no democratically functioning society. This
fundamental notion is the basis for some arguments on why an open, accessible mass media
system is essential. However, Habermas warned
that the mass media could also be an enemy of democracy, cautioning modern societies to beware
of “the manipulative deployment of media power
to procure mass loyalty, consumer demand, and
‘compliance’ with systematic imperatives” of
those in power.32

Communication as Culture
As Habermas considered the relationship between
communication and democracy, media historian
James Carey considered the relationship between
communication and culture. Carey rejected the
“transmission” view of communication—that
is, that a message goes simply from sender to
receiver. Carey argued that communication is more of a cultural ritual; he famously defined
communication as “a symbolic process whereby reality is produced, maintained, repaired, and
transformed.”33 Thus communication creates our reality and maintains that reality in the stories
m[j[bbekhi[bl[i$<eh[nWcfb["j^_daWXekjdel[bi"cel_[i"WdZej^[hijeh_[i"h[fh[i[djWj_edi"
and symbols that explicitly or tacitly supported discrimination against African Americans in
the United States prior to the Civil Rights movement. When events occur that question reality
(like protests and sit-ins in the 1950s and 1960s), communication may repair the culture with
adjusted narratives or symbols, or it may completely transform the culture with new dominant
symbols. Indeed, analysis of media culture in the 1960s and afterward (including books, movies,
TV, and music) suggests a U.S. culture undergoing repair and transformation.
Carey’s ritual view of communication leads cultural studies researchers to consider
Yecckd_YWj_ed¾iiocXeb_YfheY[iiWiYkbjkh[_ji[b\$;l[hoj^_d]j^WjZ[Æd[iekhYkbjkh[ºekh
language, food, clothing, architecture, mass media content, and the like—is a form of symbolic
communication that signiﬁes shared (but often still contested) beliefs about culture at a point
_d^_ijeh_YWbj_c[$<hecj^_il_[mfe_dj"j^[d"YkbjkhWbijkZ_[i_ij_]^jbob_da[Zm_j^Yecckd_YWtion studies.

CULTURAL STUDIES
researchers are interested
in the production, meaning,
and audience response to
a wide range of elements
within communication
culture, including the
meaning of the recent trend
of “dark” subject matter in
young adult novels like the
Twilight series by Stephanie
Meyer, The Hunger Games
by Suzanne Collins, or
Wintergirls by Laurie Halse
Anderson. As such books
are made into movies,
researchers may also study
the cultural fascination with
actors who appear in them
(like Robert Pattinson,
a star of the Twilight ﬁlms,
shown here).

Evaluating Cultural Studies Research
In opposition to media effects research, cultural studies research involves interpreting written
and visual “texts” or artifacts as symbolic representations that contain cultural, historical, and
feb_j_YWbc[Wd_d]$<eh[nWcfb["j^[mWl[e\feb_Y[WdZYh_c[JLi^emij^WjWff[Wh[Z_dj^[
mid-1960s can be interpreted as a cultural response to concerns and fears people had about
urban unrest and income disparity. Audiences were drawn to the heroes of these dramas,
who often exerted control over forces that, among society in general, seemed out of control.
Similarly, people today who participate in radio talk shows, Internet forums, and TV reality
shows can be viewed, in part, as responding to feeling disconnected from economic success or
political power. Taking part in these forums represents a popular culture avenue for engaging
with media in ways that are usually reserved for professional actors or for the rich, famous, and
powerful. As James Carey put it, the cultural approach, unlike media effects research, which is
grounded in the social sciences, “does not seek to explain human behavior, but to understand
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it. . . . It does not attempt to predict human behavior, but to diagnose human meanings.”34 In
other words, a cultural approach does not provide explanations for laws that govern how mass
media behave. Rather, it offers interpretations of the stories, messages, and meanings that circulate throughout our culture.
One of the main strengths of cultural studies research is the freedom it aﬀords to broadly
interpret the impact of the mass media. Because cultural work is not bound by the precise
control of variables, researchers can more easily examine the ties between media messages
WdZj^[XheWZ[hieY_Wb"[Yedec_Y"WdZfeb_j_YWbmehbZ$<eh[nWcfb["c[Z_W[è[Yjih[i[WhY^ed
politics has generally concentrated on election polls and voting patterns, while cultural research
has broadened the discussion to examine class, gender, and cultural diﬀerences among voters
WdZj^[lWh_ekiki[ie\fem[hXo_dZ_l_ZkWbiWdZ_dij_jkj_edi_dWkj^eh_jo$<ebbem_d]>ehWY[
Newcomb’s work, cultural investigators have expanded the study of media content beyond
“serious” works. They have studied many popular forms, including music, movies, and
prime-time television.
Just as media eﬀects research has its limits, so does cultural studies research. Sometimes
cultural studies have focused exclusively on the meanings of media programs or “texts,” ignoring their eﬀect on audiences. Some cultural studies, however, have tried to address this deﬁciency by incorporating audience studies. Both media eﬀects and cultural studies researchers
today have begun to look at the limitations of their work more closely, borrowing ideas from
one another to better assess the complexity of the media’s meaning and impact.

“In quantum gravity,
as we shall see, the
space-time manifold ceases to exist
as an objective
reality; geometry
becomes relational
and contextual; and
the foundational
conceptual categories of prior
science—among
them, existence
itself—become
problematized and
relativized. This
conceptual revolution, I will argue,
has profound implications for the
content of a future
postmodern and
liberatory science.”
FROM ALAN SOKAL’S
PUBLISHED
JARGON-RIDDLED
HOAX, 1996

Media Research
and Democracy
One charge frequently leveled at academic studies is that they fail to address the everyday
problems of life; they often seem to have little practical application. The growth of mass
media departments in colleges and universities has led to an increase in specialized jargon,
which tends to alienate and exclude nonacademics. Although media research has built a
growing knowledge base and dramatically advanced what we know about the effect of mass
media on individuals and societies, the academic world has paid a price. That is, the larger
public has often been excluded from access to the research process even though cultural
research tends to identify with marginalized groups. The scholarship is self-defeating if
its complexity removes it from the daily experience of the groups it addresses. Researchers themselves have even found it difficult to speak to one another across disciplines
X[YWki[e\Z_iY_fb_d[#if[Y_\_YbWd]kW][ki[ZjeWdWbop[WdZh[fehj\_dZ_d]i$<eh[nWcfb["
understanding the elaborate statistical analyses used to document media effects requires
special training.
In some cultural research, the language used is often incomprehensible to students and to
other audiences who use the mass media. A famous hoax in 1996 pointed out just how inaccessible some academic jargon can be. Alan Sokal, a New York University physics professor,
submitted an impenetrable article, “Transgressing the Boundaries: Toward a Transformative
Hermeneutics of Quantum Gravity,” to a special issue of the academic journal Social Text
devoted to science and postmodernism. As he had expected, the article—a hoax designed to point
out how dense academic jargon can sometimes mask sloppy thinking—was published. According to the journal’s editor, about six reviewers had read the article but didn’t suspect that it was
phony. A public debate ensued after Sokal revealed his hoax. Sokal said he worries that jargon
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and intellectual fads cause academics to lose contact
with the real world and “undermine the prospect
for progressive social critique.”35
In addition, increasing specialization in the
1970s began isolating many researchers from life
outside of the university. Academics were locked
away in their “ivory towers,” concerned with
seemingly obscure matters to which the general
public couldn’t relate. Academics across many
ﬁelds, however, began responding to this isolation
and became increasingly active in political and
YkbjkhWbb_\[_dj^['/.&iWdZ'//&i$<eh[nWcfb["
literary scholar Henry Louis Gates Jr. began writing
essays for Time and the New Yorker magazines.
Linguist Noam Chomsky has written for decades
about excessive government and media power; he
was also the subject of an award-winning documentary, Manufacturing Consent: Noam Chomsky
and the Media.;iiWo_ijWdZYkbjkhWbYh_j_Y8WhXWhW
;^h[dh[_Y^^Wimh_jj[de\j[dWXekjbWXehWdZ[Yedec_Y_iik[i_dcW]Wp_d[iikY^WiTime
and the Nation. In her 2008 book This Land Is Their Land: Reports from a Divided Nation, she
investigates incidents of poverty among recent college graduates, undocumented workers, and
Iraq war military families, documenting the wide divide between rich and poor. Georgetown
Kd_l[hi_joieY_ebe]ofhe\[iiehC_Y^W[b;h_Y:oied"Wkj^ehe\j^[XeeaApril 4, 1968: Martin
Luther King, Jr.’s Death and How It Changed America, made frequent appearances on network
and cable news channels during the 2008 presidential campaign to speak on the issues of race
and the meaning of Barack Obama’s historic candidacy. Melissa Harris-Perry, a political science
professor at Tulane, writes about race, class, and politics for the Nation, and also hosts a news
and opinion show for MSNBC.
In recent years, public intellectuals have also encouraged discussion about media production in a digital world. Harvard law professor Lawrence Lessig has been a leading advocate
of eﬀorts to rewrite the nation’s copyright laws to enable noncommercial “amateur culture”
to ﬂourish on the Internet. American University’s Pat Aufderheide, longtime media critic for
the alternative magazine In These Times, worked with independent ﬁlmmakers to develop the
Documentary Filmmakers’ Statement of Best Practices in Fair Use, which calls for documentary
ﬁlmmakers to have reasonable access to copyrighted material for their work.
Like public journalists, public intellectuals based on campuses help carry on the conversations of society and culture, actively circulating the most important new ideas of the day and
serving as models for how to participate in public life.

PUBLIC INTELLECTUALS
Melissa Harris-Perry
writes about race, class,
and politics for the Nation,
and also hosts a weekend
news and opinion show for
MSNBC. Her most recent
book is Sister Citizen:
Shame, Stereotypes, and
Black Women in America.

“My idea of a
good time is using
jargon and citing
authorities.”
MATT GROENING,
SCHOOL IS HELL, 1987
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CHAPTER
REVIEW
COMMON THREADS
One of the Common Threads discussed in Chapter 1 is about the commercial nature of the mass media. In
controversies about media content, how much of what society finds troubling in the mass media is due more to
the commercial nature of the media than to any intrinsic quality of the media themselves?
For some media critics, such as former advertising executive Jerry Mander in his popular book Four Arguments
for the Elimination of Television (1978), the problems of
the mass media (in his case, television) are inherent in
the technology of the medium (e.g., the hypnotic lure of a
light-emitting screen) and can’t be fixed or reformed. Other
researchers focus primarily on the effects of media on
individual behavior.
But how much of what critics dislike about television
and other mass media—including violence, indecency,
immorality, inadequate journalism, and unfair representations of people and issues—derives from the way in which
the mass media are organized in our culture rather than from
anything about the technologies themselves or their effects
on behavior? In other words, are many criticisms of television
and other mass media merely masking what should be
broader criticisms of capitalism?
One of the keys to accurately analyzing television and
the other mass media is to tease apart the effects of a
capitalist economy (which organizes media industries and
relies on advertising, corporate underwriting, and other
forms of sponsorship to profit from them) from the effects

of the actual medium (television, movies, the Internet, radio,
newspapers, etc.). If our media system wasn’t commercial
in nature—wasn’t controlled by large corporations—would
the same “effects” exist? Would the content change? Would
different kinds of movies fill theaters? Would radio play the
same music? What would the news be about? Would search
engines generate other results?
Basically, would society be learning other things if
the mass media were organized in a noncommercial way?
Would noncommercial mass media set the same kind of
political agenda, or would they cultivate a different kind of
reality? What would the spiral of silence theory look like
in a noncommercial media system?
Perhaps noncommercial mass media would have their
own problems. Indeed, there may be effects that can’t be
unhitched from the technology of a mass medium, no matter what the economy is. But it’s worth considering whether
any effects are due to the economic system that brings the
content to us. If we determine that the commercial nature
of the media is a source of negative effects, then we should
also reconsider our policy solutions for trying to deal with
those effects.

KEY TERMS
The definitions for the terms listed below can be found in the glossary at the end of the book.
The page numbers listed with the terms indicate where the term is highlighted in the chapter.
media effects research, 521
cultural studies, 521
propaganda analysis, 522
pseudo-polls, 523
hypodermic-needle model, 526
minimal-effects model, 527
selective exposure, 527
selective retention, 527
uses and gratifications model, 528

scientific method, 528
hypotheses, 529
experiments, 529
random assignment, 529
survey research, 529
longitudinal studies, 530
correlations, 530
content analysis, 530
social learning theory, 532
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agenda-setting, 532
cultivation effect, 533
spiral of silence, 533
third-person effect, 534
textual analysis, 536
audience studies, 536
political economy studies, 538
public sphere, 538

For review quizzes, chapter summaries, links
to media-related Web sites, and more, go to
bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
Cultural Approaches to Media Research

Early Media Research Methods
1. What were the earliest types of media studies, and
why weren’t they more scientific?

8. Why did cultural studies develop in opposition to
media effects research?

2. What were the major influences that led to scientific
media research?

9. What are the features of cultural studies?

Research on Media Effects

10. How is textual analysis different from content
analysis?

3. What are the differences between experiments and
surveys as media research strategies?

11. What are some of the strengths and limitations of
cultural research?

4. What is content analysis, and why is it significant?

Media Research and Democracy

5. What are the differences between the hypodermicneedle model and the minimal-effects model in the
history of media research?

12. What is a major criticism about specialization in academic research at universities?

6. What are the main ideas behind social learning theory,
agenda-setting, the cultivation effect, the spiral
of silence, and the third-person effect?

13. How have public intellectuals contributed to society’s
debates about the mass media? Give examples.

7. What are some strengths and limitations of modern
media research?

QUESTIONING THE MEDIA
1. Think about instances in which the mass media have
been blamed for a social problem. Could there be another, more accurate cause (an underlying variable) of
that problem?
2. One charge leveled against a lot of media research—
both the effects and the cultural models—is that it has
very little impact on changing our media institutions.
Do you agree or disagree, and why?

3. Do you have a major concern about media in society that hasn’t been, but should be, addressed by
research? Explain your answer.
4. Can you think of a media issue on which researchers
from different fields at a university could team up to
study together? Explain.

ADDITIONAL VIDEOS
Visit the VideoCentral: Mass Communication section at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture
for additional exclusive videos related to Chapter 15.
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Legal Controls
and Freedom
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During the 2012 election, the two main political
parties and their supporters spent an estimated
$6 billion on campaign advertising—most of it on
television—more than doubling the previous record
amount spent by the Obama and McCain campaigns during the 2008 presidential election. The
main contributor to the new record was the unlimited amount that corporations and rich individuals
could now spend, thanks to the 2010 Citizens
United v. Federal Election Commission ruling by the
U.S. Supreme Court. The 5–4 decision said that
it was a violation of First Amendment free speech
rights for the federal government to limit corporate
or union spending for TV and radio advertising, usually done through organized “super-PACs” (political
action committees) that are most often sponsored
by corporate interests or super-rich donors. The
ruling curtailed the bipartisan 2002 McCainFeingold campaign-ﬁnance law that had prohibited unlimited spending during elections. The idea
underpinning the 2002 law was to ensure that no
one group or organization could “buy” an election
through superior ﬁnancial advantage.
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In 2012, the annual State of the First
Amendment national survey found that
63 percent of respondents said that
corporations or unions should not be
able to spend unlimited amounts to oppose or support a candidate, while 30
percent said, yes, they should be able
to spend whatever they want (7 percent
were undecided).1 While the Supreme
Court decision ran counter to public
opinion, many advocates on the political
Right and some on the Left offered that
the amendment—which says “Congress
shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech”—means what it says.
Whereas many who support Citizens
United make a free-market argument
that individuals and corporations in a
free country should be able to spend
their money on whatever they want,
traditional First Amendment supporters
like Gene Policinski of the First Amendment
Center argue that the “good intentions”
behind the idea of limiting campaign
spending “don’t justify ignoring a basic
concept that the Supreme Court majority pointed out in its ruling: Nothing in
the First Amendment provides for ‘more
or less’ free-speech protection depending on who is speaking.” In criticizing
attempts by Congress to restore campaign ﬁnance limits, Policinski asks
this question in his defense of Citizens
United: “Do we really want Congress
to have the power to exclude certain
groups from participating in political
speech?”2
Was the direction of the 2012 presidential campaign overly determined by
those who had money to buy those ads
that many Americans used to make decisions in a national election? This is not
yet totally clear, since many variables
underpin choices that individual voters
make. Still, those with limited means are
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at a clear disadvantage compared to
those who have money when it comes to
buying expensive commercial speech in
the form of TV ads during a presidential
campaign. Some critics and many political scientists also attribute low percentages in voter registration and turnout in
some states and regions to a feeling or
sense that money, more than ever in an
age of Citizens United, controls politics,
parties, and policies. They further argue
that it is virtually impossible for a thirdparty candidate to compete against
a two-party system because so much
money is needed to fund and sustain
a far-ﬂung national campaign, usually
fought out in a handful of states where
the outcome is in doubt. In July 2012,
the state senate in California voted for
a resolution urging the U.S. Congress
to restore campaign-ﬁnance laws. One
California lawmaker who supported the
resolution argued, “If Congress doesn’t
act, our electoral process will be more
dominated by millionaires and billionaires and their concerns will drown out
the voice of common Americans.”3

“[W]e need a constitutional
amendment to reset our
campaign ﬁnance system
and to re-establish that
principle that democracy
means rule by the people,
not giant corporations.”
ROBERT WEISSMAN, PRESIDENT
OF PUBLIC CITIZEN ADVOCACY
GROUP, 2012

THE CULTURAL AND POLITICAL STRUGGLES OVER WHAT CONSTITUTES
“FREE SPEECH” or “free expression” have defined American democracy. In 1989, when
Supreme Court Justice William Brennan Jr. was asked to comment on his favorite part of the
Constitution, he replied, “The First Amendment, I expect. Its enforcement gives us this society.
The other provisions of the Constitution really only embellish it.” Of all the issues that involve
the mass media and popular culture, none is more central—or explosive—than freedom of
expression and the First Amendment. Our nation’s historical development can often be traced
to how much or how little we tolerated speech during particular periods.
The current era is as volatile a time as ever for free speech issues. Contemporary free
speech debates include copyright issues, hate-speech codes on college and university campuses, explicit lyrics in music, violent images in film and television, the swapping of media files
on the Internet, and the right of the press to publish government secrets.
In this chapter, we will:
 ;nWc_d[\h[[[nfh[ii_ed_iik[i"\eYki_d]edj^[_cfb_YWj_edie\j^[<_hij7c[dZc[dj\ehW
variety of mass media
 ?dl[ij_]Wj[j^[ceZ[bie\[nfh[ii_ed"j^[eh_]_die\\h[[[nfh[ii_ed"WdZj^[<_hij
Amendment
 ;nWc_d[j^[fhe^_X_j_ede\Y[diehi^_fWdZ^emj^[<_hij7c[dZc[dj^WiX[[dY^Wbb[d][Z
and limited throughout U.S. history
 <eYkiedj^[_cfWYje\]W]ehZ[hi"i^_[bZbWmi"j^[ki[e\YWc[hWi_dj^[Yekhjheec"WdZ
some of the clashes between the First Amendment and the Sixth Amendment
 H[l_[mj^[ieY_WbWdZfeb_j_YWbfh[iikh[ij^Wj]Wl[h_i[je[WhboY[diehi^_fXeWhZiWdZj^[
current film ratings system
 :_iYkii<_hij7c[dZc[dj_iik[i_dXheWZYWij_d]"Yedi_Z[h_d]m^o_j^WiX[[djh[Wj[Z
differently from print media
 ;nfbeh[j^[d[m[ij\hedj_[h_d\h[[[nfh[ii_edºj^[?dj[hd[j

“Congress shall
make no law
respecting an
establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof;
or abridging the
freedom of speech,
or of the press; or
the right of the
people peaceably
to assemble, and
to petition the
Government for
a redress of
grievances.”
FIRST AMENDMENT,
U.S. CONSTITUTION,
1791

One of the most important laws relating to the media is the First Amendment (see the
marginal quote on this page for its full text). While you’ve surely heard about its protections,
do you know how or why it was put in place? Have you ever known someone who had to fight
to express an idea—for example, was anyone in your high school ever sent home for wearing a
certain T-shirt or hat that school officials deemed “offensive”? Have you ever felt that your
access to some media content was restricted or censored? What were the circumstances, and
how did you respond? For more questions to help you understand the role of freedom of
[nfh[ii_ed_dekhb_l[i"i[[»Gk[ij_ed_d]j^[C[Z_W¼_dj^[9^Wfj[hH[l_[m$

The Origins of Free Expression
and a Free Press
When students from other cultures attend school in the United States, many are astounded by
the number of books, news articles, editorials, cartoons, films, TV shows, and Web sites that
make fun of U.S. presidents, the military, and the police. Many countries’ governments throughout history have jailed, even killed, their citizens for such speech “violations.” For instance,
between 1992 and July 2012, more than 900 international journalists were killed in the line
of duty, often because someone disagreed with what they wrote or reported.4 In the United
States, however, we have generally taken for granted our right to criticize and poke fun at the
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government and other authority figures. Moreover, many
of us are unaware of the ideas that underpin our freedoms
and don’t realize the extent to which those freedoms surpass
those in most other countries.
In fact, a 2011 survey related that forty-seven nations
allow virtually no freedom of the press, with those governments exercising tight control over the news media and even
intimidating, jailing, and executing journalists.5

Models of Expression

JOURNALISTS IN IRAQ
During the Iraq war,
journalists were embedded
with troops to provide
“frontline” coverage. The
freedom the U.S. press had
to report on the war came
at a cost. According to
the Committee to Protect
Journalists, 225 journalists
and media workers were
killed in Iraq between 2003
and 2011 as a result of
hostile actions.

Since the mid-1950s, four conventional models for speech
and journalism have been used to categorize the widely
differing ideas underlying free expression.6 These models
include the authoritarian, communist, libertarian, and social
responsibility concepts. They are distinguished by the levels
of freedom permitted and by the attitudes of the ruling and political classes toward the freedoms granted to the average citizen. Today, given the diversity among nations, the experimentation of journalists, and the collapse of many communist press systems, these categories are no
longer as relevant. Nevertheless, they offer a good point of departure for discussing the press
and democracy.
The authoritarian model developed at about the time the printing press ﬁrst arrived in sixj[[dj^#Y[djkho;d]bWdZ$?jiWZleYWj[i^[bZj^Wjj^[][d[hWbfkXb_Y"bWh][bo_bb_j[hWj[_dj^ei[ZWoi"
needed guidance from an elite, educated ruling class. Government criticism and public dissent
were not tolerated, especially if such speech undermined “the common good”—an ideal that elites
and rulers deﬁned and controlled. Censorship was also frequent, and the government issued printing licenses primarily to publishers who were sympathetic to government and ruling-class agendas.
Today, many authoritarian systems operate in developing countries throughout Asia, Latin
America, and Africa, where journalism often joins with government and business to foster economic growth, minimize political dissent, and promote social stability, believing too much speech
freedom would undermine the delicate stability of their social infrastructures. In these societies,
criticizing government programs may be viewed as an obstacle to keeping the peace, and both
reporters and citizens may be punished if they question leaders and the status quo too ﬁercely.
In the authoritarian model, the news is controlled by private enterprise. But under the
communist or state model, the press is controlled by the government because state leaders
believe the press should serve the goals of the state. Although some government criticism
is tolerated under this model, ideas that challenge the basic premises of state authority are
not. Although state media systems were in decline throughout the 1990s, there are still a few
countries using this model, including Myanmar (Burma), China, Cuba, and North Korea.
The social responsibility model characterizes the ideals of mainstream journalism in the
United States. The concepts and assumptions behind this model were outlined in 1947 by the
Hutchins Commission, which was formed to examine the increasing inﬂuence of the press. The
commission’s report called for the development of press watchdog groups because the mass
media had grown too powerful and needed to become more socially responsible. Key recommendations encouraged comprehensive news reports that put issues and events in context;
more news forums for the exchange of ideas; better coverage of society’s range of economic
classes and social groups; and stronger overviews of our nation’s social values, ideals, and goals.
A socially responsible press is usually privately owned (although the government techniYWbboef[hWj[ij^[XheWZYWijc[Z_W_dceij;khef[WdZ[ceYhWY_[i$?dj^_iceZ[b"j^[fh[ii
functions as a Fourth Estate—that is, as an unoﬃcial branch of government that monitors the
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legislative, judicial, and executive branches
for abuses of power. In theory, private
ownership keeps the news media independent of government. Thus they are better
able to watch over the system on behalf of
citizens. Under this model, the press supplies
information to citizens so that they can make
informed decisions regarding political and
social issues.
The ﬂip side of the state and authoritarian models and a more radical extension of the social responsibility model, the
libertarian model encourages vigorous
government criticism and supports the highest degree of individual and press freedoms.
Under a libertarian model, no restrictions
would be placed on the mass media or on
individual speech. Libertarians tolerate the
expression of everything, from publishing
pornography to advocating anarchy. In North
7c[h_YWWdZ;khef["cWdoWbj[hdWj_l[d[mipapers and magazines operate on such a model. Placing a great deal of trust in citizens’ ability to distinguish truth from fabrication, libertarians maintain that speaking out with absolute
freedom is the best way to ﬁght injustice and arrive at the truth.

The First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution
To understand the development of free expression in the United States, we must first underijWdZ^emj^[_Z[W\ehW\h[[fh[iiYWc[WXekj$?dlWh_eki;khef[WdYekdjh_[ij^hek]^ekj
the 1600s, in order to monitor—and punish, if necessary—the speech of editors and writers,
governments controlled the circulation of ideas through the press by requiring printers to
eXjW_db_Y[di[i\hecj^[c$>em[l[h"_d',**";d]b_i^fe[j@e^dC_bjed"Wkj^ehe\Paradise Lost,
published his essay Areopagitica, which opposed government licenses for printers and defended
a free press. Milton argued that all sorts of ideas, even false ones, should be allowed to circulate
\h[[bo_dWZ[ceYhWj_YieY_[jo"X[YWki[[l[djkWbboj^[jhkj^mekbZ[c[h][$?d',/+";d]bWdZ
ijeff[Zb_Y[di_d]d[mifWf[hi"WdZceije\;khef[\ebbem[Z$?dcWdoZ[ceYhWY_[ijeZWo"
publishing a newspaper, magazine, or newsletter remains one of the few public or service
enterprises that requires no license.
Less than a hundred years later, the writers of the U.S. Constitution were ambivalent about
the freedom of the press. In fact, the Constitution as originally ratiﬁed in 1788 didn’t include
a guarantee of freedom of the press. Constitutional framer Alexander Hamilton thought it
impractical to attempt to deﬁne “liberty of the press,” and that whatever declarations might be
added to the Constitution, its security would ultimately depend on public opinion. At that time,
though, nine of the original thirteen states had charters defending the freedom of the press,
and the states pushed to have federal guarantees of free speech and press approved at the ﬁrst
i[ii_ede\j^[d[m9ed]h[ii$J^[8_bbe\H_]^ji"m^_Y^YedjW_d[Zj^[Æhijj[dWc[dZc[djijej^[
Constitution, was adopted in 1791.
The commitment to freedom of the press, however, was not resolute. In 1798, the Federalist
Party, which controlled the presidency and Congress, passed the Sedition Act to silence
opposition to an anticipated war against France. Led by President John Adams, the Federalists

PRESS FREEDOM
The international human
rights organization Freedom
House comparatively
assesses political rights
and civil liberties in 194
of the world’s countries
and territories. Among the
nations counted as not
entirely free are China, Cuba,
Iraq, Iran, Pakistan, North
Korea, Russia, and Libya.
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“Were it left to me
to decide whether
we should have a
government without
newspapers, or
newspapers without
a government, I
should not hesitate
a moment to prefer
the latter.”
THOMAS JEFFERSON,
ON THE BRUTAL PRESS
COVERAGE OF HIM BY
OPPOSITION PARTY
NEWSPAPERS, 1787

X[b_[l[Zj^WjZ[\WcWjehoWhj_Yb[iXoj^[effei_j_ed:[ceYhWj_Y#H[fkXb_YWdFWhjoc_]^jij_h
up discontent against the government and undermine its authority. Over the next three years,
twenty-ﬁve individuals were arrested and ten were convicted under the act, which was also
used to prosecute anti-Federalist newspapers. After failing to curb opposition, the Sedition Act
[nf_h[Z_d'.&'Zkh_d]J^ecWi@[è[hied¾ifh[i_Z[dYo$@[è[hied"W:[ceYhWj_Y#H[fkXb_YWdm^e
had challenged the act’s constitutionality, pardoned all defendants convicted under it.7 Ironically, the Sedition Act, the ﬁrst major attempt to constrain the First Amendment, became the
deﬁning act in solidifying American support behind the notion of a free press. As journalism historian Michael Schudson explained, “Only in the wake of the Sedition Act did Americans boldly
embrace a free press as a necessary bulwark of a liberal civil order.”8

Censorship as Prior Restraint
In the United States, the First Amendment has theoretically prohibited censorship. Over time,
Supreme Court decisions have defined censorship as prior restraint. This means that courts
and governments cannot block any publication or speech before it actually occurs, on the
principle that a law has not been broken until an illegal act has been committed. In 1931, for example, the Supreme Court determined in Near v. Minnesota that a Minneapolis newspaper could
not be stopped from publishing “scandalous and defamatory” material about police and law
officials whom they felt were negligent in arresting and punishing local gangsters.9 However, the
Court left open the idea that the news media could be ordered to halt publication in exceptional
YWi[i$:kh_d]WZ[YbWh[ZmWh"\eh_dijWdY["_\WK$I$Yekhj`kZ][Zj^Wjj^[fkXb_YWj_ede\WdWhticle would threaten national security, such expression could be restrained prior to its printing.
In fact, during World War I the U.S. Navy seized all wireless radio transmitters. This was done
to ensure control over critical information about weather conditions and troop movements that
might inadvertently aid the enemy. In the 1970s, though, the Pentagon Papers decision and the
Progressive magazine case tested important concepts underlying prior restraint.

The Pentagon Papers Case
?d'/-'"m_j^j^[L_[jdWcMWhij_bb_dfhe]h[ii":Wd_[b;bbiX[h]"W\ehc[h:[\[di[:[fWhjc[dj
[cfbeo[["ijeb[WYefoe\j^[\ehjo#i[l[d#lebkc[h[fehj»>_ijehoe\K$I$:[Y_i_ed#CWa_d]Fhecess on Vietnam Policy.” A thorough study of U.S. involvement in Vietnam since World War II,
j^[h[fehjmWiYbWii_\_[ZXoj^[]el[hdc[djWijefi[Yh[j$;bbiX[h]WdZW\h_[dZb[Wa[Zj^[ijkZoº
nicknamed the Pentagon Papers—to the New York Times and the Washington Post. In June 1971, the
Times began publishing articles based on the study. To block any further publications, the Nixon
administration applied for and received a federal court injunction against the Times, arguing that
the publication of these documents posed “a clear and present danger” to national security.
A lower U.S. district court supported the newspaper’s right to publish, but the government’s appeal put the case before the Supreme Court less than three weeks after the ﬁrst article
was published. In a six-to-three vote, the Court sided with the newspaper. Justice Hugo Black, in
his majority opinion, attacked the government’s attempt to suppress publication: “Both the history and language of the First Amendment support the view that the press must be left free to
publish news, whatever the source, without censorship, injunctions, or prior restraints.”10 (See
“Media Literacy and the Critical Process: Who Knows the First Amendment?” on page 552.)

The Progressive Magazine Case
The issue of prior restraint for national security surfaced again in 1979, when an injunction was
issued to block publication of the Progressive, a national left-wing magazine, in which the editors
planned to publish an article entitled “The H-Bomb Secret: How We Got It, Why We’re Telling
?j$¼J^[Z_ifkj[X[]Wdm^[dj^[[Z_jehe\j^[cW]Wp_d[i[djWZhW\jjej^[:[fWhjc[dje\;d[h]o
to verify technical portions of the article. Believing that the article contained sensitive data that
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c_]^jZWcW][K$I$[\\ehjije^Wbjj^[fheb_\[hWj_ede\dkYb[Whm[Wfedi"j^[;d[h]o:[fWhjc[dj
asked the magazine not to publish it. When the magazine said it would proceed anyway, the
government sued the Progressive and asked a federal district court to block publication.
@kZ][HeX[hjMWhh[diek]^jjeXWbWdY[j^[Progressive’s First Amendment rights against
the government’s claim that the article would spread dangerous information and undermine
national security. In an unprecedented action, Warren sided with the government, deciding that
“a mistake in ruling against the United States could pave the way for thermonuclear annihilation
for us all. In that event, our right to life is extinguished and the right to publish becomes moot.”11
:kh_d]Wff[WbiWdZ\khj^[hb_j_]Wj_ed"i[l[hWbej^[hfkXb_YWj_edi"_dYbkZ_d]j^[Milwaukee Sentinel
and Scientific American, published their own articles related to the H-bomb, getting much of
their information from publications already in circulation. None of these articles, including the
one eventually published in the Progressive—after the government dropped the case during an
appeal—contained the precise technical details needed to actually design a nuclear weapon, nor
did they provide information on where to obtain the sensitive ingredients.
;l[dj^ek]^j^[Whj_Yb[mWi[l[djkWbbofkXb_i^[Z"MWhh[d¾iZ[Y_i_edijWdZiWij^[Æhijj_c[
in American history that a prior-restraint order imposed in the name of national security actually stopped the initial publication of a controversial news report.

PRIOR RESTRAINT
In 1971, Daniel Ellsberg
surrendered to government
prosecutors in Boston.
Ellsberg was a former
Pentagon researcher who
turned against America’s
military policy in Vietnam
and leaked information
to the press. He was
charged with unauthorized
possession of top-secret
federal documents. Later
called the Pentagon Papers,
the documents contained
evidence on the military’s
bungled handling of the
Vietnam War. In 1973, an
exasperated federal
judge dismissed the case
when illegal governmentsponsored wiretaps of
Ellsberg’s psychoanalyst
came to light during the
Watergate scandal.

Unprotected Forms of Expression
:[if_j[j^[<_hij7c[dZc[dj¾ifhel_i_edj^Wj»9ed]h[iii^WbbcWa[debWm¼h[ijh_Yj_d]if[[Y^"
the federal government has made a number of laws that do just that, especially concerning false
or misleading advertising, expressions that intentionally threaten public safety, and certain
speech restrictions during times of war or other national security concerns.
Beyond the federal government, state laws and local ordinances have on occasion curbed
expression, and over the years the court system has determined that some kinds of expression do
not merit protection under the Constitution, including seditious expression, copyright infringement, libel, obscenity, privacy rights, and expression that interferes with the Sixth Amendment.

Seditious Expression
For more than a century after the Sedition Act of 1798, Congress passed no laws prohibiting
dissenting opinion. But by the twentieth century the sentiments of the Sedition Act reappeared
_dj_c[ie\mWh$<eh_dijWdY["j^[;if_edW][7Yjie\'/'-WdZ'/'."m^_Y^m[h[[d\ehY[ZZkh_d]
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Media Literacy and
the Critical Process

1

DESCRIPTION. Working alone
or in small groups, ﬁnd eight to ten
people you know from two diﬀerent age
groups: (1) from your peers and friends or
younger siblings; (2) from your parents’
WdZ%eh]hWdZfWh[dji¾][d[hWj_edi$:edej
choose students from your class.) Interview
your subjects individually, either in person,
by phone, or by e-mail, and ask them this
question: If Congress were considering the
following law—then oﬀer the First Amendment (see page 547), but don’t tell them
what it is—would they approve? Then ask
them to respond to the following series of
questions, adding any other questions that
you think would be appropriate:

'$ :eoekW]h[[ehZ_iW]h[[m_j^j^[
\h[[Zeci5;nfbW_d$
2. Which do you support, and which
do you think are excessive or provide
too much freedom?
3. Ask them if they recognize the law.
Note how many identify it as the First
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
and how many do not. Note the percentage from each age group.
4. Optional: Ask if your respondents are
willing to share their political leanings—

Who Knows the First Amendment?
Enacted in 1791, the First Amendment supports not
just press and speech freedoms but also religious freedom and the right of people to protest and to “petition the
government for a redress of grievances.” It also says that
“Congress shall make no law” abridging or prohibiting these
ﬁve freedoms. To investigate some critics’ complaint that
many citizens don’t exactly know the protections offered
in the First Amendment, conduct your own survey. Discuss
with friends, family, or colleagues what they know or think
about the First Amendment.
H[fkXb_YWd":[ceYhWj"?dZ[f[dZ[dj"
not sure, disaﬀected, apathetic, or
ej^[h$H[YehZj^[_hWdim[hi$

2

ANALYSIS. What patterns
emerge in the answers from the
two groups? Are their answers similar
or diﬀerent? How? Note any diﬀerences
in the answers based on gender, level of
education, or occupation.

3

INTERPRETATION. What do

4

EVALUATION. How do your

these patterns mean? Are your
interview subjects supportive or unsupportive of the First Amendment? What
are their reasons?

subjects know about the First Amendment? What impresses you about your
ikX`[Yji¾Wdim[hi5:eoekÆdZWdoj^_d]
alarming or troubling in their answers?

5

ENGAGEMENT.H[i[WhY^

free expression and locate
any national studies that are similar
to this assignment. Then, check the
recent national surveys on attitudes
toward the First Amendment at
either www.freedomforum.org or
www.ﬁrstamendmentcenter.org.
Based on your research, educate
ej^[hi$:eWfh[i[djWj_ed_dYbWiieh
at your college or university about the
First Amendment.

interviewees judge the freedoms?
In general, what did your interview

World Wars I and II, made it a federal crime to disrupt the nation’s war effort, authorizing
severe punishment for seditious statements.
In the landmark Schenck v. United States (1919) appeal case during World War I, the Supreme
Court upheld the conviction of a Socialist Party leader, Charles T. Schenck, for distributing
b[WÇ[jikh]_d]7c[h_YWdc[djefhej[ijj^[ZhW\j"_dl_ebWj_ede\j^[h[Y[djbofWii[Z;if_edW][
Act. In upholding the conviction, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote two of the more famous
interpretations and phrases in the First Amendment’s legal history:
But the character of every act depends upon the circumstances in which it is done. The most stringent protection of free speech would not protect a man in falsely shouting fire in a theater and causing a panic.
The question in every case is whether the words used are used in such circumstances and are of
such a nature as to create a clear and present danger that they will bring about the substantive evils
that Congress has a right to prevent.
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In supporting Schenck’s sentence—a ten-year prison term—Holmes noted that the Socialist leaflets were entitled to First Amendment protection, but only during times of peace. In establishing the “clear and present danger” criterion for expression, the Supreme Court demonstrated
the limits of the First Amendment.
And in 2010, after WikiLeaks released thousands of conﬁdential U.S. embassy cables
_djej^[fkXb_YZecW_d"j^[K$I$@kij_Y[:[fWhjc[djYedj[cfbWj[ZY^Wh]_d]j^[M[Xi_j[¾i
\ekdZ[h@kb_Wd7iiWd][m_j^l_ebWj_d]j^['/'-;if_edW][7Yj$Ed[K$I$i[dWjeh_di_ij[Zj^Wj
“[Assange] be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law. And if that becomes a problem,
we need to change the law.”12 Although most legal experts considered this a weak case, the
incident demonstrated that some politicians still want to curtail political dissent guaranteed
by the First Amendment. As of 2012, no journalist had ever been successfully prosecuted
under the 1917 act.

Copyright Infringement
Appropriating a writer’s or an artist’s words or music without consent or payment is also a form
of expression that is not protected as speech. A copyright legally protects the rights of authors
and producers to their published or unpublished writing, music, lyrics, TV programs, movies,
or graphic art designs. When Congress passed the first Copyright Act in 1790, it gave authors the
right to control their published works for fourteen years, with the opportunity for a renewal
for another fourteen years. After the end of the copyright period, the work enters the public
domain, which gives the public free access to the work. The idea was that a period of copyright
control would give authors financial incentive to create original works, and that the public domain gives others incentive to create derivative works.
Over the years, as artists lived longer, and more important, as corporate copyright owners
became more common, copyright periods were extended by Congress. In 1976, Congress
extended the copyright period to the life of the author plus ﬁfty years, or seventy-ﬁve years for
WYehfehWj[Yefoh_]^jemd[h$?d'//.WiYefoh_]^jiedmehaiikY^Wi:_id[o¾iC_Ya[oCeki[
were set to expire), Congress again extended the copyright period for twenty additional years.
As Stanford law professor Lawrence Lessig observed, this was the eleventh time in forty years
that the terms for copyright had been extended.13I[[»;nWc_d_d];j^_Yi07=[d[hWj_ede\
Copyright Criminals?” on page 571.)
Corporate owners have millions of dollars to gain by keeping their properties out of the
fkXb_YZecW_d$:_id[o"WcW`ehbeXXo_ij\ehj^['//.[nj[di_ed"mekbZ^Wl[beij_jiYefoh_]^jje
Mickey Mouse in 2004, but now continues
to earn millions on its movies, T-shirts,
and Mickey Mouse watches through 2024.
Warner/Chappell Music, which owns the
copyright to the popular “Happy Birthday
to You” song, will keep generating money
on the song at least through 2030, and even
longer if corporations successfully pressure
Congress for another extension.
Today, nearly every innovation in
digital culture creates new questions about
copyright law. For example, is a video
mash-up that samples copyrighted sounds
and images a copyright violation or a creative accomplishment protected under the
concept of fair use (the same standard that
enables students to legally quote attributed

“Consider what
would happen if—
during this 200th
anniversary of the
Bill of Rights—the
First Amendment
were placed on
the ballot in every
town, city, and
state. The choices:
afﬁrm, reject, or
amend.
I would bet there
is no place in the
United States
where the First
Amendment would
survive intact.”
NAT HENTOFF, WRITER,
1991

THE LIMITS OF COPYRIGHT
The iconic album art for
the Velvet Underground’s
1967 debut, a banana print
designed by artist Andy
Warhol, has been a subject
of controversy in recent
years as a copyright dispute
between the Andy Warhol
Foundation for the Visual
Arts and the rock band has
continued to ﬂourish. The
most recent disagreement
occurred when the Warhol
Foundation, which has
previously accused the
Velvet Underground of
violating their claim to the
print, announced plans to
license the banana design
for iPhone cases. Accusing
the foundation of copyright
violation, the band ﬁled
a copyright claim to the
design, which a federal judge
later dismissed.
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text from other works in their research papers)? Is it fair use for a blog to quote an entire newspaper article, as long as it has a link and an attribution? Should news aggregators like Google
News and Yahoo! News pay something to ﬁnancially strapped newspapers when they link to
their articles? One of the laws that tips the debates toward stricter enforcement of copyright
_ij^[:_]_jWbC_bb[dd_kc9efoh_]^j7Yje\'//."m^_Y^ekjbWmiWdoWYj_edehj[Y^debe]oj^Wj
circumvents copyright protection systems. In other words, it may be illegal to merely create or
distribute technology that enables someone to make illegal copies of digital content, such as a
cki_YÆb[ehW:L:$
LIBEL AND THE MEDIA
This is the 1960 New York
Times advertisement that
triggered one of the most
inﬂuential and important libel
cases in U.S. history.

Libel
The biggest legal worry that haunts editors and publishers is the issue of libel, a form of
expression that, unlike political expression, is not protected as free speech under the First
Amendment. Libel refers to defamation of character in written or broadcast form; libel
is different from slander, which is spoken
language that defames a person’s character.
Inherited from British common law, libel is
generally defined as a false statement that
holds a person up to public ridicule, contempt, or hatred or injures a person’s busid[iieheYYkfWj_ed$;nWcfb[ie\b_X[beki
statements include falsely accusing someone
of professional dishonesty or incompetence
(such as medical malpractice); falsely accusing a person of a crime (such as drug dealing); falsely stating that someone is mentally
ill or engages in unacceptable behavior (such
as public drunkenness); or falsely accusing
a person of associating with a disreputable
organization or cause (such as the Mafia or a
neo-Nazi military group).
Since 1964, the New York Times v. Sullivan
case has served as the standard for libel law. The
case stems from a 1960 full-page advertisement
placed in the New York Times by the Committee
je:[\[dZCWhj_dBkj^[hA_d]WdZj^[Ijhk]]b[
for Freedom in the South. Without naming
names, the ad criticized the law-enforcement
tactics used in southern cities—including
Cedj]ec[ho"7bWXWcWºjeXh[Wakf9_l_bH_]^ji
demonstrations. The ad condemned “southern
violators of the Constitution” bent on destroying
King and the movement. Taking exception,
the city commissioner of Montgomery, L. B.
Sullivan, sued the Times for libel, claiming the ad
defamed him indirectly. Although Alabama civil
courts awarded Sullivan $500,000, the newspaper’s lawyers appealed to the Supreme Court,
which unanimously reversed the ruling, holding
that Alabama libel law violated the Times’ First
Amendment rights.14
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As part of the Sullivan decision, the Supreme Court asked future civil courts to distinguish
whether plaintiﬀs in libel cases are public oﬃcials or private individuals. Citizens with more
“ordinary” jobs, such as city sanitation employees, undercover police informants, nurses,
or unknown actors, are normally classiﬁed as private individuals. Private individuals have
to prove (1) that the public statement about them was false; (2) that damages or actual injury
occurred (such as the loss of a job, harm to reputation, public humiliation, or mental anguish);
and (3) that the publisher or broadcaster was negligent in failing to determine the truthfulness
of the statement.
There are two categories of public ﬁgures: (1) public celebrities (movie or sports stars) or
people who “occupy positions of such pervasive power and inﬂuence that they are deemed public ﬁgures for all purposes” (such as presidents, senators, mayors, etc.), and (2) individuals who
have thrown themselves—usually voluntarily but sometimes involuntarily—into the middle of “a
signiﬁcant public controversy,” such as a lawyer defending a prominent client, an advocate for
an antismoking ordinance, or a labor union activist.
Public oﬃcials also have to prove falsehood, damages, negligence, and actual malice on
the part of the news medium; actual malice means that the reporter or editor knew the statement was false and printed or broadcast it anyway, or acted with a reckless disregard for the
truth. Because actual malice against a public oﬃcial is hard to prove, it is diﬃcult for public
ﬁgures to win libel suits. The Sullivan decision allowed news operations to aggressively pursue
legitimate news stories without fear of continuous litigation. However, the mere threat of a libel
suit still scares oﬀ many in the news media. Plaintiﬀs may also belong to one of many vague classiﬁcation categories, such as public high school teachers, police oﬃcers, and court-appointed
attorneys. Individuals from these professions end up as public or private citizens depending on
a particular court’s ruling.

Defenses against Libel Charges
Since the 1730s, the best defense against libel in American courts has been the truth. In most
cases, if libel defendants can demonstrate that they printed or broadcast statements that were
essentially true, such evidence usually bars plaintiffs from recovering any damages—even if their
reputations were harmed.
In addition, there are other defenses against libel. Prosecutors, for example, who
would otherwise be vulnerable to being accused of libel, are granted absolute privilege in
a court of law so that they are not prevented from making accusatory statements toward
defendants. The reporters who print or broadcast statements made in court are also protected against libel; they are granted conditional or qualified privilege, allowing them to
report judicial or legislative proceedings even though the public statements being reported
may be libelous.
Another defense against libel is the rule of opinion and fair comment. Generally, libel
applies only to intentional misstatements of factual information rather than opinion, and therefore opinions are protected from libel. However, because the line between fact and opinion is
often hazy, lawyers advise journalists ﬁrst to set forth the facts on which a viewpoint is based
and then to state their opinion based on those facts. In other words, journalists should make it
clear that a statement of opinion is a criticism and not an allegation of fact.
One of the most famous tests of opinion and fair comment occurred in 1983 when Larry
Flynt, publisher of Hustler magazine, published a spoof of a Campari advertisement depicting conservative minister and political activist Jerry Falwell as a drunk and as having had
sexual relations with his mother. In ﬁne print at the bottom of the page, a disclaimer read:
“Ad parody—not to be taken seriously.” Often a target of Flynt’s irreverence and questionable
taste, Falwell sued for libel, asking for $45 million in damages. In the verdict, the jury rejected the libel suit but found that Flynt had intentionally caused Falwell emotional distress,

“You cannot hold
us to the same
[libel] standards
as a newscast or
you kill talk radio.
If we had to qualify
everything we said,
talk radio would
cease to exist.”
LIONEL, WABC TALKRADIO MORNING HOST,
1999
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LIBEL AND OBSCENITY
Prior to his 1984 libel trial,
Hustler magazine publisher
Larry Flynt was also convicted
of pandering obscenity. Here,
Flynt answers questions
from newsmen on February 9,
1977, as he is led to jail.

awarding Falwell $200,000. The case drew enormous media attention and raised concerns
about the erosion of the media’s right to free speech. However, Flynt’s lawyers appealed, and
in 1988 the Supreme Court unanimously overturned the verdict. Although the Court did not
condone the Hustler spoof, the justices did say that the magazine was entitled to constitutional protection. In aﬃrming Hustler’s speech rights, the Court suggested that even though
parodies and insults of public ﬁgures might indeed cause emotional pain, denying the right
to publish them and awarding damages for emotional reasons would violate the spirit of the
First Amendment.15
Libel laws also protect satire, comedy, and opinions expressed in reviews of books, plays,
movies, and restaurants. Such laws may not, however, protect malicious statements in which
plaintiﬀs can prove that defendants used their free-speech rights to mount a damaging personal attack.

Obscenity

“I shall not today
attempt to deﬁne
[obscenity]. . . . And
perhaps I never
could succeed in
intelligibly doing
so. But I know it
when I see it.”
SUPREME COURT
JUSTICE POTTER
STEWART, 1964

For most of this nation’s history, legislators have argued that obscenity does not constitute a
legitimate form of expression protected by the First Amendment. The problem, however, is
that little agreement has existed on how to define an obscene work. In the 1860s, a court could
judge an entire book obscene if it contained a single passage believed capable of “corrupting”
a person. In fact, throughout the 1800s certain government authorities outside the courts—
especially U.S. post office and customs officials—held the power to censor or destroy material
they deemed obscene.
This began to change in the 1930s during the trial involving the celebrated novel Ulysses
by Irish writer James Joyce. Portions of Ulysses had been serialized in the early 1920s in an
American magazine, Little Review, copies of which were later seized and burned by postal
oﬃcials. The publishers of the magazine were ﬁned $50 and nearly sent to prison. Because
of the four-letter words contained in the novel and the book-burning and ﬁning incidents,
British and American publishing houses backed away from the book, and in 1928 the U.S.
Customs Oﬃce oﬃcially banned Ulysses WiWdeXiY[d[meha$Kbj_cWj[bo"^em[l[h"HWdZec
House agreed to publish the work in the United States if it was declared “legal.” Finally,
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in 1933 a U.S. judge ruled that an important literary work such as Ulysses was a legitimate,
protected form of expression, even if portions of the book were deemed objectionable by
segments of the population.
In a landmark 1957 case, Roth v. United States, the Supreme Court oﬀered this test of
obscenity: whether to an “average person,” applying “contemporary standards,” the major
thrust or theme of the material “taken as a whole” appealed to “prurient interest” (in other
words, was intended to “incite lust”). By the 1960s, based on Roth, expression was not obscene
if only a small part of the work lacked “redeeming social value.”
The current legal deﬁnition of obscenity derives from the 1973 Miller v. California case,
which stated that to qualify as obscenity, the material must meet three criteria: (1) the average person, applying contemporary community standards, would ﬁnd that the material as
a whole appeals to prurient interest; (2) the material depicts or describes sexual conduct
in a patently oﬀensive way; and (3) the material, as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic,
political, or scientiﬁc value. The Miller decision contained two important ideas not present in
Roth. First, it acknowledged that diﬀerent communities and regions of the country have different values and standards with which to judge obscenity. Second, it required that a work be
judged as a whole, so that publishers could not use the loophole of inserting a political essay
or literary poem into pornographic materials to demonstrate in court that their publications
contained redeeming features.
Since the Miller decision, courts have granted great latitude to printed and visual obscenity.
By the 1990s, major prosecutions had become rare—aimed mostly at
child pornography—as the legal system accepted the concept that a free
and democratic society must tolerate even repulsive kinds of speech.
Most battles over obscenity are now online, where the global reach of
the Internet has eclipsed the concept of community standards. The most
recent incarnation of the Child Online Protection Act—originally passed
in 1998 to make it illegal to post “material that is harmful to minors”—
was found unconstitutional in 2007 because it would infringe on the
right to free speech on the Internet. In response to an online sexual
predator case, in 2010 Massachusetts passed a law to protect children
from obscene material on computers and the Internet. But a number
of publishers and free speech groups argued that the law was too broad
and would harm legitimate speech on the Internet. A new complication
in deﬁning pornography has emerged with cases of “sexting,” in which
minors produce and send sexually graphic images of themselves via cell
phones or the Internet. (See “Case Study: Is ‘Sexting’ Pornography?”
on page 558.)

PAPARAZZI
Prince William and Catherine,
Duchess of Cambridge, have
been an object of ongoing
fascination since marrying
in 2011. The media frenzy
surrounding the royal couple
came to a head when the
French tabloid Closer
published images of what
appears to be the Duchess
sunbathing topless while
on vacation, prompting
the royal family to press
criminal charges against the
publication. The British royal
family is sadly all too familiar
with the paparazzi, with
Prince William’s mother, Diana,
Princess of Wales, dying in
a car accident after being
chased by paparazzi in 1997.

The Right to Privacy
Whereas libel laws safeguard a person’s character and reputation, the
right to privacy protects an individual’s peace of mind and personal
feelings. In the simplest terms, the right to privacy addresses a
person’s right to be left alone, without his or her name, image, or
daily activities becoming public property. Invasions of privacy occur
in different situations, the most common of which are intrusion
into someone’s personal space via unauthorized tape recording,
photographing, wiretapping, and the like; making available to the
public personal records such as health and phone records; disclosing
personal information such as religion, sexual activities, or personal
activities; and the unauthorized appropriation of someone’s image
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CASE
STUDY
Is “Sexting” Pornography?
ccording to U.S. federal and
state laws, when someone produces, transmits, or possesses
images with graphic sexual depictions
of minors, it is considered child pornography. Digital media have made the
circulation of child pornography even
more pervasive, according to a 2006
study on child pornography on the Internet. About one thousand people are
arrested each year in the United States
for child pornography, and they have
few distinguishing characteristics other
than being “likely to be white, male, and
between the ages of 26 and 40.”1

A

which are designed to stop the exploitation of children by adults.

Now a new social practice
has challenged the
common wisdom of what is
obscenity and
who are child
pornographers: What
happens
when the
people who
produce,
transmit, and
possess images
with graphic sexual
depictions of minors are
minors themselves?

A recent national survey found that
15 percent of teens ages twelve
to seventeen say they have
received sexually suggestive nude or nearly nude
images of someone
they know via text
messaging. Another 4
percent of teens ages
twelve to seventeen
say they have sent
sexually suggestive nude
or nearly nude images of
themselves via text messaging. The rates are even higher for
teens at age seventeen—8 percent
have sent such images, and 30 percent
have received them.3

The practice in question is “sexting,” the
sending or receiving of sexual images
via mobile phone text messages or via
the Internet. Sexting occupies a gray
area of obscenity law—yes, these are
images of minors; but no, they don’t fit
the intent of child pornography laws,

While such messages are usually
meant to be completely personal,
technology makes it otherwise. “All
control over the image is lost—it can
be forwarded repeatedly all over the
school, town, state, country and world,”
says Steven M. Dettelbach, U.S. attorney for the Northern District of Ohio.2
And given the endless archives of the
Internet, such images never really go
away but can be accessed by anyone
with enough skills to find them.

Some recent cases illustrate how
young people engaging in sexting have
gotten caught up in a legal system
designed to punish pedophiles. In
2008, as a high school senior, Florida
resident Phillip Alpert, then eighteen,

sent nude images of his sixteen-yearold girlfriend to friends after they got
in an argument. He was convicted of
child pornography and is required to
be registered as a sex offender for
the next twenty-five years. In Iowa,
eighteen-year-old Jorge Canal Jr.
was also convicted as a sex offender
after sending a photo of his genitals
to a fourteen-year-old girl—a friend
who asked him to send the photo as
a joke. Her parents found the photo
and pressed charges. In 2009, three
Pennsylvania girls took seminude
pictures of themselves and sent the
photos to three boys. All six minors
were charged with child pornography.
A judge later halted the charges in
the interest of freedom of speech and
parental rights. In all of these cases,
and others like them, technology and
social trends challenged the status
quo beliefs on obscenity laws and the
media. How can the courts adequately
apply laws written before the invention
of the Internet to such “digital crimes”?
Although some state legislatures don’t
approve of sexting, they also don’t
think it should carry heavy penalties.
Vermont, Nebraska, and Utah have
already changed their laws to downgrade the punishment for sexting.
Other states, including Connecticut,
Florida, New York, and Ohio, are also
considering adjustments to their
child pornography laws so that teens
with poor judgment aren’t treated like
pedophiles. How do you think sexting
should be handled with current child
pornography and obscenity laws?

“What’s more disturbing—that teens are texting each other naked pictures of themselves, or that it could get
them branded as sex offenders for life?”
— Tracy Clark-Flory, Salon.com, 2009

or name for advertising or other commercial purposes. In general, the news media have
been granted wide protections under the First Amendment to do their work. For instance,
the names and pictures of both private individuals and public figures can usually be used
without their consent in most news stories. Additionally, if private citizens become part
of public controversies and subsequent news stories, the courts have usually allowed the
news media to treat them like public figures (i.e., record their quotes and use their images
without the individuals’ permission). The courts have even ruled that accurate reports of
criminal and court records, including the identification of rape victims, do not normally
constitute privacy invasions. Nevertheless, most newspapers and broadcast outlets use their
own internal guidelines and ethical codes to protect the privacy of victims and defendants,
especially in cases involving rape and child abuse.
Public ﬁgures have received some legal relief as many local municipalities and states
have passed “anti-paparazzi” laws that protect individuals from unwarranted scrutiny and
surveillance of personal activities on private property or outside public forums. Some
courts have ruled that photographers must keep a certain distance away from celebrities,
although powerful zoom lens technology usually overcomes this obstacle. However, every
year brings a few stories of a Hollywood actor or sports ﬁgure punching a tabloid photographer or TV cameraman who got too close. And in 2004, the Supreme Court ruled—as an
exception to the Freedom of Information Act—that families of prominent ﬁgures who have
died have the right to object to the release of autopsy photos, so that the images may not be
exploited.
A number of laws also protect the privacy of regular citizens. For example, the Privacy
Act of 1974 protects individuals’ records from public disclosure unless individuals give written
Yedi[dj$J^[;b[Yjhed_Y9ecckd_YWj_ediFh_lWYo7Yje\'/.,[nj[dZ[Zj^[bWmjeYecfkj[h#
stored data and the Internet, although subsequent court decisions ruled that employees have
no privacy rights in electronic communications conducted on their employer’s equipment. The
KI7F7JH?EJ7Yje\(&&'"^em[l[h"m[Wa[d[Zj^[[Whb_[hbWmiWdZ]Wl[j^[\[Z[hWb]el[hdc[dj
more latitude in searching private citizens’ records and intercepting electronic communications
without a court order.

“[Jailed New York
Times reporter
Judith Miller] does
not believe, nor do
we, that reporters
are above the law,
but instead holds
that the work of
journalists must
be independent
and free from
government
control if they are
to effectively serve
as government
watchdogs.”
REPORTERS COMMITTEE FOR FREEDOM OF
THE PRESS, 2005

First Amendment vs. Sixth Amendment
Over the years, First Amendment protections of speech and the press have often clashed
with the Sixth Amendment, which guarantees an accused individual in “all criminal
prosecutions . . . the right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury.” In 1954, for
example, the Sam Sheppard case garnered enormous nationwide publicity and became the
inspiration for the TV show and film The Fugitive. Featuring lurid details about the murder of
Sheppard’s wife, the press editorialized in favor of Sheppard’s quick arrest; some papers even
pronounced him guilty. A prominent and wealthy osteopath, Sheppard was convicted of the
murder, but twelve years later Sheppard’s new lawyer, F. Lee Bailey, argued before the Supreme
Court that his client had not received a fair trial because of prejudicial publicity in the press.
The Court overturned the conviction and freed Sheppard.

Gag Orders and Shield Laws
A major criticism of recent criminal cases concerns the ways in which lawyers use the news
media to comment publicly on cases that are pending or are in trial. After the Sheppard reversal
in the 1960s, the Supreme Court introduced safeguards that judges could employ to ensure fair
trials in heavily publicized cases. These included sequestering juries (Sheppard’s jury was not
sequestered), moving cases to other jurisdictions, limiting the number of reporters, and placing
restrictions, or gag orders, on lawyers and witnesses. In some countries, courts have issued
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“If you introduce
cameras, it is
human nature for
me to suspect
that one of my
colleagues is
saying something
for a sound bite.
Please don’t
introduce that
insidious dynamic
into what is now a
collegial court.”
SUPREME COURT
JUSTICE ANTHONY
KENNEDY, 2007

gag orders to prohibit the press from releasing information or giving commentary that might
prejudice jury selection or cause an unfair trial. In the United States, however, especially since
a Supreme Court review in 1976, gag orders have been struck down as a prior-restraint violation
of the First Amendment.
In opposition to gag rules, shield laws have favored the First Amendment rights of reporters, protecting them from having to reveal their sources for controversial information
used in news stories. The news media have argued that protecting the confidentiality of
key sources maintains a reporter’s credibility, protects a source from possible retaliation,
and serves the public interest by providing information that citizens might not otherwise
receive. In the 1960s, when the First Amendment rights of reporters clashed with Sixth
Amendment fair-trial concerns, judges usually favored the Sixth Amendment arguments.
In 1972, a New Jersey journalist became the first reporter jailed for contempt of court for
refusing to identify sources in a probe of the Newark housing authority. After this case,
a number of legal measures emerged to protect the news media. Thirty-five states and
j^[:_ijh_Yje\9ebkcX_Wdem^Wl[iec[jof[e\i^_[bZbWm"WdZi[l[hWbej^[hijWj[i^Wl[
some shield law protection through legal precedent. There is no federal shield law in the
United States, though, leaving journalists exposed to subpoenas from federal prosecutors
and courts.

Cameras in the Courtroom
The debates over limiting intrusive electronic broadcast equipment and photographers in the
courtroom actually date to the sensationalized coverage of the Bruno Hauptmann trial in the
mid-1930s. Hauptmann was convicted and executed for the kidnap-murder of the nineteenmonth-old son of Anne and Charles Lindbergh (the aviation hero who made the first solo flight
WYheiij^[7jbWdj_YEY[Wd_d'/(-$:kh_d]j^[jh_Wb">WkfjcWddWdZ^_iWjjehd[oYecfbW_d[Z
that the circus atmosphere fueled by the presence of radio and flash cameras prejudiced the
jury and turned the public against him.
After the trial, the American Bar Association amended its professional ethics code,
Canon 35, stating that electronic equipment in the courtroom detracted “from the
essential dignity of the proceedings.” Calling for a ban on photographers and radio equipment, the association believed that if such elements were not banned, lawyers would
begin playing to audiences and negatively alter the judicial process. For years after the
Hauptmann trial, almost every state banned photographic, radio, and TV equipment from
courtrooms.
As broadcast equipment became more portable and less obtrusive, however, and as television became the major news source for most Americans, courts gradually reevaluated their
bans on broadcast equipment. In fact, in the early 1980s the Supreme Court ruled that the presence of TV equipment did not make it impossible for a fair trial to occur, leaving it up to each
state to implement its own system. The ruling opened the door for the debut of Court TV (now
truTV) in 1991 and the televised O.J. Simpson trial of 1994 (the most publicized case in history).
All states today allow television coverage of cases, although most states place certain restrictions on coverage of courtrooms, often leaving it up to the discretion of the presiding judge.
While U.S. federal courts now allow limited TV coverage of their trials, the Supreme Court continues to ban TV from its proceedings, but in 2000 the Court broke its anti-radio rule by permitting delayed radio broadcasts of the hearings on the Florida vote recount case that determined
the winner of the 2000 presidential election.
As libel law and the growing acceptance of courtroom cameras indicate, the legal process
has generally, though not always, tried to ensure that print and other news media are able to
cover public issues broadly without fear of reprisals.
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MEDIA IN THE
COURTROOM
Photographers surround
aviator Charles A. Lindbergh
(without hat) as he leaves the
courthouse in Flemington,
N.J., during the trial in 1935
of Bruno Hauptmann on
charges of kidnapping and
murdering Lindbergh’s
infant son.

Film and the First
Amendment
When the First Amendment was ratified in 1791, even the most enlightened leaders of our nation
could not have predicted the coming of visual media such as film and television. Consequently,
new communication technologies have not always received the same kinds of protection under
the First Amendment as those granted to speech or print media like newspapers, magazines,
and books. Movies, in existence since the late 1890s, only earned legal speech protection after a
1952 Supreme Court decision. Prior to that, social and political pressures led to both censorship
and self-censorship in the movie industry.
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Social and Political
Pressures on the Movies

CENSORSHIP
A native of Galveston,
Texas, Jack Johnson
(1878–1946) was the ﬁrst
black heavyweight boxing
champion, from 1908 to
1914. His stunning victory
over white champion Jim
Jeffries (who had earlier
refused to ﬁght black boxers)
in 1910 resulted in race riots
across the country and led
to a ban on the interstate
transportation of boxing
ﬁlms. A 2005 Ken Burns
documentary, Unforgivable
Blackness, chronicles
Johnson’s life.

:kh_d]j^[[WhbofWhje\j^[jm[dj_eth century, movies rose in popubWh_joWced];khef[Wd_cc_]hWdji
and others from modest socioeconomic groups. This, in turn,
spurred the formation of censorship
groups, which believed that the
movies would undermine moral_jo$:kh_d]j^_ij_c["WYYehZ_d]je
c[Z_W^_ijeh_Wd:ek]bWi=ec[ho"
criticism of movies converged on
four areas: “the effects on children,
the potential health problems, the
negative influences on morals and
manners, and the lack of a proper
role for educational and religious
institutions in the development of
movies.”16
Public pressure on movies came both from conservatives, who saw them as a potential
threat to the authority of traditional institutions, and from progressives, who worried that
children and adults were more attracted to movie houses than to social organizations and urban
education centers. As a result, civic leaders publicly escalated their pressure, organizing local
review boards that screened movies for their communities. In 1907, the Chicago City Council
created an ordinance that gave the police authority to issue permits for the exhibition of movies.
By 1920, more than ninety cities in the United States had some type of movie censorship board
made up of vice squad oﬃcers, politicians, or citizens. By 1923, twenty-two states had established such boards.
Meanwhile, social pressure began to translate into law as politicians, wanting to please their
constituencies, began to legislate against ﬁlms. Support mounted for a federal censorship bill.
When Jack Johnson won the heavyweight championship in 1908, boxing ﬁlms became the target
of the ﬁrst federal censorship law aimed at the motion-picture industry. In 1912, the government
outlawed the transportation of boxing movies across state lines. The laws against boxing ﬁlms,
however, had more to do with Johnson’s race than with concern over violence in movies. The
ﬁrst black heavyweight champion, he was perceived as a threat to some in the white community.
The ﬁrst Supreme Court decision regarding ﬁlm’s protection under the First Amendment
was handed down in 1915 and went against the movie industry. In Mutual v. Ohio, the Mutual
<_bc9ecfWdoe\:[jhe_jik[Zj^[ijWj[e\E^_e"m^ei[h[l_[mXeWhZ^WZY[dieh[ZWdkcX[he\
the distributor’s ﬁlms. On appeal, the case arrived at the Supreme Court, which unanimously
ruled that motion pictures were not a form of speech but “a business pure and simple” and, like
a circus, merely a “spectacle” for entertainment with “a special capacity for evil.” This ruling
would stand as a precedent for thirty-seven years, although a movement to create a national
censorship board failed.

Self-Regulation in the Movie Industry
As the film industry expanded after World War I, the impact of public pressure and review
boards began to affect movie studios and executives who wanted to ensure control over their
economic well-being. In the early 1920s, a series of scandals rocked Hollywood: actress Mary
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F_Ya\ehZ¾iZ_lehY[WdZgk_YacWhh_W][jeWYjeh:ek]bWi<W_hXWdai1Z_h[YjehM_bb_Wc:[icedZ
JWobeh¾ikdiebl[ZckhZ[h1WdZWYjehMWbbWY[H[_Z¾iZ[Wj^\hecWZhk]el[hZei[$8kjj^[
ceiji[diWj_edWbiYWdZWb_dlebl[ZWif_h_d]WYjh[iiL_h]_d_WHWff["m^eZ_[ZW\[mZWoiW\j[h
a wild party in a San Francisco hotel hosted by popular silent-film comedian Fatty Arbuckle.
7\j[hHWff[¾iZ[Wj^"j^[Yec[Z_WdmWi_dZ_Yj[Z\ehhWf[WdZcWdibWk]^j[h"_dWYWi[j^WjmWi
sensationalized in the press. Although two hung juries could not reach a verdict, Arbuckle’s
YWh[[hmWihk_d[Z$9[diehi^_fXeWhZiWYheiij^[YekdjhoXWdd[Z^_i\_bci$;l[dj^ek]^^[mWi
acquitted at his third trial in 1922, the movie industry tried to send a signal about the kinds of
values and lifestyles it would tolerate: Arbuckle was banned from acting in Hollywood. He later
resurfaced to direct several films under the name Will B. Goode.
In response to the scandals, particularly the ﬁrst Arbuckle trial, the movie industry formed
j^[Cej_edF_Yjkh[FheZkY[hiWdZ:_ijh_Xkjehie\7c[h_YWCFF:7WdZ^_h[ZWi_jifh[i_Z[dj
M_bb>Woi"W\ehc[hH[fkXb_YWdDWj_edWb9ecc_jj[[Y^W_h$7bieademdWij^[>WoiEêY["j^[
CFF:7Wjj[cfj[Zjeiceej^ekjfheXb[ciX[jm[[dj^[fkXb_YWdZj^[_dZkijho$>WoiXbWYalisted promising actors or movie extras with even minor police records. He also developed an
CFF:7fkXb_Yh[bWj_ediZ_l_i_ed"m^_Y^ijeff[ZWdWj_edWbcel[c[dj\ehW\[Z[hWbbWmY[diehing movies.

The Motion Picture Production Code
:kh_d]j^['/)&i"j^[cel_[Xki_d[ii\WY[ZWd[mhekdZe\Y^Wbb[d][i$<_hij"lWh_ekiYedi[hlWj_l[WdZh[b_]_eki]hekfiº_dYbkZ_d]j^[_d\bk[dj_Wb9Wj^eb_YB[]_ede\:[Y[dYoº_dYh[Wi[Z
their scrutiny of the industry. Second, deteriorating economic conditions during the Great
:[fh[ii_ed\ehY[Zj^[_dZkijhojej_]^j[di[b\#h[]kbWj_ed_dehZ[hjecW_djW_dfhe\_jiWdZ
a[[f^Whc\kbfkXb_Yfh[iikh[WjXWo$?d'/(-"j^[>WoiE\\_Y[^WZZ[l[bef[ZWb_ije\»:ed¾ji
and Be Carefuls” to steer producers and directors away from questionable sexual, moral,
and social themes. Nevertheless, pressure for a more formal and sweeping code mounted. As
a result, in the early 1930s the Hays Office established the Motion Picture Production Code,
whose overseers were charged with officially stamping Hollywood films with a moral seal of
approval.
The code laid out its mission in its ﬁrst general principle: “No picture shall be produced
which will lower the moral standards of those who see it. Hence the sympathy of the audience
shall never be thrown to the side of crime, wrong-doing, evil or sin.” The code dictated how
producers and directors should handle “methods of crime,” “repellent subjects,” and “sex
hygiene.” A section on profanity outlawed a long list of phrases and topics, including “toilet
gags” and “traveling salesmen and farmer’s daughter jokes.” Under “scenes of passion,” the
code dictated that “excessive and lustful kissing, lustful embraces, suggestive postures and gestures are not to be shown,” and it required that “passion should be treated in such a manner as
not to stimulate the lower and baser emotions.” The section on religion revealed the inﬂuences
of a Jesuit priest and a Catholic publisher, who helped write the code: “No ﬁlm or episode may
throw ridicule on any religious faith,” and “ministers of religion . . . should not be used as comic
characters or as villains.”
Adopted by 95 percent of the industry, the code inﬂuenced nearly every commercial movie
made between the mid-1930s and the early 1950s. It also gave the industry a relative degree of
freedom, enabling the major studios to remain independent of outside regulation. When television arrived, however, competition from the new family medium forced movie producers to
explore more adult subjects.

The Miracle Case
In 1952, the Supreme Court heard the Miracle case—officially Burstyn v. Wilson—named after
HeX[hjeHeii[bb_d_¾i\_bcIl Miracolo (The Miracle). The movie’s distributor sued the head of

“No approval by the
Production Code
Administration
shall be given to
the use of . . . damn
[or] hell (excepting
when the use of
said last two words
shall be essential
and required for
portrayal, in proper
historical context,
of any scene or
dialogue based
upon historical
fact or folklore,
or for the
presentation in
proper literary
context of a
Biblical, or other
religious quotation,
or a quotation from
a literary work
provided that no
such use shall be
permitted which
is intrinsically
objectionable
or offends good
taste).”
MOTION PICTURE
PRODUCTION CODE,
1934
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the New York Film Licensing Board for banning the film. A few New York City religious and
political leaders considered the 1948 Italian film sacrilegious and pressured the film board
for the ban. In the film, an unmarried peasant girl is impregnated by a scheming vagrant who
tells her that he is St. Joseph and she has conceived the baby Jesus. The importers of the film
argued that censoring it constituted illegal prior restraint under the First Amendment. Because
such an action could not be imposed on a print version of the same story, the film’s distributor
argued that the same freedom should apply to the film. The Supreme Court agreed, declaring
movies “a significant medium for the communication of ideas.” The decision granted films the
same constitutional protections as those enjoyed by the print media and other forms of speech.
;l[dceh[_cfehjWdj"j^[Z[Y_i_edh[dZ[h[ZceijWYj_l_j_[ie\\_bch[l_[mXeWhZikdYedij_jktional, because these boards had been engaged in prior restraint. Although a few local boards
survived into the 1990s to handle complaints about obscenity, most of them had disbanded by
the early 1970s.

“An NC-17 rating is
seen as box-ofﬁce
suicide by the ﬁlm
industry. . . . In the
20 years since its
inception, NC-17
has been unable
to shed its smutty
image.”
RACHEL SCOTT ,
THE GUARDIAN, 2010

TABLE 16.1
THE VOLUNTARY MOVIE
RATING SYSTEM
Source: Motion Picture Association of America, “What Do the
Ratings Mean?”, http://www
.mpaa.org/FlmRat_Ratings.asp,
accessed May 1, 2009.

The MPAA Ratings System
The current voluntary movie rating system—the model for the advisory labels for music,
television, and video games—developed in the late 1960s after discontent again mounted over
movie content, spurred on by such films as 1965’s The Pawnbroker, which contained brief
female nudity, and 1966’s Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, which featured a level of profanity
and sexual frankness that had not been seen before in a major studio film. In 1966, the movie
industry hired Jack Valenti to run the MPAA (the Motion Picture Association of America, forc[hboj^[CFF:7"WdZ_d'/,.^[[ijWXb_i^[ZWd_dZkijhoXeWhZjehWj[cel_[i$;l[djkWbbo"="
F="H"WdZNhWj_d]i[c[h][ZWi]k_Z[feiji\ehj^[ik_jWX_b_joe\\_bci\ehlWh_ekiW][]hekfi$
In 1984, prompted by the releases of Gremlins and Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom, the
CF77WZZ[Zj^[F=¹')hWj_d]WdZiWdZm_Y^[Z_jX[jm[[dF=WdZHjeZ_ij_d]k_i^ib_]^jbo
higher levels of violence or adult themes in movies that might otherwise qualify as PG-rated
films (see Table 16.1).
J^[CF77Yefoh_]^j[ZWbbhWj_d]iZ[i_]dWj_ediWijhWZ[cWhai"[nY[fj\ehj^[NhWj_d]"
which was gradually appropriated as a promotional tool by the pornographic ﬁlm industry.
?d\WYj"X[jm[[d'/-(WdZ'/./j^[CF77ijeff[Z_iik_d]j^[NhWj_d]$?d'//&"^em[l[h"
based on protests from ﬁlmmakers over movies with adult sexual themes that they did not
consider pornographic, the industry copyrighted the NC–17 rating—no children age seventeen
or under. In 1995, Showgirls became the ﬁrst movie to intentionally seek an NC–17 to demonstrate that the rating was commercially viable. However, many theater chains refused to
carry NC–17 movies, fearing economic sanctions and boycotts by their customers or religious
groups. Many newspapers also refused to carry ads for NC–17 ﬁlms. Panned by the critics,
Showgirls ﬂopped at the box oﬃce. Since then, the NC–17 rating has not proved commercially

Rating

Description

G

General Audiences: All ages admitted; contains nothing that would offend
parents when viewed by their children.

PG

Parental Guidance Suggested: Parents urged to give “parental guidance” as it
may contain some material not suitable for young children.

PG–13

Parents Strongly Cautioned: Parents should be cautious because some
content may be inappropriate for children under the age of 13.

R

Restricted: The film contains some adult material. Parents/guardians are urged
to learn more about it before taking children under the age of 17 with them.

NC–17

No one 17 and under admitted: Adult content. Children are not admitted.
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viable, and distributors avoid releasing ﬁlms with the rating, preferring to label such ﬁlms
»kdhWj[Z¼ehjeYkjj^[Æbcje[WhdWdHhWj_d]"Wi^Wff[d[Zm_j^Clerks (1994), Eyes Wide
Shut (1999), Brüno (2009), and Blue Valentine (2010). Today, there is mounting protest against
the MPAA, which many argue is essentially a censorship board that limits the First Amendment
rights of ﬁlmmakers.

Expression in the Media:
Print, Broadcast, and Online
:kh_d]j^[9ebZMWh"Wl_]ehekiYWcfW_]db[ZXo@ei[f^CY9Whj^o"WdkbjhWYedi[hlWj_l[i[dWjeh
from Wisconsin, tried to rid both government and the media of so-called communist subversives who were allegedly challenging the American way of life. In 1950, a publication called Red
Channels: The Report of Communist Influence in Radio and Television aimed “to show how the
Communists have been able to carry out their plan of infiltration of the radio and television
industry.” Red Channels, inspired by McCarthy and produced by a group of former FBI agents,
named 151 performers, writers, and musicians who were “sympathetic” to communist or leftm_d]YWki[i$7ced]j^ei[dWc[Zm[h[B[edWhZ8[hdij[_d"M_bb=[[h":Wi^_[bb>Wcc[jj"B_bb_Wd
>[bbcWd"B[dW>ehd["8kh][iiC[h[Z_j^"7hj^khC_bb[h":ehej^oFWha[h"F[j[I[[][h"?hm_d
Shaw, and Orson Welles. For a time, all were banned from working in television and radio even
though no one on the list was ever charged with a crime.17
Although the First Amendment protects an individual’s right to hold controversial political
views, network executives either sympathized with the anticommunist movement or feared losing ad revenue. At any
rate, the networks did not stand up to
the communist witch-hunters. In order
to work, a blacklisted or “suspected”
performer required the support of the
program’s sponsor. Though I Love Lucy’s
Lucille Ball, who in sympathy with
her father once registered to vote as a
communist in the 1930s, retained Philip
Morris’s sponsorship of her popular
program, other performers were not as
fortunate. Although no evidence was
ever introduced to show how entertainment programs circulated communist
propaganda, by the early 1950s the TV
networks were asking actors and other
workers to sign loyalty oaths denouncing
communism—a low point for the First
Amendment.
The communist witch-hunts demonstrated key diﬀerences between print
and broadcast protection under the First
Amendment. On the one hand, licenses

RED CHANNELS, a
215-page report published
by American Business
Consultants (a group of
former FBI agents) in 1950,
placed 151 prominent
writers, directors, and
performers from radio,
movies, and television on
a blacklist, many of them
simply for sympathizing with
left-wing democratic causes.
Although no one on the list
was ever charged with a
crime, many of the talented
individuals targeted by Red
Channels did not work in
their professions for years
thereafter.
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for printers and publishers have been outlawed since the eighteenth century. On the other
hand, in the late 1920s commercial broadcasters themselves asked the federal government to
step in and regulate the airwaves. At that time, they wanted the government to clear up techd_YWbfheXb[ci"Y^Wdd[bde_i["dedYecc[hY_WbYecf[j_j_ed"WdZWcWj[kh_dj[h\[h[dY[$;l[h
since, most broadcasters have been trying to free themselves from the government intrusion
they once demanded.

“It is the right of
the viewers and
listeners, not
the right of the
broadcasters,
which is
paramount.”
SUPREME COURT
DECISION IN RED LION
BROADCASTING CO.
V. FCC, 395 U.S. 367,
JUNE 9, 1969

“A responsible
press is an
undoubtedly
desirable goal,
but press
responsibility is
not mandated by
the Constitution
and like many other
virtues it cannot
be legislated.”
SUPREME COURT
DECISION IN MIAMI
HERALD PUBLISHING
CO. V. TORNILLO, 418
U.S. 241, JUNE 25,
1974

The FCC Regulates Broadcasting
:hWm_d]edj^[Wh]kc[djj^Wjb_c_j[ZXheWZYWiji_]dWbiYedij_jkj[WiYWhY[dWj_edWbh[iekhY["
the Communications Act of 1934 mandated that radio broadcasters operate in “the public
_dj[h[ij"Yedl[d_[dY["WdZd[Y[ii_jo$¼I_dY[j^['/.&i"^em[l[h"m_j^YWXb[WdZ"bWj[h":8I
increasing channel capacity, station managers have lobbied to own their airwave assignments.
Although the 1996 Telecommunications Act did not grant such ownership, stations continue to
challenge the “public interest” statute. They argue that because the government is not allowed
to dictate content in newspapers, it should not be allowed to control broadcasting via licenses
or mandate any broadcast programming.
Two cases—Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC (1969) and Miami Herald Publishing Co.
v. Tornillo (1974)—demonstrate the historic legal diﬀerences between broadcast and print.
The Red Lion YWi[X[]Wdm^[dM=98"WicWbb#jemdhWZ_eijWj_ed_dH[ZB_ed"F[ddioblWd_W"
refused to give airtime to Fred Cook, author of a book that criticized Barry Goldwater,
j^[H[fkXb_YWdFWhjo¾ifh[i_Z[dj_WbYWdZ_ZWj[_d'/,*$7Yedi[hlWj_l[hWZ_efh[WY^[hWdZ
=ebZmWj[h\Wd"j^[H[l[h[dZ8_bbo@Wc[i>Wh]_i"l[hXWbboWjjWYa[Z9eeaed#W_h$9eeaWia[Z
for response time from the two hundred stations that carried the Hargis attack. Most stations
complied, granting Cook free reply time. But WGCB oﬀered only to sell Cook time. He
appealed to the FCC, which ordered the station to give Cook free time. The station refused,
claiming that its First Amendment rights granted it control over its program content. On
appeal, the Supreme Court sided with the FCC, deciding that whenever a broadcaster’s rights
conﬂict with the public interest, the public interest must prevail. In interpreting broadcasting
as diﬀerent from print, the Supreme Court upheld the 1934 Communications Act by reaﬃrming that broadcasters’ responsibilities to program in the public interest may outweigh their
right to program whatever they want.
In contrast, five years later, in Miami Herald Publishing Co. v. Tornillo, the Supreme
Court sided with the newspaper. A political candidate, Pat Tornillo Jr., requested space to
reply to an editorial opposing his candidacy. Previously, Florida had a right-to-reply law,
which permitted a candidate to respond, in print, to editorial criticisms from newspapers.
Counter to the Red Lion decision, the Court in this case struck down the Florida state law
as unconstitutional. The Court argued that mandating that a newspaper give a candidate
space to reply violated the paper’s First Amendment rights to control what it chose to
publish. The two decisions demonstrate that the unlicensed print media receive protections under the First Amendment that have not always been available to licensed broadcast
media.

Dirty Words, Indecent Speech, and Hefty Fines
In theory, communication law prevents the government from censoring broadcast content.
Accordingly, the government may not interfere with programs or engage in prior restraint,
although it may punish broadcasters for indecency or profanity after the fact. Over the years, a
handful of radio stations have had their licenses suspended or denied after an unfavorable FCC
review of past programming records. Concerns over indecent broadcast programming began in
1937 when NBC was scolded by the FCC for running a sketch featuring comic actress Mae West
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INDECENT SPEECH
The sexual innuendo of an
“Adam and Eve” radio sketch
between sultry ﬁlm star Mae
West and dummy Charlie
McCarthy (voiced by ventriloquist Edgar Bergen) on a
Sunday evening in December
1937 enraged many listeners
of Bergen’s program. The
networks banned West from
further radio appearances
for what was considered
indecent speech.

edl[djh_begk_ij;Z]Wh8[h][d¾id[jmehafhe]hWc$M[ij^WZj^[\ebbem_d]Yedl[hiWj_edm_j^
Bergen’s famous wooden dummy, Charlie McCarthy:
WEST: That’s all right. I like a man that takes his time. Why don’t you come home with me? I’ll let
you play in my woodpile . . . you’re all wood and a yard long. . . .
CHARLIE: Oh, Mae, don’t, don’t . . . don’t be so rough. To me love is peace and quiet.
WEST: That ain’t love—that’s sleep.18
7\j[hj^[ia[jY^"M[ijZ_Zdejf[h\ehcedhWZ_e\eho[Whi$;l[hi_dY["j^[<99^Wif[h_eZ_YWbbo
fined or reprimanded stations for indecent programming, especially during times when children might be listening.
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AMERICAN DAD! has
topped the Parents Television
Council’s “Worst TV Show
of the Week” list numerous
times since premiering
in 2005. The PTC, which
collects indecency
complaints via its Web site
and directs them to the
Federal Communications
Commission (FCC), evaluates
shows based on occurrences
of gratuitous sex, explicit
dialogue, violent content,
or obscene language. From
Family Guy creator Seth
MacFarlane, American Dad!
continues to make the PTC’s
list in its eighth season on air.

In the 1960s, topless radio featured
deejays and callers discussing intimate
sexual subjects in the middle of the
afternoon. The government curbed the
practice in 1973, when the chairman of
the FCC denounced topless radio as “a
new breed of air pollution . . . with the
suggestive, coaxing, pear-shaped tones of
the smut-hustling host.”19 After an FCC investigation, a couple of stations lost their
licenses, some were ﬁned, and topless
radio was temporarily over. It reemerged
in the 1980s, this time with doctors and
therapists—instead of deejays—oﬀering
intimate counsel over the airwaves.
The current precedent for regulating broadcast indecency stems from
a complaint to the FCC in 1973. In
the middle of the afternoon, WBAI, a nonproﬁt Paciﬁca network station in New York, aired
George Carlin’s famous comedy sketch about the seven dirty words that could not be uttered
by broadcasters. A father, riding in a car with his ﬁfteen-year-old son, heard the program and
complained to the FCC, which sent WBAI a letter of reprimand. Although no ﬁne was issued,
the station appealed on principle and won its case in court. The FCC, however, appealed to the
Supreme Court. Although no court had legally deﬁned indecency (and still hasn’t), the Supreme
Court’s unexpected ruling in the 1978 FCC v. Pacifica Foundation case sided with the FCC and
upheld the agency’s authority to require broadcasters to air adult programming at times when
children are not likely to be listening. The Court ruled that so-called indecent programming,
though not in violation of federal obscenity laws, was a nuisance and could be restricted to
late-evening hours. As a result, the FCC banned indecent programs from most stations between
6:00 A.M. and 10:00 P.M. In 1990, the FCC tried to ban such programs entirely. Although a federal
court ruled this move unconstitutional, it still upheld the time restrictions intended to protect
children.
This ruling provides the rationale for the indecency ﬁnes that the FCC has frequently leveled against programs and stations that have carried indecent programming during daytime and
evening hours. While Howard Stern and his various bosses held the early record for racking up
millions in FCC indecency ﬁnes in the 1990s—before Stern moved to unregulated satellite radio—
the largest-ever ﬁne was for $3.6 million, leveled in 2006 against 111 TV stations that broadcast
a 2004 episode of the popular CBS program Without a Trace that depicted teenage characters
taking part in a sexual orgy.
After the FCC later ﬁned broadcasters for several instances of “ﬂeeting expletives” during live TV shows, the four major networks sued the FCC on grounds that their First Amendment rights had been violated. In its ﬁning ﬂurry, the FCC was partly responding to organized
campaigns aimed at Howard Stern’s vulgarity and at the Janet Jackson exposed-breast incident
during the 2004 Super Bowl half-time show. In 2006, Congress substantially increased the FCC’s
maximum allowable ﬁne to $325,000 per incident of indecency—meaning that one ﬂeeting
expletive in a live entertainment, news, or sports program could cost millions of dollars in ﬁnes,
as it is repeated on aﬃliate stations across the country. But in 2010, a federal appeals court
rejected the FCC’s policy against ﬂeeting expletives, arguing that it was constitutionally vague
and had a chilling eﬀect on free speech “because broadcasters have no way of knowing what the
FCC will ﬁnd oﬀensive.”20
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LEGAL CONTROLS

public trustees of the airwaves—unlike newspaper or magazine publishers—legal precedent
permits the courts and the FCC to demand responsible content and behavior from radio and
TV stations.

Communication Policy and the Internet

“The FCC’s only
goal here is to
make sure that the
Internet we know
and love does not
become corrupted
and altered by a
small number of
large corporations
controlling the
last free and
open distribution
channel we have in
this country.”
U.S. SEN. AL FRANKEN
(D-MN), 2011

Many have looked to the Internet as the one true venue for unlimited free speech under the First
Amendment because it is not regulated by the government, it is not subject to the Communications Act of 1934, and little has been done in regard to self-regulation. Its current global expansion is comparable to that of the early days of broadcasting, when economic and technological
growth outstripped law and regulation. At that time, noncommercial experiments by amateurs
and engineering students provided a testing ground that commercial interests later exploited
for profit. In much the same way, amateurs, students, and various interest groups have explored
and extended the communication possibilities of the Internet. They have experimented so successfully that commercial vendors have raced to buy up pieces of the Internet since the 1990s.
Public conversations about the Internet have not typically revolved around ownership.
Instead, the debates have focused on First Amendment issues such as civility and pornography.
Not unlike the public’s concern over television’s sexual and violent images, the scrutiny of the
Internet is mainly about harmful images and information online, not about who controls it and
for what purposes. However, as we watch the rapid expansion of the Internet, an important
question confronts us: Will the Internet continue to develop as a democratic medium? By 2011,
the answer to that question was still unclear. In late 2010, the FCC created net neutrality rules
\ehm_h[ZYWXb[WdZ:IBXheWZXWdZfhel_Z[hi"h[gk_h_d]j^Wjj^[ofhel_Z[j^[iWc[WYY[iije
all Internet services and content. Yet, these new rules exempted wireless (mobile phone) broadXWdZfhel_Z[hi"[dWXb_d]j^[cjeXbeYaM[Xi[hl_Y[iWij^[om_i^$;Whbo_d(&''"j^[K$I$>eki[
e\H[fh[i[djWj_l[icel[Zjeel[hjkhdj^[<99d[jd[kjhWb_joh[]kbWj_edi$8kj_dDel[cX[h(&''"
the U.S. Senate voted to keep in place federal net neutrality rules and to preserve open Internet
access. Nonetheless, the battle continues, and its eventual outcome will determine whether the
broadband Internet connections will be deﬁned as an essential utility to which everyone has
access and for which rates are controlled (like water or electricity), or an information service for
which Internet service providers can charge as much as they wish (as with cable TV).
Critics and observers hope that a vigorous debate about ownership will develop—a
debate that will go beyond First Amendment issues. The promise of the Internet as a democratic forum encourages the formation of all
sorts of regional, national, and global interest
groups. In fact, many global movements use
the Internet to ﬁght political forms of censori^_f$>kcWdH_]^jiMWjY^"\eh[nWcfb["
encourages free-expression advocates to use
blogs “for disseminating information about,
and ending, human rights abuses around
the world.”21 Where oppressive regimes have
tried to monitor and control Internet comckd_YWj_ed">kcWdH_]^jiMWjY^ik]][iji
bloggers post anonymously to safeguard
their identity. Just as fax machines, satellites, and home videos helped expedite and
document the fall of totalitarian regimes in
;Wij[hd;khef[_dj^[bWj['/.&i"j^[?dj[hd[j
helps spread the word and activate social
change today.
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EXAMINING
ETHICS
A Generation of Copyright Criminals?

A

s a student reading this book,
you have probably already
composed plenty of research
papers, and quoted, with attribution,
from various printed sources. This is
a routine practice, and you are within
the legal bounds of fair use of the
sources you sampled. The concept of
fair use has existed in U.S. case law
for more than 150 years.
But, what if you are composing a song,
or creating a video, and you decide to
sample bits of music or a clip of film?
Under current law, you have little
protection and may be subject to a
lawsuit from the recording or motion
picture industry alleging copyright
infringement.

As inexpensive digital technology
became available, artists began
sampling sounds and images, much
like scholars and writers might
sample texts. In the late 1980s,
University of Iowa communication
studies professor Kembrew McLeod
explains, sampling “was a creative
window that had been forced open
by hip-hop artists,” but “by the early
1990s, the free experimentation
was over. . . . [E]veryone had to pay
for the sounds that they sampled
or risk getting sued.” 1 The cost for
most acts was far too prohibitive.
Fees to use snippets of copyrighted
sounds in the Beastie Boys’ 1989
sample-rich Paul’s Boutique recording cost $250,000.2 Today,
a recording based on creative mash-ups of samples
probably couldn’t even be
made, as some copyright
owners demand up to
$50,000 for sampling just a
few seconds of their song.

DJ GIRL TALK mixes his beats with samples from other
artists to create new music.

Nevertheless, some artists
are still trying. Pittsburghbased mash-up DJ Girl Talk
(Gregg Gillis) has no problem
performing his sample-heavy
music, where he remixes a
dozen or more samples on
his laptop with some of his
own beats to create a new
song. Copyright royalties are
covered for his live public
performances, since many
venues already have public
performance agreements
with copyright management agencies BMI, ASCAP,
and SESAC. (These are the

same agencies that collect fees from
restaurants and radio stations for
publicly performed music.) But—and
this is one of the many inconsistencies in copyright law—if Gillis wants
to make a recording of his music, the
cost of the copyright royalty payments (should they even be granted
by the copyright holder) would
exceed the revenue generated by
the CD. If he doesn’t get copyright
permission for the samples used,
he risks hundreds of thousands of
dollars in penalties.
Despite the threat of lawsuits, Gillis
and an independent label—appropriately named Illegal Art—released
the acclaimed Night Ripper album
in 2006 and Feed the Animals
(which uses 322 samples) in 2008.
In defending the recording against
potential lawsuits, Gillis and his label
argue that they are protected from
copyright infringement by the fair use
exemption, which allows for transformative use—creating new work from
bits of copyrighted work.3
The uneven and unclear rules for the
use of sound, images, video, and text
have become one of the most contentious issues of today’s digital culture.
As digital media make it easier than
ever to create and re-create cultural
content, copyright law has yet to
catch up with these new forms of
expression.
“There’s no way to kill this technology. You can only criminalize its use,”
Harvard Law professor and Internet
activist Lawrence Lessig notes. “If this
is a crime, we have a whole generation
of criminals.”4
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mainstream. However, it is important to remember that the First Amendment protects not only
the news media’s free-speech rights but also the rights of all of us to speak out. Mounting concerns over who can aﬀord access to the media go to the heart of free expression. As we struggle
to determine the future of converging print, electronic, and digital media and to strengthen
the democratic spirit underlying media technology, we need to stay engaged in spirited public
debates about media ownership and control, about the diﬀerences between commercial speech
and free expression. As citizens, we need to pay attention to who is included and excluded from
opportunities not only to buy products but also to speak out and shape the cultural landscape.
To accomplish this, we need to challenge our journalists and our leaders. More important, we
need to challenge ourselves to become watchdogs—critical consumers and engaged citizens—
who learn from the past, care about the present, and map mass media’s future.
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CHAPTER
REVIEW
COMMON THREADS
One of the Common Threads discussed in Chapter 1 is about the role that media play in a democracy. Is a free media
system necessary for democracy to exist, or must democracy first be established to enable a media system to
operate freely? What do the mass media do to enhance or secure democracy?
In 1787, as the Constitution was being formed, Thomas
Jefferson famously said, “were it left to me to decide
whether we should have a government without newspapers,
or newspapers without a government, I should not hesitate a
moment to prefer the latter.” Jefferson supported the notion
of a free press and free speech. He stood against the Sedition Act, which penalized free speech, and did not support
its renewal when he became president in 1801.
Nevertheless, as president, Jefferson had to withstand
the vitriol and allegations of a partisan press. In 1807, near
the end of his second term, Jefferson’s idealism about the
press had cooled, as he remarked, “The man who never looks
into a newspaper is better informed than he who reads them,
inasmuch as he who knows nothing is nearer the truth than
he whose mind is filled with falsehoods and errors.”
Today, we contend with mass media that extend
far beyond newspapers—a media system that is among

the biggest and most powerful institutions in the country.
Unfortunately, it is also a media system that too often
envisions us as consumers of capitalism, not citizens of a
democracy. Media sociologist Herbert Gans argues that
the media alone can’t guarantee a democracy.23 “Despite
much disingenuous talk about citizen empowerment by
politicians and merchandisers, citizens have never had
much clout. Countries as big as America operate largely
through organizations,” Gans explains.
But in a country as big as America, the media constitute one of those critical organizations that can help
or hurt us in creating a more economically and politically
democratic society. At their worst, the media can distract
or misinform us with falsehoods and errors. But at their
Jeffersonian best, the media can shed light on the issues,
tell meaningful stories, and foster the discussions that can
help a citizens’ democracy flourish.

KEY TERMS
The definitions for the terms listed below can be found in the glossary at the end of the book.
The page numbers listed with the terms indicate where the term is highlighted in the chapter.
authoritarian model, 548
communist or state model, 548
social responsibility model, 548
Fourth Estate, 548
libertarian model, 549
prior restraint, 550
copyright, 553

public domain, 553
libel, 554
slander, 554
actual malice, 555
qualified privilege, 555
opinion and fair comment, 555
obscenity, 556
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right to privacy, 557
gag orders, 559
shield laws, 560
indecency, 566
Section 315, 569
Fairness Doctrine, 569

For review quizzes, chapter summaries, links
to media-related Web sites, and more, go to
bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
Film and the First Amendment

The Origins of Free Expression and a Free Press
1. Explain the various models of the news media that exist
under different political systems.

11. Why were films not constitutionally protected as a
form of speech until 1952?

2. What is the basic philosophical concept that underlies
America’s notion of free expression?

12. Why did film review boards develop, and why did they
eventually disband?

3. What happened with the passage of the Sedition Act of
1798, and what was its relevance to the United States’
new First Amendment?

13. How did both the Motion Picture Production Code
and the current movie rating system come into being?

4. How has censorship been defined historically?

14. The government and the courts view print and broadcasting as different forms of expression. What are
the major differences?

5. What is the public domain, and why is it an important
element in American culture?
6. Why is the case of New York Times v. Sullivan so significant in First Amendment history?
7. What does a public figure have to do to win a libel
case? What are the main defenses that a newspaper
can use to thwart a charge of libel?
8. What is the legal significance of the Falwell v. Flynt case?
9. How has the Internet changed battles over what constitutes obscenity?
10. What issues are at stake when First Amendment and
Sixth Amendment concerns clash?

Expression in the Media: Print, Broadcast, and Online

15. What’s the difference between obscenity and indecency?
16. What is the significance of Section 315 of the Communications Act of 1934?
17. Why didn’t broadcasters like the Fairness Doctrine?

The First Amendment and Democracy
18. What are the similarities and differences between the
debates over broadcast ownership in the 1920s and
Internet ownership today?
19. Why is the future of watchdog journalism in jeopardy?

QUESTIONING THE MEDIA
1. Have you ever had an experience in which you thought
personal or public expression went too far and should be
curbed? Explain. How might you remedy this situation?
2. If you owned a community newspaper and had to
formulate a policy for your editors about which letters
from readers could appear in a limited space on your
editorial page, what kinds of letters would you eliminate and why? Would you be acting as a censor in this
situation? Why or why not?
3. The writer A. J. Liebling once said that freedom of the
press belonged only to those who owned one. Explain
why you agree or disagree.

4. Should the United States have a federal shield law to
protect reporters?
5. What do you think of the current movie rating system?
Should it be changed? Why or why not?
6. Should the Fairness Doctrine be revived? Why
or why not?
7. Should corporations, unions, and rich individuals be
able to contribute any amount of money they want
to support particular candidates and pay for TV ads?
Why or why not?

ADDITIONAL VIDEOS
Visit the VideoCentral: Mass Communication section at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture
for additional exclusive videos related to Chapter 16, including:
q 5)&'*345".&/%.&/5"/%456%&/541&&$)
Legal and newspaper professionals explain how student
newspapers are protected by the First Amendment.

q '3&&%0.0'*/'03."5*0/
Ken Bunting, executive director of the National Freedom of Information Coalition, explains the importance
of government transparency and accountability,
particularly in an age of digital communication.
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In 1969, when the Internet was just a U.S.
Department of Defense project and the Web had
yet to be invented, media philosopher Marshall
McLuhan wrote, “Publication is a self-invasion
of privacy.”1 That is, when we write something
for publication, we consent to have our personal
thoughts and ideas become a public matter.
McLuhan had no idea how easy it would become
for people to engage in “self-invasion of privacy”
in the twenty-ﬁrst century. Nor might he have
guessed that publication via the Internet could
mean instant global distribution, and perpetual
existence.
Twitter asks us to self-disclose in 140 characters or less. Facebook encourages us to post
status updates, photos, and other personal
information like our birthday, relationships, and
political views. Elsewhere, we upload audio and
video, post comments to Web sites, and send
frequent text messages. Here are just a few
measures of our collective “self-invasion of
privacy.”
EXTENDED CASE STUDY577
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q 'BDFCPPLVTFSTVQMPBENJMMJPOJNages each day.2
q 5XJUUFSVTFSTTFOENJMMJPOUXFFUT
each day.
q .PSFUIBOCJMMJPOUFYUNFTTBHFTBSFTFOU
each day (more than 2 trillion per year).4
q CJMMJPOFNBJMTBSFTFOUFWFSZEBZ5
q IPVSTPGWJEFPBSFVQMPBEFEUP:PVTube every minute.6

Yet we probably don’t know what
exactly we did agree to when we signed
up for Facebook, Twitter, e-mail service,
mobile phone service, or a Google,
Amazon, Apple, or LinkedIn account. Is
there an invasion of privacy that we did
not consent to (or at least did not knowingly consent to)? What happens when
corporations have our data?
Since 1995, the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has studied privacy on the
Web, and developed rules and guidelines
for fair information practices online. The
FTC has called on businesses to make
“privacy the ‘default setting’ for commercial data practices and giving consumers
greater control over the collection and
use of their personal data through simpliﬁed choices and increased transparency.”
The FTC argues that fair practices on
consumer privacy will “enhance trust and
stimulate commerce.”
Even so, progress on industry selfregulation toward that goal has been
slow, as the temptation to use consumer
data for more immediate commercial
purposes is high. West Virginia Senator John D. Rockefeller IV noted, “In my
experience, corporations are unlikely to
regulate themselves out of proﬁts.” In
fact, although the FTC has long called
for Web sites to make no data collection
the default setting unless customers
“opt in,” most sites make automatic data
collection the default, and consumers
must navigate through menus to ﬁnd
out how to opt out.
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A number of recent cases have called
other privacy matters to the foreground.
For example, the FTC obtained court
orders against Google, Facebook, Twitter,
and MySpace to require the companies
to obtain their customers’ consent before
changing their data privacy practices
and to adopt stronger privacy standards.
Auditors will monitor compliance at each
company for twenty years.9
Since that agreement with the FTC, Facebook has also agreed with the California
Attorney General’s ofﬁce that all apps in
the Facebook App Center would include
written privacy policies. The agreement
will likely beneﬁt Facebook app users
beyond California, too. Illinois passed, and
several other states are developing, legislation to prohibit employers from demanding social media passwords of applicants
and employees so they can screen their
proﬁles. (Amazingly, this has happened.
Some colleges and universities have also
demanded the same information from
NCAA athletes.) The laws also prohibit
retaliation if the applicants or employees
decline to provide passwords. Employers
can still look at publicly available proﬁles.10
With each new technological innovation, there is an opportunity to gather
more information on consumers, and to
exploit it for proﬁt. In the fall of 2012,
the European Union ruled that Facebook
could not use facial recognition software for “tag suggestions,” as its users
did not consent to having their identities
used that way. The New York Times
zeroed in on Facebook’s business and
ethical dilemma: “Facebook is under
pressure from Wall Street to proﬁt from
its vast trove of data, including pictures,
and also from regulators worldwide
over the use of personal information.”11
Facebook is certain to move on to its
next idea for using its vast trove of data.

THUS, SECURING INFORMATION PRIVACY REMAINS AN ENORMOUS PROBLEM.
As consumers, we self-disclose our words and images, but often we have little idea what
happens to them next. For this case, we will critically analyze the heart of the ethical dilemma:
the privacy agreements that digital sites and apps make with us.
As detailed in Chapter 1, a media-literate perspective involves mastering five overlapping critical stages that build on each other: (1) description: paying close attention, taking
notes, and researching the subject under study; (2) analysis: discovering and focusing on
significant patterns that emerge from the description stage; (3) interpretation: asking and
answering the “What does that mean?” and “So what?” questions about your findings;
(4) evaluation: arriving at a judgment about whether the content is good, bad, poor, or
mediocre, which involves subordinating one’s personal views to the critical assessment
resulting from the first three stages; and (5) engagement: taking some action that connects
our critical interpretations and evaluations with our responsibility to question the privacy
practices of digital companies.

Step 1:
Description
For the description phase, you will need to research and take notes on two or three privacy
statements. If you are like us, privacy statements are probably the last thing you would want
to read. But reading them can be empowering, since it’s the only way you’ll find out how
companies will use your personal information and data.
Here’s how we’ll do it. The White House released a Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights in 2012
as general principles that all organizations should adopt for fair information practice.12 We’ll
apply the seven standards from that bill as a checklist to describe privacy statements.
• Individual Control: Consumers have a right to exercise control over what personal data
companies collect from them and how they are used. (Do consumers have complete
control over their entire personal profile, and can they easily limit or withdraw consent to
use that data? If you close your account, do they
eliminate all of your information?)
• Transparency: Consumers have a right to easily
understandable and accessible information about
privacy and security practices. (Is the policy in
plain, understandable language? Do they share
your information with other parties?)
• Respect for Context: Consumers have a right
to expect that companies will collect, use, and
disclose personal data in ways that are consistent
with the context in which consumers provide
the data. (For example, do they provide greater
protections for children and teenagers?)
• Security: Consumers have a right to secure and
responsible handling of personal data. (Does the
company make clear its policy for making your
account data safe from accidental disclosure or
hacker attacks?)

GENE SPERLING, director
of the National Economic
Council in the Obama
administration, has helped
spearhead an online
consumer privacy initiative
since his appointment in
2011. When the White
House introduced the
Consumer Privacy Bill of
Rights in February 2012,
Sperling explained the bill
would help give people
more control over how their
personal data are used
online and would also require
companies to post coherent
and accessible privacy and
security policies on their
sites.
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 7YY[iiWdZ7YYkhWYo09edikc[hi^Wl[Wh_]^jjeWYY[iiWdZYehh[Yjf[hiedWbZWjW
in usable formats, in a manner that is appropriate to the sensitivity of the data and
the risk of adverse consequences to consumers if the data are inaccurate. (Do customers
have a right to access all of their data and correct their records if they are wrong?)
 <eYki[Z9ebb[Yj_ed09edikc[hi^Wl[Wh_]^jjeh[WiedWXb[b_c_jiedj^[f[hiedWbZWjW
that companies collect and retain. (Does the company collect only necessary information, and does it dispose of, or de-identify, personal data when they are no longer
needed?)
 7YYekdjWX_b_jo09edikc[hi^Wl[Wh_]^jje^Wl[f[hiedWbZWjW^WdZb[ZXoYecfWd_[i
with appropriate measures in place to assure they adhere to the Consumer Privacy Bill of
Rights. (Does the company train employees to correctly handle personal data, perform
regular audits, and monitor third-party users of the data?)

GOOGLE STREET VIEW
was investigated by the
FCC in 2012 after Google
revealed its Street View cars
had unintentionally collected
conﬁdential information
about people’s online activity
on public Wi-Fi networks.
Although the FCC cleared
Google of charges that it
had illegally collected Wi-Fi
data, several countries
have limited Google Street
View activity due to privacy
concerns, and some, like the
Czech Republic, have banned
it altogether.

There are a number of places you might look to ﬁnd privacy statements. The easiest way is
to do a search of the company name and the word “privacy”—for example, “Google privacy,”
which takes one to http://www.google.com/policies/privacy/. (Other companies you might
check include Amazon, Apple, AT&T, Facebook, Hulu, Microsoft, Netﬂix, Pandora, Pinterest,
Tumblr, Twitter, Verizon, Yahoo!, and Zynga.)

Step 2:
Analysis
In the second stage of the critical process, analysis, you will isolate patterns that emerged from
these statements and that call for closer attention. For example:
 M^_Y^YecfWd_[ih[gk_h[j^Wjki[hickijefjekj_\j^[oZed¾jmWdjjeh[Y[_l[
marketing communications?
 M^_Y^YecfWd_[i[nfbW_dj^[_hfeb_YoedYeea_[iWdZ
other tracking technologies?
 M^_Y^YecfWd_[ii^Wh[j^[_hYkijec[hi¾
information with other subsidiaries of their large
corporation?
 M^_Y^YecfWd_[i[nfb_Y_jboijWj[j^Wjj^[_h
customer information is a business asset, so if
they are part of a business merger or acquisition,
their personal information may be sold to the new
company? Which companies don’t address this
scenario?
 M^_Y^YecfWd_[iijWj[j^[ocWoYebb[Yjki[hi¾][e#
location by tracking their mobile devices?
 M^_Y^YecfWd_[i[nfbW_dm^oj^[od[[Zj^[ZWjW
they gather on customers? (For example, if they
need a users’ birthday or gender, do they explain
why?)
 M^_Y^YecfWd_[i^Wl[WijWj[c[djWXekj_d\ehcWj_ed
for children 13 years and younger? Which don’t say
anything about young customers?
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account?

Step 3:
Interpretation
In the interpretation stage, you will determine the
larger meanings of the patterns you have analyzed.
The most difficult stage in criticism, interpretation
demands an answer to the questions “So what?”
and “What does this all mean?” For example, after
analyzing the privacy statements, what might the
similarities and differences say about these companies’ fundamental dilemma in treating customer
information as both a business asset to be monetized and as the private information of real people
to be carefully protected?
Does the privacy statement read like a dry
legal document for the company, to ward oﬀ
potential lawsuits? Or does the policy appear
to be a genuine attempt at communicating with
consumers? (Keep in mind that nice design isn’t
everything, and can be deceiving. It is possible
that a privacy policy could be badly designed, but
oﬀer more protections than one that has a friendly
design, but doesn’t provide strong privacy protections to users.) Do you feel more concerned or
less worried about the state of personal data after reviewing the privacy statements? Ultimately,
for each company’s privacy statement you analyzed, does the company seem to be more
focused on proﬁting from personal information (and then obscuring what they actually do), or
does the company seem to have made a legitimate eﬀort to bring a useful service to consumers
and take responsibility for their personal information?
If you looked at the privacy statements of Facebook, Google, Twitter, or MySpace, did the
fact that the FTC is monitoring them seem to have an eﬀect on their privacy policies being better than others?

Step 4:
Evaluation

MICHEL MORGANELLA
Kicked off the Swiss
Olympic soccer team
for tweeting a racial slur
aimed at his South Korean
opponent, Morganella was
the second athlete to be
disqualiﬁed from the London
Olympics for making racist
comments on Twitter,
following triple jumper Voula
Papachristou. Morganella
and Papachristou’s actions
highlight the reality that
when we post online, our
thoughts and ideas become
a public matter that may
endure forever.

The evaluation stage of the critical process is about making informed judgments. Building on
description, analysis, and interpretation, you can better evaluate the fair information practices
of digital corporations.
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PRIVACY CONCERNS IN
THE 2012 PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTION
The Obama campaign drew
criticism from some when
it released the Obama
for America app, which
provided users with the
names and addresses of
registered Democrats in
their neighborhoods. Largely
developed for canvassers
going door-to-door, the
app became available for
purchase via the iTunes store
months before the November
2012 election. While the
Obama campaign took steps
to ensure people’s personal
data and privacy would not
be compromised, developing
built-in mechanisms that
can detect when users are
collecting multiple voter
contacts in a short period of
time, the Obama for America
app raises questions
about the extent to which
people should be privy to
others’ political afﬁliations,
particularly in an online
setting.

“Thoughts
transposed
into type are in
effect published,
and publication
removes the
expression of
those thoughts
from the intimate
and personal
sphere.”
MARSHALL MCLUHAN,
COUNTERBLAST, 1969

Consider each privacy statement, and judge whether they offered fair information
practices that balanced their need for customer information against the rights of customers.
Did they meet, exceed, or fall short of the general objective of the FTC for privacy to be the
“default setting” and for simplified choices and increased transparency for consumers?
Overall, to return to our initial question, is the convenience of our digital ecosystem worth
the increasing invasion of our privacy? Is it possible to truly control our privacy within Facebook,
Twitter, and other companies, even if we agree to their terms? Does privacy really matter, or
should we just “get over it”?

Step 5:
Engagement
The fifth stage of the critical process—engagement—encourages you to take action, adding your
own voice to the process of shaping our culture and environment.
For every company that has a privacy statement, there should also be the opportunity
for feedback. If you see something that conflicts with standard privacy protections (e.g.,
what data are collected and why; how they will be used and how long they will be maintained, as well as your rights to control access and use of your information), you should
seriously consider whether you want to do business with that Web site. If a Web site does
not live up to its privacy policy, contact the company and let it know. Also, if you consider the matter to be serious you should take your concerns directly to the FTC and file a
consumer complaint. Groups such as the Electronic Privacy Information Center (epic.org)
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ELECTRONIC PRIVACY
INFORMATION CENTER
Founded in 1994 to bring
attention to emerging
privacy concerns in the
information age, EPIC is
dedicated to educating the
general public about ways
they can protect themselves
from self-invasion of privacy.
EPIC also publishes the
award-winning EPIC Alert
every two weeks, an online
newsletter containing
information about current
privacy and civil liberty
issues.

and the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) are helpful resources in learning more about
current privacy issues and your rights as a consumer.
At a higher level, consider corresponding with agencies like the FTC. The FTC received
only about 450 public comments as it worked toward its 2012 recommendations on consumer
privacy. That’s a lot for an FTC proposal, but surprisingly low for such an important global
issue. You can comment publicly through an online form for any policy the FTC develops. Be
inspired by the public comments made by others on the FTC Web site, at http://ftc.gov/os
/publiccomments.shtm.

“[Facebook is the]
world’s largest
privately held
database of face
prints—without the
explicit consent of
its users.”
U.S. SEN. AL FRANKEN
(D-MN), 2012
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Glossary
A&R (artist & repertoire) agents talent scouts of the
music business who discover, develop, and sometimes
manage performers.
access channels in cable television, a tier of nonbroadcast
channels dedicated to local education, government, and
the public.
account executives in advertising, client liaisons responsible for bringing in new business and managing the
accounts of established clients.
account reviews in advertising, the process of evaluating
or reinvigorating an ad campaign, which results in either
renewing the contract with the original ad agency or
hiring a new agency.
acquisitions editors in the book industry, editors who seek
out and sign authors to contracts.
action games games emphasizing combat-type situations
that ask players to test their reflexes and to punch, slash,
shoot, or throw as strategically and accurately as possible
so as to strategically make their way through a series of
levels.
actual malice in libel law, a reckless disregard for the truth,
such as when a reporter or an editor knows that a
statement is false and prints or airs it anyway.
adult contemporary (AC) one of the oldest and most
popular radio music formats, typically featuring a mix of
news, talk, oldies, and soft rock.
adventure games games requiring players to interact with
individual characters and a sometimes hostile environment in order to solve puzzles.
advergames video games created for purely promotional
purposes.
affiliate station a radio or TV station that, though independently owned, signs a contract to be part of a network
and receives money to carry the network’s programs; in
exchange, the network reserves time slots, which it sells
to national advertisers.
agenda-setting a media-research argument that says that
when the mass media pay attention to particular events
or issues, they determine—that is, set the agenda for—the
major topics of discussion for individuals and society.
album-oriented rock (AOR) the radio music format that
features album cuts from mainstream rock bands.
alternative rock nonmainstream rock music, which
includes many types of experimental music and some
forms of punk and grunge.
AM amplitude modulation; a type of radio and sound transmission that stresses the volume or height of radio waves.
analog in television, standard broadcast signals made of
radio waves (replaced by digital standards in 2009).
analog recording a recording that is made by capturing the
fluctuations of the original sound waves and storing those
signals on records or cassettes as a continuous stream of
magnetism—analogous to the actual sound.

analysis the second step in the critical process, it involves
discovering significant patterns that emerge from the
description stage.
anthology dramas a popular form of early TV programming that brought live dramatic theater to television;
influenced by stage plays, anthologies offered new
teleplays, casts, directors, writers, and sets from week to
week.
arcade establishments that gather multiple coin-operated
games together and can be considered newer versions of
the penny arcade.
ARPAnet the original Internet, designed by the U.S.
Defense Department’s Advanced Research Projects
Agency (ARPA).
association principle in advertising, a persuasive technique that associates a product with some cultural value
or image that has a positive connotation but may have
little connection to the actual product.
astroturf lobbying phony grassroots public affairs campaigns engineered by public relations firms; coined by
U.S. Senator Lloyd Bentsen of Texas (it was named after
AstroTurf, the artificial grass athletic field surface).
audience studies cultural studies research that focuses on
how people use and interpret cultural content. Also
known as reader-response research.
audiotape lightweight magnetized strands of ribbon that
make possible sound editing and multiple-track mixing;
instrumentals or vocals can be recorded at one location
and later mixed onto a master recording in another
studio.
authoritarian model a model for journalism and speech
that tolerates little public dissent or criticism of government; it holds that the general public needs guidance
from an elite and educated ruling class.
avatar a graphic interactive “character” situated within the
world of a game, such as World of Warcraft or Second Life.
bandwagon effect an advertising strategy that incorporates exaggerated claims that everyone is using a particular product, so you should, too.
basic cable in cable programming, a tier of channels
composed of local broadcast signals, nonbroadcast access
channels (for local government, education, and general
public use), a few regional PBS stations, and a variety of
cable channels downlinked from communication
satellites.
Big Five/Little Three from the late 1920s through the late
1940s, the major movie studios that were vertically
integrated and that dominated the industry. The Big Five
were Paramount, MGM, Warner Brothers, Twentieth
Century Fox, and RKO. The Little Three were those
studios that did not own theaters: Columbia, Universal,
and United Artists.
G-1

Big Six the six major Hollywood studios that currently rule
the commercial film business: Warner Brothers, Paramount, Twentieth Century Fox, Universal, Columbia
Pictures, and Disney.
block booking an early tactic of movie studios to control
exhibition, involving pressuring theater operators to
accept marginal films with no stars in order to get access
to films with the most popular stars.
blockbuster the type of big-budget special effects films that
typically have summer or holiday release dates, heavy
promotion, and lucrative merchandising tie-ins.
block printing a printing technique developed by early
Chinese printers, who hand-carved characters and
illustrations into a block of wood, applied ink to the block,
and then printed copies on multiple sheets of paper.
bloggers people who post commentary on personal and
political opinion-based Web sites.
blogs sites that contain articles in reverse chronological
journal-like form, often with reader comments and links
to other articles on the Web (from the term Weblog).
blues originally a kind of black folk music, this music
emerged as a distinct category in the early 1900s; it was
influenced by African American spirituals, ballads, and
work songs in the rural South, and by urban guitar and
vocal solos from the 1930s and 1940s.
book challenge a formal complaint to have a book removed
from a public or school library’s collection.
boutique agencies in advertising, small regional ad
agencies that offer personalized services.
broadband data transmission over a fiber-optic cable—a
signaling method that handles a wide range of frequencies.
broadcasting the transmission of radio waves or TV signals
to a broad public audience.
browsers information-search services, such as Microsoft’s
Internet Explorer, Firefox, and Google Chrome, that offer
detailed organizational maps to the Internet.
cartridge early physical form of video games that were
played on consoles manufactured by companies like
Nintendo, Sega, and Atari.
casual games games that have very simple rules and are
usually quick to play, such as Tetris or Angry Birds.
CATV (community antenna television) an early cable
system that originated where mountains or tall buildings
blocked TV signals; because of early technical and
regulatory limits, CATV contained only twelve channels.
celluloid a transparent and pliable film that can hold a
coating of chemicals sensitive to light.
chapter show in television production, any situation
comedy or dramatic program whose narrative structure
includes self-contained stories that feature a problem, a
series of conflicts, and a resolution from week to week
(for contrast, see serial program and episodic series).
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cinema verité French term for truth film, a documentary
style that records fragments of everyday life unobtrusively;
it often features a rough, grainy look and shaky, handheld
camera work.
citizen journalism a grassroots movement wherein activist
amateurs and concerned citizens, not professional
journalists, use the Internet and blogs to disseminate
news and information.
codex an early type of book in which paperlike sheets were
cut and sewed together along an edge, then bound with
thin pieces of wood and covered with leather.
collective intelligence the sharing of knowledge and ideas,
particularly in the world of gaming.
commercial speech any print or broadcast expression for
which a fee is charged to the organization or individual
buying time or space in the mass media.
common carrier a communication or transportation
business, such as a phone company or a taxi service, that
is required by law to offer service on a first-come,
first-served basis to whoever can pay the rate; such
companies do not get involved in content.
communication the process of creating symbol systems
that convey information and meaning (for example,
language, Morse code, film, and computer codes).
Communications Act of 1934 the far-reaching act that
established the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
and the federal regulatory structure for U.S. broadcasting.
communist or state model a model for journalism and
speech that places control in the hands of an enlightened
government, which speaks for ordinary citizens and
workers in order to serve the common goals of the state.
compact discs (CDs) playback-only storage discs for music
that incorporate pure and very precise digital techniques,
thus eliminating noise during recording and editing
sessions.
conflict of interest considered unethical, a compromising
situation in which a journalist stands to benefit personally
from the news report he or she produces.
conflict-oriented journalism found in metropolitan areas,
newspapers that define news primarily as events, issues,
or experiences that deviate from social norms; journalists
see their role as observers who monitor their city’s
institutions and problems.
consensus narratives cultural products that become
popular and command wide attention, providing shared
cultural experiences.
consensus-oriented journalism found in small communities, newspapers that promote social and economic
harmony by providing community calendars and meeting
notices and carrying articles on local schools, social events,
town government, property crimes, and zoning issues.
consoles devices people use specifically to play video
games.

contemporary hit radio (CHR) originally called Top 40
radio, this radio format encompasses everything from
hip-hop to children’s songs; it appeals to many teens and
young adults.
content analysis in social science research, a method for
studying and coding media texts and programs.
content communities online communities that exist for
the sharing of all types of content from text to photos and
videos.
convergence the first definition involves the technological
merging of media content across various platforms (see
also cross platform). The second definition describes a
business model that consolidates various media holdings
under one corporate umbrella.
cookies information profiles about a user that are usually
automatically accepted by a Web browser and stored on
the user’s own computer hard drive.
copy editors the people in magazine, newspaper, and book
publishing who attend to specific problems in writing
such as style, content, and length.
copyright the legal right of authors and producers to own
and control the use of their published or unpublished
writing, music, and lyrics; TV programs and movies; or
graphic art designs.
Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) a private,
nonprofit corporation created by Congress in 1967 to
funnel federal funds to nonprofit radio and public
television.
correlations observed associations between two variables.
country claiming the largest number of radio stations in the
United States, this radio format includes such subdivisions as old-time, progressive, country-rock, western
swing, and country-gospel.
cover music songs recorded or performed by musicians
who did not originally write or perform the music; in the
1950s, some white producers and artists capitalized on
popular songs by black artists by “covering” them.
critical process the process whereby a media-literate
person or student studying mass communication forms
and practices employs the techniques of description,
analysis, interpretation, evaluation, and engagement.
cross platform a particular business model that involves a
consolidation of various media holdings—such as cable
connection, phone service, television transmission, and
Internet access—under one corporate umbrella (also
known as convergence).
cultivation effect in media research, the idea that heavy
television viewing leads individuals to perceive reality in
ways that are consistent with the portrayals they see on
television.
cultural imperialism the phenomenon of American media,
fashion, and food dominating the global market and
shaping the cultures and identities of other nations.

cultural studies in media research, the approaches that try
to understand how the media and culture are tied to the
actual patterns of communication used in daily life; these
studies focus on how people make meanings, apprehend
reality, and order experience through the use of stories
and symbols.
culture the symbols of expression that individuals, groups,
and societies use to make sense of daily life and to articulate their values; a process that delivers the values of a
society through products or other meaning-making forms.
data mining the unethical gathering of data by online
purveyors of content and merchandise.
deficit financing in television, the process whereby a TV
production company leases its programs to a network for
a license fee that is actually less than the cost of production; the company hopes to recoup this loss later in rerun
syndication.
demographic editions national magazines whose advertising is tailored to subscribers and readers according to
occupation, class, and zip-code address.
demographics in market research, the study of audiences
or consumers by age, gender, occupation, ethnicity,
education, and income.
description the first step in the critical process, it involves
paying close attention, taking notes, and researching the
cultural product to be studied.
design managers publishing industry personnel who work
on the look of a book, making decisions about type style,
paper, cover design, and layout.
desktop publishing a computer technology that enables an
aspiring publisher/editor to inexpensively write, design,
lay out, and even print a small newsletter or magazine.
development the process of designing, coding, scoring,
and testing a game.
developmental editor in book publishing, the editor who
provides authors with feedback, makes suggestions for
improvements, and obtains advice from knowledgeable
members of the academic community.
digital in television, the type of signals that are transmitted
as binary code.
digital communication images, texts, and sounds that use
pulses of electric current or flashes of laser light and are
converted (or encoded) into electronic signals represented as varied combinations of binary numbers, ones
and zeros; these signals are then reassembled (decoded)
as a precise reproduction of a TV picture, a magazine
article, or a telephone voice.
digital divide the socioeconomic disparity between those
who do and those who do not have access to digital
technology and media, such as the Internet.
digital recording music recorded and played back by laser
beam rather than by needle or magnetic tape.
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digital video the production format that is replacing celluloid
film and revolutionizing filmmaking because the cameras are
more portable and production costs are much less expensive.
dime novels sometimes identified as pulp fiction, these
cheaply produced and low-priced novels were popular in
the United States beginning in the 1860s.
direct broadcast satellite (DBS) a satellite-based service
that for a monthly fee downlinks hundreds of satellite
channels and services; DBS began distributing video
programming directly to households in 1994.
direct payment in media economics, the payment of money,
primarily by consumers, for a book, a music CD, a movie,
an online computer service, or a cable TV subscription.
documentary a movie or TV news genre that documents
reality by recording actual characters and settings.
domestic comedy a TV hybrid of the sitcom in which
characters and settings are usually more important than
complicated situations; it generally features a domestic
problem or work issue that characters have to solve.
drive time in radio programming, the periods between 6
and 10 A.M. and 4 and 7 P.M., when people are commuting
to and from work or school; these periods constitute the
largest listening audiences of the day.
e-book a digital book read on a computer or electronic
reading device.
e-commerce electronic commerce, or commercial activity,
on the Web.
economies of scale the economic process of increasing
production levels so as to reduce the overall cost per unit.
electromagnetic waves invisible electronic impulses
similar to visible light; electricity, magnetism, light,
broadcast signals, and heat are part of such waves, which
radiate in space at the speed of light, about 186,000 miles
per second.
electronic publishers communication businesses, such as
broadcasters or cable TV companies, that are entitled to
choose what channels or content to carry.
e-mail electronic mail messages sent over the Internet;
developed by computer engineer Ray Tomlinson in 1971.
engagement the fifth step in the critical process, it involves
actively working to create a media world that best serves
democracy.
Entertainment Software Rating Board (ESRB) a selfregulating organization that assigns ratings to games
based on six categories: EC (Early Childhood), E (Everyone), E 10+, T (Teens), M 17+, and AO (Adults Only 18+).
episodic series a narrative form well suited to television
because the main characters appear every week, sets and
locales remain the same, and technical crews stay with the
program; episodic series feature new adventures each week,
but a handful of characters emerge with whom viewers can
regularly identify (for contrast, see chapter show).
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e-publishing Internet-based publishing houses that design
and distribute books for comparatively low prices for
authors who want to self-publish a title.
ethnocentrism an underlying value held by many U.S.
journalists and citizens, it involves judging other countries and cultures according to how they live up to or
imitate American practices and ideals.
evaluation the fourth step in the critical process, it involves
arriving at a judgment about whether a cultural product
is good, bad, or mediocre; this requires subordinating one’s
personal taste to the critical assessment resulting from the
first three stages (description, analysis, and interpretation).
evergreens in TV syndication, popular, lucrative, and
enduring network reruns, such as the Andy Griffith Show
or I Love Lucy.
evergreen subscriptions magazine subscriptions that
automatically renew on the subscriber’s credit card.
experiments in regard to the mass media, research that isolates some aspect of content, suggests a hypothesis, and
manipulates variables to discover a particular medium’s
impact on attitudes, emotions, or behavior.
Fairness Doctrine repealed in 1987, this FCC rule required
broadcast stations to both air and engage in controversialissue programs that affected their communities and,
when offering such programming, to provide competing
points of view.
famous-person testimonial an advertising strategy that
associates a product with the endorsement of a wellknown person.
feature syndicates commercial outlets or brokers, such as
United Features and King Features, that contract with
newspapers to provide work from well-known political
writers, editorial cartoonists, comic-strip artists, and
self-help columnists.
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) an independent U.S. government agency charged with regulating
interstate and international communications by radio,
television, wire, satellite, cable, and the Internet.
Federal Radio Commission (FRC) a body established in 1927
to oversee radio licenses and negotiate channel problems.
feedback responses from receivers to the senders of messages.
fiber-optic cable thin glass bundles of fiber capable of
transmitting along cable wires thousands of messages
converted to shooting pulses of light; these bundles of
fiber can carry broadcast channels, telephone signals,
and all sorts of digital codes.
fin-syn (Financial Interest and Syndication Rules) FCC rules
that prohibited the major networks from running their
own syndication companies or from charging production
companies additional fees after shows had completed
their prime-time runs; most fin-syn rules were rescinded
in the mid-1990s.

first-person shooter (FPS) games that allow players to feel
like they are actually holding a weapon and to feel
physically immersed in the drama.
first-run syndication in television, the process whereby
new programs are specifically produced for sale in
syndication markets rather than for network television.
flack a derogatory term that, in journalism, is sometimes
applied to a public relations agent.
FM frequency modulation; a type of radio and sound
transmission that offers static-less reception and greater
fidelity and clarity than AM radio by accentuating the
pitch or distance between radio waves.
focus groups a common research method in psychographic analysis in which moderators lead small-group
discussions about a product or an issue, usually with six
to twelve people.
folk music music performed by untrained musicians and
passed down through oral traditions; it encompasses a
wide range of music, from Appalachian fiddle tunes to the
accordion-led zydeco of Louisiana.
folk-rock amplified folk music, often featuring politically
overt lyrics; influenced by rock and roll.
format radio the concept of radio stations developing and
playing specific styles (or formats) geared to listeners’
age, race, or gender; in format radio, management, rather
than deejays, controls programming choices.
Fourth Estate the notion that the press operates as an
unofficial branch of government, monitoring the legislative, judicial, and executive branches for abuses of power.
fourth-screens technologies like smartphones, iPods, iPads,
and mobile TV devices that are forcing major changes in
consumer viewing habits and media content creation.
fringe time in television, the time slot either immediately
before the evening’s prime-time schedule (called early
fringe) or immediately following the local evening news or
the network’s late-night talk shows (called late fringe).
gag orders legal restrictions prohibiting the press from
releasing preliminary information that might prejudice
jury selection.
gameplay the way in which a game’s rules, rather than the
graphics, sound, and narrative style, structure how
players interact with a game.
gangster rap a style of rap music that depicts the hardships
of urban life and sometimes glorifies the violent style of
street gangs.
gatekeepers editors, producers, and other media managers who function as message filters, making decisions
about what types of messages actually get produced for
particular audiences.
general-interest magazines types of magazines that
address a wide variety of topics and are aimed at a broad
national audience.

genre a narrative category in which conventions regarding
similar characters, scenes, structures, and themes recur
in combination.
grunge rock music that takes the spirit of punk and infuses
it with more attention to melody.
guilds or clans in gaming, coordinated, organized team-like
groups that can either be small and easygoing or large
and demanding.
HD radio a digital technology that enables AM and FM radio
broadcasters to multicast two to three additional compressed digital signals within their traditional analog
frequency.
hegemony the acceptance of the dominant values in a
culture by those who are subordinate to those who hold
economic and political power.
herd journalism a situation in which reporters stake out a
house or follow a story in such large groups that the
entire profession comes under attack for invading
people’s privacy or exploiting their personal tragedies.
hidden-fear appeal an advertising strategy that plays on a
sense of insecurity, trying to persuade consumers that
only a specific product can offer relief.
high culture a symbolic expression that has come to mean
“good taste”; often supported by wealthy patrons and
corporate donors, it is associated with fine art (such as
ballet, the symphony, painting, and classical literature),
which is available primarily in theaters or museums.
hip-hop music that combines spoken street dialect with
cuts (or samples) from older records and bears the
influences of social politics, male boasting, and comic
lyrics carried forward from blues, R&B, soul, and rock
and roll.
Hollywood Ten the nine screenwriters and one film director
subpoenaed by the House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC) who were sent to prison in the late 1940s
for refusing to disclose their memberships or to identify
communist sympathizers.
HTML (hypertext markup language) the written code that
creates Web pages and links; a language all computers
can read.
human-interest stories news accounts that focus on the
trials and tribulations of the human condition, often
featuring ordinary individuals facing extraordinary
challenges.
hypodermic-needle model an early model in mass communication research that attempted to explain media effects
by arguing that the media figuratively shoot their powerful effects into unsuspecting or weak audiences; sometimes called the bullet theory or direct effects model.
hypotheses in social science research, tentative general
statements that predict a relationship between a dependent variable and an independent variable.
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illuminated manuscripts books from the Middle Ages that
featured decorative, colorful designs and illustrations on
each page.
indecency an issue related to appropriate broadcast
content; the government may punish broadcasters for
indecency or profanity after the fact, and over the years
a handful of radio stations have had their licenses
suspended or denied over indecent programming.
indies independent music and film production houses that
work outside industry oligopolies; they often produce less
mainstream music and film.
indirect payment in media economics, the financial
support of media products by advertisers, who pay for
the quantity or quality of audience members that a
particular medium attracts.
individualism an underlying value held by most U.S.
journalists and citizens, it favors individual rights and
responsibilities above group needs or institutional
mandates.
in-game advertisements integrated, oftentimes subtle
advertisements, such as as billboards, logos, or storefronts in a game, that can either be static or dynamic.
instant book in the book industry, a marketing strategy
that involves publishing a topical book quickly after a
major event occurs.
instant messaging a Web feature that enables users to chat
with buddies in real time via pop-up windows assigned to
each conversation.
intellectual properties in gaming, the stories, characters,
personalities, and music that require licensing agreements.
Internet the vast network of telephone and cable lines,
wireless connections, and satellite systems designed to
link and carry computer information worldwide.
Internet radio online radio stations that either “stream”
simulcast versions of on-air radio broadcasts over the
Web or are created exclusively for the Internet.
Internet service provider (ISP) a company that provides
Internet access to homes and businesses for a fee.
interpretation the third step in the critical process, it asks
and answers the “What does that mean?” and “So what?”
questions about one’s findings.
interpretive journalism a type of journalism that involves
analyzing and explaining key issues or events and placing
them in a broader historical or social context.
interstitials advertisements that pop up in a screen
window as a user attempts to access a new Web page.
inverted-pyramid style a style of journalism in which news
reports begin with the most dramatic or newsworthy
information—answering who, what, where, and when (and
less frequently why or how) questions at the top of the
story—and then trail off with less significant details.
investigative journalism news reports that hunt out and
expose corruption, particularly in business and government.
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irritation advertising an advertising strategy that tries to
create product-name recognition by being annoying or
obnoxious.
jazz an improvisational and mostly instrumental musical
form that absorbs and integrates a diverse body of
musical styles, including African rhythms, blues, big
band, and gospel.
joint operating agreement (JOA) in the newspaper
industry, an economic arrangement, sanctioned by the
government, that permits competing newspapers to
operate separate editorial divisions while merging
business and production operations.
kinescope before the days of videotape, a 1950s technique
for preserving television broadcasts by using a film
camera to record a live TV show off a studio monitor.
kinetograph an early movie camera developed by Thomas
Edison’s assistant in the 1890s.
kinetoscope an early film projection system that served as
a kind of peep show in which viewers looked through a
hole and saw images moving on a tiny plate.
leased channels in cable television, channels that allow
citizens to buy time for producing programs or presenting their own viewpoints.
libel in media law, the defamation of character in written
expression.
libertarian model a model for journalism and speech that
encourages vigorous government criticism and supports
the highest degree of freedom for individual speech and
news operations.
limited competition in media economics, a market with
many producers and sellers but only a few differentiable
products within a particular category; sometimes called
monopolistic competition.
linotype a technology introduced in the nineteenth century
that enabled printers to set type mechanically using a
typewriter-style keyboard.
literary journalism news reports that adapt fictional
storytelling techniques to nonfictional material; sometimes called new journalism.
lobbying in governmental public relations, the process of
attempting to influence the voting of lawmakers to
support a client’s or an organization’s best interests.
longitudinal studies a term used for research studies that
are conducted over long periods of time and often rely on
large government and academic survey databases.
low culture a symbolic expression supposedly aligned with
the questionable tastes of the “masses,” who enjoy the
commercial “junk” circulated by the mass media, such as
soap operas, rock music, talk radio, comic books, and
monster truck pulls.

low-power FM (LPFM) a new class of noncommercial radio
stations approved by the FCC in 2000 to give voice to
local groups lacking access to the public airwaves; the
10-watt and 100-watt stations broadcast to a small,
community-based area.
magalog a combination of a glossy magazine and retail
catalogue that is often used to market goods or services to
customers or employees.
magazine a nondaily periodical that comprises a collection
of articles, stories, and ads.
manuscript culture a period during the Middle Ages when
priests and monks advanced the art of bookmaking.
market research in advertising and public relations
agencies, the department that uses social science techniques to assess the behaviors and attitudes of consumers
toward particular products before any ads are created.
mass communication the process of designing and
delivering cultural messages and stories to diverse
audiences through media channels as old as the book and
as new as the Internet.
massively multiplayer online role-playing games
(MMORPGs) role-playing games set in virtual fantasy
worlds that require users to play through an avatar.
mass market paperbacks low-priced paperback books
sold mostly on racks in drugstores, supermarkets, and
airports, as well as in bookstores.
mass media the cultural industries—the channels of
communication—that produce and distribute songs,
novels, news, movies, online computer services, and
other cultural products to a large number of people.
mass media channel newspapers, books, magazines,
radio, movies, television, or the Internet.
media buyers in advertising, the individuals who choose
and purchase the types of media that are best suited to
carry a client’s ads and reach the targeted audience.
media effects research the mainstream tradition in mass
communication research, it attempts to understand,
explain, and predict the impact—or effects—of the mass
media on individuals and society.
media literacy an understanding of the mass communication process through the development of critical-thinking
tools—description, analysis, interpretation, evaluation,
engagement—that enable a person to become more
engaged as a citizen and more discerning as a consumer
of mass media products.
mega-agencies in advertising, large firms or holding
companies that are formed by merging several individual
agencies and that maintain worldwide regional offices;
they provide both advertising and public relations services
and operate in-house radio and TV production studios.
megaplexes movie theater facilities with fourteen or more
screens.

messages the texts, images, and sounds transmitted from
senders to receivers.
microprocessors miniature circuits that process and store
electronic signals, integrating thousands of electronic
components into thin strands of silicon along which
binary codes travel.
minimal-effects model a mass communication research
model based on tightly controlled experiments and
survey findings; it argues that the mass media have
limited effects on audiences, reinforcing existing behaviors and attitudes rather than changing them.
modding the most advanced form of collective intelligence; slang for modifying game software or hardware.
modern the term describing a historical era spanning the
time from the rise of the Industrial Revolution in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries to the present; its
social values include celebrating the individual, believing
in rational order, working efficiently, and rejecting
tradition.
monopoly in media economics, an organizational structure
that occurs when a single firm dominates production and
distribution in a particular industry, either nationally or
locally.
Morse code a system of sending electrical impulses from a
transmitter through a cable to a reception point; developed by the American inventor Samuel Morse.
movie palaces ornate, lavish single-screen movie theaters
that emerged in the 1910s in the United States.
MP3 short for MPEG-1 Layer 3, an advanced type of audio
compression that reduces file size, enabling audio to be
easily distributed over the Internet and to be digitally
transmitted in real time.
muckrakers reporters who used a style of early-twentiethcentury investigative journalism that emphasized a
willingness to crawl around in society’s muck to uncover
a story.
multichannel video programming distributors (MVPDs)
the cable industry’s name for its largest revenue generators, including cable companies and DBS providers.
multiple-system operators (MSOs) large corporations
that own numerous cable television systems.
multiplexes contemporary movie theaters that exhibit
many movies at the same time on multiple screens.
must-carry rules rules established by the FCC requiring all
cable operators to assign channels to and carry all local
TV broadcasts on their systems, thereby ensuring that
local network affiliates, independent stations (those not
carrying network programs), and public television
channels would benefit from cable’s clearer reception.
myth analysis a strategy for critiquing advertising that
provides insights into how ads work on a cultural level;
according to this strategy, ads are narratives with stories
to tell and social conflicts to resolve.
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narrative the structure underlying most media products, it
includes two components: the story (what happens to
whom) and the discourse (how the story is told).
narrative films movies that tell a story, with dramatic action
and conflict emerging mainly from individual characters.
narrowcasting any specialized electronic programming or
media channel aimed at a target audience.
National Public Radio (NPR) noncommercial radio
established in 1967 by the U.S. Congress to provide an
alternative to commercial radio.
net neutrality the principle that every Web site and every
user—whether a multinational corporation or you—has the
right to the same Internet network speed and access.
network a broadcast process that links, through special phone
lines or satellite transmissions, groups of radio or TV stations
that share programming produced at a central location.
network era the period in television history, roughly from
the mid-1950s to the late 1970s, that refers to the dominance of the Big Three networks—ABC, CBS, and NBC—
over programming and prime-time viewing habits; the era
began eroding with a decline in viewing and with the
development of VCRs, cable, and new TV networks.
news the process of gathering information and making narrative reports—edited by individuals in a news organization—
that create selected frames of reference and help the
public make sense of prominent people, important events,
and unusual happenings in everyday life.
newshole the space left over in a newspaper for news
content after all the ads are placed.
newspaper chain a large company that owns several
papers throughout the country.
newsreels weekly ten-minute magazine-style compilations
of filmed news events from around the world organized
in a sequence of short reports; prominent in movie
theaters between the 1920s and the 1950s.
news/talk/information format the fastest-growing radio format
in the 1990s, dominated by news programs or talk shows.
newsworthiness the often unstated criteria that journalists
use to determine which events and issues should become
news reports, including timeliness, proximity, conflict,
prominence, human interest, consequence, usefulness,
novelty, and deviance.
nickelodeons the first small makeshift movie theaters,
which were often converted cigar stores, pawnshops, or
restaurants redecorated to mimic vaudeville theaters.
ninjas game players who snatch loot out of turn and then
leave a group, or PUG.
noobs game players who are clueless beginners.
O & Os TV stations “owned and operated” by networks.
objective journalism a modern style of journalism that
distinguishes factual reports from opinion columns;
reporters strive to remain neutral toward the issue or
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event they cover, searching out competing points of view
among the sources for a story.
obscenity expression that is not protected as speech if
these three legal tests are all met: (1) the average person,
applying contemporary community standards, would find
that the material as a whole appeals to prurient interest;
(2) the material depicts or describes sexual conduct in a
patently offensive way; (3) the material, as a whole, lacks
serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value.
off-network syndication in television, the process
whereby older programs that no longer run during prime
time are made available for reruns to local stations, cable
operators, online services, and foreign markets.
offset lithography a technology that enabled books to be
printed from photographic plates rather than metal casts,
reducing the cost of color and illustrations and eventually
permitting computers to perform typesetting.
oligopoly in media economics, an organizational structure
in which a few firms control most of an industry’s
production and distribution resources.
online fantasy sports games in which players assemble
teams and use actual sports results to determine scores in
their online games. These games reach a mass audience,
have a major social component, and take a managerial
perspective on the game.
online piracy the illegal uploading, downloading, or streaming of copyrighted material, such as music or movies.
open-source software noncommercial software shared
freely and developed collectively on the Internet.
opinion and fair comment a defense against libel that states
that libel applies only to intentional misstatements of
factual information rather than to statements of opinion.
opt-in or opt-out policies controversial Web site policies
over personal data gathering: opt-in means Web sites
must gain explicit permission from online consumers
before the site can collect their personal data; opt-out
means that Web sites can automatically collect personal
data unless the consumer goes to the trouble of filling out
a specific form to restrict the practice.
option time a business tactic, now illegal, whereby a radio
network in the 1920s and 1930s paid an affiliate station a
set fee per hour for an option to control programming
and advertising on that station.
Pacifica Foundation a radio broadcasting foundation
established in Berkeley, California, by journalist and
World War II pacifist Lewis Hill; he established KPFA, the
first nonprofit community radio station, in 1949.
paperback books books made with less expensive paper
covers, introduced in the United States in the mid-1800s.
papyrus one of the first substances to hold written language and symbols; produced from plant reeds found
along the Nile River.

Paramount decision the 1948 U.S. Supreme Court decision
that ended vertical integration in the film industry by
forcing the studios to divest themselves of their theaters.
parchment treated animal skin that replaced papyrus as an early
pre-paper substance on which to document written language.
partisan press an early dominant style of American
journalism distinguished by opinion newspapers, which
generally argued one political point of view or pushed the
plan of the particular party that subsidized the paper.
pass-along readership the total number of people who
come into contact with a single copy of a magazine.
payola the unethical (but not always illegal) practice of
record promoters paying deejays or radio programmers
to favor particular songs over others.
pay-per-view (PPV) a cable-television service that allows
customers to select a particular movie for a fee, or to pay
$25 to $40 for a special one-time event.
paywall an online portal that charges consumers a fee for
access to news content.
penny arcade the first thoroughly modern indoor playground, filled with coin-operated games.
penny papers (also penny press) refers to newspapers that,
because of technological innovations in printing, were
able to drop their price to one cent beginning in the
1830s, thereby making papers affordable to working and
emerging middle classes and enabling newspapers to
become a genuine mass medium.
phishing an Internet scam that begins with phony e-mail
messages that appear to be from an official site and
request that customers send their credit card numbers
and other personal information to update the account.
photojournalism the use of photos to document events and
people’s lives.
pinball machine the most prominent mechanical game, in
which players score points by manipulating the path of a
metal ball on a playfield in a glass-covered case.
plain-folks pitch an advertising strategy that associates a
product with simplicity and the common person.
podcasting a distribution method (coined from “iPod” and
“broadcasting”) that enables listeners to download audio
program files from the Internet for playback on computers or digital music players.
political advertising the use of ad techniques to promote a
candidate’s image and persuade the public to adopt a
particular viewpoint.
political economy studies an area of academic study that
specifically examines interconnections among economic
interests, political power, and how that power is used.
pop music popular music that appeals either to a wide
cross section of the public or to sizable subdivisions
within the larger public based on age, region, or ethnic
background; the word pop has also been used as a label to
distinguish popular music from classical music.

populism a political idea that tries to appeal to ordinary
people by contrasting “the people” with “the elite.”
portal an entry point to the Internet, such as a search engine.
postmodern the term describing a contemporary historical era
spanning the 1960s to the present; its social values include
opposing hierarchy, diversifying and recycling culture,
questioning scientific reasoning, and embracing paradox.
premium channels in cable programming, a tier of channels that subscribers can order at an additional monthly
fee over their basic cable service; these may include
movie channels and interactive services.
press agent the earliest type of public relations practitioner, who
seeks to advance a client’s image through media exposure.
press releases in public relations, announcements—
written in the style of news reports—that give new
information about an individual, a company, or an
organization and pitch a story idea to the news media.
prime time in television programming, the hours between 8
and 11 P.M. (or 7 and 10 P.M. in the Midwest), when networks have traditionally drawn their largest audiences
and charged their highest advertising rates.
Prime Time Access Rule (PTAR) an FCC regulation that
reduced networks’ control of prime-time programming to
encourage more local news and public-affairs programs,
often between 6 and 7 P.M.
printing press a fifteenth-century invention whose movable metallic type technology spawned modern mass
communication by creating the first method for mass
production; it reduced the size and cost of books, made
them the first mass medium affordable to less affluent
people, and provided the impetus for the Industrial
Revolution, assembly-line production, modern capitalism, and the rise of consumer culture.
prior restraint the legal definition of censorship in the United
States; it prohibits courts and governments from blocking
any publication or speech before it actually occurs.
product placement the advertising practice of strategically
placing products in movies, TV shows, comic books, and
video games so the products appear as part of a story’s
set environment.
professional books technical books that target various
occupational groups and are not intended for the general
consumer market.
Progressive Era a period of political and social reform that
lasted from the 1890s to the 1920s.
progressive rock an alternative music format that developed as a backlash to the popularity of Top 40.
propaganda in advertising and public relations, a communication strategy that tries to manipulate public opinion
to gain support for a special issue, program, or policy,
such as a nation’s war effort.
propaganda analysis the study of propaganda’s effectiveness in influencing and mobilizing public opinion.
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pseudo-events in public relations, circumstances or events
created solely for the purpose of obtaining coverage in
the media.
pseudo-polls typically call-in, online, or person-in-thestreet nonscientific polls that the news media use to
address a “question of the day.”
psychographics in market research, the study of audience
or consumer attitudes, beliefs, interests, and motivations.
Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 the act by the U.S.
Congress that established the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, which oversees the Public Broadcasting
Service (PBS) and National Public Radio (NPR).
Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) noncommercial
television established in 1967 by the U.S. Congress to
provide an alternative to commercial television.
public domain the end of the copyright period for a work,
at which point the public may begin to access it for free.
publicity in public relations, the positive and negative
messages that spread controlled and uncontrolled
information about a person, a corporation, an issue, or a
policy in various media.
public journalism a type of journalism, driven by citizen
forums, that goes beyond telling the news to embrace a
broader mission of improving the quality of public life;
also called civic journalism.
public relations the total communication strategy conducted
by a person, a government, or an organization attempting to
reach and persuade its audiences to adopt a point of view.
public service announcements (PSAs) reports or
announcements, carried free by radio and TV stations,
that promote government programs, educational projects, voluntary agencies, or social reform.
public sphere those areas or arenas in social life—like the
town square or coffee house—where people come
together regularly to discuss social and cultural problems
and try to influence politics; the public sphere is distinguished from governmental spheres where elected
officials and other representatives conduct affairs of state.
PUGs in gaming, temporary teams usually assembled by
match-making programs integrated into a game (short for
“Pick-Up Groups”).
pulp fiction a term used to describe many late-nineteenthcentury popular paperbacks and dime novels, which
were constructed of cheap machine-made pulp material.
punk rock rock music that challenges the orthodoxy and
commercialism of the recording business; it is characterized by loud, unpolished qualities, a jackhammer beat,
primal vocal screams, crude aggression, and defiant or
comic lyrics.
qualified privilege a legal right allowing journalists to
report judicial or legislative proceedings even though the
public statements being reported may be libelous.
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Radio Act of 1912 the first radio legislation passed by
Congress, it addressed the problem of amateur radio
operators cramming the airwaves.
Radio Act of 1927 the second radio legislation passed by
Congress; in an attempt to restore order to the airwaves,
the act stated that licensees did not own their channels
but could license them if they operated to serve the
“public interest, convenience, or necessity.”
Radio Corporation of America (RCA) a company developed during World War I that was designed, with government approval, to pool radio patents; the formation of
RCA gave the United States almost total control over the
emerging mass medium of broadcasting.
radio waves a portion of the electromagnetic wave spectrum that was harnessed so that signals could be sent from
a transmission point and obtained at a reception point.
random assignment a social science research method for
assigning research subjects; it ensures that every subject
has an equal chance of being placed in either the experimental group or the control group.
rating in TV audience measurement, a statistical estimate
expressed as a percentage of households tuned to a
program in the local or national market being sampled.
receivers the targets of messages crafted by senders.
reference books dictionaries, encyclopedias, atlases, and other
reference manuals related to particular professions or trades.
regional editions national magazines whose content is
tailored to the interests of different geographic areas.
rerun syndication in television, the process whereby
programs that stay in a network’s lineup long enough to
build up a certain number of episodes (usually four
seasons’ worth) are sold, or syndicated, to hundreds of
TV markets in the United States and abroad.
responsible capitalism an underlying value held by many
U.S. journalists and citizens, it assumes that businesspeople should compete with one another not primarily to
maximize profits but to increase prosperity for all.
retransmission fee the fee that cable providers pay to
broadcast networks for the right to carry their channels.
rhythm and blues (or R&B) music that merges urban blues
with big-band sounds.
right to privacy addresses a person’s right to be left alone,
without his or her name, image, or daily activities
becoming public property.
rockabilly music that mixes bluegrass and country influences
with those of black folk music and early amplified blues.
rock and roll music that merges the African American
influences of urban blues, gospel, and R&B with the white
influences of country, folk, and pop vocals.
role-playing games (RPGs) games that are typically set in a
fantasy or sci-fi world in which each player (there can be
multiple players in a game) chooses to play as a character
that specializes in a particular skill set.

rotation in format radio programming, the practice of
playing the most popular or best-selling songs many times
throughout the day.
satellite radio pay radio services that deliver various radio
formats nationally via satellite.
saturation advertising the strategy of inundating a variety of
print and visual media with ads aimed at target audiences.
scientific method a widely used research method that
studies phenomena in systematic stages; it includes
identifying a research problem, reviewing existing
research, developing working hypotheses, determining
appropriate research design, collecting information,
analyzing results to see if the hypotheses have been
verified, and interpreting the implications of the study.
Section 315 part of the 1934 Communications Act; it
mandates that during elections, broadcast stations must
provide equal opportunities and response time for
qualified political candidates.
selective exposure the phenomenon whereby audiences
seek messages and meanings that correspond to their
preexisting beliefs and values.
selective retention the phenomenon whereby audiences
remember or retain messages and meanings that correspond to their preexisting beliefs and values.
senders the authors, producers, agencies, and organizations that transmit messages to receivers.
serial program a radio or TV program, such as a soap
opera, that features continuing story lines from day to
day or week to week (for contrast, see chapter show).
share in TV audience measurement, a statistical estimate of the
percentage of homes tuned to a certain program, compared
with those simply using their sets at the time of a sample.
shield laws laws protecting the confidentiality of key
interview subjects and reporters’ rights not to reveal the
sources of controversial information used in news stories.
simulation games games that involve managing resources
and planning worlds that are typically based in reality.
situation comedy a type of comedy series that features a
recurring cast and set as well as several narrative scenes;
each episode establishes a situation, complicates it,
develops increasing confusion among its characters, and
then resolves the complications.
sketch comedy short television comedy skits that are
usually segments of TV variety shows; sometimes known
as vaudeo, the marriage of vaudeville and video.
slander in law, spoken language that defames a person’s
character.
slogan in advertising, a catchy phrase that attempts to
promote or sell a product by capturing its essence in words.
small-town pastoralism an underlying value held by many
U.S. journalists and citizens, it favors the small over the
large and the rural over the urban.

snob-appeal approach an advertising strategy that
attempts to convince consumers that using a product will
enable them to maintain or elevate their social station.
social learning theory a theory within media effects research
that suggests a link between the mass media and behavior.
social media digital applications that allow people worldwide to have conversations, share common interests, and
generate their own media content online.
social networking sites sites on which users can create
content, share ideas, and interact with friends.
social responsibility model a model for journalism and
speech, influenced by the libertarian model, that encourages
the free flow of information to citizens so they can make
wise decisions about political and often more social issues.
soul music that mixes gospel, blues, and urban and southern black styles with slower, more emotional, and
melancholic lyrics.
sound bite in TV journalism, the equivalent of a quote in
print; the part of a news report in which an expert, a
celebrity, a victim, or a person on the street is interviewed about some aspect of an event or issue.
space brokers in the days before modern advertising,
individuals who purchased space in newspapers and sold
it to various merchants.
spam a computer term referring to unsolicited e-mail.
spiral of silence a theory that links the mass media, social
psychology, and the formation of public opinion; the
theory says that people who hold minority views on
controversial issues tend to keep their views silent.
split-run editions editions of national magazines that tailor
ads to different geographic areas.
spyware software with secretive codes that enable commercial
firms to “spy” on users and gain access to their computers.
stereo the recording of two separate channels or tracks of sound.
storyboard in advertising, a blueprint or roughly drawn
comic-strip version of a proposed advertisement.
strategy games games in which perspective is omniscient
and the player must survey the entire “world” or playing
field and make strategic decisions.
studio system an early film production system that
constituted a sort of assembly-line process for moviemaking; major film studios controlled not only actors but also
directors, editors, writers, and other employees, all of
whom worked under exclusive contracts.
subliminal advertising a 1950s term that refers to hidden
or disguised print and visual messages that allegedly
register on the subconscious, creating false needs and
seducing people into buying products.
subsidiary rights in the book industry, selling the rights to a
book for use in other media forms, such as a mass market
paperback, a CD-ROM, or the basis for a movie screenplay.
supermarket tabloids newspapers that feature bizarre
human-interest stories, gruesome murder tales, violent
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accident accounts, unexplained phenomena stories, and
malicious celebrity gossip.
superstations local independent TV stations, such as
WTBS in Atlanta or WGN in Chicago, that have uplinked
their signals onto a communication satellite to make
themselves available nationwide.
survey research in social science research, a method of collecting and measuring data taken from a group of respondents.
syndication leasing TV stations or cable networks the
exclusive right to air TV shows.
synergy in media economics, the promotion and sale of a
product (and all its versions) throughout the various
subsidiaries of a media conglomerate.
talkies movies with sound, beginning in 1927.
Telecommunications Act of 1996 the sweeping update of
telecommunications law that led to a wave of media
consolidation.
telegraph invented in the 1840s, it sent electrical impulses
through a cable from a transmitter to a reception point,
transmitting Morse code.
textbooks books made for the el-hi (elementary and high
school) and college markets.
textual analysis in media research, a method for closely
and critically examining and interpreting the meanings of
culture, including architecture, fashion, books, movies,
and TV programs.
third-person effect the theory that people believe others are
more affected by media messages than they are themselves.
third screens the computer-type screens on which consumers
can view television, movies, music, newspapers, and books.
time shifting the process whereby television viewers record
shows and watch them later, when it is convenient for them.
Top 40 format the first radio format, in which stations
played the forty most popular hits in a given week as
measured by record sales.
trade books the most visible book industry segment,
featuring hardbound and paperback books aimed at general
readers and sold at bookstores and other retail outlets.
transistors invented by Bell Laboratories in 1947, these tiny
pieces of technology, which receive and amplify radio
signals, make portable radios possible.
trolls players who take pleasure in intentionally spoiling a
gaming experience for others.
underground press radical newspapers, run on shoestring
budgets, that question mainstream political policies and
conventional values; the term usually refers to a journalism movement of the 1960s.
university press the segment of the book industry that
publishes scholarly books in specialized areas.
urban contemporary one of radio’s more popular formats,
primarily targeting African American listeners in urban
areas with dance, R&B, and hip-hop music.
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uses and gratifications model a mass communication
research model, usually employing in-depth interviews and
survey questionnaires, that argues that people use the media
to satisfy various emotional desires or intellectual needs.
Values and Lifestyles (VALS) a market-research strategy
that divides consumers into types and measures psychological factors, including how consumers think and feel
about products and how they achieve (or do not achieve)
the lifestyles to which they aspire.
vellum a handmade paper made from treated animal skin,
used in the Gutenberg Bibles.
vertical integration in media economics, the phenomenon
of controlling a mass media industry at its three essential
levels: production, distribution, and exhibition; the term
is most frequently used in reference to the film industry.
video news releases (VNRs) in public relations, the visual
counterparts to press releases; they pitch story ideas to
the TV news media by mimicking the style of a broadcast
news report.
video-on-demand (VOD) cable television technology that
enables viewers to instantly order programming such as
movies to be digitally delivered to their sets.
viral marketing short videos or other content that marketers
hope will quickly gain widespread attention as users share
it with friends online, or by word of mouth.
vitascope a large-screen movie projection system developed by Thomas Edison.
Webzine a magazine that publishes on the Internet.
wiki Web sites Web sites that are capable of being edited by
any user; the most famous is Wikipedia.
wireless telegraphy the forerunner of radio, a form of
voiceless point-to-point communication; it preceded the
voice and sound transmissions of one-to-many mass
communication that became known as broadcasting.
wireless telephony early experiments in wireless voice and
music transmissions, which later developed into modern radio.
wire services commercial organizations, such as the
Associated Press, that share news stories and information
by relaying them around the country and the world,
originally via telegraph and now via satellite transmission.
World Wide Web (WWW) a data-linking system for organizing and standardizing information on the Internet; the
WWW enables computer-accessed information to
associate with—or link to—other information, no matter
where it is on the Internet.
yellow journalism a newspaper style or era that peaked in the
1890s, it emphasized high-interest stories, sensational crime
news, large headlines, and serious reports that exposed
corruption, particularly in business and government.
zines self-published magazines produced on personal
computer programs or on the Internet.
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Benton, Joshua, 276
Bergen, Edgar, 211, 567
Berkeley Barb, 296
Berle, Milton, 211
Berlin, Irving, 128, 129
Berliner, Emile, 122, 123
Berman & Co., 437
BermanBraun, 329
Bernays, Edward, 167, 422,
426–27, 429, 460
Berners-Lee, Tim, 46, 49, 61–62
Bernstein, Carl, 279, 289, 488
Bernstein, Leonard, 565
Berry, Chuck, 28, 130, 131, 134,
135
Bertelsmann
BMG-Sony merger, 472
publishing companies owned
by, 366, 367
Best Buy
digital games, 109
home video devices, 207
music retailing, 145, 146
video streaming division, 265
best-sellers, 360–61, 368
Best War Ever, The (Stauber and
Rampton), 443
BET, 203
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Betamax, 206
Bethesda Softworks, 90
Better Business Bureau,
388, 411
Better Homes and Gardens, 326,
327, 331
Betty Crocker’s Cookbook, 353
Beverly Hillbillies, 211, 227, 536
Bewitched, 219, 536
Bezos, Jeff, 346, 370, 476. See also
Amazon
bias of press. See also partisanoriented news
ethnocentrism, 490, 509
liberal bias claims, 177, 492
Bible
as best-seller, 358–59
illuminated manuscripts, 7
mass production, 348
Bieber, Justin, 31, 149
Big Bang Theory, The, 213
Big Bopper, 134
Big Brother and the Holding
Company, 138
big business, public relations for,
424–26, 432
Big C, The, 211
Bigelow, Kathryn, 251
Big Five studios, 240, 247
Biggest Loser, The, 403, 404
BigGovernment.com, 500
Big Machine Label Group, 126,
183
Big Mac theory, 24
Big Six studios, 264
Big Sleep, The, 250
Bill of Rights, 549. See also First
Amendment; Sixth
Amendment
Billy Bush Show, 185
binary code, 46, 50
bin Laden, Osama
Al Jazeera English (AJE) on, 509
death photos, ban on release, 18
BioShock, 29, 90
BioWare, 90, 106
Bipartisan Campaign Finance
Reform Act of 2002, 476
Birth of a Nation, The, 248
Bishara, Marwan, 509
Bisland, Elizabeth, 314
Bissinger, H. G., 353
bit ratings, 83
BitTorrent, 127
Black, Hugo, 550
Black, Rebecca, 405
Blackberry, 59
Blackboard Jungle, 419
BlackBox TV, 194, 229
blackface, Amos ’n’ Andy, 170–71
Black Keys, 146

blacklist, Hollywood, 257–58,
565–66
blackouts, Internet protests, 480,
572
Black Swan, 256
Blackwell, Otis, 132
Blade Runner, 30
blaxploitation, 252
Blige, Mary J., 178
Bling Ring, The, 256
blip.fm, 150
Blizzard Entertainment, 77, 96,
106
Blizzcon, 96
block booking distribution, 246
Blockbuster, 207
Blockbuster Express, 260
On Demand, 265
video streaming by, 208
blockbuster films, 238–39,
260–63
first, 248
block printing, 7, 350
Blogger Software, 47, 52, 53, 63
blog-ola, 398
BlogPulse, 429
blogs
advertising disclosure
requirement, 398, 404, 438
citizen journalism, 41, 307–8
development of, 47, 52–53
for digital gamers, 95
fair use issue, 554
Google search, 63
journalistic, 302, 304
live, 60
microblogging, 53
as news source, 9, 215
platforms for, 53
and public relations, 437
Washington Post scandal, 496
Blondie, 139
“Blueberry Hill,” 131
Blue Denim, 419
blue-jeans, public relations
campaign, 419–20
Blue Sky Studios, 231
blues music, 129–130, 136
Blue Valentine, 565
Blume, Judy, 365
Blumlein, Alan, 125
Blu-ray DVDs, 207, 260
Bly, Nellie, 314, 485–86, 493
BMG, Sony merger with, 144
Boardwalk Empire, 205
Bob & Tom Show, The, 186
Bobo doll experiments, 532
body movement interactivity,
digital games, 81, 84, 93,
94, 103
Bogart, Humphrey, 262

“Bohemian Rhapsody,” 28
Bok, Edward, 320
Boland, John, 218
Bollier, David, 72–73
Bollinger, Lee, 509
Bollywood, 254, 255
Bonanza, 193
Bones, 224
boogie-woogie music, 129
book challenge, 365
book clubs, 349, 369
BookExpo America, 367
Book-of-the-Month Club, 349, 369
book publishing, 345–73
audio books, 361
banned books, 363, 365–66,
556–57
books, categories of, 353–60
conglomerates, 366–67
and democracy, 372–73
electronic. See e-books
films based on books, 354, 361
history of. See book publishing,
history of
independent/alternative
development, 371–72
media convergence, 361–63
old books, preservation of, 363
as oligopoly, 453
online retailers, 12, 64
Open Content Alliance, 72–73
production process, 367–68
promotion on television,
360–61
revenues, division of, 368
revenues by type of book, 354
selling books, 368–71
video games based on, 97
book publishing, history of,
348–60
America, development in,
351–52
books, categories of, 353–60
comic books, 356–57
manuscripts, 7, 349, 350, 359
mass market paperbacks, 349,
351, 358
new titles published (1778–2011),
352
printing, 7–8, 350–51
publishing houses, 352–53
reference books, 359
socio-political forces, 353, 372
textbooks, 354–55
Bookseller of Kabul, The (Seierstad), 288
bookstores
chain superstores, 349, 369
e-book retailers, 370–72
independent, 369, 371
BookSurge, 364

Boone, Pat, 133–34
Boorstin, Daniel, 421, 433, 435
Boortz, Neal, 176
Borden, 387
Borders bookstore, 349, 369
Born This Way Foundation
(BTWF), 433
bosses, in digital games, 91
Boston, 139
Boston Globe, 306, 470
Boston News-Letter, 279, 384
Bouazizi, Mohamed, 55
boutique advertising agencies,
390, 391
Bowie, David, 131, 139, 140
Bowles, Eammon, 265
Bowling for Columbine, 256
Boxee, 58
boxing films, 562
Boy George, 131
Boy’s Life, 333
Boyz N the Hood, 252
BP oil spill, 215, 423, 438–39,
505
Bradford, Andrew, 317
Brady, Matthew, 319
Brande, Dorothea, 358
brands
advertising and creation of,
386, 394, 402
brand integration. See product
placement
brand stretching, 410
critical process, 405
BrandZ, 402
Brave, 97, 458, 463
Brave New World (Huxley), 27,
366
Bravo, 194, 203, 230
breakdancing, 140
Breaking Bad, 23, 223, 226
Breeders, 140
Breitbart, Andrew, 500
Brennan, William, Jr., 547
Bridal Guide, 337, 531
bridal media, critical process,
531
Brides, 531
Bridezillas, 531
Bright Eyes, 149
Bright House Networks, subscribers, number of, 230
Brinkley, David, 214
British American Tobacco (BAT),
410
British common law, 554
British invasion, 135–36
British Marconi, 160, 163
British Sky Broadcasting, 215, 231
British television programs, 212,
213

broadband. See also cable companies; cable television
AOL decline and, 50, 449–50,
457
cable service triple-pay, 221
dial-up versus, 50
and digital divide, 70
net neutrality rules, 47, 71, 570
tiered access, 71
broadcasting, defined, 162
Broadcasting Corporation of
America (BCA), 165, 166
broadsides, 384
Broadway musicals, Disney, 463
Broder, David, 513
Brokaw, Tom, 214
Brokeback Mountain, 239
Brooklyn Eagle, 169
Brooks, Mel, 21, 211
Brown, Chris, 143, 147
Brown, Helen Gurley, 313–14, 331
Brown, James, 136
Brown, Jay, 143
Brown, Margaret Wise, 25
Brown, Tina, 323, 326, 341
Brown-Miller Communications,
437
Brown v. Board of Education, 130
browsers
consumer tracking methods,
66–67
development of, 49
Do Not Track option, 68
Bruner, Jerome, 15
Brüno, 565
BTLWY, 329
Bubble Mania, 109
Buckley, William F., 340
Buckmaster, Thomas, 438
Buddhadharma, 340
Budweiser ads, 385, 409
Buena Vista, 264, 463
Buffalo Bill (William F. Cody),
423–24
“Buffalo Bill’s Wild West and
Congress of Rough Riders
of the World,” 423
Buffalo News, 300
Buffett, Warren, 300
Buffy the Vampire Slayer, 29, 213
Buick Circus Hour, 199
bulletin boards, 52
Bully, 53, 256
bundling, cable services, 221
bureau reporters, 298
Burger King, 411
Burke, James E., 439
Burke, John, 423
Burnett, Leo, 406
Burn Notice, 194, 213
Burns, George, 167, 168

Burns, Ken, 562
Burns and Allen Show, The, 167
Burson-Marsteller, 428, 439, 443
Burstyn v. Wilson, 563–64
Bush, George W.
book authored by, 368
images of war, ban on, 18–19
media industry, approach to,
456
news media criticism by, 18–19
public relations, use of, 437
Bushido Blade, 90
Bushness, Nolan, 82
Bush v. Gore, 487, 499, 560
business magazines, 331
Butler, Isaac, 90
Butterfield 8, 259
Buzzcocks, 139
Bwana Devil, 528
Byrds, 137
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, The, 253
Cabin in the Woods, The, 250
cable companies
corporations, top, 230–31
deregulation, impact on, 221
FCC regulations, 219–21
franchises, 220–21
multichannel video programming distributors (MVPDs),
230–31
rates, rise in, 221, 456
retransmission fees, 194, 224
satellite as threat, 205–6, 221
triple-play service, 221
cable news. See also CNBC; CNN
(Cable News Network); Fox
News; MSNBC
Al Jazeera, absence of, 509
fake news shows, 203, 215,
511–12
news channels, 215
talking heads/pundits, 490,
505–6
Cable News Network (CNN). See
CNN (Cable News Network)
cable television, 201–6
basic services, 203, 205
business model for, 194
CATV, origin of, 196, 201–2
and democracy, 232–33
development of, 9, 194
HBO launch, 197
independent/alternative
development, 219, 231–32
Internet, impact on, 194
and narrowcasting, 195, 202–3
and network television decline,
203
niche audiences, 195, 202–3, 226
online service, 467

original programming of, 194
pay-per-view (PPV), 205
premium channels, 205
production costs, 223
revenues, subscription model,
194, 205, 226
satellite transmission, 202
streaming of shows, 208
syndication, 224–25, 472
technology of, 198, 202
television network channels
on, 230
as threat to network television,
9, 203, 215
video-on-demand (VOD), 205
Cablevision
CEO compensation versus
worker wages (2010), 460
digital piracy activism, 127
distribution, 224
iPad apps, 209
network affiliates dropped, 194
News Corp. pulls programs, 231
subscribers, number of, 230
Caesar, Julius, 278
Caesar, Sid, 211
Cage the Elephant, 179
cakewalk, 130
California, textbook content
demands, 355
Call of Duty, 91, 98, 105, 106
Call of Duty: Black Ops 2, 84
Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3,
102, 108
Camel ads, 385, 408
Camel News Caravan, 199
Camel Newsreel Theater, 214
cameras in courtroom, 560–61
Cameron, James, 238
Campbell, Clive (DJ Kool Herc),
141
Campbell, John, 279
Campbell-Ewald, 396
Campbell Soup, 386
Campbell Soup ads, 412
Campion, Jane, 251
Canada National Film Board, 254
Canal, Jorge, Jr., 558
Canterbury Tales (Chaucer), 350
Cantor, Eddie, 129
Cantril, Hadley, 526–27
capitalism
democracy versus, 473
fallout, and media power,
472–73
responsibile, in news reporting, 490–91
Capitalism: A Love Story, 256
Capote, Truman, 288, 334
Captain America (film), 354
Captain America comic book, 356
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Captain Kangaroo, 217
Captain Underpants series, 365
Captivate Network, 301
Care Bear Family, The, 407
CareerBuilder.com, 301
Carey, James, 513, 539
Carlin, George, 568
Carmike Cinemas, 262
Carmody, Tim, 87
Carnation, 387
Carnegie, Andrew, 371, 373, 455
Carnegie Commission report, 217
Carr, David, 450, 502
car radios
development of, 166
satellite radio, 181
Carrie, 251
Carroll, John, 309
Carroll, Lewis, 362–63
Carson, Rachel, 289, 353
Carter, Jimmy, 455
Cartoon Network, 339, 462
cartoons
in magazines, 333
in newspapers, 298, 299
Casablanca, 249
cash-plus deals, 225
Castle Wolfenstein, 91
casual digital games, 93, 106–7
Catch-22 (Heller), 366
Catcher in the Rye, The (Salinger),
366
catch-up services, 208
categorical imperative, 497
Catherine, Duchess of
Cambridge, 557
cathode-ray tube, 40, 80, 82, 196
Catholic Legion of Decency, 563
Catholic Worker, 279, 297
CATV, origin of, 196, 201–2
Caught in the Web, 255
CBGB, 139
CBS
Amos ’n’ Andy cancellation, 171
book publishers owned by, 366
cable networks owned by, 230
CBS-Time Warner basketball
deal, 332
color broadcasting by, 196, 199
founding of, 159, 167–68
NBC challenged by, 167–68
news programs, 59, 214, 284,
287
option time, 167–68
Paley and development of,
167–68
quiz shows, early, 200
radio, current. See CBS Radio
as ratings leader, 230
Viacom purchase of, 230
CBS Evening News, 214
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CBS News
first programs, 214
interpretive journalism first
on, 287
online format, 59
CBS Radio
CBS Radio News, 185
founding of, 187
number of stations (2011), 186
payola settlement, 185
CBS Records
early years, 124
Sony purchase of, 449
33-rpm record, 124
CBS-TV News, 214
CD Baby, 149
CD-ROM encyclopedias, 359
CDs (compact discs)
decline of, 127, 142, 145
development of, 123, 125
price reduction of, 454
profits, division among players,
146
self-produced, 149
Celler-Kefauver Act (1950), 453,
455
cellular phones, 8. See also
smartphones
celluloid film, 242
censorship
and authoritarian/state
models, 548
banned books, 363, 365–66
critical process, 365
limits on. See First Amendment; free expression
movie industry pressures,
562–63
as prior restraint, 550–51
radio language, indecent,
566–68
rock and roll songs, 134–35
Center for Consumer Freedom
(CCF), 437
Center for Digital Democracy,
573
Center for Investigative
Reporting, 309
Center for Media and Democracy
(CMD), 443
Center for Public Integrity, 309
Centipede, 84
CenturyLink, 50, 71
Chadha, Gurinder, 255
chains
book superstores, 349, 369
magazines, 338–39
newspapers, 279, 299–300
Chan, Jackie, 255
Chancellor Media Corporation,
186

Chang-dong, Lee, 255
change.org, 53
Channel One, 385, 407–8
“Chantilly Lace,” 134
Chaplin, Charles, 27, 30, 106, 245
Charles, Ray, 130, 132, 134
Charleston, 130
Charlie’s Angels, 29
Charlotte Observer, 508
Charlotte’s Web (White), 366
Charmed, 29
Charter Communications, 50, 221
chat rooms, 51
chat systems, digital gamers, 94
Chattanooga Times, 285
Chaucer, 350
Chavez, Cesar, 402
Cheers, 227
Cherokee Phoenix, 278, 295
Cherokee Rose Bud, 295
Chess records, 144
Chester Cheetah: Too Cool to Fool,
97
Chester Cheetah: Wild Wild Quest,
97
Chevrolet ads, 396
Chic, 141
Chicago, 250
Chicago City Council, 562
Chicago Defender, 294
Chicago Edison, 424
Chicago Sun-Times, circulation
(2011 vs. 2012), 286
Chicago Tribune
circulation (2011 vs. 2012), 286
cost cutting, 298
Chick-Fil-A, 438, 476
Child Online Protection Act of
1998, 69, 557
children
and advertising, concerns
about, 407–8, 412
Channel One in schools, 385,
407–8
child pornography, 557–58
digital gaming, 86
Disney films, 462–63
e-books for, 362
Internet protection laws, 69,
480, 557
juvenile books, 353
magazines for, 319, 333
media messages, vulnerability
to, 16
parental guidelines, 524
television programs for, 217
Children’s Internet Protection
Act of 2000, 69, 557
Children’s Television Act of 1990,
407
Child’s Play, 95

China
Apple products production in,
65, 146
cigarette advertising in, 410
films of, 255
film viewing, regulation of,
253
printing/book production,
early, 7, 348, 349
social media blocked in, 55
Chinese Daily News, 295
Cholodenko, Lisa, 251
Chomsky, Noam, 541
Chopra, Anupama, 254
Chords, 133
Chow Yun-Fat, 255
Christian Journal and Advocate,
318
Christian Science Monitor, 304
online only, 276
Christie, Agatha, 358
Chuck E. Cheese, 82
cigarette advertising, 408–10
in Asian countries, 410
association principle in, 402
banned on television, 385, 408,
409, 569
groups targeted, 408
cigarette public relations,
426–27
cigarette smoking prevention
ads, 413–14, 569
Cincinnati Enquirer, 299, 301
Cinderella, 243
CinemaNow, 265
Cinemark USA, 262
CinemaScope, 259
cinematograph, 243
cinema verité, 254
Cinemax, 339
Cineplex Entertainment, 262
Cinerama, 259
circus, Barnum & Bailey, 422–23
Citadel Broadcasting, 185, 466
citizen journalism, and blogs, 41,
53, 307–8
Citizen Kane, 237, 284
Citizens United v. Federal Election
Commission, 475–76,
545–46
City Lights Books, 369
CityVille, 86, 87, 106
Civilization, 91
Civil Rights movement
Amos ’n’ Andy protest, 171
and end of black press, 294
New York Times v. Sullivan libel
case, 554–55
public relations events, 435
television images, 14, 195, 196,
325, 507

Civil War
journalism/newspapers during,
285
photographs of, 319
clans, 94
Clara, Lu, and Em, 169–70
Clark, Dick, 129, 132, 134, 175
Clark, Roy Peter, 286
Clarke, Arthur C., 202
Clark-Flory, Tracy, 558
Clarkson, Kelly, 142
Clash, 139
Classic FM station, 231
classic rock radio, 175, 179
classified ads, 277, 281, 396
Clayton Antitrust Act (1914), 452,
455
clearance rules, 224
Clear Channel Media and
Entertainment
audience, size of, 188
founding of, 186
holdings of, 183, 186, 187–88
international stations, 187
Internet radio, 147, 183, 184, 187,
188
Internet radio royalty deal, 126,
183
number of stations (2011), 186,
187
outdoor advertising, 187, 188
ownership of, 188
payola settlement, 185
rebranding of, 188
revenues (2011), 188
satellite services, 187
streaming site of, 183, 187
trade industry publications of,
187
Cleaver, Eldridge, 296
Cleeland, Nancy, 306
Clerks, 256, 565
click-fraud programs, 67
click-throughs, 397
Clinton, Bill
best-seller of, 360
Clinton-Lewinsky, television
coverage, 14, 290
and deregulation, 455–56
Clinton, Hillary, 444–45
Clipper Magazine, 301
Clooney, George, 404
Closer, The, 194, 213, 224, 450,
557
cloud computing
and Amazon, 64
and Apple, 64
Clear Channel radio, 187
and Google, 63
music in cloud, 123, 127–28
Club Penguin, 86, 265

CNBC
competitors, 215
NBC ownership of, 230
CNN (Cable News Network)
Anderson Cooper 360º, 505,
506
Daniel Schorr resignation, 502
early cable audience, 9
and globalization, 467
iReport, 307, 508
ownership of, 339
premier of, 215
Zakaria scandal, 496
CNN.com, 339
CNN International, 339
CNNMoney.com, 339
Coastal Living, 339
Cobain, Kurt, 140, 141
Coca, Imogene, 211
Coca-Cola
as patent medicine, 387
product placement, 403
Cochrane, Elizabeth “Pink.” See
Bly, Nellie
codex, 249, 348
Cody, William F. (Buffalo Bill),
423–24
Cohen, Richard, 441
Colbert, Stephen, 35, 511
Colbert Report, The, 29, 203, 215
as satiric journalism, 511
Coldplay, 146
Cole, Jeffrey, 209
Cole, Nat King, 200, 224
Colgate Comedy Hour, 199
Colgate-Palmolive, 387
radio ads, 170
collective intelligence, 94–95
college radio stations, 175
college texts, 355, 368
college underground press,
296
Collier’s Weekly, 322, 323, 324
Collins, Paul, 369
Collins, Suzanne, 353, 539
colonial era
book publishing, 348, 351
magazines, 316–18
newspaper ads, 384
newspapers, 278–80
color formats
magazines, 319
motion pictures, 259
print journalism, 289–90
television, 196, 199
Color Purple, The (Walker), 366
Colt 45 ads, 409
Columbia Broadcasting System
(CBS). See CBS
Columbia Phonograph Broadcasting System (CPBS), 167

Columbia Phonograph Company,
167
Columbia Pictures
as current major studio, 264
in Little Three, 240, 247
market share (2011), 264
product placement, 264
Screen Gems, 219
Sony purchase of, 265, 449
Columbine High School
shootings, 99, 520
Columbus Dispatch, 279, 289
Columbus Ledger-Enquirer, 510
Combs, Sean “Diddy,” 141
Comcast
AT&T cable purchase by, 231,
457
BitTorrent, 127
as broadband ISP, 50
bundling of services, 456
as cable industry leader, 231
digital piracy activism, 127
as Hulu partner, 194
MSNBC partnership, 457
NBC Universal deal, 194, 230,
231, 265, 457, 464
net neutrality as issue, 71
number of subscribers (2012),
208
subscribers, number of, 230
video streaming by, 208, 265
comedy
films, 249
TV shows. See sitcoms
Comedy Central, 29, 203
satiric journalism shows on,
511–12
Comedy Shaq Network, 229
“Come See about Me,” 137
comic books
as corruptive force, fear of, 356
e-book format, 357
films based on, 354, 357
history of, 356–57
independent/alternative
development, 357
sales decline/rebound, 357
sales methods, 357
self-censorship, 356–57
video games based on, 97
Comics Magazine Association of
America, 356
comic-strips, newspapers, 282,
283, 356
Commercial Alert, 403, 411–12
commercial press, 280
commercials. See television
advertising
commercial speech, 405, 407
Committee on Public Information (CPI), 426

Committee to Defend Martin
Luther King, 554
Committee to Protect Journalists
(CPJ), 308, 548
Commodore 64, 48
common carriers, 219
Common Dreams, 67
communication. See also mass
communication
as cultural ritual theory, 539
defined, 6
digital, 50–51
Communications Act of 1934
establishment of, 159, 566
FCC established by, 168–69
nonprofit stations attempt, 179
payola violations, 134
public interest statute, 566
Section 315, 569
Communications Decency Act of
1996, 69
communism
expression model related to,
548
McCarthy witch hunts. See
McCarthy, Joseph
compact discs (CDs). See CDs
(compact discs)
Compton’s Pictured Encyclopedia,
359
computer-animated films, 463
computers. See personal
computers (PCs)
Condé Naste group, 338–39
Condé Naste Traveler, 333
conflict of interest, and
journalists, 494, 496
conflict-oriented journalism,
291–93
Confucius, 253
Conrad, Frank, 164, 165
consensus narratives, 267
consensus-oriented journalism,
291–92
conservatism/conservatives
on liberal media bias, 177, 492
magazines geared toward, 340
and postmodern culture, 30
and religious books, 359
Shirley Sherrod attack by, 500
talking heads/pundits, 490,
505–6
talk radio, 176, 177
textbook content demands, 355
consoles, gaming. See digital
game consoles
consolidations/mergers, 456–58.
See also specific companies
antitrust, media companies
strategies around, 458,
470–71
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consolidations/mergers
(continued)
and democracy, 470, 472–73,
476–77
and deregulation, 186–87,
456–58
first, 453
largest, 456–57, 470, 471
and local monopolies, 452, 472
media reform movement,
476–77
minority/female ownership
decline, 464–65
and oligopoly formation, 472
of radio groups, 186–87
as small company strategy,
469, 473
social issues related to, 473
Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights
(2012), 579–80
Consumer Reports, 331, 337
consumers
advertising watchdog groups,
406, 411–12
choice versus control, 473
magazines for, 331
preferences, online tracking of,
66–67, 397–98
protection, and public
relations, 435–36
Contact, 427
contemporary hit radio (CHR), 178
content analysis, 530–31
content communities, 53–54
content creation, as media
business strategy, 449, 450
Content ID, 228
Contract with God, A (Eisner), 354
control group, 529
conventions, for digital gamers,
96
convergence, of mass media. See
media convergence
convergence stage, of media
innovation, 11
Cook, David, 304
Cook, Fred, 566
Cook, Tim, 146
Cooke, Janet, 498
cookies, 66–67
Cooking Light, 339
Cook’s Illustrated, 331, 337
Coolidge, Calvin, 165, 426
Cooper, Anderson, 505
Cooper, Gary, 257
Cooper, James Fenimore, 318
Coors, 409
Cop Out, 256
Coppola, Francis Ford, 251, 266
Coppola, Sofia, 251, 256
copy editors, 368
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copyright, 553–54
Digital Millennium Copyright
Act of 1998, 467, 554
fair use, 553–54, 571
Google Books Library Project
case, 363
home taping, legality of, 206
illegal downloads. See piracy
legal protections under, 553
music rights fees, 126, 127
protection, proposed bills, 480
sampled material, use of, 571
terms, time extension for, 553
YouTube copyright infringement suit, 467
Copyright Act of 1790, 553
Copyright Law of 1891, 358
Copyright Royalty Board, 183
Corddry, Rob, 511
Cornwell, Patricia, 358
Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB), 180, 197, 217,
307
corporations, media. See media
organizations
correlations, 530
Correll, Charles, 170–71
Cosby Show, The, 193, 525
Cosmopolitan
advertising of, 331
Brown’s transformation of,
313–14
critical process, 334
Hearst publication of, 284, 339
history of, 313–14
international editions, 339
online, 330
Spanish-language version,
335
Costco, 369
counter machines, 81
Counter-Strike, 85, 95, 110
country & western music, 131
Country Countdown USA, 185
country music radio format, 178
Country Weekly, 332
Couric, Katie, 214
Courier-Journal, 301
Court TV, 560
Cove, The, 256
cover music
black, by white artists, 132–34,
148
defined, 129
rock and roll, by black artists,
133, 134
Cox Communications
broadband, 50
as local monopoly, 452
number of stations (2011), 186
subscribers, number of, 230

CPM (cost per mille) ad rates, 227
Craft, Christine, 504
Crane, Stephen, 288
creative department, 394
Crew Cuts, 133
criers, 384
Crimean War, 324
crime blocks, 504
criminal cases, Sixth Amendment rights, 559–60
Crisis, 334
Crispin Porter & Bogusky, 413
critical process, 31–35
banned books and family
values, 365
“beauty” and women’s
magazines, 334
benefits of, 31–33
blockbuster mentality, 263
cultural imperialism and film,
468
culture, approach to, 31, 34–35
digital gaming and misogyny,
102
free expression, 552
journalism, disaster coverage,
499
music preferences, generational survey, 138
newspapers, business/financial
coverage, 292
privacy issues, 579–83
public relations invisibility,
444
radio, commercial versus
noncommercial, 180
reality TV, 216
search engines, commercial
bias, 67
60 Minutes, 32–33
steps in, 32–33
wedding media, 531
Cronkite, Walter, 214, 512
crooners, 129
Crosby, Bing, 129
cross-ownership rule, 456
cross-platform, 12, 208. See also
media convergence
crowd-sourcing
by digital game designers, 110
fund-raising tool, 53
by musical artists, 120
Crumb, R., 357
Crysis, 106
Crystallizing Public Opinion
(Bernays), 426
CSG, 434
CSI: Crime Scene Investigation,
213, 223, 532
C-Span, 205
cultivation effect, 533

cultural imperialism, 474–75
cultural model of mass communication, 10
cultural studies research, 534–40
audience studies, 536, 538
communication and culture in,
539
evaluation of, 539–40
Frankfurt School, 535
goals of, 521, 535
public sphere concept in,
538–39
textual analysis, 536
cultural values
and banned books, 365
hegemony, 459–61, 531
and journalism, 489–91
and media narratives, 461
and modernization, 26–28
postmodern period, 28–30
shifts, and mass communication, 26–30
culture, 24–30
critical process, consideration
in, 31, 35
defined, 6
global view. See globalization
high versus low culture, 17, 21,
24
map model of, 24–26
media convergence, impact on,
13–14
skyscraper model of, 17, 20, 24
values of. See cultural values
Cumberbatch, Guy, 529
Cumulus Media, 155–56, 187
number of stations (2011), 186
Curb Your Enthusiasm, 211
Curry, Ann, 504
Curtis, Cyrus, 320, 322
custom textbooks, 355
Cut the Rope, 87
cutting (sampling), 140
CW Network, 230, 339
CW TV network, 230
cynicism, critical process versus,
32
Czitrom, Daniel, 522
Daily Beast, Newsweek merger,
323, 341
Daily Fix, The, 95
Dailymotion, 120
Daily Show with Jon Stewart, The,
29, 203, 215
as satiric journalism, 511–12
Dairy Herd Management, 331
Dakota Farmer, 331
Dallas, 22–23, 227
Dallas Morning News, 306
Daly, John, 214, 503

Damages, 194
Dance Central 3, 96
Dance Dance Revolution, 98
dance music, 130
Dance On, 229
dance-oriented digital games, 94
Dance Revolution, 94
Dancing with the Stars, 14, 216
Dangerous, 141
Dangerous Liaisons, 255
Daniels, Lee, 252
Dark Horse Comics, 357
Dark Knight, The, 262, 263, 354
Dark Knight Rises, The, 357,
458, 520
Dark Souls, 79, 107
Das Kapital (Marx), 365
data-mining, 66, 397
Dateline, 223, 503
Davidson, W. Phillips, 534
Da Vinci, Leonardo, 240
Davis, Bette, 262
Davis, Kenneth, 373
Davis, Miles, 409
Davis, Ossie, 211
Day, Benjamin, 278, 280
Day, Dorothy, 297
Daye, Stephen, 351, 360
Dayne, Stephen, 348
day parts, 174
DBS (direct broadcast satellite)
as cable competitor, 221
corporations, top, 231
EchoStar-DirectTV merger
blocked, 453, 472
signal scrambling, 205–6
DC Comics, 339
history of, 356–57
DC Entertainment, 339
DC Universe Online, 109
DDB Worldwide, 391
DDoS (Distributed Denial of
Service), 56
deadheading, 424
Deadliest Catch, The, 14, 215
Dead Weather, 179
Dean, Ester, 143
Dean, James, 211, 258
Death of Literature (Kernan), 373
Death Race, 103
debate, Socratic method, 7
deception
and news media/journalists,
486, 493–94, 498
photographs, tampering with,
325
puffery in advertising, 412–13
Decison Points (Bush), 368
deejays, 12, 130, 141
first, 164
and formula radio, 174

indecent speech, 568
payola scandals, 134
Deep Throat, 488
deficit financing, 223, 225
Def Jam, 143
Defoe, Daniel, 316
De Forest, Lee, 158, 161–62, 173
DeFren, Todd S., 432
DeGeneres, Ellen, 360
deliberative democracy, 513, 515
Delilah, 186
Dell Publishing, 366
democracy
and advertising, 414–15
Arab nations. See Arab Spring
and book publishing, 372–73
and consolidations/mergers,
470, 472–73
deliberative democracy, 513,
515
and digital gaming, 111
digital media, impact on, 10, 41
and free expression, 572–73
and Internet, 54–55, 73, 570
and journalism, 308–9, 487,
512–15
and magazines, 340–41
media as impediment
argument, 24
and media consolidation, 475–76
media reform movement,
476–77
and movies, 267
and popular music, 150–51
printed materials, impact on,
7, 8
and public relations, 443–45
and radio, 189
and research and media,
540–41
social media as tool, 54–55,
480–81
and television/cable television,
232–33
Democracy in America (de
Tocqueville), 521–22
Democratic-Republican Party,
550
Democrats, on bias and press,
492
demographic editions, 337
demographics, 392
demo tapes, 145
Denim Council, 420
Dennis Miller Show, 185
De Palma, Brian, 251
department store ads, 283, 387
dependent variables, 529
deregulation, 455–58
and cable price increases, 221,
456

impact in media industry,
455–58
legal basis of, 185–86
and media company mergers.
See consolidations/mergers
description, in critical process,
32, 67
desegregation, 130
design managers, 368
desktop publishing, 336
Des Moines Register, 301
Details, 331
detective journalism, 486
Detroit, soul music/Motown, 136,
137
Detroit Free Press, 300–301
Detroit News, 300–301
Dettelbach, Steven M., 558
Deus Ex, 107
developmental editors, 368
development stage, of media
innovation, 122
Dexter, 23, 31, 205, 353, 450
Diablo, 92, 106
Diablo 3, 85, 92
Dial Global, 185
Diamond Sutra (Wang Chieh),
350
Diana, Princess of Wales, 557
Diario Las Americas, 294
Dickens, Charles, 281
Dickson, William Kennedy, 242
Dictator, The, 239
dictionaries, history of, 359
Dictionary of the English
Language (Johnson), 359
Diddley, Bo, 130–31
Didion, Joan, 14, 288
digital archives, 72–73
digital communication
digital process in, 50
e-mail, 50–51
instant messaging (IM), 51
digital divide, 69–71
digital game consoles. See also
specific console makers
console business leaders, 84,
104–5
development of, 81, 83–84
multi-purpose, 40, 84, 87, 103,
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digital game virtual communities, 94–96
collective intelligence of, 94–95
conventions/expos, 96
types of groups, 94
Web sites/blogs for, 95
digital gaming, 77–111
action/shooter games, 90, 92
addiction concern, 98–101
adventure games, 86, 92

and advertising, 97–98
body movement interactivity,
81, 84, 93, 94, 103
casual games, 93, 106–7
children’s games, 86
consoles for. See digital game
consoles
conventions/expos, 96
conventions used in games, 91
corporations, top, 104–7
critical process, 102
and democracy, 111
development of, 77–78, 80–85,
104–5
facial movement interactivity,
81, 103
federal regulation/ratings, 103
first-person perspective, 83,
90, 91
future view, 103
gameplay, meaning of, 88, 90
game production, cost of, 107,
110
game publishers, 105–7
game publishing process, 107–8
global culture, 100–101
handheld/mobile devices, 81,
85, 87–88
independent game developers,
106, 110–11
Internet, influence on, 81,
85–88
licensing of games, 108
marketing/launch of games,
108
massively multiplayer online
role-playing games
(MMORPGs), 54, 86, 91, 92,
107
maze/platform games, 90, 92
and media convergence, 40,
78, 87–88, 96–97
media culture, effects on,
96–97
misogyny, 99, 102–3
movies based on games, 29, 97
music/dance games, 93–94
narratives in, 90
nongamers use of, 103
on personal computers, 84–85,
100
professional gaming, 100–101
proprietary games, 105, 108
purchasing games, methods of,
108–10
revenues from, 80, 104
role-playing games, 92, 97
simulation games, 86, 92–93
sports games, 84, 86, 93, 96,
106
stores, 109
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strategy/simulation games,
92–93
third-person perspective, 91
three-quarters perspective, 83,
91, 92
units sold by genre (2011), 90
users, active participation
methods, 94–96
violence, 80, 90, 99, 103
virtual communities for. See
digital game virtual
communities
virtual social worlds, 54, 86–87,
106–7
voice interactivity, 81, 84, 87,
93, 103
digital media
and democracy, 41
and desktop publishing, 336
digital gaming, 77–111
digital turn, 38
historical view, 9, 40, 46–48
Internet, 45–73
and media convergence, 38–41
and mobile devices, 58–61
music delivery. See Internet
radio; online music
privacy issues, 41
top companies. See digital
media organizations
video delivery. See home video;
streaming video
digital media organizations,
467–68. See also specific
companies
digital game leaders, 84, 104–7
e-book retailers, 370–71
Internet leaders, 40, 61, 62–63,
73, 377, 468–69
music-oriented. See Internet
radio; online music
startups, strategy of, 469
video-oriented. See streaming
video
Digital Millennium Copyright Act
of 1998, 467, 554
digital piracy. See piracy
Digital Public Library of
America, 363
digital rights service, 265–66
digital standard, television, 197,
198
digital video format, 241, 266–67
Digitas, 391, 396
digitization, books, 349, 363
Diller, Barry, 341
dime novels, 351
Direct Brands, Inc., 369
direct broadcast satellite. See DBS
(direct broadcast satellite)
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direct effects model, 526
directors, film, 250–51, 253
direct payments, 454
direct sales, comic books, 357
direct-to-DVD films, 261
DirecTV
EchoStar merger blocked, 453,
472
Liberty Media purchase of, 231
subscribers, number of, 230
tiers of services of, 206
video streaming by, 208
disassociation corollary, 402
disaster management, 438–39
disco music, 130, 139, 140
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Discovery Channel, 215
DISH Network
and EchoStar, 231, 472
iPad apps, 209
market share, 231
subscribers, number of, 230
tiers of services of, 206
Disney, 462–66
ABC purchased by, 219, 230,
453, 457, 466
book publishing division, 266
Broadway musicals, 463
cable channel, 203, 466
CEO compensation versus
worker wages (2010), 460
consumer products of, 264–65,
266
copyright protection for, 553
as current major studio, 264
early years, 452, 462–63
under Eisner, 463, 466
ESPN partnership, 204, 265
failed ventures, 466
film studios of, 264, 265
global expansion, 266, 463, 466
holdings of, 265–66, 463
home taping lawsuit, 206
as Hulu partner, 194, 466
Marvel Entertainment
purchased by, 265, 357,
466
Miramax sold by, 256, 466, 470
monopoly status, strategies
around, 458
movies on iTunes, 466
movies released, number of,
266
music division, 265
online presence, 265
Pixar partnership, 463
Pixar purchased by, 265, 466
publishing companies, 265,
466
radio, 266
resorts, 265, 466

revenue of (2011), 266
synergistic focus of, 463, 466
television network of, 266
theme parks, 265, 266, 463
Touchstone division, 463
Disney, Walt, 257, 462–63
Disney-ABC Television Group,
265
Disney Channel, 203, 466
Disney Channel Worldwide, 265
Disney.com, 265
Disney Consumer Products, 266
Disney Cruise Line, 265
Disney Interactive, 265
Disney Interactive Studios, 84
Disneyland, 266, 463
Disneyland Paris, 266
Disney Music Group, 265
Disney Music Publishing, 265
Disney Publishing Worldwide,
265
Disney’s America, 463
distributed networks, 46–47
distribution
motion pictures, early, 246
music, 127–28, 145–46
television programs, 224–25
diversification, and oligopoly
formation, 453, 470, 472
diversity, media trends related
to, 29
DJ Girl Talk, 571
DLC (downloadable content),
digital games, 108, 110
Documentary Filmmakers’
Statement of Best Practices
in Fair Use, 541
documentary films, historical
view, 254, 256
documentary news, 503
Doerr, John, 93
domestic comedies, 211
Domino, Fats, 131, 133
Domino’s Pizza, 438
Dong, Arthur, 251
Donkey Kong, 82, 91, 104
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Donna Reed Show, The, 461
Do Not Track legislation, 68
Don’t Look Back, 139
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Doom, 85, 90, 91, 520
Doomsday Book, 255
Doomsday Flight, The, 519
Doors, 138, 139
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Dorsey, Tommy, 129
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DoubleClick, 396
Doubleday, 369
Doubleday, Nelson, 353
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353
Doubleday Broadway, 366
Douglas, Gabrielle, 399
Douglas, Norman, 384
Douglass, Frederick, 293–94
Douthat, Ross, 52
Dove soap, 397, 474
Dowd, Maureen, 299
Dowler, Milly, 495
Downey, Morton, Jr., 177
“Down Hearted Blues,” 130
Downie, Leonard, 306–7, 308
downsizing, media companies,
459
Downton Abbey, 212, 213
doxed sites, Anonymous hackers,
56–57
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394, 395
DraftFCB, 391
Dragnet, 210, 536
Dragon Age, 90
Dragon Age: Origins, 106
dramas
films, 250
radio shows, 169–70
television programs, 212–13
Draw Something, 106
DreamWorks, 264
DreamWorks SKG, 264
Dreiser, Theodore, 288, 314
Drew, Robert, 254
Drew and Associates, 254
Drive, 227
drive time radio, 175
Dr. Lin’s Chinese Blood Pills, 386
Dr. Phil, 225
Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman,
525
Drudge, Matt, 496
Drudge Report, 215
drugs, psychedelic rock, 138–39
DSL connection, 50
Du Bois, W. E. B., 334
Dubow, Craig, 301
duck walk, 130
Dugdale, Scott, 126
dumps, 368
Duncan, David, 324
Dungeons & Dragons, 92
DVDs, 207, 241, 260
DVR (digital video recorder), 13,
207
Nielsen ratings, measuring,
226–27
Dylan, Bob, 121, 133, 139, 296
rock, transition to, 137
dynamic ads, 97–98
Dynasty, 23, 33
Dyson, Michael Eric, 541

Eagles, 131
Earle, Steve, 131
Early Show, The, 199
earmarks, 436–37
Earth Day, 434, 532
Eason, David, 489
Eastman, George, 242, 244, 259,
324
Eastman Kodak, 242, 386, 387
Easy Rider, 250
eating disorders, 408
Eazy-E, 140
eBay, and net neutrality, 71
Ebert, Roger, 97, 237–38
EB Games, 109
Ebony, 335
e-books, 361–63
agency pricing model, 346,
364, 370
Apple e-book price fixing case,
346, 364
comic books, 357
competing companies, 346,
370–71
development of, 361–62
first books, 345–46, 362
and future of book publishing,
346
future view, 362–63
interactive books, 362–63
online retailers, 59, 61, 64, 362,
370–71
public domain books, 362
self-published, 372
e-books readers
and Amazon. See Amazon
Kindle
competing readers, 59, 362
early, criticisms of, 362
market share (2012), 371
E! Channel, 194, 230, 231
EchoStar Communications
DirecTV merger blocked, 453,
472
founding of, 231
Eclectic Reader, The, 349, 354
e-commerce
defined, 66
digital games, 110
largest retailer. See Amazon
music services, 61, 63, 123, 127,
145
economic crisis (2008), and
media organizations, 459,
466, 470
economic inequality, and digital
divide, 69–71
economies of scale, 454
Edelman, 428–29
Edison, Thomas, 11, 122–23, 240,
243, 244

editorial functions
book publishing, 367, 368
editorial/op-ed section, 284,
287
magazines, 336
newspapers, 284, 287
online journalism, 291
eDonkey, 127
Ed Schultz, 185
Ed Sullivan Show, 169, 215, 227
education and printing, 7
educational level and digital
divide, 69–71
educational programs, 217
Edwards, Douglas, 214
Effects of Mass Communication,
The (Klapper), 527
EFM Media, 177
Egypt, Arab Spring, 55, 481
Egypt, ancient, written documents, 348
Ehrenreich, Barbara, 541
8-tracks, 150
Eisenstein, Elizabeth, 350
Eisner, Michael, 456, 458, 463,
466
Eisner, Will, 354
Elder Scrolls, 95
Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim, The, 88
El Diario-La Prensa, 295
Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test, The
(Wolfe), 288
electromagnetic waves, 159–60
Electronic Arts (EA), 93, 106, 399
electronic books. See e-books
Electronic Communications
Privacy Act of 1986, 557
Electronic Entertainment Expo
(E3), 96
Electronic Privacy Information
Center (EPIC), 583
electronic publishers, cable
companies as, 220
Electronic Software Association,
88, 90, 99
el-hi (elementary through high
school) texts
custom textbooks, 355
history of, 355
state content demands, 355
elite magazines, 333–34
Elizabeth, 255
Elle, 339
Elle Girl, 328
Ellen DeGeneres Show, 225
Ellin, Abby, 257
Ellington, Duke, 129
Elliott, Stuart, 390
Ellsberg, Daniel, 550–51
El Mañana Daily News, 294
El Misisipi, 278, 294

e-mail
development of, 46, 48, 50–51
free Web-based, and advertising, 50–51
number per day, 578
as oral culture, 9, 12
phishing scams, 69
spam ads, 385, 396
Emancipator, 334
emergence stage, of media
innovation, 11
Emerson, Ralph Waldo, 318
EMI Music
market share (2011), 144
OK Go profitability, 120
as oligopoly, 453
Eminem, 141
Emmy Awards, cable show
prominence, 194, 215, 389,
450
eMule, 127
Encarta, 359
Encore, 231
Encyclopedia Americana, 359
Encyclopedia Britannica, 359
encyclopedias, history of, 348,
359
Engadget, 53
engagement, in critical process,
33, 67
“Engineering of Consent, The”
(Bernays), 460
Engstrom, Erika, 531
Enough Rope (Parker), 358
Enron, 455
Entercom, 185, 186
Entertainment Software Rating
Board (ESRB), 80, 103
Entertainment Tonight, 29, 218
Entertainment Weekly, 328, 329,
330, 339
entrepreneurial stage, of media
innovation, 11, 123
environmentally sustainable
products. See green
products
E. P. Dutton, 353
ephedra, ban on, 412–13
Ephron, Nora, 251
EPIC Alert, 583
Epic Mickey 2, 84
episodic television series, 212–13
Epitaph records, 144, 149
Epstein, Edward Jay, 261
e-readers. See e-books readers
Erlewine, Stephen Thomas, 138
Espionage Acts of 1917 and 1918,
551–53
ESPN
ABC ownership of, 230
Disney ownership of, 265, 463

expansion of, 463
game console connections to,
87
programming/success of, 204
ESPN Classic, 463
ESPN.com, 463
ESPN Deportes, 335
ESPN, Inc., 265
ESPNNews, 463
ESPN Radio, 266, 463
ESPN The Magazine, 265, 463
ESPN360.com, 265
ESPN2, 463
ESPNU, 463
Esquire, 333
Essence, 335
ESSENCE, 339
essential utility, 570
ethical codes
journalists, 404, 494, 495
public relations specialists,
442
ethical issues
Chinese labor abuses, 65
digital piracy, 127, 146
ethical decision-making,
theories of, 494, 496–97
and lobbying, 436–37
of news media, 493–98, 514
and online advertising, 67–68
product placement issues,
403–4
ethnic minorities. See also
African Americans; Asian
Americans; Hispanic
Americans; Native
Americans
as advertising targets, 408, 409
magazines for, 334–35
media company ownership
decline, 464–65
newspapers for, 293–96
stereotyping in ads, 401
ethnocentrism, in news
reporting, 490, 509
E.T.: The Extra Terrestrial, 239,
262, 403
Euripides, 15
Euro-News, 215
European journalism model,
507–8
European Union (EU), 472
on Facebook facial recognition,
578
evaluation, in critical process,
33, 67
Evans, Walker, 513
Eveready Hour, 169, 170
evergreens, 224
EverQuest, 109
EverQuest II, 103
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Everything Bad Is Good for You
(Johnson), 22–23
exhibition
motion pictures, early, 246–47
theater chains, 262–63
Exit Wounds (Modan), 354
Exorcist, The, 251, 260
Expendables 2, The, 255
experiments, in media research,
529
experts, journalists use of,
500–502
expletives, FCC fines, 568
Exxon Valdez disaster, 423, 438
Eyes Wide Shut, 565
Eyewitness News, 504
Eyre, Chris, 251
Fabian, 135
Facebook
advertising, 64, 398–99
advertising revenues of, 397
closed/walled Internet
concept, 61
consumer preferences,
tracking methods, 44, 66,
398
development of, 38, 47, 54, 61,
64, 469
earned media process, 398
facial recognition, European
Union rule on, 578
growth of, 54
as highly regulated, 61
Instagram purchased by, 66,
469
Internet control tactic, 469
and net neutrality, 71
number of users (2012), 469
as oral culture, 9
Pandora sharing on, 183
privacy audit by FTC, 578
privacy policy for apps, 578
privacy violations, FCC, 66
public relations use of, 432,
437
and self-disclosure, 578
shortcomings of, 66, 469
sponsored stories, 398–99
success of, 40, 64
valuation of company (2012),
377
virtual social worlds, 86–87,
106–7
Face Time, 145
facial movement interactivity,
digital games, 81, 103
Fahrenheit 9/11, 239, 256, 466
Fair & Lovely products, 474
Fairbanks, Douglas, 106, 245, 563
Fair Labor Association (FLA), 65
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Fairness and Accuracy in
Reporting (FAIR), 501
Fairness Doctrine
end of, 177, 569
impetus for, 163
requirements, 569
fair use, 553–54, 571
fake news shows, 203, 215, 511–12
Fallon, Jimmy, 512
Fallout 3, 90
Fallout New Vegas, 90
Fallows, James, 12–13
Faludi, Susan, 489
Falwell, Jerry, 555–56
Family Circle, 326, 327
FamilyFun, 265
“Family Guide to Prime Time
Television,” 525
Family Guy, 568
family hour, 525
family values, 28
Famous Players Company, 245
fanfiction.net, 53
FanNation.com, 339
Fanning, Shawn, 126
Fantasia, 462
Fantasy Focus, 96
fantasy role-playing digital
games, 92
Farewell My Concubine, 255
Farewell to Arms, A (Hemingway),
366
farm magazines, 331
FarmVille, 85, 87, 97, 106
Farnsworth, Kent, 198
Farnsworth, Philo, 196–98
Farquhar, Martin, 347
fashion magazines, 328
Fast Company, 63
fast food ads, 408, 411
Fat Boys, 141
Faulkner, William, 366
Fawcett Books, 366
fax machine, 8
FCC v. Pacifica Foundation, 568
Fear Factor, 169
feature-length films, 248
feature syndicates, 299
Federal Communications
Commission (FCC), 566–68
anti-smoking PSAs by, 569
and broadcast versus print, 566
cable access-channels
mandate, 219
cable control and Midwest Video
case, 220
on cable leased lines, 219
cable systems as common carriers, 220
cable television must-carry
rules, 219, 220

and cigarette ads, 408
color television system
approved, 196, 199
and deregulation, 185–86,
456–58
EchoStar-DirectTV merger
blocked, 453, 472
establishment of, 168–69
Fairness Doctrine, 163, 177, 569
fleeting expletives fines, 568
FM frequency space moved, 173
FM radio, low-power approval,
179, 188
on foreign ownership of media,
164, 456
on Google Street View, 580
net neutrality rules, 47, 71, 570
NewsCorp. decision, 164, 456
newspaper-broadcast crossownership rule, 456
Pacifica Foundation violations,
179, 568
payola laws, 134, 185
prime-time programming
restrictions, 218–19
and product placement issue,
403
radio and deregulation, 185–87
radio language, indecent,
566–68
radio regulation by, 168–69,
566–69
RCA/NBC breakup, 168
7-7-7 rule, 464
television analog standard
adoption, 198
television channel assignments
and licences, 198–99
television licensing freeze,
198–99
television networks, limiting
control of, 218–19, 224
VNRs disclosure of sources,
430
watchdog groups for, 568
federal funding
documentary films, 254
nonprofit radio support threat,
180–81
public television support
threat, 217–18
Federalist Party, 549–50
Federal Radio Commission (FRC)
establishment of, 168
evolution of. See Federal
Communications Commission (FCC)
federal regulation. See also
Federal Communications
Commission (FCC); Federal
Trade Commission (FTC);

Supreme Court; U.S. Justice
Department; specific topics
antitrust laws, 452–53, 455
court decisions. See Supreme
Court
deregulation and media
companies, 455–58
Internet radio royalty fees, 183
radio, early laws, 158–59,
162–63, 168–69
wireless telegraphy, 158–59,
162
Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
advertising abuse, 389, 412–13
antitrust enforcement, 167,
455
blogs, advertising disclosure
requirement, 398, 404, 438
consumer watchdogs doing
work of, 411–12
on Do Not Track, 68
ephedra, ban on, 412–13
establishment of, 384, 389
Facebook privacy violations,
66
“Green Guides,” 434
privacy (online) directive,
67–68, 578
RCA-NBC antitrust violations,
167
social media privacy audit, 578
feedback, 9
FeedBurner, 63
Feed the Animals, 571
Fellini, Federico, 253
Felt, Mark, 488
Feminine Mystique, The (Friedan),
401
Fenske, Mark, 392
Fenton, Roger, 324
Ferber, Edna, 353
Ferrell, Will, 403
Ferriero, David, 362
Fessenden, Reginald, 161–62
Fiasco, Lupe, 141
Fibber McGee and Molly, 169
fiber-optic cable, 47, 48–49
Field, Sally, 251
FIFA, 106
50 Cent, 141
Fifty Shades of Grey (James),
372
Figgis, Mike, 266
Fiji water ads, 400
Filkins, Dexter, 288
film exchange system, 246
film festivals, 241, 256, 263, 267
film noir, 237, 250
films and film industry. See
motion picture history;
movie industry; movies

Filo, David, 51
Final Cut Pro X, 145
Final Fantasy, 92, 105, 107
Financial Interest and Syndication Rules (fin-syn), 218
Finding Nemo, 463
Finnegans Wake (Joyce), 25–26
FiOS television service, 231
“Fireflies,” 150
Firefox, 49
fireside chats, 169, 170
First, Harry, 458, 472
First Amendment. See also free
expression; Supreme Court
and commercial speech, 405,
407
and communist witch hunts,
565–66
development by founders,
549–50
and digital gaming, 111
identifying sources, shield
laws, 560
and images of war publication,
18–19
and movie industry, 561–65
and newspapers, 550–51,
554–60, 566
and political speech, 476,
545–46
print versus broadcast
expression, 554, 565–66
prior restraint, 550–51, 560
rights of, 405, 497, 547
Sedition Act as precedent for,
278, 279, 280, 549–50
Sixth Amendment versus,
559–60
text of, 547
unprotected speech, forms of,
551–59
and Zenger decision, 279
first-person perspective, digital
games, 83, 90, 91
first-run syndication, 225
Fitzgerald, F. Scott, 353, 361,
366
Five Great Tragedies
(Shakespeare), 358
500 Days of Summer, 256
flack, 440
Flaherty, Robert, 254
flat disk, 122, 123
Fleischman, Doris, 427
Fleishman-Hillard International
Communications, 391, 430
flexible market, and media
companies, 458–59
Flickr, 53
Flowers of War, The, 255
Flynt, Larry, 555–56

FM radio
chip for in mobile devices, 184
development of, 159, 161, 172–73
low-power FM (LPFM)
approval, 179, 188
nonprofit stations and FCC, 179
Focus Features, 264
focus groups, 392
Fodor’s Travel, 366
Fog of War, The, 256
folk music, 137
folk-rock, 137
Food and Drug Act of 1906, 384,
387
Food and Drug Administration,
386
Forbes, Steve, 569
Forbidden Kingdom, The, 255
Ford, Henry, 462
Forden, Diane, 337
foreign films, 253–55
“Forever,” 147
Forever (Blume), 365
Forever War, The (Filkins), 288
format radio, 174–79
“form follows function,” 27
Forrest Gump, 263
FORTUNE, 324, 339
45-rpm record, 124
Foster, Jodie, 251
Fountain, The, 256
Four Brothers, 251
Foursquare, 44, 66, 398, 469
Fourth Estate, 549
fourth screens, 207–8, 226–27
Four Tops, 136
Four Weddings, 531
Fox, William, 244
Fox & Friends, 199
Fox Broadcasting Company
holdings of, 231
as Hulu partner, 231, 466
News Corp. ownership of, 164,
231–32, 456
TV Guide promotion of, 326
Foxconn, 65, 146
Fox Film Corporation. See also
Twentieth Century Fox
founding of, 244
and Paramount decision, 258
Fox Interactive Media, 231
Fox Movie Channel, 231
Fox Movietone newsreels, 214,
249
Fox News Channel
on Al Jazeera news, 509
competitors, 215
as news channel leader (2011),
506
opinion programs on, 215,
505–6

ratings position, 230
Shirley Sherrod, attack on, 500
talking heads/pundits, 203,
490, 505–6
and viewer credibility, 504
Fox Reality, 231
Fox Searchlight Pictures, 231,
256
market share (2011), 264
Fox Sports, 231
Fox Sports Radio Network, 231
Fox Television Studios, 231
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Kane, Bob, 356
Kansas, 139
Kant, Immanuel, 497
Kaplan, Andreas M., 52
Kapur, Shekhar, 255
KARE-TV, 301
Karim, Jawed, 228
Karloff, Boris, 21
Kasem, Casey, 175
Katazenberg, Jeffrey, 264
Katz, John, 277
Katz, Jon, 290, 489
Katz Media Group, 188
Kaufmann, Anthony, 249
Kazaa, 127
Kazan, Elia, 257
KCBS radio, 164
KCOR radio, 179
KDKA radio, 164, 165
Keaton, Buster, 247
Keeping Up with the Kardashians,
14
Keillor, Garrison, 333
Keller, Bill, 491, 493, 514
Kellogg’s cereal ads, 387
Kelly, Grace, 211
Kennard, William E., 188
Kennedy, Anthony, 475–76, 560
Kennedy, John F.
assassination, images of, 195,
324–25, 507
first live television interview,
214
Kennedy-Nixon debate, 232
primary, documentary on,
254
Warren Commission report as
book, 358
Kernan, Alvin, 373
Kerouac, Jack, 296
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Ketchum, 391, 443
Keys, Alicia, 178
key word search, 51
KGO radio, 177
Kickstarter, 53, 54, 110, 120
Kidman, Nicole, 255
Kid Rock, 141
Kids Are All Right, The, 251
Kindle. See Amazon Kindle
Kinect motion sensing. See
Microsoft, Xbox Kinect
kinescope, 210, 242–43
kinetograph, 242
kinetoscope, 81, 240
King, B. B., 129
King, Carole, 128
King, Martin Luther, Jr.,
assassination, images of,
195, 507
King, Stephen, 358
King Features Syndicate, 284
Kings of Leon, 131
Kingston Trio, 148
Kinks, 135
Kinsley, Michael, 502
Kipling, Rudyard, 314
Kiss, 140
Klapper, Joseph, 527
Klondike Lite ads, 412
KMSP, 231
K’Naan, 182
KNAZ-TV, 301
Knickerbocker, 318
Knight Citizen News Network,
308
Knight Ridder, 299, 300–301
Knol, 63
Knot, 531
KNOW radio, 181
Koppel, Ted, 19
Korean War, reporter casualties,
308
Kotaku, 95
Kovach, Bill, 287, 309, 490,
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Kraft Television Theater, 212
Krahulik, Mike, 95
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Krugman, Paul, 459
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KSDK-TV, 301
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KTTV, 231
Ku Klux Klan, 248, 294
Kurosawa, Akira, 253, 255
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KVUE-TV, 504
Kweli, Talib, 141
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Kyncl, Robert, 227–28

“La Bamba,” 134
labor unions
“framed” in news stories, 537
media coverage, lack of, 441
membership decline, 458, 537
L.A. Confidential, 250
Ladies’ Companion, 351
Ladies’ Home Journal
circulation (1972 vs. 2011), 326
launch of, 317
social reform pieces in, 320
survival of, 327
women, traditional focus on, 331
La Dolce Vita, 253
Lady, The, 255
Lady Gaga, 10, 131, 433
Lady Vengeance, 255
Lafraniere, Sharon, 148
Lagadére, 366, 367
La Información, 294
Lake, Sam, 97
Lam, Ringo, 255
Lambert, Adam, 131
lamp black, 122
Land of Talk, 149
Lane, Anthony, 466
LAN International, 187
L.A. Noire, 102
La Opinión, 294
La Palina cigars, 167
Lara Croft: Tomb Raider, 97
La Raza, 294
Lasch, Christopher, 513, 515
Lassie, 25
Lasswell, Harold, 522
Last.fm, 183, 187
Last Stand, The, 255
Last Story, The, 84
Last Tango in Paris, 239
Latifah, Queen, 141
Latina, 335
Laugh-O-Gram, 462
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La Voz, 294
Law & Order, 224, 472
Lead Belly, 137
“Leader of the Pack,” 135
League, The, 96
Learning Tree, The, 252
leased channels, 219. See also
syndication
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(LOP), 21, 195
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Ledbetter, Huddie (Lead Belly),
137
Lee, Ang, 251
Lee, Chris, 578
Lee, Harper, 366
Lee, Ivy Ledbetter (Poison Ivy),
422, 425–26, 432, 441
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Left-oriented magazines, 340
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Leguizamo, John, 409
Lehigh, Scot, 527
Lehrer, Jonah, 500
Leiber, Jerry, 128
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leisure magazines, 331–32
leisure time, emergence of, 80
Lemmons, Kasi, 251
Lennox, Annie, 131
Leno, Jay, 360
Leo Burnett Worldwide, 391
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Lethal Weapon 4, 255
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136
Letterman, David, 512
Levin, Mark, 176
Lévy, Pierre, 95
Lewinsky, Monica, 14, 290
Lewis, Jerry Lee, 132, 134
Lewis, Juliette, 520
Lewis, Sinclair, 314
Lewis, Tom, 168
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LGBT community, magazines
geared toward, 335
Li, Jet, 255
libel
defenses against, 555–56
false statements, types of, 554
New York Times v. Sullivan libel
case, 554–55
slander compared to, 554
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Left-leaning magazines, 340
liberal, defined, 492
liberal media bias claim, 177,
492
Liberator, 334
libertarian model of expression,
549
Liberty and the News (Lippmann),
522
Liberty Media, DirecTV
purchased by, 231
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book digitizing projects, 363
book preservation efforts, 363
Carnegie funding for, 371, 373
digital archives, 72–73
Library of Congress, 72
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digital games, 108

radio stations, 164, 168, 173
television channels, 198–99
television patent, 197–98
Liebling, A. J., 333
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end of, 317, 327
launch of, 317
pass-along readership, 323
photographic archive online,
323
and photojournalism, 323
LIFE.com, 339
Life Is Beautiful, 253–54
Life of an American Fireman, The,
243
Life of Pi (film), 251
Life of Pi (Martel), 361
lifestyle books, 369
Lifetime, 230
“Like a Prayer,” 142
Lilo + Stitch, 463
Lilyhammer, 194, 208
Limbaugh, Rush, 31, 175, 176, 177,
496
LimeWire, 127
limited competition, 453
Limp Bizkit, 141
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Linda, Solomon, 148
Lindbergh, Anne Morrow, 560–61
Lindbergh, Charles, 166, 249,
425, 560–61
Lineage, 100
linear mass communication
model, 9–10
LinkedIn, 54
linotype, 349, 351
Linux, 72
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Lion King, 263
“Lion King, The,” 148
Lion King, The (film), 463
Lionsgate, 266
market share (2011), 264
as mini-major, 264
“Lion Sleeps Tonight, The,”
exploitation of author of,
148
Lipitor ads, 411
Lippmann, Walter
and agenda-setting theory, 532
Liberty and the News, 522
on news versus public
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as progressive, 27–28, 500
Public Opinion, 422, 427, 521, 522
on responsibilities of press, 287
literacy, and printing, 7
Literary Guild, 349, 369

literary journalism, 287–88
literary magazines, 318, 333–34
Little, Brown & Company, 353,
372
Little Caesar, 523
Little House on the Prairie, 525
Little Mermaid, The, 463
Little Miss Sunshine, 256
Little Review, 556
Little Richard, 131, 132, 133, 134,
135
Little Three studios, 240, 247
LiveJournal, 54
live-tweeting, 14, 60
Living Desert, The, 463
LL Cool J, 141
lobbying, 436–37
ethical issues, 436–37
expenditures (2000–2012), 436
history of, 424
Lobo, Philip A., 93
Local Community Radio Act
(2011), 188
local monopolies, 452, 472
local newspapers, success of,
301–2
location-based information,
consumer preferences,
tracking methods, 44, 66
Lois, George, 216
Lolita, 259
Lolita (Nabokov), 366
Lone Ranger, The, 169
longitudinal studies, 530
long lines monopoly, 165
“Long Tall Sally,” 133
Lonny, 329
Look, 317, 323, 327
Lord of the Flies, The (Golding),
366
Lord of the Rings (film), 239, 263
Lord of the Rings (Tolkein), 361
Los Angeles Times, 295, 306
circulation (2011 vs. 2012), 286
cost cutting, 298, 299, 309
Lost, 29, 213
Lost in Translation, 251, 256
Lost Weekend, 259
Lotus Communications, 186
low culture, 16. See also popular
culture
defined, 17
and rock and roll, 130–31
Lowenthal, Leo, 535
Lowes, 64
Lowe Worldwide, 391
low-power FM (LPFM), 188
loyalty oaths, 565
LPs (long-playing records), 123,
124
LSD, 138

Lucas, George, 238, 250–51, 255,
266
Luce, Henry, 322–23, 324, 332
Lucky One, The (Sparks), 361
Lucky Strike Orchestra, 170
Lucky Strike public relations,
427
Ludacris, 178
Luhrmann, Baz, 249
Lumière, Louis and Auguste,
240, 243
Lydia Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound, 386, 412
Lyle, Jack, 527
MacFarlane, Seth, 568
Mackenzie Blue series, 412
Mackey, John, 437
Macmillan, 353, 366
Mad, 339
Madagascar, 264
Mad Cow USA (Stauber and
Rampton), 443
Madden, John, 93, 106, 108
Madden NFL, 85, 93
Madden NFL 13, 86
Maddow, Rachel, 457, 506
Mad Men, 23, 60, 194, 213, 389,
450
Madonna, 60, 142, 227, 229
Mae, Willie, 131
magalogs, 339
magazine format, television
programs, 199–200, 215,
223
magazines, 313–41
advertising, 327, 331, 336–37
circulation and distribution,
337–38
corporations, top, 338–39
and democracy, 340–41
editorial department, 336
historical view. See magazines,
history of
independent/alternative
development, 340
international editions, 339
media convergence, 328–29
men’s magazines, 331
online version. See online
magazines
production and technology
aspects, 336
sales strategies, 338
special editions, 337
specialized magazines, 329,
331–36
subscription model, 337–38
top magazines (1972 vs. 2011),
326
women’s magazines, 331

magazines, history of, 316–28
advertising, 320, 384–85
colonial era, 316–18
decline, reasons for, 326–28
first magazines, 316–17
general-interest magazines,
322–23, 327–28
illustrated magazines, 316, 319
muckrakers, 321–22
national magazines, 318–19
nineteenth century, 318–19
photographs, use of, 319, 332
photojournalism, 322, 324–25
social reform pieces in, 320–21
specialized magazines, 318
women’s magazines, 318, 319,
331
magic bullet theory, 526
Magic Lantern, 240
Magnavox, video gaming, 82, 104
Magnificent Seven, The, 255
Magnolia Pictures, 265
Magnum ads, 409
Mailer, Norman, 288
mail-order bookselling, 370
Mainstream Media’s Liberal Bias
(MMLB), 177
“making of “ movies, 463, 466
Makinson, John, 364
Malaeska: The Indian Wife of the
White Hunter (Stephens),
351
Malcolm X, 365
Mali, child soldiers in, 533
malice, and libel cases, 555
Malkovich, John, 62
malt liquor ads, 409
Mamma Mia, 250
Manber, Udi, 51
manga, 97
manga books, 353
Mann, Estle Ray, 82
Manson, Charles, 139
Manson, Marilyn, 131, 520
Manufacturing Consent: Noam
Chomsky and the Media, 541
manuscripts
history of, 7, 349
illuminated, 7, 348, 349, 350
manuscript culture, 349, 359
Man with the Golden Arm, The,
259
map cultural model, 24–26
“Maple Leaf Rag,” 128
mapping, Google products, 63
Marconi, Guglielmo, 159–60
Marconi Wireless Telegraph
Company, 160
Marie Claire, 314
Mario, 95
Mario Bros., 83–84
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marketing. See also advertising
books, 367–68
digital games, 108
magalogs, 339
movies, on Internet, 266–67
market research, 392–94, 524, 526
Markoff, John, 105
Marlboro ads, 402, 410
Maroon 5, 142
Married . . . with Children, 525
Mars, Bruno, 133
Marsh, Randy, 78
Marshall, Joshua Micah, 302
Marshall, Penny, 251
Martha and the Vandellas, 136
Martha Steward Weddings, 531
Martin Chuzzlewit (Dickens), 281
Martinville, Édouard-Léon de,
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Marvel Comics
Disney purchase of, 265, 357, 466
history of, 356–57
reorganization of (2000), 357
Marvel Studios, 265
Marvel vs. Capcom, 90, 97
Marx, Groucho, 168
Marx, Karl, 365, 535
Mary Tyler Moore Show, 505
M*A*S*H, 211, 227
Mashable! 53
mash-ups, 26, 571
mass communication
and ancient cultures, 7, 15,
348–49
critical process, 31–35
cultural model of, 10
and cultural role of media, 17,
20–21, 24–30
cultural values, shifts in, 26–30
defined, 6
digital media, 9, 46–48
electronic era, 8–9
industrial/modern era, 8, 26–28
innovations, stages of, 11
Internet, 40, 46–48
linear model of, 9–10
media convergence, 11–14, 38
narratives in, 14–15
postmodern period, 28–30
premodern era, 28
printing press/printed
materials, 7–8, 350–51
and societal role of media, 15–17
mass communication studies, 531
Mass Effect, 90, 106
massively multiplayer online
role-playing games
(MMORPGs)
avatars, 54, 86, 91
functionality of, 86
most popular, 54, 77, 81, 86
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production costs, 107
role-playing types, 92
mass market paperbacks
history of, 349, 351, 358
instant books, 358
mass media. See also individual
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advertising, 381–451
book publishing, 345–73
convergence of. See media
convergence
daily consumption by platform,
16
defined, 6
digital forms. See digital media
economics of. See media
economics
and journalism, 485–515
magazines, 313–41
movies, 239–67
newspapers, 275–309
past view of, 5
public relations, 419–45
radio, 155–89
societal impact of, 16
television, 193–233
mass media audience
cross-platform viewing (2011),
208
niche groups versus, 5, 195,
202–3, 226
television, Nielsen measure,
226–27
television audience (1984–
2009), 206
mass media channel, 9
mass medium stage, of media
innovation, 11, 123
mass production
books, 7–8, 350–51
records, early, 123
Master, The, 264
Masterpiece Classic, 212, 213
Masterpiece Mystery! 212
Masterpiece Theatre, 212
Matador records, 144, 149
Maus: A Survivor’s Tale
(Spiegelman), 357
Maxim, 331, 333
Maxwell, 178
Maxwell, James, 159
“Maybelline,” 131
Mayfield, Curtis, 139
maze digital games, 90, 92
Mazur, Laurie Ann, 392
“Mbube,” 148
MCA, home taping lawsuit, 206
McCain-Feingold campaignfinance law, 545
McCall’s, 326
McCann Erikson, 391

McCarthy, Charlie (dummy), 567
McCarthy, Joseph, 212
Hollywood Ten hearings, 241,
257–58
investigative journalism on,
289
Red Channels report, 565
McChesney, Robert, 453, 473,
475–77, 572
McClatchy Company, 299
McClellan, Scott, 444–45
McClure’s Magazine, 321, 425
McConnell, Frank, 14
McDonalds, 411, 412
MC5, 139
McGonigal, Jane, 94
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 353
McGraw-Hill Education, 367
McGuffey, William H., 349, 354
McLaughlin, Ed, 177
McLean, Don, 134
McLeod, Kembrew, 571
McLuhan, Marshall, 239, 394,
489, 577–78, 582
McNealy, Scott, 578
mechanical games, 81–82
Media Access Project, 572
Media Alliance, 465
media buyers, 394
MediaChannel, 67
media convergence, 11–14
and book publishing, 361–63
content, paying for, 13
cross-platform convergence,
12
and cultural change, 13–14
definition/roles of, 11–12
and digital gaming, 40, 78,
87–88, 96–97
and digital media, 38–41
historical view, 11–14, 38
and Internet, 6, 38, 58
and journalism, 506
and magazines, 328–29
and mobile devices, 39–40,
58–60, 64
and movie industry, 259–60,
265–66
and newspapers, 304–6
and radio, 60, 126, 181–84
and separate media, lack of,
59–60
sound recordings, 126–28
and television, 206–9
transition to digital difficulties,
467–68
and walled Internet concept,
60–61
media economics, 449–77
antitrust, industry limitations,
470–71

and democracy, 475–77
deregulation, 455–58
Disney example of, 462–66
flexible market, 458
free-market, fallout from,
472–73
global expansion, 466–67
and hegemony, 459–61
industry structures, 452–53
labor, changes related to,
458–59
and media convergence, 467–70
mergers and purchases. See
consolidations/mergers
revenue collection methods,
453–54
synergy, 462–66
top companies. See media
organizations
wage gap, 459–60
media effects research, 526–34
content analysis, 530–31
evaluation of, 534
experiments, 529
goals of, 521
hypodermic-needle model,
526–27
minimal-effects model, 527
private and public, 528
scientific method in, 528–29
survey research, 529–30
theoretical basis. See media
effects theories
uses and gratifications model,
528
media effects theories, 532–34
agenda-setting, 532–33
critics of, 535
cultivation effect, 533
social learning theory, 532
spiral of silence, 533–34
third-person effect, 534
media innovation, stages of, 11
Media Lab at MIT, 70
media literacy
defined, 31
evaluation/critique in. See
critical process
media/medium, meaning of, 10
Media Monopoly, The (Bagdikian),
470, 471, 473
media multitasking, 13–14
media organizations. See also
specific companies
book publishing conglomerates,
366–67
bookstore superchains, 349,
369
business structures in. See
monopoly; oligopoly
cable television, 230–31

CEO compensation (2010), 460
commercial strategies of, 454
conglomerate, case example,
462–66
deregulation, impact on,
456–58
digital forms, transition to,
467–68
digital media giants.
See digital media
organizations
direct broadcast satellite (DBS),
231
diversification strategy, 470, 472
economic crisis (2008) impact
on, 459, 466, 470
film studio mergers, 265
flexible market effects, 458–59
global expansion, 463, 466–67
in information-based economy,
454–55
largest companies (1980, 1997,
2011), 471
limited/monopolistic competition, 453
magazine chains, 338–39
mergers and purchases. See
consolidations/mergers
movie studios, major, 264–65
multichannel video programming distributors (MVPDs),
230–31
music group mergers, 144
music industry, major labels,
144
newspaper chains, 299–300
newspaper circulation (2011
versus 2012), 286
public relations firms, 428–29
radio corporations, 186–87
revenue collection methods,
454
and specialization, 462
synergy as operation in,
462–66
television networks, 219, 230
video games, 82
wage gap in, 459–60
women and minority ownership, 464–65
workers, decline of, 458–59
media-relations specialists, 433
media research, 521–41
advertising methods, 392–94
cultural studies, 534–40
and democracy, 540–41
early trends, 521
marketing research, 524, 526
media effects research, 526–34
Payne Fund Studies, 523–24
propaganda analysis, 522

public opinion research, 522–23
public relations, 429–30
social psychology studies,
523–24
Medical Repository, 318
Meet the Press, 214
mega-advertising agencies, 385,
390–91
megaplex theaters, 263
Méliès, George, 243
Memoirs of a Geisha, 255
Memphis Free Speech, 297
Mencken, H. L., 30, 289
Men’s Health, 330, 331, 339
Men’s Journal, 330
men’s magazines, 331, 333
Mentalist, The, 472
Mercury Theater of the Air, 171
Meredith, Burgess, 565
Meredith Corporation, 339
Merge records, 144
Merkel, Angela, 303
Merrill, John C., 440
Merritt, Davis “Buzz,” 508, 510
Merry Frolics of Satan, The, 243
“Message, The,” 141
messages, 9
Metal Gear, 95
Metric, 140
Metroid, 91, 92
Metromix.com, 301
metropolitan newspapers, 291
Metropolitan Opera, live HD
screenings, 263
Meyer, Stephanie, 539
Meyers, Nancy, 251
MGM (Metro Goldwyn Mayer)
in Big Five, 240, 247
and Paramount decision, 258
MGMT, 140
M. I. A., 141
Miami Herald, “El Nuevo Herald,”
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Miami Herald Publishing Co. v.
Tornillo, 566
Mickelson, Phil, 399
Mickey Mouse, 462, 553
microblogging, 53
microprocessors, 46, 48
Microsoft
aQuantive purchased by, 396
and Barnes & Noble Digital
Division, 63
Bing, 51, 62, 63
browser. See Internet Explorer
business social network, 469
digital gaming domination, 106
digital gaming innovations, 81,
84, 87, 90, 98, 103, 105
divisions/services/products of,
105–6

Internet control tactic, 63, 72,
469
Messenger, 51
monopolistic practices
settlement, 452
MSNBC partnership, 457
and net neutrality, 71
plain-folks ads, 399
revenues (2011), 106
smartphones, 59
Surface tablet, 469
valuation of company (2012),
377
Windows, 63
Wonderwall, 329
Xbox, 58, 84, 105, 106
Xbox Kinect, 84, 87, 93, 98,
103
Xbox LIVE, 81, 84, 87, 105, 106
Xbox LIVE Marketplace, 110
Xbox 360, 87, 88, 90, 105, 106
Yammer, 469
Zune, 184
Midwest Video ruling, 197, 220
Mill, John Stuart, 497
Miller, Arthur, 565
Miller, Glenn, 129
Miller, Judith, 559
Miller Brewing Company, 395,
433
Miller Lite, 395
Miller v. California, 557
Milton, John, 549
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, 306
Minaj, Nicki, 142
Minesweeper, 93
minimal-effects model, 527
miniseries, 212
Minneapolis Star Tribune, 299,
508
MinnPost, 309
minority groups. See ethnic
minorities; women; specific
groups
Minow, Newton, 177, 201
minstrel shows, 170
Minutemen, 140
Miracle case, 563–64
Miracles, 136
Miracolo, Il (The Miracle), 563–64
Miramax
Disney sale of, 256, 466, 470
DreamWorks distribution deal,
466
misogyny, and digital gaming,
99, 102–3
Mission Impossible, 29
Mississippi delta blues, 131
Miyamoto, Shigeru, 83, 98
Miyazaki, Hayao, 255
Moana, 254

mobile advertising, 381–82
Apple platform for, 382
consumer preferences,
tracking, 44, 66, 397–98
Google platform for, 382
revenues generated by, 381–82
mobile devices, 58–61. See also
smartphones; tablets
closed/walled Internet
concept, 60–61
and media convergence, 39–40,
58–60, 64, 209
Mobile ESPN, 265
Modan, Rutu, 354
modding, 95–96
Modeo’s Winess Protection, 251
Modern Bride, 531
Modern Family, 211, 227
modernization, and cultural
values, 26–28
Modern Library, 366
Modern Times, 27, 30
Mod Squad, The, 213
MOG, 128, 145, 147
Monday Night Football, 204
“Money,” 133
Money, 339
monopolistic competition, 453
monopoly
AT&T, 163, 164–65, 452
cable franchise issue, 220
elements of, 452
fin-syn network rule, 218, 219
local level monopolies, 452, 472
media companies strategies
around, 458, 470–71
Microsoft suit, 452
and multichannel video
programming distributors
(MVPDs), 231
private sector type, 163
protection against. See
antitrust laws
RCA-NBC, 167
RCA radio, 163, 167
Trust (Edison patent company),
244–47
Monroe, Marilyn, 327, 331
Monsters, Inc., 463
Moonves, Leslie, 203
Moore, Michael, 256, 466
Morganella, Michel, 581
Morning Edition, 180
Morning Joe, 403
Morpheus, 127
Morris, Barbara, 233
Morris, Errol, 256
Morrison, Jim, 139
Morrison, Toni, 361, 366
Morse, Samuel, 158
Morse code, 158, 160, 163
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Mortal Kombat, 103
Mosaic, 49
Mother Jones, 288, 340
motion picture history, 240–60
cartoons, Disney, 462–63
censorship pressures, 562–63
color, films in, 259
directors, status of, 250–51
distribution, early methods,
246
documentary films, 254, 256
early inventions, 240–43
exhibition, 246–47
genres of films, 249–50
global cinema, 253–54
Hollywood Golden Age, 247–53
Hollywood studio system, 240,
244–45, 247
Hollywood Ten hearings, 241,
257–58
independent films, 241, 256
Motion Picture Production
Code, 241, 259, 563
narrative films, 243–44, 249
nickelodeons, 244
Paramount decision, 241, 258
racism in, 252
radio/television, impact on,
259–60
scandals, 563
silent films, 248
sound, introduction of, 240,
248–49
studio-owned theaters, 247
suburbia and changes, 252,
258–59
Trust, 244–47
women in business, 245
Motion Picture Patents Company, 244
Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America
(MMPDA), 563, 564
Motion Picture Production Code,
241, 259, 563
Motorola
Android phones, 59
car radios, 166
Motorola Mobility, 63
Motown, 136, 137, 144
Moulin Rouge! 250
movable type, 348, 349, 350
movie industry
digital rights service, 265–66
free expression/First Amendment rights, 561–65
gross revenues (1987–2011), 261
historical view. See motion
picture history
home video, impact on, 253–54,
260
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independent/alternative
development, 256, 266–67
media convergence, 259–60,
265–66
mergers/vertical integration,
265
mini-major studios, 264
as oligopoly, 245, 247
revenues, sources of, 260–62
self-regulation, 563–65
studios, top, 264–65
television production financed
by, 223
women in, 251
movies, 239–67
blockbusters, 238–39, 260–63
book-based films, 354, 357, 361
business of. See motion picture
history; movie industry
critical process, 263, 468
and democracy, 267
digital video format, 241,
266–67
global cinema, 255
greatest of all time, 237
“the making of” specials, 462,
463
product lines of, 264
product placment in, 262, 264,
403–4
racial/ethnic minorities in,
251–52
television series as basis of, 29
theater chain exhibition,
262–63
3-D films, 238, 241, 259, 261,
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top-grossing films, 262
video game-based films, 29, 97
movie theaters, 262–63
history of, 7–8, 240
largest chains, 262
megaplexes, 263
movie palaces, 240, 247
Paramount decision, 258
Movietone, 214, 249
Moyers, Bill, 205
MP3 format
development of, 123, 127
podcasting, 184
Mr. Natural, 357
Mr. Rogers’ Neighborhood, 217
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,
387
“Mr. Tambourine Man,” 137
Ms., 331, 337
MS & L, 391
MSNBC
Comcast as partner, 457
competitors, 215
early cable audience, 9

Microsoft/NBC partnership,
457
NBC control of, 230
opinion programs, 215
talking heads/pundits, 490,
505–6
MSN.com, 63, 106
MTV, 203
early cable audience, 9
globalization, 467
reality shows of, 29, 216
Total Request Live, 141–42
visual methods, influence of,
389–390
MTV Games, 93
Muck Rack, 507
muckrakers, magazines, 314,
321–22
Mulan, 463
M.U.L.E., 106
multichannel video programming distributors (MVPDs),
230–31
multiple-system operators
(MSOs), 230
multiplex cinemas, 241, 247,
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multitasking, media multitasking,
13–14
Munsters, The, 21
Murder of Roger Ackroyd, The
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Murdoch, Rupert, 224. See also
News Corp.
Australian roots of, 232
U.S. citizenship, 164, 456
Murrow, Edward R., 168, 289,
476, 503
musicals (films), 250
music formats, radio, 178–79
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Starflight, 106
Stargate, 143
Starr, Edwin, 137
Starr, Ringo, 406
star system, 123
Star Trek, 213
Star Wars, 238, 251, 255, 260, 262
Star Wars: The Old Republic
(digital game), 106
as MMORPG, 54
production costs, 107
as subscription, 109
Starz, 231
State of the Media (Pew Research
Group), 301–2
static ads, 97–98
Stauber, John, 443–44
Stax records, 144
Steamboat Bill Jr., 247
Steffens, Lincoln, 289, 321
Steinbeck, John, 366
Steinem, Gloria, 331
Stephens, Ann, 351
Stephens, Mitchell, 278
stereo, 125
stereotyping, in advertising, 401
Stern, Howard, 181, 568
Stewart, Jon, 35, 501, 511–12
Stewart, Martha, 181
Stewart, Potter, 556
Stockham, Thomas, 125
Stoker, 255
Stoller, Mike, 128
Stone, I. F., 297
Stone, Oliver, 260, 520
Stone Temple Pilots, 141
Stooges, 139
“Stop! In the Name of Love,” 136,
137
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Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA),
480, 572
stories. See narratives
storyboard, 394
Storz, Todd, 174
Stowe, Harriet Beecher, 318, 353,
360
Strand Theatre, 247
Strategic Business Insights (SBI),
392
strategy digital games, 92
streaming music. See also
Internet radio; online
music
trends (2012), 115
streaming video
movies, 265–66
movie studio revenues from,
261–62
online services, major, 265. See
also individual services
television shows, 60, 194, 197,
207–9
YouTube content plans, 228–29
Street Fighter, 90, 97
Streisand, Barbra, 251
Struggle for Freedom in the
South, 554
Studio One, 212
studio system, 240, 244–45,
247
Studio 2.0, 339
stunt journalism, 486
StyleWatch, 328
Styx, 139
subliminal advertising, 389
Sub Pop records, 144
subscription models
cable television, 194, 205,
226
digital games, 109
Internet radio, 128, 145–46, 147
magazines, 337–38
movie streaming, 208
online newspapers, 279, 291,
304–6
television show streaming, 208
subsidiaries, magazine chains,
338–39
subsidiary rights, 367
suburbia, impact on movie
industry, 252, 258–59
Subway ads, 403
Sugarhill Gang, 141
Sugarhill records, 144
Sullivan, Ed, 136
Sullivan, L. B., 554
Sulzberger, Arthur, 276
Summer, Donna, 140
Summer Entertainment, 264
Summerfest, 433

Summit Studios, market share
(2011), 264
Sun Also Rises, The (Hemingway),
353, 366
Sundance Film Festival, 241, 256,
263, 267
Sunday Independent, 486
Sunday Times of London, 324
Sun Records, 132, 144
Sunset, 339
Sunset Boulevard, 250
Super Bowl, 193, 204
advertising costs, 395
Janet Jackson wardrobe
malfunction, 568
Super Bowl XLVI, 60
Super Fly, 252
superhero comic books,
356–57
Superman comic book, 356
Super Mario 64, 105
Super Mario Bros., 80, 83–84, 90,
91, 104
Super Mario Bros. (film), 97
supermarket tabloids, 335–39
Super Monkey Ball, 107
supernatural, television shows
based on, 29
Super Size Me, 256
Supreme Court
Brown v. Board of Education,
130
Bush v. Gore radio broadcast,
560
cameras banned from
proceedings, 560
on censorship as prior
restraint, 550–51
censorship of films, 562
Citizens United v. Federal
Election Commission,
475–76, 545–46
digital games, First Amendment protection, 111
FCC v. Pacifica Foundation, 568
Flynt (Larry) appeal upheld by,
556
on Hustler libel case, 555–56
on indecent radio programming, 568
Marconi’s wireless patent
overturned, 160
Miami Herald Publishing Co. v.
Tornillo, 566
Midwest Video case, 197, 220
Miracle case, 563–64
Mutual v. Ohio, 562
Napster decision, 126–27
Near v. Minnesota, 550
New York Times v. Sullivan libel
case, 554–55

obscenity cases, 556–57
Paramount decision, 241, 258
and Pentagon Papers, 550
on political spending by
corporations, 475–76,
545–46
prior-restraint cases, 550–51
privacy case, 559
public interest cases, 566
Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v.
FCC, 566
Roth v. United States, 556–57
Schenck v. United States, 552
separate but equal ruling, 130
Sheppard (Sam) case, 560
on vacuum tube patent, 161
Supremes, 136, 137
Surface tablet, 469
survey research
in advertising industry, 392
precision journalism, 289
procedure in, 529–30
public opinion research, 522–23
survival horror digital games, 92,
99
Survivor, 216
Swayze, John Cameron, 214
“Sweet Little Sixteen,” 131
Swift, Taylor, 183
swing bands, 129, 130
SyFy, 87, 194
Sympathy for Mr. Vengeance, 255
syndication, 224–25
barter versus cash deals, 225
fin-syn network rule, 218, 219
fringe time programming, 224
methods of, 224–25
newspaper feature syndicates,
299
profits from, 225, 466, 472
synergy, 462–66
Disney example of, 462–66
and globalization, 462
and product placement, 264
Syria, Arab Spring, 481
tablets
advertising on. See mobile
advertising
and Apple. See Apple iPad
cable television apps, 209
closed/walled Internet
concept, 60–61
competing tablets, 59, 330,
338, 362
development of, 47, 59, 64
digital gaming on, 87–88, 107
e-books readers as. See e-books
readers
Internet radio apps, 184
magazine apps, 329, 330, 338

market share (2012), 371
and media convergence, 40,
59–60
movie delivery on, 265
newspapers, access to, 276,
305–6
television ratings, tracking of,
227
television show viewing on, 209
tabloids
supermarket tabloids, 335–39
yellow journalism as origin,
282–84
Tainter, Charles Sumner, 123
Tales from the Crypt comic book,
356
Talk, 326
talkies, 248–49
Talking Heads, 139
talking heads/pundits, 203, 490,
505–6
forerunner of, 287
Talking Points Memo blog, 302,
306
talk radio
early radio, 159
and Fairness Doctrine repeal,
177
modern development, 177
shows/audience size, 176
talk shows, 215
Talk to Me, 251
Talladega Nights: The Ballad of
Ricky Bobby, 403
Tamla label, 137
tape recordings, development of,
122, 124–25
tap lines, 202
Tarbell, Ida, 289, 321, 425, 486
Target
book selling by, 369
branding ad campaign, 391
digital games, 109
music retailing, 145
targeted advertising, 50–51,
397–98
Tatler, 316
Taxi Driver, 251
Taylor, William Desmond, 563
TBS, 339
TBWA Worldwide, 391
TCM, 339
Tebbel, John, 327, 350
TechCrunch, 53
Technicolor, 259
Teen Mom, 215
Teen Vogue, 333
TEKKEN, 107
Telecommunications Act of 1996.
See also deregulation
cable systems, impact on, 221

and deregulation, 185–86,
455–58, 463
non-ownership of Internet, 62
ownership restrictions lifted,
73, 169, 197, 224
passage of, 169, 221
provisions of, 221
Telefutura, 187
telegraph
communication, impact on, 8
first lines, 158
wireless, 122, 159–60
Telemundo, 203, 217
telenovelas, 217
“Telephone,” 10
telephone group, 165
telephone industry
AT&T and control of, 164
AT&T breakup, 455–56
cable service triple-play, 221
historical view, 122, 161–62
Internet connection, 49–50
PC telephone services
alternative, 58
Telepictures Productions, 339
teleplays, 212
television, 193–233
advertising. See television
advertising
audience, measurement of,
226–27
books, promoting on, 360–61
cable television. See cable
television
on-demand viewing, 13
and democracy, 232–33
fourth screens, mobile devices
as, 209
historical view. See television
history
and home video, 206–7
least objectionable programming (LOP), 21, 195
and magazines’ decline,
326–27
and media convergence, 58,
60, 206–9
narratives, changes over time,
14–15
networks. See television
networks
news programs. See cable
news; television news
parental guidelines, 524
and photojournalism, 323–24
postmodern era style of, 29
post-TV world, 525
production costs, 223
programs, categories of. See
television history
public television, 217–18

radio shows crossover to,
169–71, 195, 200
reality TV, 14, 29, 215–17
social media coverage of, 13–14,
60
streaming of shows, 60, 194,
207–9
third screens, PCs as, 207–8
viewing trends (2012), 115
television advertising, 221–22
effectiveness of, 222
historical view, 199–200
by politicians, 476
prime-time commercials, cost
of, 222
product placement, 403–4
public television sponsors, 217
single-sponsor shows, 199–200
spot-ads, 200
television ratings, use of, 226
television history, 196–201
advertising in, 199–200
analog standard, 198
anthology dramas in, 212
cable television, 197, 201–6
cathode-ray tube, 40, 82, 197
color television, 196, 199
comedy shows in, 209–10
digital signals, 197, 198
early inventions/patents,
197–98
episodic series, 212–13
first public demonstration, 196,
198
first transmission, 196, 197
frequency assignments, 198
highest-rated series, 227
kinescope and live broadcasts,
210
licensing, 198–99
magazine programs, 199–200
and movie industry development, 259–60
network era, 201
news programs, 213–15
ownership restrictions lifted,
197, 224
quiz shows, 200–201
quiz show scandals, 196,
200–201
radio, decline of, 12, 126, 159,
172, 198
serial shows, 213
single-sponsor shows, 199–200
socio-political events in, 14,
195, 212
specials format, 200
wasteland metaphor for, 201
television networks
affiliate stations, 214, 224
cable as threat to, 9, 203, 215

cable channel ownership by,
230
corporations, top, 219, 230–31
cross-ownership rule, 456
deficit financing by, 223, 225
and deregulation, 455
distribution network, 224–25
FCC regulations, 218–19, 224
home video as threat to, 207
network era, 199, 201
news programs. See television
news
past view of, 5
ratings and shares, 226–27
ratings leader, 230
Spanish-language television,
217
syndication, 224–25, 466, 472
television news, 213–15, 504–6
anchor, physical attractiveness,
504–5
cable television. See cable news
credibility/believability study,
504
growth of, 504
happy talk strategy, 505
history of, 287
iconic images from, 15, 214,
233, 323–24, 507
network news pioneers, 214
news documentary, 503
newspapers and online news
versus, 503–4
prepackaged formats, 504
socio-political forces, 14–15
sound bites, 505
Telstar, 196, 202
Temple Run, 109, 111
Temptations, 136
Ten Commandments, The, 248
Ten Days That Shook the World
(Reed), 289
Tennessean, 301
Tennis World, 328
Tesla, Nikola, 158, 160–61
testimonials, famous-persons,
399
Tetris, 83, 87, 88, 93
Texaco Star Theater, 211
Texas, textbook content
demands, 355
Texas Instruments, transistor
radios, 172
textbooks, 354–55, 358
cost, division of, 355
history of, 349, 354–55
text messages
abbreviations, 94
digital gamers, 94
IM versus, 51
number per day, 578
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textual analysis, 536
“That Guy!” campaign, 430
thaumatrope, 240
Them, 135
theme parks, Disney, 265, 266,
463
The Radio Book, 187
TheRadioJournal.com, 187
They Are Us (Hamill), 372
ThinkProgress, 53
third-person effect theory, 534
third-person perspective, digital
games, 91
third screens, 207–8, 226–27
30 Rock, 211
33-rpm record, 124
This American Life, 60
This Land Is Their Land: Reports
from a Divided Nation
(Ehrenreich), 541
“This Land Is Your Land,” 137
This Old House, 339
“This Too Shall Pass,” 120
Thomas, Evan, 491
Thomas, Lowell, 169, 287
Thomas H. Lee Partners, 188
Thompson, Hunter S., 288
Thomson Reuters, 367
Thoreau, Henry David, 8, 318
Thornton, “Big Mama,” 131
THQ, 107
3-D augmented reality
advertising, 329
3-D films, 238, 241, 259, 261, 528
3-D graphics, Sega, 93
three-quarters perspective,
digital games, 83, 91, 92
Thriller video, 15
Thug Life, 141
Thumb, General Tom, 422
Thumbplay, 187
Thurber, James, 333
Tikkum, 335
Timberland, 434
Time, 322–23
international editions, 339
launch of, 317, 322
online, 330, 338
public relations, early, 426
publisher of, 332, 339
special editions, 337
split-run editions, 337
success of, 323
Time Code, 266
Time Inc.
magazine titles of, 339
number of magazines, 338–39
revenue growth (2008–2010), 339
Sports Illustrated, 332, 340
as Time Warner subsidiary, 338
Time-Life Books, 370
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Times, The (U.K), 231
time shifting, 207
Time Warner
AOL purchased by, 50, 63, 449,
453, 457
cable stations owned by, 339
DC Comics ownership by, 357
diversification, 470–71
film studio market share (2011),
264
film studios of, 264, 339
franchises of, 340
global reach, 340
and HBO, 194
holdings of, 339–40
independent films, end of, 256
magazines of, 332, 338–39,
339–40
online presence, 339
revenue of (2011), 340
television stations owned by, 339
Time Inc. subsidiary, 338–39
Time Warner-CBS basketball
deal, 332
Turner Broadcasting purchased by, 457
Time Warner Cable
as broadband ISP, 50
CEO compensation versus
worker wages (2010), 460
digital piracy activism, 127
distribution, 224
iPad apps, 209
net neutrality as issue, 71
subscribers, number of, 230
Timothy, Elizabeth, 280
Tin Pan Alley, 128
Tiny Wings, 111
Tip Top Weekly, 351
Titanic, 239, 262
Titanic disaster, 158, 162, 165
TiVo Premiere, 260
T-Mobile, 472
TMZ, 569
TNT, 194, 339
tobacco industry. See also
cigarette advertising
nicotine studies coverup, 409
Tocqueville, Alexis de, 521–22
Today Show, 199, 200, 214, 504
Tokens, 148
To Kill a Mockingbird (Lee), 366
Tokyo Game Show, 96
Tokyo Jungle, 84
Tolkein, J. R. R., 361
toll broadcasting, 165
Tomb Raider, 29, 91
Tomlinson, Ray, 48
Tommy Boy records, 144
Tonight Show, 200, 215
Top Chef, 14, 60

Top 40 radio format, 126, 174–75
Topix, 301
topless radio, 568
Tor, 55
Tornillo, Pat, Jr., 566
Torvalds, Linus, 72
Tosca, 162
Toshiba, home video devices, 207
touchscreen
and Apple devices, 47
digital game controllers, 84
and e-book reimagining, 362
tablets, 47, 59, 64
Tower Records, 145
Toxic Sludge Is Good for You
(Stauber and Rampton),
443
Toy Story, 463
Toy Story 3, 463
TPM-Muckraker, 53
trade books, 353–54
categories of, 353
graphic novels, 353–54
history of, 353
largest companies, 366–67
trademarks
and brand creation, 386
company image, 386
traffic network, 187
Tramp, The, 324
transatlantic cable, 8
Transformers: Dark of the Moon,
97, 238, 263, 264, 403
Transformers: Revenge of the
Fallen, 411
“Transgressing the Boundaries:
Toward a Transformative
Hermeneutics of Quantum
Gravity” (Sokal), 540
transistor radios, 172
transistors, 172
Travel & Leisure, 333
travelogues, 254
“Treason of the Senate, The”
(Phillips), 314, 321
Treasure Island, 463
Trendrr, 429
Triangle films, 245
Triangle Publications, 326
Tribeca Film Festival, 256
Tribune Company, The, 275, 298,
299
Tribune Media Services, 299
trick films, 243
triple-play service, 221
Trip to the Moon, A, 243
Troggs, 135
trolls, 94
Tron, 97
Tron: Legacy, 97, 382
True Blood, 23, 194, 205

True Grit, 250
Truffaut, François, 253
Truman, Harry, 130
Trump, Donald, 507
Trust (Edison patent company),
244–47
Trust Us, We’re Experts (Stauber
and Rampton), 443
“Truth” anti-smoking ads, 413–14
Truth or Consequences, 169
truTV, 339
Tucker, Ken, 135, 139
Tucker, Sophie, 129
Tumblr, 53
TuneCore, 149–50
Tunisia, Arab Spring, 55, 57, 481
Turner, Big Joe, 131
Turner, Frank, 149
Turner, Ike, 136
Turner, Ted
cable superstation, 197, 202, 215
and CNN, 215
Turner, Tina, 136
Turner Broadcasting System
(TBS)
creation of, 197, 215
networks of, 339
Time Warner purchase of, 457
turning fork gyroscopes, 93
turntable, invention of, 123
“Tutti-Frutti,” 133
TV Everywhere, 208
TV Guide, 326–27
circulation (1972 versus 2011),
326
launch of, 317, 326
News Corp. purchase of, 326
TVGuide.com, 326–27
TV Guide Network, 326
TV: The Most Popular Art
(Newcomb), 536
Twain, Mark, 288, 318
tweets, 53
Twentieth Century Fox
in Big Five, 240, 247
as current major studio, 264
fast-food promotion, 411
Fox Film Corporation as
beginning of, 244
market share (2011), 264
News Corp. purchase of, 265.
See also Fox Network
and Paramount decision, 258
24, 22–23
24/7 Real Media, 396
Twenty-One, 200
Twilight (films), 264
Twilight series (Meyer), 353, 539
Twilight Zone, 212
“Twist and Shout,” 133
Twitalyzer, 429

Twitter
advertising on, 44, 398
journalists use of, 507
live-tweeting, 14, 60
media event tweets, 13–14, 60
media multitasking with, 13–14
as oral culture, 9
popularity of, 53
privacy audit by FTC, 578
public relations use of, 437
and self-disclosure, 578, 581
2001: A Space Odyssey, 202
Tylenol crisis, 423, 439
U2, 140
Ubisoft, 84, 96, 107
Ultrasurf, 55
UltraViolet, 265–66
Ulysses (Joyce), 366, 556–57
Uncharted, 90, 105
Uncle Tom’s Cabin (Stowe), 353,
360
Undefeated, 254
underground press, 279, 296–97
Underwood, Carrie, 142
Unforgivable Blackness, 562
Ungaro, Susan, 497
Unilever, 397, 474
United Artists
history of, 245
in Little Three, 240, 247
United Features, 299
United Independent Broadcasters
(UIB), 167
United Mine Workers, 425–26
United Nations Global Compact,
434
United Negro College Fund, 388
United Press International (UPI),
298
Universal
as current major studio, 264
GE purchase of, 265
in Little Three, 240, 247
market share (2011), 264
Universal Music Group
CDs, priced reduction, 454
EMI purchase plan, 453
market share (2011), 144
on music video revenues, 147,
149
as oligopoly, 453
payola settlement, 185
Polygram purchase by, 144
University of Chicago Press,
360
university press books, 359
Univision Communications
number of stations (2011), 186
Spanish-language radio, 187
Spanish-language television, 217

Univision Network, 217, 230
Univision Online, 187
Unsafe at Any Speed (Nader), 423,
435
Up, 97, 463
Updike, John, 333
Up in the Air, 404
Uptown cigarettes, 408
Uptown records, 144
urban contemporary music
format, 178
Urban Outfitters, 369
USA Network, 194, 203
USA PATRIOT Act of 2001, 68, 557
USA Today
apps, use of, 302
circulation (2011 vs. 2012), 286,
305
color/format of, 289–90
daily circulation, size of, 302
digital copy, regional printing,
336
Gannett ownership of, 299
online format, 59
in post-modern era, 28
and reader credibility, 504
television as model for, 279,
289–90
USA Weekend, 301
U.S. Commerce Department,
radio, early regulation,
164–65
U.S. Defense Department
Internet, development of, 46–48
public relations by, 430, 437
uses and gratifications model,
528
Usher, 142
Usher, Nikki, 514
U.S. Justice Department
AT&T/T-Mobile merger rejected
by, 472
antitrust enforcement, 455
on Apple e-book price fixing,
346, 364, 370
network television, limiting
control of, 218–19, 224
U.S. News & World Report, 323
USS Maine, 324
Us Weekly, 328, 330, 336
Utne Reader, 340
U-verse television service, 231
vacuum tube, wireless telephony, 161
Valens, Ritchie, 134
Valenti, Jack, 564
Vallée, Rudy, 129
values. See cultural values
Values and Lifestyles (VALS)
system, 392–94

Valve Corporation, 95, 110
Vampire Diaries, 227
Vampire Weekend, 140
VandeHei, Jim, 302
Vanderbilt, Cornelius, 455
Van Doren, Charles, 200–201
Vanishing Lady, The, 243
Vanity Fair, 330, 333, 337, 339
Vann, Robert C., 294
Van Sant, Gus, 266
Van Zandt, Steve, 208
variables, research, 529
variety shows
radio shows, 169
television, 210–11
Varney, Christine A., 364
vaudeville, 129, 210–11
Veep, 23
vellum, 350
Velvet Underground, 139, 553
Verizon
as broadband ISP, 50
digital piracy activism, 127
FiOS television service, 231
net neutrality as issue, 71
subscribers, number of, 230
Verne, Jules, 314
Versus, 231
vertical integration, 245, 258,
265, 370
Vertigo, 250
Vevo, 120, 121, 150
VHS (Video Home System),
206–7, 241
Viacom
CBS purchased by, 230
film studios of, 264
independent films, end of,
256
market share (2011), 264
split of, 187
YouTube copyright infringement suit, 467
Victor Talking Machine
Company, 12, 124, 166–67
Victrolas, 122, 124
video, streaming. See streaming
video
videocassette recorders (VCRs),
206, 241, 260
video games
development of, 40, 80,
82–83
evolution of. See digital
gaming
video news releases (VNRs), 423,
430
video-on-demand (VOD), 205
video rentals, 207, 253
video sharing services, 53. See
also YouTube

Vietnam War
news coverage, 214
Pentagon Papers, 550–51
photojournalism, 325
protests, 139
reporter casualties, 308
television images, 14, 15
View, The, 35
Village People, 140
Village Voice, 279, 296
Vilsack, Tom, 500
Vimeo, 53, 56
violence and media
and digital gaming, 80, 90, 99,
103
examples of, 519–20
and movie ratings, 564
online dangerous information,
69
study of. See media effects
research
television programs, 525
Vioxx ads, 411
viral marketing, 394
viral videos, 53–54, 405
Virginian-Pilot, 508
Virginia Tech campus shooting,
520
Virgin record stores, 145
virtual communities, for gamers.
See digital game virtual
communities
virtual game worlds. See also
massively multiplayer
online role-playing games
(MMORPGs)
virtual social worlds, 54, 86–87,
106–7
VistaVision, 259
visual design, in advertising,
389–90
vitascope, 240, 243
Vivendi, 265
Vivendi Blizzard, 106
vocational texts, 355
Vogue, 314, 337, 339
Voice, The, 14, 60, 227
Voice of San Diego, 309
voice recognition
digital gaming interactivity, 81,
84, 87, 93, 103
Semantic Web application, 62
Volkswagen ads, 394, 395, 399
Volvo ads, 412
Vow, The, 250
Vudu, 265
WABC, 194
wage gap
Apple, 146
media companies, 459
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Wagner-Hatfield Amendment,
179
Waiting for Superman, 256
Wake Up and Live (Brande), 358
Waldenbooks, 369
Wales, Jimmy, 438
Walker, Alice, 366
Walker, John Brisben, 313–14
Walker, Stanley, 440
“Walk This Way,” 141
Wallace, Christopher (Biggie
Smalls), 141
Wallace, David Foster, 177
Wallace, Dewitt, 322
Wallace, Lisa Acheson, 322
Wall Street Journal, The
circulation (2011 vs. 2012), 286
News Corp. ownership of, 232,
300, 456
online version, 291
paywalls, 304–6
and reader credibility, 504
You Tube channel, 229
Walmart
book selling by, 369
CEO compensation versus
worker wages (2010), 460
digital games, 109
home video devices, 207
music retailing, 145, 146
video streaming division, 265
Walt Disney Animation Studios,
265
Walt Disney Imagineering, 265
Walt Disney Pictures, divisions
of, 265
Walt Disney Records, 265
Walt Disney Studios Home
Entertainment, 265
Walt Disney Studios Motion
Picture International, 265
Walt Disney World, 463
Walters, Barbara, 214
Walters Kluwer, 367
Waltons, The, 525
waltz, 130
Wang, Wayne, 251
Wang Chieh, 350
“War,” 137
War Advertising Council, 384,
387, 388
Warcraft, 29
Warcraft: Orcs and Humans, 77
Warhol, Andy, 28, 553
War Logs project, 514
Warner, Jack L., 257
Warner Brothers
in Big Five, 240, 247
as current major studio, 264
and Paramount decision, 258
sound films, early, 248
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Warner Brothers Animation,
339
Warner Brothers Television
Group, 339, 340
Warner Brothers Theatre
Ventures, 339
Warner/Chappell Music, 553
Warner Communications
Atari purchased by, 82
and Time Inc. See Time Warner
Warner Home Video, 339
Warner Horizon Television, 339
Warner Independent, 256, 264
Warner Music Group
labels, 120
market share (2011), 144
as oligopoly, 453
payola settlement, 185
War of the Worlds, The (H. G.
Wells), 314
War of the Worlds hoax, 171,
526–27
Warren, Robert, 551
war reporting. See also specific
wars
images, ban on, 18–19
photojournalism, 319, 324
reporters, casualties, 308, 325,
548
Washington, George, 317
Washington Post
bloggers for, 302
circulation (2011 versus 2012),
286
Cooke (Janet) hoax, 498
Pentagon Papers, 550–51
supremacy, challenges to, 290
and Watergate investigation,
279
Weigel scandal, 496
Washington Post Company,
Newsweek sold by, 470
Wasikowska, Mia, 255
Wasteland, 106
Watchmen, 354
Watergate investigation, 215, 279,
289
Deep Throat, 488
Waters, Muddy, 129, 130, 133, 135
Watkins, Bruce, 534
WATL-TV, 301
Watters, Audrey, 362
WBAI radio, 568
WBIR-TV, 301
WCSH-TV, 301
WDIA radio, 178
WEAF radio, 165, 169
Weather Channel, 194, 203
Weaver, Sylvester “Pat,” 199
Weavers, 148
Web browsers. See browsers

Webcaster Settlement Act of
2009, 159, 183
Weber Shandwick, 391
Webkinz, 86
Webkinz Jr., 86
Webster, Noah, 359
Webzines, 329
Wedding Dash, 531
Weebly, 53
Weeds, 194, 205
Week, 323
Weekly Bangla Patrika, The, 295
weekly newspapers, 291
Weekly Standard, The, 231
Weigel, David, 496
weight-loss product ads, 412–13
Weinstein Company, 254
as mini-major, 264
Weiss, George, 148
Weissman, Robert, 546
Wells, H. G., 314
Wells, Mary, 136
Wells, Orson
on blacklist, 565
Citizen Kane, 237, 284
War of the Worlds hoax, 171,
526–27
Wenner, Jann, 330
Wenner Media Publications, 330
revenue growth (2008–2010), 339
Wertham, Frederic, 356
Wertmuller, Lina, 251
West, Mae, 567
Westar, 202
Westboro Baptist Church, 57
Westergren, Tim, 181, 183
westerns, 250
Western Union, 8
lines, radio use of, 165
Westinghouse
NBC ownership by, 166
radio station, first, 164, 165
Westwood One, 185
WGCB radio, 566
WGN radio, 169–70
WGRZ-TV, 301
WGY radio, 165
Wharton, Edith, 314
“What’s Goin’ On,” 137
What’s My Line? 214, 503
What’s Your Number? 264
What Women Want, 255
Wheel of Fortune, 218, 225
When Harry Met Sally, 251
“Where Did Our Love Go,” 136,
137
Where the Wild Things Are
(Sendak), 25
White, E. B., 333, 366
White, Margaret Bourke, 323, 324
White Album, The (Didion), 288

“White Christmas,” 129
Whittle Communications, 407
Who, 135
Who Framed Roger Rabbit, 463
Whole Booke of Psalms, The, 351
Whole Foods Market blog, 437
Whole Foods Market Magazine,
339
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
564
Who Wants to Be a Millionaire,
201
Wichita Eagle, 508
Wickham, Rick, 101
Wiener, Anthony, 578
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Throughout the new integrated media edition of Media and Culture, the book directs you to the Media and Culture companion
Web site, where videos from VideoCentral: Mass Communication complement the material in the text. The book lists any further
related videos under “Additional Videos” in the Chapter Review sections. Here is a quick list of all the videos featured in the book
by chapter. For directions on how to access these videos online, please see instructions to the right.
Chapter 1: Mass Communication: A Critical Approach
Agenda Setting and Gatekeeping, p. 15
The Media and Democracy, p. 37
Chapter 2: The Internet, Digital Media, and Media Convergence
The Rise of Social Media, p. 52
Net Neutrality, p. 71
User-Generated Content, p. 75
Internet Media Entrepreneurs: Newsy, p. 75

Chapter 10: Books and the Power of Print
Based On: Making Books into Movies, with Tom Perrotta and Anne
Rice, p. 360
Books in the New Millennium: Anne Rice and Others Discuss the
Future of the Publishing Industry, p. 362
Turning the Page: Books Go Digital, p. 375

Chapter 3: Digital Gaming and the Media Playground
Tablets, Technology, and the Classroom, p. 103

Chapter 11: Advertising and Commercial Culture
Advertising in the Digital Age, p. 397
Advertising and Effects on Children, p. 407
Blurring the Lines: Marketing Programs across
Platforms, p. 417

Chapter 4: Sound Recording and Popular Music
Recording Music Today: Composter Scott Dugdale on
Technology, p. 126
Alternative Strategies for Music Marketing, p. 147

Chapter 12: Public Relations and Framing the Message
Give and Take: Public Relations and Journalism, p. 440
Filling the Holes: Video News Releases, p. 447
Going Viral: Political Campaigns and Video, p. 447

Chapter 5: Popular Radio and the Origins of Broadcasting
Going Visual: Video, Radio, and the Web, p. 181
Radio: Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow, p. 184

Chapter 13: Media Economics and the Global Marketplace
The Impact of Media Ownership, p. 472
The Money behind the Media, p. 479

Chapter 6: Television and Cable: The Power of Visual Culture
Television Networks Evolve, p. 206
What Makes Public Television Public? p. 218
Changes in Prime Time, p. 235
Wired or Wireless: Television Delivery Today, p. 235

Chapter 14: The Culture of Journalism: Values,
Ethics, and Democracy
The Contemporary Journalist: Pundit or Reporter? p. 506
Fake News/Real News: A Fine Line, p. 507
Journalism Ethics: What News Is Fit to Print? p. 517
The Objectivity Myth, p. 517
Shield Laws and Nontraditional Journalists, p. 517

Chapter 7: Movies and the Impact of Images
More Than a Movie: Social Issues and Film, p. 267
Chapter 8: Newspapers: The Rise and Decline of Modern Journalism
Newspapers and the Internet: Convergence, with
Clarence Page, p. 290
Community Voices: Weekly Newspapers, p. 304
The Media and Democracy, p. 311
Newspapers Now: Balancing Citizen Journalism and Investigative
Reporting, p. 311
Chapter 9: Magazines in the Age of Specialization
Magazine Specialization Today, p. 331
Narrowcasting in Magazines, p. 336

Chapter 15: Media Effects and Cultural Approaches to Research
Media Effects Research, p. 526
Chapter 16: Legal Controls and Freedom of Expression
Bloggers and Legal Rights, p. 569
The First Amendment and Student Speech, p. 575
Freedom of Information, p. 575

See behind the scenes
Watch and learn! Your new book comes with access to VideoCentral: Mass
Communication, an online resource with more than 40 videos that lets you
see behind the scenes of the media industries. Accompanying discussion
questions help you think about how the media work in your daily life. Callouts throughout Media & Culture — in the VideoCentral feature, in the
Additional Videos section of the Chapter Review, and in the complete list on
the facing page—point you to videos related to what you’re studying. You can
also look for this symbol:

indicating when video content is available online.

Your instructor may assign these video activities as part of your coursework
or may use them in class. You can also use these videos on your own to learn
more about areas of the media that interest you. No matter how you use
them, these videos will help you gain a deeper understanding of the media
and how they work.
Get in. If your book came packaged with a separate access card, follow the
instructions on that access card instead.
1. Go to bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture and click on
“VideoCentral.”
2. Click on “Do you have an access code?” Enter your access code,
including any dashes, and follow the onscreen instructions. You’re
ﬁnished!
Note: If the code below does not work, it might be expired. You can purchase access to VideoCentral at bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture.
STUDENT ACCESS CODE

Instructors: Go to bedfordstmartins.com/mediaculture to get instructor
access.
For technical support:
▶ 1-800-936-6899
▶ macmillanhighered.com/techsupport

It’s never been more exciting or more challenging to study
the mass media. The media landscape has fully completed
the turn to digital technology, and while you experience that
technology daily, you may not know how text, audio, and
visual media converge—and what that means.
This new edition of Media & Culture: Mass Communication
in a Digital Age will enhance your understanding of the media
landscape and show you how we arrived at this point and
where the digital turn may take us next. Using the authors'
critical and cultural perspective, up-to-the-minute examples, and a new chapter on video games, the ninth
edition will open your eyes and show you how the
media really work.

▶ New! Converging media — integrated
Every new copy of Media & Culture
includes access to online video clips giving
you a behind-the-scenes look at the media and
the issues you need to know to understand how
the media work — like the rise of social media,
convergence in newspapers, the making of books
into ﬁlms, changes to the music industry, and
more. For more information and to get access,
see the inside back cover.

▶ More help online 24/7. The Student Site

for Media & Culture offers you FREE tools to help
you study. To access chapter summaries, chapter
quizzes, and more go to bedfordstmartins.com
/mediaculture.
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